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The Central Pacific was generally quiet. Photographic coverage was completed
of BIKINI, WOTJE, UJAE and LAE Atolls. Nine hundred pounds of bombs was dropped on
ENYU I., BIKINI Atoll.

HERRING reports sinking one DD at end of old year and one freighter passenger
ship of 9,000 tons and probably sinking one freighter 5,500 tons in New Year.
CTF 57 010851 gives progress report of construction in GILBERTS.
CTF 57 290750 describes details of airfield construction at MAKIN which is
considered inadequate for use by heavy bombers.
In the North SOLOMONS our carrier search planes located 2 CAs, 2 DDs outside
At 1100 L carrier planes attacked this force reporting
following hits: 4 heavy bomb hits plus at least one torpedo hit on 1 CA, 2 heavy
bomb hits and at least 2 torpedo hits on 2nd CA, both were left burning, one
heavily. One DD is believed to have been sunk and one heavily damaged. Shore based
bombers were directed to make air attack on cripples to complete their destruction.
J£AVIENG at 0830 L 1 January.

CominCh 012335permanently allocates 2 full squadrons of destroyers to 7th
Fleet effective at once. At least 1 squadron to be 2100 or 2200 ton class to be
provided from PacFlt.
In the Southwest Pacific our forces were landed at SAIDOR, NEW GUINEA from
APDs and LCis without opposition. This point is about 90 miles beyond to the NW/
from our previous position at the BLUCHER Area.
)
,./

~
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In the Central Pacific, usual searches were carried out over the MARSHALLS.
One small AK was attacked and was left settling and listing. Planes over JALUIT
saw seven 200-ton craft and two 4,000 ton AKs.
Photographic coverage of UJElANG ATOLL was completed. A near miss was
scored by 300 pound bomb on possible radio installation on UJELAliG ISLANp.
Return fire from light machine guns.
Air raid alarms were sounded last night at TARAWA, APAMAMA, and li!AFIN.
No details. were given.
In the South Pacific, Task Group 37.2 (Carrier Group) was directed to
make an air attack on KAVIENG on 4 January," East Longitude Date, with a
pr~ary target cruisers which on good indications are expected to be there
on that date. Heavy bombers of TF 33 are also directed to hit KAVIENG on the
4th.
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3 January (Oahu date)
Anmy bombers in the Central Pacific continued their attacks on MARSHALL
Island bases.

On 2 Janua~ 16 B-24's from ELLICE bases and 6 from CANTON took off for
attack on WOTJE. CANTON planes were turned back by weather and 2 others by
mechanical trouble. Five B-24's bombed WOTJE with results unobserved. Thirty
Zekes intercepted of which 8 were destroyed and 5 probables.
Nine B-24's bombed alternate target TAROA and dropped 27 tons from 17000
feet. Hits were observed in NW area. Thirty Zekes also intercepted this flight
of which 2 were destroyed and 2 probables.
Our losses both strikes were 3 B-24's. One exploded, 1 spun in on return
flight and 1 water landed. Dumbo rescue mission sent 3rd. Four planes were
severely damaged and 3 had minor damage.
At noon the 3rd, 9 B-25'a attacked JALUIT installations with 75mm. and
straffing. No shipping was seen. Fires were started. One B-25 was lost over
target.
At APA1~ on night of 3 January ten enemy planes attacked. One PB4Y was
destroyed, 2 damaged, 2 men killed. Air raid warnings were sounded at MAKIN and
TARAWA same nieht with no details given.
In the South Pacific, our carrier air strike on KAVIRNG was carried out but
no combatant ships were found in harbor. Two destroyers were attacked north of
KAVIENG and hit by bombs and torpedoes. Reports state 1 was surely sunk and the
other probably sunk. Search planes reported other enemy shipping north of KAVIENG
including 2 CLs escoring small convoys. One CL was reported as hit with bombs.
Our carrier and battleship force are retiring at high speed.
While covering landing at SAIDOR January 2nd, E. Long. date, DDs SMITH and
HUTCHINS collided. SMITH has damage to side plating but speed is not reduced.
HUTCHINS bow is bent over requiring docking.
CinCPac 040120 directs BatDiv 7 (RADM Hustvedt) and DesDiv 38 to proceed
best speed of advance to FUNAFUTI and report Com 5th Fleet for duty.
4 January (Oahu date)

In the Central Pacific, 18 Liberators from PHILISTINE dropped 22 tons on
alternate target, JALUIT instead KWAJALEIN because of weather. Results were not
observed. There was no interception, AA moderate. Four planes received minor
damage.
Ventura's from TARAWA attacked 2 medium AKs at JABOR (JALUIT) with 20
250 pound bombs. One AK was sunk, other not observed because of weather.
Twenty-four Ar.my Dauntless with 24 Aircobras as escort dropped 17 tons
on MILLE. No air opposition or shipping. One Aircobra was lost over target.
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Photographi c mission over KWAJALEIN obtained low obliques of NW point of
Atoll. Intercepted by 12 Zekes and 1 Liberator was shot down. Three small vessels were seen anchored off ROI.
Enemy bombers were over GILBERTS evening of 3 Januar,y as follows: One
ovtrr TARAWA dropped 6 banbs~ 1 over MAKIN 8 bombs, 8 over APAMAMA. Two over
TARAWA dropped 8 bombs evening 4th. Minor damage at APAMAl~ only.
TAUTOG reports sinking 2 ships on the 3rd and hitting 1 or 2 ships on
27 December. Results of latter hits unknown.
In the north SOLOMONS our aircraft remain very active.
Reports indicate that due to logistic difficultie s the enemy will
attempt gradual evacuation of his forces from south BOUGAINVILLE. ComSoPac
had directed TF 38 and 33 to attack the area by bombardment and bombing. TF 38
composed of 2 CLs and 5 DDs will bombard the SHORTLAND-BUIN Area about midnight
8 January.
Cam lOth Fleet 042052 Z defines new median line for Russian traffic
inr
the North Pacific.

J

~if

5 Janua~

"

(Oahu date)

In the Central Pacific, no surface or air activities were reported.
CTF 57, 052113 gives the progress summary of airfield and base development
which is progressing favorably.
In the South Pacific our air forces are very active doing considerabl e
damage to the enemy.
In the Southwest Pacific, air forces are active in support of our troops at
ARAWE, CAPE GLOUCESTER and SAIDOR. Consolidati on of our positions in these are~s
are progressing favorably.
6 January (Oahu date)

In the Central Pacific, MALOELAP strike by B-25s and HILLE fighter sweep
were turned back by weather north of MAKIN. Close reconnaissan ce of M~t.TURO Atoll
disclosed no gun or defense positions.
Photographs of ENITffiTOK Atoll disclosed that the defenses were minor and in
general the Atoll undeveloped . The ~irstrip is in use but at present appears to be
used as a staging field.

In the South Pacific, our air forces continue their operations with no major

actions.

Admiral Nimitz and members of his s t aff returned from conference with CominCh
and ComSefeQsSifiED
Autb~:

EO 12958, as amended
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7 January (Oahu date)

In the Central Pacific. six B-24' s from N1JKUFETAU via TARAWA dropped
1~ tons of bombs on TAROA and 8 B-24's dropped 15 tons on WOTJE at midnight
the 6th. Large fires were started at both targets. There was no ~nterception
and AA was weak. Our planes were not damaged.
Photographic coverage of RONGELAP and AILINGINAE Atolls were completed.
No enemy activity or installations were observed.
At NAURU, reconnaissance plane saw only one Betty 20 miles NE of island
and reported that new airfield was not operational.
Air raid alarms were sounded at TARAWA and
details given.

APA1iAW~

last night with no

There were no major developments in the South or Southwest Pacific.

8 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific, twenty-two Ar~J Dauntless and eleven Hellcats
dropped 9 tons of bombs and strafed ID!IDJ ISLAND (JALUIT) morning of the 7th.
Fires were started. There was no air opposition but AA was heavy. Three
Dauntless were damaged.
At TARAWA, three enemy planes evening of the 8th dropped 18 bombs
but caused no damage.
MUSKALLUNGE reports making 2 hits in one tanker apparently damaging
it only on 6 January and sinking 1 ship similar to MURATO on 28 December.
Also, she made a probable hit in 7000 ton AK on 22 December. SILVERSIDES
is still tracking tankers which passed through 1IDSKALUNGE's position.
In the South Pacific preliminary reports state that our cruiser and
destroyer force completeda successful bombardment of SHORTLAND, FAISI,
POPERANG area at 2219 local time, 8 January. Fires were started with small
amount of opposing fire from shore batteries.
In the Southwest Pacific intelligence reports indicate that our
landing a.t SAIDOR (NEW GUINEA) has cut off about 14,000 Jap troops between
SIO and GALI who are short of supplies and ammunition and with no other way
of . obtaining replenishments except via supply submarines. It is expected
that the troops will try to break through to MADANG prior 11 Februe.ry.

~4~
OECLASSiflEO
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9 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific, 17 Liberators from NANOMEA via TARAWA took off for
strike on WOTJE night 10 January. All but two B-24s were turned back by weather.
Two bombed tareet results were not observed.
'I

The same night 7 VP and 7 PB4Y carried out mining project WOTJE successfully.
Eight planes flew over Island at 150 ft. and strafed planes, installations and
vessels. Large fires were started and 1 plane destroyed, 1 probably destroyed, 1
small tanker and 1 patrol vessel were destroyed. Our forces suffered no losses or
casualties.
Two Photron 3 planes covered by 4 PB4Y completed photographic coverage of
KWAJALEIN Island. They encm.mtered no interception and light to medium AA. All
planes returned safely. About 10 medium ships 14 small vessels were sighted in
KWAJALEIN anchorage.
SEAWOLF reports attacking a 9 ship convoy on the lOth of January. One
freighter was sunk. Another attack on vessel under tow is planned for next day.
tons.

FLYING FISH reported sinking 1 freighter, 1 tanker in December for 15,000

~ ~

10 January (Oahu date)

In the Central Pacific our planes made no strikes at enemy bases in the
MARSHALLS. At TARAWA and APAMAI!A air-raid alarms were sounded but no details
were given.

CTF 57 (RADm Hoover) 100555 gives status of special mining project in the
MARSHALLS.
Accumulating evidence indicates that the enemy BB !lGTSU ·was sunk by an

inte rnal explosion about July 1943 in Empire waters.

11 Janu"-!:l (Oahu date)

·

~

,

'j,

c/

In the Central Pacific, sixteen B-24s from ELLICE bases via TARAWA on night
11th dropped 31 tons, 100 lb. bombs, on TAROA starting many fires and explosions.
Nine B-24s took off from BAKER for TAROA. Three were turned back by weather
and one jettisoned its bombs. The remaining 5 planes bombed MILLE, night of 11th
with 5 tons. Results were not observed. We suffered no losses or casualties.
Ten PB4Ys including 2 photographic planes in a special low level strike
KWAJALEIN Island against shipping and to obtain oblique photographs, hit at 1300
local time. Two small AKs were sunk and 4 damaged. Bomb hits were made on gun
positions on each end of island and docks, headquarters, radio station, ENUBUJ I.
store houses burned. All planes returned with no damage or casualties.
One enemy bomber over TARAWA lOtli dropped 4 bombs in lagoon causing no
damage. On the night 11 January light bombs were dropped in water near ~~KIN
causing no damage and enemy planes over APAM.AMA dropped bombs in area SW of strip
with no damage.
OECLASSIFIEO
·luthortty: EO 12958, as amended
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- continued -

SEAWOLF reported sinking crippled ship and towing ship for 16,000 tons
from convoy previously attacked.
STURGEON reported obtaining 1 hit in 7,000 ton tanker in a 7 ship escorted
convoy on January 11th.
CominCh 112148 quotes JCS approved policy that no action w~ be taken by
·them which could be construed as a basis for any nation other than 'u.s. obtaining
sovereignty in Japanese Mandated Islands.

12 Januar,y (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific nine B-25s from TARAWA carried out a low altitude
attack on shipping and installations at MALOELAP at dusk 11 January. Results
of strike are: one 500 ton AK probably sunk, 1 DD or CL drumaged, installations on
several islands of atoll damaged. Of 5 to 7 interceptine Zekes 2 probably damaged.
All of our planes returned with two slightly damaged.
Eight PB4Ys from APAM.AMA with PhotRon 3 completed low altitude strike on
shipping at KWAJALElli and photographic coverage of several landing beaches on
KWAJALEIN ISLAND and adjacent islets. Four medium cargo vessels and two 150 ft.
vessels were hit and left burning. Bomb hits were also made on installations at
KWAJALEIN ISLAND, ENUBUJ, El\TNYLABEGAN and GEA. All planes returned, one slightly
damaged.
TARAWA was attacked last night by 12-15 high altitude bombers. Damage
was caused as follows: At Hawkins Field 1 dead 2 wounded, 1 PV severely damaged,
6 PV and 1 LB-30 received minor damage. At Mullinix Field, CB machine shop
was destroyed. Three minor casualties on USS SUMNER from bomb fragments.
Four P-39s were over MILLE on reconnaissance missions lOth and 11th Jan.
Bombs were dropped on target and installations strafed. One P'-39 was shot down
on lOth but pilot was rescued by PBY.
CinCPOA 120503 (pink) to CTF 57 directs that Army heavy bombardment units
be placed in rest status until 20 Janua~ in order to insure adequate effectiveness
later.

I

CTF 57 130213 replies to above in affirmative and states that 3 medium and
4 heavy squadrons are being flown into GILBERT bases on the 15 ~
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An air strike composed of 21 Dauntless and 20 Aircobras from APAMAMA
dropped 6 tons on North end of MILI~ Islands in the storage area on the afternoon of 12 January. A small fire was started. There was no interception but
AA was heavy. Two Dauntless were slightly damaged. No shipping was sighted.
Photographs taken of the B-25 strike on MALOELAP made on the 11th reveal
a 3,000 ton AK on fire and sinking and a destroyer on fire.
ComSoPac 140202 (pink) states SoPac Aircraft ~ ready to strike NAURU as
situation dictates and requests designation of days on which strikes should be
made.
SEAWOLF reports blowing up medium freighter loaded with gasoline on
14 January. All torpedoes are expended but SEAWOLF is trailing remainder of convoy
of 3 Marus and 2 escorts.
f ..~~ /J~

~-.

14 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific our aircraft made several strikes:
Twelve Liberators bombed ROI and NA1lliR Islands night of 14 January with
12 tons of one hundred pound bombs and some incendiarie s. Judging from explosions
and large fires great damage must have been inflicted. There was no interception
and no losses or casualties in our force.
Three B-25s attacked shipping in WOTJE daylight the 14th. One medium AK
was sunk and 2 possibly damaged. All of our planes returned with one plane damaged.
Nine B-25s from TARAWA bombed and strafed installation s on WOTJE at dusk
of 13 Jan. Several small vessels were hit. Our planes suffered no damage.
Sixteen P-39s and 21 Dauntless midmorning 13th dropped 14 tons on MILLE.
Fires were started in southern barracks area and 4 twin engine fighters strafed.
All planes returned with slight damage to 1 Dauntless.
CTF 57 Dis. 150321 gives further details on mining in MARSHALLS stating
that the 2nd Phase of the mining operations there was completed.
CinCPac 141953 (pink) to ComSoPac outline tentative plans for use of
carrier divisions in support of SoPac operations.
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In the Central Pacific our air activity was 1 imi te·d to search patrols.
Air raid alarms were sounded last night at UlJCIN, TAR.AVlA and APAHAMA
with no details Eiven.
The S~~ORSE reports sinking a loaded medium transport escorted by
2 PCs and 2 Trawler type escorts last night in area north of TRUK. Number of
escorts and persistent depth charging frustrated daylight attack but indicated
valuable tarbet.
ComSoPac reports the following results f rom a damaging air strike on
ships in SIMPSON HARBOR 15 January: Direct hits on 7 AKs with 9 bombs and 16
damaging misses on same ships, one direct hit plus 4 damaging misses on possible
DD, one direct hit on possible CL. Our aircraft encountered 30 Zekes over NEW
IRELAND - DUKE OF YORK area and 60-70 Zeros, Oscars and Tony's during attack.
Our aircraft destroyed 29 fighters 16 probables, while our losses were 2 F6Fs,
6 F4Us, 1 SBD and 1 TBF but 4 pilots were rescued.
,)
16 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific several bombing strikes on
were carried out.

!~SHALL

ISLAND bases

Twenty five Army Dauntless, 16 Aircobras, 8 Warhawks dropped 90 percent
of 21 tons on MILLE noon of the 16th and all planes strafed. One Aircobra was
lost over target and pilot of another bailed out on return flight. Four planes
received minor damage.
Four MAKIN Aircobras using intruder tactics shot down 2 Bettys that were
circling the field at MILLE dawn the 16th.
Nine B-25s from TARAWA dropped 8 tons of bombs on shipping and installations
at MALOELAP from 50 ft. afternoon of 16th. One medium AK and one small AK were
possibly sunk. Damage was also done to ground installations. Of 40 to · 5o intercepting fighters 2 were probably destroyed. One -B-25 was shot down, 1 received
major and 7 minor damage.
Search planes destroyed small AK at LIKIEP Atoll
sinking near JALUIT.

and left a small AK

Enemy air raids were carried out on our bases in the GILBERTS by flights
qf 8 planes each from 25,000 ft. on nights of 15-16 January. Three flights over
MAKIN and two over TARAWA resulted in a total of 46 casualties. At MAKIN 5 are
dead 7 seriously injured. There was no material damage. One enemy plane shot
down by MAKIN night fighter. Marine night fighters from TARAWA had negative
results.
Airfield conditions permitting PBY and PV PARAMUSHIRU bombing and photo
flight will be undertaken night of 16-17 January.
CTF 57 120120 gives progress report of developments on GILBERTS bases.
In the South and Southwest Pacific the consolidation of our positions at
EMPRESS AUGUSTA BAY, SAIDOR, Nl!."'W GUINEA and ARAWE and CAPE GLOUCESTER, NEW BRITAIN
are progressing favorably.
OE~LASSIFIEO
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-continued-

Intelligence reports indicate that the enemy surface forces at TRUK on
the target date of · FLINTLOCK will be considerably below the average strength.
17 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific, one search plane hit a small freighter 15 miles
NE of KWAJALEIN ISLAUD and was attacked by 4 Zekes. One Zeke was probably destroyed.
Air raid alarms were sounded at TARAWA and 1{AKIN last night but no details
were reported.
FLASHER reports sinking a 6000 ton freighter with 2 hits on the 18th,
E. Long. date, NW of MARCUS ISLAND.
SEAWOLF reports that she watched v~~E sink the third ship of a convoy
that SEAVrOLF had attacked previously and trailed after all her torpedoes had
been expended.
In the North Pacific the flight to PARAMUSHIRU was postponed one day
due to weather.
ComAirSoPac 172246 delineates the boundary between SoPac and ~oWesPac
aerial responsibilities in the Northern SOLa10NS and BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO.
CinCPac 180330 (pink) is a directive to ComSoPac and ~TF 57 for conducting pre-FLINTLOCK strikes on NAURU •
18 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific, nine B-25's bombed MILLE afternoon 17 Jan.
caus1ng damage to installations and starting explosions and 2 large fires. No
aircraft were seen but medium AA fire was accurate and damaged 3 Mitchells.
Six Photoron 3 planes escorted by 12 PB4Y's obtained vertical photocraphic of KUSAIE and bombed installations at LELE HARBOR. Our planes,encountered
no aircraft or AA fire and saw no shipping in harbor. One twin engine plane was
seen about 35 miles east of KUSAIE. Airfield was not operational.
Three enemy planes over HAVVK INS and two over MULLINIX Fields early evening 17 January dropped 29 bombs into TARAWA lagoon from high altitude causing
no damage. There was no interception.
HADDOCK reports sighting 2 CV, 1 CL and several DD Southeast of GUAM on a
NW course and obtaining 2 hits possibly 3 or 4 on one CV which intelligence states
was the UNYO.
weather.

In the North Pacific, the

fli~ht

to PARMJ.lUSHIRU was again postponed due to"
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In the Central Pacific our medium bombers and fighters concentra ted on
MILLE and JALUIT. Fifteen Army Dauntless ru1d 8 Warhawks dropped 16 tons on JABOR
I. (JALUIT) 'on 18 January. Fires were started. Intense ~~ fire shot down 2
Dauntless but one crew w6r.D rescued by Dumbo 10 mi. south of JALUIT.
Also on the 18th twelve B-25s dropped 9 tons of bombs and strafed MILLE
from low altitude. Nine B-25s received minor damage and 3 men were injured. There
was no intercept ion.
On 19 January 17 B-25s from TARAWA dropped 11 tons of bombs from 100 ft. on
MILLE. Good fires were started and 5 planes of 6 on ground were damaged. There
was no intercept ion but AA was intense and accurate. Two B-25s were shot down, 3
received major damage and 4 minor.

The srume morning 9 Warhawks from MAKIN strafed JALUIT and left a small
corvette burning and probably sank a small sailing vessel. There was no interception or AA fire.
BATFISH reports sinking 1 Maru and probably another of a 4 ship convoy with
two escorts south of HONSHU. BATFISH is making sure that the 2nd ship sinks.
ConliJorPac 090020 corrects previousl y announced (on 4 Jan.) Russian shipping
route in North Pacific.
CTF 16 200034 states anti-subm arine attack restrictio ns during the FLINTLOCK operation s.
20 January 1944 (Oahu Date)
In the Central Pacific our heavy bombers again started the
enemy MARSHALL Island bases.

bombin~

of

On 20 January air strikes were made as follows: Thirteen B-24s dropped
25 tons of bombs on WOTJE from 4 to 10,000 ft. There was no intercept ion and
AA fire was weak. One plane was lost but there were no other damages or casualties.
Twelve PVs dropped 11 tons from low altitude on EMIDJ (JALUIT).
were unobserve d. One plane was lost and 2 d~maged by AA fire.

Results

Eighteen B-25s took off for TAROA but were turned back by weather.
sults believed to be negative.

Re-

Six B-25s on special attack on AKs reported NW of JALUIT were turned back
by weather.
Search planes bombed 2 small cargo ships damaging them and obtained one
direct hit on a 4,000 ton AK.
There is no change in the condition s of the submarine FLIER and rescue ship
Salvage officer and craft are working to refloat them when weather improves. Ships suffered no serious damage so far.

MACAW aground in channel at MIIWlAY.
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Air strikes f rom the GILBERTS on enemy bases in the MARSHALLS consisted
of the following:
Fifteen B-24s dropped 30 ton s on ROI and KWAJALEIN Islands in early
morning. There was no i nterception and AA fire was light which ·caused slight
damage to one plane. Two planes crashed on midnight take-off at HAWKINS FIELD
killing 17.
Nine B-25s bombed MILLE at n oon from low altitude with 8 tons and strafed
installations. No interception, but intense AA fire. Three planes were damaged.
Twenty-three Army Dauntless with 11 Warhawks bombed JALUIT with 12 tons
and strafed EMIDJ and TINIET Islands morning 2lst;two Dauntless were damaged.
Twelve B-25s did not find the target, TAROA and several jettisoned bombs
on AUR Atoll.
SEAHORSE reports sinking both freighters of 2 ship convoy on 21 January
with 3 escorts in Lat 3-19 N, 137-02 E. Two hits were made by electric torpedoes.
In the North Pacific, air strikes were made on two successive nights
19-20 January and 20-21 January on the P~~SHIRU Area. The first attack was
made by 4 Catalinas. Two PBYs bombed the KASHIWABARA and MUSASHI WAN areas.
Each dropping two 500 lb. bombs, eight 100 pounders, 14-15 20 lb. fragmentation
bombs. AA fire was encountered from several batteries. The other 2 PBYs failed
to find target and jettisoned bombs. All planes returned safely to ATTU.
graphs.

Three Venturas the same ni ght bombed the KASHIVlABARA area and took photoAll planes returned safely with good pictures.

The ni ght
area all but one
batteries. Bomb
types carried 14

of 20-21 January 3 PBYs and 3 Venturas bombed the PARAMUSHIRU
plane found the target. AA fire was encountered from various
loads were 2-250 lb. by PBYs and 3-250 lb. by PV-1. Both
to 20 fragmentation bombs per plane.

Several reports of enemy submarines during the past week were made southwest of OAHU but no positive sightings. The last reported c ontact was of a
possible periscope bearing 208° , distance 12 mi l es from BARBERS POINT LIGHT.

~

,r:(

22 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pa.ci..fic, air searches were carried out from GILBERT
Island bases. One plane attacked two ships and left one burning. No details
were given.
At MIDWAY, the submarine FLIER was refloated.
free the MACAW.
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23 January (Oahu date)
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In the Central Pacific, air strikes were carried out on enemy bases
in the MARSHALLS on 22 January as follows:
Ten B-24's dropped 20 tons of bombs on ROI. Damage was caused to ground
installations and to some 20-25 two engined bombers on ground. Of 12-15 intercepting Zekes 1 was shot dovm, 4 probables, 3 damaged. Three Liberators received
minor damage from AA fire.
·seven B-24's and 5 Ventura's bombed EMIDJ (JALUIT) with 21 tons from
10,000 feet and 4 tons at low level in late afternoon. Hits were obtained on
installations and fires were started. There was no interception and no d~.age
to our planes.
Nine B-25's bombed WOTJE at noon from low level with 9 tons and strafed
with 75mm cannon. Ground installations were damaged and one medium AK probably
sunk. Three of our planes received minor dama~e.
Twelve B-25' s dropped 24- tons on KAVEt-T I. (MALOELAP) by mistake for·
TAROA at noon. Twenty-five to thirty Zekes and Ramps intercepted of which 2
were destroyed and 1 damaged. Three B-25's were lost, one crew being rescued
by Dumbo.
One B-24 dropped 2 tons on MILLE in barracks area.
On 23 January 21 B-25's dropped 14 tons and strafed TAROA in two waves.
Damage was caused and 3 intercepting Zekes shot down and 2 probably shot dov{Il.
Searchplanes on 22 January damaged 2 small AKa at AILINGLAPALAP and left
one burning. Light AA fire was encountered.
No activity was seen at EBON and NATVIORIK Atolls. On the 23rd, search
plane bombed and left a 8000 ton AK sinking 35 miles SE of KWAJALEIN.
ARCHERFISII reports sinking of one large AK from a convoy of 4 ships with
3 escorts off CHINA Coast on 22 January.
An enemy submarine was attacked by 2 fighters from one of our carrier
groups ( 58.2) about midway between BAKER and APM1.AMA. There are no indications
that any reports have been made of the possibility that our carriers are in the
area.
The FLIER under tow of the FLORII~AN for PEARL encountered a heavy storm
but is apparently riding it out well.
In the North Pacific, a nieht air attack on 22-23 January was made in
the PARAMUSHIRU Area by 3 Catalina's and 3 Ventura's. Areas on which bombs
were dropped were KAS!liWABARA, KAKUMATIETSU, KATAOKA, ARAHATA ZAKI and SHIMUSHU.
Sporadic AA fire was encountered. Photographs were taken.
Joint Chiefs of Staff to CinCSoWesPac 231510 (pink) is a directive for
operations in the South and Southwest Pacific and the support required from the
Pacific Fleet.
Joint Chiefs of Staff to Ci nCPOA 231515 (pink) i s a directive to CinCPOA
for support of operations in t h e South and Southwest Pacif ic .
... Continued -
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- Continued -
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JCS 231520 (pink) directs that the conference to be held on 27 Janua r y
at ?EARL take up question of Naval Support and Assault shipping r equired for
BIS1ffiRCK ARCHIPELAGO Operations.

24 January (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacifie, twenty-four B-24's dropped 48 tons on WOTJE
evening of 23rd from 8 to 11 thousand feet. Fire~ were started. There was no
interception and AA fire was moderate. Our planes were not damaged.
STURGEON returning fram patrol reports sinking 2 unknown ships of a
On 16 Jan. the STURGEON sank
a 7000 ton freighter and made a "bulls eye" on a large single stack destroyer.
In addition she got a hit ~n a tanker which was previously reported.

.3 ship escorted convoy during the night of 24th.

All task groups are proceeding towards their initial stations for
FLINTLOCK. Except for the attack by two fighters on an enemy submarine about
midway between BAKER I. and APAMAMA no incidents or contacts with the enemy
have been r~ported.
Co.mNorPae 250653 reports that three 8600 ft. airfields are under
construction in the Aleutians. One each on SHEMYA, AMCHITKA and UMNAK which
can be finished by 1 March.
26 January (Oahu date)

A

In the Central Paeific, the following air strikes were made on enemy
bases in the MARSHALLS on 24 January.

17 tons.

24

A~ Dauntless, 12 Aircobras, 1 WarhaWks bombed and strafed MILLE with
There was no interception but 3 Dauntless were damaged by AA fire.

8 B-25s bombed WOTJE with 1 tons and strafed installations. Large fires
were started. There was no interception but 6 planes were damaged by AA fire.
9 B-25s hit TAROA and small craft in harbor with 9 tons and strafed installations. Fires and explosions were started. Of 30 intercepting Zekes one was shot
down and one probably destro,yed. One B-25 crashed north of ARNO and one was
damaged.
13 B-24s. night of 24th, dropped 24 tons on TAROA. Many tires were started
and damage was estimated as severe. No interception or damage to our planes.
One B-24 at MILLE and one at WOTJE eaeh dropped 2 tons of bombs.
Search planes sighted 2 DDs and 1 PC in AILINGLAPALAP afternoon 24th.
A special .· ~~' strike dawn 26th tailed to locate this force. Other search planes
on the 24th attacked small freighters, one to westward of UJAE Atoll and one in
UJELANG Atoll. The latter was probably damaged.
The STURGEON reports a probable hit on 1 AK of 2 ship convoy under 1 escort on 26 Jan. SKIPJACK is working on a 2 AK eonvoy apparently heading for~.~ ,

ENIWETOK.

f1IV

Our forces proceeding to FLINTLOCK are stil l apparently undeteeted.l jY4 3

26 January (Oahu Date}
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In the Central Pacific the following air strikes.w ere made on
bases in MARSHALL ISLANDS on 25 Jan.

ene~

Eighteen B-24s dropped 36 tons at dusk on KWAJALEIN from 10,000 ft.
Target area was in flames. There was no intercept ion but 1 plane was damaged.
Planes sighted 1 to 3 warships numerous AKs and small craft in harbor.
Nine B-25s dropped 5 tons on TAROA from low level mid afternoon . Airfield and installati ons were hit and tires started. One grounded Betty was
destroyed . Of 30-35 intercept ing Zekes and Hamps 1 was destroyed 3 probables
and 5 damaged. Four of our planes were damaged.
23 Dauntless 12 Aircobras bo.mbed MILLE in forenoon with 14 tons starting
4 fires and explosion s.
There was no intercept ion but 4 Daun_tless received
slight damage.
At 2230 GCT on the 25th Marine Fighting Squadron 422 took off tram
TARAWA in formation for FUNAFUTI via NANOMEA. One arrived FUNAFUTl one landed
safely at .NIUTOA I. and a number parachute d near NUI I. when gas gave out. An
intensive search of 2 Desdivs and many planes is underway. No plausible explanation can be made according to CTF 57.
ComNorPac 262045 quotes American Consul Vladivost ok 250010 in regard
to Russian wishes for operation of whalers in Bering sea north of 63°.

~-

27 January (Oahu Date)
In the Central Pacific, Air strikes from GILBERT Island bases were
carried out on Jan. 26th as follows:

Nine B-25s bombed and strafed TAROA from law altitude dropping 4 tons
of bombs and using 75mm canon. Large fires were started. Of 20 intercept ing
Zekes, 6 were destroyed in the air, 5 on taking off and 1 probable. Zekes
followed B-25s to 50 miles to southward where they were met b'}~m P-40s in
accordanc e with plan, who destroyed 4 Zekes, 1 Tony, 1 Kate and probably destroyed
4 Zekes, 1 Kate. We had no losses and slight damage.
Nine B-25s dropped 1 tons and strafed with 75mm EMIDJ I. (JALUIT) from
low altitude. AA intense results unobserve d. We had no losses or casualtie s.
Weather prevented strike on ROI Island.
Regular searches were carried out by GILBERT planes who sighted only
1 small AK near KWAJALEIN.
SWORDFISH reports sinking the following ships: 7000 ton AK on the 13th,
6000 ton AK or AP on the 15th and 9000 ton AK the 17th.
Results of search conducted for pilots of MarFitRon 422 as reported
2100 - 27 January were 1 pilot rescued, 12 pilots located 100 mi. WSW FUNAFUTI;
1 bo~ recovered . Sixteen pilots are accounted for and 7 still missing. Search
is continuin g.
-continue d-
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ComCenPao 270615 reports that MAKIN La.goon will be available for use
by all types of ships during FLINTLOCK. There is ample anchorage area and
least depth in a fairly straight 500 ft. wide channel is 43 feet.
28 January (Oahu date)
Air strikes by land based aircraft on
intensified .

en~

bases in the MARSHALLS was

MILLE was hit by 23 A~ Dauntless, 10 Airoobras with 14 tons on gun positions and radio tower. One Dauntless was lost over target and 6 were damaged.
There was no interceptio n or shipping.
WOTJE was struck with 6 tons from 9 B-25s. Large fires were started but
no interceptio n. One B-25 was brought down with crew in raft 10 miles B of WOTJE.
NAURU was bombed with 6 tons morning 27th by 6 B-25s.

Results not observed.

TAROA barracks area received 21 tons in early part of night from 1 B-24s.
Fires were started. TAROA was again hit by 7 B-25s at 1600 local 28th, with 4!
tons and strafing. Damage to barracks and hangars was observed. One B-25 was
lost over target.
Bight strikes on ROI, KWAJALEIB, WOTJE and TAROA by land based aircraft
are reported in progress in accordance with plan.

Search planes on 27 Jan. saw no shipping in l'IOTJE, MALOELAP, JALUIT, MILLE,
AILINGLAPALAP, EBON, NAMORIK, AUR or MAJURO. At MAJURO no increase in enemy aotivit,y was observed since 10 December.

A special search of 10 Venturas for

results.

en~

picket boats produced negative

ANGLER returning from patrol reports sinking 1 large tanker, 1 medium
tanker, 1 patrol boat from which they got 1 Nip prisoner and d~aging 1 medium
freighter.
FINBACK returning home reports having sunk 1 large tanker on 2 January
with 5 hits out of 6 shots.
Our forces proceeding to FLINTLOCK operations are still apparently
undetected.
29 January (Oahu date)
The night strikes by shore based air which were scheduled to preceed our
carrier air strikes were carried out night 28-29 Jan. as follows:
ROI was bombed by 5 B-24s with 13 tons.
KWAJALEIN I. received 12 tons from 4 B-24s.

WOTJE

was

DECLASSIFIED
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hit with 27 tons from 9 Liberators.
-continued-
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29 January (Oahu data)

-continued-

JALUIT was bombed by 2 B-24s with 3 tons.

DEClASSlFIED
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TAROA was hit with 2 tons from 1 Mariner. There was noAA fire or interception but one B-24 was missing as a result of these strikes.
A Mitchell mission to WOTJE was attacked by carrier F6Fs at dusk on 29th
and 1 Mitchell was shot down others damaged. Similar scheduled strikes were
cancelled.
Three photo planes got pictures and dropped bombs on TAROA afternoon of
the 28th. Good recent oblique photographs or MAJURO were also obtained.
Search planes in the MARSHALLS reported a convoy composed of 3 AKs- 2 DEs,

2 small escorts and 2 fighters covering 70 miles west of ROI on course 300

speed

a.

THRESHER reports sinking 3 AKs and 1 AO tor 25000 tons and damaging a
10000 ton AO with one hit.
SEAHORSE reports sinking an additional AK for 7500 tons.
While no reports fram our forces have been received, intelligence reports
indicate that our carrier strikes on TAROA~ WOTJE, KWAJALEIN and ROI preliminary
to FLINTLOCK have been carried out as planned at dawn 29 Jan. west longitude date.

30

Jan~~~:t::~~cific.

in support of FLINTLOCK.

shore based air carried out

e#

attac~

MARSHALLS

Flights of B-25s composed of nine planes each bombed outlying islands in

MALOELAP Atoll with 4 tons and 76mm canon and WOTJE where large fires were

started.
EMIDj I. (JALUIT) was attacked by 18 Dauntless and P-40s with 9 tons of
bombs and strafing.

Air strikes by shore based air in GILBERTS night 29-30 Jan. were carried
out as follows: 7-B24s dropped 21 tons on ROI, eight Liberators bombed
KWAJALEIN with 24 tans, four B-24s hit WOTJE with 9 tons, five B-24s and
3 Venturas dropped 20 tons on MILLE, 2 Catalinas hit TAROA with 1 ton, one
B-24 dropped 3 tons an JALUIT.
Five members of B-25 crew shot down by F6F were rescued immediately but
one went down with plane. Seven pilots from VMF 422 are still missing.
Fleet Air Wing 2 in a flight of 18 Coronados bombed WAKE night 30-31 Jan.
All bombs landed on or near field. All planes returned to MIDWAY safely.
The limited reports received from TFC engaged in FLD!TLOCK indicate that
operations are satisfactorily proceeding in accordance with plan.
The only damage to ships reported so far was one shell hit in CIC of the
ANDERSON during the bombardment of WOTJE which killed the Commanding Officer.
2 other officers, 3 enlisted men and injured 8 .
-oon tinued-
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30 January {Oahu u-- ue )

CTG 58•1 reported losing 6 VF and 4 VT in D-2 days operations.
There have been no reports, so far, of any en~ air attacks or submarine
attacks on our forces. No enemy combatant ships have been sighted in the
MARSHALL area.
31 Januarz (Oahu date)
FLINTLOCK operations in the MARSHALLS are proceeding
so far} and in accordance with plan.

ve~

satisfactorily
)

Reports indicate that our air attacks both by shore based and carrier based
planes have been very effeoti ve and that enemy aircraft in the area have been
destroyed or shot down. Bombing by aircraft and surface ship bombardment have
caused hea~ destruction on all enemy air bases in the area and airfields are
being kept not operational.
The Channel Islands near ROI and KWAJALEIN Islands have been captured·
shortly after dawn, as planned, and artillery mounted thereon to provide close
supporting fire for the main assault tomorrow. Losses were reported as light.
MAJURO Atoll was found .free o.f the enemy and its occupation provided immediately a large and deep anchorage.
Complete detailed photographic coverage of ENIWETOK Atoll is being obtained
which indicates that consideration is being given by Com5thPhibFor to the possibilit.y of executing CATCHPOLE immediately after FLINTLOCK should conditions
permit.
Two more pilots of VMF 422 have been rescued leaving 5 still unaccounted for.
APOGON reports sinking 1 large AP or tender and another unidentified ship
night 31st.
SEAHORSE reports sinking a 7000 ton AK carrying gas.
patrol 5 ships for 31000 tons.
A~

Total sunk for this

CinCPac 312259 is a reply to Ma~shall's 120107 in regard to reduction of
forces in rear areas in CentPao and SoPac and the possibility of supplyin1

CentPao needs from SoPao ba.ses.

1 February {Oahu date)

~

#'

~

Heavy naval and shore battery bombardment and bombing and strafing by
carrier aircraft fro~ dawn until hour of landing per.mitted troops at ROI-NAMUR
and KWAJALEIN to land without opposition. By dark ROI was completely in our hands
and all but 1/3 of northern part of NAMUR as well. At PORCELAIN troops encountered
resistance at western end of air strip but continued advance. A secondary landing
near wharf advanced toward northern end of is lend. No reports of casual ties were
received but for the initial stages of occupation are believed to be light.
It appears probable that all objectives will have been captured by D+2 day
with mopping up to be done on outlying islands of atoll.
-oontinued-
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1 February (Oahu date) -continued-
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The WASHINGTON and INDIANA which were in collision at 0430 local time are
proceeding under escort to MAJURO where repair ships will assist in initial
repairs.
Effective neutralization is being carried out of WOTJE, MALOELAP airfields
by a cruiser group and of MILLE and JALUIT by shore-based air fram GILBERTS.
While no report was received from the carrier aircraft strike on ENIWETOK
it is believed to have been successful and reinforcement planes destroyed on the
ground.
MAJURO lagoon is being used as an anchorage for oilers. ammunition ships
and repair ships.

There have been no air or submarine attacks on our surface forces so far.
CominCh 011810 advises that a Russian Convoy Officer stated that beginning

31 January Russian ships will not use TSUSHIMA STRAITS this winter and that

confirmation was being obtained from MOSCOW.

I

The seizure and occupation of KWAJALEIN is progressing favorably.
2 February (Oahu date)

The seizure and occupation of KWAJALEIN is progressing favorably.
At 1400Y Februar,y 2nd all organized resistance on CAMOUFLAGE and BURLESQUE
was overcome.
ComGen 4thMarDiv assumed command ashore at 0925Y {fl2). The seizure of
other islands in Atoll is started with ALTON, ALVIN. ANDREW end ANTHONY ~ occupied without resistance. Unloading is underway and defenses being organized.
Preliminary estimated casualties or 4th MarDiv to date are less than 100 killed
and 400 wounded.
At KvrAJALEIN I. the 7th Army Division has taken the southern 2/3 of the
island up to 1800Y 2 February. Resistance has stiffened but is being reduced by
ship's guns and artillery. Ene~ dead are 1250 and 43 prisoners. Army dead 27,
wounded 190, missing 9. The estimated strength ene~ troops is placed at 2000.
Unloading is proceeding. The seizure of BURTON I., a fortified island north of
KWAJALEIN started at 0930(fl2) 3 February. Other small islands are being occupied.
CTG 58.3 (RAdm Sherman) reports effective neutralization and destruction of
ENIWETOK airfield and installations commencing daw.n D-1 day until dark 2 Februa~.
Great destruction with no worthwhile air targets is reported. Complete photographic
coverage of ENIWETOK and UJELANG was obtained.
BURNS (DD) returning from search encountered 1 medium AO, 1 medium AK. 2
smaller ships at 0100(fl2) 30 January near UJAE and sank all four with gunfire.
Airfields on WOTJE, TAROA and MILLE continue to be kept neutralized.
OECL.ASSlFJED
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3 February (Oahu date)
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The seizure and occupation of the remaining islands in the KWAJALEIN
Atoll is proceeding. Considerable progress in this regard has been made in
the ROI-NAMUR Area but no report has been received from the FORCELAIN Area.
The Task Groups of TF 58 are being assembled at MAJURO for fueling and replacement of ammunition and aircraft in preparation for a carrier aircraft strike on
ships in TRUK about 9 Februa~ • .
Plans are being made b,y TF Commanders for an early seizure of ENIWETOK
Atoll as soon as forces can be organized. The seizure of many secret and confidential Jap charts of most of the Mandate Island Areas including ENIWETOK and
TRUK will expedite planning for the above tasks.
ComAirSoPac has been directed to obtain photographic coverage of TRUK
and PONAPE which he will do on 4 February (E. Long. date) •
The neutralization of airfields and facilities on ~TIWETOK, WOTJE, TAROA,
MILLE and JALUIT by carrier, shore based air and cruiser and DD bombardment is
being continued.
So far there have been no en~ air attacks and one enemy sub was sighted
and attacked with good results to the NW of JALUIT.
The WASHINGTON and INDIANA rather severely damaged in collision have arrived at MAJURO Where temporar,y repairs are being made prior to their departure
for PEARL. It is hoped that a speed of 12 and perhaps 15 knots may be maintained.
Both require dr.ydocking.
In the North Pacific, FlairWing 4 sent 3 land Catalinas from ATTU for
attacks on PARAMUSBIRU Area 2-3 February. One returned due mechanical trouble.
The other two dropped bombs on SURIBACHI WAN - OKOMAYE WAN Area with doubtful
results.

CTG 94 reports bombardment of MUSASHI Area. PARAMUSHIRU completed with
no damage to the 2 ·oct and
DD composing the force. Inaccurate but rapid fire
fran. shore batteries was encountered.
~ /

¥

4 February (Oahu date)

I

The capture of KWAJALEIN, BURTON, BURNET, and BLANKENSHIP Islands by the
7th Division was completed today. Our losses to date in the Southern Attack Force
is reported as 32 killed, 239 wounded, none missing. The enemy lost 1240 killed
and 51 prisoners.
There was no report from the Northern Force but the occupation of the
remaining small islands in the atoll is proceeding.
The capture and occupation of MAJURO is completed and Commander Advance
Base MAJURO assumed conrrnand, 1600 local time 4 Feb. RAd~ Jones is proceeding
MAJURO to act as CTF 57 Sub-Commander.
ENIWETOK was bombed by aircraft of carrier group 4 Feb. with 35 tons on
runways and fuel storage. Two concealed Kates were strafed and destroyed.
Report states no effort is being made to repair runways. Carrier group will
make strikes as necessary to keep field inoperative.
~\
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WAKE was bombed by 18 Coronados from MIDWAY night 4-5 Feb.
returned to MIDWAY.

All planes

Initial reports from ROI I. state that enemy runways are poorly constructed
and need major rebuilding with coral. Source of coral is not visible in preliminary inspectiot?-•
2 Photo-Liberator s carried out reconnaissance of TRUK 4 Feb. and report
from pilot interrogation states that probably 2 CV, 3 BB, 6 CA, 20-25 CL and DD
are anchored west of DUBLON Island and 19-22 AKa and APs east of DUBLOIJ Island.
There appear to be 2 bomber fields and 3 fighter fields with the possib[ity of
two others. ComAirSoPac 050623 (pink).
.../

~ ;Y~

5 February (Oahu date)

At KWAJALEIN, all islands except GODFREY I. in the NW corner and a few
adjacent islets to the SE are in our hands. Offensive operations in the south
part of the Atoll have ceased. Reembarkation of troops and departure of ships
is proceeding.
The neutralization of enemy airfields in the MARSHALL Islands is con tinuing with carrier aircraft attacking ENIWETOK and land based air bombing WOTJE,
MALOELAP, MILLE on 4 Feb. and JALUIT on 5 February.
ComFltAirWing 2 will strike WAKE Island on 9 and 10 February with 9
Coronados on each strike.
Admiral Nimitz and party departed for the MARSHALL Islands on 4 February
end are due at KWAJALEIN at noon 6 February.
Preparations and plans are being made for early seizure of ENIWETOK and a
carrier air strike on TRUK but no target date has as yet been set for either.
Photographic interpretation of TRUK photographs show only 1 BB in harbor
and a reduced number of cruisers and destroyers. The two carriers reported
present are apparently 2 CVE. There is a possibility that a force composed of
cruisers and destroyers are at sea.
In the North Pacific, 6 Catalinas and 3 Venturas of FlAirWing 4 ·conducted
armed photo-reconnais sance mission over P~~SHIRU night 3-4 February. One
Landcat turned back but 3 over NW coast SHIMUSHU encountered light AA. One
Landcat crossed central SHIMUSHU and one over KURABUZ~~I. Three Venturas over
KURABUZAKI. All planes dropped bombs causing some damage.

Another photo-reconnais sance was carried out night 4-5 Feb. by 2 Catalinas
and 2 Venturas. Bombs were dropped by radar thru solid overcast. All planes
returned.

DECL.ASS1FIEO
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Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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At KWAJALEIN Atoll, the preparation for withdrawal of assault troops is
proceeding rapidly and defense deployments are well in hand.
Apparently a good coral bed on ROI-NAMUR has been discovered from which
coral for repairs to poor airfields on ROI can be obtained.
Final figures for casualties subject to minor changes: Southern Attack
Force own killed 157 own wounded 712 ovm missing 17, enemy prisoners Japanese
48 Korean 125, enemy dead 4650; Northern Attack Force own killed 129 own wounded
436 own missing 65, enemy prisoners Japanese 51 Koreans 40 dead 3472.
Visual reconnaissance of PONAPE was carried out Feb. 6, E. long. date.
Our planes encountered no interception or AA fire. One AK was sighted in harbor
plus several small craft.
An airfield was seen on JOKAJ Island composed of 2 strips
at 45 degrees, which is serviceable. No aircraft were sighted.

7 February (Oahu date)
The capture and occupation of KWAJALEIN Atoll having been completed, at
2000 GCT 8 February, Comdr. KWAJALEIN Atoll, Island Comdr. ROI and Island Comdr.
KWAJALEIN I. will assume comMand of their respective assignments. Until further
orders of ComCenPac, Comdr. KWAJALEIN Atoll will remain responsible to CTF 51 in
regard to defensive measures in the Atoll area.
Searches in the MARSHALLS I sland were carried out and small craft destroyed
at TAONGI Atoll and J~UIT. Sporadic AA fire was encountered at ENIWETOK but no
planes or ships were sighted there. A Ventura over NAURU received intense AA fire
and reports runways looked usable.
Interpretation of photo. coverage of PONAPE revealed airfield of 2 intersecting runways each 2600 by 300 ft. located on TITIENSARAU south of JOKAJ Island.
No aircraft were seen on field. Planes sighted 2 large AKs, 4 PC south LANGARS
I., 75 barges PONAPE town, numerous buildings on LANGAR I. and possible seaplane
base on west side. Several batteries of coast defense and heavy AA guns.
The bombardment and bombing of airfields on WOTJE and 'l'AROA continues daily
but intelligence reports state that fields are reported operative shortly after each
shelling or bombing. The land based planes continue to keep MILLE and JALUIT well
pounded in addition to strikes on TAROA and WOTJE.
Preparations for early operations a gainst ENIWETOK and an early carrier
strike against TRUK continue. No target date has been set for either as yet.
Apparently difficulty is being experienced in replenishing combatant ships with
ammunition from AEs at MAJURO.
Due to the relatively small number of enemy combatant shi ps sighted in

TRUK 4 February, Com7thFleet reports that he interprets this fact together vath

enemy's reaction to GALVANIC as indicating a substantial enemy force at sea to
the north eastward of TRUK composed of possibly 3 BBs, 5-6 CA, 2 CLs about 12 DDs.
DECLASSIFIED
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8 February (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
1
0. !JSEUCOM

The neutralization of enemy bases on WOTJE, TAROA, JALUIT and MILLE by land
based air is being continued. In addition cruiser and destroyers bombarded TAROA
afternoon of the 8th. Antiaircraft fire encountered at all places but reported as
light and inaccurate.
One CVE maintained A/S and Cap over MAJURO while another patrolled over
WOTJE and .MALOELAP and dropped 9 tons on TAROA. One fighter was shot down in
MALOELAP lagoon but pilot was rescued by sea plane from SALT LAKE CITY.
On Feb. 6th, carrier group 58.4 attacked ENIWETOK runway and fuel dumps.
Report stated planes saw no aircraft and very little signs of life on any island
except ENGEBI. Attempt was made to repair runway damaged by previous bombings.
Nine Coronadoes from MIDWAY successfully bombed WAKE night 8-9 Feb. Eight
planes were returning to MIDWAY and one with one engine disabled to ~VAJALEIN.
Admiral Nimitz and members of staff returned from inspection of newly
captured bases in the MARSHALL ISLANDS •
1
9 Februar,y (Oahu date)
In the Central Pacific, nineteen GILBERT based B-24s dropped 42 tons on
TAROA and 15 tons on MILLE evening 8 Feb. WOTJE was not reached due to weather.
SALT LAKE CITY and destroyers shelled WOTJE with 100 rounds 8" HC noon
9 Feb. One destroyer patrolled and bombarded each night 7th and 8th with no enemy
activity observed.
Search planes in the MARSHALLS saw no ships or planes at KUSAIE and no
activity at ENIWETOK. One plane strafed buildings UJAE and UJELANG. No activit.y
was seen at NAURU but MILLE runways were being repaired.
All Coronados participating in. the WAKE strike 8-9 Feb. arrived safely at
their destinations. The strike on WAKE scheduled for tonight is postponed due to
weather and is now set for tomorrow night.
Aircraft from carri Gr group at ENTIVETOK are scheduled to strike that atoll
on 11 and 12 Februa~, E. long. date.
TRIGGER operating to westward of TRUK reports sinking 1 large transport and
1 destroyer in 2 night surface attacks on 16 knot convoy bound for TRUK composed of
3 AP;s and 2 DDs •
A POW statement obtained from civilian air corps employee on ROI I. reports
new air base mv of PONAPE and near OROLUK on an island named by the Japanese as
BARAGUN. The air base there is reported to have huge stores of gasoline, bombs and
ammunition but only 7 planes based there now. Japanese propose to use this base
for raids against our bases in the future. This island could not be identified
on the charts.
DEClASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as ~~mnnded
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Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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The land based aircraft in the GILBERTS are keeping the enemy airfields
and bases in the MARSHALLS neutralized. In addition the Neutralization Force
of cruisers and destroyers have a schedule of bombardment whereby the cruisers
bombard WOTJE and TAROA in the daytime and destroyers do so at night.
CTF 57 plans to strike PONAPE at noon
5 squadrons of heavy bombers.

local~2

February with about

The PERMIT operating NW of TRUK reports 2 MOGA!~I 4 SHIGURE class ships
night lOth 8-19N 149-29E course 300 speed 19. PERMIT reports 1 or 2 hits in
cruiser. Later~ same ni~ht in 8-llN l49-44E PERMIT sighted large CV 2DD course
110 speed 17 and reports 3 probable hits at extreme range in carrier which
continued on course.
The SPEARFISH reports sinking 2 freighters 1 passenger freighter 1 escort
and 2 freighters damaged south of FORMOSA.
ComCenPac has set 17 February as the tentative D-day for CATCHPOLE with
an early HAILSTONE probably preceeding that by one day. These dates to be
anticipated if practicable.
ComSoPac has directed that the seizure and occupation of GREEN ISLAND
will start on 15 February.
A further report in regard to the new enemy airbase referred to
yesterday as named BARAGUN states that reference is probably made to GARAGUN
ISLAND which is near the PALAUS.
11 February (Oahu date)
Additional bombing strikes were made on WOTJE, TAROA and MILLE by land
based air. No details were reported.
C.T.G. 58.4 reported that runway on ENGEBI I., ENIWETOK was thorouguy
covered with craters but there were so me indications that few repairs had been
made. No new installations or signs of activity were observed on any island of
ENIWETOK. No AA fire was observed and few if any targets remain.
The 2nd Echelon of FlAirWing 2 bombed WAKE 0040 (/12) time 11th. Two
Coronados were turned back by engine trouble, 7 planes bombed target thoroughly.
No AA fire was observed. All planes returned safely.
The first enemy air raid on ~YAJALEIN was made by about 12 enemy planes at
0330Y 12 Feb. ROI I. only was attacked. Fires were observed from other islands.
No details of attack were received. Planes apparently came from PONAPE.
Island Commander of ROI I. reports that by 14 February a fighter strip
150 ft. by 4000 will be available for limited operations of 1 VMF squadron.
The five squadron plane strike on PONAPE planned for 12 February has been
postponed to ~ 14February. DEClASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQUSEUCOM
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11 February (Oahu date)

- continued -

DECLASSifiED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQUSEUCOM

JCS 081621 approves CinCPOA's allocations of naval vessels to the 3rd and
7th Fleets for the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO operations as given in serial 00014 of 30
January.
CinCPac 120505 calls attention to the fact that the views expressed in recent
conference with representat ives of SoPac and SoWesPac were infor:na.tive views of
individua~s only.
CominCh 102212 states definition of operational control as agreed to by
British Admiralty and Air Ministr.y.
12 February (Oahu date)
Commander KWAJALEIN Atoll reports assuming the Militar.y Governorshi p-of the
atoll as the representat ive of CinCPOA.
ROI airfield is 15% complete and it is estimated that it will be ready for
1 fighter squadron 14 Feb. KWAJALEIN ·I. is 10% complete and will be ready for 1
fighter squadron 20 February.
Eight night fighters of VMF 532 will proceed from TARAWA to ROI on 13 Feb.
An Avenger from Coral Sea made a successful forced landing on KWAJALEIN Island
airfield at 0725 {f12) 12 Feb.
Intelligenc e reports indicate that the attack on ROI at 0230Y (/12) Feb. 12th
was carried out by 12 to 14 seaplanes probably from PONAPE. The attack was deliberate and accurate and resulted in killing 25 and wounding 130. Material damage was
estimated as 80% supplies and 20% construction equipment. Two LCTs were burned but
believed salvageable .
There have been no recent indications of the location of enemy surface
forces which reports state ~at sea in the vicinity of TRT~. ~ -· ~
13 February (Oahu date)

(!JlV ~,

Enemy airfields on TAROA, WOTJE and MILLE continue to be kept inoperative
by land based aircraft from GILBERTS. In addition, cruisers and destroyers are
continuing their bombardment of TAROA and WOTJE.
Further reports from CTF 51 state that the enemy seaplanes which bombed ROI
ISLAND on 12 Feb. came from ENIWETOK, but. one plane appeared to retire towards PONAPE
Extensive use was made of radar counter measures which gave saturation pips on scopes
Photographi c reconnaissa nce of PONAPE on 11 and 12 Feb. show runways are roug
and appear unserviceab le. No aircraft were seen. Four coastal defense guns were see
on JAPUTIK ISLAND, 3 on JOKAJ I. and 2 heavy and 3 light AA guns on LANGAI I. No
shipping was sighted in anchorage but one small ship off PONAPE HARBOR ENTRANCE and
85 barges at PONAPE TOWN~
An unidentifie d submarine was sighted by eastbound clipper and ship between
HAWAII and SAN FRANCISCO. The clipper reported a position of 25-54N 151-lffW, and
the ship 20-35N 134-5ffiV o~ 13 Februar,y.
- Continued 18 54
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13 Februar,y (Continued)

DEClASSIFtED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQUSEUCOM

C.T.G. 58.4 bombed ENIWETOK on the lOth, 11th and 12th of February and
states that runway is unusable at least for 48 hours. All visible installation s
have been destroyed and no profitable targets remain. This force also bombed
UJAE on 12 Februar,y and reported destruction of installation s.
GUDGEON reports sinking a large AP in 27-38N 121-15E. on 11 Februar,y
(E. long • . date).
The MACAW, which was aground on the east edge of channel to MIDWAY, slid
off the reef and sank with masts only showing. Salvage officer reports further
salvage impracticab~e, but clearance of channel is practicable . PTesent estimates
are that the Commanding Officer and 4 men from MACAW and 3 men from NOB are missing.
ComCenP·a cFor 130013 states that during absence of this Commander on CATCHPOLE
CTF 57 will assume duties of ComCenPacFor in GILBERTS-MARSHALLS Area.
14 February (Oahu date)
Dog day for the assault on ENIWETOK is definitely set for 17 February
with carrier air strike on TRUK on D minus 1 day. Transports carrying the assault
troops and other units depart KWAJALEIN anchorage on 15 Februar,y.
The neutralizat ion of WOTJE, TAROA and MILLE is being continued. The
MARYLAND enroute PEARL HARBOR will bombard WOTJE assisted by 2 DD early morning
16 February.
CHANNEL.

A total of 10 enemy mines have been swept to date at KWAJALEIN in AMBO
They are all of the horned moored type.

The usual searches were carried out over the MARSHALL ISLANDS with no important sightings.

In the Southern Pacific Area reports state that the assault on GREEN ISLAND
commenced as scheduled on 15 Februar,y (E. Long. date). No details were given.
ComAir MUNDA reports that enemy base on ANT ISLAND, close and to westward
of PONAPE, will be bombed daily from MUNDA between 12 to 19 February.
With the early execution of CATCHPOLE it will be possible to speed up the
operations in plan GRANITE. Planning and initial implementat ion towards this end
are now underway.
Intelligence reports indicate that our carrier strike will find enemy combatant ships in addition to cargo craft in TRUK although some of the enemy units
appear to be at sea.
DEClASSIFIED
Aulhority: EO 12958, as amended
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DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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C.T~G. 50.15 has bombarded TAROA daily from 13 Feb. and WOTJE from 14 Feb.
WOTJE and TAROA airstrips are intermittently operational. Enemy flying boats are
probably touching at these bases. The General Plan is to bombard WOTJE and TAROA
aircraft facilities from sea and air to prevent their use and to deny enemy
entrance and exit to those lagoons.

Air Strikes against MILLE are .continuing.
Forty-two liberators from T.F. 57 dropped 56 tons on PONAPE on 15 Feb.(L).
CinCPac 150220 establishes the Central Pacific Forward Area.
PLUNGER reports 3 M..'s (tonnage total 15.000) believed sunk in 33-00 N.
136-00 Eon 15 Feb. (E. long. date).
ComSoPac reports occupation of GREEN ISLAND on Feb. 15 (E. long date)
according to plan, and without opposition.
Intelligence reports indicate the possibility that Cine combined is at
PALAU and that the BB MTJSASHI is tentatively located there.
Intelligence indicates torpedoing of·light cruiser AGANO a£ternoon of 16th
·in 10-10 N, 151-40 E, by USS SKATE left AGANO in sinking condition.

r

16 February (Oahu date)

--

Land-based air strikes (under TF 57) continued against MILLE, JALUIT,
MALOELAP, and WOTJE. A search plane attacked AK and DD off PONAPE, leaving the
AK damaged and possibly grounded outside harbor.
SEAHORSE summarizes results of patrol, as follows:
and 4 AK (total 24,350). ·

Sank one AP (6,500 ton)

There has been a recent heavy influx of Jap shipping in RABAUL. Both RABAUL
and Y~VIENG are receiving severe poundings by air forces from the SOUTH and SOUTHWEST
PACIFIC Areas; their claims of vessels sunk and/or damaged are considerable.
Intelligence reports indicate that CinC Combined is now in or approaching
EMPIRE watars.
Although no reports have been received from our forces~ preliminary intelligence indicates that Carrier Task Forces hit TRUK on schedule, approximately 100
fighters attacking between 0800-0900. One of our Task Groups was sighted by an
enemy plane in the morning bearing 048°, 92 miles from TRUK. The enemy ordered a
dusk search and attack (using 4 reconnaissance planes and 9 medium bombers from
TINIAN) and preparations for night landings at TRUK. Strikes by our Carrier Task
Force continued and part of our surface forces (reported as two BB and two CA)
closed TRUK Atoll and took some enemy units under gunfire. Enemy planes maintained
contact with out Carrier Task Group northeast of TRUK, and night torpedo attack by
planes based in the RABAUL-KAVIENG area also was ordered. Japanese submarines in
the area were to expedite attacks, particularly on ·B attleships and Cruisers close
in to the northeast of TRUK. It appears that a convoy departing TRUK was hit by
our Carrier planes with good results • . Damage indicated thus far:
-continued-
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DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 129581 as amended
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Training Cruiser KATORI afire
Three 'MARUS sunk by bombing
Five Destroyers damaged; two seriously

No violent reaction other than air reinforcement, has been noted to the HAILSTONE
strike, surface reinforcement indications being conspicuous by their absence.
It is believed that the search planes for the night torpedo attack made contact,
and that the attack was initiated - results unknown.

-

17 Februar,y (Oahu date)

The PENSACOLA (from TF 50.15) hit RmJTER, satellite island of TAROA,
with 8 and 5 inch at minimum range of 5400 yards; bombardment caused 19 explosions;
flames reached 2855 feet; fires were burning ~ hours later. No apparent enemy
activity, except attempts to repair runway ABLE.
DoG-Day operations against ENIWETOK Atoll progressed according to plan.
Artillery was landed on RUJIYORU and the adjacent island to the north. Heavy naval
bombardment and air strikes continued throughout the day; there was no return fire.
BODON ISLAND will be occupied after dark Februar,y 17. Captured natives stated that
Jap forces on the 3 main islands of the atoll were reinforced last month. DEEP
entrance was easy to negotiate, and is well marked;; the lagoon anchorage is ample.
Moored mines were encountered in the South Channel; sweeping continues in the
Anchorage. W-Hour for PHASE II (DOG plus 1) is 0845Y 18 February.
During the operations of air task groups against TRUK, the INTREPID was
struck by one torpedo on 17 Feb.; speed reduced to 20 knots; steering room flooded,
requiring that ship be steered by main engines. Torpedo hit in starboard quarter.
5 known dead; 1- seriously injured; 6 missing. The INTREPID is returning to PEARL.
No reports on the results of the TRUK strikes have been received. The
SEARAVEN rescued 3 aviators close to the TRUK Northeast Passage on the morning of
17 February e
CTF 57 plans to strike PONAPE with 3 squadrons of Liberators at noon 17
Feb., and again with same force at noon 19 Feb.
On 16 Feb. Vice Admiral Raymond A. Spruance appointed Admiral; to rank
from 4 February.

CinCPac 180538 directs organization of 1st Group Fleet Air Wing 2 in
forward area.
Although reports from our Task Force are lacking, intelligence sources indicate that the carrier air strikes on TR1M were continuing on the 17th according to
schedule. Considerably less reaction on the enemy's part was noted, suggesting the
probable expenditure of the majority of his air strength in the area, including
available trained reinforcements. En~ air reconnaissance and possible tracking of
our Task Force was noted: one position giving 07-07N, 153-23E at 12 hours plus 12.
Some, or all of this air reconnaissance is from TINIAN.
Enemy submarines were again ordered to attack our
northeast of TRUK.

surf~oe :

it: to tlhe ~,
~~~
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18 February (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HO USEUCOM

Following intense naval and air bombar dment., the Dfl assault on EUGEBI
proceeded according to plan., RCT 22 meeting only weak opposition at the beachesi
the assault troops moved rapidly inland completing capture of the Island by 1600Y
18 February., except for mopping up operations which are continuing. Our casualties,
though undetermined, are believed light. Equipment losses are negligible. All
Islands in the atoll are now secure from BOGALLUA Island to the unnamed island
immediately north of AOMON Island., inclusive. The attack against ENIWETOK Island
will be launched at 0900Y 19 February. Sweeping operations in the southern lagoon
continue.
On 18 February land-based air strikes (under TF 57) were directed against
PONAPE Town where warehouses and docks were effectively bombedi against KUSAIE
where the airfield area, LELA Harbor, and Port LOCTIN were bombed with moderate
success; and against JALUIT where results were unobserved.

SNOOK reports sinking one 6000 ton APK and one 1500 AK on 14 and 15 Feb.
30 miles SN of TSUSHIMA; and damaging two 6000 ton AK's in a southbound convoy
8 February GCT.
Upon arrival PEARL, GUARDFISH reports having sunk 1 large DD of the AMIGIRI
class on 1 February, and 1 large tanker on 14 January in the area be~veen NEW
GUINEA and the CAROLINES •
ComGen SA110A 182120 announces transfer of command to Commandant Naval
Station on March 1.
Significant is the bombardment of the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas conducted
on 17 February by destroyers from TG 38.4 and TG 39.4. This follows a series of
successful and sustained air strikes against those bases., and appears to indicate
quite definitely the waning of Japanese sea and air power in the BISl~CK ARCHIPELAGO.
Intellieence sources indicate that CinC FOURTH FLEET at TRUK anticipated
further attacks by our carrier task force yesterday, the 18th., and at least 6 and
probably 9 torpedo bombers of Air Group 582 were flown into TRUK from TINIAN. The
withdrawal of certain service forces, including the Repair Ship AKASHI to the
PALAU area from TRUK was noted yesterday. CinC SECOND and ComDesRon TWO at PALAU
are intimately concerned with these movements. CinC SECOND is definitely established in the PALAU area with a faint suggestion he might be located at ULITHI., KOSSOL
PASSAGE (PALAU), or NGULU.
Other than the ordering of submarines in the area to attack., there is still
no indication that the enemy intends to use surface forces to intercept our Task
Force. or to reinforce the TRUK area. Withdrawal of certain convoys to the SAIPAN
area as a result of our TRUK strike has been noted.
At 190455 (pl us 12 zone) an enemy plane sent a contact giving a position.,
presumably of our carrier task force., at 9-30 N, 160-10 E. This report has been
widely recirculat ed and sent to submarines.

OECLASS\FtED
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Followed by heavy naval and air bombardment the D plus 2 (19 Feo.) assault
on ENIT1ETOK Island was launched as planned at 0900Y, the 2 Assault Battalions of
RCT 106 meeting only weak opposition at the beaches. Enemy opposition in deep
fox-holes with considerable mortar and machine gun fire slowed the progress of the
attacking forces. The reserve battalion (22nd Marines) was committed at 1330Y.
_ At 2000Y the western half of the island was in our possession except for a pocket
of resistance on the western tip of the island. One batte~J of the 104th Field
Artillery was landed, and continues to support the attack. Complete capture of
the island is expected on 20 Feb. All islands in the atoll are now secure except
ENTiv~TOK and PARRY.
The assault against PARRY will be launched on 21 Feb. with
2 battalions of the 22nd Marines in the assault and the 3d in regimental reserve;
one battalion of RCT 106 will be in group reserve; this assault will be supported
by the 75 mm. Pack-Howitzer Bn. from positions on JAPTAN Island. Casualties so
far reported are 64 dead, 180 wounded on ENGEBI, and 14 dead 58 wounded on ENIWETOK.
The death of Mr. John Bushemi of Yank Magazine was reported.
Prelirranary reports on results of TRUK air strikes give the following
estimate of ships sunk: 2 CL, 1 AE, 1 AV, 3 DD, 2 AO, 2 PC, and 8 AK; and
the following estimate of ships probably sunk: · 1 CL or large DD, 2 AO, and 4 AK.
A total of 272 aircraft was observed. Of these 127 were shot down in the air,
and 74 were destroyed on the ground or water. 71 other aircraft of vari_ous types
were observed on the ground and of this number an estimated 50 to 70% were unserviceable. On the 2nd day of the strike no hostile aircraft were observed in the
air over the target. Our losses were 8 VF, 6 VT, and 3 VB; 14 pilots and 12 crewmen were missing; 3 crewmen were killed. CTF 50 went after cripples with the
NE\'V' JERSEY, IOWA, MINNF.AP0LIS, 11IDv ORLEANS, and 4 DD' s, making a counter-clockwise
swing around the atoll; this force sank 1 crippled Kato~ class CA, 1 crippled
Shiguri class DD, and 2 PC; 6 prisoners were taken from one PC. None of our ships,
other than the I}ITREPID, sustained any damage. In addition to the damage inflicted
upon the enemy's ships and aircraft, considerable damage was done to the ETEN, MOEN,
and PRAN fields and the DUBLON seaplane base; fuel oil tanks and an ammunition dump
were also destroyed.
Land based air strikes (under TF 57) were made against KUSAIE Harbor,
WOTJE, JALUIT, and MILLE. Light AA was received from KUSAIE and MILLE; noAA
from WOTJE; intense AA from JALUIT.
ComCenPacFor reports that task group 58 . 2 and 58.3,
are proceeding to strike SAIPAN and TINIAN.

~~der

RAdm. Mitscher,

Intelligence reports indicate that a major reshuffling of air groups in
the Japanese Naval Air Force is taking place. There is a strohg suggestion that
CinC First Air Fleet has assumed tactical comrnand of all air units in the ~t!NDATES
area. It appears that the MANDATES are being reinforced by drawing upon EMPIRE,
SOUTH~~STERN and SOUTHrffiSTERN air resources.
The Japanese strength in the SAIPAN-TINIAN area is estimated as 25 fighters,
18 medium bombers, 15 dive bombers, 15 torpedo bombers, 5 float planes, and 6
float fighters; 6 large Maru's, 8 medium Maru's, 12 small Maru's, 30 picket patrol
boats, 3 sub-chasers, 3 coast defense vessels, 3 destroyers, and 4 mine layers;
1 carrier and 1 destroyer are enroute, probably with .c onvoy arriving SAIPAN 221100
(Y).
OECLASSIFJED
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Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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D plus 3 (20 Feb) operations against EUIWETOK Island resulted in the
island being over-run by our assault forces who are now engaged in unearthing the Japanese from numerous well concealed and interconnecting foxholes.
The combined estimated Japanese strength on ENGEBT and ENIWETOK Islands is
1000 (open to interpretations of wording); indications are that PARRY Island
is somewhat more heavily garrisoned than ENTiiETOK. The assault against
PARRY !~land has been deferred until 22 Feb. A revised report of casualties
estimate 76 dead~ 173 wounded~ and 2 missing on ENGEBI; estimate for ENIWETOK Island is approximately the same. 25 prisoners have been taken. Performances of troops reported as outstanding. Some difficulty has been experienced in getting 1ST's on the beach at ENGEBI, but blasting operations
are now in progress. (Command of) ENIWETOK passed to Colonel Jones, USA,
on 20 Feb. Aerial and naval bombardment of PARRY Island continues.
FOGY reports sinking one 6000 ton AK and damaging one 5000 ton AK
off the East coast of FOID~OSA.
SEARAVEN reports that 17 AK's and 1 DD were bottlenecked trying to
escape from TRUK South Pass on the morning of 17 Feb. but few escaped; TRUK
North Pass did not appear to be in use; glow of fires was visible over TRUK
during the nights of 17 and 18 February.
BatDiv 3 completed its bombardment of TAROA on 20 February. All fir ing
was at minimum range with top and plane spot. Targets were well covered, but
only one very small fire started, due it was reported, to the efficacy ·of previous bombardments.
Land based air strikes (from CTF 57) were again directed against MILLE,
TAROA, and WOTJE on 20 Feb.; these blows were directed against runways and
aircraft installations.
ANPB 191307 refers to non-availability of Navy special fuel oil for
loading at California ports after 1 April '44.,
Intelligence reports indicate that a Japanese offens ive may be brewing
in the SINGAPORE Area. There are various indications that the Japanese are
massing important naval commands and fleet units in the SINGAPORE Area. It is
estimated that the following commands and fleet units are probably enroute to
or in the SINGAPORE Area as of 20 Feb.: Commanders 1st and 3rd Fleets~ ComBatDiv 2, ComCruDiv 7, ComCruDiv 16; carriers ZUIKAKU and possibly SHOKAKU;
battleships NAGATO, ISE, YA1~SHIRO, and possibly FUSO; heavy cruisers KUMANO,
SUZUYA, TONE, ASHIGARA, AOBA; light cruisers KUMA, OI~ KINU~ KITAGAMI (damaged);
and an unknown number of DD's. It is believed that the Commander 1st Fleet
ts Vice Admiral Nagumo, who commanded the carrier striking force from PEARL
HARBOR to MIDWAY including the BENGAL BAY attack in April 1942. It is estimated that the enemy is preparing for offensive surface and air operations
possibly in the BENGAL BAY Area in the near future.
~
-~
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DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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On D/4 (21 Feb) final mopping up of rema1n1.ng Japs on ENIWETOIC Island was
in progress. The battalion of RCT 22 was withdrawn on 20 Feb to rest, reorganize,
and repair equipment preparatory to the assault on PARRY Island; the lOth Marine
Defense Bn. will constitute the Group Reserve in this assault. Unloading of LSTs
at ENGEBI is practically complete; unloading has started at ENIWETOK. Throughout
the day and night of 21 Feb PARRY Island was pounded by air, naval, and field
artillery bombardments. 35 Jnps and 13 Koreans have been captured; this was facilitated by ·the use of loud speaker system installed on the island.

On 21 Feb BatDiv 3 completed bombardment of WOTJE without casualties, using
own plane spot; ranges 8 to 14,000. Numerous buildings were hit and a fuel dump
was fired. The island was reported as a poor target due to previous effective
bombardments; in view· of this, the scheduled bombardment of WOTJE on 22 Feb has
been cancelled.
SPEARFISH reports sinking a Maru in the CHINA SEA; 4 electric torpedoes
were fired, two of which were hits. Her total is now 5 sunk and 2 damaged for a
total of 40,000 tons.
ASPRO reports sinking an I-9 class sub north of TRUK after a chase on 15
Feb; she obtained 2 hits out of 4 torpedoes fired.
Single searchers were over JALUIT, ROUGELAP, and KUSAIE on 20 Feb. Large
fires were observed on JALUIT; 2 quarter ton bombs destroyed a building at RONGELAP;
and the radio station KUSAIE was damaged.
A report from the SUNFISH indicates damage to the CHITOSE (CVE); report
states carrier believed stopped, course 290°, distance 35 miles from SAIPAN.
In the South Pacific DesDiv 45 and DesDiv 46 carried out effective bombardment missions in the STEFFAN STRAIT and KAVIENG areas. DesRon 23 pursued and sank
the CLAUDIA (?) MARU in 08-54 N, 148-38 E. The Maru was loaded with aircraft
personnel totalling about 400; 73 of 100 survivors were captured.
Intelligence reports indicate that Task Groups 58.2 and 58.3, in their
approach toward SAIPAN-TINIAN, were sighted on 21 Feb and were shadowed during the
night. As yet there are no reports on the results of the strike scheduled for
22 Feb.
22 February (Oahu Date)
Complete capture of ENIWETOK Atoll was completed at 1930Y 22 February with
the fall of PARRY ISLAND. Major General Nishuda and his crack 1st Seaborne Mobile
Brigade went to their death. The Japanese troops were strongly entrenched and were
well trained; the total number of Japs on the Atoll is estimated in excess of 3,000.
Land based air strikes (from TF 57) were made on 21 February against
POUAPE, KUSAIE, WOTJE, TAROA and MILLE; 30 tons considerably damaged PONAPE
waterfront and tovm; remaining places hit wi th less tonnage and with only moderate
damage reported. Single searchers strafed and bombed RONGELAP and UTIRIK; a
searcher reports trenches and barb wire in vicinity of SOUTH POINT at OCEAN.
DECLASSIFIED
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Rear Admiral Mitscher reports approximate ly 8 of our fliers down in
rubber boats off the western coasts of SAIPAN-TINIAN but we have no report on
the results of that strike.
ALBACORE upon returning from the Southwest reports adding one freighter
and one destroyer to her pouch; not previously reported.
PLUNGER reports sinking the largest ship of a southbound convoy in ElviPIRE
waters be.tween the BONINS and the EMPIRE.
Cominch 011230/05 establishea rules for assessing enemy aircraft losses.
The capture of BARAHUN ISLAND on 21 February completes the capture of
GREEN ISLAND.

23 February (Oahu Date)
T •.G. 58.1 (SARATOGA, PRINCETON, LANGLEY) struck JALUIT twice on 20 Feb,
concentratin g on the main islands in the SE of the atoll; a total of 60,550
pounds of bombs was dropped. EMIDJ was the most heavily hit; direct hits were
obtained on both the N and S hangers, on the radio station, and on the barracks
and on munition buildings. The storage area at ENYBOR, the power plant and boat
yard area at JABOR, and the radio station S of SYDNEY PIER were bombed. Heavy
accurate AA damaged 4 planes; we suffered no losses.

SU1WISH reports that in addition to damaging a carrier on 21 Feb, she
sank one medium AK. She reports that Mitscher's strike caused many fires; and
that the TENIAN air area was in operation at 1600 K(-10) at which t~e the Japs
started flying in bombers. As yet we have no report from Rear Admiral Mitscher
on the results of his strike.
GRAYBACK reports maru (believed TATUTA) burned and sank on 23 Feb; another,
identified as TARAYASU, was sunk on 19 Feb. She reports damaging a large AK and
an AO on 23 Feb.
hits.

SNOOK reports sinking on 23 Feb. in the BONINS area a 6000-ton AK with two

24 February (Oahu Date)
Task Groups 58.2 (ESSEX, YORKTOWN, BELLEAU WOOD) and 58.3 (BUNKER HILL,
i,WNTEREY, COWPENS) of Rear Admiral Mi ts cher' s Task Force (58) made two air
strikes against SAIPAN-TINIAN on 22 Feb and, concurrentl y, a 12-plane fighter
strike on GUAL1. The taslr force, having been sighted during its approach on the
afternoon of 21 Feb, received almost continuous air attacks throughout the night
of 21 Feb and during the forenoon of 22 Feb; the force relentlessly pushed its
attack aea i.nst the opposing defense, and bo'"n.bed and strafed aircraft and radio
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installati ons, fuel oil storage, and shipping in the harbors. Reports give the
following estimate of ships sunk: 4 AK and 1 PC; 2 tugs and 5 small escorts were
damaged. A total of 135 aircraft was reported destroyed . Of these, 87 were destroyed on the ground; of the remaining 48, 29 were shot dolvn in combat over the
target, 14 were shot down by ships' gunfire, and 5 were shot down by CAP. Our
losses were 1 VF(N), 4 VF, and 1 TBF. The force started its retiremen t at 1600,
22 Feb. Our ships suffered no combat damage; however, the ALABM~'s 5-inch
Mount 9 fired into the back of Mount 5; this accident resulted in 5 ~eing killed
and 11 wounded, 2 seriously . Rear Admiral Mitscher states: "This battle is
historic for courage and determina tion of purpose."
Land based air strikes (under TF 57) on 24 Feb were directed against
KUS11. IE, WOTJE, TAROA, MILLE, and EMIDJ. 19 tons of bombs were dropped in the
barrack, radio station, and wharf areas of KUSAIE, resulting in large explosion s;
25 tons fired the barrack area of EM:IDJ; the remaining bombings were of moderate
intensity and produced moderate damage; no plane loss was reported. A searcher
over !JAURU received heavy A/A and reports runways 1 and 2 operation al.
TAMBOR reports sinking 3 AKs for a total of 20,500 tons and 1 9500-ton
AO during the period 29 Jan to 3 Feb on the route between JAPAN and the PHILIPPINES.
GRAYBACK reports two more 1ffiRUs sunk on 24 Feb in the same general area
as that of the TAMBOR.
In the South Pacific, bombardme nt by destroyer s continued in the KAVIENGRABAUL-DUKE OF YORK ISLAJ!D areas.
/-

25 Februar.y (Oahu date)

~

Land based air strikes (under TF 57) continued against the enemy occupied
islands of the MARSHALLS •
. During their bombardme nt of the KAVIENG Area on 24 February the destroyer s
FARENHOLT and BUCK~NAN each received one hit from shore artillery ; minor damage
was sustained .
IffiKE, operating in the southwest during the period 12 January to 1 Februa~
reports sinking 1 AP, 1 AK and 1 large sampan; and damagine 1 AO and 1 AK.
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Based on photographs. CTF 58 revises his estimate of results of TRUK
strikes as tabulated below:
SUNK
1st Estimate
Revision
2 CL

lAE
1 AV
3 DD
2 AO

·2 PC

8 AK

19

2 CL

lAE
0 AV
3 DD
7 A0(4L, 1M, 28)
2PC

8 AK

23

PROBABLY SUNK
1st Estimate
Revision
1 CL

2 AO
4 AK

1 CL
1 AO
4 AK

7

6

In addition to the above, 2 large AOs and 1 large AP were burning
furiously; 3 AKs were burning; burning and beached were 2 AKs and 1 small AO~
2 AKs were beached. This gives a grand total of 44 ships sunk, probably sunk.
or badly damaged (if dispatch is properly interpreted).
Land-based air strikes (under TF 57) continued against the enemy occupied
islands of the MARSHALLS.
24 Liberators hit PONAPE with 30 tons, effectively concentrating on the
dock area, seaplane base hangar, and full storage area. One Liberator hit KUSAIE
with It tons, results unobserved. A single searcher dropped 3/4 ton on the NAURU
runway.
PRESIDENT GRANT, enroute from San Francisco to MILNE BAY, grounded on
reef at 11-078, 150-58E early morning 26 February. Ship reports double
bottom forward half of ship punctured; damage to inner bottom undetermined.
Salvage vessel and tugs standing by; ships standing by to remove troops if
necessary.
ULID~

T.ANG, operating northwest of SAIPAN, reports sinking 1 large naval tanker,
1 ammunition ship, and 3 freighters, for an estimated 40,000 tons.

27 February (Oahu Date)
Daily reports from the South Pacific incticate that construction of the runway on DUKE OF YOlTI: ISLAND is continuing.
ComNorPac reports that a daylight bombardment of Southern PARAJ.1USHIRU
( r."USHASHI-SURABACHI Area) with 5 DDs and the RICID.WUD is planned for 3-5 March.
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On 27 Feb land based air strikes under CTF 57 were resurned against the
enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS; moderate AA fire was encountered; 4 planes
wore damaged, but none lost. Single searchers each dropped about 1 ton of bombs
on RO~TGELAP, UT IRIK, and MEJIT. 20 Liberators hit PO NAPE with 30 tons; observed
results showed large fires accompanied by two heavy explosions; AA fire was intense; 2 planes were damage d, none lost •
. SS CAPE UGAT (AK) enroute from the West Coast to the South Pacific,
suffered heavy engine room damage from an explosion; 2 men badly burned; she
proceeds to HONOLULU on 1 engine.
ComSoPac reports that all personnel, except 1 company of troops and the
ship's complement have been removed from the PRESIDENT GRANT; cargo is being
discharged to Lm1s; assistance is standing by; salvage is problematical.
CERO, operating in the Southwest, reports sinking one 6100 ton Maru on
16 Feb; and heavily damaging one 8600 ton freighter on 21 Feb.
29 February (Oahu date)

~ dfl,

Following a naval and air bombardment elements of the 1st U.S. Cav.Div.
landed on LOS }ffiGROS ISLAND (ADMIRALTYS) at HAYNE IIARBOR at 0815 (L) 29 Feb; 9
DDs and 3 APDs participated. Concurrently 2 CLs and 4 DDs bombarded enemy installations on 11ANUS ISLAND. The landing was unopposed; MOMOTE air strip and
the dispersal areas were captured with light opposition; our casualties were
1 killed, 4 wounded. Participating naval forces have returned to CRETIN; a
second echelon, enroute from CRETIN, is due at HAYNE HARBOR 1 March (L).
Land based air strikes (under CTF 57) hit WOTtffi and MILLE on 28 Feb,
concentrating on runways and aircraft installations. 7 Liberators photographed,
strafed, and hit WAKE on 28 Feb; all buildings and installations were well revetted
and sand-covered; many ~pes of AA artillery and many troops were seen.
Rear Admiral Hill reports that occupation phas.e of ENIWETOK will be completed on 2 March; he recommends that command pass to Commander EUD1ETOK Garrison
Force as of 0800 that date.
INTREP·ID, enroute to the West Coast, became unmanageable believed due to
loss of fin area as a result of complete removal of rudder. She has returned to
PEARL.
SARGO operating off West Coast of PALAU reports sinking 1 7,000 ton AK,
and damaging 2 AKs for 21,000 tons.
ROCK reports both periscopes damaged by a shell hit in the shears, on
28 Feb, while attacking a fast south bound convoy on the route between JAPAN and
the PHILIPPINES.
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After leaving further units of the 1st U.S. Cav and USN SeaBees, the
second echelon (6LST~, 3 DDs), is returning from HAYNE HARBOR; it is due at
SUDEST late 3 March (L). Our reported casualties to date: 5 killed (3 USA,
2 USN); 6(?) wounded ( 4(?) USA, 2 USN). Early on the morning of 1 March (L)
the Japs attacked our MOMOTE position; the attack was repulsed, and 60 Japs
killed.
The fighter strip on GREEN ISLAND has been completed to 5,000 feet. To
date, 14,200 personnel and 22,800 tons of cargo have been delivered to GREEN
ISL.A.ND.
Reports of the past few days show an absence of shipping in KAVIENG; also
an absence of Jap interception over RABAUL Area.
On 1 Mar (L) 2 DDs (PRINGLE, CONWAY) reconnoitered and shelled the SW
coast of BOUGAINVILLE; return shore battery fire caused minor damage to the
superstructure of both ships, and slightly wounded 1 officer. ~ ~~

2

M~<rch

~

(Oahu Date)

l:./'1./ ·

4

v

More complete reports state that 2d. Squadron, 5th Cavalry, made the
initial landing on LOS NEGROS; the ground situation remains unchanged. Additional forces will be landed on 3 March from 9 DDs and 3 APDs. A covering
force of 1 CA, 2 CLs, and 4 DDs takes position to North of MANUS. 4 DDs
stand off HAYNE to render close fire support or to bombard, if required.
Land based air strikes (under CTF 57) hit TAROA, JALUIT, and MILLE on
1 March, concentrating on runways and aircraft installations; excellent results
were reported.
Definite sub contact at 10-22 N, 177-23 E (Eastern MARSHALLS) at 1752(Y)
2 March caused rerouting of convoys in that general area.
Admiral Nimitz, Rear Admiral Sherman, and other staff members, departed
for WASHINGTON, D.C., on afternoon of 2 March.
JAPAN~

JCS 022941 (pink) establishes strategical objectives in our war against
and directs planning for all probable operations.
SMJDLANCE, operating in KURILES reports sinking 1 AK on 28 Feb, and 2 on

2 March.

5 Venturas from FAIRWING 4 made an armed reconnaissance of PARAMUSHIROSHIMUSHU on night of 1-2 March. Owing to solid overcast over target area the
mission was generally ineffective; no pictures were taken. 9 Liberators from
11th AF, attempting strike against KURILES on 2 March, were forced back on account
of bad weather.
CREVALLE, operatin~ in the Southwest, reports sinking with torpedoes
3 AKs for 19,646 tons; sinking by gunfire 1 5-ton sailboat and 1 150-ton patrol
tug; probably sinking 2 6000-ton AKs; and damaging 2 4000-ton AKs; a grand total
of 39,801 tons sunk, prob~<bly sunk, or drun~<gedp , • •
..II j
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3 March (Oahu date)

There are no additional reports on the land action on LOS NEGROS. On
the afternoon of 1 March 8 squadrons of attack bombers struck enemy positions
outside our MOMOTE perimeter.
On 2 March moderate land based air strikes were made against WOTJE, TAROA,
KUSAIE and P'ONAPE. The damage inflicted upon PONAPE during recent raids is assessed as follows:: Over half of PONAPE TOWN, including radio station and onethird of the dock area, destroyed; LANGAR IS. seaplane hangar and shop destroyed,
ramp apron and other buildings damaged, with huge fires indicating probable
heavy additional de~ge; 2 buildings destroyed on JAPUTIK IS.
ASPRO reports 1 hit on large tender enroute TRUK on 3 March; damage
unobserved.
CominCh 031655 directs category of defense for ALASKA and the ALEUTIANS.

~oj/Yy; ~

4 March (Oahu date)

Our troops are still engaged with Jap forces in the J'-~O~fOTE area; however,
the situation appears to be well in hand. To include the evening of 3 March we
have lost 61 killed, 244 wounded; the Ja.ps have lost 700 killed. We landed
additional troops in the EOl~OTE area (probably one squadron) on the morning of
3 March. No air opposition has been encountered since 2 March, when 4 enemy
planes ineffectively bombed 4 DDs patrolling NW of LOS NEGROS. B-25's and 4 DD·s
continue to support our ground forces. The covering force bombarded enemy gun
emplacements near the entrance to SP~DLER HARBOR, on 4 March, and then retired to
take station to theN of 11'r.ANUS. An echelon (5 LSTs, 4 DDs, 1 APD), enroute from
CRETIJJ, is due at HAYNE HARBOR early on 5 March.
Moderate land based air strikes continued against VVOTJE, TAROA, POI'JAPE,
and KUSAIE. As on the previous day, the greatest weight (23 tons) was directed
at PONAPE where the harbor and warehouse areas were bombed effectively.

FLASHER, on its first war patrol, operating in the southwest from niddle
of January to end of February, reports sinking 3 AKs (17,442), 1 AO (7,269), and
1 Sampan (40), for a total of 24,751 tons; and , damaging one Sampan (40).
Tentative itinerary SARATOGA and escort (E Long. dates)
Depart

1iARSH.AL LS

ESPIRITU

PORT PHILIP

FREENIANTLE

March
5
9

15
22

Arrive
ESPIRITU

PORT PHILIP
FREEivTAi'JTLE

TRINCOJ\IIALEE

March
8

14
20
30

Remarks
Fuel
Fuel,

Avg~s,

Provision

'
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There are no additional reports on the situation in the ADMIRALTYS.
Moderate land based air strikes continued against WOTJE, EMIDJ, and
TAROA, concentrating on air fields and a.ircraft installations. CTF 57 reports
that constant repair of damaged fields is in progress, and that usually one
strip on eRch field is operational.
The planned bombardment of Southern PARAMUSHIRU by 5 DDs and the RICHMOND
(Summary, 27 Feb) was attempted, but weather conditions reduced visibility to
zero; the task force returned to base~ .
~
6 March (Oahu date)

The ADMIRALTIES situation remains well in hand. Latest reports announce
occupation of SALAMI PLANTATION (northern LOS NEGROS) and PORIAKA VILLAGE
(MOMOTE area) on 5 March; also destruction, by a patrol, of 2 concrete-installed
12-cm coast defense guns on SE shore of LOS NEGROS. 1000 known enemy dead
. reported. The Japs unsuccessfully attacked in the lviO.MOTE area on 4 March.
Enemy engaged estimated as 3 battalions, with machine glmS and light tanks, a
large force being located in the SALAMI PLANTATION area. Casualties to SeaBees
reported as 13 killed, 95 wounded. The NICHOLSON ( DD) while bombarding a
shore battery near the entrance to SEADLER IiARBOR sustained 1 hit in No. 2
Handling Room, killing 3 and wounding 2. 4 DDs continue to render close support
night and day. The 2nd Sq, 5th Ca:v, and the 2d Sq, 7th Cav, are on LOS NEGROS.
The PICUDA, operating
2 March (4 1~ 18 hits).

trw of TRUK, reports sinking a 10,000-ton AP on

GREEN ISLAi\TD air strip was reported in use on 5 March, with 35 planes
landing.
CTF 57 040228 reports construction progress on airfield and other
installations on KNAJALEIN (PORCELAIN), and MAJURO.
Land based air strikes continued a~ainst WOTJE, EMIDJ, and TAROA; 'MILLE
was also hit. 13 Liberators placed 30 tons on the airfield and dock areas of
PONAPE; huge explosions were observed in the airdrome area. We lost 2 Hellcats
(F6F) in these operations. 3 search planes dropped 3~ tons on NATlliU with
unobserved results.
In NEf;f G UINF~ the 1st Bn, 126th Inf, completed an unopposed landing at
YALAU (29 miles ~ of SAIDOR).
In the North Pacific an armed reconnaissance over PARAHUSHIRU on night
of 5-6 March was mostly ineffective owing to solid overcast.
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The only report on the ADMIRALTYS announces the occupation by our ground
forces of the PAPITALAI MISSION area on eveninG of 6 March; occupation was preceded by bombardment of enemy shore installations near SEADLER HARBOR entrance
by the Covering Force (1 CA, 2 CLs, 4 DDs).
On 5 March elements of lst MarDiv landed on WILLAUMEZ PENINSULA at
VOLUPAI(?) PLA~ITATION (Near TALASEA, NEW BRITAIN); opposition is stiff.

Land-based air strikes against enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS
continued.
From artillery positions NE of our TOROKINA perimeter the Japs heavily
shelled the PIVA ttytt air strip on 7 March; 17 planes were damaged, and 6 personnel
injured; aircraft have been evacuated from the field. The PIVA "U" strip and the
TOROKINA strip remain undamaged; the shelling, though slackened, continues.
HOE, operating in the Southwest during February and early March, reports
sinking 3 AKs (18,873), and 1 AO (10,526), for a total of 29~399 tons; and damaging
1 AO (10,052).
8 March (Oahu date}
CTF 57 reports that for ll hours, commencing at 0410Y 8 March, ENTINETOK
Atoll received a Jap bombing attack by several groups of planes. ENIWETar ISLAND
suffered no damage; ENGEBI ISLAJlD had a large fire and many explosions. Other
details lacking.
Land based air strikes continued against ene~ occupied atolls of the
MARSH!1LS. A single Liberator hit KUSAIE with 1! tons. Single search planes
dropped !- ton on RONGELAP and on PINGELAP.
Our ground troops occupied LOMBRUN POINT ( 1 mile W of PAP·ITALAI POINT,
LOS NEGROS) on 7 March. Our total casualties to date reported as 104 killed,
444 wounded; 1231 dead Japs have been counted, with many more not counted. Without opposition, our ships swept the SEADLER HARBOR channel on 7 March; 4 magnetic
mines were detonated.
Present indications, as interpreted by SoPac forces, are that a Jap attack
against our TOROKINA perL~eter is developing. SoPao air forces concentrate on
Jap troop concentration areas and installations near our perimeter, as well as on
other points on .BOUGAINVILLE ISLAND.
.
Rear Admiral Richmond K. Turner assumed additional duty as Co.mPhibsPao
on 8 March in compliance with BuPers dispatch 071403.

· ~ M.>~ jJ
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Assessed damage as a result of bombing of ENGEBI on 8 March by 8
BETTY's (VBM) dropping 24 500-pound bombs: Casualties - 1 enlisted man
killed, 2 officers and 8 enlisted men seriously wounded, 13 enlisted men
moderately wounded; property damage - 921,000 rounds 50 cal. and 98,000
rounds 30 cal., all air combat ammunition; 600 drums petroleum products;
4 2500 gallon distillation units; and some aircraft damage, but field
undamaged.
Landbased air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the
7 Liberators dropped 10 tons on P·ONAPE, concentratin g on airfield
and dock installation s. 4 Liberators hit KUSAIE with 6 tons.

MARSHALI..S.

In the TALASEA Area, the Marines advanced southward on 8 March and occupied the "old airstrip" (presumably , the TALASEA Airdrome).
In the ADMIRALTYS, reports indicate that 2nd Sq., 7th Ca~, by shore-toshore movement, landed at LOMBRUN POINT, LOS NEGROS on 7 March. On 8 March an
echelon of 6 LSTs, 6 DDs, 1 AK and 12 LCis entered SEADLER HARBOR without opposition, and departed the following day.
SoPac air forces made 117 sorties on 8 March, striking Jap gun positions
near our TOROKINA Perimeter.
Rear Admiral Richmond K. Turner appointed Vice Admiral, to rank from 4
1944. Brigadier General Edmund H. Leavey appointed Major General,
to rank from 29 February 1944. Colonel Jo-seph J. T'vri t·ty appointed Brigadier
General, to rank from 22 February 1944.

Februa~

MARSHALL 100126 (pink) discusses use of NEW ZEALAND armed forces to
alleviate manpower shortage on farms of NEW ZEALAIID, and the employment of
NEW ZEALAND forces in the PACIFIC Theater.
~
~?
10 March (Oahu date)
NAUTILUS, operating in BONINS-1~IANAS area reports that on 5 March she
obtained 2 hits on an 8000 ton AO, and 2 hits on a 6000 ton AP; the AP believed
sunk; all shots were with MK 18, with excellent performance .
Land based air strikes continued against PONAPE, KUSAIE, and enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS.
The situation in the Am!IRALTY'S continues favorable. On 9 March medium
and heavy bombers heavily pounded the LORENGAU area (MANUS ISLAND), where buildings
and supplies were destroyed. Another echelon (6 LSTs, 2 DDs) is due at LOS lffiGROS
on 12 March.
Com 7th Fleet reports capture of TALASEA VIlLAGE, ~V BRITAIN. on 8 March.
Enemy barge activity in that area indicates probable evacuation.
On BOUGAilnTILLE, night of 7-8 March, the Japs made a shallow penetration of
our Iast perimeter (TOROKINA), but our position was reestablishe d on the 8fh•

~A1o
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10 March (Oahu date) continued
Our casualties were 5 killed, 93 wounded; the Japs lost 100 killed.
support of our ground forces continues.

Heavy air

ROBALO, operating in t~e Southwest from latter part of January to early
March, reports damaging a JOHORE type Maru (6,182) with 1 hit.
~
11 March (Oahu date)
Land based air strikes continued against enemy-occupie atolls of the
MARSHALLS. Searcher reports air strip on TA ISLAND, SATAWAN Atoll; heavy AA
fire badly damaged the plane. Searcher over ORULUK LAGOON received heavy AA
rire. Searcher destroyed PINGEk~P radio station with one bomb hit.
On 9 March a detachment, 22nd Marines, occupied WOTHO Atoll; flag-raising
ceremony proclaimed establishment of military government under Admiral Nimitz.
During occupation a crashed BETTY crew of 12 committed suicide.

Reports indicate that mopping up of LOS NEGROS is nearly completed.
During 9-10 March considerable action took place in the E sector of
TOROKINA perimeter. On the 9th the 182nd Inf. clashed with an estimated 250
Japs; in this engagement we lost 14 killed, 118 wounded. Early on the lOth a
Jap attack in force was repulsed by the 145th Inf, and our counter attack
restored the line; our casualties are unreported. In these actions the Japs
lost many killed. Sporadic Jap artille~ firing obtained a few hits on the PIVA
airfield; no damage or casualties resulted.
~
~~

~r~ ~ ~~

12 March (Oahu date)

/'I

(~,t~t(f'

Land based air strikes continued against T.AROA and WOTJE. 2.2 liberators ·/\
hit WAKE with 51 tons on 11 March; 80% of bombs in target area started large fires;
AA fire was moderate, inaccurate. 5 liberators hit NAURU same date with 11 tons;
all bombs in target area; AA fire heavy; moderately accurate.
A reconnaissance unit occupied LIB Island on 11 March without opposition;
no Japs were present; flag raising ceremony proclaimed establishment of military
government under Admiral Nimitz. UJAE was also occupied same date; of 6 cornered
Japs 5 corruni tted suicide and 1 was captured.
Following artillery, air, and surface ship bombardment, our ground forces
occupied west half of HAUWEI Island, SEADLER HARBOR, on 11 March. To date 1432
Japs have been buried on LOS NEGROS where only patrol activity is reported.
4 DDs in close support of the landing on HAUWEI shelled the east end of the
is lend.
The situation on WILLAUMEZ PENINSULA progresses favorably. On 11 March
our troops landed at ELEONORA BAY, NEW BRITAIN, against light opposition.
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In the TOROKINA area SoPac air forces continued to heavily bomb enemy
gun positions in the vicinity of our perimeter. Intermittent shelling of PIVA
airfield continued throughout the day and night of 11 March; the shelling resulted
in the destruction of one CUB plane, 50 rifles, and a metalsmith shop; a radar
shop was damaged and the runways sustained 12 hits; casualties 1 killed, 14 wounded.
JCS 122319 (pink) directs procedure for the conduct of the war in POA
against JAPAN.
Marshall 120110 outlines status of 33rd and 38th Inf Divs, and refers to
training policy for jungle and amphibious training prior to utilization outside
CPA.
CinCmVPA (Via Com 7th Flt) 131107 (pink)
seizure, occupation, and defense of BEEFSTEAK.

13 March (Oahu date)
Q;(

Moderate land based strikes were made on 12 March against enemy occupied
Atolls of the MARSHAhLS, the heaviest blows being directed at JALUIT {12 tons)
and TAROA {10-~ tons). Three Mitchells hit KUSAIE with 3 tons.
Occupation of BUTJU LUO ISLAND {in SEADLER BAY near MANUS IS.) is reported.
Co.m7thFleet reports that the SEADLER Coast from MCKERAN Village (northern tip of
LOS NEGROS) to BEAR POINT (north coast of MANUS IS. near BUTJU LUO) has been occupied.
During 11 - 12 March 226 light bombers supported our ground action in repelling tne Japs from the east TOROKINA Perimeter where liquidation of occupied Jap
pillboxes w.i thin our perimeter accounted for 349 dead Japs. During this phase of
Japanese offensive action, they made 3 major assaults against our eastern perimeter.
Ehemy casualties were estimated to be in excess of l.ooo dead. Our losses on 10
March were reported as 22 killed, 187 wounded; this brings our total reported
casualties for 9 - 10 March to 36 killed, 305 wounded.
In the Southwest Pacific Area our air forces have concentrated heavily on
the WEWAK, NEW GUINEA. Area.

JCS 132147 (pink) directs transfer from SoPao Area to control ·of CinCPOA
certain Marine Units assigned for the FOREARM~JERCA1ITILE Operations.
CinCPOA 140144 (pink) outlines carrier-attack plan in support of HOLLANDIA"
and operations in BIS11ARCK Area; requests concurrence of CinCSWPA for employment of
CarDiv 22; requests cooperation of air forces in SWPA.
CinCSWPA (via Cam7thFlt) 140941 (pink) replies to t
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On 12 March land based air strikes (under CTF 57 operating from 11AJURO
and the GILBERTS) were directed against JALUIT~ WOTJE and MILLE; the heaviest
tonnage (24! tons) was dropped on MILLE. 15 Liberator s operating from the
GILBERTS dropped 22 tons on PONA?E concentra ting on the air field area and on
the ore plant. 2 L-iberator s from the GILBERTS hit KUSAIE with 3 tons. Searchers
harassed OROLUK and NAURU.
SANDLANCE, operating south of YOKOHAMA, reports 1 .AX sunk, 1 AK probably
sunk, and 1 CL damaged; this is in addition to score reported 2 March.

Ar.my reports statej{th at Jap troops are now evacuatin g GASMATA and TALASEA
areas by overland routes. In the action following the ELEONORA BAY area landing
55 Japs were _killed and 12 were captured; our casualtie s were unreporte d.
Following a 2 hour bombardment by 4 destro.yer s in close support~ an Army
Task Force of 2000 men landed at LORENGAU from LOS NEGROS on 14 March. The
first echelon, led by YM's sweeping, consisted of 1 LST, 1 LCT, 6 LCV's, 10 LCM's,
6 LVT's. By 1100 (L) our troops were half-way to LORENGAU airstrip. Reports
indicate "Perfect cooperati on between Anny, Navy and Air". 1473 dead Japs had
been counted by the evening of 12 March, with more dead still uncounted . Army
forces estimate 2831 enemy combat troops remain in the area. Another echelon
of 1 AK, 7 ES~'s, 6 DD's is due to arrive LOS NEGROS on 15 March.
On 11 March the Japs launched an attack in force against the northeast
sector of the TOROKINA perimeter . After a slight penetrati on of our defenses
the attack was halted, and by 12 March the position was completel y reestablis hed
and wired; restoratio n was effected by launching 3 counter attacks with tanks.
Following the defeat of the enemy's attempt on 9-10 March to penetrate our east
perimeter our forces were busy on 11 March mopping up that sector, with many
Japs reported killed during this phase~
(Our casualtie s during 11-12 March were reported as 72 killed, 359 wounded,
20 missing. Our total casualtie s for the period 9-12 March are 108 killed,
664 wounded, 20 missing; during the same period the Japs lost at -leas,t 1173
killed, with this est~ate not including those killed ·beyond visual range of
our front~

~ air forces continue heavily hammering Jap positions near our perimeter. Jap artillery continued its intermitt ent shelling of the PIVA air field
on 11-12 March, but its effective ness was reported as being considera bly reduced
by artillery counter battery fire and by bombing. However, ComAirSols reports
that on 14 March the hostile artillery resumed its shelling of the P'IVA air field
area, placing 14 shells on the PIVA "Y" area, and 30 on the unit area causing
slight damage to the matting; this was ·quickly repaired.
MacArthur 140845 request D-day for RECKLESS operation be postponed to
22 April.
ComSoPac AdVon 150538 (pink) announces 20 March (east longitude date)
as D-day for seizure of BEEFSTEAK.
CinCPOA 150306 (pink) queries re aircraft search operation s
of FUILCRY.
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CinCPOA 150525 ( pink) points out that movement of 5 Army Divisions to and
from Hawaiian Area during March, April, M~ and June presents certainti es of
conflict with and hazard to mounting dates of CentPac.

~~

15 March {Oahu date)
Admiral

N~itz

and members of his staff returned to PEARL 15 March.

Prior to daylight on 15 March, 11 Liberator s operating from KWAJALEIU hit
TRUK Atoll with 66 500-pound bombs, attacking the islands of DTIDLON and ETEN
for 50 minutes. The enemy was caught completel y by surprise and was not blacked
out. Generally excellent results were obtained; seaplane base hangers, ammunition dumps, and oil storage areas were hit; large fires resulted. 11 other
Liberator s belonging to the same group intended to hit TRUK, but owing to weather
condition s, hit alternate targets, PONAPE and OROLUK; results unreporte d. During
the above operation , there were no losses or casualtie s. In the TRUK area, our
planes encounter ed intense AA fire from ship and ground batteries with possibly
1 fighter intercept ing. The enemy operated searchlig hts.
On 14 March, 10 Dauntless bombers hit JAJJUIT with ~~ tons, and 12 Mitchell
bombers dropped 10 tons on WOTJE,co ncentratin g on barracks, aircraft installati ons,
and the magazine area. The bombers probably operated from bases in the GILBERTS.
CTF 57 reports that photos of PONAPE reveal construct ion of a new runway 3
miles SVi of present field; grading in progress; length estimated over 3000 feet.
There are no additiona l reports on the tactical situation in the SoPac and
SWPac areas. ·
CaminCh 142030 announces agreement between British Admiralty and CominCh for
assessmen t of coordinat ed attacks in which u.s. forces are involved with other
United Nations forces.
CinCSWP·A {via Com 7th Flt) 160614 (pink) comments on utilizatio n of SoPac
search planes on SWPac airdromes , replying to our 150306 (pink), March.
ComAirSoPac 161051 (pink) comments on capabilit ies of searchers from
ADMIRALTY'S, replying to our 150306 (pink), March.
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Landbased airstrikes operating under CTF 57 from bases in the GILBERTS,
continued against TAROA, WOTJE, and MILLE; WOTJE received the heaviest tonnage
(15 tons). Single searchers over PINGELAP and ORULUK dropped li tons on each
place; ORULUK appeared deserted, it was reported.
SILVERSIDES, operating south of the PALAUS, reports sinking 1 ship of
a 4 ship convoy on 15 March.
TAUTOn, operating in the KURILES, reports 1 AK (TAGU MARU class) sunk on
13 March, and a sister ship l~£t burning and sinking; obtained 2 torpedo and
about 15 shell hits. On night of 16 March, she attacked a 7 ship convoy,
I
and believes that she sank 3 ships, damaged one,
all unidentified.
Reports from the South Pacific disclose that Jap offensive action continues against the east and northeast TOROKINA sectors of our perimeter. After
a 3-day lull in the east sector, the Japs attacked in that area on 14 March,
making a slight penetration; positions were restored by a tank counter attack.
During the 13th and 14th, the Japs were reported entrenching themselves opposite
our northeast sector; at noon on the 15th they made a light attack in that area,
but were repulsed after losing 125 killed. Our casualties during the period
13-14 March are reported as 29 killed, 262 wounded; our total casualties during
the period 9 - 14 March are 137 killed, 926 wounded, 20 missing; Jap losses are
estimated in excess of 1325 killed. Sporadic shelling py Jap artillery of our
runways continues. SoPac airforces are directing heavy counter blows against
the Jap offensive measures.
Both the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas are being heavily beaten down by poundings by SoPac airforces. On 14 March large numbers of heavy, medium, light,
and fighter bombers concentrated on the airfields and harbors in the RABAUL
area, inflicting severe damage; few Jap planes were in evidence. On the 15th,
65 dive an~ torpedo bombers, staging through GREEN ISLAND, hit the KAVIENG area.
The ADMIRALTY'S situation progresses favorably with LORANGAU airdrome now
It is disclosed that the unit making the landing in the LORANGAU
area on 14 March was the 2d Brigade, 1st Cavalr,y.
in our hands.

CominCh &ld CNO 151548 establishes the 17th Naval District, effective 15
April 1944.
17 March (Oahu date)
Landbased air strikes (under CTF 57) continued against enemy occupied
atolls of the ~!ARSHALLS •
JACK. operating west of PHILIPPINES during Feb and early Mar reports
. sinking on 19 Feb 4 large new-type gasoline loaded AOs which exploded when
hit, and 1 small Maru; and reports sinking on 1 Mar 2 AKs; total tonnage sunk
estimated as 57,500.

COD, .operating north of 1ffiLAY BARRIER, reports ·sinking one XAO (7,350)
on 23 Feb, 1 AK (2,473) on 27 Feb, and 1 Sampan (30)(by gunfire), date not
given; total tonnage sunk estimated as 9,853.
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On 16 March the Japs attacked in force against our north perimeter , TOWOlCIVA,
effecting a slight penetration, bFa counterattack restored the position; 195
dead Japs were counted; our losses unreported. Our casualties on 15 March are
reported as 15 killed, 76 wounded; our total casualties during the period 9-15
March are 152 killed, 1002 wounded, 20 missing. ComAirSols reports that Jap
artillery shelling of our perimeter airfields was much reduced during the 24hour per·iod ending 17 March; however, 1 shell hit a small bomb dump east of the
PIVA ''U" strip, the dump being 15% destroyed. Heavy air support of' our ground
forces continues.

In the ADbiTRALTY's our ground forces were reported to be closing in on
LORANGAU VILLAGE.
In the SWPac our planes struck \VEWAK on 16 March without meeting fighter
interception. Com 7th Fleet reports that enemy air activity indicates that
army bomber and fighter reinforcements have been steadily moved into the
HOLLANDIA area.
In the North Pacific, Fleet Air Wing 4 made an armed reconnaissance flight
over PAHA1lliSHIRU-SHI!ffiSHU area on night of 16-17 March. No pictures were taken
owing to a solid overcast, and a few bombs were dropped with unobserved damage.
3 Liberators from 11th Air Force dropped 18 100-pound bombs on SHIMUSHU with
unobserved results.
JCS 170809 (pink) approves delay in RECKLESS target date to 22 April.

eu... l!·

18 March (Oahu date)

Landbased air strikes (under CTF 57) continued against EMIDJ and TAROA.
11 Liberators operating from KVvAJALEIN hit PONAPE on 17 March with 8 tons, plus
incendiaries; many fires were observed. 6 Liberators started fires and explosions by dropping 5 tons on KUSAIE.
LAPON, operating south of HONG KONG reports sinking on 17 March 1 AO,
and obtaining 3 hits on a loaded AK.
CTF 57 122200 reports progress of construction on KWAJALEIN IS, ROI IS,
ENTI~TOK IS, and 1ffiJURO.

ENGEBI IS,

In the TOROKINA area there was intensive patrol activity around our
perimeter, continuation of our counter-battery fires, and air and surface bombardment of hostile positions on 17 March; considerable activity along our north
perimeter indicates that the enemy is reorganizin~ to continue the attack which
was launched on 16 March. Our casualties for 16 March are reported as 5 kilied,
117 wounded; this brings our total casualties during the period 9-16 March to
157 killed, 1119 wounded, 20 missing.
ComAirSols reports that the Japs continue i ntermittent artillery shelling
of our TOROKINA fields; on 18 March 65 shells dropped in the PIVA area; only
minor damage was sustained.
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In the ADMIRALTY's our ground forces completed occupation of LORANGAU

Township.

In the Southwest Pacific 12 Liberators on the night of 16-17 March
dropped bombs on the naval base and factory area of SOERABAJA, large fires and
explosions were observed. A reconnaissance party at GASL~TA reports finding
numerous land mines, but states that the enemy apparently evacuated the area
one week ago. Heavy and medium bombers continued to concentrate on the V~NAK
area.
In the North Pacific 3 Venturas of Fleet Air Wing 4 completed successful
ar.med reconnaissance of PARAMUSHIRU on 17 March; pictures were obtained, and
bombs and incendiaries were dropped.

19 March (Oahu date)
Landbased air strikes (under CTF 57) continued against enemy occupied
atolls of the }!ARSHALLS. 2 Mitchells hit PONAPE with 2 tons on 17 March reporting the sinking of a small AK and starting large fires on JAPOTIK Island.
On 18 March BatDiv 7 escorted by DesDiv 1 bombarded, and LEXINGTON
escorted by DesDiv 28 made 2 carrier group attacks on MILLE; results appeared
satisfactory; IOOA received tvm hits, estimated to be 6" caliber, at about
15,000 yards range, suffering moderate damage; 3 men were wounded, none seriously.

CTF 57 reports first landing on the ENDVETOK 4,000 ft. airstrip on 19
March; beginning 28 March it is expected that 2 or 3 heavy squadrons will be - operating therefrom.
ComSoPac ADVON (pink) 180836 recommends certain dispositions in support
of FULLCRY operation. CinCSoWesPac (Via Com 7thFlt) 200331 (pink) replies to
foregoing dispatch.
CTF 31 reports that on 17 March our forces landed on EMIRAU Island without
opposition. ELO MUSAO seized with slight opposition. No casualties were reported.
Unloading is proceeding, but beaches are difficult.
ComAirSols reports that during the night 17-18 March several Jap artillery
shells fell in the TOROKINA area inflicting only minor damage.

On 19 March BatDiv 3 (plus TE~lliESSEE) with DesRon 25, covered by TG 36.3
(NAT01AA BAY, rAANILA BAY, DesRon 25) bombarded KAVIENG for 3! hours: No shipping
was present in the harbor; however, heavy damage was inflicted on shore installat:Lons. A premature 5" 51 Cal. burst just outside muzzle wounded 2 seriously
and 2 slightly on the MISSISSIPPI; a second similar accident slightly wo'llllded
2 on the NE'W MEXICO. Enemy fire wa.s reported a.s ineffective during the approach
and none existed thereafter, except for occasional AA fire. 1080 rounds of 14"
HC and 12,275 rounds of 5" were expended.
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The situation in the ADMIRALTIES progresses favorably although our
ground forces were still meeting resist~~ce southeast of LORANGAU. The close
support group or 4 DDs continues to support our ground forces. As of 17 March
the total Jap dead in the ADMIRALTIES is reported as 2000 co1m.ted, with estimated 500 more dead. It is estimated that the total Jap forces remaining in
the area is 1518, of which 600 are combat troops.
There are no additional reports of land action in the NEW BRITAIN area.
Natives report that the Japs remain in the JACQUINOT BAY area but are withdrawing
from areas further west. They also report that Jap subs are using JACQUINOT BAY
area as a hideout during daylight.
5 DDs conducted a strike against shipping along the north NEW GUI~ffiA
Coast in the vicinity of WEWAK. They destroyed a small AK, a large .barge and
numerous small craft, and started numerous fires in the W]WlAK area which were
visible for 30 miles.
20 March (Oahu .date)
The usual air strikes were made against enemy occupied atolls of the
Liberators operating from GILBERTS bases dropped 40 tons on WAKE on
19 March; owing to an overcast , most of the bombs landed in the water.

r~SHALLS.

BONEFISH, operating in SOUTH CHINA SEA . reports sinking a medium AK and
damaging a very large AO on 6 Feb; and sinking a large XAO on 9 Feb. Estimate
total tonnage sunk, 21,272; damaged, 19,425.
The only report on the EMTRAU ISLAND states, "Situation on shore satisfactory, with no opposition reported".
MOMOTE airstrip on LOS NEGROS is now usable without landing mat for all
types of aircraft. Our ground troops continue mopping-up operations in the
ADMIRALTIES, supported by close-support group of 4 DD's and by air forces.

On 18 March a merchant ship, the S.S. ORIENTAL, struck a mine just off
East ESPIRITU SANTO; she made port safely.
There are no additional reports of land action in the TOROKINA area.
Cominch; CNO 201301 concerns l~V ZEALAND GOVER~mNT request for release
of 17,500 men from her armed forces to relieve manpower shortage for production
of essential war materials.
Com lOth Flt C&R 181541 establishes the ALASKAN SEA FRONTIER Merchant
Ship Control Area to replace NOHTHWEST SEA FRONTIER Merchant Ship Control Area,
effective 15 April 1944.
~
~ 1
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21 March (Oahu date)
Air strikes continued against enemy - occupied atolls of the

1UL~SHALLS.

CTF 57 reports completion of occupation of LAE Atoll on 17 March.
reconnaissance force departs for AILINGLAPALAP Atoll same date.

A

PICUDA operating in YAP-P~LAU Area reports sinking 1 6500 ton AP on 20
March with 2 hits, and obtaining 4 hits on 1 empty 7500 ton AO on 18 March, with
unobserved results. No landing field, construction work, or aircraft were sighted
at YAP.
CinCPac 220356 (Pink) proposes that target date for STALEMATE be tentatively set for 8 September 1944.
CinCPOA 220352 relieves Com5thFleet of all responsibilitie s for administration of the Forward Area Central Pacific, but he retains certain operational
control.
.
~~7C........./_
Rear Admiral John M. Hooverl\detached as ComAi~nP~, and detailed Commander Forward Area Central Pacific.
\·
In the TOROKINA area there was no Jap artillery shelling of our perimeter
airfields during 18-19 March. Cleaning up operations ·continued along the east
perimeter on the 18th, with 90 Japs reported killed; our casualties were 17 killed,
95 wounded, 2 missing. We suffered no casualties on the 17th; our total casualties
for the period 9-18 March reported as 174 killed, 1214 wounded, 22 missing; Jap
dead for the same period estimated in excess of 1610.
O~cupation of the ADMIRALTIES progresses favorably though resistance continues south of LORANGAU. Parties from PTs went ashore at LONLU (MANUS) and
recovereq many naval documents.

Following our occupation of EMIRAU [sland, natives report that the Jeps
evacuated the area about two months ago.
Reliable native reports indicate certain Jap installations on MUSSAU and
ELOAUE Islands; these include 2 gasoline dumps, manned radio station, 2 dual mount
guns, and a bomb dump. Two DDs from DesRon 47 will destroy these installations
by bombardment commencing at 1200 L 23 March.
Southwest Pacific air forces continue heavy bombing of the WEWAK Area.

~ r~
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Air strikes continued ae:ainst enemy occupied atolls of the !,IA.RSHALLS.
Fifteen Army and four Navy Liberators dropped 15 tons on POlJAPE on 21 March;
large fires were started in the barracks area. Two Liberators hit KUSAIE as
an alternate target } 2 tons dropped in the warehouse area starting large fire.
The airfield at ENTIT6TOK ISLAND is named STICKELL FIELD
late Lieutenant Jo1m Harlt.~~n Stickell, A-Y(N), USNR, 281816. Lt.
outstanding pilot and naval officer whose performance of duty in
attacks against the enemy was an inspiration to personnel of his
the U. s. Naval Service.

in honor of the
Sticke11 was an
repeated fearles~
squadron and of

CinCPOA 230126 a~nounces intention of establishing the Shore Based Air
Force Forward Area as a joint task force, effective 1 !lay; nomination of Major
General Hale as TF Co:mr.1a.nder approved.
CinCPac 222315 designates Rear Admiral M.A. Mitscher as Connnander Fast
Carrier Task Forces Pacific.
Operations on EMIRAU ISLAND proceed satisfactorily. All ships of the
Attack Group returned to GUADALCANAL without incident. The Second Eche lon is
expected to depart EtfiRAU for GUADALCANAL on 24 Ma~ch. The Third Echelon will
depart GUADALCANAL on 24 March and proceed to EMIRAU.
The bombardment by destroyers of Jap installations reported on rJUSSAU and
ELOAUE (summary 21 Mar.) was carried out on 23 March (L) as scheduled. Target areas
on ELOAUE were thoroughly covere d at ranges from 3500 to 4000 yards; 500 rounds were
expended; owing to dense vegetation, no evidence of destruction was visible from
ships or spotting plane. On 1~SSAU ISLAND it was estimated that 150 drums of gasoline were destroyed; 166 rounds were expended.
In . the TOROKINA Perimeter Area there is no report to indicate that the
ground situation has changed. SoPac air forces continue to he avily pound Jap
installations near our perimeter.
In the Southwest Pacific, there are no reports to indicate change in the
tactical situation. Total enemy casualties in the ADMIRALTIES Operation reported
as 2,076 dead.. Report o ~fc~tal ties to include March 20 in the NE'vV BRITAIN Area.
is as follows: GLOUCESTER-REIN BAY - 3•686 dead, 75 prisoners; ELEANORA BAY 149 killed, 38 prisoners; TALASEA - 141 dead, 13 prisoners; ARAWE - 371 dead, 3
prisoners, 100 found dead. In the SAIDOR Area of NEVY GUINEA, a patrol found 200
enemy dead south of SAIDOR.
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Air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the 1~SI1ALLS,
dropping from 6 to 8 tons each on WOTJE, TAROA, and EMIDJ; 8 Corsairs and 2
Mitchells performed two missions each, rearming at MAJURO, and dropped a total
of 11~ tons on MILLE, where for the 3rd straight day no AA fire was encountered.
TlimTY operating west of the PALAUS reports 2 Mark 14 hits on an I-Class
sub on 23 March. Prior to this action she obtained 1 and 3 hits respectively
in two large Marus, probably AO's. 3 out of 4 Mark 18's found their target in
a MINEKAZE Type DD; after the attack she received 87 depth charges and 8 bombs.
The President has designated Rear Admirals Willis A. Lee Jr. and Mark
A. Mi tscher as Commander Battleships, Pa._cific Fleet and as a Task Force Commander, Pacific Fleet respecti vel~r, with rank of Vice Admiral effective 21
March (Quotes BuPers 222132).
CominCh 141800 authorizes special arrangements for the exchange of
planning information between the Joint Staff Planners (Wash. D.C.) and the
U.S. Members of the planning staffs of theater and area commanders.
In the TOROKINA area Japanese offensive action during the period 19-21
Mar ch has slaclcened considerably. During this period action was limited to
extensive patrol activity and to patrol clashes. No Jap artillery fire has
been received since 18 :March. There are some indications that the enemy again
masses his forces along our north perimeter in preparation for a resumption of
his attack. SoPac air and surface forces continue to concentrate on hostile
installations around the perimeter. Our casualties during the period 19-21
March are reported as 16 killed, 112 wounded, 2 missing. This brings the
total casual ties durine; the period 9-21 r'llarch to 190 killed, 1326 wounded, 24
nissing.
In the AD!.HRALTIES the situation progresses most favorably. It is reported that all known resistance on LOS NEGROS has been surrounded by the 1st
Cavalry Brigade. On 1'.!11\.:rJUS the enemy resorts only to defensive actions except
for light infiltration by suicide squads.
Southwest Pacific air forces continue to concentrate heavily against
installations in the vYEWAK area. An air sweep along the coast started at
WEWAK and carried as far as AITAPE; along the route barges and other traffic
war:e attacked. On 21 March 7 Liberators without bombs executed a search mission
extending to, and including, the HALMARERA-CERAM area.
(")~__....

Admiral Nimitz. Rear Admiral Sherman, and other
PEARL for BRISBANE, ~

st;f~e~be;s ~parted
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Air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls in the 1dARSHALLS.
18 Army Liberators staging from KWAJALEIN dropped 4~ tons on WAKE on 23 March;
barracks and oil storage areas were the objectives of the attack; -~ fire was
intense; one crewman was killed; 5 planes were damaged, though all returned to
base. 7 Mitchells operating from bases in the GILBERTS dropped 6 tons on the
barracks area of PONAPE. 3 Mitchells dropped 3 tons on alternate target, ANT
ISLAND.

On 23 March 2 dead, 12 seriously wounded and numerous minor injuries
resulted from an explosion on ENIWETOK ISLAND. Tr1is explosion of approximately
150 tins of ammunition resulted from a fire of unknown origin aboard ~CT 315
which was unloading at the beach.
In the TOROKINA area during the period 23-24 March the Jap artillery
placed one shell on the PIVA "Y" strip and 12 northeast of TOROKINA strip; no
damage or casualties resulted. There is no report of land action; air and
surface bombardment of enemy installations continues.

During air operations over RABAUL and KAVIENG areas on 23 March, all
air strips in those areas reported unserviceable except one at KAVIENG. Planes
over the RABAUL area encountered small white parachutes with dangling wiresj ON~€.
nicked the propeller of a plane(~lso observed were 2 blue parachutes with
suspended objects resembling buckets; these were reported to have been dropped
from planes although the dropping planes were not sighted.

r~
.....

25 March (Oahu date)

...

t.

The usual air strikes were conducted against the enemy occupied atolls
of WOTJE, ~!ALOELAP, and JALUIT; from 6 to 10 tons were dropped on each place.
The airfield at PONAPE received 7 tons from 13 Mitchells operating from the
GILBERTS; this force also destroyed a building on ANT ISLAND.
POLLACK operating against a large convoy enroute from the EMPIRE to the
reports sinking 1 medium AK and 1 DD; probably sinking 2 large AK's;
and damaging 1 unidentified ship. At 2000 GCT 24 March both the POLLACK and
the VmALE were attacking the convoy; the WHALE results are as yet unreported.

~~IANAS

A delayed report from ComSoPac states that in the TOROKINA area during
22-23 March a Jap infantry battalion made a determined attack against our north
perimeter; they succeeded in making a shallow penetration of our lines, but the
attack was repulsed and our positions restored by counterattack. An estimated
300 dead Japs were left inside our lines. Our casualties on 22 March reported
as 4 killed, 47 wounded, 1 missing; total for period 9-22 March now stands at
194 killed, 1373 wounded, 25 missing. Our ground forces continue to be supported
by air and surface bombardment.
The situation in the ADMIRALTIES appears well in hand, although the Japs
continue to occupy a defensive position south of LORANGAU. To date, 2323 dead
Japs have been counted; it is estimated that about 1000 effectives remain.
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Southwest Pacific Air Forces continue to hammer the WEWAK area, and are
meeting no fighter interception and but meager AA fire in that area. Reports
place 274 Jap aircraft in the HOLLANDIA area; they are listed as 132 fighters,
45 medium bombers, and 97 light bombers.
In the North Pacific 3 B-24's and 5 PV's executed an armed reconnaissance
over PARMtffiSHIRU; results were unobserved and rather ineffective owing to adverse
weather conditions. Of the 5 PV's participating, 1 crashed on take off, 2 turned
back on account of weather, and 1 failed to return. The B-24's returned safely.
26 March (Oahu date)
Air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the

l~SRALLS.

On 25 March 13 Mitchells ( VBM) from TARAWA staged through ENIWETOK, and struck

PONAPE with fragmentation and incendiary bombs. 16 Marine fighters from ENGEBI
escorted the Mitchells. Of 15 intercepting Jap fighters 4 were destroyed and 1
probably destroyed; 1 Mitchell was damaged. Barracks and other buildings
pertaining to both the old and the new airfields were attacked and set afire;
fighters strafed both fields. The new field is inoperative. Heavy AA fire was
intense though inaccurate. Our returning planes strafed UJELANG, where new tent
activity was noted; there was no AA fire. All planes returned.
On 21 March a reconnaissance force - visited ALINGLAPALAP; 38 Japs were
killed, 3 prisoners taken; our casualties were 3 wounded. Occupation of EBON
on 24 March resulted in death of 16 Japs, including 1 woman; 1 man and 2 children
were taken prisoners; we lost 2 killed, 8 wounded. At NAMU which was occupied
also on 24 March, 2 adults and 4 children were taken prisoners.

HERRING operating off KYUSHU reports damaging a DD with 1 hit for 3
torpedoes fired. Also reports 6 misses on 2 23-knot DDs owing to low power
performance of Mk 14 torpedoes.
In the TOROKINA area there has been no Jap offensive action since 22-23
March. Our casualties for 23 and 24 March are reported as 35 killed, 151
wounded; total for period 9-24 March stands at 229 killed, 1524 wounded, 25
missing. Jap dead for the same peri od estimated at 2384.
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Air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS.
20 1furine dive bombers, escorted by 23 fighters, took off from ROI and MAJURO
on 26 March, and hit WOTJE with 13 tons; we lost one fighter plane, but the
pilot was rescued.
12 Mitchells covered by 18 Corsairs staging from ENIWETOK and ENGEBI
again hit PONAPE on the 26th dropping 12 tons; of 15 intercepting Jap fighters
9 were shot down, and 3 others probably destroyed; we lost one Mitchell.
Marshall 262235 (pink) summarizes conclusions and recommendations for
redeployment of SoPac combat and service forces following RECKLESS Operation.
In the TOROKINA area only patrol clashes were reported. Our casualties
on the 25th were 8 killed, 43 wounded; our total casualties during the period
9-25 March are 237 killed, 1567 wounded, 25 missing. Because of washouts
caused by heavy rains, the PIVA "Y" air strip will be unserviceable for about
48 hours from 0800 L 28 March.
28 March (Oahu date)
There was a continuation of air strikes against enemy occupied atolls of
the MARSHALLS •
CTF 57 reports that on 24 March DDs and DEs operating about 40 miles south
of WOTJE on anti-sub operations attacked and badly damaged or sunk one enemy submarine; although no vvrec]{age was obtained, a 5 mile fresh oil slick was observed.
Duri
the oc~ation o:&.._EBON o~4 Mar~ the J~, a~r r'9:'¥in~~
token 0 surrender, fired~thout ~rning~on ou~force~ ki~g~
d woundin- 8. [ c. T Fn'=> E c. o '2... "'2. '2. o 7 f\f"f'.\ '- ~ ~~rort -'5-ov.- ..1. ro b-e. ~o. \ : : :. -e;l
2 PBY5's operating from a 1DWI GUINEA base executed a bombing mission
against WOLEAI on 28 March. Intense light inaccurate AA fire was recieved from
WOLEAI and from an estimated 15 boats in the east lagoon; each of the 2 planes
dropped 2 half ton and 2 quarter ton GP bombs and 3 clusters of incendiaries;
several large explosive fires were started; the conflagration and explosions were
still continuing one half hour later when the planes left the area.
CominCh and CNO 282109 dissolves CarDivs 21 and 23 and assigns ships to
transport and training duty.
In the TOROKINA area there is still an absence of Japanese offensive
action against our perimeter; however, our patrols continue to make hostile
contact in all areas around our perimeter.
SoPac Air Forces continue to support the TOROKINA ground forces and to
heavily pound the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas. All airfields in the RABAUL and
KAVIENG areas are reported as unserviceable, except the concrete runway at
VUNAKANAU.
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Reports indicate that the situation in the ADMIRALTIES progresses
favorably; an estimated 890 effective Jap troops remain.
Southwest Pacific air forces heavily bombed the WEWAK and HANSA BAY
areas. The blow at HANSA BAY and the nearby island of KAIRIRU was severely
curtailed because of adverse weather; however~ 3 heavy squadrons reached the
target .and hit personnel and stores in the area. On 27 March 4 Liberators
struck airdromes in the HOLLANDIA Area and attempted to take pictures; the
photographic results were unsatisfactory owing to adverse weather.
29 March (Oahu date)
Air strikes continued against the enemy occupied Atolls of the MARSHALLS.
15 Mitchell's from TARAWA, after dropping 15 tons on JA.LUIT, rearmed at MAJURO
and hit TAROA and MILLE, respectively, with 10 tons and 4 tons·; at TAROA large
oil tires were started. 3 Mitchell's also hit EMIDJ with 3 1/3 tons. 20
Marine Dauntless bombers from MAJURO, excorted by 23 Corsairs and Hellcats,
dropped 10 tons on WOTJE, concentrating on heavy AA positions and radar stations.
Again no AA fire was encountered at MILLE; none was encountered at EMIDJ. AA
fire from TAROA and WOTJE was moderate; from JALUIT meager. No plane loss was
reported; two were damaged.
17 Liberators (underCTF 57) hit TRUK on 28 ~ch. 6 planes dropped 9
tons an MOEN ISLAND starting 1 large fire and several smaller ones. 6 planes
dropped 8 tons on ETEN, results being unobserved awing to overcast. The remaining 5 planes have not reported results. AA fire from each target was intense• but inaccurate. Our force incurred no damage or casual ties • .
ComAirSols reports a very effective raid on ETEN ISLAND (TRUK) on 28
March by 20 Liberators from PIVA (TOROKINA Area) dropping 20-30 tons. 200
direct hits were obtained, the majority being in the shop and hangar area;
others an aprons and runway. 49 aircraft (35 fighters, 4 medium bombers. 10
dive bombers) on runway believed destroyed. Photos showed 16 exploding. Large
fires were observed in hangar and building areas. AA fire was received tram
ships and islands. 90 Jap fighters intercepted with aggressive persistance, and
pursued to a point 90 miles south of TRUK. Uncoordinated reports claimed 5 to ·
20 enemy fighters shot down. One Liberator was downed, possibly by an aerial
bomb 90 miles west of NOMOI. 2 Liberators crash landed GREEN ISLAND; 4 crewmen
were killed 5 wounded. On 29 March two B-24s hit DUBLON (TRUK) concentrating
on oil storage areas; large fires which resulted were visible for 50 miles with
smoke rising to 8,000 feet.
A single searcher made a low-level attack against PONAPE with two 500-lb.
and three 100-lb. bombs, and 4 incendiary clusters; fires were started in the
hangar, radio station, and town areas.
TUNNY reports attacking a BB leaving
and obtaining 2 probable hits. Base course
companied by 1 KUMA CL and 2 DD' s. A large
ed PELAU at 290030 GCT on course 310, speed

TOAGEL PASS (PALAU) at 290840 GCT,
of BB was 330, speed 16; it was acconvoy of 19 miscellaneous AKs depart9.
·

STINGRAY reports sinking GINYO MARU type ship northwest of PAGAN.
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PICUDA operating in the MARIANAS Area, reports 1 empty 7000 ton AK

sunk on 29 March with 2 sure, possibly 3, hits.

FLYING FISH, operating in the FORMOSA-NAHA Area, reports at 301113 GCT
that 6 hits sank a 2000 ton AK, probably sank a 5000 ton AK, and damaged a 7000
ton AK.

GAR, operating SE of PALAU, reports picking up on 29 March 4 crew members
of a plane forced down in the TF 58 strike; 1 member went down with the plane.
BARB, operating east ot FORMOSA, reports 2 Mk 14 hits sank a SYONA Class
Q-ship at RASA ISLAND at 1430 GCT 28 March.

RAY, operating in CHINA SEA, reports 1 hit on 3 March on a large tanker,
part of a convoy of 9 ships with 3 escorts. On 18 March obtained 1, possibly
2, hits on a CHIDORI type TB.
A reconnaissance force occupied without opposition the Atolls of NAMORIK
and KILA on about 27 March.
ComDesDiv 94 reports bombarding KAPINGAMARANGI Atoll on 28 March, expending 572 rounds 5-inoh and 430 rounds 40-mm.
In the TOROKINA Area our ·ground forces report that hostile forces have
been cleared from the east sector with numerous dead Japs. being found in the
area. Reconnaissance patrols operating north of the perimeter encountered many
dead Japs. There are indications that the ene~ has broken close contact and
may be withdrawing to KIETA (East Central BOUGAINVILLE). Our casualties on 26
March reported as 8 killed, 44 wounded; total for the period 9-26 March 245
killed, 1611 wounded, 25 missing.

SoPac air forces continue their air operations against the RABAUL and

KAVIENG areas, and in support of the TOR()l{INA ground forces.

Southwest Pacific air forces were directed against WEWAK and HOLLANDIA
on the north New Guinea Coast and also against JACQUINOT BAY south NEW BRITAIN
and against GAROVE ISLAND, north NEW BRITAIN Coast; 7 B-24's constituted the
force directed against HOLLANDIA. Reports indicate 264 planes (125 fighters,
96 lignt bombers, 43 medium bombers} in the HOLLANDIA Area.
~·

~ 1('1~t?j f

30 March {Oahu date)

P14\-

r~.:tLx~ ~AA"\--..

t_;:

Usual air strikes continued against the enemf occupied atolls of the

MARSHALLS •

Three Mitchell's, escorted by 16 Marine Corsair's, made a low-level
attack against PONAPE with 28 100-lb. bombs at 292130 GCT; large fires were
started in the warehouse area; no hostile planes were encotmtered; AA fire
was moderate; neither our planes nor personnel incurred damage.
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On 28 March 4 Liberators struck ETEN (TRUK) with unobserved results;
heavy AA fire was meagerJ light AA fire intense; neither planes nor personnel
incurred damage. On 29 March. 19 Liberators hit TRUK with 32 tons concentrating on -the islands Qf DUBLON, MOEN, FEFAN, PARAN, OMAN; explosions and
fires were observed at DUBLONJ large fires were observed on MOEN and IDU.NJ
AA fire from all targets was reported as moderate and inaccurate.
GAR, operating southeast ot PALAU, reports making a second rescue on
30 March; 4 plane crew members were picked up; 2 others went down with the
plane.
In the TOROKINA Area all reports tend to substantiate previous deductions that the enemy has abandoned his offensive tactics against our
perimeter and withdraws toward east central BOUGAINVILLE.
The situation in the ADMIRALTIES progresses most favorably, with no
contact with organized enelllf forces of which less than 600 ef'fectives survive. The count of enemy dead in the area stands at 2,628.
SoPao air and surface forces continue to harass Japanese concentrations in the BOUGAINVILLE Area and the air forces continue their heavy
pounding of the RABAUL and KAVI ENG Areas.
SoWesPao air forces continue their heavy air strikes against HOLLANDIA.

On the night of' 28-29 March. 4 Liberators hit HOLLANDIA dropping 960 20-lb.
fragmentation bombs; 16 planes were believed destr~ed or damaged. On 29

March, 65 Liberators hit the area with 15,600 free-falling 20-lb. fragmentation bombs. Conservative estimates list 25 enemy planes destroyed~ 67
damaged. or 40 intercepting fighters, 10 were definitely shot down, with
7 others probably shot dawn. We had no losses on this strike. On 30 March,
68 Liberators again struck HOLLANDIA and CYCLOPS Areas with 140 tons of
various types of bombs, including incendiaries which were carried by all
planes. A summary of the strikes on 29 and 30 March lists 162 planes destroyed on the ground (determined by photo} and 23 definitely destroyed
in the air, with 12 other probables. Our loss for the two strikes was
one fighter.
On 29 March, 23 medium bombers struck TEDJI dropping 34 tons of 500-lb.
bombs; the airstrip was rendered unserviceable.
On the night of 29-30 March, 1 Liberator and 3 Catalina's struck
WOLEAI dropping
tons on the runway and other areas. This strike follows
one made the previous night by 2 B-24's and 2 PBY's which was reported as
very effective.

at
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The usual land based air strikes continued on 29 March against JALUIT,
WOTJE and MILLE. 12 Mitchells hit JALUIT with 9i tons, starting small fires.
WOTJE was struck by 21 Marine Corsairs which silenced AA positions; 20 Marine
Dauntless bombers dropped 9 tons with unreported results, accompanied by 4
Hellcats which strafed the airfield; 1 Dauntless was downed by AA fire, the
crew being rescued by a DD. 6 Marine Corsairs placed 3 tons on MILLE.
On 30 March 21 Liberators, staged from ENIWETOK, dropped 42 tons on
TRUK targets including the MOEN airstrip and barracks, ETEN and DUBLON; heavy
AA fire was weak and inaccurate; large fires accompanied by delayed explosions
were observed in all target areas; 2 planes were slightly damaged.

In the South Pacific air forces continued to bomb Japanese installation s
on BOUGAlNVILLE, concentratin g on the TOROKDlA and NUMANUMA areas and the
SHORTLANDS area; 68 SBD and TBFs hit RABAUL on 30 March.
Adverse weather conditions reduced the scope of Southwest Pacific air
strikes in support of RECKLESS on 31 March. HOLLANDIA area was not hit; however,
44 B-25's struck TADJI and AITAPE areas, dropping 50 tons of quarter-tan ners on
storage and personnel areas; fires were started, and 2 large buildings were
demolished. 2 PBY's attacked WOLEAI during the night of 31 March, dropping 4
half tanners and 4 500-pounder s on supply and personnel areas; results unreported.
Not previously reported was a strike on 30 March against WEWAK and TADJI areas
by 99 B-25's and A-20's, with unreported results.
Photos of WAKDE on 30 March show 58 planes ( 24 fighters- 13 light and 21
medium bombers). At SEWAR air strip (18 mi. W of WAKDE) there were 7 7ighte s
and 1 light bomber.

r

\,)~ltf)IV

1 April (Oahu date)

.

First report on results DESECRATE states that Tli' 58 hit PALAU on 29 March
and WOLBAI on 31 March; TG 58.2 and 58.3 hit PALAU on 30 March; TG 58.1 hit YAP
on 30 March. Complete reports of our aircraft losses have not been received;
losses thus far reported are 8 VF, 11 VB and 8 Vl'. No dama~e from enemy air attacks was sustained on the nights of 28 March and 29 March. Reports also indicate
that many enemy aircraft were destr~ed and that all ships present in anchorages
were sunk or damaged. Three small~s lps were sunk at sea; 1 near PALAU and 2
near WOLEAI.

.,..

,_,~~

Land based air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the
:MARSHALLS. Effectivene ss of bombing by B-25' s from TARAWA is greatly increased
owing to their practice of re-arming at 11AJURO.
11 Mitchell's and 14 Marine Corsair's hit POUAPE on 31 March; 8 tons were
dropped with unobserved results.
Shore based aircraft continue to concentrate against TRUK. On 31 March
14 Liberator's (CTF 57) hit DUBLOU with 24 500-lb. GP bombs and 54 500-lb. incendiaries; large fires were started; antiaircraf t fire was inaccurate, the light AA
dEBL~s~~~g intense and the heavy AA fire being meager. Four squadrons of
'J
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from SoPac hit DUBLON on 1 April with 54 tons of incendiary clusters
and 18 tons of high explosive; results unreported.

Liber~tpr's

s"
On 30 March CTF,reports
occupation of BIKINI Atoll; 5 Japs were killed.
Co:mAirSols reports that all enenzy- airfields in the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO
are now.unserviceable. South Pacific air forces continue their heavy attacks
against the RABAUL Area. VUNAPOPE and RATAVAL supply areas were heavily hit.
In the ADEIRALTIES the Islands of NDRILO and KORUNIAT (inunediately west
of the northwest tip of LOS NEGROS ISLAND) were occupied on 1 April by our ground
troops; the successful landings were supported by a squadron of PT boats in company with 1 AGP and 1 ASS. Complete occupation of PITYILU was also reported.
2 April (Oahu date)
Land based air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the
MARSHALLS with forces being directed against MILLE, EMIDJ, TAROA and WOTJE; 9
Mitchells from TARAWA hit TAROA, then rearmed at MAJURO, and struck EMIDJ.
On 1 April 6 Mitchells and 8 Marine Corsairs made a law level attack (500
ft.) against PONAPE; 4 tons were dropped in the barracks and service areas where
fires were started; AA fire was meager.

Strikes against TRUK were made by air forces from both the Central Pacific
area and South Pacific area. 22 Liberators (under CTF 57) hit DUBLONI ;crrd warehouses on the island with 144 500 lb. GP bombs and 10 500 lb. incendiaries;
large and small fires were started in the area; 3 fighters intercepted; AA fire
was meager and inaccurate. 31 Liberators (SoPac) dropped 46 tons of high explosive and incendiar,y. bombs on DUBLON, concentrating in the area PUBLON TOWN-TURATINA BEACH (Southern DUBLON); considerable damage was inflicted on warehouses,
piers, and barges; one large shop building was also reported destroyed. 20
serviceable fighters were reported on ETEN; 20 dive bombers. 3 float planes, 2
fighters and one flying boat were reported on DUBLON assembly area. The striking
force was intercepted by from 40 to 60 enemy fighters which pressed their attack
for 45 minutes and were reported to have dropped many phosphorous bombs in an
effort to destroy our bombers. Of the intercepting fighters, 7 were destroyed,
with 2 other probables. Our losses were 4 Liberators; the crew of one was
rescued north of GREEN ISLAND.
POLLACK, operating in EMPIRE Waters reports one large AK probably sunk
from a very large conva,y apparently proceeding toward the MARIANAS.
There is no report of land action to indicate any change in the tactical
situation previously reported.
SoPac air forces continued their support of our ground forces on BOUGAINVILLE, and their concentrated attacks against the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas.
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Southwest Pacific air forces were again prevented by adverse weather from
making large scale strikes in support of DESECRATE. KAIRIRU ISLAND was hit with
12 tons; 13 barges were destroyed. and oil dumps and supplies were destroyed.
128 tons were dropped on HANSA BAY with unreported results. A SoWesPac summary
states that of 288 enemy planes present in the HOLLANDIA area on the morning of
29 March practically all have been destroyed or permanently damaged; the 3 airdromes in the area have been rendered temporarily unserviceable. ~·~
3 April (Oahu date)

·

~v

~~~

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued their strikes against enemy
occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS and against PONAPE. After hitting JALUIT. 7
Mitchells rearmed at MAJURO and then struck TAROA. The strike against PONAPE
was conducted by 6 Mitchells which dropped 36 120-lb fragmentation clusters. 36
100-lb bombs and 59 rounds of 75mm 8mmunition; attack was made at an altitude of
200 to 500 feet and was directed against both the new and the old airfields; AA
fire was moderate and accurate. there was no interception. no planes or ships
were sighted; 3 of our planes were slightly damaged.
CTF 57 reports completion of reconnaissance of islet AILUK Atoll. He now
labels as false his report of Japanese firing from under white flag of surrender
upon our occupation forces at EBON (summary 28 March).
20 Liberators (under CTF 57) hit TRUK on the night of 2-3 April. Bombs
were dropped on ETEN airfield and on the DUBLON seaplane base; owing to overcast.
results were unobserved. Several large ships in the Harbor were reported to have
been observed through the clouds.
The air str ike against HOLLANDIA. whi ch was planned by Southwest Pacific
air forces for 3 April. was turned back because of adverse weather; instead. 52
heavy bombers concentrated against storage and personnel areas at WEWAK. with
generally excellent results; no AA fire was encountered. there was no Jap interception. and we suffered no losses.

4 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued their strikes against
enemy occupied atolls of the 11ARSHALLS and against PON.APE. 15 Mitchel l s.
after dropping 15 tons on JALUIT 1 rearmed at MAJURO and struck TAROA with 15
tons. 6 Mitchells making a 500-foot low level attack against PONAPE, dropped
3~ tons on the new airstrip; 3 planes were damaged and 1 crev~an injured.
SWORDFISH, operating NNW of the MARIANAS, reports damaging two Maru's
of a homeward bound 5-ship Jap convoy.
BOWFIN 1 operating in the Southwest Pacific Area. reports sinking one
Maru and damaging one during the period 10-14 March.
Blue reconnaissance forces which returned to EMIRAU from MUSSAU report
the capture of many enemy documents, ROO pounds of radio gear and 3 mac ~1~ rte
guns; they also report the destruction of 8 buildinbs, a quantity of bombs
- continued -
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and 243 drums of gasoline.
In the BOUGAINVILLE Area, our ground forces report the continued withdrawal of the Japs from our north and east sectors of the TOROKINA PerL~eter;
they are being pursued by our ·f orces; our losses during the past 2 days are
reported as 15 killed, 35 wounded.
Covered by PT boats, our forces from the ADMIRALTIES occupied without
opposition the Island of JW,IDUTYO ( 30 miles east of LOS NEGROS ) • The hostile
strength in the ADtTIRALTIES is now estimated as 400-450 effectives; e timated
Jap losses total 2,810 dead.
5 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57)
of the MARSHALLS.

ag~in

struck enemy occupied atolls

Six Mitchell's, escorted by 7 Marine Corsair's, dropped 6 tons fron 500
feet on PONAPE; hits were obtained on hangar, runways and installation s of the
old airfield; AA fire was moderate; 1 Mitchell sustained minor damage.
On 4 April 20 Liberators (under CTF 57), striking in· two waves, dropped 84
500-lb. and 220 100-lb. incendiarie s on the tank fann on DUBLON ISLAND and MOEN
ISLAND; numerous fires were observed. ~vo Navy Liberators on a reconnaissan ce
mission over TRUK dropped 4 1000-lb. bombs which stra~led a tanker near MOEN IS.;
tanker was believed sunk.
HALL (DD 583), while searching for and rescuing a Marine fighter pilot
shot do\v.n over WOTJE, received fire from at least 5 shore batteries for a period
of twenty minutes; ship sustained two 6-inch shell hits.
HADDO, operating in SOUTH CHINA SEA, reports damaging 2 small coastal
freighters and 1 large unidentifie d ship.
BOWFIN (additional to report summary 4 April) rerorts attacking 5 cargo
ships escorted by 2 DD's in the area south of HINDANAO; with 7 torpedoes she sank
1 large AK with 3 hits and a medium AK with 2 hits, damaging a 3rd AK with 2 hits.
A summary of her first 4 patrols shows sunk and drunaged 158,110 tons; fired 113
torpedoes for 56 hits; executed 3 special missions.
Adverse weather restricted SoPac air forces to the I30UGAINVILLB Area. where
targets in the southern part of the island and around our TOROKINA Perimeter were
hit. Photos of the RABAUL Area show 1 VF runway at LAKUNAI and 1 VLB concrete
runway at VrJUAKANA to be in serviceable condition.
In the Soutl~vest Pacific bad weather cancelled all daylight strikes for 5
April. On the night of 4 April 11 heavy bombers and 4 Catalina's bombed the WAKDE
Area; results were reported as excellent with hits in the plane parking areas at
each end of the runway, in personnel areas, and on AA positio~s. During the day
of 4 April an unspecified number of heavy and attack bombers hit targets in the
- Continued -
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HOLLANDIA Area; reports indicate heavy damage to many buildings , AA positions ,

possible coast defense gun positions and to storage and ~uel dump areas; under
cover of this strike, complete excellent low-level oblique photo coverage of the
shore and terrain in the areas of TANAHMBRAH BAY and southwest portion of FTIJMBOLDT
BAY was obtained.
~

;v

6 April· (Oahu date)
Results of DESECRATE Summarize d:
1.

Enemy Losses.
a. Planes - 160 destroyed ; 29 probably destroyed ; 25 damaged.
b. Combatant Ships-- 3 DD destroyed ; 1 DD damA.t;ed.
c. Other Ships
(1) Sunk: 2 large AK, 6 medium AK, 9 small AK; 3 large AO; 1 medium AO;
1 small AO; 1 APC; 1 PC; 2 100'-200' boats; miscellan eous small craft.
(2) Damaged: (Beached and burning; burning; beached) - 1 large AK; 2
medium AK; 9 small AK; 1 medium AO; 2 small AO; 1 large AR.

d~ Ground Installati ons Destroyed - 45 larce buildings , 9 hangars;
13 fuel
dumps; 33 warehouse s; 3 barracks; 1 ammunitio n dump; 2 radio stations; 1
meteorolo gical station; 2 loading piers; wharfage; numerous small buildings .

2.

Our Losses.
a. Planes
(1) Lost in Combat - 10 VF, 1 VFN, 9 VB, 5 VT; 8 pilots, 10 air crewmen.
(2) Lost Operation ally - 8 VF, 4 VB, 6 VT; 5 pilots, 3 air crewmen.
b. Ships - No loss or damage.

3.

Miscellan eous - PALAU is reported to be a vast supply base.

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike enemy occupied
atolls of the HARSHALLS. No AA fire was encounter ed at VfOTJE; that from TAROA and
EMIDJ was meager.
On 5 April, PONAPE was abain hit by 6 Mitchells ; 80 500-lb. and 6 100-lb.
incendiar ies were dropped on the new airfield from an altitude of 500 feet;
large fires resulted; AA fire was weak.
On the nir~ht of 5-6 April 2G Liberator s (under CTF 57) in two waves struck
WAKE with 44 tons of bombs which were concentra ted in the storage, maintenan ce
and repair areas; fires were started accompani ed by large explosion s; AA fire
was meager; we suffered no casualtie s.
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CTF 57 reports that LIKIEP ATOLL was reconnoitered without opposition.
The occupation of UTERIK was also announced; 14 Japs were killed and 1 Marine
wounded. This completes clean-up operations of the islands.
FLYING FISH reports sinking on 1 April 1 l500 ton AK north of BORODINO
ISLA1ID . ( 26 N, 131 E).
LAPON operatint; i n SoWesPac (S~ C~iiNA SEA) reports sinking 1 large AO
(10,000), 1 XAO (10 020), 1 AP-AK (8,360), 1 small AK (4,000) for a total of
32,380 tons; damagine 1 AK (7,390) and 2 Jap fishing vessels by gunfire for
a total of 7,490 tons.
On 5 April 24 Liberators (from SoPac) hit DUBLON with 51 tons of quarter-ton
incendiaries and GP's; results were reported as excellent resulting in fires and
explosions; later nrrivals found observation of target area difficult owing
to the great amount of smoke from nunerous fires; one of our Liberator's was believed shot down over the target.

SoPac air forces continued their strikes in support of ou~~:l~~~
forces and against the RABAUL-KAVIENG Areas,
~V~f.YNY y

1

7 April (Oahu date)
The usual air strikes continued against enemy occupied atolls of the
MARSHALLS.

8 Mi t ·o hell' s hit PONAPE on 6 April dropping 8 tons on the airfields and on
the Bauxite Plant; results were unobserved.

SoPac air forces continued heavy strikes against the RABAUL-KAVIENG Areas.
RASHER, operating in Southwest Pacific, reports results of third war patrol:
fired 38 torpedoes, obtained 13 hits; sank 1 AP (6,893), 1 AP-AK (6,484), 1 AP-AK
(4,797), 1 AK (5,860) and 1 AP-AK (4,468) for a total of 28,502; damaged 1 AK
(7.064) - grand total 35,666 sunk or damaged.

On 6 April a two-engine bomber arrived undetected over SAIDOR and dropped
3 bombs killing 16, . wounding 34.
Admiral Nimitz, Rear Achniral Sherman, and other staff members departed
PEARL for MAJURO.
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Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued strikes against enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS, against PONAPE, and against TRUK. 4 Mitchells escorted
by 8 Marine Corsairs ·dropped 16 500 lb bombs on the old airfield at PONAPE and
strafed the runway; AA fire was moderate; we lost 2 corsairs. 12 Army Liberators
dropped 12 tons on DUBLON TOWN, concentrating on wharf and fuel storage areas;
2 explosions resulted. 1 Liberator dropped 3 tons on the airstrip at MOEN.
At 1200 GCT April 6 CTF 57 for.med TG 57.8 (EVANS, HALLIGAN, HARADEN, NEWCOMB,
HALL). This TG will blockade the atolls of MILLE, JALUIT, WOTJE and MALOELAP
during darlaless, retiring during daylight. It will continue "Hunter-killer" operations against ene~ submarines, and will execute bombardment missions if directed; it will base on MAJURO.
SoPac air forces continued their strikes against hostile installations on
BOUGAINVILLE and against the RABAUL-KAVIENG areas.
PUFFER operating in the Southwest Pacific (SINGAPORE Area) reports sinking
on 22 ililt\:, 1 troop laden AP ( 15,105 tons); 4 hits were obtained with 6 torpedoes
fired.
SoWesPac air forces struck the HOLLANDIA area with 24 Liberators dropping
152 tons on storage and fuel areas; there was no enemf interception. Lesser
strikes were directed against WEWAK and HANSA BAY areas. Single PBY searchers
covered WOLEAI.
CinCSWPA states that relief of the 1st Marine Division by the 40th Infantry
Division will be undertaken without delay, . utilizing shipping from the South
Pacific and under the direction of Commander South Pacific.
·'·. ~~~/r
·
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9 April (Oahu Date)

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS and PONAPE.
TRIGGER reports obtaining 2 hits in a large loaded tanker at 071600 GCT
in 19-0SN, l42-31E (Northwest MARIANAS).
SCAMP reports 2 CAs- 4 CLs, 4 DDs on course 055, speed 22 at 070000 GCT
in 05-lSN, 125-50E (South of DAVAO). The force was covered by a large air
umbrella which forced the submarine down. A later report states that the SCAMP
was badly damaged by a bomb hit (dropped by a float plane) on a ballast tank.

In the BOUGAINV1LLE area ComSoPac reports that during the period 6-7 April
our ground forces encountered only scattered resistance east of the TOROKINA
RIVER, with some Japs dug in on a hill in this area; only stragglers were reported in the hills northeast of the perimeter. ComAirSola reports that for 10
minutes on the morning of 10 April (L) Jap artillery dropped 12 shells on the
PIVA "U" landing strip damaging 11 fighters, 4 being seriously damaged. SoPac
air forces continued their strikes against hostile installations on BOUGA~ILLE
and against the RABAUL-KAVIENG areas.
(continued)
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9 April (Oahu Date)

Com 7th Fleet reports that our troops made an unopposed landing on 8 April
on PAX ISLAND east of LOS NEGROS. SoWesPao air forces report an effective
strike in the !!ANSA BAY, WEWAK, and TADJI areas.
PEARL.

Admiral Nimitz • Rear Admiral Sherman and other staff members retumed to
~?

(~\

10 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike enemy occupied
Atolls of the MARSHALLS and POJ\TAPE.
Pk~PANITO reports damaging 1 AK with 2 hits at 101500 GCT in 09-40 N,
143-28 E (WOLEAI-GUAM Area). Damaged AK was part of convoy consisting of 2 large
AK's, 3 DD's, 1 small escort on course 125. The sub sustained damage by depth
charges and was forced to pull clear to effect repairs.

On the night of 8-9 April a reconnaissance party visited MUSSAU ISI,AND
and found no Jap activity.

An intelligence party landed on NUGARIA ISLAND (60 miles NNE GREEN IS.)
on 8 April. Friendly natives stated that no Japs have been on the Island for
several months.
ComSoPac reports total count of dead Japs in the TOROKINA Area for the
period 8 March - 8 April to be 5,370. While report does not summarize our
casualties during the same period, our records indicate that our dead numbered
less than 300.
SoPac air forces continue their attacks against enemy installations on
BOUGAitNILLE and against the RABA1~-KAVIENG Areas. One Liberator snooper
started fires in the DUBLON warehouse area; a night fighter was evaded.
On 9 April 3 DD's bombarded the HANSA BAY Area, and upon retirement the
UDIGAN and MADANG Areas; no shipping or enemy planes were encountered. Withdrawal was covered by 61 Liberator's which pounded the areas previously bombarded by the destroyers. Two Catalina's attacked WOLEAI with unobserved
results.
?{
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Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS.
23 Army Liberator's (under CTF 57) hit TRUK on 10 April dropping 230
500-lb. GP· bombs on DUBLON T<lVN, MOEl~ airstrip, on PARAM and on several small
islands on southeast side of Atoll: 1 large explosion and fires were reported
at DUBLON TOWN, and an explosion at MOEN. 2 Liberator's were lost after leaving
the target; cause unknown. 1 Liberator hit alternate target PONAPE with 2! tons.

SEAHORSE reports sinking 2 large freighters off GUAM enroute WOLEAI on the
morning of 7 April; sinking another west of and enroute SAIPAN on afternoon of
April 8. Since the latter date, sub has been kept down by night patrols and
radar equipped destroyers.
On 10 and 11 April, Jap artillerJ shells fired from positions east of
TOROKINA RIVER fell in the TOROKINA Area; 1 plane was slightly damaged and 1
man was slightly wounded.

CamSoPac reports considerable enemy activity in the area north of SAUA
RIVER (3 miles east of TOROKINA RIVER); trench systems and shelters had been
established.
SoPac air forces continued operations in support of TOROKINA ground forces _
and continued strikes against RABAUL-KAVIENG Areas.
ANGLER reports successful evacuation from FANAY on night of 20 March
(East longitude date) of 48 civilians (men, women and children) and 10 se~ice
personnel. Condition of evacuees was reported as poor; they were debarked at

FRDtANTLE.

SILVERSIDES operating tram Southwest Pacific Area reports sinking .l . AK
{4500) on 16 March west of the MARIANAS; sinking 1 AO or AK (3000) off north
NEW GUINEA Coast on 28 March.
Cam7th Fleet 050623 reports u.s. Naval Base. MANUS ISLAND established 4
April, SEADLER HARBOR, AlltiiRALTY ISLANDS.
On 10 April Southwest Pacific air forces hit the HANSA BAY Area with
54 heav,y bombers; a total of 421 1000-lb. bombs were dropped on AA artillery
positions and on storage areas. 36 attack bombers bombed and strafed AA artille~
positions and personnel areas at WEWAK-BOLAM; this attack was followed by strike
of 46 me:dium bombers. Fighters making a sweep along the north NEW GUINEA Coast
sank 10 barges.

In the North Pacific 3 Liberator's from the 11th Air Force executed an
ar.med reconnaissance over PARAMUSHIRO on 10 April; 13 photos were taken: bomb
loads were dropped through overcast with unobserved results. ··
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Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike
atolls of the 'MARSIIA.EI.S and PON.APE.

en~

occupied
Appro~<. 2.00 M•

,Y¥W of-r"~K·
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FINBACK reports attack on en~ convoy north of MCLAUGHLIN B~ hits
obtained in at least 2 ships; sub was forced to submerge and was held down
for 2.5 hours.
In the South Pacific, FT boats operating near the
are encountering fire from enemy shore batteries.

BOUGA~ILLE

Coast

SoPac air forces continued operations in support of our ground forces on
BOUGAINVILLE and continued to attack the. RABA~KAVIENG Areas.
Southwest Pacific air forces heavily attacked HOLLANDIA Area on 11 April
with 142 bombers escorted by 67 fighters. 322 tons of bombs were dropped and
89,000 rounds of caliber .50 ammunition were expended; quantities of stores
including fuel, buildings, shipping and AA positions were destroyed; 1 damaged
freighter was sunk, another burned and exploded, and two others were damaged.
or 20 intercepting fighters, 7 were definitely destroyed with 10 probablea;
we lost one heavy bomber. Diversionary attacks were made against personnel
areas in the vicinity of~ and HANSA BAY.
In the North Pacific, anaed reconnaissance missions were flown over the
PARAMUSHIRO Area on 11 April and 12 April. On 11 April 3 B-24's and 3 PV'a
participated; on the 12th, 3 B-24 1 s and 4 PV 1 s. Several good photographs
were taken and fires resulted when bombs were dropped in the area.
.~

13 April (Oahu date)

wl r

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued to strike enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS and PONAFE•
On April 13. 21 Liberator's (CenFao) and 23 ~iberator's (SoPac) struck TRUK.
conoentr&ting on the Islands of DUBLON, ETEN, MOEN, FEFANI UMAN and P.ARAM; there
was no report of damage or casualties to our force.

sopao air forces continued operations in support of ground forces and again
concentrated on the RABA~KAVIENG Areas.

Southwest Pacific ai~ £orces executed a diversionar.y attack against the
WEWAK Area on April 12; 63 heavy bombers concentrated on the BUT and DAGUA Areas
dropping 603 1,000-lb. bombs on .personnel areas and AA artille~ positions.
Personnel areas were 75% destroyedJ 4 AA artillery positions were destroyed or
heavily damaged, 2 ammunition dumps were blown upJ ·fires Which were started in•
cluded a probable fuel dump. 33 light bombers dropped 126 500-lb. bombs on
TADJI and straffed with 58,000 rounds of caliber • 50 ammun1 tion. On the night
of 12-13 April. 6 heavy bombers attacked WAKDE obtaining hits in the personnel
area and on the run~; 1 large explosion resulted.
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Shore based aircraf t (under CTF 57) continue d to strike enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS; PONAPE and KUSAIE were also hit. At PONAPE 10 Mitchel ls
escorted by 8 Marine Corsairs dropped 9 tons on workers camp near the old airfield, starting fires in the area; 1 fighter pilot was rescued after being forced
down. Piers, gun position s and warehou ses were attacked at KUSAIE; at JALUIT
12 Mitchel ls with 12 tons caused a large explosio n in the magazine area.
Fro.m 141210 GCT to 141500 GCT 8
attacked ENIWETOK. Four night fighters
destroye d, with one probably destroye d;
came from and retired to the southwe st.

to 10 Jap bombers flying at 20,000 feet
intercep ted and claimed 2 enemy bombers
we lost 2 fighters . The hostile group
All bombs missed the island.

On 14 April 18 SoPac Liberato rs each armed with 6 quarter ton bombs hit
TRUK. 42 bombs were dropped on ETEN and 18 on PARAM and 2 amaller islands; the
remaind er were dropped through clouds on ·dead reckonin g; results were unobserv ed.
In the BOUGAINVILLE area reports continue to indicate Jap activity in the
areas to the east and to the northea st of our TOROKINA per~eter, with the enemy
still managin g to employ his artiller y against our airfield s. At about midnigh t
on 12 April (L), 25 Jap artiller. y shells fired a fuel dump north of the TOROKINA
strip; other shells badly damaged 4 VLBs and lightly damaged 5 other planes; one
man was injured.
SoPac air forces continue d operatio ns in support of our ground forces on
BOUGAilNILLE, and also continue d with their bombing of the RABAUL area.
In the North Paoifio 3 PVs and 3 B-24s made an armed reconna issance of
PARAMUSHIRU on 13 April; results of bombing were unobserv ed; photos were partiall y
obscured by clouds. Again on 14 April an armed reconna issance of the same area
was carried out by the same forces; results were unobserv ed. No planes were lost
on either day.
In the Southwe st Pacific area air strikes against HOLLANDIA were cancelled because of adverse weather . A Navy Liberato r attacked shipping 250 miles
northwe st of HOLLANDIA and reported sinking a 350 ton fuel ship and a 150 ton
freighte r; another 150 ton freighte r was left beached and burning .
Advance Echelon GHQ SWPA opens at PORT MORESBY at lSOOK(-10) on 21 April;
Rear Echelon opens at BRISBANE same hour, same date.
BLUEFISH. operatin g in SOUTH CHINA SEA reports sinking one medium AO on
4 March, AO was sunk with 3 hits from 3 torpedoe s in the area northwe st of

~/

BORNID.
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Shore based aircraft {under CTF 57) continued to strike ene~ occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS and PONAPE. At the latter place. 6 Mitchell's dropped
6 tons on the old and new airfields. Mitchell's attacked and sank a small AO
near PoNAPE; 2 escort~ which accompanied the AO were beached on ANT ISLAND.
Single search planes hit NAURU, PAKIN, OROLUK and ULUL.
In the North Pacific. one 11th Air Force Liberator on 15 April dropped 6
100-lb. bombs and 10 photo flash bombs on MATSUWA. Two other planes dropped
bombs by radar through solid overcast with unreported results.
SoPae air forces continued operations in support of our ground forces in
the TOROKINA Area and continued to strike the RABAUL-KAVIENG Areas. On 15 April,
a Liberator snooper hit DUBLON with 6 500-lb. magnesium incendiariesJ a terrific
explosion and numerous fires were reported.
In the Southwest Pacific, 121 bombers executed a very successful and destructive attack against TADJI and against the offshore islands in that area.
284 tons of assorted bombs including 332 one-thousand pounders were dropped on
stores and personnel areas; the areas were also strafed.

16 April (Oahu date)
Neutralization or enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS by shore based
aircraft (under CTF 57) continued with strikes against WOTJE, MILLE. MALOELAP and
JA.LUIT.
16 Ar.my Liberators (under CTF 57) hit TRUK on 16 April with 32 tons GP
bombs and 6 tons incendiaries concentrated on MOEN, DUBLON and FEFAN; explosions
and fires resulted. 2 Liberators dropped &! tons or bombs and incendiaries on
PONAPE, concentrating on p·oNAPE TOWN and the old airfield; explosions were observed; one Liberator was reported missing. 15 heavy bombers from South Pacific
hit SATAWAN with 136 500lb bombs. Cloud conditions hampered the bombing; however,
30 hits were reported across the center of the dispersal area and in the personnel
area and several on the runway, Which was rendered unservioeableJ there was neither
interception nor AA fire.
SoPac air forces continued to support our ground forces in the TOROKINA
area. Heavy bombing of the RABAUL area continued with 193 sorties. Bombing of
less intensity·was directed at KAVIENG, BUKA and North CHOISEUL.
On 15 April 28 squadrons of bombers (SoWesPao) hit the HOLLANDIA area;
although complete reports are lacking, there is evidence to indicate that the
result of the bombing by approximately 300 planes was most effective; buildings,
jetties, and 9 store dumps were hit and one small AK was left burning in the
harbor. On the night of 14-15 April WAKDE was hit by 5 heavy bo.mbere which
dropped 40 instantaneous demolition 500 lb bombs in personnel and storage areas
and on the runway; fires and one heavy explosion reported. In the two ab~ve operations there was no interception and AA fire was slight. WArDE was again
bombed on 15 April by 6 Liberators which dropped their bombs on the airdrome; one
large explosion resulted.
/ V 18 9 9
(continued)
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16 April (Oahu date)

continued

At dawn 16 April 12 medium bombers escorted by 11 fighters struck the
KOEPANG area; large fires resulted.
Naval Liaison Officer at BOMBAY. INDIA 150645 reports damage resulting
from explosions on wmmunition ships in the BOMBAY area.

17 April (Oahu date)
Neutralization of ene~ occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS (under CTF 57)
continued on 16 April with strikes against WOTJE. MILLE. JALUIT and TAROA. A
single searcher strafed radio tower on PINGELAP. Single searchers bombed PAKIN
and ANT Islands • and bombed and strafed the radio tower on ULUL Island.
SEARAVEN reports sinking one medium AK on 16 April in area just south of

the BONINS.

THRESHER bombarded OROLUK on 16 April with 30 rounds; also obtained good
photo coverage of the area at ranges of less than 1000 yards; she struck a reef
of SATAW.AN with no apparent damage.
BARB and STEELHEAD report that they coordinated to bombard RASA Island
(midway between FORMOSA and the BONINS) on 16 Apri 1.
On 16 April 20 B-24s (SoPac) bombed SATAWAN Island dropping 109 500 lb
bombs; 20-25 hits were observed on the runway and in the personnel areas. Other
SoPac air forces continued operations in support of the TOROKINA ground forces and
continued to strike the RABAUL-BUKA areas; single snooper hit KAVIENG. lfta.NEW
IRELAND airfields are reported unserviceable.

or 50 Japanese troops reported intrenched in the area to the east of the
.TOROKINA Perimeter, 43 were eliminated on 16 April; our casualties were 6 killed,
8 wounded.
Air strikes scheduled by SoWesPac air forces on 17 April were cancelled
owing to adverse weather conditions; a single search plane hit WOLEAI dropping
bombs on runway and supply area causing explosions and fires; one To~ was sighted
on the runway; 20 Zeros were airborne. On 16 April 24 Liberators attacked stores
and personnel .areas on KAI Island; fires resulted.
Australian and American land forces have joined at BOGADJIM. Patrols have
operated to a point midway between BOGADJIM and MAD~~G without making enemy contact;
natives report that since 10 April the Japs have been withdrawing to the~stward.

~4v
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Neutralization of ene~ occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS by shore based
aircraft· (under CTF 57) continued on 17 April with strikes against vVOTJE. MILLE,
and TAROA. Six Mitchell's struck PONAPE with 6 tons concentrated an the old
airfield area. Two Ventura's made a close photo reconnaissance of TAONGI ATOLL
(300 miles southeast of WAKE); two tons were dropped in the radio station area
of the most southerly island. Single searchers bombed PAKIN and ULUL.
On 17 April STURGEON reports capture of 2 Japanese prisoners hiding in
a motorboat 1 mile from a small Japanese craft which had been thoroughly shot
up, was awash and had been abandoned. ( \~0 "'mi ~ 0 f WAK~)
At 1246 on 18 April 14 B-24's (SoPac) hit SATAWAN ISLAND; 135 500-lb.
bombs were dropped on the runway and revetment area; a large oil fire was started
west of the runway. Partial photo coverage was obtained. Air strikes by
SoPac forces against RABAUL were cancelled owing to adverse weather; instead. 37
dive bombers eacorted by 24 fighters hit personnel and supply areas along the
NEW BRITAIN Coast to the east of RABAUL. Other SoPac air forces continued support of .ground forces in the TOROKINA Area.
In the Southwest Pacific. scheduled air strikes by 5th Air Force were
cancelled owing to adverse weather. Heavy bombers from the 13th Air Foree
(operating from the ADMIRALTIES) hit WOLEAI on 17 April; explosions and fires

were observed on the r'Lili:WII:Y and in the supply areas.

·

~
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19 April (Oahu date)

Land based air strikes (under CTF 57) continued with strikes on 18 April
against MILLE. JALUIT, WOTJE and TAROA. PONAPE was also hit by 6 Mitohell's
which dropped 6 tons on the new and old airfields• and sank 1 75-toot boat; by
3 Liberator's which dropped 3 tons of GP bombs and 6 tons of incendiaries; and
by 1 search plane which dropped 3 600-lb. bombs on buildings, and strafed gun
positions. One Liberator hit the runway area o.f WAKE with 3 tons.
Early on the morning of 19 April, 17 Liberator's dropped 19 tons of GP
bombs and 27 tons of incendiaries on MOEN barracks and airstrip, and on DUBLON
TOWN and OANKO Areas; large fires were observed on DUBLON, as well as numerous
small fires and explosions; heavy AA fire was me.a ger and inaccurate.
HARDER, operating WOLEAI-SATAWAN Area, reports sinking 1 FUBUKI Class destroyer on 13 April. On 17 April, she reports one hit on another FUBT~I destroyer
and sinking one AK.
On 19 April 21 SoPac Liberator's struck SATAWAN ISLAND with 198 500-lb.
bombs; bombing was described as excellent with an estimated 20 to 30 hits on the
runway which was already well cratered; 2 fires were started.

Other SoFac air forces continued to support our TOROKINA ground forces, and
to bomb the RABAUL-l:EW IRELAND areas; ~ large.- concentrated bombing against
RABAUL was carried out by 56 TBF's and SBD's operating from GREEN ISLAliD.
{Continued)
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Adverse weather on 19 April again prevented scheduled strikes b,y 6th Air
Force against WAKDE-HOLLAl~DIA Areas. An unspecifi ed number of B-24's hit MANOKWARI and UTEROM airdrome with unobserve d results. An unspecifi ed number of B-25's
hit SOR VILLAGE (TIMOR) causing large fires.
He~vy bombers from 13th Air Force (from MANUS) hit WOLEAI on 19 April for
the second successiv e day; large fires resulted; neither AA fire nor fighter interception was encounter ed.

In the North Pacific. 3 11th Air Force Liberato r's made an ar.med reconnais sance flight over P~~USHIRU-SH]MUSHU Area; only 1 plane was able to drop its
bombs, and results were unobserve d; no photos were taken.

20 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued on 19 April to neutraliz e
enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS by striking WOTJE, MILLE, JALU!T and
TAROA. PONAPE was also hit by 6 Mitchell 's which dropped 5 tons on the new airfield and revetmen ts. Twelve B-24's dropped 12 tons on WAKE; reporting 60% of
bombs in target are&J also a special search B-24 dropped 12 500-lb. incendiar, y
clusters in the fuel area on PEALE ISLAND starting fires. A single searcher
dropped two 500-lb. incendiar y clusters each on UJELANG ATOtt and ANT> and PAKIN
ISLANDS.

TAMBOR reports small Jap craft. encounter ed northwest of WlKE, was shelled,
boarded and searched. The craft was left afire and with pilothous e awash. The
second officer was taken prisoner; all other personnel found were killed. A package of mail and a green covered book were recovered . This craft is the same one
referred to in the STURGEON's report contained in summar,y 18 April.
FINBACK reports shelling OROLUK on 16 April.
On 19 April, SoPac air forces concentra ted 52 SBD's and TBF's against
RABAUL, dropping 35 tons on supply areas and gun positions ; photos showed the
entire supply areas covered with smoke from many fires. 22 B-25's also hit the
RABAUL area with 132 500-lb. bombs, claiming destructi on of 25 buildings in burning out 4 areas. 17 dive bombers supported by 4 fighters patrolled the TOROKINA
Perimeter .
Co.mSoPao reports indicate that some Japs still remain in the areas to the
north and east of our TORCICINA Perimeter , with patrols clashing in those areas
on 18 April. We landed tanks at MIVAVIA (East sector) to support action against
an unest~ated number of Japs in that area.
Scheduled strikes by Southwest Pacific air forces on April 20 were again
prevented by poor weather; only diversion ary strafing attacks were made along
the north·NEW GUINEA Coast. The 13th Air Force (from MANUS) sent 3 squadrons
of heavy bombers against WOLEAI, reporting destructi on of parked planes, damage
to runway and starting several fires.
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by 24th and 41st Infantry Divisions at TANAHMERAH BAY, HUMBOLDT

BAY and AITAPE were completely successful and on schedule on 22 April {K). No
opposition was encountered at TANAHMERAH and HUMBOLDT BAY; only slight opposition

was encountered at AITAPE. All tsT' s were on the beach by 0806 {K). Our casualties to 0900 (K) were 1 killed, 4 wounded; 15 Japs were killed and 100 NEI natives
were captured. B.y 1000 (K) both sides of the entrance to JOTEFA BAY had been
captured. The air cover and naval bombardment of all beaches was reported as
excellent; convoys arrived ott-shore without incident. No enemy air reaction
had been moted up to noon 22 April (K).
Neutralizat ion of en~ oooupied atolls of the MARSHALLS continued on 20
April with strikes (under CTF 57) against WOTJE, TAROA and JALUIT. WOTJE was
severely pounded by 11 B-24's and 20 Dauntlesses , escorted by 25 fighters, with
39.1 tons causing large explosions and several fires in the magazine areas; one
fighter was lost. PONAPE was also hit by 6 Mitchell's which dropped 6 tons on the
old and new airfields; large fires resulted.

The atolls of ERIKUB and AUR have been reconnoiter ed without Jap opposition.
Reconnaissa nce of UJELANG is now in progress.
At 180045 GCT, 5 Anny Liberator's and 5 Navy PB4Y 1 s, under _CTF 57, executed

an armed reconnaissa nce over the MARIANAS; pictures were taken and 21 100-lb.

bombs were dropped on TINIAN and SAIPAN. Numerous planes were seen on the airfield; a new field was under constructio n on SAIP~N. 8 to 10 ships (2 possible
warships) were in TANAFAG HARBOR at SAIPAN. or 25 intercepting fighters, 1 was
shot 4own with 1 other probable. Enemy radar picked up the group 65 miles out
and tracked during the last 25 miles. One Liberator was missing, 1 PB4Y was
damaged.
From 181600 GCT to 181830 GC.T , 9 Liberator's (under CTF 57) bombed TRUK,
dropping 9 tons on MOEN, ETEN and DUBLOlh 76% of the bombs were reported in the
target area.

ln the South Pacific, 24 B-25 1 s struck MATUPI ISLAND on 20 April, dropping
144 500-lb. bombs; large fires and heavy amoke resulted. 41 SBD 1 s and TBF's
(from GREEN IS.) hit supply and personnel areas in KABANGA BAY; good coverage
was reported. Poor weather frustrated other strikes.
Force successfull y hit objectives in NEW GUINEA on 20 April
All four WEWlK airstrips were rendered unserviceab le b.Y
54 heavy bombers. The TADJI-AITAPE areas were thoroughly bombed and strafed by
31 heavy, 47 medium and 71 attack bombers.
Th~~~Air

dropping~tons.

The 13th Air Force (from MANUS ISLAND) successfull y hit WOLEAI on 20 April;
detail• are not available.

An unspecified number of heavy bombers operating from DARWIN attacked the
airstrip on NOEMFOOR ISLAND; 4 fighters unsuccessfu lly i~tercept:~
{'
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The RECKLESS Operation progresses satisfactor ily. By 1242 on 22 April
{K). the TANAHMERAH Forces had reached a point 3 miles south of DERAPRE; our
casualties were 2 wounded. By 1500, same date. the HUMBOLDT BAY Force had
occupied the east, west and north sides of JAUTEFA BAY; our losses were 5 killed;
the Japs lost 25 killed. The AITAPE Force had captured half of the TADJI airdrome by early afternoon of 22 April (K); our losses were 3 killed. 14 wounded;
the Japs lost 25 killed and 15 captured. On 22 April (K) support of the TADJI
landing was furnished by attack bombers; diversionar y attacks were made by heavy,
medium and attack bombers in the WEWAK-HANSA BAY areas. On 23 April (K} heavy
bombers hit the WEWAK airdromes; 3 squadrons of B-24s. 4 squadrons of B-25s. and
4 squadrons of A-20s hit the HANSA BAY area; 3 squadrons of fighters provided
air cover.
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued on 21 April to strike
enemy occupied atolls of the J!ARSHALLS; those hit were MILLE, MALOELAP. JALUIT
and WOTJE. PONAPE was also hit by 5 Mitchells which dropped 4 tons of bombs on
the runways of both airfields, and damaging installation s at the old airfield.
TRUK was hit on 21 April by 6 B-24's (under CTF 57) and by 21 B-24's
from GREEN ISLAND (SoPac). Bombs were dropped on the Islands of DUBLON. ETEN
and MOEN. Hits were obtained on runway and dispersal areas of MOEN causing
large fires and several explosions. Results of damage to DUBLON and ETEN
had not been determined at time of report.
A search plane (under CTF 57) destroyed 3 small AKs and damaged 2
at RUO ISLAND (HALL ISLAND Group); another search plane destroyed a small
AK and damaged a small AK and a 175 ton patrol vessel at MURILU ISLAND (HALL
ISLAND Group).
SoPac air forces continued to strike RABAUL-East NEW IRELAND Areas; and
to operate in support of our TOROKINA ground forces; 48 TBFs and SBDs concentrated against KAVIENG.
Other action of SoWesPac air foroes included a strike on 21 April by
7 PBYs against BALIKPAPAN, and a strike, same date. by 15 B-24s against NOEMFOOR.
The MOKERANG airstrip on LOS NEGROS Island will be complete to 8.000 ft.

by 21 April, and will be ready to receive the 307th Bombardment Group , on 25 April.

At 191242 GOT the liberty ship JOHN STRAUB (operated by Alaska S~eamship
Company for the account of WSA and allocated to the Army). after a violent
explosion. sank in 54-15 N. 163-30 W (100 miles east of DUTCH HARBOR). Cargo
included 9.000 drums of 80 octane gasoline stowed below decks. plus 25.000 drums
of diesel fuel. The disaster was believed not due to enemy action. 15 survivors
were picked up by the USS ALBUQUERQUE, which arrived on the scene approximate ly
10 hours after the ship sank.
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Reports indicate that the RECKLESS Operation continues to progress most
favorably and entirely according to schedule with only minor opposition being
encountered and with only few casualties being suffered by our forces. The
TANAHMERAH BAY force has advanoed past PAIPAU Village (about 3 miles inland)
on the road toward the airfield areas; this force is being supported by artiller,y. in the HUMBOLDT and AITAPE areas the land force commanders have assumed
command. The HUMBOLDT BAY force had no difficult,y in reaching its first objective phaseline which extended approximately 2imiles inland. The AITAPE force
has completed the seizure of the landing strips, one of Which has been reported
rea~ for operation. To support the attack in the AITAPE Area.· the outlying
islands of TUMLEO and SELEO were occupied without opposition. TF 58 continued
to support the operation; however. owing to negligible enemy resistance and to
the absence of suitable targets. planes were on a standby status on Dog plus one
~·
The force executed inter.mittant strikes against WlKDE and SAWAR. A olose
reconnaissance indicates that the HOLLANDIA airfields have been abandoned; many
wrecked planes were on the 3 fields. Coordinating its efforts with those of
TF 58. the Fifth Air Force continued heavy diversionary attacks against the
WEWAK and HANSA BAY Areas; a total of 193 bombers dropped 348 tons of bombs and
expended 150.000 rounds of 50 caliber Rmmunition and 135 7~ shells; .all four
WEWAK airstrips were kept unserviceable; all escape routes from the two areas
were heavily bam bed.
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued neutralization of en~ occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS by striking l(}TJE, MILLE and TAROA. PONAPE was
hit by 6 Mitchell's which dropped 4i tons on the LANGAR ISLAND barracks area
and on the old airfield; fires and explosions resulted. Two B-24's having been
diverted from the TRUK strike hit PONAPE.
From 231319 GCT to 231619 GCT 19 B-24's (under CTF 57) were over TRUK bombing the airfields on ETEN. MOEN and FARAM ISLANDS; explosions and fires were
observed in all areas. From 221607 to 221741 GCT 17 B-24's (from SoPac) were
over TRUK concentrating on the seaplane base. tank tann area and the west and
central part of the town on ETENJ damage was also inflicted on DUBLON and PARAM.
A Central Pacific search plane bombed the radio station on ULDL ISLAND.
Another sighted 10 men in 4 rafts about 300 miles NNE of TRU[; these are thought
to be the crew members of a missing B-24; resoue operations are underway.
In the South Pacific adverse weather
activit,y was restricted to the bombing of
from GREEN ISLAND) escorted by 9 fighters
the island of MATUPI. A minor strike was

again restricted air operations; major
TALILI by 21 dive bombers (operating
and to a strike by 24 B-25's against
made against the TOBERA airfield.

Ground activi~ in the TOROKINA area was restricted to patrol contacts in
the sector NE of the per~eter where Jap mortar and rifle fire was encountered.
Other activit,y of Southwest Pacific air forces included a strike against
the 2 airstrips on NOEMFOOR on 22 April by 22 B-24 1 s; and to a strike same date
against WOLEAI b,y an unspecified number of B-24's.
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The RECKLESS Operation continues to progress favorably and according to
schedule. The TANAHMERAH BAY Force continuing its advance, reached a point 5
miles from the airdrome area; artillery which supports this force is shelling
CYCLOPS airdrome, easternmost of the 3 fields. The HUMBOLDT BAY Force has advanced to within 2 miles of the east end of SENTANI LAKE. The AITAPE Force having
seized the landing strips, proceeds towards the village of AITAPE. The island of
ALI which lies off AITAPE has been occupied. 5th Air Force continued their diversionary attaoks in support of RECKLESS by heavy strikes against WEWAK airdromes,
and against personnel and storage areas in the HANSA BAY region. A PB4Y attacked
3 small AKa and small craft on 23 April killing many Japs and leaving 2 freighters
badly damage d.
At 1940(K) 23 April a single Jap plane bombed the landing beach in the
HUMBOLDT BAY area; serious fires which resulted were not under control until 24
hours after the bombing.
Owing to adverse beaching conditions at TANAHMERAH BAY, 3 supply echelons
for that area have been diverted to HUMBOLDT BAY.
P-38s and P-47s commenced operating from TADJI airdrome on 23 April.
Delayed report of operations of TF 58 on D-1 states that scheduled
strikes against HOLLANDIA, WAKDE and SAWAR neutralized all airfields in those
areas. 101 enemy planes were destroyed and 17 damaged. Fuel, ammunition, and
supplies were destroyed; 2 AKs, several barges, and small craft were sunk.
WHALE, operating in the EAST CHllTA SEA reports sinking 1 medium AK.

Reconnaissance of UJELANG was carried out on 22-23 April; during the
operation 18 Japs were killed.
The destroyers BENHAM and UHLMANN, while ·operating with the ESSEX 80
miles southwest of PEARL, collided at 2150 24 April; the UHLMANN had both fire·
rooms and #1 engine room flooded; casualties were 2 dead, 3 slightly injured.

Night of 23-24 April, 17 B-24s (SoPac) hit TRUK; results unreported.
Weather continued to hamper operations of SoPac air forces; all scheduled
strikes were cancelled except for 2 fighter-bomber strikes against RABAUL.
At noon 23 April, 23 Liberators (SWPae) attacked WOLEAI. Of 25 to 30
intercepting planes 17 were destroyed; one B-24 was lost. A pre-dawn strike on
23 April by 17 B-24s against TRUK caused many fires and explosions on the islands
of ETEN and PARAM.
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RECKEESS Operation continues to progress most favorably. The .AITAPE
Force having seized the airstrips continued their advance and occupied TADJI
VILLAGE on 24 April; up to that time the Japs had lost 102 killed and 17 captured; 1 squadron of P-40 1 s is now based at the TADJI Airdrome and is furnishing air cover for the HOLLANDIA Operations. The HUMBOLDT BAY Force has continued its advance against medium opposition centered at the northeast tip of
SENTANI LAKEJ utilizing amphibious craft a force crossed the lake and seized
CYCLOPS Airdrome at 1430 (K) 26 April; during thi~ advance 100 Japs were killed.
The TANAHMERAH BAY Force continues its advance to the southeast and expects to
occupy the HOLLAND !A Airdrome by April 26 (K). Scheduled air strikes in support
of RECKLESS were weathered out on 24 April except for a strike by 12 Mitchells
against the suspected escape route leading westward from the southwest edge of
SENTANI LAKE. The only enemy air action reported was an attack by 12 torpedo
bombers at 2045 (K) 25 April against a DD in position 20 miles north of HUMBOLDT
BAY; the ship sustained no damage.
Australian forces occupied MADANG on the afternoon of 24 April (K) after
defeating small rear guard forces south of the town.
A delayed report from CTF 57 announces continuation ot strikes on 23
April against MILLE. JALUIT, TAROA, WOTJE and PONAPE; in addition TAONGI Atoll
was bombed and strafed by 3 Venturas. On the following day strikes ot greater
intensit,y continued against the same objectives; the heaviest strike was directed
at WOTJE by 23 B-24's• 11 B-26's and 23 Marine Corsairs which dropped a total
or 99 tons and strafed with 23.000 rounds ot ammunition.
ComPhotRon 3 reports to CTF 57 at 252235 (K) that photo coverage of GUAM
was accomplished. Airfields were observed on OROTE PENINSULA and east of AGANA
(a field not previously reported). Flanes were observed on both fields; fighters
took otf from OROTE, but did not intercept.
DRUM, operating in the Southwest Pacific Area (SOUTH CHINA SEA), during
March and April reports obtaining 3 hits fro.m 24 torpedoes fired, and damaging
one large AK. and 2 small AK's for a total of 11,000 tons.
On 24 April, 15 B-24's (SoPac) hit TRUK with 90 500-lb. GP and incendiar.y
bombs, concentrating against the Islands of DUBLON, MOEN, FEFAN, UMAN and FAtO;
results were unobserved owing to undercast. Other SoPac air forces continued
strikes against the RABAUL Area and against the BORPOP Airdrome, NEW IRELAND·

TOROKINl ground forces clashed with an enemy force in the sector 3 miles
east of our Per~eter; 46 Japs were killed; our losses were 3 killed, 3 wounded.
In the North Pacific an armed reconnaissance by 4 FV's and 1 B-24 was
made over FARAMUSHIRU on 24 April; bombs were dropped and photographing was
accomplished; results were unobserved.
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From 250941 to 251712 GCT 16 B-24's (under CTF 57) were over TRUK, concentrating 37 tons of fragmentatio n clusters against the islands of PARAM, ETEN. MOEN,
and DUBLON; explosions occurred on PARAM and DUBLON. During the same period 3
B-24's dropped si tons of fragmentati on clusters on the old air strip and the town
at POBAPE. A single searcher bombed the new airfield on ALET ISLAND, PTJI:,UWAT ATOL:t.
starting fires.
TRIGGER reports attacking a northbound 5-ship, 5-esoort convoy east of PALAU
on night 25-26 April; sa~ 4 Marus and 1 DD; remnants of convoy headed back toward

MALAKAL P:ASS •

SEAHORSE reports attacking a 4-ship. 4-escort convoy at 161515 GCT SW of
TINIANJ sank 1 large AK. Also reports sinking 1 RO Clas submarine on 20 April.
BWEGILL. operating in Southwest P·a cific Area, reports 1 positive hit and 1
probable hit in a MOGIII4I Class cruiser at SONSO.ROI. ISLANDS y190 miles Sl'i of ~MU)

at 270100 GC'l'.

~ ~ ~ ~t-VJ,u..-~\)}

On the night of 25-26 April, 19 B-24's {SoPac), staged from G&N ISLAND·,
bombed TRUK ATOLL; details are unreported. Other SoPac air activities included
176 sortiea against landing fields in the RABAUL Area, 10 sorties against the
KAVIENG Area, and 28 sorties against the BOOGAINVILLE-BUKA Area.
On 25 April, in the North Pacific Area, 4 PV 1 s and 3 B-24 1 s made an ar.med
reconnaissan ce over the KURILES; results were unobserved.

No late reports on progress of RECKLESS have been received; AITAPE force
reports capturing {on D-day) a radio station, 13 trucks, and ma~ stores at TADJI.
While TIMLEO ISLAND was occupied without opposition, 6o.m7thFleet reports that a
patrol met some opposition. A report states that 25 destroyed planes were found
on the TADJI air strips. The main air strikes scheduled for support of RECKLESS
were cancelled owing to poor weather; however, 8 squadrons of A-20's bombed and
strafed the 4 WEWAX airdromes• spreading destruction and causing fires among ap•
parently repairable planes on the runways; 60 tons of 500-1b. bombs and 100,000
rounds ot .50 caliber ammunition were expended. The 13th Air Force attacked
WOLEAI, but results were unreported.
Australian land patrols found the MADANG air strip badly cratered and free of
Japs on 23 April. Investigatio n indicates that the enemy evacuated the MADANG Area
over a month ago.
A search plane, operating on 24 April 10 miles east of SORONG, sank 1 SC,
beached another and destroyed 10 troop-laden barges.
TF 58 completed direct support missions on D plus 2 Day. WAKDE was neutralized
each day by daily bombing and by maintenance of fighter patrol over the area. All
bombings by planes of TF 58 were directed by control parties ashore. The Task
Force has refueled, and stands by in the general vicinit.y of Equator-150 E. Until
further directed, the force will attempt interception of enemy flights toward our
forces, and will provide cover against enemy surface forces. Thus far, our ships
have suffered no damage.
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Task Force 58 announces plans for strikes against TRUK, PONAPE, and
SATAWAN during its return trip to the MARSHALLS (West longitude dates). The
force will strike TRUK from the southwest for 2 days starting at dawn 29 April.
It will bombard with cruisers and strike SATAWAN on 30 April. It will bombard
with battleships and strike PONAPE on 1 May.
No activity by CenPac air forces was reported.

On 27 April 16 B-24s (SoPac) hit TRUK concentrating on the islands of
DUBLON and ETEN. The DUBLON seaplane base and the central part of the town were
bombed effectively, with fires and explosions being observed. A large fuel fire
was started near the ETEN air strip. Other SoPac air force operations included
strikes against the RABAUL-KAVIENG areas and a fighter sweep in the BOUGAINVILLEBUKA area.
A SoPac searcher bombed SATAWAN runway; the runway was observed to be
unserviceable with over 30 tmrepaired craters.
CinCSWPac considers RECKLESS Operation to have been virtually completed.
The HOLLANDIA and TADJI airfields are now in our hands. An estimated 1800 Japs
remain scattered throughout the area with an effort being made to escape to the
southwest. Enemy air action continues to remain negligible.
Australian troops announced occupation of ALEXISHAFEN.

28 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57} continued on 26 April and on 27 April
the neutrali~ing air strikes against enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS and
against PON.APE.
On the night of 26-27 April 20 B-24's (under CTF 57) bombed the important
islands of TRUK Atoll, dropping 30 tons of GP bombs and 24 tons of incendiaries.
Two B-24' s which did not reach TRUK bombed POlJAPE.

In the South Pacific unfavorable weather again curtailed air operations
on 28 April. The only activities reported were strikes by 2 squadrons of B-25's
against RAPOPO and VUNAPOPE airfields in the RABAUL Area.
On the night of 27 April the ETAMIN (AK 93) was seriously damaged at
AITAPE when 1 of 3 attacking enemy planes dropped 1 medium bomb on the number 5
hatch; 1 of the attacking planes was shot down; we suffered 8 known personnel
casualties. Com7thFleet reports that on May 3rd the HOLLANDIA airstrip (4500
feet long) will be ready for fighters.
On the night of 27-28 April and during the day of 28 April. 5th Air Force
bombers conducted eatensive and effective air strikes against WAKDE, SAWAR, BIAK,
and WOLEAI. 11 B-24's and 21 B-25's caused large explosions and started fires on
~DE; many planes were destroyed on the ground.
35 B-25's and 36 B-24's heavily
hit AA positions and personnel and storage areas on SAWAR. 47 B-24's started many
fires and explosions on BIAK where many grounded planes were reported destroyedJ
of 8-10 fighters, 3 were shot down with 2 other probables. 23 B-24's bomb~dn q
- continued J.. -.T J "...
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the runway and dispersal areas on WOLEAI. Other air activit,y included fighter
sweeps along the NEW GUINEA Coast from CAPE CROISILLES to WENAK; P-3Q's and
P~'s participated.
Thus far. effective bombing of the WEWAK Area has forestalled a~ en~
attempt to land planes in that area; all four airfields remain unserviceable.
The only ground activity reported in the HOLLANDIA Area consisted of
sniper fire Which our patrols encountered from scattered enemy groups.
Missionaries report that on 22 Karch 2800 Japs passed AITAPE headed toward
WEWAK.
29 April (Oahu date)
Shore based aircraft (under CTF 57) continued neutralization of enemy
occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS by strikes against JALUIT and TAROA. Strikes
were also made against PONAPE and against TAONGI.
18 B-24's (under CTF 57) bombed the important islands of
on the night of 28-29 April.

TRt~

ATOLL

~AC.~uL.

In the South Pacific all air strikes against the !01\P! area were cancelled because of adverse weather on 28 April. The only air activity reported
consisted of strikes in the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Area and the usual fighter ~eeps
along the coast of BOUGAINVILLE. A single searcher hit KAVIENG.
On 29 April, 6 B-24's and 18 B-25's bombed the WAKDE Area and 16 B-25's
hit SARAMI just to the westward of WAKDE. A-20's struck the WEWAK Area and reported the 4 airfields in that area as still unserviceable. A-20's also attacked
the SEPIK RIVER Area ( 60 miles east of WEWAK). B-25' s bombed Tll!OR. On 28 April
7 B-25's bombed JAPAN ISLAND (northwest NEV"f GUINEA) where 16 enemy planes were
destroyed on the ground; 10 Jap planes attempted interception but were unsucces sful.

Co.m7thFleet reports that early on the morning of 26 April a blue sub
attacked a southbound convoy or 7 AK's and 8 escorts off northwest tip of LUZON
and sank 4 AK's and damaged 1; on the following 2 days the sUb sank 2 trawlers.
CTG 17.15 (Wolfpack) reports an attack at 30000~ GCT against a ten-ship convoy
in position 18-30 N. 119-20 E (SOUTH CHINA SEA) and sinking 2 ships and damaging
3; the remainder of the convoy was believed enroute MANILA.
On 28 April planes from the South Pacific attacked 2 friendly PT boats
off the northeast coast of N]Yf BRITAIN; the boats were sunk and 2 of the attacking planes were shot down; several boat personnel were reported as killed or
missing; a Dumbo plane rescued 13 survivors of the 2 PT boats.

In the HOLLANDIA Area our ground forces are encountering no opposition
except from scattered remnants of Japanese forces which have taken to the nearby
mountains. Much war material has been captured; this includes aircraft engines,
and gasoline. A blue force landed at DAMTA (10-15 miles west of TANE~mRAH BAY).
The purpose of this landing was to intercept Japanese forces which are believed
to be retreating from the HOLLANDIA Area via the trail which leads from the
southwest tip of SENTANI LAKE to the westward. thence northward to DAMTA.
- continued -
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Intelligence estimates indicate that the enemy force intends to withdraw
SARMI.

~

Reports state that the Jap forces have evacuated the 60-mile coastal
region which borders on JACQUINOT BAY. The total enemy casualties in the
ATILIIRALTIES is reported as 3,088 killed. Our patrols are operating to the north
of ALEXISHAFEN and have made no enemy contacts.
30 April (Oahu date)
Central Pacific shore-based aircraft continued on 29 April the neutralization .of enemy occupied atolla of the ~1ARSHALLS,and PONAPE. A search plane reported damaging a probable CL anchored NE of ETEN ISLAND ( TRUK); 3 1000-lb GP
bombs were dropped.
On 29 April SoPac air forces concentrated with 151 sorties against air
fields and supply areas in the RABAUL. sector; SBD's~ TBF's and B-25's participated. Fighter sweeps were conducted along the coasts of BOUGAINVILLE, BUKA
and NEW IRELAND. 12 SBD's patrolled the TOROKINA perimeter.
BLUEGILL reports attacking 3 ship~ 2 escort convoy in area about 250
miles W of PALAU on 30 April; 2 or 3 hits were obtained; one ship was left
~
sinking and blazing furiously. ~ ~ ~ ~· ,--.~ l~\~~
Being again hampered by poor weather, the only major air strike in the
SWPac area on 30 April (K) was executed by 23 B-24's . 6f the 13th Air Force
against WOLEAI. Other air activity included strikes by B-25 1 s and A-20's against
the WEWAK area, by P-47's and P'- 38's against the HANSA BAY ·area, and by 7 B-24's
against NOEMFOOR. 3 PB4Y's, reconnoitering GEELVINK BAY area, were intercepted
- by 15-18 enemy fighters who attacked with aerial bombs; 6 attacking planes were
shot down; 2 of our bombers were damaged.
Ground action in the HOLLANDIA-AITAPE area continues on a small scale.
Of 200 Japs encountered. 7 miles SW of TADJI, 59 were killed, and the remainder
retreated. An enemy strong point NE of HOLLANDIA Airdrome has ' been reduced; 79
of 150 Japs were killed. The known Jap dead, to include 29 April, totals 970.
Our air transports are landing on the CYCLOPS Airdrome.
On 29 April an Australian land patrol reached REMPI RIVER (7 miles north
or ALEXISHAFEN), no enemy contact was reported.
Advance echelon of GHQ, SWPA, closed at PORT MORESBY 1800 K 1 May; opened
same hour same date at BRISBANE.
3 FV's and 1 B-24 on 29 April carried out ar.med reconnaissance over the
KURILESJ results were unobserved.
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TF 58's strike on TRUK on 29 and 30 April resulted in 66 enemy planes being
down~and 60 destroyed on the ground; of these, 5 were shot down by ships gunfire.
Only one Jap plane was encountered on the second day. Operating against intense
AA fire, and under a low ceilin g, our forces dropped 800 tons of bombs which caused
extensive damage to shore installations; much shipping will be required to reestablish the base. No important ships were encountered. One submarine was believed
definitely sunk by the MACDONOUGH (DD). Cruisers bombarded SATAWAN for two hours
on 30 April; except for statement that bombardment "caused havoc", details are
lacking. Battleships bombarded and our carriers hit PONAPE on 1 May; results are
unreported. Our losses were about 20 pilots and 15 crewmen~ some of whom were
recovered by the ucourageous and efficient TAUG to whom we are most grateful";
our ships suffered no damage. On the last day off HOLLANDIA (26 April), at the
convergence of Jap search areas from 3 bases, the force shot dolvn 5 enemy search
planes; Jap aviation personnel with some important papers were recovered.
On 30 April shore-base aircraft (under CTF 57) continued neutralization of
enemy ocoupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. 42 B-24's hit WAKE with 94 tons, causing
a large explosion on the north end of the island; there was no interception; two
of our planes were slightly damaged by AA fire.

On 30 April SoPac air forces flew 139 sorties against gun positions and
supply areas in the RABAUL seetor; SBD's, TBF's, and fighter bombers participated.
62 sorties (B-25's and P-39's) were flown against BORPOP, and other NEW IREUL~D
targets. Fighter sweeps were also conducted along the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE coasts.
BLUEGILL reports sinking an additional AK from the convoy previously reported (Summary, 30 April) W of PALAU.

HAKE, operating in SWPac (S China Sea) during latter part of March ~ and
April, reports sinking 2 AO's for a total of 20,405 tons, and damaging 1 6000ton AK.
The 5th Air Force on 30 April continued aggressive ~eeps in the HANSA BAYWEWAK areas~ attacking bridges, stores, and personnel areas. On 29 April a PB4Y
search plane obtained a 500-lb bomb hit on a large AK off GEELVINK BAY; the plane
was later forced down at sea.
Com 7th Flt reports that increased fighter interception N of \GEELVINK BAY
indicates arrival of numerous enemy air reinforcements at Western NEW GUINEA airfields.
Our ground forces in the HOLLANDIA - AITAPE areas are reported to be operating against almost no opposition. The HOLLANDIA airfield will be operational on
2 May.
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SoPac air forces, employing SBD's and TBF's flew 113 sorties against the
RABAUL area on 1 May, concentrating against gun positions, runways and buildings
on TOBERA airdrome; 2 of ·our planes were lost, and 7 damaged. 12 SBD's attacked
gun positions on the BUKA coast. 24 P-39's and 8 P-40's conducted fighter sweeps
along the SE coast of BOUGAINVILLE.
Heavy strikes by SWPac air forces were prevented by adverse weather on
1 May. Activity was limited to coastal shipping strikes by 8 B-25's in the SARMITAKAR area, the bombing of MOKMER airdrome ( BIAK IS) by 2 B-24' s.a and to bombing
and strafing attacks in the WEWAK-HANSA BAY area by medium and attack bombers,
and fighters; there was no enemy interception over any of the targets, and we suffered no loss of planes or casualties.
JCS 012144Z (pink) establishes a basis for uniform understanding by all
concerned of the command relationships involved in staging, mounting, and operating forces in one theater from bases in an adjacent theater.
JCS 030237Z {pink) directs Stillwell to prepare plans for employment of
air forces under his command to operate in support of our advance to FOID~OSA fro.m
the l!ARIANAS•PALAU-MINDANAO line in February 1945, by neutralizing ene~ air action
against that advance; and to furnish such indirect support as is practicable for
the attack on MINDANAO in November 1944; plans to be coordinated with CinCPOA and
CinCSWPA.
CinCPOA 302317/54(April) announces establishment MARSHALL ISLANDS Sub-Area,
and CinCPOA serial 00039 effective 1 May; assiglb Rear Achniral Alva Bernhard as
Sub-Area Commander.

/ 0{/Yv/

3 May (Oahu date)

en \V

Central Pacific shore based aircraft continued on 1-2 May neutralization of
enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. On 1 May 18 B-24s hit the major islands
of TRUK Atoll with 5~~ tons of bombs. On the same date 1 B-24 hit PONAPE dropping
3 tons in the tmvn area.
CTF 57 reports that daily reconnaissance of NAURU for ships and planes has
been negative; photo of 4 April showed construction at northern airfield to have
been abandoned; the 2 southern fields appear to be operational; moderate heavy
and intense medium AA fire has been encountered. The reconnaissance of OCEAN on
7 March was negative; no activity was noted and no AA fire was encountered; search
planes will continue to cover OCEAN periodically.
Peterson Wolfpack (PARCHE, BANG, TINOSA) operating south of FORMOSA reports
at 041315 GCT the annihilation of a northbound convoy in a coordinated attack
which sank 1 AO, 5 AKs. and 1 DD and damaged 2 AKs; PARCHE has 10 torpedoes remaining; BANG and TINOSA have expended all torpedoes and are departing from the area.
SKATE, operating SE of KYUSHU reports attacking an8500 ton Maru at 030822
GOT, course 342, speed 14; sound results indicated at least 2 hits and the Maru
was believed to have been sunk, though rEDret~~siri~re unobserved; 1 large Maru with
2 escorts remain in the convoy.
Authority: E0~
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GUAVINA, operating in the BONINS area reports destroying 1 trawler by gunfire on 22 April, sinking with 3 hits one large AX on 25 April, and sinking on
26 April with 5 hits 2 medium Marus. Submarine was depth charged without damage.
At 040953 GCT sighted well lighted hospital ship heading NW, posit 26-45N, 142-30E;
also sighted across CHICHISHIMA smoke from at least 3 ships which approached from
the northward and were believed to have entered the harbor at 040100 GCT.
HALIBUT, operating NE of FORMOSA reports sinking 1 medium AK, 1 coastal
mine layer. and 1 sampan; and damaging 2 medium Marus; KUMESHIMA was bombarded.
Action with fleet of cargo sampans wounded 3 men, 1 with possible intestinal wound;
commanding officer suggests rendezvous with surgeon from MIDWAY.
On 2 May SoPac air forces flew 160 sorties (92 SBDs and TBFs, 24 B-25s, 44
.fighter-bombers ) against the airfields and supply areas in the RABAUL sector.
38 sorties (11 SBDs, 27 P-39s) were flown against targets in the BOUGAINVILLEBUKA area. A fighter sweep was also made along the east coast of NEW IRELAND.
8 SBDs patrolled the TOROKINA perimeter.
On 2 May SWPac air forces maintained unserviceable the WEWAK and BORAM
airdromes by a strike employing 23 B-24s which dropped 184 1000- lb bombs; 45 A-20s
lead by 4 B-25s bombed dispersal areas at these airdromes dropping 253 500- lb
bombs; supply dumps were hit and several small fires started. Bivouac and sup~ly
dumps on KAIRIRU ISLAND were bombed and straffed by 31 A-20s which expended 272
tons of 500- lb bombs and 2400 rounds of ammunition; many buildings and huts were
hit and 2 large fires were started. No enemy opposition was encountered in the
WEWAK area. 21 A-20s bombed and straffed personnel and supply areas in the HANSA
BAY sector. WAKDE and MAFFIN were bombed and straf.fed by 8 B-25s. P-47s and
P-39s continued to patrol over the WEWAK area; they attacked targets of opportunity
from HANSA BAY to ULIGAN HARBOR; huts, motor trucks and ;;ui dings were dama~ed~
and smal!._ fires were start1.~·
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Central Pacific shore based aircraft continued on 3 May with neutralization
of enemy occupied atolls of the MARSI~LLS and PONAPE. 8 Navy medium bombers hit
the southern airfields on NAURU dropping 8 3/4 tons of bombs on runways and barracks areas.
ComBomRonf09 ( Connnander Miller) entered TRUK Lagoon on 29 April and dropped
2 1000- pound bombs within 15 .feet of a light cruiser anchored northeast of ETEN;
the cruiser was blown from the water. turned 90° from its original position, and
listed badly to the starboard; the ship ts believed to have been sunk.
At 050822 GCT HADDOCK reports witnessing destruction by TUNA of Jap
sampan wh:tch was enroute to WAKE on morning of 4 May; the craft blew up immediately. The HADDOCK and TUNA made a thorough coordinated search of the floating
wreckage which yielded numerous books and documents, some of which are red
covered. Of prisoners now aboard the HADDOCK. 1 badly wounded may be an officer.
The TUNA suffered one casualty by drowning. Prisoners state that the craft was
the WAOTIKIMA MARU (87 tons) enroute from the BONINS to an unknown destination.
It is reasonably certain that the craft was unable to get out a radio transmission
before sinking. No survivors were left ~e~rul·
(Continued)
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On 3 May SoPac air forces hit the BORPOP airdrome with 26 SBDs. MATUPI
Island was struck by 24 SBDs and 17 TBFs. 69 sorties (24 B-25s. 43 Fighter-bombers
and 2 B-24s) were flown against airfields and supply installations in the RABAUL
area. 47 sorties (6 SBDs# 3 B-24s. 38 P-39s) were flown against targets throughout BOUGAINVILLE. 12 SBDs patrolled the TOROKINA perimeter.

REDFIN. operating in SWP area (SULU SEA) during April reports obtaining
12 hits from 20 torpedoes fired. The following ships were sunk: 1 FUBUKI class
DD (1700). 1 large AO (lo.ooo). 1 medium AK (4000). 1 large AK (7500). and 1 large
AK (7190); total tonnage sunk. 30.390.
HARDER, operating in SWP area (GUAM-WOLEAI) during April reports sinking
1 FUBUKI class DD and 1 medium AK for a total of 5,260 tons. Another FUBUKI class
DD was reported damaged and probably sunk.

On 3 May SWP air forces continued to maintain unserviceable the BORAM airdrome by an attack by 17 B-24s which dropped 136 1000- lb bombs. An unspecified
number of A-20s started very large fires with resulting explosions on WOM POINT
in the WEWAK area. 6 medium bombers fired many huts at the seaplane base on
KAIRIRU ISLAND. B-24s from the 13th Air Force bombed the airfield on BIAK I SLAND
causing large fires and destroying airplanes in the dispersal area;· 12 enemy fighters intercepted without damage to either side. A reconnaissance squadron bombed
and strafed storage and personnel areas near the TOR RIVER mouth and in HAFFIN
VILLAGE (WADKE Area). The usual fighter ~eeps were conducted along the north
NEW GUINEA Coast.

In the North Pacific, 3 PV's from Fleet Air Wing 4 bombed PARAMUSHIRU
through broken clouds at 041245 GCT; large fires and explosio s ~
5 May (Oahu date)
Central p·a cific shore baaed aircraft continued on 4 May with neutralization
of enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. On the afternoon of 4 May an unusually
heavy strike by 39 B-24 1 s dropped 87t tons of bombs. the majorit,y of which were
concentrated on PONAPE TOWN and in the adjacent dock area; fires and explosions
resulted; 1 B-24 is missing. Early morning of 5 May 10 B-24's hit TRUK dropping
30 tons on the major islands of the Atoll; 1 B-24 is missing.
TANG, operating on lifeguard station off TRUK, on 29-30 April reports
having rescue~during those two days of operations by TF 58. 22 downed airmen;
11 were officers and 11 were enlisted men.
SoPac ~T boats operating along the coast of BOUGAINVILLE encountered enemy
armed barges; l ·PT boat was destroyed and 1 was damaged.
ComThirdFleet reports completion of laying a two-row minefield west of
TAIOF ISLAND (west BUKA PASSAGE) • On 4 May SoPao air forces flew 92 sortie a
against the airfields of TOBERA and LAKUNAI in the RABATJL Area; 39 SBD's and TBF's,
6 B-25's and 47 fighter bombers participated; we lost 1 B-25, shot down by AA
.fire and had 4 P-38's damaged. 24 SBD's were directed against BORPOP in the
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KAVIENG Area. In the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Area, 110 sorties were flown against enemy
installation s; 24 B-25•s, 18 SBD's, 49 P-39's, and 19 P-40's participate d; no plana
loss was reported.
Unfavorable weather hampered operations of SWP air forces on 4 May; an unspecified number of B-24's from the 13th Air Force struck BIAK ISLAND; 12 to 15
enemy fighters intercepted . During the night of 3-4 May, 2 B-24's bombed the
SARMI Area. An unspecified number of A-20's and night fighters made coastal sweeps
in the vic~nity of MANAM ISLAND to BUT, strafing targets of opportunit.y along the
NEW GUINEA Coast.

6 May (Oahu date)
On 5 May a total of 78 sorties were flown by shore based aircraft (under CTF
59) against PONAPE and enany occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. PONAPE was hit by
8 B-25's which dropped 8 tons on the seaplane base and both airfields. WOTJE was
hit by 9 B-24's, 1 B-25 and 1 PV; JALUIT by 10 B-25's and 4 F6F's; MALOELAP by 16
SBD's and 10 F6F's; MILLE by 19 F4U's•
ComForwardArea, Central Pacific, reports that 2 native scouts who were stranded
on JALUIT for 3 days were recovered on 4 May. They report that they visited relatives
who were employed on EMIDJ ISLAND; that the Jap streneth is 2,030 of which 1200 are
militar,y, 800 are laborers and 30 are civilians; that all are located on the SE part
of the lagoon. They also stated that food had been rationed, that water was adequate
and that supplies and ammunition were still available though none had arrived since
January. They reported health conditions to be good, that the combat forces were not
downhearted and that they still possessed a will to resist. Underground shelters
have been constructed and all personnel lived in theR. The natives had not been told
of our occupation of the MJL~SHALLS. They stated that our raids had caused many casua~
ties.
On 5 May SoPac air forces flew a total of 209 sorties. 38 (24 B-25's, 12 P-392 P-38's) were directed against the TALILI supply area; 3 B-24's against the TOBERA
Airfield; 45 SED's and TBF's against the RATAVAL supply area; 48 SBD's against the
BORPOP (KAVIENG) Airfield; 36 (14 SBD's and TBF's, 1 B-24, 12 P-39's, 9 P-40's)
against enemy installation s in the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Area. 28 P-39's conducted
fighter sweeps along the BUKA. BOUGAINVILLE and Nml IRELAND Coasts. 14 SBD's patrolled the TOROKINA Perimeter.
CREVALLE, operating in the Southwest Pacific Area (NW of BORNEO) during April
and early May, reports- sinking 1 TONAN MARU number 2 on 6 April, 1 large Maru on 25
April, andamedium AO on 3 May; a total of 34,000 tons sunk.
Unfavorable weather again restricted operations of Southwest Pacific air
forces on 5 May. An unspecified number of B-24's from the 13th Air Force hit BIAK
ISLAND where a large fire and explosion, and several small fires resulted. 71 A-20's
struck the WEWAK Area with more than 50 tons of bombs and thoroughly strafed the
are&J buildings were destroyed and fires were started. 13 B-24's bombed TlMOR. 8
B•25•s hit airfields on the KAI ISLANDS. 107 troop carrier planes negotiated difficult weather to bring in supplies for troops which participate d in the HOLLANDIA
· Operation.
(Continued)
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In the North Pacific, 3 of 5 starting PV's from Fleet Air Wing 4 executed
an armed reconnaissance over PARAMUSHIRU on the night of 5 May. The mission was
reported as sucoessful; SURIBACHI and a previously undetected airfield in central
SH~SHU were bombed, as was KURABU ZAKI; photographs were taken; all planes returned safely.

7 May (Oahu date)
Central Pacific shore based aircraft continued on 6 May with neutralization
of enemy occupied atolls of the l!ARSHALLS; 39 sorties (12 B-25s. 2 PVs. 23 F4Us)
were flown against WOTJE. 12 (B-25s) against JALUIT. 18 (10 SBDs, 8 F6Fs) against
TAROA, 6 (F4Us) against MILLEe 6 photo planes of Fleet Air Wing TWO. accompanied
by lQ 7th Air Force Liberat~rs. photographed and harassed GUAM; cloud cover was .5
with vital areas clear; of 25 intercepting Jap fighters, 7 were destroyed, 3 probably destroyed and 2 damaged; enemy plane strength on the island was estimated as 25
single engine and 15 twin-engine planes. 14 B-24s hit TRUK on the night of 6-7 May
dropping over 400 fragmentation clusters on the major islands of the atoll. On
6 May 6 B-25s struck PONAPE dropping 8 tons of bombs on the 2 airfields. PONAPE
was again hit on the night of 6-7 May by 5 B-24s diverted from the TRUK strike.
SILVERSIDES reports that on 1 May there were 11 APA or AKAs in APRA HARBOR
(GUAM}; of these 4 arrived during the day of the 7th. She obtained 1 hit from 4
mark 18 torpedoes fired on 1 ship type unstated.
G.1&iYI~ t(AeAUL.

On 6 May unfavorable weather caused cancellation of all strikes ~ by SoPac
air forces. 24 SBDs bo~bed shore battery positions along the coast of CAPE
~ODU (west coast south central NEW IRELAND}. 42 P-39 and 2 P-38s conducted
the usual harassing strikes along the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE coast. 3 snoopers bombed
the KAVIENG area. 15 B-25s dropped 157 100- lb bombs on reported coastal gun areas
at CAPE FRIEUDSHIP and on the BOUGAINVILLE coast west of RANTAN ISLAND.
HOE, operating in SWP area reports sighting at 072200 GCT a large convoy at
19-12N. 120-18E {north of LUZON), course 170, speed 12 (1 small CVE accompanied the
convoy}; the HOE damaged 1 AK.

On the night of 5-6 May an unspecified number of B-24s from 13th Air Force
hit BIAK ISLAND; fighters from HOLLANDIA fields covered. the formation; heavy explosions occurred and several fires were started in the revetments and dispersal areas
of MOKMER Airdrome; of 12 intercepting fighters, 9 were shot down; we lost no
planes. 62 B-24s, preceded by 37 B-25s attacked personnel and supply areas in the
MAFFIN BAY area; 43 A-20s hit the bivouac areas in the vicinit.y of BUT. P-47s and
P-39s conducted the usual fighter sweeps along the northern coast of NEW GUINEA.
On 6 May in the North Pacific Area 15 PVs and 1 PBY5A bombed KASHIWABARA,
SURIBACHI, and central PARAMUSHIRU; bombs and incendiary clusters w:J'e dropped;
1 plane is missing.
~
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Neutralization of enemy occupied atolls of the Central Pacific Area was
limited to strikes by B-25s against WOTJE, JALUIT and PONAPE; 12 planes each hit
the former two, while 6 were directed against the latter.
A search plane over NAURU dropped two 500~ lb bombs in the barracks area;
the #2 runway contained unfilled craters. A reconnaissance of WAKE and OCEAN was
negative.
Commander Sub-Area MARSHALLS 060145 announces assumption by Rear Admiral
Alva D. Bernhard of the military governorship of the MARSHALL ISLANDS.

In the South Pacific 77 sorties (29 SBDs and TBFs, 1 B-24, 47 fighter bombers) were flown against the RABAUL area on 7 MayJ concentrating on the TOBERA and
VUNAKANAU airfields, with the B-24 concentrating against the town. 46 SBDs hit
shore battery positions in the vicinity of ~ODU (west coast south central NEW
IRELAND) and BORPOP. A total of 80 sorties (24 B-25s, 18 SBDs and TBFs, 35 P-39s,
3 P-40s) were flown against enemy installations in the BUY~-BOUGAINVILLE area.
In the SWP Area the 13th Air Force continued on the night of 6-7 May and
during the day of 7 May the bombing of MOKMER Airdrome on BIAK ISLAND. Unfavorable
weather continued to hamper air strikes by SWP air forces; however, 18 British
Beauforts got through and hit the WEWAK area where fires were started in storage
areas. Air observers reported 4 planes remaining on BIAK. 12 B-24s hit WOLEAI
dropping 35 tons on the runway and dispersal area; 2 Betty's were reported destroyed on the ground.
Admiral Nimi t»; • Rear Admiral Sherman and other staff members arrived PEARL
from SAN FRANCISCO.
9 May (Oahu date)
Neutralization by Central Pacific shore based aircraft or PONAPE and
enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS continued on 8 and 9 May. On each of the
two days A~ Liberators enroute from and returning to the ~1IRALTIES also bombed

PDNAP·E .

TAl1BOR. operating NW of MARIANAS. reports 2 hits in a 6000-ton AK at 100900
GCT; ship was part of an 8 ship, 5 DD. 2 or more other escort convoy on a southeasterly course; TAMBOR continues the pursuit.
SARGO. operating SE of YOKOHAMA. reports sinking a medium AX and possibly
sinking another; she missed with 4 electrics on 4 AK 5 escort convoy proceeding
on a southerly course at 082000 GCT.
In the South Pacific unfavorable weather again restricted air operations
against the RABAUL Area, the only strike being made by 33 fighter bombers against
the LAKUNAI Airdrome. 47 SBD's and TBF's hit NEW IRELAND targets. 101 sorties
(30 SBD's and TBF's• 26 B-25 1 s, 33 P-39's, 12 P-38's) were flown against enemy
installations in the BUKA-BOUGAI~TVILLE Area.
(Continued)
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In the SWP Area bombers from the 13th Air Force again on the night of
7-8 May bombed the MOKMER Airdrome on BIAK ISLAND. On the 8th over 100 A-20's
and 17 British Beauforts dropped 100 tons of bombs and strafed storage and supply
areas along north coast of NEW GUINEA, concentrating in the WEWAK Area. 97 transport planes flew supplies ·into the HOLLANDIA Area. The usual fighter sweeps were
made along the N. NEW GUINEA Coast. On forenoon 8th, 12 B-24's hit the LANGGOER
and FAAN airstrips on KAI ISLANDS.
10 May (Oahu date)
Neutralization b,y CenPac shore based aircraft of PONAPE and enemy occupied
atolls of the MARSHALLS continued on .the evening of 9 May. 14 B-24's hit the
major islands of TRUK ATOLL, concentrating on the airfields; 1 possible cruiser
and 3 other vessels were sighted in the lagoon. One B-24 hit OROLUK ATOLL. On
the night of 9-10 May 3 B-24's dropped 6 tons on WAKE; results were unobserved.
ComForwardArea, CenPac, 072020 summarizes operations for the period 1-5
May# inclusive.
TINOSA returning from patrol enroute MAJURO from FORMOSA Area reports
sinking a trawler with gunfire on 8 May; 1 wounded prisoner was picked up; all
others were unwilling to surrender.
SoPac air forces flew 82 sorties against the RABAUL Area. 30 SBD's and ·
TBF's and 41 fighter bombers concentrated against the airdromes at LAKilllAI and
TOBERA; from the former field our planes encountered intense. accurate, heavy
and automatic AA fire which shot down 1 SBD and 1 TBF; 6 others were damaged;
this AA fire was described as the heaviest of any received in recent weeks.
11 B-25's bombed ene~ installations on MATUPI ISLAND. 42 SBD's attacked the
landing field at KAVIENG; AA fire was intense and accurateJ 7 of our planes were.
damaged. Enemy gun positions along CAPE NAMARODU (west coast of south central
NEV'l IRELAND) were attacked by 24 SBD' s. Enemy installations in the BOUGAINVILLEBUKA Area were hit by 16 B-25 1 s; 61 P-39's and 12 P-40's conducted fighter bomber
sweeps over the same area.
On 9 May the Fifth Air Force made its first strike against TRUK when an unspecified number of B-24's hit MOEN ISLAND; 20 enemy fighters intercepted; 1 of
our planes was damaged and forced down at sea on the return route. On the night
of 9 May, BIAK ISLAND was bombed by 8 B-24's which started fires on both airstrips.
On 10 May 45 A-20's bombed and strafed the WEWAK Area; they were followed by 20
B-24's. Usual fighter gweeps were made along the NEW GUINEA North Coast by P-39 1 s
and P-47 1 s. The major strikes and supply missions were prevented by unfavorable
weather.

A summary of land activities in the HOLLANDIA-AITAPE Area states that
the enemy losses in the HOLLANDIA Area total 977 killed, 259 captured; in the
AITAPE Area 525 killed and 31 captured. In the HOLLANDIA Area 621 former prisoners
of the enemy have been recaptured; these included 462 SIKHS, and the remainder,
Americans, Australians, Dutch, Chinese~ Filipinos, Poles and Czechoslovaks. In
the AITAPE Area 86 former prisoners of the enemy (nationalities unstated) have
been recaptured.
Continued
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CINCPOA 070355 (pink) announces completion of conferences with representatives of the 20th A.F. on VLR program CenPac Area; mentions requirements
Army service troops to support the program.
CINCPOA 050123 (pink) confirms verbal statement of representatives at
conferences with representatives of the 20th A.F. designating ComGenCentPac
as theater agency to furnish all necessary support for 20th A.F. in CenPac
Area, with certain exceptions.
11 May (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft continued on 10 May with neutralization of
PONAPE and enemy occupied atolls of the ~lARSHALLS.
SoPac air forces on 10 May flew 144 sorties (99 SBD's and TBF's, 12 B-25's,
3 B-24's, 8 P-38's, 10 P-39's, 12 P-40's) against airfields, supply installations,
and gun positions in the RABAUL Area; effectiveness was lessened by inability to
hit pre-selected targets because of unfavorable weather. 26 SBD's and TBF's
bombed Coast &UUS in the BORPOP Area of NEW IRELAND. Fighter sweeps over the
BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Area were made by 61 P-39's, 14 P-40's, and 3 P-38's.
On 10 May SWP air forces concentrated mainly against WAKDE and BIAK ISLANDS,
and against the WEWAK Area. 61 B-25's and 22 B-24's hit WAKDE; 27 B-24's struck
the WEWAK Area; and B-24' s from the 5th AF and 13th AF bombed MOKMER Airdrome on
BIAK. 4 squadrons of A-20's made low level attacks along the N. Coast of NEW
GUINEA from SEPIK RIVE~ (a-bout 30 miles W. of HANSA BAY) to WOM POINT (WEWAK Area) •
17 British Beauforts, P-47's and P-39's cond~oted fighter 5Weeps along theN. NEW
GUINEA Coast in the general area from HANSA BAY to AITAPE.
COD, operating in SWP Area (NW of MANILA). reports attacking a A~ILA
bound convoy or 10 AX's and 10 escorts at 100600 GCT, and sinking a KAMIKAZE
Class DD; hits were scored on 3 AK's.
CREVALLE (SVf.P Area) reports at 111600 GCT the successful evacuation of
40 persons from W. Coast of MINDANAO.
12 May (Oahu date)
21 B-24's of the 7th AF were over TRUK from 111219 GCT to 111619 GCT in
two flights. 29 2000-lb. bombs and 66 1000-lb. bombs were dropped on the airfields
of MOEN, PARAM and ETEN and on DUBLON; fires and explosions resulted; 2 planes were
damaged. 1 B-24 bombed the old airfield on PONAPE. A searcher reports NAURU runways possibly operational. Another searcher dropped 2 bombs on the KUSAIE airstrip. All other searches ~ere negative.
TAUTOG~ operating in the KURILES and EMPIRE waters, reports 1 Maru on bottom in shallow water at ~!ATSUWA with 2 hits. 3 other Maru's were sunk with 2 hits
each at the following places: east of URUPPU ISLNlD; at ESAN SAKI, HOKKAIDO; and_
at KURO SAKI, HOlWHU. Shipping was remaining close inshore making attacks difficult.
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In the South Pacific on 11 May coordinated air strikes were made against
AA positions ringing RABAULJand barges in west SIMPSON HARBOR and KERAVIA BAY; 64
SBD's and TBF's hit the AA positions while 5 SBD's (rocket equipped), escorted by
12 P-39's concentrated against barges, 30 to 40 of which were sunk. 74 sorties
(12 B-25's, 36 SBD's, 6 P-38's, 20 P-39) were flown against the TOBERA airfield.
Enemy installations in the BOUGAINVILLE-BUKA Area were attacked by 45 SBD's and
TBF's and 47 P-39's. 3 snoopers bombed KAVIENG.
JACK, operating in the SW Pacific (west of LUZON), reports sinking two
trawlers (2001); probably sinking 1 AK (7500) and 3 AX's (4000 each); damaging 1
AK (4000).
On 11 May, major air strikes by 5th AF were again cancelled because of unfavorable weather. On the night of 10-11 May and during _the day of 11 May an unspecified number of B-24's hit BIAK; cover was provided by P-40's operating from
HOLLANDIA; the crew of 1 B-24 which was forced down in the water was rescued. 13
British Beauforts and 6 B-25's bombed BORAM on 11 May. Fighter sweeps were again
made along the north coast of NEW GUINEA between SEPIK R~R and WOM POINT. Small
strikes by ~-24's were made against TIMOR, AMBON and NAMELA; TIMOR was also hit by
9 B-25 1 s escorted by 7 British Beauforts. A new radio station located near LAKE
PANIAI (western NWN GUINEA) was destroyed by 6 B-25's.

On 11 May, 3 DD's bombarded 29 gun positions in the ~NAK Area; some 3-inch
fire was received from shore batteries at DAGUA and BUT; we suffered no damage or
casualties.

V/

13 May (Oahu date)

On 11 May and night of 11-12 May Central Pacific shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy occupied atolls of the l~RSHALLS. PONAPE was also
bombed by 3 B-25's. ~

From 122115 GCT to 130040. GCT 22 B-25's of 7th AF dropped 12 2000-lb.
bombs and 180 100-lb. bombs on NAURU, concentrating against the SW runway, phosphate buildings, power plant and ammunition storage; 1 explosion and 1 fire were
observed; 2 planes received minor damage.
BCWWIN reports sinking 1 large AK at 1!2100 GCT in a position approximately
120 miles NNW PALAU; the submarine is pursuing the remaining AK plus 2 escorts
Which are on course 320, speed 9 at 141325 GCT.
In the South Pacific a total of 88 sorties were flown against the RATAVAL
and TALILI supply areas in the RABAUL Sector; 24 SBD's, 21 B-25's and 43 fighter
bombers participated. In the BCUGAINVILLE-BUKA Area, 35 light bomber sorties were
flown against enemy installations.

PADDLE, operating in the SWP Area (HAIAiAHh~-CERAM-SULU Area) during April
and early May, reports sinking 1 AP-AK (9419) and 1 DD (HATSUHARU Class - 1368);
damaging 1 XAO (7300).
In the SWP Area an unspecified number of B-24's dropped 200 tons of bombs
on WAKDE ISLAND on 13 May; gun positions on the southern peninsula were struck and
large fires were started. 39 B-24's attacked personnel and storage areas west of
MAFFIN airstrip with 134 tons of bombs. 10 B-24's struck the NAMBER airstrip on
Continued
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NOEMFOOR ISLAND with ineffective results. 8 B-24's successfully bombed MCMEI
Airdrome (west coast GEELVINK BAY}; observers report clearing on NOEMFOOR to
accommodate a 5200 foot airstrip. Light bombers struck the ~fAK-HANSA BAY Area.
F-47's made the usual fighter sweeps along the north coast of NEW GUINEA.
Reconnaissance over the PHILIPPINES on 12 May report at MANILA 1 possible ACV and
9 merchantmen totalling 73,000 tons; at CAVITE 16 seaplanes and 2 small vessels
were observed.
14 May (Oahu date)
Prior to daylight 13 May and during the day and night of 13 May Central
Pacific shore based aircraft continued to strike enemy occupied atolls of the
MARSHALLS. Late on the lSth 6 B-25s and 3 B-24s hit PONAPE. Early on the 13th
15 B-24s bombed the major islands of TRUK Atoll.
ComForwardArea CenPac 120050 summarizes operations 6-10 May.
STURGEON reports sinking on 10 May 3 medium AKs totalling 13.700 tons in
area about 170 miles NNW of the BONINS.
SEADRAGON operating on rotating patrol in EMPIRE waters reports damaging a
3000 ton AK with one mark 14 hit on 23 April, and probably sinking a medium AK
with one mark 18 hit on 27 April.

On 13 May SoPac air forces hit VUNAKANAU airfield and vicinity with 42 SBDs
and TBFs, and 44 fighter bombers. Enemy installations in the BOUGAINVILLE-BUKA
area were hit by 12 SBDs and TBFs; 41 P-39s and 4 P-40s.
BONEFISH (SWP area) reports sinking at 131900 GCT 1 of 3 large southbound
AOs escorted by 3 DDs in area NE of BORNEO. She reports sighting at 140500 GCT 3
BBs, 1 CV, 3 CAs and 1 CL. plus a DD escort, in position 5-30 N, 119-40 E (off NE
tip of. BORNEO); headed south for SIBUTU PASSAGE; heavy DD patrol near that passage
indicates that the force anchored in TAWITAWI BAY.
RAY (SWP area) reports sighting off DAVAO at 140800 GCT 1 NACHI CA, 1 TENRYU
CL, 3 HATSUHARU DDs, and 1 HOSHO CV •

On the night of 13-14 May and early on 14 May SWP air forces exerted their
maximum effort against BIAK ISLAND, WAKDE AREA, MAFFIN BAY area, WEWAK area, and
HANSA BAY area. During the day and night of 13 May an unspecified number of bombers
hit the SORIDO and BOSNEK airdromes on BIAK; the bombing caused explosions -and 4
large fires. In the WAKDE area 23 B-25s escorted by an unspecified number of P-40s
bombed the airfield on WAKDE ISLAND; 23 B-24s and 29 B-25s hit shore positions opposite WAKDE. In the MAFFIN BAY area 37 B-24s hit AA positions and storage and
personnel areas. In the WEWAK area 1 squadron of B-24s escorted by 2 squadrons of
British Beauforts hit BORAM airfield; an unspecified number of B-24s bombed B}NDI
Plantation road and· storage areas south of CAPE MOEM; 1 group of A-20s struck
dumps and bridges between BUT ·and DAGUA (west of WE'JVAK). Another group of A-20s
struck the HANSA BAY area. C-47s flew 88 missions to HOLLAND.IA.
DECLASSIFIED
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In the North Pacific area on 13 May 7 PVs from Fleet Air Wing 4 undertook
an armed reconnaissance mission over PARAMUSHIRU. Of the 7 starting planes 2
reached the objective; 4 turned back and 1 was lost. The 2 planes dropped 4 500
pound GP bombs and incendiary clusters over central SHIMUSHU; pictures were also
taken; several small fires were started around the airfield. 14 B-25s from 11th
Air Force strafed.2 picket boats 100 miles off the east coast of SHIMUSHU; results
are 1.mknown.
15 May (Oahu date)
The heaviest concentration of shore based air power in the Central Pacific
was staged against JALUIT from 142055 GCT to 151800 GCT by Ar.my, Navy and Marine
planes; 284 sorties were flown, and 240 tons· of bombs were droppedJ B-24's, B-25's,
F4U's, SBD's and F6F's participatedJ CTF 59 estimated bombing results as 60% effective; we lost no planes, though 1 B-24, 5 SBD's, and 3 F4U's received minor
damage. During the same period moderate strikes (4 - 10 planes) were made against
MILLE, VlOTJE, and TAROA. A single searcher over TRUK dropped 4 1000-lb. bombs on
a 5000-ton AK, with unobserved results; 8-12 vessels were anchored W of DUBLON,
and same ntunber W of UMAN. The same searcher dropped 5 100-lb. bombs on PULUWAT
air strip, and strafed the field and lighthouse area; the airfield appeared operational, though no planes were present.
TILEFISH, operating in EMPIRE waters, reports damaging 1 NITTA Maru and 1
WAKATAKE DD; other details lacking; the submarine was attacked and damaged, and
was departing from the area.
CREVALLE, operating E of CELEBES, reports having been depth charged and
severely damaged, with destruction of radars and both periscopes, and leaks on
deep dives; submarine returns for repairs.
Com5thPhib 152122 gives details of loss of 3 LCT's from LST in ALENUIHAHA
Channel on night of 15 May.
SoPac air power was concentrated against the KAHIL! Area (S. BOUGAINVILLE)
on 14 May when, in a little over one-half hour, 110 planes dropped 606 bombs (95
tons) on supply and personnel areas, and on gun positions; 41 SBD's and TBF's,
24 B-25 1 s, and 45 fighter bombers participated. The usual BOUGAINVILLE fighter
~eeps were made by 47 fighters, and 11 SBD's hit enemy installations along
MATCHIN BAY. KAV~TG was hit by 17 SBD's escorted by 4 fighters. Fighter ~eeps
and patrols were made over the RABAULArea; 13 barges in KERAVIA BAY were strafed.
SEAHORSE (SWP· Area)~ operating in MARIANAS Area during April and early May,
reports sinking 4 Maru~s for a total of 25.667 tons, and damaging an RO Class
submarine.
SVW air forces sent 60 B-24's and 24 B-25's against enemy installations in
the SARMI~FIN BAY Area on 15 May, destroying Jap headquarters, demolishing
several large buildings, and causing explosions and large fires throughout storage
and personnel areas; 200 tons of bombs were dropped; B-24's also attacked gun positions near the 1UlFFIN airstrip. An unspecified number of B-25's attacked dumps
and storage areas on WAKDE ISLAND. On the night of 13-14 May, 4 B-24's struck
storage areas along the south of SORIDO Airdrome on BIAK ISLAND; on the 15th,
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14 P-40's which were escorting a B-25 photo mission over BIAK were attacked by
15-20 enemy fighters. 5 of which were definitely destroyed, while we suffered no
loss. One group of A-20's, with an unspecified number of B-24's, again hit BORAM
airfield. A-20's also attacked in the BUT-DAGUA Area.
Land activity in the AITAPE-HOLLANDIA Area was restricted to patrol activity.
Jap casualties in the AITAPE Area now tot al 625 k il l ed, 27 captured; in the HOL-

LANDIA Area, 1162 killed and 360 captured.

In the North Pacific Area 1 or 4 starting PV•s reached theE Coast of
SHIMUSHU on 14 May, and dropped 2 500-lb. bombs and 1 incendiar,y cluster; resul s
were unobserved. On the preceding d~ 1 B-24 bombed and photographed MATSUW. •
16 May (Oahu date)
CenFac shore based aircraft continued on day and night of 15 May with
neutralization of enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS; PV's, F6F•s, SBD's and
F4U's participated, with from 15 to 20 planes each hitting JALUIT, MILLE, WOTJE
and TAROA.
BONEFISH reports that at 171023 GCT the 3 BB's, 1 CV, 3 CA's, 1 CL, plus
DD's, previously reported (summa~ 14 May) were still anchored in TAWI TAWl BAY.
Final report of casualties resulting from loss of 3 LCT's (summary 15M~)
lists 2 dead, 16 injured, 17 missin~; of the 3 LCT's involved, 1 is being salvaged.
COLORADO, engaged in training activities, reported aground off west end of
KAHOOLAWE ISLAliD at 1403 16 May; re-floated at 0231 17 May.
SoFac air forces flew over 100 sorties against the RABAUL Area on 15 May;
22 SBD's and TBF's, and an unspecified number of training B-24's attacked the
TOBERA Airfield; 48 fighter bombers hit installations in the vicinit,y of VUNAKANAU;
an unspecified number of bombers from GREEN ISLAND hit the RATAVAL supply area;
fighter patrols operated over RABAUL and JACQUINOT BAY. In the NEW IRELAND Area
27 SBD's and TBF's, escorted by 4 fighters, attacked ~m positions and ammunition
dumps. In the BOUGAINVILLE-BUKA Area, 30 SBD's and TBF's attacked enemy installations, concentrating against BONIS Airfield; fighter sweeps over the area were
flown by 34 fighter bombers; as on the two previous days, SBD's continued to spray
with diesel oil gardens being cultivated by Japanese troops.
The only report of land activity in the BOUGAI~TVILLE Area states that TOROKINA patrols operating east of the perimeter located on 14 May 2 Jap hospital areas
containing an estimated 200-250 Jap bodies.
First phases of the WAKDE ISLAND Operation were completed without opposition
and without casualties on 16 May with simultaneous landings on INSOEMANA ISLAND
(imile s. of WAKDE) and at AHARA (on coast of NIDi GUINEA opposite WAKDE). The
landing at ARARK was preceded by bombardment by 5 cruisers and by 10 DD's. Elements of the supporting air forces h i t SAWAR and SARMI. Command has passed from
Attack Force to Landing Force Commander.
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16 May (Oahu date - Cont'd)

On the night of 15-16 May and during 16 May, SVi.P air forces continued heavy
strikes in those areas which have received severe pounding for the past several
days. 34 B-24's concentrated against the 2 airfields and enemy installations on
BIAK ISLAND. 16 P-38's encountered 3 Oscar's over NOEMFOOR; the 3 Jap fighters
were shot down. 18 B-24's and 21 B-25's bombed the MAFFIN airstrip and gun positions i~ that vicinity. 25 B-24's with 23 B-25's hit WAKDE ISLAND resulting in
many fires; targets at ISOEMANI ISLAND were also hit durine the same strike.
A-20's attacked bridges and coastal roads from BUT to WEWAK. 45 C-47's flew supplies to HOLLANDIA and 11 were routed to TADJI. On 15 May heavy units of the
5th Air Force bombed enemy installations on WOLEAI starting many fires; there was
· ( .~
no interception.
/"

17 May (Oahu date)

~

During the day and night of 16 May CenPac shore based aircraft continued
neutralization of enemy occupied Atolls of the MARSHALLS and also delivered
strikes against NAURU~ PONAPE and WAKE. 12 B-25's of 7th AF hit NAURU with 12
tons .of bombs which were concentrated against AA positions, the east phosphate
plant, dispersal areas and against the power s_tation; a large explosion and fire
resulted. 9 B-25's and 5 Navy photo Liberators bombed PONAPE; both airfields,
dock installations and PONAPE TOWl~ were hit; both airfields appeared operational;
the Navy Liberators hit buildings and the ramp in the seaplane base area. WAKE
was visited by 23 B-24's which dropped 54 tons on WILKES ISLAND and PEACOCK POINT;
large fires were observed.
A PB4Y search plane over TRUK on 16 May dropped 3 500-lb. bombs on a 500
ton AK; a direct hit and a straddle were obtained. 3 500-lb. bombs were dropped
on.a 10,000 ton AO; 1 direct hit was obtained. 12 ships were observed in the
harbor. The searcher continued to PULUWAT where 2 500-lb. bombs were dropped on
the radio station. Both pilots were wounded, though they returned safely to their
base in the MARSHALLS.
SPEARFISH reports sinking 1 large AK and 1 medium AK with 5 torpedoes in
the area about 320 miles northeast of the BONINS.
29~000

SANDLANCE, operating off SAIPAN, reports sinking 5 Marus ror a total of
tons.

POGY, operating south of HONSHU, reports sinking a Jap submarine on the
night of 29 April, outbound from FUKA SHIMA on course 135. She also damaged and
probably sank 2 medium Marus, 1 of which carried gasoline. She has aboard 5
prisoners taken from a sampan.
STEELHEAD, operating in EMPIRE waters, reports 1 trawler sunk with gunfire.
In the South Pacific, on 16 May, much air activity was reported, most of
which was concentrated against the RABAUL Area. 42 SBD's in conjunction with 43
fighter bombers attacked the runway and gun positions of VUNAKANAU Airfield and
other installations in the vicinity. 35 SBD's (6 equipped with rockets) and 12
TBF's . struck LAKUNAI runway and attacked with rockets oil barges on the east side
of SIMPSON HARBOR. P-38's which strafed along ST. GEORGE CHANNEL received intense
and accurate automatic fire. TOBERA airfield was hit by 25 B-25's and RAPOPO by
3 training B- 24's. Fighters and light bombers patrolled the RABAUL Area. In the
above operations we lost 1 SBD and had 2 P-38's damaged.
- Continued -
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The KAVIENG Airfield was hit by 18 SBD's and 7 TBF's; gun positions in the
area were also attacked. One heavy AA gun was destroyed by a direct hit.
A PB4Y search plane 01t6r LAMOTREK ISLAND (120 miles E. WOLEAI) reports
destroying 6 float planes and damaging 3 others and setting fire to an oil dump.
One engine of the plane was shot out by AA fire.
Com3rdFleet reports laying a two-row minefield at the eastern entrance to
BUKA PASSAGE.
GURNARD, operating south of MINDANAO, reports an encounter with 2 DD's and
1 cruiser at 180010 GOT during a rain squall. Two hits were obtained on the
cruiser. Speed of convoy at time of attack was 23 knots; after the attack, the
ships departed at speed of 15 knots. course 180.

In the SWP Area on 17 May, 5 groups of heavy bombers struck BIAK ISLAND
leaving stores and perso~el areas along the shore from MOKMER Airdrome to BOSNEK
in flames with tremendous explosions. An unspecified number of B-24's and A-20's
bombed and strafed WAKDE ISLAND in support of landing forces. Two groups of B-25's
attacked personnel areas at MAFFIN BAY; other B-24's, escorted by 15 British Beaufort's6 heavily hit BORAM Airdrome. An unspecified number of A-20's attacked AA
positions at the DAGUA Airdrome, and hit AA positions. stores and personnel areas
at HANSA BAY. Usual fighter sweeps by P-39's and P-47's were made along the north
coast of NEW GUINEA.
The second day of the HOLLANDIA Operation proceeded according to schedule
with landings on the Island being made by a shore-to-shore movement from TOEM,
directly south on the NEW GUINEA Coast. Opposition was encountered. LCI gunboats
closed the beach and delivered effective rocket fire support. Our troops are
progressing across the Island airstrip# but are receiving enemy mortar fire and
some sniper fire. Total casualties thus far reported are 2 dead. 28 wounded.
Australian troops have reached a FOint 33 miles north of MADANG without
encountering opposition.
l; 1 'Nv

v'l

18 May (Oahu date)

CenPac shore based aircraft continued on 17 May the neutralization of enemy
occupied Atolls of the MARSHALLS with strikes against WOTJE, JALUIT and TAROA; the
weight of these strikes was directed against WOTJE. 5 B-25's hit PONAPE on the
17th dropping 5 tons of bombs on JOKAJ ISLAND and on the new airfield. 18 B-24's
of the 7th Air Force struck WAKE on the 17th dropping 106 500-lb. bombs on PEALE
and 240 100-lb. bombs on HEEL POINT with 80% effectiveness; 1 Liberator with 11
men aboard was shot down over the target in flames; 2 others received minor damage.
11

CTF~l70350

summarizes operations for the period 11-15 May.

BILLFISH, 'while operating in vicinity of WOLEAI, reports having been narrmvly missed by bombs dropped from planes on a dark night; indications are that
attacking planes used radar. An investigation is underway to determine if the
planes were hostile.

"'FClASStRro
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In the South Pacific, air strikes on 17 May against the RABAUL Area were
cancelled owing to unfavorable weather. Ene~ installations on NEW IRELAND were
attacked by 28 SBD's and 3 TBF's, concentrated mainly along the southeast coast.
43 fighter bombers, 17 TBF's and 12 SBD's bombed enemy installations in southern
and southeastern BOUGAINVILLE. 10 F4U's conducted fighter gweeps along the
BOUGAINVILLE Coast.
ENGLAND (DE) reports almost certain kill in attack on enemy submarine at
190238 GCT, 150 miles east of BUKA PASSAGE; 3 hits in hedgehog attacks were made
on the second run at 100 feet and 1 hit on the fourth run at 270 feet; a terrific
explosion followed the last hit. Certain debr~s came to the surface; this included a rubber bag of rice, a life jacket, a prayer mat, chopsticks and much wood
and cork.
ComSoPac reports that on 16 May our land patrols operating north of the
TOROKINA Perimeter encountered 50 Japs; rifl~ and 90-mm mortar fire wounded 3 of
our patrol, which withdrew as artillery fire was placed on Jap positions.
In the 5~ Area, air forces continued heavy strikes against important objectives. Heavy bombers of the 13th AF struck BOSNE~ storage areas on BIAK
ISLAND, while B-24's from NEW GUINEA hit SORIDO VILLAGE on the same island;
neither interception nor AA fire was encountered. A-20's supported the WAKDE
ISLAND landing with bombing and strafing attacks against assigned targets. One
squadron of B-24 1 s, escorted by 2 squadrons of British Beauforts, rendered the
BORAM airstrip unserviceable. 24 B-25's and 36 A-20's bombed and strafed the
coastal areas west of V~AK, hitting OREP VILLAGE and coastal roads and bridges
in the area. A-20's also attacked gun positions and storage areas at HANSA BAY.
The usual fighter sweeps were made along the north coast of NEW GUINEA.
7 Liberator's made a pre-dawn strike against SURABAYA on 18 May (L) starting fires and explosions; 1 enemy fighter was encountered in the air; 2 fires
were observed still burning from the carrier strike on the previous day (no
despatch has yet been received, but the carrier strike mentioned refers to one
made by a striking force from the Eastern Fleet compr.ising the SARATOGA and
ILLUSTRIOUS and other warships).
On 17 May, enemy aircraft dropped 15 bombs in the HOLLANDIA Area .between
the CYCLOPS and the SENTANI Airfields; 2 men were wounded and slight material
damage resulted.

The third day of the WAKDE Operation progressed according to schedule.
Landings were made at LIKI and NIROEMOAR ISLMlDS (25 miles NW of WAKDE ISLAND) J
no enemy opposition was encountered and we suffered no casualties. Considerable
gunfire is still being encountered from the vicinity of the WAKDE Airstrip, the
edge of which is still held by the ene~. Supply echelons ~re arriving WAKDE
Area on schedule.
CinCSWPA reports total of enemy knovm casualties to date in the AI TAPEHOLLANDIA Area to be 2,120 killed and 441 captured. A total of 720 Japanese
prisoners have been recaptured.
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19 May {Oahu date)

On 18 May CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of ene~
occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. 36 F4Us, 18 PVs and 3 PB2Ys dropped 20 tons
on WOTJE; 23 B-25s, 20 SBDs and 16 F6Fs hit TAROA with 40 tons; 14 tons were dropped on MILLE by 6 PVs and 12 P-39s; JALUIT was hit by 2 PVs, 7 SBDs and 3 F6Fs
which dropped 7! tons.
SEADRAGON returning from patrol and enroute MIDWAY from EMPIRE Waters
reports sinking with gunfire an armed trawler NE of BON INS.
lSoPac air forces on 18 May attacked targets in the RABAUL area and in NEW
and BOUGAINVILLE. 18 SBDs and TBF, and 19 B-25s harassed the airfields
in the RABAUL vicinity and attacked gun positions and supply area at TALILI; 44
fighter bombers struck enemy installations on M1L~DA ISLAND (DUKE OF YORK Group);
8 New Zealand P-39s strafed along the north GAZELLE coast. In NlWv IRELAND 28 SBDs
bombed coastal roads along the eastern coast and in the KAVIENG area; P-39s conducted fighter gweeps along the coast. In the BOUGAINVILLE area 70 fighter bombers
and 5 SBDs attacked enemy installations; 2 TBFs continued to spray cultivated
areas.
IRELM~D

In SWP area on 18 May 12 A-20s escorted by 14 P-38s attacked shipping and
aircraft in the MANOKW'ARI area; 1 large AK and 2 small AKs were slmk and 6 enemy
planes were destroyed. 174 sorties (27 B-25s, 70 A-20s, 59 P-38s, 18 Beauforts)
hit targets in the BOSNEK area of BIAK; bombing and strafing demolished buildings
and caused destruction throughout bivouac area including enemy headquarters. During the night of 17-18 May an unspecified number of B-24s attacked targets on BIAK
ISLAND causing fires and explosions among storage areas along the shore. TRUK was
hit by an unspecified number of B-24s from the 13th Air Force operating from MANUS.
The usual fighter sweeps were conducted along the north coast of NEW GUINEA.
HOE, operating in SWP area reports damaging 2 AKs on 8
on 2 others on 18 May and sinking 2 on 19 May.

May~

obtaining 2 hits

The 4th day of the WAKDE operation proceeded favorably and according to
schedule. The enemy force on WAKDE has been mopped up; landings of personnel and
equipment on LIKI and MIROEMOAR ISLANDS have been completed without encountering
opposition or suffering casualties. Supply echelons continued to operate on
schedule.
CinC SWPA summarizes results of PT boat operations during the period 7-8
May through 17-18 May; these boats which operated from AITAPE and SAIDOR destroyed
18 barges.
Results of the carrier strike against SURABAYA by the combined AmericanBritish carrier force (Eastern Fleet) at dawn on 17 May {L) were highly effective,
with the enemy being taken by surprise. Nine merchant ships and possibly one DD
were reported hit for a total of 35,000 tons; 2 floating ~docks were badly
damaged; the refinery at WONOKROMO and the BRAAT naval engineering works were
completely destroyed; 19 enemy planes were destroyed on the ground and 2 in the
air; we lost 3 planes.
Pictures taken over HAL1UU!ERA on 17 May show a total of 170 enemy aircraft
on 3 airfields.
- continued -
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19 May (Oahu date) - continued In the North Pacific on 18 May 6 PVs from Fleet Air Wing FOUR executed
an ar.med reconnaissance mission over PARAMUSHIRU; large fires were started at
SURIBACHI and KURABU ZAKI airfields, and on TOMAR! ZAKI ; 10 photographs of enemy
installations were obtained; all planes returned safely.
20 May (Oahu date)
On 19 May CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy

occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS; strikes were also made against NAURU and PONAPE.
5 PVs and 24 F4Us hit WOTJE with 9 tons; 21 tons were dropped on TAROA by 5 PVs,
12 F6Fs and 5 PBY5As; 6 SBDs and 12 F4Us hit MILLE with 3 tons; 2 PVs, 7 SBDs and
4 F6Fs dropped 4i tons on JALUIT.
Nine B-25s bombed PONAPE on 19 May dropping 36 500 lb bombs on the new
airfield.
Twelve B-25s hit NAURU on 19 May with 144 100 lb bombs being concentrated
against the power and phosphate plant areas; an explosion and several fires
re8ulted; AA fire was reported as accurate and intense and inflicted minor dRmage
to 4 planes.
STURGEON on lifeguard station off MARCUS reports at 210848 GCT 3 dmvned
airmen aboard; 1 officer and 2 enlisted men.
SoPac Air Forces on 19 May operated against the RABAUL and NEW IRELAND areas,
but with much less intensity than on previous operations. Except for bombing of
TOBERA by 3 B-24s and harassing strikes by an unspecified number of B-25s against
LAKUNAI, activity in the RABAUL area was limited to patrolling. In NEW IRELAND,
bridges and other installations were hit by 36 SBDs and TBFs escorted by 8 F4Us;
other activity was limited to patrolling.
19 May SWP Air Forces sent 11 B-24s against the KAMIRI Airdrome on NOEMFOOR
ISLAND; the runway and dispersal areas were bombed. Both airfields on BIAK ISLAND
were hit by 12 A-20s. The heaviest attack in the area was directed against enemy
concentrations at WEWAK and in the area west thereof; 2 groups of B-25s and 95
A-20s bombed and strafed. P-40s operated in close support of our ground troops in
repelling a hostile ground attack against the TOR RIVER beach head (WAKDE Area)
P-39s conducted fighter sweeps along the north coast of NEW GUINEA. C-47s flew
90 missions to HOLLANDIA. The airfield on WAKDE will be usable on 20 May.
BONEFISH reports that at 0700 21 May H(-8) the enemy force previously
reported was still anchored at TAWI TAWI in the channel east of SIMUNUL ISLAND;
the CV previously reported could not be positively identified. Also observed at
anchor were 2 fleet oilers and 3 DDs which entered the bay from the south on
19 May. Additional small craft were observed to be present.
Preliminary estimate of casualties in the WAKDE Operation lists 676 Japs
killed; our casualties: 16 killed, 2 missing, 83 wounded.
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20 May (Oahu date) - continued In the North Pacific area on 19 May 7 PVs from Fleet Air Wing FOUR and one
B-24 from 11th Air Force bombed the central SHI1ffiSHU airport and HIGASHI TAKI;
large fires were observed. 8 photos of enemy installations were obtained.

{AI

21 May (Oahu date)

IJ

At about 1518 (VW) 21 May, while handling ~unition in a nested LST in
WEST LOCH~ an explosion occurred in LST 353 resulting in fire and total loss of
6 LST's; complete details are lacking. A preliminary survey indicates that approximately 442 persons, including 21 civilians, were hospitalized.
CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy occupied
atolls of the :MARSHALLS on 20 May with strikes against VfOTJE (19 tons by 4 FV•s ..
30 F4U's and 3 PB2Y's) and against TAROA (21 tons by 7 PV•s, 13 F6F's and 4
PBY5A's). PONAPE was also hit by 6 B-25's which dropped 6 tons.
The weight of SoPac air force strikes on 20 May was concentrated against
southern and southeastern BOUGAINVILtE; 30 B-25's, 31 SED's and TEF's and 74
fighter bombers attacked AA positions and bivouac and storage areas. 2 SED's
continued to spray cultivated areas. In the RABAUL, Area 3 B-24's~ 44 SBD's and
TEF's and 36 fighter bombers bombed VUNAKANAU Airfield and the vicinity thereof.
4 E-25's heckled KAVIENG.
On 20 May, SWP air forces continued to hit the KAMIRI Airdrome on NOEMFOOR
ISLAND and the airfields on BIAK ISLAND. 12 A-20's, escorted by P-38's, strafed
the K~~IRI Airdrome, destroying 7 enemy planes and damaging 6 to 8 others, and
firing fuel dumps. 34 B-24's dropped 34 tons on BIAK ISLAND. Two groups of B-25's
with 55 A-20's, escorted by 2 squadrons of Beauforts and 1 group of P-38's, attacked troop concentrations in the BUT and WEWAK Area.

An unspecified number of B-24's from 13th AF struck PARAM and MOEN ISLANDS
of TRUK ATOLE; 35 to 40 enemy planes intercepted; we lost 1
22 May (Oahu date)
On 21 May CenPac shore based aircraft made a coordinated concentrated
aerial assault by Ar.my, Navy and Marine aircraft against ~TJE ATOLL. 217 sorties
were flown during the period 211924 GCT to 220230 GCT. A total of 230 tons of
bombs were dropped and observations by members of TF 59 staff indicate results
as 70% effective. Heavy AA fire was reported as meager and inaccurate; automatic
fire was meager with varied accuracy. 10 planes received minor damage and two
cr6Wmen were injured. Enroute to the sta~ing base, 16 F41J's hit MILLE with 8
tons, concentrated against the radio station area with unobserved results.
Four photo planes from Fleet Air Wing TWO, with an escort of 9 B-24's, completed a special photographic mission of ROTA ISLAND. Bombs were dropped on the
~tnway.
No enemy aircraft were observed and no AA fire was received.
CINCPOA 230321 summarizes report after preliminary investigation damage
resulting from explosions of 1ST's at WEST LOCH on 21 May.
- Continued -
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22 May (Oahu date - Cont'd)

SAvVFISH, operating in EMPIRE waters, reports at 220847 GCT sinking a medium

AK with 2 Mk. 14 hits; two oases of chicken pox are aboard.

POLLACK, operating in the BONINS Area, reports sinking 1 DD and damaging

1 AK on 22 May; Ensign Holland reported as sick aboard since 19 May with symptoms
indicative of spinal meningitis.

FENNO Wolfpack (PICUDA~ PETO, PERCH) operating east of FORMOSA, reports
sinking a passenger freighter on 21 May.
SoPac air forces on night of 20-21 May harassed the RABAUL Airfields with
4 B-25 1 s, and during the day of 21 May patrolled the same area with 4 F4U's. 24
SBD's and TBF's, accompanied by 44 fighter bombers, pounded gun positions and
supply areas at TALILI dropping 12 tons of bombs and 45 incendiary clusters.
The northern tip of ~~ IRELAND was bombed by 30 SBD's and TBF's escorted by 14
F4U's• 1 TBF and 44 P-39's hit the BONIS supply area and bridges in the vicinity
of KIETA.
Com3rdFleet reports probable sinking by a destroyer of

in the area about 180 miles northeast of MANUS.

en~

submarine

On 21 May, SWP air forces attacked personnel and storage areas at MANOKWARI,
employing 11 B-24 1 s in a pre-dawn attack.

A heavy attack against the airfields on BIAK ISLAND was made by 56 B-24's;
SORIDO VILLAGE and storage areas along the south shore were also hit; 150 tons of
bombs left the areas covered with smoke and dust and a fuel dump burning. Intensive strafing and low level bombing attacks continued against enemy troop concentrations in the WEWAK, BUT and DAGDA Areas; B-25's, A-20's, P-38's and P-47's
participated. Enemy installations in the SEPIK RIVER area were also attacked by
A-20's• C-47's flew a total of 93 missions and supplied our forces in the HOLLANDIA and WEWAK Areas. A bomber strike was made against BABO, but reports of
the strike have not yet been received.
~
1'"~/
23 May (Oahu date)

/'

Major strikes of CenPao shore based aircraft on 22 May were cancelled
because of unfavorable weather. Activity was limited to the strike on PONAPE by
8 B-25s which dropped 16 500-lb bombs on JOKAJ ISLAND gun positions. 5 photo
Liberators of Fleet Air Wing TWO photographed both airfields on PONAPE; good
photo coverage was obtained and 45 100-lb bombs were dropped on the airfields.
A single search plane dropped 3 1000-lb and 2 100-lb bombs on the radio weather
station at PULUWAT ISLAND; direct hits were obtained and the housing area destroyed.'
BURRFISH, operating in EMPIRE Waters reports at 231437 GCT one medium AO
sunk with 3 hits.
SKATE, operating in BONINS area reports at 241333 GCT one sampan sunk and
3 prisoners recovered.
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SoPac air forces on 22 May flew 131 sorties against the RABAUL area
concentrating against TOBERA airfield and against enemy installations and gun
positions in the RABAUL area; fighter-bombers, light and medium bombers, and 2
B-24s participated. P-39s conducted barge sweeps and 4 B-25s harassed RABAUL
during the night. Enemy installations in BOUGAINVILLE were attacked by 59 fighter
bombers. 2 TBFs and 2 P-39s bombed a small island off KAVIENG.
· Operations of SWP air forces were hampered on 22 May by unfavorable
weather. An unspecified number of A-20s bombed and strafed both airfields on
BIAK ISLAND. 3 B-24s from 13th Air Force bombed t~OKWARI. 2 B-24s and three
squadrons of A-20s bombed personnel and storage areas at HANSA BAY. P-40s
attacked enemy bivouac areas at ARZO Village (South of HOLLANDIA).
RATON (SWP area) operating east of SINGAPORE reports attacking on 22 May
a convoy consisting of 3 large APs and 4 large DDs; 1 DD was sunk and 1 AP was
damaged.
In the North Pacific on 23 May 5 PVs from Fleet Air Wing FOUR took off
for the KURILES; 1 plane crashed and exploded after take off; 3 failed to reach
the target; the remaining plane dropped 2 500-lb bombs and 1 incendiary cluster
over Central . SHIMUSHU. 2 B-25s from 11th Air Force sank a 140-ft picket boat
in position about 75 miles east of PARAMUSHIRU. A delayed report states that
on 22 May 3 of 6 starting PVs from Fleet Air Wing FOUR bombed Central SHIMUSHU
and PARMJUSHIRU by radar through overcast with unobserved results. Each plane
dropped 2 500-lb bombs and 1 incendiary cluster; 3 planes failed to reach the
target, though all planes returned safely.

t

24 Mal (Oahu date)

J

Results MARCUS strike on 19 and 20 May by TG 58.6 (ESSEX. WASP. SAN
JACINTO with BALTIMORE. CANBERRA and BOSTON, DesRon 52 and DesDiv 92): 373 sorties
over target dropped 148 tons, destroying an estimated 15% of the buildings, including possible water distillation plant; 1 ~~ position and 1 ammunition dump
were destroyed, and loose stores and 3 revetments were damaged. One Betty was
shot down and 1 inoperational twin motored plane was damaged on the ground; no
other enemy aircraft were seen. One armed AK was left burning and sinking 56
miles north of !~CUS; 1 armed patrol boat was left sinking 37Q miles north of
MARCUS. Our combat losses were 2 F6F's and 2 SB2C's, and 2 pilots and 1 crewman.
Low clouds and poor visibility affected bombing performance and in some cases
prevented aircraft 'f rom reaching target.
Results WAKE strike 23 May by TG 58.6: 354 sorties over target dropped
148 tons, burning out a fuel tank, destroying 20 buildings, and damaging 12 buildings and 2 revetments; an observation tower was knocked over; 4 to 6 earth covered
4umps were hit without visible damage. No enemy aircraft were seen. We had no
combat losses; our operational losses were 1 SB2C and 1 VFN. and 1 pilot.
On 23 May CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy
occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS with strikes against WOTJE (43 sorties, 11 tons)
and against JALUIT (23 sorties, 22! tons). PONAPE was also hit by 3 B-24' s and
5 F6F's which dropped &~ tons on the ore plant and radio station.
- Continued -
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FEIDlO Wolfpack (PICUDA, PERCH, PETO) reports PERCH scored 4 hits on
unidentified ship on night of 23 May. Also reports PICUDA sank the passenger
freighter previously reported (summary 22 May).
On 23 May South Pacific air. forces hit gun positions and other enemy
installations in the R~BAUL Area with 66 tons employing 41 SBD's and TBF's, 22
B-25's ·and 19 fighter bombers. 24 F4U's blockaded RABAUL durin~ the day; pilots
reported repairs being made to runways at TOBERA and VUNAKANAU. 51 fighter bombers hit targets in the BOUGATITVILLE-BUKA Area, including the airfield at BUKA.
Our ground patrols operating north of the TOROKINA Perimeter on 23 May
destroyed a large enemy ammunition dump; 70 enemy bodies were found and the bodies
of 500 others interred.
BASHAW (SWP Area), operating southeast of PALAU, reports sinking 1 60-ton
trawler and damaging 1 Maru and 3 trawlers.
On 23 May, ffiVP air forces hit NOEMFOOR airfields with an unspecified number of A-20's, escorted by P-38's; 11 ene~r aircraft were destroyed and 4 others
damaged; 3 fuel dumps were fired and 1 barge and 3 motor vehicles destroyed. For
the second successive day unfavorable weather caused cancellation of scheduled
strikes against BIAK ISLAND. Our ground force operations in the UEW GUINEA Area
south of WAKDE were supported by P-40's and 100 medium and attack bombers and 47
P-38 1 s. The HANSA BAY Area was attacked by P-39's which started a large fire.
C-47's completed 43 missions to WAKDE ISLAUD and 46 to HOLLANDIA. 4 B-25's hit
the east coast of SOEMBA ISLAND and the northeast coast of TANIMBA'R ISLAND.

CinCSWPA reports that our ground forces operating in the WADKE-SARMI
Area have crossed the TOR RIVER and are advancing toward a partially constructed
airfield in the MAFFIN BAY Area. In the HOLLANDIAArea only demoralized enerow
remnants have been contacted; patrols have found many dead bodies and natives
report that other trails are littered with dead bodies; cause of death is apparently starvation. In the WEWAK-HANSA BAY Area our ground patrols report sharp
clashes with enemy units west of the DANDR!WAD RIVER (25 miles east of AITAPE).
25 May (Oahu date)
CominCh and CNO 251326 (pink) states shipping requirements to mount and
support STALa1ATE based on target date of 8 September will be met.
CTF 57 220300 summarizes operations 16-21 May.
SoPac air forces on 2<4: May hit LAKIDJAI and RAPOPO Areas with 3 B-24' s
and 8 P-38's, dropping 18 tons. 12 B-25's hit the TALILI supply area with 144
100-lb. bombs. The KAVIENG airfield and gun positions in the vicinity were
hit by 30 SED's and 4 TBF's which placed 19 bombs on the runway; a total of 19
tons were dropped. In the BOUGAINVILLE-BUKA Areas, gun positions and other
enemy installations were hit by 30 SBD's, 10 TBF's and 36 fighter bombers.
Photos show all enemy airfields in the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO to be unserviceable,
except VUNA.KANAU, TOBERA and LAKUNAI (RABATJL Area).
- Continued -
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SWP air force·'' s major strikes were a~ain cancelled on 24 May because of
unfavorable weather. B-24's from 13th AF (MANUS) bombed the BOSNEK Airfield
on BIAK ISLAND. 3 B-24's from the same force hit l~NOKWARI during the night,
and 2 B-24's hit the MAFFIN BAY Area. Gun positions, and personnel and storaee
areas in the BUT-BORMI Sector were attacked by 24 B-25's, 68 A-20's and 48
fighters. C-47's flew 30 missions to WAKDE ISLAND, and 50 to HOLLANDIA.
· Observer's report on 23 May shows in TAWI TAWI Anchorage 40 warships and
medium AK's, plus 6 CV's (probably including 1 CVL); 10 BB's/CA's (probably 3
·
BB's, 7 CA's); 1 large AO present.
CinCSWPA reports total enemy casualties in the AITAPE-HOLLANDIA Area to
be 3,222 dead.
In the North Pacific, 4 of 6 starting PV•s from Fleet Air Wing FOUR
bombed Central SIIIMUSHU on 24 May; 1 large and several small fires were observed; photographs were obtained; all planes returned safely.
/.

26 May (Oahu date)

6J---

On 24 May CenPac shore based aircraft made strikes against MILLE (6 tons
by 12 F4Us), JALUIT (lot tons by 10 B-25s, 7 SBDs, 3 F6Fs, 2 PVs), WOTJE (30tons
by 38 F4Us, 7 PVs, 7 SBDs, 11 B-25s), and PONAPE (7.6 tons by 9 B-25s). On 25

May the above objectives, with the execption of MILLE were again hit with approximately the same force and tonnage.

PERMIT reports sinking 1 of 2 enemy submarines leaving OTTA PASS (TRUK)
14 torpedo. Also reports finding Japanese rubber raft with chart
mark
with
sectors from TRUK along medians 070 and 110 for 350 miles.
search
showing
(PJHeV

Marshall 242030Z discusses co.mmand situation of Ar.my Forces in the
Pacific Ocean Areas.
During practice firing the THATCHER (DD 514) #5 gun fired into 40-mm
mount killing 5 and seriously injuring 9. The materiel damage will be repaired
by the CASCADE (AD 16). In progress is an investigation which we.s ordered by
Co.mBatPac. A preliminary and incomplete report indicates firing cut-outs
function at 008 and 310 instead of 030 and 330.

On the night of 24-25 May four pairs of Marine Mitchells continued to
harass RABAUL. On the 25th unfavorable weather restricted air activities in
RABAUL area, the activities being limited to a strike by 12 B-25s against the
TALILI supply areas; 144 100-lb bombs started 1 large and many smaller fires.
12 other Mitchells and 34 fighters, being unable to penetrate the weather front
blocking RABAUL, bombed BUGAINVILLE targets. Fighter sweeps were made along the
coasts of NEW IRELAND, BUKA. and BUGAINVILLE.
ComCortDiv 40 reports that at 2323 L(-11) 26 May the ENGLAND (DE 635)
assisted by the GEORGE (DE 697) sank a Japanese submarine in position 00-36 S,
148-24 E (NE of MANUS).
- continued -
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SWP Air Forces continued heavy attacks against enemy forces in the BUTBORAM area; 1 group of B-25s, 2 groups of A-20s and 8 P-47s bombed and strafed
storage and personnel areas and roads. B-24s from 13th Air Force bombed SORIDO
airfield on BIAK ISLAND and hit installations along the south shore; explosions
and fires resulted. 3 British Beauforts made a night attack against the WEWAK
airstrip starting fires. An unspecified number of B-25s bombed enemy installations
at MIOBO in AROE Islands on 26 May; Allied air forces supported the landing on
BIAK ISLAND and report no enemy air reaction.
LAFON reports sinking 2 large AKs and damaging 1 large AK due north of
NATUNA ISLANDS (N.E.I.).
The assault by SWP Amphibious Forces against BIAK ISLAND was initiated
early 27 May (East longitude date) and at midday the operation was proceeding
according to schedule. The landing was accomplished in the face of enemy mortar
fire. The LCTs made wet landings 200 yards from the beach. DUKWs and vehicles
were discharged from the LSTs at 0715 K(-10). CG Landing Force assumed command
at 0930 K. During the initial bombardment the HUTCHINS sustained a 5" shell hit;
the foremast was cut half through and the shell penetrated 4 feet of the main
deck; radars were decommissioned; 3 men were injured.
In the North Pacific on 25 May 1 PV from Fleet Air Wing FOUR flew an armed
reconnaissance mission over central SHIMUSHU; 5 planes took off~ but 2 returned
due to mechanical difficulty, and 2 due to unfavorable weather; all returned
safely. One of 2 starting B-24s of 11th AF bombed MATSUWA, 1 Liberator turned
back bec~use of engine trouble; both returned safely.

27 May (Oahu date)
ASPRO, operating northwest of PALAU, reports sinking 2 AK's on 14-15 May.
Co.minCh 251859 (pink) raises 3 major points with respect to possible fleet
engagements during FORAGER.
CinCPac 272136 (pink) replies to foregoing despatch.
CominCh and CNO 251156 (pink) assumes submarine deployment in TAWI TAWI
Area sufficient to exploit any sorties attempted by Japanese Fleet during FOP~GER.
CinCSVWA via Coo17thFleet 280121 (pink) replies to the

foregoin~

despatch.

On 26 May the weight of strikes by SoPac air forces was directed against
the RABAUL Area with 207 sorties dropping 92 tons of 100-lb. and 1000-lb. bombs on
AA positions and other enemy installations; TOBERA ·Airfield was also hit with 13
tons by 4 B-24's which obtained 4 hits on the runway. 66 fighter bombers bombed
enemy installations in the BOUGAINVILLE Area. Night patrols continued to harass
RABAut; they also operated over NEW IRl~AND and northern BOUGAINVILLE.
On 26 May, 81 B-24's escorted by 2 squadrons of P'-38's, dropped 238 tons of
bombs on enemy installations and gun positions during the landing operations at
BIAK ISLAND. Targets on the Island were also bombed by B-24's from the 13th AF
prior to the landings. As our ground troops on BI~ moved westward alone the
- Continued -
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27 May (Oahu date - Cont' d)

south shore, several squadrons of A-20's attacked enemy gun posit-ions at the MOKMER
Airdrome and the nearby jetty. As our landing craft moved in to the beach, an umbrella cover was provided by P-47's. Of several intercepting Jap fighters, 4 were
definitely destroyed. During the afternoon of the initial landing, 12 Helen's attacked our shipping off BIAK; 4 were shot down; 1 crashed on SC 699 setting the
ship on fire; the ship was abandoned byt at last report was still afloat; casualtie
on the SC were 9 burned, 4 seriously. The BUT-BORM! Area was again pounded heavily
by a strike executed by 18 B-25's and 56 A-20's; P-47's also strafed the BUT and
WEVIAK Areas. The A-20's returning from BIAK bor.tbed targets along the MOEWAR RIVER
west of M.AFFIN BAY; several villages in the same area were also hit. 12 Mitchell's
attacked village ~ in north central TTh10R and 10 other Mitchell's hit BABO.

FARGO (SWP Area), operating west of the PHILIPPINES, reports sinking 1 AK
(2101) and damaging 1 AK (3168) and 1 AO (10,052).
CABRILLA (SVWArea)~ operating in CELEBES SEA, east
ing 1 airplane tender with 1 hit for 6 fired, and sinkin
Latest reports indicate that the BIAK Operation progresses satisfactorily
and according to schedule. In the WAKDE Area our forces advanced to the westward
through !UFFIN VILLAGE; during this advance 225 Japs were killed; total Jap casualties in this area stand at 1135 killed and 6 captured.
28 May (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy occupied atolls
of the MARSI~LS with strikes against WOTJE (7 tons by 7 F4U's, 4 F6F's, 7 SED's),
JALUIT (45 tons by 45 B-25's), and MILLE (5 tons by 4 F6F 1 s, 8 SBD's}. 9 B-25's
also strafed enemy installations on PONAP£ and PAKIN ISLANDS.
Richardson 2808422 (pink) replies to Marshall 242030Z (pink)J subject pertains to command situation of .~r.my forces in the Pacific Ocean Areas.

On 27 May SoPac air forces employing heavy, medilw, and light bombers, and
fighters made 143 sorties against targets in the RABAl~ Area dropping a total of
123 tons of bombs; the weight of the strikes was directed against the LAKlJNAI and
TOBERA Areas with a lesser weight being directed against the VANUKANAU Area; our
losses were 1 TBF and. 1 SBD destroyed, and 1 F4U and 1 TBF damaged. An unspecifie
number of fighter bombers hit enemy installations on BOUGAINVILLE.
On 27 May SWP air forces continued to pound enemy concentrations in the WEWAK Area and to the west thereof, employing B-25's, A-20's and P-47's; and to hit
personnel and storage areas at SARMI with A-20's. Fighter sweeps were made in the
HANSA BAY Area. Fighters and A-20's provided close support for our cro1md forces
on BIAK ISLAND 1 and B-25's closely supported our grow1d forces in the MAFFIN BAY
Area. Heavy bombers hit enemy buildings on JAPEN ISLAND, and bombed the RANSIKI
Airfield on irOGELKOP, and the two airfields on NOEMFOOR ISLAND. B-24's from the
13th AF harassed WOLEAI and 3 islands of the TRTJK ATOLL. 9 B-24's staged from
DARWil'T bombed BOELA on CERAM ISLAND. C-47' s flew 50 supply missions to HOLLANDIA_.
186 to WAKDE, 8 to MARAUKE.
On D plus 1 two DD's rendered close fire support to our ground forces on
BIAK ISLAND, who were overcoming Jap resistance at the eastern edge of MOKMER
- Continued -
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Airdrome. Three DD's bombarded BIAK erorly morning of D plus 2. The STOCKTON
(DD 646) received 1 4-inch or 5-inch shell hit causing slight material damage,
with casualties of 1 killed and 1 wounded; PT 339 beached and was destroyed by
our own gunfire without casualties. Op the evening of 26 May 1 Jap plane dropped
bombs on WAKDE killing 6 and seriously wounding 5.
The initial landing on BI~~ ISLAND w~s made at BOSNEK. by the 162 Infantry
and 186th Infantry Regiments of the 41st Division. The movement westward toward
MOKMER Airdrome proceeded with slight opposition. At BOSNEK the Landing Force
captured two 6-inch guns, four 5-inch euns, and two 3-inch guns. N1merous reports
from natives indicate that the Japanese position in the HOLLANDIA-~fAK Area is
desperate, that the enemy's morale is severely shaken, that the force is disintegrating into small detachments, and that all are critically short of food. In the
area approximately 5 miles southwest of the exit from LAKE SENTANI our ground
patrols found 300 dead Japs who apparently had suffered death from starvation.
29 May (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft on 27 May continued with strikes against PONAPE
where hangar, barracks, and warehouse areas, and both airfields, were severely
pounded by 24 B-24's and 52 B-25 1 s which dropped 101 tons of bombs and incendiaries; against WOTJE where 50-} tons of bombs were dropped on the major islands of
the atoll by 46 SBD's, 107 F4U•s, 7 F6F's, and l PV; against JALUIT where 7 PV 1 s
dropped 7t tons on EMIDJ; and against MILLE where 15 F4U's dropped
tons of bombs
in the barracks area. Two F4U's returning to !1AJURO collided in mid-air in the
traffic circle; both pilots were presumably lost. On the following aay (28 May)
strikes were continued against WOTJE (by 12 SBD 1 s, 23 F4U 1 s, 2 PV 1 s), JALUIT (29
B-25 1 s), MILLE (13 D-25 1 s, 6 TBF's, 12 F4U 1 s), and TAROA (6 SBD's, 4 F6F 1 s).

7!

8 photographic planes accompanied by 14 B-24 1 s staged from ENIWF.TOK completed
a successful photographic mission of SAIPAN on 28 May. Of 12 intercepting fighters
2 were probably destroyed and 2 damaged. Sighted in TANAPAG HARBOR were one possible BB, 2 CL 1 s, 8 AK's, and 6 seaplanes; at ALISTO Field were 25 VF's, and 12
VB(M)'s. One B-24 was shot down 40 miles east of SAIPAN with the loss of 4 officers and 6 enlisted men; 2 parachuting crew members were strafed by an enemy
fighter.
CTF 57 270320 summarizes operations 22-26 May.
SILVERSIDES, operatine in the ~UffiiANAS, gives results previously unreported:
4 ships s1mk, one probably sunk, and 2 damaged (types unstated). At 300600 GCT
she was chasing a convoy at 16-10 N, 144-45 E (NW of SAIPAN), course 310, speed 8.
PERCH, operating east of FORMOSA, reports at 391036 GCT obtaining 4 probable
hits from 6 Mark 14's fired at target that appeared to be a diesel tanker.
C.AilA'IJ.LA
~ f \.
.:Q'~evm erigifta:.,oi (IIAftf)El't 't"} reports at 301122 GCT one each NAGATO, FUSO,
KONGO Cla~s B~'~ and 3 other BB 1 s, plus smaller craft, departed southern SIBUTU
STRAIT~~~-~l€b¥!~, course 160, high speed; no carriers were sighted, but
were believed to be present. Originator is searching toward DAVAO; both periscopes are damaged.
(Continued)
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29 May (Oahu date - Cont'd.)

On 28 May SoPac air forces made 101 sorties against gun positions and other
enemy installations in the RABAUL Area. 40 sorties hit.enemy targets on BOUGAINVILLE. 6 TBF's continued destruction of enemy's cultivated areas.

On 28 May (D plus 2) our ground forces on BIAK were held up by enemy opposition east of MOKMER Airdrome; 29 B-24's dropped 80 tons of bombs on enemy positions in the M~1ER Area; A-20's and B-25's rendered continuous support. Enemy air
action in the area was limited to attacks by groups of 2 to 3 fighters; 2 were shot
down by ships' gunfire, one by ground AA fire, and 3 by our fighters.
One group of B-25's again struck BABO~ burning one fuel dump and starting
other fires. Medium bombers and fighters struck Jap ~n positions in the WEWAK
Area. B-24's from 13th AF bombed SATAWAN ISLAND; details are unreported. 23 B-24'
on 27 May hit WOLEAI; 2 large oil fires were started and 2 enemy planes were desro
ed. Fighter sweeps were made against the HANSA BAY Area.
In the North Pacific on 27 May 5 PV•s frofl Fleet Air Wing FOUR made an armed
reconnaissance over the KURILES.; solid overcast prevented observation of results.
30 May (Oahu date)
CTF 57 reports that native scouts were landed on MALOELAP and interviewed
natives. They report Jap garrison strength to be 2000 (mostly navy) and 500
Koreans; these were concentrated at TAROA and REUTER ISLANDS. The air bombing
and surface bombardment have inflicted an estimated 2500 casualties; all above
ground installations except mobile artillery have been destroyed. They report
native food only available and scarce; water is adequate. The natives did not
know of our occupation of the MARSHALLS. Jap morale was reported as still good
and that they are expecting help.
TAMBOR reports sinking 1 6500-ton diesel freighter with two hits NW of the
MARIANAS; she states that a radar equipped DD and radar equipped planes foiled a
night attack on 2 Maru's on 27 May. Air ~atrols were active in the vicinity of
the MARIANAS.
Additional submarine reports of sightings of Japanese Warships have been
received~ and are summarized chronologically as follows (all times H(-8)):
(1) 1400,30 May, by CABRILLA: 1 each KONGO, NAGATO, FUSO, and possibly 3
other BB's, departed S SIBUTU (near TAWI TAWI), course 160, high speed. (2) 1500~ 30 May, by BLUEFISH:l BB, 4 CA's, 3 DD's posit 04-40 N, 120-08 E
E of S SIBUTU, 33 miles S of E TAWI TAWI), course 090, speed 19.
miles
{43
(3) Dawn, 31 May, by BLUEFISH: In TAWI TAWI BAY were 3 GV's, ~ BB's, 2 CA's,
2 large unidentified warships, and other smaller craft; believes 1 additional
carrier possibly present.
(4) 1025, 31 May, by GURNARD: 3 BB's with unidentified screen posit 5-19 N,
125-40E (lS miles SE of SARANGANI) course 050, speed 18.
(5) 1200, 31 May, by RAY: 1 YAMASHIRO BB, 3 DD•s, 2 CL's (unidentified, but
not YUBARI or ¥~TORI Class) passing 10 miles S of SARANGANI, course 060, speed 19.
(6) 1200-1600, 31 May, by PUFFER: Over 100 carrier aircraft forming up in
vicinity of TAWI TAWI; indicates sortie by at least 3 CV's.
DECLASSIFIED
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30 May (Oahu date - Cont'd)

CominCh & CNO ~2206 redesignates amphibious forces of the Pacific Fleet and
assigns commanders.

On 29 May SED's and TBF's dropped 31 tons of bombs on the KAVIENG runway,
rendering the field unserviceable; intense, accurate AA fire shot down 3 SBD's
and damaged 1 TBF; 2 pilots and 1 gunner were rescued. 23 B-25's hit TOBERA with
276 100-lb. bombs; results were unobserved. 43 fighter bombers started fires in
TALILI supply area with 54 500-lb. bombs. 41 fighter bombers struck enemy installations along the northern and eastern coasts of BOUGAINVILLE and bombed the BUKA
airstrip. During the night 3 B-25's heckled RABAUL, though major strikes against
the town were weathered out.
ComSoPac reports the landing of a reconnaissance party on TINffiYON ISLAND
of NEW HANOVER ISLAND). The party recovered several machine guns, and destroyed
Jap mortar ammunition and 20 drums of gasoline; no enemy were encountered.

(W

Unfavorable weather on 29 May prevented air support of our ground forces on
BIAK ISLAND. On the night of 28-29 May TRUK and WOLEAI were bombed by B-24' s
from the 13th AF. Neither interception nor AA fire was encountered. B-24's, A-20'
and B-25's hit the WEWAK Area bombing enemy installations and gun positions. The
SARMI and MAFFIN BAY Areas were attacked by A-20's and B-25's. P-39's made fighter
sweeps over the HANSA BAY Area. C-47's flew 69 missions to HOLLA1miA and 13 to
WAKDE. 11 B-25's bombed TIMOEKA airstrip (SW N~V GUINEA), silencing AA fire; the
strip was believed to be serviceable.
Our grotmd forces continued to meet resistance along the eastern, e.dge of .
MOKMER Airdrome which is covered by enemy shore defensive guns and mortars. The
162nd Infantry on the west flank was still heavily engaged with a force estimated
as 1 Infantry Battalion reinforced with tanks and naval guns.

In the MAFFIN BAY Area fighting continues against an enemy force SE of the
airstrip. 75 of the enemy attacked our perimeter near TOEM; 53 were killed.
Total enemy casualties in the !!AFFIN BAY-SARMI Area stands at 1,329 killed 6 captured; an estimated 2000-3000 enemy remain in the area.

l~FFIN

Enemy movements continue westward from WEWAK.
In the North Pacific on 29 May 2 B-24's from the 11th AF and 5 PV's from
Fleet Air Wing FOUR made an armed reconnaissance over MATSUWA, SHIMUSHU, and
HASHIWABARA; bombs were dropped but results were unobserved owing ~o~ overcast.

~v ~'-<' /V

31 May (Oahu da.te)

CenPac shore based aircraft continued on 29 May with strikes against MALOELAP
(10 ton by 8 F6F's, 14 SBD'S). MILLE (4 tons by 7 F4U's, 7 SBD), WOTJE (3 tons by
24 F4U's, 12 SBD's, 3 PV's). Two B-24's obtained partial photographic coverage
of WOTJE, MILLE and JALUIT.
The airfield on ENGEBI ISLAND (ENIVillTOK) is named WIGLEY FIELD in honor of the
late Lieutenant Colonel Ray Clark Wigley, 0-337221, AUS~ Lt. Col. Wigley was former
Commanding Officer, 53lst Fighter Bombardment Squadron; he was killed in action 18
January 1944 while leading his squadron ono~c~mission over JALUIT ATOLL.
.
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The SS HENRY BERGH, enroute from PEARL to SAN FRANCISCO, encountered fog
and grounded SE of FARALLON ISLANDS at 1205 GCT 31 May. 1,216 passengers were
aboard. Rescue and salvage operations are in progress. All crewmen and passengers
have been removed except the Captain and 14 men.
A South Pacific search plane reports 3 DD's in position 05-10 N, 152-42 E,
course 170, speed 20 (150 miles SSW of TRUK ) .De.sD.iv:41 (4 DD) has been despatched
to intercepting position on Equator at 154 E.
A summar.y
generally NE of
ably destroyed,
was believed to

of results of South Pacific anti-submarine operations in the area
MANUS during the period 20-26 May lists 3 enemy submarines as prob1 damaged, and 1 attacked. On 30 May an additional enemy submarine
have been sunk.

SOPAC air forces on 30 May made 100 sorties against the RABAUL Sector concentrating against supply areasj figl1ter bombers, TBF's, SBD's, PV's, and Army and
Marine Mitchell's participated; 1 TEF was shot down by AA fire over TALILI; pilots
reported observing several small parachutes released by bursting AA shell at 4,000
feet • .F4U's continued to harass KAVIIDJG. 36 F4U's returning from RABAUL attacked
barges along the BOUGAINVILLE Coast.
On 29 May 1 of our Infantry Battalions landed on the north bank of the
TEKESSI RIVER (15 miles SE of TOROKINA RIVER); they secured a position in which one
of our artillery battalions emplaced their guns.
RAY reports sighting 1 CA (AOBA Class) and 1 CL (NATORI Class) at 1300 H(-8)
1 June in position 5-40 N~ 125-49 E, course 020, speed 18, (S of DAVAO GULF).
On 30 May SWP air forces bombed and strafed BABO with 3 squadrons of B-25's;
fires were started runong buildings on taxiways and in fuel dumps; 15 enemy fighters
intercepted, but results of interception were unreported. An unspecified nuNber of
B-24's bombed CAPE MOEN. B-25's and A-20's continued to give close support to our
ground forces on BIAK., and medium bombers closely supported our forces in the MAFFIN
BAY Area. P-39's and Beauforts bombed and strafed WEWAK and HANSA BAY Areas. On
29 and 30 May B-24's fro~ the 13th AF hit WOLEAI; neither interception nor AA fire
was encountered. On the night of 29-30 May 1 enemy plane bombed WAKDE without inflicting damage. A-20's and P-38 's attacked ·RANSIKI, south of ~.'l:ANIKWORI.
In the North Pacific on 30 May 4 PV's from Fleet Air Wing FOUR carried out an
armed reconnaissance over SHll~USHU; solid overcast obscured results and prevented
photographing.
Two B-25's attacked picket boats about 150 miles ESE of PARAMUSHIRm
1 picket boat was sunk and 1 damaged; 1 B-25 was seriously damaged.
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Activities of CenPac shore based aircraft on 30 May included strikes
against PONAPE, TRUK, WAKE and enemy occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS. 10 B-25s
hit PONAPE with 8 tons concentrated against the new airfield~ and gun positions on
JOKAJ ISLAND. 7 B-24s dropped 12 tons on 3 islands of the TRUK Atoll. 18 B-24s
hit WAKE with 42 tons concentrated on WILKES ISLAND, PEACOCK and HEEL POINT. The
other objectives included WOTJE (4 F6Fs~ 32 F4Us, 19 SBDs, 2 PVs) and TAROA (8 F6F
14 SBDs). 1 PV reconnoitered TONGI Atoll; no enemy activity was observed.
14 B-24s escorted several PB4Y photographic planes (from SoPac) in a
photographic mission over GUAM at 290130 GCT May. Of several enemy fighters which
intercepted, one is believed to have been destroyed. 15 to 20 single and twin
motored planes were observed on the OROTE Airfield. 4 AKs were observed in OROTE
Harbor.
During the night of 30-31 May SoPac air forces continued to heckle RABAUL.
On the 31st operations were conducted in unfavorable weather with results being
generally unobserved. 94 sorties of various types of aircraft hit TOBERA, VUNAPOPE, TALILI, DUKE OF YORK ISLAND and RABAUL TOWN. 3 SBDs bombed SOHANA ISLAND and
the BONIS area.
72 P-39 sorties were flown in the BOUGAINVILLE area hitting the coast
opposite the NE tip of SOHANA ISLAND.
Two infantry battalions which have been landed on the north bank of the
TEKESSI RIVER (15 miles SE of TOROKINA RIVER) advanced to the northward without
making enemy contact.
FLASHER (SWP area) operating in N.E.I. and PHILIPPINES area reports sinking
1 large AK (7500), 1 medium AK (4000), 2 small AKs (1065 e.) for a total of
12~565 tons; and damaging 1 7500- ton AK.
CREVALLE (SWP area) operating north of MALAY BARRIER reports sinking one
large AO (16,764), 1 AK (6989) for a total of 23,753 tons; and probably sinking
1 7499 ... ton AO.
ANGLER (SWP area) operating SOENDA STRAIT reports sinking one 5704-ton AK;
owing to 75% of the crew suffering with sicv~ess, the patrol was terminated.

On 31 May SWP air forces supported our ground forces on BIAK ISLAND by
hitting the MOKMER area with 33 B-24s which dropped 80 tons of bombs and with
medium bombers directed against gun positions and other enemy installations;
fighters also patrolled the area without encounterin~ enemy interception.
RANSIKI (south of MANOKWARI) was hit by 2 squadrons of A-20s escorted by P-38s.
Our ground forces in MAFFIN BAY area were given close support by B-25s and P-47s
which strafed armored vehicles and bombed bivouac and supply areas. 2 groups of
A-20s and 12 Beauforts bombed and strafed villages south of DAiUA and at WEWAK.
Fighter sweeps were made in the HAJJSA BAY area and alorlg other portions of the
North Coast of NEW GUINEA. Targets on PULUVfAT and WOLEAI were bombed by 4 B-24s
from 13th Air Force; results were unobserved. C-47s flew 65 supply missions to
HOLLANDIA and 26 to WAKDE.
- continued -
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1 June (Oahu date) - continued -

6 DDs remained at BIAK to furnish close supporting fires for our ground
forces. An echelon of 8 LCTs# 1 AK and 5 DDs arrived BOSUEK from HOLLANDIA; it
is scheduled to return to HOLLANDIA on 4 June.
Report of land activity on BIAK ISLAND indicates no change in the situation.
Total force on the Island consists of the 41st Division and 1 RCT of the 40th
Division. 3 enemy counter-attacks against the forward elements of the 162nd Inf.
Regiment in the MOKMER area forced our troops to withdraw to a defensive position.
Total enemy casualties in the BIAK area are reported as 679 killed# 2 captured;
our casualties are unreported.
In the MAFFIN BAY area the 158th Infantry Regiment ~ force l to withdraw
to MAFFTII VILLAGE where it established a perimeter defense. Enemy parties continue to infiltrate through our lines. Enemy mortar fire continues against our
forces.

In the HOLLANDIA area the total enemy casualties stand at 2561 killed#
550 captured.
On 31 May 4 PVs from Fleet Air Wing FOUR executed an armed reconnaissance
over SHIMUSHU; bombs were dropped and photographs ·were taken. All pljf~s returned
safely.

--c:fV ewv

2 June (Oahu date)

A MARSHALLS search plane over TRUK reports sinking 1 7000- ton AK; the
seaplane base at MOEN was strafed; two small AK's were set ablaze and an ammunitio
dump on the west side of DUBLON was set afire. TRtnr was also hit by an unspecifiec
number of B-24's from the 13th AF; 8 fires and explosions resulted in the fuel
storage areas; 15 enemy fighters intercepted. but results of interception are unreported.
BARB reports sinking 2 AK's with 3 M''r.:. 14 hits each on 31 May in the
OKHOTSK SEA; 1 petty officer was taken prisoner and used as pilot; inforn1ation
on minefields and anti-submarine defenses was obtained from the prisoner.
GUITARRO reports sinking 1 large AK on 30 May and 1 10,000- ton AO on 1
June off the southeast coast of FORMOSA.
PICUDA, operating with the GUITARRO (FENNO Wolfpack). reports damaging
1 large AK with 2 hits, and a small AK with 1 hit on 1 June in the area SE of
FORMOSA.
BALAO reports 1 5,000- ton AO sunk with 2 Mk. 14 hits on 1 June in the area
180 miles NE of HALMAHERA.
Information received from the American Red Cross states that 13 men from
the . SCULPIN are prisoners of war in JAPAN.
- Continued - DECLASSIFIED
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On 1 June SoPac air forces flew 68 sorties which concentrated against
RkBAUL TOVlN, TOBERA and VUNAKANAU; 4 B-25's, 16 SBD's, 48 fighter bombers participated. 24 B-25's hit enemy installations in the BORPOP Area of NEW IRELAND.
38 fighter bombers attacked enemy installations in the BOUGAINVILLE-BUKA Area.
Planes continued to heckle RABAUL and KAVIENG during the night. Destruction of
cultivated areas on BOUGAINVILLE continued.
CREVALLE (SWP Area), operating N. of BORNEO, reports sinking 1 AK with two
hits from 6 torp-e does fired.
ROBALO (SVl.P) 1 operating off FRENCH INDO CHINA Coast, reports probably sinking 1 7,500- ton AO.
Following reports of sightings of enemy surface ships are listed chronologically (all times K(-lO))z
(1) 0300, 2 June, by plane:- Enemy DD (5 ships) posit 03-15 N, 130-45 E
(155 miles NE of HALMAHERA), course 240, no speed given.
(2) 0130, 3 June, by plane:- 15 ships, types unstated (in 4 groups),
mean posit 05-39 N, 126-15 E (just S. of DAVAO GULF), course -150, speed 15.
(3) 0440, 3 June, by RASHER:- 2 CA's, 4 DD's posit 04-27 N, 126-57 E
(10 miles E of N. Central TALAUD IS.), course 150, speed 22.
(4) 1424, 3 June., by . plane:- 2 BB's, 3 CA's, 1 CL, 9 DD's posit 04-18 lT,
128-30 E (90 miles E of Central TALAUD IS.) ,cou"'e \50, ~,...d ~o.
(5) 2020, 3 June, by plane:- 3 large AK's, 7 armed ~~~ ia.ries, course 300,
speed 10, posit 7-16 N, 15o-1o E (90 miles W of TRUK).
(6) 2330, 3 June, by plane:- Attack completed on 1 DD posit 00-40 S, 133-47E
(off NEW GUINEA Coast, NW of MANOKViARI).
(7) 0003, 4 June, by plane:- 10 ships (types unstated) posit 01-50 N,
130-00 E (110 miles ENE of HALMAHERA), course 115, no speed given.
(8) 013S, 4 June, by plane:- 2 DD's posit 04-00 N, 129-45 E (180 miles E
of S TALAUD IS.); 1 direct hit and 2 near misses left DD in sinking condition.
(9) 0243, 4 June, by plane:- Bombed DD sanK.
(10) 0300, 4 June, by plane:- 8 ships (types unstated) posit 02-10 N,
130-00 E (110 ENE of HAU1AHERA), no course or speed given.
SWP air forces on 1 June attacked enemy targets on BIAK ISlAND with 1 squadron of B-24's; meditm bombers closely supported our ground forces on BIAK ISLAND
and assisted our M:AFFIN BAY forces by bombing and strafing bivouac areas in rear
of enemy in the 1!AFFIN BAY Area.. An unspecified number of B-25 1 s, escorted by
P-47's, attacked NO'E}A:FOOR ISLAND. 23 B-25's, turned back from BABO because of unfavorable weather, attacked the airdron1e and nearby villages at TTh~OEKA (SW 1n8W
GUINEA), fuel dumps were fired and buildings destroyed; accurate AA fire damaged
1 plane; there was no enemy interception. Air operations in the BUT-BORAM Area
were cancelled because of unfavorable weather. C-47's flew 24 supply missions
to HOLLANDIA and 4 to WAKDE; 44 others were cancelled because of bad weather.
Enemy fliers bombed and strafed the BIAK Area causing only slight .damage; 7 planes
were reported definitely shot down by AA fire with 3 probably shot down.
In the North Pacific on 1 June 2 llth ·AF Liberator's executed an armed
reccmnaissance over SHIMUSHIRU with unobserved results. 4 PV's from Fleet Air
Wing FOUR made an armed recom1ais sance over SHIMUSHU and KASHIWABARA} All p.l a.nes
from both of the above missions returned safely.
~
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CenPac shore based aircraft struck UOTJE on 31 Ma;'{ ( 4 1/3 tons by 28 F4U' s,
12 SBD's., 2 PV 1 s), on 1 June (7 tons by 12 SBD's, 3 PV's, 22 F4U's), and on 2
June (3.3 tons by 2 PV's, 25 F4U's); TAROA on 31 May (6t tons by 21 SBD's, 12
F6F 1 s), on 1 June (7 tons by 15 SED's, 12 F6F's), and on 2 June (2~ tons by 6 SED,
4 F6F 1 s); REUTER (.MALOELAP ATOLL) on 31 Hay (2~ tons by 6 SBD' s, 4 F6F' s); JALUIT
on 31 May ( 3 tons by 2 PV' s); MILLE on 1 June ( 8t tons by 9 SBD' s, 8 F4U' s);
NAURU on 2 June (11 tons by 11 B-25's). Two PV's made a photo reconnaissance
over NAURU and OCEAN ISLANDS ·on 2 June; heavy AA fire at NAURU was moderate; at
OCEAN, intense.
On 2 June 17 B-24's from 7th AF dropped 4~ tons on 3 islands of TRUK ATOLL,
hitting warehouse and dispersal areas, and runways. TRln{ was also hit on 1 June
by 16 B-24's from 13th AF; of 20-40 intercepting fiehters, 10 were shot down; 10
B-24's sustained damage; 3 crewmen were killed and 4 wounded.
CTF 59 reports search plane sighted 7 armed auxiliaries, 1 DD, 2 medium AKs
and 1 large AK at 030840 GCT in position 07-10 N~ 150-lO .E (90 miles w. of TRUK),
course 270, speed 10. A large AK was reported as probably sunk and all auxiliaries were severely strafed.
BI~IR Wolfpack (PINTADO, SHARK, PILOTFISH), operating NW MARIANAS, reports
at 031716 GCT sinking of 1 large'Maru with 5 hits from 6 torpedoes fired by the
PINTADO, and the damaging of 2 AK's with 2 hits in each by the SHARK.

CominCh 031330 gives locations of echelons of ComGen USAF CHINA-BURMA-INDIA
and of ComGen 14th AF; clarifies situations such as that delineated in CamNavUnit
l4thAAF and related despatches (pertains to operations projected from one are&
into another without the prior concurrence of and coordination with the Area
Commander concerned).
All SoPac air strikes against RABAUL were cancelled on 2 June owing to unfavorable weather. 4 Marine Mitchell's continued to heckle RABAUL during the
night of 1-2 June; fighter planes also continued to heckle KAVIENG during the
night. 48 fighter bombers hit enemy installations in BOUGAI11VILLE, with unreported results.
Our ground forces on BIAK ISLAND are engaged in dislodging the enemy from
defended positions, and have occupied the open ground to the N. of BOSNE~f an
enemy counter attack was repulsed and 81 of the enemy killed; an additional 100
dead Japs were found in 1 of the captured caves overlooking the coastal road.
Attack and fighter bombers continue close support of our ground forces. Elements
of our ground forces landed on OWI and WOEDI ISLANDS (S. of BOSNEK). At 1100 K
(-10) 3 June, 13 to 20 Japanese fighters and dive bombers strafed and bombed
beach positions and shipping off BOSNEK; the REID (DD) received several near
misses and machine gun hits resulting in 1 being killed and 5 being wounded;
there was minor structural damage to the ship; there was no damage to other ships
though the BACHE and MUSTIN (DD's) were attacked. Our intercepting P-40's shot
down 7 of the enemy attacking planes.
The covering force off BIAK during the night of 3 June (K) consisted of
1 CA, 3 CL, and 10 DD. Close support was provided by 4 DD and 1 PF (Frigate).
An echelon of 10 1ST's, 1 AK, 5 DD, and 1 PF is due at BOSNEK 4 June (K).
- Continued -
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On 2 June an unspecified number of A-20's bombed and strafed RANSIKI (S. of
MANIKWORI) where 4 unidentified enemy planes were destroyed on the ground; A-20's
also struck KAMIRI. P-38's on an escort mission with B-25's enroute to BABO were
intercepted by 15 to 20 Jap fighters; 11 of the enemy planes were shot dovvn; we
lost 1 P-38. A-20's provided close support of our ground forces in the ~~FIN
BAY Area, and B-24's and B-25's hit enemy targets in the same area. 55 A-20's
and 8 Beauforts bombed and strafed personnel and storaee areas at BOR.AM, DAGUA
and ~lAK. P-47's hit the HANSA BAY Area. 9 B-24's bombed the LIANG Airstrip
on AMBON; large fires resulted. C-47's flew 86 supply missions to JIOLLANDIA
and 14 to WEWAK.
In the North Pacific on 2 June 2 11th AF Liberator's bombed ~~~SUWA after
being turned back by bad weather from an attack against SHIMUSHU; results were
unobserved owing to overcast. 4 PV's from Fleet Air Wing FOUR dropped bombs and
incondiaries on SHIMUSHU and KASHTWABARA; 2 large fires were observed on SJIIMUS
From the above missions all planes returned safely.
~
~
4 June (Oahu date)

---

CTF 59 reports a search plane sighted 1 AK, 1 possible DD and 6 naval auxiliaries in position 07-25 N. 148-28 E (210 mi. W of TRUK) at 040945 GCT, course
260, speed 10; searcher attacked and sank 1 auxiliary and seriously damaged ,
another (apparently the same convoy reported in the summary 3 June).
CTF 57 OICf730 sunnnarizes operations 27-31 May.
TUNNY, operating in rotating patrol MARIANAS Area, reports 1 5000-ton AK

sunk on 17 May.

FLIER (SS 250) reports attacking convoy on 3 June position 22-55 N,
136-44 E (360 mi. SW of BONINS), and obtaining 3 hits in 2 medium AK's, sinking
one and damaging the other.
Intelligence indicates that:
(1) The enemy believes that we have a striking force, including two carriers, operating northwest of HOLLANDIA,
(2) The enemy considers it possible that another striking force sortied
from MAJURO during the night 4-5 June,
(3) The enemy 'still intends to reinforce BIAK using CruDiv 16,
(4) An biler · group left TAWI TAWI 3 June for the SURIG.AD STRAITS Area,
(5) The CinC Combined Fleet has issued an urgent order to the Striking
Force and to FUSO plus CruDiv 5,
(6) This order may involve movement of the Striking Force to sea to the
eastward of MINDANAO.
Intelligence also indicates that enemy air strength is being rushed to
western N]Yf GUINEA. BABO and SARONG are the principal bases for air attacks on
our forces at BIAK, and are being directed by ComAirFlot 23 at SARONG.
For the second successive day all scheduled air strikes on the RABAUL Area
were cancelled on 3 June owing to unfavorable weather. 4 Marine Mitchell's continued to heckle RABAUL during the night of 2-3 June. 58 fighter bonbers strafed
and bombed enemy installations on BOUGAINVILLE, concentrating mainly on the
southern portion of the Island.
- Continued -
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BONEFISH (SWP Area), operating in the SULU SEA, reports sinki!lg 1 AK
(4,124), 1 AK (4468), 1 AP (8,812), and 1 AO (10,020) for a total of 27,424 tons;
probably sinking 1 500-ton AK.
RASHER reports sighting a TAKAO Class cruiser entering DAVAO GULP at 1000 K
(-10) 4 June, and 2 destroyers departing at 1800 K (-10) 4 June, speed 22.
A night search plane reports sighting at 0110 K(-10) 5 June 15 ships
(types· unstated) in position 00-31 N, 129-05 E, course 360, speed not given;
searcher attacked and damaged 1 ship.
Com7thFleet reports situation of Jap southbound surface force
Area remains unclarified.

HAU~AHERA

Our ground forces on BIAK continue to meet strong enemy resistance, but
report some advancement to the westward toward MOKMER Airdrome. At 1735 K(-10)
4 June, our force covering BIAK from a position 50 miles NE of BOSNEK was attacked by 10 Jap planes; a near bomb miss slightly damaged the NASHVILLE, but
she remains with the force; the PHOENIX received only superficial damage. At
0115 K(-10) 5 June the same force was attacked by an unknown number of Jap torpedo planes; no damage was sustained by the force.
On 3 June 1 group of A-20's struck HANOKWARI firing fuel dumps; the returning A-20's also strafed the KAMIRI Airfield on NOEMFOOR. P-47'~whi1e
escorting shipping E of BIAK, shot down 4 Jap fighters. 6 B-24's bombed supply
areas at MAFFIN BAY. P-47's and P-39's bombed the WEW~\ and HANSA BAY Area. On
the night of 2-3 June, an unspecified number of B-24's from MANUS bombed TRUK
with unannounced results.
Two 11th AF Liberator's made an armed reconnaissance on 4 June over the
Central KURILES; results were unobserved owing to overcast. 1 PV from Fleet
Air Wing FOUR bombed KASHIWABARA through overcast with unobserved results.
5 June (Oahu date)

On 3 June CenPac shore based aircraft continued strikes against WOTJE,
MILLE, and TAROA; a special strike. made on 5 June against JALUIT, destroyed
4 single engine seaplanes on the water. 13 B-24's hit 3 islands of TRUK ATOLL
with 37-! tons of bombs. 2 B-24's hit PONAPE with 11}- tons.
BILLFISH, operating SW of GUAM, reports sinking 1 passenger freighter on
21 May.
BLAIR Wolfpack (PINTADO, SIURK, PILOTFISH) reports at 051028
E 1 course '120 1
AK's and 7 escorts remain. A 5th convoy consisting of 3 ships and
arrived at the same position, course 235, speed 7; the Wolfpack is

1 AP and 2 AK's from convoy position 17-39N, 140-51

POA.

CominCh

~;:':'' "S~lFJEO

&

CNO 051300 designated commanders of Fleet Marine Ground Forces,

tO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM
·.L;~ •• u,ly:

GCT SHARK san
speed 8; 5
4 escorts
after them.
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SoPac air forces on 4 June directed 85-100 sorties against the RABAUL
Area; SBD's, TBF's, B-25's, and fighter boinbers participated. Of 28 SBD's and
TBF's which hit VUNAPOPE supply areas, 1 TBF was shot down, and 2 SBD's and 3
TBF's were damaged. 1 of 23 B-25's which hit RABAUL TOWN was lost. 5 NEW
ZEALM!D PV's attacked targets along the NEW IRELMrD Coast. 38 fighter bombers,
6 SBD's and TBF's, and 1 PV hit enemy installations on BOUGAINVILLE.
On
landings
south as
fire was

successive days elements of a FIJI Battalion on BOUGATNVILLE have made
at TEKESSI RIVER, JABA RIVER, and MUPEKA RIVER; patrols advanced as far
Nl.AWARAKA (S. end of EMPRESS AUGUSTA BAY); only sporadic enemy artillery
encountered.

PUFFER (SWP Area), operating N. of TAWI TAWI, reports sinking 1 large unidentified AO, leaving 1 sinking when last seen, and damaging a 3rd.
COD (SvVP Area), operating N. of MALAY BARRIER, reports sinking 1 DD
Class (1,270) and 1 AP-AK (8,812) for a total of 10,082 tons; probably
sinking 1 AP (6,003) and 1 AP-AK (5,423) for a total of 11,426 tons.

KAl~IZAZE

Our ground forces at ATIAPE report increased enemy pressure against the
east perimeter.
Our ground forces on BIAK on the morning of 5 June (K) reached a position

NE of MOD.illR Airdrome; strong opposition still held up the advance westward

along the coast. Air support of ground operations on BIAK continued; 18 B-24's
bombed Jap positions.
BABO Airfield was bombed by 1 group of A-20's; several enemy planes were
destroyed on the ground; escorting fighters made no contacts. B-24's, A-20's,
and Beaufort's bombed the WEWiAK Area. 7 B-25's bombed TOEAL Airfield on KAI
ISLAND.
On the afternoon of the 5th (K), 2 Jap planes bombed and strafed BIAK without damage.

At dawn on 5 June BLUEFISH reports 3 CV's, 6 CA's, and 10 medium and small
unidentified ships, plus 2 probable BB's, at TAW! TAWI.
Intelligence indicates that:
(1) At 042210 CinC Combined sent a most urgent message to Commander Striking Force.
(2) Enemy has ascertained that we have no carriers in forces northwest of
HOLLANDIA, but shipping in· the CAROLINES, !fSW GUINEA, and HALM~ERA Areas remains alerted.
(3) Enemy plans air attack on u.s. force 500 mil~s bearing 145° from
WOLEAI, aircraft from GUAM to stage through WOLEAI.
Com7thFleet
morning of 6 June
(1) 2 BB, 5
(2) 1 BB, 2
(3) 4 DD at
(4) 1 CA, 1

estimates Jap Fleet disposition to be near his aroa on the
(K); this estimate is based on recent sightings as follows:
CV, 6 CA, 1 CL, 10 DD in vicinity of TAWI TAW!.
CA, 5 DD in DAVAO 'GULF.
~
HALMAHERA.
'
CL, 5-6 ~ci~sffi~g&nity SORONG-CERAM.
•·
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One Army and 3 Navy photo Liberator's, escorted by 5 Army Liberator's (under
CTF 59), photographed GUAM at 060140 GCT; good results were believed to have been
obtained with vertical¥oblique coverage; 10 to 15 planes of various types were observed on OROTE Airfield and 4 to 5 medium P~'s were present in the harbor. CenPac
shore based aircraft also attacked MILLE, NAURU, and PONAPE. A MARSHALLS search
plane sighted at 060145 GCT 2 AO's, 3 AK's, and 5 armed auxiliaries in position
12-20 N, 147-14 E (140 mi. SE GUAM)~ course 330, speed 10; 1 trailing AK believed
damaged by· 4 500-lb. bombs.
BlAIR Wolfpack summarizes results of operations for the past week; this summar,y includes~ adds to , and amplifies the 2 previous reports contained in CenPac
summaries 3 June and 5 June. SHARK sank 1 AO, 1 AP, 2 AK' s, and dam~ged 1 AK.
PINTADO sank 3 AK's. Minimum total tonr..age sunk 46,000; damaged 6,000 tons.
GUITARRO, operating E. of FOF&10SA, reports sinking a MINEKAZE Class DD on
night of 2 June (intelligence reports indicate this to have been a frigate).
TUNA reports bombarding FAIS ISLAND (E. of ULITHI ATOLL) on 14 May with 24
HC shells.
Though hantpered by bad weather, SoPac air forces on 5 June made 45 sorties
(11 B-25's, 22 SBD & TBF, 5 PV's, 7 P-38 1 s) against tareets in the RABAUL Area.
BOUGAIIDTILLE targets were hit by 37 P-39's and 2 TBF's which concentrated against
artillery (estimated as about 6 pieces with prime movers) moving north at HARI (SW
BOUGAINVILLE, midway between MOIIA PT. and S. edge ~~PRESS AUGUSTA BAY). F4U's conducted fighter sweeps in the BOUGAINVILLE Area.
In the AITAPE Area the enemy continues to exert strong pressure against our
east flank. The ground situation on BIAK ISLAND remains unchanged; B-24's and B~25's
continue to support the ground forces.
On 5 June, SWP air forces hit MAllOKWARI with 43 A-20 1 s, concentratine against
shipping supplies, and the harbor and jetties; the returning planes strafed KAMIRI
Airdrome on NOD.[FOOR ISLAND. Fighter bombers hit enemy installations in the BUTBORAM and ~fAK Areas. B-25's made an armed reconnaissance of the !~IA ISLA~ID GROUP
(N. of ~rAK). C-47's flew a total of 78 aupply missions to HOLLANDIA, 10 to TADJI,
and 5 to WAKDE. B-24's from the 13th AF bombed TRUK with unreported results. B-25 1 s
which made a shipping strike against WAIGEO ISLAND on the evening of the 6th (K) report 1 possible hit on the bow of an AOBA Class CA.
Com7thFleet reports that damage to the PHOENIX and NASHVILLE will require docking for repairs for periods of 8 days and 5 days respectively.
Marshall 06Z045Z (pink) directs command of u.s. Army Forces in the Sonth and
Central Pacific Areas will pass to Commandi ng General, u.s. Army Forces, Pacific
Ocean Areas at such time as mutually a~reed by Harmon and Richardson.
CinCSWPA 210747 May (pink). Gene ral MacAr t hur and Admiral Halsey recommend
that assumption of command of for ces west of 159 E. pass CinCSWPA effective at
0001 L(-11) 15 June.
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MARSHALLSsearch plane reports sighting at 070900 GCT 3 AKs with 2 escorts
position 07-56 N, 147-32 E (50 miles east of PULUWAT ISLAND) course 090°, speed
10.
RASHER operating CELEBES SEA reports at 080900 GCT sinking one large AP
with 5 hits.
In the SoPac area on 6 June lmfavorable weather cancelled all bombing
missions except for 2 B-25s which heckled RABAUL on the night of 5-6 June. Air
activity was limited to fighter patrols over the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas, and
over BOUGAINVILLE. During the above operations 1 B-25 and 1 F4U were lost.
HOE (SWP area) operating CHINA SEA reports sinking one 4000 ton AK and
damaging 4 AKs totalling 19,500 tons.
HAKE (S\VP area) reports sighting at the entrance to DAVAO GULF at 0230H
(-8) 8 June 2 CAs and 2 DDs, course 170°, speed 18; the submarine sank 1 DD.
Com 7t~leet reports searcher sighted at 0245K (-10) two 7000 ton AKs and
one 1000 ton AK, position 03-30 N, 127-30 E (60 miles SE TALAUD ISLAND), course
140°, speed not given; 1 DD at 0030K position 00-16 N, 128-48 E (off east coast
HALMAHERA), course 340, speed 23; 7 APs loaded with troops in DAVAO GULF on 7 June
(K) •
CinC SWPA reports capture of MOKMER Airdrome on BIAK ISLAND; however,
Com 7thFleet reports enemy strongly entrenched around the airfield. B-25s continued to support our advancing ground troops by bombing and strafing assigned
targets. Unfavorable weather greatly curtailed SWP air activities. Strikes by
the 5th Air Force included, in addition to the B-25s at BIAK, A-20s and Beauforts
against WEWAK area, and fighter bombers along the north coast of NEW GUINEA from
WEWAK to rffiNSA BAY. B-24s from 13th AF bombed TRUK through bad weather on the 6th.
with unreported results. C-47s flew 50 supply missions to HOLLANDIA and 42 to
WAKDE.
/l.,~/
8 June (Oahu date)

if #:" '

CenPac shore based aircraft on 7 June conducted strikes against MILLE,
TAROA, WOTJE, PONAPE, and NAURU; a photo reconnaissance was made of PAKIN ISLAND.
On the 8th strikes were made against MILLE and TRUK; 4 Liberator's which did not
get through to TRlJK bombed PONAPE TOWN.
CTF 57 060400 summarizes operations 1-5 June.
da~aged

FLYIUG FISH, operating SW PALAU, reports
another at 250100 GCT.

't7

hits sank 1 6,000-ton AK and

Unfavorable weather prevented ~perations of hecklers over RABAUL on the
night of 6 June. On the 7th, 51 sorties were made against airfields and supply
areas in the RABAUL Area. 38 fighter boznbers attacked enemy occupied positions
in the BOUGAINVILLE Area. Two Avengers struck in the DU!~E OF YORK GROUP.
DECLASSIFIED
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8 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)

The following summary is given of enemy surface activity in the area.
north and northwest of BIAK (All times are K( -10)) :,
(1) At 1330, 8 June~ 10 B-25' s attacked an enemy task force of 2 CL's
{these ma.y have been minelayers) and 5 DD's; report sinkinG 4 DD's and damaging
a 5th; when last seen the force was on a northwesterly course; escorting P-38's
shot down 5 of 10 attacking enemy fighters. (Com7thFleet assesses above damage to
DD's as 1 sunk, 1 left in sinking condition, 1 burning heavily, and 1 with a small
fire).
(2) At 2330, 8 June, the above force was engaged by one of ours consisting
of 1 CA, 2 CL, 14 DD.
(3) At 0100. 9 June, being unable to close the range. our cruisers and 6
DD's abandoned the pursuit, while the 8 remaining DD's continued the chase.
(4) At 0230, 9 June, the 8 DD's abandoned the pursuit.
(5) At 1000, 9th, our force assembled and returned toward HOLLANDIA.
(6) .~t 2029, 9th, a search plane reports 3-5 ships about 85 miles NVl of
BIAK, proceeding to the SE at 20 knots.
Our ground forces on BIAK continued on 7 June mopping up the enemy force
in the vicinity of MOKMER Airdrome and consolidating positions. 25 B-25's and 22
A-20's continue close support of our ground troops; they also bombed SORIDO Airfield.
On 7 June, 24 A-20's bombed the airfield on NOHJIFOOR ISLAND and hit enemy
gun positions. A-20's and Beauforts attacked targets in the BUT-BO~I and WEWAK
Areas. Fighter bombers continued sweeps along the north coast of ~[ GUINEA, concentrating on the 11AFFIN BAY and ~~{AK Areas. C-47's flew 38 supply missions to
HOLLANDIA, 36 to WAKDE, and 19 to TADJI. During the past 2 days several raids by
1 or 2 planes each have been made by the enemy aeainst our positions on BIAK a~
WAKDE; no damage to our forces resulted.
~ ~

9 June (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft on 8 June struck TAROA, WOTJE, :MILLr~, JALUIT,
and NAURU. Early on the morning of the 9th 1 squadron of B-24' s from 7th AF bombed
TRUK ATOLL. A single B-24 bombed PONAPE. A search plane bombed installations on
PULUVrAT reporting radio station demolished and gun positions knocked out east
POINT ALET; observed increased AA positior1s and new taxistrip parallel to runway;
Heavy, medium, and light AA fire was intense and accurate; the plane sustained
damage.
SNAPPER, operating off TRUK, was strafed by a Jap fighter; 1 man was killed
and the Commanding Officer and 2 men were seriously wounded; bad oil leaks and
minor damage requi.red SNAPPER to retire to MAJURO.
On night 7-8 June Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL. On the 8th
64 sorties were made against enemy installations in the RABAUL Area, concentrated
mainly against supply areas in the vicinity of RABAUL and TALILI; SBD's, TBF's,
B-25's, and P-38's participated.
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9 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)

48 fiehter bomber sorties were made against enemy occupied positions in
the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Areas.
On the night of 9-10 June (K) our surface forces searched for the enemy
force reported proceedin g south from a position about 85 miles NW of BIAK; no
contacts were made.

HARDER reports an enemy force of 3 BB's, 4 CA 1 s, plus DD's heading south
from SIBUTU at 1800 H(-8) 10 June. Also reports sinking two more DD's at 2130
H( -8) on 9 Jtme while proceedin g southward through SIDUTU PASSAGE (based on a
report from Com7thFle et, this submarine apparentl y reported sinking 2 DD's on the
7th).
DART1"'R (SWP Area), operating E. of HALMAHERA, reports sinking a 5900-ton

AK on 13 May.

On the night of 8-9 June (K) 3 B-24's hit PALAU; on the following morning
PALAU was again hit by at least 2 squadrons of B-24's; 15 to 20 Jap fighters inter-

cepted. B-24's from 13th AF hit TRUK and SATAWAN on the 9th(K); 15 to 20 fighters
intercept ed. On the night of 8-9 Jtme (K), an unspecifi ed number of B-25's damaged
47 enemy planes in revetment s at BABO Airdrome. On the morning of the 9th (K), 17
A-20's attacked 3 AK's (under 1000 tons) at MANOKWARI; 1 was sunk, 1 left sinking,
and a 3rd left burning. B-24's and B-25's heavily hit the WEWAK and HANSA BAY
Areas.
The ground situation on BIAK remains substanti ally the same as previousl y
reported. Medium and heavy bombers continue to support our ground forces.
A pre-dawn strike on 9 June (K) by 2 Jap planes aeainst our airfield on

WAKDE destroyed and damaged several planes.
10 June (Oahu date)

Intelligen ce reports indicate that TF 58 struck l~IANAS on the afternoon
of 11 June (E. Long. date); and that our force has been under enemy air attack
since about 0200 12 June (E. Long. date).
BANGUST (DE 739) reports destroyin g Jap submarine 10-00 N, 168-20 E
(75 miles NE of ROT) at 101300 GCT after sight contact; hedgehog explosion s were

followed 1 minute later by a heavy explosion with a large area of oil on the surface.
In the SoPac area Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL during the _
night of 8-9 June. On 9 June 78 sorties were made against supply areas in the
vicinity of RABAUL; the weight of the attacks was directed against RATAVAL, VUNAPOPE, and KERAVIA; SBD' s, TBF' s, B-25' s, and P-3·9' s participa ted; in addition to
the above sorties, 12 fighter bombers assisted by hitting AA positions . 6 fighters
bombed and strafed KAVIENG. 60 fighter bombers attacked enemy occupied positions
in the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE Areas. P-38's skip-bomb ed undergrou nd storage areas
along KERAVIA BAY.
SANDUU~CE (SWP Area), operating off SAIPAN, reports sinking 3 AK's for a
total of 14,200 tons, and damaging 2 AK's for a total of 10,500 tons.
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10 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)

SWP air forces on 9 June sent 10 B-25's against MANOKWARI which hit the
town and shipping in the harbor; 1 small freighter (500-1~000 tons), 6 luggers~
and 1 barge were sunk; 3 buildings in the town were destroyed and fires were
started. For the fourth consecutive day B-24's from 13th AF bombed TRUK; for
the first time in recent attacks, enemy interception was not encountered. An
unspecified number of B-24's hit barracks and the operations building on PELELIU
Airdrome; this was a night attack which followed a heavy daylight bombardment.
A-20's bombed and strafed BABO starting fuel fires and damaging ins tall a tions.
Coastal installations and stores in the BUT-BORAM Area were attacked by 2 groups
of A-20's. The usual fighter sweeps were made along the north coast of NEW GUINEA
in the WEWAK and HANSA BAY Areas. Reports state that the bombing of WAKDE by 2
Jap planes (summary 9 June) destroyed 10 of our planes.
11 June (Oahu date)
CTG 58.1 120037 summarizes results of D~4 operations over GUAM and ROTA.
A total of 160 sorties were flown. Enemy damage was assessed as 41 planes downed
in the air with 1 probable; 6 planes destroyed on ground and 5 probably destroyed;
1 large AK~ 1 large AO~ 1 medium AK, 2 trawlers, and 1 barge were damaged by
strafing. The revetments and dispersal are~s at AGANA were strafed as were several
trucks on ROTA.
CTF 58 reports air opposition against our force to have been reduced to
such an extent as to be negligible; approximately 130 enemy planes have been destroyed. Report also states that on purple beaches (11AGICIENNE BAY) there is
moderate surf; on western beaches there is practically no surf. The only discovered chanbes in kno~~ enemy installations are 4 additional automatic A)_ guns
and 2 occupied dual purpose gun positions. Cane fields have been fire~ and were
burning nicely. A search plane from the YORKTOWN sighted a convoy of 3 DD's and
3 1,000-ton AK's 130 miles due west of OROTE POINT (GUM~) at 0900 K (-10) 12 June,
course 180, speed 10.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 9 June hit JALUIT~ WOTJE, and TAROA. On
9 and 10 June OCEAN, NAURU, and MILLE were attacked. On 10 June 2 Liberators~
diverted from TRUK- strike, hit PONAPE. On 10 and 11 June, B-24's bombed major
islands of TRUK ATOLL.
While handling Torpex warheads at about 111430 VVv (plus 9!) an explosion
occurred involvine loading platform and 1 tunnel at WAIKELE GULCH Annex. A total
of 78 warheads exploded while they were being unloaded from a truck onto a platform for transfer to an underground tunnel. Two enlisted men and 1 civilian are
known to have been killed; 1 warrant officer and 3 enlisted men and 3 civilians
are missing. Investigation is in progress,
Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL durine; the night of 9-10 June.
On 10 June 136 sorties were made against AA gun positions S and SVl of RAPOP Q in
the RABATJL Area; SBD's, TBF's, B-25's, P-39's, and P-38's participated in the
dropping of 87 tons of bombs. 8 fighter patrols bombed the KAVIENG runway while
5 JPV 1 s hit other targets in the NEVV IR}~LAJ\TD Area.. 6 B-24' s, during a training
exercise, bombed RAPOP& Airfield with 22 tons of bombs. 44 A-20's bombed enemy
occupied positions in southern and eastern BOUGAINVILLE. The usual fie;hter sweeps
were made along the coast of BUKA and BOUGA 0~~S~ED
(Continued)
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11 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)

HARDER reports si~hting anchored in TAWI TAWI BAY on 11 June (K) the tops
of 3 or 4 FUSO type BE's, about 6 CA's, and several DD's. She definitely
identified 1 BB southbound on 10 June (K) as MUSASHI Class and believes the other
2 are the same class. No carrier based planes were seen in the area.

HAKE, on the morning of 11 June, reports sighting 1 KUMA type CL, 2 DD's,
and 1 XCVS with a deckload of planes entering DAVAO GULF.
LAFON ( SWP. Area), operating in SOUTH CHINA SEA, reports sinking two 7, 500
ton AK's and damaging one 7,500-ton AK.

A .s earch plane from SWP' Area reports sighting on 11 June (K) 1 CL and 2 DD
off P'ELELIU ISLAND (PALAU). Another searcher reports that 1 CA and 2 DD were
sighted in the TRUK Area at mid-day 12 June (K).

units.

Intelligence indicates that:(1) There is as yet no enemy reaction involving movement of major fleet

(2) React~on thus far involves principally shore based aircraft and submarines. ·
(3) BatDiv ONE is still involved in operations connected with the MENADOIiAL11A.HERA-1NESTF.RU NEV{ GUINEA Area.
(4) CinC First Mobile Fleet is still at TAWI TAWI.
Our ground forces on BIAK report
placed upon MOK1iER Airfield; our troops
to eliminate this threat. The covering
parted from the BIAK Area and is due to

that Japanese artillery fire has been
are advancing to the west in an effort
force of 1 CA, 2 CL, and 14 DD has dearrive MANUS on 12 June.

The KALK (DD) was attacked by 4 Zekes at 121045 K (-10) while escorting a
barge tow into BOSlillK; 1 engine room and fire room were placed out of commission;
main power was reEained after 6 hours. The ship is proceeding in convoy to
HOLI.ANDIA; personnel casualties ware believed light.
On 10 June 24 B-24's heavily attacked PELELIU Airdrome at PALAU; many
explosions resulted, fires were started, and an ammunition dump was blown up;
40 to 50 enemy fighters intercepted, but details of interception are unreported;
2 of our planes were lost and several were damaged. During the preceding nieht
PALAU was also raided by an unspecified number of B-24's; neither interception
nor AA fire was encountered. During the night of 10-11 June B-24's from 13th
AF bombed DUBLON ISLAnD (TRUK ATOLL); 1 B-24 was losttl B-24's continued to bomb
concentrations of enemy troops and the SORIDO and BORAKOE Airfields on BIAK. A-20's
made a shipping strike in the GEillJVlNK BAY Area. Coastal positions on BIAK were
attacked by A-20's. Fighter bombers attacked enerny positions in the BUT-BORAM
Area; other fighter bombers hit the J~NSA and NIGIITINGALE BAY Areas. C-47's
flew a total of 33 supply missions to HOLJA!IDIA, 33 to
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CTG 58.1 130615 summarizes results of D-3 operations over GUAM and ROTA.
A total of 543 sorties were flown. Enemy damaGe was assessed as 18 planes downed
in the air with 3 probably downed, and 1 dama~ed; 23 planes were destroyed on the
ground and 14 damaged; 1 medium AK was probably sunk. and 1 medium AK and 1 sampan
and 1 60-ft. ship were damaged by strafing. The Group's combat losses were 4
F6F 1 s and 1 TBF; operational losses were 3 SB2C 1 s and 1 TBF; 5 pilots and 2 crews
were lost in combat, and 1 pilot operationally; 1 crewman was seriously injured.

CTG 58.1 121230J contains information concerning enemy installations on GUAM.
CTG 58.1 reports results of air attack against 6-ship convoy reported yesterday 245 mi. V'l of GU.AM. 20 VF's loaded with 500-lb. bombs, plus 1 VF1J and 1
SB2C for navigation and rescue, made the attack. 2 AK·'s, 1 Large DD, 2 medium
DD•s, and 1 DE were heavily strafed; 2 near misses left a 5,000-ton AK burning
fiercely. 1 large DD was fired by a direct hit; a near miss on a medium DD
caused fire and trailing oil; position of convoy 11-30 N, 140-00 E (290 mi. WSW
of GUAM) •
CTG 58.4 130410/ SQmmarizes results of D-4 operations over SAIPAN. A total
of 105 sorties were flown. Enemy damage was assessed as 15 planes downed in the
air with 1 probably downed, and 1 damaged; 10 planes were destroyed on the ground
and 7 were probably destroyed on the ground; 1 small AK was probably sunk. Our
combat losses were 4 VF's and 3 pilots; operational losses were not given.
CTG 58.4 reports results of 2 strikes on a laree convoy approximately 175
miles w. of PAGAN ISLAlJD. Reported sunk:: 1 large AK, 1 medium AK, 3 small AK's,
1 large AO, 1 new type DD, 3 Corvettes; 2 medium AK's were left burning; 3 medium
AK's were dead in the water, 1 of which was listing badly and 1 was down by' the stern;
1 AK was making 3 knots, but no damage was apparent; 5 Corvettes were left smoking
and dead in the water. On the following day rerru1ants of this convoy were again
attacked; 1 small AK, after being bombed again, was a complete wreok though still
afloat; 1 AK dead in the water was apparently abandoned; another AK previously
damaged was sunk.
CTG 58.4 reports sighting and attacking another convoy of 3 small AY's
and 2 escorts, position 16-48 N, 143-17 E (170 mi. SW of PAGAN), course 315,
speed ).0; 1 medium AK was upset and left burning and was being abandoned by the
crew and a small AK was strafed and sustained a direct bomb hit and was being
abandoned.
Com5thFleet reports that estimated air strength in the NARIANAS, extent
of enemy air searches, and advisability of chanEe in pattern of attack on enemy
bases caused change in plan of initial carrier strikes which resulted in launching
fighters on D-4 instead of D-3.
Vfuile results of TG 58.3 operations nre lacking, this group lost in combat
1 F6F, 2 SED's, 1 TBF, and 3 pilots and 3 crewmen; operational losses were 1 F6F
and 1 SBD, and 1 pilot. .Also reports sinking of 1 AO 15 miles NW of SAIPAN, and
at least 2 AK's in TANAPAG HARBOR. The D-2 day bombardment commenced on schedule;
no enemy air opposition was encountered.
DECLASSIFIED
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Com5thF1eet 130615 contains inte1lieence information obta ined by Comn1ander
W. I. Martin, Com VT-10 (ENTERPRISE) , who landed by parachute in water 300 yards
off SAIPAN beach,.
j

CTF 58 130520 contains intellieence infor.matio~ •
./

Harmon 290127 (pink) pertains to disposition of personnel becoming excess
in the South Pacific and discusses the command setup.
BATFISH, operating in Empire waters, reports sunk to date 1 medium Ma.ru
off BUNGO STRAIT (32 N, 133 E).
.
BARB, operating in SEA of OKHOTSK, reports on 11 June gunned and sank 2
trawlers, and fired 9 Mk. 14's to sink 1 large AP and 1 medium AP with 2 and 4
hits r8spectively.
ComForwardArea, CenPac 110400 stmunarizes operations 6-10 June.
CenPac shore based aircraft on the night of 9-10 June maintained heckling
patrols over MILLE and TAROA. On 10 June MILLE was attacked and on both days of
10 and 11 June strikes were made against NAURU and OCEAN. On 11 June MALOELAP,
WOTJE and PONAPE were bombed. Early . on the morning of the 11th and early on the
morning of the 12th, B-24's bombed major islands of TRUK ATOLL.
Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL during the night of 10-11 June.
On 11 June 91 sorties were made against enemy installations, principally supply
areas, in the RABAUL Area. 44 fighter bomber sorties hit enemy occupied positions
in the BUKA-BOUGAI1TVILLE Areas.
A SoPac Catalina on a navigational training flight reports sightinE at
131235. L (-11) 9 ships believed by pilot to be 2 BB's, 4 CA's, and 3 DD's in
position 04-50 s~ 161-38 E (80 miles SW of KUSAIE), course 320, speed not ~~ven;
immediate diversion of searches has been made in order to verify sighting.~~,~~~;~£
lofOoz,....:

SoPac reports destruction of enemy sub by TAYLOR (DD 468) on 10 June in
the area N. of EMIRAU; identified as I-Cla.ss.

REDFIN ·reports that 4 BB's, 6 CV's with-planes on deck, 8 CA's, and about
6 DD' s sortied at 130100 GCT through north SIBU'J~l! PASSAGE, course 320, speed 18.
SWP air forces on 11 June sent an unspecified number of A-20's, escorted
by P-38's, at;ainst NOEMFOOR Airfield; large fires resulted; escorts encountered
no enemy interception. B-25's hit shipping along the NEW GUINEA Coast 60 miles
w. of 11ANOKWARI, sinking 1 large lugger and damRging 1 2,000-ton AK. On the
night of 10-11 June B-24's heavily bombed PELELIU Airdrome concentratin~ against
dispers~l areas; explosions and large fires resulted.
B-24's from 13th AF ~lso
attacked PALAU during the night starting fires, 1 of which was in a fuel dump.
B-24's from 13th AF also hit TRUK on 11 June starting firos and large explosions.
Our fighters intercepted 6 enemy planes which were bombing BIAK, and destroyed
3 of them with 2 others probably destroyed. A-20's attacked enemy personnel
areas and gun positions in the vicinity of BOR.M1; other A-20's bombed and strafed
targets in the VTh.."WAK Area. Usual fighter sweeps were made along the north coast
of NEW GUINEA, concentrating in the VVEVlAK and HANSA BAY Areas. Our ground forces
in the W~FIN BAY Area were supported ~ P-47's. Medium and attack bombers and
tl
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fighters continued to support our ground forces on BIAK where t he land s ituation
is s ubstantially the same as previously reported. C-47's completed 31 s upply missions t o HOLLANDIA, 15 to WAKDE despite unfavorable weather which caused cancellat ion of 50 missions to HOLLANDIA. On the nie;ht of 11-12 June 22 B-24's bombed
the airfield on AMBON.
13 June (Oahu date)
)

CTG 50.1 131212 reports on beach defenses GUAM at end of D-2 day.
CTG 58.2 130358) summarizes results of D-3 operations against TINIAN.
total of 505 sorties were flown.~

A

~nemy dam;;e w~s assessed as 2 planes downed in the air, 1 destroyed on
the ground, 1 probably destroyed on the ground and 6 damaged on the ground. The
groups combat losses were 2 TBFs and 1 F6F, and 3 pilots and 4 crewmen; 1 TBF was
lost operationally.
CTF 58 140048 Jsummarizes results lt\L
~ operations of CTG
SAIPAN. A total of 405 sorties were flown. Enemy damage was
destroyed on the ground, one probably destroyed on the ground
ground; one 60 ft trawler was probably sunk; 5 trawlers and 3
The groups combat losses were 3 VTs, and 2 pilots, 1 observer

58.3 on D-2 against
assessed as 1 plane
and 1 damaged on the
luggers were damaged.
and 5 crewmen.

CTG 58.4 130412j summarizes results of D-3 operations over SAIPAN and PAGAN.
A total of 197 sorties were flown. Enemy damage was assessed as 3 planes destroyed on the ground and 1 probably destroyed on the ground; damage to enemy shipping
as previously reported (summary 12 June). The groups combat losses were 3 VFs,
2 VTs and 1 VB, and 2 pilots, 2 crewmen; operational losses were 1 VB and 1 VT,
and 1 pilot.
CTG 58.7 (via CTF 58) 132313 / gives results of naval bombardment on D-2.
Com5thFleet reports 66 prisoners recovered from NICHOO MARU which was sunk
15 miles NW of SAIPAN. One Jap enlisted aviator who was shot down on 13 June was
also recovered.
Com5thFleet 140526J estimates capabilities of enemy fleet; directs TG 58.1
and TG 58.4 to proceed toward ~/0 JI1~ to carry out scheduled strikes; directs
refueling and replacement of aircraft of TG 58.2 and TG 58.3 on D/1 .
ComSubsPac 141001 and 141004 (Ultra--not copied into book) issued by ComSubsPac in conformity with verbal instructions of Cincpac, redispose;fsubmarines
in positions to .intercept Jap Fleet units moving from the PHILIPPINES to the
MARIANAS.
Reports indicate that the work of the underwater demolition teams off the
beaches of western SAIPAN was very successful. Reefs were reported as flat on
top two to four feet underwater which would per mit Dukws to cross at certain
places. No mines were discovered and no un derwater obstacles.
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BANG r eports at 140848 GCT damaging 1 AO with 1 hit north of ~ffiRIANAS; AO
was northbound and apparently fleeing from the striking forces.?.?Marine Mitchells
continued to heckle RABAUL during the night of 11-12 June. On 12 June 111 sorties
were made against enemy installations in the RABAUL area, weight of the attacks
was 'directed against AA positions. 43 fi ghter bombers hit enemy targets in the
BUKA and BOUGAINVILLE area.
BLUEGILL (SWP area) operating north of HALMAHERA reports sinking 1 2900•
ton cruiser and 2 AKs for a total of 13,600 tons (summary of 30 April reported
the AK as sinking and burning furiously; summary of 26 April re ported 1 positive
and 1 probable hit in the cruiser).
CABRILLA (mVP area) operating NE of BORNEO reports sinking 1 XCVS,~8360- ton
AK, 2 60• ton schooners and 1 5500. ton obsolete converted cruiser (summary of 27

May reports the obsolete converted cruiser as an airplane tender, and credits 1
hit for 6 fired; summary same date apparently erroneously reports the sinking of
1 DD).

On 12 June B-24s from 13th AF bombed TRUK; 20-25 enemy fighters intercepted
but results of interception are unreported. On the 11th-12th of June an unspeci·ried number of B-24s hit PALAU where fires were started on the PELELIU Airdrome.
2 squadrons of A-20s attacked gun positions along BOROKOE RIDGE in close support
of our BIAK ground forces. Fighter bombers set fire to enemy supply and fuel
dumps near MAFFIN BAY. Enemy patrol planes harmlessly raided WAKDE under cover
of darkness. Medium attack and fighter bombers struck enemy installations in the
WEWAK area starting fires and scoring hits on gun positions. Air patrols harassed
enemy bivouac area west of BUT~ while others swept coastal sectors eastward to
HANSA BAY.

In the North Pacific on 12 June 5 PVs carried out an ar.med reconnaissance
over PARAMUSHIRU and SHIMUSHU.
CTF 94 reports bombardment of MATSUWA completed and retirement begun
according to ·plan.
14 June (Oahu date)
Successful landings were made on red, green, blue, and yellow beaches on
western SAIPAN from 0843 K(-10) to 0910 K(-10 ) 15 June against opposition f r om
machine guns and mortars; a few shore batteries fired at ships a nd approach areas
but were generally ineffective; supporting fire by ships and planes was excellent;
there was considerable opposition on shore but by 1000 the advance elements advanced halfway to the first phase line, though heavy fighting continued in isolated areas. Troops continued the advance and by 1800 had reached the first phase
line exaept the left center j ust east of LAKE SUSUPE. All assault infantry except 1 BLT and part of the artillery of both MarDivs landed by 1800 getting a
total of about 20,000 troops ashore; advance of assault troops was supported by
naval and air bo~bardment. Practically all coast defense guns and nearly all AA
guns on SAIPAN and north TINIAN seemed destroyed thout;h considerable field artillery was still in evidence. Mortar and machine gun fire caused hea'V'J casual ties
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in some units and retarded landings 1 and some beach areas are still receivin~
artillery and mortar firs. Several onemy counter attacks with tanks were repelled. Several enemy boats which were anchored off shore as strongpoints were silenced. There have been some casualties on the LCI•s and the·TE}lli~SSEE sustained
4 hits from a 4.7 shore batte~ on TINIAN. Losses of LVT's and tanks have been
light. Enemy troops have .been identified as belonging to units of the 13th and
296th Divisions. Prisoners resoued at sea include 126 naval personnel, 5 Koreans,
and 5 children. CVE fighters shot do\vn 5 of 12 approachinr, Jap dive bombers.
TF 51, during retirement for the night 1 was attacked at 1846 by 4 enemy VF 1 s; this
suggests possibili~ of airfields on ROTA or GUAM still operational. TG's 58.2
and 58.3 were seen under attack at about the same time. BLACK reported at 1735
that she was being attacked by several torpedo planes. During the afternoon of
D-day the enemy set fire to several beached ships in TANAPAG HARBOR. The channel
between SAIPAN and TINIAN was swept during the day with negative results.
Com5thFleet directs landings on GUAM be effected 18 June K; this is W-day.
Air and gun bombardment will begin 16 June. CTF 51 has requested that air strikes
on 16 June by CTG 58.2 and CTG 58.3 be alternated as far as possible between SAlPAN and GUAM with first strike on SAIPAN.
Sightings of enemy surface forces are enumerated chronologically a.s follows
(all times are K(-10):
(1) 140800:- HADDO reports anchorage at TAWI TAWI completely empty.
(2) 141100:- Com7thFleet reports 2 AO's, 4 large AP's, 4 DD's heading SE
position 06-05 N, 126-05 E (at mouth of .DAVAO GULF).
(3) 151900:- FLYING FISH reports large task force slipped past her at SAN
BERNARDINO STRAIT; closest range 22,000 yards, but definitely identified 1 HAGATO
BB and escorts with more BB's plus 3 carriers plus several CA's and DD's; course
080, speed 20.
(4) 152330:- SEAHORSE reports enemy task force in position 10-11 N, 129-35E
(200 mi. E of SIARGAO IS.), course 045~ speed 16.5. The radar indicates 6 ships
at ranges from 28,000 to 39,000 yards; believes CA's and DD's probably could not
be detected at those ranges.
attack.

As result of sichtings, ComSoPac has disposed submarines to intercept and

PAMPANITO (SS 383) at 151050 GCT from position 29-58 N, 140-42 E (192 Mi.
NNW of CHICHI JIMA) reports barometer dropping rapidly with strong indication of
typhoon.
Com5tl~leet at 142355 GCT directed CTG 58.4 and CTG 58.1 to limit air
strikes on IVlO JThlA to D plus 1 Day only; all ships of both task groups to procee
toward MARIA!-TAS on completion, and to be prepared for action against ene:my forces
on D plus 2 Day; Groups ordered to report fuel and bomb situation during D plus 1
Day strikes.

At 150712 GCT CTF 58 recommends to Com5thFleet that TG 58.4 and TG 58.1
rendezvous with oilers at 1100 K(-10) 17 June in ~osition 18-00 N, 144-00 E (105
mi. W of PAGAN) and fuel as situation permits; est~ates TF 58 will have following percentages of bombs available night 16 June: 100% AP; 85% SAP; 45% large
caliber GP; 25% small caliber GP; adds, 'tit's plenty for a battle or so''.
- Continued -
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14 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)

CTG 58.4 142243 summarizes results of D-2 operations against SAIPAN and
PAGA}J. A total of 217 sorties were flown. Enemy damage was assessed as 5 planes
downed in the air; 2 small AX's (1 previously damaged) were sunk; 2 coastal vessels were sunk by tl1e THATCHER and AUSBURNE .while on rescue mission* 2 small AK's
and 1 small vessel were probably sunk and 6 other small vessels were damaged.
The Group's losses were not reported.
·cenPac shore based aircraft on 12 and 13 June continued strikes against
WOTJE, MALOELAP, JALTJIT, PONAPE, OCEAN and NAURU. On 12 June _l9 B-24 1 s hit TRUK.
On 13 June MILLE was bombed.
Marine Mitchell., s continued to heckle RABAUL durinc the night of 12-13
June. On 13 June 87 sorties were made against supply areas in the vicinity of
RABAUL TOVffl and VUNAPOPE; SBD's, TBF 1 s, B-25's, P-38 1 s, and P-39's participated.
28 fighter bombers made harassing strikes over the BOTJGAINVILLE Area.
CNB MA}ffiS reports at 140511 GCT that the PITYLLU ISLAND carrier field is
now ready with facilities for carrier planes; the 4,500-foot landing strip and
parking areas will accommodate 2 CV Groups; there is a tower control, and field
lighting and mooring facilities are available; a CASJ and an Acorn are operating.
On night of 12-13 June B-24's frcn 13th AF pombed the YAP Airdrome startine
lar[e fires. On 13 June B-24's from 13th AF hit TR1~ where 8 explosions and 3
large fires wer~ observed in the tar~et areaJ 10-15 Jap planes intercepted. A-20'1
fired 1 fuel dump, several buildings, and several grounded planes at BABO. 2
squadrons of B-24's started fires and explosions on KAHIRI Airdrome, NOEHFOOR IS.
Jap concentrations in the vicinity of AITAPE were attacked by 70 A-20's escorted
by P-39's and Beauforts. Fighter boMbers were active in the WEWAK Area. 12 B - 25~
staged from DARY!JIN bombed the LAUTEN\ Airdrome on TTh10R. On the night of 12 -13
June 8 B-24's bombed the HALONG seaplane base a.t AHBON:. Fuel and supply dumps
in the MAFFIN BAY Area were hit by P-40's. C-47's completed 96 supply missions
to HOLLANDIA and 14 to WAKDE.

15 June (Oahu date)
No additional reports have been received concernine progress of our
ground forces on SAIPAN, nor have there been any additional reports of sightings
of the 2 enemy task forces previously reported headine toward the 1~RIANAS. The
general effect of the typhoon reported forming in the CHICHI JTh1A Area points
toward the forming of an equatorial front with a 150-rlile band of showers with
variable visibility, mostly below 2 miles and with SW force 2 wind1 lying between
YAP and PALAU, and extending NW to FORMOSA; west of this front weather will be
overcast, 1,000-foot ceilings, visibility 5 to 8 miles, w~nd SW force 4; east of
this front partly cloudy to cloudy skies, 2,000-foot ceiling, visibility 10-12
miles, wind SE force 4; equatorial front expected to move slowly westward on 18
or 19 June and shower activity to weaken.
In view of the enemy situation W-Day, previously set for 18 June, has been
indefinitely postponed. Upon recommendation of C'l'F 58, Com5th.Fleet has detached
from TF 51 and attached to TG's of TF 58 the following units:
- Continued -
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(1) To TG 58.2: CruDiv 6 1 DesDiv 1, DesDiv 106 less VfEDDERBURN (DD 684)
plus MONSSEN (bD 798).
(2) To TG 58.3: CruDiv 12 less COLUMBIA (CL 56) and DENVER (CL 58) plus
BIRMINGHAM (CL 62), DesDiv 12 plus SELFRIDGS (DD 357), DesRon 45.
These units are directed to rendezvous with TG 58.2 and TG 58.3 in vicinity of
15-QO N, 144-30 E (60 mi. W of TINIAN) at 1600 K (-10) 17 LTune. ComDesDiv 12
will designate 2 DD's to report to INDIAUAPOLIS (CA 35) at SAIPAN at 1200 K(-10)
17 June as escort to same rendezvous.
The above redisposition of forces augments TG 58.2 by 4 CA's and 4 DD's;
TG 58.3 is augmented by 1 CA, 3 CL's, and 13 DD's., The total battleline then becomes 7 CV's, 8 CVL's, 7 BB's, 8 CA's, 9 CL's, 4 CL(AA), and 78 DD'sJ estimates
place strength of opposing Jap fleet to approximate 9 CV's, 5 BB's, 11 CA's, 2
CL's, 2 OCL's, and 27 DD's.
Arrangements have been made to extend search areas to the maximum. '"'h'~~s
port g:roqps have retired to the eastward under c·o ver of CenPac shore based aircraft.
CTG 58.1 150109 summarizes
sorties were flo\~. Enemy damage
ground; 1 sampan sunk. The Group
lost o~erationally were 1 F6F and

results of D-2 operations. A total of 240
was assessed as l enemy plane destroyed on the
lost in combat 1 F6F, the pilot being rescued;
4 SB2C's.

CTG 58.1 160628 slmmarizes results of D-Day operations. A total of 237
sorties were flown·. Enemy damage was assessed as 33 planes downed in the air, 2
probably dmmed in the air, 14 planes destroyed on the ground (these may have
been hit also by TG 58.4), and 4 planes probably destroyed on the ground. The
Group's combat losses were 1 SB2C, 1 TBF, and 2 F6F's, and 3 pilots and 1 crewman
plus 1 pilot and 2 crewmen missing (last seen in a rubber boat); lost operationally were 2 TBF, 1 F6F, and 1 SB2C. The HORNET has aboard 112 Jap survivors from
a medium AK which was sunk; reported damaged were 6 luggers and 6 small AK's.
CTF 58 152314 summarizes operations of TG 58.3 on D-1. A total of 327
sorties were flown. Damage to enemy was assessed as 1 plane downed in the air
and 3 planes destroyed on the ground, with 1 other damaged on the ground; 1 small
AK was sunk: and 1 landing barge and 1 small AK damaged. The Group lost 8 planes
in combat; operational losses were not reported.
SWORDFISH, operating east of the BONINS, reports 1 FUBUKI DD destroyed at
081900 GCT and 1 4,800-ton AK sunk at 141600 GCT.
STINGRAY, on lifeguard station off GUA11, reports at 160150 GCT having
rescued 5 dmmed airmen ( 4 officers and 1 enlisted man).
c~r 57 reports destruction by HASTINGS (DE 19) of an enemy submarine in
position 11-10 N, 164-25 E (120 miles E of ENIWETOK) at 151516 GCT.

Chief of Air Corps reports force of 67 B-29's bombed YAWATA at 151555 GCT;
further details will be pa.ssed as they become available.
CTF 94 151807 GCT summarizes results of bombardment of MATSUWA between
1513 and 1543 GCT 13 June.
- Continued -
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Marine Mitchells during the night of 13-14 June heckled RABAUL and KAVIENG.
120 SED's, TBF's,. B-25's, P-38's, and P-39's attacked AA positions between
RAPOP-0 and TODERA on 14 Junej results were generally unobserved; 1 SBD was lost.
NEV'V IRELAND targets were hit by 3 NEW ZEALAND PV' s. An unspecified nunber of
fighter bombers hit enemy occupied areas in BTJKA and BOUGAINVILLE Areas" SED's
continued their daily task of spraying diesel oil on Jap gardens.
A search plane (SVVP Area) reports at 161325 GCT sighting 3 warships and
unkno-wn number of 4,000-5,000-ton AK's in JEFMAN ITARBOR (just west of the VOGELKOP).

Another searcher reports 1 large AK with 3 escorts in position 07-00 N,
129-00 E (160 mi. E of MP~DANAO) course 220, speed 12.
CE~9 (SWP Are~), operating E of HALMAHERA, reports damaging 3 AK's for a
total of 15,500 tons.

SWP air forces on 14 June attacked MANOKWARI shipping with A-20's, escorted by P-38's; 1 lugger and 1 barge were sunk~ 1 small AK and several luggers
were damaged; there was no interception. B-24' s hit NOllWOOR starting fires in
a number of storage areas. A-20's, B-25's, and P-39's pounded enemy concentrations and supply areas from AITAPE to V~AK. C-47's flew a total of 109 supply
missions to HOLLANDIA.
The airstrip on OWI ISLA1~ (S of BIAK) is ready for daytime emergency
landings. The MOEliER Airdrome is serviceable, but awaits mopping up of enemy
artillery located on the ridge NW of the drome.

~·

16 June (Oahu date)

Late afternoon and night of 15 June (K) front lines previously established
by 2nd and 4th Marine Divisions were withdrawn to the west to facilitate defense
and because of continued severe enemy artillery and mortar fire. During the
night of 15-16 June strong naval harassing and interdiction fires continued. B,y
noon 16 June enemy pockets of resistance along Beach Green 3 and the pier w~
largely overcome; however, casualties continued to mount from artillery fire which
prevented the landing of equipment and supplies. By 1230 16 June the beaches,
pier and lagoon were open for traffic. By the end of 16 June the 4th MarDiv had
advanced 800 yards beyond the first phase line; the ~dvance was halted by enemy
artillery and mortar fire. The 2nd MarDiv made only slight gains. One RCT of
27th Div landed at 1915K 16 June~12 battalions of artillery were ashore. On 14
June the CALIFORNIA was hit on the fire control platform by one enemy minor calibre projectile which killed 1 enlisted man, and wounded 1 officer and 9 enlisted
men; considerable damage was inflicted to radio and fire control apparatus.
20,000 enemy troops were estimated to be on SAIPAll.
During the night of 16-17 June (K) enemy mortar and artillery fire continued climaxed by a heavy counterattack on our north flank beginning at 0300K; our
troops held their positions and destroyed 30 enemy tanks and inflicted many
personnel casualties. On the morning of 17 June our assault forces pushed their
attack forward steadily in spite of strong artillery fire and several counterattacks on the center and south. At 1800 17 June (D/2) elements of the 4th Div
front advanced to a distance of about 3000 yards from the beach; only slight gains
were made along the front of the 2nd Div. Strong Naval gunfire. continued during
the day and air support groups continued to bomb and strafe enemy occupied areas;
-continued-
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our artillery provided strong support for the infantry. While beaches are
completely free from enemy artillery fire, this fire continues to be heavy against
the 4th MarDiv and the 27th Div. Bad beaches slowed debarkation of troops, equipment and supplies. 27th Div (less 1 RCT) is now ashore and occupies a sector to
the south of the 4th MarDiv. As of 1700K 17 June 2426 casualties were in transports (of these 34 died and 929 were ambulatory). Preliminary estimates of our
casualties are 1500 killed, 4000 wounded; enemy killed estimated at 3000; these
figures are admittedly unreliable.
On 16 June GILMER (APD 11) sank 5 small AKs north of and headed for SAIPAN;
29 prisoners were recovered. MELVIN (DD 680) and WADLEIGH (DD 689) claimed
probable sinking of submarine during early darkness 17th in position 15-00N, 14417 E (60 miles W of TINIAN); several other submarine contacts have been reported.
Several enemy planes bombed and strafed LST groups and PBMs on the water; LST 84
was set on fire (final damage not knovm}; these planes are believed to have landed
in the ~!ARIANAS to support operations of enemy fleet. Most of the APs and LSTs,
with 4 CVEs are withdrawing temporarily to the eastward.

TG 53.16 underwent enemy aerial torpedo attack at 1800K 17 June position
13-35 N, 148-07 E (170 miles ESE of TINIAN); 4 Kates attacked~ 3 were downed;
LCI 68 was torpedoed, and in tow but will not be available for operations on
W-Day.
CTF 52 170452 is OpOrder A20-44 of CTF 52; the force will support Northern
Landing Force, retire temporarily to eastward transports not required at SAIPAN,
and cover SAIPAN and retirement groups against enemy surface and air attacks.
One large AO, 1 unidentified ship, and 3 escorts (believed DDs) sighted
at 0510K 17 June position 13-29 N, 130-45 E (440 miles NE of SIARGAO IS.) course
120°, speed 15.
CAVALLA reports sighting at 2155K 17 June 15 or more ships (looked like
large combatant ships) position 12-23 N, 132-26 E (810 miles due W of GUAM; 314
miles NNW of BABELTIIDAP) zig-zag course est'irm.ted 090°, speed 19.
Reports from the PHILIPPINES coast watchers substantiate submarine sightings previously reported.
CenPac Shore base.d aircraft on 14-15 June bombed MILLE, WOTJE, TAROA and JALUIT.
14 June they bombed TRUK, PONAPE, NAURU and OCEAN. On the 14th the pilot of a
dovmed PV was rescued from th~~:flgoon by a Navy Catalina.
On

Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL during the night 14-15 June.
15 June 73 SBDs, TBFs~ B-25s. P-39s, P-38s and B-24s bombed warehouses and
buildings in the RABAUL area. 22 New Zealand fighters continued sweeps over the
RABAUL area. Fighter patrols from EMIRAU operated over KAVI ENG~l4 fighter bombers
attacked enemy occupied positions in the BUKA-BOUGAINVILLE area.
On

SWP air forces on 15 June struck JEFMAN and SAMATE airdromes in NW NEW
GUINEA with 2 groups of B-25s; 40 to 50 enemy planes were destroyed; fires were
started and explosions resulted which covered both areas with smoke from burning
planes and dumps; much shipping was observed in the harbor; escorting P-38s
- continued -
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accounted for most of the enemy planes downed in the air.
ping in MACCLUER GULF and off KAKOS.

A-20s hit enemy ship-

3 B-24s hit YAP during the night bombing the airdrome; 1 B-24 attacked the
PELELIU airdrome. Fighter bombers and A-20s hit enemy occupie~ positions in the
DAGUA, WEWAK and HANSA BAY areas. The usual fighter sweeps were made along the
North coast of NEW GUINEA.
In the North Pacific on 15 June 4 B-24s from 11th AF made an armed reconnaissance of J~TSUVvA and PARAMUSHIRU; 19 enemy fighters were sighted over PARA1IDSHIRU and several made attacks; all planes returned safely though one was · damaged.
7 PVs from Fleet Air Wing 4 bombed PARAMUSHIRU and SHIMUSHU on 15 June; 1 plane
was lost and another indicated that it had landed on RUSSIAN territo~; 5 planes
returned safely though 3 suffered damage. 2 B-24s from 11th AF made an armed
reconnaissance over SHIMUSHIRU; both planes returned safely.

Joint Chiefs of Staff 141935 (pink) modifies JCS 713/5.
JAPAN.

HANSELL signed ARNOLD 160854 summarizes results B-29 strike against

(;jlA~.

17 June (Oahu date)

There are no additional reports of progress of operations of our ground
forces on SAIPAN. CTG 52.2 reports that prior to daylie;ht 18 June (K) the enemy
attempted an amphibious attack just south of GAR~PAN; this attack was repulsed by
LCI's and LVT's which destroyed 13 enemy barges. During the action 1 LCI was
damaged'; the PHELPS (DD 3:60) was struck by 2 8- inch hits which damaged the nwnber
3 boiler, repairs to which .are underway and will require an estimated 2 days.
Beaches ~1lhite 1 and 2 (SW SAIPAN) were swept with negative results,
CTJ.i, 51 reports at 180134 ( GCT) FANSHAW BAY ( CVE 70), operating with the
Northern Attack Force, was hit by a bomb; she is proceeding to ENH7ETOK.
TG 50.17 (fueling group) was attacked in position 14-45 N, 146-10 E (28
mi. ESE of TINIAN) receiving air attacks by 2 waves of enemy bombers from 1655 (K)
to 1942 (K) 18th. The nurnber of attacking planes has not been established owing
to conflicting reports. The NESHANIC (AO 71) sustained superficial cargo deck
and gear damage; no structural damage and spare gear is available; 3 men missing,
probably overboard from blast. SARANAC (AO 74) had main steron line ruptured, the
sick bay, wardroom, and galley wrecked. Estimate repairs will require 8 hours;
1 officer killed, and l officer and 25 men injured. SAUGATUCK (AO 75) reports
numerous small holes about 3-inch diameter in crew's compartment and number 4
tank on port side; after port fueling hose out of commission; all holes above
waterline; 1 man killed, 1 man injured. Planes attacking this group did not hit
escorts.
POMPON reports 1 small AP sunk on 13 June position 32-00 N, 141-00 E (180
miles S. of HONSHU).
DECLASSIFIED
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CAVALLA makes further r eport at 0645 (K) 18 June on enemy force previously
reported by her at 2155 (K) 17 June. The submarine was in submerged position
under the force position 12-29 N, 134-3Q E ( 580 mi. W. of GU&n. Course varied
between 060 and 100 with s peed 19. Formation believed led by CV on starbQard
flank; 2 Uilits of 3 shi ps in column were believed to be BB's or CA's or both on
port flank; other units astern not identified.
Probable Cine 1st 11obile Fleet was DF'd ( grade N) in position 13 N, 136 E
(500 mi.· W. of GUAM) at 2023 (K) 18 June; he sent a ~ost urgent despatch addressed
to all conunanders Conbined Fleet, all commanders Central Pacific Fleet, and Commander 5th Base Air For~e; Imperial Headquarters was information addressee.
FINBACK at 2010 (K) 18 June reports sighting searchlights at approximately
14-25 N, 135-45 E. (vicinity of DF'd position); searched at full speed for 4 hours
with no results; she is returning to station; reports numerous unidentified planes
during the day.
ComGenCenPac 180900 (pink) directs preparation of 1 RCT, 77th Division, for
iw.mediate movement to MARIA1JAS Area for possible employment in FORAGER Operation.
TF 58 has been withdrawn by Com5thFleet from support aircraft missions.
Has refueled and received replacement aircraft fron1 transport CVEs. 4 combat CVEs
with Northern Group furnishing support aircraft at SAIPAN with 2 others conducting
C.A.P. and A.S.P. for tractor groups. 2 CVEs conducting C.A.P. and A.S.P. for
Southern Tractor Group. 3 others conducting fie;hter sweeps GUAM, ROTA, TINIAN.
6 PBM's basing on u.s.s. BALLARD at SAIPAN ordered to conduct nie;ht radar search
sectors 235 to 295 to 600 miles. 2 damaged 17th by enemy a/c strafing.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 16 June hit POUAPE, JALUIT and MILLE.
Marine 11itchells continued to heckle RABAUL during the night of 15-16
June. On 16 June 110 SBD's, TBF's, B-25's, and P-38's dropped 90 tons of bombs
in the RAPOPO and TOBERA Areas. EMIRAU Ji,4U' s operated over KAVIENG.
Air operations over BOUGAINVILLE were confined to routine garden oiling
and patrolling.
SYW air forces on 16 June a~in struck the Jl~~N-s ~~IATE Area, concentratin
on SORONG HARBOR shipping; 2 groups of B-25's bombed and strafed; results reported
as 3,000 tons sunk, 3,000 tons left afire, 1,000 tons dama ged, 500 tons bombed
and strafed, 1 unidentified ship destroyed, 2 other cargo ships left sinkinE;, and
other small craft and shore installations damaged; there was no eneny interception.
2 groups of A-20's heavily attacked the V fh~lAK-HANSA BAY Area including DAGUA,
BORAM and MUSCRU I SLAl-m. F'ighter bombers made sweeps alonE the north coast of
NEVf GUINEA. B-24' s from 13th AF dropped 89 tons of bombs on DUBLON ISLAND;
a fuel storage tank was destroyed, direct hits were made on installations and
buildings, and many fires and explosions occurrE&~. ~~~ the target areas; 20 enemy
fi ~hters ineffectively intercepted and droppe~~r formation destroying 1 of
their ovill planes by accident.
'
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B,y 1200 {K) 19 June our ground forces had captured ASLITO Airfield and CB's
were working on it. Our forces hold a general line extending from AGAAN ENE to a
point approximately 4,000 yards N. of NAFUTAN POINT, thence NW along MAGICIENNE
BAY for a distance of about 2,500 yards, thence NW to a 1,000-yard E-W line
(1600 yards s. of GARAGAN); in the center of our zone of action the en~ holds
a pocket of resistance the center of which is about 2,000 yards E. of CHARAN KANAO.
Upon recommendation of CTF 56 the 106th RCT {remaining Reg~ent, 27th Division)
will be committed; the 1st Bn. (less artillery) will land on RED 3 Beach which is
2,000 yards N. or CHARAN KANAO and in zone of 2nd MarDiv; remainder of RCT (less
artiller,y) will land on BLUE Beaches which are west of CHARAN KANAO and in sector
of 4th MarDiv; the artillery will be landed on YELLOW Beaches which extend from
AGINGAN POINT 2,100 yards to the northward. Several hostile counter attacks were
reported as ineffective; morning and evening hostile air attacks have occurred
daily until 19 June without particular effect, with many enemy planes being destroyed in the air and on the ground after landing on MARIANAS airfields. 1 P'BM
returning from night patrol was shot down by F6F's w. of SAIPAN on morning of 19
June. ASLITO Airfield is expected to be ready for 1 VF squadron on 21 June and
1 Squadron has been directed to land on that date. CTF 56 recommends that TF 53
return to ENINETQr in view of the delay in operations or that force against GUAM.

At 0115 (K) 19 June a PBM search plane sighted a large enemy force of about
30 ships headed east position 13-40 N, 136-48 E (about 520 mi. w. of GUAM); another
group of 10 ships was about 10 miles further westward. Unfortunately, this sighting was not received by Com5thFleet until 0915 (K) 19 June. A Navy Liberator
sighted 2 enemy cv•s, 2 CA's, and numerous destroyers at 1120 (K) 19 June position
12-50 N, 137-00 E {about 500 mi. w. of GUAM) course 170, speed 25. At 0530 (K)
19 June TF 58 made a 325-mile night search from 185° to 345° with no contacts.
Commencing at 1045 19 June enemy air attacks were made on TF 58. the planes
coming in initially from the westward; the attack was continued for several hours.
Some en~ planes landed at GUAM and ROTA but these fields were hit by TF 58
planes several times to prevent use of airfields by hostile aircraft. Over 300
enemy planes are reported destra,yed by our planes and AA fire; our·own aircraft
losses are not yet reported. The only ¥nown damage to our ships was 1 bomb hit
in the SOUTH DAKOTA; bomb damage does not affect her fighting efficiency. Cam5thFlt reports that en~ may have made long strikes depending on ROTA and GUAM fields
for reservicing; if so, his plane losses may be greater than reported. When the
attack started TG 58.3 sent out a searching and striking force to locate and attack enemy carriers; no force was encountered.
CAVALLA reports 3 hits from 6 torpedoes fired in a SHOKAKU Class carrier
at 1215 (K) 19 June position 11-50 N, 137-52 E (about 500 miles w. of GUAM). The
cv was accompanied by 2 ATAGO Class cruisers, and at least 3 DD's; course 115,
s~eed 25.
CAVALLA reports hearing 4 terrific explosions in direction of attack
22 hours later; believes CV was sunk.
There is strong evidence to 1ndicate that enemy fleet is retiring toward
DAVAO GULF.
TG 58.4 will fuel at 0600 (K) 20 June; 1 carrier gro~p will fuel eaoh d~
thereafter in designated fueling area; the carrier group fueling will deny G~AM
and ROTA to enemy aircraft.
/
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CTF 57 161020 summarizes operations for period 11 - 15 June.
CTF 57 has ordered remainder PatRon 16 to SAIPAN to conduct night radar
searches to a distance of 700 miles.
On night of 16-17 June Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL. Fighter
bombers, staged from E}IIRAU, operated over the KAVIENG Area. 76 B-25 1 s, SBD's,
TBF 1 s, B-24 1 s, P-39's, and P-38's attacked enemy targets in the RABAUL Area.
6 PV 1 s bombed targets in NEW IRELAND. Fighter BWeeps were conducted over BOUGAIN•

VILLE.

8· B-24 squadrons from 13th AF bombed TRl~ at 1122 (K) 19 June; results of
strike were unreported; there was no interception though 4 en~ planes were ob•
served in the air.
58 A-20's attacked coastal installations along the NEW GUINEA Coast in the
WEWAK, DAGUA, and HANSA BAY Areas. Effective fighter sweeps were also made along
the NEW GUINEA Coast. C-47 1 s flew a total of 123 supply missions to HOLLANDIA,
TADJI, and WAKDE; 111 were to HOLLANDIA.
A single PV from Fleet Air Wing FOUR bombed SURIBACHI on 18 June; bombing
was by radar and results were unobserved.
~~ ~ Af,

19 June (Oahu date)

/

-?','

Progress of land operations on SAIPAN continued satisfactorily on 20 June
(K). The 106th RCT was landed according to plan. Supported by continuous air,
ground and naval bombardment our troops advanced to a new line which now includes
all of Southern SAIPAN except the NAFUTAN PENINSULA on the SE tip of the island;
thence north along the shore of MAGICIENNE BAY to a point at about the center of
the bay; thence generally northwest to the west shore at a point approximately
4000 yards north of CHARANKANAO. The pocket of resistance in the center of the
zone of action was well organized and put up severe resistance. The ASLITO and
CHARAN KANAO air strips are both available for emergency landings and it is expected that fighters will be flown in on 22 June. Our losses are estimated as
follows:
UNIT
WIA
KIA
MIA*
TOTAL
2nd MarDiv
278
1526
488
2292
4th MarDiv
291
2271
714
3276
27th InfDiv
15
78
0
93
Total
584
3875
1202
5661
(*The figures on missing in action are unreliable owing to difficulty
in checking personnel on board ships at sea)
WHITE BEACH (Southern shore of
and beach mines; these are now being
satisfactory; distillation units are
84 on 16 June (bomb hit) reported as

SAIPAN) was heavily mined with anti-boat
removed. The supply situation ashore is
in operation. The damage sustained by LST
non-vital; 10 were wounded.

While a report has not been received from Com5thFleet covering operations
20 June, there are several indications that groups of TF 58 struck major units
- continued -
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of the enemy fleet during the day of 20 J~e. Several DF locations from 1756K
to 2150K 20 June, and 2 sightings fron search planes at 1005K and 2330K on 20 June
locate the center of the hostile force approximately 850 miles west of SAIPAN.
A report from Com5thFleet at 2330K 20 Jtme reports many pilots down in the water
from gas shortage approximately 420 miles west of SAIPAN; Dumbo search and rescue
was requested for 21 June; 1 DesDiv from each TG has been directed to remain in
the area for rescue purposes. ComSubsPac has redisposed submarines to effect
rescue and to intercept and attack the hostile force.
ships
250°,
based
B-24s

ComAF 5 reports sighting by search plane a 15 ship convoy of unidentified
at 0015K 21 June position 08-llN, 134-45E (just north of PALAUS), course
speed not given; one ship was reported as sunkjp On 18 June CenPac shore
aircraft made strikes against TAROA, WOTJE, MILLE, PONAPE and NAURU. 14
bombed TRUK.

Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAUL during the night 17-18 June.
18 June 87 SBDs, B-25s and P-38s bombed supply areas in the vicinity of
RABAUL concentrating against VUNAPOPE, RALill~ and PRAED POINT. Two flights of
7 New Zealand Pvs hit enemy occupied areas along eastern coast of BOUGAINVILLE.
EMIRAU fighters operated over KAVIEUG.
On

NARWHAL (SS 167) (SWP area) operating off east coast of MINDANAO reports
damaging 1, possibly two,unidentified 4000 - ton ships on 21 May.

On 18 June A-20s again attacked MANORWARI shipping and coastal areas to
the south, the airdrome at 1UU10KWARI was also strafed. Other A-20's str~ the
airfields on NOE1AFOOR ISLAND. A-20s bombed ·personnel areas at DAGUA; other
targets in the WEWAK area were hit by P-47s, P-39s and Beauforts. C-47s flew a
total of 107 supply missions to HOLLAJTDIA, TADJI and WAKDE. 15 B-25s bombed
northeast TIMOR.

20 June (Oahu date)
At 201640 (K) carrier search planes made contact with enemy fleet position
15-35 N, 134-30 E (645 mi. W ot TINIAN). At 201653 {K) TF 58 launched full deck
load for attack from position 13-55 N, 139-06 E (386 mi. W by S from TINIAN); attack was delivered against hostile force at 201842 (K) in position 15-30 N,
133-55 E (about 30 mi. W of Jap position given above); there were 6 CVs, 6 CAs,
4 BBs present. As result of the long flight and night recovery many planes landed
in the water; some pilots were recovered during the night; the search and recover,y
continues.
Our carrier search planes were again over the enemy fleet at 210700 (K), but
strike was launched at dawn from position 15-20 N, 136-66 E(545 mi. W of TINIAN);
this strike failed to reach the target which was in position 17-30 N, 131-60 E
{about 170 mi. NW of Jap position previously reported on the 20th, and about 300
mi. to west of our force's launching point); our force continued to the westward
during the day searching for cripples but with negative results. In the absence ot
a report from CTF 58, results of the force's strike against the enemy fleet are
unknown.
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The last reported position of enemy fleet was 17-34 N, 131-40 E at 200650 (K)
course 300, speed not over 20; reported position is about 655 miles SE of FORMOSA.
The reported composition was 3 medium carriers (1 leaving oil slick) escorted b.Y
3 DD 1 a; 11 CAs and 8 DDs were to the northward of the carrier force; 15 miles to
the south of the carrier force were 4 BBs (2 of which were YAL~TO Class); 6 DDs were
35 miles astern of BBs. 3 eva and 2 fleet oilers which were sighted during the attack night of 20 June were unlocated.
Progress of land operations on SAIPAN on 21 June (K) was satisfactory though
slow, with heavy fighting continuing during the day on all Division fronts. The
pocket of resistance in the center of the zone of action was eltminated; the 27th
Division extended their line on NAFUTAN PENINSULA to the south for a distance varying from 200 to 1,000 yards; the line to the north was extended about 1,000 yards.
At 0600 (K) 22 June the 2nd and 4th MarDivs will launch a coordinated attack to
seize the high ground overlooking MAGICIENNE BAY. No additional reports of casualties have been received.
~
1 A~ VF squadron will land on ASLITO Airfield on 22 June; 2 additional
squadrons will land on the 23rd. 12 artillery observation planes have been operating daily from CHARAN KANOA Airstrip. CTF 51 has directed CTF 53 to send 1 CVE
plus screen to strike PAGAN airfields early morning 22 June; on completion this
strike to rejoin own force. Combatant ships attached to TF 58 during threat of
Fleet engagement have been returned to ' TF 51. Fifth Fleet is returning from pursuit of en~ fleet which is believed to be retiring toward FORMOSA. TransDivs 18
and 28 will depart for PEARL before dark 22 June (K).
On 19 June CenPac shore based aircraft bombed
TAROA.

TRl~,

PONAPE, MILLE, WOTJE, and

Weather restricted the number of Marine hecklers over RABAUL to 1 plane on the
night of 18-19 June. On 19 June 97 B-25's, SBD's, TBF's, and P-38's attacked AA
gun positions S and SW of RAPOPO; 4 B-24's bombed VUNAKANAU Airfield. EMIRAU P-39
patrols operated over the KAVIENG Area. Fighter bombers made sweeps over BOUGAINVILLE, attacking targets of opportunity.
Cam7thFleet reports sighting by observer of 1 possible CV, 1 DD, and 3 medium
AP·'s anchored NW of SURIGAO PROVINCE, MINDAJlAO; approx~ate position 09-35 N, 12544 E; sighting reported early morning 21 June.
GURNARD (SWP' Area), operating CELEBES SEA, reports sinking 1 large AK, 2 medium AK•s, and 1 large AO for a total of 26,900 tons; damaging 1 BB, believed NAGATO
Class, and 1 medium AK for a total of 36,700 tonv.
SWP air forces on 19 June sent 22 B-24's against KAMIRI Airdrome and dispersal
and bivouac areas on NOEMFOOR ISLAND; the areas were heavily bombed, 40 tons being
dropped, and a large fire started. A-20's attacked shipping along N coast of
VOGELKOP; other A-20's conducted a barge sweep along the north coast of JAPEN IS.
Pressure was maintained on enemy troop concentrations E. of AITAPE by light bombers
which attacked LUAIN and SUAIN Villages; CAPE MOEM and DAGUA storage areas were also
bombed by A-20's. Usual fighter sweeps were made along N coast of NEW GUiliEA. including the Islands of MUSCHU and KAIRIRU. C-47's flew a total or 93 supply missions to HOLLANDIA, 14 to TADJI, and 9 to WAKDE.
In the North Pacific on 19 June 2 B-24's from 11th AF bombed SURIBACHI with unobserved results. 3 PV's from Fleet Air Wing FOUR bombed PARAMUSHIRO with unobserv
ed results. A delayed report states that on 17 June 3 PV's from Fl~_.!'}Airl~~oFO
bombed SHIMUSIID by radar; 2 fires were observed.
~ - -,
· ~tt~

sa a
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CTF 58 summarizes operatio ns during 19 and 20 June (K) • On 19 June ~&j
enemy plane a; were shot down~ 18 by gunfire. We lost 21 planes in ccmbat and 4
operatio nally; 13 pilots and 6 crewmen were lost in combat~ and 1 pilot and 1
crewman were lost operatio nally. The BUNKER HILL and the WASP received near
misses resultin g in 1 officer and 2 enlisted men killed, 4 officers and 81 enlisted men wounded; the SOUTH DAKOTA received a bomb hit (previou sly reported ).
On 20 June 15-20 enemy planes were shot down; our losses; were 49 pilots and
59
orew.men _killed or missing in combat. 2 pilots and 6 crewmen lost operatio nslly.
Enemy ship damage reported as follows; sunk; 1 CV (HIT~A Class), 3 AO's; probably
sunk: 1 CV (HIT~ Class), 1 DD; badly damaged: 1 CV (SHOKAKU Class); ·damaged
by at least 1 hit: 1 OVL, 1 BB (KONGO Class). 1 CA, 2 DD, 2 AO's•
At 1955 (K) 22 June
lieved not excessiv e.

l~Y1AND

was hit by torpedo or skip bomb; damage is be-

Indicati ons continue to point toward retireme nt of enemy fleet to EMPIRE.
Com5thF1eet at 220525 GCT directed CTG 58.4 to proceed with his group as now
constitu ted to vicinity SAIPAN; to deny GUAM. ROTA, and PAGAN to enemy aircraf t;
to assist in air defense and air support of SAIPAN. Directed that 2 carrier TG's
with CA and DD screen be sent to EN!WETO[; the 3rd carrier group with fast BB's
to remain in covering position in SAIPAN Area with restrict ed air operatio ns.
Com5thFleet will proceed with TG 58.4 to SAIPNN.
TU 52.17 .7, Rear Admiral Kingman in TENNESSEE with CALIFORNIA., escorted by
2 DD's and 1 DE ordered to depart SAIPAN for ENIWETOK 221800 (K) where Unit will
fuel, provisio n, and take on ammuni~ion prepara tory to returnin g to SAIPAN.

CXF 58 at 220634 GCT directed CTG 58.2 in Bm~ HILL with CV's, CA's, and
DD's of TG 58.1 and 58.2 to depart MARIANAS upon complet ion of fueling about 23
June (K) • and to proceed to ENIWETCK. Enroute each TG to make 1 heavy air strike
o~ PAGAN to put runways and air faciliti es out of commiss
ion, using heavy GP bombs
with long delay fuzes. Upon complet ion of the strike TG 58.1 to fly replacem ent
planes to TG 58.3.

Shipping has been made availab le to move 1 RCT of 77th Division to ENIWETOK
on a.bout 2 July.
CenPac shore based aircraf t on 20 June conducte d strikes against PONAPE, TRUK,
WOTJE, and TAROA.
On 20 June bad weather caused cancella tion of major strikes against the RABAUL
Area, air operatio ns being restrict ed to strikes by 4 PV's against DUKE OF YO~
ISLAND and 5 B-24's against VUNAKANAU and vicinity .
ASPRO (SWP Area), operatin g ott PALAUS, reports sinking 2 AK's for a totaJ. of
11 1 500 tons.
FLIER (SWP Area), operatin g west of LUZOll, reports 2 hits in a 10,000-t on
tanker at 131500 (H).
20 June 5 squadron s of B-24's heavily attacked NOEMFOOR ISLAND bombing
stores and personn el areas near KAliiRI and KORMASOREN Airdrom es; though
heavy cloud cover prevente d observa tion, smoke from fires and explosio ns rose
On

en~

( Continue d )
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feet. B-25's and fighter bombers continued air operations against
occupied positions along north NEW GUINEA Coast; unfavorable weather restricted operations. 8 B-~4's bombed WOEE~I on 19 June ~th unobserved results.
On 20 June 4 B-25's made a shipping sweep of'£ TIMOR.
en~

The 3 airfields on southern BIAK are reported in our possession.
22 June (Oahu date)
Land operations on SAIPAN on 22 June (K) continued against strong opposition.
the south, an advance varying from 200 to 1,000 yards was made; our forces
hold all of NAFUTAN PENINSULA except the last mile. On the north, our f'oroes
advanced approximately 1 mile along the entire front which extends generally from
southern edge of GARAPAN-TAPOTCHAlJ ( exclusive}-LAULAU on MAGICIENNE BAY; this line
is believed to closely parallel the enemy main line of defense. A considerable
quantity of en~ materiel has been captured; this includes 41 75~ guns and various other calibers. Among captured documents are those indicating strength of' enemy to be about 23,000; plans f'or the defense of GUAM (dated 25 March) were also
oaptured. CTF 51 believes 1 submarine was sunk by the BENHAM (DD796) and the
CHANDLER (DMS 9) position 15-50 N, 147-05 E.
On

CTG 58.1 230458 supplements summary of' 20 June (X) to CTF 58. Reports 3 of
our planes shot down in combat and 2 still unaccounted for; 3 pilots and 6 crewmen
were lost in combat with 2 crewmen still missing. Lost operationally were 40
planes; 1 deck officer and 1 crewman were lost operationally. 1 en~ plane was
destroyed in the air and 2 others we~e probably destroyed.
The YORKTOWN claims 2 sure torpedo hits on an unidentified small carrier and

1 DD sunk by a stray torpedo. A BELLEAU WOOD survivor just returned reports CV,

HAYATAKA Class, burning and listing from internal explosions as she passed h~.
The previously reported torpedo hit on an ATAGO Class cruiser by the HORNET group
is now believed to be CHOKAI or MAYA Class.
CTG 58.1 222337 summarizes operations 21 June (K). A total of 79 sorties were
flown over the target area, but the enemy fleet was not found. The group lost 1
F6F and 1 pilot operationally. 9 men were rescued by rescue planes.
At 231230 (K) TG 58.1 launched a strike against PAGAN reporting no air targets; plans to make a long range fighter sweep against IWO JD[A at daylight 24
June.
At 231205 (K) the l~NILA BAY was attacked by 4 hostile fighter bombers about
60 miles E. of TINIAN; no damage was incurred.
ARCHERFISH (SS 311) reports counting on IWO JIMA on 23 June 47 medium bombers
and 36 fighters on the ground; 7 500-ton craft were of'f' the west snore.
CTF 51 reports at 231612 (K) that enemy AP and 2 DE's were unloading troops
at ROTA; CTG 52.14 was directed to attack during the afternoon. (Report was originated by ASP plane).
- Continued -
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CenPao shore based aircraft on 21 June conducted strikes against WOTJE, TAROA,

PONAPE. and TRur; in the strike on TRUK the PARAM Airstrip was believed to have
been extensively damaged by 13 B-24's Which dropped 114 500-lb. bombs.

On 21 June B-25's, escorted by P-38's• attacked enemy shipping off SORONG;
other B-25's hit shipping in SELE STRAITS. During the night, an unspecified
number of B-24's bombed PALAU with unobserved results. A-20's bombed and strafed
KAMIRI and NAMBER Airdromes on NOEMFOOR; other A-20's bombed enemy positions in
the vicinity of SARMI. 2 groups of A-20's heavily attacked enemy targets between
AITAPE and BORAM, hitting LUA:IN VILLAGE and storage areas at WEWAK. the usual
fighter sweeps were made along the north coast of NEVI GTJIUEA. c-47' s flew a total
of: 73 supply missions to advance bases. The airfield on YAP. ISLAND was heavily
bombed by B-24's from 13th AF; a total of 12 enemy planes was definitely destroyed.
4 B-24' s from the same force bombed SOROL ISLAND.

CTF 53 230832 {pink) outlines plan for landing on GUAM.
23 June {Oahu date)
On 23 June (K) the 27th In£. Div. (less 1 RCT) went into the front line between the 2nd and 4th MarDivs; the RCT remains in the NAFUTAN PENINSULA with the
mission of cleaning up that area. At 231005 (K) after a 30-minute preparation consisting of' an artiller,y barrage and supporting fires from ships and planes, a coordinated attack was launched directed toward the envelopement of TAPOTCHAU MT.
The enemy resisted stubbornly and progress of' our forces was impeded by en~
mines and booby traps. By 1500 our front lines had been extended approximately
700 yards on each side o£ TAPOTCHAU MT. An enemy battery on TINIAN came into
action during the night and dropped shells inter.mitt~ntly among transports and on
the beach; LST 115 sustained a hit which decommissioned the power steering though
the vessel can move under its own power. On 18 June YMS 323 was hit by 6 en~
shells with considerable damage; temporar.y repairs are now near completion. 3
aviation P·OWa, who were shot down while trying to land on TIN IAN 1 are now enroute
PEA.m..; they state the following carriers were in the enemy fleet: SHCKAKU, ZUIKAKU,
HIT.AKA, HAYATAKA, RYUHO, and ZUIHO.

CTG 58.1 240153 summarizes operations 23 June against PAGAN. A total of 101
sorties were flown over PAGAN. En~ damage was assessed as 6 planes downed in
the air, 4 destroyed on the ground, and 2 probably destroyed on the ground; 1
sampan and 4 small AK"s were sunk; 2 small AKs and 12 sampans were damaged by strafing. The group lost 1 F6F and 1 pi~ot.
CTG 58.4 reports considerable fighter opposition at GUAM on 23 June; we lost
2 planes and shot down 3 en~ planes.
ComBatPac describes air attack against TG 58.7 on 19 June. Action began at
0608 when a diving enemy plane was shot down by YARNALL (DD 541). At 1002 ALABAVA
reported large bogies approaching from 265 distance 130 miles; TG formed in oircu~
lar disposition with heavy ships and destroyers alternating on circle 6; INDIANA
was at center; DesDiv 106 as pickets circle 16 to westward. Raiding planes were
intercepted by fighters, but remnants made a determined strafing and bombing attaok at 1045 (K") followed by a torpedo attack. Well executed attackes continued
- Continued -
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until about 1500 (K); most attacks were stopped beyond the screen but some penetrated and were destroyed. DesDiv 106 was effective in breaking up approaches.
The INDIANA which was repeatedly attacked with bombs and torpedoes shot down 9
enemy planes. MINNEAPOLIS was damaged by a 10-ft. near miss; the INDIANA was
dented on the side by a crashing enemy plane; the HUDSON (DD 475) was hit by a
5-inch shell.
On 24 June (K) TG 58.1 made a 240-mile f'i~ter sweep over IWO JIMA. 60 enemy
planes. mostly fighters. were shot down; 10 to 20 others which were on the field
were not destroyed because of' en~ interceptio n. The HORNET CAP shot down.ll of'
12 KATES attempting to attack the force and the 12th was shot down by BELLEAU WOOD
CAP. We lost 4 fighters.
CTF 51 reports that at 241925 (K) 3 enemy planes dropped bombs on the beach
at SAIPAN; .planes apparently oame from GUAM or ROTA; planes retired on course 200.
At 242040 (K) about 10 enemy planes were picked up by radar bearing 210 distance
60 miles; a direct approach was made and flares were dropped over the ships which
were covered by a smoke screen. s·o far as known. planes did not drop bombs or
torpedoes; they circled southern TINIAN airfields but apparently did not land (these
fields were heavily bombed and shelled during the afternoon and were probably not
usable). Planes finally retired at 2140 (K) on course 245.
CTG 52.14 reports completion of photographi c mission over GUAM; strong AA
fire was encountered . Photographi c flight leader estimates that operations over
GUAM will be di~ficult until the area has been neutralized by bombardment.
CTG 52.14 reports sinking by bombing a 4 to 5,000-ton AK at ROTA.
Cam5thFleet at 240100 GOT authorized and directed Commander Northern Troops
and Landing Force to relieve Major General Ralph Smith from command or the 27th
u.s. ~ Division and to place Major General Jar.man in command of the Division;
this action taken in order that the offensive on SAIPAN may proceed in accordance
with the plans and orders of the Commander Northern Troops and Landing Force.
Major General Jar.man at 240426 GCT requested of CinCPOA that Brigadier General
Edgar B. Calliday be sent to SAIPAN by first available air transportat ion with
highest class air travel priorit,y.
CenPac snore based aircraft on 22 June conducted strikes against WOTJE,
TAROA. PONAPE, and TRUK; MOEN ISLAND airfield and dispersal areae were hit by 14
B-24 1 s which dropped 140 500-lb. bombs.
Marine Mitchells continued heckling of RABAUL during the nights 20-21 June and
21-22 June. On 21 June 64 B-25's• SBD's, TBF's, and P-38's concentrate d against
supply areas at NORDUP) and RAL~I. On the following day 79 planes hit AA positions
south and southwest of RAPOPO, and 6 B-24' s bombed TOBERA. On 21 and 22 June
fighter sweeps were conducted over KAVIENG and the usual fighter sweeps were made
over BUKA and BOUGAINVILLE.
On 22 June severe fighter activity over GEELVIr~ BAY and over north central
NEW GUINEA coast interrupted 5th AF operations in those areas. A-20's bombed dispersal areas and gun positions on KM!IRI and KORNASOREN Airfields on NOThWOOR IS.;
other A-20's closely supported our ground forces in the SARMI Area. Usual fighter
sweeps were ~!lade along north coast of NEVv GUINJ<::!A. 4 C-47' s landed on the MOKMER
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airdrome to complete the first missions to BIAK ISLAND, while 33 other missions
were completed to HOLLANDIA, TADJI, and WAKDE.

In the North Pacific on 22 June, 3 PV's from FAW 4 bombed KATOAKA; 3 large

and s everal small fires were observed; all planes returned safely •

Richardson 230950 (pink) covers recommendations of' Richardson and Har.mon that
command of U.s. Army Forces in South and Central p·a cific Areas pass to command of'
ComGen USAFP'OA; discusses other command relationships.
·
CinCPOA 240929 (pink) announces decision to employ 96th Infantry Division in
in preference to use of' 38th Division.

STAL]l~TE

CinCPOA 240514 (pink) disousses and makes recommendation pertaining to employment of 96th Infantry Division in STALmATE.
CTF 61 232020 (pink) explains reason for delay in estimation of W date for
landing on GUAM.
24 June (Oahu date)
The coordinated attack launched by 2nd and 4th MarDivs and 27th Inf. Div. on
23 June (K) continued on 24 June with':'doublef euvelopment of' TAPOTCHAU MWNTAIN;
progress was slow and stubbornly contested by the enemy over terrain which was
rough and precipitous. The second day of' the attack saw our forces under way
at 0800 and by 1400 a general advance of about 800 yards had been made along the
front with pronounced salient.IJbeing developed on either side of the objective.
At 240030 (K) 2 amall groups of enemy planes approached from the northward and
from high altitude dropped sticks of bombs in the inner transport area; naval
casualties were 10 killed, 22 wounded on LST 222, LCT 998, PCS 1402, PCS 1461, and
PHAON (ARB 3)J there was minor material damage. At 241936 3 en~ planes approache
apparently from GUAM and dropped sticks of bombs on shore; no report of' damage has
been received.
CTF 58 reports final results of air operations on 19 and 20 June. Final report for 19th credits an additional 49 enemy planes destroyed of which 15 were destroyed on the ground. Our plane combat losses for the 19th were 27 (increase of
6), and our pilot combat losses were 18 (increase of 5); loss of crewmen remains
at s. On the 20th, 26 enemy planes were downed (increase of' 6); we lost 22 pilots
in combat (decrease of 25); 27 crewmen were lost in combat (decrease of 32); a total of 95 planes was lost. Revised estimate of damage to enemy ships is considerably heavier than that previously reported, now listing as sunk, probably sunk,
badly damaged, or damaged the following: 1 BB, 3 CV, 3 CVL, 2 CA, 4 DD, and 5 AO.
CTG 58.2 241018 summarizes operations for 24 June against PAGAN. A total of'
128 sorties were flown over the target. The group lost 2 planes and destroyed 3
enemy planes. Shipping damage was assessed as 3 small AK's sunk, 2 probably
sunk, and 3 luggers damaged.
Final report by CTG 58.1 on results of strike against TWO JEMA on 24 June (K)
increases to 116 number of enemy planes downed in the air ; {increase of' 56) and 11
others probably downed in the air; we lost 5 planes instead of' 4.
- Continued -
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CTG 58.4 250047 summarizes operations against GU~~ on 24 June. 151 sorties
were flown over the target. En~ damage was assessed as 2 planes downed in the
air and 6 destroyed on the ground; a landing barge loaded with 40-50 soldiers was
left burning and sinking. We lost 1 plane.
Com5thFlt 240622 (pink) announces conference with Turner and Holland Smith
concludes that situation ashore does not per.mit withdrawal of a~ troops now committed, nor can date for such withdrawal now be set; additional reserves may be
required. and 1st Marine Provisional Brigade will be kept afloat in the area for
that purpose; ships of TF 53 not required in current operations on SAIPAN to be
sent to ENIWETOK; etc.
PINTADO, operating NW of MARIANAS, reports total score during this patrol 5
loaded AX's sunk for a total tonnage of 37,000; this includes 3 AK's previously
reported in -summary 6 June.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 23 June bombed WOTJE, TAROA, PONAPE, and TRUK;
·MOEN Airfield was hit by 15 B-24 1 s which dropped 37i tons on strips and dispersal
areas.
Search plane reports sighting 3 small AK's with 3 auxiliaries at 242300 GCT
position 19 N, 143 E (170 miles WNW of PAGAN), course 350, speed a. CamNavG~oup
CHINA reports that on 23 June an Ar.my reconnaissance unit observed in TAKAO HARBOR
28 vessels (200-250 feet), 1 BE (600-700 feet), and 1 AO (500 feet). A coast
watcher reports in ZAMBOANGA HARBOR on 22 June 1 BB, 2 CA 1 s, 2 DD 1 s, numerous .AK 1 s,
and many seaplanes including 11 4-engine flying boats.
On 23 June unfavorable weather handicapped air operations over RABAUL and
BOUGAINVILLE. During the night of 22-23 June 2 Marine Mitchells operated in bad
weather to heckle RABAUL. Fighter bombers patrolled the RABAUL Area on 23 June
and bombed VUNAKANAU. Fighter bombers from EflliiRAU operated over KAVIENG.

On 23 June 19 B-24's from 13th AF dropped 55 1,000-lb. bombs on Y~; the airfield was accurately and heavily bombed as were buildings and installations near
the field.

An unspecified number of B-24's attacked JEFMAN Airdrome on 23 June starting
fires and explosions in the dispersal areas; there was no interception. 31 A-20's
attacked targets on NOEMF.OOR bombing and strafing the 2 airfields and hi tt~ng storee
and personnel areas. 12 B-25 1 s closely supported our ground forces on Btrur, and
A-20's hit enemy occupied positions in the SAHMI-MAFFIN BAY Area. 2 B-24's struck
~ELIU Airdrome during· the night. Fighter bombers attacked bridges and storage
areas in the vicinit,y of WEWAK. C-47's continued supply missions to BIAK, completing 106 missions to HOLLA}TDIA and other forward bases and 3 to MOKMER A;~; orne.
'i
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25 June {Oahu Date)

The 3 division attack against TAPATCHAU Mountain was resumed at 0730 26
June {K). 2nd MarDiv advancing northward about 600 yards and inland to a distance
of 1200 yards entered southern part of GARAPAN Village; other elements of the
division reached and occupied the peak of the mountain. 27th IntDi v {in the
center) met severe resistance from a very stron~ point 1000 yds SE of the mountainJ
within the strong point the enemy occupied caves on the sides of cliffs; the
strong point is now surrounded and being subjected to point blank artillery tire.
4th MarDiv attacking on the right {East) wing met only light opposition and hate
now occupied the entire KAGMAN PENINSULA. A small amount of ground was taken on
NAFUTAN PENINSULA where one RCT of 27th Div is operatin~. Few prisoners have been
taken though numerous civilians are in our custody. A total of 36 enemf tanks
have been destroyed and 40 have been captured; 3 coastal defense guns have also
been captured. Our artillery maintains heavy harassing fire in SAIPAN sectors,
particularly in GARAPAN. An enemy air attack at 241935 (K) caused no damage as
bombs fell in the water.
There is no further estimate on number of
casualties follows:
UNIT
2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th InfDiv
Total

KIA

WIA

350
536
81
967

1804
3041
364*
5209

-

MIA
516
662
22
1200

ene~

dead.

The estimate of our

TOTAL
2670
4239
467*
7376

•Includes 2 from Corps Troops.
CTG 58.1 260114 gives complete summary of strike against ~0 JIMA on 24
June. Task Group Commander states that complete surprise was effected and
believes that strike broke up a large enemy raid which was assembled and was in
the process of hitting southward. Many planes were loaded with t .o rpedoes, had
fighter escort and were airborne, on arri.al of our fighter 6Weep.
In order to conduct anti-shipping strikes in GUAM and ROTA, and in southwestern approaches thereto, CTF 58 directs formation of TU 58.4.6 Rear Admiral
Baker in MIAMI with CruDiT 14 and DesRon 23; this unit to depart TG 58.4 at 0600
(K) 27 June. If practicable the unit will attack coastal defense batteries and
AA batteries on western end of OROTE FIELD. Unit rejoins TG 58.4 by 0800 (K) 28
June.
CTG 58.4 252325 summarizes operations on 25 June against GUAM and ROTA. A
total of 102 sorties was flown over the target. Enemy damage was assessed as 8
planes destroyed on the ground, and 11-12 probably destroyed on the ground; one
large AK in APRA HARBOR was damaged for the 2nd time. The group lost 2 planes
operationally.
Ce,nPac shore based aircraft on 24 June bombed WOTJE and TAROA.
BARB {SS 220) reports on 13 June fired 2 torpedoes to slowly sink one large
AP with 2 hits; submarine was operating OKHOTSK SEA.
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25 June (Oahu date)-continued-

On the night of 23-24 June 4 Marine Mitchells continued to heckle RABAULe
GREEN ISLAND and EMIRAU Corsairs patrolled the RABAUL and KAVIENG areas. 68 TBFs,

SBDs, B-25s and P-38s bombed targets in the RABAUL area concentrating the weight
against VUNAPOPE. 16 fighter bombers made sweeps over BOUGAINVILLE.

RAY (SS 27l)(SWP area) operating CELEBES SEA reports sinking 1 AO (10,200),
1 AX (5850), 1 AK (8160), 1 AP (8570), 1 AP (8360) and 1 CM (1346) for a total of
42,476 tons.

A coastal observer reports 3 CAs . and 2 AOs position 11-09 N, 123-10 E (north
of SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT) at 250930 (K), course SW, speed not given.
On 24 June 45 B-24s bombed gun positions, stores, and personnel areas on
NOEMFOOR ISLAND from KAMIRI to KORNASOREN airfields; a total of 80 tons of 260 and
300-lb bombs was dropped; explosions resulted in gun positions and fires started
throughout the area. 31 A-20s and 12 B-25s strafed enemy bivouacs for 20 miles
along the TOR RIVER, and bombed division quarters and villages in the MA.FFIN BAY
area. Fighter-bombers attacked enemy westward troop movements east of AITAPE.
A-20s bombed enemy installations in the vicinity of DAGUA and SUAIN. Fighterbombers hit enemy positions in the BUT and BORAM areas.
In the North Pacific 3 B-24s from 11th AF attacked KAURABU ZAKI early morning 24 June; results were unobserved; all planes returned safely. 4 PVs from Fleet
Air Wing 4 attacked KASHIWABARA-KATAOKA early on morning of 24 June; fires visible
for 80 miles fro.m the target; all planes returned safely

26 June (Oahu date)
Com5thFleet 260207 (Pink) comments upon impressions gained upon visiting
ashore with Lt.Gen. Holland Smith.
CTF 51 270400 summarizes air operations and enemy air attacks during the
last two days.
CTU 58.4.5 reports results of ROTA-GUAM anti-shipping strike whioh was made
on 27 June (K) in aooordance with instructions from CTF 58 (summar.y 25 June). 1
small tug and 2 sampans were destroyed in APRA HARBOR; 1 medium AK was observed
on the bottom. Coastal defense guns on OROTE POINT were heavily shelled without
reaeiving return fire. All fuel tanks on south shore of APRA HARBOR were blown
up. and the ones inshore at the end of the breakwater were left burning. The CAP
reported 10-12 planes on the ground at OROTE Airfield were destroyed and a large
fire was started on the field; there was no AA and no air opposition. No shipping
was observed at ROTA; a sugar mill there was set afire and 1 large metal building
on the south shore was damaged.
Com5thFleet concludes that IWO JDlA is being filled with aircraft from the
Empire and that these are staging through ROTA and GUAM to attack our foroes;
directs CTF 58 to make strike on rwo· J]MA, leaving enough strength to deny ROTA
and GUAM fields to enemy aircraft.
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26 June (Oahu date - Cont'd)
CTG 52.14

(CVE

Group} organizes

3

task units; 2 with 3 CVEs each, and 1 with

2 CVEs, with screen, as anti-submarine patrol to cover our forces at SAIPAN.

CTF 51 reports that enemy planes took off from ROTA at 271854 (K) and raided
our forces at SAIPAN; these planes began landing again at ROTA at 272020 (K).
Cam5thFleet has directed CTF 51 that beginning 28 June and until further orders
he will make late afternnon strikes on ROTA Airfield with P-47's•
L.a ying of torpedo net to protect TANAPAG HARBOR was begun at daylight 28
June (K).
SEAHORSE (SS 304), operating between FORMOSA and LUZON, reports attacking
a 10-ship convoy at dawn 27 June (K) position 21-19 N, 120-25 E, course 340, speed
9; 1 large AO and 1 medium AK were sunk, and 1 medium AK was damaged.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 25 June, bombed WOTJE, MID.LE, TAROA, and TRUK;
10 B-25's hit PARAM Airfield with 20 1,000-lb. bombs with unobserved results; 1 ot
6 Zekes which intercepted aggressively was destroyed.
Co.m7thFleet reports an observer sighted at 260910 (K) in SARANGANI BAY (S.
MINDANAO) 1 AP, 3 PG, and 1 launches.
~and operations on BIAK ISLAND were l~ited to patrol _
activity. En~y casualties there reported as 2,370 killed in action and 11 captured. 2 enemy planes bobbed M~ Airdrome at 252137 (K), injuring 6 men but inflicted little material
damage.

21 B-24's successfully bombed YAP at noon 25 June {K}; 8 or 26 interceptors
were shot dawn; 1 B-24 was lost. Concurrently with strike against YAP 2 B-24's
bombed SOROL ISLAND. 4 B-25' s bombed CAPE CHATER Airstrip on TIMOR while 9 Beaufort' s hit TIMO:Fl\A (W. NEW GUINEA). 12 P-38' s badly damaged a medium AK in the
SORONG Area While 12 B-25•s attacked a small AK and several luggers at MANOKWARI.
B-25•s hit enemy installations on NOEMFOOR. Our ground forces on BIAK and in the
MAFFIN BAY Area were oloaely supported by A-20's. Usual fighter sweeps were made
along north coast ot NEW GUINEA, concentrating maiily in the WEWlK Area.
CTF 94 announces completion of surface bombardment of KURABU SAKI At 0432 (W)

(Y I

26 June.

Cr l'{,f\\\ ~u.'i'.'P;c..-W ty1 ) 1=- s.)li:'Cl'(\'i

27 June (Oahu date)
Our 3 Divisions on SAIPAN continued to attack during 26 and 27 June (K).
The 4th MarDiv (on the east) advanced rapidly to the northward reaching a point on
the east coast about 2300 yards north of an east-west line. through MOUNT TAPOTCHAU.
27th Int. Div. (in the center) b,ypassed the strong point which was holding up their
advance, but they continue to meet heavy resistance and have nade slow progress.
2nd MarDiv {on the west) advanced further into GARAP~ VIELAGE and now controls
MOUNT TAPOTCHAU. The 3 Divisions now hold a "U"-shaped front, commencing on the
west coast at a point in the lower third of GARAPAN VILLAGE. advancing generally
eastward to include MOUNT TAPOTCHAU, thence southward to a point opposite the
southern slopes of MOUNT TAPOTCHAU, thence eastward 2,000 yards, thence to the
northward 2300 yards, thence to the east coast. The RCT of the 27th Inf. Div.
has occupied all of NAFUTAN PENNINSULA, except the last 250 yards. During the
- continued -
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27 June (Oahu date - Cont.' d)

night of 27 June about 400 eneli\Y broke through our lines on NAFUTAN PENINSUt.A
and pushed northward to attack Hill 500 ( 4-i- miles north or BAFUTAN POINT); 200
or the enemy were killed with the remainder being dispersed ~n our rear areas.
On night of 27 June a party or enemy snipers attacked ASLITO Airfield and succeeded
in burning 1 P-47 plane and damaging 2 others; 13 of the enemy were killed. On
night of 25 June our Lei's engaged in action against enemy barges south of TANAPAG
HARBOR sinking 1 barge; we lost l killed, 4 wounded, and same material damage to
~CI's 438 and 456.
On the afternoon of 27 June 41 P-47•s made a thorough fighter
sweep on ROTA without finding enemy planes; however. during the night beginniug
at 1845 planes were seen by radar to be circling ROTA and appeared to be taking
ott. Enemy air attacks harrassed our transports during the entire night of 27
June, except for a 45-minute lull; some bombs were dropped in the water, others
were dropped ashore; 1 bomb hit close aboard the CAMBRIA wounding 1 man but causing no material damage to the ship. Early morning 27 June enemy planes dropped
8 bombs on the living quarters on ASLITO Field killing 1 and W>unding 4. MINRON
FOUR is sweeping MAGICIENNE BAY; about 20 moored mines have been BWept thus tar;
some of the mines were found near the shore in 5 feet of water.
Our forces report 1943 enemy dead have been buried; 135 prisoners of war and
3710 civilians are in custody. Our casualties to include 1600 26 June:
Unit

KIA

2nd MarDiv
556
4th MarDiv
560
27th Inf.Div. 129
Corps Troops
7
Totals
~

-WIA

MIA

Total

6!1Ef

455
421
39
6

92!

3650
3874
865
60

2639
2893
697
47

84'4§'

There is evidence to indicate that en~ planes have been carefully concealed on GUAM and ROTA and are continuing to operate from those places. Instructions have been issued to photograph both GUAM and ROTA for the purpose of locating
camouflaged aircraft. The PAGAN Airfield is reported as still unserviceab le with
ma~ untilled craters and no evidence of efforts to repair it.
'1>1

TG 58.4 struck ROTA and GUAM on~ , June, flying a total of 50 sorties over
the target areas; airfields were bombed and strafed. 10 VF's (only 2 possibly
operational ) were observed on the ground. A large barraok and 2 fuel dumps were
destroyed.
CominCh 271845 discusses movement of 96th Int. Div. to PEARB about 15 July.
BATFISH (SS 310) reports sighting convoy of 2 AK''s• 2 or 3 LS'l''e, and 3 DDs
at 280258 GCT position 3 miles bearing 205 from MIYAKE-SH]MA, course SE speed 10;
also reports sinking 2 more small AKs.
~
RATON (SS 270) (SWP Area), operating west of BORNEO. reports sinking 2 large
escort vessels, 1 AK. and 3 small craft for a total tonnage of 7.238; damaging 1
large 10,000-ton AP.
Unfavorable weather greatly restricted air operations over NEW BRITAIN on
25 June and considerabl y handicapped operations on 26 June. On t~e 25th, 10 P-39's
and 24 B-25's bombed targets in the WARABU RIVER Area (near RA.BAT.Jt); results were
unobserved. 16 P)-39' s and 24 SBD' s hit the RABAUL Area. 32 P-39' s made fighter
- continued -
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sweepS over BOUGAINVILLE. On the 26th 93 B-25•s, SBD's, TBF 1 s, P·39 1 s, and P-38's
bombed ~th unobserved results AA positions south of RALUM. 24 P-39's bombed
warehouses at KARAVAT and TALILI, and bombed the revetment area at VUNAKANAU. 39
P-39' a conducted fighter sweeps over BOUGAINVILLE.'f On 26 June 1 group ot B-24' s
bombed JEFMAN Airdrome starting several tires in dispersal areas and causing large
explosions; there was no interception.
A-20's hit KAMIRI storage areas and gun
positions. P-40's supported our ground forces on BIAK. Strikes continued to concentrate. against enemy occupied positions in the vicinity of MAFFIN BAY, WAKDE,
DAUGA, BOT, and CAPE MOD; MUSCHU and KAIRIRU ISLANDS were also hit. On the preceding day 27 B-24's heavily bombed KAMIRI, NAMBER, and KORNASOREN Airstrips~
medium and attack bombers bombed and strafed NOEMFOOR targets. 3 bombers from the
13th AF ineffectively hit WOLEAI on 26 June.
·

i

Philippine observers report considerable shipping west of PANAY on 25 June(K)
sightings included 3 cruisers, 11 AP's. 4 loaded AO's, and 7 unidentified warships;
there exists the possibility of duplication in the report. CamNavGroup CHINA reports 4 convoys of 9, 12, 6, and 3 ships respectively in the area between FORMOSA
and the CHINA COAST; sightings made morning 28 June GCT.
In the North Pacific on 25 June 2 B-24's from 11th AF bombed b,y radar KURABU
ZAKI; fires were observed through the overcast.
On the 26th, 4 PV's fran FAW 4 bombed KASHIWABARA and SHIMUSHU; fires were
observed through the overcast. 1 plane photographed KAKUMABETSU Airfield
(PARAMUSHIRU); this plane wa.s attacked by 11 Hamp' s, 2 or which were damaged;
pictures show rapid construction on the airfield.

28 June (Oahu date)

.

.

~

~(~·v,J
/

Our ground forces on SAIPAN made slight advances o 28 June; enemy resistance
continues strong. NAFUTAN PENINSULA is now in our hands and organized resistance
has ceased. Vigorous anti-sniper patrols are active throughout the garrison area
in eliminating isolated enemy resistance. Our total casualties to date stand at
1363 killed in action, 6806 wounded in action, and 843 missing in action. Our
troops report burying approximately 4040 enemy dead. Sweeping of MAGICIENNE BAY
continues; mines are 4-horned moored type recently laid; BROWN Beaches north of
KAGMAN POINT reported mined. Our planes which struck airfields on TINIAN found
several well concealed planes ·in a cane field some distance from the airfield.
The airfield at ROTA was believed to be unserviceable on night of' 28 June.

From 2040 to 2137 28 June 3 groups of enemy planes coming from SSW attacked
SAIPAN; bombs were dropped b\lt damage is not known; 1 enemy plane was shot down
and 1 other was probably shot down; planes are believed to have been seaplanes.
One of our planes carrying 4th MarDiv observer mistook mortar flash for marker ·
bomb and fired rockets into our troops killing and wounding several. Air and
surface units continued to support our ground forces.
TG 58.3 hit GUAM with 37 tons on 27 June (K) concentrating against runways.
The TG picked up 4 groups of Bogies (estimated total 8 planes) all apparently
enroute YAP to GUAM, course 050, altitude 12,000 ft.
- continued -
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28 June (Oahu date)-continued-

Between 2300 (K) 26 June and 0010 (K) 27 June TG 52.14 was attacked by two
planes believed to be multi-engined flying boats or Bettys. Two torpedoes
were dropped. CVEs sustained no damage; one enemy plane was shot down. TG's 58.1
and 58.2 will sortie from ENIWETOK on 30 June and will proceed to the MARIANAS
area. Enroute thereto they will conduct strikes on IWO JIMA. and ·CHICHI JIMA until
aircraft facilities thereat are wrecked.
ene~

TG 58.3 will strike GUAM from the east on afternoon 29 June; group will
operate south of GUAM early evening, retiring SE during night. TG 58.~ operating
west of MARIANAS will strike ROTA afternoon 29 June, and will keep night fighters
over ROTA until 2300.
CTG 58.4 290450 summarizes operations on 28 June.
At about 2305 (K) 22 June LST 119, while beached on SAIPAN and unloading,
received one medium caliber hit from an enemy battery on TIN IAN; damage to hull
and wiring sustained has been repaired and the vessel is now seaworthy.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 26 June bombed MILLE, TAROA, WOTJE, PONAPE,
and NAURU; AA positions at the later. place were hit by 16 B-26s, 4 of which received minor damage and a 5th was forced dow.n in the water; orew was rescued. On the
27th MILLE, JALUIT, WOTJE and TRUK were hit; at the later place 16 B-24s dropped
45 tons on both MOEN airfields.
BANG (SS 385) reports attacking a large convoy consisting of 10 Marus with
5 escorts, plus 1 possible CVS at 290600 GCT, position 17-15 N, 118-20 E (120 miles
west of LUZON} course 205, speed 14. 2 large AKs were sunk with 2 and 3 hits
respectively; 3 more hits probably sank another; 125 depth charges inflicted no
.damage.

GROUPER (SS 214) operating Empire Waters reports ~night surface attack 24
June believes.3500 ton AK sunk with 2 hits; possibly one or two smaller ships also
hit.

PUFFER {SS 268)(SWP area) operating north of MALAY BARRIER reports sinking
1 large AX and 2 AOs for a total tonnage of 24,336; and damaging 1 AO and 1 CV
(best identified as similar to KAGA class)26,900 tons for a total tonnage of
34#209.
On 27 June 59 B-25s, P-38s and P-39s dropped 69 tons of bombs on AA positions
east of TOBERA airfield. 39 SBDs, TBFs and B-25s dropped 30 tons on supply areas
SE of VUNAPOPE. 4 PVs started .fires in the KABUNGA BAY area. During the night
26-27 June, 3 Marine Mitchells dropped 39 100-lb bombs on RABAUL targets. 16 P-38s
and 22 B-25s on the afternoon of 27 June hit ERVENTA ISLAND (off south coast of
BOUGAINVILLE} with 49 tons of bombs. 7 P-39s attacked KAVIENG. 18 P-39s harassed
BOUGAINVILLE.

Photos indicate that on 27 Jtm.e TOBERA, VUNAKANAU, KAVIENG and PANAPAI runways were all serviceable. RAPOPO rtmway was tmserviceable. 24 heavy guns had
been removed from VUNAKANAU.
- continued -
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28 June (Oahu date)-oontinued-

Photos of SOERABAJA on 25 June showed 1 DD, 1 CM, 1 PG, 1 SC and 1 MTB
apparently under repair; 3 DDs and 3 SS were in drydock. Merchant shipping
totaled 65~000 tons including 1 AO. 3 burned out merchant ships totalling 13,000
tons were observed. Extensive damage had been inflicted on a refiner,y and engineering works. 9 float planes, 15 bombers and 10 fighters were in the area.
Submarine reports sighting one TENRYU class C"A and 2 DDs westbound through
SALAJAR ·STRAIT (SW CELEBES) at 1000 (K) 27 June.
SWP Air Forces on 25 June hit YAP through clouds with 19 B-24s; 7 ot 25-30
were shot down; 4 of our planes were damaged. Also on the 25th. 10
B-24s bombed TRUK, shooting down 1 of 4-5 intercepters.

intercepter~

On 27 Jtme SAMATE airdrome ( SORONG area) was bombed by a group of B-24s; on
the preceding night 2 B-24s bombed PALAU. 9 A-20s with P-38 escorts bombed KOKAS
Village. fighter-bombers hit KAJIIRI and NAMBER airfields. Fighter-bombers supported our graund forces on BIAK and in the MAFFIN BAY area. 36 A-20s and 3 B-25s
bombed personnel areas near WEWAK. Other fighter sweeps were made along the north
coast of NEW GUINEA. C-47s completed a total of 108 supply missions to forward
bases.

29 June (Oahu date;)
Our ground forces resumed the attack on SAIPAN at 0730 (K) 29 June; the
attack was pushed forward against strong resistance for an advance or 1,000 yards
on .t he front of 27th Inf. Di v (center of line); enemy resistance reported stronger
than during 2 previous days. The terrain is extremely rough and vegetation is ,
dense. The occupation of Hill 774 (3,300 yards NE of MT. TAPOTCHAU) by 4th MarDiv
gives us commanding observation to the north and to the east; as a consequence
of this conditions for our advance on 30 June are very favorable. The attack on
the 30th will be launched at 0700 and will be supported by heavy air and ship
bombardment of strong points in T.\NAPAG HARBOR. The enemy troops which infiltrate
from NAFUTAN POINT have been mopped up. 200 enemy dead, including 100 civilians,
were found on NAFUTAN POINT. During enemy air attacks 27 June (K) bombs were dropped near our front lines and in ASLITO Airfield Area, and in the corps artillery
area; no casualties resulted. On night of 28-29 June, bombs were dropped on
shore near ASLITO; 2 were wounded, but no material damage resulted. 75 land mines
were found on Purple Beaches (MAGICIEUNE BAY); there were also numerous shallow
water anti boat mines in MAGICIENNE BAY. Enemy heavy AA was very active for a
short period on 29 June (K), shooting down 1 TBM and badly holdqcanother; guns were
silenced and did not fire during remainder of the day.

CTG 52.14 (CVE Covering Group) reports that an ene~ submarine torpedo passe
close aboard during £orenoon 29 June; ASP plane reports dropping special bomb
which exploded after 1 minute •. At 2045 (K) 29 June same TG reports that 3 torpedoes passed through the fo~ation. Gunfire against TINIAN continues. Dawn and
evening sweeps were made by P-47's against TINIAN airfields and against MARPI POINT
(N shore of SAIPAN). TINIAN fields are still cratered; the enemy ~s making fresh
attempts to repair MARPI POINT Field. VF's and VT's hit 8 3-inch or 5-inch guns
on TINIAN. A noticeable decrease in AA fire over southern TINIAN has been noted.
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Total eneiDY' dead buried by our troops reported as 4949; our casualties to
include 1800 (K) 29 June:
UNIT
2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th Inf. Div.
Corps Troops
TOTAL

KIA

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

653
625
185
11
1474

3154
3171
1023
62
7400

360
462
51
6

4167
4258
1259
68
9752

878

CTF 52 announces that beginning 26 June (K) TINIAN will be bombarded daily
by air and naval gunfire and shore artillery with the object of destroying all
shore batteries, AA guns, artillery, and known defenses. Coordination between
air and naval gunfire will be effected qy providing 2 sectors of operation.
On 29 June (K) TG 58.4 flew a total of 50 sorties against ROTA.
also made fighter sweeps over the island.

P-47'a

After strike against PAGAN on 28 June {K) CTG 68.4 reports the airfield
badly damaged with no efforts to repair being made; few worthwhile targets remain and the Island appears virtually deserted.
CTF 57 262300 summarizes operations 21-25 June.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 29 June bombed TAROA, WOTJE, MILLE, and
JOKAJ ( PONAPE) •
The airdrome at ASLITO on SAIPAN ISLAND has been designated "ISLEY FIELD" in
honor of Commander Robert H. Isley, late commander of Torpedo Squadron 16, who on
13 June gave his life gallantly leading an attack on that airdrome, then in the
hands of the enemy; during this action he was shot down by AA .fire.
STURGEON (SS 187) reports large convoy with many escorts including air cover
at 282225 GCT position 27-44 N, 129-05 E (just E of OKUNA SHIMA, AMAMI Group),
course 220, speed 8; after sinking 'a 9,000-ton AK with 4 hits, she received 137
depth charges with minor damage.
SWORDFISH (SS 193), operating in BONINS Area, reports at 292347 GCT destroyed by gunfire a 300-ton trawler and slightly damaged another.
GROWLER {SS 215) reports 3 hits disintegrated and sank 1 large AO at 281731
GOT position 19-10 N, 120-37 E {40 miles N of LUZON).
On the night of 27-28 June 6 Marine Mitchells continued. heckling blockade
of RABAUL and bombed LAKUNAI; 1 B-25 crashed and burned with no survivors. · EMIRAU
Corsairs patrolled over KAVIENG. 108 B-25's, SBD's, TBF's, P-38's, P-39's heavily
bombed AA positions south of RALUM. 34 P-39's and 6 TBF's bombed and strafed
BOUGAINVILLE targets.
On 26 June PRESIDENT TYLER grounded while departing TOROKINA; bottom was
damaged in numbers 10 and 11 deep fresh water t anks, fracturing shell and salting
water; vessel expected to be docked ESPIRITU SANTO ear ly July if inspection determines docking necessary.
DECLASSIFIED
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SWP air forces flew in excess of 200 sorties against enemf positions and
installations; weight of strikes was dire·e ted against enemy occupied villages
west of SARMI, against enemy troop concentrations E. of AITAPE. and against the
WEWAK and HANSA BAY Areas. C-47's flew a total of 82 supply missions to forward
bases.
CTF 94 reports more completely on bombardment of KURABU ZAKI between 1400
and 1420 GCT 26 June. The approach and firing were made by radar. firing range
being 13,000 yards at speed 20. Heavy fog greatly reduced visibilit,y. Enemy
shore battery return fire was entirely ineffective; we suffered no casualties
to ships or personnel. No shipping was present in the harbor, but 5 fishing
craft were reported as probably destroyed.
30 June (Oahu date)
There was little en~ aotivit.y on SAIPAN during night of 29·30 June (K).
The attack which was launched morning 30 June met strong resistance on the fronts
or the 2nd MarDiv and 27th Int. Div.; advance was slow and at the end of the d~
our front line remained approx~ately the same as that at the end of 29 June,
though 2 pockets of resistance were eliminated. Ai TBF~on observation mission
~shot down by enemy AA fire and crashed. among our own troops causing 7 casualties.
There were no air alerts on night of 29-30 June (K). During the ni~t of
30 June - 1 July several bogies appeared and dropped several bombs on ·shore. 1
en~ plane was shot down by a night fighter.
There ~ strong air and ship gunfire attacks throughout the day ag~inst TINIAN. Fighter ~eeps at ROTA were made
during the morning and evening. TG 53.2 (TransDivs 4 and s. and DesDiv 30) and
TG 53.17 (Tractor Group) were ordered to ENIWETOK to await further orders. :UineBWeeping of MAGICIENNE BAY was completed.
Our ow.n dead buried totals 1624; incomplete reports show 5692 enemy
including civilians. 220 prisoners of war have been taken.

burie~

CamDesDiv 46 rep9rts 2 AA batteries on AGANA Field were shelled on 30 June;
extent of damag~ was not observed; firing commenced at sunset and continued at
intervals during the night.
23 Zeke's and 1 Kate have been captured at SAIPAN; all planes are in good
condition and the Kate is radar equipped.
CTG 58.4 302342 summarizes operations for 30 June (K).
Cam5thFleet directs CTG 58.2 to mine CIIICHI JIMA at discretion; group is
ordered to remain long enough to give IWO JIMA a good "going over". Phot.o s just
received show small craft used for unloading at TWO Jll!A as valuable target.
PLAICE (SS 390) reports firing 4 torpedoes at convoy of 2 AK's escorted by
1 trawler position 28-22 N, 141-17 E (90 miles NW of CHICHI JIMA). course 220,
speed 10 at 300730 GCT; 2 hits in 1 AK and 1 hit in the other are believed to have
sunk both }J{' s.
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ALBACORE (SS 218) reports shelling phosphate works on FAIS ISLAND on 30
June; 57 rounds 4-inch fired at dawn and 24 at sunset at average range of 1500
yards; several buildings were deroofed and fire• were started; there was no
opposition.

FLOUNDER (SS 251) (SWP Area) reports 4 hits in a large AP on 17 June.
CERO (SS 225)(SVlP Area) reports ~ighting at 010430 GCT July 1 BB with
several unidentified ships position 5-00 N. 125-20 E (S. of MINDANAO), course
270, speed 20.
On 29 June unfavorable weather greatly restricted scheduled air strikes
against the RABAtJL Area; only 36 sorties were flown and results were generally
ineffective. 10 P-39's operated over KAVIENG. and 24 SBD's and 13 P-39's bombed
LAKURAFANGE (NEW IRELAND). 9 B-25's and 14 P-38's again bombed ERVENTA ISLAND
(off s. coast of BOUGA~ILLE). 27 SBD's• 17 PV's, and 20 fighter bombers hit
enemy targets on BOUGAINVILLE.
On 29 June 1 group of B·24's f~om 5th AF and an unspecified number of B-24's
from 13th AF bombed the airfields on NOEMFOOR ISLAND. Fighter bombers conducted
fighter sweeps along the north coast o£ NEW GUINEA and hit several small islands
including BIAK and MAPIA. Other attacks made against targets in the WEWAK and
SARMI Areas. C-47's flew a total of 33 supply missions to forward bases. On
28 June 40 B-24's hit YAP; of 20 intercepting fighters 8 were shot down,with 1
probable.

In the North Pacific on 29 June 3 PV's from Fleet Air Wing FOUR bombed
KASHDWABARA-KATAOKA with unobserved results; all planes returned safely.

'l-£

1 July {Oahu date)

~

Our ground forces on SAIPAN resumed the attack at 0730 (K) 1 July. employing
2nd MarDiv and 27th InfDiv, while 4th YArDiv consolidated lines and patroled to the
northward. Opposition continued strong, the only advance recorded being a 500 yd
extension forward of 'the center or our line. Patrols of the 4th MarDiv ad~~ed
1800 yds to the north without making ene~ contact. 6015 ene~ dead have/Duried,
and 227 prisoners have been taken. 80 ene~ tanks have been captured or destroyed.
During the last 2 days naval gunfire and aircraft have strongly supported our troops
by bomba.r ding troop concentrations and defenses, particularly in GARAPAN and
TANAPAG where buildings and installations are now nearly all destroyed and heavy
oil fires are continuous. The usual early and late sweeps of ROTA were made.
Gunfire and bombs against TINIAN appear to have destroyed several guns.
Aviation engineers have begun work on KAG)~T POINT fighter strip; preliminary report indicates site favorable for bomber field. All roads are very heavy
with f'ine dust and have poor foundation; road reconstruction is being undertaken
but will require a very large amount of work. Garrison forces have taken over
shore party and port functions.
TG 58.4 hit ROTA on 1 and 2 July (K); on the 3rd it departs for ENIWETOK.
A preliminary report of ROTA strike states that eastern end of runway has been
repaired. A narrow gauge railway appears to run north from the field.
-continued-
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SWORDFISH (SS 193) reports destroying by gunfire on night of 30 June 1 out
of 3 100-ton trawlers at 28-02 N, 153-24 E (northeast of BONIBS); other trawlers
escaped.
CenPac shore based aircraft continued neutralization of enemy occupied
atolls in the Central Pacific area on 29 and 30 June. On the 29th strikes were
made against NAURU, PONAPE, WOTJE, TAROA. MILLE and TRUK; JALUIT, TAROA and WOTJE
were harassed during the night. On the 30th strikes were made against TAROA. MILLE,
JALUIT, WOTJE and TRUK.
On 30 June a total or 121 sorties was flown against supply areas and AA
positions at and in the vicinity of RABAUL; B-25s. SBDs. TBFs, and fighter-bombers
participated. Heckling of RABAUL during the night was continued by 1 Marine
Mitchells. EMIRAU Corsairs continued fighter patrols over KAVIENG. 18 fighterbombers hit enemy targets in the BOUGAINVILLE area.

PIPEFISH (SS 388) stationed SURIGAO STRAIT reports that to date the only
traffic observed using the STRAIT was a convoy that arrived at 010300 GCT; submarine was unable to close the convoy. At 020000 ROBALO (SS 273) reports sighting
a FUSO class BB with 2 escorts and air cover. position 03-29 N, 119-26 E (CELEBES
SEA, east of BORNEO) course 250, speed 18. At 302230 GCT June. 1 large AO (heavily
loaded) and 1 CA were reported eastbo\Dld off north end DENAGAT ISLAND SURIGAO

STRAI'r.

Co.m7thFleet reports assault forces from SWP area landed on NOEMFOOR ISLAND
on 2 July (K) without opposition. Heavy bomber strikes against NOEMFOOR had been
made on 30 June and 1 July. On 30 June 130 tons of bombs were dropped. On 1 July
an extremely heavy bombing was delivered by 47 B-24s. 47 A·20a. 12 B-25s, 14 P-38s
and an unspecified number of B-24s from 13th AF.
B-24s bombed PELELIU airdrome on the night of 30 June--1 July (K). 35 A-20s
supported our ground forces at AITAPE by bombing enemy concentrations at CHAROV
Village; 35 other A-20s hit YAKAMUL area with. 30 tons. Fighter-bombers attacked
storage areas and gun positions in the WEWAK and CAPE MOEM areas. The usual
fighter sweeps were made along the north coast of' NEW GUINEA. C-47s flew a total
or 83 supply missions to forward bases.
~
2 July (Oahu date)
All 3 divisions on SAIPAN resumed the attack at 0830 (K) 2 July and pushed
forward under cover of air, ship, and shore artillery bombardment; the objective
is the seizure of the ene~ line through MUTCHO POINT-GARAPAN-TANAPAG within the
next two days. Offensive was pressed hard and satisfactory advances were made
along the entire front, all elements advancing in accordance with the pre-arranged
plan. By nightfall the front of the 4th MarDiv had been advanced 1,500 yards;
that of the 2nd MarDiv and 27th Inf.Div• had been advanced from 2 to 500 yards.
Much enemy material and supplies have been captured in enemy evacuated caves in
the rear areas. A few low flying enemy planes molested our forces, but caused no
material damage. Considerable annoyance and interference has been caused by radio
jamming by the enemy.
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2 July (Oahu date - Cont'd)

While details are lacking, CTF 51 reports that on 3 July (K) all divisions
made good advances. Morale is high and our troops expect to complete occupation
of SAIPAN in the near future. The enemy appears disorganized.
ARCHERFISH (SS 311)_ operating in
5-escort southbound convoy at 020200 GCT
4 timed hits were made in a large AP and
ued south inside the 100 fathom curve of

BONINS Area, reports attacking 5-ship,
position 27-10 N, 142-o5 E, speed a.
1 hit in a small AK. The convoy continBONINS.

BATFISH (SS 310), operating Empire waters, reports at 021200 GCT additional
sinkings by ~nfire of 1 trawler and 1 patrol boat.
GUAVIlfA (SS 362} reports 1 AK, 4 DD's position 07-50 N, 131-53 E, (W of
PALAU), at 030700 GCT, course 100, speed 9; submarine maneuvers to attaok.
Heckling of RABAUL continued b,y Marine Mitchells on night of 30 June 1 July. On 1 July 116 sorties were directed against AA positions and supply areas
northeast of TOBERA and at RALUM; B-25's, SBD's, TBF's, P-38's, and F-39's participated. ERVENTA ISLAl~ was again 'hit by 14 P-38's. 23 fighter bombers operated
over BOUGAINVILLE and over KAVIENG. KAVIENG was also heckled by Marine Mitchells
during the night.
Amplifying report on the operation against NOEMFOOR states that the landing
of the 158th Infantr.y Regiment was successfully effected at 0800 (K) 2 July;
landing was covered by 1 CA, 2 CL's, and 10 DD's; extremely heavy air support was
provided before, during, and after the landing by numerous heavy medium and attack
bombers and fighters. The first troops landed without opposition other than enemy
mortar fire from the interior. The landing force commander assumed control at 1025.
CA's are now retiring to HOLLANDIA to replenish; 5 DD's stand by for .close fire
support. KAMIRI Airdrome has been occupied south to the river. Our casualties
have been very light, reported as 2 killed, 22 wotm.ded. Thus far there has been
no enemy air reaction to the operation.
Co.m7thFleet reports continued indications of
.offensive operations in the AITAPE Area.

en~

intention to launch

In addition to the heavy strikes in support of the NOEMFOOR Operation,
SWP air forces attacked VOGELKOP supply lines with 11 B-25's, and sent 61 A-20's
against enemy installations in the areas between WEWAK and AITAPE. Fighter sweeps
were also made along the north coast of NEW GUINEA. C-47's flew 83 supply missions
to forward bases including BIAK and OW! ISLANDS.
(
1

/

3 July (Oahu date)

,~l

On 4 July (K) our· ground forces captured GARAPAN and TANAPAG, and advanced
to a new line north of TANAPAG and about 4 miles from the northern edge of the
island. During the night 100 Japs in the rear area attacked the 165th Infantr,y
but inflicted no casualties; 25 Japs were killed, including commander of 135th Jap
Infantry Regiment. 23rd Marine Reg~ent (4th MarDiv) reported counting 1,000
enemy dead i n a ravine to the north which had been heavily strafed by our P-47's.
On the high lands just captured, have been di scovered several caves which contain
huge quantities of ammuni tion and supplies ; 1 cave oontained an estimated 1.000
tons of food .
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3 July (Oahu date - Cont'd)
Total enemy troops buried to date stands at 7312.
to date:

Our revised casualties

Unit

KIA

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27 Inf.Div.
Corps Troops

836
322
16

3794
3566
1682
52

315
341
47
3

4945
4602
2061
71

1870

9093

706

11669

Totals

696

Large numbers of enemy troops and civilians are reported to be gathering in an
area 1500 yards SE of MARPI P'OINT.
Sweeping operations of TANAPAG HARBOR will begin 5 July (K).
1 !NT moving near the dook at GARAPAN HARBOR was blown up by a shallow
water mine; apparently there are many others in the vicinity. During the night
3-4 July (K) there were no air alerts. The usual attacks against ROTA and TINIAN
were made. Our troops were effectively supported by air and ship bombardment.
TG 58.4 is now enroute ENIWETOK after striking ROTA. TG 58.3 takes over
strike missions and will hit daily ROTA and GUAM. TG 58.1 sighted at 040745
. (K) 12 AX's position 260 miles N. of CHICHI J~. course north.
TG 58.1 made a successful strike against ITiO J]MA on 3 July (K). A total
or 63 sorties was flown over the target. the attack oame as a complete aurpriae
to the enemf• Their losses were assessed as 39 planes destroyed in the air and
16 others probably destroyed; 24 planes destroyed on the ground; 1 small vessel
and 1 barge were strafed. The enemy made no effort to attack our force. An estimated 40 serviceable enemy planes remained on the ground.
In the strikes against ROTA by TG 58.4 on 1, 2, and 3 July, no AA or interception was encountered. These strikes were supplemented by others made by our
land based P-47's. ROTA was also hit by TG 58.3 on 2 July, and the same group
hit ROTA and GUAM on 3 July.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 1 July bombed MILLE, TAROA, WOTJE, and TRUK.
On 2 July WOTJE, TAROA, JALUIT, and TRUK were bombed.
GAR (SS 206), operating BONINS Area, reports destroying a 1.000-ton vessel
and damaging a 500-ton vessel by gunfire.
P~CHE

(SS 384) reports a 300-ton patrol vessel sunk by gunfire E. or BONINS

ALBACORE (SS 218) reports at 030130 GCT, position 08-21 N, 136-15 E (100 mi.
NE of BABELTHUAP), destroyed with gunfire an inter island diesel powered steamer
and took 5 prisoners aboard, 1 badly wounded.
JACK (SS 259) reports 6 hits sank 1 AO and 1 AK at 241900 GCT June, position
16-Q7 N, 119-44 E (just w. of LUZON); with 18 torpedoes sank 3 AK's and damage~ 2
AK's from convoy at 291900 GCT June position 14-25 li, 119-47 E (just w. MANILA BAY)J
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3 July (Oahu date - Cont'd)

At 031600 GCT PARCHE reported 3 unidentified ships, probably 2 CA's with
1 DD, at 19-50 N, 120-36 E (N. of LUZON), course 215, speed 24.
On 2 July 120 B-25's, SBD's, P-38's, and P-39's bombed AA positions SW of
TOBERA. 28 other sorties hit targets in the RABAUL Area, and the usual heckling
of RABAUL dur:ing the night by Marine Mitchells was continued. 37 TBF's and fightS!
bombers attacked BOUGAINVILLE targets. EMIRAU Corsairs continued to patrol over
the KAVIENG Area.
On 2 July C-47's dropped paratroopers near KAMIRI Airdrome on NOEMFOOR IS.;
landing was made behind smoke screen laid by A-20's; during the operation 12 B-25's
bombed KORNASOREN, covering the 'a rea by bombing and strafing. 1 group of B-24's
bombed SAMATE Airdrome (western end of NEV'v GUINEA); many fires were started and
numerous explosions resulted in dispersal areas. Fighter bombers concentrated
against storage areas and enemy concentrations at WEWAK and DAGUA; other targets
were hit along the north coast of NEW GUINEA between AITAPE and WEWAK. C-47's
flew a total ot' 83 supply missions to BIAK and HOU.ANDIA bases.
~

~

4 July (Oahu date)

,

4th MarDiv and 27th Int. Div. on 5 July (K) launched a coordinated attack
at 1300; 2nd MarDiv was placed in reserve with mission of mopping up enemy forces
in the area reported as occupied by our forces on 4 July. The attack advanced
about 500 yards. 4th MarDiv encountered only mediocre resistance; 27th Inf.Div.
met strong resistance from pillboxes along the beach. Night of 4-5 July (K) was
quiet except for continuous fighting in 1 pocket of resistance in 4th MarDiv area;
pocket reduced after 50 Japs had been killed. Minesweeping and hydrographic
units are engaged in operations in the GARAPAN and TANAPAG HARBORS and approaches
thereto. The usual air and ship bombardment continued against SAIPAN and TINIAN.
Strike by TG 58.2 against IWO JIMA on If July (K) reported as highly effective. Island reported as wrecked by machine guns, rockets, bombs, and cruiser .and
destroyer bombardment; warehouse and harbor installation areas were heavily hit
and set afire. Damage to enemy was assessed as 3 DD's sunk or beached, and
another stopped and burning; a large AK and a medium AO sunk; several small ~'s
were sunk or damaged; 25 en~ planes were shot down and ma~ on the ground were
damaged. Our ships suffered no damage; we lost 6 planes in combat and 1 operation
ally.
TG 58.3 on 4 July (K) supported photo Liberators, hit GUAM AA positions, and
the ROTA, AGANA, and OROTE Airstrips; AA fire at GU~1 shot down 2 SBD's; 4 crewmsnbers were rescued, 2 of them amidst heavy gunfire by daring rescue plane. On
5 July (K) TG 58.3 will strike GUAM and ROTA and retire to NW of ROTA to rendezvous on morning of 6 July (K) with TG's 58.1 and 58.2.

Cam5thFleet directs CTF 58 to refrain from bombarding GUAM objectives by
CA's and DD's except for such night harassment of airfields as may be required
to keep them inoperative; prevention of reinforcements from CAROLINES to GU~! is
desir-ede. .
GUAVINA (SS 362),operating
4 July.
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SUNFISH (SS 281) reports on 5 July GCT sank small anchored AP loading from
sampans position 51-34 N, 156-24 E (SW of KM~CHATKA). Also sank unidentified
AK in fog position 52-12 N, 154-30 E (W. of KAMCI~TKA).
SEAHORSE (SS 304) reports 1 large AX and 1 medium AK sunk at 031600 GCT
position 19-27 N, 115-41 E (190 miles s. of HONGKONG). Also sank 1 large AP
and 1 medium AP, both loaded with troops at 040400 GCT position 20-19 N, 114-54 E
(130 miles S. of HONGKONG).
AEBACORE {SS 218) amplifies report contained in CenPac summar,y 3 July;
states steamer destroyed \v&S oarr.ying 80 passengers from YAP to PALAU.
RASHER ( SS 269) ( SWP AREA), operating SULU SEA and CELEBES SEA, during May
and June reports sinking 1 obsolete CA and 4 AK's for a total tonnage of 24,455;
and damaging 2 AK's, 1 AP, and 1 minelayer for a total tonnage of 20,931 (in summar.y 7 June RASHER reported at 080900 GCT sinking 1 large AP with 5 hits).
CenPac shore based aircraft on 3 July conducted strikes against TAROA. WOTJE,
MILLE, and JALUIT.
Operations of our ground forces on NOEMFOOR continue to progress satisfactorily; KORNASOREN Airdrome was occupied at 041300 (Khas was peninsula south KAMIRJ
RIVER with negligible opposition. 2 DD's fired har~ssing fire during the night~
and after dawn 3 DD's fired 300 rounds each on special targets preltminar,y to the
Infantry attack. During night 4-5 July (K) 3-5 enemy planes reconnoitered NOEMFOOR, but dropped no bombs.
SWP air to roes on 3 July (K') hit YAP- with 23 B-24' s; YAP was again hit on
4 July (K) by 15 B-24's; on eaoh occasion from 15-20 Jap planes interoepted. On
4 July 5 B-24's bombed WOLEAI at 1341 (K). 2 B-24's bombed SOROL ISLAND with unobserved results.
JCS 13l54~~;ink) considers the possibility of expediting the Pacific Cam•
paign by any or all of three courses; directs presentation of views and directs
submission of recommendation s.

CinCSoWesF~c 180935ft~ink) contains MacArthur's reply to JCS 131545, which
refers to possibilities of expediting the Pacific Camp~ign.
.

1~JVt

CominCh & CNO 232002A~pink) requests comment on following proposal as a possible means of meeting requirements qinCSWPao as stated in his 160218 without unduly interfering with lift for STALEMATE.
CinCPOA
CominCh

2522461~:ink) replies to foregoing dispatch.
& CNO 291746f~:ink) requests an interim reply

to JCS 131545.

CinCPOA 020504 (pink) relates to desirability of air strikes against PALAU
!StANDS and YAP ISLAND when such will not interfere with more urgent requirements.
Cam5thFleet 030601 {pink) recommends 25 July as W-day for assault against
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4 July {Oahu date - Cont'd)

CinCPOA 032109 (pink) replies to foregoing, stating selection of 25 July
as W-day for assault against GUAM is unacceptable and directs re-examination with
the vi~ to finding ways and means of meeting earlier date.
CinCPOA 040400 (pink) replies to JCS 131545.
Cam5thFleet 051425 (pink) replies to CinCPOA 032109 after re-examination
of the feasibility of speeding up date of W-day for assault against GUAM.

5 July (Oahu date)

No additional reports have been received from our ground forces on SAIPAN.
7

On 4 July (K) TG 58.1 effectively struck in the BONINS, sending a total of
371 sorties over the target area and dropping a total of 17~ tons of bombs. The
Group lost 7 planes in combat and 3 operationally, and 5 pilots and 4 crewmen.
Enemy damage was assessed as 9 planes shot down in the air, 1 destroyed on the
ground, and 2 damaged on the ground; damage assessment to shipping:
(1) At CHICHI JIMA:
Sunk
Probably Sunk
Damaged
r-imall AO
1 DM
1 large AK beached
1 med AK
1 Trawler
2 small AK's beached
1 med AE
4 Luggers
3 med AK's beached
2 DE's
1 DM
1 DD
2 Small AO's
(2) At HAHA JIMA:
3 small AK'a and 9 Luggers were damaged.
At CHICHI JIMA a large seaplane hangar was destroyed and buildings and a radio
station were damaged; at HAHA JIMA, buildings and a fuel dump were damaged.
On 5 July (K) TG 58.1 made a minor strike against PAGAN, dropping 7 tons
of bombs on runway and buildings; no ships wero seen and only 1 parked plane
was observed.

TG 58.3 on 5 July bombed supply and troop housing areas at GUAM with incendiaries and small bombs. Some fires were started, and 1 of our fighters (from
PRINCETON) was shot down by AA fire; pilot was lost.
CTG 50.17 report~ enemy submarine believed sunk at 041800 (K) position
15-25 N, 147-40 E (110 miles E. of SAIPAN); BIDDLE (DE 185) and D.W. TAYLOR (DD·
551) made the attack.
TG 58.1 will strike assigned targets on GUAM on odd days, TG 58.2 will strike
on even days. ROTA will be neutralized by the group not hitting GUAM.
PLAICE (SS 390) reports sinking a 9,500-ton AK at ·041700 GCT; the ·ship,
which was in the BONINS Area, blew up as though loaded with ammunition.
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5 July (Oahu date - Cont'd)

S-28 (SS 133}, while training near OAHU, was lost on 4 July at 1730 (VW) in
21-20 N, 158-20 W; all hands are considered lost.
CTG 57 010950 GCT summarizes operations 26-30 June.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 4 July bombed MILLE, TAROA, WOTJE, and TRUK.
On 3 July 20 .fighter bombers bombed KAVIENG; and BOUGAINVILLE targets received ·106 tons of' bombs from planes which concentrated against ERVEI~TA ISLAND
and CAPE FRIENDSHIP coastal guns.

Operations on NOEMFOOR continue to progress satisfactorily. Our forces
there report 307 enemf dead; our forces lost 1 killed, 6 wounded. On 5 July (K),
following naval bombardment, our troops occupied MANIM ISLAND; 8 Japs were killed
while we lost 1 wounded (MANIM ISLAND is SW of NOID~OOR ISLAND}. Engineers estimate KAMIRI Airstrip (NOEMFOOR) will be ready for transport planes on afternoon
5 July. There were no Jap air attacks during the 5th (K). 6 DD's continued
close fire support of our NOEMFOOR ground forces; they are also supported by
attack and fighter bombers from 5th AF.

On 5 July (K) YAP was attacked by 2 flights of 8 and 11 B-24's; 409 frag
clusters were dropped on runways, taxiways, and revetments; results were unobserved. Of 25-30 ene~ interceptors, 2 were shot down; 1 B-24 was shot down by
enemy fighters about 180 miles E. of' MINDANAO; 5 parachutes were seen to open,
and 3 rafts were seen in the area. 3 B-24's bombed SOROL ISLAND. 3 other B-24's
hit WOLEAI. Minor strikes were also made against AMARA! Airdrome (CERAM), PELELIU
Airdrome (PALAU), and LIANG Airdrome (AMBON). Figh~er bombers operated along the
N. coast of' NEW GUINEA attacking enemy installations in the WEWAK, DAGUA, and BUT
Areas.
CinCPOA 060236 (pink) authorizes delay of W-Day for assault on GUAM until
arrival of 77th Division in the combat zone.
CinCPac 060252 (pink)expresses intention· of issuing on 7 July Warning Order
for occupation MARIANAS-PALAU Line in accordance concept indicated in previous
despatch (040400).
6 July (Oahu date)
As of 1800 (K) 6 July (Dt21) our ground forces on SAIPAN had advanced to
the general line: Point 1,000 yards N of' TANAPAG VILLAGE, thence E 1,000 yards,
thence paralleling the N shore line to a point approximately 2 miles from end of
island, thence E to shore line. This represents an advance for 4th MarDiv during
the past two days of about 2 miles; for the 27th Inf. Div. from 100 to 1,000
yards. 27th In£'. Div. met stiff resistance on left flank from beach defenses
consisting of pillboxes, caves, and strong points in difficult terrain. Approximately 200 troops and civilians reported on NW Coast loading into barges; barge
groups were dispersed by artiller,r fire. 27th Div. now has mission of clearing
out resistance from the en~ occupied corridor along NW Coast to a point 2,000
yards beyond present front line. 2nd MarDiv takes position on left of 4th MarDiv.
DECLASSIFIED
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6 July (Oahu date - Cont 1 d)

There were several air alerts during night 5-6 July by enemy planes raiding
singly or in pairs. 2 planes dropped bombs on ISLEY FIELD without damage. Our
night fighters shot down 2 enemy planes. while an attack bomber accounted for
another. Most of TANAPAG HARBOR has been swept; 2 mines were found. The harbor
is not badly congested by hulks which are mostly on reefs. Survey inside reefs
S of GARAPAN completed; good boat channels found.
8914 enemy troops buried to date and 409 prisoners taken; 6901 civilians
interned. Our casualties as or 1800 (K) 5 July:
Unit
2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th Int. Div.
Corps Troops

TOTALS

KIA

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

888
742
361

3950

3950

1771
55

301
343
45
3

5139
5035
2177
75

2008

9726

692

12426

17

CTG 58.2. amplifying previous report on results of strike against IWO JIMA
on 4 July (K). states that a total of 142 enemy aircraft were on the ground; 53
were twin engine. 89 single engine. Of this number 19 twin engine and 13 single
engine were definitely destroyed; 34 twin engine and 62 single engine were left
inoperational; only 14 serviceable planes remained.
ROTA.

On 6 July

(K) TG 58.2 attacked ROTA and GUAM. On 7 July (K) the group hit

Rear Admiral Reeves in ENTERPRISE with LEXINGTON, PRINCETON, SAN JACINTO,
ALABAMA, NORTH CAROLINA, RENO. and DesRon 50 departed MARIANAS 6 July (K) enroute
ENIWETOK to replenish; ETA daylight 9 July (K).
CenPac shore based aircraft on 5 July made strikes against WOTJE, TAROA,
MILLE, JALUIT. and TRUK.

. SUNFISH (SS 281) reports at 070630 GCT caught sampan convoy position 47-28 N.
152-29 E (KURILES); after 3-hour gun fight sank 12 and left 2 wrecked.
SKATE (SS 305). operating KURILES, reports at 071226 GCT 1 FUBUKI DD sunk
and 1 AK probably damaged. Reports 2 FUBUKI DD's,about 4 MarU's enroute PARAMUSHIRU.

WHALE (SS 239), operating NE of BONINS, reports at 061413 GCT 1 AP and 1 AK

damaged.

GUITARRO (SS 363)(SWP Area). operating E. of FORMOSA, reports sinking 1
9 1 500-ton AK. 1 10.500-ton AO, 1 MINEKAZE DD for a total tonnage of 21,200.
BLUEFISH (SS 222)(SV~ Area), operating N of MALAY BARRIER. reports sinking
2 AK's for a total tonnage of 7,000 tons.
MINGO (SS 26l)(SV~ Area), operating W of l!ANILA BAY, reports sinking with 3
hits 1 FUBUKI DD that sighted and a~tacked the submarine.
- Continued -
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Cam7thFleet reports that by 1330 (K) 6 July all 3 NOEMFOOR ISLAND airdromes
were in our hands, and that only mopping up operations remain.
On 6 July (K) 16 B-24's, 18 A-20's, and 3 A-26's, escorted by P-38's,
heavily bombed SAGAN Airfield, concentrating against runways and dispersal areas;
several enemy planes were destroyed on the ground; there was no interception.
At the same time A-20's bombed OTAWIRI Airfield to the E of SAGAN. Several
strikes in support of our ground troops were carried out against MAFFIN BAY and
~ Areas and against NOEMFOOR.
At mid-day 6 July (K) 24 B-24's bombed YAP;
fires were started and the radio station was damaged; 10 intereeptors failed to
press the attack; 8 enemy planes were observed on the ground. On 5 and 6 July {K)
3 B-24's bombed the airstrip on WOLEAI.
.~·· . ~

~

7 July (Oahu date)

At 0510 (K) 7 July (DI22} 3000 of the enemy on SAIPAN made a heavy counterattack against the front of 27th InfDiv. The attack overran 1st and 2nd Battalions, 105th Inf to a depth of about 2000 yards; elements overrun included "Hft and
"Service" Companies, "H" Battery and lOth Marine Artillery. By 1100, 105th In£
had retired to vicinit.y TANAPAG POINT where some troops were forced to seek refuge on the reef after all ammunition had been expended; destroyers and boats
rescued a considerable number. The attack was halted at 1130 by 3rd Battalion,
105th Inf, and elements of 106th Inf. By 1300 our troops were reorganized, and
slight advances were made during the afternoon• by nightfall, while the situation
was not good, the enemf offensive effort appeared broken. Our casualties, though
unreported, are estimated as heavy; incomplete reports indicate 1500 enemy killed'
by 105th Int. 4th MarDiv continued the advance to the N against light resistance.
As of 1800 (K) our front line was generally as follows: On front 4th MarDiv about
1500 yards N ot 6 July line; on front 2nd MarDi v a little S of 6 July line; on
front 27th InfDiv left half generally along 4 July line, and right half generally
along 6 July line.
ISLEY FIELD received about 15 shells from TINIAN batteries at 0045 (K) 7
July, damaging 2 planes end injuring 1 man; enemy guns were silenced by DD and
artiller,y fire. During night 7-8 July (K) the enemy made 4 air raids by 9 groups
2 to 3 planes each; bombs were dropped on SAIPAN, and near our screen; no damage
was reported. The raids lasted from 1945 to 0012; one raiding plane was shot down.
CTF 51 attributes lack of damage to our ships to effectiveness or smoke screen.

On 7 July (K) TG 5o.i hit GUAM where the Governor's Palace (reportedly a
Jap headquarters) was destroyed; AA positions, buildings, and other installations
were bombed. Photos show extensive underwater barriers at AGAT BEACH and a
noticeable increase in beach fortifications.
On 8 July (K) TG 58.1 hit GUAM and ROTA.
previously reported was observed on ROTA.

OBBs will bombard

GU~(

from 12

~o

A grass sodded runway not

16 July (K).

CenPao shore based airoraft on 6 July conducted strikes against WOTJE,
TAROA, NAURU and TRUK. 16 B-24s made tho TRUK strike; 11-15 enemy fighters intercepted and 5 were shot down; 1 B-24 was lost on the return flight. Tho strike
against NAURU was a heavy one made by 47 B-25s; 4 B-24s followed the strike on a
photographic mission over the island.
{continued)
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At noon 7 July (K) 18 B~24s effectively bombed YAP Town and barrack areas.
3 B-24s hit SOROL ISLAND and 3 hit WOLEAI. Photos of both YAP and SOROL were
taken• Airdromes of MOEMI, RANSIKI, and WAREN (VOGELKOP) were heavily hit by one
group of B-24s. NABIRI airdrome in western NEW GUINEA was bombed and strafed by
24 A-20s. P-47s bombed and strafed enemy positions in the SARMI and SAWAR areas.
At midday 7 July (K) 6 B-24s bombed MAOEMERE airdrome on FLORES ISLAND. Weather
cancelled strikes against enemy concentrations in the ~/AK area, but fighter
bombers hit barge traffic off shore from WEWAK. C-47s flew a total of 49 supply
missions to BIAK and other forward bases. On night 6-7 July {K) B-25s heckled
RABAUL. On the 7th strikes against RABAUL were weathered out, but 16 P-39s
operated over KAVIENG.
Com7thFleet reports no further effective enemy resistance on NOEMFOOR. As
of 7 July (K) our casualties were 6 killed. 46 wo1.mded and 3 missing; the enemy
had lost 363 killed and 6 captured.
CominCh & CNO 061840 (pink) approves issuance on 7 July of Warning Order
for occupation MARIANAS-PALAU Line.
8 July (Oahu date)
All organized enemy resistance on SAIPAN ceased on afternoon 9 July (K).

On night 7-8 July (K), following the Jap suicidal charge, our patrols moved forward all along the line to maintain enemy contact. On the 7th the 2nd MarDiv

took over responsibility for the left of the line; 27th InfDiv (less 165th Inf)
reverted to landing force reserve; 165th Inf was attached to 2nd MarDiv. - Our
attack on the 7th, initiated at 0630 (K), was a wheeling movement, with 4th MarDiv
attacking to the W; opposition was cleared to the shore line. Hq Co,· 105th Inf',
and some anti-tank units, though surrounded by the enemy on the 7th. were found
to have maintained a pocket of resistance; our attack on the 8th reached their
position. Supported by naval and artillery bombardment, our forces were enabled
to advance rapidly and mop up isolated strong points and clear troop concentrations from caves and cliffs. No information yet available on our or enemy's
casualties during past 48 hours. CTF 51 at 2244 (K) 9 July: "To our brave
troops who have captured SAIPAN, the naval forces who have strived to assist them
make a bow of respect".
On night 7-8 July {K) enemy planes dropped about 25 bombs on SAIPAN apparent
ly with little damage.

(

'

TG 58.2 hit GUAM on 8 July (K) dropping a total of 35 tons of bombs; buildings, gun emplacements and AA installations were attacked. 9 Zekes were downed by
CAP at 0710 about 40 miles from ships on course from GUAM to YAP. Six ene~
planes were destroyed on the ground, and 2 others probably destroyed on the ground
4 others were damaged on the ground. We lost 1 F6F with pilot in combat; 1 SB2C
was lost operationally but pilot and crewman were rescued.
TG 58.2 hit ROTA on 9 July (K) with 8 tons of bombs; several buildings were
reported destroyed.
TG 58.1 hit GUAM on 9 July with a total of 21 tons of bombs and 76 rockets.
Buildings, gun installations and AA positions were attacked. We lost in combat
1 TBF with pilot and 2 crewmen; 1 SB2C was lost operationally.
{continued)
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CTF 57 060450 summarizes operations 1-5 July.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 7 July conducted strikes against TAROA,
JALU!T, MILLE, WOTJE and TRUK.
SUNFISH (SS 281) reports 1 large AK stmk wi. th 2 hits and one medium AK
probably sunk with ·2 timed hits at 090100 GCT, position 20 miles north of ARAIDO

TO.

TANG (SS 306) operating EAST CHINA SEA reports sinking 8 ships for a total
tonnage of 50,000; took one prisoner.

PARGO (SS 264){SWPA) operating BASILAN STRAIT reports damaging one AK at
271400 (H) Jtme; believes 1 AK sunk and 1 damaged at dawn 28 June.
FLIER (SS 250) operating west of the BONINS and later in the CHINA .SEA
reports sinking one large AK and 3 medium AKs for a total tonnage of 19,500;
damaging 1 4000-ton AK and 1 9500-ton AO for a total tonnage of 13,500.
SWP air forces on 8 July (K) attacked MOEMI airdrome prior to dawn with 8
fighters; many enemy casualties were reported; at the same time many fires were
started on PELELIU airdrome. At noon on the 8th 3 B·24s bombed WOLEAI with
unobserved results. WEWAK stores and personnel areas were attacked by aircraft,
type and number unspecified; one ammunition dump exploded.
~ p

9 July (oahu date)

L;

u'lV

No additional reports on the situation at SAIPAN have been received. A
captured chief petty officer states that he personally witnessed suicide of
Vice Admiral NAGUMO and Rear Admiral YANO at 1030 (K) 7 July at temporary
headquarters inland from MATONSA, SAIP:A.N; Admiral NAGUMO was Commander CenPao
Area; Commanded the attack force whioh struck PEARL HARBOR on 7 Deo. 1941,
and was in command at Battle of MIDWAY; prior to arrival SAIPAN on 8 March, he
commanded SASEBO Naval Base.
TGs 58.3 and 58.4 depart ENIWETOK enroute MARIANAS on 15 July; ETA 19 July.
TG 53.16 (Tractor Group) departs ENIWETar enroute MARIANAS on 15 July; .ETA
21 July.
At 090630 GCT 15 B-24s (Under CTF 59) hit TRUK with 30 tons of bombs
concentrated against AA positions and airfield installations on PARAM ISLAND.
SWP Air Forces on 9 July {K) sent B-24s with fighter escort against
storage areas and shipping on S VOGELKOP. Night patrols operated in the SORONG
Area and over PALAU. Fighter bombers hit the MOEMI airdrome. B~25s, A-20s and
fighters dropped 58 tons of bombs in the AITAPE - WE'WAK area. Airdrome and
defense installations on WOLEAI were bombe~.
In the RABAut. Area on the 8th medium and light bombers dropped 103 tons of
bombs on defense and supply installations near VUNAPOPE, MATUPI, aild LIGUAN BAY.
Patrols swept BOUGAINVILLE and BUKA coastnl sectors. mdiRAU CO
RS operated
over KAVIENG.
·/
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10 July (Oahu date)

On 10 July (K) a formal flag raising ceremony was. held at shore headquarters of Lt. General H. M. Smith. During the previous night small enemf groups
made forays against our troops; they were killed or dispersed. Mopping-up continued during the day with many civilians and a number of prisoners being taken.
A considerable number of Japs took refuge on hulks in T.ANAPAG HARBOR and on the
reefs during the night 9-10 July (K); they were hunted dawn during the day of the
lOth. Many swimmers were seen ott MARPI POINT; some were rescued by our DDs.
On the 8th 24 P-47s which struck PAGAN received intense large and small
calibre AA fire; taxiways were of such size and condition as to permit fighters to
take ott; the only enemy plane observed was one damaged seaplane. During the lOth
our planes •continued softening-up strikes against TINIAN. During night 11-12
July it is planned to land reconnaissance troops and .one underwater demolition
team on TINIAN to examine condi tiona and defenses of beaches. CruDi v 6 continued
bombardment of GUAM which was initiated 9 July (K).
Our

casualties reported as of 1800 9 July (K):

Unit

KIA

WIA

MIA

ind MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th InfDiv
Corps Troops
Totals

991
785
415
21
2212

4126
4280
1957
81
10444

186
318
46

5
555

TOTAL
5303
5383
2418
107
13211

Figures do not include recent casualties of l05th Int. Enemf troops buried as of'
1800 9 July, 10,026; civilians interned, 8,430; prisoners of war, 631.

Ott 11 July (K) mopping-up continued. Reconnaissance of TINIAN beaches
on night 10-11 July was not very successful and will be repeated on night 11-12
July; there were no casualties however. Bombardment of GUAl( continues. Forward
movement trom ENIWETOK ot forces assigned to the capture of TINIAN and GUAM got
\Ulderway on the 11th·. McCALL (DD 400) rescued from GUAM Chief Radioman G. R. Tweed
who had been on the island since 1939.
Our casualties as of 1800 10 July (K) (includes estimates by 105th Inf)a
2369; WIA: 11,481; MIA: 1213; Grand Total: 15,053. Total ene~ buried
as of 1800 10 July, 11,948; civilians interned, 9006; prisoners of war, 736.
Considerable numbers of enemy dead remain to be buried.

KIA:

ROTA was hit by TG 58.1 on 10 July (K) and by TG 58.2 on 11 July (K);
during the 2 days 73 sorties were flown over the target area and 21 tans of bombs
were dropped. Defense installations were attacked. None of our planes was
reported lost.
GUAM was hit by TG 58.2 on 10 July (K) and by TG 58.1 on 11 July (K).
A total of 175 sorties were flown over the target area• 42 tons of bombs were
dropped and 72 rockets were fired. We lost 2 planes and one pilot operationally;
none lost in combat.
{continued)
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Del~ed report from CTF 59 states that on 8 July our shore based aircraft
bombed JALUIT, TAROA, MILLE, VDTJE and TRUK. On 9 July the same objectives were
again bombed.

BREAM (SS 243)(SWPA) operating near HALMAHERA reports damaging three 4000ton AKs.
SWP air forces hit YAP on successive days 8, 9, and 10 July (K)J a total
of 66 B-24s participated; ene~ defense and supply installations were hitJ as
were both airfields; a total of 18-25 fighters intercepted; 8 enemy planes were
shot down; 5 B-24s were slightly damaged. During the same 3 day period B-24s
bombed WOLEAI and PALAU (PELELIU and NGESIBUS). On the 9th and lOth 43 A-20s and
3 B-25s hit bivouac and supply areas in the WEWAK area; on the lOth Beauforts and
P-39s strafed enemy stores in the same area. On the 9th 16 B-24s bombed NAMLEA
airdrome (BOEROE ISLAND, west of CERAM). other strikes on the 9th included 16
B-24s against JEFMAN airdrome, 23 A-20s against BABO, and 2 B-25s against SAGAN
and MOEMI. On the 9th 6 enemy planes dropped 75 bombs on NOEMFOOR ISLAND; a
gasoline dump was hit but no casualties resulted.
In the North Pacific on 10 July 5 PVs from FAW 4 flew an ar.med reconnaissance over KURABU ZAKI and SURIBACHI in southern PARAMUSHIRU; 2 fires were observed;
all planes returned safely.
11 July (Oahu date)
On night 11-12 July (K) enemy activity on SAIPAN was limited to sniper

On the 12th mopping up continued, with many civilians and some prisonera
b~ing taken into custody; prisoners now total 1010. WHITE Beaches 1 and 2 (NW
TINIAN) were successfully reconnoitered night 11-12 July. Decision has been made
to effect main landing on TINIAN at WHITE Beaches 1 and 2; the beaches are small
but can be improved rather quickly, and neither mines nor obstructions were found.
activi~.

·On 10 July (K) an enemy submarine, which was discovered beached in UMATAK
was destroyed by PALFORD (DD 480).
(GUAM),
BAY

CenPao shore based aircraft on 10 July conducted strikes against WOTJE,
TAROA, and TRUK.
TAUTOG (SS 199), operating EMPIRE waters, reports at 111304 GCT having sunk
1 small AK, and sinking with gunfire 1 trawler.

(

On night 10-11 July (K) B-25's bombed and strafed stores and barrack areas
at MANOKWARI, WAREN., and MOEMI airdromes; during the same period 2 B-24' s bombed
NGESEBUS ISLAND (PALAU). On the 11th B-24's effectively dropped 33 tons on the
BABA Drome, hitting revetments and gun positions. A-20's struck VOGELKOP targets,
and fighter bombers attacked barge traffic in GEELVINK BAY Area. 6 B-25's hit
IIALMAHERA. 2 A-26's fired BIAK VILLAGE with 16 250-pounders. Heavy and attack
bombers hit stores and hostile troop concentrations in the SARMI, SAWAR, and WEWAK
Areas. Fighter gweeps were made along the N NEVI GUINEA Coast. 3 B-24's attacked
the WOLEAI Airfield. C-47's flew 87 supply missions to forward base~.

j.
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12 July (Oahu date)

The situation on SAIPAN has been generally quiet during the past 24 hours.

On 13 July (K) small enemy groups searching for food and water and harrassing our

troops were being eliminated. Elements of the 2nd MarDiv landed on MANIAGASSA ISLAND
at 1100 (~) 13 July. ISSANA was secured at 1145 with 16 enemy dead and 5 prisoners;
1 of our men is missing. Naval gunfire and Corps artiller,y continue bombardment of
TINIAN. Survey parties from TF 51 have completed preliminar,y survey of TANAPAG HARBOR;
entrance channel has been dragged to 25 feet; wrecks will not greatly hamper use of
the harbor, ·though several must be removed; we have several pontoon causeways inside
the harbor and in a few days our enginee·r s hope to be able to dock 2 ships simul taneously.
At 1000 (K) 12 July, Major General Harry Schmidt, USMC, was assigned as CG
5th Amphibious Corps with additional duty as CG Northern Troops and tanding Force, relieving Lt. Gen. Holland Smith, USMC, who retains command of all expeditionary troops.
Major General Clifton B. Cates, USMC, was assigned as CG 4th MarDiv.
15,978 enemy troops have been buried; many bodies still remain on land and at
sea. 10, 415 civilians have been interne~including: Japanese, 6.267; Koreans, 1,123;
Chamorros, 249; Carolinians, 776; Spaniards, B. Our casualties as of 1800 (K) 12 Julya
Unit

KIA

WIA

MIA

TarAL

2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th Inf.Div.
Corps Troops

1,076
854
21

4,530
4,658
2,286
81

169
316
535
5

5,775
5,828
3,395
107

2,525

11,555

1,025

15,105

TOTAL

574

On 10 July (K), in addition to the strike by TG 58.2, 4 VF and 4 VT from the ·
CORREGIDOR bombed and strafed AGAT (GUAM). On the 11th planes from CarDiv 24 dropped
14 tons on GUAM, hitting the pier, buildings, AA emplacements, and construction equipment; 4 parked planes at AGANA and an equipment dump were strafed.
On the 12th GUAM was hit by TG 58.2 and on the 13th by TG 58.1;: 139 sorties wer
flown and 57 tons of bombs were dropped; we lost 2 planes; 1 enemy plane was shot down.
ROTA was hit by TG 58.1 on the 12th, and on the 13th by TG 58.2; a total of 65 sorties
were flown and 5 tons of bombs were dropped; unfavorable weather cancelled scheduled
strlkes on afternoon of the 13th.
On 10 and 11 July (K) CruDiv 6 effectively bombarded hostile defense installa- ·
tiona on GUAM.

On the night of 11-12 July 8 B-24's (under CTF 59) bombed major islands of TRUK
ATOL:L.; 78 500-lb. bombs were dropped with unobserved results.

COBIA (SS 245), operating BONINS Area, reports 1 medium AK sunk with 2 hits at
122230 GCT. A 400-ton patrol vessel was sunk by gunfire N. of MARCUS ISLAND.
APOGON (SS 308),
at large convoy in night
are unknown; during tl1is
which requires return of

operating N. of LUZON, reports at 121550 GCT fired 6 torpedoes
periscope attack; 3 timed hits were obtained though results
attack the submarine was rammed by an AK resulting in damage
submarine to PEARL.
- Continued -
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8 B-24's from SWP air forces bombed LAHA Drome on AMBON on night 10-11 July (K)J
on the 12th 16 B-24's silenced 6 AA batteries at MANOKWARI, while 7 B-24's fired the
CERAM Airdrome. On the 12th AITAPE was hit by 12 B-24's which dropped 555 100-lb.
bombs; 10 to 15 enemy fighters aggressively intercepted; 3 enemy planes were shot down
and 5 others were probably destroyed; our planes returned safely. Enemy concentrations
in the AITPAE-WEWAK Areas were attacked on the 12th by 22 A-20 1 8, 2 B-25's and an unspecified number of fighter bombers. Heckling strikes continued against WOLEAI and
PELELIU • Minor strikes were made against NAMLEA (BOERE IS.), TIMOR, TANIMBAR, ASIA
ISLANDS ( HA1MAHERA Area) , and KAIRIRU and MUSCHU ISLANDS •

Cine SWPA reports that reconnaissance of the AITPAE-WEWAK Area indicates
the 18th Japanese Ar.my, Commanded by General Adachi, which is . t~apped on the north
coast of NEW GUINEA between WEWAK and AITAPE, is concentrating for battle in a desperat
effort to break our or the net to the west. The original strength of this Army was
reported as 60,000; attrition is believed to have reduced this number to 45,000. Opening skirmishes with our outpOsts and reconnaissance groups are now taking place~
13 July (Oahu date)

~

/'l ;

There are no additional reports from our ground forces on SAIPAN. On July
14 (K) TG 53.1.13 (NEW MEXICO, PENNSYLVANIA, IDAHO) bombarded GUAM. TG 53.1.14
(2 DDs, 1 APD, 4 LCis) reconnoitered along west shore of GUAM. Night harassment
by DDs continued. TG 58.2 has been dir~cted to deny ROTA and GUAM to the enemy,
and to strike GUA!f as requested.
On the 14th TG 58.1 attacked ROTA; a total of 46 sorties were flown over
the target area and 14 tons of bombs were dropped.
On 11 July CenPac shore based aircraft bombed MILLE, TAROA, WOTJE and TRUK.
On the 12th JALUIT, TAROA and TRUK were bombed.

NARWHAL (SS 187)(SWPA) operating north of MALAY BARRIER reports damaging
one 7300-ton AO and one 100-ton unidentified vessel; with gunfire damaged fuel
storage center at BULA, CERAM.
On 13 July (K) 20 B-24s effectively bombed YAP. 12 B-24s hit gun positions
and revetment areas at BABO. 5 A-20s using rocket bombs for the first time attacked
MANOKWARI gun positions. 12 B-25s bombed and strafed KOKAS VILLAGE (S. GEELVINK
BAY); storage areas and gun positions were hit. Enemy concentrations from AITAPE
to WEWAK were heavily hit by 2 squadrons of A-20s and 11 fighter-bombers . 3 B-24s
heckled WOLEAI. C-47s flew a total of 89 supply missions to forward bases, including 67 to BIAK.

CinCsWPA reports that our outposts inflicted heavy casualties in a prelimin-

ary engagement with an enemy force moving westward apparently to attack our AIT. ·

position.
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There are no additional reports from our ground forces on SAIPAN. Naval
bombardment of shore installations on GUAM continues. Clearance sweep for
mines has been completed in the entire area surrounding SAIPAN which lies inside
200-fathom curve. Reconnaissance by LCI was made 1,000 yards off East and West
shores of TINIAN. TG 58.2 hit GUAM on 14 July (K) with 85 sorties which dropped
25 tons on buildings, gun positions, and ammunition and gasoline storage areas.
CenPac shore based aircraft on night of 13 July bombed NAURU, PONAPE, TAROA,
WOTJE, and TRUK.
SEALION (SS 316), operating YELLOW SEA, reports at 131533 GCT 4 AK's sunk
for total tonnage or 20,000.
POMFRET (SS 391) reports 3 timed hits in FUSO BB at 131830 GCT position
31-52 N, 133-02 E (S. of BUNGO CHANNEL).
GUAVINA (SS 362) reports 4 downed airmen rescued at 140520 GCT position
08-43 N, 138-39 E (60 miles SE YAP).
HARDER (SS 257)(SWP Area), operating SULU and CELEBES SEAS, reports sinking
5 fleet t.ype 1700-ton DD's.
75 A-20's bombed and strafed BOELA (CERAM) oil storage tanks, installations,
and derricks; · large tanks were blown up and entire target area was left covered
with huge fires; burning oil flowed from hill storage area through buildings and
inst~llations; 1200 100-lb. bombs were dropped; we lost 1 plane.
Night fighters
on 13 and 14 July bombed and strafed the VOGELKOP Airfields and AA possigions at
MANOKWARI, MOOO, WAREN, and SAGAN. A-20's and P-39's bombed enemy concentrations
in the AITAPE-WEWAK Area. B-24's hit YAP on the 14th with 223 500-lb. bombs;
of 15 interceptors, 2 were shot down, 3 were probably destroyed, and 1 was damaged.
C•47'• flew a total of 96 supply missions to forward bases including 57 to BIAK.
On the 12th over 200 sorties were flown against targets in the RABAUL Area.
Our ground patrols have overrun the SAWAR Airfield without opposition and
enemy resistance in this area has practically collapsed. Our seizure of NOEMFOOR
to the west, following that of BIAK, cut the line of supply of the enemy's forces
in the SARMI-MAFFIN BAY Area and with our frontal pressure made his position untenable. He is apparently trying to withdraw the remnants of his forces overland
to the west, a hazardous movement of doubtful success due to the difficulties of
jungle and swamp. The fierce resistance of our outpost in the AITAPE-WEWAK Area,
the continuous harassment of his rear areas by our naval and air forces and the
natural obstructions of the terrain are making it increasingly difficult for the
enemy to dispose his forces to launch an attack in force. The initial effort of
his advance elements in the DRINIUMOR RIVER VALLEY, failing of surprise, has
dwindled and he is already being forced to reorganize and readjust his dispositions.
268 of his abandoned dead have been buried by our outpost troops.
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15 July (Oahu date)

On 16 July (K b OBB's effectively bombarded the western part or GUAM to the
north and south of OROTE PENINSULA. Bombardment will continue on the 17th of
western shore beaches with heav.y concentrations against beach defenses. Commencing night 17-18 July (K) and continuing until 20 July underwater demolition teams
will reconnoiter landing beaches and destroy underwater obstructions.
On 15 July (1\) TG 58.1 hit GUAM with 74 sorties over the target area, expending 21 tons of bombs and 80 rockets; the group lost operationally 2 planes
and 2 pilots. ROTA was hit on the 15th b,y TG 58.2 and on the 16th by TG 58.1; 59
sorties over the target area dropped 12 tons of bombs and fired 64 rockets; we
lost in combat 1 plane, and 1 pilot and 2 crewmen; 1 plane, and 1 pilot and 1
crewman were lost operationally.
On 14 July (K) 2 search planes (PB4Y's from FAW 2) over IWO J]MA at low
level reported successful bombing of shipping; explosion and fire on 1 6,000-ton
AK; fired by strafing, 1 3,000-ton AK; 1 direct hit on DD with 500-lb. bomb;
strafed 1 DE, 1 coastal vessel, and 12 small craft starting 5 fires. 30 to 40
operational single and twin engine aircraft were observed on the south field;
estimate 3 destroyed and 10 damaged by strafing.

CTF 57 110450 summarizes operations 6-10 July inclusive.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 14 July bombed TAROA and WOTJE.

On 15 July {K) 17 B-24's struck JEFMAN Airdrome dropping 28 tons on runway
and along sides of strip. 12 B-25's bombed enemy concentrations at KARIBO BAY
(SW BIAK). A-20's attacked gun positions on MAlTS !MAN ISLAND off MANOKWARI.
18 A-20's and 2 B-25's attacked enemy concentrations in the WEWAK Area. Fighter
bombers operated along north NEW GUINEA Coast between AITAPE and WEWAK bombing
personnel and storage areas. C-47's flew a total of 86 supply missions to forward bases including 62 to BIAK.
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area the enemy has not renewed his unsuccessful attempts to thrust forward with his advance elements in the DRINIUMOR RIVER VALLEY
and appears to be regrouping his main forces. Our medium units and fighters hit
concentrations and bivouac areas in close support of our ground forces, while
attack planes and naval units bombarded coastal targets and harassed enemy barge
traffic.

16 July {Oahu date)

CTF 53 reports continued air strikes and ship bombardment of GUAM has
produced excellent results; opposition from shore batteries is negligible. Afternoon reconnaissance on 15 July (K) of reef edge at southern beaches (GUAM) provoked considerable fire of up to 5 or 6-inch caliber; 1 officer was killed and 5
enlisted men were slightly wounded; resulting disclosure of enemy emplacements
enabled BB gunfire at 3,000 yards to demolish battery on BANG! POINT, while ships
plus LCI's with rockets and automatic weapons beat down fire from beaches. Reconnaissance showed coral heads obstructing approach to Yellow and White beaches
{~ediately south of OROTE PENINSULA), especially the latter; reef edge is irregular; coral heads can probably be cleared successfully to provide approach for
J:.ClP s and LCT' s •
- Continued -
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16 July {Oahu date - Cont'd)

On 16 July (K) TG 58.2 flew 74 sorties over GUAM target areas dropping
28 tons plus 24 rockets and 20 incendiar,y clusters; we lost 1 plane but pilot
and crew were saved.

Com5th.Fleet reports airstrip on KAGMAN PENINSULA expected to be available
for use by 20 July.

w.c. MILLER (DE) reports enemy submarine definitely destroyed onmorning
14 July (K) at 15-17 N, 144-20 E (65 miles W of SAIPAN).
CenPao shore based aircraft on 15 July bombed WOTJE, MittE, and TRUK.
MICKEY FINN VfOLFPACK (GUARDFISH (SS 217), THRESHER (SS 200). and PIRANHA
(SS 389)), operating NW LUZON, reports heavy damage to enemy on night 16 July.
GUARDFISH sank 4 ships for total tonnage 29,000; 1 probably sunk and 1 damaged
for 7,500 tons; all from a 9-ship convoy. THRESHER wiped out 6-ehip convoy b.Y
sinking 3 AK's, 1 AO, and 1 escort; 1 remaining escort damaged. PIRANHA sank
1 AO. Total score: Sunk: 7 AK'a, 2 AO's, 1 escort; Probably sunk: 1 AK, 1 escort;
Damaged: 1 AK. All attacks in general vicinity 18-45 N, 119-45 E (50 miles W of
NW tip of LUZON).
SKATE (SS 305). operating in KURILES, reports 2 AK's sunk 15 July.
PLAICE (SS 390), operating BONINS Area, reports 1 of 4 radar-equipped
escorts sunk at 171500 GCT.
P!MPANITO (SS 383), operating EMPIRE waters, reports a 5.000-ton AK
probably sunk with 1 hit on 6 July.
YAP TOWN was heavily bombed by B-24's on 15 and 16 July (K). On the 15th
an unspecified number of B-24's dropped 235 250-lb. bombs and 12 500-lb. bombs,
60% being in the target areaJ large explosions and fires resulted; 14 to 17 enemy
planes intercepted aggressively; 2 B-24's collided and crashed 8 miles S of YAPt
1 other, crippled by fighters, made a water landing 200 miles off N NEVf GUINEA
Coast; 8 ensny fighters were shot down. On the 16th 20 B-24's dropped 50% of
their bombs in the target area; 10 enemy planes weakly intercepted, 1 being shot
down; one of our planes was damaged. 2 other B-24's bombed the YAP runway with
20 250-lb. bombs; results unobserved.
Bombing of WOLEAI was continued on 15 July (K) by 3 B-24 1 a, and on the 16th
by 4 B-24's. Night heckling of PAlAU also continued on the 15th and 16th. A
single B-24 hit SOROL ISLAND on the 15th. 1iAN~ARI AA positions were heavily
hit on the 16th by 18 B-24's which dropped 480 100-lb. bombs; targets were covered
and buildings were demolished. Minor strikes were made along W shore GEELVINK BAY
and against. BABO shipping. 23 A-20's and 13 fighter bombers attacked hostile
troop concentrations in the AITAPE-WEWAK Area. Usual fighter sweeps were made
along N NiWf GUINEA Coast. C-47'• flew 81 supply missions to forward bases, including 56 to BIAK. On the 15th 11 B-24's and 3 B-25's bombed the LAUTEMwest
drame on TThiOR. Meager reports indicate that air forces continue their active
role of neutralization of NEW BRITAIN, NEW IRELAND, and BOUGAINVII.LE.
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area, our ground forces report a further 344 enemy dea~
We have moved supporting troops up and have established Iine of battle along the
DRINiillJOR RIVER. This movement cut off advance elements of the enemy which were
attempting to operate to the west of the river. Enemy prisoners have been taken
- Continued -
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16 July (Oahu date - Cont•d)

and 2 enemy divisions, the 41st and 20th, have been identified forward with a
third, the 51st, in support. Our naval forces have gone into action on our
coastal flank and are shelling enemy concentrations and targets. Our air forces
are operating in close support of the ground troops.
4

17 July (Oahu date)
Mopping up and anti sniper activity continued on SAIPAN during 17 July (K}.
All Divisions are now in the rehabilitation areas preparing for TINIAN assault.
DD gunfire was conducted during the day against selected TINIAN targets; during
the night harassing fire was delivered on SUNHARON TOWN. 13 battalions of artillery (156 guns) emplaced on southern SAIPAN are concentrating tneir fire a~inst
TINIAN. Air strikes against TIN!All are being conducted by SAIPAN based plane~.
18,011 enemy troops have ·been buried to date. 13, 822 civilians have been interned; nationalities are: Japanese 9,624, Koreans 1,159, Chamorros 2,257,
Carolinians 782. 1,620 prisoners have been taken; 809 are Japanese. 811 are
Korean.
During 16 and 17 July (K) ship bombardment of GUAM was effectively conducted.
CTF 53 considers that damage to coast defense and dual purpose guns is now sufficient to permit uninterrupted approach to landing beaches when supported by
counter battery fire. ·an the 17th bombardment was directed against defensive works
on and close behind the beaches; coast defense and dual purpose guns were not neglected. Removal of underwater obstacles is underway. During the nights of 18
and 19 July 1 CA and 3 DD's will take station off GUAM landing beaches to interdict repairs to beach defenses and reef obstructions; 3 DD's in each area will
combine screening dut,y with support of night demolition operations as required.
area
with
were
were

On 17 July (K) TG 58.1 hit GUAM; 71 sorties were flown over the target
and 38 tons of bombs plus 37 rockets were dropped; the group lost 2 planes
pilots and crewmen. On the same day ROTA was hit by TG 58.2; 46 sorties
flown over the target area and 12 tons of bombs were dropped; no plane losses
reported.
On 16 July CenPac shore based aircraft bombed MILLE, WOTJE, and TAROA.

GUARDFISH (SS 217) sank 1 9,800-ton
at 180922 GCT in position 20-25 N, 119-12
course 215, speed 15; convoy was composed
naval auxiliaries. No .chase was possible

naval auxiliary out of a large convoy
E (135 miles NW of NW tip of LUZON);
of 2 CV's, 2 AO's, several AP's and
awing to 30-foot seas.

REDFIN (SS 272)(SWPA), operating CELEBES SEA and off SIARGAO STRAIT, summarizes 3rd war patrol; 1 large AO and 1 AP were sunk for a total tonnage of
16,100; 1 9,300-ton AP was damaged.
FLYING FISH (SS 229)(SWPA), operating W of PALAU and off SAN BERNADINO STRAIT
summarizes lOth war patrol; sank 1 4,000-ton AK and dacaged 1 4,000-ton AK.

FLOIDlDER (SS 25l)(SWPA), operating vicinity HALMAHERA, summarizes 2nd war
patrol; sank 1 4,000-ton AK.
HAKE (SS 256)(SWPA), operating CELEBES SEA, summarizes 5th war patrol; sank
1 1,600-ton DD and 1 5,500-ton AK, 1 7,500-ton AP and 1 10-ton craft for a total
tonnage of 14,510; damaged 1 10,000-ton XAV.
- Continued -
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On 17 July (K) MANOKWARI gun positions were again bombed by 2 squadrons of
B-24's, while 8 other B-24 1 s attacked the MOEMI Airdrome. 3 B-26 1 s attacked shipping off southern VOGELKOP. 18 A-20's, and 3 B-25's hit enemy concentrations E or
TADJI. Fighter bombers continued heavy bombing and strafing attacks against enemy
positions and installations between AITAPE and WEWAK. C-47's flew 98 supply missions to forward bases, including 73 to BIAK. Night harassment by 3 B-24's
continued against WOLEAI and PALAU.

In the ATIAPE-WEWAK Area the enemy made weak attempts to penetrate our positions along the DRUNIUMOR RIVER; these attempts which were made at night were
repulsed; our naval units in support shelled enemy installations along the coast.
On NOEMFOOR vigorous patrolling continues.
18 July (Oahu date)
On 18 July (K) dawn and afternoon air strikes were made against PAGAN by SAlFAN land based planes; 1 enemy plane was destroyed on the ground; the field was reported inoperational. Systematic naval and artiller,y gunfire and air strikes continue against known installations on TINIAN. As of the 18th 19.793 enemy troops
had been buried.

CTF 53 reports good progress being made on clearance of obstacles on reefs
off all landing beaches on GUAM. The landing beaches and adjacent areas have been
thoroughly covered by naval and air bombardment. Opposition to all operations still
is negligible. Clearance of reef obstacles and intensive bombing and gunfire on a
beach defenses ~continuing.
On 18 July (K) all TG 1 s of TF 58 concentrated against GUAM; 1,020 sorties we
flown over the target area, and 400 tons of bombs and 140 rockets were dropped; we
lost 6 planes and 3 crews. On the 19th strikes by TF 58 continued against GUAM;
reports from TG's 58.2 and 58.S show 635 sorties over the target area expending
226 tons of b<~bs; no plane loss was reported.
CenFac shore based aircraft on 17 July bombed WOTJE, TAROA and PONAPE.
CominCh 061900 directs that in the event of an attack having been made upon
a hospital ship the theater commander concerned will convene a Board of Investigation to obtain the circumstances in the case.
COD (SS 224) reports sighting at 172240 (H) 2 heavy units plus 5 DD's positi
12-24 N, 116-27 E (off SE coast of MINDORO), course 270, speed 19.
COBIA (SS 245}, operating BONINS Area, reports at 181229 GCT sank 1 large and
1 meditm1. AK.
PLAICE (SS 390), operating BONINS Area, reports at 181546 GCT sank 1 DD in
southbound convoy.
WILKINS WOLFPACK (SAWFISH (SS 276}, ROCK (SS 274), TILEFISH (SS 307)),
operating LUZON STRAIT, reports at 171845 GCT convoy in position 22-23 N, 119-02 E
(65 miles W of TAKAO, FORMOSA), course 180, speed 14. At dawn the following ships
were sighted:: 2 small carriers, 1 heavy cruiser, 6 AP's, 6 AO's, 1 DD, and 1 PC;
ships were in 2 columns with CA on center ahead and 1 carrier in each column; escorts were patrolling on the flanks. In a submerged attack the SAWFISH got 2 hits
- Continued -
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in a 10,000-ton ·Ao for 9 torpedoes fired. ROCK got 5 timed hits for 10 fired; 1
in AK, 2 in AP, and 2 in AO. TILEFISH, with 2 hits· for 7 torpedoes fired, sank
1 DD.
FLASHER (SS 249)(SVWA), operating SOUTH CHINA SEA, reports 1 medium Maru
sunk off CAPE VARELLA, FRENCH INDO CHINA, on night of 7 July with 2 hits. At
191130 GCT she reports 2 hits in KID~ Class cruiser; knocking her mainmast off but
believes CA departed from position ·l2-45 N, 114-20 E (300 miles E of CAPE VARELLA)
at about 191030 GCT, course 245, speed 17.
RAY (SS 27l)(SWPA) reports at 181300 GCT sank large AO in position 05-20 S,
112-22 E (midway between BORNEO and JAVA).

On 16 and 17 July (K) minor air strikes were made against YAP; on the 18th
a heavy strike was made by 19 B-24's. On the 18th and 19th SOROL and WOLEAI were
hit by 3-5 B-24's. Medium, attack, and fighter bombers continue heavy attacks
against enemy concentrations and installations in the AITAPE-WEWAK Area.
Our ground forces in the AITAPE-vtgWAK Area are mopping up isolated enemy
parties west or the DRINIUMOR RIVER; an additional 175 Japs have been killed and
25 taken prisoners. 2 CA's and 4 DD's are furnishing close support.
19 July {Oahu date)
Task Foree 53 commences landing operations against GUAM at 0830 (K) 21 July.
1st Marine Division lands regiments abreast on beaches at ASAN with immediate
objective of securing APRA HARBOR. 1st Marine Provisional Brigade (4th and 22nd
Marine Re~) with one RCT (305tb) of 77th Inf Div will land on beaches at
AGAT with
'!bjective of seizing OROTE PENINSULA. 77th Inf Div {less ,one RCT),
remaining as floating reserve. is scheduled to land on 23 July (K).
CTF 53 reports excellent progress being made on obstruction clearance and
preparation of reefs. Heavy interdiction fire has continued day and night to
prevent replacement . of obstacles. Destruction of shore defenses has proceeded as
scheduled with heavy olose range gunfire and powerful air strikes. Opposition to
our operations continues negligible and CTF 53 believes that very few fixed
defenses remain in the vicinity of the landing beaches; the most serious opposition
is expected to be from mobile artillery which has not fired and which has not been
located.
With reports from TG 58.1 and 58.4. TF 58 sent a total of 1008 sorties
against GUAM on 19 July (K); over 400-tons of bombs were dropped; we lost one plane
TF 58 continued its strikes against GUAM on the 20th; the only group thus far
reported is TG 58.3 which flew 341 sorties over the target area and dropped over
300-tons of bombs and 83 rockets; we lost 1 plane with crew.
CTG 12.2 (HOGGATT BAY with 4 DEs) reports ene~ submarine believed definitely destroyed at about 182310 (K) in the MARIANAS area.
CTF 57 162330 summarizes operations 11-15 July inclusive.
CenPao shore based aircraft on 18 July bombed MILLE, WOTJE, and TRUK. The
TRUK strike was executed by 22 B-24s; weather obstructed observation of results.
•continued-
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On 19 July (K) 3 PB4Ys from SAIPAN bombed CHICHI JIMA and HAHA JIMA. At
CHICHI J~ a 5000-ton AK was bombed and 3 of 6~8 coastal vessels were fired by
strafing; no other ships were present; barracks, naval installations. radio station
and seaplane base were damaged by bombing and strafing; one direct hit {1000-lb
bomb) was observed on hangar at SE corner of airfield. At HAHA J]MA a 200-ton AK
was sunk and 4 of 19 coastal vessels were left ablaze; several fires were started
among buildings and installations by strafing; 11 of 26 enemy planes were damaged.
The 3 planes returned safely.
ComSoPac 140227 (pink) lists air squadrons of RNZAF which can be made available for transfer to SWPA; lists type squadron available date, and present location.
Richardson 170205 (pink) announces that 24th Anny Corps with attached units,
and 8lst Division with attached units, pass to operational control CTF 36.
CinCPOA 190519 (pink) recp _e sts ComSoPac to arrange directly with CinCSWPA
transfer of RNZAF aircraft units to SWPA; relates to CamSoPac 140227.
GUARDFISH (SS 217) reports sinking 1 6100-ton AK and damaging 1 4000-ton .AK
in 6-ship northbound convqy at 182243 GCT position 20-05 N, 118-23 E (150 mi NW of
NW tip of LUZON) •
TINOSA (SS 283) operating YELLOW SEA reports at 191235 GCT sank 1 large AP
and 1 AK; with gunfire sank 1 schooner, 1 trawler, and 1 sampan.
ASPRO (SS 309)(SWPA) reports attacking escorted convoy of 4 AKa on 19 July
(E long.date) in position 02-40 s, 127-05 E (25 mi N of BOEROE IS). 2 observed

and 4 timed hits obtained on 2 AKs.

JACK (SS 259)(SWPA) operating N of MALAY BARRIER summarizes 5th War Patrol.

Sank 1 10,000-ton AO, 1 7000-ton AK, and 2 4000-ton unidentified ships, for total

tonnage 25.000; damaged 3 4000-ton unidentified ships.

GUAVINA (SS 362) during 18 end 19 July pioked up 8 downed airmen near YAP.
On 19 July (K) 2 waves of B-24s heavily bombed YAP; 15 to 18 enemy planes
aggressively intercepted for a period of 20 minutes and accurately dropped from
10 to 14 phosphorous bombs; 2 enemy planes were shot down and w6 lost 1 B-24, the
crew of which was seen to parachute into the water. SOROL ISLAND was hit by 7
B-24s whioh dropped 120 100-lb bombs and 60 fragmentation clusters with unobserved
results. Heck thing of PALAU and WOLEAI continued. 11 B-24s attaoked enemy ship' ping in the TAWITAWI area.

In the AITAPE-V~AK area the enemy, having been frustrated in his initial
frontal attempt at infiltration of the DRINIUMOR RIVER sector, is now attempting
to by-pass our right flank through the foothills of the TORRICELI MOUNTAINS.
Our ground forces report an additional 582 ~illed. Our medium bombers and fighters
harrassed the ene~'s rear areas while naval units shelled coastal traffic.
Adverse weather conditions hindered air operations in all sectors.
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Landings on GUAM took place on all beaches according to schedule commencing
at 0830 (K) 21 July. Landings were made against light opposition only and mostly
on southern beaches. CTF 53 in a despatch to CTF 58 stated that air strikes during
the past four days had left nothing to be desired. On 20 July (K) TF 58 sen~l302
sorties over GUAM target areas, dropping 894 tons of bombs and 115 rockets; we loet
2 planes with crews in combat and 3 planes operationally. On the 21st TG's 58.1,
58.3, and 58.4 flew 582 sorties over GUAM target areas and dropped 215 tons of bombs
and 67 rockets; 1 plane with crew was lost in combat and 3 planes {2 with crew) were
lost operationally. TG 58.2 stands by for call strikes.
Bombardment of TINIAN has been intensified.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 19 July .bombed TAROA and WOTJE.
On 20 July (K) 4 PB4Y 1 s, operating from SAIPAN, bombed IWO JIMA and CHICHI
JIMA from 1950 to 2045; details are lacking.
WILKINS (in TILEFISH) reports at 210800 GCT 1 AO, 2 to 4 AP•s, and 4 DD's
in position 21-00 N, 123-06 E (180 mi. NNE of APARRI) course 210, speed 14. In
submerged attack ROCK (SS 274) got 3 timed hits for 4 fired, 2 in AO and 1 in AP.
GUAVINA (SS 364) reports that she has a total of 12 downed airmen who were
picked up near YAP; 4 were rescued on 12 July and 8 on the 18th and 19th.
HADDO (SS 255)(SWPA), operating CELEBES SEA, summarizes 6th war patrol; sank
with gunfire 2 small 250-ton craft and 1 landing barge; fired no torpedoes •
. On 20 July (K) 12 B-25's maintained air blockade of the VOGELKOP by attacking
barges near SORONG and bombing buildings, jett,y, and oil tanks on KASIM ISLAND in .
SEL.E STRAITS. · Fighter bombers destroyed a barge and several canoes loaded with
supplies on the GEELVINK BAY Coast. 23 B-24's heavily hit MANOKWARI on the 20th (K)
dropping over 60 tons of bombs on the airdrome and gun positions; several large fires
were started and an ammunition dump exploded. 2 B-24's bombed gun positions at
MOEMI. Heckling attacks were made against YAP, WOLEAI, and PALAU. Heavy bombers
dropped 19 tons of bombs on NAMLEA. Airdrome ( SW NEW GUINEA), while fighter bombers
operated over TANIMBAR.
Our ground forces in the AITAPE-~fAK Area continue to counter enemy attempts
to probe our southern flank. Medium and light bombers dropped 20 tons on enemy
installations while air patrols harassed the enemy on inland trails and in coastal
sectors. Shore positions were bombarded by naval units.
~
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CTF 63 reports that our assault forces have landed on GUAM with absolute
precision and according to schedule; all assault units and their weapons~ including tanks and artillery, had been landed by 1800 (K) 21 July. Initial opposition
was nominal but stiffened as troops advanced. Initial waves at southern beaches
received some mortar fire prior to the l-anding; on the northern beaches such fire
was not received until after several waves had landed. Casualties are unreported
but believed moderate. Gunfire and air support which preceded the landings was
reported by CTF 53 as being unsurpassed. TG 68.2 which supported the landing did
much to keep enemy artillery fire to the minimum; during the day this group dropped 90-tons of bombs and expended 248 rockets. Called fires from fire support
ships have been used freely; illumination and harassing gunfire will be furnished
during the night 21-22 July (K). Good beach heads have been secured~ though it is
expected that enemy artillery fire on the beach heads may be troublesome during
the night. Unloading of essential supplies will continue to capacity of beaches.
RCT 305 (77th Inf Div) was landed afternoon 21 July (K) over southern beaches; it
is planned to land remaining 2 RCTs of 77th Inf Div over the same beaches on 22
July (K) if beach conditions and the tactical situation permit.

On 22 July (K) TG 58.2 continued to support the landing force; 180 sorties
operated over the target areas and dropped 63-tons of bombs plus 80 rockets.
Night fighters patrolled over SAIPAN, TINIAN and GUAM.
On 24 July (K) the Northern Landing Force will assault TINIAN; landings wil
be made on the WHITE Beaches on the NW tip of the island approximately 3 miles SW
of USHI POINT. Initial landings will be made by 4th Mar Div, to be followed by
2nd Mar Di v; 27th Inf Di v will remain on SAIPAN prepared to embark on 4 hours
notice, and to land on the 2 WHITE Beaches or such other beaches as the situation
may dictate. The artillery of the 24th Corps (less 75mm guns} remains on southern
SAIPAN to support the landings; 76mm guns will accompany the assaulting forces.
Softening-up of TINIAN continues with heavy artillery bombardment by the shore
based artillery on SAIPAN and by the air units based on SAIPAN.

On 20 July 12 B-25s of 7th AAF bombed PONAPE hitting gun positions on
JOKAJ Island.
STURGEON (SS 187) reports sinking a 9200-ton AP in an Empire bound convoy
north of AMAMI 0 SHIMA on 3 July with 3 hits out of 4 electric torpedoes fired.
COBIA (SS 245) operating BONINS area reports at 221202 GCT one 600-ton patrol
vessel and 2 trawlers sunk by gunfire.
On 21 July (K) 20 B-25s bombed YAP Island, dropping 460 100-lb bombs on the
runway and dispersal areas; of 11 enemy intercepters~ 6 were shot down and one was
probably shot down; 3 of our planes were damaged. Heckling strikes continued
against WOLEAI, PALAU and SOROL. 2 B-25s attacked shipping along south coast of
VOGELKOP while 4 others hit shipping in SELE STRAITS. 25 B-24s bombed l!ANOKWARI
airdrome and-AA gun positions. 6 A-20s destroyed barracks at NABIRE while two
fighter-bombers destroyed a large oil barge off CAPE MOEM. P-39s bombed caves and
barge centers along north BIAK coast.

In the AITAPE-WEWAK area our ground forces repulsed a small scale probing
attack at night on the southern flank DRINIUMOR RIVER line; an additional 105
- continued -
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enemy dead are reported. B-25s~ A-20s and fighter-bombers expended 41-tons on
troop concentrations~ lines of communication and supply areas from YAKAMUL {east
of AITAPE) to WEWAK. Our naval units (2 CAs and 4 DDs) in support of our ground
forces bombarded enemy positions and blockaded coastal traffic.
CinCSWPA 210801Z July contains warning order for operations against
MOROTAI•

d \

22 July (Oahu date)

The GUAM operation is proceeding satisfactorily. As of 1800 (K) 23 July 2 RCTs of 77th Inf. Div. and all of corps artillery had been landed. In the
south our beachhead extends from a point on the shore line 600 yards north of
AGAT and from a point on the shore line 4200 yards south of AGAT thence extending
eastward to form a perimeter averaging 3,000 to 4,000 yards in depth. In the
north our beachhead extends from a point on the shore line 4400 yards northeast
of PIT! and from a point on the shore line 200 yards south of PIT! thence eastward forming a perimeter averaging 1,000-2,000 yards in depth. Occupation of
CABRAS ISLMlD was completed on evening 22 July (K). During the night 21-22 July
(K) both beach areas received intermittent rifle and mortar fire; on night 22-23
July (K) this fire continued to harass the northern area. Early morning 22 July
(K) the enemy counter attacked the southern force with 1 infantry company supported by several tanks; 5 eneli\Y tanks were destroyed and 268 enemy dead were
left within our lines. Early morning 22 July (K) a heavy enemy counter attack
against the eastern part of our northern beachhead caused a critical situation
for a brief period, but was repulsed after daylight with effective air, naval
gunfire, and artillery support. Our beachhead on the south includes MT. ALIFAN;
in the north CTF 53 reports that we control the road leading from AGANA to PITI.
and the road leading to MT. TENJO. Our casualties as of 231600 (K) are: killed
in action~ 348; wounded in action 1,500; missing in action, 110; these figures
are possibly incomplete. Enemr known dead, 948; undoubtedly there are many more.
Naval gunfire and air strikes continue strongly in close support of our troops,
and continue to harass the enemy rear areas and to interdict movements therein.
CTF 52 reports that assault troops of 4th MarDiv would be loaded on 23
July (K) in preparation for the assault against TINIAN. The continued destruction
of enemy gun and troop positions on TINIAN has been greatly intensified by naval,
artillery gunfire, and aerial bombardment.
During the nights of 21 and 22 July (K) night fighters operated over GUAM,
SAIPAN, and TINIAN. On the 22nd SAIPAN based P-47's flew 52 sorties against
TINIAN. P-47's struck PAGAN without meeting opposition. On the 23rd a plane on
A/S patrol strafed ROTA; the enemy were observed repairing the airfield and there
was evidence that a plane had recently landed on it.
On 26 July (East Longitude Date) TF 58 ( less TG 58.4) will make photographic
strikes against YAP, PALAU , and ULITHI.
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CTG 56.1 reports revised list of casualties to date for the SA I PAN
Operation:
UNIT
2nd MarDiv
4th MarDiv
27th In£. Div.
Corps Artillery
Corps Troops
Totals

KIA

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

1,142
966
901
7
18
3,034

4,917
5,456
2,485
17
130

106
141
112

6,165
6,563
3,498
24
152
16,402

i3,oo5

4

3"63

The SAIPAN Garriso~ Force have lost 15 killed in action. 44 wounded in action,
and 2 missing in action for a total of 61 casualties; the combined total of
Garrison and Combat Troops casualties is 16,463. Enemy buried to date: 20,720;
our burials to date: 2nd MarDiv, 1,168; 4th MarDiv,1,027; 27th Inf. Div~ 1,007
for a total of 3,202. Of the total hospitalized, 5,0~6 have bee~ returned to
duty. Civilians interned: Japanese 10,009; Koreans 1144; Chamorros 2261;
Carolinians 778; grand total 14,192~ Interned civilians sick and wounded:
Japanese 1381, Korean 286, Chamorros 133, Carolinians 75; grand total 1,875.
Prisoners of war to date: Japanese 879; Korean 828; for a total of 1,707.
At 221000 (K) 27th Inf. Div. assumed control of the area formerly occupied
by 4th MarDiv on SAIPAN. 1st Battalion, 29th Marines, (less Company C) moved
into the area formerly occupied by 2nd MarDiv on SAIPAN, and assumed responsibility for patrols and security of that area.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 21 July bombed the major islands of TRUK
ATOLL; 27 participating B-24's dropped 75 tons of bombs concentrated against
airfields, warehouses, and docks; 2 airborne fighters made no attempt to intercept.
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area our ground forces report only patrol activity.
1 CA and 5 DD's continue to furnish close support. Medium. attack, and fighter
bombers continue to hit enemy troop concentrations and supply installations in
the AITAPE-WEWAK Area.

On 22 July (K) 22 B-24's heavily bombed YAP Airdrome with reportedly
excellent results; of 4-5 intercepting fighters, 1 was shot down and 2 were
damaged; 2 of our planes were damaged; the enemy fighters inaccurately dropped
8 phosphorous bombs.
On the 22nd 4 B-24's bombed WOLEAI. · On the night of 21-22 July (K)
heckling snoopers continued their operations against YAP and PALAU. B-24's
ba.mbed installations and shipping in the VOGELKOP Area. 15 B-24's heavily bombed
BABO Airdrome while others hit the RANSIKI Drome. 8 B-24's effectively bombed AA
gun positions at MANO~TARI. B-25's attacked enemy shipping off east coast of
MOROTAI. C-47's flew a total of 74 supply missions to BIAK airfields. ~
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Operations of our ground forces on GUAM proceeded rather slowly on 24 July (K).
Resistance continued to be heavy on the eastern flank of, the northern area, and
though many enemy were killed both by troops and b,y intensive naval gunfire and
naval bombing, progress was slaw. Better progress was made in the southern area
where OROTE PENINSULA was completely out off despite considerable opposition. Front
lines as defined on the preceding day remain substantially the same, except that
in the north our line has been pushed forward approximately 1,000 yards along the
NE perimeter; in the south the perimeter was extended approximately 400 yards in
the NW portion to close off OROTE P·ENINSULA. The area between our north and south
beachheads has been a1most entirely covered by patrols operating along the shore
line; very few of the enemy wer e found remaining in that area. 77th Inf. Div.
proceeded with relief of Marines in the southern area in order to permit 1st
Provisional Brigade to reorganize and prepare for a concentrated attack on OROTE
on 26 July {K). RCT 307 (77th Int. Div.) which constituted the Corps Reserve is
being landed over southern beaches. Unloading progresses satisfactorily.
Commencing at 0750(K) 24 July, our assault forces landed on white beaches,
(NW tip of TINIAN about 3 miles SW of USHI POINT), against light opposition; by 0930
(K) our forces had advanced 600 yards inland. Progress ashore is satisfaotor,y.
During the bombardment of SW TINIAN the COLORADO ( BB 45) and the NORMAN SCOTT

{DD 690) sustained damage from enany shore batteries. The COLORADO received about
15 hits believed to be from 6-inoh caliber; 2 officers and 35 enlisted men were
killed, and 1 officer and 77 enlisted men were wounded; material damage to ship is
considerable. The hit on the NORMAN SCOTT killed the Captain and caused heavy
casualties.

BUSH (DD 529) while training in local area (KAHOOLA\V'E ISLAND) sustained serious
gun casualties during AA phase of shore bombardment when gun number 3 exploded over
after starboard 40~ director; probably caused by hitting starboard radio antenna
suspension ann on after stack, or by possible premature explosion; 5 are dead, 1
is fatally injured, 2 are seriously injured, and several others suffered minor injuries; vessel will require tender or yard availability.
TF 58 (less TG 58.4) is now enroute to conduct photo strike against YAP,

PALAU, and ULITHI.

TIN IAN.

TG 58.4 remains to support our assault forces on GUAM and

On 23 July (K) TG 58.4, in support of our forces assaulting TINIAN, dropped
80 tons of bombs and fired 80 rockets. On the 24th the Group continued this support,
expending 56 tons of bombs and 27 rockets; the Group also hit GUAM with 18 tons of
bombs and ROTA with 8 tons. CTF 51 has directed that neutralization of Rai'A by
air strikes and surface bombardment be assigned CTF 53.

Night fighter patrols from SAIPAN continued to operate over GUAM and SAIPAN.
On 23 July (K) P-47's from SAIFAN flew 96 sorties in executing call mission8 over
TINIAN; enemy concentrations and installations were attacked with bombs and rockets
and were strafed; support was reported as ver,y effective.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 22 July bombed PONAPE; 12 B-25 1 s attacked gun
positions on JGKAJ ISLAND, and strafed P·ONAPE TOVVN and harbor installations with
50 caliber and 75-mm cannon.
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SHARK (SS 314), operating BONINS Area, reports at 231105 GCT probably sinking
1 AK in a convoy previously attacked by the COBIA and the PLAICE.
In the AITAPE-V~AK Area our ground forces repulsed small scale enemy reconnaissance attacks on our DRINUIMOR RIVER line where the enemy is apparently still
trying to effect a large scale concentration of forces. B-25's, A-20's, and fighter
bombers dropped 27 tons of bombs on bivouac and supply areas in support of our
ground forces. Air patrols and naval units shelled supply area near BUT and the
coastal roads.

On 23 July (K) YAP was again heavily attacked by 23 B-24's; of 8 enemy interceptors 2 were shot down; 3 of our planes were damaged. Heckling of PALAU and
WOLEAI continued.
On 23 July (K) BABO taxiway and revetments were hit by 3 B-24's, ~ile 3
others struck the MOEMI runway. A small number of B-25's conducted shipping
strikes along west VOGELKOP and south shore of GEELVINK BAY. 2 B-24 1 s heckled YAP
airdrome on night of 22-23 July {K). C-47's flew 48 troop carrier missions to

BI.AK.

Recent photographs reveal that on 22 July (K) the airfields at KAVIENG,
PANAPAI, LAKUNAI, TOBERA, and VUNAKANAU were serviceable.
In the North Pacific on 22 July 4. PVts . f~am FAW 4 bombed no~thern IURILES;
8 enemy fighters intercepted; 1 PVwith engine shot out reported intention to land
on KAMCHATKA.

CominCh 021631 (pink) contains planning message from Joint Starr Planners to
CinCPOA Planners requesting certain infor.mation reference CAUSEWAY Joint Staff
Study.
CinCPOA 240957 (pink) replies to foregoing despatch.
24 July {Oahu date)

j

On 25 July (K) operations of our ground forces on GUAM proceeded satisfactorily
In the northern area the enemy resistance inland from ADELUP POINT is being overcame and our prQgress there has accelerated. Near the base of OROTE PENINSULA the
enemy has organized a center of resistance to oppose its occupation; the forces
comprising this resistance are isolated from the remainder of enemy forces. Our
troops in the extreme south are meeting little resistance and their advance is
limited by considerations of over extenaion rather than by opposition. Naval gunfire and bombing continue active in close support of our troops. 1st Provisional
Marine Brigade will launch a coordinated attack against the hostile forces on OROTE
PENINSULA on 26 July (K).

The left flank of our northern perimeter rests on the shore line at ADELUP
POINT; the right flank at a point 2,000 yards south of PIT!; the depth of the perime
•
•
ter averages about 2,000 yards. The left flank of our southern per~eter~at
a po~nt
on the shore line 1,800 yards NNW of AGAT; it then extends across the base of OROTE
PENINSULA, follows the shore line to the north, resting at a point 2,600 yards NNE
of AGAT. Right flank of the perimeter rests at a point on the shore line 4,000
yards S of AGAT; the deepest point of penetration of the perimeter is 4,600 yards
'"&~t'S
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E of AGAT. Between the two perimeters our patrols operating from both areas have
made contact.
Our GUAM casualties as of 241600 (K): killed in action, 443; wounded in action
2,366; missing in action, 20~. There are 2,399 enemy known dead, and there are undoubtedl y many more.
At the end of the s econd day of operation or our forces against TINIAN, the
situation was developine most favorably. 4th MarDiv, which led the assault, has
been landed with 4 battalions of 75-mm Howitzers which are furnishing direct support; most of the 2nd MarDiv has been landed (second and eighth RCT's plus 1 battalion of sixth RCT). At about 0430 (K) on 25 July the enemy strongly counter attacked. The effort was repulsed, with many Japs and 5 tanks being destroyed.
Thus far opposition has been generally light. The left flank of our perimeter rests
at a point on the shore line 1,600 yards SW of USHI PO!NT, right flank rests at a
point on the shore line 8,000 yards SW of USHI POINT, deepest point of penetration
of our perimeter is 2,800 yards in the center. Our ca~ualties as of 251600 (K): ,
killed in action, 15; wounded in action, 225; missing in action, not reported. As
of 251200 (K) there were 1,324 known Jap dead.
TG 58.4 supported the TINIAN action on 25 July (K) with 137 sorties over the
target area; 69 tons of bombs were dropped; we lost 1 plane operationally. Night
fighters from SAIPAN operated over GUAM and SAIPAlT during the hours of darkness.
P-47's from SAIFAN flew 55 sorties in support of the TINIAN action strafing AA and
machine gun positions and dropping 500-lb. bombs on mortar positions. P-47's also
bombed and strafed ROTA airstrip scoring 11 well spaced hits on the runway.
CTF 57 210430 summarizes operations 16-20 July inclusive.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 23 July bombed WOTJE, MILLE, NAURU, and TRUK.
CAVALLA (SS 244} reports at 251245 GCT no shipping except a few sampans along
E coast LUZON; sank 1 Jap sampan with gunfire.
tion.

CTF 52 241658 defines status of KOREAN laborers captured during SAIPAN opera-

D-day for operation against CAPE SANSAPOR will be 30 July (E. Longitude Date).
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area the enemy made another attempt to breach the DRINIUMOR
RIVER line, in frontal assaults, combined with flank euv.elopment from the south.
The main attacks broke down under our artiller,y fire; footholds gained by the infiltration of isolated detachments are being liquidated in local counter attacks
now in progress; the fighting is sharp. In these successive assaults on narrow
frontages, in column of companies, over a period of days, the enemy shows an apparent inability to deliver a concentrated effort with his combined forces. His
piece-meal attacks result in localized 'combats in which he is rapidly dissipating
his strength. In his rear, every bivouac and supply point has been pounded by air
bombardment and his carrier lines, absorbing the bulk of his service elements,
have been strafed incessantly. The relentless interdictioz1 of our light naval fore
has destroyed the bulk of his barges and reduced his truck traffic along the coastal
road to inappreciable volume. Prisoners of war give a vivid picture of deterioration on the line of communications to Wh~AK and the starvation level of his supplies
forward. His casualties already run into the thousands and his fight for survival
is becoming more acute.
- Continued -
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On night 23-24 July (K) 2 B-24's heckled PALAU by striking both the PELELIU
Support of our ground forces in the AITAPE Area was
carried out by 18 A-20's, 1 B-25, and an unspecified number of P-47's, P-39's, and
Beauforta. C-47's flew 95 suppl y missions to forward bases including 83 to BIAK
and 1 to NOEMFOOR. Heavy strikes were conducted against eastern NEW BRITAIN and
1~ IRELAND; enemy installations in southern BOUGAINVILLE were also hit.
and BABELTHUAP airfields .

In the North Pacific on 24 July 8 PV's from FAW 4 conducted an armed reconnaissance over the northern KURILES; enemy fighters aggresively intercepted, preventing
1 plane from executing its bombing mission and extensively damaged another. 1
picket boat was reported sunk.
25 July (Oahu date)
On 26 July (K) operations on GUAM proceeded satisfactorily; l~t l~ine Provisional Brigade launched its attack against the enemy occupying OROTE PENINSULA early
on morning 26 July (K). Prior to this attack the enemy during the night made an
attempt to escape from the peninsula by heavily attacking to the south along the
harbor side; this attempt was largely broken up by artillery fire which left 400
enemy dead. Our attack progressed up the peninsula and as of 1800 (K) 26 July our
line extended across the peninsula in an east-west direction bordering on southern
edge of the landing field. Elsewhere our troops consolidated their lines and
strengthened their defenses; therefore the front lines previously reported remained
substantially the same except that the front lines of the Northern and Southern
Forces have now joined along the west shore. Our casualties to date: KIA 587;
WIA, 2798; MIA, 191. 2783 enemy are known dead. Unloading continues to be excellen
; an average of 10,000 tons of cargo was unloaded during each of the first 4 days.

Operations on TINIAN proceeded satisfactorily on 26 July (K). Remainder of
2nd Mar Div landed at dawn and took over left flank of the line. Our troops launched a general assault at 0800 (K) and advanced rapidly against light opposition
during the day. Our front line extends from a point .on the west shore line 1000 yds
south of FAIBUS SAN HILO POINT thence through MT. LASSO, thence to the east shore
line at ASIGA. Our casualties as of 1700 (K) 25 July (all 4th Mar ' Div): KIA, 98;
WIA, 356; MIA, 27. Corrected figures for casualties on the COLORADO list: KIA, 39;
WIA, 109; MIA, ~~ ~ 1958 enemy dead have been counted thus far; 3 prisoners have been
taken; 43 civilians have been interned. Unloading of 7000 tons of preloaded food
and water and ammunition is practically completed, together with most organizational
equipment of both divisions.
TG 58.4 on 26 July hit GUAM and ROTA; 41 sorties over GUAM target area; 18
over ROTA target area. 25 tons were dropped on GUAM, 6 on ROTA. No plane loss was
reported.
Night fighter patrols (based on SAIPAN) operated over SAIPAN and GUAM during
hours of darkness. On 25 July (K) P-47s actively supported our ground forces on
TINIAN. P-47s from SAIPAN also bombed airfields at ROTA and PAGAN where no operational aircraft were observed.
Major General Geiger assumed command on shore at GUM1 at 1300 (K) 26 July.
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CenP~c shore based aircraft on 24 July bombed PONAPE, JALUIT and TAROA.
MILLE, JALUIT, TAROA and WOTJE were harassed during the night 2·3 -24 July. One PV
on reconnaissance mission heckled NAURU.

STERLET (ss 392) reports a~ 251330 GCT observed 21 enemy planes on rwo JIMA,
also reports probably sinking a coastal vessel off ~0 JIMA with gunfire.
HOE (SS 258) reports firing 6 torpedoes a.t northbound enemy submarine at
242330 GCT position 13-38 N, 115-39 E (315 miles west of MANILA); all were misses.

SAWFISH (SS 276) reports sinking enemy submarine at 260755 GCT position 20-12
N, 121-55 E (112 miles north of APARRI). The position of this sinking is 477 miles
distant from position of attack by HOE; t~e lapse is 32 hours and 55 minutes;
possibility exists that SAWFISH sank the enemy sub that had been unsuccessfully
attacked by the HOE.
In the AITAPE-~~AK area the enemy has recoiled from the DRINIUMOR RIVER line·
and is apparently trying to refor.m his shattered units south of AFUA. Our medium,
attack and fighter bombers dropped 54 tons and heavily strafed in enemy rear areas, :
starting many fires. Naval units bombarded shore positions and, with air patrols,
riaded eneny supply lines wrecking 5 barges and traffic on the coastal road.

On 25 July 24 B-24s heavily attacked WOLEAI where supply areas, installations,
and the airfield were hit. 18 B-24s bombed the airfield at NAl~EA. B-25s attacked
barge shipping east of KAI ISLANDS. Unfavorable weather cancelled scheduled strikes
against the VOGELKOP and the long range reconnaissance missions. Despite unfavorable weather, C-47s flew 48 supply missions to BIAK and one to HOLLMIDIA.

eA<A

26 July (Oahu date)

V \,f

During night 26-27 July (K) our troops on TINI~l had a quiet and uneventful
night. At 0700 (K) 27 July the attack to the southward was resumed. The advance
was rapid against light opposition and the objective was reached early in the
afternoon. Right flank of our per~eter rests on a point at shore line 1200 yards
south of FAIBUS SAN HILO POINT• thence ESE to a point 2200 yards SSE of MT. LASSO,
thence eastward to a point on the shore line 3900 yards south of ASIGA. Our casual
ties as of 261800 (K): KIA, 159; WIA, 441; MIA, 32. As of the same date there were
2,089 known enemy dead; 62 prisoners had been taken; 80 civilians had been interned
many of whom surrendered using surrender tickets. Enemy captured document indicate
that Commander 31st Army (Lt.Gen. Obata) arrived GUAM 24 June.
CTF 58 reports that it is anticipated that photo missions being executed
by TF 58 (less TG 58.4) against PALAU, YAP, and ULITHI will be completed on 27 July•
CTG 58.1 reported at 271351 (K) completion of mission assigned his Group. The TF
made an afternoon fighter sweep on Y-1 Day (25 July (K)) which netted 5 airborne
enemy planes; no enemy airborne craft have been encountered since that t~e. 21
en~ planes were burned on the ground and many others were damaged by strafing
but did not burn. The following shipping was reported sunk: 1 DD, 1 DE or DM, 1
small AO, and 7 small AK·'s• The force lost 5 planes and 1 pilot in combat and lost
10 planes and 1 pilot operationally.
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TG 58.4 continues close support of our ground forces on TINIAN. Night fighter
(based on SAIPAN) patrolled over SAIPAN and GUAM night 25-26 July (K). P-47's
from SAIPAN sent 124 sorties over TINIAN targets in execution of call strikes; AA
guns, coast defense guns, enemy troop concentrations, and defense installations
were hit.
CTF 53 270136 reorganizes support units to coordinate all gunfire support
and air support.
CTF 57 reports at 270421 that BomGroup 30 with Headquarters Bomber Command
59.2 is moving to SAIPAN in preparation for prospective STALEMATE operations.
CTG 59.3 reports that daily seaplane service fran SAIPAN to GUAM and return
will start 27 July (K). Schedule follows: leave S'AIPAN 1300, arrive GUAM 1400;
leave GUAM 1500, arrive SAIPAN 1600. 10 passengers and 2,000 pounds of mail can
be carried.
IsCom SAIPAN announces that 1,249 POW's are scheduled to depart SAIPAN for
PEARL on 28 July {K); of this number 723 are Koreans, impressed into Japanese military service. IsCom SAIPAN recommends that these Koreans be considered civilians
and left at SAIPAN for employment on that IslandJ CTF 51, CTF 56, and CTG 51.1
concur in this recommendation.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 25 July hit WOTJE with 31 fighter bombers which
dropped 73 500-lb. bombs on gun positions. TRUK was hit by 24 B-24's which concentrated against DUBLON Naval Base with 288 500-lb. bombs. ' 1 Havy landcat harassed
JALUIT and MILLE. 1 PV harassed NAURU.
Submarine Wolfpack
(SS 249)) attacked enemy
reported 2 hits on large
FLASHER reported sirucing

from SWPA (ANGLER (SS 240), CREVALLE (SS 291), FJLASHER
convoy in LUZON STRAIT on night of 26 July (K). ANGLER
merchantman. CREVALLE reported sinking 3 large AK's.
1 large AO and damaging 2 AK's.

COD (SS 224)(SWPA) reporta 1 hit in a ship (type not stated) in MOLUKKA SEA.
Rear Admiral Sher.man (via Cam7thFleet) 270245 (pink) announces target dates
for operations against SARANGANI and LEYTE as 15 November and 20 December respective
ly; recommends CominCh be informed as target date for CAUSEWAY is somewhat affected.
Com7thFleet 260609 summarizes Japanese surface, ground, and air strength in
certain areas in S~T.P Area; believes there will be no enemy naval reaction to operation against CAPE SANSAPOR.
In the AITAPE~WEWAK Area the enemy continues to probe the southern flank of
our DRINIUMOR RIVER line in several places. Medium and light bombers and fighters
attacked enemy concentrations south of YAKA!IDL and lines of carununication eastward
to WEWAK. Naval patrols swept the coastlines disrupting barge and coastal road
traffic.
On 26 July (K) 22 B-24's heavily bombed with 40 tons the runway and revetment
area of BABO Airdrome. 7 B-24's hit the MORMI Airstrip with 20 tons and 8 B-24's
dropped 25 tons on the RANSIKI runway. 9 A-20's hit enemy stores at NAB IRE with 36
250-lb. bombs. C-47's flew 45 supply missions to forward bases; adverse weather can
celled 18 other missions. Eastern Nh~ BRITAIN, NEW IREI~D, and BOUGAINVILLE were
hit by bombers and fighter bombers in continuation of air neutralizatio~ and blockade of those areas.
\ (01
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A delayed report from our ground forces on GUAM tells of heavy fighting on
morning 26 July (K) in vicinity of northern beaches resulting from JAP infiltrations
with at least 6 battalions during the previous night. Though our lines held, infiltration reached the Division CP (3rd MarDiv) and within 100 yards of Red Beach
(east beach of the 3 on which we landed on northern shore). During this counterattack the enemy attempted to roll TNT charges downhill onto our artillery emplacements. The attack was repulsed after dawn on the 26th and our lines were reinforced
by employment of all rear are& troops; an estimated 2,000 of the enemy were killed.
On 27 July (K) our troops advanced slowly in the northern area against stubborn
and strongly emplaced opposition. By the end of the day our northern perimeter
remained substantially the s~e as on the preceding day though the right flank was
withdrawn about 1800 yards and contact was apparently lost between the northern
and southern areas. The southern perimeter remained unchanged. The attack on
OROTE PENINSULA continues very slowly in the face of many pillboxes, dugouts, mines,
and an estimated 2,300 defenders who are supported with many artillery, mortar and
automatic weapons. Location of our front line on OROTE PENINSULA on the 26th was
erroneously reported along southern edge of the OROTE Airfield; on the evening of
the 27th the corrected location of our front line was approximately 700 yards S of
the airfield and extending across the Peninsula. Harbor clearance proceeded on
the 27th in advance of capture of OROTE, particularly on the N side where PITI
CHANNEt. and PITI HARBOR are now clear, and removal of a sunken ship at the oil
dock is well underway. Carrier b&.sed planes further cratered ROTA and AGANA Airfields on the 27th, While gunfire, including rockets, from LCI gunboats close
inshore continued to support our troops. Formal flag raising ceremony took place
on afternoon 27 July (K) at the Corps CP. Our casualties as of 271800 (K): KIA,

996; WIA, 3640; MIA, 309.

On 28 July (K) our GUAM forces pushed aggressively forward and reached the
final beachhead line except in the extreme southern area. Our front line now includes MTs. CHACHAO, ALUTAM, TENJO, and ALIFAN; it is anchored on north shore line
at a point 600 yards W of AGANA, and on the west shoreline as previously reported
(4,000 yards S of AGAT). Operations on OROTE PENINSULA continue to move slowly;
our troops have advanced to a line just south of the airfield. CTF 53 believes
that many of the enemy are concentrated in the general area MT. CHACHAO-FONTE
VILLAGE (3,000 yards SW of AGANA). An estimated 4,700 of the enemy have been
killed on GUAM and 27 prisoners taken. DAD! BEACH (W of AGAT) is now prepared and
in use at major unloading point for airfield and garrison s~pplies. Practically
all assault shipping has been unloaded; 77th Inf. Div. shipping 85% unloaded.
Our TINIAN forces on 28 July (K) resumed the attack at 0700.~ivot~on the
left (E flank), the advance was rapid against continuing light opposition/and the
airfield N of GURGUAN POINT was overrun early in the afternoon. By 1730 (K) the
advance had carried southward to a point on the shore line 1,300 yards S of eastern
edge of GURGUAN Airfield. From this point the line extended in a general NE direction to the original left flank of our line. There are no additional reports of
our own or enemy casualties. CTF 52 states that 2 of the coastal guns south of
TINIAN TOWN have been definitely destroyed. Unloading progressed satisfactorily
during the past 24 hours but a swell developed on the unloading beaches which compelled temporary cessation of unloading operations at 1800 (K) on the 28th.

As of 271800 (K) a total of 21,036 Japanese had been buried on SAIPAN.
casualties on SAIPAN 5,434 have been returned to duty.
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No additional reports on results of photo strikes against PALAU, YAP, and
ULITHI have been received from CTF 58; Com7thFleet reports that as a result of the
fighter sweep by TF 58 on 25 July (K) over PALAU, 54 float planes and 21 land planes
were destroyed, and that only 6 en~ aircraft got into the air.
Cam5thFleet 271127 reorganizes TF 58.

On 28 July (K) TG 58.4 bombed GUAM and ROTA. CTF 53 has requested TG 58.4 to
strongly · support the GUAM action on morning 29 July (K) from 0600 to 0730 with
maximum number of aircraft.
At 281400 (K) 3,000 feet of the USHI POINT Airstrip (TINIAN) was useable.
CTG 12.2 (HOGGATT BAY with 4 DE's) reports another enemy submarine definitely
sunk in the MARIANAS Area •
CenPac shore based aircraft on 26 July bombed PONAPE, WOTJE, and JALUIT. 1
. reconnaissan ce Ventura bombed NAURU while 1 Navy Liberator flew low over TRUK
LAGOON claiming 2 1,000-lb. bomb hits on an AX and 3 1,000-lb. bombs dropped on a
group of LCT's.
BALAO (SS 285) ·reports at 271430 GCT 2 downed airmen from the BUNKER HILL
rescued off PALAU.
CABRILLA (SS 288)(SWPA) reports attacking a convoy in the SULU SEA on 16 and
17 July (K); 1 medium AP believed sunk with 2 hits at 1700 on the 16th; at 0130
on the 17th a medium AO and a large AK were sunk and a large AK was damaged.
CinCPOA authorizes IsCom SAIPAN to retain 723 Koreans at SAIPAN. Status of
these prisoners to be determined after consultatio n with higher authority.
CINCEF 270603 {pink) summarizes results of bombardment of SABANG on 25 July.
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area the enemy is continuing his attempt to envelop our ·
right flank near AFUA; elsewhere only active patrol activity is reported. Our
medium attack and fighter bombers dropped 37 tons in support, striking troop concentrations near the DRINIUMOR and HARECH RIVERS and installation s at WEWAK where
fires were started in supply areas.
On 27 July (K) 24 B-24's from 13th AF bombed WOLEAI. 37 B-24's operated in
the HALMAHERA Area where the LOLOBATA, MITI 1 and the GALELA Airdromes were hit.
6 B-25's attacked AA positions in southern VOGELKOP. P-39's strafed villages in
the GEELVINK BAY Area. C-47's flew 76 supply missions to BIAK, 4 to NOEMFOOR, and
25 to other bases. Air neutralizat ion of eastern ~~ BRITAIN 1 NID~ IREJ~ND, and
BOUGAINVILLE continued.
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No additional reports have been received of land action on GUAM or TINIAN.
TG's 58.2 and 58.4 will rendezvous west of SAIPAN and refuel on 30 July (K);
other two TG's will refuel on 31 July (K).
During night 27-28 July (K) night fighters (based on SAIPAN) patrolled over
GUAM and SAIPAN. On the 28th P-47's (based on SAIPAN) made 129 sorties over TINIAN,
bombing and strafing enemy troops, coastal gun positions, and ammunition and supply
dumps.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 27 July bombed JALUJT, WOTJE, and TRUK.
reconnaissance Ventura heckled NAURU.

One

DRUM (SS 228) and BALAO (SS 285), operating off PALAU, in coordinated gun attack
on 29 July GCT, each sank one motor sampan; both were loaded with Jap Marines.
PERCH (SS 313) reports 1 small trawler sunk with gunfire on 29 July GCT in
vicinity of 10-40 N, 125-51 E (E of SIARGAO STRAIT).
CERO (SS 225) reports sighting NATURI Class CL at 290830 GCT off CAPE SAN
AUGUSTIN, course 080, speed 27.
CREVALLE (SS 29l)(SWPA) reports 2 hits in naval ·auxiliary in northbound convoy
off CAPE BOLINAO (W Coast LUZON) at 280930 GCT.
Joint Staff Planners (Washington, D.C.) 271956 (pink) requests views on meeting
target date 15 November for LEYTE ISLAND by by-passing objectives or by compressing
intervals between presently contemplated operations. Expresses belief that 1 December
is latest acceptable target date for LEYTE ISLAND.
In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area there was active patrolling only by our ground troops
in the DRINIUMOR RIVER VALLEY. Medium bombers dropped 44 tons of bombs on enemy
positions S of YAK~.nJL. while air and naval patrols attacked supply and defense
areas eastward to WEWAK.

On 28 July (K) B-24's from 13th AF bombed WOLEAI; 600 100-lb. bombs were dropped on the runway and revetment areas~ on taxiways, and on supply areas. 35 B-24's
on the 28th hit l£ANOnYARI Airdrome with 32 tons. 24 A-20's attacked enemy bivouac
areas in the vicinity of BABO; other A-20's conducted a shipping strike along s.
VOGELKOP. Fighter bombers strafed villages along the GEELVINK BAY shore. C-47's
flew 71 supply missions to forward bases including 60 to BIAK.
150 sorties were flown in continuing air neutralization and blockade of eastern
NEW BRITAIN, NEW IRELAND, and BOUGAINVILLE. Minor strikes were made against AMBON

()J._).

and TIMOR.

29 July 1944 (Oahu date)

On GUAM. capture of OROTE PENINSULA was completed on afternoon 29 July (K); a
naval patrol roamed the harbor on night 28-29 July, preventing Japs swimming across
harbor to the mainland. The port and airfield programs are now in full swing. Elsewhere on GUAM. our front lines remain unchanged, activity being ln.ited to patrolling;
patrols are reaching out to a distance of 2500 yards along the entire front and are
meeting few enemy. One patrol reached the E central shore without encountering the
enemy. Much enemy material has been captured or destroyed; this includes 37 75-mm
- Continued -
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guns, 20 5 or 6-inch guns, and 15 8-inch guns; 28 Jap tanks have been destroyed, with
others probably destroyed. Captured motor vehicles are being put to good use,
assisted by 50,000 gallons of captured gasoline. Our casualties as of 291600 (K)
(probably incomplete): KIA, 918; WIA, 4380; MIA, 324. No count yet of additional
enemy dead.

6

On 30 July (K) our GUAM ground forces limited their activity to patrolling,
mopping up, and preparing for resumption of the attack at 0630 (K) 31 July; this attack starts the second phase of the GUAM Operation. The attack will be launched from
present positions with 3rd MarDiv on left (N), and 77th Inf. Div. on right (S); direction of attack will be to . the E. 1st Mar. Prov. Brig. will relieve 77th Inf. Div. of
defense of Final Beachhead Line in southern area. Patrols which reached the E shore
at TOGCHA BAY and YLIG BAY reported no enemy contacts.

Our GUAM casualties to date (probably as of 1800 (K) 29 July):

UNIT

KIA

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

3rd MarDiv
77th Inf.Div.
1st Prov.Brig.
Corps Arty
Garrison Trps
TOTAL

555
51
331
4
7
948

2650

138
1
150

3343
329

277
1739
16
27
4709

1

290

4543 enemy dead have been counted; 44 prisoners have been taken,
our lines during the day; their condition was good.

2220

20
35
594'7 .
100 Cha.morros entered

1 TBF landed on the OROTE Airfield on the afternoon of 30 July (K), and took off.
P·ilot reported field satisfactory, except that heavily loaded planes might have difficulty in taking off.
Our ground troops on TIUIAN resumed the attack at 290700 (K), with rapid progress
on right flank, and somewhat slower progress on left flank; opposition is increasing.
Indications are that the enemy main strength h~s been withdrawn to southern end of
the island. As of 1800 (K) on the 29th, our line extended from W shore to E shore,
averaging 1500 to 2000 yards in advance of line established on the 28th; the right
(west) flank is now 1300 yards N of TIN IAN TOVVN. Our casual ties as of 281800 (K):
KIA, 163; WIA, 512; MIA, 37. There is no recent report on enemy casualties. Swells
prevented all unloading on the 29th except by DUKWs and LCMs. 1 LST, attempting to
dock, broached; salvage operations are in progress.
At 0745 (K) 30 July our TINIAN forces resumed the attack and advanced rapidly
aeainst increasing opposition, with 4th MarDiv capturing TINIAN TOWN during the afternoon. Prisoner of war reports southern tip of TINIAN cluttered by ensmy dead. Our
front line was advanced approximately 2500 yards all along the front; it extends _from
a point on the W shore 400 yards S of TINIAN TOWN, thence NE to a point on the E shore
line 2800 yards S of MASALOG POINT. Heavy swell on landing beaches still hinders unloading, but despite this, good progress with DUKWs and LVTs has prevented supply
situation from becoming critical.
Casualty evacuation by aircraft fram USHI POINT
is underway. Minesweeping continues in ASIGA BAY where 16 moored mines have been
destroyed. Salvage operations on LST 340 (broached on 29th) are continuing, but
prospects are not good. Our casualties as of 1800 (K) 29 July: KIA, 124; WIA, 594;
MIA, 33. FCWf's as of same t~e and date: 181; 494 civilians have been interned.
There is no recent report on enemy casualties. The attack on 31 July (K) will be
supported by heavy naval gunfire, aircraft, and artillery support.
- Continued 2 0 20
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TG 58.2, having refueled on 30 July (K), proceeds to END~TOK on 31 July (K).
TG 58.4 returns to the MARIANAS Area to continue support of our land operations on
GUAM and TINIAN. TGs 58.1 and 58.3 which refuel on 31 July (K) will proceed on 1
Augus_t (K) to conduct strikes against IWO JIMA and CHICHI JIM.A on the 4th, 5th, and 6t
On 29 July (K) TG 58.4 dropped 18 tons of bombs in support of our ground troops
on GUAM. A squadron of B-25's (which arrived at SAIPAN a few days ago) operated
against TINIAN in support of our ground forces; P-47's also supported the TINIAN
operation.
As yet no report on the SANSAPOR Operation has been received.
CTF 57 260240 smmnarizes operations 21-25 July.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 28 July bombed WOTJE and JALUIT. Heckling strikes
were made by 2 Navy Landcats against TAROA and MILLE. Two Navy Liberators conducted
a shipping strike in the TRUK LAGOON where 4 small craft were strafed.

In the AITAPE-WEWAK Area the situation in the DRINIU~OR VALLEY is generally
quiet with our patrols and artillery continuing to inflict casualties upon the enemy.
The count of enemy dead in the AFUA TRACK Area is steadily mounting. Our medium and
light bombers in support of ground forces attacked supply dumps and communicati on
routes from the HARECH RiiTER to WEWAK expending over 37 tons of bombs. Air and naval
patrols along the coast destroyed 2 fuel-laden barges and damaged others.
On 28 July (K) 10 B-24 1 s struck BOELA where fires were started among installations and in dispersal areas. Also on the 28th, 7 B-24's bombed MOEMI drome, and 4
others hit the AAOAN and OTAWARI dromes. On the 29th (K) 24 B-24's heavily attacked
WOLEAI, while 6 others bombed PINGELAP. On the 30th, B-24's agai~ hit WOLEAI, dropping
110 100-lb. bombs on supply areas • Heavy bombers struck the UTAR<1JI (W NEW GUINEA) dispersal area, starting several large fires. 4 B-25's bombed and strafed villages alon~
E coast o~MOROTAI ISLAND; 4 others destroyed buildings and an oil derrick at CAPE
KARAKRA (McCLUER GULF); 9 others made shipping strikes in the VOGELKOP Area. C-47's
flew 68 supply missions to BIAK, 4 to NOEMFOOR, and 6 to other forward bases. There
was a continuatio n of air neutralizat ion and blockade of E ~~ BRITAIN, NEW IRELAND,
and BOUGAINVILLE.

30 July (Oahu date)
There are no additional reports on the MARIANAS Operation.
Com7thFlt reports that SWP forces made unopposed landing at SANSAPOR on 30 July

(E Longitude date) and that operation is proceeding according to plan.

The OROTE Airfield will be ready for operation on 4 August

(K).

On 29 July 25 B-24's (under CTF '59) hit ETAN airfield, and bombed the town and
waterfront areas on DUBLON ISLAND; 74i tons were dropped; of 4 to 7 Jap interceptor s,
1 was destroyed, 1 probably destroyed, and 2 damaged; 4 of our planes were damaged,
3 by AA fire, and 1 by enemy fiehter.
HAMMERHEAD (SS 364), operating LUZON STRAIT, reports sinking 8600-ton passenger
freighter and damaging or sinking 2 small AK's5 Sank with gunfire 80-ton Sampan patrol
craft.
- Continued -
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BASHAW (SS 24l)(SWPA) summarizes 2nd war patrol; 1 medium AP damaged by 1 hit,
possibly 2 others, at 250224 GCT June in vicinity of TAIAUD ISLAND.
In the AITAPE-WEVfAK Ar•:r;a active patrolling continues e.long the DRINIUMOR Line.
Ground forces continue to mop up scattered enemy parties west of the river. Cumulative
reports from front line units list a further 1,385 known enemy dead in the area; total
enemy oasualties to date are 3,951 killed and 54 captured. Medium units, attack ple.nes
and fighter bombers in support of ground troops dropped 55 tons on enemy concentrations
south of YAKAMUL and supply lines eastward to WEWAK. Air and naval patrols damaged
two barges and wrecked several motor vehicles.
On 30 July (K) B-24's hit BOELA (CERAM) for the third straight day, with results
unreported. 12 P-39's hit barge traffic and bombed IDORE VILLAGE in GEELVINK BAY area;
other P-39's strafed enemy concentrations at SAORI VILLAGE on E coast of BIAK ISLAND.
6 A-20's, 1 B-25, and 10 P-47's hit targets in the VOGELKOP Area. Air neutralization
and blockade of E NEW BRITAIN, NEW IRELAND, and BOUGAINVILLE continued.

On 29 July 2 PV's from FAW 4 made an armed reconnaissance over the
over S PARAMUSHIRU, the other over SHD!USHU.
fO

K1ffiiLF~;

-"'_J

1 PV

~ ;:T,v,

31 July (Oahu date)
Our GUAM assault forces on 31 July (K) carried out their attack as planned,
and by 1800(K) had cut completely across the island to PAGO POINT, meeting practically
no opposition; our line extends from PAGO POINT, thence !Wv and N to the N shore line
at a point about 1400 yards E of AGANA. Patrols operating through southern half of
the island have encountered only small scattered enemy patrols or stragglers. Naval
gunfire support groups are now operating on both sides of the island. No recent
report of our casualties has been received. 6,205 enemy dead have been counted. 701
civilians entered our lines during the day; 775 are now being oared for.
At 0700(K) 1 August our GUAM assault forces resumed the attack toward the
north, with no opposition. As of 1200 our line had advanced all along the front; the
left (N) ~lank was advanced 300 yards, and the right (E) flank 1000 yards. Our
patrols operate well to the front. 77th Div artillery (less 1 bn.) will move to
P~GO BAY area during the afternoon.
Unloading in APRA HARBOR was begun; PITI BEACH
was being used.
By 1800(K) 1 August our lines had made a further advance; the left (N) flank
advanced 900 yards, and the right (E) flank advanced 4200 yards; the total advance
for the day was 1200 yards on the left (N) and 5200 yards on the right (E). Mopping
up on OROTE PENINSULA was completed, and is now in progress in the southern part
of the island. 6773 enemy dead have been buried. 1900 additional Chamorros sought
safety within our lines. Large concentrations of enemy reported and observed in the
SANTA ROSA area (NE section of island). Chamorro report indicates from 10,000 to
12,000 enemy in that area and badly demoralized. They are beine hit by naval gunfire
and naval bombing.

Our TINIAIJ assault forces resumed the attack at 0830 (~) 31 July; the attack
was preceded by 2~ hours of naval gunfire and air preparation; the advance was slow
-continued-
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against moderate opposition and extremely difficult terrain. B,y 1800(K) a general
advance of about 2000 yards had been made. Enemy troops (estimated by a POW as
2600 effectives remaining) are reported dug in along the high ground which faces
our front line, and are possibly preparing for a cotmterattack. Unloading difficulty continues, owing to the swell condition. Sweeping of close approaches to
TINIAN HARBOR found no mines. There are many mines on landing beaches. As of
1800(K) 31 July our casualties: KIA, 140; WlA, 632; MIA, 31. Enemy casualties
reported as 2800 killed. 909 civilians have been interned.
On TINIAN during night 31 July--1 August (K) the enemy made numerous small
counterattacks along the left (E) of our lines; an estimated 300 Japs were killed.
Progress throughout the day was satisfactory against light to moderate resistance
and difficult terrain. Weather forced stoppage of all unloading on the two northern beaches (original landing beaches), but the supply situation remains satisfactor.y. LCT's commenced unloading on beaches at pier and on beaches in TINIAN TOWN
during the afternoon. General unloading of garrison force will start on the 2nd.
Clearing of large number of hulks from beaches and piers inside harbor has been
started. Minesweeping of harbor completed with negative results. Harbor provides
excellent anchorage for small craft, including LCT's and probably 1ST's.
Our TINIAN front line extends from SW shoreline (900 yards NW of LALO POINT)
to NE shoreline (2000 yards N of MARGO POINT), being from 200 to 300 yards from
the S and SE shoreline. Our casualties: KIA, 172; W!A, 904; MIA, 31. 1980 of
the enemy have been buried to date, with many remaining unburied. 2272 civilians
have been interned.

Unfavorable weather has interfered
with rearming of TG 58.1,
and may delay
.._. CtiiC.'-l
(
)
the scheduled strikes against TWO JIMAAon August 4, 5, and 6 K •
~,...,,_

TG 58.4 continued with support of GUAM forces on 1 August (K}. 38 sorties
were sent over target area on call strikes, and 9.5 tons of bombs and 28 rockets
were expended.
13 C-47's are now available on ISLEY FIELD (SAIPAN) for supply missions. 2
trips will be made daily to TINIAN, and later to GUAM when the fields are operable.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 30 July sent 3 B-24's against TRUK Atoll.
Heckling operations were directed against TAROA, JALUIT~ and MILLE; weather hamper
ed operations. JALUIT was also hit by 2 B-25's in a low-level attack. 12 other
B-25's bombed PONAPE.
MINGO (SS 26l)(SWPA) summarizes 4th war patrol; sank fleet type 1700-ton DD
on 3 July with 3 hits in area 120 miles WSW from MANILA BAY.
PERMIT (SS 178) reports at 010945 GCT August one 800-ton AK sunk off YAP
with 1 torpedo set at 5 feet.
7500 troops of 1st u.s. Inf landed at SANSAPOR on morning 30 July (K). By
Bl3 hours all D-Day objectives had been attained; 20 minutes later the command
post was establishedashore. Close support was provided by 1 CA, 2 CL's, and 9 DDs
CinC SWPA comments on this operation:
-continued-
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'~Ve have seized the coastal area of SANSAPOR, and the nearby islands of AMSTERDAM
and MIDDLEBURG, at the western tip of DUTCH NEW GUINEA, nearly two hundred miles
beyond NOEMFOOR and slightly more than six hundred miles southeast of the PHILIPPINES. The movement was undetected by the enemy and little opposition has as yet
developed. The operation was an amphibious one, the ground troops Q).c ting in coordina-tion with nava.U. and air forces.. The enemy base at MANOKWARI, the pivot of
the defenses of the VOGELKOP PENINSULA is now ~ypassed and useless. Its garrison
fifteen thousand strong, composed of elements of the 35 division, base and service
troops, commanded by L~. General Ikeda, is no~ isolated with its only possible
escape route to the south over hazardous terrain of swamp and jungle. Our air
bases are now established from MILNE BAY along the entire coast of NEW GUINEA.
The enemy is no longer able to operate in this area, either by air or sea, beyond
the H.A.W..AHERA-PHI~TPPINE line which is the main defense cover r"or his conquered
empire in the sou~hwest Pacific. Should this line go, all of his conquests south
of CHINA will be imperiled and in grave danger of flank envelopment."

In the DRINIID\~OR Valley the situation remains unchanged. Our attack planes
and light bombers struck bivouacs and supply depots to the east starting fires.
Air and naval patrols harassed coastal traffic destroying 3 barges, damaging
others and wrecking trucks.
On 30 July (K) 2 enemy bombers attacked NOEMFOOR; damage was minor.
On 31 July (K) 11 B-24s from 13th AF hit WOLEAI·with 84 500-lb bombs, and
20 100-lb bombs; 50% of bombs reported in target areas. Navy bombers struck
GALELA dispersal areas, destroying several enemy planes and damaging others. P-39s
bombed and strafed PEGUN VIL AGE on MAFIA ISLAND; 0 thers attacked MIOS wharf on
GEEEVINK BAY. 2 B-24s damaged the BOEEA .airfield. PB4Ys atta...o0ked shipping in the
~~-TALAUD ISLAND are~.
C-47s completed 27 supply missions, including 21
to BiAK and 1 to NOEMFOOR.
~).N~
~
1 August (Oahu date)
On 2 August (K) our GUAM assault forces made a substantial advance all along
the front, ·averaging about 2400 yards. Enemy resistance in the BARRIGADA Area
was quickly overcome. Our line extends from E edge of TUMON (6000 yds. NE of
AGANA), thence S and SE to the shore line at a point 2600 yards NE of FABIAN POINT;
this places the TIYAN Airfield in our possession. CTF 53 considers that PHASE I
(securing Final Beachhead Line) and PHASE III (occupation of southern part of the
island) are now complete. Heavy swells continue to hinder unloading, but it goes
forward in the harbor, the development of which is progressing according to schedule. Our casualties to date: KIA, 1022; WIA, 4946; MIA, 305. 7419 enemy dead
have been counted.
CTF 52 announced that all organized resistance on TINIAN ceased at 1855 (K)
1 August, but that mopping up continues. On the 2nd our troops were engaged in
mopping up enemy pockets, and cleaning out caves and ravines on southern tip of
TINIAN. The public address system was proving effective in inducing civilians to
come out of hiding; a captured census reveals 16,030 civilians on the island in
April. Thus far, 2468 civilians have been interned. Total enemy dead, as of
1800(K) 1 August, estimated as 4858; 2075 have been buried. Our own casualties
- Continued -
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as of l800(K) 2 AuEust: KIA, 208; WIA, 1121; MIA, 32. The weather continues unsatisfacto~ for unloadine over exposed beaches.
Minesweeping continues inside
the 200-fathom curve; completion est~ated by 2 August (K) . 2000 garrison personnel
. put ashore from AP's off TINIAN TOWN by use of LCT's.
CTF 52 reports that mopping up of SAIPAN continues, and that during the past
24 hours ~nding at l800(K) 2 August) 147 Jap soldiers had been killed. Since the
cessation of organized enemy resistance on 9 July (K) an average of 50 Japs had
been killed each day. Intensive clean up operations are now in progress, and are
expected to clear up all remnants of the ~e'""e'""""~.
On 1 August (~) 50 planes were used to batter the enemy forces in the MT.
SANTA ROSA Area. On the 2nd TG 58.4 flew 32 sorties against GUAl(; 12 tons of
bombs and 47 rockets were expended.
CTF 51 directs that beginning on 3 August {K) land planes (less heavy bomber
groups) on SAIPAN under GTF 59 will: (A) Provide day fighter cover for forces at
SAIPAN and TINIAN; (B) Provide night fighter cover for forces at SAIPAN, TINIAN,
and GUAM; (C) Neutralize enemy air bases on PAGAN and ROTA as directed Qy CTF 59
(ADVON); (D) Support our troop operations and provide photo missions on GUAM under
local control of CTF 53; (E) Provide logistic support and carriage of personnel
and freight between SAIPAN, TINIAN, and GUAM.
The ROTA airfield remains inoperable.
TG 58.1 and TG 58.3 are enroute to BONINS; strikes will probably be one
day later than originally scheduled.
OROTE airfield has 5000 feet of runway in usable condition.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 31 July heavily bombed TRUK and NAURU. 1
Navy landcat harrassed MILLE and JALUIT. 4 PV's bombed MILLE, while 2 medium
bombers hit WOTJE.
Lieutenant General RICHARDSON assuned duties of COMGENPOA on 1 August.
STEELHEAD (SS 280) and PARCHE (SS 384) made coordinated attack on S-bound
convoy at 301912 GCT June in position 19-02 N, 120-56 E (off N Coast of LUZON).
STEELHEAD sank 1 AK, and damaged 1 AO, 1 AP, and 1 AK. PARCHE sank 1 AP, 2 AO's,
and 1 AP or 1 AK.
PADDLE (SS 263)(8\VPA) swmnarizes 4th war patrol. Operating CELEBES SEA DAVAO GULF Area, sank 1 DD ·MINEKAZE Class and damaged 1 7500-ton AK.
Our forces 'are expanding their positions in the SANSAPOR Area where we now
control 10 miles of coast line.
Our ground forces in the lower DRINim~OR VALLEY have crossed the river on a
two and a half mile front and are driving eastward through the jungle. An earlier
night clash is reported in the AFUA Sector while an additional 409 enemy dead have
been counted. Our medium, attack, and light bombers expended 35 tons on rear areas
bombing troop concentrations and supply lines as far east as the SEPIK. RIVER. Air
patrols and light naval units destroyed 9 trucks.
- Continued -
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On 1 August (K) 11 B-24's bombed WOLEAI. NM~LEA was hit by 15 B-24's.
Strikes were made against CERAM {11 B-24's) and FLORES ISLAND (25 B-25's). 1 B-24
heckled PALAU. Mediwn bombers attacked targets in the VOGELKOP Area. C-47' s flew
76 supply missions to forward bases. including 50 to BIAK. Air neutralization
and blockade of E NEVi BRITAIN. NEW IRELAND, and BOUGAINVILLE continued.
, On night 31 July - 1 August (K) 2 enemy bombers
OWI ISLAND, killing 9 and wounding 15.

dropped;;v2

bombs on

2 August (Oahu date)
On 3 August (K) our TINIAN troops conducted mopping up operations against
scattered enemy groups in caves and ravines. Improved weather conditions permitted effective unloading operations. Formal flag-raising ceremony held at
1500 (K) 3 August. Reembarkation of assault units for return commences 4 AugUst
(K). Latest est~ate of enemy dead is 5.334; 2,683 have been buried; increasing
numbers are reported committing suicide. 53 Prisoners have been taken. Our
troops report numerous cases of Jap military refusing to permit surrender of
civilians, and several cases in which civilians have been killed by troops,
rather than permit their surrender. 3,973 civilians have been interned. POW
reports indicate that both Vice Admiral KAKUTA (Cam 1st Air Flt) and Colonel
OGATA (Regimental Commander) were killed by artillery fire on 24 ·July (K).
As of 1800 {l) 3 August our casualties: KIA, 235; WlA, 1310; MIA, 27.
Our GUAM forces on 3 August (K) advanced nearly 2 miles all along the front,
bringing the important road junction of FINEGAYAN within our lines. 3d MarDiv
began to encounter resistance; 77th InfDiv advanced against increasing resistance.
OROTE Airfield is now suitable for all type planes; land plane shuttle service
with SAIPAN has been instituted. Swells are subsiding, and unloading has accelerated. Our casualties to date: KIA~ 1058; WIA, 5066; MIA, 306. Enemy dead
counted, 7,893; POW's, 68. 7,000 civilians now being cared for within our lines.

Isco.m SAIPAN reports that successful mopping up operations continue on
SAIPAN. The 27th InfDiv is sweeping the area NE of an E-W line through GAR~AN.
For the 24-hour period ending 1800 (K) 2 August 145 Jap soldiers were killed
(previously reported); during the same period 6 prisoners were taken, 40 civilians
were killed and 51 were interned.
CTF 58 reports that strike against BONINS will adhere to original schedule
(4,5,6 Aug. (K)).
On 2 August (K) shore based aircraft (from SAIPAN) hit PAGAN with unreported
results. On the 3rd TG 58.4 hit GUAM in support of our ground troopsJ areas attacked were SW of MT. SANTA ROSA, and in the NE tip of the island; 19 tons of
bombs and 77 rockets were expended.

CenPac shore based aircraft on 1 August attacked PONAPE, WOTJE, TAROA, and
""
JALUIT.
TARPON (SS 175), operating off TRUK, reports at 030950 GCT 1 fishing boat
probably sunk and 3 patrol boats damaged, all by gunfire.
- Continued -
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BONEFISH (SS 223)(SWPA) operating SULU SEA reports 1 tanker sunk at 300100
GCT June.
Our ground forces at SANSAPOR are expanding and consolidating their positions.
12 enemy have been killed. Medium bombers attacked BIRA VILLAGE on the northern
shore of MACCLUER GULF, and sank 2 coastal vessels at islands off the western
coast.
Mopping up operations continue on BIAK and NOEMFOOR.
Another enemy attempt to turn our AFUA flank has been repulsed while our
forces in the coastal sector cleared the area one mile east of the DRINIUMOR RIVER.
Enemy casualties in all sectors were heavy. Medium and light bombers continue
to disrupt the enemy lines of communication attacking bivouacs, supply dumps,
and coastal installations. Light naval units shelled bivouacs and sank or damaged
four barges.

On 2 August (K) 19 B-24's hit YAP· Airdrome with 535 100-lb. bombs; excellent
results were reported; 2 planes were believed destroyed on the runwaJr and 2 in
revetmentSJ 20 unidentified planes were observed on the ground; there was no
interception. 24 A-20's bombed NABIRE. 2 B-25's made a shipping strike at CERAM.
C-47's flew 76 supply missions including 60 to BIAK.
3 August (Oahu date)
Our GUAM assault forces on 4 August (K) continued the attack to the north.
Progress was slight on left (W) of line, but furthered our control of road junctions around FINEGAYAN. The right of our line adYanced 1200 yards against light
opposition. The farthest advance - 2800 yards - was made in the center of the
zone of action. Garrison aircraft of Marine Air Group 21 landed on OROTE FIELD
from the SANTEE (CVE) which then entered the harbor to discharge personnel and
equipment. Unloading has accelerated owing to better sea conditions; the harbor
is being worked to limit of its present capacity vmich is being expanded as rapidly
as possible. Our casualties to date: KIA, 1091; WIA, 5211; MIA, 315. 7945 enemy
dead have been counted; 71 prisoners have been taken.
Our troops on TINIAN on 4 August (K) were still engaged in mopping up operations. Enemy troops are reported changing into civilian clothing and mingling
with civilians. Plans are progressing for withdrawal and rehabilitation of assault troops. Unloading was satisfactory during the day with a pontoon causeway
being installed; an LST docked at the causeway during the afternoon. ~lr casualties to date: KIA, 262; WIA, 1399; MIA, 25. An estimated 5734 of the enemy have
been killed. 7964 civilians have beon interned.
On SAIPAN final mopping up continues with 168 enemy troops killed and an
additional 91 captured during the 24-hour period ending at 1800 (K) 4 August.

TG 58.4 on 4 August (K) supported our ground forces on GUA~M concentrating
against targets in the northern part of the island. 33 sorties were flown and
10.6 tons of bombs and 76 rockets were expended; numerous targets were strafed.
CenPac Shore based aircraft on 2 August hit NAURU with 3 Venturas.
cats harassed TAROA, VlOTJE, and MILLE.
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SHARK (SS 314) on lifeguard station N of IWO JIMA reports at 040741 GCT
the rescue of pilot and radioman of LEXINGTON Air Group.
GATO (SS 212) reported 4 AK, 4 escort convoy position 27-40 N, 141-48 E
(40 miles NW of CHICHI JTh~) course 300, speed 6, was being attacked by our planes
at 040445 GCT; 1 damaged ship was streaming oil. At 041230 GCT GATO reported that
this convoy was being well taken care of by our planes and surface force.
Our ground forces at SANSAPOR report an entire group surrender of 92 of the
enemy, bringing the total number of prisoners to 126.
In the AITAPE-V~AK Area 4 separate enemy attacks on our AFUA flank positions
have failed. Point-blank artillery, mortar and machinegun fire was followed by
consecutive waves of enemy in suicidal charges on a narrow front attempting to
penetrate our position. Heavy casualties were inflicted with an additional 602
enemy dead buried by our troops and the entire battle area littered with abandoned
and uncounted enemy bodies. Our medium and light bombers, continuing the daily
destruction of enemy rear areasj dropped 46 tons of bombs on bivouacs, supply
dumps and assembly sectors. Natives report enemy casualties and damage in his
rear to be assuming alarming proportions.
CinC SWPA reports enemy killed to date: at NOWFOOR, 970; at BIAK, 3851; at
WAKDE, 3252; at HOLLANDIA, 3650. At the above places 1330 captives have been
taken; this figure includes 400 Formosans taken at NOEMFOOR, but nationalities
of other captives was not given.
On 3 August (K) 12 B-24' s bombed WOLEAI. 13th AF raided YU' on 3 August (K)
with 11 B-24's with unobserved results; single B-24's from this force hit SOROL
and FALIK ISLANDS with unobserved results. All heavy strikes scheduled by 5th AF
were cancelled owing to unfavorable weather. Despite poor weather C-47's flew 65
supply missions to forward bases. Air neutralization and blockade of E NEW BRITAIN
NID1 IRELAND# and BOUGAINVILLE continued.
4 August (Oahu date)
Our GUAM forces on 5 August (K) continued the attack to the north; 77th Inf
Div advanced nearly 3 miles up the east coast on the extreme right of their line:
the left of the line made ·a general advance ~veraging 1200 yards; no advance was
reported in the center of the line. During night 4-5 August (K) an enemy platoon
identified as naval counterattacked unsuccessfully; 11 enemy dead were left behind.
Personnel and equipment for MAG 21 has been unloaded; this together with .supplies
and material already ashore completes basic elements needed for military air operations. Our casualties to date: KIA# 1107; WIA, 5286; MIA, 330. 22,000 civilians
are now within our lines; 17,000 are in camps and 5,000 are at their former homes.
8,129 enemy dead have been counted.
TINIAN troops continued on 5 August (K) with mopping up operations, reorge.niz.ing, and reembarking assault elements of 4th MarDiv. Unloading of garrison shipping and reloading of assault troops are progressing satisfactorily. Our casualties
to date: KIA, 277; WIA, 1491; MIA, 26. 5,124 enemy bodies have been buried to
date; 178 prisoners have been taken. 8,491 civilians have been interned.
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Our SAIPAN troops report that since 15 July a total of 1,748 Jap soldiers
have been killed and 159 captured; 850 civilians have been killed or interned.
TG 58.4 on 5 August (K) continued to support our ground forces on GUAM. 79
sorties were flown, and 7! tons of bombs and 62 rockets were expended. On night
4-5 August (K) 4 PB4Ys harassed TIWO J!MA, CHICHI JIMA and HAHA J!MA; one plane was
damaged and one is 5 hours overdue. A PB4Y from 13th AF heckled ANGAUR.
CTF 57 010320 summarizes operations 26-31 July inclusive.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 3 August hit WOTJE with 57 Corsairs and TRUK

with 27 B-24s.

STERLET (88392) operating north of BONINS reports at 051015 GCT with 3 hits
disintegrated a small AK. Submarine has one prisoner aboard.
COPIA (88245) operating north of BONINS reports at 042155 GCT with one hit
sank a 500-ton patrol vessel loaded with marines.
BARBEL (SS316) operating EAST CHINA SEA reports at 051412 GCT sinking 1 AK.
TAUTOG (SS199) operating EMPIRE Waters reports sinking one 200 ton coastal
vessel on 18 July and one small AK on 2 August.
CominCh & CNO 042050 establishes 1st Carrier Task Force Pacific and 2nd
Carrier Task Force Pacific.

On morning 3 August (K) one of our Infantry Battalions landed on north coast
of BIAK at KORIM BAY; landing was supported by PT boats and was made without
opposition.
CinCmf:PA reports that from MANOKVfARI, from NABIRE, and from all his strongholds in GEELVINK BAY .and the upper VOGELKOP, the enemy is in full retreat. He is
apparently withdrawing towards the south and west in the hope of ultimate evacuation of his troops from Western NEW GUll~. The natural difficulties of the movement are great and with the added hazards of our ground, naval and air activities
his losses at best cannot fail to be calamitous. The practical effectiveness of
the 2nd Japanese Army, commanded by General Teshima, which was charged with the
defense of DUTCH NEW GUINEA, is rapidly approaching an end. Our losses continue
to be negligible.

In the AITAPE-WEWAK area our ground forces are exploring to the south and
east. Medium, attack and light bombers and light naval craft bombed and strafed
assembly areas supply dumps and communication routes, expending over 30-tons of
bombs.
On 4 August (K) 24 B-24s from 13th AF bombed YAP; there was no enemy interception. 2 groups of B-24s from 5th AF bombed BOELA (CERAM). 1 B-25 damaged 10
small boats and one lugger off AMBOINA. 4 B-25s bombed and strafed west VOGELKOP
oil centers. 2 B-24s hit MITI airdrome on HALMAHERA. 12 A-20s bombed and strafed
NABIRE airdrone. 3 P-39s strafed installations on MAPIA ISLAND while 5 B-25s
bombed north BIAK. C-47s flew 66 supply missions to forward bases including 29 to
NOEMFOOR and 21 to BIAK.
)_ /
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Results BONINS Strike by TG's 58.1 and 58.3, 4 and 5 August (K).
(1) Damaee to Enemy Shipping:-

Assessment
---Sunk

By

Air Forces

By Surface

4 AK's (40001 DD (New type),
5000 TEa.),
1 AK (4000~5000 . 1),
3 ODD'S (or DE's),l ODD (or DE), 1
4 bnrges.
Sanpan, 1 small
AO, 5 barges, 2
small ships.

Probably

3 Luggers,~----

small AK's

Sunk

Possibly

5 ~' s ( 4000-5000 T
Ea.), 4 ODD's (or D~}
1 DD (New type), 1
Sampan, 1 small AO, 9
barges, 2 small ships.

3 Luggers, 2 - - small AK's
1 CL (3-stack) - -

Sunk

Damaged

Total

Force~

1 ODD (Or DE),
1 DE, 1 SC, 2

:rt8.nding -Ship,
1 Lugger, 2 Sampans, 5 barges
(2 loaded with

small AK's, 3
Sampans, 3 Luggers, 2 Landing
per~onnel).
Ships, 1 small
inter-island
steamer, 5 barges.

1 ODD (or DE), l
DE, 1 SC, 2 small

AK's, 5 Sampans,
4 Luggers, 3 Landing
Ships, 1 small interisland steamer, 10
Barges (2 loaded with
personnel).

(2) Damage to Enemy Air Force:Planes destroyed airborne:
Planes destroyed on ground:
Planes damaged on ground:

6
7
5

(3) Damage to Our Force:Planes lost:
Pilots lost:
Air Crewmen lost:

16

12

7

Our GUAM assault forces on 6 August (K), pivoting on the right flank and executin
a wheeling movement, made a substantial advance acainst stiffening opposition which
centered mostly along roads where many strong defensive positions were encountered and
reduced. Our line advanced 4500 yards on the west flank, and 2600 yards in the center.
2 enemy tanks and 9 field guns were destroyed by our ground forces. lst Marine Provisional Brigade completed movement into assembly area preparator,y to taking position
on the left of the line (there is no statement to indicate that 3rd MarDiv is to be
withdrawn; owing to the lengthening line, it may be contemplated that 1st Marine Provisional Brigade take position on left of 3rd MarDiv). Our casualties to date include
1,119 killed in action (wounded and missing not reported). 8,622 enemy dead have been
counted.
A 6,000-foot runway is now e.vailable on ISLEY FIELD (SAIPAN).
- Continued -
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·TG 58.4 on 6 August (K) continued support of our GUM! assault forces; 95 sorties
were flown and 18 tons of bombs and 205 rockets were expended.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 4 August bombed JALUIT, NAURU, WOTJE, and PONAPE.
2 landcats harassed UOTJE, TAROA, and MILLE. 1 Navy B-24 harassed WAKE.
GATO (SS 212), on lifeguard station off BONINS, reports at 061203 GCT rescued
3 downed pilots from TF 58.
CinC SWPA reports that in the AITAPE-WEWAK Area our forces east of the DRINIUMOR
RIVER are pressing down from the norti1. 441 additional enemy dead were overrun in
the movement. Medium, attack, and fighter bombers supporting our ground units dropped
52 tons of bombs on eastward assembly areas and supply dumps. Air and naval patrols
blockaded the coast. The completely integrated teamwork of naval surface craft, aerial
bombing and strafing attacks, over the past weeks, has resulted in a systematic destruction of the enemy's lines of communication. The sinking of a constantly shrinking
number of barges, the destruction by direct hits of truck columns, roads, and bridges,
the burning and firing of supply dumps have undoubtedly been contributing factors to
his tactical failure to deliver a successful combined and coordinated attack. His
main staging and bivouac areas from DAGUA to BUT, MATAPAU, MARUBIAN, and YAKAMUL present a picture of attrition and disaster in his rear. It is estimated that 20,000 of
his force have been employed on this perilous line of communication, with heavy personnel losses.
On 5 August (K) 23 B-24's again heavily bombed YAP without enemy interception.
night 5-6 August (K} 2 enemy planes raided KORNASOREN Area on NOEMFOOR without damage; an enemy bomber which preceded these 2 was shot down over NOEMFOOR by our night
fighters; on the same night 1 enemy plane unsuccessfully attacked south of BIAK a returning echelon; a single enemy plane bombed MOKMER without damage. In the strike by
2 groups of B-24's against BOELA, 1 of our B-24's was shot down b.y AA fire; 7 airborne
fighters refused to attack. On morning 4 August (K) the RABAUL Area was hit by 105
aircraft; 30 B-25's raided CHOISEUL BAY as fighters harassed BUKA and KAVIENG.
On

t)J 1\i/ J , $v·
1.

6 August (Oahu date)

Our GUAM assault forces on 7 August (K) continued theirAlttack to the north.
A su~stantial advance was made all along the front and the enemy occupied area was
reduced by 1/3. YIGO which controls the road net in the north east part of the
island was captured at 1300 (K); with it were captured stocks of food and ammunition
and 23 pieces of transportation; most of the heavily fortified positions that were
taken during the day were encountered in the vicinit.y of YIGO. Now included within
our line is a large enemy grave yard showing evidence of recent mass burials. 1st
MarProvBrig has taken position on the left of our line; both divisions and the brigade are abreast. On the extreme right (E) an advance of 1600 yards was made; in the
center the advance was 6000 yards; on the left (W) flank of the line reported {the
left of the line ended at a point 4000 yards from the west shore line; no report
indicates front line held by 1st MarProvBrig) an advance of 4000 yards~mlde. Our
casualties to date: KIA, 1128; WIA, 5373; MIA, 331. 8833 enemy dead have been
COlm.ted.

Reembarkation of assault elements of 4th MarDiv and transfer of units of 2nd
MarDiv to SAIPAN continues; unloading of garrison troops and equipment proceeds concurrently. Loading of 4 transports with Corps and 4th MarDiv personnel has been
- continued -
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completed. Our casualties on TINIAN as of 1800 (K) 7 August: KIA, 291; WIA, 16311.
MIA, 24. 5527 enemy have been buried. 9703 civilians have been interned. 178
prisoners have been taken.
TG 58.1 and 58.3 are now enroute ENIWETOK. TG 58.7 is refueling. TG 58.4
remains in support of our assault forces in the MARIANAS. TG 58.4 on 7 August {I)
flew 46 sorties over the target area in support or our GUAM assault forces. 18 tons
of bombs were dropped on enemy concentrations and defense installations in the
northern part of the island.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 5 August executed a heavy photo reconnaissance
over TRUK; 8 Navy and 3 Army photo Liberators, with 10 strike Liberators of Group 1,
FAW 2, participated; 2 of 8-12 enemy intercepters were shot down; 2 of our planes
were damaged. Harassing strikes were made against PONAPE and NAURU.
GABILAN {SS252) operating Empire waters reports sinking Jap DD early morning
17 July ten miles NW of ZENIZU with 1 hit.
Richardson 012336Z (pink) recommends category of defense for HAWAII, upon
successful completion of MARIANAS operation, be set as Category B, in accordance
with paragraph 31 B, "Joint Action of the A.rnr.J and the Navy" with certain additional
specifications.
ComSoPac 020435 {pink) recommends dates on which RNZAF squadrons will become
available to report to CinCSWPA, and discusses logistic support.
Richardson 050457Z {pink) states that in view of ultimate necessity of completely occupying FORMOSA, there is a need in POA for one Army Corps Headquarters
in addition to the XXIV Corps presently assigned.
GHQ SWPA 050910 {pink) opposes an establishment of arbitrary date of 1 Sept
for termination of transfer of army troops from SoPac to SoWesPac.
CinCPOA 061023 (pink) answers queries as to contemplated employment of A and
B divisions after arrival in POA.
CominCh & CNO 061447 (pink) approves ComSoPac 020435 (pink).
CinCPOA 070116 {pink) passes CinCPOA 240957 June (pink}; requests that any
divergent views concerning concept of GRANITE II operations for which CinCPOA is
responsible be submitted to CinCPOA.
CinCSWPA reports that in the SANSAPOR area statements from prisoners of war
and from friendly natives.,. substantiating our own air observations.) emphasize the confusion and dislocation in the rear areas of the Second Japanese Army; the enemy
apparently expected an attack at MANOKWARI and had thoroughly prepared an elaborate
defense system. When the enemy's defenses were by-passed and enveloped by the
unsuspected landing at SANSAPOR, his main coastal communications were cut and he has
been thrown back upon the jungle-In his effort to extricate himself. his forces are
reported in a state bordering on demoralization. This operation can n~n be regarded
as completed.

- continued -
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In the AITAPE-WEWAK area our attack force east of the DRINIUMOR RIVER continued its advance southward and reached and cut the main AFUA-HARECH RIVER trail
which has been the principal enemy supply route. Our maneuver threatens to isolate
the enemy forces in the AFUA area and west thereof. The toll of enemy casualties
is rising. The total of counted dead. largely from his combat infantry. is now
5935. and includes only those abandoned outside of his lines.

YAP was again hit on 6 August (K) by 23 B-24s; there was no enemy interceptio
4 other B-24s bombed WOLEAI with unobserved results. The phosphate plant on FAIS
ISLAND was bombed by 4 B-24s. The north coast of CERAM was attacked by 7 B-25s.

B-24s made a shipping strike in the HAIJ~RA area where one AK was sunk and one
escort was strafed. On a shipping strike south of CERAM 4 B-25s sank one AK and
one lugger. On 5 August (K) 63 RAAF P-40s operated in close support of our ground
troops at SANSAPOR. The usual heavy strikes by medium.attack and fighter bombers
were made in the AITAPE-WEWAK area. Heavy strikes were also made in continuation
of the air neutralization and blockade of east NEW BRITAIN. NEWv IRELAND and BOUGAINVILLE.
7 August (Oahu date)
Our GUAM forces on 8 August (K) continued the attack to the north. By 1800(K)
the enemy had been driven into the extreme northeastern part of the island; a thrus
by the center of our line has driven a wedge which practically divides the enemy
remnants into 2 groups. MT. SANTA ROSA was taken in the day's advance and with it
the enemy lost his main source of water. The right (E) flank of our line rests
on the shore line at a point 6200 yards south of PATI POINT; the left (N) flank of
our line rests on the northwest shore line at RITIDIAN POINT; the center of the lin
is 1400 yards from the northern shore line. Our casualties to date: KIA. 1154;
WIA. 5497; MIA, 326. 10.100 enemy dead have been counted.
Capture and occupation phase of SAIPAN and TINI~J have been completedJ all
forces on these 2 islands pass to respective Island Commanders at 1200 (K) 10
August. Responsibil~ty for the defense and development of SAIPAN and TIUIAN will
pass from CTF 51 to CTF 57 at 1200 (K) 12 August.
TG 58.4 on 8 August (K), in support of our GUAl! assault forces, flew 32
sorties over targets in the northern part of the island expending 13.4 tons of
bombs and 44 rockets. This group's duty with TF 51 will be completed at 1800 (K)
10 August at which time the group will proceed to ENIWETOK~in accordance with
orders of ComFifthFleet.
CenP-ac shore based aircraft on 6 August bombed MILLE. JALUIT. NAURU. WOTJE,
and WAKE.
GlJITARRO (SS 363)(SWPA) reports at 071303 GCT 1 P.UBUKI Class DD sunk with
3 hits in night surface attack off MANILA.
On 7 August (K) 24 B-24's effectively bombed YAP T~~ and AA positions to
the northeast; 530 100-lb. bombs and 18 500-1h. bambs were dropped. 2 B-24's hit
WOLEAI with 40 fragmentation clusters and 30 100-lb. bombs. 19 B-24's bombed
GALELA dispersal areas destroying 6 enemy aircre.ft and damaging many others; 7
enemy airborne fighters refused to intercept. 12 other B-24's bombed the LALOBATA
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Airdrome destroying 7 grotmded planes; there was no enemy interception. 2 B-24's
bombed the naval airdrome at DAVAO. Minor strikes were made in the VOGELKOP Area.
Heavy strikes continued in the AITAPE-VVEWAK Area. C-47's flew 58 supply missions
to forward bases, including 43 to BIAK.
In the North Pacific Area on night 4-5 August 8 PV's
northern KURILES; 4 planes hit PARAMUSHIRU While the other
100 to 150 miles off the eastern coast of PARAMUSHIRU.

8 August (Oahu date)
On 9 A~gust (K) resistance on GUAM rapidly approached its end as our forces
covered without major opposition all remaining territory except a small section S
and SE of TAEOPE; our troops were approaching this area at sundown and intend to
eliminate it on 10 August (i). A close patrol of enemy held coast from seaward
has been maintained since early in the campaign, and it is believed by CTF 53 that
very few enemy have escaped from GUAM; none escaped during the final phases.
Large scale departure of combatant ships began during the 8th with vir~ual cessation
of calls for fire support. Our casualties to date: KIA, 1184; WIA, 5627; MIA,
336. 10,793 enemy dead have been counted; 73 prisoners have been taken.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 7 August bombed WOTJE, JALUIT, and TAROA.
Harassing raids were made against NAURU, PONAPE, TRTJK, and WAKE.
CTF 59 announces that his headquarters close KWAJALEll1 111400 GCT and open
SAIPAN same time.
SNOQr (SS 279) operating EMPIRE waters reports one timed hit in a 6500-ton

AK off SHirnai SAKI on 12 July.

CERO (SS 225) (SWPA) reports a medimn AK or AO sunk by four hits on 5
off BANOS POINT (S MINDANAO).

A~gust

On 8 August (K) 24 B24's bombed UTAROM area with unreported results; 24
other B24's started fires at BABO airdrome. A single B25 strafed enemy personnel
at DOROEBA (MOROTAI IS.). 21 B24's without interception again bombed YAP airdrome
starting fires. 4 B24's destroyed buildings at MANOf1~ARI. Harassing strikes were
made against WOEEAI and PALAU. Heavy strikes were made against SE BOUGAINVILLE
on 7 and 8 August (K); 58 planes struck the area on the 7th while 81 attacked on
the 8th. Fighter bombers heckled NEW IREtAND coast and northern GAZELLE PENINSULA.
Heavy strikes were again made in the AITAPE-Wb~A~ area. C47's flew. 46 supply
missions to forward bases, including 31 to BIAK and 8 to NOD~FOOR.

Com7thFlt reports that on 7 August (K) our troops found 1003 dead Japs in
the AITAPE area. At 0405 (K) on the 8th one enemy bomber hit NA.MB~ (NO~JIFOOR)
without damage.
·"
~
Admiral Nimitz and party departed PEARL for MARIANAS. ~~
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9 August (Oahu date)

CTF 52 announced at 101131 (K) that all enemy organized resistance on GUAM
had been eliminated. Mopping up activities were proceeding.
CTF 57 060230 summarizes operations 1 - 5 August.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 8 August bombed NAURU, PONAPE, TAROA, MILLE,
and TRUK. TRUE was heavily hit by 26 B24's.
On 8 - 9 August (K) a single B24 bombed LASANG airdrome at DAVAO with unobserved results. In a shipping strike into the HAIMAHERA area one AK was sunk
and five were damaged. On 9 August (K) 25 B25's attacked LANGGOER (KAI IS. ) with
unobserved results. 12 B24' s bombed Old N/J.~LEA airdrome ( BOEROE IS.) with good
results. 12 B24's heavily hit BOELA tank area (CERM1 IS.). 12 other B24's attacked
LEANG airdrome (AMBOINA). 24 A20's hit enemy concentrations on ASAP ISLAND in
the BABO area, while 18 others started fires at NABIRE. YAP airdrome was heavily
hit by 23 B24's which started large fires. On 8 - 9 August (K) 2 B24's bombed
MA1AKAL (PALAU). The usual strikes were made in the GEELVINK BAY area and in the
AITAPE-WEWAK area.
~~AA
\.t ''"' ~~ I
10 August (Oahu date)

CL
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Our GUJU~ forces are proceeding with aggressive combat patrol action to mop
up enemy remnants and to prevent scattered groups from organizing. On 11 August (K)
300-400 dead Japs were found in a concrete cave structure in northeast tip of the
island. Our casualties to date: KIA, 1219; WIA, 5726; MIA, 327. 11,121 enemy dead
have been counted; 87 prisoners have been taken; 7 Jap civilians have been interned.
14~862 natives are now in camps; the others have returned to thei.r homes.
CTF 52 reports in his final SAIPAN-TINIAN summary that our casualties as of
1200 (K) 10 August are: KIA. 190; WIA, 1515; MIA, 24. 5584 Japs have been buried;
404 prisoners have been taken, including 150 Koreans. 13,262 civilians have been
interned. Reembarkation of 4th Division has been completed.
Recapitulation:

SA I PAN
TIN IAN

GUAM

TOTALS

KIA

WIA

3,049
190
1,214
4,453

13,049
1,515

Enemy
Buried
SA I PAN
TIN IAN
GUAM*

5~704

20,268

POW'.s
Jap

MIA
365
24
329

"71'8
POW's
Korean

5,544
11,121**

16,463
1,729
7,247
25~439

TOTALS

--~~

879
828
254
150
87
TOTALS
37~385
=f,220
978
•The GUA1{ figures will doubtless change considerably as
have just ~etten underwa~.
**Total coun ed; no figure on burials. - Continued 20~720

TOTALS

22,427
5,948
11,208
39,583
mopping up operations
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Authority: EO 12958, as amended _
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CenPac shore baaed aircraft on 9 August heavily bombed MILLE with 68
Corsairs and 57 Dauntlesses. 6 PV's hit both airstrips on NAURU. 3 Navy 1andcats
conducted night harassment of JALUIT, MILLE, and WOTJE.
At noon on 10 August (K) 18 B-24's bombed airfields and installations on
IWO JIMA dropping 440 120-lb. fragmentation bombs and 84 500-lb. bombs. 40 to 50
enemy aircraft were observed on the ground. 5-7 unaggressive fighters dropped
phosphorous bombs. 3 of our planes received slight damage. 20 P-47's hit PAGAN
Airfield with 40 500-lb. bombs. 3 P-47's assisted 'mopping up forces in southern
TINIAN.
BALAO (SS 285) reports at 101100 GCT sinking a sampan loaded with 50 Marines
NW PALAU), course 320.

in position 09-20 N, 133-18 E (off

GUITARRO (SS 363)(SWPA), operating CHINA SEA west of LUZON, reports at
101620 GCT obtaining 1 hit, possibly 2, in KATORI Class cruiser; and 1 hit in a
medium AK. Sank aDD with 2 hits and a 700-ton coastal vessel with gunfire.

On 10 August (K) 4 squadrons of B-24's bombed GALELA and LOLOBATA Airdromes
on HALMAHERA with good results; there was no enemy interception. 16 B-24's hit
LAHA Airdrome on AMBON. 29 B-24's bombed YAP TOWN, the YAP runway, and AA positions.
UTAGAL ISLAND (WOLEAI Group) was bombed by 2 B-24's with unobserved results.
On 9 . ~ 10 August (K) 2 B-24's started large fires at MALAKAL (PALAU) and sighted
a possible new airstrip at URUKTHAPEL. KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) was bombed by 2 B-24's
on the lOth. Heavy strikes against enemy concentrations and installations continued
in the AITAPE-\llffiWAK Area. Air neutralization and blockade of E. NEW' BRITAIN 1 NEW
IRELAND, and BOUGATI[VILLE continued.
Extensive patrolling continued in all occupied areas in DUTCH NEW GUINEA.
In the AITAPE Area our forces report that major combat elements of the Jap 18th
Armf have been thoroughly defeated, and that survivors are scattering to the E.
and toward TORRICELLI MOUNTAINS; they are making no attempt to oppose our forces.
In the DRINIUMOR RIVER Area 6500 enemy dead have been counted an~.~::soners
have been taken.
~ ~ '-")

,_.}

11 August (Oahu date)
Our GUAM forces on 12 August (K) continued mopping up operations. Our total
casual ties to date: KIA, 1227; WIA, 5752:; MIA, 327. 11,502 enemy dead have been
counted; 102 prisoners have been taken; 8 Jap civilians have been interned. 14,532
civilians are now in camps; othe1'3have returned to their homes. Major General
Geiger departed GUAM 0623 (K) 12 August. Major General Turnage assumed connnand
Southern Landing Force that time.
CenPac shore based aircraft on 11 August sent 86 sorties against MILLE; no
other action against the enemy-occupied atolls of the 1~RSHALLS was reported.
PUFFER ( SS 268) ( SVVPA) operating NVv of :t~INDORO reports on 12 August one large
AK sunk and 2 large AO's damaged; the AO's were drifting helplessly toward the
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11 August (Oahu date - cont'd)
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Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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beach and it was believed the typhoon weather would make towing very improbable.
PARGO (SS 264) (SYWA) summarizes 4th war patrol. Operating SutU and CELEBES
SEAS reports sinking one 6600-ton AK and damaging two 4000-ton AK's.
Com7thFleet reports that pictures of ANGAUR ISLAND (PALAU group) taken on
5 August reveal 6500 feet of underwater obstacles along the SW and others along
the SE end; SW tip of island has 600-foot anti-tank ditch.
On 11 August (K) 37 B25's on a shipping strike in the HALMAHERA area sank
one 500-1000 ton AK, 2 luggers, 4 barges, and 10 seaplanes; damaged one 2000-4500
ton AK, 3 luggers, and several barges.
11 B25' s bombed LANGGOER (KAI IS.) with unobserved results. 23 A20' s in a
shipping strike in vicinity of UTARO~ sank two 500-1000 ton AK's and several barges;
20 other A20's hit enemy bivouac areas S·of SAWAR. 24 P40's bombed the MANOKWARI
airdrome while the coastal area from WEWAK to AITAPE was subjected to the usual
low level attacks. On 10-11 August (K) single bombers harassed PALAU, FAIS ISLAliD,
and DAVAO. 125 sorties were flown against enemy installation s in the RABAUL area
while 16 fighter bombers hit KAVIENG.
Cincpoa 100133 (pink) makes command assignment for planning purposes in connection with CAUSErlAY operation.
Cincpoa 100125 (pink) announces intention to .continue the responsibil ity of
Com5thFleet for the fonvard area including the t~RIANAS until relieved thereof by
Com3rdFleet at a tu1e to be determined later by Cincpoa; now estimated as about
26 August.

,, ~ I

12 August (Oahu date)
Our GUAA1 forces on 12 August (K) conti~ued mopping-up operations. All cave
entrances were located and sealed; they will be investigated later. Our casualties
to date: KIA, 1217; WIA, 5722; 11IA, 327. 11,502 enemy dead have been counted.
CenPac shore based aircraft heavily bombed MILLE on 10 August (91 Corsairs
and 65 Dauntless) and on 11 August (32 Corsairs and 3G Dauntless). WOTJE, TAROA,
and JALUIT were also attacked on the 11th. ROTA and PAGAN were bombed on the 11th
by 31 P-47's and 10 B-25's, respectivel y. 16 B-24's hit CHICHI JIMA shipping and
the seaplane base.
FLASHER (SS 249) (SWPA)' summarizes third war patrol. Operating SOtTTH CHINA
SEA sank 1 Ka~~ CLASS CL (10~000), 1 7500-ton AK, 1 4000-ton AK, and 1 10,000-ton
AO, for total tonnage of 3•,~00; damaged 1 8800-ton AK and 1 6900-ton AK, for a
total tonnage of 15,700.
RASHER (SS 269) (S~~A) reports at 121610 GCT sank 8000-ton AK in position
16-00 N, 119-30 E (off W LUZON coast).
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12 August (Oahu date - cont'd)

10 B-24's on 12 August (K) bombed BABO runway with 27 tons on strike from
OWI ISLA1~. On night 11-12 August (K) a single reconnaissan ce plane from ~{I sank
a freighter transport in S DAVAO GULF. Small night strikes were made in the HAUU\HERA area. 6- B-25's and 3 P-39 1 s bombed and strafed the NABIRE drome. Small strikes
were made in the GEELVI!~ BAY and N VOGELKOP areas. 2 squadrons of A-20's bombed
enemy concentratio ns in the SARMI area, while the usual heavy attacks were made
in the AITAPE-~VAK area. KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) was heckled during the night. C-47's
flew 87 supply missions to forward areas, including 69 to BIAK. 11 B-24's started
fires at LANGGOER (KAI IS.).
On night 11-12 August (K) 2 .to 5 enemy bombers bombed OW!' ISLAI-TD, killing 1
and wounding 2; 1 P-38 was destroyed, and 11 other planes were damaged (6 P-38's,
5 B-24's).
In the North Pacific Area on 11 August 2 11th AF B-25's, in an attack on 2
picket boats, sank 1 and damaged one.

11 August (Oahu

date)

At 140503 GCT Com5thFlt reported capture and occupation phase of GU~M completed.
At 1200(K) 15 August Coro5thPhibFor will pass command of all GUAJA forces (except assault forces) to Is Com GUAM. "'cTF 51 will pass responsibil ity for defense and develop·
ment of GUAM to CTF 57. CG 5thPhibCorp s and CTF 51 will report to CTF 57 for duty.
TF 51 is dissolved. ComPhibsPac will proceed PEARL in ROCKY MOUNT at his discretion.
When released by CTF 57 (not later than 20 Aug.) TF 53 is dissolved. ComGroup 4
PhibFor will proceed PEARL in the GEORGE CLYMER. Com5thFlt will retain overall responsibilit y for defense of forward area CenPac, including MARIANAS, until relie~red
by Com3rdFlt.
At 132346 GCT Com5thFlt announced· release of Lt. Gen. Holland Smith from command of expeditiona ry troops and dissolution of the task force as of 1600 (K) 14
August. CG 5thPhibCorp s assigned command of all elements of 5th PhibCorps remaining
in the MARIANAS Area, except those assigned to IsComs SAIPAN and TINIAN. "'CG,. 5thPhib
Corps will retain responsibil ity for defense and development of GUAM until IsCom GUAM
is directed to relieve him. Lt.Gen. Holland Smith is authorized to proceed PEARL by
air.
BARBEL (SS 316), operating EMPIRE waters, reports sinking 1 AP, 3 AK's, and
1 whale factory ship for total tonnage 41,000.
PLUNGER (SS 179) reports at 140813 GCT 2 sure hits and 2 probables in empty
4,000-ton AK aground E side MINTO REEF (E of TRUK) while salvage operations were
underway.
MUSKALLUNGE (SS 262)(SWPA), operating NW of MINDORO ISLAND, reports at 140930
GCT 1 hit believed to have sunk a DD that was trailing by 15 miles a 10-ship,2 or
more escort, convoy on course 215, speed 7.
- Continued -
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13 August (Oahu date - Cont'd)

A delayed report from CTF 59 announces bombing of NAURU on 11 August by 17
B-25's and 2 PV's. On 12 August 1 PB4Y on a special shipping strike NW of CHICHI
JI~~ bombed by radar 2 groups of 3 ships each on northern course; results were unobserved.
On night 12-13 August (K) 1 B-24 heckled KOROR ISLAND (PALAU)·; this was followed on the 13th by a strike by 2 B-24's, with unobserved results. Other strikes
on the 13th included: 38 B-24's against personnel and supply areas at 1VlliOKWARI; 12
B-25's against LANGGOER (KAI IS.); 6 B-25's against WASILE BAY; 9 B-24's against CAPE
CRATER (TIMOR); and
P-40's againstW. coast of GEELVINK BAY. The usual heavy ·.··~
strikes were made in the ATIAPE-V~VAK Area. Air neutralization and blockade of Ee
NEW BRITAIN# NEW IRELAND# and BOUGAINVILLE continued. C-47's flew 80 supply missions

fi

to forward bases.

,/

14 August (Oahu date)

CenPac shore based aircraft on 12 August bombed MILLE _gun positions with an
unspecified number of Corsairs and Dauntlesses. 3 ~!'s hit runways on NAURU. On
the 13th 4 PV's concentrated against the runways on NAURU.
Farther west TF 59 was active against IWO JIMA, ROTA, and PAGAN on 14 August
(K). 22 B-24's, operating from SAIPAN, hit TWO JIMA with 147 500-lb. bombs and 360
100-lb. fragmentation clusters; several enemy fighters aggressively intercepted and
dropped phosphorous bombs; 1 B-24 crashed 40 miles SE of TWO JIMA, and another
crashed 16 miles short of SAIPA.l\l; 10 of the crewmen parachuted; 4 were rescued off
SAIPAN• 8 P-47's bombed and strafed AA positions on ROTA, while 12 B-25's pounded
runways and gun positions on PAGAN.
TAUTOG (SS 199), operating EMPIRE waters (off S coast of HONSHU), reports
being fired at by 4 torpedoes which missed. ComSubsPac reports that captured document gives sketches of enemy submarines . on anti-submarine patrol in EMPIRE waters
showing sails rigged forward to present the appearance of a sampan or sailing junk.
LAPON (SS 260)(SWPA) summarizes 5th war patrol. Operating in SOUTH CHINA SEA,
sank 2 4,000-ton AK's, 1 10,000-ton AO, and damaged 1 19,400-ton AO and 1 4,000-ton

AK.

CREVALLE (SS 29l)(SWPA) summarizes 4th war patrol. Operating SOUTH CHINA SEA
and W. OF LUZON, sank 1 9,300-ton AK, 1 7,600-ton AK, 1 8,800-ton AK, and 1 6,700-ton
AK for a total tonnage of 32,400.
Heckling of KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) continued on night 13-14 August (K) and on
night 14-15 August (K). On the 14th 4 B-25's attacked shipping in TIMOR ISLAND BAY,
NW of KAI ISLAND GROUP; during the same day 5 to 8 of 12 large enemy sailboats off
western CERAM were sunk. Air neutralization and blockade of E. NEW BRITAIN, NEW
IRELAND, and BOUGAINVILLE continued; pictures taken on the 14th show VUNAKANAU and
TOBERA runways serviceable.
On night 12-13 August 4 B-24's and 2 photographic planes conducted an armed
reconnaissance over PARAMUSHIRU STRAIT and SURIBACHI airfield; of 15-20 intercepting
fighters, 3 were shot down , 5 were probably shot down, and 2 were damaged; 2 B-24's
received minor damage; all planes returned safely. 4 PV's from FAW 4 attacked enemy
installations and patrol craft at ARAIDO ISLAND.

- Continued -
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CinCPOA 090400 (pink) outlines certain requirements for base development in
the MARIANAS.
CinCPOA 150355 (pink) announces command setup for STALEMATE II.

15 August (Oahu date)
CenPac shore-based aircraft on 13 August bombed NAURU, PONAPE, TRUK, and an
unidentified island N of SAIPAN. Harassing strikes were made against WOTJE and
TAROA.
At 2226 (L) 9 August a PB4Y crashed on take-off at Stickell Field, ENIVffiTOK.

8 members of the plane were killed and 9 men were injured fighting fires that

resulted.

110 of 340 parked carrier planes were destroyed or damaged.

On night 15-16 August (K) 2 B-24 1 s continued heckling operations against
KOROR ISLAND (PALAU), while another plane bombed wharves at DAVAO. On 14 August (K)
16 B-24 1 s started fires and explosions along WASILE BAY personnel areas. 8 B-25's
hit W HAn~AHERA starting fires and explosions. 12 B-24's struck ~A positions at
BABO. 32 B-24 1 s destroyed 5 planes on the ground at LOLOBATA airfield (I~AHERA)
and started large fires and explosions. 12 B-25 1 s destroyed 3 large warehouses
and jetty at TERNATE (W HAI!UlHERA); 6 other B-25's sank a· small AK and several
luggers in the HAJl1AHERA area and 3 stores-laden sailboats on the N coast of CERAM.
Air neutralization and blockade of E NEW BRITAIN, l!EW IRELAND, and BOUGAI1NILLE
continued. On 15 August (K) 2 B-24's bombed MANOKWARI personnel and storage areas.
Fighter bomber sweeps were made in the GEELVINK BAY and VOGELKOP areas. C-47's
completed 77 supply missions to forward b"ses, including 65 to BIAK. ~

16 August (Oahu date)

1

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 59) on 15 August bombed TAROA and NAURU.•
Further west, the force hit CHICHI J]MA with 17 B-24's, and made minor strikes
against PAGAN and :MA.UG ISLANDS.
On night 15-16 August (K) a snooper bomber sank a 500-1000 ton AK in DAVAO

GULF. On the 16th 34 B-24's and 12 B-25's hit dispersal, personnel, and storage
areas at MIT! ISUUJD. 4 B-24's and 6 B-25's which were turned back from the
Enemy concentrations
HAI~UlliERA strike bombed eneny installations on AJOE ISLAND.
Enemy positions
HOIL.ANDIA.
from
A-20's
63
by
attacked
in the SAID:li area were heavily
in the ViJEWAK
struck
s
P-39'
other
while
's,
P-40
16
and
on BIAK were hit by 8 P-39 's
area.
Com5thF1t 170217 ·reports that on 17 August (K)~F 59 assumes responsibility
for bombing YAP and WOLEAI.

~
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CTF 57 130500 summarizes operations 6-11 AuGust.
On l S August 25 B-24's (under CTF 59) caused large fires and explosions
in the DUBLON (TRUK) warehouse and storage areas; of 6 intercepting fighters, 1
was shot down and 3 were damaged; 2 B-24's sustained minor damage. A search
plane dropped 2i" tons on PONAPE TOvVN with unobserved results. 3 PV' s cratered
the NAURU airstrip. hiarine Corsairs and Dauntlesses hit coastal defense positions on MILLE.
On 17 August (K) 19 B-24's pounded buildings, storage areas, and airfield
installations at TIVO JIMA; our planes suffered no damage from 4 uneager enemy
fighters. On the preceding day DVO JIMA was hit by 1 B-24. 24 Marine Corsairs
strafed ROTA airstrip and gun positions · on 16 August (K). On the 17th 20 P-47's
hit PAGAN.

I{ARDHEAD (SS 365) reports at 172045 GCT 10 possible hits out of 15 torpedoes
fired in BB at 12-23N, 129-49E (240 miles E of SM\~R). The damaged BB was proceeding at speed 03. A clarifying dispatch at 180955 GCT states that in two
surface attacks 5 Mk 23's and .4 Mk l8's were fired at a 10-foot setting, and
6 Mk 23's at 6 feet. Corrected position of attack given as 12-23N, 129-59E.
During a daylight approach against the BB, it disappeared at a range of 6000 yards
while periscope was housed for 6 minutes; breaking up noises were heard.

BILEFISH (SS 286) operating Vi of LUZON with GREENLING (SS 213) and SAILFISH
(SS 192) reports at 171600 GCT sight CA or BB with 2 escorts position 18-57N,
116-lOE (252 miles W of NN tip of LUZON) course 220, speed 20. At 181245 BILLFISH
reports SAILFISH sank 1 md and 1 escort (probably DD of heavy cruiser group);
GREENLING sank 1 trawler.
BONEFISH (SS 223) (SV~PA) summarizes 5th war patrol. Operating SULU SEA
sank 1 10,000-ton AK, 1 10,000-ton AO, and 5 miscellaneous craft totalling 800
tons, for a total tonnage of 20,800; damaged 1 7500-ton AK.

RASHER (SS 269) (Sv1PA) reports many damaged vessels remain at 18-lON,
119-55E (30 miles off nw coast of LUZOU.)
JCS 152100 (pink) requests recent inte1ligence,ma ps, and photographic
coverage concerning Japanese inner zone, especially BONIN and IZU ISLAND chains,
RYUKYUS, and JAPAN proper.
Cincpoa 180437 (pink) recommends that Joint Chiefs of Staff issue a directive
now for the progressive advance of SWPA forces into the Central PHILIPPINES to
be followed by the establishment of POA forces in the FOill~OSA STRAIT region,
with a target date of 15 February (1945).
MacArthur l80849Z (pink) is warning order for GOSSIPMONGER.
B-24's operating from OV'I I and BIAK I SLAHDS struck in the CERAM ISLAND .area
on 17 August (K). 26 B-24' s attacked IIA.ROEKOE, dropping fragmentation clusters
which destroyed an undetermined number of enemy planes, and started many fires
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17 August (Oru1u date - cont'd)
and explosions. 20 other B-24's bombed LIANG, dropping 1000-lb. bombs in revetments and on the airstrip. 15 enemy fighters were airborne over .AMBOINA, but
refused to intercept; they were pursued by escorting P-38's which shot down 7,
probably shot do'v.n another, and damaged another. An airborne SALLY (twin-engine
bomber) was shot down, and a flyin g boat was strafed and damaged.
23 B-25's (from BIAK) hit the town and dispersal areas at N.AMLEA on 17
August (K). l' ighter bombers made strikes in the MANOKWARI area, and along
McCLUER GULF. 33 P-40's operated in ~lose support of our BIAK forces. The usual
strikes ·continued in the TADJI-Vffi.1''fAK areas. 1 B-24 obtained 3 hits on an unidentified ship in DAVAO GULF.

18 August (Oahu date)
8 tons.

'
On 18 August (K) P-47's from SAIPAN hit heavy AA positions on
PAGAN with

4 PV's hit dispersal areas at NAURU.

At about sunrise on 19 August (K) a second accident occurred at STICKELL
FIELD (EN~~TOK). A Corsair making emergency down-wind landing crashed into Navy
Liberators parked clear of runway. 1 Corsair and 3 Liberators were destroyed;
1 Liberator was extensively damaged; 3 o~ers received minor ~age. Pilot and
Field Operations Officer were killed; 2 men were badly injured; 8 others received
minor injuries.
STERLIT (SS 392) operating BONINS area reports at 191227 GCT sank large
AK with 4 hits and probably sank medium AK with 2 hits.
Com5thFlt 170252 (pink) conveys proposal of CTF 59 that CVE be provided
to furnish fighter escort for B-24's striking in the BONINS area.
Cincpoa 182112 (pink) replies to foregoing dispatch.
Heckling of KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) continued on night 17-18 August (K) and
18-19 August (K). On 18 August (K) 23 B-25's and 18 B-24's (from DARW1N) attacked
dispersal areas at NAMLEA airfield; several enemy planes were destroyed on the
ground; 3 airborne enemy fighters refused to intercept. 52 A-20's bombed and
strafed enemy concentrations and installations S of SARMI. Minor strikes were
made against HALMAHERA, DAVAO, the VOGELKOP, and KAI ISLANDS.
CinCSWPA reports that 1st Bn, 186th Inf supported by naval and air bombardment landed near WARDO (W BIAK) against light opposition; 15 enemy were killed.
Total enemy casualties on BIAK to date: 4,468 killed; 290 Japs and 597 Indonese
captured. ·
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SECREX
19 August (Oahu date)

Shore based aircraft (under CTF 59) on 18 August (K) bombed ROTA, MILLE
and NAURU. On 19 August (K) MILLE, NAURU, and WOTJE were bombed. P-47's dropped fire
bombs to aid mopping-up operations on TINIAN; other P-47's bombed installations on
ANATAHAN ISLAND (60 mi. N of SAIPAN).
PTIITADO (SS 387), operating S of KOREA, reports at 191346 GCT sank 2 AK's.
Marshall 112llOZ (Pink) states policy of War Department on assignment of
air service units to POA.
Heckling of KOROR ISL~~D (PALAU) continued on night 19-20 August (K). Heavy
strikes (120 sorties) were made against the RABAUL Area on 18 August (K); enemy installations at KAVIENG and S BOUGAINVILLE were also hit. Elsewhere in the SWP Area, reports indicate that activity was limite d t o searches.

20 August (Oahu date)
CTF 57 200905 surrunarizes MARIANAS ground operations 12-18 August (Kf~

CTF 57 171110 summarizes air operations 12-16 August inclusive.
CenPac shore-based aircraft on 20 August (K) bombed NAURU, MILbE, and WOTJE.
On the same day in the MARIANAS P-47's bombed the dock and AA positions, dropping
8 tons through intense AA fire. One B-24 bombed ALAMAGAN ISLAND (30 miles S of PAGAN).
In the first 7th AAF raid on YAP' 20 B-24's on the 20th dropped 40 tons of 100 pounders
on air installations and barracks W of the airfield; AA fire was meager and there. was
no interception.
On 20 August (K) 41 B-24's attacked stores and personnel center of TOBEtO
( 5 miles S of MITI, HAilflA.HERA); warehouses and other buildings were demolished; 3
airborne enemy fighters refused to intercept. Heckling of KOROR ISLAND (PALATJ) was
continued by 4 SB-24's; there was noAA and no interception. TALAUD was hit on the
20th by 23 B-25's which attacked KARAKELONG ISLAND in the TALAUD group; warehouses
and other installations were hit and a small AK was set afire in BEO BAY. Minor
strikes were made against CERAM, BOEROE, and CELEBES. 12 B-25's hit KAI ISLAND concentrating against LANGGOER airfield, while 9 Beauforts started fires in the barracks
at SOE (TIMOR). Beaufighters destroyed an AK and dama~ed 2 others on a shi~~ing
strike E of UTARCM, while 4 P-39' s made fighter sweep along McCtUER GULF. The WEVYAK
area was heavily hit on the 19th and 20th by medium attac~ and fighter bombers.
MANO[WARI was also hit on the 20th by 19 P-47's and 7 P-40's which concentrated against
personnel areas and villages.
RAY (SS 271) (SWP-A) operating S CHINA SEA during the perL,d 4-20 August
reports sirucing one medium AP, 2 large AO's, 2 large AK's, and possibly sinki~g one
medium AK.

TAUUD.

CincSWPA 190733 · (pink) requests carrier air

suppor~

of operation against
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20 August {Oahu date - cont'd)
Cincpoa 210237 (pink) states that it is planned to leave 6 GVE's with 7th Fleet
through the TALAUD operation, as requested by CinCSv~A in the foregoing dispatch.
Cincpoa 210816 (pink) makes further reply to CinCSvY.PA's 190733.

M ~tiAPO

Com7thFlt 200533 (pink) requests carrier strikes against .JaE:blldfe-, CELEBES during
operation against MOROTAI ISLAND.
Cincpac 210741 (pink) replies to foregoing dispatch.

21 August (Oahu date)
CenPac shore-based aircraft on 20 Au~1st heavily bombed DUBLON and MOEN with 27
B-24's which concentrated against warehouses, AA positions, and communication facilities.
Search planes bombed WAKE and PONAPE; the latter place was also hit by B-25' s which
bombed the airfields. MILLE was heavily bombed by SBD's and TBF's, while PV's bombed
runways at NAURU. Landcats harassed TAROA and vvOTJE. 2 PB4Y's attacked a 2000-ton
and a 700-ton ship 120 miles NW of 1UiRCUS en route to 1~RCUS; the larger ship was left
afire, listing and dead in the water; the smaller ship was left smoking.
Further west CenPac shore-based aircraft on 21 August (K) heavily bombed barracks
and air installations at YAP with 20 B-24's. 19 P-47's hit AA positions on PAGAN. An
unspecified number of Corsairs bombed and strafed ROTA.
CROAKER (SS 246) operating S of KOR~iA reports at 221203 GCT all torpedoes expended. Sank a KUMA class cruiser, one small AK, one large ore ship (or AO), and one
PC. At 220200 GCT sighted 10 AK's with 4 escorts at 29-30N, 129-27E (110 miles SSW
of KYUSHU).
T~fBOR (SS 198) reports missing a tanker with 4 torpedoes at 150440 GCT, position
48-29N, 147-49E (OKHOTSK SEA). The AO was inspected at range 2000 put no identifying
marks were observed on her. On other attacks the submarine sank one AK and reports
2 hits in an unseen Jap ship.

SANDLANCE (SS 381) (SVf.PA) summarizes 3rd war patrol.
BARRIER sank one 7500-ton AK and damaged 2 4000-ton AK's.
DARTER (SS 227) (SWPA) summarizes 3rd war patrol.
southern MINDANAO sank one 4400-ton CM.

Operating N of MALAY

Operating off HALMAHERA and

GUITARRO {SS 363) (SVWA) reports at 211400 GCT sank one large AK with 2 hits
off CA1AVITE (NW extremity of MINDORO ISLAND).
HM~ERHEAD (SS 364) (SWPA) summarizes first war patrol.
Operating S of FORMOSA
sank one 8600-ton AK and one 100-ton craft; damaged 2 6200-ton AK's.

SWP air forces on 21 August
personnel areas, and AA positions
and town by strafing and dropping
planes were damaged or destroyed;
B-24.

heavily bombed HAIJjAHERA; 52 B-24's attacked stores,
along WASILE BAY; 23 B-25's attacked KAOE airdrome
parachute fragmentation bombs; an estimated 8 enemy
KAOE was also hit on night 20-21 August (K) b~ one
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21 August (Oahu date - cont'd)
2 A-20's on a shipping strike E of CERAM set afire 2 sailing vessels and damaged
2 barges. Beauforts operating in the VOGELKOP S of UTARW sank one AK and 2 coastal
vessels and damaged 6 barges. On night 20-21 August heckling of DAVAO and KOROR (PALAU)
was continued. Heavy attacks by\ medium attack and fighter bombers continued along the
N coast of NEW GUINEA with strikes against enemy stores on SARMI POINT, personnel areas
and fuel dumps in the WEWAK area, and AA positions at 1'IARIPI village. 4 P-39' s bombed
-and strafed the WAREN airdrome while 21 P-47's bombed and strafed buildings and stores
in the ~~NOKVIARI area. On the 19th 8 Beauforts bombed fuel dumps at BORAM starting
a large fire. Air neutralization and blockade continued against E NEW BRITAIN, NEW
IRELAND, and BOUGAINVILLE.
b v/

( (

22 August (Oahu date)
On 22 August (K) an unspecified number of B-24's (under CTF 59) bombed barracks
and air installations W of the YAP airfield. On the same day one B-24 hit ASOR ISLAND
on U1ITHI. On 23 August (K) 2 Navy Liberators (from TF 59) attacked a convoy of 2 DD's,
one large AK, and 2 small AK's off W coast of CHICHI JIMA; bombing at masthead height,
one large AK and one small AK were sunk, and a small AK was left smoking; one Liberator
crashed and sank 2000 yards north of the convoy with no survivors observed.

HARDER (SS 257) and HADDO (SS 255) (both from svn~A) report at 221230 GCT results
of attack against convoy W of LUZON. HADDO obtained 5 hits in 3 AO's on 21 August.
At dawn on the following day the HADDO and the HARDER wiped out 3 ships remaining in a
convoy; HARDER sank one DD and one loaded AP; HADDO sank one DD.
ASPRO (SS 309) (SWPA) summarizes 4th v~r patrol. Operating CELEBES area sank
2 4000-ton AK's, one 4000-ton AP, and one 7500-ton AK; damaged one 4000-ton AK and one
2000-ton AK.
CTF 57 230125 reports commencement of systematic neutralization by air and small
surface vessels of military installations on AGUIJAN ISLAl{D, MARIANAS; this with view
to capture if found possible without undue losses.
Cincpoa 230227 directs Com3rdFlt to assm~e responsibility for forward area and
all forces except INDIANAPOLIS then under control of Com5thFlt at 2130 GCT 26 August.
Weather seriously curtailed scheduled strikes by SWF air forces on 22 August (K);
the only sizeable strike being one by 19 B-24's against CE~l. Single bomb~rs on
search missions concentrated mainly against shipping. A PB4Y reports a seriously
damaged DD unloading at PALAU; this plane strafed a 160-foot tender in that area.
Another PB4Y sank a 100-foot M N of MINDANAO. Heckler.~ operated over DAVAO and PALAU
during the night 21-22 August (K). Search planes operating in the CE1EBES area on
22 August (K) report sinking one 2500-ton AK, one 100-foot AK, and beaching another AK;
3 60-foot schooners were bombed and strafed. On 21 August 60 P-47's heavily bombed
and strafed all day lone in the VOGELKOP . Strikes were made along the N NEVv GUINEA
coast in support of our ground forces. Attacks were reported in southern BOUGAI}TVILLE
in the · vicinity ' of KAHIL I •
~<\
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CenPac shore-based aircraft on 22 and 23 August (K) bombed PAGAN, ROTA,
NAURU, and WOTJE. TAROA was harassed on 22 August by Navy Landcats and on the
same day coast defense positions on MILLE were hit . by Corsairs and Dauntlesses.
On 23 August (K) 19 B-24's heavily bombed personnel and air installation areas
on YAP. P-47's bombed enemy corrunand post on AGUIJAN ISLAND (S of TINIAN).
RONQU~ (SS 396) operating N of FORMOSA reports completed at 232200 GCT
30-hour ·attack on 16 lightly loaded AK convoy from EMPIR~ with 8 PC ·and DD radar
equipped escorts. Results of 2 night attacks included 5 probable hits with 6
torpedoes in low visibility with unknown damage; following this attack 3 torpedoes
missed a DD while one hit was obtained in an AK. A dawn attack sank one large
AK with one hit, while a DD and an AK were missed by 3 torpedoes fired at each.

HADDO (SS 255) (SWP~) operating W of LUZON reports an attack on an enemy
DD on morning 23 August (I); at a range of 600 yards the bow of the DD was blown
off; damaged DD was in tow at last report.
Cincpoa 232108 (pink) requests issuance now of a directive for the CAUSEVvAY
operation.
On night 23-24 August (K) heckling of KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) was continued.
the 23rd a photo plane operating over PALAU took 100 pictures; 2 intercepting
fighters prevented a second photo run. On 23 Au~ust (K) 53 B-24's heavily bombed
GALELA (~AHERA); results were excellent; there was no interception; AA fire
was heavy but inaccurate. 93 sorties were flo\vn against the NABIRE runway and
dispersal areas; dive bombing was reported as effective and rendered the runway
unserviceable. P-40's from NOEMFOOR, in dive bombing attacks against the BABO
airdrome, left all 3 runways unserviceable. 6 bombers hit personnel areas at
MANOKWARI; damage was unassessed. Medium attack and fighter bombers gave close
support to our ground forces in the S~1I and V~~C areas. A PB4Y strafed a
heavy shipping concentration at LE~ BEH STRAIT (N CELEBES).
On

On 20 August 4 of 9 starting PV's from FAW-4 attacked southern PAR~~USHIRU;
direct hits were obtained in storage areas at 11ASUGAWA, and one 50-foot picket
boat was sunk and one 75-foot picket boat was damaged. 5 PV's failed to reach
the target, 3 due to mechanical difficulties and 2 due to errors in navigation;
all planes returned safely.

24 August (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft on 23 and 24 August (K) heavily bombed MILLE,
concentrating against gun positions, bivouac areas and the radio station; Marine
Corsairs and Dauntlesses participated on the 23rd while Mar5.ne Corsairs executed
the missions on the 24th. On the 23rd search planes bombed the airfields at WAKE
and PONAPE. On 24 August (K) 12 B-25's bombed the new airfield and AA positions
on PONAPE. On the same day 18 P-47's demolished buildings on AGUIJAN ISLAND (S
of SAIPAN) scoring several near misses on gun positions and starting small fires
in storage areas. 2 B-24's hit TWO JIMA on the 24th with 20 500-pound bombs.
POMPON (SS 267) operating OKHOTSK reports at 251225 GCT attacked Ja~ convoy
at 50 degrees North SAKOALIN coast. Sank AK with 2 hits and damaged AO WJ.th 2
hits. Gunned one trawler.
20 48
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24 August (Oahu date - cont'd)
PICUDA (SS 387) operating LUZON STRAIT with SPADEFISH (SS 411) and REDFISH
(SS 395) reports at 232348 GCT SPADEFISH sank one large AP, probably sank one large
AO, and damaged another large AO now resting in PASALANG BAY, LUZON, guarded by
MUTSUKI DD. Has one prisoner from REDFISH and one PICUDA aboard. REDFISH damaged ·
one AO with 2 hits and got one probable hit in 13-ship convoy.
CTF Zl reports score of HADDO (SS 255), which operated off MANILA BAY, as one
orie DD sunk. one AO probably s~~k. and one DD damaged.
and
AO
Cincpac 242034 (pink) delineates command relationships and responsibilitie s
in sub-areas and islands, with particular reference to control of shore-based air
forces; emphasizes noncontraventio n of inherent right of senior naval or military
official on the spot to employ all forces in his vicinity to meet a serious
emergency.
CominCh 241736 (pink) announces approval by Joint Chiefs of Staff of changing
the category of defense for the Hawaiian area to Category B, plus certain specifications.
Rear Admiral Sherman. with other staf:r members, departed PEARL for WASHINGTON,

D.C., at 1700 (V-W).

On night 24-25 August (K) 2 SB-24's continued heckling of KOROR ISLAND
(PALAU) without· opposition. On night 22-23 August (K) Black Cats bombed unidentified ship in DAVAO GULF with unobserved results. On 24 August (K) approximately
50 B-24' s effectively bombed LALOBATE airfield (HALMAHERA); many buildings were
destroyed, fuel fires were started, ~~d explosions resulted. In LEMBEH STRAIT
(NE CELEBES) 18 B-25's attacked enemy shipping; 5 merchant vessels were sunk, one
light cruiser which was left burning was probably sunk, 2 merchant vessels were
damaged, and many luggers and barges were da~aged by strafing. UTAROM airfield
was dive bombed by 32 P-40's which left the runway unserviceable; other GEELVINK
BAY airdromes were consistently dive bombed by :fighters with good results. One
SB-24 damaged and left burning a freighter transport in the CELEBES area. A
coastal sweep by P-39's west of BUT caused an estimated 17 enemy casualties. 18
B-24's bombed KAI ISLAND concentrating against LANGGOER town and airdrome.

6v

~~ ~
25 August (Oahu date)
CTF 57 222350 smmna.rizes operations 17 to 21 August

inclusive./

CenPac shore based aircraft on 24 and 25 August (K) bombed NAURU and PAGAN.
On 25 August (K) MILLE 1 ITfO JIMA, and AGUIJM~
were attacked. One B-24 hit YAP barracks with 40 100-lb. bombs on the 25th; the
same plane passing over WOLEAI observed the runway there to be inoperational.
On 24 August (K) ROTA was bombed.

- Continued -
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SAILFI SH (SS 192), ope r ating W. of LUZON, reports at 251345 GCT sank 2 AK's.
PICUDA ( SS 387), operat i ng wi th REDFISH ( SS 395) in LUZON STRAIT 1 reports intercepting convoy of 10 merchantmen an d about 5 escor t s to westward of BABUYAN CHANNEL at 250130 GCT; sank 1 AK. REDFISH hi t the same convoy off CAPE BOJEADOR at
250400 GCT, and sank 2 AK' s .
CABRILLA (SS 288)(SV~A) summari zes 5th war patrol. Operating SULU SEA sank 1
10,000-ton AO and 2 4,000-ton AK's, and damaged 1 9,900-ton AP.
13th AF continued the heckling of KOROR TOWN (PALAU) on night 25-26 August (K).
During the day of the 25th 36 B-24's bombed the PALAUS, 24 planes hitting KOROR TOWN,
and 12 attacking MALAKAL HARBOR. Of 8 intercepting enemy fighters, 2 were damaged.
1 of our B-24's was shot down by fighters 25 miles south of the target; 3 parachutes
were seen to open, but were strafed. 30 miles south of the target 2 B-24's collided
and crashed; 1 parachute was seen to open; · cause of the collision was unknown.

On 25 August (K) 17 B-24's from OWI ISLAND struck dispersal areas at the
HAROEKOE Airdrome (S of CERAM), while 11 other B-24's from OWI bombed the LIANG
Airdrome (M,ffiOINA). 38 fighter ·bombers from NOEMFOOR continued bombing of the
VOGELKOP rtmways, dropping 19 500-lb. bombs at JEFMAN, 12 at SAMATE, 10 at MANOKWARI, 8 at MOEMI, and 6 at WAREN. The BABO runway was also bombed with 8 tons by
35 RAAF P-40's fro~ NOEMFOOR. 8 RAAF A-20's bombed and strafed the SAGAN Airdrone.
10 P-39's attacked west VOGELKOP buildings, destroying buildings, and causing a larg
explosion. Medi~attack, and fighter bombers attacked enemy troop concentrations
and installations along the N NEW GUilffiA Coast; attacks were made against SAID!I,
WEWAK, DAGUA, and BUT Areas •
f/,

vtA~

-~

26 August (Oahu date)
On 25 August (K) 29 B-24' s from KWAtTALEIN hit TRUK with 64 tons; of 7 to 9
interceptors, 1 was damaged; 5 B-24's were damaged, 3 by enemy fighters and 2 by
AA fire. On the same day 20 F4U's bombed gun. positions on WOTJE, while 86 SBD's
and TBF's dropped 32 tons in MILLE building areas. On night 25-26 August (K)
WOTJE, ~~OELAP, JALUIT, and MILLE were harassed.
On 26 August (K) 19 B-24's from SAIPAN hit the airfield and other installations on IWO JThlA with 42! tons; of 8 to 10 enemy interceptors, 2 were shot down,
2 damaged, and 1 probably shot down; AA fire was reported as intense and accurate;
12 B-24's were damaged. On the same day 11 B-25's from ENGEBI dropped 11 tons on
the two PONAPE airfields, and AA positions on JOKAJ ISLAND. P-47's continued
bombing and strafing of AGUIJAN ISLAND. F4U's hit MILLE and MALOELAP, while PV's
bombed runways and personnel areas on NAURU.

13th. AF .continued the heckling of KOROR TOVffi (PALAU) on night 26-27 August
(K). Durin g t he day of the 26th the PALAUS were a gain bombed by B-24's; 22 planes
concentrated against KOROR TOVffl, while the remaining 11 attacked the PELELIU airdrome; there was no enemy interception, and no plane loss was reported.

On 26 August (K) 23 B-24's hit LIANG (AMBOINA) runway and dispersal areas,
while fighter bombers continued neutralization of the VOGELKOP airfields. 16 P-38's
started a large fuel fire at MITI, HA.LMAHERA, meeting no interception. Fighter
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26 August (Oahu date - cont'd)
bombers again operated against gun positions and fuel dumps in the V~lAK area. On
night 25-26 August, a single Liberator bombed DAVAO without opposition. On the
25th, 70 F4U's and 17 SED's hit RABAUL barges and installations; other planes
damaged 5 piers at TONOLEI HARBOR (BOUGAINVILtE).

27 August (Oahu date)
CenPac shore-based aircraft on 26 and 27 August (K) heavily attacked MILLE
with SBD's and TBF's, while PV's bombed runways and gun positions on NAURU. JALUIT
was harassed during night 26-27 August (K). On 27 August (K) P-47's attacked PAGAN
w.hile one B-24 on reconnaissance bombed WOLEAI and YAP.
TANG (SS 306) operating south of HONSHU reports at 271052 GCT sank 1 naval
transport, 1 diesel tanker, 1 gunboat, 1 medium freighter, and 1 escort vessel•
damaged 1 freighter and 1 patrol yacht.
RONQUIL (SS 396)reports at 271912 GCT in attack off east shore FORMOSA missed
Maru with 4 torpedoes and missed trawler with one. 2 of the torpedoes hit in
waterfront causing some damage.
BLUEGILL (SS 242) (SWPA) summarizes 2nd war patrol.
sank 2 4000-ton AK's, 1 500-ton TB, and 1 100-ton craft.

Operating CELEBES SEA

Heckling of KOROR ISLAND (PALAU) was continued on night 27-28 August (K) by
2 SB-24's from 13th AF.
5th AF on 27 August (K) continued with the bombing of VOGELKOP airdromes and
villages, while fighter sweeps were made alonr; McCLUER GULF. Meditm1 at~ack and
fighter bombers also continued their strikes along north Nb1'V GUINEA coast concentrating against enemy troops and installations in the WEVf.AK and SAffili areas. Single
PB4Y search planes continued to attack enemy shipping in the vicinity of CELEBES,
11ANADO, MORO GULF, DAVAO, and TAWI TAV'II. Air neutralization and blockade of east
NEVIl BRITAIN, HEH IREIAHD, and BOUGAINVILLE was continued on the 26th.
On 26 August 3 B-24's from 11th AF' executed an armed reconnaissance of
KASHDYABARA; all planes returned safely. ' On 27 August 4 of 12 starting PV's from
FAVf-4 bombed shore installations on PARM.fUSHIRU and attacked small cargo boats
off the island; all planes returned safely. On the same day 6 B-24's from 11th AF
also attacked shore installations on PARAMUSHIRU; all planes returned safely. 2
B-25's from 11th AF sank one Ja.p picket boat.
28 August (Oahu date)

/

I

;fi·

On 28 August (K) B-24's f'ro.m SAIPAN bombed during daylight IWO JIMA (13 B-24's)
and PAGAN (3 B-24's); 1 B-24 harassed TI10 J]MA on night 27-28 August; 1 B-24 made
a photo reconnaissance of YAP and WOLEAI. PAGAN was also hit on the 28th by 16
P-47' s from SAIPAN, while 3 other P-47' s bombed ALAMAGAN IS ( S of PAGAN) • In the
MARSHALLS, MILLE was attacked by SBD's and TBF's, and WOTJE by F4U's.
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28 August (Oahu date - cont'd)

CominCh & CNO 261545 (pink) approved establishn1e nt of PHILIPPINE Sea
Frontier.
CERO (SS 225)
l 8000-ton AO.

(SV~A)

summarizes 5th war patrol.

Operating S MINDANAO sank

PERMIT (SS 178) (SWPA) sumarizes 13th war patrol.
station off YAP and WOLEAI sank 1 800-ton craft.

Operating on lifeguard

ANG1ER (SS 240) (SVVPA) surrnnarizes 4th war patrol.
1 8800-ton AK.

Operatine; off LUZON sank

HAYTON (SS 270) (SWPA) operating W of LUZON reports damaging large AO with
one hit on 4 August.
28 B-24's from 13th AF heavily attacked the PALAUS on 28 August (K); 18
planes hit KOROR TOWN, while the remaining 10 bombed PE1ELIU, Eit. MALK, :MA1AKAL,
and ARAKABESAN. There was no interceptio n. AA fire damaged 5 planes and shot
one down over KOROR TOWN.
On 28 August (K) 5th AF conducted heavy and widely scattered strikes. 62
B-24's and 27 P'-38 fighter bombers bombed barracks and other installation s along
S perimeter of JUJBON, and the seaplane base. 48 fighter bombers hit the airdrome
and runways at UTAR~i. 2 SB-24's heckled DAVAO. Search planes continued to
attack shipping in the vicinity of CERAM, HAilAAHERA, and LM~BEH STRAIT. Strikes
continued along N N~V GUINEA coast, mainly concentrate d in the ~fAK area. Strikes
also continued in E NIDi BRITAIN, N N~V IRELAND, and S BOUGAI}WI1LE.

29 August (Oahu date)
On 28 August (K) 7 7th AF B-24's
clusters, while 4 other B-24's hit air
Navy Landcats harassed TAROA and vVOTJE
and F4U's heavily bombed gun positions
NAURU runways.

)!r

bombed rwo JIMA airfield with fragmentatio n
installation s on PAGAN. On the same day
by bombing personnel areas, while SBD's
on MILLE, and PV's continued pounding

On 29 AU6~Ust (K) 16 P-47's from SAIPAN strafed AA positions on PAGAN, meeting no return fire. TRUK was hit heavily by 21 B-24's which concentrate d against
both MOEN airfields. SBD's and F4U•s attacked gun emplacement s on TAROA and
MILLE, while Ar.my B-25's bombed PONAPE airfields.
COD (SS 224) (SWPA) summarizes 4th war patrol. Operating north of MA1AY
BARRIER sank 1 4000-ton AK, 1 2000-ton AK, 1 2000-ton naval auxiliary vessel, and
1 1000-ton auxiliary transport; damaged 1 4000-ton AK.
JCS 262156 discusses confinement of Japanese POW's and civilians in American
captured territory; also discusses use of Koreans for labor purposes.
On

29 August (K) 2 SB-24 1 s from 5th AF continued heckling of DAVAO.

39
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B-24's and 23 B-25's from OWI ISLAJTD heavily bombed storage and personnel areas,
and AA positions along WASILE BAY, and at KAOE TCNiN (HALMAHERA). 31 P-38's
(loaded with 1000-lb. bombs) attacked barracks and oil tanks at BOELA (CE~T).
23 P-47 t s from NOErillFOOR ISLAND bombed the UTARCM runway and MANOKWARI storage
areas; 30 other fighter bombers (from BIAK) hit the BABO and RANSIKI airdromes.
other fighter sweeps were made along west GEELVINK. BAY and south VOGELKOP.
Attacks continued in the AITAPE-~JAK. area. Search planes continued to attack
shipping east of MINDANAO, and in vicinity of KAI ISILANDS, MANADO, TDJIOR, and
CEL.EBES. Strikes also continued against E UE!Vf BRITAIN, N NEW IRELAND, and S
BOUGAINVILLE.
On 28 August 5 of 6 starting PV's from FAW-4 bombed shore installation s
(by 2 FV's) and shipping (by 3 PV's) at PARAMUSHIRU and SHTh~USHU. 2 B-25's
attacked picket boats 10 miles N of SHIMUSHU. One PV landed in KAMCHATKA after
being damaged by enemy fighters. On the 29th P~RAMUSHIRU was again bombed by
3 11th AF B-24's and 4 PV 1 s from FAW-4.
~

_::: ;

30 August (Oahu date)

~,

CenPac shore-based aircraft on 29 August (K) hit the PAGAN airfield, meeting
neither interception nor AA fire. A reconnaissan ce B-24 operated over WOLEAI
and YAP, encounterin g only meager AA fire. On night 29-30 August (K) 2 B-24's
bombed IWO JIUA with unobserved results.

On 30 August (K) P-47's (from SAIPAN) strafed PAGAN automatic weapons and
storage areas. A single B-24 reconnaissan ce plane again operated over WOLEAI and
YAP on the 30th; moderate AA fire.was received. MILLE was heavily hit on the 30th
by 65 F4U's and 43 SBD's which concentrate d against gun positions; the only opposition was meager AA fire. On night 29-30 August (K) 1 Catalina harassed NAURU,
while on the following day 36 Army B-25's heavily attacked gun positions and air
strips on that island-.
GHQ SWPA 290911 states plans for reduction of U.S. forces at EMIRAU and other
stations ~n SOLOMONS-EMIRAU axis; requests consideratio n be given to continuatio n
of SoPac logistic support pending readjustmen t of these forces.
In the SWPA on 30 August (K) heavy frontal activity cancelled 5th AF long
range strikes, and hampered VOGELKOP and V~rAK area operations. On night 29-30
August (K) heckling of DAVAO was continued by 3 SB-24's; during the same period,
2 PBY's on a MAUADO shipping strike destroyed 2 SC's, sank a small AO, and possibly
sank a small AK or AO. In the LEMBEH STRAITS a damaged minelayer was bombed by a
PBY and left s inking after a direct hit and several near misses. 12 NOEMFOOR-based
RAAF P-40's bombed IDORE VILLAGE on GEELVINK BAY. 5 ?-47's bombed storage areas
at SARMI POINT.
SEALION (SS315) operating north LUZON reports at 311235 GCT sank 1 AP and 1
unidentifie d DD. Probably sank AO with 2 hits.
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30 August (Oahu date - cont'd)

BOf~IN (SS 287) operating RYUKYU-CHINA coast area reports at 301101 GCT sank
2 MINEKAZE DD's, 2 large AK's, and destroyed a trawler by gunfire. Damaged a large
AP or AK in night surface attack. Demolished new concrete pier and 1 auto bus
at 25-50N, 131-12E (S BORODINO) with 6 torpedoes.

13th AF on 29 August (K) sent 3 squadrons of P-38's (32 planes) to dive bomb
both NAMLEA airdromes. On the same day 12 RAAF P-40's bombed the BABO airstrip,
while 3 other RAAF P-40's bombed NOEM VILLAGE on McCLUER GULF.
13th AF on 30 August (K) struck PAJ~U with 33 B-24's; KOROR TOWN and MALAKAL
HARBOR were hit; there was no interception. 10 B-25's hit 2 villages in the
northern TJUliMBAR group. On the 29th 147 F4U's, B-25 1 s, and SBD's hit personnel
areas on west GAZELLE PENINSULA.
CinCSWPA reports only minor patrol contacts in the BOUGAINVILLE, WAKDE, and
AITAPE areas; in the latter area J60 Jap bodies were found; starvation had caused
death.

~~

31 August (Oahu Date)

On 31 August (K) 8 P-47 1 s (from SAIPAN) used 48 rockets on automatic weapon
positions on PAGAN, while other P-47's strafed enemy defenses on PAGAN; meager AA
fire damaged 1 plane. A single B-24 dropped 40 125-lb. fragmentation bombs on AA
positions and the radio station on PAGAN. MILLE gun positions were hit on the 31st
by F4U' s and SBD' s while a single Navy landcat bombed NAURU. A single PBY operating
between HAHA JIMA and IWO JIMA on the 31st, reported sinking 1 small AK .and 3
powered sampans, and badly damaging another small ·AK.

ComFwdArea CenPac 272310 summarizes operations 22-26 August inclusive.
On evening 31 August (E. Long. Date) large Jap convoy northwest LUZON intercepted and attacked simultaneously by wolfpack BARB (SS 220), QUEENFISH (SS 393)and TUNNY (SS 282) and wolfpack GROWLER (SS 215), SEALION (SS 315), and PA~{PANITO
(SS 383). B~~B sank 1 6500-ton AK and 1 2,500-ton AK. QUEENFISH sank 1 AO with
2 hits and got 2 hits in AK with results unobserved. TUN1ff unable attac~. GROWLER
sank 1 fleet DD and 1 AO and damaged 2 AK's. SEALION (reported in yesterday's
sunnnary) sank 1 AP and 1 unidentified DD and probably sank AO with 2 hits. PAMPANIT
results unknown.

BATFISH (SS 310) operating NW PALAU reports at 311200 GCT August sank 1
MINEKAZE DD with 3 hits.
REDFIN (SS ·272)(SvYPA) reports picking up on 30 August Commander J.D. Crmvley
and 16 other crew members of the FLIER (SS 250) which sank in BALABAC STRAITS (N.
of BORNEO) after hitting a mine on 23 August.
On 31 August (K) 24 B-24's (from DARWIN) hit the LIANG airfield, and an airstrip on TIMOR. 3 SB-24's bombed the l~TINA airdrome (S. MINDANAO) and dispersal
areas, starting large fires. 48 A-20's and B-25's, from ROLLANDIA, and 16 P-47's,
from NOEMFOOR, heavily hit AA positions and other installations at U!AROM. 12 P-47'
attacked JEFMAN and RANSIKI airfields in the VOGELKOP. 18 Beauforts and 4 P-39's,
from TADJI, bombed villages and fuel dumps on KAIRIRU and MUSCHU ISLANDS.

- Continued -
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12 RAAF P-40's, from NOEMFOOR, bombed KOY~S with 5 tons, causing a fire and large
explosion near a jetty. 6 other RAAF P-40's strafed shipping in MACCLUER GULF,
while 4 fighter bombers hit enemy stores on SE CERAM. 42 F4U's hit the RABAUL
supply Areas; usual strikes continued against KAVIENG, and against S. NE\V IRELAND
and S. BOUGAINVILLE. A single PBY search plane in a night strike in the CELEBES
Area reported sinking 1 freighter transport in MINADO BAY, a large schooner off
CAPE KALAPA, and destroying several of 30 barges nested at ~~OERANG wharf.

~~

1 September (Oahu date)

/

....

· CenPac shore-based aircraft on 31 August (K) hit building areas and gun
positions on MILLE with 69 tons; an unspecified number of F4U's and SED's, and 2
B-25's participated. On the same day one B-24 dropped six tons on PAGAN against
no ppposition, while one reconnaissance B-24 operated over YAP and WOLEAI. On
1 September (K) an unspecified number of P-47's strafed and fired 30 rockets at
PAGAN AA positions against meager light AA fire. A reconnaissance B-24 again
opera ted over YAP and WOLEAI.
BATFISH (SS 310) on 31 August (E Long. date) destroyed a beached FUBUKE DD
with 2 hits on NV'f PALAU.
DACE ( SS 247) ( SVVPA) summarizes 4th war patrol. Operating CELEBES SEA sank
one 2000-ton AK and one 1200-ton vessel; damaged one large AP.
On 31 August (K) 33 B-24's from 13th AF bombed the PALAUS concentrating
against KOROR TOVffi ( 9 B-24' s), PELEL IU airdrome ( 22 B-24' s), AN GAUR ISLAND ( 1 B-24),
and BABELTHUAP airdrome (1 B-24); heavy AA was intense and accurate over KOROR
TOVffl; 4 of our planes were damaged. On 1 September (K) B-24' s from 13th AF again
bombed the PALAUS; the 34 planes which participated concentrated against KOROR
TOVffi; there was no interception, but AA fire was intense and Generally accurate;
one place was shot down and crashed in KOROR TO~~; 2 parachutes were seen to open.

On 31 Aut;ust (F.:) 24 P-38's bombed runways at both NAMLEA airdromes with 34
500-lb bombs; 12 other P-38's attacked SA!~TE runway and strafed JEFMAN airstrip.
12 RAAF P-40's from N0~1FOOR again bombed KOKAS, striking t he saw-mill area and
destroying buildings; 10 other RAAF P-40's bombed BABO hitting the airstrip with
18 500-lb and 250-lb bombs. Fighter bombers hit enemy installations ·:bn TADJI, WCM,
and WEWAK areas. On night 31 August - 1 Septenber (K) 3 B-24's bombed LICANAN,
SASSA, and MATDJA airfields in the vicinity of DAVAO.

/

On 1 September (K) the first heavy strike was made against DAVAO airdromes
with 57 B-24's from the 5th AF bombing LICANAN, SASSA, and MATIJifA, destroying
an estimated 22 planes on the ground and blowing up installations and starting
fires. Of 9 enemy fighters which intercepted at LICANAN, one was probably destroyed;
our losses to interception were none; intense, accurate, heavy AA fire over MATINA
shot down two of our B-24' s. MATINA was attacl: ed by 19 planes which dropped 34
tons and destroyed 4 planes on the grotmd. 16 planes hit LICANAN with 39 tons;
explosions resulted and 4 planes were destroy ed on the ground. SASSA was attacked
by 22 planes wh ich dropped 37 tons and destroyed an estimated 14 planes on the
ground. 5 B- 24's which were unab le to strike the DAVAO airdromes bombed BEO on
TALAUD ISLAND.
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l September (Oahu date - cont'd)
On l September (K) 32 P-47's from NOE'li'JFOOR attack BOELA, dropping 8 tons
and starting 7 fires. BOELA was also attacked by ll P-38's from OWI; the dive
bombing planes dropped 1000-lb bombs. 10 P-40's from BIAK dive bombed NAMtEA
hitting runways and barracks areas in the old drome area, while UTARa~ runways
were again hit by A-20's. 47 A-20's and B-25's operating from HOLLANDIA cratered
the BABO runway with 26 500-lb bombs. The S NEW GUINEA coast from ETNA BAY to
WAJDOE was attacked by P-39's from BIAK.
2 September (Oahu date)
CenPac shore based aircraft on 1 Sept. (K) sent an unspecified number of F4U's
to bomb gun positions and housing areas on ROTA with 1 1 000-· bombs. On 2 Sept. (K)
16 P-47 1 s and an unspecified number of B-24's bombed and strafed AA positions on
PAGAN; AA fire was meager. YAP and WOLEAI were again reconnoitered by 1 B-24.
IsCom GUAM reports at 020910 GCT Captain Yamaga Moriji, Japanese Navy 1 was
made POW; he was in charge of Weather Bureau 1 Central Pacific.
RAY (SS 27l)(SVIPA) summarizes 5th war patrol. Operating N of r~LAY BARRIER 1
mainly W of LUZON 1 sank 3 10 1 000-ton AO's and 1 6,400-ton AP; damaged 1 7,500-ton
AK, 1 4,000-ton AK, and 1 6,900-ton AK.
STINGRAY (SS 186)(SWPA) reports picking up on 31 August 1 officer and 3 enlisted men who are apparently survivors from the Jap cruiser NATORI which was sunk
on 18 August.
In the North Pacific on 1 Sept. 3 B-24's from 11th AF and 6 PV's from FAW 4
flew a bombardment mission against northern KURILES; only 1 plane of each type
reached the objective and bombed with unobserved resultsJ all planes returned safely.

On 2 Sept. (K) 33 B-24's from 13th AF bombed KOROR Tmv.N (PALAU); 2 planes
were damaged and 1 failed to return; 1 small AK, 2 medium AK's, and 2 large AK's
were observed in the PALAUS.
The only operations reported by 5th AF were activities of search planes which
continued their daily strikes against ene~r shipping. A PB4Y sank an oil barge 100
miles N of PALAU. A small AK was damaged near CELEBES. A small AK was sunk off
W CERAM:. At DAVAO a small unidentified vessel was bombed and left in a sinking
condition. A PB4Y attacked 12 small AK' s SE of MIHDANAO driving several of them
toward the beach.

3 September (Oahu date)
CTG 12.5 040738 reports results of training strike against WAKE. Group consisted of cruisers CHESTER, PENSACOLA, and SALT LAKE CITY, CVE MONTEREY, and 3
DD's.
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CTG 38.4 031229 summarizes results of strikes against the BONINS during the
period 31 August-2 September (E. Long. date). Group consisted of 2 CV's (FRANK1IN,
ENTERPRISE) , 2 CVL.' s ( BELLEAU WOOD, SAN JACINTO) , 1 CA (NEW OREEA-,1\l"S) , 1 CL ( B IL.OXI) ,
and 12 DD's (DesRon 6, DesDiv 12, DesDiv 24). 633 sorties were flown over target
areas. We lost 5 planes in combat and 4 operational; 1 pilot and 3 crewmen were
lost in combat. Damage to enemy shipping was assessed as ~ips sunk, ~obably
sunk, 4~
damaged, and 6 oil ~arges sunk. ~
11 enemy planes were shot down
in combat,
'
~re aestroyed on the ground, 19 were probably destroyed on the ground, and 12
were damaged on the ground.
~
CenFac shore-based aircraft on 2 September (K) bombed MILLE with 33 tons,
WOTJE with 22! tons, ~ffiLOELAP· with 8 tons, TRUK with 55 tons (27 B-24 1 s), and
PONAFE with 11 tons. On 3 September (K) 40 B-24's from SAIPAN hit TIVO Jll1A with
96 tons; 1 B-24 crashed but all crew members bailed out and were believed to have
been picked up by TG 38.4; 3 other B-24's were damaged. Other strikes on the 3rd
were made against NAURU runways and gun positions by B-25's which dropped 15 tons;
P-47's fired rockets at enemy installations on PAGAN and MAUG while F4U's bombed
ROTA.
PINTADO (SS 387) operating S of KOREA reports sinking 2 large AO's and 1
large whale.factory (this submarine on 19 .August reported sinking 2 AK's).
RASHER (SS 269) returning from patrol SOUTH CHINA SEA reports having sunk
5 ships for 45,000 tons and damaging .4 others for 22,000 tons.
In the North Pacific at 012305 one B-25 from 11th AF sank one 90-foot Jap
vessel moored to dock at KAPARI ZAKI (SW tip of PARAMUSHIRU). A building alongside
the dock was also destroyed.
Heavy strikes were made on 3 September (K) by 5th AF against enemy air installations and shipping along northeastern CELEBES, with 60 B-24's dropping 150
tons. At LANGOAN 22 B-24's destroyed 15 planes in revetments with 100 1000-lb
bombs; 1 B-24 was lost in this operation while one enemy interceptor was shot down
and another was probably shot down. 38 B-24's hit LEMBEH with 100 tons, destroying warehouses and other buildings. A small freighter transport was destroyed.
Of 8-10 enemy interceptors 2 were destroyed and 3 were probably destroyed; noB-24's
were damaged.
On night 2-3 September (K) MATINA (airfield near DAVAO) was hit by one B-24
which damaged the taxiway with 5 500-lb bombs. On the same night another B-24
damaged one small AK (300-700 ton) at ·DAVAO. On the 3rd a second heavy strike was
made on DAVAO when 58 B-24's struck with 130 tons; P-38's provided escort; 3 enemy
planes were shot down; all of our planes returned safely. Also on the 3rd one
PB4Y se~ch plane sank a small AK (150-ton) N of MINDANAO; and set fire to another
in SARANGANI BAY.

In attacks by single search planes in theN. E. I. area, 4-5 small AK's and
. schooners were sunk and at least six were damaged. 9 P-38's bombed oil tanks and
the radio station at BOELA (C ERAM) with 9 1000-lb bombs. On night 1-2 September
(K) B-24's from AUSTRALIA attacked stores and dispersal areas on Tlli!OR; fires
and explosions resulted.
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, In the NEW' GUINEA area on 2 September (K) KOKAS was heavily attacked by 121
P-40's armed with 102 500-lb and 250-lb bombs. On the 3rd 42 A-20's and B-25's hit
the airfield at NABIRE.
Air neutralization in the BISM~RCKS-SOL~iONS area continued on 1 September
with 65 SED's and F4U's hitting Nh""'lt"V IRELAND, and 30 F4U' s attacking KAHIL I in
southern BOUGAINVILLE.

/ f»~

4 September (Oahu date)
On 4 September (K) 16 P-47's from 7th AF launched rockets and strafed gun
positions on PAGAN. On night 3-4 September (K) a single Navy search plane heckled
NAURU. On the 3rd and 4th a single B-24 continued reconnaissance of YAP. and WOLF..A.I.

On 3 September (K) 11 B-25's strafed gun positions near FITOE ·airdrome (MOROTAI); on the same day 11 other B-25's made a shipping strike in LEMBEH STRAITS
where 2 of the B-25's were shot down.
On night 3-4 September (K) search planes attacked shipping at DAVAO, AMBON,
HEST HALMful:IERA, and AMOERANG BAY. At DAVAO a 1500-ton AK was fired, later exploding
and sinking; of 8 barges sighted in the gulf 3 were sunk and 3 were damaged. At
AMBON a medium AK was bombed and beached. Off WEST HAU.~AHERA a 4000-ton AK or AP
was sunk. In AMOERANG BAY 5 of 12 craft (80-100 foot) were destroyed.
On 4 September (K) 35 B-24's from 13th AF bombed the PALAUS concentrating
against KOROR TOVlli, MALAKAL HARBOR, and the BABELTHUAP airdrome. On the same day
a PB4Y sank 3 and damaged 5 personnel barges off north tip of CELEBES.

Air neutralization in the BISMARCKS-SOIDMONS area continued on 2 September
with 93 F4U's and SBD's hitting supplies and buildings in the RABAU1 area; 100 other
planes swept the east coast of NEVf IRELAND hitting stores, bridges, and bivouac
areas.

5 September (Oahu date)

Operations of TF 59 {E. Long. dates): On the 4th MARCUS was bombed by 2 B-2~'~
ROTA by 8 F4U's, PAGAN by 1 B-24, and IWO JI!!A by 1 B-24. On the 5th MARCUS was
heckled by 1 B-24; PAGAN was bombed and strafed by 17 P-47's, and uro JIMA was bombed
by 19 B-24's. Reconnaissance of YAP and WOLEAI was continued on the 5th by 1 B-24.
Neutralization of enemy-occupied atolls of the MARSHALLS continued on the 5th with
strikes against WOTJE, TAROA, and MILLE.
BOWFTI! (SS 287) reports sinking 1 small arm~d gasoline loaded AK at 050200 GCT
in position 31-54N, 152-0lE (540 miles NNW of MARCUS}.

NW of LUZON reports encountering considerable difficulty with enemy aircraft on anti-submarine ratrol. Reports additional sinking of
1 Ja.p sampan.
BARB (SS 220) operating
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5 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

HAKE (SS 256) (SYTPA) operating off west coast of LUZON reports 1 hit in an
ASASHIO DD with tmobserved results at 060300 GCT; DD was escorting a southbound
convoy of AK's.
On 5 September (K) heavy strikes were made against NE and S CELEBES. 55 B-24's,
escorted by P-38's hit revetment areas at LANGOAN against minor opposition. 23 other
B-24's attacked the KENDARI airfield. 3 B-24's struck in LEMBEH STRAITS, scoring
near misses on a freighter transport. On the preceding day a PB4Y off NE CELEBES
obtained hits on 3 small AK's, and sank 1 o~ 4 barges.

Single search planes continued to attack shipping on night 4-5 September (K).
At ZAMBOANGO 2 minelayers were hit by bombs, with resulting fires and explosions.
2 SC's were sunk in SARANGANI BAY. An SB-24 heckled shipping in DAVAO GULF, while
another sank a 3000-ton AO 80-miles SW of BOEROE ISLAND.
99 sorties were flown by B-25's and fighter bombers on 5 September (K)
HALMAHERA targets. 16 B-25's bombed and strafed DJAILOLO airdrome, starting
fires and explosions in the target area. 54 P-38's hit GALELA airdrome with
while 14 P-47's attacked the KAOE drome. 15 B-25's hit several luggers in S
BAY, and attacked building areas in KAOE TOWN, starting large fires.

against
many
23 tons,
KAOE

Heavy strikes were also made on the 4th and 5th against targets in the VOGELKOP, concentrating against the JEFMAN, SAMATE, WAREN, and l~OEMI airfields. On the
4th 12 P-47's hit oil tanks and other installations at BOELA (CERAM).
Minor strikes were made on the 5th by 2 A-20's and 9 P-39's against enemy
installations and bivouac areas in the vicinity of SARMI and WEWAK.

)d ------

6 September (Oahu date)

CTF 38 070336 summarizes results of strikes against PALAUS on 6 and 7 September

(K) by TG's 38.1, 38.2, and 38.3.

Operations Tr, 59 (E. Long. dates):
by B-25's. On the 6th 17 B-24's hit nro
AA positions on the 6th.

NAURU and PONAPE were bombed on the 5th
while 3 B-24's fired rockets at PAGAN

JI~~.

FLUSSER (DD 368) was taken under fire by a shore battery on southern tip of
WOTJE ISLAND at 062250 TCT, suffering minor damage that will require tender availability.
In the North Pacific 4 of 6 starting PV' s from FAW 4 bombed SE PARA!IIDSHIRU on
4 September with unobserved results.
GHQ SWPA 020803 (pink) issues general instructions to minimize destruction of
life and property of Filipinos residing in metropolitan areas.
Com3rdFl t 032208 (pink) recommends dawn D-Day fighter sweep on KITCH'R~THAID
(MA.llADO, CELEBES) fron position between I~TTERLUDE (MOROTAI) and GOSSIPHONGER (T .LAUD)
by TG 38.1.
- Continued -
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CinCPOA 042339 (pink) approves foregoing recommendation.
CinCPOA 050314 (pink) replies to ComGenAAFPOA's request that he be furnished (A) Objectives and target dates for conceived operations following CAUSEVIAY,
and (B) Acceptability by CinCPOA of a total of 25 air combat groups by December
1944 increasing to 76 such groups including supporting air force ground units by
September 1945.
On 6 September (K) 44 B-24's froM 5th AF bombed SANTA CRUZ in DAVAO GU1F
without opposition; 200 1000-lb bombs destroyed several warehouses, starting large
fires and explosions; all planes returned safely. 11 B~25's, with fighter escort,
bombed the airfield at BUAYAN on DAVAO GUI~; there was no interception, though AA
fire from all calibers was intense; one enemy transport plane was shot down by the
P-38 cover. One SB-24 heckled the LICANAN airfield (near DAVAO).

39 B-25's and P-38's, loaded with 1000-lb bombs, hit HAihiAHERA on 6 September (K). The B-25's hit personnel areas at GALBLA, while the P-38's attacked
the runway at DJAI10LO. 6 other B-25's bombed and strafed S ~10ROTAI coastal villages. 15 B-24's bombed RAINIS on the east coast of VARAKELLANG ISLAND (TALAUD
group).
The VOGELKOP airdromes at MOEMI, RANSIKI, and WAREN were bombed and strafed
by 15 P-39's on the 6th. 30 A-20's and B-25's attacked personnel and storage areas
at NABIRE. On the preceding day 32 RAAF P-40's cratered the JEnJAN and SAMATE airstrips and fired the SM~TE drome. Strikes continued against enemy concentrations
in the Vfh"'V{AK and SARMI areas.
A delayed report announces the bombing of NGESEBUS drorne (PAtAUS) on 4
September (K) by 34 B-24's; on the same day 33 B-25's bombed the UTARCM runways.
On the 3rd and 4th air neutralization of the BISMARCKS-SOLOMONS area was continued.
CinCPOA 210123 (pink) expresses desire that personnel replacements for
Army units to be employed in Phase 2 STAL~~TE II be organized and prepared for
transfer to YAP.
RICHARDSON (ComGenPOA) 290901 (pink) replies to foregoing dispatch.
CinCP.OA 020200 (pink) cancels CinCPOA's directive for replacements for
Phase 2 of STAL»1ATE II.
ff

L

'L)t~ r/'~'

7 September (Oahu date)
CTG 38.4 071245 sumrnarizes operations against YAP and ULITHI on 6 and 7
September (K). 252 sorties were flown over the tarr,et area. The group lost 3
planes in combat and one operationally; 3 pilots were lost in combat and one crewman was lost operationally.
CTG 38.4 081135 summarizes operations against YAP and ULITHI on 8 September (K). 152 sorties were flown over the target area. The group lost one plane
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7 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

in combat; pilot was observed in a raft. During the 3-day strike by this group
no enemy interception was encountered, no enemy· airborne planes were observed; no
operational aircraft were on the ground, and the 2 damaged airfields at YAP had
not been repaired. The last 2 missions scheduled by the group were cancelled owing
to absence of suitable targets; in view of this, the group intends to hit PAI~U
one day earlier than previously scheduled.
ComF~~reaCentPac

022350 summarizes operations 27-31

Au~ust,

inclusive.

Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 7 September MILLE was attacked
by 12 F4U's and 20 SBD's, WOTJE by 40 F4U's, AGUIJAN by 8 P-47's, and PAGAN by 8
P-47's. Reconnaissance of :MARCUS was continued by 3 B-24's.
ALBACORE (SS 218) operating ~WIRE waters reports at 081208 GCT sank 1 AO
and 1 AK-type patrol vessel; destroyed a floating horn-type mine with 20-mm gunfire.

On 7 September, 8 survivors from a crashed PBM were rescued by the S. S.
JAJ\EES D. DOTY between CANTON and NAN(}JIEA; survivors were not identified and purpose
of flight was not clear; search continues for other possible survivors.
In the western CAROtiNES 36 B-24's on 5 September (K) bombed runways on
PELEL.IU and started fires in a town on ANGAUR. On the 7th one PB4Y strafed an SC
180 miles IDV of YAP.
On 7 September (K) a PB4Y made 6 strafing runs on .a lugger and 2 small
AK's (300-700 tons) outside SARANGANI BAY; the vessels were left burning and listing.
On night 5-6 September (K) a search plru1e sank 2 luggers and damaged one
sailboat in the vicinity of CERAA~. On the 6th 5 A-20's bombed BOE~A runway and
strafed SAGAN on their return. 8 P-40's on a shipping strike in the KAI ISLANDS
on the 6th damaged one coastal vessel, 12 barges, and other small craft. On the
same date 27 P-40's bombed and strafed the airstrips at JEFMAN and SAMATE. Air
neutralization of the BIS11ARCKS-SOtOMONS area continued on the 5th and 6th.

'«
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8 September (Oahu date)
CTF 38 080209 summarizes results of bombardment of PALAUS on 7 September
(K) by CruDiv 14 and DesDiv 100.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 7 September both airfields on
were effectively bombed by 26 B-24's, while 1 SB-24 harassed the airfield on
IWO JThlA. On 8 September Il.NO JllJA was bombed by 9 B-24' s, CHICHI JIMA by 6 13-24's,
PAGAN by an unspecified number of P-47's. NAURU was harassed by 1 search plane,
while an unspecified number of F4U' s bombed v'IOTJE and JALUIT.

~OEN

SF~L

small vessel.
~.TALAY

(SS 183) operating OKHOTSK SEA reports at 080735 the sinking of 1

GURNARD (SS 254) (SfiTJA) sumrnarizes 6th war patrol.
BAHRIER reports damaging 1 4000-tori AK.

Operating north of
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Com7thi,l t reports that on 6 September (K) a reliable report indicates that

40 enemy ships were in the harbor at :WLANILA BAY; included were 2 BB's, 4. CA's, 5

CL's, 9 DD's, 8 patrol craft; the remainder were cargo vessels. On night 6-7 September (K) a night search plane attacked shipping in SARANGANI BAY; 1 500-ton AK
and 1 barge were sunk, 3 500-ton AK's and 4 barges were damaged. On the 7th a PB4Y
sank a SHINONOMI-class DD 180 miles E of LEYTE ISLAND.
Com7thFlt reports that 34 B-24's bombed PALAU on 6 September (K) concentrating against PELE1IU airdrome; there was no interception although 6 planes were
sighted on the ground. On night 6-7 September (K) a night search plane on a shipping strike near C~1 reports probably sinking 1 2000-ton AK and 2 smaller vessels.

9 September (Oahu date)
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 8 and 9 September an unspecified
number of F4U's and SED's attacked gun positions on HILLE. On the 9th WOTJE was
bombed by 3 B-24' s, Por~.JAPE by 12 B-25' s, and tTALUIT by an unspecified number of
F4U' s and SBD' s. 3 B-24' s were turned back from a reconnaissance flight over MARCUS
owing to weather on the 9th; one of the planes bombed PAGAN with no interception.
On the lOth a PB4Y search plane attacked and left sinking a medium AO 75 miles N of
:n'lO JIMA.
SPADEft'ISH ( SS 411) chased 8 AK 's with 4 escorts from SAHUCHO KAKU (N:Bi
FORJ:JOSA) for 17 hours; sank 4 AK' s and damaged 1 AK in 2 night surface attacks.
Remainder of convoy .entered bay at 24-24N, l24-03E ( 130 miles E of FORMOSA) at
081900 GCT.
BANG (SS 385) attacked a convoy of 2 AK's, 1 AO, and 2 or more escorts
at 090630 GCT, position 28-531J, 137 -42E ( 240 miles W of BmTINS), course 180, speed
8; sank 1 medium AK and 1 medium AO with 2 hits each.
P.l....t\.ICE ( SS 390) reports 1 timed hit in KONGO MARU converted to auxiliary
cruiser at 090140 GCT, position 27-26U, 12G-54E (300 miles E of north tip of FORMOSA), course 020, speed 16.
GROUPER (SS 214) on lifeguard station off PALAUS reports at 091400 GCT
has 6 dovvned aviators aboard; all are in good shape; these were from the only 3
crashes reported to her.
BARB (SS 220) reports convoy with large continual air coverage, with inner
and outer anti-submarine escorts, position 19-30N, 121-05E (50 miles N of LUZON)
at 082000 GCT, course 135 to 210, speed 8.
In the North Pacific on 7 Septen ·; er 2 of 11 starting PV' s succeeded in
bombing KAKUMABETSU; results were unobserved. On the lOth a B-25, attacking a
4-ship convoy near PARA.MUSHIRU, hit the mast of a ship and crashed; the crew was
reported in a raft 15 miles SW of SURII3ACHI WAN; rescue measures were underway.
On 8 September (K) 53 B-24's attacked buildings, docks, and warehouses at
MANADO (CELEBES); oil fires and explosions resulted; there was no interception.
On night 6-7 September (K) 2 SB-24's hit the MANADO waterfront, starting fires.
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On 8 September (K) 24 B-25's hit stores and strafed gun positions alon~
S YIASI1E shores (HATht.t\.HERA). On the 9th a group of B-24' s bombed airfields at
GALELA VIU:,AGE (HA.Tl:IAHERA). On night 7-8 September (K) 3 SB-24' s bombed revetments
on NGESEBUS (PALAU).

10 September (Oahu date)
CTF 57 080410 summarizes operations 1-5 September, inclusive.
CTG 38.4 101221 summarizes operations of TG 38.4 against PAtAU on 10 September (K). 254 combat sorties were flown, and 80 tons of bombs and 48 rockets
were expended. The group lost 4 planes, all from AA fire; ~ pilots and 3 air crewmen were lost.
MINDANAO was hit on 9 September (K) by TG's 38.1, 38.2, and 38.3 which
concentrated against enemy airfields. Only 6 enemy planes were observed airborne
and they were shot down; 60 planes on the ground were destroyed or damaged. There
were but few installations on most of the airfields; scattered barracks and warehouses and a few trucks were destroyed. Shipping sunk: 9 AK's (700-1300 tons),
1 medium AK, 7 small AK's, 1 patrol craft, 32 loaded SC's (300-700 ton AK's), and
20 sampans. Ships damaged by being set afire: 1 AK (700-1300 ton), 1 AK (15002500 ton), and at least 17 luggers and sampans.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On night 9-10 September an SB-24
heckled IWO J~ by dropping 40 100-lb bombs on runways; on the following day 16
B-24' s hit airfields and adjacent installations on rao JTh1A; of 7-10 interceptors,
5-6 were ·shot down, 1 was probably shot down, and 1 was damaged; 2 of our crewmen
were killed and 5 were wounded; 3 B-24's were damaged, one of which crash-landed
at the base. On 9 September NAURU was bombed by 7 B-25's and WOTJE by 36 F4U's.
ROTA was hit on the lOth by an unspecified number of F4U's which concentrated against
the airstrips; at the same time 3 B-24' s bombed 2 AK' s and 1 DD W of CHICHI JThiA
with ineffective results.
SEA.I... (SS 183) operating OKHOTSK SEA reports at 101530 GCT the sinking of
1 M\ was probably sunk; when last seen it was burning and exploding.

1 DD and 1 AK.

1 A.1\. and 1 AP were damaged.

GROUPER (SS 214} reports at 110945 GCT picking up another downed airman
off PALAU.
Com3rdFlt 091830 (pink) is warning order for modification of OpPlan 14-44
if information and results of first MI NDANAO strikes make modification desirable.
Cincpoa 101955 (pink) replies to foregoing dispatch.
Cincpac 062136 (pink) outlines plan to leave CruDiv 5 in TF 57, at least
until after STALEMATE.
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Com3rdFlt 100705 (pink) in confonaity with foregoing dispatch issues instructions re employment of CruDiv 5.
Cincpoa 102333 (pink) requests comment or concurrence in Cincpoa Joint
Staff Study of INSURGENT operation as basis for detailed planning of Pacific Fleet
cover and strategic support of SV~A operations to occupy the SARANGANI BAY and tEYTE
-SURIGAO STRAIT areas.
In the North Pacific on 9 September 2 photographic Liberators, escorted by
4 B-24's, carried out an armed reconnaissance mission of KARABU ZAKI; 1 of 6 intercepting fighters was probably damaged; all planes returned safely after a successful
photographic mission. KASHIWABARI was bombed on the lOth by an unspecified nt~ber
of Navy planes; fires and explosions resulted.
On 9 September (K) 59 B-24 1 s bombed MAPA.NGET airdrome in NE CEPJEBES, hit
personnel areas and AA positions with 150 tons of 500-pound a.r1d 250-lb bombs; there
was no enemy interception; all planes returned safely. On night 7-8 September (K)
a PBY left l small AK listing. HA1MAHERA was heavily bombed on 8 and 9 September
(K); on the 9th 27 B-24's bombed the LOLOBATA dromes, while on the preceding GALELA,
KAOE, DJAII.OLO, and LOLOBATA were attacked by 22 B-24's, 38 B-25's, and 12 P-47's.
GA1EJLA was bombed on the 9th by 20 B-24's. 24 P-38's bombed the HAROEKOE drome (S
of CERA11), while 6 A-20's attack BOELA and 71 fighter bombers hit the LIANG airstrips
in _·\HBON. 23 B-25' s cratered an u_nidentified runway in the KAI ISLANDS group on the
8th, while 9 Beauforts bombed barracks areas on TTI~OR.
Search planes continued to attack shipping in the PHILIPPINE areas. On
7 September (K) 2 FB4Y's attacked 2 small AK's and l lugger in SARANGANI BAY; 1
vessel was left afire. On night 8-9 September (K) a PBY probably sank 1 10,000-ton
AO in MAtUSO BAY on the west coast of BASILAlJ. On the same night just S of BASitAN,
a 1500-2500 ton .AK was left burning from 2 hits by a PBY.

On night 8-9 September (K) several Jap bombers attacked the BOROKOE airstrip on BIAK; 2 men were killed and 12 wounded; our night fighters shot down 1
enemy bomber and a second enemy bomber ·was apparently shot down by other Jap planes.
Airfields in the VOGELKOP area were attacked on 8 September (K) by B-25's,
A-20's, and fighter bombers. BABO was hit by 4 squadrons of B-25' s, UTAR{lJ by an
unspecified number of A-20's, and RANS IK I and M.A.NOKWARI by an unspecified number
of fighter bombers. Air neutralization of the SCL01'dONS-BimJARCKS area continued
on 7 and 8 September (K).

11 September (Oahu date)
CTG 38.4 111332 summarizes results of air strikes against PALAUS on 11
September (K). 249 sorties were flown over the target area. The group lost one
plane operationally. 1 SC was sunk and one was damaged.
CTG 38.4 121245 summarizes res ults of strikes against PALAUS on 12 September (K). 270 sorties were flown over the target area. One plane with pilot was
lost operationally.
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Operations of TF 59 (E~ Long. dates): On 11 September 29 B-24's bombed
TRUK concentrating against ETEN ISLAND ani the seaplane base; of 5-6 aggressive
interceptors, 1 was destroyed and 1 was drunaged; 3 B- 24's were slightly damaged.
On night 10-11 September DvO JIMA was heckled by 1 SB-24. MALOELAP and JALUIT were
bombed by an unspecified number of F4U' s, while F4U' s and SBD' s hit MILLE. Attacks
against PAGAN continued on the 11th by P-47's from SAIPAN.
CTG 32.5 reports that operations on 12 September (K) went according to
plan, except for a collision between the FULLAM (DD 474) and the NOA (APD 24) which
resulted in the si~~ing of the latter ship without loss of life. The group encountered no return fire from shore except that from light machine guns and rifles.
The waters around PELELIU and AJGAUR have been swept; 12 chemical horn mines were
swept from the area S of MTGAUR; 2 mines were observed just outside the reef to the
W of PELELIU.
ALBACORE (SS 218) operating E of KYUSHU reports at 110950 GCT in night
submerged radar approach sank an unidentified escorted AK.
On 10 September (K) SVVP Air Forces heavily attacked the CELEBES with 58
B-24's; there was no interception and the only AA fire encountered was at 1JANADO.
24 B-24's hit headquarters and barracks buildings at NONAPAN with 84 tons of 1000lb bombs. LANGOAN airdrome was hit by 16 B-24's which dropped 56 tons of 1000-lb
and 2000-lb bombs. 13 B-24's bombed the runway at 1ffiPANGET with 45 tons of 1000-lb
and 2000-lb bombs. 5 B-24's dropped 17 tons of bombs on the MANADO waterfront; on
the preceding night the waterfront was heckled by 1 SB-24. · The revetment areas at
KENDARI were heavily hit on night 8-9 September (K) by 20 B-24's.
Heavy strikes were also made against HALMAHERA on 10 September (K) by 4
squadrons of B-24's; there was no enemy interception, though heavy AA fire was intense. LOLOBATA was hit by 2 squadrons, HATETABAKO by one squadron, and WASILE
BAY by one squadron. On the same day a single photographic plane operated over
MITI.
On 10 September (K) both N.A.MLEA airdromes were attacked by 42 B-25' s which
concentrated against personnel areas; 1 B-25 was shot down by AA fire. On the same
day 11 P-38's bombed and strafed NAMLEA TOWN airdrome and revetment areas.
CERAM was attacked on 10 September (K) by A-20's and P-38's. 1 group of
A-20's hit the airdrome at AMAHAI; there was no interception, though 2 planes were
shot down by AA fire. 12 P-38's fired oil tanks at BOELA.
On night 9-10 September (K) 1 SB-24 harassed NGESEBUS airdrome, while 1
PBY attacked 2 freighter transports off ZAMBOANGA inflicting damage to one.
Attacks continued against airfields in the VOGELKOP and against enemy
troop concentrations and installations along the north coast of NEVf GUINEA.

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
· HQ USEUCOM

SE6RE'f

12 September (Oahu da-ce)

Operations of TF 59 (E. Longitude dates): On 11 September 15 B-25's bombed
TIVO JIMA airfields dropping 40 500-lb. and 420 100-lb. bombs; large fires resulted;
1 of 4 intercepting fighters was destroyed; 2 B-24'' s were damaged. On the 12th
storage and ma~azine areas on JALUIT were hit by an unspecified number of F4U's,
while 1 PBY bombed an ammunition dump on NAURU. P-47's from SAIPAN continued to
attack PAGAN on the 12th.
An Underwater Demolition Team cleared large boulders from 2 DmGV lanes over
ORANGE THREE BEACH (~f PELELIU). On night 13-14 September (K) obstacles will be
removed from ORANGE BEACH TWO. Obstacles will be cleared from VVHITE BEACHES (N of
ORAHGE BEACHES) on night 14-15 September (K).

GR01NLER (SS 215) 1 operating CHINA SEA, attacked a 9-ship 5-escort convoy
at 111654 GCT. 1 unidentified DD was sunk and 2 large AK's were damaged; 5 hours
later a FUBUKI DD was sunk.
PIPEFISH (SS 388), operating ~WIRE waters, reports at 131331 GCT 1 medium
AK probably sunk and 1 AGS damaged.
GUITARRO (SS 363)(SWPA) summarizes second war patrol. Operating N of MALAY
BARRIER (mostly W of LUZON) sank 1 NAIGARI DD, 1 HIBIKI DD, 1 4,000-ton AK, 1
2,000-ton AK, and 1 700-ton miscellaneous craft; d~~aged 1 KATORI CL and 1 4,000-ton

AK.

CinCSoWestPac 111637 (Pink) refers to CinCPOA 210816 (Pink) August relating
to fast carrier strikes in support of the TALAUD Operation.
~

CinCPOA 130131 (Pink) replies to the foregoing dispatch.
Com3rdFlt 130230 (Pink) reports results of carrier strikes against CENTRAL
PHILIPPINES by TG's 38.1, 38.2, 38.3 on 12 September (E.L.T.). 50 airborne planes
shot down, and over 150 planes destroyed on the ground; several AK's and many small
vessels sunk. Downed carrier pilot rescued from LEYTE informed by natives that
there are no enemy on LEYTE, BOHOL, APIT, or small islands in the vicinity.
Com3rd.Flt 130300 (Pink) believes that PALAUS not now needed to support occupation of PHILIPPIN:SS, and that Western CAROLIUES, except ULITHI, not essential
to our operations; believes LEYTE fleet base can be seized immediately.
CinCPAC 130747 (Pink) replies to foregoing dispatch.
CinCPOA 130813 (Pink) an~ounces that forc~s for STALEMATE II vnll sail as
planned, that if occupation of YAP is eliminated, 24th Corps (including 7th, 77th,
and 96th Divs.), plus corps troops and garrison forces for YAP, would be potentially
available to exploit favorable developments in the PHILIPPINES.
In the North Pacific on 11 September 6 PV's from FAW 4 bombed coastal positions and picket boats along SE coast of PARAMUSHIRU. On the 12th 4 PiT's frorn FAW 4
bombed NW and SW PARAMUSHIRU. 2 B-25's from 11th AF attacked shipping off SHIMUSHU;
1 medium AK and 4 small cargo vessels were sunk and 2 other small ships were damaged.

- Continued -
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On 11 September (K) HALMAHERA was again heavily attacked by 25 B-24's•
13 B-24's hit the GALELA runway with 37 tons; there was no intercept ion though 2
planes were damaged by AA fire. 12 B-24's bombed MITI runway with 30 tons; there
was neither intercept ion nor AA fire.

On 11 Septenber (K) a PB4Y on a shipping strike near CELEBES hit a lugger
with a 100-lb. incendiar y bomb; another PB4Y sank a 100-ft. schooner. On the same
day 22 B-25's attacked the KAIROTOE airfield on CERAM, while 34 P-38's cratered the
A1~I runway; fighter bombers destroyed buildings at BOELA and left a small
AK
sinking near HAROEKOE. On night 10-11 SepteMber (K) 2 PBY's destroyed a large
barge off western CERAM, probably destroyed 1 AK ·(300-700 tons), damaged 2 similar
AK's, and drove a medium AK onto a reef. Heckling of PALAU continued on night 10-11
September (K), with 4 B-24's bombing the 2 PALAU airstrips .

13 September (Oahu date)

j

CTG 32.5 reports that operation s for 14 September (K) proceeded according
to plan. Despite efforts of our flamethro wers and GUnfire, efforts to uncover the
enemy's heavy defenses have failed. Underwate r demolitio n teams have done an excellent job on clearing reefs and approache s to beaches at PELELIU and ANGAUR.
Many tank obstructio ns were observed back of the beaches. Minesweep ing of KOSSOL
PASSAGE proceed~ satisfact orily. The PERRY (UjS 17) while sweeping off SE coast
of ANGAUR hit a mine and sank; there were 11 casualtie s including 2 seriously
wounded.
Com3rdFl t 140800 summarize s results of 3-da;{ carrier strikes on PANAY, NEGROS,
CEBU, LEYTE, SAMAR, southern LUZON, and smaller islands around the VISAYAN SEA.
156 enemy planes were shot down and 272 were reported destroyed on the ground
(probably high); photos indicate 150-175 planes destroyed on the ground. 40 enemy
ships were reported suru(, including 2 large AK's, 1 medima AP, 2 DE's, and 35
smaller ships; 38 were noported damaged and possibly sunk, including 5 A.K's, 1
medium AO, 30 small ships, 2 MTB's, and many S8.I!lpans; 5 small ships were reported
damaged. Our plane losses were described as relativelJ r very light; no figures were
given. Enemy air reaction was weak. Considera ble damaGe was inflicted upon ground
installati ons.
CTF 57 110020 sunnarize s operation s 6-10 September , inclusive .
CTG 38.4 131248 summarize s operation s of TG 38.4 against PALAU on 13 September (K). 90 tons of bombs, 164 rockets, and 14 Napalm fire bombs were placed in
the target areas. The group lost 1 plane with crew in combat, and 5 planes
operation ally.
Operation s of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 12 September an unspecifi ed number
of F4U' s bombed HOTJE gun positions and radio station, vrhile SBD' s hit MILLE bivouac areas; both strikes met only meager AA fire. A single B-24 bombed a building
area on MARCUS on the 12th. On the 13th MARCUS was hit by 2 B-24' s, v·JOTJE by an
unspecifi ed number of F4U' s, NAURU by an unspecifi ed nmnber of B-25' s, .and PAGAN by
an unspecifi ed number of P-47's.
OPD-V.TIGS Arner Theater 121816 outlines mission o.f the Alaskan Departmen t
with respect to forthcomi ng operation s in the Pacific.
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C.inCSWPA 140316 (pink) replies to Com3rdli'l t 130300 (pink) and Cincpoa
130813 ( pirLl().
Cincpac 140835 (pink) requests copy OCTAGON 24.
Cincpoa. 141000 (pink), replies to CinCSVVPA 140316 (pink) requesting clarification and amplification of dispatch •
. Qn 12 September (K) 48 B-24's cratered runways on 3 NE CELEBES airdromes
(unnamed), meeting neither AA fire nor enffiny interception; at the same time P-38's
damaged 12 sma~l AK's in Y~.NADO BAY. HALMAHERA airdromes were heavily attacked on
the 12th by 4 squadrons of B-24' s which hit LOLOBATA and F..ATETABAKO, while other
B-24's with P-38 escorts struck KAOE and GALELA. An unspecified number of B-25's
attacked MOROTAI on the 12th, hit radar installations and destroyed a number of
buildings. 15 P-38' s a.gainwt struck the NA.l':ILEA runways on the 12th, and a. PB4:Y
sank 3 supply-laden small boats off the north coast of BOEROE. On 11 September (K)
24 B-24's struck tARA (AMBON) dispersal areas, runways, and barracks; 3 large fires
which resulted caused extremely heavy explosions. On night 11-12 September (K)
PALAU was heckled by 2 B-24' s which hit the PELELIU and NGESEBUS airdromes. Air
neutralization of the BISMARCKS-SOLCli.10NS area was continued on the lOth.

14 September (Oahu date)
1st MarDi v on 15 September (K) landed on beaches SW PELELIU according to
schedule at 0830. As of 1800 the division had advanced to base of high grotmd at
northern limits of airfield; elements fought their way across the southern limits
of the airfield; other elements were forging ahead to the southern tip of the island
where strong opposition has developed. The depth of the perimeter is shallow, being
generally from 200 to 600 yards with deepest penetration of 1300 yards. Beaches
were under intermittent artillery and mortar fire all of D day. Enemy opposition
was st5.ff on all beaches, with loss of a number of LVT's after landing • .'~a."lks were
ashore within 2 hours after the leading wave landed. Enemy made several counterattacks during the day but all were repulsed. Our casualties are reported as 27
KIA and 422 WIA. Sweeping of KOSSOL PASSAGE has been completed to a depth of 30
feet; 100 mines have been swept up.
CinCSWPA reports that landings were effected on MOROTAI according to plan
on 15 September (K); assault forces which landed to the Nand S of the airfield
advanced to the northern and southern edges of the field without encountering enemy
opposition. Low flying aircraft circled the island at 100 feet, reporting no sign
of enemy activity.
TG 38.2 has aboard 46 enemy POW's taken during operations off the PHILIPPINES
(details unknown); POW's were transferred by DD to CTF 32.
CTG 38.4 141415 summarizes operations against PALAU on 14 Septenber (K).
262 sorties were flown over the tar get area; 87 tons of bombs, 272 rockets, and 12
Napalm fire bombs were expended. No plane losses were reported.
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CTG 38.4 151349 summarizes operations of TG 38.4 against PALAU on 15 September (K). 220 sorties were flown over the target areas; 65 tons of bombs, 307
rockets, ru1d 16 Napalm fire bombs were expended. T~e group lost one plane with
crew in combat.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): MILLE was bombed on 13 September by
13 F4U's and SBD's and again on the following day by an unspecified number of same
type planes. An SB-24 heckled IWO JIW~ on the 13th; on the following day ITvO JI1~
was heavily bombed by 28 B-24's. On the 14th strikes were made against gun positions at JALUIT and personnel shelters at WOTJE; 2 B-24' s bombed MARCUS. Neutrali...,
zation of ROTA and PAGAN was continued on the 14th by P-47's from SAIPAN.
SUN:F'ISH ( SS 281) operating YELLOW SEA reports at 141120 GCT sank 1 AO and 1
AK; probably sank 1 AO and 1 AK; damaged 1 AO.
PAMPANITO (SS 383), SEALION (SS 315), and GROWLF~ (SS 215) made coordinated.
attacks against a large Jap convoy on ni.ghts 11-12 and 12-13 September (E. Long.
dates) in the CHINA SEA. PAMPANITO sank 1 le.rge AP and 1 medium AK; damaged 1
medium AK. GROWLER results reported in CenPac summary 12 September as 2 DD's
sunk and 2 AK's sunk should be changed to 2 DD's sunk and 2 AK's damaged. SEALION
sa.nl( 1 large AO and 1 AP; 1200 Australian and British POVv' s were in the water e.fter
the AP sank; PAMPAHITO has rescued at least 60 Australian British POW's, and is
still picking up survivors; SEALION has rescued 53 others and reports all are infecte d with malaria, beri beri, and pallegra; 5ARB (SS 220) and QUEENFISH (SS 393)
have been ordered to the scene to assist in rescue.
GUAVINA (SS 362) (SWPA) attacked KATORI CL e.nchored at PAGUBAS (S UINDANAO,
STRAIT) at 150326 GCT (3 hits) and at 150855 GCT (4 hits). Target was
des t royed; the ship broke into three parts and the wreckage was burning fiercely.
SAJUUJG~ii

RATON (SS 270) (S~TA) summarizes 5th war patrol.
1 large AO (9200 tons).

Operating CHINA SEA sank

BLUEFISH (SS 222) returning PEARL from operations in SWPA under CTF 71
reports sinking 1 19,500-ton AK (believed to be converted seaplane tender), 1
10,000-ton AO, and was given 50 percent credit for sinking ·another 10,000-ton AO
(PTITFER received 50 percent credit for damaging the AO and forcing it aground on
MINDAN.O ISLAND).
JCS 090314 (pink) directs Cincpoa and CinCSV~A, in furtherance of strategic
concept set forth in JCS 713/4, to conduct certain operations and to submit plans
for the operations which are directed.
Cincpoa 132100 (pink) outlines purpose of occupation of PALAU and ULITHI.
Cincpoa 140101 (pink) states that to
to date, it now appears feasible to use the
ment into LEYTE; or if MacArthur should not
take TWO JI!~ in mid-October, using the YAP

exploit fully the favorable developments
YAP force to assist in an early movedesire to move, it may be feasible to
force.

Cominch 141325 (pink) states that Joint Chiefs of Staff are of the opinion
that elimination of the occupation of YAP and the
utilization of that force to
occupy LEYTE are highly desirable.
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CinCSV~PA 142359 (pink) states that CinCSWPA is prepared to move immediately
to the execution of K-2, with target date 20 October.

JCS 150258 (pink) authorizes MacArthur to execute the Lt~TE operation, with
target date of 20 October.
In the North Pacific on 13· September (K) 2 of 6 starting PV's from FAW-4
bombed east-centra l SHIMUSHU; the other 4 PV's were forced back by enemy fighters;
all planes returned safely. On the fo1lavring day 3 B-24's from 11th AF bombed
KURABU ZAKI (S PARM~USHIRU); results ·were unobserved; all planes returned safely.
TG 38.1, operating in support of the landings on MOROTAI on 15 September (K),
bombed the 4 HALMARERA airfields; no results have as yet been reported. On the
preceding day the HALMAHERA airfields of LOLOBATA and HATETAKOBO were hit by 8
sq1~drons of B-24's; 6 squadrons hit the former field and 2 squadrons the latter;
weather turned back other heavy strikes directed at MOROTAI and GALELA.
Eeavy attacks were made against the CELEBES on 14 September (K) by 57 B-24's
which hit the MAPANGET airdrome with 185 tons of 2000-lb and 1000-lb bombs; there
was neither AA fire ~or interceptio n. On the preceding night 3 SB-24's started
large fires at AMOERANG BAY; at the same time PBY' s bombed and damaged an AK ( 20004500 ton) at MANADO.

On 14 September (K) 8 fighter bombers attacked the BOELA airfields on CERAM.

On night 13-14 September (K) 3 SB-24's bombed the airdromes at PELELIU and NGESEBUS.
Attacks were made against BABO, VOGELKOP, and V~fAK on 14 September (K). The
BABO runways were hit by 25 A-20's and 3 B-25's. 31 P-40's attacked SAMATE, JEFMAN,
and MOEMI airdromes in the VOGELKOP; near SORONG P-40's fired 5 of 9 sailing vessels.
The ~fAK airdrome was hit by 19 fight bombers.

On 11 and 12 September (K) air neutralizat ion of the BISMARCKS-SOLOMONS area

continued. 156 sorties hit - bivouac and supply areas on W GAZELLE PENINSULA, while
minor strikes were made in BOUGAINVILLE and NEVV IRELAND.

15 September (Oahu date)
At 0800 on 16 September (I) lst HarDiv resumed the attack, capturing the
airfield. The enemy rnade several counterattac ks between 0300 and da\vn; one was
heavy, but all were repulsed. As of noon on the 16th the front line exte11ded from
beach NW of the airfield thence along northern border of the field to the swamp,
thence southward along edge of swamp and beach to necks of both southern peninsulas.
On 16 September (I) TG 38.4 continued its support of assault forces on PELE-

LIU, making full use of rockets and Napalm fire bombs; 1 plane was lost operational ly
F-day for assault operations against ANGAUR will be 17 September (I).
The !'lOHOTAI operation continues without enemy opposition; landing force commander assumed command of forces ashore at 1000 16 September (I).
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Operations of TF 59 (E. E.ong. dates): On 15 September TRUK was heavily hit
by 29 B-24' s which concentrated agaj_nst DUBLON and MOEN; 5 unaggressive interceptors were encountered, one of which was damaged; l B-24 was damaged. PONAPE was
attacked on the 15th by B-25's and WOTJE by F4U's. P-47's from SAIPAN continued
attacks on PAGAN AA positions.
FIHBACK (SS 230) operating off BONINS reports sinking 1 small 1·-iARU on 11
September. She has aboard 5 downed airmen (3 from FIU~NKLIN, 1 from SAN JACINTO,
1 from ENTERPRISE).
SEAD1~IL (SS 400) operating E of HONSHU reports at 161136 GCT the sinking
of 1 I-class submarine with 2 hits.

/

BATFISH (SS 310) (SVlPA) surrrrnarizes 4th war patrol.
1 :MINEKAZE DD and 1 FUBUKI DD (previously reported).

Operating NW PALAU sank

CASE ( DD 370) has been directed to rendezvous with the P:A.MF:ANITO and the

SEA.LION at 16-00N, 140-00E ( 330 miles W of :MARIANAS) to effect transfer of Austra-

The CASE will proceed to SAIPAN.

lian and British POW's aboard the 2 submarines.

Cincpoa 152044 (pink) modifies OpPlan 6-44 to delete YAP from positions to
be captured; orders governing employn1ent of troops and garrison forces heretofore
intended for YAP will follow.
CinCSTIPA 160125 (pink) replies to Cincpoa 102333 (pink) which requested comment or concurrence of Joint Staff Study of INSURGENT Operation.
Cincpoa 160346 (pink) gives information of forces to be made available to
Com7thFleet for support of LEYTE Operation (to _comply with directive of OCTAGON
31A; see JCS 150258 pink). Cincpoa f60535 andAl61119 also relate.
C.i.. t..

~,..")-

Cincpoa 160410 (pink) assumes that ships and troops employed (in support of
LEYTE Operation) will be returned to operational control of Cincpoa as soon as
situation permits.
In the North Pacific on 13 September 3 B-24's from 11th AF bombed SURIBA0HI
with unobserved results. On the following day 2 PV's from FAW-4 bombed southern
PARMAUSHIRU; several fighters ineffectively intercepted; all planes returned safely.
On 15 September (I) SWP.' air forces bombed the VOGELKOP airfields; other
reports of activity have not been received.
Com7thFleet states that reliable reports
on MINDAnAO have occupied main enemy positions
DAVAO CITY) and GARGTO. The:{ have established
TAGUM RIVER at BINCONGAN to IL~DAUM. They have
line and east of TAG1J1v1 RIVER.

indicate that our guerrilla forces
at MAUGPO (50 kilometers north of
a main line of resistance E from
requested no bombing north of this

'

~l'Jt-~...1'
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An .additional report from CTF 31 states that 1st MarDiv continued the attack
on PEL..ELIU against strongly prepared defenses organized in depth along the entire
front and including many pill boxes; in the advance the infantry used flame
throwers and were supported by tanks, artillery, and naval and air bombardment.
1§ to 20 enemy tanks were reported destroyed. Enemy known killed: 1458.
Our casual ties ( inconplete): KIA 84; WIA 1519; MIA 9. CGlstMa.rDi v rnoved ashore
at 0815(I) 16 Sept. Prelimi nary re ports for operations on 17 Sept (I) indicates
satisfactor;y progress; the attack was resumed at 0800 and material gains were
made on the north, and advances were made on the south within the southern peninsula.
After heavy preparatory naval gunfire and air strikes on 17 Sept (I),
8lst Infantry Division landed at 0830 on beaches on NE and E coasts of ANGUAR
against light opposition. Landing was effected by LVTs followed by boats; tanks
have landed also. Troops have a dvanced to approximately the first phase line
400 yards inl and; contact between elements fron the respective beaches is expected
to be made shortly. TG 38.2 supported the AHGUAR landing.
TG 38.1 has been released from its assigned mission of supporting the UOROTAI
operation; all task groups of TF 38 are now in the PALAU area.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 15 Sept IWO JIMA was heckled by a
SB-24; on the following day TWO JDfiA was heavily attacked by 15 B-24s which hit
the airfield with 147 500 lb bombs; fires and large explosions resulted. An
unspecified number of F4Us attacked ROTA gun positions on the 15th; on the
following day 32 F4Us bombed ·the ROTA runway and gun positions. (_)n the 16th
PAGAN was bombed by two B24s and P47s, while HO':eJE was attacked by an unspecified
nunber of F4Us.
The submarines PM/PANITO and SFlALIOlJ will reach the rendezvous area with the
CHASE (DD370) at 1300(1) 18 Sept. P~MPAH ITO carries 72 survivors all of whom are
in extremely poor physical condition after endurinr.; many months of Jap atrocities;
there are 15 stretcher cases, two of whon are in critical condition; one survivor
died. SFALIOH reports that 3 survivors have died and that 6 others are in critical
condition; the remaining ones are improvinr;.
S}_:!Ari ORSE ( SS304) operating east of l.)~IILIPPl 11ES as part of submarine screen
reports that she has aboard one Jap POW who was picked up fron the water on 14
Sept. east of LEYTE; PCJN was radio operator of a chrashed Betty.
CTG 59.3 reports that facilities for seaplane and AffiY searches will be ready
on 18 Sept (I) in K0$ )1 PASSAGE.
At MOROTAI on 15 Sept (I) 6 B25s sprayed the landing area with insecticide,
in coordination with beach heaa operations; on the following day two of our planes
were shot dovm, one by a Ja.p fi g;hter and one by AA over HAU1A.H.ARA. The runway
at KAOE and the town and jetty were bombed and strafed on 14 Sept (I) by 14 B24s
and 31 A20s. riANADO town (C ELt~BES) was h i t on the 14th by two B24s; on the
previous ni f;ht search p lanes obta ined a probable hit on a medium M in MANADO
harbor. 10 fi r;hter bombers and a.ttacl: planes bombed t he BOELA airfield ( CERAM)
on the 15th. Fi ghter bombers in a ship pin~; strik e in the vicinity of KAI islands
sank l bar ge and dama ~ ed 5 smaller craft.
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Strikes were continued a gainst enemy installations and concentrations in the
h'EWAK area on the 14th and 15t h . On the 15th 26 fighte r bombers attacked airfields
and gun positions in the V OGELK OP , concentrating against MOEMI, MANOKVIJARI, and
SM~~ATE .

Air neutralizat~on of the SOLOMONS - BIS}IARCK area was continued on 14 Sept
with 212 sorties against the usual tar gets.
~vlf~

GHQ A150419 _(pink) issues warning instructions (designated as Number 5/1)
governing operations against LEYTE.
!J'/IPA
GHQ A150707 (pink) refers to CinCPOA 141000 (pink); outlines plans for employment of 24th Corps (less 77th Div) and a corps of 2 divs from SWPA for conduct of
operations against LEYTE.
CTF 31 161515 (pink) announces preparations made, if and when tactical situation at PELELIU and ANGAUR permits diversion of RCT of 8lst Div from PALAU area, to
take ULITHI, and to meet 77th Div date in CinCPOA 160346 (pink), with certain
provisos.
Com3rdFleet 170135 (pink) directs that arrangements be made for transport and
movement of TF 31 units to SWPA, keeping Com3rdFleet informe d.

17 September (Oahu date)

On 17 and 18 September (I) operations on PELELIU by lst MarDiv continued
against strong eneny opposition. There was liGht activity during the night 16-17
September, while during the night 17-18 there vvas mortar and artillery fire on
our left flank throuchout the ni ght. As of 1800 on the 18th all resistance had
been overcome on the southern part of the island and our lines had been advanced
to the lJ to a general cast-west line extending from west edge of NGARDOLOLOK to
the west shore. A battalion of the Corps Artillery is in position on PELELIU and
supporting the ANGAUR attack. A TBF made a successful emergency landing on the
PELELIU airfield which is expected to be in operation vli thin 3 days. TG 38.4
continued support of our assault forces on PELELIU. At 1920 on the 18th 2 enemy
planes dropped bonbs in lst l•.1' ar Div area.; there were no casualties. KOSSOL PASSAGE
is now 3/4 swept and completion is expected shortly; 56 additional mines were
swept up.
Operati ons on ANGAlffi by 8lst InfDiv proceeded satisfactorily on 17 and 18
September (I). During niGht 17-18 there was intermittent mortar fire on theN
beach and early on morning 18th the enemy launched 2 counterattacks against the
S flanks of our 2 RCT's; these counterattacks were repulsed. TG's 38.2 and 38.3
provided air bombardment as preparation for the landings. As of 1800 on the 18th
the division had seized nea rly half the i sland and had penetrated within 200 yards
of the west-central shoreline.
Casualties as of 1800 (I) 18 September:
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17 September (Oahu date - cont'd)
Unit

KIA

WIA

MIA

Total

lst MarDiv
8lst InfDiv

343
10

2231
120

266
9

2840
139

Total

353

2351

275

2979

5495 of 'the enemy have been killed on PELEL.IU and 48 on ANGAUR; 3 POW's have been
taken.
WADLIEGH (DD 689) while ene;aged in detonating mines in E KOSS01 PASSAGE
hit an uncut mine incurring serious damage; damage is under control.
TG 33.13.1, augmented by additional minesweepers, will depart KOSSOL PASSAGE
on the 19th and will arrive off ULITHI .on the 21st.
CTF 31 has directed CTG 32.2 to proceed at discretion and on a pproval of
CTF 32 with forces assigned to seize 1JLITHI on 23 September (E. Long. date).
A delayed report has been received from CTG 38.1 covering operation of the
group on 15 September (I) in support of the I\IOROTAI operation. The group which
operated against the CELEBES reports shooting down one enemy bomber and destroying
30 enemy planes on the ground.
QUEENFISH (SS 393) and BARB (SS 220) operating CHINA SEA report results.
QUEENFISH on 9 September sank 1 DD and 1 large AF with 3 hits and probably sank
1 AO with 2 hits; on night of 16th damaged 1 large 1midentified ship. BARB on
night of 16th got 2 hits in a heavily loaded AK and 3 hits in a probable OTAKA
CVE. BARB picked up 31 Dritish Australian survivors from the AP sunk by the
SEALION on night 12-13 September. Survivors state that an enemy DD rescued Japanese; a 30-knot wind and high seas scattered rafts; many corpses and empty rafts
were observed. Spirits of survivors appear to be high but their strength is low.
PICUDA (SS 382) operating BASHI CHANNEL (S FORMOSA) reports sinking 3 medium
AK's of an 8-ship convoy at 0432 on 16 September.
REDFISH (SS 395) on the 16th damaged 1 AO with 2 hits in a 4-ship convoy
off SE ,,ORMOSA.
PIPEFISH (SS 388) reports at 171842 GCT damaged 1 AK with 1 hit approximately
500 miles N of MARCUS.
CINCSnPA 170308 (pink) refers to Cincpoa 160346 (piruc), discusses utilization
by SViPA of shipping originally set up to mount 77th InfDiv and further discusses
disposition of 1st MarDiv.
CinCSVWA 170550 (pink) replies to Cincpoa 160410 (pink).
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): VfOTJE wa.s bombed on 16 September by
an unspecified n';Tber of SBD's a.nd on the followin g day by 37 F4U's. On night
16-17 September l.J) a single Catalina haras s ed NAURU.
\\
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17 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

(m 16 September (I) planes from a CVE Group operating in support of the
MOROTAI operation attacked HAIJ5AHERA airdromes; 1 enemy plane was shot down and 2
were destroyed on the ground; 1 large barge was sunk and 10 to 12 others were
damaged; direct hits were obtained on buildin[;s, AA positions, and a fuel dump;
6 of our fighters were lost. On the same day the HOPEWELL (DD 681) was attacked
while en route HOROTAI by 2 dive bombers, one of which was shot down; DD was undamaged.
KENDARI repair buildings and other shops were heavily hit on the 16th by
15 B-24's; 2 intercepting fighters were ' shot down; it was estimated that 2/3 of
the buildings in the area were destroyed or damaged. 13 B-25's hit NE CELEBES
on the same day, destroying a large warehouse and starting fires. Single search
planes on shipping strikes in the CELEBES area on night 15-16 and night 16-17 sank
a 3000-ton freighter transport and damaged or destroyed a 7000-8000 ton AK. Small
strikes were made on the 15th and 16th against the BOELA oil tanlcs, and on the 16th
against KAI and AROE ISLAHDS where 7 barges and several smaller craft were damaged.
On the 16th the usual strikes continued in the V:J'El.VAK area and against airdromes in the VOGELKOP. Routine raids continued in the Bimr:ARCKS-SOLOMONS area
on the 15th.
In the North Pacific on 17 September 1 of 8 starting PV's from FAV1-4 bombed
SHD.IDSHU. 3 B-24' s from 11th AF bombed western SHDJUSHU with unobserved results.
18 September (Oahu date)
1st 1IarDiv resumed its attack on PELELIU on morning 19 September (I). The
enemy continued to resist stubbornly fro~ trenches and pillboxes. Steady progress
was made to the north securing the east coast except for an isolated finger to the
northeast. Activity during the night 18-19 was confined to sporadic mortar and
small arms fire. Count of enemy planes fo1md on PELELIU Airfield: 28 T/E medium
bombers, 8 T/E light bombers, 77 S/E fir-:hters, and 4 transports; all were badly
damaged except 5 fighters.
8lst Inf. Div. res1.nned its attack on AN GAUR on morning 19 September (I).
The advance was made against continued light resistance consisting mostly of scattered pillboxes and mortar fire. By early afternoon !·IIDDLE VILLAGE and SAIPAN
TOVVN were captured. The advance on the left flank was retarded by beach defenses
on the east coast, but approximately two-thirds of the island is now in our possession with NW and S tips isolated. CG 8lst Inf. Div. assumed command ashore at
181200 (I). A POVl states that there are 1,000 Army troops on ANGAUR and no Navy
personnel present.
Our casualties to date:
Unit

KIA

VfiA

~1IA

TOTAL

1st ~I arDi v
alst InfDiv
Total

423
22
445

2622
167
2789

302
0
302

3347
189
35156

No change has been reported in the number of enemy killed on PELELIU; 173 have
been killed on ANGAUR, naking a total of enemy reported dead of 5,668.
- Continued -
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18 September (Oahu date - Cont'd)

LCI(G) 459, while gallantly furni~hing close fire support at 1220 on the
19th, struck a mine off the reef edc;e W of PELELIU and sank 20 minutes later in
about 30 fathoms, casualties were reported a.s 2 wounded.
64 additional mines were swept at KOSSOL ROADS on the 18th makine; a total
there to date of 249.
TG's 38.1, 38.2 and 38.3 are enroute to launching area off E LT~OU preparatory to strikinr.; that island at 0600 on the 21st. 38.4 is enroute to MANUS for
rehabilitation.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): vlOTJE was bombed on the 17th and 18th
by SBD's. B-24's hit JALUIT on the' 17th while an SB-24 heckled IWO tTIMA. On the
18th :MARCUS was bombed by 4 B-24's on armed reconnaissance, and NAURU was bombed
by an unspecified number of B-25's.
BANG (SS 385) attacked an 8 AK, 5 escort convoy at 182315 GCT off NE tip
of FORMOSA; 1 AK was sunk and another probably sunk with 2 hits each.
AK.

TANTIVY (British sub under CTF 71), operating. off tTAVA, sank 1 4,000-ton
No reports of activities of

S\~J

air forces have been received.
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19 September (Oahu date)

On 20 September (I) 1st fv arDiv resumed the attack on PELELIU. 5th Regt on
the right was cleaning up remaining resistance on eastern coast including small
island south of l.fGABAD ISLAND. 1st Regt on the left continued slow but relentless
struggle to drive enemy from hill pass to its front. This rugged terrain is honeycombed with reinforced caves, pillboxes, and dugouts from which the enemy continues
to resist with grim determination. In one regimental sector 11 guns (70- 120-mm),
73 machine guns, and 23 mortars have been captured. Effective counterbattery fire
has destroyed several enemy guns and is succeeding in reducing enemy artillery
fire.
On 20 September (I) 8lst InfDiv resumed its attack against light resistance
and our troops rapidly gained the southern beaches. The island contained many
defensive positions on the beaches but most of them were unmanned. All organized
resistance ceased at 1034 and the island was secured at that hour. The division
is now ene;a ged in mopping up remnants of the enemy.
Our casualties to date:
Unit
1st Har Div
8lst InfDiv
TotRls

.KIA

WIA

MIA

Total

445
46

2728
4Hl

323
0

3496
537

491

3219

323

4033

2 0711
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6445 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU and 600 on ANGAUR; PO'vlJ' s remain at 3.
The A/S net at east entrance KOSSOL PASSAGE was carried away by tidal current
on the 19th. KEOKUK (AKN 4) is laying floats without net across entrance as a
deceptive measure pending replacement of the net.
Survivors rescued by PAl\'iPANITO and SEALION are now in the SAIPAN Army hospital. Of the total (122) 53 are British Army, 66 Australian Army, 2 Australian
Navy, and l Australian Air Force; all are enlisted. None of the survivors is
critically ill. Survivors report that next convoy coming from SINGAPORE was
scheduled to bring prisoners from the U. S. S. HOUSTON.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): vJOTJE was bombed on 18 and 19 September
by an unspecified number of F4U's and SED's. On the 19th PONAPE was attacked by
13 B-25' s, PAGAIJ by 2 formations of P-47' s, MARCUS by 2 B-24' s, and CHICHI JTh~
by 29 B-24's.
ComFwdAreaCenPac 160100 summarizes operations 11-15 September, inclusive.
SCABBARDFISH (SS 397) at 190100 GCT in position 27-35N, 127-07E (off Nlf
OKINAWA) probably sank a southbound 5100-ton submarine tender with 2 hits.
CinCSWPA reports at 180835 GCT that landings at MOROTAI are now fully
established. On the 18th enemy planes raided the landing bea,c hes and harbor area;
a near miss on the MOBJACK (AGP 7, Auxiliary MTI3 Tender) wounded 1 man; there was
no other damage.
On 17 September (I) 45 B-24's with P-38 escort bombed and strafed LANGOAN
runway, destroying 3 parked planes; at AtiBESIA drome, near KENDARI, 21 DARWIN-based
B-24's cratered the airstrip aud destroyed l parked plane. On the preceding day
the CERAM-AMBON area was attacked by 2 squadrons of B-24 1 s which hit LIANG and by
l squadron of B-24's which hit LAHA; l group of B-24's started large fires on the
airfield at I1AROEKOE, vmile 39 P-38's bombed KAIRATOE drome and village; 14 P-38's
hit an ammunition dtunp in eastern A1UBON. Tili::OR and KAI ISLANDS were bombed on the
17th by 8 B-25's and 9 P-40's. A delayed report states that on the 16th 24 B-25's
and 8 P-38' s attacked the N.AMLEA airdrome on BOJ~ROE ISLAND.
SAIVIATE (western VOGELKOP) was hit on the 17th by 66 fighter bombers which
dropped 23t, tons on the airfield.
MacArthur 201302 (pink) outlines plan for effective reduction of enemy air
on LUZON in support of an attack on FORMOSA by POA forces, if conducted prior to
occupation of central LUZON.
,
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20 September (Oahu date)

On 21 September (I) lst w:arDiv resumed the attack on PELELIU. lst and 7th
Regts attacked abreast alon g western arm of island, while 5th Regt continued the
attack up eastern am and on nearby islands (NGABAD IfL.AND and the island just
south thereof). The attempted advance on the west was halted by heavy enemy
resistance located on precipitous cliffs and in deep ravines which prohibited
maneuver of our forces. 5th Regt was successful in occupying remainder of east
coast including NGABAD ISLAND. Enemy weapons captured included 6 15-cm trench
mortars and 31 machine guns; an additional 10 destroyed enemy planes vrere found. A
captured map indicates entire W coast ridt;e line to be honeycombed with caves and
pillboxes. Sporadic artillery and mortar fire was received on lst MarDiv front
during night 20-21. Enemy float planes, believed to have been operated from KOROR,
bombed PELELIU night of 18th and KOSSOL PASSAGE night of 19th; the airstr i p is
reported unserviceable; planes from CilE' s will endeavor to locate concealed float
planes and destroy them.

8lst InfDiv on 21 September (I) continued mopping-up operations on ANGAUR.
Captured or destroyed enemy weapons included l 75-~~ AA gun and 3 machine euns.
Our casualties to date:
TJnit

KIA

VHA

:MIA

Total

lst t,:arDiv
8lst InfDiv*

505
46

2975
491

340
0

3820
537

551

3466

340

Total

*

-4357

Old figures; new report not received.

6792 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU and 850 on

A~JGAUR;

POVP s 4.

TG's 38.1, 38.2, and 38.3 struck MANILA . on the 21st (I); no report from
CTF 38 has been received. The 3 Eroups will move to the south and hit in cental
P.HI1IPPINES on the 22nd (I). Minesweeping group (33.13.1, as augmented) arrived
ULITHI on the 21st (I). The fire support group will arrive 1lliiTHI on the 22nd (I).
The CVE group has departed PELELIU and is en route t~ITHI.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 19 September TRUK was heavily hit
by 28 B-24's which concentrated ar;ainst the north MOEN airfields and installations;
4 timid interceptors slie;htly damaged 3 planes. On the same date 1 SB-24 bombed
n·o JTI~A. On the 19th and 20th neutralization of ROTA was maintained by an unspecified number of F4U' s and SBD' s. On the 20th V!GTJE was attacked by F4U' s and
SBD' s, while FA GAlT continued to be hit by P-4 7' s.
BANG (SS 385) at 201415 GCT position 25-30H, 124-00E (115 miles E of NE tip
of FORMOSA) attacked a. 6-ship, 3-escort convoy on course 070, speed 8. Sank 1
large AO and 1 AK; damaged 1 unidentified ship.
CinCSVf.PA 191442 (pink) requests approval of certain arrangements in connection with LEYTE operation, including non-employment of 77th InfDiv, use of assault
shipping from PHASE I of STALEMATE, and evacuation of lst MarDiv from PELELIU.
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20 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

CinCSW~A 201330 (pink) requests all forces listed as available in Cincpoa
160346 (pink) and 161119 (pink), with certain exceptions.

MacARTHUR ( CinCSVVPA) 211042 (pink) outlines plans for proceeding directly
from LEYTE to the main assault against LUZON, leaving the AFARRI area to be secured
at a later date.
Ori 18 September (I) 30 I3-25's with P-38 cover bombed LANGOAN personnel areas
and destroyed 4 grounded planes. An SB-24 sank a small AK off NE tip CELEBES.
CVE planes pounded !iAUillAHERA fields, destroying 6 planes on the ground and damaging oil dumps and bivouacs. A group of B-24's met no opposition on the 18th while
attacking the AiviBON airfields of HAROEKOE and LAHA. In a shipping sweep off CERAM
F-40's damaged several small craft. 66 P-40's bombed MOEMI gun positions, while
other planes heckled S.AMATE and MANOKVTARI. Air neutralization of the BISMARCKSS01Cl10NS area continued on the 18th. 10 B-25' s operating SE of PUl.UWAT attacked
~a!!~:d:nd l trawler; l AK was left dead in the water and a~ was b~ i:~

21 September (Oahu date)
Results of strikes against LUZON on 21 September (I) by TG's 38.1, 38.2, and
38.3 which, in a surprise attack, hit CLARK FIELD Area, NICHOLS FIELD Area, CAVITE,
MANILA BAY shipping, SUBIC BAY shipping, convoys, and swept N and S:
(1) Enemy planes destroyed:- 205; 110 in the air, 95 on the ground.
(2) Damage to Enemy Shipping:Damaged (includes probably sunk)

Sunk

1
4
1
2
1
2
1

large DD
AO's
small AO
large AK's
mediura AK
small AK's
unidentified DD(by HADDO)
lar~e

1 unidentified DD
2 large AO's
1 large AP
10 large AK' s
12 mediur.1 AK' s
2 luggers
1 floating drydock

(3) Other dama~e:t1any hits were obtained on the airfield, and on buildings
and other installations.
(4) Our Losses:recovered.

15 planes, from which several of the flight personnel were

TF 38 has planned to repeat the strike against LUZON on the 22nd (I), to
refuel on the 23rd (I), and to strike a gain in the VISAYAS on the 24th (I).
On 22 Sept. (I) lst MarDiv continued the attack on PELELIU against heavily
fortified positions; no appreciable gains were made althour;h patrols probed well
to the front on both flanks of the mountain l'ange on the W of the island. RCT 321
( 8lst InfDiv) was ordered moved from ANGAUR to PELELIU to reinforce lst 1JarDiv;
regroupin~ of our forces for continuation of the attack has been initiated.
Enemy
equipment captured during the day included 5 5-inch guns.
- Continued -
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8lst Inf. Div. cont inued mopp i ng up enemy r emnants on ANGAUR. Enemy resistance is conf ined to oppos i t ion by s cat t ered elements in caves along ID'i tip
of the island.

21 September ( Oahu

ate - Cont'd)

Our casualties to date:
Unit

KIA

HIA

1~ IA

TOTAL

1st MarDiv
8lst Inf.Div.
Total

524
74
598

3075
566
3641

341
0
341

3940
640
4580

Five POW's have been taken; there are no new fieures on enemy dead.
A sinele Jap floatplane alerted our forces at PELELTIJ but made no attack.
1 CA, screened by 2 DD's, bombarded a seaplane hangar located on ARAKABESAN ISLAND.
Planes from CVE group attacked suspected hiding places of enemy floatplanes.
CTU 33.19.l()rcports that on 22 Sept. (I) SORLEN and FASSARAI ISLANDS of
1lliiTHI ATOLL were secured without opposition. The minesweeping group is now proceeding with occupation of MOGMOG. P!G is still unoccupied. Sweeping and demolition is proceeding on schedule.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): 11ARCUS was hit on 20 Sept. by 1 B-24
and on the 21st by 3 B-24's. On the 21st lJAURU was bombed by B-25's, JALUIT by
B-24's, ROTA by F4U's and PAGAN by B-24's.
PICLJDA (SS _382) and REDFISH (SS 395) at 202200 GCT overtook a Jap convoy of
3 AK's, 2 AP's, 1 AO and 6 escorts; this convoy was first spotted by PICUDA W of
BASHI CHAlH~EL (S. FOffi..IOSA) at 190300 GCT. PICUDA, off PASABENG BAY, sank l medium
AK and damaged l medium AP with 2 hits in each. REDFISH, off CAPE BOJEADOR, sank
the other AP, and damaged the AO and l of the 2 remaining AK's.
FARGO (SS 264)(SI1PA) reports sinking 1 AK on 10 Sept. N of BORNEO. On the
22nd in the JAVA SEA obtained 3 hits on a. southbound convoy of 8-10 ships.
GHQ SYJPA (MacArthur) 220220 (Pink) surrunarizes plan for K-2 operation, occupation of LEYTE GULF-SURI GAO STRAIT Area, providin b for major amphibious assault
from NEJl GU INEA bases supported by 3rd Fleet, target date 20 October 1944, with
lOth Corps (lst Cav. a nd 24th Inf. Divs.) and 24th Corps (7th Inf. Div. and 96th
Inf. Div.) and 98th Ranc er Batt alion.
MARSHALL 201 833 defines combat zone o.f new campaie;n entitled "Air Offensive,
JAPAN".
In the No rth Pacif ic on 19 Sept. 7 PV' s from FAV.J 4 b ombed SE coast of PARAMUSHIRU. On the s ane day l B- 25 f r om ll th AF atta cked TOMARI ZAK I ( N'E PATUIJrTTSH IRU).
Si ngl e sear ch planes on night 19-20 Sept. (I) and n ight 20-21 Sept. (I) mad e
shipp i ng str i kes in the PHILIPPINES Area . 1 AK (300-700 t on ) and l AO (1500-2500
ton) were sunk . l AK (2000-4500 t on) was attacked vvith unobs er ved res ults.
Heavy at~acks were made in the CI:LEBES Area on 19 and 20 Sept. (I ) by B-24's ,
B- 25 ' s, and P- 38 's vJhich made heaVlJ raids on personnel areas , f ue l dumps , gun
pas i tions , and small craft in NE CELl~~ DES; there was no interc eption . Bivouac areas
and gun positions in the H! NADO Area were attacked by 43 B- 25 ' s . LA~ GOAN Airdrome
and Ll!lTBEHSTRAITS were attacked by 22 B-25' s and 31 P-38' s. On night 20-21 a PBY
sank 1 lart;e AK and l medium AK in CELI-;BES SEA .
2 Q7 R.,
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21 September (Oahu date - Cont'd)

On 20 Sept. (I) B-24' s, A-20's, a.nd P-47' s hit DJAILOLO and KAOE, on HALMAHER.~
namaging airfields and stores. On the precedin~ day CVE planes flew 108 sorties
over northern HAU.~AHE'RA, destroying 3 planes at GALELA, l at MITI, and probably 1
at LOLOBATA; 16 other planes of unknown serviceability were damaged on the ground.
On MOROTAI on nights of 19-20 and 20-21 Sept. (I) small Jap raids took place
without damace. On the 19th and 20th CER.Al'I was heavily a tt~cked; AMAHAI was hit
by 20 B~24's on the 19th; on the 20th 15 attack and fighter bombers hit BOELA,
while B-24' s bombed LARA, LIANG, and AMAILI\.I. TTI-10R was hit on the 20th by 12 B-24' s
and BOEROE by an unspecified number of medium and fighter bombers.

Reconnaissance reports from SWF A coverint; the last two weeks indicate that
enemy shipping, other than small freighters and luggers, has been effectively
cleared from the BANDA, CERAM, and :t..T.OLTJYYA SEAS, and from east part of CELEBES SEA
~~
~
probably as far west as lonEitude 120 east.
1

22 September (Oahu date)
On 23 Sept (I) 1st MarDiv maintained pressure against enemy on PELELIU and
b7 late afternoon GAREKORU VILLAGE and the unnamed island 800 yards north of
.{NGABAD ISLAND were occupied. Regrouping of our forces continued and RCT 321
(8lst InfDiv) relieved lst HarReg on left. Under cover of rain squalls 7 Japanese
barges, heading south, were sighted in boat channel north of PELELIU at dawn;
when fired upon by our patrol vessels they dispersed to NGESEBUS and PELELIU; 1
barge was sunk and the remaining 6 were later destroyed on PELELIU beaches by
bombing and strafing and by ship's gunfire. A total of 323 mines have been swept
from KOSSOL PASSAGE. The net at west entrance of the Passage has been completed.
A PB4Y landed on the PELELIU airfield, effected repairs, and too~ off.

Elements of 8lst InfDiv continued mopping up enemy remnants on ANGAUR on
the 23rd.
Our casualties to date:
Unit

KIA

VJIA

r.IIA

TOTAL

lst l\IarDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

547
74
621

3170
566
3736

344

4061
640
4701

0

34'4

7,020 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU and 950 on ANGAUR, making a total
dead of 7,970. A captured document indicates a total of 10,138 Japs on PELELIU;
this includes all arms and services.
ULITHI ATOLL was occupied on 23 Sept (I) without enemy opposition; the
small enemy force previously reported on the Atoll had been evacuated. TG 33.19
(Sweeping Group) on the 21st and 22nd had landed forces on FASSARAI, MANG-EJANG.,
and SORLEN ISLANDS to obtain information from natives. Troops which arrived
on the 23rd occupied ASOR, SORLEN, MOGMOG and POTANGEllAS ISLANDS. The 1HJBAI
entrance channel and the northern anchorace were swept and buoyed, and are ready
to receive ships. hlinefields were located according to previous intelli gence;
99 mines have been swept up. TG 33.12.2 (ULITHI GVE Group) made a fibhter sweep
over YAP while enroute ULITHI; no planes or shipping were observed; the main airfield was full of holes; the new airfield was inactive but appeared to be iC)"J
- Continued fair shape •
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Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 22 Sept 15 D-24's struck CHICHI
JIMA, sinking a barge and scoring near misses on an AK; explosions were observed
in the harbor area. On the sam.e day strikes were nade a[;ainst MARCUS by 2 B-24' s,
PAGAN by 4 P-47's, ROTA by F4U's, PONAPE by B-25's, and JALUIT by F4U's.
ComGenPOA 230030 (pink) cor:u:tents on CinCSWPA 201330 (pink) in accordance
with CinCPOA 211048.
JCS 222230 (pink) outlines plans for the provision of land-based air support
from CHINA.
SEARAVEJI ( SS 106), operating KURIL1m, attacked an enemy convoy on night
15 Sept; sank 1 AK and obtained 2 possible hits out of 4 torpedoes fired at an
AK and l DD escort; 1 fishing trawler vras sunk by gunfire on the 4th.
JiADDO (SS 255) repo~ts rescuing l dovvned aviato r from LANGLEY (Cvt 27)
on morning 22 Sept; pilot was uninjured.
Only search plane activity was reported by SWP air forces on 21st and on
night 21-22. On the 22nd 62 F4U's and SBD's attacked and destroyed a number
\
of huts in the RABAt~ Area.
~ ~A~ ~\o-«-C'"""'-'~ o.."""".\ ..t.. \~ ~c.-"'- ~1"S. ("£+'-''"'"""'•~ f"\:A«'- ~fw'Co- t)b\\4~~ .
*~
23 September (Oahu date)
At 0245 (I) on 24 September the enemy, using 13 barges and 1 motor sampan,
attempted resupply and reinforcement (700 men of 2nd Bn, 15th Inf Regt) of PELELIU
from KOROR ISLAND. The barces were sighted NE of PELELIU, and were engaged by
the H. L.• EDWARDS (DD), 4 LCI(G)'s, and LVT(A)'s stationed on the reef. 8 barges
were observed to explode; 10 wrecked barces were observed. after dawn on the reefs
NE of PELELIU, and some enemy stragglers who were on the reefs were strafed. All
barges vrere believed destroyed, thour~h some stragglers probably reached shore
without equipment. 1st 1JarDiv continued its attack ·maintaining pressure on right
front and pushinr; forward on left front to include GARBKORU VILLAGE and the western section of the mountain range extending southward therefrom.
On ANGATJR 8lst InfDiv continued mopping-up operations, and initiated the
base development plan.
Our casualties to date:
Unit
1st r\IarDiv
8lst JnfDiv
Totals

KIA

VliA

HIA

Total

544
82

3497

397

2

4438
783

4H~6

399

5221

626

69P

7148 of the enemy have been killed on Pl-~LELIU, 865 on ANGAUR, for a total of
8013. 9 prisoners have been taken ( 4 on PELBLIU, 5 on 1\.~TGAUR).
8 planes of V1·rF-541(1J) plus 3 transport planes, 1 TBF, and 4 PBY -5A' s
arrived PEL1"'1IU and are now based on the airfield. The 1TVT-SE runway is available ·
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for takeoff and land.in[~; limited e;as is available; NE runway is 5 percent completed. 25 nines have been swept up off AHGAUR durinE the past 2 days. YUS-19,
while sweeping alone E coast of AlTGAlm. struck a mine and sank; casualties were
9 missing.
Com3rdFlt 240124 stmarizes results of strikes by TG's 38.1, 38.2, und 38.3
against LUZ01J on 21 and 22 September (I); gives total box score of 3rd Fleet
damage inflicted on the enemy during the period 31 Aucust (I) to 22 September (I),
inclusive.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 22 and 23 September }:TILLE was
attacked by F4U's and HALOELAP by SBD's. On the 23rd strikes were made against
NAURU, JALTTIT, v:oTJE, PAGAN, and TIVO JD,IA. 10 B-24' s hit Cl1ICHI JIMA on the 23rd,
with some of the effort being directed against AMI JThTA and HAHA JTh'[A.
SHAD (SS 235) operating S HOlSHU reports in 7 attacks sank 1 mediun .AP, 1
CHIDORI DD, and 1 SAGA-type PG; damaged l snall AK, 1 mediun AK, and l unseen
medium ship. SHAD was missed by 2 torpedoes which passed very close to the bow;
this attack took place n of HACHIJO Jll1A.
APOGON (SS 308) sank by gunfire l trawler-type patrol vessel 640 miles N
of MARCUS on 23 September. ·
PLAICE (SS 390) at 232240 GCT position 29-121J, l29-40E (185 miles NE of
OKINAYTA) attacked enemy force of 2 FUSO-class BB' s and 4 DD' s on cour se 230 speed
16; obtained 4 hits in one of the BB's.
PLUNGER (SS 179) (STIPA) summarizes 12th war patrol. Operating on l ifeguard
station off TRlffi sank 1 5000-ton AK on morninb 13 August which was aground on
MINTO REEF ( E of TRlffi).
RICHARDSON 231022 (pink) submits renarks and recommendations on memorandwn
to CINCSYJPA and CINCPOA dated 21 September 1944, subject: "Coordination of
Operations."
no recent reports of mTI? air force activities have been received.
24 September (Oahu date)
lst MarDiv resuo.ed the attack on PELELIU on 25 Sept (I) with 32lst InfReg
(on the left) attacking to the eastward. Only light enemy resistance was encountered. The ridce line was secured to the north as far as GAREKORU VILLAGE. Our
line was then extended 2600 yards to the north followinG the road which parallels
the coast)being 200-400 yards inland.
OUr casualties to date:
}TIA
HIA
KIA
Unit
398
3558
562
lst UarDiv
3
737
98
8lst InfDiv
401
4295
660
Total
7313 of the eneny ·have been killed on PELELIU, 975 on AJ'TGAUR for a
11 prisoners have been taken (6 on PELELIU, 5 on ANGAUR).
- Continued -
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4518
838
5356
total of 8288.
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CTG 33J 9 reports that evidence from natives and general appearance of
islands indicate Ja.ps evacuated ULITHI several :months ago. Unloading is practicall
complete. Six mines have been swept up. CTG 33J 9 expects to turn the comr.1and
of ULITHI over to CTG 10.15 on the 25th.
CTF 57 210330 sunmarizes operat±ons 16-20 September inclusive.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On night 23-24 Sept NAURU was heckled
by 1 Nary Landcat. HARGUS was bombed on the 23rd and 24th by 2 B-25's. On the
24th strikes were made against ROTA, HOTJE, and tTALUIT.
BARBERO (SS 317) reports neutralization by bombardment of radar station
on BATAG ISLAND (lJ. SAMAR) on nights 23 and 24 Sept.
NAUTII..tJS ( SS 168) ( SHPA) reports that she is aground in HINDANAO DEBP. An
attempt will be rflade to refloat at 0300 on the 26th; if unsuccessful the submarine
will be destroyed.
SULTAN 241225 (pink) discusses employnent of aircraft of 14th AF and 20th
Bomber Comnand October, 1944 - February, 1945.
GHQ, Sv:JPA (hlacArthur) 241551 (pink) discusses air attacks in support of
operations against the PHILIPPINES .
CinCPac 250131 (pink) directs breaking up present submarine "Zoo't (screen
established off LUZON prior to and during STALEHATE).
CinCPOA 250856 (pink) assigns tasks to forces of HATISHALLS-GILBnRTS Area,
effective 1 October.
CinCPOA 250919 (pink) furn i shes information re rehabilitation of 24th Corps,
disposition and future enployment of 8lst InfDiv and 77th InfDiv.
Shipping strikes were the only reported activities of SWP air forces on
the 22nd. A 700-ton vessel was probably sunk in DARVEL BAY, NE BORNEO. "1 2,000-to
vessel and 1 700-ton ve s s el were sunk near west shore DAVAO GULF. A 3,000-ton
vessel was damaged by strafing off NW coast of LEYTE ISLAND. 5 sailint; boats
(80-90 feet) were dar1ae;ed off N coast BOEROE ISLAND and 1 was sunk. On the 21st
1 700-ton vessel was sunk off N coast of BOR1~0.
/11 ~
~/ Vv
25 September (Oahu date)
On 26 September (I) 5th Mar Ret;t completed its movement to west arm of PELELIU, and by nightfall had completed seizure of the radio station, cutting off all
communication fron the N to enemy forces resisting on illJURSROGOL MT. Durine the
night heavy caliber mortar fire from NGESEBUS fell in the 5th Mar Regt perimeter,
causing some casualties. 5th Mar Regt succeeded in widening its position to a
depth of 600 yards, extending S from the radio station to a distance of 1500 yards;
the enemy from positions on the high ground offered heavy resistance, employing
artillery and many automatic weapons. Further south the 32lst Inf continued to
elim'nate enemy pill-boxes on the ma.in ridge, and captured two prominent peaks.
Still further south, 7th Mar Regt continues its effort to encircle ~OGOL MT
where our advance has been impeded for four straight days.
A
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PELELIU fighter strip and parking area for 50 planes have been completed.
The bomber strip is 20 percent complete. The ANGAUR site is suitable for a 6200foot runway which will require 15 days to complete.
Our casual ties to date:
Unit

KIA

WIA

MIA

1st MarDiv
8lst InfDiv

580
106

3639
769

401
5

Total

686

4408

406

Total
--4620
880
5500

731:3 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 979 on ANGAUR, for a total of
8292.
McCOY REYNOLDS (De ) reports at 252130 GCT sank enemy submarine NE of PALAU,
position 09-14N, 136-40E.
Merchant ships MISSIOUA.."R.Y RIDGE and DON MARQUIS collided on the 26th in
position 02-25S, 147-15E (SE of MANUS); the latter ship was afire; a rescue vessel
(BURDEKIN) at 261136 GCT was picking up survivors, reporting ship on fire forward
of bridge; requested salvage tugs be sent immediately.
Merchant ship ELIHU THOMPSON, en route EFATE to NOUMEA ran into minefield
S of PORCUPINE ISLAND (SE coast N~l CALEDONIA) at about 252130, striking two mines.
ComSoPac at 260557 GCT reported that ship was successfully towed into GREAT ROADS,
and beached. Casualties were undetermined, but believed to be light.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. date): On 24 September 16 B-24's bombed harbor
facilities and small shipping at CHICHI JIMA, while 1 B-24 hit HAHA JIMA!I On the
same day MILLE and JALUIT were attacked by SBD's.
Cincpac 242346 ·establishes procedure governing the use, of surface escorts
in the POA; effective on receipt and cancels all previous directives.
Cincpoa 250421 directs ComFwdArea to establish a command designated 1'Naval
Air Bases GUAM", about 15 October.
GHQ, SWPA 250715 approves agreements Memorandum No. 21, September 1944, signed
by Rear Admiral Sherman and Major General Chamberlain.
Cincpoa 251705 merges the ~~RSHALLS and GILBERTS sub-areas, effective 1 October, and to be designated the !JIARSHALLS-GILBERTS Area; defi..nes limits; establishes
TF 96.
In the CELEBES on 23 September (I) an unspecified number of B-24's and B-25's
dropped 56 tons on :MAPANGAT and SIDATE; 3 ineffective fighters intercepted.
CERAM-BOEROE area was hit on the 23rd a..."ld 24th. B-25' s attacked AMAHAI on both
days and the NAMLEA airdromes were hit on the 24th. B-24's dropped 66 tons on
LIANG. BOELA and small shipping off SE CERAM were hit by 4 B-25's and 6 Beaufighters; 3 barges were destroyed. 12 P-47's cratered the KAOE runway on HAL1~
HERA on the 23rd, while 1 B-24 hit TANIMBAR. Attacks continued on the 23rd against
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25 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

the VOGELKOP airdrm'1es; 60 fighter bombers participated in the attacks. 3 PBY
search planes attacking in the PHILIPPINE area on ni.ght 23-24 September (I)
report sinking 2 DE's, 1 seaplane tender, and firing 1 lugger.

26 Se~tember (Oahu date)
Assault forces on PELBLIU continued the attack on 2? September (I), and by
1800 had completed occupation of the island except for a small portion in the
Enemy remnants on ANGAUR attempted infiltration of our
NE tip and TJII.1URBROGOL 11T.
lines without success. Unloading is being hampered by rough seas.
Our casualties to date:
Unit
1st MarDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

vYIA

HIA

Total

599
130

3793
912

369
7

4761
1049

729

4705

376

5810

I

7517 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 1020 on ANGAUR, for a total of
8537.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. Dates): On 25 September TRtffi was heavily
attacked by- 26 B-24's which concentrated against ETEN and shipping in the harbor;
results were unreported. On the sa.rne day 13 13-24's hit nro J .U.:A, encoun;tering
intense AA fire and 4 age;ressive fighters; one enemy fichter was shot down; 3
B-24's were danagcd. On 26 September recormaissance strikes were made against
PONAPE, MARCUS, and HAKE. F4U's attacked ~IILLE on the 26th, while neutralization
of PAGAN and ROTA was continued.
(SS 2-00) operating SW of r:YUSHU reports results.
tender, one mediwn AK, and one medim1 AO; danaged one AO.
THHESH1~R

Sank one submarine

PARGO (SS 264) (SWPA) operating off N tip BORNEO reports 3 hits in 1 planeloaded AV at 252000 GCT.
MUSKALLTJ1TGE (SS 262) (SWPA) surru]arizes 4th war patrol. Operating S CHINA
SEA sank l HAKATAKE DD; damae;ed 1 7500-ton AK and 1 10,000-ton AP.
In the North J)acific on 25 September 8 B-24' s bombed PARAJI,. JSRIRU; 13 enem;y'
fighters intercepted, of which l was shot down and 7 were damaged; l 13-24 landed
on KAJ,,~CHATKA while the remaining 7 returned to base. 1 of 4 starting PV' s bombed
S1ffiiBACHI; 3 planes were forced back b;y fit;hters; all planes returned safely.
CinCSl:.JPA (1lacAETJTIJR) 260523 (pink) discusses capabilities of 14th Air Force
and employment of 20th Air Force; sugr;ests that CG of U.S. forces in CIIINA-SUID:tAINDIA be authorized by CG USAAF to c oordinate strikes by 14th and 20th AF in
support of SM>~ and 3rd Fleet operations in the FOffi!OSA area; coordination of
land-based and carr jer-based aviation to be arranGed directly between Cincpoa
and CG of US Forces in CIIDJA-BURJ\,1A-I1TDIA.
208~ ,
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Cincpoa 262316 (pink) outlines employment of submarines in support of K2
operations.
On 24 September (I) 11 P-40's bombed and strafed a small craft and village
along SE coast of CERAJVl, while l B-24 fired an oil dump at KENDARI (CELEBES).
On the sam.e day 21 P-40' s bombed runways in UTARO~..i; on the preceding day 8 barges
on the N coast of BATANTA ISLAND (W VOGELKOP) were attacked with unreported
Air neutralization of the BIS1IAHCKS-SOL<l··IONS area continued on the 23rd
results~
with attacks against BOUGAINVILLE by 100 planes and against RABAUL by 7 planes.
Com3rdFlt 230424 (Pink) outlines plans for employment of TF 38
and during LEYTE Operation.
27 September (Oahu date)

~r~l)

r·v

el~

Com3rdFlt 272330 summarizes results of strikes by TG's 38.1, 38.2., and 38.3
on 24 Sept (I) acainst the VISAYAS.
The NVf-SE airstrip on PELELIU is now operational for 3900 feet; estimated
date of completion of runway and dispersal area required by Base Development Plan
is 5 Oct. The AGANA Field, south strip, will be asphalt surfaced 150 feet by 6,000
feet with completion date 15 Oct; north strip will be reconstructed to 7,000 feet
coral surface following completion of south strip.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On night 26-27 Sept 2 B-24's heckled
vfAKE, dropping 5 tons with unobserved results. On the 27th • ingle planes heckled
Neutralization of PAGAN and ROTA was continued on the 27th.
D70 JJJ\!A and YAP.
On the same day 1 strikes were conducted a~ainst lTA1ffiU, JAL UIT, vJOTJE and MILLE.
GUARDFISH ( SS 217) 1 Operating YELLOV/ SEA, reports at 281015 GCT destroyed
2 floating mines and sank l small AO.
PLAICE (SS 390) 1 operating NA1TSEI SHOTO, reports sinking 1 lare;e AP and
l escort with 5 hits at 261650 GCT.
In the North Pacific on 27 Sept 4 D-24's from 11th AF bombed SURIBACHI
without opposition with unobserved results.
CinCPOA 271520 (Pink) outlines pror,ram of VLR construction at TINIAlT.
DepCom Air Force 271946 (Pink) discusses VLR construction at TINIAN.
Com3rdFl t 272150 (Pink) concurs in 1IacArthur' s reconnendations for support
by CHINA based aircraft (refers to MacArthur 260523 Sept).
CinCPOA 280150 (Pink) requests operational completion dates of VLR strips
on TINIAN.
On 25 Sept (I) LANGOAN (CELEBES) runways were hit by 16 B-25's, escorted
by 11 P-38's. The KEJJDARI airfields and bivouac areas were attacked by 20 B-24's
with P-38 escort. In these two strikes 8 enemy fiEhters intercepted; 3 were shot
down; 1 P-38 was lost. The bombers sank 1 small AK. On the following day 2 B-24's
bonbed the KElJDARI Airdrome.
- Continued -
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On the 24th and 25th 11 B-24' s bombed LAUTl'.l\1 ( TTh10R), causing fires in
the town and among defensive positions. CAPE CHATEI{ was hit by 3 B-24's. On
the 25th the LOLOBATA (HALMAHERA) Airfield, and storage and bivouac areas in
west KAOE BAY were attacked by 32 A-20's and 15 P-38's; at the same time 3 sea
trucks in Y1AS ILE BAY v.rere destroyed.
On the 24th BOELA (CERAM) fuel tanks, waterfront, and jetty were bombed
by 26 B-25's and 12 P-38's. 16 P-38's dive bombed the KAIRATOE Airfield on the
24th, while 5 B-24's hit HAROEKOE. On the following day 5 P-40 's conducted a
shipping strike off SVJ coast of CERAM, while 18 B-24's cratered the old NAMLEA
(BOEROE) airstrips. On the 26th 6 B-25's bombed LIANG, 9 P-40's attacked 11
small craft S of CER.A11, and 4 fighters and 2 B-24's hit other AMBON targets.
On the 24th and 26th medium, attack, and fiEhter bombers hit enemy installations along north coast of NEW GUINF.A, concentrating against WEWAK and UTEROM.
Small strikes were continued against VOGELKOP targets. Neutralization of the
I3IS11ARCKS-SOLONIONS Area continued on the 23rd, 24th, and 25th.
Admiral Uimi tz, Rear Ad.Yrliral Sherman, and other staff members departed
PEARL for SAN FRl-\.!'JCISCO.

28 September (Oahu date)
Prec eded by heavy naval and air bombardment, and artillery preparation, 5th
Mar Regt on 28 September (I) landed on NG:CSEBUS ISLATJD in a shore-to-shore movement·. Leading waves were preceded by amphibious tanks and were supported by
General Sherman tanks. The attack proceeded against light oppo s ition and by 1800
a l l of the islands of NGESEBUS and KOJJGARU had been taken except a small portion
of NE tip of EONGARU where remnants of the enemy were being mopped up. Other
elements of 5th Mar Regt continued operations on P·ELELIU to seize the no r thern
portion of PELELIU; by 1800 all but one peak and a small adjacent area in the
northern part of PELELIU had been secured. 32lst Inf Regt continued its advance
S against 1ThkURBROGOL MT where the enemy continues to resist. 8lst InfDiv on
A1JGAUR continued reduction of enemy pocket on TTW tip o:f' island where enemy
continues to fight with automatic vYeapons from caves and pill boxes. Heavy rain
squalls with ·westerly winds stopped unloading on western beaches, and unloading
on eastern beaches has been retarded. PELELIU bomber strip is 35 percent complete,
east taxiway 30 percent complete, 2nd south taxiway 75 percent complete, and first
south taxiway is complete; space is available for 96 , fighters.
Our casualties a-s of 1800 28 September (I):
Unit
lst I~I arDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

WIA

MIA

Total

633
143

39-35
1061

369
10

4937
1214

776

4996

379

6151

8450 of the enemy have been k illed on PBLELIU, 1030 on AJJGAUR, for a total of
9480; 126 prisoners have been taken on PELELIU, 5 on ANGAUR, for a total of 131.
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28 September (Oahu date - cont'd)

On 29 September (I) 5th Mar Regt completed capture of KONGARU ISLAND and
occupied the small unnamed island to the east of KONGARU ISLAND. On PEI.E'tiU some
of the enemy are still hiding out in caves in the northern portion where cleaning
up operations by 5th Mar Regt are underway. Enemy positions on tn.IURBROGOL HT
continue to resist stubbornly and but little proGress was n1ade during the day.
Durin~ the night 28-29 Septernber (I) infiltrating enemy carrying grenades caused
some casual ties to 7th ~~~ar Regt (7th Mar Regt was operating against S slopes of
UMTJRBROGOL MT). Operations to clean up caves and pillboxes in NW lake region
ANGAUR are progressing slowly. Bad weather continues and unloading is difficult.
10 mines were swept during the past two days off S and SE coast of ANGATJR. 16
F4U' s cratered the BABELTliUAP airstrip with ll hits. PELELIU bomber strip is 40
percent complete.

Our casualties as of' 1800 29 September (I):
Unit
lst Mar Div
8lst Inf Div
Total

KIA

WIA

656
165

4035
1176

364

10

5055
1351

821

5211

374

6406

~,1IA

Total

871 7 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 1055 on ANGAUR, for a total of
9772; 158 prisoners have been taken on PELELIU, 5 on ANGAUR, for a total of 163.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 27 September 2 B-24's dropped 5
tons on WAKE. On the 28th PAGAN was struck by 22 P-47's, while 18 B-24's hit
naval installations on CHICHI JJ:MA.
SKATE (SS 305) operating off E coast of OKINAWA reports at 291429 GCT obtained 1 hit in a 5-ship, 7-escort convoy on course 010.
FLASHER (SS 249) reports that she was unable to close 2 BB's at 270530 (H)
position 15-50N, 117 -OOE ( 100 miles ~t of LUZOU) course 195, speed unknown.
On 27 September (I) NIANADO and EAPAHGET, CELEBES, were attacked by 23 B-24's,
starting fires in building areas; there was no interception. On the same day 18
B-24 1 s bombed HAROEKOE ( CERMir), cratering the runway and destroying 2 grounded
planes. 9 B-25's bombed the OED NAMLEA (BOEROE) airdrome, while 17 B-25's fired
oil tanks at BOELA ( CERMI). Enemy installations on AMBON and small shipping in
the A1iB01J area were attacked by 2 B-24' s, 6 B-25' s, and 18 P-38' s. Single search
planes continued to attack shipping in the PHILIPPDTES area, near BORNEO, and in
the CELEBES area.

29 September (Oahu date)
CTF 36 (Major General Julian Smith) reports at 300132 GCT that all objectives
assigned his force have been occupied except that isolated enemy groups continue
stubborn and fanatical resistance from caves on UJ\tURBROGOL. 1\IT on PELJ<.LIU, and in
a small area near the lake region in NVf ANGAUR; assault forces are clearing these
caves; base development has been initiated and can proceed without local enemy
interference.
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CTF 57 260740 summarizes operations 21-25 September, inclusive.
Operations of TF 59 (E. Long. dates): On 28 September TRUK was hit by 14
B-24's which concentrated 33 tons against the airfield and installations on FARAM·
SED's hit TAROA gun positions on the 28th, and a single reconnaissance plane
heckled NAURU on the preceding night. On the 29th strikes were made against
VfOTJE and lTARCUS, and neutralization of PAGAN continued.
On 1 October (I) Rear Admiral Alva D. Bernard assumed command of MARSHALLSGILT3ERTS Area and command of TF 96.
GHQ SWFA (MacARTHUR) 280238 (pink) outlines plans for LEYTE operation.
MARSHALL 281252 (pink) discusses provisions for bases for eventual British
Fleet operations in the PACIFIC.
War Department 290357 (pink) discusses operations of 20th Air Force; confirmation paraphrase of 36341 passed by HA~IOT to Admiral McMORRIS for NIMITZ in
original form by hand.
ARNOLD 292317 (pink) announces that operations of 20th Bomber Cormna.nd in
support of PACIFIC operations will be directed by Hq 20th AF, in same manner as
strategic operations are directed.
On 28 September (I) minor strikes against shipping were made at ILLANA BAY
(PHIJl.JIPPINES), SV.f HAJ.MA.BERA, and CER.I\1\I; a 1000-ton AK and 1 barge were sunk; a
1000-ton AK and an 80-foot vessel were damaged ; 4 small craft were sunk. 12 R-25 ' s
and 1 PBY caused a large explosion and silenced a gun position at MAOErV1ERI (FLORES
ISLAl\TDS), while 2 fighter bombers strafed enemy troops at CAPE LIL.J (HE HALMAHERA).
:Minor strikes were made against LANGGOER (KAI ISLANDS) and against SAUI\11AKK I
(TANJ11BAR ISLAND). On the 26th and 27th 32 sorties were flown against VOGELKOP
airdromes and against the MANOKVfARI area. On the 28th 8 fighter bombers hit CAPE
MOEM in the viEHAK area. On 26th and 27th neutralization of the BISMARCKS-SOLOHONS
area continued with strikes a~:;ainst KAVIENG; RABAUL, and BOUGAIJ.JviLLE.
J/
~/'

V

30 September (Oahu date)

{

tt.V

(f..Y

CTF 32 (R.Adm. Fort) report of 1800 30 Sept states that PELELIU, ANGAUR,
NGESEBUS and KONGARU have been captured and occupied. 1st Ua.rines commenced
loading for evacuation of PELELIU.
Our casualties as of 1800 30 September:
-WIA

MIA

TOTAL

1st Ma.rDiv
669
81st InfDiv 181
Total
850

4019
1282
5301

356
10
366

5044
1473
6517

Enemy killed:
POW's:

9076 (PELELIU), 1070 (ANGAUR) - 10,146
180 (PELELIU),
5 (ANGAUR) 185

Unit

KIA

- Continued -
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TREPANG (SS 412) reports at 301815 GCT attackinr, a 3-ship, 3-escort convoy
in position 30-32lJ, 138-l?E (NVf of BONDTS), course 210, speed 7.9. Reports sinking l large AO.
SNAPPER (SS 185) reports l hit in AK at 010013 GCT Oct in convoy position
28-22N, l39-30E (VI of BONINS), course 160.
~~acARTHUR 30112? (pink) confirms conference S1/P Area and 3rd Fleet, 29
Sept, re coordination of air operations for K-2 operation.

GHQ SvfPA (!v1acARTHUR) 301315 (pink) leaves further coordination to Cincpoa.,
DepCom 20th AF, and ComGen CBI, as sucgested in ARIJOLD 292317 (pink); re operations
of 20th Bomber Comr1and in support of Pacific operations.
On the 30th at PELELIU F4U' s attacked Jap caves on illJURBHOGOL MT with 500
and 1,000-lb bombs. On the night of lst - 2nd an ASP plane reported attacking
a positive submarine 60 miles NW of PELELTIT with no results from special anna.ment.
Friendly forces through Com7thFleet report destruction fro.o the VISAYAN
attack by planes of TF 38 on the 13th and 14th of September; on NEGROS ISLAFD
137-147 planes were destroyed on the grou11d; extensive oil and gas dumps were also
destroyed. On PANAY ISLAND 23 planes and 2,000 drums of gas were destroyed. On
LEYTE ISLAND 4 planes were shot down and 35 hit on the gr01.md; 9 merchant vessels
were sunk, burned, or beached, and 1,000 drUJns of c;as destroyed.
On the

2~)th

a PBY destroyed a schooner off the N coast of MINDAlTAO.

On the 29th l PBY off FE BORNBO reports destruction of a 4,000-ton freightertransport, 3 small AK's, and 6 heavily laden cargo barc;es. On the 28th a B-24
attacked a DD off the SE CELEBES and on the 2~1th a PBY attacked a large AP off
11W CELF~BES •
IYEHAK.

In NE\7 GUINEA, air strikes continued against enemy fields at VOGELKOP and

In the Central Pacific Area on the 29th a B-24 snooper dropped l ton on the
airfield at HfO LTIMA. 9 tons of bombs were dropped on the island of PAGAN on the
30th. On the same day VF dropped 15 tons on JALTTIT and TIOT~TE, and VB dropped 25
tons on HILLE and r ~.ALOELAP.
In the North Pacific 2 B-24's from 11th AF bombed SHIMUSillJ with unobserved
results.

1 October (Oahu date)
CTF 32 (Rear Admiral Fort) report of 1800 l October states that it is a
slow and difficult process reducinr; caves on both islands, with slight progress
being made.
Our casualties to date:
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l October (Oahu date - cont'd)
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Unit
lst MarDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

WIA

1.T IA

Total

692
210

4151
1357

358
13

5201
1580

902

5508

371

6781

9076 of·the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 1075 on AlTGAUR, for a total of
10,151; 180 prisoners have been taken on PELELIU, 7 on ANGAUR, for a total of
187.
Heather is moderating but surf still hinders unloading. Estimated date of
completion of the runways and taxiways on A!,TGAUR airfield is 20 October. Establislunent of military r;overnment on ANGAUR took place in the presence of Com3rdFlt.
The attack and occupation phase at ULITHI officially terminated at 0800 (I)
3 October. ComTaskFor 57 assumes responsibili tJr under Com3rdFl t for its development in conformity with Cincpoa directives.
ASPRO (SS 309) reports at 300430 GCT September obtained 2 hits in a large
MARU of a 7-ship southbound convoy off the W coast of LUZON.
BAILEY (DD 492) reports being severely strafed in 3 successive attacks at
2045 (I) l October at PALAU; 3 officers and 6 men were killed.
Com3rdFlt 021612 (pink) indicates practicability of striking entire FORMOSA
area with carrier planes during attacks of 12 and 13 October and desires 14th
and 20th Air rorces concentrate on CHINA coast.

~
DepCom 20th AF 012138 j outlines
dates for completion of VLR strips on TIUIAN.
\~~~'

Cincpoa 020035~utlines scheduled fast carrier strikes in October and
requests coordination by strikes with the 14th and 20th Air Forces on appropriate
targets other than those under attack by the fast carrier forces.
SULTAN Oll017Z (pink) refers to land-based support of HacArthur's operations
by the 14th AF.
A B-24 strike of 9 planes was directed against TWO JThTA on the lst; 7-} tons
were dropped on the airfield; 8 eneny fiehters intercepted. One B-24 was destroyed
prior to reaching the target, and 4 officers plus 6 air cre~en are missing. Each
of the remaining eight planes was slir;htly damaged; one officer killed and one
wounded. A PB4Y boPlbed and strafed a small AK 330 miles y; of C3ICHI JU'l.A. on the
2nd; results negative. In the Z.AJ\1BOANGA area (H of HHT DA~JAO) a PBY on the 30th
probably sank a 10,000-ton oiler.
Rear Admiral C. II . J·Id .T orris appointed to temporary rank
USN, to rank from 23 September 1944.
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2 October (Oahu date)

CTF 32- (R. Adm. Fort) report of 1800 2 October states that there was a twohour red alert commencing at 1956 (I), caused by a single enemy float plane. 2
bombs were dropped causing no damage. The enemy attempted to infiltrate during
the ni gh t but was repulsed with considerable casualties. The enemy is coYitinuing
the refusal to surrender on both islands. Unloading ceased due to sudden severe
squalls and winds from·the SW. 31ST's and 1 LGT were caur;ht while beached and
are reported to be in serious difficulty.
The P}.;LELIU bomber strip is reported to be 63 percent complete.
Our casualties to date:
Unit
1st ~~arDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

WIA

EIA

Total

716
228

4345
1378

270
13

5331
1619

944

5723

283

6950

9363 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 1075 on ANGAUR, for a total of
10,438; 193 prisoners hRve been taken on PELELIU, 7 on ANGAUR, for a total of 200.
HA1..IT\1ERREAD (SS 364) reports contacting 5 HARU' s plus escorts off NW BORNEO
coast, resultinG in the sinking of 4 ships.
ThiS 385 struck a mine while engat;ed in mine sweeping operations at TJLITHI.
Casualties are reported as medium.

One submarine was attacked 75 miles ENE of PELELIU by the CAPERTON (DD 650)
with unknovm results.
Com,3rdFleet dispatch states that the typhoon in the ULITHI area has necessitated fleet units putting to sea.
46 B-24's attacked BALIKPAPAJT (B ORNEO ) shipping, runway, and paraffin refineries; 25-30 lJap anese planes intercepted, 3 enemy fi[~hters being shot down. 3
B-24' s -vwre likewise destroyed.
3 October (Oahu date)
CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) summanJ as of 1800 (I) 3 October indicates that there
was little change in the situation on PELELIU. The casualties as of this date
are:
Unit
1st ~.IarDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

YIIA

MIA

Total

724
239

4413
1408

269
13

5406
1660

963

5821

282

7066

Enemy killed to date: P.ELELIU 9542, AJJGAUR 1101, total 10,643.
213, ANGAUR 7, total 220. Interned civilians: 6 on ANGAUR.

POW's:

PBLELIU
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3 October (Oahu date - cont'd)
Heavy weather continue d and prevente d unloadin g.
of the PELELIU bomber strip is 6 October.

Estimate d completi on date

SHELTON (DE 407) was torpedoe d by a submarin e at about 0830 (I) 3 October
in the vicinity of IdOROTAI. Casual tier are reported unknown but the survivor
s are
aboard the RO\IlELL (DE 403).
Cincpoa 040305 (pink) requests 20th Air Force attack on OKAYJIJJA (FORlTOSA
)
either prior to or after the fast carrier attacks on that target.
Cincpoa 040309 (pink) requests 14th Air Force to make no attacks on FOR!tTOSA
while fast carriers are attackin g tarcet.
ARNOLD YiARX 40740 (0322202 ) (pink) outlines schedule of 20th Bomber Command
strikes in support of forthcom inE fast carrier attacks.
Photogra phic coverage by D-29' s of OKilJAHA Jll.IA on the lst showed a total
of 101 eneny planes.
Supplem entary reports of the raid on BALIKPAPAN (BORNEO) outlined in 2
October sumr:1ary indicate 70 B-24's took part in this strike, instead of
46.
Admiral Nimitz, tog;ethe r with staff members, returned from a conferen
ce
on the West Coast.

4 October (Oahu date)
CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) sumnary as of 1800 (I) 4 October reports continua
nce
of moppint; -up operation E: on PELELIU . Wind and sea conditio ns continue
to prevent
unload inc;. An LST ( 579) struck a floating mine off the EE coast of A2'TGAUR
and
sank.
Our ca.suA.lt ies to date:
Unit
lst MarDiv
8lst InfDiv
Total

KIA

HIA

JI.JIA

Total

749
247

45G3
1421

267
13

5579
1681

99G

5984

280

7260

Eneny killed: PEL"H~LIU 9878, ANGAUR 1109, total 10,987.
A1JGAUR 7, total 220.

Pm7's:

PELELIU 213,

POt~FRET ( SS 3Dl) reports s inki.Jl(.; l nedim11 A.[ and (.~ hits L1
a larEe AK in a
southbou nd CO"lvoy s of rcm_OSA on the nir;ht of 2 October ..

Supplerw mto.l re:,ort received on tLo torpedoi nr; of the SIIBLTO J (DE 407)
off
states that she sank with a loss of ll dend or missing .

T~OtOTAI

Cincpon 050543 (pink) refers to n.<lvisab ili ty of inflicti ng las tine; dar1age
on faciliti es at FomrosA in view of the chance in objectiv es for future
operatio ns.
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4 October (Oahu date - cont'd)

Cincpoa 050G44 (pink) advises that CATTSEHAY operation is deferred and e;ives
target dates for IYJn JD.1A and OKinAWA operations.

5 October (Oahu date)

CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) sumnary as of 1800 5 October (I) states that reduction
of enemy pockets on PELBLIU continues with slow progress being made. Unloading
reswned on both PELELIU and ANGAUR although the surf still interferes. Rations
were carried to PELELIU by both plane and LCT and the shortegeis reported to be
no longer critical. VF dropped 8 tons of bombs on the BABELTHUAP airfield and
reported no evidence of repair to the airstrip on which are 18 craters.
A report on storm damage at ULITHI indicates that 65 LCVP were lost and 14
LCM were on the beach, probably not salvagable. An LCT (1052) was sunk and 2 additional LCT's are on the beach but may be salvaged.
Our casualties to date:
Unit
1st MarDiv
8lst TnfDiv
Total

KIA

WIA

MIA

Total

771
251

4650

1465

267
13

1729

1022

6115

280

7417

5688

9931 of the enemy have been killed on PELELIU, 1112 on ANGAUR, for a total of
11,043; 214 prisoners have been t~ken o~ PELELIU, 7 on A~GAUR, for a total of
221. Interned civilians, ANGAUR 6.
Cincpoa 052014 directs ComAirPac to keep CarDiv 11 (SARATOGA, RANGER) potentially available for combat duty.
ComFwdArea 052243 outlines his recommendations for infantry defenses in the
MARIAIIAS.
Cincpoa 060202 (pink) states that his submarine dispositions are such as to
cover movements of enemy carriers believed to be in the EMPIRE and requests information from CinCSWPA as to location of his submarines for interception of fleet
·
movements from LHJGGA and BRUNEI BAY.
Cominch 031655 outlines proposed nodification of defense in ALASKA.
ComAlSeaFron 052357 indicates concurrence in proposed modification of
defense in ALASKA.
air strikes wBre again carried out in the AMBON-CERA]A: area and another
strike was directed on BALIKPAPAN. In this latter mission 40 B-24' s attacked the
rBfineries and were attacked by 40 intercepting fighters. 19 e eM.~r fighters were
shot down; 7 B-24's were lost.
Hea.v~r
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6 October (Oahu date)
CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) swrunary as of 1800 October 7 (I) reports continued
attacks on UMURBROGOL MT. from both the north and south-. Attack was supported
by artillery and tanks; some progress being made. PELELIU bomber strip is completed and useable (6,000 feet).
Our casualties to date (1800 Oct. 7):
Unit

KIA

1st MarDiv
filst InfDiv
Total

7'79
262
1041

WIA

MIA

TOTAL

4685
1518
6203

265
13
278

5729
1'793
7522

POW's to date: PELELIU 214., At\fGAUR
10, total 224. Interned civilians:
ANGAUR 6. Enemy killed to date: PELELIU 10,083, ANGAUR 1,128, total 11,211.
ASPRO (SS 309) reports sinking 3 AK's and possibly 1 large tanker in
the past four days off the west coast of LUZON.
VTrlALE (SS 239) on the 6th put 5 torpedoes in a large tanker south of
FORMOSA (confirmation of this sinking follows).
SEAqORSE (SS 304) on the 6th sank a DD engaged in picking up survivors
from the VffiALE's victim in the area south of FOR110SA.
CinCPOA 070433 outlines the decision to entrust air defense of groups
of islands to a single Air Defense Command.
CinCPOA 071125 (pink) covers the Warning Order on the strike against
the Japanese homeland.
CinCPOA 070650 outlines the establishment of the Naval Operattng Base,

GUA1i as a subordinate command of the Island Commander, GUAM.

CinCPOA 070236 (pink) requests recommendations from ComNorPac as to
objectives to be seized in the operations against the KURILES.

7

Octobe~

(Oahu date)

CTF 32 (R. Adn. Fort) summary of 1800 8 October (I) indicates that the lst
MnrDiv is continuine: a coordinated attack on illviURBROGOL ~IT supported by VF (Corsairs)
carrying lOUO-lb bombs. The 8lst Div continues r.wp pinc up ANGAUR. The flow of
supplies co:minc ashore has i mproved.. Our casual ties to date:
Unit
1st ]1 arDiv
8lst InfDiv

YIA

WIA

l\TIA

'I'otal

830
263

4775
1580

249
13

5854
1856

262
7710
6355
1093
Total
Enemy killed: PrlLELIU 10,083, Ai;GAUR 1150 , total 11,2~53; prisoners:
ANGAUR 11, total 225. Interned civilians, AJJGAUR 93.

PELELIU 214,
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CABHILLA ( SS 288) reports s irlkint; in the past week off the ·'vl coast of LUZON
l medium cargo transport, l medium freighter, and hits in 2 tankers.
SAWFISH ( SS 276) reports sinkinr.; l larf~e unescorted AO at 1630 GCT 8 Oct off
the \"I coast of LUZON.
Cincpoa 080645 (pink) directs the assignment of officers for plarming the
ICEBERG operation (OKINAWA).
Cincpoa 080719 (pink) requests information from CinCSoWesPac as to the
logistic facilities CinCSoHesPac plans to establish in WdiTEV!AS1I (LUZON) and suggests a conference at SlVP headquarters between· staff members on this subject.
Cincpoa 080519 requests nomination for Army Air Corps general as Island
Conunander, TIUIAN, and deals with disposition of certain units (Army and ~Tarine)
in the EARIANAS.
Cincpoa 080635 concurs in cater.;ory of defense for KODIAK-SITKA-tJNALASFA
sector as proposed by "\'{ar Department.
Com7tlwlt estimates that there are 223 combat planes plus more than 600
single and twin-enr.;ine trainers on F0ill-IOSA.
Cincpoa 080642 (pink) directs the assignment of officers for planning the
DETACffiviENT operation ( IHO JIMA).

8 October (Oahu date)
CTF 32 (R.AQ~. Fort) smrnnary as of 1800 9 October (I) reports that one
company fron 32lst Infantry landed on GA.c'tAK.AYO ISLA.ND (about 2 miles north of
NGESEBUS), patrolled perimeter, and proceeded inland meeting little opposition.
Operations continued aEainst enemy pockets on PELELIU and a number of caves
were sealed. The 8lst Division continued to mop up on ANGAUR. The food shortage
is no longer critical on PELELIU and ANGAUR, rations bein[; dropped by plane and
being brought ashore by surface craft.
MARCUS ISLAlJD was bombarded on 9 October (I) by CTG 30.2 (R.Adm. Smith)
( CHESTElt, PENSACOLA., SALT LAKE CITY, plus supporting DD' s). Hits were reported
on the radio station, operations and administration buildings. Bombardment was
completed one hour after dark. As of 090953 GCT, no damage to our own personnel
or ships was suffered.
Two merchant vessels, the SS ANTIGUA and the SS E.A. CHRISTENSON, ·collided
at 0015 9 October (VW) about 80 miles east of PEARL (final report has not been
received).
Joint Chiefs of Staff 0322552 (pink) sets forth the Joint Chiefs of Staff
directive for CinCSVIPA and CinCPOA to conduct operations against LUZON, NI\.USEI
SHOTO, and NANPO SHOTO.
ComNorPa.c 072155 (pink) recorunends the seizure of ETOROFU ~1_1/ of HOKKAIDO)
and N..A TSU'NA (Central KURILES).

4V
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9 October {Oahu date)

Aircraf t from TF 38 made 4 strikes and a fighter sweep on OKINAWA on 10 October
(I). A prelimin ary report of the results of this operatio n are outlined in Com3rdF
lt
100930. A more complete report will follow.
Operatio ns summary from CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) as of 1800 (I) 10 October indicate s
that GARAKAYO (N of UGESEBUS) was complet ely cleared of the enemy and is now being
organize d as an outpost . ·

Our casualti es to date:
Unit
1st MarDiv
Slat Inf'Div
Total

XIA

WIA

MIA

Total

850
221

4884
1609

227
13

5961
1843

1071

6493

240

7804

Enemy killed: PELELIU 10,256, ANGAUR 1165, total 11,421.
11, total 245. Interned civilian s - ANGAUR 184.

POW's:

PELEL.ID 234, ANGAUR

A further report on the SS ANTIGUA indicate s that she was unable to make port
and was beached at KEAHI POINT, NW of channel entrance (PEARL).
Cincpoa 092200 (pirik) covers the warning order directin g initiati on of preparations for the TWO JIMA operatio n (20 Jan).
Cinopoa 092300 (pink) covers prel~inary warning order to initiate preparat ions
for the OKINAWA operatio n (1 March).
Arnold 101523Z (pink) states that 20th Bomber Command strike against FORh{OSA
on 11 October has been postpone d because of weather and that they plan to attack on
14 and 16 October against same targets .
Cincpoa 100330 (pink) requests further informa tion from ComNorPac as to prospec tive objectiv es ETOROFU and MATSUWA.
10 October (Oahu date)
Report of CTF 32 (R. Adm. Fort) states that landing was made without oppositi on
on BA.IRAKASERU ISLAND ( 2 miles N of NGESEBUS}.
Unloadin g at PELEhiU continue s to ~prove; however, loading conditio ns at ANGAUR
have been somewhat retarded due to beach conditio ns. Report indicate s that there are
hardstan ds at the PELELIU airfield with finished surface for 59 fighters and a temporary surface for an addition al 50 fighters .
HADDO (SS 255) summarizes 7th war patrol. Left FREMANTLE 8 Aug and returned to
FRRtiANTLE 3 Oct from 57-day patrol. This report indicate s that the HAD 0 sank 6 ships
for a total of 17,100 tons.
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11 October (Oahu date}

CTF 38 strikes were carried out against FORMOSA on the 12th and 13th (I) but
no details as yet have been received.
TREPANG (SS 412) operating in waters S of HONSHU sighted 2 BB's and 2 DD's at
1230 GCT 12 October. 2 hits were made, 1 in a BB and 1 in a DD; the BB was slowed
down from 23 to 16 knots and the DD sank. TREPANG stated that she was out of torpedoes but was tracking the force.
DARTER (SS 227) sighted a 10-ship convoy on the 12th (I) in BALABAC STRAIT (N
of BORNEO) and made 3 hits in 2 tankers.
ComGenAAFPOA 111957 (pink) outlines the disposition of the VLR wings (313 and
314) to be set up on TINIA...'t.J and GUAM.
TF 36 will be disbanded effective 14 October.
MacArthur 041340 directs ComGen 6th Army and Commander Allied Naval Forces to
clear the N tip of SURIGAO PENINSULA and DINAGAT ISLAND in order to open SURIGAO
STRAITS to shipping.
\

A heavy B-24 strike was carried out on BALIKPAPAN the morning of 10 October (I)
on the oil refineries in that area; huge fires were reported. 4 B-24's were destroyed
by 35 to 45 enemy fighters.
f: ·
, _,/

C:/l't ,f"'V

12 October (Oahu date)
Co.m3rdFlt 130955 outlines the results of the strikes on FORMOSA on 12 and 13
October (I). 396 aircraft were destroyed both on the ground and in the air. Con- .
siderable shipping was sunk including 14 AK's and numerous small craft. Our plane
losses numbered 45. The entire FORMOSA-PESCADORES Area was thoroughly bombed with
concentration on airfield installations~ utilities, shipping facilities and oil dumps.
Preliminary report from Com3rdFlt on the fighter sweep at APARRI on 11 October
(I) states that there was no airborne opposition~ but 10 to 15 aircraft were destroyed
on the ground; fires were started in buildings and installations.
Com3rdFlt 130048 outlines the results of the OKINAWA strike on 10 October {I).
93 planes were destroyed in the air and on the ground. Extensive damage was caused
to shipping. Five pilots and 4 crewmen were lost in this operation.
A further report from Com3rdFlt states that beginning at dusk 12 October (I)
snoopers were around the force from 1930 until 0200 the 13th (I). Attacks were made
on the force by groups of from 2 to 6 planes using flares. Night fighters shot down
3 of these snoopers and AA guns of TG 38.2 destroyed 8. A report was received from
Com3rdFlt (131137) stating that the CANBERRA (CA 70) had been ~orpedoed and was being
taken in tow.
Three groups are attacking FORMOSA on 14 October (I).
duct a fighter sweep directed against the APARRI Area.
(I).

Another group will con-

The attack and occupation phase at PALAU and ANGAUR terminated at 1200 14 Oct.
The command passes to CTF 57 (V.Adm. Hoover) at this time.
- Continued -
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Com3rdFlt 120127 (pink) covers request for additional fighters to be assigned
for the HOTFOOT Operation.
CinCPac 130348 (pink) answers Com3rdFlt's request for increased fighter strength.
Com3rdFlt 130338 (pink) outlines the Warning Order for the HOTFOOT Operation.
CinCSWPA 120632 (pink) outlines plans for the MIKE-ONE (CENTRAL PLAIN-~~ILA Aree
of LUZON), MIKE-TWO (DINGALEN BAY Area of LUZON), and LOVE-THREE- (SOUTHERN MINDANAO)
Operations.
CinCPOA 130813 covers the proposed relationship between NatsPae and PAA.
Com3rdFlt indicates that he proposes to direct Admiral McCain to relieve
Admiral Mitscher at ULITHI about 1 November.
13 October (Oahu date)
Dispatch received from CTG 38.1 (V. Adm. McCain) states that the HOUSTON (CL
81) was torpedoed tat 22-31, Long 124-05 (about 180 miles E of FORMOSA) on 14 October
(I). Dispatch stated that the BOSTON was taking her in tow and that they were under
continuous attack. The forward engine room was reported flooded and the after engine
room was abattdoned. It was indicated that there was a 7 degree starboard list. The
PAWNEE {ATF 74) wa_s directed to relieve the BOSTON of tow and the BOSTON was to rejoin TG 38.1.
CANBERRA (CA 70) was proceeding toward 17N, 130E, from
tion 14 October 0700 (I)) at a speed of advance of 4.5. She
WICHITA (CA 45) and escorted by TG 30.3 consisting of CruDiv
MOBILE) plus CABOT (CVL, 28) and 6 DD's. IlfUNS.EE (ATF 107) is
group at dawn 15 October and relieve the WICHITA of tow. TG
DD's) has been ordered to position 18-55N, 127-40E to escort

22-34N, 123-26E (posiwas being towed by the
13 (BIRMINGHAM, SANTA FE,
to intercept the task
30.2 (CruDiv 5 and 6
the damaged CANBERRA.

Com3rdFlt has directed CTG 38.4 (R. Adm. DAVISON) to proceed to striking .position
on the E coast of LUZON and launch strikes on central LUZON area during the daylight
hours of 15 October.
Report received from the 20th Bomber raid carried out against FORMOSA on 14
October (I) indicates that the target was pulverized by about 125 B-29's. No fighters
were encountered and AA was weak and ineffective.
AdComNorP-ac 132035 (pink) states that TF 94 (R. Adm. McCrea) (CONCORD, RICHMOND,
TRENTON) will bombard MATSUNA at 1240 _GCT 17 October.
At 0517 (V-Vf) in position tat 20-39 Long 158-45 the HOWARD F. CURK (DE 533)
was in a collision with the SARATOGA. Considerable damage was caused to the HOWARD
F. Cf~ and minor damage to the port side of the SARATOGA above the waterline.
Cincpoa 140445 (pink) outlines the ships to be assigned to Com3rd},lt for duty
during the HOTFOOT operation.
R. Adm. Reeves has been designated Commander Western Carolinas Area, CTG 57.14,
as of noon 14 October. Designation of CTG 10.15 has been terminated.
(u
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Incomplete reports from Com3rdFlt indicate that 20 Japanese aircraft were
destroyed during the dusk attacks on the 13th (I). There was a dawn fighter sweep
on the 14th (~) directed against FOID~OSA and LUZON to cover the withdrawal of the
CANBERRA. There was little air opposition over FORMOSA; 11 planes were shot dawn
and 30 des ·t royed on the ground. No report of the LUZON sweep has been received. In
an attack on the task force mid-afterno on of the 14th (I) 30 enemy planes were destroyed by TG 38.2. No reports have been received from other task groups; however.
our plane losses are believed to have been light.
The HOUSTON, which was torpedoed at dusk on the 14th (I). is being tawed
BOSTON. It is reported that the PAWNEE (ATF 74) will relieve the BOSTON on 16
ber (I). The CANBERRA is being towed by the NrrnlSEE (ATF 107) and both damaged
together with their escorts are retiring toward ULITHI. Reports indicate that
force was under attack by snoopers for 5 hours on night of the 14th (I).

by the
Octoships
this

Cincpac 142219 (pink) outlines the possibilitie s and composition of expected
enemy attack.
Com3rdFlt 150149 (pink) states that he is disposing all forces for a fleet
action and that no fast carriers will be available for the KING TWO operation until
further notice.
Com3rdFlt 150252 (pink) states that he intends to attack in strength and that
upon completion of fueling the force will be concentrate d at a reference point of
22N 128E (i
f 400 miles E of the southern tip of FORMOSA)
Com7thFlt 150542 states that the Central Philippines Attack Force will proceed
with the scheduled KING TWO operation and requests assistance from the fast carriers
as soon as possible 1 consistent with development s.
Dispatches relative to disposition of submarines and aircraft reconnaissan ce
follow: Cincpoa 150932 (pink) outlines disposition of submarines to be made. Cincpac 150301 (pink) requests CinCSWPA to make maximum air reconnaissan ce covering the
exits at SURIGAO and SAN BERNADINO STRAITS beginning daylight 16 October (I). Cincpac 151230 requests ComNavGroup CmiTNA to arrange for daily reconnaissan ce of the
SOUTH CHINA SEA (N of CAMRANH-LINGAYEN line) by the China-based air force for the
purpose of detecting possible enemy fleet movements toward area in which 3rd Fleet is
operating. ComNavGroup CHINA 151755 (pink) states that the 14th AF will undertake
this mission with 4 Liberators daily. Cincpao 150136 directs ComFairWingONE to extend the search from the MARIANAS to the maximum range in order to cover assumed
enemy approach from BUNGO CHANNEL (between KYUSHU and SHIKOKU). CTG 30.5 151343 outlines search to be covered (1150 miles) to look for Jap fleet; Cincpoa 150651 (pink)
requests Deputy Commander 20th AF to provide maximum action against enemy air forces
in FORMOSA until the situation clarifies. DepCom 20th AF 150~36 (pink) recommends to
Com 20th AF that a mintmum of one strike per day be carried out on FOID!OSA. even at
the expense of the striking force, rather than infrequent strikes of heavier forces.
BESUGO (SS 321) reports that at 2300 GCT 14 October 3 heavy cruisers and 1 light
cruiser were sighted Lat 32-30N, 132-36E (SE of BUNGO CHANNEL) course 140, estimated
speed 18 knots.
A report from ComNavGroup CHINA states that a photo mission plane reported 2
battleships plus 15 other vessels at TAKAO (0600 GCT 15 October).
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On 16 October (I) there were various sightings of enemy surface forces. At
1730 (I) 16 October Com3rdFlt issued a report that force. consistin g of 1 CV, 2 BB's,
1 CA, 2 CL's, and 8 DD's was located at 26-21N, 130-28E (about 140 miles E of N tip
of OKINAWA), course 250, speed 20 knots. At 2050 (I) 16 October SKATE (SS 305) reported 3 large ships, 1 DD, and 2 DE's, course 010, position 28-0lN, l30-45E (about
90 miles N of position of Com3rdFl t's report). At 2245 (I) 16 October the BESUGO
(SS 321) sent out a contact report stating that 2 heavy cruisers had sortied from
BUNGO SUIDO and that she had damaged one. Report stated that both cruisers were returning to ·port.

A report received from CTG 38.4 indicates that there was little action on the
fighter sweep carried out the morning of the 14th. No airborne enemy aircraft were
observed; they destroyed 5 planes on the ground. On the morning of the 15th a strike
was carried out against the MANILA BAY airfields . It was est~ated that 50 fighters
intercept ed this strike. An estimated 30-40 airborne enemy planes were destroyed
and 15-20 planes were destroyed on the ground; our losses were 2 VF. The dispatch
indicates that persisten t attacks were made on TG 38.4 during the day of the 15th
and prevented launol1ing more than one strike. 30 Jap planes were reported shot down
in the vicinity of the task group.
At 1422 (I) 16 October the HOUSTON was torpedoed in the stern at 20-45N, 12524E (about 180 miles NE of the NE tip of LUZOU). Report stated that she was being
towed at a speed through the water of 3 knots. 9 Japanese aircraft were shot down
by the CABOT (CVL 28) combat air patrol.
The following outlines the dispositio n of the 4 task groups: 38.1 is to proceed to 21-QON, 127-QOE to arrive at 0500 (I) 17 October and search to theW and NW
at dawn. TG's 38.2 and 38.3 are proceedin g to 18-30N, 126-30E (about 250 miles E
of NE tip of LUZON) to arrive 0600 (I) 17 October and will operate in that vicinity
until further notice. 38.4 is scheduled to proceed to a position to strike the
central tUZON area commencing at dawn on 17 October (I). They are also to strike
LEGASPI and maintain a reconnais sance of SAN BERNADINO STRAIT. They will continue
to strike the central LUZON area on the 18th and 19th.
A photograp hic interpret ation report has been received covering the damage on
the OKAYAMA aircraft assembly plant. Of the 34 major buildings , 26 were reported
either destroyed or damaged.
B-29's are scheduled to attack EINANSHO airfield (FORMOSA) at 1300 (I) 17 October. This strike will be made by approxima tely 25 B-29's. Reports indic~te that
lack of gasoline and bombs will preclude further strikes by this command at the present time.
Commander Allied Air Forces 161125 (pink) outlines special reconnais sance
orders relative to search of SURIGAO and SAN BERNADINO STRAITS.
ComNavGroup CHINA 160953 (pink) outlines search to be made of the SOUTH CHINA
SEA area commencing 2000 (I) 16 October.
Cincpoa 160342 ( pink) outlines allocatio n of shipping for the LUZON operation .
The airfield at ANGAUR is expected to be ready for operation s on about 20
Octeber.
Brig. Gen. H. D. Campbell , USMC, has been designate d

~ eland

Commander P.ELELIU;
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15 October (Oahu date - continued)

designation CTU 10.15.3 terminates·. Col. R. A. Dunn, USA, has been designated Island
Commander ANGAUR; designation CTU 10.15.4 terminates.
16 October (Oahu date)

1

CTG 77.2 (R. Adm. Oldendorf) reports that landings were made on SULUAN without
opposition on 17 October (I), D-3.
A tropical disturbance of near-typhoon intensity made it impossible to carr.y
out air operations and it was reported that carriers were retiring to the south.
A report was received from CTG 38.1 <)(. Adm. McCain) stating that this group
(while operating near 30.3) shot down 96 of 191 planes attacking both night and day
(14-15 October). Our losses were 5 VF in combat and 2 VF lost operationally. On
the 16th the CABOT and the COWWENS (covering the s~e group, 30.3) shot down 50 out
of 60 planes attacking the cripples. Search planes and combat air patrol from TG's
38.2 and 38.3 shot down 15 enemy aircraft of various types on the 16th.
The two damaged cruisers, HOUSTON and CANBERRA, are proceeding under tow toward

ULITHI.

TG'S 38.1 and 38.4 are scheduled to make strikes on LUZON on 18 and 19 October
(I). TG 38.2 is scheduled to make a strike against the northern LUZON area on the
morning of 18 October (I) and then proceed to join TG 38.4. TG 38.4 is to refuel
and maintain a covering position on the 18th and 19th.
Photographs obtained on 15 October (I) by the 14th AF of the southwestern tip
of FORMOSA reveal a total of 157 planes destroyed or damaged and 359 operational
planes.
ComNorP~c 170817 {pink) indicates that TF 94 has postponed the bombardment of
MATSUWA until about 181240 GCT.

Report from CTF 57 indicates that NGULU ATOLL ( 60 miles SVl of YAP) was secured
without resistance on 16 October.
~J
::;7"
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17 October (Oahu date)
Report was received from c.T.G. 77.2 (R. Adm. OLDENROF) stating that
successful landings were made 3 islands, DINAGAT, H~!ONHOU, and SULUAN on D-3,
(17 October (I)).
Com3rdFlt reports that 565 ene~ planes were destroyed by task force
38 during the period 10 October through 16 October. 296 planes were shot down in
vicinity of the task force (256 by aircraft and 40 by gun fire).
in the
103 in
in the
mately

Report from Co.m7thFlt indicates that the estimate of enemy air strength
PHitiPPINES as of 16 October is as follows: 54 in the MINDANAO area,
the VISAYAS area, 265 in the LUZON area making a total enemy air strength
PHILIPPINES of 422 various types of planes. Com7thFlt estimates approxi230 aircraft of all types in the FOID~ OSA area.

3 carrier task groups carried out strikes against LUZON on the 18th (I).
No reports have been received as yet.
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17 October (Oahu date continued)

A total of 20 Aviation personnel have been rescued in the past 8 days
by submarines.
STEREET (SS-392) reports sighting two heavy cruisers, one light cruiser
and 6 DDs about 70 miles N. of OKINAWA at 1115 18 October (I). C.T F 71
report indicates that 3 large ships were sighted at 0300 18 October.(!) in
the MAKASSAR Straits cin ~ course • 035, speed 23. ComNav Group CHINA states
that a 17 ship co~voy was sighted at 2120, 18 October (I) 60 miles w. of NE
HAINAN. course 30 , speed 15 knots.
MONTGOMERY (Dti-17) on 17 October struck an enemy moored mine in NGUEU
Lagoon causing considerable damage to the ship. One officer and 3 enlisted
men were reported killed.
CINCPOA 171955 (pink) recommends assignment of an Army Corps Commander
and staff to conduct preliminar.y plans and be available to command a~ troops
for the KEEtBLOCKS operation or similar operation.
COMNORPAC has cancelled the scheduled time of the AiATUSWA bombardment
for the present due to unfavorable weather conditions. Report indicates that
the force is returning to base to await improved weather conditions.
Naval air base APAMAMA was decommissioned 16 October.

(
\
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18 October (Oahu date)
A report has been received from CTG 77.2 (RAdm Oldendorf) summarizing results
of the LEYTE operations on 18 October. The weather was reported as being excellent,
the sea moderate to smooth. Landings were made at DINAGAT ISLAND and HOMONHON. The
bombardment and fire support groups entered LEYTE GULF at 0900 (I). Bombardment of
the southern beaches of DULAG TOWN and the airfield was carried out from 1400 to 1745.
The town was reported as being a wreck. Only 2 small enemy air attacks were reportedf
the first directed against a mine~eeping group in the forenoon. and the last on a
hydrographic group at dusk1 no damage was sustained from either attack.
Guerillas came aboard the CIDL~DLER (DMS 9) conveying the message that nearly
all the Japanese aircraft on LEYTE had been destroyed by recent blue raids and that
the Japanese troops were concentrated at TACLOBAN and ABUYOG.
ROSS (DD 563) was reported to have struck 2 mines in the GULF of LEYTE on 19
October (I). The report indicated that prospects of salvage were good; however, they
would beach the ship if necessary on the west side of HOMONHON.
TRIGGER (SS 237) reported sighting 4 heavy cruisers and 5 DD's east of FOID!OSA;
estimated course 270, speed 15 knots.
A report from ComllavGroup CHINA states that a plane sighted 1 carrier, 2
cruisers and 3 DD's east of HAINAN; speed 25 knots, course 330 at 1405 19 October GCT.
BESUGO (SS 321) sighted 1 heavy cruiser and 1 "larger ship't east of KYUSHU.
Report indicates that these ships were returning to port.
- Continued -
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BARBEL (SS 316) reports that on 25 September sank 1 AK and damaged another; on
13 October sank a destroyer and damaged an oiler.
Com3rdFlt 190540 outlines the basic plan for the increase in fighter complement
for each large carrier. All CV's are to have a complement of 54 VF with the exception
of the BlThTK'ER HILL which will have a special group of 100 fighters.
ComNavGroup CHINA 191836 (pink) states that the DELAWARE strike is scheduled
for 1500 25 October (I). The target is to be the Omura Aircraft Factor.y (KYUSHU).
CinCPOA 181851 (pink) states that target infor.mation will be available to the
carriers prior to the INDUCTION Operation (support of M-1). Dispatch further states
that entry of major forces into EAST CHINA SEA is not contemplated.
CTG 38.4 (RAdm Davison) reports the destruction on the 19th of 45 enemy planes
in attacks on the airfields in the MANILA Area. In an attack on shipping in the
MANILA HARBOR 1 floating drydook, 4 medium AK's and 1 AO were reported sunk. In this
action we lost 15 planes, 9 pilots and 7 air crewmen (11 planes were lost operationally)

19 October (Oahu date)
A report received from General MacArthur states that all landings on !,EYTE were
made on schedule and with extremely light losses •.
Co.m3rdFlt has cancelled all existing orders and TF 38 will be kept intact pending developments as a result of enemy surface contacts on the 19th (I). On 21 and 22
October (I) TG's 38.1 and 38.4. upon completion of fueling will proceed to 15-00N,
127-00E to arrive at 0600 (I) 22 October and will be joined by TG 38.2 upon completion
of the strikes against the VISAYAS area on the 21st. TG 38.3, upon completion of the
VISAYAS strike on 21 October (I) is scheduled to refuel.
CTF 77 (V. Adm. Kinkaid) has requested Cam3rdFlt to retain one fast carrier
group in the objective area after A-day in order to keep the western Visayan airfields
neutralized.
At 1603 (I) 20 October the USS HONOLULU (CL 48) was hit by a torpedo (aircraft).
Report indicated that the engineering installations were intact and the ship was on an
even keel. though down 4 feet by the bow. The dispatch indicated that they were ready
to proceed to the nearest repair base on the 21st (I).
Dispatch from Com3rdFlt states that if luck holds out the CANBERRA and HOUSTON
can be brought into ULITHI about 27 or 28 October for emergency repairs prior to
r~turning to PEARt.•
A dispatch from Com3rdFlt states that submarine sightings on 19 October and DF
on 18 October indicate the possibility of at least 3 subs approaching the present
traok of the "cripplesu from the north.
A report from the 14th AF states that the gasoline difficulties have been overcome and that the scheduled search of the SOUTH CH INA SEA has been made and will
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continue to be ~ade until orders are received from CinCSVf.PA to cease. (Prior report
received indicated that scheduled search could not be made due to shortage of
gasoline).
A report from Army sources estimates the Japanese monthly combat aircraft production at 2,000 planes as of 1 October 1944 (1200 fighters, 540 bombers, 260 reconnaissance planes).
Com7thFlt 140348 (pink) reports that the SEAWOLF (SS 197) on a special mission
to eastern SAYAR has been overdue at rendezvous since 6 October and indicates that
the circumstances are such that she must be presumed lost.
Cincpoa 201849 states that the Forward Area and TF 57 will revert to the direct
control of Cincpoa as of 1500 GCT 23 October (Fleet Air Wing 1 and Seron 10 based
in the MARIANAS and western CAROLINES will continue to operate as task groups of the
3rd Fleet).
Cincpoa 192215 (pink) outlines the facilities desirable in the PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS to support future operations of POA forces.
Cincpoa 192225 (pink) outlines the tentative scheduled employment and rehabilitation of major Marine units.
GHQ SWPA Advanced Echelon opens at LEYTE at 1200 (I) 20 October. GHQ ~
and R$ar Echelon GHQ SWPA remain at HOLLMlDIA and BRISBANE respectively. ~
· ,t~.\'1

20 October (Oahu date)
A report received on the LEYTE operation indicates that all operations are
proceeding on schedule with extremely light losses. Minesweepers as of 20 Oct. (I)
swept 186 mines. Heavy mortar fire . was received, however no heavy shore guns
have been loc~ted. The northern area was bombarded by 3 OBB, 2 CA, 2 CL and 19 DDs.
The southern area was b-ombarded by 3 OBB, 2 CL, 3 CA and 13 DDs. The landing on
PANAON ISLAND was effected without opposition. HMAS AUSTRALIA received a hit on
the bridge during the dawn attack of 21 Oct. (I). 1 officer killed and 7 others
seriously injured. No further details received.
The torpedo attack on the HONOLULU was carried out by a single plane. Reports
indicate that 2 salvage tugs are alongside and that counter flooding is in progress.
A further report from the USS ROSS (DD 563) which struck 2 mines on the 18th
of Oct. (I) states that 23 persons are either killed or missing.
of

An aircraft sighted 1

FORMOS~near

4 DDs and 3 heavy cruisers at 210630 GCT west
the PESCADORES ISLANDS), course 0445 speed 15 knots.
carrier~

A submarine reports 3 large unidentified ships estimated to be cruisers off
NW coast of BOR~mo, course 020 speed 21.
BARBEL (DD 316) reports sighting an enemy submarine position 22-46 N, 132-21 E.
The submarine was painted black and smoking heavily. BARBEL reports that she was
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20 October (Oahu date - cont•d)
unable to close for gun battle prior to dark.
left at the present time.

This submarine has no torpedoes

Photographs of a HONKONG HARBOR as of 20 October (I) showed 31 ships, an
estimated 127,000 tons. There were also reports that in drydock, at HONKONG,
there were 11 naval craft and 22,150 tons of shipping.
Com7thFlt has requested Com3rdFlt to make fighter sweeps of all airfields
in the PHILIPPINES (north of latitude 12°) and states that they Army is covering
all airfields south of this line.

SULTAN 211130 (pink) proposed a conference to be held at either HOLLANDIA
or HONOLULU for the purpose of determining assistance to be rendered by units of
the CBI area.
Cincpac 211852 (pink) indicates to Admiral Halsey the general plan and tasks
assigned by OpPlan 8-44 will continue in effect and further that movement of major
units of the 3rdFlt through SURIGAO and SAU BERNADINO STRAITS will not be
initiated without orders frorn Cincpac.
Commanding General 5th Army states that the CORON BAY area will be kept
under close observation for enemy fleet units. Beginning night of 22 October (I)
1 B24 staging through MOROTAI will be employed in this -mission. Strikes by B24
groups cannot be employed until planes are based at MOROTA!.
Com3rdFlt 210645 (pink) requests information from CinCSWPA regarding period
when certain naval units can be withdrawn from the present operation.
Co.m3rdFlt 210454 {pink) requests information regarding the clearance of
SURIGAO and MINDORO STRAITS for possible entry of naval units into SOUTH CHINA SEA.

A report from the Commander Eastern Fleet states that during the week
commencing 17 October units of the Eastern Fleet, including BBs and carriers.
carried out operations in the NICABOR area. Operations were directed against
airfields and small harbors in the area.
Total enemy plane losses from 3rd Fleet operations, from 10 October to date,
including those reported in this summary' are:
eptl.v'
Shot down •••••••••••••••• •600
Destroyed on ground ••••••• 418
TOTAL DESTROYED
1018
21 October (Oahu date)
Reports indicate that the LEYTE operations continue in accordance with schedule.
The majority of transports have been unloaded and are departing. The AK and LST unloading is proceeding satisfactorily. Report from CTF 77 (V. Adm. K~fikaia) indicates
that bulldozers are working on the TACLOBAN airstrip. An early morning air raid on
the 21st (I) took place with a small number of planes participating. Several casualties were reported on the HONOLULU (CL 48) as a result of 20-mm gunfire from our own
ships which were under smoke cover. Low-flying planes under fire from many ships
crashed into the forward stack of HMAS AUSTRALIA ( CA) • The SAN GAM ON ( CVE 26) was
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slightly damaged by a small bomb.
MANUS on 21 October (I).
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The HONOLULU and AUSTRALIA are to proceed to

TG 38.1 plus the HANCOCK and TG 38.4 plus the WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, and DesDiv 100 are to proceed to UE.ITHI to arrive at 0600 {I) 25 October and are to be
ready for sea at dawn 29 October.
SEADRAGON (SS 194) reports one carrier and unidentified warships at 211435
GCT west of the south tip . of FORMOSA, course 210, speed 18. Reports placing 2

timed hits in a carrier.
forced down by escorts.

Results were not observed due to the fact that they were

SEADOG (SS 401) reports a large convoy with numerous escorts SW of KYUSHU
at 212230 GCT, course 210, speed 9. 2 hits were reported in one AK.
SHARK (SS 174) put 2 timed hits in a small carrier at 212130 GCT at 20-28N,
117-50E (SE of HONG KONG).

DARTER {SS 227) sighted 3 probable battleships at 0100 (I) 23 October SW of
PALAWAN ISLAND, course 040, speed 18.
Com3rdFlt 220517 (pink) states that present intention is to send 2 carrier
groups to ULITHI 25-29 October and 2 groups to ULITHI 29 October - 3 November, and
that only the BUNKER HILL. will be sent to MANUS.
MacArthur 212240 (pink) and Cominch 211535 (pink) concern Com3rdFlt's 210454
(relative to estimate for safe route to SOUTH CHINA SEA via SURIGAD and MINDORO
STRAITS).
Com3rdFlt 220344 answers dispatches referred to above.
Fleet.

CinC Eastern Fleet 220537 outlines the current disposition of the Eastern

Cincpoa 212240 (pink) indicat es c oncurrence in conference proposed by ComGen Army Forces, CHINA-BlrnMA-INDIA Area relative to support from units of CBI
theater.
Repo~. from CTG 57.14 (R. Adm. Reeves) indicates that the runways of the
airfield at PELEL.IU are completed and that the landing strip at ANGAUR is 80 percent complete.

Cincpoa 220100 authorizes ComGenFMFPao to establish Forward Echelon in SoPac.

~ &w\
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An enemy task force of combatant ships probably consisting of
3 BE's, 2 possible carriers, plus an undetermined number of cruisers
and DD's was contacted by the DACE (SS 247) and DARTER (SS 227) at
0600 H (-8) on the 23rd. The DACE placed 4 torpedo hits in a KONGO
class battleship at 09-29N, 17-20E (W of central PALAWAN). The task
force was on course 040, speed 15 knots. DACE reported hearing
"breaking-up noises" and believes the BB was sunk. DARTER at 0530 (H)
on the 23rd sank 1 ATAGO class heavy cruiser and placed 4 hits in another ATAGO class heavy cruiser at 09-24N, 117-llE. DARTER reports
that this latter cruiser is stopped at this position. A report from
the DACE states that the DARTER was aground on BO~ffiAY SHOAL and that
she was discontinuing the attack to aid the DARTER. Report stated
that the damaged ATAGO cruiser reported above, plus 2 DD's, was on
course 210, speed 6 knots (09-18N, 117-02E}.

GUITARRO (SS 363) re ports 3 definite battleships and 2 possible
carriers headed south in MINDORO STRAIT at 0330 (I) on the 24th.
ICEFISH (SS 367) reports 2 heavy cruisers and 3 DD's position
19-44N, 118-00E at 220030 GCT, course 160, speed 16 (NW of northern
LUZON). Report stated that the ICEFISH was unable to close.
APOGON (SS 308} operating NE of HOKKAIDO reports sinking 1 AK.
Prisoners picked up identified the ship as the CHINA ~~RU (5870 tons).
CTF 77 (V. Adm. Kinkaid} requests that CruDiv 4 less INDIANAPOLIS plus 1UNNEAPOLIS be retained until local defense forces are
firmly established at LEYTE. Cincpac has granted this request.
CTG 38.1 (V. Adm. McCain) has been directed to launch one deckload strike on YAP on the way to ULITHI. TG's 38.2 and 38.4 are to
launch strikes to the westward at dawn on the 24th and strike targets
of opportUnity. Planes from TG 38.2 are to search the CORON BAY area.
Arnold 211905 (pink) outlines targets for the first strike by
the 21st Bomber Command on the EMPIRE from the MARIANAS. The primary
target is to be the NAKAJIMA Aircraft Engine Factory (MUSASHINO plant,
western TOKYO); the secondary target will be port facilities in the
TOKYO area. This operation is called "SAN ANTONI0-1". The 20th
Bomber Command is being directed to attack the OMURA Aircraft Factory,
KYUSHU, on D plus 1 and D :plus 3.
MacArthur 230511 (pink) states that the MINDORO operation will
be conducted between 1 and 5 December. Land-based VF are expected
to be installed 5 days later.
23 October (Oahu date)
At 0745 (I) 24 October a carrier search plane contacted 4 enemy
BE's, 8 CA's, 2 CL's, and 13 DD's 13 miles S of MINDORO. Upon receipt
of this report, TG 38.2 (R. Adm. Bogan) launched strikes on this group
during the day. TG's 38.3 (R. Adm. Sherman) and 38.4 (R. Adm. Davi- ·
son) struck the srune force. Reports of damage are incomplete at the
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present time. TG 38.3 was under heavy air attack during the morning
or the 24th and this group alone is reported to have shot down about
150 planes. During these attacks the PRINCETON (CVL 23) was reported
as being heavily damaged and dead in the water. The BIRMINGHAM (CL
62) was reported as being alongside the PRINCETON when a magazine
explosion took place on the CVL; damage is reported as follows: No.
1 screw damaged and locked to prevent vibration; topside chewed up
and 5 machine gun mounts out of commission. BI~ITNGHAM reports indicate about 150 dead and 400 wounded; 134 officers and 1227 enlisted
men are reported as survivors from the PRINCETON. DD's MORRISON and
IRWIN were also damaged in this explosion. The 3 damaged ships are
to proceed to ULITHI. Later report from CTF 38 states that the
PRINCETON was sunk.
On 24 October TG 38.4 struck an enemy force SE of NEGROS, consisting of 2 BB's, 1 CA, and 4 DD's. Reports indicate that 2 bomb
hits were made on each of the BB's and rocket hits on the CA and 2
DD's; one of the DD's was reported as sunk.
Report from CTF 77 indicates that an enemy air attack was carried out on our forces at LEYTE from 0750 to 0825 on 24 October (I).
50 of our fighters from CVE's intercepted approximately 40 enemy
fighters and dive bombers, 15 to 20 of which were shot down. Our
losses were 2 fighters and no pilots. Damage to shipping from this
raid is as follows: SONOMA (AT 12) was hit by a bomb, LCI 1065 was
hit and was subsequently abandoned and burned FREMONT (APA 44) was
strafed causing minor casualties. At 1120 (IJ another raid on shipping in the LEYTE area was carried out. Approximately 40 shore-based
planes attacked (no details o~ interception as yet). 1 Liberty ship
wa~ hit and severely damaged in this raid.
CVE strikes on the VISAYAN area on the 24th (I) resulted in 25
enemy planes being destroyed on the ground and an additional JO being
damaged. Our losses were 2 fighters.
CTG 77.2 (R. Adm. Oldendorf) reports that on the night of the
24th (I) a surface engagement took place in the SURIGAO STRAITS. The
enemy force (as reported by the McGOWAN, DD 678) consisted of 2 battleships, 1 or 2 heavy cruisers, and 1 destroyer, paus a second ,group
of g large and about 5 smaller craft. Final results of this engagement have not been received, but report indicates that about 8 craft
were probably sunk.

DARTER (SS 227) went aground off western PALAWAN. DACE (SS 247)
endeavored to demolish the DARTER without success and is standing by
to attempt to board her the night of the 24th.
LUZON.

SNOOK (SS 279) sank 3 AK's on the 24th (I) off northwestern

CROAKER (SS 246) reports hitting a large convoy on the 24th,
sinking 1 AK and damaging 2 other AK's. Report indicates that the
CROAKER had previously sunk 1 AK and 1 mineswe~~per.
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ComNorPac states that the weather appears favorable and proposes
the bombardment of MATSUWA with TF 94 at about 1200 27 October.
24 October (Oahu date)
There were 3 separate and distinct naval engagements in the
PHILIPPINES area on 25 October; 2 in LEYTE area and one east of LUZON.
Detaile·d information including damage inflicted and losses suffered
is lacking at this time.
(All times -9)
The first engagement took place in SURIGAO STRAIT pre-dawn on
the 25th. 2 groups of enemy warships, one consisting of 2 BBs, 1 or
2 CAs, and 1 DD and the other consisting of "2 large and about 5
smaller craft" these forces were engaged by those of the 7th Fleet.
The enemy was first sighted by PT boats stationed at the south
end of the strait at about 0200. The enemy retired westward at about
0500 pursued by our light forces which "sank or repelled all enemy
ships". TF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) claims that at least 8 Jap ships were
sunk, which is based upon sighting that number of ships ablaze, 7 of
were picked up but the
which sank as our ships approached. SurvivorsNo"'t·
identity of the enemy ships in this force hasAyet been revealed. The
only casualty of our force thus far reported is the ALBERT W. GRANT
(DD 649) which was reported as being damaged.
Another separate engagement east of LEYTE took place shortly
after 0700 25th when TU 77.4.3 (RAdm Sprague) was attacked by a
substantial Jap surface force consisting of estimated 3 BB, 2 CA and
9 DD. This force had apparently come through the SAN BERNARDINO
STRAIT some time during the night. During the first encounter the
enemy force apparently was firing upon CarDiv 25 (FANSHAW BAY, MIDWAY,
WHITE PLAINS, KALININ BAY) and CarDiv 26 (KITKUN BAY, GAMBIER BAY)-RAdm Ofstie. This attack persisted for about 2! hours at which time
the enemy is reported on a northern course. Results of damage to
our forces have not been received, however, a report at 1800 indicate
that 5 LCis and 2 PCs were dispatched from LEYTE to pick up survivors
from DDs and a CVE.
About noon on the 25th CTF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) sent 3 OBBs, 3 CAs
and DDs to assist the CVEs which had retired into LEYTE GULF. CTF 77
reported that the expenditure of fuel and ammunition in repelling the
attack through SURIGAO STRAIT the previous night and early morning
had reduced the effectiveness of his supporting forces and that the
attacks on the CVEs had disrupted his air support.
CTF 77 made repeated calls on Com3rdFlt for assistance but the
latter's forces were engaged to the northward. TG 38.1 (VAdm McCain)
which was fueling at the time was ordered by Com3rdFlt to aid the
forces around L~~E and at 1030 on the 25th launched its first
strike from an undisclosed position.
- continued -
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TG 38.2 which had been operating with 38.3 and 38.4 east of
LUZON morning of 25th joined TG 34.5 (NEW JERSEY, IOWA, VINCENNES,
MIAMI, BILOXI, Desron 52) and headed toward the LEYTE area at about
1100. At 2140 a night snooper reported that an enemy force of 14
ships was entering the eastern entrance of SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT on
a westerly course. TG 34.5 was expected to arrive off SAN BERNARDINO
STRAIT at 0100 26th. TG 38.2 (RAdm Bogan) was expected to join
TG 38.1· (VAdm McCain) east of SAMAR at 0600 morning of the 26th.
Com3rdFlt reported at 2024 on the 24th that he was proceeding
north with 3 carrier groups to attack an enemy carrier force reported
headed south off eastern LUZON and would attack this carrier force
at dawn. At that time TF 34 had been formed under VAdm Lee which
consisted of BatDiv 7 (IOWA and NEW JERSEY) plus the MIAMI, VINCENNES,
BILOXI, Desron 52 less one DD plus the WASHINGTON, ALABAMA, WICHITA,
NEW ORLEANS, DesDi v 100, DDs PATTERSON and BAGLEY. This combined
force engaged the enemy carrier force at about 0900 some 200 miles
east of LUZON. Reports are not complete as to the results, however,
they indicate that one carrier was sunk and two other carriers left
dead · in the water. (t..nemy)
TF 38 other than those units detached to aid TF 77 were reported
to be hunting the escaping ships and would continue to do so until
2000, at which time our subs would take over the task.

A report from CTF 38 indicates that at 2300 TGs 38.3 and 38.4
were on course 130 after having sunk 1 CVL and a large DD (or CL) and
were returning to join the Oiler Group at 0900 on the 26th.
At 2303 JALLAO (SS 368) reports sinking .a NATORI class light
cruiser with 3 hits at 21-20N, 127-20E, PINTADO (SS 387) saw this
target sink.
At 1843 on the 25th the HALIBUT (SS 232) placed 5 timed hits in
a BB which was reported as possibly sinking at 20-35N, 126-JOE. This
submarine also reports at 0015 on the 26th he was trailing 2 large
ships probably BBs, course 0~ speed 20, at 21-45N, 120-26E.
Com3rdFlt states at 0200 26 Oct position 15-12N, 125-52E the
sinking of a CA or CL straggler.
CTG 38.1 and CTG 38.2 are to send a dawn strike to the MINDORO
area in search of possible cripples or in search of ships possibly
retiring through SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT.
25 October (Oahu date)
The Japanese carrier force which was located by TF 38 planes
some 200 miles E of northern LUZON on the morning of the 25th is estimated by CTF 38 as consisting of either 16 or 17 ships. Planes from
3 task groups (38.2, R. Adm. Bogan; 38.J,R. Adm. Sherman; and 38.4,
R. Adm. Davison) attacked this force in the morning. They found very
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few planes on the carrie rs and shot down a few that were airborn e. 38.2
TG's 38.3 and 38.4 made additio nal strikes in the afterno on arter
the
and TG 34.5 left for LEYTE GULF. A summary of the results of as
folis
38,
CTF
strikes agains t this carrie r force, as reporte d by
our
by
sunk
lows: 1 SHOKAKU Class CV (ident ity reveale d by photos)
planes . 2 CVL's (Photos show 1 was CIIIYODA or ZUIKO Class) both1 sunk
CVL
by our planes . One explode d and sank during the first strike. dead
her
left
planes
after
or CVE - sunk by cruise rs and destro yers,
in the water. 2 BB's '( photos show 1 FUSO Class; pilots report the
other ISE with flight deck aft) - 1 BB heavily damaged by a minimum
north
of 2 and probab ly 4 torpedo es plus many bombs, last seen heading
·
3-stack
1
knots.
20
at
north
at 8 knots; the other BB seen heading
planes
by
sunk
DD
1
knots.
5
at
alone
CL hit by torpedo , headed north
and 1 other large DD or CL sunk by surface forces after the plane ng
attack . No report has been receive d of our plane losses in effecti
the above outline d destru ction. No attacks were made on CTF 38 during
this engage ment.
In the LEYTE area the 7th Fleet CVE escort force was attacke d
during the day of the 25th by land-ba sed planes . Planes from ourthe
CVE's shot down 46 enemy aircra ft over the LEYTE beache s during
g
day. The enemy surface force that appeare d off LEYTE on the mornin
and
of the 25th was under repeate d air attack by planes of the CVE's
BB's,
planes of TG 38.1 (V. Adm. McCain ). Of the reporte d force of 4sunk
that 1 CA was
7 CA's, 2 CL's, and 12 DD's, CTG 38.1 estima tes CA's,
and 1 DD were
3
BB's,
3
n,
additio
In
sunk.
ly
and 1 DD probab
damaged by bomb· hits. Aircra ft from the CVE's and from TG 38.1 made
use of TACLOBAN and DULAG airfiel ds during the day. The follow ing
summary of damage to ships in the LEYTE area during attack s on the
25th was announ ced by CTF 77: ST. LO (Ex-MIDWAY) - believe d sunk;
and
GMlBIER BAY- believe d sunk; HOEL (DD 533), JOiillSTON (DD 557),
rstructu
SAMUEL B. ROBERTS (DE 413) believe d sunk. SUWANEE - severe
"not
dead,
55
al damage to the flight deck; bridge out of commis sion;
includ ing those lost in the attack just receiv ed." SANTEE - severe
structu ral damage , includ ing a torpedo hit, but in . full operati ng
condit ion; 9 dead. SANGAMON - 2 dead. Other vessel s - only minor
77 as
damage . Plane losses : About 130 planes are reporte d by CTF This
is
fields.
lost on the 25th, includi ng crash landing s on LEYTE
the "total for carrie r groups now presen t."
CTF 77 made a reques t to TG 77.4 (R. Adm. Spragu e) to retain ing
6 CVE's in the LEYTE area to provide fighte r covera ge. The remain
Flt
CVE's will be sent to MANUS. CTF 77 also made reques t to Com3rd
LEYTE
the
over
ined
mainta
be
to
to provide a 12-VF combat air patrol
area from dawn to dusk. He stated that an estima ted 200 enemy planes
arewere over the objecti ve area during the 26th (I). CTF 77 made on
26
fields
LEYTE
to
rs
fighte
sed
quest to CinCSWPA to send land-ba
d.
receive
been
has
h
Octobe r. No reply to this dispatc
Com3rd Flt 261235 (pink) to MacArt hur states that 2 carrie r
groups will furnish suppor t at LEYTE on the 27th and reques ts information as to the date shore-b ased air will take over the defense of
LEYTE.

be
TG 38.3 is schedu led to return to ULITHI on 28 Octobe r and
be
and
Oct
ready for sea on 4 November; TG 38.1 to proceed ULITHI 29
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A report has been received on the bombing of the OMURA Aircraft
Factory in KYUSHU. 56 B-29's bombed OMURA visually, with good to
excellent results; 2 bombed SHANGHAI storage areas; 1 hit HANKOW
docks; 8 hit targets of opportunity, and 8 failed to bomb. The only
loss reported is one plane which crashed immediately after take-off.
Two other planes are missing, one of which may have crashed. The
total bomb tonnage was 182. Over 01IDRA strike photos show 2 direct
hits on the aiming point, with the bomb pattern centered thereon, and
direct hits and near misses on numerous buildings. At o:MURA the
B-29's report 9 enemy interceptors destroyed, 5 probables, and 22
damaged.
SEADRAGON (SS 194) on the 24th sank 3 AK's between FORMOSA and
northern LUZON.
BURRFISH (SS 312) probably sank 1 MARU SW of KYUSHU on the 26th.
DRUM (SS 228) sank 2 AK's in a night attack and damaged 2 more
in a day attack on a large south-bound convoy just north of LUZON on
the 26th.
SILVERSIDES {SS 236) reported TRIGGER {SS 237) in sight contact
with 2 BB's j'at 260030 GCT, position 24-07N, 125-41E, course 040,
speed 18; SILVERSIDES and SALMON (SS 182) chasing 30 and 60 miles
astern. Additional report at 260145 GCT stated BB's had changed
course to 310, speed 20, and TRIGGER had lost c~ntact.
Marshall 252232 outlines the division of the CHINA-BURMA-INDIA
theater into 2 separate theaters: The CHINA Theater and the INDIABURMA Theater.
Cincpao 251935 directs Com3rdFlt to include copies of all messages pertaining to combat operations along with the action reports
for the period commencing 22 October and ending on next return to
port.
MacArthur 260750 authorizes Allied Air Forces to attack hostile
air and shipping in the VISAYAS west of 124-05 E Longitude.
ComJrdFlt 260814 (pink) recommends that target date for HOTFOOT
be deferred from 11 November to 17 November.(E.Lo~g)
26 October (Oahu date)

// ~~

2 supplementary reports have been received from CTU 77.4.2
(RAdm F. B. Stump) and CTU 77.4.3 (RAdm C. A. F. Sprague). Each of
these task units consisted of 6 CVE's plus escorts. RAdm Stump's
report follows:

':POP SEGBE'f

26 October (Oahu date - cont'd)
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Jap BE's and CA's began straddling the CVE's with gunfire from
15 miles at 0850 I (-9) 25 October. In subsequent attacks the CVE
planes sank the following ships: · 1 TONE Class CA, identified by
pilots, sunk at 0905, 60 miles NE of SULUAN ISLAND. 1 TONE Class CA,
identified by a photograph, sunk at 1440, 62 miles NNE of SULUAN
ISLAND. 1 DD sunk near the second TONE CA. The following were
damaged: 1 BB, with 1 torpedo and 2 bomb hits near the 2nd TONE CA,
in the morning. 1 BB, by bomb hits south of PANAON ISLAND at 1530.
1 BB, hit by a torpedo. 1 CA, by bomb hits south of PANAON ISLAND
at 1530. 1 MOGAMI Class CA and several DD's hit with rockets, .50
cal. strafing, and bombs as the force retired. During the day's
fighting the CVE planes of TU 77.4.2 expended 48 tons of bombs, 49
torpedoes, and 104 rockets, and shot down 31 planes, with 4 others
destroyed on the ground. Combat losses of these CVE's were 9 m~ and
7 TBM with 14 pilots and 12 aircrewmen missing. Some of these may
have been rescued. 3 FM and 1 TBM were lost operationally. RAdm
Sprague's report follows: The main body of the enemf was sighted by
an anti-sub patrol plane at 0653 I (-9). For over 2~ hours after that
the group was subjected to enemy BB, CA, and DD gun and torpedo attacks, and numerous hits were scored. The GM\ffiiER BAY {CVE 73) had
1 engine put out of commission, dropped back, and must have been sunk
by enemy gunfire. Similar fates met the HOEL {DD 533), JOHNSTON (DD
557}, and the SAMUEL B. ROBERTS (DE 413). The remaining 5 CVE's
emerged from this ordeal damaged but able to maintain 16 knots. About
1 hour and 20 minutes later (about 1045} the ST. LO (CVE 63) was sunk
by a 6-plane Jap suicide attack that "had to be seen to be believed."
Three or the planes, hit by AA, narrowly missed the ships. The 4th
plane hit the port catwalk of the KITKUN BAY (CVE 71). The 5th
skidded the length of the KALININ BAY (CVE 68) flight deck and slid
over the bow. The 6th went through the deck of the ST. LO, which
shortly thereafter blew up. CTU 77.4.3 estimated the casualties on
the ships remaining with him at 10 killed and 59 wounded. He reports
having been informed that SOO survivors from the ST. LO were picked
up.
On the morning of the 26th B-24's from MOROTAI attacked the
retiring enemy force to the westward of PANAY. 14 B-24's bombed a
YAMATO BB from 10,000 feet and reported 2 direct hits. 13 other
B-24's reported scoring 2 direct hits on another BB in the same
approximate location. These ships were in uonvoy with 5 CA or CL
and 5 DD, course 150, speed 20. As the force retired southward 19
B-24's attacked a KUMA class CL and 1 DD 25 miles W of southern tip
of NEGROS on course 030, speed 15-20 knots. It is reported that 4
direct hits were made on this CL.
The ALBERT W. GRANT (DD 649) reports damage caused by the Jap
task force in SURIGAO STRAIT the early morning of 25 October (I).
12 direct hits from 6 and 8-inch caliber shells were made; however,
the after engine room is reported in operation and a maximum available speed of 10 knots is reported when 6 of the waterline holes have
been patched.
DENNIS (DE 405) in the same engagement (early morning 25 October) received 4 direct hits from 8-inch shells, all above the water
211 ~
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26 October (Oahu date - cont'd)
line. The hull damage is reported as being extensive; 5 men were
killed during this action, but in spite of this they were able to
rescue 435 survivors from the CVE's that were sunk.
WARHAWK (AP 168) while retiring from the transport area at
LEYTE collided with the TENNESSEE on 21 October. The damage to the
TENNESSEE has not been reported as yet, nor has a complete report
as to the extent of ·the damage to the WARHAWK been received.
ICEFISH (SS 367) stated that on 27 October (I) she received
severe depth-chargin g north of LUZON and suffered considerable damage.
She reported 2 hits in a large AP loaded with troops and believed
sunk.
TG's 38.2 (RAdm Bogan) and 38.4 (RAdm Davison) are scheduled to
operate E of SAMAR on 28 and 29 October.
CarDiv 29 (RAdm Durgin) has been assigned Com7thFlt in lieu of
original orders to 3rdFlt.
MacArthur 270652 announces that Commander Allied Air Forces
will assume the mission of direct air support in the LEYTE area as
of 1600 (I) 27 October; also that operational control of land-based
naval aircraft in the LEYTE area will pass to Commander Allied Air
Forces at the same time.
MacArthur 271329 states that effective upon receipt of this
message attack of all land targets in the PHILIPPINE archipelago
is allocated to the Allied Air Forces of the SWP area and that 3rd
Fleet air forces, including the 7th AF will not attack land targets
in the PHILIPPINES except after specific coordination with GHQ SWPA.
CTF 77 271045 requests from CTG 38.4 a 16-VF combat air patrol
to be maintained over the LEYTE area from dawn to dusk. In addition,
VAdm Kinkaid requests strikes on enemy airfields to reduce the air
strength (see MacArthur 270652 and 271329).
Com3rdFleet 271640 refers to GH~ SWPA dispatches mentioned
above and directs CTF 38 plus the 4 task groups to comply.
Cincpac 270649 refers to embarkation of CVG 81 and outlines
the aircraft status as of 30 October in the Forward Area.
CTF 77 270221 states to Com3rdFlt that support of at least
one and preferably two fast carrier groups is required until control
of the air in the LEYTE area is established and further that on 28
October the remaining CVE's in the immediate area must refuel and
can supply no planes. Report further states that Army air squadrons
are moving into the fields on 27 October, but expresses doubt as to
when their operation can become effective due to difficult field
conditions.
Cincpoa 270353 summarizes the status of arrangements for
replenishmen t at ULITHI.
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26 October (Oahu date - cont'd)
ComJrdFlt has directed CTF 57 to make maximum air effort
against the BONINS commencing 16 October.
27 October (Oahu date)
Following is a recapitulation of the enemy striking forces in
PHILIPPINES area 23-27 October:

9 BB, 1 CVt 3 CVL, 10 CA, 8 CL, 28 DD
Damage inflicted by our forces on those appearing above is estimated
to be as follows:

1 CV, 3 CVL, 2 BB, 5 CA, 3 CL, 8 DD
Sunk:
Severely damaged and probably sunk:
1 BB, 3 CA, 2 CL, 7 DD
6 BB, 2 CA, 1 CL,lO DD
Damaged:
From the above estimate, it would appear that practically every
major combatant enemy ship was either sunk or damaged.
CL BIRMINGHAM arrived at ULITHI on 27 October (I). Report
indicates that 236 were killed, 6 missing, and about 400 wounded.
PRINCETON survivors arrived at ULITHI aboard the IRWIN (DD 794), the
MORRISON (DD 560), and the GATLING (DD 671). 123 officers and 1189
enlisted men survived this sinking.
The damaged cruisers HOUSTON and CANBERRA arrived at ULITHI
27 October.
SEADOG (SS 401) sighted 2 battleships NE of OKINAWA on 28
October (I}, but lost contact late in the afternoon.
I

STERLET (SS 392) reported at 0600 (I) 29th that the contact
was lost with 2 battleships and 4 escorts at J0-34N, 133-33E, which
presumably were the same 2 BB's that the SEADOG had sighted the day
before.
KINGFISH (SS 234) sank a small freighter and a medium tanker
near CHICHI JI1~ on the 28th.
HOE (SS 258) summarizes
37-day patrol. The following
on the enemy: Sank 2 AK's of
tons; damaged 1 medium AK and
12,500 tons.

6th war patrol, which consisted of a
damage was reported as being inflicted
7,500 tons each for a total of 15,000
2 large AK's for a total damage of

CincSWPA 271856 directs Com3rdFlt and the 4 task groups not
to attack land targets in the SWPA unless requested by CinCS\VPA or
on receipt of request which states specific concurrence of CinCSWPA.
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14th Air Force indicates that it has only enough gasoline to
conduct the SOUTH CHINA SEA search until 1 November.
VIRBURNUM {AN 57) struck a mine in a channel at ULITHI and reports the material damage. Casualties: 1 killed, 5 injured, and
2 missing.
CTF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) 271147 outlines the action in the current
SURIGAO STRAIT and LEYTE GULF engagement.
ComJrdFlt 271700 summarizes the results of the TG's in their
actions E of LUZON.
CTF 38 (VAdm Mitscher) 280537 summarizes the results of their
actions.
CTU 77.4.3 280001, 280006, 280012 summarizes their action
during the engagement off LEYTE GULF and SAMAR.
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In the LEYTE GULF area on the 28th (I) enemy air activity
continued. CTF 77 (V.Adm Kinkaid) estimated that 50 planes were
over the area during the day until 1700. Suicide attacks by enemy
dive bombers and torpedo planes were reported. Dives were made
on the USS LOUISVILLE (CA28), USS CALIFORNIA(BB44) and USS DENVER

(CL58).

17 Enemy planes were shot down during the 28th (I) in the
LEYTE area.
According to reports the ground situation at LEYTE is being
carried out according to schedule.
CTG 77.2 (RAdm 0ldendorf) reports that a Val (dive bomber)
attempted a suicide dive on the DEliTER and crashed about 25 yards
off the starboard quarter. No personnel casualties resulted,
however, preliminary investigation shows considerable damage to
the DENVER.
2 Japanese prisoners were rescued and confirmed the sinking
of 2 BE's (YAMASHIRO and FUSO) and 4 DD's (1ITCHISHIO, ASAGUMO,
YAMAGUMO, NOWAKE). These sinkings took place in the southern
LEYTE GULF during the early morning of 25 October (I).
GAMBIER BAY (CVE73) sank 65 miles east of BUNGA POINT (SAl~4R)
at 0900 on the 25th as a result of 20 hits from 8" guns from about
6 CA's at 2,000 yards range. 18 VF and 8 VTB from this CVE were
airborne at the time and their present status is unknown (they may
have landed on 1 of the 2 fields;- D~AG or TACLOBAN. It was reported that about 650 officers and men have been rescued from the
GMJBIER BAY. (It would appear that about 200 officers and men are
missing from the ship~ based on the October 1 ships roster) •
.The SUWANEE ( CVE27) reports having been hit on the 25th by
Her flight deck and hangar deck are badly holed. Her
catapults and its machinery are destroyed and the after elevator
is demolished.

3 bombs.

rffiLM (DD388) laid depth charges in 5 attacks on a Japanese
submarine, (location not given). The 4th attack brought a heavy
explosion followed by 2 smaller ones with oil and splintered
planking rising to the surface. The GRIDLEY (DD380) also made
3 attacks but CTG 38.4 (RAdm Davison) credits the HEilA with the
kill.

The scheduled bombardment by TF 94 has been cancelled due
to unfavorable weather and the Task Force is returning to ATTU.
MATSUWA was the scheduled target for the bombardment on the 29th.
The 21st Bomber Corr~and operating from the MARI .~AS will
carry out the 2nd shakedown mission of B-29's against TRUK 29
October, 2300 GCT.
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28 October (Oahu date - cont'd)

CinCPOA 282242 (Pink) covers the advisability of the return
of the Fast Carrier Task Forces to ULITHI in order to prepare
for and con~uct the HOTFOOT Operation and further authorizes
Com3rdFleet to reduce the covering force to one carrier task group.
Concurrence of CINCSWPA is also requested for withdrawal of TF 38.
CinCST
NPA 290844 (Pink) concurs in the terms of the despatch
outlined above.
CinCPOA 291828 (Pink) states that operation INSURGE~~ is
completed and directs Com3rdFleet to retire carrier task groups
to advanced bases at his discretion.
-o'Oc:l C()\-"rler

Effective 1 November proposedCTF
as follows:

38~organization

is

TF 38 VAdm MCCAIN in HANCOCK.
TG 38.1 RAdm MONTGOMERY in YORKTOVlJN with HOR1'SlET, WASP,
COvVPENS, MONTEREY.

TG 38.2 RAdm BOGAN in tNTRH!PID with H_t.\.NCOCK, BUNKER HILL,
CABOT, INDEPENDENCE.
TG 38.3 RAdm SHErua~J in ESSEX with LEXINGTON, TICONDEROGA,
LANGLEY.
TG 38.4 RAdm DAVISON in FRAWALIN with E~~ERPRISE, BELLEAU
WOOD, SAN JACINTO.
RAdm R.~FORD will be in BUNKER HILL for present.

~~

29 October (Oahu date)
CinCPac Official Communique No. 16S, covering the
engagement from 23 October through 27 October
appears in the back of book.

PHILIPPI1~

3 Part summary of Com3rdFlt covering engagements in
the PHILIPPI1~S from 24 through 26 October appears in back
of book.
On the 29th (I) TG 38.2 (RAdm Bogan} directed strikes
on the NL~IANAS area and southern LUZON. Reports indicate
that 65 Japanese planes were shot down. 12 Additional planes
were destroyed on the ground at various LUZON airfields.
TG 38.2 losses for the same day (29th) numbered 27, however,
only 4 pilots and 2 air crewmen were reported as being lost.
Most of the losses were due to operational causes.
Pilots from this same TG reported about 100 twin-engined
planes at CLP~K FIELD. Bombs started 5 fires on this field.
40 Other planes were observed on 2 other fields.
2 Vals made suicide dives on the IN1 REPID (CV-11), one
of them striking a 20mm gallery killing 10 men and wounding 6
others.
1
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TG 38.4 (RAdm Davison) reports shooting down 8 Japanese
planes on the 28th and 3 on the 29th. Combat losses of this
group for the 2 days, 28th and 29th, were 2 VF planes and 3
VF pilots.
A report from CinCS \~A reports that the COMFORT (AH-6)
has been sighted and is apparently undamaged. Prior reports
indicated that the COMFORT was under air attack on the 24th {I).

A plane reported sighting 1 merchant ship exploding
and another on fire midway between S1\N FRANCISCO and the
HAWAIIAN ISL_~s (30 N, 142 W). Fragmentary reports indicate
that both ships were torpedoed by an enemy submarine. Further
details will be reported upon receipt.
STERLET (SS-392) and TRIGGER (SS-237) put 8 torpedoes
in a large AO SE of KYUSF~J in the afternoon of the 30th {I).
The DULAG strip (LEYTE) is reported serviceable as of
the 29th (2500 feet).
2 Kaiser class CVE's with air groups have been ordered
from the Atlantic to the Pacific Fleet for duty.
VAdm McCain relieved VAdm Mitscher as CTF 38 on 30 Oct (I).

30 October (Oahu date)
Com3rdFlt reports that the FRANKLIN (CV-13) and the

BELLEAU TVOOD ( CVL-24) have both sustained battle damage.

CTF 17 has ordered submarines to discontinue sweep
for more enemy cripples and to resume normal patrols.
SARGO (SS-188) at 30 N 149 E on 25 October damaged
2 picket boats with gun fire.
STERLET (SS-392) reported at 302110 GCT the SALMON {SS-182)
was badly damaged by enemy gun fire and could not dive. At
302000 GCT her position was 29-25 N 132-45 E, course 130,
speed 12. 5 Submarines were standing by to assist her. At
302334 GCT CTF 17 directed SILVERSIDES (SS-236), TRIGGER {SS-237),
STERLET (SS-392)and SAilJON (SS-182) to proceed in close company
to SAIPAN.
Further details of enemy submarine activity between
HAWAII and the ~mST COAST have been received. The lillGUS
(PYC-14) acting as plane guard station reported SS JOHN A.
JOHNSON of American Lines, complement 71 officers and men,
enroute SAN FR.A..NCISCO to PEARL, loaded with ammunition, was
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30 October (Oahu date - Cont'd)

_ DECLASSIFIED
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torpedoed at 292105 (plus 8) in position 29-52 N 141-42 W.
Resulting fire caused ammunition to explode. Enemy submarine
surfaced and shelled ship and life boats; 13 men in one
life boat were all killed by machine gun fire. The ARGUS has
58 survivors aboard. The attack caused re-r0uting of shipping.
In the LEYTE GULF area 3 OBB's, 1 CA, 3 ·CL's, and 12 DD's
remain as covering force. Reports from friendly force on
MINDORO state that at 311400 (minus 9) 3 enemy CV's were moving
east at 25 knots through VERDE ISLPJID passage. Also at 1430
(minus 9) 5 CL's, 5 DD's, and 5 AP's were reported at same
position at slow speed.
CTG 38.2 amplifies previous report of results of strikes
against the ~~ILA area on 29 October. 240 Sorties were flown.
65 Airborne enemy planes were shot down by CAP (45 over target
area, 20 over the group); 18 airborne enemy planes were probably
destroyed (17 were over the target area). Our plane losses
were 11 in combat and 17 operationally. 13 Pilots and 6 air
crewmen were lost.
A recapitulation of Japanese planes destroyed by carrier
based aircraft during the period 9 Sept - 29 Oct shows a total
of 1451 airborne planes destroyed, 1097 destroyed on the ground,
and 195 probably destroyed or damaged.

Considerable enemy air activity continued in the LEYTE
area during the period 28-30 Oct. Search planes continued
to make shipping strikes K~ of BORNEO. On the 28th 14 B-24's
bombed MAKASSAR.
On 29 Oct 9 B-24's attacked barges in the harbor
at HPillA JI~~ with negative results. On the 31st 3 small
.AK's were sunk at I RO JI:M.A by a PB4Y. Neutralization of
ROTA continued on the 29th and 30th by strikes by 34 F4U's.
14 P-47's attacked PAGJ~ on the 30th.
17 B-29's from the 21st BOMB1~ R CONIW.L.AND at SAIPAN
raided DUBLON IS (TRUK) on 30 Oct, dropping 41 tons of bombs.
Reconnaissance flights continued against YAP on the 29th.
On the 29th and 30th F4U's continued support of ground troops
at P.A.LAU.
Land operations against LEYTE proceed satisfactorily
and according to schedule. CinCSVI/PA reports that all interior
lines of communication are now in our hands. Our casualties
to date are reported as 706 killed in action, 2245 wounded in
action, and 270 mi ss ing in action. Enemy casualties are /l
estimated as 24,000.
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31 October (Oahu date)
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Considerable enemy surface activity was reported in the
PHILIPPINE area on 31 October and 1 November (I). At 0230 on
the 31st 4 CA's and 3 DD's were reported at 11-lON, 115-22E (240
miles W of N tip of PALAWAN IS). 35 minutes later 3 CA's were
reported at 10-20 N, 117~35E (90 miles W of N PALAWAN IS), course
25, speed 25. At 1300 on the 31st 1 CA was reported at ll-05N,
119-00E (20 miles W of N tip of PALAWAN IS). LEYTE air base reported 2 BE's, 3 CA's with DD's at 1510 on the 1st in position
08-12N, 118-00E (40 miles SE of S PALAWAN IS). At 1840 on the
lst a guerilla reported 3 large ships proceeding at high speed
W of LEYTE on southerly course. At 2245 on the 1st a badly
garbled dispatch from an Army plane indicated 4 very large AP's,
3 DD's, and blank DE's at 10-blank N, 124-20E (W of LEYTE), course
120, speed 10.
At 1437 on the 1st CTG 77.1 reported his group under air
attack. ABNER READ (DD 526), while screening the damaged CLAXTON
{DD 571}, was hit by an aerial torpedo, blew up, and sank. At
1603 CTF 77 reported our air situation in LEYTE GULF area to be
deteriorating owing to constant enemy reinforcement and withdrawal
of fast carrier task groups. Only 60 Army fighters were in the
area. Resumption of carrier strikes in the 1lANILA and VISAYAN
areas was requested. At 2057 CTF 77 reported that on the 1st 1
DD had been sunk by enemy air attacks, and at least 4 other DD's
damaged.
As a result of the enemy activity outlined above, ComJrd
at 1830 on the 1st, directed return of TG 38.3
commencing
Flt,
(en route ULITHI to MANUS) to proceed to point KEROSENE (ll-15N,
130-20E); directed TG 38.1 at ULITHI to expedite logistic measures;
directed TG 34.5 to arrive at 10-30N, 127-20E by 020800 (I), from
which point to move to support TF 77 and TG 77.1, if enemy surface
threat developed in the LEYTE GULF; directed TG 38.2 to proceed
to center area KEROSENE, from which point to provide air cover
for TG 34.5 during daylight on the 2nd; stated that he would provide morning and afternoon search over SAN BERNADINO on the 2nd;
and requested SVlP forces to keep him informed as to their coverage
of SURIGAO STRAIT.
BESUGO (SS 321) reported sinking new type DE in convoy on
24 October at 30-00N, 134-00E.
CinCSWPA reports that 13 enemy planes were shot down on 29
October during harassing raids against shipping and shore installations in the LEYTE area. On the 30th TG 38.4 shot down 4 enemy
planes over the group, while AA fire accounted for 6 others.
During the period 26-28 October, our PT boats, while operating off N MINDANAO and in JUANICO STRAIT were attacked by enemy
planes. PT boa~l32, 523, and 526 suffered damage and casualties
(29 killed, 14 wounded).
An enemy submarine was reported sunk on the 28th 143 ·miles
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NE of SAMAR, and another sunk on the 29th 85 miles E of SIARGAO
IS (off NE MINDANAO ) •
SAN ROQUE drome (LUZON) and BACOLOD drome (NEGROS) were
bombed on the 30th by 12 B-25's and 7 P-47's (SAN ROQUE) and 2
groups of B-24's (BACOLOD).
Usual neutralization strikes were made in the l~SHALLS,
CAROLINES, MARIANAS, and BONINS during the period . 30 October 1 November. Strikes also continued in the NEI, NEW GUINEA, and
BISMARCKS - SOLOMONS areas.
Land operations on LEYTE continued satisfactorily. Our
casualties to date: Total - 848 KIA, 2292 WIA, and 348 MIA.
In the North Pacific on 30 October photographic reconnaissance was made by B-24's over ONEKOTAN and MATSUWA. 4 B-25's
attacked TOMAR! ZAKI (PARAMUSHIRU). An enemy submarine was re-

ported 200 miles W of DUTCH HARBOR.

Cit-•'-'

Rear Admiral Sherman with other staff members departed ~yf
PEARL for HOLLANDIA.
~v
1 November (Oahu date)
The flurry of enemy surface ship sightings in the
PHILIPPINES area, as reported in the previous day's summary,
has abated, and is an indication that the enemy may have been
practicing deceptive measures. Only one sighting was reported
during the past 24 hours; this was at 1053 on the 2nd, and
stated that 2 CA's, 3 DD's and 2 AB's with landing barges were
observed at 10-55N, l24-35E (W. of LEYTE). There are indications
that the enemy is reinforcing LEYTE via ORMOC BAY.
The enemy appears to be heavily reinforcing his air
strength in the !~ILA area; as a result of this, CinCSWPA has
requested early strikes in the PHILIPPINE area from other than
TG 38.3, which remains to cover TG 77.1. CinCSWPA also stated
that Army planes would provide CAP over the LEYTE area.
Com3rdFlt has directed TG's 38.1, 38.2, 38.3 and 34.5 to
rendezvous at Point ALCOHOL (12-lON, 133-00E) at 031200 (I),
and has issued Battle Plan "HALSEY" for dealing with the current
situation.
Further information on enemy air strikes on the 1st reveals
that AMMEN (DD 527) and CLAXTEN ( DD 521) vvere hit by suicide
dives, and the KILLEN (DD 593) by a dive bomber. .AM11JEN received
only superficial damage, but the CLAXTEN and KILLEN were both
flooded. ABNER READ (DD 526) was sunk by a VAL( 5uic.: e. c~.·v~)
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The SALMON (SS-182') and escorting submarines to arrive
SAIPAN 4 November (I).
PILOTFISH (SS 386) at 302033 GCT October in position 28-03N,
141-34E (BONINS area) reports 2 timed hits in 1 AK.
CominCh 271806 (pink) contains directive to Commanding
General, U.S. Forces China Theater, incident to abolishment of
CBI Theater and substitution therefor of the CHINA Theater and
the INDIA-BURu~ Theater.
Neutralization air strikes continued in the MARSHALLS,
CAROLINES, MARIANAS, and BONINS. Strikes also continued against
HP~RA and ~1SIKI.
In the North Pacific on 1 November 4 B-25's again bombed
TOMAR! ZAKI {PAR.~mJSHIRU). 5 attacking ZEKES damaged 1 B-25
which landed in Russian territory.
2 November (Oahu date)
On 2 November (I) 1 BB, 4 CA's, 1 CL and 2 DD's were reported
proceeding from VERDE ISLA1m PASSAGE into MANILA BAYt CTG 77.1
concludes that this force provided cover and support for the landing of reinforcements at ORMOC BAY (LEYTE)
At 030030 GCT ComJrdFleet issued directive for o~eration
"Pulverize". Upon completion of fueling on 3 November TF JB, less
TG 38.4 will proceed to arrive at 16-00 N 130-00 E at 0412~~-( I),
when the force will commence high speed run to arrive vicin~ty
15-30 N 123-50 E at da~m 5 November. Sustained strikes will be
made on LUZON Area during daylight 5th and 6th.
Com3rdF1eet reported at 031452 GCT that RENO (CL 96) was
torpedoed in position 13-46 N 131-27 E. ZUNI (ATF 95) was . ordered
to proceed immediately to her assistance.
ATULE (SS 403) reports 2 hits in a large AP in position
20-09 N 123-08 E (LUZON STRAIT)
SNOOK (SS 279) reports rescuing one downed pilot in position
16-18 N 125-28 E (E of LUZON)
T.IMBOR (SS 198) operating BONINS Area reports probably sinking 1 patrol vessel with 2 timed hits on 19 October.
On 2 November (I) several hostile air attacks were made on
ships of TG 77.1 in the LEYTE Area, but damage is unreported. On
the 3rd several Bogeys were reported by CTG 77.1, but our CAP kept
them away from the group.
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On the 1st a PB4Y search plane reports sighting a NACHI
CA anchored in ULUGAN BAY {W PALAWAN) apparently undergoing
repairs.
On the 2nd B-24's from SWPA attacked airdromes and other
instaliations on CJl~BU and on MINDANAO.
Neutralization air strikes continued in the A~IANAS,
BONIN3, and CAROLI1~S. Strikes were also made against the
VOGELKOP and M1BON. 1 B-24 mad~ photo reconnaissance over
ONEKOTAN.
CinCSWPA reports that the enemy on LEYTE has · been driven
into the small and confined ORMOC sector, where they are
enveloped on all three land sides by our ground forces. Enemy
losses are estimated as 30,000. Completion of the LEYTE-SA1Uffi
operation is believed by CinCSWPA to be near.
3 November (Oahu date)
At 1103 on 4 Nov (I) the tug ZUNI reached the RENO (CL-96)
in position ·l3-49 N, 132-07 E. As the RENO was without power or
steerage, Com3rdFlt directed CTG 30.9 to send another tug and a
rescue vessel to assist her. TG 30.7 (Hunter-Killer group) was
also ordered to the RENO position and to remain in the vicinity.
TG 38.4 departs ULI~RI at 051600 (I) and proceeds to the
PHILIPPINE area. TG's 38.1, 38.2 and 38.3 will arrive at 15-30
N, 123-50 Eat dawn on 5 Nov (I), to commence 2 day strike in
LUZON area.
Com7thFlt reports t hat 4 enemy ships unloaded at OR110C BAY
on the 2nd. CinCSv\f.PA reports two AP ' s were sunk in ORMOC BAY
on the 2nd.
RAY (SS-271) reports si gh ting 3 AP's with 3 escorts and
5-plane air cover at 1500 (H) on the 4th, position 16-25 N,
119-45 E ( West of LUZ ON~, course 185, speed 10.
STERLET {SS-392), operating north NANSEI SHOTO during period
25 Oct - 1 Nov, reports sinking one large loaded AO, one 1000-ton
armed trawler, and one unidentified ship: Also sank a large AO
previously damaged by TRIGGER {SS-237).
PINT.ii.DO ( SS-387) operating west of LUZON reports sinking
1 DD with 4 hits fro m task force of 1 large CV, 1 CL and 2 or
3 DD's, cou rse 180, speed 21.
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ComPhibGroup 8 reports on the 3rd that enemy air activity
has seriously curtailed amphibious operations in the LEYTE area.
He stated that fighter cover was needed for our reinforcement
outside the immediate vicinity of the North and South beaches.
The hostile force which landed at OIDJOC BAY on the 2nd was
attacked by our fighters. As previously reported 2 AP's were
sunk during the landings; 30 enemy trucks and tanks were
d~stroyed ashore, in addition to much of their equipment and
supplies. On the same day 10 enemy planes were shot down, 5 by
AA fire and 5 by our fighters.
Com7thFlt estimated enemy air strength on LUZON at 380
planes (188 VF, 88 VB-VTB, 77 VBM, 27 Mise). Most of these
planes are reported to be concentrated in the CLARK and NICHOLS
field areas. LEGASPI is still being used as a search base, and
reports indicate at least 30 planes based there.
The enemy raid against SAIPAN and TINIAN on the 3rd was
made by 9 or more Bettys and took place during the night. 3 C47's
suffered minor damage as well as several PB4Y's. 4 Enemy planes
were shot down and one other was probably shot down.
Neutralization air strikes continued in the NL~~IANAS,
CAROLINES and 1~SHALLS. MARCUS was bombed on the 2nd and 3rd
by 6 B-24's. 17 B-29's were over TRUK at 020134 GCT; 121 500-lb
GP bom·us and 53 500-1 b incendiary bombs were dropped; 2 airborne
Zekes did not attack.
RANGOON was bombed on the )rd by 45 B-29's which
concentrated against the MAPAGAN Railroad Yards; several hits
were observed in the target area.
In the North Pacific on 3 Nov 4 B-25' s bombed P. 4.RA1IDSHIRU,
.
while 2 B-24's hit 3URIBACHI.

4 November (Oahu date).
RENO (CL96) is reported at 050923 (I) to be in bad shape,
and barely holding her own; she urgently requires an additional
salvage tug, and gasoline for the salvage pumps. Her position
at 051416 (I) was 13-13-45 N, 132-52-15 E {380 miles N~W of
PELELIU); she was drifting slowly SW with the wind and current.
HM~~ITVIERHE AD ( ss- 364) summarizes 2nd war patrol. Operating
north of ~~AY BARRIER, sank 5 7500-ton AK's and 1 4000-ton
ftX; damaged 1 5000-ton AO.
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4 November (Oahu date)(cont'd).

CinCSNPA reports that through 2 Nov {inclusive dates not
given) our fighters shot down 27 planes from Jap raids against
our shipping.
During the period 1 - 4 Nov, SWP Air Forces were extremely
active in the PHILIPPI~~ area, with widespread attacks against
NEGROS, CEBU, MII'JDANAO, MASBATE, SULU _ARCHIPELAGO, TAVVI TAWI
and ORMOC BAY. At the latter place a group of B-24's on the
2nd sank a 7000-ton AK, left a second burning, and scored near
misses on a CA. Other ships damaged included a 10000-ton AP
at JOLO and a small AK at TAWI TAWI.
The weight of the attacks
was directed at airdromes on ~~GROS.
Other attacks by SWP Air Forces were made against 1iACASSAR
(CELEBES) and BABO (NEW GUINEA) on the 3rd, and against WEW.AK
on the 2nd. On the 1st and 2nd 183 sorties were flown in the
SOLOMONS - BISMlffiCKS area.
CenPac air forces continued neutralization of IWO JIMA.,

H.AHA JI:rV:..A., CHICHI JIMA, ROTA, PAGAN, Y j.bJ> and PALAU.

On the 1st one B-29 photographed the TOI\YO aircraft and
electronic plants, with fair results. In YOKOHAlJf..A HARBOR were
seen 21 ships, including 1 CV.
ComNavGrp CHINA reports that KvmiLIN is being taken by
the Japanese, and LUICROW is seriously threatened. Operations
of 14th Air Force from LUICHOW have been suspended, and
evacuation of the base is probable on the 5th or shortly thereafter. B-24 searches of the S CHINA SEA have been suspended.
The Japanese troops which landed at ORMOC BAY on the 2nd
are endeavoring to move north to the CP~IGARA BAY area. Our
forces are hastily preparing defensive positions in the northern
area in order to frustrate any enemy attempt to break through.
Our casualties in the LEYTE area up to the 3rd are:

X Corps
XXIV Corps
CTF 57

KIA
257
-.2.§1
840

WIA

28

3419

250

~

TOTAL

MIA

1074

1359
3160
4519

£}_?_

; t;,

011100 summarizes operations 26-31 October.
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Com3rdFlt 060216 contains the preliminary incomplete report
of sweeps and strikes against LUZON on 5 Nov (I).
Com3rdFlt informed CinCSWPA that the 25 to 30 .AKs observed
in 1t~~ILA BAY on the 5th constituted an excellent target for
land-based heavy bombers.
The RENO (CL-96) Group at 061535 (I) was ordered to change
course to 060 owing to a possible typhoon in vicinity 09-00 N,
143-00 E; estimated westerly movement, to arrive at 10-30 N,
135-00 E (150 miles N of PALAU) by 8 Nov.
TF 38 (less TG 38.4) retires on completion of strikes on
LUZON on 6 Nov to center of area MICK (14-35 N, 129-10 E), where
it will rendezvous with oilers and TG 38.4 at 071200 (I). Upon
completion of fueling on 7 Nov, CTF 38 in WASP, with 2 DD's and
TG 38.2 proceeds to ULITHI, to arrive 090600 (I). TG's 38.1,
38.3, and 38.4 will operate at discretion in area DIESEL (16-35 N
130-20 E) with CTG 38.4 as OTC. These three groups fuel at point
WJCK at 100700 (I). CTF 38 in WASP, with 2 DD's proceeds to
arrive GU.l\.M at dawn 10 Nov.
TG 30.7 (Hunter-Killer Group) will leave the RENO Group at
080800 (I) and proceed to area ALCOHOL (12-10 N, 133 E) to protect
the oiler group.
RATON (SS-270) reported 3 hits on a heavy cruiser at 060940(I).
The cruiser was beached on RENA POINT (16-10 N 119-45 E), West
LUZON coast.
.
SEACAT (SS-399) at 22-00 N 164-48 E (180 miles NVv of WAKE)
reported that a torpedo passed ahead of her and broke surface at
060615 (I).
CTG 77.1 (Fire Support Group) reported at 041915 {I) that
ammunition and fuel replenishment of his force in LEYTE GTJLF was
50% completed, with no interruption from enemy aircraft.
~~DERSON (DD-411) was damaged on 1 Nov by a suicide Zeke,
resulting in 12 killed, 17 wounded and 5 missing.

Preliminary report states that EVERSOLE (DE-404) was sunk
an enemy sumr~rine at 0229 (I), 29 Oct in position 10-18 N
127-33 E (100 miles East of LEYTE GULF. There were 139 survivors;
75 are missing.
by

CTG 78.2 reports that night and early morning air operations
from LEYTE have been transferred from T A CLOB~~ to the dry weather
f'ields at BAYUG and BARI. On the ni ght of 4-5 Nov (I) 10 Jap
air raids did no dama ge to the TACLOBA.N strip. One random bomb
destroyed a PT Boat, with resulting heavy casualties.
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In the Central Pacific air strikes continued on the 5th
against I WO JIMA, CHI CHI JI1\11A, HJ\JIA JI1viA , rv1A.~-q cus , YA:P, P.A.LAU
and h1ARSHA.LLS . Other activities of s ·iJP air forces included
strikes against HALM.fu'tffiRA on the 3rd and •JfEVV.AK on the 4th.
In the North Pacific on the 5th, 4 PV's wh ile strafing
RETTO, were attacked 10 miles E of TOMARI Z.A..KI
(P&~~IDSHIRU) by 11 Jap fi ghters.
1 PV was s hot down, exploding
when it hit the water. On the same day, 6 B-24's bombed
1-'UHABU SiliCA ; all returned safely.
TORI ~3HI Iv!A

The 3I NGA.PORE area was attacked by B-29's on the 5th.
1 BB in drydock was hit by 2 1000-lb bombs; a third 1000-lb
bomb hit the control h ouse i n the drydock area.
Three airdromes near
hands on 3rd Nov.

KV~ ILI N

were reported to be in Jap

Land operations on LEY~~ continue to progress favora bly.
In the C.!ffiiGA
.
.RA BAY area the 24th Inf Di v, after capturing
PIN'AMOPO.AN, moved south on , the ORMOC road to intercept the
enemy reported moving north along that road. Long range artillery
has been displaced forward, and is shelling the ORMOC BAY area.
The 7th Inf Di v, after capturing BAYBAY ( 3outh ORMOC BAY) ,
advanced several miles south with out meeting enenv resistance.
The division then moved north, and is reported to be midway
between BAYBA.Y and ORMOC. 12,554 of the enemy were reported
killed, and 109 captured.

6 November (Oahu date)
At 071100 (I) REN O (CL-96) was proceeding on course
050, position 13-39-20 N 135-13-50 E (about 300 miles W.~
of ULITHI), making good 3 knots.
In the LEYTE are a the 24th Inf Div advanced 4 miles south
along the road to ORMOC. Long range artillery continues to
pound enemy concentrations in the ORM:OC area. 3 Counterattacks
against the 24th Div were repulsed. The 96th Inf Div, operating
near DAG.AI·;II {East Central LEYTE ), reports patrol clashes.
Preliminary report of results of the 2-day strike by TF 38
agai nst LUZON on 5 and 6 Nov includes 440 enemy planes destroyed
(113 in the air, 327 on t he groun~)~ 5 Ships were sunk ( 1 AO,
3 A.K ' s and 1 su b cha ser) • 2 Were . . ~sJX1Ji~~ ( 1 CA, 1 DD) ; 23
were dama ged ( 1 CL, 5 DD , 2 DE , 1 trawler, 14 AK 's). Considerable
damage was inflicted on g round t a r gets.
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LEXI NGTON (CV-16) was hit on the si gnal bridge by a
suicide divebombe r on the 5th. There were heavy casualties
among the ship's si gnal and gunnery personnel , requiring 170
personnel replaceme nts.
SWP air forces continue strong air strikes against airdromes on NEGROS and Ci!JBU. Searchplan es attacked shipping at
CORON BAY and off IIT~IDORO. A searcher reported 1 CA, 1 CL,
1 DD and 1 AR on- the 6th west of north tip of P.ALAiViili , on a
northerly course.
On night 4-5 Nov in the LEYTE GULF heavy Jap air attacks
hit one Liberty Ship, causing an ammunition explosion ; details
are unreporte d. One of the raiders was shot down.
On the 7th CTG 77.1 reports that there continues to be
a lack of bogeys.
On the 5th 34 B-29's from SAIPAN attacked I WO JIMA. B-24's
hit CHICHI JIMA on the 5th, and HAHA JIM.A. and ANI JIMA on the
6th. Air strikes continued against ROTA, YA.P, J.ALUIT, and
MILlE.
In the North Pacific on the 6th 4 B-25's bombed TORISHI1~
RETTO (10 miles North of F'A.HAMIJSHIRU), while 4 B-24.!.s hit
ONEKOT_Al\f .
63 B-29's obtained excellent results in a bombing attack
against SINGAPORE on the 5th.
On the 6th an unreported number of Jap .planes bombed
MORO'I•AI during the early morning. 4 PB4Y' s were destroyed ,
6 others damaged.
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7 November (Oahu date) To avoid an approachin g typhoon TG's 38.1, 38.3 and 38.4
were ordered to area C01WORT (18N 140E) to operate there 9 Nov.
At 100700 (I) the groups will fuel in area COKE (19N 139E).
TG 38.2 is at ULI~{I. CTG 38.3 reports that a Jap CA was seen
to break into two and sink in n~ILA BAY on 5 November.
RENO (CL 96) proceeds to ULITHI. Position at 080800 (I):
14-02 N 136-20 E (about 300 miles N\,V of ULITHI). Her condition
is improved; two tugs are towing in tandem; she is steaming
slowly on one engine, with one boiler; she has no steering.
GABILIN (SS 252) reports sinking l medium AK on 31 Oct. in
position JON 138E (120 miles W of NANPO SHOTO).
212 ~
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PADDLE ( SS 263) returning from 5th ·Nar Patrol in SVJP
ftxea, reports sinking 1 5000-ton AO, and damaging 1 4000-ton

.A.K •

At 081700 (I) 2 large freighter transports, 1 barge and
7 DD's were observed eastbound at 15 knots through VERDE

ISLAND PAS SAGE •

Activity in the LEYTE area continues with no appreciable
change from that reported in yesterday's summary. The Japanese
appear determined to continue reinforcement via ORMOC.
CenPac air forces on the 7th continued strikes against
JIJv1A, PAG.A:N, 11&.ttCUS, and the MA.t"C{SHALLS. WAKE was hit on
the 7th by 3 PV's.
TWO

Sv~ air forces continued the usual strikes against NEI
and WEW.AK..

8 November (Oahu date)

CTG 73.4 reports that search planes at 091220 (I) sighted
4 BB's, 3 CA's, 3 CL's, and 3 DD's in BALABAC STRAIT, course
150, speed 20; at 1235 the course was changed to 320; at 1430
the position was g iven as 07-48N, 116-30 E, course 300, speed
10.
At 0914 0 0 {I ) 4 .A.K' s ( or 4 AP' s ) , 6 DD ' s , 2 DE ' s , and 1
possible tender were sighted off NW tip of LEYTE, and at 1500
this force was reported on southerly course,speed 6.
As a result of the si ghting of enemy surface forces, Com3rdF1t
at 092230 {I) directed TG's 38 .1, 38.2, 38.3, and 38.4 to proceed
to the east of' LEYTE , vicinity of 11-00 N, 127-00 E, to arrive
110600 (I), prepared to strike if later directed. TG 38.5 (New
group containing ~vvA0 P) departs GU A~ at davm 11 Nov and proceeds
to Point KEROSENE (11-15 N 130-20 g). TG's 30.7 (ASW) and 30.8
(tankers) proceed at best speed to area i\LCOHOL ( 12-15 N 133-00 E).
RENO (CL-96) at 090300 (I) was in position 13-01 N 138-10 E
(a bout 240 miles NVv of ULITHI), course 140, speed 6. 3. 'Neather
was i mproving .
REDFIN ( SS-272) on 2 Nov sank 1 AP off M..ACASSi'urt.
she sank 1 AO in the dULU SEA .

On 8 Nov

The ground situation on LEYTE present6 about th e same picture
as reported during t he previous t wo days. The reinforced Japanese
are attempting to fi ght their way north along the m...-~u,.~QC-PI N.AJ!;10PO AN
road, whi le the 24th Inf Div opposes them, attempting to reach
OPJ~:oc, with little progress;
as a result, heavy fi ghting is taking
place along the ridges t h at flank the road. Furth er to the s2~l~ '.

OECLASSIFJEO
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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8 November (Oahu date) - (cont'd)

the 7th Thiv patrols have advanced to the north to a point
within 12 miles of ORgoc without encountering the enemy. 96th
Inf Di v continues mopping up small enemy groups ~r;v of DAGAMI.
On the 7th our fighter bo!!lbers attacked the ORr·TOC BAY area,
sinking 2 barges .and damaging others with near misses. One
lugger and 5 trucks were fired, and a Jap headquarters took
fifteen bomb hits. Of 8 enemy fighters attacking DULAG airfield,
5 were shot down and 2 others were probably shot down.
Reports from .3WP air forces covering the period 5-7 Nov
indicate that widespread strikes continued against MINDANAO,
CEBU, NEGROS, and P. 4.NAY,
.
with the weight of the attacks again
directed against airdromes on NEGROS; enemy shipping was attacked
wherever found. During the same period strikes were made
against NEI {weight of the attacks against GELEBES airfields),
WENiJJ{, the VOGELKOP, and the SOLOrJIONS-BISMARCKS area.
CenPac airforces continued strikes against the BONIN
VOLCJUJO ISLANDS, PAGP..N, and ROTA.

and~

CP~·

9 November (Oahu date)

Reports of sightings of enemy surface vessels in the VISAYAS
on 10 Nov indicated that additional enemy reinforcements were
landed on that date at ORMOC BAY. From 0630 to 0720 there were
anchored in ORMOC BAY the following: 6 DD's, 2 possible CL's,
20-25 AP's(or AK's), and 50-60 barges. By 1430 all had departed.
At 1145 on the lOth a plane sighted 5 DD's, 4 AK's, and
1 escort vessel just north of BURIAS ISLAND, course 150, speed 12.
At 2239 Com3rdFlt announced that TF 38 would strike this force
on the 11th.
Additional sightings on the lOth included 1 CA, 5 CL's and
4 auxiliaries 70 miles SE of ISLAND BAY {PALAVu~), course 045,
speed 15, though later the course was reversed. 2 DE's, 2 large
AK's and 1 small AK were observed in CORON BAY, course 250.
There are no reports of activities of
than search.

Sv~

air forces, other

RENO {CL-96) at 101200(I) was approaching ULITHI, course
140, speed 7.3. She expects to arrive ULITHI night of the lOth.
At 100847(I) MOUNT HOOD (AE-11) exploded and sank at Berth 380,
SEADLER FL~BOR~ MI1~ANAO (~RG-3) and 6 or 7 YM's, plus an indeterminate nurnber of small boats, were severely damaged. All
personnel of MOUNT HOOD were lost except a few men and om officer
known to have been absent. 1'here were numerous personnel
casualties on vessels anchored nearby. The ARGONNE (.AG-31} and
R.ALFH TALBOT {DD-390) were also damaged.
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9 November (Oahu date) - (cont'd)

DECLASSIFrED
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CTF 57 060040 contains progress report for
PELELIU for period 27 Oct - 2 Nov.

'"~GAUR

and

CTF 57 · 060810 summarizes operations 1 - 5 Nov.
On the 9th CenPac air forces continued neutralization of
PAGAN and ROTA, reconnoitered M.ARCUS, heckled I WO JIMA, and
planted 12 mines off CHICHI JIMA.
In the North Pacific on the 7th 8 PV's photographed the
west coast of Plh~~IDSEIRU. 4 B-25's on an offensive photo
mission along east coast of PAR1~IDSHIRU attacked 9 power-driven
wooden barges, sinking two. Of 15-20 interceptors, 3 were
shot down, with 1 probable and 1 was damaged; 1 B-25 was
shot down, with no survivors.
CinCS V~A requests that, if practicable, 77th Inf Div be
diverted to LEYTE.

10 November (Oahu date)
At 111730 (I) CTG 38.3 reported that his group caught and
eliminated the enemy convoy reported in yesterdays summary as
approaching ORMOJ BAY . The convoy consiste d. of 3 large and
1 medium AP , 5 DD ' s , and 1 DE. The 4 ..£\.P ' s and 2 DD' s and 1 DE
were sunk; 2 DD's were badly dmnaged and believed sunk; 1 DD
escaped in a damaged condition. The convoy was covered by 20
fighters; 13 were shot down, with 5 others probably shot down;
2 other enemy planes were shot down near the task group. Our
losses were about 9 planes, with possibility of rescuing several
pilots.
Com7thFlt reported at 100113 (I) that 2 PT boats attacked
enemy shipping in OHMOC B.t\Y, sin1~ing 1 DD and 1 DE.
CinCJ ~·~~-pA r eports that the enemy surface force that landed
reinforcem.ents a t om,:oc , and departed on the lOth, was attacked
by l rrn.y shore based a ircraft. The retiring force of 15 DD's
and 4 PJ? ' .s was h it by dive- bombing and mast h ead attacks in the
f a ce of i ntense AA fire. 7 DD ' s and 3 _tJ H s were sunk; 16
enemy interceptors were shot down, with 5 others probably shot
down; we lost 4 bombe rs and 4 fighters. as ret til3:e:re i~
~poFt of attacks e:ggins-t=t-lt€; le.tige ~1191d5' oonvuj
Lhal:: depn~
OR~.10G BAY on art=ernoo:e: of' lith·.

Com3rdFlt has direc te d that TG's 38.1, 38.3, and 38.4 fuel
on t he 12th , then proceed to 1 5-30 N 123-30 E , and on 13th
launch strike3 ag a inst central and southern LUZON. The strikes
vvi ll be repeQl.ted ··'at 0600 on the 15th.
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10 Novenber (Oahu date) - (cont'd)
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3E.ALION ( 38-315) , operating Eh'!PIRE waters, at 111400 (I)
engaged one of tvvo picket boats. She was forced down when one
of the picket boats attempted to ram her.
LAPON (83-260) summarizes 6th war patrol. Operating in
CHINA 3EA, sank 1 10,000-ton AO, 1 9500-ton A.K, 1 5600-ton AK,
and 1 500-ton escort vessel for a total tonnage of 25,600.
Damaged 1 4000-ton unidentified ship and 1 5800-ton ~~ for
a total tonnage of 9800.
3NP airforces continued anti-shipping strikes in the
PHILIPPINE area, and near CELEJ:lES. 5 Small .ft..E:' s, 6 schooners,
and 11 barges were s.u nk or da..maged. On the 8th 24 B-24' s
attacked. ALIC.ANTE airdrome on HEGROS. Attacks were also
continued against i/lEW/H\ and BI~3lv:Jill :JlCS-SOLOl1;10N3 area.

On the 9th an enemy bomber·over MOROTAI was shot down
and crashed in a revetment area, destroying 1 B-25 and damaging
4 others.
CenPac air forces continued neutralizatio n strikes against
the BONIN and VOLCJU~O I8LM~DS, ROTA, PALAU, YAP, JALUIT and

NA1JRU.

There is very little change in the ground situation on
LEYTE; the main battle area remains along the OID:. .OC-PIN.AMOPOAN
road. Our casualties as of 7 Nov are: KIA, 884; VJIA, 3479;
MIA, 263. The enemy's casualties as of 8 Nov are given as
15,324 killed.
CTF 57 reports that 200 Japs landed on NG.£REGONG ISLAND
(NE of PELELIU) during a storm 8-9 Nov, with machine guns and
knee mortars. Our patrol evacuated under cover of LCI(G) support,
without loss. ADD and 2 gunboats are keeping DENGES PASSAGE
closed, and have shelled the island. Our planes bombed and
strafed the island on the lOth, and will continue strikes until
the island is reoccupied.
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11 November (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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TF 38 less TG 38.2 is scheduled to strike LUZON targets
on 13 Nov.
TG 30.2 (RAdm Smith) with CruDiv 5 and 7 DD's is scheduled
to bombard I WO JIMA commencing 2400 (-9) 11 Nov.
CinCSWPA communique states that at ORMOC BAY on the lOth(I),
medium bombers and fighters based at LEYTE attacked a convoy
of 15 DD's and 4 large AP's in ORMOC BAY. Report indicates
that 7 DD's and 3 ·of the AP's were sunk and that 16 enemy
interceptors were shot do~~. Blue losses were 4 bombers and
4 fighters.
On the 11th (I), carrier planes from 3 TG's of TF 38
attacked an enemy convoy of 3 large and one medium AP, 5 DD's
and one DE just prior to their entry into OID~OC BAY. All
4 AP's plus 2 DD's and one DE were observed to sink. 20 enemy
fighters were providing air cover cover for this convoy; 13
of these were shot down. Our losses were 9 planes; some of
whose pilots may have been rescued.
G~mEL (SS-253) reports one YM~TO class BB and one TONE
class CA, 180 miles west of n·orthern LUZON, course 028, speed 19.

8 B-29's bombed TRUK on the 11th (I). AA and fighter
opposition were meagre and a small number of ships were sighted
in the harbor.
96 B-29's made an attack on the OMURA Aircraft Factory
at KYUSHU. Poor weather conditions enabled only 30 planes
to actually hit the O~illRA target. 40 B-29's bombed the
SHANGHAI and NANKING areas.
MOUNT HOOD (AE-11) is reported to have exploded while
at anchor in SEEADLER HJ\RBOR on 10 Nov (I). Preliminary estimates
show 22 officers and 290 enlisted men were aboard and no survivors
are reported. The cause of the explosion is believed to be unknown.
The casualties on the nearby ships from the blast are reported to
be 109 killed and about 600 injured with minor damage to about
29 ships anchored in the vicinity.
Rear Admiral Sherman with other staff members returned
PEARL from HOLLANDIA.

12 November

{0~ / u
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date)

A report from CTG 78.2 states that 7 merchant ships, the
EGERIA {ARL 8) and ACHILLES (ARL 41) were damaged by suicide
attacks in the LEYTE Area between 1130 and 1830 {-9) 12 November.
ATULE (SS 403) on the morning of the 13th {I) sighted 1 carrier
and a heavy cruiser north of LUZON. Course 40, speed 20. The submarine reported no planes were on deck.
GREENLING {SS 213) reports sinking 1 DD and 1 medium tanker
upon departure from Empire waters.
Three task groups of Task Force 38 struck LUZON on the 13th.
B-24's bombed both airfields at IWO

JI~lA

on the 11th and 12th.

Sherman 031241 {pink) outlines the results of consultation with
Admiral Kinkaid and Generals Sutherland, Kenney and Chamberlain.
CinCPac 062241 {pink) passes to Cominch certain information
received from Admiral Sherman relative to HOLLANDIA Conference.
American Legation u.s. Liaison Officer 021100 and 021155 (pink)
outlines tentative scheduled operations in the Asiatic Theater.
Cominch 312149 (pink) outlines violations by American planes
in attacking Soviet shipping.
CinCSWPA 100835 (pink) requests that the 77th Division be diverted to the TACLOBAN Area.
CinCPOA 102013 acknowledges the despatch appearing directly
above in the affirmative.
CinCPOA 310032 (pink) outlines employment of fighter groups
in the ICEBERG Operation.
ComGenPOA 010833 (pink) outlines employment of Army fighter
groups in the DETACHME~~ Operation.
CinCPOA 110233 (pink) directs CTF 57 (V. Adm. Hoover) to designate appropriate commander PALAU to arrange details with ComGen
Far Eastern Air Force for employment of the 494th Heavy Bomb Group
in the PHILIPPIN~S; remaining 2 squadrons of the 454th Bomb Group
will depart OAHU to arrive PALAU 20 November.
ComGenPOA 112103 {pink) concurs in
77th Division to TACLOBAN Area.

CinCS~~A

request to divert

CinCPac 130901 to Cominch summarizes his estimate of the situation and outlines what action is being taken in regard thereto.
Cominch 131550 (pink) approves the despatch .referred to above.
- Continued -
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Com7thFleet 130113 (pink) states that Royal Australian Air
Force intends to mine BRUNEI BAY on November 9th, 15th and 18th.
CinCSvVPA 130248 (pink) states that strategic situation has
changed and that it is now evident that the enemy will make a
decisive stand in Western LEYTE in order to delay further advances
in the PHILIPPINES, and that Army air strength in LEYTE is not at
present sufficient to neutralize enemy bases and he requests 3rd
Fleet to continue tp strike LUZ6N.
CinCPOA 130918 (pink) cancels previous statement that BRUNEI BAY
might be hit by 3rd Fleet.
CinCPOA 130343 (pink) requests CTF 57 (V. Adm. Hoover) to make
strike as soon as practicable on WOLEAI.
First Sea Lord 121904 (pink) outlines arrangements for British
Pacific Fleet.
Admiralty 121915 (pink) outlines flag appointments of British
Pacific Fleet.
Com3rdFleet 130148 (pink) states that he does not foresee any
immediate use of NGULU.
Com3rdFlt 100215 suggests carrier groups be authorized to
strike enemy shipping in VISAYAS on Nov 11th.
MacArthur 101103 authorizes and concurs in above mentioned
suggestion and requests strikes at discretion on any targets afloat
in VISAYAN and LUZON waters.
Com3rdFlt 110249 outlines contemplated operations in the
immediate future ·and recommends that HOTFOOT be postponed until
after INDUCTION.
Cincpoa 120905 outlines his views on strike on BRUNEI BAY.
Com3rdFlt 110406 recommends carrier strike on BRUNEI BAY.
CinCS~VPA

15 Nov.

112307 requests strikes on LUZON airfields on 14 and

Com3rdFlt 111329 requests authority to strike central and
southern LUZON on 13 and 14 Nov.
Cincpoa 120411 defers HOTFOOT operation indefinitely.
Com3rdFlt 011248 states that fast BE's will be in position to
support surface force at LEYTE as needed and that carrier groups
will be available to support LEYTE operations.
Cincpoa 021937 directs Com3rdFlt to employ his forces so as
most effectively to support LEYTE operations.
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12 November (Oahu date - cont'd)

Com3rdF1t 011335 advises MacArthur that the fast carriers
must not be risked in close for defensive combat air patrol.
Com3rdFlt 110251 requests information from Cincpoa regarding
future employment of FRANKLIN, ENTERPRISE, and BELLEAU WOOD, also
requests information regarding expected arrival of new carriers.
Com3rdFlt 110258 requests BUID\ER HILL yard overhaul be deferred
until strength of TF 38 can be restored.
Cincpoa 010452 requests
of BRUNEI BAY.

CinCSV~A

to make photo reconnaissanc e

Arnold's 312253 requests attack by 20th Bomber Command on
SINGAPORE.
Cincpac 310151 outlines coordination of all forces to be
employed HOTFOOT operation.
Cincpoa 100718 covers approval of SHERlurn, CH~~~BERLIN, LEAVEY,
and ~~ITLOCK agreements regarding logistical support in the
PHILIPPINES.
CinCSWPA 070610 to Chief of Staff, Washington, outlines the
approved Logistic Support of Pacific Ocean Areas support in the
PHILIPPINES.

.

q

Cominch 31~45 outlines his views on temporary naval facilities for the irnmediate future at SAli PEDRO BAY and the LUZON
area.
13 November (Oahu date)
Task Groups 38.1 {R.Adm. Montgomery) and 38.4 (R.Adm. Davison)
will proceed to the fueling area on 16 November. Task Group 38.3
(R.Adm. Sherman) was directed to proceed to ULITHI to arrive
morning of 17 November and be ready for sea at dawn 21 November.
Task Group 38.2 (R.Adm. Bogan) will rendezvous with other groups
at fueling · area on the morning of the 16th.
LM.

Com?thFlt reports that reoon~issance of BRUNEI BAY on the
morning ·of 12 November resulted/;lgh ting of no shipping in that
port.
An enemy sub.m arine was sunk by escort vessels at 31-48 N,
139-52 W (mid-way between Honolulu and San Francisco) after a
two hour attack during which time many underwater explosions were
heard. The submarine surfaced upside down and than sank. Many
articles with Japanese inscriptions were picked up on the surface.
JALLAO (SS 368) made contact with HAYATAY~ CV, 1 CA and 3 DD
at 21-02 N, 115-38 E ( SW of S tip of FORMOSA) in the early morning
of 13 November. This submarine missed the carrier, expending six
torpedoes.
213
- Continued -
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13 November (Oahu date - Cont'd)
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BERGALL (SS 320) reports results of war patrol. Returned
8 November, sinking 1 small craft, 1 medium AK (4,000 tons),
1 large oiler {16,800 tons), for a total of 21,500 tons.
DACE (SS 247) summarizes war patrol, returning 6 November,!).
Sunk 1 AO (10,000 tons), 1 AK (7,500 tons), 1 ATAGO Class heavy
cruiser {9,900 tons).
Report received from PALAU states that 200 Japs landed at
NGEREGONG ISLAND PALAU (7 Miles NE of PELELIU) during a storm
on 8-9 November (I). Our patrol was evacuated under cover of
LCI's without loss.
Results of the fast carrier task force strikes on LUZON on 13
November (H) have been received. Evidently complete surprise was
effected and resulted in the sinking of 2 DD and 11 medium to
large AK's and AO's, damaged 1 NATORI Class CL, . and scored 4
torpedo hits in a floating drydock. Port facilities were observed
to be burning in the late afternoon. About 20 planes were airborne over the land targets and 18 of these were shot down together
with 10 others shot down near the task force. At MAJTILA 130 to
140 single and twin-engine planes were observed on the ground at
Clark and Legaspi Fields. These were strafed but no signs were
reported of their burning. Our losses were reported to be 6 planes
as a result of AA fire.
Cominch 121737 {pink) outlines his views regarding the British
Pacific Fleet and its method of employment.
MacArthur 140309 {pink) states approval of Philippine Base Report signed 4 November at HOLLANDIA by POA and SvVPA representatives.
Cominch 131955 establishes the Philippine Sea Frontier under
Com7thFlt and outlines limits of the frontier.
CinCPOA 141037 requests assent of CinCSWPA for ComServPac to
communicate directly with Com7thFlt and ComSerFor 7th Fleet on
matters pertaining to logistics.
CinCPOA 132107 to Com3rdFlt outlines regulation of operating
forces regarding upkeep and overhaul. Also indicates that carriers
FRANKLIN and BELLEAU WOOD will not be returned to service in
forward areas before February.

DECLASSIFIED
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14 November (Oahu date)
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An incomplete report of the strike on LUZON, 14 Nov (I),
by CTF 38 indicates that 9 enemy VF were shot down plus 30
destroyed on the ground. In 1ITNDORO STRAIT 2 AO's, apparently
loaded with aviation gas, were left in flames. In 1UNILA
HARBOR and CAVITE one large AK was sunk, a possible ammunition
ship was blown up and 15 AK's, 1 AO, and one AP were hit and
damaged. Sightings in the harbor on the 14th were estimated
to total 25 ships ranging from three thousand to ten thousand
tons each. The 1UlliiLA dock area was severely damaged, many
large fires being reported. CAVITE oil tanks, CAVITE hangar
and Navy Yard facilities were hit with a great number of bombs.
No report of our losses has been received.
B.LillB( SS-220) scoreO. one hit on a "AK.AGI" class CV at
32-45 N 127-05 E (south of KOREA).
HALIBUT (SS-232) was severely damaged by heavy depth
charging north of LUZON. Radio was put out of conwission but
she was reported to be able to dive. She is now enroute
SAIPAN in company with the PINTADO.
CinCPac 150524 requests CominCh to take action in
supplying Transport CvE's for Pacific Fleet, due to critical
shortage of CVE lift during 1st quarter of 1945.
CinCSWPA 150235 suggested to Com3rdFlt that CLARK FIELD,
as well as FORMOSA fields, will be profitable targets for future
strikes.

15 November (Oahu date)
3 Groups of TF 38 (38.1, 38.2, 38.3), after fueling on 16 Nov
(I), will operate in an area northeast of LEYTE approxima tely 250
miles east of the mainland.
On the morning of 15 Nov forces under RAdm Barbey effected
a landing on PEGUN ISLPJID in the ~JAPIA group 160 miles northwest
of BIAK. No opposition was encountere d. The island was taken
as a proposed Loran and weather station.
Supplemen tal report from TF 38 indicates that during the
strike on LUZON, 13 Nov, Blue losses number 17 planes instead
of 6 as originally reported.
SCABBARDFISH (SS-397) contacted 1 AK and 4 escorts night
of 16 Nov (I) east of CHICHI JI1~ . The .~ was sunk with one
hit being made out of four fired.
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CTF 38 (VAdm McCain) shifted the Flag from the WliliP
to the HANCO CK on 17 Nov.
Effective 15 Nov TF 72 was abolished. All submarine
facilities operating under the 7th Fleet have been incorporated
into TF 71 with RAdm Christie as Task For.c e Commander.
CinCSWPA 160733 (pink) outlines the proposed cover plan
for M-1 Operation.
ComGenPOA 150703 proposes to recommend to the War Department
that the category of defenses for the Hawaiian Area will be
modified.
CinCPac 160546 outlines changes in task force designations
effective 20 Nov 1944.
CinCPOA 160042 recommends holding the 97th and 86th Infantry
Divisions on the mainland until called for in view of the fact
that facilities are overloaded in the Hawaiian Area.
Wedemeyer 151020 approves "Fivesome" agreement dated 5 Nov
1944, signed at HOLLAh~IA, with the exceptions noted.
CinCSWPA 160101 (pink) indicates that he intends to adhere
to the present dates for the L-3 and M-1 Operations and requests
certa in operations be carried out by fast carriers and also
indicates desire for two new battleships to augment 7th Fleet · ·
forces covering landing areas.

16 November (Oahu date)
All troops and stores were landed on PEGUN by 1700 (I)
15 Nov. 15 Japs committed suicide. About 200 moved to nearby
BRAS I S L~~ where they were subjected to air and surface
bombardment on the 16th.
Chinese announced that the fall of KVvEILIN and LIUCHOV/
took place on 11 Nov.
RONQUIL (SS-396) reported 2 holes in pressure hull after
gun fight but is able to make an emergency dive.
SEAFOX (SS-402) reported that it took 11 torpedoes to sink
one medium stack-aft vessel southwest of KYUSHU.
Photo evaluation of the force sighted in BRUNEI BAY 16
Nov is as follows: 1 possible Kong o class BB, 1 Nachi class
CA, 1 probable CL, 6 DD, 2 large AO's, 1 large frei ghter
transport, 5 MC 's. No carriers were si ghted.
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16 November {Oahu date) {Cont'd)

25 B-24's accompanied by 56 fighters bombed BACOLOD
airfield {1mGROS), hits were concentrated on the air strip
and revetment areas. Blue planes shot down 6 and damaged
3 of 13 airborne Jap fighters.
B-24's attacked shipping at HAHA and CHICHI JIM.A on the
15th and 16th; no results reported.
CinCSWPA 160017 (pink) requests Chief of Staff, War
' Department, to transfer certain Army forces in the South Pacific
to the Southwest Pacific.
CinCPOA 170200 {pink) answers CinCSWPA's 160101 relative
to employment of naval forces in the MINDORO and LUZON Operations.
CinCPOA 170240 {pink) outlines the reasons for delay in the
DETACHMENT and ICEBERG Operations and announces a two week delay
in target date for both operations.
ComGenPOA 170248 (pink) advises CinCPOA on matters
pertaining to mounting areas for certain div~sions.
CinCPOA 170220 {pink) states that a conference will be held
by CinCPOA at an early date to determine the availability of
Army service units for ICEBERG and that representatives of
ComGenPOA, ComGenAAFPOA, and ComGenlOthArmy attend •

.

ComGenPOA 170957 (pink) states that recommendations will be
. made regarding disposition of Army Divisions after the
conference referred to in despatch above • .
ComGenPOA 162121 (pink) advises that 2800 ground force
replacements can be fUrnished for 24th Corps.
~ ~
17 November {Oahu date)
Three groups of TF 38 are scheduled to strike LUZON on
the 19th {38.1, 38.3, 38.4). TG 38.3 is at ULITHI at the
present time.
Amplified report from Com3rdFlt gives the final score
for TF 38 attacks on central LUZON targets 13th and 14th Nov (I).
a. Airborne planes destroyed at target
b. Airborne planes destroyed at force
c. Grounded planes destroyed
Total Planes destroyed

*

Final report
34
11

§i*

75 Other planes were strafed but did not burn.

First Rpt
25
12

-i1-
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17 November (Oahu date (cont'd)
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

i.

Final REt•
Ships sunk (1 CL, 4 DD,3 A0,9 AK)
17
Barges & small craft sunk
32
Ships damaged
at least 20
Small craft damaged
several
Own combat losses(including at
least 20 by AA)
34
Own operational losses
11
Total our plane losses

j.
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Our personnel losses

First REt•
16
"many"
?
?

45
not reported.

SPADEFISH (SS-411) sank an Otaka class CVE with 4 hits
at 2230 {I) on the 17th. This CVE was sunk west of CRUSAN
ARCHIPELAGO. In addition the SPADEFISH sank a large AK in the
same area on the 13th.
·~UEE11FISH

on the 15th.

{SS-393) obtained 2 hits on a CVE west of KYUSHU

BARB (SS-220) damaged a large carrier west of KYUSHU on the
15th. In addition the BARB sank 1 large AP and 4 AK's and
probably sunk another AK.
SAURY {SS-189) operating north of CHICHI JIMA reports one
hit on a medium tanker on the 17th. The SAURY missed with 4
torpedoes at close range when the enemy twice attempted to ram
her.
FLOUNDER {SS-251) reports sinking a NAZI submarine on the
lOth south of BORNEO in the JAVA SEA. 2 Hits were made and the
enemy submarine was observed to sink.
At CHICHI JIMA on the 17th mines were laid
southwest of the Island by aircraft.

2~

miles

CinCPOA 160232 {pink) indicates to ComGenPOA that certain
questions raised will be submitted to the JCS through prescribed
channels and further states that CinCPac is inclined to recom~
mend reduction of mobile unit defense forces in the Hawaiian
Area even more than that proposed by CoroGenPOA.
CominCh 171835 {pink) outlines concurrence by JCS in a delay
in the target date for DETACHMENT and ICEBERG.
ARNOLD'S 172312 {pink) accepts the"FIVESOME"agreement with
certain reservations.
Com3rdFlt 180105 (pink) states that unless otherwise
directed by MacArthur three groups will strike LUZON Nov 19th
and that a decision to strike again on the 20th will be reserved
pending results of the first days strike.
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CinCPOA 180935 (pink) directs delay of DETACHMENT and
ICEBERG operations until 3 February and 15 March respectively
(East Longitude dates).
CinCPOA 180430 outlines to ComFwdArea that facilities be
made available at AGM~A by 1 January.
18 November (Oahu date)
Preliminary report on the IWO JIMA bombardment by
CTG 30.2 {RAdm. Smith) consisting of the CA's CHESTER,
PENSACOLA, SALT LAKE CITY plus 6 DD's, follows: Bombardment
lasted from 2350 11 Nov (I) to 0103 12 Nov {I). Tactical
surprise was achieved. Upon completion of bombardment large
fires were observed. Shore batteries failed to commence firing
for a period of 8 minutes after our bombardment commenced.
Total of about 150 flashes were observed from enemy shore
batteries. No enemy planes were sighted and no damage was
inflicted on our ships, pla~es or personnel.
Assault forces from the 3l·st Division landed at BRAS
ISLAND at 0800 16 Nov (I). This landing was preceded by
heavy surface and air bombardment. Report states moderate
resistence was encountered and that progress is satisfactory.
CTF 57 (VAdm Hoover) reported that NGEREGONG ISLAND,
in the PALAU Group, was reoccupied 15 Nov by our troops.
On 9 Nov about 200 Japs made a landing on this island and
drove our patrols therefrom.
CTG 30.7 reports making seven hedgehog attacks on a
submarine at 12-39 N 130-48 E ( 250 miles east of SAMAR). ·
L.C. TAYLOR (DE-415) made these hedgehog attacks and on the
third try three explosions resulted with considerable oil
and debris coming to the surface. A large oil slick three
miles long was observed twenty-four hours later.
CTG 77.2 (RAdm Weyler) reports that on the evening of
the 1-8 th the CAP had been secured due to weather. One bogey
approached completely undetected and dived on the COLU}fBIA
(CL-56) dropping a bomb !oo yards from the ship. No mention
is made of any damage, however, report states that no
personnel casualties were reported.
Continued strikes were carried out by B-24's on
JIMA , I WO JIMA and HAHA JI~/[A .

Lt

CHI~II
~
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Strikes on LUZON were made by planes from TF 38 on 19 Nov
{I). Com3rdFlt's preliminary report indicates that 10 Japanese
planes were shot down over LUZON and more than 100 destroyed on
the ground. Over 250 planes were observed on the various airfields, many of them appearing to have been previously damaged.
An attack by 20 Japanese aircraft believed by Com3rdFlt to have
come from FORMOSA was broken up without damage to the force, and
8 Japanese bombers were shot down.
2 large AK's and 1 large AO were burned in MA}TILA BAY
by planes of this strike. Only 2 medium AK's and 1 small AK
were observed to be fully surfaced and on an even keel in Nv~Ih~
BAY. No shipping was sighted at CAVITE.
CTG 78.2 (RAdm FECHTLER) reports that Jap planes were
overhead in the LEYTE area 8 different times on the 18th. At
0712 the .~PINE (APA 92) was holed 3 feet above the waterline
as the result of an enemy plane exploding 50 feet off the port
side. Report indicates that 16 were wounded on this ship and
an LCM alongside was sunk; 4 of the crew are reported missing.
On the 19th at LEYTE an enemy plane crashed into the bow of
the ALCOA PIONEER, killing 4 and injuring 10.
On the 20th MISSISSINEWA (AO 59) was sunk by an enemy sub
at ULITHI opposite MUGAI CHANNEL. Report indicates that many
survivors were rescued but that the casualties were undetermined
at the present time.
Three convoys were attacked by enemy fighters approximately
10-30N, 150-00E, about 200 miles north of TRUK. On the 19th
an Army plane sighted a surfaced submarine trailing a Liberty
ship between OAHU and SAN FRANCISCO. The plane circled for
about ten minutes after the sub had submerged.
On the 17th B-29's photographed an 800-foot CV afloat
and under construction at NAGASAKI. The flight deck appeared
to be 175-feet completed.
Heavy air strikes were carried out on NEGROS, MI~~ANAO,
and CEBU by B-24's and B-25's. Targets were the airfields.
A report from CinCSWPA covering our casualties in the
LEYTE operation as of 17 Nov is as follows: K - 1,073; W4,277; M- 122. Enemy casualties to 16 Nov:. 18,778 killed,
95 captured.
B-29's from the 21st Bomber Command took off to TOKYO
area at 202032Z.
Cincpoa 200312 outlines to ComFwdArea that the island
commands of SAIPAN, TINIAN, and GUAM are co-equal and are
responsible only to ComFwdArea.
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Halsey 200720 {pink) outlines his estimate of the
situation.
Cincpoa 200043 (pink) covers tour of duty of carrier air
groups and further indicates to Com3rdFlt that ComNavAirBases
GUAM is ComAirPac's forward representativ e.
Cincpoa 200113 (pink) refers to transfer of SoPacBaCom
to SWPA.
(J

~

~!

l}lJ_:__
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20 November {Oahu date)
A report has been received giving further details of the
submarine attack at ULITHI reported yesterday. CruDiv 5, while
engaging in a sortie, was attacked by submarines about sunrise
on the 20th (I). CASE {DD-370) rammed a midget sub at 0538 (-9)
on 20 Nov. Reports received yesterday indicated that the
MISSISSINEWA {A0-59) was torpedoed at anchor some 17 minutes
later (0555). On the 20th reports indicate that three midget subs
have been sunk and contacts were reported throughout the day .•
TG 38.3 is at ULITHI; TG's 38.1 and 38.2 are operating
off eastern PHILIPPINES and TG'38.4 is enroute to ULITHI and will
attack YAP with 96 VF carrying Napalm bombs and rockets the
morning of 22 Nov (I).
SEALION (SS-315) reported at 1800 (GOT) 20 Nov (0300 2lst((-9)
that she attacked an enemy TF 26 N 121-15 E (north of FORMOSA) course
050, speed 16. The composition of this force was reported to be
2 BE's, 2 cruisers, 3 DD's. Report stated that three definite
hits were made on one battleship resulting in a violent explosion
and flames; also one hit on a second battleship. At 0524 (-9)
when about to make a second attack on the 1st battleship she blew
up and sank. Heavy seas prevented the SEALION from further pursuit
of this force.
CTF 94 (VAdm Hoover) reported that an enemy submarine was
probably sunk the 19th near the west entra nce of KOSSOL ROADS by
2 DE 's the C01~LIN (DE-439) and McCOY REYNOLDS {DE-440). Explosion
and floating debris of Japanese characters were observed.

+r 1GURNARD {SS-254) arrived FRE1mNTLE on 17 Nov from 7th war

Summary: Sank one large AO, 1 large AK {10,000 tons) and
damaged one large AO and one large AK.

part~l.

Supplemental report h as been issued by TF 38 stating that total
planes shot down on the 19th by TF 38 was 26 instead of 18.
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On the morning of the 21st (I), east of central MINDANAO,
ComCarDiv 29 (RAdm Durgin) reported an attack by 3 Japanese
bombers. 2 Bombs were dropped on the convoy and one plane
strafed a CVE; no damage resulted therefrom. One twin-engine
bomber was shot down by automatic weapons.
Our· ground forces have completed occupation of the entire
ISLANDS and have landed troops on the ASIA ISLr~~S
northwest of western NEW GUI1~A.

N~~IA

CinCPOA 202255 {pink) states that after Com3rdFlt's plan
of strikes preparatory to INDUCTION has been determined CinCPOA
will inform ComGen20th Air Force of aid desired from the 20th
Bomber Command.
21 November (Oahu date)
Admiral Nimitz, Rear Admiral Sherman, and other staff
members departed Pearl for San Francisco.
TG 38.2 is now in area READY (13-55N 132-47 E), and
TG 38.3 is enroute to that area from ULITHI. TG 38.4 is at
ULITHI, and TG 38.1 is enroute thereto.
Personnel casualtie.s due to loss of MISSISSINEWA (A0-59)
on the 20th are reported as 10 enlisted men known dead; 30
officers, 47 enlisted men missing; 17 officers, 221 enlisted
men rescued.
SCABBARDFISH (SS-397) at 33-46 N 141-35 E (S of HONSHU}
sank one medium AO with 2 hits, and damaged one medium
unidentified vessel with one hit. ·
SEAL (SS-183), operating SEA of OKHOTSK, reports sinking
2 AK's.
SAILFISH (SS-192) on 4 Nov in FORMOSA STRAIT sank 2 DD's
out of a hunter-kille r group of 7 ships.
Com3rdFlt's final report on the air strikes against LUZON
on the 19th shows the following:
Planes shot down
28
(16 over target, 12 over force}
Planes destroyed on ground
110
Ships sunk or burning
6
(3 med.AK, 1 AO, 1 PC, 1 coastal AK)
Ships hit
4
Small craft burned or sunk
7

(2 additional)
(10 additional)
(3 additional)
(no previous report)
(no previous report)
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There are no reports to indicate any change in the
ground situation on LEYTE. Over the western part of the
island on the 19th, 24 enemy fighters were attacked, 6 being
shot down. 7 B-24's from BIAK, staged through LEYTE, bombed
buildings and jetties at PALDMP ON in W LEYTE. On night of
19-20 our PT boats sank 4 loaded barges S of ORMOC.
CenPac air forces continued strikes against ROTA, PALAU,
At the latter place, land-bas ~ fighters for
the first time escorted bombers.

YAP, and TRUK.

Usual strikes by SINP air forces continued against BORNEO,
CELEBES, and AMBON.
Nov.

CTF 57 170140 summarizes operations during period 11-15
I

22 November .(Oahu date)
TG's 38.2 and 38.3 will fuel on 23 Nov in Area CONDOR
(13-55 N 130-15 E); then proceed to strike LUZON on 25 and
26 Nov.
Com7thFl t reports that at 211415 ·( I) 3 unidentified surface
groups entered ORMOC BAY. At 1100 4 small AK's were observed
N of LEYTE on northerly course. Between 1025 and 1530 one
medium AK, 5 small AK' s and 3 PC' s were o·bserved NE of PANAY,
headed NE.
TF 92 (CruDiv 1, DesHon 57) at 220909 (GCT) completed
bombardment of MATS~IA, with resulting heavy fires and
explosions. There was no return fire.
SWP search planes continued to attack shipping, sinking
or probably sinking 1 DE, 1 small AK, 1 coastal AK, and 1
lugger.
Com?thFlt reports that the midget submarine menace is
increasing in and east of the PHILIPPINES. No details were
given.
CenPac airforces continued strikes against the MARSHALLS,
BONINS, and C .AROLI:N~S.
On the 21st China-based B-29's bombed 01IDRA (56 planes),
SHANGHAI (10 planes), NANKING (5 planes) and targets of
opportunity (10 planes). Average bomb load was 3.1 tons.
Enemy interceptors were active; 20 were destroyed, 19 probably
destroyed, and 26 damaged. 6 B-29's are missin~. Personnel
losses include 12 killed, 3 wounded and 78 miss1ng.
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22 November (Oahu date) (cont'd)

NANNING, CHINA {22-40 N 108-05 E) was evacuated by
U.S. personnel on the 20th, and all airdrome facilities
were demolished.
Land operations on LEYTE remain as previously reported,
with the enemy making a determined stand in the LIMON area.
Our .casualties through the 20th are: KIA, 1176; WIA, 4729;
:NT..IA, 131.
CNO announces that the PHILIPPINE SEA FRO~ffiER was
established 13 Nov as a separate command under Com7thFlt.

23 November (Oahu date)
Com7thFlt reports that at 231515 (I) 3 BE's, 1 CV, and
7 small ships were anchored in KIRUN HARBOR, north FORMOSA.
In the forenoon of the 23rd a heavy concentration of merchant
and tanker shipping was observed in north BORNEO ports.
ComNavGroup CHINA reports that at 231445 {I) a convoy of 9 AO's,
1 CA, and 6 escorts was sighted off east coast of INDO miiNA,
course ~ 50, speed 10. A British source reports that on 18 Nov,
off ST. JACQUES {SAIGON), there were assembled 27 AP's with
12 escorts left for an unknown destination. ATULE (SS-403), at
241500 (I), reported 1 NATORI CL, 1 DD, 1 tender, and 1 PC
northbound off CAPE BOJEADOR.
The wolfpack "Sandy's Sluggers" {BANG, REDFISH, and SHAD)
eliminated a 7-ship convoy NE of FORMOSA. BANG (SS-385) sank
4, damaged 1. REDFISH (SS-395) sank 2, in addition to 2 ~ampans
previously sunk by gunfire.
The land action on LEYTE has apparently turned in our
favor with 32nd Inf Div breaking through the enemy's defense in
the LIMON area and driving south to LEYTE RIVER (which is just
south of LINON). Our artillery is reported to have inflicted
heavy casualties on the enemy, forced him to commit his forces
in piecemeal attacks, and disrupted all attempts to make a
coordinated counterattack. 11th Airborne Div has been landed
on LEY~~ (by surface ships) and is relieving 7th Inf Div. Our
casualties to include the 21st are: KIA, 1214; viTA, 4730;
MIA, 95.
CinCS':NPA reports enemy casual ties, as follows:

AREA

Mo"ROTAI

MAFIA
NOEMFOOR
BIAK
MAFFIN BAY

KILLED
350
167
1987
6805
3995

POWS

17
260
501
56

TOTAL
367
167
2247
7306
4051
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November (Oahu date)(cont'd)
AREA

KILLED

POWS

TOTAL

HOLLAND IA
AIT.APE
C.APE GLOUCESTER

4500
9132
4317

651
153
344

5151
9285
4661

31253

1982

33235

TOTAL

S~~ Airforces on the 21st and 22nd flew over 200 sorties
in attacks against targets in the PHILIPPINE area concentrating
against NEGROS and MINDANAO. B-24's also hit supply dumps
and barracks south of ORMOC. Searchplanes sank 2 small AK's
and damaged two others near PALAW.AN and P.tl.NAY.

CenPac Airforces continued strikes against the BONINS,
PAGAN, and CAROLINES.
On night of 22nd 9 enemy planes raided MOROTAI
destroying 15 planes ( 3 B-25, 4 B-24, 1 PV, 7 A-20), and
damaging 34 (18 B-25's, 8 B-24's, 2 PV, 6 A-20's). 3 Men
were killed and 8 wounded. 1 Enemy plane was destroyed
and 1 probably destroyed. Another raid was reported before
dawn on the 24th, but no details have been received.
SVJP Airforces co'ntinued wide spread attacks against
BORNEO, CELEBES, H.ALMAHERA, AMBON, TIMOR, and the VOGELKOP.
Preliminary report of the B-29 strike against the TOKYO
Area on the 24th, from ISLEY FIELD, SAIPAN, states that
111 planes were airborne. 13 Returned early. 4 Squadrons
hit the NAKAJIMll.-~,ITJSASHINO Aircraft factory; 2 Squadrons
hit the TOKYO wharf area; 2 Squadrons hit the TOKYO urban
area; and 1 Squadron bombed targets of opportunity. AA fire
was moderate to inaccurate. Interception was slight to
moderate. Reports indicate that all but three aircraft
returned; that these three landed in the water off east coast
HONSHU. Our submarines are attempting to effect rescue.

J

~

24 November (Oahu date)

On night 17-18 Nov (I) 200 daps from KOROR using 20-man
rafts and individual float bags attacked LCI's in SCHONIAN Harbor. All were killed except 1 POW. Damage to LCI's, if any,
was unreported.
At 1920 on the 24th enemy bombers attacked shipping in
LEYTE GULF. 1 merchant ship was slightly damaged, and PC1124
and LCI976 were badly damaged. At 1115 on the 24th a dap suicide
plane damaged the dAMES O'HARA (APA90) off E LEYTE Coast.
Com7thFlt reports several sightings~ 2 CL's, 3 DD's, 3 DE's
3 Auxiliaries, and 2 SC's were anchored at SANTA CRUZ (W MINDORO~
at 250015 (I). At 241900 (I) 4 CL's were proceeding from ~\NILA
-continued-
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BAY into VERDE ISLAND PASSAGE. Near BRUNEI BAY at 250920 (I)
31 small AK's, 2 SC's and 2 DE's were on course 220, speed 10.
HADDOCK ( 88231), NE of LUZON reports 1 .AK probably sunk and
1 AK damaged, for a total of 11,000 tons.
The ground situation on LEYTE continues to progress favor32d.InfDiv has advanced south of LEYTE RIVER. A strong
enemy counterat tack was repulsed. Our casualties to include
the 22d are: KIA, 1245; WIA, 4846; MIA, 100. Enemy casualties
are: Killed, 20,259; captured, 175.
ably~

LEYTE based fighters were reported by CinCSVfPA to have
sunk 1 DD and 2 AP's, and fired and beached a 3rd AP off SW
MASBATE. 4,500 of an estimated 6,000 troops were killed or
drowned.
On the morning of the 25th there were two enemy air raids.
25-30 planes, some of them twin-engin e bombers, dropped bombs
and incendiar ies on TACLOBAN strip and SAN PABLO BAY. There
was no damage to shipping; damage to ground installati ons was
unreporte d. The Army reports shooting down 27 of the planes,
losing one in the process.
CTF 77.2 reports that there were numerous bogeys in the
LEYTE area on the 23rd. 12 enemy planes were reported shot
down.
SWP air forces continued wide-sprea d attacks against enemy
installati ons on BORNEO, CELEBES, TIMOR, TALAUD, NEW GUINEA,
and the BISMARCKS-SOLOMONS area.
CenPac air forces continued neutraliza tion strikes in the
CAROLINES, ~lARIANAS, BONINS, and MARSHALLS.
Cor~dArea 210920 gives progress report on 1\NGAUR and
PELELIU 15-19 Nov.

ComFwdArea 210910 summarize s operations 16-20 Nov.

25 November (Oahu date)
TG 38.3 is at sea in vicinity of area READY (13-55 N 134-47E).
TG 38.2 is enroute to ULITHI. TG's 38.1 and 38.4 are at ULITHI.
TG 38.2 and 38.3 in their strikes against LUZON on the 25th
sustained a well coordinate d attack by the enemy air force which
combined low level simulated torpedo attacks with suicide dives.
The INTREPID (CV 11) suffered considerab ly d~1age to the hangar
and flight decks by 2 suicide crashes. The CABOT (CVL 28) received a near miss, with the plane bouncing off flight deck forward,

.. ...,____.-- .. ...--·
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a second plane crash in the water close aboard. The ESSEX .
{CV 9} received a direct plane hit, with but little loss of battle
efficiency. A suicide diver missed the HANCOCK {CV 19) with a
bomb, and was shot down over the ship, throwing fragments over
her; there was no loss of battle efficiency.
~lus

· Results of Carrier strikes against LUZON on the 25-t h: 72
enemy planes destroyed (35 on the ground, 29 airborne by our
fighters, 8 airborne by AA fire); 16 ships and 2 luggers·suniD
(including 1 Km.~O CA, 4 ODD or APD at }L4RINDA~UE, 1 DD, 9
assorted AK, 1 small AO); 4 assorted AK and 1 AO were damaged.
Com7thFlt reports that at 241430 {I) a Navy search plane
attacked 4 troop-laden ships E of MASBATE, and left them burning
and sinking. They included 1 large and 1 medium freighter-tra nsport
1 DE and 1 unidentified .
CinCSV~A announces that at dusk on the 25th our fighter
planes made masthead a~tacks against a Jap convoy of 4 AP's off
N tip of CEBU, heading ~ LEYTE, and laden with troops and
su.p plies. 3 of the ships were sunk, and the fourth was left
J~azing from stem to stern.
All the cargo and an estimated 2,000
troops were lost. During the day 6 enemy planes were shot down
over LEYTE.

CAVALLA (SS 244), early morning 25 Nov. made surface attack
on a large CA (beleived NACHI class) in company with a CL, at
02-21N 107-20E (S CHINA SEA, W of BORNEO). 4 hits caused theCA
to blow up and sink. The CL departed at high speed.
SPEARFISH {SS 190) enroute SAIPAN, at 211215 (I) in position
16-37N 142-42 E {about 180 mi NW of SAIPAN) sighted a periscope
and avoided a torpedo wake.
HARDHEAD {SS 365) operating W of LUZON, reports 1 possible
hit in large AK on the 25th, and 2 hits in NATORI class CL on the
19th.
SEALION (SS 315) reports at 261556 observed {by radar)
several BE's and DD's in FORMOSA STRAIT, course 220, speed 20.
Wolfpack consisting of QUEENFISH, PICliDA, and BARB, operating
off W KYUSHU, reported following results:
QUEl~J\TF ISH

Sunk:

1
1
1
1

DA!~GED:

CVE, 20,000 tons (previously reported)
AK, 4,000 tons
AO, 10,000 tons
AP, 7,500 , tons
41,500 tons
2 AK, 4,000 tons each.
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25 November (cont'd)
PICUDA
Sunk:

1 AK, 8,000 tons.
1 AO,lO,OOO tons.
18,000 tons.

Damaged:

2 AO (tonnage not given)
1 AK (tonnage riot given)

Sunk: 6 ships (previously reported)
Damaged: 2 ships, including 1 CVE (previously reported)
During the 2Jrd and 24th, SWP Airforces struck airfield
installations on NEGROS and CEBU. Other attacks were made
against BORNEO, HALMAHERA, CERAM, the VOGELKOP, and SOLOMONSBISMARCKS area.
CenPac airforces continued neutralization strikes in the
BONINS, J\1.ARSHALLS, and :MARIANAS.

26 November (Oahu date)
At 271100 (I) ships of TG 77.2 while fueling in LEYTE GULF
were heavily attacked by 15 to 25 suicide divers~ All ships were
clear of the tanker at time of att a ck. The COLORADO (BB-45) and
the ST. LOUIS (CL-49) were hit, the latter by 2 planes. Casualties
on the COLOR_ADO were 19 killed, 26 wounded; on the ST LOUIS 10
killed, 25 wounded. 11 to 13 Enemy planes were shot down or
cra shed. Preliminary report indicates that the attacking planes
were showing code 6 IFF.
On ni ght of 25th - 26th there were 9 red air alerts at LEYTE.
2 3ettys bombed TACLOB.AN , killing 8 and wounding others. 3
unidentified planes bombed the strip, with no damage. AA fire
downed one plane and probably downed another. Amplification of
results of TF 38's strikes aga inst LUZON on the 25th states that
88 enemy planes, instead of 72 were destroyed and an additional 32
on the ground were -stra fed and proba bly damaged. 18 Ships, instead
of 16, were sunk. T~ere were 15 ships damaged or further damaged,
plus damage to 3 l anding cra ft and 10 lugg ers. Photographs taken
on the 25th showed a tot al of 271 planes on LUZON fields with 244
of the tot al on CLARK and MABALACAT fields.
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26 November (Oahu date){Cont'd)

CTG 78.2 reports that on the 26th 3 suicide divers missed
the OYSTEE BAY (AGP-6). As one protection against these attacks
LCI smokers are being used during bri&~t moonlight.
CTF 77 has directed DesRon 22 (4 DD's) to make an antishipping sweep in C!Jt:OTE3 SEA 9n night of 27th-28th.
BRE.4..\II { SS-243) {s~vFA) summarizes results of 3rd vvar patrol.
Operating N of l~t4.LAY BARRIER, sank 1 10, 000-ton i\.P; damaged
2 CA.'s, and 1 10,000-ton AP.

GUIT1illRO (SS-363)(S'.VPA) summarizes results of 3rd war patrol.
Operating N of MALAY BJlliRIER, sank 3 large .A.K' s, and received half
credit for one 10,000-ton AP; received half credit for damaging
1 CA.
I

SNP Airforces on the 24th attacked air installations and
shipping at ~lliGROS, and air installations on CEBU. Strikes also
·continued against BORNEO, AMBON, and NE ·.V GUINEA. At 242039 {I)
5 enemy planes attacked MOROTAI; we had ''lost or damaged" 1 .A-20,
1 PBY, and 1 B-25; 4 rr..en vrere severely vwrounded.

CenPac airforces continued neutralizatio n strikes against
the BONINS, C.iffiOLII\ll:S , MARSHALLS and MARIA.t~i\.3.
At SAIPAN on the 27th, the enemy made two surprise low-level
air attacks against ISELEY FIELD, orre shortly after midnight and one
shortly after noon. During the night attack 1 B-29 was destroyed,
2 others seriously damaged, a nd 9 sli gh tly damaged. In addition
3 trucks and 2 C.,uonset huts were burned. The enemy planes escaped.
In the noon attack 15 planes strafed and destroyed 3 B-29's and
damaged an unknown number. 6 Jap planes were destroyed by our
fighters, and a bout 7 were shot down by .lU'.t fire. Cne P-4 7 was
shot down by our ovJn All.. fire, and one man was killed.
On the 27th 71 B-29's attacked the TORYO wharf area, using
radar, with uno bserved results.
CinCSWPA reports that enemy opp osition on IZYTE is steadily
decreasing under our pressure. Our casualties to include 24 N~v:
·KIA, 1306; -NI . !' , 5081; MIP , 117. Enemy casual ties: Killed, 21328;
captured 178.
General Headquarters 3 NPA opens LEYTE at 2700Q]r)and closes
HOLL.tiliDIA s ame time.

21.5 ?.
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The casualty report from the carriers hit by suicide dives
indicate the following losses:
INTREPID (CV-11)
CABOT (CVL-28)
ESSEX ( CV-9)
HANCOCK (CV-19)

54 Killed

5

14

"
"

50 Wounded
25
"
39
"
3
"

15 Missing
27
"

Supplemen tary report received from TF 38 covering LUZON
strikes, 25 November show that 59 airborne planes were shot down
and 29 were destroyed on the ground. In addition, 32 planes were
strafed and probably damaged. The score in ships sunk as checked
by photograph s - 1 CA, 1 DD, 2 ODD, 3 LSM, 1 DE, 6 AK and 4 AO.
(The preliminar y report listed 1 CA, 4 ODD or APD, 1 DD, 9 AK,
1 AO ). There were 15 ships damaged or further damaged, plus
damage to 3 landing craft and 10 luggers. Of the 15, 3 were
wrecked on the beach and 2 others were believed sunk.
ARCHER~ISH {SS-311) at 2310 (I) 28 Nov reported contacting
1 CV together with 4 escorts (SW of TOKYO).

54 B-29's from INDIA bases bombed BANGKOK reporting the
destructio n of numerous installati ons.
Reports received on the SAN ANTONIO #2 mission stated that
55 B-29's bombed the TOKYO dock and urban areas which was the
secondary target. The NAKAJIN~-rlASASHINO Aircraft plant which
was the primary objective was closed in. Bombing was made from
30,000 to 33,000 feet, results being generally unobserved but
heavy black smoke was seen to break through the overcast at
21,000 feet. 1 B-29 was ditched 8 of HONSHU and 21 other B-29•s
scheduled to take part failed to reach the target for reasons
unreporte d. Admiral Nimitz andR.Admiral Sherman returned , from
conference on Mainland.
/;\

4,

e(ptt;

28 November (Oahu date)
Reports indicate that on the 27th at LEYTE, in addition
to the COLORADO and ST.LOUIS, the lMffiYLAND (BB-46) and MO~flPELIER
(CL-57) were also hit by suicide planes. The extent of the damage
is not presently clear. There are indication s that the battle
efficiency of the MARYL~~ is somewhat impaired. The MONTPELIER
appears to have been less seriously damaged. In this attack the
radar screen showed nothing but friendly planes when three groups
of enemy planes attacked. 13 Of these planes were shot down.
Enemy air activity was heavy in the LEYTE area during the
26th and 27th. 35 Enemy planes were over our ground positions
and surfa ce forces. One Japanese plane made a dive on a floating
drydock (ARD-19) in which the ROSS (DD-563) was docked. The plane
crashed and hit both the JillD and the DD. The estimate of the
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28 November (Oahu date)(con t'd) ·

damage has not been fully reported; 3 men are missing and 14
injured.
During the raid mentioned above another enemy plane dived
on an SC in the LEYTE GULF area.
ARCHER FISH (SS-311) reports sinking one large CV of the
HAYATAKA class one hundred miles south of SASEBO. Earlier in the
day the ARCHER FISH reports sinking an I-Class submarine 90 miles
SE of TOKYO BAY with one torpedo (29 Nov (I)). One prisoner was
picked up from this enemy submarine .
CinCPOA 292349 (pink) summarize s to CinCSWPA the formers
estimate of the situation .
CTF 38 220615 outlines the policy for replenishi ng complemen ts
of air groups and squadrons .
BomCom 21 {Brig
strike on Empire for
Despatch states that
against the NAKAJIMA.
"Montgomery ONEtt.

Gen Hansell{(p ink) outlines proposed B-29
night of 29 Nov (I). "Brooklyn ONE".
a maximum daylight strike will be made
{OTU) Factory on 1 Dec. This will be mission

CTF 77 291431 (pink) outlines to
enemy air strength on MINDANAO.

CinCSV~A

the increase of

29 November (Oahu date)
Reports from CinCS V~A dated 30 Nov state that in a two day
and night battle our fi ghters s ank or destroyed 13 ships attempting
to bring reinforcem ents to LEYTE. 3 AP's of 750 tons and 4 AP's
of 1,000 tons - 2,000 tons loaded with an estimated 4,000 troops
were sunk prior to their entry into ORMOC BAY. 2 of 3 Frei ghter
Transport s of 5,000 to 8,000 tons made port and partially unloaded
before being destroyed . The other 3 vessels, DD's escorting the
transport s, were sunk at an undisclose d location.
A corrected report has been received relative to the suicide
attack on the nM~YLAND. It was reported that the NlliRYLANp was hit
on the 21th but supplemen tary report indicates it was the 29th (I).
The AULICK (DD -569) was hit by a bomb in the bridge area
on the 29th. The SAUFLEY {DD-465) sustained minor damage in an
attack of the s ame kind. At least 5 planes were shot down or
crashed into s h ips in this attack .
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P.~ANITO (SS-383) reports sinking an AK and damaging another
on 18 Nov. On 29 Nov this submarine fired 6 torpedoes at a convoy
consisting of 2 AO's, 2 AK's and 4 DE's south of HAINAN.

Principal resistance was reported to have ceased at PELELIU
on 27 Nov.
On the 30th 24 B-29's bombed the TOKYO industria l area by
radar through a solid overcast. 66 Tons of bombs were dropped on
the targets the results being unobserved in all cases. AA was
meagre at 25,QOO to 30,000 feet.
CominCh 261935 states that 7th Fleet should constitute
a board to survey and recommend the estimate to which the LEYTE
area can be developed .
CTF 95 220121 outlines the effort that has been made during
Nov against targets in the 11LARIANAS NAl\iTO-SHOTO area.
CinCS~PA 270831 (pink) sets forth agreement reached with
3rd Fleet represent atives covering M-1 Operation .

·Com3rdFl t 26.0 700 (pink} outlines maximum number of days that
can be expected at anchor if L-3 and M-1 a~e carried out as per
schedule.
CinCSvWA 271312 (pink} sets forth plan for 3rd Fleet
participa tion in L-3 Operation .
MACARTlmR 290842 (pink) surrrraarize s his estimate of the
situation and requests SubCom SEAC to strike the Y~AY PENINSULA
in coordinati on with the MINDORO Operation .
CominCh 291923 advises that War Departmen t plans to assign
Major Gen. Charles H. Corlett to conduct planning and be available
to command Army troops in operation s against the KURILES.

;v~
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TG's 38.1, RAdm Montgomery; 38.2, RAdm Clark;· 38.3 RAdm
Sherman, have been order·ed to ULITHI to be ready for sea
11 Dec \I). A new temporary TG has been formed, 38.5 with
RAdm Bogan in the LEXINGTON as CTG. They have been ordered
to operate N of ULITIII until further orders.
Destroyer Division 22 (4 DD's) made a second sweep
of ·t he C.AMOTES SEA area on the night of 29-30 Nov. No
important contacts were made at ORMOC BAY.
HAKE (SS-256) reported 1 CV, 3 DD's west of 1UlliULA on
the 30th.
CinCS V~A reports that on 1 Dec fighters and medium bombers
sank 1 9,000 ton AP loaded with troops and three small freightertransports also loaded with troops in the vicinity of ORMOC BAY.
An 8,000 ton AK and 1 DD were also hit and prevented from unloading. These attacks were in the vicinity of MASBATE - CEBU.

IWO JIMA was hit on the 29th by 28 B-24's and again on the
30th by another group of 23 B-24's. On each strike from 2 ·to 4
enemy planes intercepted; no serious damage to Blue planes.
CinCS~~A 301311 (pink) sets forth the deferrment of the
1ITNDORO Operation to 15 Dec and the LUZON Operation to 9 Jan.

CinCPOA 010230 (pink) assigns Photo Group 2 to temporary
operational control of CTF 95.
CinCPOA 010309 (pink) outlines request dire~ted to 20th
Bomber Command for coordination prior to LUZON Operation.
Naval Base KWAJALEIN Atoll was established 1 December 1944.
1 December (Oahu date)
Activity in the LEYTE area appears to have been quiet.
Reports indicate that several destroyers were attacked by torpedoes, but no damage was inflicted.
CTF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) in his dispatch 011246 outlines his
OpPlan 18-44 setting forth the landing at ORMOC scheduled for
7 December (D-day).
CinCPOA 020313 (pink) sets up TF 93, The Strategic Air Force
POA, with Lieutenant General M. F. Harmon as CTF 93.
CinCSWPA 020900 (pink) outlines to CG USAF CHINA the M-1 and
L-3 operations.
DepCom 20th AF 020205 (pink) outlines the support to be given
by 20th Bomber Command and 21st Bomber Command in support of LUZON
operation.
2157
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ComAirPac 020254 states the proposed plan to implement
employment of Marine VMF squadrons on GV' s.
€tvl'V
2 December (Oahu date)
On the night of 2/3 December ComDesDiv 120 in the ALLEN M.
SU1vllfER (DD-692), together with the MOALE ( DD-693) and COOPER
(DD-695), made a sweep of the C~~OTES SEA against enemy supply
vessels and transports. Our force was under continuous air
attack from numerous planes throughout the night. The SUMhhR
claimed shooting down 6 planes plus 1 probable. About midnight
off ORMOC TOWN this DesDiv picked up an enemy force of undetermined composition. 2 or 3 Ships, including l DE or J~D, were
taken under fire during which time our force was still under
heavy air attack. One enemy ship was believed to have been sunk
and another damaged. The COOPER (DD-695) was observed to have
broken in two as a result of either a torpedo hit or a possible
collision with a floating mine. ~~en last seen the COOPER
appeared to have broken in two with the bow and stern in the air
and the bridge awash. There were no survivors. Heavy air attacks
forced the other DD's to withdraw.
USS HOPE (AB-7) reported that at 1600 on the 3rd (I) she
was attacked by an enemy plane 130 miles east of OSIARG:AO ISLAND.
A torpedo passed 300 yards astern and exploded at the end of its
run. The plane departed after it made the run.
On the 3rd (I) 84 B-29's bombed. the MUSASHINO Aircraft
Plant just west of TOKYO. One Squadron reported medium fires
and observed 25% of the bombs on the target. Two other Squadrons
observed huge fires. Fighter opposition was reported as being
sli ght by 2 squadrons, moderate by 2 and heavy by 2. Preliminary
report indicates that 5 planes were missing.
CominCh 021258 states that requirements .for carrier aircraft
complements have been increased, which will necessitate assignment
of VMF squadrons temporarily assi gned to Com7thFlt.
CinCPO A 022024 (pink) requeste d all out air attack against
I #O JI1ffi by the Strateg ic Air Force coupled with a surface daylight
bombardment.
ComGenl4th Air Force 030735 (pink) outlines coordinated
operations for the niTNDORO Operation.
CinCPOA 030215 (pink) re quests concurrence in announcing
19 Feb and 1 April a s the new target dates for the I WO JI 1~ and
OKI NAWA Operations.
ARNOLDS 022158 (pinlc) states tha t the 20th and 21st Bomber
Commands will support operations as outlined by CinCPOA's request
therefore.
'P :, ' ~'\fJ.. -~H{j
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A report has been received from Com7thFlt that Dumbos (PBY's)
with P-47 escorts picked u:p 5 officers and 92 enlisted men from
the COOPER (DD-695) which was sunk in the CAMOTES SEA on the
night of 2/3 December.
PM.1PANITO (SS-383) reported the following results from
4 submarines:

SEARAVEN (SS-196) sank 1 large AP, 1 AO, damaged large AO.
SEACAT (SS-399) sank 1 large AO.
PIPEFISH (SS-388) 1 timed hit in large AK.
PAMPANITO (SS-383) 4 torpedoes fired at large AO, results
not observed.
MacArthur 041230 (:pink) covers a request for cover by Third
Fleet during 1ITNDORO Operation.
Admiral Fraser 030731 (pink) outlines future plans of Eastern
Fleet and states that he will arrive Pearl Harbor about 18 Dec.
Com3rdFlt 010900 (:pink) refers to immediate operations of
3rd Fleet.
/

ft·

J

1

4 December (Oahu date)
A further report from TF 77 indicates that Dumbos have
:picked up 8 officers and 130 enlisted men from the COOPER (DD695).
The Commanding Officer was among those rescued.
BLUEGILL (SS-242) reports summary of patrol: Sunk 2 AK's, .
7500 tons each; 1 AP, 4000 tons; 1 small cr~ft 1500 tons.
An amplification of ·the 3rd TOYKO strike by B-29's has been
received. 9 Enemy intercepting planes were destroyed, 14
:probably destroyed and 13 damaged. There were approximately
220 fighter attacks on the B-29's. 2~% of the bombs dropped
hit the :primary target, the h.ffiSASHINO Aircraft Factory west of
TOKYO.

CTF 93 Gen Harmon 050722 {:pink) outlines the :plan for the
all out attack on IWO JIM~lt scheduled for 7 Dec, east longitude
date. Heavy air attacks will be carried out in the morning
and early afternoon and bombardment by CruDiv 5 will commence
shortly thereafter.
RICHlillDSON' s 05102h (:pink) outlines tentative availability
of certain units to be employed in DET ACHivTE:NT and ICE BEftG /,.,
Operations.
<t~

..,...........~
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2 DD's were hit by suicide crashes in the LEYTE area
on the 5th. rvmGFORD (DD 389) was hit by either one or two
attacking planes. The ship was hit amidships and left dead
in the water. Later, however, she was able to proceed under
he own power with the No. 2 fire room reported out of commission. DRAYTON {DD 366) was hit by a plane on the No. 1
5" gun, putting it out of commissio n. No. 1 magazine was
flooded to stop the fire but was later reported to be dry.
Also on the 5th, one of our convoys of 33 ships and
5 escorts, 70 miles E of SIARGAO ISL_UID was attacked by
3 enemy torpedo planes. 2 torpedo hits were reported by
the SS ANTOINE SAURGRAI~~, a 10, 000-ton .AK. The personnel
were reported being removed and the ship abandoned . Another
ship in the same convoy was reported to have been hit but
the identity of this ship is not yet known.
Cincpoa 060049 {pink) addressed to Cominch, advises
that withdrawa l of VMF squadrons from SoWesPac was not contemplated for employmen t aboard fast carriers.
Cominch 052032 (pink) advises that Joint Chiefs of
Staff have concurred in and authorized announcem ent of the
deferred target dates for IWO JIW~ and OKINAWA operation s.
MacArthur 060159 {pink) outlines cover and support
by 3rd Fleet desired for LUZON operation .
Com3rdFlt 060202 {pink) makes recommend ations for employment of 3rd Fleet in support of LUZON operation .
War Dept 051521 {pink) outlines acceptance by War Dept
of FILBAS Agreement .
6 December (Oahu date)
Reports have been received that in the same action the
DD' s MUGFORD ( DD- 389) and DRAYTON (DD- 3 66) were hit on the
5th, LCM 20 and LST 23 were also hit by suicide dives. The
LSM was burned and later sank while the LST suffer~d extensive
damage.
,/
The number of officers and men rescued t~~ate from the
COOPER (DD-695) now totals 10 officers and 190 enlisted men
with reports from guerillas indicating that there are JO additiona l
survivors on the west coast of LEYTE.
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At SAIPAN on the 7th in the early morning {0400 to 0540
minus 10) 10 Bettys made attacks on T.AN.PYAG IlA.RBOR and ISELY
FIELD. 1 B-29 was destroyed and 2 badly damaged. 6 Planes
were shot down by JL\ . The first warning of the low level attack
came from a radar picket DD 100 miles north of SAIPAN.
DepCom20thAF 050048 (pink) outlines the Code Names for
future missions.
ComGenAAFPOA 070335 {pink) outlines proposal of squadrons
to be employed in reconnaissance.
CinCPOA 070638 {pink) covers instructions to 3rd Fleet
relative to L-3 {MINDORO) Operation.
CinCPOA 070554 {pink) answers proposal of
to 3rd Fleet operations.

CinCSV~A

relative

Arnold's 051411 outlines present plans for assignment of
certain VLR units •.
7 December (Oahu date)
In the CAMOTES and VIBAYAN SEAS on the 7th two airsurface engagements took place. Our surface forces were
landing troops 3 miles south of ORMOC and were heavily attacked
by enemy planes. The damage inflicted on our forces was as
follows:
WARD (APD 16): Seriously hit during a dive-bombing
attack at 0950, abandoned and sunk by our gunfire.
MAHAN (DD 364): Badly damaged and sunk by our gunfire.
LIDDLE (APD 60): A suicide dive on the bridge structure
killed and wounded an unkno\vn number of men.
Reported able to proceed under own power with
emergency steering aft. Tug standing by.
WALKE (DD 723): Reported afire. Extent of damage unknown.
0' BRIEN (DD 725) :
"
"
"
"
"
"
LA1ffiON (DD 367): Fired from a hit on the bridge at 1630.
The fire was apparently under control. Being towed
back to LEYTE.
LST 737: Minor damage from a hit forward during the . 1630
suicide and dive-bombing attack.
The LEYTE-bound J~anese convoy consisted of 13 ships (4
AK's, 2 AP's, and 7 DD's and DE's. These were sighted 10 miles
W of the N tip of LEYTE at 0750 (I) 7 December by our search
planes. Convoy had strong air cover. Reports indicate that
our planes sank all 13 ships with a resultant loss of an estimated 4,000 enemy troops. Our search planes reported sighting
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the burnin g and sinkin g remna nts of the convoy late in the
day. On a final sweep 6 small craft loaded with troops
sunk by our planes off the WN coast of LEYTE. Our plane were
losses were report ed to be 5, with all pilots being rescue
Enemy planes shot down during the day numbe red 62 with 52 d.
being shot down by our fighte rs and 10 by ships ' AA.
•

Subma rines TREP.ANG ( SS 412), SEGUNDO {SS 398), and RAZOR
BACK (SS 394) were involv ed in a 3-hou r runnin g battle with a 7-ship enemy convoy en route to the PHILIPPINES (18-54 N,
124-47 E) result ing in the follow ing:
TREPANG:
SEGUNDO:

Sank 1 large AO, 1 large AP, 2 large AK's.
Sank 1 large AK, 1 .AE, damaged large AP·, later
sunk by RAZORBACK. 3 hits in 1 DD.

A correc ted re~ort has been receiv ed on the final casua
ties of the COOPER (DD 695): Survi vors- 10 office rs, 158 lenlist ed men; wounded - 3 office rs, 27 enlist ed; missin g 10 office rs, 181 enlist ed.
The land situat ion at LEYTE as a resul t of the ORMOC
reinfo rceme nt is report ed as follow s: The 77th Divisi on of
the 24th Corps has landed in ORMOC HARBOR in the enemy 's
In an amphi bious opera tion with air and naval suppo rt, therear.
troops went ashore 3 miles south of OR1IDC and are rapidl y
advan cing northw ard. The movement caugh t the enemy unawa res
on the west with his reserv es alread y largel y commi tted to
meet our conve rging attack s from the north, east, and south.
His ground resist ance to the landin g was in conseq uence negligible and we had pract ically no ground losses . By this maneu
we have seized the cente r of the Y..c'U.1:.PiSHITA LINE from the rear ver
and have split the enemy 's forces in two, isolat ing those in
the valley to the north from those along the coast to the south.
Both segme nts are now caugh t betwee n our column s which are
pressi ng in from all fronts . In a despa rate attemp t at diversion, the enemy landed parach ute troops during the night in
the vicin ity of SM~ PABLO. Appro ximate ly 200 men were droppe
the major ity of whom have been killed . Some sabota ge damage d,
was accom plishe d but the effor t was a feeble one and promp tly
render ed aborti ve.

An all-ou t attack was made on I WO JIA~ on the 8th,
sistin g of a fighte r sweep, air bomba rdment , and surfac e conbombardm ent. 28 P-38' s, 82 B-29' s, and 102 B-24's struck in the
mornin g and early aftern oon. Bombardment by cruise rs and
destro yers follow ed. The weath er over the targe t was bad
the major ity of the bombing was done by radar. Evalu ation and
and assess ment of bomba rdment and bombing resul ts will be
availa ble when photo reconn aissan ce of the targe t is made.

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
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7 December (Oahu date - cont'd)
CTF 77 071156 (pink) discusses shore-based air cover
for the CVE's during the MINDORO operation.
CTF 77 071038 summarizes landing operations at ORMOC
BAY on 7 December.
Effective 10 December Rear A~1iral C. T. Durgin has been
nominated as Commander Escort Carrier Force (EsCarFor) which
·Will comprise all Pacific Fleet CVE's less those assigned
ComCarTransRonPac and those employed in training.
8 December (Oahu date)
TG's 38.1, RAdm Montgomery; 38.2, RAdm Bogan; 38.3,
RAdm Sherman; are scheduled to depart ULI~II 10 December for
the forthcoming operation.
MAHAN (DD-364) in an amplified report states that she was
hit by 3 suicide dives and was abandoned because of uncontrolled
fires and an exploding magazine. One officer and 5 enlisted
men are reported missing. The ship was sunk by our gunfire.
SEA DEVIL (SS-400) on the morning of the 9th made two
timed hits on a task forc.e west of KYUSHU.
REDFI SH (SS-395), about an hour and a half later, made 2
hits on a large carrier believed to be the same ship attacked
by the SEA DEVIL approximately in the same location ( west of

KYUSHU).

BESUGO (SS-321) summarizes 2nd war patrol. Arrived
FREM1i.NTLE 4 Dec. Results observed: 1 AO, 5000 tons; 1 barge,
3000 tons; probably sunk: 1 large AK, 7500 tons.
BLACKFIN (SS-322) summarizes her first war patrol. Arrived
FREiviE NTLE 4 Dec. Sunk: 1 .c'lli: , 4000 tons; damaged: l large AO.

An undetermined number of Japanese paratroopers landed on
BAYUG airfield, LEYTE. They succeeded in destroying some Blue.
planes on BAYUG field.
illnplified reports from the I WO JIMA strike of 8 Dec indicate
that 79 B-29's were airborne, 15 aborted and 62 dropped 620 tons
of bombs on the t ar gets. Photographs taken on the 8th show all
I WO JI][A runways inoperative with 5 to 20 craters in each.
On the 6th, 7th and 8th a total of 107 B-24's from bases in
the PALAUS attacked PHILIPPI NG targets.
An ampl ified report has been rec e ived on t he dama ge inflicted
by a pre d awn r a id on SAI PAN on the 7th. Report indicated that
the 10 Bettys which att a cke d destroyed 3 B-29's, estensively
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damaged 3 more and inflicted. minor damage on 3 others.
Probably 7 of the enemy planes were shot down.
On the 7th 20th Bomber Command carried out an attack on
NIUKD:EN. 108 B-29's were airborne with 87 out of this group
dropping 286 tons of bombs on the Manchuria Aircraft Company
which was the primary target. 26 Enemy fighters are claimed
to have been destroyed, 13 probably and 24 damaged. ¥.'/e lost
6 B-29's in t h is mission.
ARNOLD'S 072333 (pink) states that he is concerned regarding
enemy raids on l·~~IARA3 and requests that every effort be made
to insure the most effective defense of B-29 bases.
~~CARTHUR 090556 sets forth the missions and coordination
of 3rdFl t carrier based aircraft and s-.vP aircraft for the L- 3
Operation. (Mindoro).

9 December (Oahu date)
Final report has been received regarding the bomb tonnage
dropped by aircraft on IWO JIMA on the 8th. 89 B-24's dropped
a total of 194 tons and B-29's dropped a total of 596 tons
making a total of 790 tons in all.
Heavy strikes were carried out against HAL~~~~RA on the
4th and 5th. On the 4th 100 B-25's made strikes against the
airfields and again on the 5th 65 B-24's made a similar strike.
At the entrance to LEYTE GULF on the lOth, 8 Bettys attacked
2 CL's and accompanying DD's. No damage was done to· the ships
and one enemy plane was shot down •
. An amplified report of the air engagement over the convoy
in the CAMOTES SEA on the 7th indicates that a total of 65 enemy
planes were shot down (37 VF, 14 VB, 1 FP and 13 unidentified
planes). Our losses were one P-47 and 3 F4U's.
BomCom 24 082315 (pink) sets forth his plan for support
of the ~~~ii NDORO Operation. On 13 Dec. he plans to carry out a
dayli ght bombing on the EMPIRE provided weather permits.
DepCom 20th Air Force 100918 (pink} answers ComGenArmy Air
Forces despatch relative to defense of ]/.L.ARI .l\.t JAS.
Joint Staff Planners, 'rifashington, 091431 (pink) outlines
objectives currently being studied re garding future ore;ations.

~ fl~~
~
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On the 11th at 0840 Co~)esRon 14 reported that the REID
(DD-369 ), escortin g a convoy enroute to omv_c, was hit by a
suicide dive bomber, one of 10 attacking planes, at 10 N 12450 E. The REI D was reported to h ave sunk in two minutes .
Another suicide plane crashed 20 feet off the bow of the
CALD ~HE LL (DD-605 ), negligib le damage was reported ·and the
remaind er of the convoy was unda~a g ed. 152 Survivor s of the
HEID·wer e rescued including the Captain and 13 other officers .
Prelimin ary report of the bombardm ent of I WO JIMA on 8
Dec by CTG 94.9 (CruDiv 5 an~ DD's) indicate that firing
conwence d at 1347 Y (-10) and ceased at 1457 K. 5 Fires were
reported to have been st a rted. No damage to our ships or
personn el was inflicte d by air or shore batterie s. Only 4
splashes were observed ne a r our ships.
SE .!~ CAT ( 3:3 -399) sank a tanker off the coast of INDO CHINA.
This tanker had been previou sly damaged by the SEARAVEN (SS-196) .

SEA OWL (SS-405) at 0900 GCT on the lOth sank a large DE
west of the northern tip of KYUSHU.
I .VO JIMA was bombed on the lOth by 24 B-24's. Results were
unobserv ed as there was a heavy overcast at 17,000 feet.
Single B-29' s attacked the TOI<J"O dock and industr ial areas
on the 9th, lOth and 11th. No intercep tion by enemy aircraft was
reported although a number of airborne planes were detected by
radar. The first plane over TOh~O (the 9th) reported that the targ~
was only partly blacked out. On the lOth and 11th planes reported
complete blackou t. .A number of fires were observed , some visible
for a distance of 90 miles.
CominCh 091309 (pink) announce s that Admiralt y has authoriz ed
Admiral Fraser to make strikes on the SU1v1ATR ...4..N Oil Refiner ies,
M.P.~AY PENINSULA and SINGAPORE areas as desired by CinCPac and
CinCSWPA.
rL~~SHJ~L'S 101436 outlines directiv e of the Presiden t that
no politica l decision s may be made with French Military Mission
attached to Southea st Asia Command.

Joint Chiefs of Staff 100345 outlines a memorandum from the
Presiden t to the Joint Chiefs of Staff regardin g the congesti on
of shipping in the various theaters of war.
CinCSWPA 090557Z sta tes t hat SWPA long r a nge sea r ch
will rJr ovi de coverag e of t he FORIV10SA ar ea by S minus
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11 December (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

On 10 December v~1ile carrying out picket duty in 3URIGAO
STRAIT, the IIDGJ.-IT£8 ( DD-410) was hit amidships by a
suicide crash dive. The engine and fire rooms were flooded,
however, the ship is being towed to S_~J PEDRO Harbor. Reports
indic a te tha t 7 were killed and 15 wounded with 1 missing.
At 1650 on the lOth 4 PT Boats , also in SURIGAO STRAIT,
were attacked by 4 enemy fighters. 2 Of these planes made
suicide dives hitting one PT Boat (# 323) and barely missing
another one (PT 528). PT Boat 323 was badly damaged but is
still afloat. 1 Officer was killed, 1 missing and 11 men
were wounded.
H.ihttDHE.AD {SS- 365) arrived FRENL0J\1TLE on 5 December from
war patrol reported having sunk 1 large tanker and 1 DE for
a total of 9800 tons sunk and reported damaging one large
AK of 7500 tons.
Our fighters on the 11th in the VISAYAN SEA attacked a
16 ship enemy convoy off the NN Coast of LEYTE. It was reported
that this convoy consisted of 6 14 ' s, 5 DD' s and 5 DE's. 2
AK's and 1 DD werereported damaged by near misses and further
reports indicate that attacks on this force are continuing.
The convoy was escorted by 20-30 enemy fighters of which 10
were definitely shot down and J probably destroyed.
On the lOth air activity was heavy in the ISYTE Area.
At least 50 P-47's, P-40's and F4U's attacked enemy positions
in and around the ORHOC 1\rea. 12 Enemy aircraft plus 4 probables
were shot dovm.
At I WO JIMA on the 11th photographs showed that all
runways are operative except 1 strip on field #1. There were
16 operational aircraft observed on the island and 29 smallcraft visible in the harbor. I ~ O JTI~ was hit on this date
(11th) by 28 B-24's. Reports indicate that the bombing altitude
was 19,000 feet wi th 90% of the bombs hitting the target area.
14th Air Force photographs of 6 airfields in FORMOSA,
taken on the lOth, show a total of 414 aircraft on these fields.
The largest number of aircraft observed on any one field was
at TAINAN, numbering 127.
14th Air Force, on 8 November, struck H01U{ONG with
4 Planes were destroyed on the ground near HONKONG
and two ships were sunk and 5 or 6 other craft left burning.

14 P-5l's.
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12 December (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

On 13 December at 1513 the CL NA·'"1HVILLE was damaged by a
suicide dive. The damage appears to have been inflicted at a
position just south of l\'EGROS ISLAND. The NA3HVILLE was the
flagship of CTG 78.3 (RAdm Sturble). After the crash the
NASHVILLE together with the STM{LEY (DD-478)wa s directed to
return to LEYTE. RAdm Sturble transferre d his flag to the
DASHIELL (DD-659). Prelimina ry reports of casualties indicate
that · Captain Abdill, Chief of Staff CTG 78.3 was killed.
Further details will be reported when received.
CALD~ELL (DD-605)w as hit by another suicide plane crash on
the morning of the 12th. This destroyer was escorting a supply
echelon to ORMOC BAY at the time it was hit. Reports indicate
thatshe was able to return to SAN PEDRO BAY under her own power.

Report from CinC3WPA indicates that on the 12th our planes
sank 3 enemy AP's of 10,000, 5,000 and 4,000 tons plus 3 DD's
off the northwest tip of LEYTE. One additiona l DD plus 2
medium AP's were observed dead in the water and left burning.
50 Jap planes were shot down on the same day(l2th) . Our losses
numbered 8 VF.
J\nother report indicates that fighters attacked 2 large
AP's and 2 DD's in the VISAYAN SEA just south of ~~SBATE.
A strike by the 21st Bomber Command was carried out on the
13th. The primary target was the Mitsubish i Aircraft Plant
at NAGOYA in southern HONSHU. 90 B-29's took part in this
attack with approxima tely 60 planes bombing the primary target
and about 30 bombing the city of RAGOYA. The bombings took
place between 1400 and 1500. Intercepti on was only moderate
and heavy explosion s and huge fires were reported to have been
observed.
CinCPOA's 102325 (pink) outlines redefined responsib ilities
of Commander Service Squadron TEN.
CTF 77 130420 sets forth the establishm ent of TG 77.14
(RAdm Chandler) and outlines employmen t thereof.
CinCPac 130650 outlines estimate of the situation just
prior to the NITNDORO Operation .
_/

0-J'"v
/
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13 December (Oahu date)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

The strike on LUZON by planes from TF 38, in support of
the MINDORO operation, was carried out · the morning of the
14th (I). Complete tactical surprise was reported in their
sweep of the LUZON airfields. Preliminary incomplete reports
of the first 3 of 6 scheduled strikes indicate the following:
13 enemy aircraft (air borne) destroyed: 77 planes destroyed
on the ground, 37 planes damaged by strafing. Partial photo
coverage, supplemented by pilot sightings indicate 300 planes
on the LUZON fields, with 45 operational at CLARK FIELD in the
first strike.
A report has been received from the CALDTNELL (DD 605)
stating that 34 officers and men were killed and missing and
34 wounded.
Reports have been received runplifying those previously
received stating that on the lOth in LBYTE GULF, suicide attacks
sank W. LADD (XAK) and Lcrr 1075.
The HARADEN (Dll> 585) was damaged by an air attack the
evening of the 13th 30 miles SW of NEGROS. The extent of the
damage was not reported.
A corrected report indicates that 74 B-24's bombed the
plant on the 13th instead of the previously reported
60 planes bombing that target.

MITSu~ISHI

Com3rdFlt 132305 (pink) answers Cincpac's estimate of the
situation and advises that he will keep Cincpac fully informed.
CominCh 131253 and 131654 (pinks) refer to proposed conference with British Eastern Fleet representatives.

14 December (Oahu date)
Com3rdFlt reports that photo coverage and sightings indicate
that 664 planes were in the LUZON area on the 14th. Many of these,
however, may have been previously damaged. The continuous combat
air patrol over LUZON, both ni ght and day, was reported to have
been especially effective.
Casualty report resulting from the suicide crash on the
1llu3HVILLE numbered 141 killed, ( 16 officers and 125 men plus 191
wounded),(l6 Officers and 175 enlisted). Of the officers killed
on the ship 2 were ships company, 5 attached to the Junphibious
Corps and 9 reported as being Staff members.
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DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

CTF 77 (VAdm Kinkaid) reports that during dayli~1t on the
14th there were intermediate air attacks while enroute to
1ITNDORO but there were no casualties resulting therefrom.
In SAN PEDRO Harbor on th e 14th a plane ( presumed to be
friendly) approached low over Si~·Uffi and crashed into the
Hl~ BISHOPDALE an 8,000 ton AO while she was at anchor.
Com5th Air Force reports that preliminary results showed
that between 90 and 100 enemy planes were destroyed in the
VI SAYAN area.
On the 14th the 20th Bomber command (Brig Gen LeBay) reports
that 34 B-29' s bombed BANGKOK and 13 bombed RAl\JGOON. Results
were recorded to have been excellent. There was very little
fighter interception but 4 plane~ bombing the R_~U\f GOON area are
missing.
Com3rdFlt 150215 (pink) Gutlines preliminary results of
3rdFlt Operations on the 14th. Despatch further states that
operations will continue against LUZON area on the 15th and ·
again on the 16th unless General Mac Arthur states that further
strikes will be unnecessary.

.

132226 (pink) states that weather forecast over
southern Japan until 19 December precludes operations by 20th
Bomber Command in support of MI I\"'D ORO Operation. At earliest
date weather permits operations will be performed.
&~ROLD' S

/

15 December (Oahu date)
Task Force 38, after 3 days of successful strikes on the
LUZON area is retiring to fuel. After fueling they will operate
east of LUZON and will make strikes on call.
Reports from 7thFlt indicate that the MI ND ORO attack force
is retiring according to schedule. No further casualties are
mentioned.
A partial count of enemy planes destroyed during the 3 day
attack by the planes of TF 38 against LUZON Airfields totals
235; an additional 138 were dama ged. 99 Enemy airfields were
covered during the 3 day operation.
Attacks on shipping by planes of TF 38 resulted in ·the
follo wing claims: Sunk; 1 medium AO, 1 medium MC , 1 small AK .
Burned and gutted - 3 or 4 small AK 's. Fired - 5 small .AK 's.
Beached and burning - 1 l a r ge · .AP and 1 me diur.a AO. Damaged 3 DD 's, 1 DD or DE , 1 AP, 1 large AK , 1 small AK. Total
Destroyed: 6 or 7 ships; Tot a l Damaged - 15 s hips.
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Authority: EO 12958~ as amended
HQ USEUCOM

At I 'NO JIMA on the 15th 31 B-24' s dro pped 68 tons from
19,000 fe e t. The target was t h e airfield area. 1 of 4 interceptin
fi ghters was shot down and moderate accurate AA caused minor
damage to 7 B-24's.
The landing on MI ND ORO appe a rs to h ave achieved complete
tactical surprise. Only minor opposition was reported.
Wedemeyer 150514 (pink) outlines support by 14th Air Force
during M-1 Operation.
niarshall 150009 (pink) concerns command relationship
between British Fleet units and CinCSWPA.
CinCPOA 160003 outlines to ComGenPOA that the terms of the
Filbas agreement shall be strictly adhered to.
,

()vt\

~

16 December (Oahu date)
Submarine reports have been received indicating that
2 BB's, 1 CA, 2 CL's and an undetermined nwnber of DD's left
K.ANR.AN~ BAY at 0800 on the 17th (I).
The reports state that
the course of this Task Force was 1309
TF 38 is operating east of LUZON.
Heport from the 7thFlt indicates that naval forces returning
from the MINDORO Operation suf f ered no further damage than that
already reported. The last units of this force should clear
SURAGAO STRAITS 18 December (I).
HO'/J:ERTH · (DD-592) reports moderate damage suffered by 2
suicide plane crashes in M~11GA IN BAY (}EI NDORO).
Photographs of the Mitsubishi Aircraft Plant at NAGOYA,
which wa s bombed by 70 B-29's on the 13th show that substantial
damage was inflicted on this t a r get. The main assembly or machine
shop was totally destroyed; a nother ass embly pla nt was 20% damaged
and minor assembly u nits 75 % damag.e d.
FINBACK (SS-230) reported sinking a medium AK or AO early
in the morning of the 16th 30 mile s s outh of MUI CO JIMA ( BONI NS ).
ComGen 20th Air Force 140220 and BomCom 21
various code word s for s pecific t a r gets.

130520 sets forth
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16 December (O ahu date) (Cont'd)

DECLASSIFlED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

1.:!-ffiS:S:_UL' S 152315 outlines subse quent redeployment of
.Army forces after the defeat of Germany, effective as of 31
}::arch 45.

COMGEN.AAFPOA 170135 states t hat ori g inal plan for operation
4 VLR Groups from each occupied isla nd in the r~,:A-R I J-\.1\TAS will be
adhered to unless hostile air operations necessitate the
temporary dispersion of a portion of the 73rd Bombardment 'ding.
P~so recommends that no change be made in present plans to
provide facilities for a minimum of 4 VLR Groups on TI N I_~J and
4 VLR Groups on GUAM.
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17 December 10ahu date)

TF 38 is still operating to the east of LUZON but has
been bothered considerably by bad weather which has prevented
refueling.
CinCSVVPA has requested that strikes be made by TF 38 on the
19th, 20th and 21st. ComJrdFlt replied that he would be unable
to make strikes on the 19th because of unfavorable weather
conditions.
ComJrdFl t has reported fi r~ al results for the LUZON sweeps
of the 14th and 15th, with a partial summary for the 16th:
Enemy planes destroyed in the air
(47 single-engine, 11 twin-engine, 3 float planes,
1 Emily near force).

61

Enemy planes destroyed on the ground
208
(67 single-engine, 40 twin-engine, 23 float planes,
28 unidentified. Only planes seen or photographed
as burning were counted. Of 138 operational planes
photographed on Clarke Field, only 12 were seen to
burn.)
T01 AL DESTROYED
1

2b9

Enemy planes damaged on the ground
TOTAL DESTROYED or

192

DA~AGED

461

Ships sunk or destroyed
( 1 large .A.P, 3 medium AO, 10 AK, 3 LSM)

16

Small vessels sunk or destroyed

12

Ships damaged
( 4 DD, 2 DE, 10 AK ).

16

Small craft damaged
(25 small cargo vessels, 25 landing barges)

50

Our losses tot alled 20 planes in combat and 51 operationally
(total 71 planes), with 23 pilots missing.
ComJrdFlt estima ted that about 100 oper ational aircraft may
rema in hidden and well dispersed, but in a disorganized state
for operations.
13th-17th: CTG 77.12 has reported the story of CVE air support
enroute to and from the MINDORO landings. During the 5-day
period from U-2 until U f 2 (13th-17th) CVE planes shot
do·wn 46 enemy planes and destroyed 20 on the ground. Sh ips .lt.ll

17 December (Oahu date) (Cont'd)

DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

shot down 4, for a total of 70 Jap planes destroyed. 17 others
were probably destroyed and 14 were damaged on the ground.
Our losses were 1 fighter plus pilot in combat, and 6 fighters
plus 1 torpedo plane operationally. There were no personnel
lost operationally.
There were 5 definite suicide dives. Two hit near the
ISLAND, fragments from one of them killing 1 man and
wounding 6 (at 0810 on the 15th) ~. 1 landed near the NE Vv MEXICO,
1 near the NEST VI .GINIA, and 1 hit the HAR.A.DEN (DD585).

Iv'lJ~ CU3

At ·NEGROS on the 14th land based fighter bombers destroyed
20 planes on SILAY airdromes in the morning and an estimated
40 enemy planes at the salle strip in the afternoon.
At r .VO JIMA on the 17th, 50 B-24' s dropped 112 tons of,
bombs on airfield and installations; results were unobserved
because of solid overcast. 3 Planes were reported to have
intercepted but no damage was inflicted.
Com3rdFlt 130510 (pink) requests that increase in fighter
pilots be made prior to 30 Dec.(up to 150%).
CNO 162045 (pink) outlines proceedure to be carried out
by our planes in the event that they land in Soviet Territory.
CinC3WPA (pink) 171101 sets forth a request for 3rdFlt
to strike LUZON airfields on 19, 20 and 21 Dec in order to
cover the reenforcement echelon scheduled to arrive at MINDORO
on the 22nd.
Com3rd:F'lt 172318 (pink) answers the despatch appearing
directly above . by stating that he has been unable to dodge a
storm and has therefore been unable to refuel. He also states
that he is unable to strike on the 19th but will advise later -as
to the capabilities on the 20th.
Com3rdFlt 17233 (pink) gives his estirnated noon position
and states t hat the storm is still pursuing and that he is
proceeding south seeking better weather and has not as yet
refueled.
CinCPOA's 172352 (pink) outlines views concerning future
operations.
C inCd ~ ifPA' s 181220 (pink) states that in view of inability
of the 3rdFlt to attack LUZON targets on the 19th the LUZON
area wi ll be open to t he Allied ~ ir Forces for bombing on that
day.
C"'"""
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SE CRE'f-

18 December (Oahu date)

~~pl ified reports have been received from Com3rdFlt
regarding final totals for the strikes on LUZON on 14 15 and 16
December. His latest despatch adds 1 ship to the 17 previously
reported sunk, 12 small vessels to the 12 previously reported
sunk, and 3 ships to the 16 previously reported drunaged. Our
losses are increased by 7 planes in combat (vice 20), 6 pilots
(vice 23), and 1 aircre'Willan (none reported before). Operational
losses for the 3 days are 38 instead of 51. The final score
follows:

Final

Prelim

Change

Ships sunk or destroyed - - - - ( 1 large AP, 1 large AO, 3 med.
AO, 1 large AK, 1 med. A.K, 7
small AK, 1 CM, 3 LSM)

18

17

I-

1

Small vessels sunk or destroyed -

24

12

I-

12

Ships damaged - - - - - - (4 DD, 2 DE, 1 large AP, 1 med.
AO, 1 small AO, 1 coast defense
vessel, 9 AK)

19

16

I- 3

Small craft damaged - - - - - - (17 small cargo vessels, 25 landing barges)

43

50

7

Our planes lost in combat

27

20

I-

Our planes lost operationally

3.8

51

- 13

Pilots lost - -

29

23

1

0

If

~

ircrewmen lost -

7

6
1

12 P-47's over NEGROS encountered 14 Twin-engine bombers
and shot them all down in a 20 minute combat. In the same
area at NEGR03 9 P-38's engaged 8 enemy fi ghters and likewise
shot them all do~m. We suffered no losses.
A ·total of 81 B-24's bombed the Prr~RTO PRINCESA airdrome
on t h e 15th and 16th. Fires were started and 4 planes were
destroyed and 3 additional damaged.
HANGCHOW was bombed on the 18th by 84 B-29's. 540 tons
were dropped on the docks and storage areas. Results were
described as good to excellent. NoB-29's were lost on this
mi s sion and 5 enemy fighters were claimed to have been destroyed.
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18 December (Oahu date) (Cont'd)

5+

Com3rdFlt 190605 (pink) Jates that TF 38 will sortie ·from
ULITHI and will request earl y de parture of ENTERPRISE and BATA.liN
from PEARL HARBOR in order to participate in forth coming operation.
Com3rdFlt 19 0933 (pink ) states that entry of units of
TF 38 into CHINA SEA will depend on the development~ of a
favorable situation. He also states that a .ee:F:bi.l"·~~ttrike on
&KINAdA will be mad e during the LUZON operation only if general
situation warrents it otherwise ph,otographs will be taken
after release from M-1.
Com3rdFlt 190222 (pink) summarizes
as a result of the recent typhoon.

dam~g e

to fleet units

Com3rdFlt 190111 (pink) requests information regarding the
use of MINDORO fields for planes of TF 38.
Cincpac 191006 (pink) requests information from ComJtlFlt
relative to basing BRITISH submarines in his area.
Com3rdFlt 190930 (pink) outlines schedule of strikes in
support of M-1 operation.
CTF 94 191245 (pink) outlines ·bombardment of IWO JIMA on
24 and 27 December in coordination with bombing.

19 December (Oahu date)
The f irst resupply echelon left LEYTE at 1530 on the
19th and is estimate<i to arrive at 1ITNDORO on the 22nd.
The RUDYERD BAY reported that the SVJEAR:P~R (DE 186)
picked up 5 survivors from the SPENCE (DD 512) at 0030 on
the 20th (I). St at ements from the surv ivor s indicate that the
SPENCE capsiz e d suddenly and that very f'ew survived.
Reports indicate tha t there is a possibility that the
J\IONAGHA.N (DD 354) may have me t the same fate as t he SP1"'NCE
in this typhoon. A number of o_estroyers and destroyer· escorts
reported severe damage as a result of this storm.
CornNavGrpCHINA reports that there are still 2 battleships,
2 crui sers and 5 O.estroyers in the vicinity of CAPE ST . JACQ,UES.

~OF
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DECLASSIFIED
Authority: EO 12958, as amended
HQ USEUCOM

M.A.l"ri.JIL1 BAY waters were mined by 20 RJ'u\F PBYs.
were laid.

54 mines

Reports indicate that one pursuit group is scheduled to
operate from MINDORO .
. 8 enemy f'ighters were destroyed over l.:INDOHO on t.ne 18th
and 13 additional enemy planes were shot ciown on the 19th.

52 B-24s attacked airfield installations at IWO JIM.A on
the l9tl. Results were not observed as there was a solid
over-cast over the target. 16 P-38s strafed the airfield
areas the same day.
~ lrngl~ 192240 (pink) outlines the operattons to be
conuucteo. oy the 20til Air Forces in support Wl th the LUZON
operation.

ComGen.AAFFOA 200257Z (pink} sets forth the coordination
of bombarilinent and bombing against IWO Jil!IA on 24 and 27
December. It further states that participation of the 21st
Bomber Command is not as yet determined.
Cominch 192036 (pink) sets forth data regarding exchange
of messages by the planning staffs.
Cincpoa l9G752 (pink) summarizes the results of conferences with Admiral Fraser.
Cominch 192205 (pink) outlines his views on negotations
outlined in above conferences.
Cincpoa 200049 (pink) requests Com5thFleet discuss possible
employment of British Carrier Task Force in ICEBERG with
Aarniral Fraser prior to his departure from PEARL.

20 December (Oahu date)
The scheduled strike for the 21st by planes from TF 38
on LUZON was cancelled.
'"\.

REDFISfi , (SS 395) reports sinking a large enemy carrier
with planes on deck. It is reported that this CV was on a
southerly course and was sunk at 1700 {I) December 19th at
28 N, 124 E ( SW of KYUSEU).
An explosion of undetermined origin was reported on the
BOULDER VICTORY (XJJ\:JJ:: ) in K0 33 0IJ ROADS . Damage was apparently
confined to one of the holds but there was extensive dama ge
thereto.
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Further reports from ships operating in the storm area
east of LUZON disclose the following additional damage:
.ll..LT.i\JIC.AI-IA ( CVE 1 6 ) lost all her planes, had many of her
automatic weapons put out of action, and has her radar and
most of her radios out of commission.
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automatic weapons battery.

re C8 l• Ved considerable damage to her

All oilers with the refuelling group at sea received some
damage but all can still fuel.
E .R . l'~AVfMl\.N (DE -416) and .VAT.1:RI1 1l~.l'T ( DE-7 40) , both formerly
reported missing, are proceeding to ULIT:II, extent of damage
unknovm.

CTF 93 210430 (pink) outlines operation order 3-44
covering two surface and air attacks to be made against I WO
JIIVIA on the 24th and 27th of' December (ROCKCRUSH1~ R number 1 and
number 2).
CinCPac 210248 (pink) outlines his understanding with
CinCBPF relative to the fuel situation for British~it ~

21 December (Oahu date)
Com3rdFlt has ordered TF 38 to proceed to ULITHI to arrive
there the forenoon of 24 December.
ComSevRon 10 reports the damage caused to some of the ships
in the recent t yphoon as being substantial but report indicates
t h at majority of s n ips can be repaired in the forwar~ areas with
the exception of the :L~ONT:J:REY ( C\lL-26) which is beyond repair at
forvvard bases.
Gen. MacArthur announced on 22 December that the pincers
along the ORHOC corridor from t h e north and south have now been
inclosed and the lOth and 24th Corps are now in contact with each
other.
I AO JIVA was h it again on the 21st by 23 B-24's.
were dropped by radar results being unobserved.

48 Tons

163 Mines have been expended in harbors and anchorages at
C::-IICT::I and H.A2:IA JI I:~A . 80% are reported to be effective and
sterilizers have been set for 1 hlarch 1945.
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Report of the strike by the 20th Bomber Command indicates
that 32 B-29's bombed the Omura Aircraft Factory in KYUSh1J and
the 8Hj~JG3AI dock area. Results were largely unobserve d. 2 B-29's
are missing and 5 enemy plane s claime d destroyed .
On the 22nd 78 B-29's of the 21st Bomber Cormnand bombed the
Mitsubishi Aircraft Plant in the Nagoya area. 2 B-29's are reported
missing and the results of the bombing have not been received.
CTF 77 220406 (pink) covers the recommend ation for basing
British submarines in the SvVP area.
Com.NavGrp GHINA 211748 (pink) sets forth 20th Bomber Command
operations in conjunctio n with M-1.
CinC S~PA 210833 approves Com3rdFlt 's cover and support in
M-1. Further stating that 3rdFlt is free to strike over the
dividing line when worthwhil e targets can be hit.

CinCPOA's 212105 (pink) requests 21st Bomber Command to
carry out photo reconnaiss ance of OKIN~~ S minus 10 to S day
inclusive .
F.leet Admiral Nimitz and RAdm Sherman departed Pearl
Harbor for ULini i and LEYTE this date.

I

December 22 (Oahu date)
TF 38 is enroute to ULITHI and is scheduled to arrive the
evening of 24 December ·(I) •
TILEFISH (33-307) reports sinking a FURUTAKA Class CA 5 miles
SVi of OMAI S~AKI at 220200 ( Z).
A B-29 operating against the Empire reported sighting a
carrier 700-800 fe e t long at 31-17 N 136-44 ~ at 1230 (I) on the
22nd; course 180, speed 30. The carri e r appeared to have an
island on the left side and no aircraft on deck.
The first ~!~I J\!DORO resupply echelon arrived at the beachhead
early on the 22nd and departed that evening . 2 LST 's were damaged
enroute by fires after attacks on the e vening of the 21st and
were an ch ored near J.l-\RAC.~.-U'"'i 0 Island west of PPJ:JAY. Salvage
will be attempted upon return of the convoy. }Jl:any survivors were
recovered by escorting destroyer s.
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ComNavGroup CHINA reports t hat the 2 ISE Class BB's were
still in the vicinity of CAPE ST. J ACQUES on the 22nd and that
the two CA's and 3 DD's previously reported at this location
had departed to the south at 1900 (I) on the 22nd.
CinC EI 221214 and 221139Z (pink) summarize s strike on the
Brandan Oil Refine ries 18 December.
Arnold's 220104 directs 21st Bomber Command to carry out
photo reconnaiss ance of Ol~I1li\. .JA from 25 December to 9 January
inclusive and to carry out attacks on major aircraft engine plants
on HONSrru during tha t period.
DepCom~;F 20
230115 outlines mlnlng operations by 21st
Bomber Command to be carried out about 1 April 1945.

23 December (Oahu date)

/1/

A force consisting of INDO~.~:I'rABLE, ( CV), ILLUSTRIOUS ( CV),
( CL) , Al1GONAUT ( CL) BLACK PRINCE ( CL) and 7 DD' s
made an air strike on harbor warehouse s, railway yards and oil
installati ons at BELA'JJl.J,J-DELI on the 20th with 28 Avengers,
16 Hellcats and 16 Corsairs. Two oil tanks were set on fire
but low cloud cover prevented further observatio n. In the
afternoon , fighter planes attacked SA&~JG. There were no
casualties to planes and the surface forces were not discovered
by the enemy. The force returned to base on the 22nd.
NE~·V C~A.STLE

Early afternoon of the 24th a search plane reported 2
groups of enemy surface vessels west of FORMOSA heading west.
The first group was reported to have consisted of a carrier,
1 BB, 2 CA, 4 DD's. The second of 12 unidentifi ed vessels.
Position 22-50 N 119-40 E, course 280, speed 15.
KA.1ffiA1\lH BAY reports indicate that 2 cruisers, 3 DD's and
1 AO arrived there at 1100 (I) on the 23rd and departed the
same day at 1700 direction unreporte d.

24 B-24's fro m PALAU and 63 P-47's (base unannounc ed)
bombed Clark Field in the Manila area on the 22nd. Reports
indicate that 50 planes were destroyed on the ground and 8
were shot down in the air.
The SLEDGE H..!V'Jl'TI~R Operation is scheduled for the 24th
against I /!0 JI1:L4. . (coordinat ed bombardme nt and bombing attack)
results have not been received as yet.
A total of 376 planes of various types hit H.ALMAHERA
a irdrome on the 22nd and 23rd. At least 250 tons of bombs
were dropped and damage was reported as substanti al. Our
losses were only 1 B-25, however , a total of 46 planes were
holed by an ti a ircraft.
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23 December (Oahu date) (Continued)

DfCLASSIFf

A large strike was carried out by the 14th Airforce in
the vicinity of H.ftJ'il(O ~v on the 18th. Fighters and bombers
attacked this area for 45 minutes after 84 B-29's from the
20th Bomber Comn1and had dropped 540 tons on the same targets.
42 Jap planes were destroyed in this attack (21 airborne and
21 on the ground) in addition 24 more enemy aircraft were
probably destroyed and 20 damaged. 4 P-5l's are missing
from this strike.
A strike by the 21st Bomber Command was carried out
on the tareet of NAGOYA on the 22nd. 78 B-29's were airborne. 50 Attacked the target, 28 returned early due to
mechanical failure. 2 of our B-29's are reported missing
from this strike.
AR1~ 0LD's 221837 (pink) discusses deployment of additional
VLR groups in the M.A.RIJ..tL'' S.

CinCPOA's 232353 (pink) outlines to ComNavGroup CHINA
the contemplated 3rd Fleet support in the ~·I-1 (LUZON) operation •
.:\R:t;;oLDS 231844 (pink) states that the 21st Bomber Corrnnand
will carry out photo reconnaissanc e daily of OICI TA_~ vA airfields 1
31 December to 9 January inclusive.
~,,

!//'"'

/\

24 December (Oahu date)
The combined at~ack on the BONINS on the 24th was carried
out by CruDi v 5 {CHESTER, PENSACOLA, SAL'I: LAKE CITY) and
destroyers plus P-38's, B-29's and B-24's. CruDiv 5 approached
from the west and circled around to the northeast of the island
firing for more than an hour. Destroyers closed to 3,000
yards. 10 2-gun straddles on tne destroyers and one straddle
on the cruisers was the sole opposition encountered. None of
the ships were hit. ROE (DD 418) and CASE (DD 370) sank a
destroyer escort, a PC and a LSM during the day. 17 P-38's
carried out a strafing ~ission a gainst the beach defenses
followed by 50 B-24's who dropped 105 tons of bombs on the
island fron1 16,000-19,000 feet. Several enemy fighters intercepted causing minor damage to our planes.
21 B-24's dropped 27 tons with long delayed fuses on the
airfield 'at CHICHI JI1IA on the 24th. Bombing was by radar
and results were unobserved.
FLASHER (SS 249) sank 3 oilers from a convoy of five ships
Off the coast of INDO-CHINA (15-04 N. 109-06 E.).
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24 December (Oahu date) (Continued)
Clark Field was once again bombed by B-24's based at
PALAU. Enemy fighter interception was heavy, 50-60 Jap
fighters being engaged. 18 of these were shot down by a
P-47 escort (Philippine based). Our losses were one P-47
shot down and 10 P-47's unreported (believed to have landed
at MINDORO ) •
Reports indicate that one group of fighters moved to
the MINDORO strip on the 20th and one mediurn bomber squadron
moved in on the 23rd.
Reports have been received indicating that the 48 B-29's
which attacked NAGOYA met the strongest fighter opposition
encountered to date. There were some 400 encounters with
enemy interceptors , 50-60 of them being coordinated attacks.
17 of the B-29's were holed but only 2 were lost. Gunners
claimed to have destroyed .ll enemy fighters plus 20 additional
probably destroyed.
Com)rdFleet 232318 (pink) outlines the employment of
Task Force 38 in the LUZON operation.
DepComAF 242205 (pink) discusses policy of releasing
communiques relative to B-29 strikes.
Cincpoa 240648 (pink) discusses various
OKINAViA.

con~anders

for

ComGenAAFPOA 250006 (pink) summarizes results of a
conference between Cincpoa, ComGenPOA and AAFPOA relative
to VLI\ program in the 1'/IARI.AJ.\fAS.
~
,/'
25 December (Oahu date)
The second coordinated attack on IWO
for 27 December. CruDiv 5 will duplicate
on the 24th and will bombard for a period
half. No strikes will be made by the XXI

JII\,tfA is scheduled

the performance
of one hour and a
Bomber Command.

Reports of an enemy surface force have been received
indicating that one battleship, one CA and 6 destroyers have
been sighted off the coast of MINDORO .
On the 25th SAIPAN was bombed by 16-25 enemy planes
comm.encing at 1910. Isely Field was bombed from an estimated
altitude of 25,000. Night fighters shot down 3 planes and
P~ claims one destroyed and one probably destroyed
and one
damaged. 4 B-29's were destroyed or seriously damaged and
others suffered minor damage. fJ.'he headquarters of the 1st
Provisional Engineer Group was destroyed, and minor damage
was inflicted on the planes at Isely Field #2. 6 men were
reported. injured as a result of this bombing.
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25 Decembe r (Oahu date) (Continu ed)

-DECLASSIFIE

12 B-24' s bombed the airfield a t I '\VO JIM:A on the 25th.
10 single-e ngine aircraft wer e observed on the field.
CTF 38 250550 (pink) recommen ds replacin g by Helldiv ers
with Hel~cats for the ESSEX a nd WASP thereby making a complement of 91 fighters and 15 torpedo planes on each of these
two ships.
CinCPac 252321 (pink) states that it is advisabl e for
British submarin es to operate from C J~YLON until such time as
a suitable base for operatio ns in the Pacific is establis hed.
26 Decembe r (Oahu date)

r;../

/

J:

CTG 94.9 (RAdm Smith) reported results of second bombardment of IWO Jil\iA. The ships approach ed from north of east,
rounded the south end of the island to the northwe st. Bombard.ment f or an hour and a half was directed chiefly at enemy
shore batterie s. For the last 15 minutes , cruiser •5n raked
airfield s. The destroy ers, close inshore, set afire a DE and
an LST, both of which eventua lly blew up. Shore battery fire
was meagre, but there was intense minor calibre fire on a DD
close to the beach. DuNLAP (DD-384) had her TBS antenna shot
away. OtherWis e there was no oppositi on. Army Spotting B-24's
·was reported very good. ROE (DD-418) suffered CO and 3 men
wounded by shrapnel from enemy DE, earlier reported sunk
24 Decembe r.
Enemy force reported yesterda y to have been approach ing
MINDORO was estimate d by CTF 73 to con s ist of 1 YAJVf.ATO Class
BB, NACHI Class CA, and 6 DD's, one of which was very large.
Approach was made in heavy frontal weather which extended
from 150 miles west of 1ITNDORO. The plane that sighted this
force landed at MINDORO, refuelle d and loaded bombs, then
picked up the force again and claime d 2-500 pound bomb hits
on the battlesh ip. At the s ame time and place, this plane
reports seeing B-25's sink 1 DD and damage another. This
damage report is consiste nt with sub se quent sighting s of the
force as it re tired.
The enemy force was r e ported shelling the airfield on
MINDORO at midday on the 26th and t h en retired. Com7thF lt
despatch ed a force of 2 CA, 2 CL a nd 10 DD f rom L~LTE at
1 830 (I) but there were no indicati ons of any PT action.
This Force was last reported a t 12-30 N 114-25 E heading
toward CAMRAJ\i1I BAY at 2240 (I) the 27th.
A group of PALAU based B-24 's hit IDZON on the 26th. LEYTE
based P-38 ' s pr ovi ded cover and shot dovvn 8 of 15 to 20 interce p tors. 1 P-3 8 was lost in t his action.
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26 Dec ember (Oahu date) (Continued )
Total enemy planes s h ot down in actions in the LUZON
area on the 24, 25th and 26th is 89 plus 8 probables .
The Dutch ~erch a nt ship SOMI EL DICK was hit by a suicide
plane ca rrying an aerial torpedo • The resulting explosion
and fires cause d extensive damage to the ship and 40 casualties
were reported.
On the evening of the 26th enemy planes raided TINIAN.
l PV and l PB4Y were destroyed and several other planes hit
with minor damage.
CTF 93 260612 (~) modifies strike against I .'!O Jir:IA
during period 29 December to 10 January inclusive .
Com3rdFlt 's 232254
Operation ).

(pink) covers OpPlan 25-44 (LUZON

CinCPOAs 270209 (pink) summarize s results of conference s
held by CinCPO . . , ComGenPO}\ and ComGen_.r. \t'\FPOA regarding VLR
program in the r:.tffi i.Al TAS .
Com3rdFlt 250625 (pink) outlines search plan to be . carried
out during the LU:30N Operation .
ARNOLD'S 261950 (pink) approves deploymen t of VLR 'vV1ngs
315 and 316 to the IvLARI AJ:'AS .
CinCPac 262050 answers CTF 38's despatch relative to . .I
increase of VF complemen t on the ES3E" and WA3P.
(J1":(/.

;V

27 December (Oahu date)
Prelimina ry reports of the air action against the enemy
task force that bombarded MI NDORO indicate that 2 DD's were
sunk by our aircraft and hits were made on a cruiser and the
Battleship . Reports also indicate that 2 transports were
hit off ILIN STRAIT and l other transport hit off SAN JOSE,
all 3 were claimed either afire or sunk. No damage appears
to have been inflicted by this boriJ.bardme nt group on the
air strip on MI NDORO. The only landing report was at the
South tip of MI NDORO where B-25's reported several landing
craft moving toward the beach.
TG 77.14, the cruiser and destroyer force ordered to
r!IINDORO from LEYTE on the afternoon of the 26th, apparently
operated off the west co a st of MI NDORO the night of the 27th.
Reports indic a te tha t t h is task force was ordered to retire to
LEYTS the evening of the 28th.
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27 December __ (Oahu date) (Continued)

DECLASS\flEb

An unknown number of enemy planes bombed MINDORO in
coordination with the enemy task force that was bombarding
our positions. No damage was reported as a result of this
attack with the exception of one Liberty ship being hit and
beached.
·
12 P-38's are to be ready to take off at 0300 (K-10) from
SAIPiuT for a dawn attack on I ·,:vo Jil.iA if there is another raid
on the MARIANAS on the night of 28 - 29 December. This same
plan will be carried out on future nights.
An enemy air attack was carried out on the 26th at SAIP . .\1\f
on the GP..R.liPAN area. 1 direct hit on a C~uonset hut resulted in
killing 3 men and wounding 40 others. 5 Planes participated
in this raid from 2007 to 2130. Two additional planes came
in about an hour later both of which were shot down no bombs
being dropped. Night Fighters report these planes as being
Bettys.

CINC WEST INDIES STATION 271230 (pink) states that he
intends to strike targets west of 106 East for 3 days commencing
21 January and 28 January.
/
/
28 December (Oahu date)
A MINDORO resupply echelon was attacked south of BOHOL at
1030 (I) by 4 enemy suicide planes. One was shot down by
ships AA; 3 hit ships in the convoy. U.S.S. PORCUPINE (IX-126)
was damaged but able to continue. The merchant ship JOHN
BUR:P.::E blew up and sank. The merchant ship ';\liLLIAM 3HARON was
heavily damaged, abandoned and drifting when last observed.
A tug and 2 DD's were despatched from LEYTE to assist.
A Prisoner of War from a Japanese DD which was sunk off
MI1IDORO reports that the bombardment force that has been
active at MINDORO for the past few days consisted of 1 CA,
1 CL and 6 DD's. He was a member of the crew of a DD that was
sunk. He stated that no landing was contemplated. He also
states that the u~mYU (CV)was sunk on 19 December and that
the BB MUS ' SRI was sunk off LUZON the evening of 24 October
after having received 18 torpedoes and 8 bomb hits.
At MINDORO on the ni ght of 27-28 Dec 12 to 13 enemy planes
attacked our positions six times during the ni ght. No damage
was inflicted on our positions; 3 enemy plane s being shot down
by our ni ght fi ghters and a 4th by ..4....1.. .
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28 December (Oahu date) (Continued)
PB4Y Search Planes flew over r .vo Jil~A on the 2DielASSJFIED
day after the second bombardment) and noted 12 planes on the
South ~ield. Both airfields were reported to be in good
condition.
CinCPac 280648 (pink) outlines to CinCBPF that his forces
will have the use of anchorages and airstrips at NU\.NUS but
will be supported by British resources only.
CinCPac 281408 (pink) outlines his estimate of the situation
and states that 3rd Fleet will operate in the 30UTH CHINA 0E.A
if any enemy torce is located and attack and destroy same.
CinCPOA 281712 (pink) outlines to all TF Commanders the
air-surface zones.
CinCPac 290331 (pink) outlines to CominCh the night carrier
organization and states that the SA..T?.ATOGA is assigned as a night
carrier only as a temporary expedient for the IWO JI~A Operation.
CTG 30.5 290345 (pink) covers the anti-snooper barrier to
be maintained between TF 38 and the oilers.
CinCPac 290513 (pink) states that if we are to supply fuel
and gasoline to Allied forces it is requested that an early reply
be given so as to obtain tankers, etc.
CTF 38 260036 authorizes temporary complement of 91 fighters
and 15 Avengers for ESS~X and 1/JA:SP. Cancellation of authorization
to be effective upon completion of current operation.
Base.

COUI NCH 272055 covers the report of the Board on the LEYTE
In general approval is indicated subject to some reductions.

CinCPac 282358 sets forth the complement of CarDivs 22
to 27 inclusive plus CarDivs 11, 12 and carrier transport
sauadrons.
29 December (Oahu date)
At dusk on the 28th the MINDORO resupply echeJon was
heavily attacked by enemy planes for a period of one hour
and a half. LST 750 was torpedoed, badly damaged and sunk
by our gunfire at 0830 on the 29th. The convoy was again
under heavy air attack off PPJ~AY. No damage is as yet reported.
In the latter attack 8 planes were reported shot down by ships
.AA.

72 B-29's took off to attack the Musashino Aircraft Plant
on the 27th. 38 Planes bombed the primary target with 100 tons
of bombs, 7 others attacked TOKYO Urban.area and 5 attacked the
HONSIID area. 21 Planes returned early. Fi ghter opposition was
generally h e a vy witn approximately 3 ~ 0 attacks reported. 19
enemy fi ghters were claimed destroyed, 15 others probably
218.S
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29 December (Oahu date) (Continued )
destroyed .

3 B-29's were lost.

26 B-24's dro pped delayed fuse 500 pound bombs on the
airfields on the 29th at I':ro JIT-/IA.
CinCPac's 290014 (pink) directs ComFwd~rea to include
Cruiser bombardme nt on .BONINS in all future major attacks
against I ;..JO JI~: ..11....
Com3rdFlt 's 282114, 282137, 282150, 290045 (all pink)
covers Com3rdFlt OpPlan for the LUZON Operation and also
.
covers Appendix 1 and 2 of 3rdFl t OpPlan 25-Lr4 (I.JUZON Operation s).
Fleet Admiral l'Timi tz and RAdm Sherman returned to Pea;
rl ;
Harbor from L~i~YTE 30 December. (Oahu date).

A/

30 December (Oahu date)
TF 38 is moving towards its fuelling rendezvous east of
LUZON where on January 3rd they will carry out the first strike
on :WORMOSA.
Com?thFlt reports that the MI1~0RO resupply echelon arrived
at the beachhead the morning of the 30th having been under
frequent air attack until midnight. The only further casualty
reported was LST 205 which was slightly damaged the cause not
having been reported.
A photograp hic plane from the 20th Bomber Command reports
sightings at CA..P ST JAC ~~lJE.S as 2 BB's, 2 CA's and 4 DD's.
RAZORBACK ( s.s- 394) reports a 9 hour running attack on a
convoy of 2 tankers, 2 freighters and 2 escorts resulting in
1 DD definitely sunk and 1 AO probably sunk; t 1is was on the
evening of the 30th.
On the night of the 29th-30th 20 enemy planes were over
only 2 however attacked dropping bombs in the water and
strafing beaches with no damage reported. Night Fighters shot
down 1 enemy plane and AA a 2nd.

r"~INDORO

At I dO JII\~ on the night of the 29th-30th 9 B-24' s attacked
individua lly at 45 minute intervals with fragmenta tion bombs. On
the 30th 14 B-24's dropped 28 tons on the airfields with results
being largely unobserve d.
CINCPOA's 261950 (pink) desi gnates 27th Inf Div as Floating
Reserve rather than Area Reserve for ICEBERG .
CI NC BPF 241216 (pink) outlines to the J dmiralty that
British Liaison Officers with CinCPac should become Liaison
Officers for the British Pacific Fleet.

r

30 December (Oahu Date) (Continued )

DEClASSlF!ED

CINCPOA's 270440 (pink) covers the policy as to the
availabil ity of Service Units in the SoPac for movement to
the .3.1P.
COM3RDFLT' s 220608 (pink) states that :Fleet Units must
obtain earliest and best weather informatio n in order to
effectivel y carry out missions assi gned.
I'ltill;3HALL' s 301634 (pink) outlines certain units in the
SoPac area that are excepted fro m the FILB.AS Agreement and
are released from SoPac to SW'P.

31 December (Oahu date)
On the 30th, p~oto reconnaisa nce by the 20th BomCom
disclosed following ships at C.PtPE ST .• J·\CQ,tmS:
2
l
l
l
l

4

ISE Class BB (XCV ), both damaged
MOG.L~HI Class CJi, damage d.
3eaplane tender
FUEHKI Class DD
unidentif ied DD
lar g e DE

2 AO
l.AK

1 sunken M
ComNavGro up CHINA reports that 2 BB , 2 C.A, 2 DD departed
JAC(uES night of :Ue cembe r 30, leaving .:-lK and 2 DD on
ST.
C.:..P=~
.~bsen ce of combatant ships confirmed by LEYTE search31st.
the
plane.
Com7thFle et reports the ldiNDORO resupply echelon suffered
a h eavy air attack on t h e evening of the 31st. G_LU~SEVOOHT
(DD 608) was seriously damaged when h it amidship by a suicide
~fter fireroom deQolished , after engineroom flooded,
plane.
Iuaindeck demo lisned amidship . rrhe ship was towed to the PT
base at ~~l~ORO , and all personnel removed. 22 men are missing.
PRil:GLZ ( :JD 4 77) ,,,as hit but had only minor damage, and is now
returning with the convoy. PO:dCUPINl£ (IX 126) , the storag e
tanker hit earlier in the t rip , was a 5 ain hit and seems to be
a total loss. Oli.ri,STJ:S ( .!!..GP 10) was badly damaged by fires and
explosion s. 30 r~ Len ~~ illed or miss ing , 32 seriously wounded.
(T otal: 1 DD,
t ierJhip ~IOB),RT B.-J:..~R was ::1i t by bombs and sunk.
1 I::, 1 XPJC, sunk: l AGP seriously damaged, l DD damaged).

21.87
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January (GCT)

01 0851 CTF 57 to CINCPAC, COMCENPAC . info COMSOPAC, COMAIRSOPAC.

~EClASSIFI

D

TARAWA tank farm HAVVKINS 75%. 49 hardstan ds 18 inch surfacin g complete .
MULLINIX fighter strip 1800 by 60 with 10 ·inch surfacin g. APM~ LST
jetty 45%. Bomber strip 75%. Taxiways 55%e l~IN bomber strip and
taxiways 75%.
01 2335 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC, COMSOWESPAC info COMAIRPAC, CINCSOWESPAC, &
COFS US ARMY.
This is CominCh and CNO number 13 effectiv e at once permane nt allocati on
of Destroye rs to 7th Flt establis hed as 2 full squadron s of which at least
1 squadron to be 2100 or 2200 tons class. CinCPac provide these Destroy ers
from PacFlt -and arrange with Com 7thFlt for rotating them as necessa ry.
Com 7thFlt consult with CinCPOA regardin g provisio n of addition al Destroy ers
for naval support of specific operatio ns. This supersed es my 101546 October .
04 0120 CINCPAC to COMPANSEAFRON info . COMINCH, COM 3RD FLEET, COM 5TH FLEET, CTF 68.
Direct TG 12.2. Rad Hustved t. BatDiv 7. DesDiv 38 proceed at best SOA to
FUNAFUTI. Arrival TG dissolve d report Com5thF lt for du~J• Advise ETA and
maximum draft battlesh ips.
04 20522 COMlOTH ft'LEET TO ALUSNA MOSCO\V, AMCON VLADIVOSTOi infor CINCPAC, COMWESSEAFRON
ADCOMNORWESSEAFRON, COMALSEC, COMUORPACFOR, HSHQ.
Approved by Commander lOth Fleet C and R and CNO followin g new median line
for Russian traffic is establis hed. From 55-00 North 166-30 West to 55-00
north 180-00 thence Rhumb line to DALNI POINT lieht and radio beacon north
BIDVKN TRANCE AVACHA BAY.
Vessels to proceed 10 to 15 miles to starboar d of
Median. This modifies ALUSNA MOSCOW dis 181818 november not to all addees.
05 2113 CTF 47 to CINCPAC, COMCENPAC info COMSOPAC CCMAIRSOPAC.
Progress summary. At TARAWA HAWKINS FIELD main runway exclusiv e of turning
space, is now 5600 feet by 300 feet with 12 inch top surfacin g. West taxiway
is 2500 by 100 feet with 6 inch top surfacin g. East taxiway is 1600 by 100
feet with 12 inch top surfacin g. 43 Hardstan ds complete d with 18 inch top
surfacin g and average size 30 by 60 feet. A and R area is surfaced . Tank
farm is 97% complete . MULLINX bomber taxiway is 3200 by 60 feet with 10 inch
surfacin g. Fighter taxiway rough grading is 20% done. Heavy AA emplacem ents
of the 2nd defense battalio n 87% sea coast 72% special weapons 85% and infantry
72% complet e. MAKIN has bomber strip and bomber taxiway 7·8% complet e. Ground
defenses are about 82% operativ e. Communic ations 82% effectiv e. APAMAMA
reports lagoon road 20% done taxiways 60%. Permane nt commun ications 20%.
Hardstan ds 25%.
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January (GCT)

10 0555 CTF 57 to CTNCPAC info CUO, COMS"SRVRON 6.
Most Seciet. First phase project King 1MRSHALLS mining operation completed.
In JALUIT ATOLL 10 mark 12 model 1 mines with M3 mechanism laid in Southeast
pass and 9 mark 12 model 1 with M3 laid in anchorage within 1 mile of JABOR
pier. 4 mark 12 model lwith M3 jettisoned in deep water outside atoll. 1
mark 12 model 1 with M3 jettisoned 1.5 miles east northeast of Breakfast
Island in lagoon. In MAL OELAP atoll 11 mark 13 mines with M4 model 2 mechanis·
laid in INI~JN Channel and 20 mark 13 with M4 in TAROA anchorage within 1
mile of shore. 4 mark 13 with M4 laid in channel northwest of ENIJUN ISLAND.
5 mark 13 with M4-2 jettisoned in lagoon between ENIJTlli and South opening
and 4 outside lagoon east of KUMARU ISLAND. In WOTJE Atoll 4 mark 12-1
with M3 and 4 with M3-2 laid in SCHISCHMAROV Strait. 6 mark 12-1 with M3-2
mechanisms 4 Ml2 with M3 and 26 Ml3 with M4 laid in WOTJE anchorage within
1 mile of shore no planes lost no damage. One strike of 4 PB4Y-1 to mine
ENIJUN Channel MALOELAP flew by day. All others at dusk or by moonlight.
These minefields will be strengthened and alternate ship passages mined in
2nd phase of operation. Total mines expended 42 mark 12 70 mark 13.
11 2148 COMINCH to CINCPOA.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved the following as their policy "That
no statements agreements or plans be made by them and no action be taken by
forces under their control which directly or indirectly might be construed
as a basis for any nation other than the United States obtaining sovereignty
or any other territorial rights in the Japanese Mandated Islands_during or
after the present war."
15 0321 CTF 57 to CINCPI\.C info CNO, COMSERVRON 6.
My dis 100555.

Add 2 mark 13 mines jettisoned WOTJE lagoon.
All jettisoned
mines armed. Following mark 12 mod 1 mines laid completing 2nd phase
operation K. In Maloelap Atoll. '2 with M 3 mod 2 mechanisms in south
opening. 2 with M 3 in channel northwest ENIJUN Island. 2 with M 3 and
2 with M 3 mod 2 in TORAPPU Channel. In WOTJE Atoll. 2 with M 3 mod 2 in
LEGEDIAK Strait. 2 with M 3 mod 2 added to 8 already in SCRISCID~AREV Strait.
4 with . M 3 mod 2 laid in channel southeast of HEICHEN Island. In MILLE
Atoll 4 with M 3 in TOKAWA Channel. 1 of these possibly hit shallow water
on reef. 1 PBY with 2 mark 12 mod 1 mines with M 3 Mod·2 for MILLE failed
to return. These 2 may also have been laid TOKAWA. Total mines expended
40 mark 12 mod 1 with M 3 mechanisms and 24 with M 3 mod 2. 72 mark 13.
Complete report follows by air mail.

~ee;t

Soerel;..

1 about 2 miles east WOTJE Island. · 1 in center of lagoon.
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ECI.AS I lED

12 0120 CTF 57 to CINCPAC COMCENPAC Info COMSOPAC COMAIRSOPAC.
Progress summary. At TARAWA HAVffiiNS reports air strip and taxiways finished.
Hardstands 85%, dock 25%, Housing 75%, incinerator 95%, CIC building 92% completed. Coral surfacing of roads 10% complete. Mobile shops 87% completed
and are operating. 2 messes operating and officers mess 12% completed. Pipe
line started pumping into Tank farm lOth January. Signal tower in operation.
43lst BombRon camp area 50% completed and construction 5% completed. At
HAWKINS chief problems are lack of buildings, lumber, wire, refrigeration,
and generators. MULLINIX field reports bomber strip 6100 by 400 cleared and
grubbed with rough grading 4100 by 250, fine grading 2500 by 250, and 27
hardstands completed except for extension. Bomber taxiway rough grading 90%
completed and 10 inch layer 3100 by 60 with 9 hardstands finished. Fighter
strip rough grading 90% done and 10 inch layer 3100 by 60 with 11 hardstands
finished. Fighter taxiway cleared and grubbed and rough grading 80% completed.
Buildings are 72% completed and ready tanks are complete together with 5 ready
bomb storage pits and 5 tanks on small island tank farm. Submarine pipe line 90
complete. MAKIN says bomber airstrip 90% complete. Marston mat surface extends
for 4720 feet. Nill extend to 7000 feet when balance of mat arrives. Bomber
taxiways, hardstands, and dispersal areas 95% complete. Mareng cell tanks complete. Tank farm 40% complete. Communications 85% satisfactory operation with
JCC constructed and in use. Roads fair. Housing, tactical, good, administrative
fair. Kitchens, mess halls, latrines built and screened and are 90% complete.
Ground defenses 85% effective. Repair facilities, motor, adequate for only 2/3
demand, and only mobile repair units in operation for airplanes. Storage facilities restricted but sufficient. Cargo handling facilities in harbor limited and
largely temporary. Prinaipal shorta~es are heavy equipment, lumber, and information on future plans. APAMAMA reports mess halls and latrines for VB 47, VB48,
and VF 45 nearing completion. Airstrip is 6000 feet. Return taxiway of 4000 ~·
feet in operation. Small loop taxiway to takeoff area in operation. Large
loop taxiway 50%• 50 heavy bomber stands done. To handle heavy bombers satisfactorily need to widen strip taxiways and hardstands. Bottlenecks are lack of
repair p·arts ~ for Le Tourneau equipment. Lack of tanker moorings for tank fann.
Lack of sufficient boat pool. LST jetty progress nil due to washaway and lack of
manpower for riprapping, therefore will work on deeper boat channels and more
unloading space instead.
17 2246 COMAIRSOPAC to COFAIRSOLS, COMFAIRWING 1 Info 13TH AIRFORCE, CO R1JZAF GUADAL,
CTF 72, COMSOPAC, COMCENPAC, COMAIRCENPAC.
Following division responsibility for recco and strikes both day and night
behveen SoPac and SoWesPac became effective 1200 L (-11) 17 January. MacArthur
160053 not to all adees. SoPac forces the area north and east of line 153
degrees east north to 06 degrees south thence northwest to NEW BRITAIN coast
at 152 degrees east 05 degrees south thence across N1"T\f BRITAIN to CAPE LAMBER'l,
at 151-30 east 04-12 south thence north to north coast Nm1 IRELAND at 151-30
East 02-58 south then northwest a1onr; north coast of NEVV IRELAND extended
indefinately. Recco and bombing in SoWesPac Area by SoPac forces will be
coordinated with forces and vice versa. KAVIENG remains SoWesPac responsi~
bility.
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09 0020 COtffiORPAC to NORPACFOR.
Make following addition ComNorPac Op Plan No. 1-44 Annex A Page 7. Under
Russian shipping routes add new paragraph as follows: Until further orders
new median line for RUSSIAN traffic is established as follows: From Lat 55
degrees North , Long 166-30 West to Lat 55 degrees North Long 180 degrees
thence via rhumb line to DALNI POINT LIGHT and Radio Beacon North side
entrance AVACHA BAY. Ships will proceed 10 to 15 miles to starboard this
median. Correction NR 2 to ComNorPac OpPlan 1-44.
20 0034 CTF 16 to COMSERVROU 4, CTG 50.17, USS WILLIAM C MILLER (DE259).
CinCPac has imposed following anti-submarine attack restrictions on ships
engaged in the FLINTLOCK Operations from D minus 5 day until changed or
abolished by him: Attack no submarines North or West of rhumb line from
PEARL to 14-00 North, 162-00 East, then to center of ENTIVETOK Atoll to center
of PONAPE to center of KUSAIE, nor within circles drawn from latter 3 points
with a. radius of 50 miles. Info to be passed by means other than radio in
all cases.
25 0653 C<l.1NORPAC to CINCPOA, C011ALSEC, COHGEN 11TH AIRFORCE, COMGENALASDEPT.
ComNorPac replies CinCPOA 222329. Number 8500 f,oot landing strips completed.
0 fields under construction or construction authorized 3 (SH~ITA, AMCHITKA
and UMNAK). Scheduled dates conpletion now indefinite but all 3 fields can
be compl t: ted by March lst. Number 1329's each will accommodate. SHEMYA and
AMCHIT.KA. 75. UMNAK 47. New subject. In addition, Army has authority to
extend sattelite field on UMNAK (BERRY FIELD) to 8500 feet to be completed
by June 1st. ADAK has 7800 foot runway steel matted with accommodations
for 40 planes. Considered suitable as major field repair station but not
for operation B29 with full military loads.

26 2045 COMNORPAC to CNO Info CinCPac, ComGen 11th AF, ComGen Alaskan Dept.,

ComA! Sec.

Soviet proposal eontained _in 'AMCONVLAD 250010 Quote They desire fishing
craft especially whalers be permitted
operate any where to east or
west in Bering Sea North of Parallel 63 Territorial waters of the U.S.A.
excepted Unquote . Satisfactory to ComNorPac.

27 0615 COMCENPAC to CENPACFOR Info CINCPAC COMSERVPAC COMAIRPAC.
MAKIN Lagoon will be available for emergency use by all types of ships during
FLINTLOCK. All ships pass to ships in company not holding this system, also
pass to Army commands you are responsible for. Ample anchorage area.
Entrance channel is 2 miles long width 500 feet. Least depth 43 feet fairly
straight. Current normally sets from east to west with small component
across axis of channel. Pilots with charts will be available off entrance
for ships entering.
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31 2259 CINCPAC to C OF S US ARMY, Info COMSOPAC, COMGENCElfTPAC, COMGENSOPAC
Nimitz to Marshall. Conferences with Richardson and Harmon showed it
to be impracticable to supply Central Pacific needs from South Pacific
since personnel from rear areas in the South Pacific will continue for
sometime to be absorbed by own forward areas. Army garrisons at CHRISTMAS,
CANTON and PALMYRA are being redilced to a minimum and BAKER is being
vireua1ly closed in order to make Army personnel available to relieve
Marines in the GILBERTS'• PARA. The latitude accorded CINCPOA in reallocation of A~ personnel in the interests of efficient employment is
appreciated and the need for economy in Army personnel will be borne
in mind at all times. While I am unable now to recommend any specific
economies not already initiated by Richardson e.nd Harmon the questfon
will be kept alive and I will rely on them to initiate or porp&se reductions of establishments whenever practicable. This answers your
120107.
February (GCT)
01 1810 COMINCH to CINCPAC Info COMSUBSPAC.
Roullard advised by Convoy Officer that beginning 31 January Red ships
will not use TSUSHIMA STRAITS this winter. Your 242231 January. Now
attempting obtain confirmation MOSCOW. Ice conditions VLAD area now
reported very bad.
08 1621 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to CINCPOA CINCSOWESPAC info COMSOPAC COM 7TH FLT

CHIEF OF STAFF US ARMY.

Most secret. Recommendations contained in paragraph 9 of CinCPOA's secret
security serial 00014 of 30 January regarding specific allocations of naval
vessels to the 3rd a!".d 7th Fleets for the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO operations
are approved by Joint Chiefs of Staff.
10 2212 COMINCH and CNO to COM 12TH FLEET CINCLANT CINCPAC COM 7TH FLEET COM 8TH
FLEET inf'o ADMIRALTY AIR MINISTRY COS ARMY.
British Admtralty and Air Ministry and CominCh have ae;reed upon following
definition of operational control as to forces of the services concerned.
Para. "Operational control comprises those functions of command involving
composition of task forces or groups or units, assignments of tasks, designations of objectives and coordination necessary to accomplish the mission.
It shall always be exercised where possible by making use of normal or~ani
zation tlnits assigned, through the responsible commanders. It does not
include such matters as administration, discipline, internal organization
and tra.ining of units. Para. US units assigned to the operational control
of a British Commander or Vice versa operating without a combined staff
shall normally be assigned a mission which sets forth the tasks for which
the unit is assigned. It is recognized that the operational authority
may in emergency or unusual situations employ assigned units on any task
that :r.~e considers essential to effective execution of his operational
responsibility" This is CominCh and CNO 16.

SEORB!

February ( GCT)
13 0013

COMCENPACFOR to ALL TFC's FLINTLOCK info CINCPAC, COM8ERVPAC, CO:MAIRPAC,
COMSERVRON 10 I CTG 50 .1 7
~It'I w£7" t<

During absence ComCenPacFor on CATCHP91~ J!~VA.t..5"-~ will assume duties ComCenPacFor GILBERTS MARSHALL Area. TFC FLi~TLOCK and CATCHPOLE make requests
fuels lubeoils and gasses to CTG 50.17. For ammunition provisions other
stores to ComServRon 10. Address requests CTF 57 and CTF 57 SubCo.m for
infonnation .
15 0220

CINCPAC to COM5THPHIBFOR, CG CET'ITPAC, COMCENTPAC, COlVIAIRCENPAC, COMAIRPAC,
COM5THPHIBCORPS, COMSERVPAC, info COMINCH, CNO, COMHAWSEAFRON, COMSOPAC,
The Central Pacific Forward Area ishereby established . Its forward limits
are the positions held by the enemy. Its rearward ltmits are the forward
limits of administrat ive sub areas including the Hawaiian Department and
Hawaiian Sea Frontier. In itially the forward area includes the ELLICE,
GILBERT ,and MARSHALL Islands. CornAirCenPa.c is designated also as Commander
Forward Area. In that capacity he will act as a sub area commander of the
Central Pacific Area. He will exercise command over all shore based air
forces, Island commands and naval surface forces specifically assigned.
Para. Commander Forward Area will normally be responsible directly to CinC
POA except when other command arrangement s are specificall y prescribed.
Now and until otherwise prescribed he will be responsible to ComCentPac.

18 0538

CINCPAC to COJIAIRPAC Info COMAIRCENPAC, COMFAIR WING 2
My 242255. Cominch 261655 organize 1st Group Fleet Air Wing 2 in forward
area as soon as practicable . Group Commander should exercise command in his
own right and should have an adequate staff for purposes indicated in Co.mAirCenPac 160555.

18 2120 COMGEN SAMOA to MARCORPS Info CINC PAC, COMSOPAC, MARPAC.
Command passes to Conunandant Naval Station March 1. Refer MarCorps serial
003All44 to simplify administrat ion and control intend return headquarter s
company U.S. and disband after arrival. Advise.
19 1307 ANPB to CINCPOA, PETROLEUM BOARD Info COMSERVPAC, COMSOWESPAC,
COMSERONSOPAC, COMSERVPAC SUBCOM~
As of approximate ly April . 1944 no further navy special fuel oil will
be available for loading at California ports for CenPac, SoPac and
SoWesPac except such scheduled loadings as may from time to time be
required from surplus m~ntioned herein. California production navy
special fuel thereafter will be used for west coast bunkering and to
supply North. Pacific. Any resulting surplus west coast production
will be used to build reserve to meet unforseen contingenci es. Exportable portion west coast avgas production will be used prL~arily
to meet requirement s of North ~acific and Central Pacific any portiJn
remaining therefrom applicable to other Pacific theaters. Remaining
Pacific Avgas requirement s will be loaded in Caribbean or u. S. Gulf.
After supplyin[.i coastwise and lTorPac requirement s west coast production will provide maximum 90,000 bbls monthly of bulk 80 octane
motor Gasoline for SoPac and CenPac and 300,000 bbls monthly bulk
diesel fuel for these areas. Because of other theater demands
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tanker situation extremely tight and therefore probably necessary to
draw on Pe~rl fuel oil stocks for next several weeks after which
stocks will be rebuilt as rapidly as . additional tankers available.
It is planned to meet all drum product requirements on west coast.

March
011230/05 COMINCH to US FLEET

The following uniform definitions for reporting enemy aircraft losses have
been adopted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and are forwarded for compliance:
paragraph one aircraft in flight shall be considered destroyed when: (A)
seen to crash. (B) Seen to disintegrate in the air or be enveloped in
flames. (C) Seen to descend on friendly territory and be captured. (D)
Pilot and entire crew seen to bail out. Paragraph two airccaft not in flight
shall be considered destroyed when: (A) Seen by photograph to have been
blown apart or burned out. (B) Seen by strike photo to have been within
unobstructed lethal radius of a fragmentation bomb. (C) Seen to sink in deep
water. (D) Known to have been aboard carrier or other ship at time of confirmed sinking. Paragraph three .aircraft shall be considered probably destroyed when: (A) While in fli ght it is so damaged as to have less than an
even chance of reaching its own territory safely. (B) So damaged by bomeing
or strafing as to have less than an even chance of being repaired.
03 1655

CCl~INCH

CINCPAC

to COMUORWESTSEAFRON, C(].Il3, CCliALSEC Info C OF S ARMY, CCMSESSEAFRON,

, Concerning category of defense for ALASKA and the ALEUTIANS the Joint Chiefs
of Staff have directed that all Alaskan Territory east of the western
boundary of present UNALASKA subsector be placed in category of defense A
and that the ALEUTIANS west of the western boundary of the UNALASKA subsector
remain in category of defense c. Foregoing is effective ~ediately. Take
necessary action.
04 0228

CTF 57 to CiliCPAC ~ CINCPOA, COMCENPAC Info COMSOPAC, COJvlA:=HSOPAC.
/IWA-JA'- ~o/

Progress sununary. PORCELAIN as of 29th. 1 squadron Corsairs present.
Screened messes and kitchens. Pit latrines. Ready to receive additional
fighters. Ready to receive bombers 7 March. Some messing and berthing
facilities ready first on above dat~ Airfield operational but 1mder
construction. Runway 85% complete. Taxiways and hardstands 15%. Servicing
facilities limited but adequate on above dates. 11A~JRO as of 27th. Subgrade has been prepared for entire length of f i eld. Runway is completed
for a distance of 4000 feet. Shoulders are completed for a distance of
4000 feet on the south side. About 2000 feet of shoulder on the north
side now useable. Excavation of taxiway and hardstands now in progress.
Operation tower has been erected by housing for equipment has not been
completed. Ready t ank s are under construction. Temporary facilities for
Casu and 1 VMSB squadron have been put into operation. 5 tanks of tank farm
have been compl eted and pi pe connections to the se tanks have been made.
Tanker connection i s under construct ion. T3URLE SQUJ~ report not received.
jtfD I
12 OllOZ

MARSHALL to RICHARDSON info CIUCPAC.
972-llth now on HAWAII on training status are the 33rd and 38th divisions.
These divisions are earmarked for movement to Southwest Pacific in April
~ and May.
Current War Department plans do not contemplate staging any additional divisions to HAWAII for jungle and amphibious training prior to
utilization outside of Central Pacific area.
219ft.
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14 0845
Q 6326-14th

MACARTHUR to COS WAR DEPT FOR JGS Info COMGEHCENPAC, CINCPAC,
COMGENSOPAC, COM 3rd FLT

1/t>t.. t..AK.OI A-

Local requirement s make necessary D day RECKLESS operation be 22nd
April reference JCS 5171 dated 12th March. This would necessitate
ult~ate date return pacific Fleet vessels para 3 (2) directive
be extended to 12th May. Request approval.
14 2030

Cm!INCH to US FLEET info ADMIRALTY HQCC.
It has been agreed between Admiralty and CominCh that coordinated
attacks in which u.s. forces are involved with other United Nations
forces occurring in British strategic area Atlantic and Indian Ocean
will be assessed by Admiralty. Those occurring in u.s. strategic
area Atlantic and Pacific Ocean will be assessed by Cominch. u.s.
forces involved in cases where Admiralt,y assesses should fonvard
original action report with track chart traces and or photographs
to Admiralty and send copy of action report direct to CominCh.

15 1548

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA COMNORV'IIESSEAFRON COMVVESSE.AFRON Info MULTIPLE.
This CominCh & CNO No. 18. AlNav 61 established the 17th Naval Dist.
effective 15 April 1944. Para 1. On 15 April 1944 following changes
in Sea Frontier delimitation become effective. Refer Cominch & CNO
serial 01158 of 19 June 1942. A. Alaska Sea Frontier established
with same boundaries as 17th Naval District and previously designated
Alaska Sector of Northwest Sea Frontier. Headquarter s at ADAK.
B. Abolish former Northwest Sea Frontier. C. Add to present Western
Sea Frontier the area formerly designated as Northwester n Sector of
Northwest Sea Frontier which is identical with revised 13th Naval
District. Para 2. Former ComNorWesSeaFron designated ComAlasSeaFron.
This does not change additional duties as ComNorPacArea and ComNorPac
For assigned by CinCPac. ComAlasSeaFron will be wholly under the
command of CinCPac same as now prescribed for ComHawSeaFron in General ,
Order No. 174. Current ComAlSec will be ordered as Com 17. Para 3 •.
Instruction s regarding merchant ship control uhder revised organizatio n
will be issued separately.
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12 2200 CTF 57 to CINCPAC,

--~-gJCPO}:,

COMCEUPAq Info COMSOPAC, COMAIRSOPAC.

Progre ss Summary. K\YAJALEIN ISLAND. Airstri p 85%. Taxiways 30%.
Hardsta nds 30%. Origin al Jap roads still being used. Road constru ction
awaits availa bility of CB's. Housing less tent floors for 3 Army
bombing squadro ns 1 Navy bombing squadro n 2 fightin g squadro ns and
Marine Wing Headqu arters comple ted. Assron operati onal buildin gs
just started . Garriso n troops equippe d with screene d kitchen s. Perman
ent
sanitar y facilit ies 10% comple te. Temporary sanitar y facilit ies in
tempor ary bivouac areas 100%. Defense armament 100%. Fie~fortifica
tions 40%. Repair facilit ies 8%. Perman ent commu nication facilit ies
25%. ROI ISLAND. Runway A operat ional. Tank farm under constru ction.
Unscree ned tents and cots availab le for presen t flying personn el and
1 additio nal Fitron .
n ebi Island. Airstri p 100%. Taxiways 35%.
Hardsta nds 10%. Defense s 9 o. Roads 5%. Sanita tion 80%. Communications . Wire 75%. Radio 60%. Visual 50%. Constr uction materi al
not availab le. IDiiWETOK ISJ~TD. Airstri p clearin g 100%. Grading 80%.
Surfaci ng 10%. Consid erable difficu lty in locatin g and excava ting
adequa te amounts of satisfa ctory coral. Taxiway and hardsta nds O%.
Perman ent roads 10%. Magazi nes and revetm ents 50%. Galleys and latrine
s
60%. Garbage dispos al 90%. Screen ing 80%. Fly control 60%. Repair
facilit ies. Mechan ical equipm ent 60%. Boats 40%. Perman ent telepho ne
system 2%. Constr uction projec ts were delayed by late arriva l of mobile
equipm ent and rolling stock. Furthe r delay was caused by unloadi ng
directi ves emphas izing unload ing by ships to permit reducti on in number
of ships presen t irrespe ctive of type cargo and insiste nce of unload ing
to beaches withou t regard for disper sal. l#JURO . As of 5 March. Runway
surface d with coral entire length. Should er comple ted. Ready tanks
install ed and tested . Pipe line being run betwee n tank farm and ready
tanks. 8 tanks of tank farm comple ted. Pumps are install ed. Underw ater
concre te anchors have been constru cted.
20 1301 COMINCH; CNO to COMSOPAC Info CINCPOA.
For your inform ation NEW ZE.ALAND GOVERl,UAENT has request ed through British
Chiefs of Staff the release of 17500 men from N~I ZEALAND Armed Forces
to
relieve manpower shortag e for produc tion of essent ial war materi als mainly
food. They stress that of this number 7000 are urgent ly needed by 1 July.
U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff concurr ed that some of the NEW ZEALAND Militar
y
Forces should be release d from those now in SOUTH-SOUTHWEST PACIFIC Area
subjec t to followi ng:
(a) NEVf ZEALAND furnish definit e figures of men to be withdra wn and purpos
e.
(b) Withdr awals to be from ~r ZEALAND Forces as n whole rather than from
3rd NEW ZEALAND Divisio n. Government should confer with ComSoPac to
determi ne exact units.
\
(c) Wit~drawals not be to made until consol idation FOREARM-l~CANTILE.
You have been furnish ed copies of CCS 499, 499/1. Copies of 499/2 and 499/3
are being forw·arded airmai l.
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18 1541 COM lOTH FLT C&R to ALL R 0 ~ffiST COAST US ALL REPORTING CENTERS PACIFIC AREA
Com 3RD FLf, COMWESSEAFRON, Info CINCPAC COMALSEC ~ NDHQ OTTAWA ADMIRALTY.
Part 1 of 3 of 181541. Reference CominCh 151548 not to all adees effective
15 April the Northwext Sea Frontier Merchant Ship Control Area is discontinued and replaced by the Alaskan Sea Frontier ]ffirchant Ship Control Area with
Headquarters at ADAK. Effective above date Commander Alaskan Sea Frontier
will assume the responsibility for exercise of Merchant Ship Control in the
below defined area. In the Pacific North and West of a line connecting the
following points A NORTH AMERICAN Mainland at 45-45 North B 45-40 North
140-00 West C 42-00 North 1'6-00 West thence along 42nd parallel. That
portion of the former Northwest Sea Frontier Area not included in the Alaskan
Sea Frontier Area is incorporated in the Western Sea Frontier Merchant Ship
Control Area. Co~~ander Alaskan Sea Frontier shall be an addressee for all
MerCo reports and route messages pertaining ships. Passing into or through
his area. This can be accomplished by the inclusion of ultimate address in
indicator code word LAPIN in such dispatches. Vessels proceeding into Alaskan Sea Frontier Area shall be chopped to ComAlasSeaFron at 1200 GCT on the
date it is estimated the vessel will cross line into his area reporting centers pass to Routing and Reporting Officers Your area.
22 0352 CINCPOA to CCM5THFLEET, CTF 57 Info COMGENCENPAC, COMSERVPAC, COMAIRPAC,
COMSERON lO, COM GILBERTS.
Commander 5th Fleet hereby relieved of all responsibility for adm~nistration
of the Forward Area Central Pacific but will continue to exercise such
operational control as he deems necessary for the support of 5th Fleet
operations and for the defense of the Area.
22 2315 CINCPAC to OPNAV, COMINCH, BUPERS Info CTF 58.
Rear Admiral M.A. }fitscher hereby designated Commander Fast Carrier Task
Forces Pacific. Request this title be ihcluded in appropriate mail
distribution lists.
23 0126 CINCPOA to COMGENCENPAC Info CTF 57, COMGEN ?'TH AF, COMINCH, COM5THFLT,AIRPAC
Your 181820~ I intend to establish the shore based air force forward area
as a joint task force effective 1 May. Your nomination of Major General Hale for
duty as TF com approved. He should report to me for assigr~ent about
15 April. Request he initiate the organization of a suitable joint staff
submitting to me his requirements for Marine and Naval personnel for that
purpose.
14 1800 COMINCH to CINCPOA.
Difficulty has been experienced by planning staffs in exchanging information
and views during the preparation of a plan without such information being
interpreted as definite and binding. This arises, owing to there being no
means of distinguishing between official dispatches which are definite and
binding and those which are in f.act discussions on paper. The Joint Chiefs
of Staff have, therefore, authorized special arrangements for the exchange
of planning information between the Joint Staff Planners and the U.S. members
of the planning staffs of theater and area commanders~ In order to allow
freedom of expression of views to the plannin~ staffs it is essential that
their messages should be confined to tl1e staf. level of the planning team
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14 1800 COMINCH to CINCPOA.

- continued ...

concerned and that their distribution should be strictly limited. All such
messages will, therefore, be marked with the symbols listed below to indicate that the message is only to be passed to the Joint Planning Staff
concerned:: PLANPOA. Joint Staff Planners, Washington, to Pacific Ocean
Areas. POAPLAN. Pacific Ocean Areas to cToint Staff Planners, Washington.
28 2109 CO¥INCH & CNO to CINCPAC Info COivlAIRPAC COMFAIRWESTCOAST.

April

ComA.irPac serial 00153 of 19 Feb. CarDivs 21 and 23 dissolved. These ships
plus CVE's 84 to 92 inclusive when ready assigned exclusively transport and
training duty. Authority granted temporarily employ CVE's 76 to 83 on transport duty until relieved by above ships at which time made recornnendation
regarding formation CarDivs 27 and 28. Decision reserved regarding permanent as·signment CVE' s 93 to 104. Authority granted adjust personnel complements CVE's assigned permanent transport duty. Designate training carriers
by name to insure maintenance appropriate personnel these ships. Effective
15 April you are authorized establish in Air Force PacFlt command for
administration and coordination CVE's engaged aircraft transport. Commander
to be designated Commander Carrier Transport Squadron Pacific Fleet short
title ComCarTransRonPac with rank rear e.dmiral. Make nomination for this
office. Para. Total 47 CompRons will be formed for PacFlt CVE's. Para.
Bureaus and offices Navy Department take necessary action.

05 0623 COM7THFLT to COMINCH & CNO, CINCPOA, BUREAUS NAVY DEPT,
CON~OPAC COMSERONSOPAC NAVBASE MANUS ACNB DIRPACDOCK
SANFRAN DIRPACDOCK PEARL, TF COMDRS 7TH FLT
U.S. Naval Base MANUS established April 4 SEEADLER HARBOR
ADMIRALTY ISLANDS. Approximate posit lat 02 degs South.
Long 147-20 East. Commodore J. B. Boak USN Commanding.
Request pertinent adees notify offices concerned.

15 0645 NAVAL LIASON OFFICER AT BOMBAY INDIA t -o OPNAV Info JICNAV
NEW DELHI, ALUSLOS COLOMBOS, AHACHI CALCUTTA ALUSNAS
MELBOURNE CAIRO, CSWPSF CINCPAC
1

1

This is Part 1 of my 150645. At 1300 14 April fire was reported on SS FORT STIKINE at NR 1 berth Victoria dock carrying 1000 tons TNT and other explosives. At 1620 this ship
exploded causing heavy devastation and firing 10 other ships
in Victoria later observed gutted at 1650 Brit hired transport JALAPADMA carrying munitions exploded at number 2 bert~
Viotoria spreading further devastation and fire throughout
Princes dock containing 11 ships. These 2 docks ~area
bounded by line running from Carnac Basin West across Carnac
bridge North along GIP Railway to E~phinstone bridge road
East to Frere road North to Malet road East to Malet Basin
completely gutted.· Fire still spreading in tenement district
West as far as 5 blocks from Gip railway North from Carnac
bridge road to 1 block north of Masjid bridge road. Some
areas still uncontrolled. Windows shattered 2 miles from
explo. Alexandria dock undamaged except for This Part 2
of my 150645. BUNKERING and pumping facilities. HUGHES and
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15 0645 NAV LIASON OFFICER AT BOMBAY INDIA to OPNAV - continued MEREWE at her dry docks undamaged. Most ships in Princes
dock believed gutted. Estimated 2000 persons killed outright several thousand injured. American and Brit Armies
patroling and clearing area. SS HENRY J RAYMOND at NR 4
Alexandra dock undamaged and moved to open harbor at 1100
15 April. Panamanian ships NORSE TRADER and IOAN at Victoria docks gutted. SS CHUNGSHAN and EDWARD J OBRIEN sailed
safely 20 minutes before explosion. Port not officially
closed but badly crippled will take months to repair damage.
Only damage to our building broken glass. Entire staff
safe. All times local.
30 2317/54 CINCPOA to ALPAC info COMGENCENPAC
MARSHALL ISLANDS Sub Area established and my serial 00039
effective 1 May. Rear Admiral Alva Bernhard assigned duty
as Sub Area Commander.
MayfGCT)
06 0145 C01v:DR SUB-AREA MARSHALlS to CINCPOA info CO:MFORDAREA
ATCOM ENIVillTO!, ATCOM MAJURO, ISCOM ENBEBI, ISCOM ROI,
ISCOM B..-wAJALEIN
In accordance paragraph three CinCPac and CinCPOA serial
001110 and Paragraph three Com Forward Area Serial 00328
Commander Marshalls Sub Area, Rear Admiral Alva D. Bernhard, has assumed military governorship of Marshall Islands
of 1 May as Representative of CinCPOA.
07 2020 COMFWDAREACENTPAC to CINCPOA info CTF 59
Summary Operations period 1-5 ffiay inclusive.
Tonnage of bombs dropped on enemy targets follows:
JALUIT 59, MILLE 31, WOTJE 88, k~LOELAP 27, TAONGI 1,
NAURU 9, PONAPE 94, TRUK 86, propaganda leaflets dropped.
Anti-aircraft fire varied from none to moderate over most
targets with intense light AA reported at NAURU and on 1
WOTJE strike. In April average percentage of aircraft hit
by AA at MILLE, N~LOELAP, WOTJE and lALUIT was 2.1 against
3.8 in March and 5.7 in February. Condition of enemy bases:
Most installations on MILLE, WOTJE and N~OELAP destroyed.
Native scouts and POW reports indicate profitable targets
for dive bombers still on ·ENEYBOR and EMIDJ Islands at JALUIT.
JABOR practically devoid of military installations and personnE'tl. All lesser IvlARSR.l\.LI~ Atolls occupied except TAONGI
and n.s. sovereignty proclaimed to natives. Bombing and
stra:ring attacks on TAONGI have destroyed enemy installations.
NAURU airfield appears inoperational; craters in both runways.
WAKE airfield operational and AA intense and accurate. Old
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07 2020 COMFWD.A.REA CENTPAe to CINCPOA info CTF 59 - continued.
PONAPE airfield reported inoperational but repairs nearly
completed; new airfield emergency use only. Search reported
3 small vessels at WAKE on 4 May. ASW patrol attacked possi
ble sub 13 miles SW ENIWETOK resulting in oil slick but no
further contacts. Enemy sub campaign Marshalls appears
discontinued.

12 0050 COMFVlD.AREA CENPAC to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Surnrnary operations period 6-10 May inclusive: Tonnage
of bombs on enemy targets folloWs: WOTJE 71, J . A.LUIT 66,
TRUK 58, PONAPE 52 , MILLE 24, T:AROA 21, WAKE 6, GUAM 2,
N1JRILO 2, TAONGI 1, NAURU 1/2 KUSAIE 1/2. Propaganda.
leaflets dropped. Strike planes got 7 enemy VF sure
3 probable at GUMK. Our planes 6 da~aged none lost.
Antiaircraft reported mostly meager occasionally moderate
with intense li ght 1\.A 1 strike each WOTJE and TAROA. Condition of enemy bases no subst antial change from last
report except 2 WOTJE magazines destroyed by low altitude
bombing. Runways as follows: WOTJE and MALOELAP inoperational but some recent repairs, ~ITLLE no recent repair
but runway A might be used by VF, NAURU runway Number 1
probably operational Number 2 inoperational by few scattered
craters, PO~T..4.PS old runw~y B operational A inoperational
new air s trip emergency use only, lJJBAIE inoperational.
Searches negative except Navy Liberators oestroyed :tJIAVIS
and. attacked E~ ,{ ILY abou t 220 miles NVv of TRUK also destroyed
B.STTY 65 miles S~ TRUK. 2 other BETTYS si ghted near outer
limits of 7V411 and 4V413. ~,: itchells saw probable ENIILY
ne a r W coast of PONAPE. ~Ve ight of attac ks being increased
on NAURU and WA.J(E and re du ced on rv'I\.RSHALLS bases with
concen tration on runways and pinpo i nt targets. Continuous
ni ght observation and. harrassment ~'JOTJE, :,~ALOS LAP, and
MILLE. Daily ASW patrols by VP and VB( M) discontinued.

15 2122 COM 5TH PHIB to CINCPAC info COM5THFLT, COMINCH, CHSF,
COMGRP 2 & 2 5TH PHIB, COM 3RD PHIB 1 ADCOM5THPHIB, COM NYPH
During Heavy weather last night in ALENUTIIAHA CRA:NNEL 3 LOT
were lost overboard from LST as follows: LCT999 from LST 71;
LCT 988 from LST 485; LCT 984 from LST 390. Last 2 LOT .
were vessels carrying Mortars. 988 sunk; 984 water logged
with YMS standing by. Only slight damage to LSTS. 1 Mortan
LOT still on board. Apparently high loading caused by
Mortars too great and the project to ·transporting Mortar
LOT in LST will be abandoned. Crews were on board all
recovered except 11. Continuing air and surface search for
survivors. ·999 is in tow of LST enroute LAHAINA. 2 AKA
enroute to take over towa. Board of investigation being
ordered
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17 0350 CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Summary operation period 11-15 May ihclusive. Tonnage of bombs on enemy
targets follows: JALUIT 277, TRUK 104, TAROA 67, PONAPE 40, WOTJE 35,
MILLE 26, NAURU 15, PULUVfAT 1/4. Propaganda leaflets dropped. Night
harrassment conducted TAROA, VlOTJE and MILLE 13th to 15th. Concentrated
attack on JALUIT from forenoon 14th to dawn 15th summarized in CTF 59
dis 160230 results unknown. Our planes 1 Dauntless lost, crew rescued.
20 minor damage. Anti-aircraft mostly meager to nil with intense light
AA reported by 1 fighter-bomber mission each at TINIET and ENYBOR. Conditio~
enemy runways: WOTJE and MALOELAP inoperational, but extensive repairs
made recently to NE-SW strips both fields. MILLE inoperational. NAURU
runways 1 and 2 appear operations!. PONAPE limited operation. Searches
negative except Coronado destroyed Betty 320 miles NE of TRUK and Navy
Liberator bombed 5000 ton AK TRUK LAGOON with unobserved results. Saw 16
to 24 medium large AK' s anchored west of DUBLOlT and UMAN.

/

23 0321

CINCPOA to C<MINCH Info COMGENCENPAC
My 220710.

Losses were 6 LST' s. Number of dead and missing not yet definite. Wounded in hespitals as of noon today 166 Navy, 203 Marines 17
Coast Guard 20 Ar.my 4 civilians. Dead in hospitals 3 Navy 1 Marine 8
unidentified. 120 others released after treatment minor injuries. Principal material losses LST 69, 43, 179, 353, 39, 480. 3 LCT•s. About 17
LVT' s and 8 155-m.m guns with other corps artillery equipment. Explosion
originated in LST 353 in vicinit,y of truck being loaded with Ar.my 4.2
mortar ammunition by detail from 9lst Ar.my Chemical Company of which approximately 83 men are still unaccotmted for. Court of inquiry ordered
members RAdm Shafroth, RAdm Schoeffel, Capt. Shunaker. Please inform War Dept.
FORAGER target date will be delayed but little if at all. Will advise
you before making press release.
22 0300 CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
operations 16 Mah (West Longitude) to 21 May (east Longitude) inclusive: bomb tonnage on enemy targets: TAROA 104, WAKE 93, SOTJE 67, PONAPE
29, NAURU 24, JALUIT 22, MILLE 22, PULUWAT 1. Propaganda leaflet campaign
slowed by weather but progressing. Night harassment MARSHALLS bases continued. AA fire weak or none except intense at WAKE, NAURU. Our losses 1 Liberator shot down by WAKE u ,. 25 planes damaged total. Condition of enemy
runways: ~~OELAP 1 runway possibly operations!. WOTJE inoperational under
repair. MILLE 2 runways possibly operational. NAURU probably operational.
PONAPE probably inoperational. CORONADO shot down eastbound BETTY 540 miles
WNW ENIWETOK. Navy search Liberator probably sank 10,000 ton AO and 5000
ton AK at TRUK.
Summa~
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27 0320 CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Summary operations 22 May to 26 May inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enemy targets results generally uhknown. WOTJE 227, including coordinated attack
22nd partially weathered out; JALUIT 66, MILLE 14, PONAPE 15, KUSAIE 1 3/4,
ROTA 1~, PULUWAT 3/4, RUO
Propaganda leaflet campaign continued.
Weather curtailed operations 23rd and 24th. Plan to reduce weight of bombing attacks MARSHALLS due lack of definite targets and to conserve ammunition. Further bombing missions principally for training, su~eillance, and ·
t~ r gets of opportunity.
AA mostly meager to nil. Our losses 2 F4U's by
WOTJE AA, 1 pilot rescued: 1 B-25 down 20 miles from PONAPE, cause unknown,
search for crew in progress. 16 other planes damaged. para. Condition
enemy runVIa.ys: generally inopera.tional. Para. Native scout spy mission to
MILLE reports garrison now approximately 3000 milita~J 2000 laborers after
estimated 2000 casualties. Ammunition fuel ve~r limited but food conditions
fair due abundant native products. Para. Photos obtained ROTA and PAGAN.
Tow plane of TG 58.6 reported sub 60 miles NW MAJURO 26th hunter killer in
progress.

i•

T

& CNO TO CINCPAC INFO CINCLANT, COM7THFLT, COM8THFLT, COM12THFLT,
COMSrnVESPAC, COMDT MARCORPS, COS ARMY, VICE CNO, BUPERS.

~9 2206 COMINCH

(F)

Modify mydis 111902 August. Amphibious forces Pacific Fleet hereby redesignated as follows. (A) Amphibious forces Pacific Vice Admiral Turner.
(B) Third Amphibious Force Rear Admiral Wilkinson. (C) Fifth Amphibious
Force Vice Admiral Turner. (D) Group 1 Amphibious Forces Pacific Rear
Admiral Blandy. Group 2 Amphibious Forces Pacific Rear Admiral Hill.
Group 3 Amphibious Forces Pacific RearAdmiral Conolly. Group 4 Amphibious
Forces Pacific Rear Admiral Riefsnider. Group 5 Amphibious Forces Pacific
Rear Admiral Fort. Group 6 Amphibious Forces Pacific Rear Admiral Ro~al.
(E) Training Command Amphibious Forces Pacific Rear Admiral Davis. (F)
Administrative Command Amphibious Forces Pacific Commodore Phillips.
Commander Amphibious Forces Pacific is type commander for all amphibious
forces Pacific Fleet. The assignment of units to amphibious groups and
assignment of amphibious groups to particular amphibious forces for particular operations will be as directed by CIUCPAC. This is CominCh and CNO

tG?

:f\lWE'~·C.fr)

NUMBER 22.

03 1330

COMINCH to CINCPOA info COiv.tNAVGROUP CHINA, COKSUBPAC,
COM 7TH FLT, CTF 71.
CominCh reenciphers WARX 45291 2nd June. "From Joint Chiefs of
Staff 71469 to CINCSOWESPAC area Brisbane Australia. ComGen
USAF CHINA BUill~, INDIA REAR ECHELON NEW DELHI INDIA. ComGen
USAF CHINA, BU:Rlv.J\ AND INDIA FORWARD ECHELON CHUNGKING CHINA.
ComGen 14th Air force KUNMING CHINA. ComNavGroup CHINA. Com
SubPac. Com 7th Flt. CTF 71. To MacArthur and Stillwell for
action. ComGen 14th Air Force for info. To clarify situations
such as that delineated in ComNavUnit 14th AAF 120200 and
related despatches and Joint Chiefs of Staff direct that air
and naval (including Submarine) operations shall not be
projected from one area into another or others without the prior
concurrence of and coordination with the Area Co~mander or
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COMINCH to CINCPOA info ·COMNAVGROUP CHINA, COMSUBPAC,
COM 7TH FLT. CTF 71 - Continued
Commanders concerned except under exceptional circumstances
wherein specific opportunity to damage the enemy would be
lost through delay and then only when there is adequate
assurance that friendly forces will not be jeopradized".'
01 0730 CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF 59
Summary of operations 27 May to 31 May inclusive; bomb
tonnage .on enemy targets JALUIT 81, WOTJE 62, PONAPE 54,
WAKE 42, MILLE 40, TAROA 23, TRUK 12, GUAM and SAIPAN 4 by
photo planes. 1 B24 and crew lost to interceptors at SAIPAN
and another damaged. 12 planes damaged by AA over all
targets. MARSHALLS AA meager to nil. 2 Corsairs and
pilots lost by mid air collision; 2 Zekes or Hamps destroyed sure and 2 probable SAIPAN and 1 probable GUAM. Native
scout spy mission to MILLE reports 2000 bombing casualties.
3000 military and 2000 Korean laborers remain. Small radios
operating underground. All eig guns damaged but not definitely knocked out. 1 meal of rice per week but native
foods are available in fair amount from islands accessible
on foot from MILLE IS. at low tide. No shipping or boats
in use. Ammunition supply limited and being conserved.
Japs concentrated on MILLE IS. with few on TOKAWA IS.
use underground shelters and disperse along reef during
bombing. Natives number about 400 and are on ALU, ENAJET
and LUKUNOR. Similar scout mission to MALOELAP reports
garrison reduced from 5000 to 2500 including 500 Korean
laborers. Commandant killed by bombing and flight commander now in charge. All shipping except 2 motor boats destroyed. Some mobile artillery units concealed undePground.
Minor stocks of ammunition and fuel still on hand. Japs
concentrated on TAROA and REUTER IS. with a few on PIGEEYAT
and ENIBEN IS. food supply entirely exhausted except for
native products. Natives totalling about 400 are on
northern and western islands of Atoll and on AIRIK. Japs
exerting pressure to make natives produce more food. Enemy
runways generally inoperational except NAURU and WAKE
051300

COMINCH AND CNO to CINCPOA info COMSOPAC, COM7THPHIB,
COM7THFLT, COM3RDPHIB, COM5THFLT.
MarCorps Dis. (1) Effective immediately CG 5th PhibCorps
designated type commander for all Fleet Marine Ground
Forces Pacific Ocean Areas. (2) Effective on date to be
announced by CinCPOA following organization established
for Fleet Marine Ground Forces Pacific Ocean Areas:
(A)Headquarters Fleet Marine Forces Pacific - Lt . Gen.
H. M. Smith. (B) Present Marine Administrative C;)mm.and
5th PhibCorps redesignated Admifiistrative Command Fleet
Marine Forces Pacific and to function as a subordinate
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COMINCH AND CNO to CINCPOA info COMSOPAC COM7THPHIB,
1
COM7THFLT, COMJRDPHIB, COM5THFLT. - Cont1nued
command of Headquarters Fleet Marine Forces Pacific.
Major Gen. Julian Smith. (C) Jrd Amphibious Corps Maj. Gen. R. s. Geiger. (D) 5th Amphibious Corps Maj. Gen. Harry Schmidt. (E) Commanding General Fleet
Marine Forces Pacific will be Type Commander for all Fleet
Marine Forces Pacific. (3} MarCorps is authorized to deal
directly with CinCPOA in regard to details of the above
reorganizatio n.
06 0400 CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF . 59.
Summary of Operations 1 to 5 June inclusive. Bomb tonnage
on enemy targets TRUK 78, ~~OELAP 22, WOTJE 20, NAURU 19,
PONAPE 18, MILLE 14, JALUIT 7. AA meager or none except
intense at NAURU our damage 4 Mitchells, 3 Marine Dauntless,
1 Corsair. No losses or casualties. Propaganda leaflet drops
Continued. Search planes damaged Nick 610 miles east of
SAIPAN and attacked another 300 miles northeast of TRUK without results. Encountered convoy 50 miles east of PULUWAT including large AK, 2 medium AK's, 1 DD and 7 armed auxiliaries.
Probably sank large AK and strafed auxiliaries. Following
day sank 1 auxiliary and damaged another probably of same convoy 55 miles west of PULUWAT. SNOOPER approached MAJURO from
south at 050116 GCT and retired to southwest at 27,000 feet.
Hellcats unable to intercept due to bad weather. Combat air
patrol established. Day and night air harassment and observation of MILLE, MALOELAP, JALUIT and WOTJE with surface
blockade continuous.
12 0037 CTG 58.1 to COM 5TH FLT info CINCPAC
Daily Summary Report including D minus 4 Fighter Sweep. A
ll June. B 58. C 46 plus 23 over destroyer scout pickets.
D 17 plus 16 anti SNOOPER. E 1 ton. F 1 F6F by AA fire. H
1 Pilot missing. L 1 large AK 501L, 1 large AO 501H strafed
at GUA1f, 1 Medium AK ll5A, 2 trawlers and 1 barge 105 strafed
at ROTA. M 27 ZEKES 4 TOJOS GUPJ~ , 3 ZEKES 10 miles southwest
of ROTA, 4 Emily 1 Betty 1 Irving 1 Fran force pilots and
photo. N 1 ZEKE OROTE. ~ 2VBM Agana, 3 unidentified OROTE.
R 2 unidentified 1 ZLKE 1 single engine OROTE, 1 twin eneine
1 single engine AGANA. V AGANA revetments and dispersal areas
strafed several trucks striped at ROTA 207Y. Comments visibility poor in vicinity target. Z ~KE S appeared very new
some with belly tanks. No planes seen on ground ROTA. No
antiaircraft fire at ROTA. He avy AA at GUAM intense and inaccurate. No automatic AA observed.
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COMMANDER FORWARD AREA CENTRAL PACIFIC to CINCPOA info
CTF 59
Summary of operations 6 to 10 June inclusive: Bomb Tonnage
on enemy Targets: TRUK 29, TAROA 28, MILLE 21, PONAPE 2·1 ,
NAURU 15 WOTJE 11, JALUIT 6, OCEAN 1 3/4, PULAWAT (BY
SEARCHER~ 1 1/8, GUAM (By Photo Mission) 1/8. Propaganda
leaflet drops continued. AA mostly meager except intense
at OCEAN>and NAURu. · Our casualties: 4 fighters, 1 Catalina
lost, 16 planes damaged. 2 Pilots missing. Search planes ·
encountered increased Jap air activity in CAROLINES. BETTY
shot down by Coronado 500 miles NW ENIWETOK, another by Navy
Liberator 400 miles N TRUK: Damaged 2-engined fighter 220
miles N TRUIC, attacked KATE 50 miles E TRUK: also sighted
BETTY 60 miles E TRUK, another 270 miles WNE TRUK, 2 KATES
80 miles E TRUK and unidentified plane 100 miles WSW PONAPE.
Searcher strafed destroyed 50 foot fishing boat OROLUK.
Sighted possible Sub 290 miles WE ENIWETOK. Fighter RECCO
destroyed 4 sigle-engined float planes JALUIT LAGOON 6th.
snooper believed Ramp approached MAJURO from South 090020Z
retiring to SW at 30,000 feet. Combat air patrol unable to
close. Four Japs found BASC01lli ISLAND KWAJALEIN ATOLL lOth.
Evacuation of natives from outlying islands WOTJE ATOLL to
ARNO underway.

12 1230

CTG 58.1 to CTF 51THCTF 53, CTG 52.17, CTG 52.10, CTF 58,
info CTF 57, COM 5 FLEET.
Preliminary report on GUAM from CTG 58.1. Heavy concentration
AA around OROTE FIELD. Both from Pilot ·reports and photos.
Same applies to AGANA pilots reports only. Island beach def- '
enses AGAT BAY and ASAN POINT to AGANA remain unchanged as
shown PRISIC report 407 with following exceptions: New
Pillbox and possible covered artillery replacements noted
in 380 and )81, possible artillery positions in 600. Small
gun emplacement on CABRAS ISLAND intersection. 578 and 556
seen in photos. Surf appears mild. Reef off beaches
extremely shallow at low tide. Above based on limited
photographic interpretation.

13 0410

CTG 58.4 to COM 5TH FLT info CINCPAC, CTF 58.
ComTaskFor 58 enciphers ComtaskGroup 58.4. 120331. 3637.
A 11. B 41. C 48. D 16. E 1 1/4. F 4 VF • H 3 pilots.
K 1 small AK. M 12 ZEKES 1 TOJO 1 EMILY 1 ~~VIS. N 1 ZEKE.
0 1 OSCAR • P 5 EMILY 4 JAKE 1 RUFE. Q 7 :EMILY. V Seaplane
Base Flores Point Dump Marpi Point. Heavy AA areas 2lo
217, 218, 225, 228, 236, 237, 247, 248, 255. PARPI POINT
FIELD nil aircraft apparently inoperational
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13 0520

CTF 58 to CTF 51, CTF 53, CTG 52.17, CTG 52.10
Vehicle tracks extending onto reef from beach. Distance
of from 650 to 900 feet in areas 208V, 200C, l91Z, 191P,
and 1701~. New fire trench in area 191P 160 feet long.
Continuous fire trench along beach between 134Y and 126Item.
900 foot fire trench under construction in 126Y. Above
are new installations noted SAIPAN on 12 June. Town
GARAPAN has much anti-aircraft fire. Cover W~IAGASSA
ISLAND with ship fire it is a fortress of small stuff.
Keep coming Marines they will run like hell when ·you arrive.

13 0615

CTG 58.1 to Com5rrHFLT Info CINCPAC, CTF 58
CTG 58.1 Daily Summary Report. (A) 12 June. (B) 4 6 9 including 12 special search and 6 VFN Hecklers. (C) 42
including 2 VFN and 6 VFN and 6 special lifeguard sub cap.
(D) 16 plus 16 anti snoop. (E) 170 tons. {F) 4 F6F, 1 TBF.
(G) 3 SB2C, 1 TBF. (H) 4 pilots and 2 crew plus 1 pilot
in water still missing. (I) 1 .Pilot ( 1 crew seriously
injured). (K) 1 medium 1~ ROTA 127 U. (L) 1 medium AK ROTA
115 C, 1 sampan and 60 foot ship GUAM 378. 0~,~) 10 ZEKES
and 2 'ro j os 2 IRVINGS, l SALLY, 1 NICK at targets, 2
JUDY force. (N) 3 ZEKES targets. (0) 1 twin engine target.
(P) 12 single engine, 9 twin engine, OROTE photos, 2 single
engine VF. and 1 VM AGANA. (R) 3 twin engine, 2 single engine
OROTE photos, 8 single engine AGANA, 1 singl~ ~ngi~e ROTA.
Part 2. U at OROTE by grid location heavy AA posits 451,
472, 492, 412, 607-8 mediurr1 or light 474, 473, 452, 451,
450 barracks 474, 451, ships 474 buildings 473 all pilot
reports, photo interpretation. (V) OROTE radio station
474, radar tower 427. AA 490, 296, 474, 451, 452 shops 474
control tower 473 runway dispersal areas 451, 452, 473, 474
AGANA M posits 607 FGKL, 608 AFLI\·10, 609 GN, 622 WX, 593
BCH, 610 GM, workshop and hangar areas 609 i:J.Q dispersal
areas 608 RM PARHUCBS 569 UVQ_ buildings 590 J, runways 18
hits, ROTA 192 FKP all pilot reports. ~nd. Heavy AA
intense and accurate. Weather 43881033.

13 0615

OOM5THFLT t9 CTF.jl Info CINCPOA, CTG 52.2, CTG 52.10,
CTG . 52 .17, All TG COM]VLAND:ERS 5TH :B,LT. .
Comdr. W. I. Martin Com. VT 10 ENTERPRISE landed by parachute in wa.ter 300 yards off beach CHARAN KANOA airstrip
SAIPAN sheet 3 B target area 158E at 0640 K (-10) 13th
states water calm crossing reef about 0720 with depths
4 to six feet within lagoon clear sand bottom scattered
coral heads 1 to 3 feet below surface. Reef submerged 18
to 24 inches about 20 yards wide. Length of reef marked
every 300 yards with white or red pennants. Surf 2 to 3
feet on outer edge of reef and coral brittle and crumbly.
No underwater construction observed. Beach apTieared to be
gradual sloping soft coral sand weather 0500 GCT 58821033.
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13 035S CTG 58.2 to CTF 58, COM 5TH FLEET info CINCPAC.

Summary of operations. Summary report A 12 June B427 C58 D20 El48 tons
80 rockets F 2 TBF 1 F6F G 1 TBF H 3 pilots 4 crewman L barge TANAPAG
strafed in SEOF defense photo run M 1 June force P 1 single twin engine
GURGUAN Q 1 MAVIS TANGPAG R 6 twin ent;ine USDl emily TANAPAG ALJNJML.ON
S 1 twin engine U buildings 641,526,527,520,621,554,564. Radio station
605. V buildings 566R and TENIAN town. Radio station 568. Radio RDF
power stations US!!l. Cane fields fired north and south TENIAN all pilot.
Some 20 gun pos~bambed but no photos to show gits. AA reported reduced. Have good photo of 4 engine Lix.
13 0412 CTG 58.4 to COM 5TH FLT info CINCPAC, CTF 58.
CTF 58 enciphers CTG 58.4. 121506. Report para 3637. A 12. B 22 RI}ffi
plus 12 special search. C 73. D 90. E 12 1/2. F 3 VF 2 VT OVP VB.-G--1 VB 1 VT. H 2 pilots 2 crewmen. 1 I I pilot. J and L see my 121510.
P 3 nells PAGAN. Q 1 VF PAGAN. U 3 hangars, Barr~cks, RDF, 50 percent
field barracks PAGAN. VAA posits, buildings, installations, SAIPAN grid
areas 112. 121. 122. PAGAN field heavily strafed.
13 1212 CTG 58.1 to CTF 51, CTG 52.17, CTF 53, CTG 52.10 info CTF 58, COM5THFLEET,
CTG 58.2.
Report on beach defenses GUAM at end of D minus 2 day. Photos facpi point
to west side TUMON bay show guns and beach defenses listed PRIEGC 407 unchanged except destruction following gun posi tiona: 7 MG FF 159-125. 3
new auto P.A FP 777-119. New pill boxes area 634 and 649. Pill box 557 1.
3 AA FP 775-116. 2 of 4 heavy AA FP 790-099. Following new defense:
Mobile artille~J FP 775-055. Pillbox FP 781-055. 3 auto AA FP 159-822.
3 to 5 MG and pillbox FP 153-818. Pilbox FP 158-830 TRENBWEK square 580 R.
Replacement FP 170-847. 2 M,G and replaceM.ent square 580 D. Underwater
barrier square 580 D. Boat barrier square 6 02M 60 yeoman double. Nets
APRA HARBOR entrance. Pilots claim destruction pillbox FP 825-154. Auto
AA FP 822-758. Heavily hit heavy AA square 412 A and B. Coast defense
battery 649 HI fired on rescue sub. Guns set back in cliffs. Surf conditions still mild.
13 2313 CTG 58.7 via CTF 58 to CTF 51, CTF 58 info
CTB., 5 •

ca~CRUDIV

4, CTF 52, CTG 52.18,

CTF 58 encyphers 131950 from CTG 58.7. Quote. 2432 of the largest caliber
and 12544 5 inch projectiles were landed in assigned targets by this task
group in addition to these ammunition expended by DesDiv 12 who reports
separately. Guns in areas 152, 156 and 165 were not touched by bombardment
but were worked on by air with unknow results. Areas 236, 225, 216, 117
and ~UUJIAGASSA were thoroughly plastered. No fire received from beach except feeble 3 inch which soon ceased. Heavy fires and numerous explosions
in towns and seaplane base. All know gun positions west coast SAIPAN and
northwest coast TINIAN were targets of heavy fire. Sweepers not molested
and reported negative mines. 2 large hulks and numerous small vessels
TANAPAG harbor some of which mount guns. Air reported possible coast defense gun in area 181Y.
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14 0048 CTF 58 to COM 5TH FLEET info CllTCPAC# CTF 51.
Report task group 58.3. A 13 June B 333 C 48 D 24 E 107 and 56 rocketsF3VTH 2 pilots 1 observer 5 aircrew K 1-60 foot trawler L 5 60 foot
trawlers at grid GN 42. 3 burning 1 smoking 1 making 3 knots. 3 lu~gers
25 miles west AGINGAN point P 1 twin engine plane USHII q 1 Emily on ramp
at flores point R Tiss Alito U Barracks 108 GUYEtT, buildings 131 AF, oil
storage 148 FV guns llO T, 118 HAA 106 E, 108 LMN, 111 FG, 117 E# 124,
126 J, 132, 147# 159, 100, 209, 217, 22 FURWYEDPECIWO 28, 236, 244 beach
defenses 126 IDT buildings 244., GARAPAN burned by incendiaries and
phosphorous shells.
14 0526 COM 5TH FLT to CTF 58 info CTG 1 S 58.1, 58.2, 58.3, 58.4 ALL TFC 5TH FLT,
CINCPAC.
Estimate separated enemy forces may assemble and be within striking
distance MARIANAS on 17 June. Si nce enemy intentions are not clear desire
TG 58.1 and TG 58.4 proceed toward IV/0 JlliA to carr,y out scheduled strikes.
If further information indicates enemy advance toward MARIANAS these task
groups will be recalled in time to coordinate air strikes on enemy force
with other carrier task groups. Directive will be issued in separate dispatch. Refuel and replace aircrfl.ft TG 58.2 and 58.3 on D plus 1 day.

14 2243 CTG 58.4 to COMFIFTH FLEET info CINCPAC, CTF 58

3637 report. A 13. B 137 includes extended shipping strikes
plus 14 special search. C 60. D 20. E 65. J 1 small AK previous
ly damaged, 1 ditto west area 56, 2 coastal vessels by Ausburne and Thatcher on rescue mission, 18-16 145-40. K 2 small
AK, 1 small vessel. L 6 small vessels. M 1 Betty over retains convoy, 2 Bettys force, 1 Betty 1 Helen on searches.
V Gun posits MUTCHO POINT AREA barracks areas 50, 62, hangers
43 D 3, buildings 50 E 1-4 and 56. SAIPAN AQQS a areas 216,
217, 225, 236, 255, CD 165 • From photos Pagan Radio Station
Area 56 D 4, RD (Fox) area 50 E 3. Pilot reports gun posit
SAIPAN appears to be in area 164 instead of 165. Thatcher
reports 4 camouflaged buildings on crest of spur bearing
northeast 1000 yards from observation spot HO chart 5358
ALAiviAG.AN ISLAND. Possible new MG posits north west part
MARPI POINT STRIP appears serviceable. Number
~~GICIENNE BAY.
on tail of 1 Betty shot down was 08-326. Supplement report
12th. K 12 Sampans.
15 0109

CTG 58.1 to

CO~ITIFTHFLEET

info CTF 58, CINCPAC

Daily summary report. A 13 June. B 367 including 24 special
search and 22 special shipping strike. C 33 plus 8 special
scout pirket cap plus 9 special lifeguard sub cap RPT CAT.
D 16 plus 16 anti snoop. E 132 tons. F 1 F6F at OROTE,
pilot recovered safely by periscope method. G 1 F6F plus
4 SB2C's jettisoned when 1 landing on BATAAN dove . for deck
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jumping barriers and wiping out other 3. J 1 SJ~AN ROTA
138 L. L special shipping strike as reported my 130957.
R 1 single engine rota 208 CG. U GUAM pill box and gun
positions 557, M building 75757, 474, 475, 451, AA 412, 557-8
fuel dump 451 radio station 474 CAUSEWAY to CABRAS 557
V GUAM AA555-6-7, 431, 496, 585 LOX, PITI naval base
buildings 556-7, AGANA town buildings 604 U, 585 D J 586
A (CMHM) 585 EA K PQA 585 I J, 586 F 585 A 604 Y, 605
WX, AGANA AREA 606 SO, 607 AF, 600 VR, pill boxes at OCA
POINT 634, 635, 649, 650, ROTA hit S factories 115 E and
138 U, fuel dump AL reported AA positions 138 H 1 JUT N T
U. (UNCX) U and V all pilots. En~~ Comments: enemy air
position Nil. Weather at targets excellent. Daily summary
report. A 14 June. C 32. D 16 plus 16 anti snoop (~[IKE)
1 BSTYSFOOCE. End. WX 46921345.
15 1807

CTF 94 to COMINCH, CINCPAC, COMNORPAC, info ALL TFC NORPAC.
This force 2 CA's 2 CL's 9 DD's in darkness and heavy fog
approached and bombarded MATSUVvA between 1513 and 1543 GCT
13th west longitude date. Approach and firing entirely by
Radar. Mean firing range 14000 yards at speed 15. Ammunition expended 560 rounds 8 inch HC 846 inch HC 3841 5 inch
AA common. Weather precluded observation results. No casualties ships or personnel- Search YA1~TO WANA by DD's showed
no shipping there and none encountered by main group. No
return gunfire met vicinity of force. Some evidence splashes
well clear and to rear. No evidence enemy detection EXOMOT
by Radar at about 30 minutes prior opening fire. Para. Outward and return to base followed weather fronts. No enemy
aircraft encountered at any time.

15 2314

16 0628

CTF 58 to COMFI:fPTHFLEET info CINCPAC, CTF 51.
A report for TG 58.3 A 14 June B 249 C 48 D 30 E 81 D 8 J
small abandoned AK 15-32 north - 145-35 East L landing barge
ANTAHAN small AK ROTA mike betty 25 miles northwest of SAIPAN
P 1 Tony ROTA 1 twin engine EHHI and 1 twin engine TINAN R
twin engine TINAN U building ROTA 138 U and 233 P JJOAEACKS
191 0 6 trucks fuel 236EV SAIPAN AA 143, 149, 128 D 1 large
building 1479 GUA11 building and dispersal area 609 ROTA AA 192
east 138 U SN P 193 barracks 192 row radio station 168 H boiler
house 138 U. Leaflets dropped on SAIPAN. CABOT (CVL 28) VF
pilot down by ZEKE on fighter sweep on 11 June picked up by
CAPERTON (DD 650) AT 245 K 145 in good condition ready for
duty. He reports numerous bettys flew west morning 14th.
O~G 58al to CO~ITIFTH FLEET info CTF 58, CINCPAC
Daiiy summary. A 15 June B 172 including 6 on search. C
32 D 16, plus 17 anti snoop. E 58 tons. F 1 SB2C, 1 TBF,
2 F6F. G 2 TBF, 1 SB2C, 1 F6F. II 3 pilots and 1 crew plus 1
pilot and 2 crew missing last seen in rubber boat. J 1
medium AK CHICHIJDJiA F 7, TATSUTA KAWAI M..tillU of 1900 tons
force, 112
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survivors aboard HORNET, left SAIPAN for YOKASUKA, bow of ship
blown off by Anti Sub-Anti snoop prior arrival DD who finished her. L CHICHIJIMA 6 luggers At F 5, H 6, H 8, 4 small AK's
M 8, M 13 HAHAJIMA 2 small .AK' s F 20 and 21. M 33 ZEKES.
CUZOJIMA of which Lieut Lloyd G. Barnard of VF 2 got 5. N
2 ZEKES IWOJINIA. P 4 VF and 10 VBM IWOJIMA which may have
been hit also by TG 58.4. R CHICHIJIMA 4 emilys G 7 and 8.
U CHICHIJI~~ AA posit G 9 and 5, 3 fuel dumps H 9 F 6, 2
radio stations G 9 F 6, buildings H 9. V CHICHI~1A hits on
airfield G 5 and 6, buildings G 5, 8, F 5, item 6, probable
fuel dump G 5, probable oil tanks G 8. HAHAJll1A buildings
F 20, G 19, H 12 and 13. End. Comments: achieved complete
surprise both targets. Only 1 poor strip at CHICHI. Very
heavy weather prevented strikes on morning 16th. FUELED DD's.
Striking IWOJTh~ afternoon. weather 55921263.
16 0854Z HANSELL SIGNED ARNOLD to DOUGLAS FOR THOMAS.
Pass to CINCPOA.

COMGENCEJ\TTPAC

WAR-51561-16 th. Fragmentary flash report on Mission No. 2.
Bomber command which follows is not for publication. Communique being prepared by Wolfe for approval here for simultaneous release. Incoming data still being received. Aircraft forward bases at time of takeoff total 83 B-29. Airborne 67 takeoff 150918 GCT to 151128 GCT. In addition 1
B-29 crashed on takeoff. Crew safe. Received reports from
32 aircraft returned from mission advising 30 bombed primary
target industrial center (steel coke ship center) YAVvATA
approximately 1555 GCT. 2 bombed secondary target part of
LAOYAO. Abortive 6 for mechanical and other reasons. Returned safely. 2 known lost 1 on takeoff as reported above
and 1 photo recon plane shortly after takeoff in which 10
of 11 crew members were killed. 1 reported lost 80 miles
northeast of CHENGTU {not in enemy territory) unconfirmed.
Remaining 3 unaccounted for of which 1 is not yet overdue
because of late takeoff. Report of operation not yet received
from additional 25 which returned safely. Weather scattered
clouds 3/lO's at primary target. Principally by radar was
method of bombing. Each airplane carrier 8-500 lbs GP bombs.
Planned altitude of bombing reported variable between 8,000
and 18,000 feet. Bombing result believed to be good with
fires and explosions in target area. Believe no damage to
our aircraft from enemy opposition. 2 groups P-47 fighters
total 150 aircraft for defense of bases in CHENGTU area.
More details later. All here join in congratulatio ns to
Cincpoa and his cownand on current progress.
17 0452

CTF 52 to TF 52 TG 51.18 Info COU5THFLT, ALL TFC 5THFLT.
This my Op Order A 20-44 Task Organization (Units assigned
separately) A.Covering Group 1 RAdm Kingman. B. Covering
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Group 2 RAdm Ainsworth . C. Retiremen t Group 1 Capt.
Knowles. D. Retiremen t Group 2 VAdm Turner. E. Retirement Group 3 Capt. Robertson . F. Retiremen t Group 4
RAdm Blandy. G. TEARAWAY Group RAdm Hill. H. Carrier
Support Groups 1 RAdm Bogan. I. Carrier Support Groups 2
RAdm Sallada. Para.
l.Info
attack
BONINS
lished

Enemy fleet appears assembling preparato ry to counter
probably supported by land based air in CAROLINES, ·
possibly 1t~IANAS. Northern Landing Force estabSAIPAN making progress forward from beachhead . Para.

2. This force will support the Northern Landing Force,
retire. temporari ly to eastward transports not required
TEARAWAY, and cover TEARAWAY and retiremen t groups against
enemy surface and air attack. Para.

3. A and B Cover TEARAWAY and retiremen ts groups from areas
PATHE and AC1m or from Eastward of TEARAWAY if directed.
Para.
3. C to F By 1830 17 June clear transport area retire to
east northeastw ard return TEARAWAY when directed. Para.
~. G Support Northern Landing Force Para 3 to cover retirehlent groups. Para.

3. Item From eastward TEARAWAY as directed by RAdm Hill

cover TEARAWAY and covering groups.
Landing Force. Para.

Support Northern

3. X-ray This order effective on receipt.

16 1020

CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF 59
Summary of operation s 11 to 15 June inclusive:
Bomb Tonnage on enemy targets: TRUK 112, NAURU 25, WOTJE 23,
TAROA 19, PONAPE 18, MILLE 15, JALUIT 10, OCEAN 6. Propagand a
leaflet drops continued . Night harassmen t MARSHALLS bases
continued . AA mostly meager to moderate. Intercepti on at
TRUK minor except for 1 appearance of 7-12 intercepto rs of
which army liberators got 1 sure 2 probable 4 damaged. Para.
Our casualties : 1 corsar 1 mitchell lost, crews rescued. 22
planes damaged. 1 man killed. Para. Searches: Navy liberator destroyed probable irving 240 miles ENE GUA1f, others
saw KATE 20 miles SE TRUK, unidentifi ed planes 180 miles mv
TRUK, 310 miles NW TRUK, 58 miles SW PONAPE, and over 1\NT
ISLAND. Ventura sank 50 foot motorboat KUSAIE. Submarine
probably sunk by BANGUST 60 miles NE ROI, 1 sub.damage d or
sunk-by HASTINGS 10 N 163 E. Evacuatio n of nat1ves from
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WOTJE nearly complete, 700 removed to ARNO, 2 J ap men 1
woman prisoners taken, 1 Jap or KOREAN captured BA~~ABA
ISLAND TARAWA. 4 Ja~s killed BASCOME ISLAND, ~VAJALEIN .

21 0520

CTF 57 to Cincpoa info CTF 59.
Summary of operations 16 to 20 June inclusive: Bomb tonnage
on enemy targets: TRUK 75 1 PONAPE 42, TAROA 29, NAURU 21,
MILLE 20, JALUIT 10, WOTJE 8,. Propaganda leaflet drops completed at OCEAN and NAURU. Night harassment MARSHALLS bases
continued. AA mostly meager. Our casualties: 1 Dauntless
1 Hellcat lost 1 Corsair missing. 1 Pilot lost 1 Pilot missing. 9 planes damaged. Searches: Jap subs active in ouber
lfmits of V412 sectors. Of total 7 sightings, 1 possible
damaged, and 3 attacked without visible results. Navy liberators conducting special sub searches from ENIWETOK in addition
to regular sectors. Navy Liberator strafed, set afire 80 toot
motor schooner OROLUK. Searchers saw no enemy air activity
except single Zeke near TRUK. Strike planes saw unidentified
aircraft airborne near PONAPE and 2 at TRUK. No interception
ot da~!~t TRUK strike. Evacuation native population of
WOTJE
ARMO completed, total number 727.

22 2337

CTG 58.1 to CTF 58 info COM 5TH FLEET.
Daily summary. This is my 220800.
21 June
B 79 none of which found Jap fleet, plus 6 special search, 8
Kingfisher rescue missions and 8 rescue cap
c 45
D 20

A

G 1 F6F

I 1 pilot
M 1 Betty force by BATAAN Victor E E Ams 1 Betty by BELLEAU
WOOD VF returning from attack mission against fleet
X End. 9 men rescued by KINGFISHER.
23 0458

CTG 58.1 to CTF 58 info COM 5fH FLEET.
Supplementing my summary for 20tp June further details available this task group for action against Jap fleet.
F 1 VF shot down by friendly VF and 2 VT known shot down by
enemy ship gunfire plus 1 SB 2 C and 1 VF still unaccounted

·t or.

G 12 VF, 9 VT, 19 SB 2 C caused by gas shortage and deck
crashes during night landings.
H 3 pilots, 6 crew plus 2 pilots and 2 crew still missing.
I 1 deck officer and 1 airorewman in deck crash.
L Add the following YORKTOWN oiaims of just returned surviYors, 2 sure torpedo hits on unidentified small carrier not
in the SHOKAKU formation and 1 DD sunk by stray torpedo.
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YORKTOWN group attacked individually . BELLEAU WOOD survivor
just returned reports carrier HAYATAKA class burning and listing from 2 internal explosions as she passed him.
Previously
reported torpedo hit on cruiser ATAGO class by HORNET group
now believed to be CA CHOKA! or MAYA class.
M Add 1 Zeke over enemy.
N Add 2 Zekes over Jap fleet. End.
Weather 84 91 11 33
24 0153

CTG 58.1 to COM 5TH FLEET info CINCPAC, CTF 58, COWPENS(CVL25)
DAILY SUMMARY X A 23 JUNE X B 101 on PAGAN including 4 VFN
special search. C 32 plus EIGHTKDGEAELAJWELCVE CAP. D 16.
E 38 tons. F 1 F6F. H 1 pilot. K 1 Sampan ll item and 4 small
AK 11 J. L 2 small AK 11 J, 12 sampans strafed 11 item, OBOE,
J, 2 sampans confirmed by photos. M BATAAN CVL made grand slam
shooting down all of flight of 1 Betty and 5 Zekes. These
intercepted 75 miles from force heading toward SAIPAN. P 1
Topsay and 3 VBM. Q 2 CBM. U fuel dump photo and -wharf 11 OBOE.
V runways and Nipons heavily bombed, buildings 11 item, dock
11 J, AA posits 11 K and 10 J. End. Comment planes listed in
P and Q possibly previously d~aged. Lt Comdr Robert H Price,
Air Group Comdr COWPENS picked up by destroyer PICKET after
spending 11 days in life raft. Condition good. (WX 43801532)

24 1018

CTG 58.2 to COM5THFLT info CINCPAC, CTF 58.
Summary R Reak A 23 line C 24 ~gg 12. Summary report (A)
24 June ultimatum strike {B) 1 · {C) 3 Tow (D) 16 {E) Sy(F)
2 (J) 3 small AK(K) 2 small AK(L) 3 luggers on fire. All
pilot at photos. R further damage to Berty, 2 damaged Zekes
only other planes observed. Runway well plastere.d and temporarily inoperationa l. Hangar and barracks levelled. Photos
AA posits struck PICLT

25 0047

..

OTG 58.4 to COM 5TH FLEET info CINCPAC CTF 58.
Daily summary. {A) 24 (B) 151 (C) 60 (D) 19 (E) 47.5 (F) 1 'VB
(K) 1 landing barge loaded 40-50 soldiers 13-58 144-20 left
burning sinking abandoned {L) 1 large AK APRA Harbor {M) 2
zekes ROTA {P) 1 VMB AGANA 5 VF OROTE from photos. (U) 1
steam roller ROTA field {V) fires south OROTE field runways
dispersal areas AGANA and BROTE frags and ~~. ~ areas
452 A-0 451 B-0 450 H to 473 s. 115 hundreds on shops buildings areas 192 EQH 168 Cde ROTA. From photos 24th OROTE 98
planes of which 5 VB 16 VF possibly operational but only 1
Betty 2 VF have moved in 24 hours. AGANA 8 planes of which
3 possibly operational. tlta *7 of which 3 possibly operational
---* probably "ROTA"
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CTG 58.4 to COM 5TH FLEET info CTF 58, CINCPAC.
Daily Summary. A 25 B OROTE 48 ROTA 34 AGANA 20 C 60 D 20
OROTE 12.5 ROTA 8.2 AGANA 4.5 G 1 VT 1 VF L large AK APRA
Harbor for 2nd time P 6 single engine OROTE 450 E 474 M, N
1 twin engine ROTA revet northwest runway and direct hit
nell 473 R. Q 2 single engine OROTE 1 same AGANA R 8-10 planE
strafed bombed AGANA U taxi dispersal areas north east OROTE
AGANA AA 608 St, buildings 609 FG 602 605 strafed, revets 60S
nos TXY 609 GHIN covered by bombs, ROTA revets and bldgs 191
192 covered ~rags inoends leaving fires, buildings in 169
~ 191 192 SXNAMED, bomb hits OROTE 450 EMG 451 ALF 473 YQ.
Comments. ROTA field appeared deserted no operational planes
no activity or ~ ~
E

26 0114

CTG 58.1 to COM 5TH FLEET info CINCPAC CTF 58 CTF 51.
Complete Summary for IWO JIMA supplementing by 241224. A 24
June. B 50 including 2 navigation rescue PDAFE BFC 84 including 52 scrambled VF. D 17 plus 18 anti snoo~. F5F's. F. G 1
FOO SIXV~ 5 pilots missing. M 57 Zekes, 9 'J udy, 2 Jill at
IWO JIMA, 16 Zekes, 26 Kates, 3 Judy, 1 Jill by CAP near
force. Recapitulation shows total of 114 shot down rather . ~~- .
than 116 previously reported. N 8 Zekes at target, 4 Zekes ,
near force. 0 2 Zekes target, 2 Zekes force. Complete surpris
was effected. Believe we broke up large raid assembling and
in process of heading south. Many planes loaded with torpedoes with fighter escort were airborne on arrival ot our
fighter sweep. Following our attack there were 3 large raids
in this group. Our fighters were tracked back by 12 Kate&
carrying yellow nosed torpedoes under the fuselages and what
appeared to be stud wing tanks under the right wings. As
previously reported all in this 1st raid were shot down.
BELLEAU WOOD fighter who got the last 1 dived through ships
gunfire to get him. During late afternoon the 2 other raids
were completely broken up by our fighters 60 to 75 miles
away. During night retirement about 8 Bettys shadowed us
closing ~o 10 miles dropping windows and flares but they
appeared too timid to drive home an attack. Screen was
clear at 2300 K (-10). Distance was too great to send another strike but considered rwo JIMA fruitful target.

r

27 0400

CTF 51 to COM5THFLEET info CINCPAC .ALL TFC 5THFLEET MERCURY .
Round up of TF 51 air operations and enemy air attacks last
2 days. P 47's have been very active in troop support and
in neutralization of enemy airfields SAIPAN and TINIAN.
AF.e now working on a continuing program coordinated with
ship and shore artillery gunfire of destroying TINIAN GUNS
and generally softening up defenses. P 61's active every
night against enemy attacking planes no interception yet.
Last night when a kill seemed sure were foiled by enemy use
of window regret report about 252005 K{-10) when 1 black
widow taking off from ASLITO another plane landed on top
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of it both planes destroyed pilots killed. Now have only
5 P6l's. Night of 26th enemy planes active from 1945 to
0030K. Bennion radar picket south of TINIAN picked up
planes taking off from and landing on TINIAN. Several
decoys drew our Black Nidow to westward then attack planes
came in east of SAIPAN. Total number of enemy planes in
air about 10. Attack planes came in high altitude 14000
feet 2 attacked TG 52.4 for 1 hour dropping 2 torpedoes
no hits 1 sure shot down. 2 attacked BENNION with torpedoes
1 probable shot down. At least 1 carne over SAIPAN against
transports. USS ~~RCURY credited with a kill without firing
a shot: 1 Fran (probable) slid down through our smoke screen
dropped torpedo which hit w~RmJRY before reaching water
killing 1 man and penetrating into superstructure without
exploding but with partial deflagration. BETTY collided
with 1ffiRCURY 's jumbo boom and crashed in water. Dead
aviator and smashed gas tank recovered. Documents in
pockets being translated will be forwarded. It is definite
that GU.A1l and ROTA fields being used by enemy. Am sending
40 P47's to strike ROTA this afternoon.
27 1845

COMINCH to CINCPOA, COM 12 Info COMGENCENTPAC, COM3RDFLEET,
COM3RDPHIBFOR
The 96th Division will be ready for movement to PEARL about
July 15 with certain exceptions VJ'hich the 'dar Department
has discussed with ComGenCentPac your 240514. Coml2 is
directed to lift the 96th Division as soon as ready about
July 15 on priority number 3093 .lA.... in accordance with the
procedure prescribed in the July priority list for the
5th MarDiv which is hereby deleted.

20 0450

CTG 58.4 to

COM5~IFLT

Info CTF 58, CINCPAC

PAGAN sunwary A28 B61 plus 12 Observation-shipping sweep
C48D. Dl6E 8 plus 64 rockets Rl NELL probable inoperational
STRAFEC~nOCTOR rockets fired into 5-6 barges probably
already unserviceable, 2 half tonners in 40El, 3 in 40C5.
2 in 42E3, some hits in 50 56 57 59. From excellent photos
airfield area present status as follows. Hangar 2 shops
43D2 and 3 destroyed {previously reported) 4 barracks 4 small
buildings destroyed 1 barracks 2 small buildings damaged
50B2 and 3. Covered water reservoir damaged 50B4 APP:l;NDECTONiYRABFH ..4.SS radio station 4 barracks destroyed 56D3. RDF
destroyed 563B. 8 buildings destroyed 3 damaged in village
50 and 56. · 25 ·unfilled no filled recent craters on runway.
29 craters in parking areas. 8 luggers on bottom, no other
shipping visible in photos. Few worthv~1ile targets remain
and island appears virtually deserted. Light AA or 1.1G from
41El 50 and 51B4. Pilots and oblique photos ,no military
installations 1/rEDINILLA SA.RIG_4.1\ ABAT ,\IIAN .
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CTF 57 to

C I~ C?Oa

info CTF 52·

Sum.u ary of opera ti ,Jns 21 to 25 June inclusive:
Bomb tonna ge on enemy targets: r RUK 143, WOTJE 26, TA.~."I:tOA
24, P Ol'"rlU?~ 23, J ALUI T 6. Ni ght harassment H.1 RS:IALLS bases
continued. .:.i ll mostly meager except moderate to intense at
TRUK where 4 daylight strikes intercepted by average of'
5 fighters each. Army Liberators got 1 probable and daJnaged
6. Our casualties: 1 Cosair and pilot lost. 12 planes
damaged. Searches: Navy J..Jiberator shot dovm KATE 270 miles
NNE TRUK, damaged another 100 miles N\v TRUK.. .Submarine
attacked 370 miles TVNV'l ENr,v-:~;TOK without results. Fishing
boat sunk a nd probable RUFE on beach strafed at LOSAP.
30 2342

CTG 58.4 to C01:5THFLEET info CTF 58, CINC?1i.C.
ROTA Summary. .A 30 B 18 plus 2 VF(N) Hecklers plus 2 photo
C 48 D 16 E 9.5 U3 buildings at 138 U. V 7 tonners, 1
quarter tanner on runway, oil fire 190 N, hits in 191 E
192 A 192 K 177 OM all verfied from photos. Also from
infra red photos total 12 craters in runway, 11 new since
27th. No camouflage evident. No change in aircraft, nons
airborne. CO AA.

01 0950

CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF 59.
SumL~ary operations 26 to 30 June inclusive:
Bomb tonnage
on enemy bases: TRUK 104, I._ILLE 38, T_~OA 30 , NAURU 15 ,
WOTJE 13, J . L\LUIT 4, PONAPE 3-k. Night harassment Marshalls
bases continued. AA mostly meager exeept moderate to intens
at TRUK and 1:1 URU. Interception by averat:,e of 6 fighters on
each of 3 daylight strikes not pressed, Army Liberators got
1 sure and 1 probable without b ~ ing hit. Our casualties:
2 I'ili tc.hells and 1 crew lost NJ.URU. Corsairs and 1 pilot
lost WOTJE. 10 planes damaged. Searches negative. Navy
photo Liberator shot down BbTTY south of Hi"-I..~L Island.

06 0450

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59.
Summary of operations 1 to 5 July inclusive: bomb tonnage on enemy bases
TRUK 125, MILLE 62, JALUIT 28, TAROA 27, WOTJE 16, PONAPE 2. Night
harassment MARSHALLS bases continued. AA mostly meager. Interception
at TRUK by 5 to 14 fighters on each of 2 daylight strikes not pressed
Ar.my Li berators damaging 2 while sustaining minor damage to 2 Liberators.
Only 1 of 2 night strikes i ntercepted by 3 VF wi thout results. Our
casualti es : 1 Dauntless lost at TAROA, crew rescued. 1 Liberator and
crew mis s ing f ran TRUK strike. Total 8 planes damaged. Searches:
dropped half ton MARP,I Field SAIPAN silenci ng AA, strafed 3 fields and
guns TINIAN. Strafed 50-f oot &arge KUSAIE. Saw unidentified 2-engined
plane wes t bound 230 mi les west of ENIWETOK.
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11 0450 CTF 57 TO CINCPOA Into CTF 59.

Summar,y of operations 6 to 10 July inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enemy bases.
TRUK 120, NAURU 41, MILLE 41, TAROA 31, JALUIT 27, WOTJE 21. Night
harassment MARSHALLS bases continued. AA mostly meager. Interception
at TRUK by 11 to 14 VF on daJ!light strike 7th of which Army Liberators
shot dovat 5. Only 3 to 4 Japs met next daylight strike. Our total
casualties: 2 Corsairs and 2 pilots lost. 1 Liberator waterlanded near
base as result damage by TRUK interceptors, 1 man killed. 16 planes
damaged. Searches: no contacts except unidentified plane chased and lost
250 miles WSW ENIWETOK.
06 1900 COMINCH to CINCPOA, CINCLANI) Info C<!JSOPAC,

C~{NORPAC,

CC!I30LANT

Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved the following directive in JCS 411/16
to all US Theater Commanders. Upon receipt of information from any ship
or aircraft under your command of an attack having been made upon a hospital ship or upon a vessel believed likely to have been a hospital ship
a board of investigation will be convened ~ediately. The board will
gather and include in its record all information possible to obtain on
the circumstances of the attack ineluding photographs pertinent extracts
from the log and sworn testimony of participants or witnesses. Upon
completion of the investigation or inquir,y a summary of the findings will
be transmitted by despatch and a canplete transcript of the record and
copies of exhibits transmitted by first available courier to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. If the attacking ship or aircraft is of other than US
nationality a complete transcript and copies of eXhibits will be forwarded
also to the government of the ship or aircraft.
16 2330 CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF 59
Sumrnar,y of operations 11 to 15 July inclusive:

Bomb tonnage on Ene~ Bases: TRUK 140, TAROA 72 • WOTJE 58 • NAURU 31,
MltEE 18, JALUIT 10~ Night harassment MARSHALLS bases conducted only
one night this period due weather; Interception TRUK daylight strikes
nil 11th, by 16 to 19 fighters 13th when Army liberators got 4 sure 4
probables 5 damaged, and by 9 fighters 14th when liberators damaged 1.
Our Casualties: 1 Corsair lost, pilot rescued.
attempting Jettison bombs. 13 planes damaged.

Army bombardier lost

Searches: Low-level Recco reports PULUWAT airstrip recently improved.
Special WAKE snooper got radar contact 2 seaplanestaking off DAWN 14th
lost chase but will tr.y again. Photos show 8 coastal vessels reported
at WAKE in CTF 59' 111258 are same vessels, barges and dredge noted in
lagoon since May.
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GHQ SWPA to CAAFt C~UlLLIED NAVAL FORCES, COM ALAMO FORCE,
CG USASOS info C/S W~ DEPT, CINCPOA, CTF 76.
CX15142 THERE FOLLOWS WARNING ORDER FOR INTERLUDE (MOROTAI ISLAND) X
HOSTILE FORCES FEARSOME (HALMAHERA ISLAND} ESTIMATED 26,000, OF WHICH
18,000 ARE BASE AND SERVICE TROOPS. COJJCENTRATION BELIEVED MOSTLY
IN NORTHERN FEARSOME (HAI.MAHERA ISLAND) WITH SOME FORCES OF UNKNOWN
STRENGTH AND C<JAPOSITION ON INTERLUDE (MOROTAI ISLAND). PARA. SOUTHWEST
PACIFIC FORCES, COVERED BY 3RD FLEET AND IN C(}}TJUNCTIOlJ WITH PACIFIC
OCEAN AREAS OPERATIONS AGAINST FULLCRY (PALAU ISLANDS) SEIZE OBJECTIVES
IN SOUTHERN INTERLUDE (MOROTAI ISLAND) IN ORDER TO ESTABLISH AIRFIELDS
lUID MINOR NAVAL FACILITIES. TARGET DATE, 15 SEPTEMBER. MAJOR TROOPS
UNITS, 11TH CORPS WITH 31 DIVISIOU AND 1 COMBAT TEAM OF THE 32 DIVISIOlJ.
OBJECTIVES FOR AIR GARRISON IN FOLLOWING PRIORITY: (1) 1l GROUP SHORT
RANGE FIGHTERS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOViiNG THIS ASSAULT (2) 2 GROUPS FIGHTERS
LONG RANGE, 1 SQUADRON NIGHT FIGHTERS, 1 GROUP MEDIW BOMBERS, 1 SQUADRON TACTICAIJ RECONNAISSANCE, AND 1 LONG RANGE RECONNAISSANCE SQUADRON
BY D PLUS 25 (3) SAME AS (2) PLUS 1 GROUP MEDIUMS, 1 GROUP· HEAVIES, AND
1 SQUADRON LAB BY D PLUS 45. PARA. ALAMO FORCE BY OVERWATER OPERATION,
WILL PREPARE TO SEIZE AND OCCUPY SOUTHERN INTERLUDE (MOROTAI ISLAND)
CONSTRUCT NECESSARY AIR, PORT, AND MINOR NAVAL FACILITIES. ALLIED AIR
FORCES WILL PREPARE TO SUPPORT, IN COUJUNCTION AND IN COORDINATION WITH
CARRIER BASED AVIATION, THE OPERATION: PROVIDE NECESSARY GROUND ECHELONS
FOR AIR GARRISON SQUADRONS * ABOVE. ALLIED NAVAI.. FORCES WILL SUPPORT
THE OPERATION BY TRANSPORTING AND LANDING ELEMENT OF ASSAULT AND SUPPORTING TROOPS AllD FVRNISHING NAVAL PROTECTION THEREFOR: PROVIDE, IN CONJUNCTION WITH COMMANDER ALLIED AIR FORCES, ESCORT CARRIER AVIATION
SUPPORT OF OPERATION: AND ESTABLISH MINOR NAVAL FORCES ON INTERLUDE
(MOROTAI ISlAND) AS REQUIRED. COORDTI~ATION OF OPERATIONS BETWEEN
PACIFIC OCEAN AREAS AND SOUTHWEST PACIFIC FORCES, INCLUDING COORDINATION
OF Am AND SURFACE OPERATIONS, WILL BE ARRANGED BY THIS HEADQUARTERS
AND CCliiMUNICATED TO ALL CONCERNED AT A LATER DATE. TROOP MOVEMENT
DIRECTIVES FOR CONCENTRATION FOLLOW. STAFF STUDIES* CONTAINING OUTLINE
PLAN BEING FORWARDED THIS DATE. C<JJ:BAT INSTRUCTIOnS TO AMPLIFY THE
ABOVE ARE IN COURSE OF PREPARATION AND WILL BE FORWARDED AT EARLY DATE.

* AS

BROKEN
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59

Summary of Operations 16 to 20 July inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enemy
bases: TRUK 102~ VfOTJE 61, TAROA 34, PONAPE -28, MILLE 25. Night harassment
MARSHALLS bases continued. Interception at TRTM by 8 to 12 fighters each
of 2 daylight strikes; Army Liberators got 1 probable, 5 damaged. Our
casualties: 3 Corsairs and pilots missing. 16 planes damaged. Searches:
No contacts. DD WYMAN of ASW Task Group attacked sub early 19th lat 12;
58N Long 152-03 E; oil and debris indicates probable kill.
24 1658·. CTF 52 to CINCPOA Info CTF 56, CTF 51, CTG 56.1
Your 231715. In Jap Army units on SAIPAN Koreans were employed in construction units attached directly to battalions approximately 250 laborers to
750 troops. Most construction laborers are Koreans and do· not bear arms.
They are not employed tactically bu~ merely assist in general military plans.
They have no military training. Individual construction laborers are
known to have participated in the 6-7 July counterattack in SAIPAN. Navy
construction units are similar to those in the Army but are organized
independently under naval officers. Some are known to have participated
in the defense of ASLITO airfield. Construction laborers are regarded as
military Pmvs because of their attachment to the military, their military
work, and potential military assistance. After capture they have been used
by American forces for non-military work.
26 0609

COM7THFLT to COM 1ST FLT, COM3RD FLEET, Info ALL TFC 1 S OF 3RD & 7TH FLTS.
Japanese naval strength DAYAQ-PALAU-IiALMAHARA Area est~ted 2 CL, 3 DD, 6 ss.
1 additional SS believed north of BIAK on supply base evacuation duty, nil
other fleet units NEW GUINEA Area. Ground troops estimate. MAN<l<WARI 4000
SARONG Area 4000 CAPE SANSAPOR nil J~ps except possibly few barge personnel.
Believe Jap air strength as follows. AMBON GRANT CERAM 50 VF 50 VBe CELEIES
40 VF 25/30 VB. IIALMAHARA 85 VF 45 VB. PHILIPPINES 200 VF 210 VB largely
concentrated MINDANAO. DUTCH NEW GUINEA 3 VF 4 VB. Consider there will be no
enemy naval reaction to GLOBETROTTER Operation. Believe only reaotion will be
l~ited to air strikes by small number of planes diminishing in frequency after
D Day although max~um capability estimated 50 VF 35/40 VB.

27 0136

CTF 53 to TF 53 Info CINCPAC, COM5THFLT, ALL
CTG 56.2.

T!

& TG COMDR 5TH FLT, CTF 51

Upon capture OROTE PENINSULA about l800K(-10) 27 July all gunfire support and
air support will be coordinated and directed by CTG 53 in accordance with requirements of CTG 56.2. Support units organized as follows: TG 53.5 REAR
Admiral Ainsworth in HONOLULU. TU 53e5.1 Rear Admiral Weyler in NEW MEXICO
IDAHO PENNSYLVANIA. TU 53.5.2 Rear Admiral Ainsworth in HONOLULU SAN FRANCISC
NEVI ORLEANS. TU 53.5.3 Rear Admiral Joy in WICHITA MINNEAPOLIS ST LOUIS. TG
53.7 ·Rear Admiral Sprague in SANGAMON~ TU 53e7.1 Rear Admiral Sprague in
SAUGAMON SUWANEE CHANANGO. TU 53.7 .2 Rear Admiral Stump in CORREOIOOR KALININ
BAY. Assigned screen included in each of above task units. Para. TG 53.1
dissolved and all naval forces not i ncluded i n support units above are now
under command CTG 53.2.
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to CTF 58 Info CTF'S 51 1 52,53,57, ALL TGC'S of TF 58, CTG 50.17
10, CINCPAC, SCOFA, ALL TFC'S 5TH FLT, JANCC MAJURO.

COM5THI~LEET
C~ISERON

Carr,y out following measure
ASTXY snapshot. A. Reorganize TF 58 as follows.
TG 58el HORNET .. FRAlllCLIN, ABBOT CRUDIV 13 LESS BIRMINGHAM plus DENVER.
OAKLAND, DesRon 46 less CONNER COWELL. DesDiv 11. TG 58.2 WASP YORKTOWN
BOSTON CANBERRA SAN JUAN DesRon 23 less AULICK, CLAXTON, FOOTE. DesDiv 4
less STACK. TG 58.3 BUNKER HILL LEXINGTON SAN JACINTO CruDiv 14 less ASTORIA.
RENO DesRon 50 MCCALLA CASE ELLET. TG 58.4 ESSEX LANGLEY PRINCETON SAN DIEGO
FAST Battleships DesRon 52. B. Fuel and replenish bombs in Task Groups as
required fo~ C and D following. PART 2e c. TG 58.2 proceed ENIWETar. TG 58.1
and TG 58.3 strike TiiO J]MA and CHICHI JThiA for 2 days. TG 58.4 provide air
support and cover A!ARIA~~S Operation. D. On completion TWO JrMA CHICHI J]MA
strikes TG 58.1 and 58.3 less CruDiv 13, 14 DENVER and DesRon 50 proceed
ENIWETOK. Exempted units join TG 58.4 in MARIANAS. E. DDFO MG1JWWKDUI CTG 58.7
composed of Fast BB, CruDiv 13 1 14 DesRon 50 and 52. Fo~ 58.4 composed
of ESSEX, LANGLEY, PRINCETON, SAN DIEGO and 6 DD from TF 51. F. After 4 days
exercises release CruDiv 13, 14 and DesRon 52 to proceed ENIWETOK. Retain
TG 58.4 and TG 58.7 composed of fast BB and DesRon 50 in MARIANAS until si~u
a.tion permits their release. Part 3 Para. Rendezvous for reorganization TF
58 Lat 15-00 North long 144-00 East. Fleet oiler group and .TG 58.4 will be
in that position at 0700K (-10) 30 July and await arrival your TG's in that
vicinity. Fuel TGf5S.2 and TG 58.4 on arrival. Fuel TG 58.1 and TG 58.3
on following day. Rebomb TG 58.1 and TG 58.3 in SAIPAN 1 group at a time on
sueoeeding 2 days. Para. About 600 tons bombs available SAIPAN on e.nd after
1 August. Send representative report Com5thFleet to discuss bomb loading as
soon as practicable.
26 0240

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59.
Summ~y of Operations 21 to 25 July.
Bomb tonnage on enemy bases: TRUK 151,
WOTJE, 50, PONAPE 25, NAURU 21, TAROA 12, MILLE 6, JALUIT 6. N_,ght harassment
MARSHALLS bases continued. Interception at TRUK n.il on 22nd, by 4 to 8 unagressive fighters 24th, of which army Liberators got 1 probably 3 damaged.
Our casualties: 10 planes damaged/ Army 7th Bomber Command utility C-54
with 10 passengers and crew lost in operational crash in KWAJALEIN Lagoon
after take off 23rd. Searches: No contacts.
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59.
Summar,y of operations 26 to 31 July inclusive:

Bomb tonnage on enemy bases: TRUK 217, JALTJIT 64, WOTJE 44, MILLE 36,
PONAPE 19, NA'URU (by search Ventnras) 4, TAROA
Night harassment
MARSHALLS bases continued. Interception at TRUK by averag~ of 6 fighters
on each of 3 daylight strikes of vmich Army Liberators got total 3 sure
2 probable 5 damaged.

lt,

Our casualties: 1

Liberato~

and crew of 11 shot down by TRUK interceptor s.
22 planes damaged.

1 Corsair and pilot lost WOTJE.

Searches: Lone Uavy Liberator hit small AK with 1 ton and 10-12 landing
craft with 1~ tons TRUK LAGOON. 2 days later 2 Navy Liberators on ship
hunt stra£ed 4 small coasters TRUK then dropped .3~ tons PONAPE.
DE WYMAN in special ASW Task Group got probable sub kill approximate ly 330
miles east of SAIPAN evening 27th.
New subject.
04 2050

My 260240.

C-54 under casualties should read C-47.

COM INCH & CNO to CINCPAC Info CINCLANT, COM7THFLT, COM8THFLT, COM12THFLT,
CCMSOEA.STPAC, MARCORPS., C OF S ARMY, BUPERS.
(A) Commands entitled 1st Carrier Task Force Pacific and 2nd Carrier Task
Force Pacific are hereby established . The title 6ommander Fast Carrier
Task Forces Pacific .- is discontinue d. (B) These commands each consist
essentially of a flag officer and his staff. Their establishme nt does
not tie carrier task forces to any numbered fleet nor imply permanence of
composition . Assignments of carriers and other combat units to these forces
and of the forces to fleets shall be as directed by CinCPac. When so assigned the carrier task forces shall be given task force numbers in the
tactical organizatio n as heretofore. (C) Initially Vice Adm M A Mitscher
will command lst CarTaskForP ac and Vice Adm J S McCain 2nd CarTaskForP ac.
There is no chanee in existing type command which remains in ComAirPac.
(D) BuPers modify orders to officers accordingly . (E) Administrat ive radio
calls for ComlstCarTa skForPac and Com2ndCarTaskForPac will be promulgated
by separate despatch. Mail address for both is Fleet Post Office San FranciscQ
T'v\\~ \!> c..o .... 1..--~~

06 0230
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Summary of Operations 1 to 5 August inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enemy bases:
TRUK 129, WOTJE 35, JALUIT 26, PONAPE 24, NAURU 18, MILLE 12, TAROA 4 3/4,
WAKE (by search plane) 2 1/4. AA moderate to meaeer. Interception by 6-8
fighters 1 daylight TRUK strike of which Army Liberators got 3 sure and
damaged 3. No interception dusk strike TRUK. Our casualties: 11 planes
damaged. Searchers: No contacts. Day and night heckling of WAKE and
PONAPE plus night recco TRUK being conducted.
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COM5THFL~

to CINC?OA Info CTF 57, CTF 59

Your 100123 received 0252 GCT 16 August.
17 August.
13 0500

CTF 59 assumes responsibility

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Summary of operations 6 to 11 August inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enemy
bases: MILLE 124, TRUK 81, NAURU 42, PONAPE 33, TIWO J~ 26, JALUIT 18,
TAROA 18, WAKE· 2t. AA mostly meager to moderate except moderate to
intense 1 strike each at !WO JIMA and NAURU. Interception at TRUK by
8-12 V}, on each of 2 daylight strikes of which Army Liberators got 1
sure 2 damaged and Navy Liberators got 2 probables. Interception at ll/0
JIMA by 5-7 unaggressive VF 1 daylight strike. Our casualties: 1 Corsair
and pilot lost JALUIT. 12 planes damaged. 1 PB4Y of VB-116 lost engine
on take-off ID~TiffiTOK 9th and crashed into parked carrier pool planes,
several killed, about 50 planes destroyed. 1 Corsair and pilot lost
operationally ROI. Searches: Negative contacts. Navy Liberators
strafed 3 small craft WAKE left 1 afire. Day and night recoo and harassment MARSHALLS, WAKE, FONAPE, and NAURU plus night ship reo co TRUK continued, bombs included in totals above.

17 1110

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Summary of Operations 12-16 August I~clusive: Bomb tonnage of enemy bases:
MILLE 202, TRUK 58, IWO JIMA 55, CHICHI JIMA 41, PONAPE 34, NAURU 33, PAGAN
22, WOTJE 14, WAKE 9, TAROA 8, MAUG 4!, ROTA 4, JALUIT 3. AA mostly meager
to moderate except occasionally intense at NAURU. Interception: At TRUK
by 7-9 VF of which Army Liberators got 1 sure 3 damaged. At TWO JIMA by
3-8 agressive VF. Our casualties: 2 Army Liberators lost result of IWO
J~ interceptors, 4 men rescued.
1 P-38 photo plane and pilot lost JALUIT.
9 planes damaged. Further report ENITffiTOK take-off accident my 130500 shows
9 men killed 109 carrier pool planes plus Navy Liberator destroyed. Searches:
Unidentified sub sighted 12th 95 miles west GUAM, Hunter Killer negative.
Unidentified sub sighted 16th 30 miles east KUSAIE, Hunter Killer underway.
Navy Liberator bombed 3 large ships by ra.da.r 115 miles WNW CHICHI JIMA unobserved results. Night Searcher had radar contact unidentified plane 70
miles SW WAKE. Day and night harassment MARSHALLS, WAKE, PONAPE and NAURU
plus night recco TRUK continued, bombs included in totals above.

20 0905

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CGPOA, COMGENli'MFPAC
12th-18th mopping up continues. GUAM own casualties 12 kia 61 wia. Japs
killed 593 pow 14. Total for campaign 14067 killed 119 pow. SAIPAN own
casualties 5 wia 1 mia. Japs killed 187 pow 15. Total buried thru 16th
25144. TINIAN own casualties 5 kia 11 wia. J~ps killed 201 pow 15. Will
report periodically with more complete data.
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CTF 57 to CINCPAC, COM5THFLT info COMGEN2NDMARDIV
Am commencing systematic neutralization principally by air
and small surface vessels of military installations RAPSCALLION (AGUI~AN ISLAND, MARIANAS). There are considerable
number and apparently increasing. This with view t 'o capture
if found possible without undue losses.

23 0227

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT, COM5THFLT info ALL TFC'S 5THFLT,
COMINCH AND CNO, COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA, COMGENFMFPAC,
COMAIRPAC, COMFVVDAREA, COMSERVPAC, COMDESPAC.
Com3rdFlt will assume responsibility for forward area and
all forces except INDIANAPOLIS then under control of Com5thFlt will pass to operational control of com3rdFlt at
2130 GCT 26 August.

22 2350

CTF 57 to CINCPOA info CTF ·59
of o erations 17 to 21 August inclusive: Bomb
onnage on enem.y ases: T K
,
LLE
,
78, DTO
JDU 45, NAURU 37, PAGAN 28, WOTJE 16, PONAPE 16, WAKE 2t,
TAROA 1/2. AA mostly meager except intense at PAGAN and
NAURU. Para. Interception: At TRUK by 6 to 9 VF each of
2 strikes of which B-24's destroyed 1 and damaged 5. 4
interceptors at nqo Jr.MA were unaggressive. Para. our
casualties: 1 B-25 lost crew rescued. 8 planes damaged.
F4U crash landed . ENnVETOK 19th destroying 3 PB4Y heavily
damaging 1 and slightly damaging 5 others • . 2 killed 2
seriously and 8 slightly injured.· Recapitulation ENIWETOK
accident my 171110 shows 84 carrier pool planes destroyed.
Para. Special search to MARCUS on the 20th observed 4
twin engine bombers and 1 possible 4 engine seaplane. 2
Navy Liberators strafed and set afire a 2000 ton AK and
slowed a 700 ton cargo ship west of MARCUS 21st. Special
flight B-24's could not locate these vessels 22nd. para.
Mopping up of scattered Jap groups by ground forces 19
to 21 August inclusive. GUAM: Enemy killed 304 POW 20
Totals to dat·e 14,480 killed POW 141. our casualties 4
KIA 30 WIA. · SAIPAN: Enemy killed 31 POW 8 total to date
25111 killed. own casualties 2 KIA. TINIAN: Enemy killed
24 own casualties 1 KIA 3 WIA. Para. Commencing reduction
ot military installation AGUIJAN ISLAND by air and sufface
vessels.
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JOINT CHIEFS OF STAfF to NIMITZ
WAR 87274 Confinement of Japanese prisoners of war and civilians in
American captured territory (WARX 66827, 18 July 1944) is the reference.
Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved Secretary of State's proposal and
the action taken thereon as indicated in your 040231 of 4 August to
Cominch and 040108 of 4 August 1944 to ComFwdArea CentPac. Request you
send to Navy Department for transmittal to Secretary of State, ir~orma
tion as to number of civilians interned on SAIPAN and any other pertinent
data which may be of aid to the Department of State in this matter. Para.
New Subject: Reference your inquiry about Koreans. vVhether Koreans are
held as prisoners of war or as civilian internees, they must be treated
in accordance with the provisions of the Geneva Convention on Prisoners
of War. If it is desired to use labor of Koreans for purposes prohibited
by Geneva Conference, it will be necessary to release them from custody
altogether. In that event they can volunteer for any type of labor, but
they must be warned when they volunteer that they may become subject to
punishment by Japanese in the event of their recapture. If this course
is followed, recommend that it be ascertained in advance of release
whether individuals in question will volunteer for unrestricted labor.

29 0911

GHQ SWPA to COMSOPAC info CINCPAC, COMGENSOPAC , COMSERVRONSOPACFOR.
C 16806 Reference your 210110 GCT. Present plans provide for the
reduction of US forces at EhliRAU and other stations on SOLOMONS axis
as follows:
A. The 93rd division and the 37th division accompanied by supporting
combat and service troops to be out by the middle of October and
December respectiv&ly.
B.

The Marine Air Wing out by the middle of January.

c. American Division by the middle of February, marking the practicable evacuation of American ground forces.
D. Concurrently with the foregoing move~ US naval units will be
reduced proportionately.
The Australian ground forces which will be moved in to replace the US
elements will be given logistic support from Australia. In view of the
progressive reduction in strength of forces along the SOLOMONS-HifiRAU
axis and the provision of logistic responsibility for Australian forces
by the SWT'At is requested that consideration be --:iven to continuation of
SOPAC support pending readjustment of these forces.
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CO~n.?·~vrJiU?.E.AC~~l~TPAC to CI~rcPOA info CTF 59
Surmnary of' operation s 22 to 26 Aug ust inc1u si ve.
Bomb tonna ge on enemy base s: MILL~ 144, I \.\0 JII.L4. 95,

YAP 79, NAUHU 68, mRUK 65, J?OJ"JPY~~ 35, PArrAK 35, 'JOTJE 28,
AGUIJ.t'\J~~ 22, EorrJt 11, T . AJ~OA 8, NA}CE 3-1/2, ULITHI 1- ~,
·'; 10LEAI ~.
AA ;~:ostly meager except r:.od erate to intense at
TRTJK, PAGJu:, r::.ro rJI)TA .
Interce p tio n : at TRUK by 7 to 9

VF, 1 damag ed; at I ':/0 JIJ.L.~ by 7 to 12 on each of 2 dayli g,h t strikes. A.rmy 1324s d estroyed 5 sure 1 probable
dam.ag e c 3. Our casualties : 1 F47 and pilot lost over
PAGAN, 1 PB4Y shot down on shippine· strike no survivors,
1 P4 7 and 1 F4U vvater lande d pilots rescued, 3 F4 7s lost
when 1 cau €:h t fire and bomb explode d while warming up
E ast F ield SAIPAK 23rd no personnel casualties . Total
planes dama c ed by all causes 26. 2 Navy Liberators on
special s r1 ippinc:; · strike 23 sank 1 l ar g e l small A..X left
small ·..Ltlf~ burning. Sigh 'ted 2 DD, 2 large AK 120 .miles
N37J CE.ICFII JI ~L4. .
Iwo JIT'iili strike 25th si ghted 20 to 30
planes on g round. Saw 2 :!JD or CL 2 miles S:£ IWO JI1EA.
Hesul ts continuec~ moppine::~ up 1::....LL'R.I.A.NAS 22nd thru 25th
AuGust. SAIP_Ill'; 6 KIA 8 WIA 2 MIA. 73 Japs killed 25184.
to date. 23 POW 443 to date. C:'Gi~lv1 8 KIA 43 '.,"IA. 369
Japs killed 14925 to date. 29 PO'N 170 to date. TINIAN
3 KIA 3 iUA. 89 Japs killed NIL POW. Neutraliz ation
AGUIJAN pro g ressing .
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CTG 12.5 to CINCPAC, CTF 57 Info COMTIJCH

DEClASS\f\EO

Training completed. Damage to enemy reported by air strikes. Out of cammission 2 8 inch guns TCKI POinT l 8 inch PEACOCK POINT 2 b' inch dual purpose HEEL,.POINT 4 water tanks and 1 distilling plant. Probably damaged.
1 5 inch AA PEACOCK POINT 2 5 inch dual purpose center portion eastern side
WAKE ISLAND 3 small vessels in lagoon. ' Heavily strafed all AA positions.
No enemy aircraft. Encountered medium and heavy AA meager increasing to
intense varied from inaccurate to accurate barrage type. Slight AA damage
to 2 planes, r1o operational or combat losses. Surface 8 inch bombardment
excellently controlled and considered effective. To be verified by photos.
1 PEALE ISLAND 8 inch accurate and dropped 3 rounds very close by countered
by rockets and ships fire. No other score firing. No damage to ships.
Both air and surface methodicall y accomplishe d plan. ETA ENIWETOK 2100 GCT
5 September.
1

03 1229

CTG 38.4 to Com3rdFlt, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, CTF 57, CTF 59, CCMINCH
Action report. A. 31 August ~ thru 2 September. B. 362 TWO and 271
CHICHI plus 16 search. C. 109. D. 51. E. 196 plus 490 rockets. F. 1 VF.
1 VT DNO, 2 VB 1 VT CHICHI Flak. G. 1 VT 2 VF 1 VB. H. 1 pilot VB 1 crewman VB 2 crewmen VT. J. 1 LSM and 3 small AK IWO area 1 small AK 50 miles
north TIVO reported afire and exploding from strafing prior attack by Liberator search plane, 1 small AK 140 miles northwest CHICHI OTMY RK FTU ~
QF JD TD* (*probably "hundred") tons 90 miles southwest HAHA set afire and
ultimately sunk by DD. 2 POWs captured wial be delivered SAIPAN. 1 small
tanker and 6 oil barges CHICHI. K. 1--BC IM:H:A 1 88 SlriPklh 1 smalr tanle e'r
aHa € eil ba1ges 9JI8HI . K. 1 SC HAHA 1 SC 50 miles north rwo 1 SC 60 miles
southwest CHICHI. L. 2 SC IWO EHRLM SC 60 miles southwest CHICHI 1 sampan
7 miles east CHICHI. M. 1 unidentifie d 2 seater 1 Dinah, 8 Zekes TI\~, 1
Emily force Lat. P. 2 Betty's 25 Zekes 2 Ramps 2 single engine 2 bvin
engine IWO 2 seaplanes OIICHI. Q. 6 Bettys 12 Zekes, 1 twin engine IVlO
F RONSR V 1 Zeke 8 single engine 1 twin engine IWO, 2 seaplanes CHICHI.
U,. Several flak positions IWO 1 large warehouse KIT.A.MURA on HA.fiA., seaplane
hangar assembly and report building CHICHI photo, large warehouse NNI photo.
V. Damaging hits area BOAG V¥HDS, arnmo and ·fuel dump, radio and weather
station, airfield, numerous flak positions IV'lO Photuoclj. 3 radio stations,
naval warehouses and associated small buildings CHICH photos. Warehouse
area KITMHJRA on HAH.A. End. Corrnnents: Fighter sweep 31st August destroyed
all airborne enemy planes. None encountered airborne subsequentl y. Intense
accurate flak of all types diminishing somewhat toward end. Number 3 airfield pot soty operational with large number of well camouflaged planes
dispersed in vicinity. Special fighter sweep started numerous fires in
this dispersal area from strafing and incendiary clusters. Bombardment
carried out as scheduled all land targets and shipping well covered. Shares
in Jacko JRIC development corporation selling at new high after brisk turnover in airfield and industrial sites.
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CTF 38 to CCM3RDli'LT Info CINCPAC
Fighter Sweeps, 6 September aeainst PALAU found no airborne
aircraft or shipping and meager .AA. Few operational aircraft
seen on ground. These destroyed by burning. 8 sampans 3 motor
lH.unches 6 barges burned by straffing. .Anlr!lo or fuel dump burned
on BABELTHAUP. Early strikes on 7 September found AA still meager
and inaccurate. Bombing AA positions, bivouac and supply areas.
Photographs show following changes in defenses at PELELIU. 4 Automatic AA Target Area 125M EMPTS.. 1 automatic AA Target Area 125 t
instead of 2. 5 automatic AA Target Area 125 I not present. All
observations seem to indicate material reduction personnel since
our last visit. Army bombing very effective. Weather 0001 GCT 7th
position 05-57 North 134-14 East 43831153

CTG 38.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC,

C0~7THFLT,

CTF 31

A 6 and 7 September. B. 252. c. )6. D. E. 60 Plus 144
Rockets. F. Flak 1 VF unknovm probably flak 2 VF possibly
flak but believed midair collision. G. 1 VB :m. 3 pilots VF.
I. 1 cre,v.man VB. U. Storage Dump YAP 136G, small·building
ULITHI 161M. V. YAP radio cable station 156T buildings
136H, 1 857, 1 38K, .~positions 155HRS, 1~36JK, 1 390Q,
187VW, 174GH, 202JQ, 203FK, 148 ACD, 172NO. End. Comments
YAP and GJt:X:IL TORIL airfields not operational. Former
cratered previous bombing with no attempt to r~pair. No
airborn aircraft encountered. Few planes on ground all
previously damaged. Tovm area in trambles from previous
bombings. Results bombing and shelling T ALANG ISLA..ND
indicate no explosives stored there. AA meager to nil.
In view absence suitable targets at YAP will deviate from
schedule and strike PALAU D minus 5 unless otherwise
instructed. Air reconnaissance NGULU revealed no installat' ::.'.,
tions. Only native villages observed ASOR and FALALOP
I ·3LA.NDS ULITHI. Complete report NGULU and ULITHI withheld
pending photo analysis. 2000 I Position 0809 North 138-51
East. INX 54880963.
08 1135

CTG 36.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, C01l7THFLT, CTE-

31.

DAILY OPER _-i.T IONJ\L

Sill,~'t4.RY .

A8.

B 1)2 YlU!. C 20. D 20. E

51. F lVF Flak Pi lot in· raft. VAA positions l55RS, 136UW,
1350PU, 148CD, 174C, 187W, 202J, building 138K, 147DE G End.
Comments. AA meager and intermilijJtent. Only 2 strikes run
H\~ HM\K of suitable targets.
3ome isolated huts especially
those adjacent for trenches on beach may possibly ~e camouflaged Jap installations. Photos confirm absence enemy
positions NGULU and ULITHI. Padding through 06-28 North
137-58 East at 2400I enroute fueling rendezvous area FUNDE
O?OOI tomorrow.
2 22 7
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COMFVIDAREACENPAC to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
SUllliil'.ry of operations 27 thru 31 August inclusive:

Bomb tonnage on
enemy bases: MILLE 323, TRUK 53, TI10 JIMA 49, PAGAN 48, NAURU 43,
PONAP·E 15, YAP 14, JA1UIT 12, TAROA 9-fa, WOTJE 9, WOLEAI 7, WAKE t,
AA meager except moderate to intense at rwo JTh{E. Interception : At
TRUK by 6 to 8 VF. 1 ZEKE destroyed on ground TRUK. 5 A/C destroyed
or damaged on ground IWOJIMA. YAP reconnaissan ce sighted 26 A/C on
ground 27th. 12 S/E 3 T/E on ground 29th. Our casualties: 1 P47 and
pilot lost landing with hung up bomb. 1 F4U crashed on take off pilot
uninjured. 9 planes damaged all causes. Searches: Unidentifie d sub
sighted 28th 570 miles WNW ENITfflTOK negative results. DD attacked
sound contact possible sub 11 miles ESE MILLE 30th negative results
hunter killer for 48 negative. Mopping up continues. SAIPAN 26 thru
31 own casualties 1 KIA 8 WIA. 179 Japs killed total 25387 to date.
28 POW total 477 to date. TINIAN 26 thru 30 Olvn casualties 2 KIA 2 WIA.
108 Ja.ps killed 4 POW. GUAM 26 thru 29 own casualties 2 KIA 14 WIA.
172 Japs killed total 15195 to date. 2 POV7 total 172 to date.
08 0209

CTF 38 to CCM3RDFLT Info CI1TCPAC, CTF 31
On 7 September CruDiv 14 and DesDiv 100 bombardment thoroughly covered
targets starting many fires particularly on ANGAUR. Planes meeting meagre
to nil AA scored many hits supply areas. And 1 possibly 4 direct hits
PELELIU r.adio station target area 129B. Large fires started KOROR and
fuei dump and radio station ARAKABESAD destroyed. hany buildings destroyed and daraaged on northern is lands. Photographs show nmv beach defenses west coast PELELIU from target area 124C to 1228 and great strengthening beach defenses on each shore from target area 123C through 123X
to 122Y.

08 0410

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Swmnary of Operations 1 September to 5 September inclusive: Bomb tonnage
on enemy bases: IWO JThlA 130, TR1JK 65, MILLE 49, WOTJE 42, NAURU 18,
TAROA 13, YAP 12, PONAPE 11, MARCUS u1t, PAGAN 2 plus 100 rockets. AA
mostly meager except moQ.erate at YAP and moderate to intense IWO Jll.1A and
1TARCUS. Interception : At TRTJK by... 1 VF on 1 Sept. 2 T/E A/C airborne
same date. At TWO Jll.~ on 3rd 1 VF airborne did not intercept. 4 T/E
and 3 S/E qbserved on ground. Night snooper to IWO JIMA on 5th had 2 A/C
on radar no interception . 4 T/E A)C observed YAP on 4th possible operational. Our casualties: 1 B-24 water landed south TWO JIMA on 3rd. 10
survivors picked up by blue task force 1 man missing. 1 F4U crashed on
take off east field SAIPAN pilot seriously injured. 7 planes minor
damage all causes. Searches: ATC plane sighted surfaced sub another
surfacing 35 miles ESE ISLEY FI11.JD on 1st. PC made 4 mousetrap attacks
negative results hunter killer negative. Search plane attacked convoy
2 small AK 3 powered sa.I.1pans 60 miles north IWO JIMA on 1st. Sank 1 AK
strafed others. Navy Liberator s.fuot down TESS 45 miles north IVVO JD.~A
on 5th. Re sults continued :oopping up MARIANAS 1 Sept to 5 Sept inclusive:
SAIPA1J 3 KIA 3 HI.A. 89 Ja.ps killed total 25476 to date. 16 POWs total
493 to date. GUAM 3 KIA 16 1NIA. 204 Japs killed total 15525 to date.
12 POli total 189 to dateil TINIAN 62 Japs killed 10 Paws.
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CTG 38.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, COM1THFLT, CTF 31, 32
Daily operational summary. A 10. B PALAU 222 plus 32 target CAP 8 sub
cover 8 photo. C 32. D 16. E 80 plus 48 IBC 8 Napa~ 88 rockets. F
2 VF 1 VB 1 VT flak. H Pilot 2 VF 1 VB 1 VT crew 1 VB 2 VT LDD 536-773
FA 537-735. Both prev~ously damaged believed resting on bottom. V
Nt~erous fires l~LAKAL and fOROR TOVffi accurate d~~age assessMent impossibility AA positions AlJGAUR target areas 111Yl0 SKV CFlO 9T 1TDF 05S
PELELIU 129 G 0 128 R VANCOJHTC TJFIAEYKTMFNGETJLGFEM 25 I 1220 136 BC
NGESEBUS 161 I~JAUV 160 Y BABELTHUAP TX 663-845, 666-835. Radio station
PELELIU 156 L. End. Conun.ents downed pilot in 1iferaft YAP reported 8th
rescued by DD followi ng morning. Position 05301 (-9) tomorrow 08-50
north 134-00 east. WX 48720964.

11 1332

CTG 38.4 to CCM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, COM7THFLT, CTF 31, 32
Daily operational summary. A 11. B 249. C 32. D 16. E 74 plus
16 night rockets 36 IBC • . G 1 VT. J 1 SC at TW 510-065. L 1 SC at
TX 559-799. U buildings PELELIU 136 E ANGAUR 105 EJ. V BABALTHAUP
Radio Station TX 657-828 Pier 562-805 buildings TW 700-130 fires
started TX 655-825 Bauxite Plant AVXOO ULEDGS NGARDMAU strafed,
CAXSAtNBNSPRSISET TX 547-799, PELELIU AA positions target areas 122
0 125 I KAT R 128 ENR 129 GI 134 JO, AJTGAUR A ALOEER A and buildings
target area 104 E. End. Conwents 0500I (-9) rendezvous position
12th 08-15 north 133-42 east. Weather 38620855.

12 1245

CTG 38.4 to GOM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CIUCPAC, COM7THFLT, CTF 31, 32
Daily operational summary. A 12. B 270. C 16. D 16. E 77 plus
164 rockets. G lVF. I pilot lVF. U PELELIEU buildings 133 LMRS
photos, AN GAUR buildings 105 ElJ. U PELEL IEU gun posit ions 122 OTY
124 MNS 126 R FNENBOO 8 M, beach defenses strafed EBQ barbed target
area 120 to l33. 0530/I (-9) rendezvous position ~at 07-39 north
133-31 east. Vi.X 4776 RECI 97 FPOROX

14 0800

CCM3RDFLT to CINCPOA Info C(]1INCH, CINCSOWESPAC, COM7THFLT, ALL TFC 'S
3RDFLT
Results VISAYAS strikes 12 to 14 September inclusive. First day damage:
Enemy planes destroyed on ground 123 airborne 75. Sunk 2 large AK, 1
medium transport, 2 DE and 22 small ships. D~naged some possibly sunk
5 AK 1 medium AO, 30 small ships 2 MTB and many sampans. First night a
few timid Bogies, no attack on surface forces. Enemy apparently reinforced VISAYAS during night. Second day: Planes destroyed on ground 139
shot down 81. 13 small ships sunk 6 damaged. Para. Total damage enemy
installations 2 days: At C}jBU destroyed many buildings, 3 amnuni tion
storages burned, about 8 oil tanks many buildings destroyed at Shell and
Texas plants. At Mactan burned 3 large oil tanks destroyed 7 barracks.
Barracks and buildings at TACLOBAN and fuel storage at severa l airfields
destroyed. Para. Preliminary est imate o1vn losses relatively ' v~ry light.
Believe pilot estimates of planes destroyed on ground excessive but photo
e.stima.te total 150 to 175. Exploited enemy weakness by pressing close
to coast with SAMAR in si ght and extendin g air operations to PANAY and
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(cont'd)
fighter sweep to LEGASPI. Enemy air at objectives rose to fight but
nil attempt to hit surface forces. Second night completely quiet.
Enemy's non-aggressive attitude unbelievable and fantastic. Preliminary
report third day: No air borne opposition and only meager AA encountered.
Approximately 10 to 15 planes destroyed on ground. Few serviceable
planes in this area left to Japs. Jt:Iost of the bulk oil supplies destroyed. Tb.is area is wide open. All airfields ILO ILO and east thereof
well hit. No shipping left to sink. Rescued pilot off SAN FRANCISCO
ISLAND near northern CEBU reports well taken care of by guerrillas who
are well organized and centered in hills in both LEYTE and CEBU. Am now
enroute area COAL in company Task Group 38.2 and 38.3 in accordance
original schedule Annex E my OpPlan. Task Group 38.1 struck MINDANAO
14th, will launch fighter sweep on MENADO area on 15th then support
1\.rOROTAI as necessary 16th.

11 0020

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
S1nmnary of operations 6 September to 10 September, inclusive: Bomb
tormage on enemy bases: TifO JIMA 95, MILLE 70, ' TRUK. 69, WOTJE 42,
NAURU 24, PONAPE 23, JALUIT 17, MARCUS 5, PAGAN 139 rockets. AAmostly
meager to n1oderate except moderate to intense at IWO JThiA and intense
on 1 strike to JALUIT. Interception: At IWO Jil\IA by 4 VF on 8 Sept
1 probably destrqyed. By 7 to 10 VF on 10 Sept 5 to 6 destroyed 1
probable 1 damaged. At TRUK by 4 to 6 \~ on 7 September. Our casualties:
1 F4U shot down over JALUIT. 1 F4U crash landed 1~JURO. 1 B-24 crash
landed ISLEY 2 crew killed 5 wounded by interceptors. 2 PB4Y destroyed
TINIAN take off accidents. 19 pl~~es damaged all causes. PB2Y destroyed
seaplane anchorage early morning lOth by 2 Japs both killed no casual*
ties plane guard. Searches: A convoy escort DD made fair sound contact
with possible sub 120 miles east of GUKM 1 attack negative results search
plane negative. Navy Lj_berator search planes sighted 2 DD 3 AK 125{-voov
CHICHI JTh1A, strafed burned 1 small AK 75 miles west CHICHI Jil\[A and
sighted a 12000 ton hospital ship 950 miles NW S!.IPAN on course 180 7
Sept. Sighted 1 DD 2 small AK 170 miles west CHICHI JD'IA and 1 CL 200
miles Yfl\lW CHICHI JIMA. Attacks by B-24' s so far negative results but
continuing. 1 tar~er strafed left burning and sinking 40 miles 1~V TWO
JIMA on 10 Sept. Results continued mopping up MARIANAS: SAIPAN 6 thru
9 Sept 83 Japs killed total to date 25559 8 PCWvs total to date 501.
TINIAN 6 thru ·8 September 1 KIA 4 WIA 65 Japs killed. GUAM 6 thru 9
Sept 1 KIA total to date 1341 4 WIA total to date 5993 126 J~ killed
total , to date 15651 5 POWs total to date 194. On GUAM 9th 30 bodies
Chamorros found in cave. Probable Jap atrocity. Persistent and varied
efforts have failed to find way to land troops on AGUIJAN (RAPSCALLION)
without almost certainty of heavy losses. Vfill continue to watch and
neutralize. Parachute idea being studied.

22 30
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CTG 38.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, CTF 31, CTF 32
Daily ·Operational Summary. A 13 September. B GVD66. C 16. D 16.
E 90 plus 164 rockets plus 14 Napalm. F 1 V T. G 1 V T, night deck
crash 12 September destroyed 1 Bat 2 V B 2 V GAVVE. BGW pilot 1 V T
F. RJRtor ANGAUR
crew 2 V T. U NGENHBUS coastal gun position 162
light house 109 D rocked and blasted with 24 rockets 12 half tanners
12 quarter tanners but still standing at end. PELELIU extensive desolation renders specific damage assessment impossible. 6 Napalm hits
enemy positions behind beachs L 24 C HOLJER~YNXNDYOYEWEO 2 D caused
heavy smoke and flames. Heavily bombed reported pil boxes 141 K R S U
V ATP enemy positions 134 1 L M. Strafed rocketed bombed enemy positions
135 A C D destroying building from Napalm hit, buildings and gun positions QUY 36 FG MIB M. 0530 I (-9) YAN1ffiXPCUS position 08-00 north
133-42-eist. WX 43811044.

141415

CTG 38.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINQPAC, COM7THFLT, CTF 31, CTF 32
Daily Operational Summary. A 14 September. B 262. C 16. D 16. E
87 plus 272 rockets plus 12 Napalm. U fired amrruni tion dums ANGATJR
115 C PELELIU 157 CH CID!DA 4 direct rocket hits 6n ANGAUR pillbox 102
R. V thoroughly bombed strafed Red, Blue, and Green beach areas ANGAt~
with destructive fires from 6 Napalm hits behind green beaches. Enemy
positions ANGAUR target area 119 heavily bombed. PELEEIU Orange and
~bite beach areas 124 to 133 well covered with bombs including 6 Napalms,
rockets started good fires bivouac area 197 C. BABELTHUAP strafed piers
buildings Bauxite plant, rocket fired radio station and building vicinity
airstrip. End. Comments. AA fire from ANGAUR and PELELIU nil. Possible camouflaged bivouac area and activity noted PELELIU 149 TY. 0530
I (-9) rendezvous position at 08-00 north 133-30 easte WX 53801143.

15 1349

CTG 38.4 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38 Info CINCPAC, COM7THFLT, CTF 31, CTF 32
Daily Operational Summary. A 15 September. B 220~. C 16. D 12. E
65 plus 307 rockets plus 18 Napalms. F 1 VT. H Pilot 1 VT crewmen 2
VT. U W Flames smoke and disintegration Japs made d~nage assessments
impossible. Supported landings by strafing rocketing and bonbing enemy
concentrations and positions in areas behind PELELIU landing beaches.
Gun positions and installations northern tip PELBLIU AND NGESEBUS well
worked over. Highly recommend Napalm belly ta...11ks for ,Japs with no
stomach for fighting. 0500 I (-9) rendezvous position 07-50 north,
134-00 east. WX 54811151.
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CCNF'v~DARBACENPAC

to CINCPOA Info CTF 59.

DECLASSIFIED

Smmnary of operations 11 September thru 15 September inclusive: Bomb
tonnage of enemy bases: TRUK 145, J}dO Jll~'fA 89, MILLE 75, WOTJE 20, TAROA
18, NAURU 15, PONAP.E 12, !c!"ARCUS 9~, JALTJIT 6~. PAGAN 167 rockets. AA
mostly meager except meager to intense at TRTJK, DYO Jll.~A, MARCUS JALUIT.
Interception: At TRUK by 5 to 6 VF l destroyed l damaged on llth. Unaggressive by 4 S/E and l T/E l damaged on 15th. At IWO JIMA by 4 VF 1
destroyed on llth. Our casualties: l Army Liberator failed to return
from ~UffiCUS recco on llth special searches on 12th and 13th negative. 1
SBD. crashed on take off ElJGEBI no injuries personnel. 11 planes damaged
all causes. Searches: Navy Liberators on search sighted 2 DD 2 medium
AK 130 miles NW CHICHI on llth. Attacked strafed 2 landing craft carrying 40 men each 30 miles N1if H'VO JIMA on 13th. Sichted unidentified T/E
A/C 60 miles SE CHICHI JThiA on 13th. Sichted 2 DD l large AK l small AK
90 miles NW CHICHI JllviA strafed 2 larr;e landing craft probably firing l
and shot down escorting ZEKE 55 tniles NW IWO JThiA on 15th. Special B-24
shipping strikes on llth and 15th negative. Landcat attacked unidentified
sub 90 miles WSW ENHJETOK resulting in 2 small oil slicks on 12th hunter
killer for 72 hours hegative. NA'PS plane sighted feather wake 160 miles
ESE SAIPAN on 12th hunter killer lor 24 negative. PBM sighted per1scope
20 miles NW SAIFAN on 14th hunter killer negative. All sub contacts
doubtful. Progress mopping up: GUAM lOth thru 14th September own casualties 4 WIA. ·179 Japs killed 15,827 total to date .. 36 POW 230 total to
date. TINIAN 9 thru 13 ovm casual ties 5 KIA. 6 VTIA 47 Ja.ps killed 9 POW.
SAIPAN 10 thru 14 own casualties 1 KIA 11 WIA 2 HIA. 138 Japs killed
25,697 total to date 19 POW 520 to date. '
20 1833Z MARSHALL to STILLI7ELL, RICHARDSON, NACARTHUR: ca!TGENPOA passed to
CIUCPOA, CQITGEUAADPOA
V!ARX 33562-20th. A new campaign entitled ttAir Offensive, JAPAN" is
established and will be published in War Department General Orders.
Combat zone will be n The. Islands of HOKKAIDO, HONSHU, SHIKOKU, and
KYUSHU., the enemy owned portion of F.ARUJi'UTO, and the KURILE, BONIN, Filld
RYUKI ISLANDS, including the irru-1ediately adjacent waters". (Book
message from MARSHALL to STILWELL, RICF.ARDSON and MACARTHUR) opening
date will be 17 April 1942 with final date to be announced ~ter.
24 0124

CQ.13RDFLT to COMINCH, CINCPAC,
ALL TF-ar.s-3RDFLT.

C0~1SlffiPAC,

CC~T7THFLT,

CINCSOVVESPAC Info

Swnrnary 21 and 22 September strikes on LUZON 169 enemy planes shot down
188 planes destroyed on ground 45 probably damaged on ground 3 planes
damaged by ships gunfire. 40 classified ships and 6 small craft sunk.
11 classified ships ( includin~ l s·ubJP,.arine) probably sunk. 35 classified
ships (including 1 submarine) ll small craft and 2 floating drydocks
damaeed (l 465 foot naval auxiliary in dry dock). Ground targets dea~
troyed include buildings supplies box cars aircraft parts fuel dunps
in airfield areas~ Ground targets danaged include fuel tanks warehouses
ship repair ships on waterfront and many hangars buildings shops fuel
dumps and railroad yards in Clark Field and lfichols Field areas. Ovm
losses ll planes in combat 8 operational~~ 10 pilots 5 crewmen in combat
2 pilot~ operational. No loss or damage to surface force. The submarines
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(continued)

ECLASS\f_lED

hit were 2 of 3 at Earnshaw docks.. Full analysis will be forwarded to
Cincpac and CinCS1'1fPA by airmail from SAIPAN 28 Septem,Jer including
itemized damage and plane destruction at each field. CTF 38 will forward photos. Photos suitable for press release will be sent by air
Total box score for 3rd Flt (TF 59 not include~
to Cincpac. New subject
now stands at 380 enemy planes shot down 598 destroyed on ground (proba.bles not included). 122 classified ships and 61 small craft sunk.
137 classified ships and 109 small craft d8.f'l.a.ged includ'ing those probably sunk. Extensive damage to aviation and maritbne facilities and
installations. Plus 7970 good Nips and the destroyed and the destroyed
aircraft and installations at PALAU. Own losses 51 planes in combat 31
operational. Total of 37 pilots 20 crewman lost from all causes less
some possible rescues. No losses or damage to surface units of covering
forces. Ship losses and other casualties as previously reported. Hope
to pass the thousand plane mark and add some shipping after todays strike
on the VISAYA.
21 0330

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59.
Summary of operations 16 Sept to 20 Sept inclusive: Bomb tmmage on
enemy bases: HOTJE 145 1 TRUK 69 1 CHICHI JIMA 42, IWO JIMA 40, PAGAN 19,
AA mostly meager except
NAURU 12, PON.l\.PE 10!1 MARCUS 9ft, JALUIT 3~. •
moderate to intense IWO JD.lA and MARCUS. Interception: At TRUK by 3-4
S/E and 1 T/E unaggressively on 19th. At TiiO JIMA by 3 unaggressive VF
on 16th. Our casual ties: 1 SBD shot dovm off HOTJE crew rescued by Dumbo.
Navy Liberator damaged by ships AA crash landed TINIAN Field no injuries
to personnel. 4 planes damaged all causes. Searches: Navy Liberator
destroyed Betty 950 miles NVl SAIPAN on 16th. Sighted medium AK 2l-20N
130-45E on 17th. Sighted Betty 180 I'liles west of CHICHI tTD:1A unable to
intercept, 2 large landing craft 80 miles NW IWO JTiviA small AK 900 miles
NW SAIPAN on 19th bombed arid strafed small AK 20 miles N CHICHI JThiA on
19th'Liberator damaged by AA. Sir,htcd 4 unidentified A/C 150 miles Vfl~
nro JihlA on 20th. Hunter killer negative for 2 unidentified subs 270
miles SW KWAJALEIN on 19th. Hopping up operations: Use of civilian
volunteers SAIPAN 12 throur;h 19 contributed to successful patrolling.
15 thro~gh 19 ovm casual ties 2 KIA 3 HIA. Japs killed 153 total 25,850
to date. TINIAN 14-18 ovm casual ties '1. KIA 1 HIA. Japs killed 15
total 6,785 to date. POW 10 total 290 to date.
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CINCPAC to COMWESSEAFRON, COMHAWSEAFRON, COMPASEAFRON, COMALSEAFRON,
COMSOPAC, C O~YDAREACID~ PAC Info COMINCH, COM7THFLT, COMNAVBASE MANUS,
SCOFA.
Following procedure governing use of surface escorts in the Pacific
Ocean Areas cancels all prevtous directives and shall be effective upon
receipt. (I ) Escort all ships carry ing 500 or more passengers on
voyages (A) Between HAWAIIAN ISLANDS and ports west of Longitude 180-00
and north of the equator plus MANUS (B) Between ports ·in the MARSHALL
and GILBERT ISLAND (C) Between GUADALCANAL (TULAGI end RUSSELL ISLANDS)
and th_e northern SOLOMONS or the Am.HRALTY ISLANDS or the MAitSHALL-GIL.:.
BERTS area (D) For that portion of the voyage between U S West Coast
or BALBOA and ports west of Longitude 180-00 and north of the equator
plus MANUS as prescribed by Cincpac (responsible routing authority shall
make request to Cincpoa at least 4B hours rrior to each sailing). (II)
Escort all shipping when proceedinE (A) On direct routes between the
HAWA TIAN ISLANDS and ENI\v'ETOK except those ships with sustained speeds
of 14 knots or over (B) Between the following areas and ports; l.if.ARSHALL
ISLAUDS. MAR1ANAS •. ULITHI. PALAU group. HANUS. (III) Shipping
other than that designated in paragraphs I and II shall not be escorted
lmless specifically directed by Cfncpac or the Frontier or Area Commander
concerned. (IV) The carr?ing of passengers in the Pacific Ocean Areas
shall be in accordance with condition (B) as prescribed tn Article
1423 Giro-1944. (V) The number and type of surface escorts assigned
for the protection of shipping shall be-determined by the responsible
Frontier or Area Commander unner such general directives as may be
issued by Cincpac.

25 0421

CINCPOA to COMAIRPAC, COIV
1FWDAREA, C0.1MA..ii.SHALLSSUBAREA, COMCA..'ftOLINES SUB
A..'ftEA, ISCOM GUAM.
Upon reporting of Captain V. F. Grant about 15 October Comdr Fwd Area
will establish a command Clesignated nNa.val Air Bases GUAM" to include
under the Island Commander the Naval Air Bases at AGANA and OROTE a."'ld
~ such other naval air facilities as may be established at GUAM.
Para.
The· Comdr Naval Air Bases GUAM will repor t to ComAirPac for additional
duty as his representative for naval aviation logistic matters in the
MARTANAS and CAROLINES. In the performance of these duties he will
visit naval aviation facilities in the HARIAHAS and CAROLINES. Para.
The aviation logistic section heretofore intended for staff of Com
Western CA..~OLINES will he assigned to staff of ComlJa.vAir Bases GUAM.
Para . This answers ComAirPac's 200142 not to alJ adees.

25 0715

GHQ SVlPA to CINC ?OA Info COM3RDFLT, C O~SOPAC, SOMGEN 6TH ARl·IT , COM ALLIED
ATR FORCES , C0M ALL I~D FAVAL FORCES, cmffGEN USAFFE, CGMGEN USAS OS.
CX 18333 Agreements memoran dum 21 Septembe r 1944 si gned She rman and
Cha.Jl'lberlin approved .

25 1705

CPJCPOA to ALPOA Info COUINCH, r, HJCSOr.fESPAC.
Ef fective one October the . EAHSIIAl .T.JS and GJLDERTS Sub Areas wi ll be
merged and designated as the '~'IARSHALLS CILBERTS Area . It will conprise
tho area north of the e quator a'1d south of t'l-te twenty-fi f th par a ll el
anc1 between the WAstward l imits of the Hawn.iian Sea Fronti er and 155
East Longi_ tude. Garri son forces naval local defense forces ~d Jr;re
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(continued)
based air forces in the nA_"\1SIIATT_,S and GILBERTS Area will constitute
Tas1:: Force 96.
CTF 96 will be under the co1'1Pland of Cincpoa. The area
cooonander will be CTF 96 and also the representative of ComTia.nder Air
Force Pacific Flee~ for t:-pe corrnnand fu..'Ylctions in connection ·with
'aviation personnel and logistics.
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COMT ~tiRDFLEET

ALL TASKFOR

ECLAS IF!E .

to CINCPAC, C011.1IlJCH, COMSEVE1TT:f£"LT, CINCSOWESPAC Info
THIH.DFLT.

cmmRS

Followinr.; summary VISAYAS strike 24 September. Heavy strike CORON BAY
Area hit several ships including 2 large tankers which exploded. }!o
interceptio n. Other s t rikes PANAY-CEBU-LEYTE waters. Results includine;
CORON BAY. Sunk 1 large AP 3 larr;e AO 2 larr;e AK 6 medium AK 5 sr1all AK
1 DD 3 DE ll small craft. Damae;ed (includinr; 18 ships probably sunk
or destroyed) l small AP 2 larr,e AO 1 medium AO l large AK 15 medium AK
21 small AIC 10 small ships 100 tons each 2 DE and many small craft.
Thron3hout the day only 3 planes encountered and shot down over islands.
4 snoopers shot down well clear of task force. 29 planes destroyed on
ground HEGROS-CEBU-LEYTE fields. Bombed and strafed partly concealed
planes LgGASPI results unobserved. Marine railway warehouse ILOILO
burned. Barracks and fuel dumps burned near ORMOC BAY. Destroyed or
daL1aged all 3 piers and adjoinin~ storage area CEBU buildings and storage
area south CEBU Field, SHOYSFXT TANPR, buildings SARAVIO and MACTAH Field,
barracks ships and piers BACOLOD, buildings PHILIPPINE Refinery CoP-Ipany
and Texas rv:arine Railway at JY7CTAN and on SHELL ISlAND. Our losses 7 VF
and 2 VB combat l VB operational . 5 pilots 3 crewmen. No men of war
sighted larger than DD. No sign of diversion attack force has been observed during PHILIPPINE strikes. Enemy air in the PHiliPPINES is
conpletely neutralized and the remaining planes are a conglomerat ion of
types incapable of being formed into a very formidable tactical force
even if adequate pilots and fuel avRilable.
26 0740

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59
Surmnary of Operations 21 September to 25 September inclusive: Bomb tonnage on enem;y bases and shipping: CHICHI JlldA 66, TRUK 55, TAROA 39,
PO~TArE 21, 1JAURU 21, IWO JHIA 20, MILLE 17, JALUIT 14, :MARCUS 14, WOTJE
11, ROTA 4, PAGAN 4, YM' 1. AA mostly meager except moderate to intense
at TRUK, DJO tTThLA., :MARCUS, JALUIT. Shipping results negative. Interception: At TRill: by 4 to 6 moderately aGgressive ZEKES l daflaged. At
D70 tTIMA by 4 aggressive VF 1 destroyed. Both on 25th. Our casual ties:
13 planes minor damage from AA l officer killed 3 crew minor wounds.
Searches: Navy Liberator search planes attacks 1 LSM 60 miles MJITVv CHICHI
JIMA on 21st. Shot dovm BETTY 25 niles south IVvO JTIJA and FRAlTCES 980
miles m; SAIPAN on 22nd. Attacked 3 small coastal vessels 60 miles north
I\ilO JIMA on 23rd and 24th. 5ir;hted DETTY 800 miles UH SAIPAN on 25th
unable to close. Hopping up operations: SAIPAN 20-24 September own
casual ties 6 lfiA. 35 Japs kill t~ d total 25,885 to date. 10 POV!S total
553 to date. TDJIAN 19 thru 23 ovm casualties 1 KIA. 12 Japs killed
total 6797 to date. GUA!\1 20 thru 23 ovm casualties l \liA. Japs killed
133 total 16,163 to date. 44 Pffif total 315 to date.
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CllTCPOA to COMAIRPAC, Info. COHINCII, COHCAHDIV 11

Although Ca.rDiv 11 is employed primarily for training the SARATOGA and
RANGER are both ships of great value for combat and are to be kept potentially available for combat duty. It is desired that their employment and
state of traininr, of air groups in Hawaiian area be so adjusted that on
short notice either or both ships (SARATOGA in particular) can be dispatched
to participate in combat.
05 2243

CO~.:fFWDAREA

GUAM

to CINCPOA Info

COlTGJ~JJ?j!.fFPAC,

COHGElJPOA, ISCOMS: TINIAN, SAIPAN,

Cincpoa 240655. Upon removal of the infantry divisions rehabilitating in
the MARIANA ISLANDS recommend the followinE~ infantry defenses. A. TIN IAN
l infantry battalions. B. SAIPAN 2 infantry battalions. C. GUAM 2 infantry battalions. Para. It is assumed that other organizations will rehabilitate in this area. For this reason large infantry defenses of a permanent
nature are not considered necessary. Letter follows containing Island
Commanders recormnendations.
03 1655

COMI1TCH AHD CNO to CINCPAC Info COMALASSEAFROIJ., COM 17
War Department proposes modification category of defense A in ALASKA as
follows: (1) KODIAK and SITKA sectors-antiaircraft defenses air warning
service and manning of harbor defenses (Army installations) will not be
maintained. (2) IDJALASKA sector-antiaircraft defenses and air warning
service will not be maintained. Foregoing proposals based on present
actual situation wherein necessity Army meeting defense requirements at
Aleutian stations in category of defense C precludes meeting defense requirements at Alaskan stations now in category of defense A with the limited
personnel bnposed by ceiling strength for Alaskan Department. Para. Cominch
prepared to concur but desires your corrrment before taking action.

05 2357

COMALSr!AFRON to CINCPAC Info COM 17,
Reference Cominch and . CNO 031655.
defense

'07 0433
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CINCPOA to CONTASKFOR

COMGB1JALfu.q[~ A

DEPT

Concur in proposed modification of

57~

Your 291030~ It is my decision to entrust the air defeB.se of groups of
islands such as the Main HAWAIIAN Group, the MARIANAS and the PALAUS to
a single Air Defense Command~ Divided responsibility on the ground in
this matter would produce divided control in the air. I do not agree
that each Island Commander should control the aircraft which take off
from his island. Para. My views in this matter are the same as I gave
you personally on board NEtltf JERSEY in April and I desire that they be
carried out.
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CHJCPOA to CO~iW\VDAREA Info
ISCOM GUAM, COMAIRPAC.

DfCWSJFIE
C OJ_ ~"J!TCH & _!:1~<?._,

COHSERVPAC, COMaRDFLT, GOM5THFLT,

Organi.ze and establish quote NaYal Operating Base GUAM unquote, As a
subordinate com~and of IsCom GUAM. This command should include all
activities relating to harbor operation and control cma maintenance
and repair of ships and boats, and naval supplies including amm1L~ition
but excluding aviation supp~ies. Na1 '"al avitaion supplies and also boats
and vehicles furnished for aviation purposes will be part of the Naval
Air Bases Command. Decommission such existing units as required to accomplish org~~ization of NOB. Capt A. E. Becker designated Commanda~t
NOB vvhen established. Advise date established and submit organizati on
chart to CINCPOA.
08 0519

CINCPOA to COMFriDAREA, CCl.1GENPOA, 11ARCORPS Info COM INCH,
TINIAN, ISCOM SAIPAN, COM:GEN2JJDHARDIV, COMGEN AAFPOA.

COMGE~'TFHFPAC,

ISCOl\~

In order to make 2cll:IarDiv more readily available for combat operations desire that (l) ComGenPoa provide 1 Inf Bn (with Regt attachments) at earliest
practicable date for garrison duty TDTIAN. ( 2) On arrival Army garrison
Bn TINIAN the ~·Tarine RCT be transferred to SAIPAN to rejoin 2cll1arDiv. (3)
ComGenPoa provide 1 Inf Regt (less 1 Bn) as [~a.rrison force SAIPAlT by midDecember at v.h ich time t i1 e 2dParDiv will be relieved of' al l gar rison duties
in order to conduct intensive training. ( 4) Co111GenPoa. advise mounting point
and date of availability above units. Para. In order to ensure closest
possible coordination of air base development and Twentieth Air Force Operations desire also that a general officer of the Army Air Forces assume
duties of Island Ccm.r:1ander at approximately the sa.rne time as the Marine RCT
is withdrawn from TINIAN. To accomplish the above ComGenPoa is request~d
to (1) Nominate an Army Air Corps General Officer for duty as Island Conunander TINIAN (2) Orr;anize an Island Comr1.and Headquarters. MarCorps requested
to advise Cincpoa. disposition desired of personnel and units of 2d ~ifarine
Base Hdqts Bn.
08 0635

CINCPOA to Cafu1INCH, CNO Info COHALASKANSEAFR011, COM 17 .
Concur in modification of Category of Defense A for YODI.AK SITKA and UUALASKA sectors as proposed by War Department your 031655.

10 0930

COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA, COMINCH, ALL TFC 3RDFLT, COM7THFLT, CINCSWPA
Weather and alert antisnooper work permitted undetected approach on OKINAWA.
Surprise complete. Recco, fighter sweep and 4 strikes. Fragmentary flash
reports NANSEI SHOTO strikes. Sunk 1 sub tender 1 destroyer 1 AM 2 Medium
AK 2 small AK 5 SD 9 luggers and some small craft. Probably sunk 2 medium
AK 1 medium AO 4 small AK 7 SD and 9 little fellows. 1 destroyer beached
damaged 3 medium AK's 6 small AK's 2 small AO's lots of small fellows. Shot
down 14 planes. At least 76 burned on ground. Buildings all over OKINAWA
and adjoining i slands burni ng. There is an operational field on YORO SHIMA.
Own aircraft losses light. Snooped thi s afternoon no damage to surface
ships as yet. Now retiring. Further report on the 12th.
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04 1340 MACARTHUR to COMGEN 6TH ARMY • COM ALLIED NAVAL FORCES Info COMALLIED AIR

FORCES. CINCPOA, COii3RDFLT.

CX 18922 Conferences Commander 3rd Fleet have indicated immediate importance
opening SURIGAO STRAITS for shipping. This radio will be considered as
Operations Instruction s 70/~. Commanding General 6th Army and ~ormnander
Allied Naval Forces will take prompt action to carry out follow1ng missions.
Plans will be prepared and executed as required to clear the northern tip
of the SURIGAO PENINSULA of MINDANAO and DINAGAT ISLAND. Refer to paragraph
3A(3) and 30(2) (E).
13 0048

CCU3RDFLT to CINCPOA. COMINCH. CINCSOWESP:AC Info C<J..17THFLT. ALL TFC'S 3RDFLT

Revised report OKINAWA strike lOth • Planes shot down 23 including 3
snoopers. Incomplete photos show 59 (Estimate 70) destroyed and 37
damaged on ground. Sunk 1 JINGEI As. 1 DE. 4 Midget ss. 14 AK, 1 small
AO, 25 small ships and 41 small craft and barges. Probably sunk 1 AM
10 small ships 9 ~11 craft. Damaged 1 DM, 1 LBM. 8 AX, 10 small ships
and ma~ luggers barges sampans. Destroyed 3 hangars, 3 fuel dumps, 1
ammunition dump, many barracks warehouses and other buildings. Explosion
and fires devastated northwest end INO ONO YAMA ISLAND and north shore
NAHA inner harbor. Damaged 2 lighthouses 1 factor,y many buildings. Our
losses 8 planes combat MT operational . 5 pilot 3 crewmen lost in combat
1 crelft1lan operational . 13 0813

CINCPOA to CNO Info CWAIRPAC, CCMNATSPAC.
Your 051825 to CCMNATSPAC. I consider it of national interest that PAA
be in a position to render commercial service to Southwest Pacific
promptly on conclusion of hostilities . However it is necessar,y that
interim contract service to Navy be completely satisfactor, y. current
PAA operating procedures do not result in the effective and economical
utilization of personnel and equipment requiste for wartime service. I
recommend prompt renegotiatio n of contract with definite assurance that
PAA operating procedures confor.m to standard set by Navy and concentratio n
of PAA Pacific operations with ~oeing Clippers and PB2Y3 on service between
mainland and HONOLIJLU. This will result in an organiza_tion of adequate
strength to resume SW Pacific service when practicable . As an alternative
to PAA t~ely acceptance of standard Navy operating procedures I concur
in proposal of COMNATSPAC that (A) Contract be terminated (B) PAA be
restricted to commercial operation ~£ Boeing Clippers between San Francisco
and HONOLULU (C) PB2i3 now scheduled for PAA operation be reassigned to
Navy squadrons and I further recommend that Naval Reserve offioere on
inactive duty. serving with PAA Pacific Division and who may be in excess
of requirement s of reduced scale of operations, be recalled to active
duty. If it is necessary to terminate contract it is believed that lift
previously contemplate d to be handled by PAA can be satisfied first by
assignment to NATS of PB2Y presently operated by PAA second by increased
capacit.y of R5D2 over R5Dl. I do not consider tha~ PAA service to westward of HAWAII is justified at this time due to type of equipment available
and necessity for duplication of personnel and Navy 'logistic support.
Until the availabilit y of R5D aircraft and particularl y of their spares is
greatly ~proved all should be manned by Naval crews and held available
for operations in forward ares. It should be noted that in the near future
NATS will be called on to serve bases within range of enemy air bases in
the Bnpire and in CHINA.
2 23 9
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13 0955

CCM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CCUINCH, CINCSUWESPAC Info COM7THFLT, AL.LTFC'S 3RDFtT
Incomplete reports for VF sweeps and strikes FORMOSA 12 and 13 oetober.
aircraft shot down 221 including 9 by ship gun fire, 3 Emilys by
predawn Intruder mission TAKAO Area by 4 VF and 4 VT from INDEPENDENCE
and 5 single engine found on BASCO FIELD BATAN ISLAND. Destroyed on the
ground 175 with manJ others strafed but did not burn. Ships sunk 2 large
4 medium 9 small AX, 12 small craft, 8 SC (including BLUE sub heckler off
SABTANG ISJLAND). Probably sunk 1 large 3 medium 3 small AK, 1 AO 5 SC
1 AM 2 small escort. Damaged 1 large 6 medium 16 small AK, 1 large AP
11 SC and SD 25 small craft. FORMOSA and PESCADORES thoroughly bombed
with concentration on aircraft installations, utilities, ship facilities,
warehouses and oil dumps. Our losses 45 planes. New field 3 miles northeast KORYU another 2 miles northeast CHIKUNAN northwestern FORMOSA, planes
in both.
En~

15 0542

COM7THFLT to COM3RDFLT 1 ALL CTF 3RDFLT, ALL CTG 3RD FLT, ALL CTF 7TH FLT, ALL
CTG 7THFLT 1 SUPREME COMMANDER SOWESPAC AREA, CINCPAC, COMINCH.
Cam 3rd Flt 150149 not to all. Central PHILIPPINES attack force will proceed
with scheduled operation K-2. Request assistance from fast carriers soonest
practicable consistent with developments. New subject for CTG 77.4. Strike
western VISAYAS A-3 A-2 and A-1. Primary mission destruction enemy aircraft
and combatant ships. Adjust air support schedule as necessary. Upon breaking
radio silence infor.m me your plans and strike results.

15 0136

CINCPAC to COMFAIRWING 1 Info COM 3RD FLT, ct£ 38, CTF 57, CTF 59, COMINCH.
Suspicion exists enemy surface force may have departed EMPIRE area to mop up
on Blue crip~les withdrawing FORMOSA strikes. Extend search to maximum practicable to cover assumed en~my approach from BUNGO CHANNEL to approximate
position .20 N 126 E.

15 1343

CTG 30.5 to·CTU 30.5.3, CTU 30.5.1, WHITING Info COM 3RD FLT.
This imperative. Send 27, 2 and 9 V 223 to 1150 miles or as near as possible
look for Jap fleet. Take off as soon as possible. WHTTING launch Coronddo
with call 30 V 223 at dawn proceed 700 miles out sector 9 V 223 act as relay
for contact reports from above Liberators. Acknowledge.

19 0540 COM3RDFLT to CTF 38, CTG'S 38.1, 38.2, 38.2, 38.4 Info CTG'S 30.8,. 30.9,
CTF 57, CTU 30.9.1,· COMAIR7THFLT (LOGISTICS), "'CINCPAC, COMAIRPAC.
For near future operations it is the intention to increase fighter complement
each large carrier .to 54 except BTnrnER HILL which is to take special complement
of 100 VF. The following is the basic plan for the accomplishment of such:
Task Group 38.1• HORNET and WASP will receive necessary VF by fly aboard
delivery from GUAM about November 2nd. Task Group 38.2. BUNKER HILL will proceed MANUS with Task Group 38.3 and there leave VB and VT of CVG 8 for return
to PEARL. VF to build complement to 100 will be from SAIPAN by fly aboard
deliver,y about 4 November. INTREPID and HANCOCK get necessary VF from CVE's
ULITHI Area after 29 October. Task Group 38.3. ESSEX and LEXINGTON get
- Continued -
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necessary VF during availability period in MANUS. Task Group 38.4. FRANKLIN
and ENTERPRISE get necessary VF from CVE's ULITHI Area after 31 October.
Para. Com3rdFleet ~ill arrange for CVE' s in ULITHI to cover requirements
tor Task Group 38.2 1 and Task Group 38.4. Will also issue necessary movement
orders for replenishment of Task Group 38.1 and BUNKh~ HILL near SAIPAN-GUAM
as indicated above. Para. It is intended that the resultant air groups each
large carrier except BUNKER HILL and ENTERPRISE be approaima tely 54 VF 24 VB
18 VT. Task Foree and Task Group Commanders take necessar.y action to facilitate the accomplishment ot this plan all possible by redistribution of air~ratt
within Task Groups and by instituting liaison with repltaishment sources
indicated.
20 1849 CINCPOA to CC!t13RDFLT, CClWWDAREA Info C<l-1 WES CAROLIHES, COMSERVPAC, CQ.U.IRPAC,
C<l4GENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA.

EffectiTe 1500 GCT 23 October the Forward Area and Task Force 57 revert to
the direct control of Cinopoa except for units of Fleet Air Wing 1 and Seron
10 based in the MARIANAS and western CAROLINES which will continue to operate
as task groups of the 3rd Fleet.
22 0100 CINCPOA to CC11GENFMFP.AC Info COM INCH, MARCORPS, COMSOPAC •
In order to assist in ~plementation of Cincpoa directives affecting F\iF in
SoPac ComGenr~WPac authorized to establish Fwd Ech FMF Pac in SoPac under
appropriate commander or representative who will report to ComSoPac for additional duty. F\vd Ech to consist of approx .l5 officers and 40 enlisted. Para.
Designation of above unit will be SoPac Ech F~~Pac. Designation of similar
unit in Forward Area CentPac Mydis 151726 will be Fwd Area Ech FMFPac.
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COM 3RD FLEET to CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC Info COMINCH, CTF
77, COM 7TH FLEET, ALL TFC'S THIRD FLT.
On basis of sightings moved 38.3 38.2 38.4 on broad front
toward PHILIPPINE Coast to launch reinforced searches at
dawn 24th. 38.3 east of LUZON. 38.2 off SAN BERNADINO.
38.4 off SURIGAO. Carrier search sighted force 4 BB 8 CA
13 DD (also 2 CL not confirmed) south of MINDORO on northeasterly course. Reinforced search from 38.4 attacked 3
DD just west of PANAY heavily damaging and stopping one
while other two stood by cripple. 38.3 38.2 immediately
launched strikes on the enemy heavy forces near MINDORO.
38.4 38.3 ordered to concentrate toward 38.2. 38.3 ordered
to keep area to north under observation and 38.1 recalled.
Several bogies over 38.2 _and 38.3. More later.

I

24 0315

CTF 77 to OTG 7~.8, - CTF 79, - CTF - ~8, · b~G 77.2; CTG 70.1, Into
COM 3RD FLT, .ALL TFC's 7TH FLT, CINCPAC, ALL TGC 1 S 7TH FLT,
ALL TFC'S 7TH FLT, COMAAF, CINC SWPA, COM3RDFLT, COMINCH.
Prepare for night engagement. Enemy force estimated 2 BB,
4 CA, 4 CL, 10 DD reported under attack by our carrier planes
in eastern SULU SEA at 0910 I {-9) 24 Oct. Enemy can arrive
LEITE GULF tonight. Make all preparations for night-engagement. TG 77.3 assigned to CTG 77.2 as reinforcement. CTG
70.1 station maximum number PT's lower SURIGAO STRAIT to remain south of 10-10 north during darkness.

24 0424

CTG 38.4 to CO:tw( 3RI) FLT Info CTF 38, . CTF 77, CINCSOWESPAC,
.
COMADVON 5, COMADVON 13.
Contact report. At 0905 position 08-55 N 121-50 E 2 BB 1 CA
4 DD course 035 speed 15. Search group made 2 bomb hits
on each BB good fire on 1. Rocket hits on CA and 2 DD's.
DD's heavily strafed. Am cJ.!osing on 38.2 which takes me out
of range of this contact.

24 0612

COM 3RD FLEET to ALL TFC 'S 3RD FLEET, ALL .TGC 'S OF TF 38 Info
.
COMINCH, CINCPAC.
Battle plan. BatDiv 7 MIAMI VINCENNES BILOXI DesRon 52 less
STEVEN POTTER from taskgroup 38.2 and WASHINGTON ALABAMA
WICHITA N~N ORLEANS DesDiv 100 PATTERSON BAGLEY from task
group 38.4 will be formed as task force 34 under VAdm Lee
Commander Battle Line. Task Force 34 engage decisively at
long ranges. CTG 38.4 conduct carriers of Taskgroup 38.2
and Taskgroup 38.4 clear of surface fighting. Instructions
for Task Group 38.3 and Taskgroup 38.1 later. Halsey OTC
in NEW JERSEY.

24 0942

CTF 38 to COM3RDFLT Info CTG )8.2, 38.4.
Results of searches to northeast.

Pilots who got good looks
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report 2 SHOKAIU CV'S, 1 CVL, 3 CL, 3 DD course 270 speed 15
at 18-25 north 125-28 east at 1640I(-9). At 18-10 north
125-30 east were 4 BB's or CA's 5 cruisers 6 DD's course
210 speed 15 at 1540 I (-9). 1 of BB's flight deck aft. At
1600 I (-9) 2 DD's 19-40 north 123-00 east course 240 speed
12.
24 1057

CTF 77 to CINCSOWESPAC Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, COM3RDFLT AND
COM 7THFLT, ALL TFC 1 S ~~D TGC'S JRD AND 7TH FLTS.
50 fighters from covering CVEs intercepted approximately 40
enemy shore based Zekes, Bettys, Vals attacking our forces
LEYTE from 0750 to 0825. 15 to 20 shot down. Our losses
2 fighters no pilots. SONOMA hit by bomb. LCI 1065 hit by
plane abandoned and burned. FREEMONT straffed minor casualties. At 1120 I (-9) approximately 40 shore based planes
attacked. No details of interception . 1 Liberty ship hit
severely damaged. CVE strikes HISAYA area. 25 planes destroyed on ground 30 damaged. 1 airborne SVL shot down. Our
losses 2 fighters no AA. 1 pilot lost. ,-ruggers 1 SC sunk.
5 luggers 4 barges 1 SC and 1 tug damaged. 190 sorties in
support of ground troops. Cruisers and DD's continued day
and aight support of forces ashore. Resupply echelons including 20 Liberty ships arrived. Unloading assault echelons ··
practically completed. All disposition made for possible raid
by strong enemy surface force sighted western central PHILIPPINES by subs and air. Lieut General Krueser commanding
6th Army assumed command ashore at 1400 r (-9) today.

241100

CTF 77 to COM 3RD FLT, ALL TFC 3RD FLT, CINCPAC, COMINCH,
CINC SOWESPAC.
Our surface forces are engaging enemy surface forces in
SURIGAO STRAIT and southern LEYTE GULF.

24 1122

COM JRD FLT to CTF 38, CTG 38.1 .I nfo ALL TFC AND TGC 3RD FLT.
At 2300 I (-9) 24th Task Group 38.2 Task Group 38.4 pass
through Lat 14-28 north Long 125-50 east course 000 speed
25. Upon joining CTF 38 take charge all 3 groups attack
enemy carrier force. See my 241106. Keep ComTaskGroup 3Sl
advised your movements. He is herewith directed to join you
earliest. Guard 2642 Kcs. Use receipt method.

24 1124

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77, COM7THFLT Info
TFC'S, ALL TGC'S OF THIRD FLEET.

CO~ITNCH,

CINCPAC, ALL

Enemy force SIBUYAN SEA 1925 I (-9) position Latitude 12-45N
Longitude 122-40E course 120 speed 12. Strike reports indicate enemy heavily damaged. Am proceeding north with three
groups to attack enemy carrier force at dawn.
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COM 3RD FLT to CTG 38.1 Info CTF 38, CTU 30.8.4, CTU . 30.8.8,
CTU 30.8.11, CTG 30.8.
Commence fueling at dawn and launch search. Your 241332.
Expedite all possible. 9 oilers should be available.

24 1655

CTF 77, to CTG 77.4 Info TG 77, TG 78, TG 79, COM FEAF,
COM3RDFLT 2 CTF 38.
.
At daybreak make following searches for enemy surface ships.
340 degrees to 030 degrees distance 135. Origin of above
search SULUAN ISLAND. Also search MINDANAO SEA area distance
100 miles from SURIGAO STRAITS. CAMOTE SEA area. Clear
above 2 areas by 0900 I. Fr~endly PT boats operating in
these areas. Maintain 24 VT strike group with 12 torpedo
loaded ready for launching with VF escort in event surface
contact. Search and attack groups maintain contact with
HALIFAX on 4915.

24 0817

CTF 38 to COM 3RD FLT Info CTG'S 38.2 CTG 38.4.
Results of strike on Jap fleet consisting of 4 battleships
3 heavy cruisers 4 light cruisers 12 destroyers east of
AITNDORO. 2 heavy cruisers and 1 battleship damaged. New
contact afternoon search reports 3 CV's 4 to 6 heavy cruisers
and 6 destroyers at Latitude 18-10 Longitude 125-30 E which
is 180 miles east of APARRI 1 of CV is ISE CEPASBSE class.
On course 210 speed 15 knots. No major air attack on us
since 1430 I (-9). Princeton had heavy explosion about 1515
causing many casualties on BIRMINGHAM alongside. In view
of our new Jap contact to north ComTaskGroup 38.3 is having
PRINCETON sunk. No serious damage to other ships. Enemy
planes showing intermittent IFF my position at 1630 I (-9)
Latitude 15-32 N Longitude 124-23 E. Will close you after
PRINCETON is sunk.

24 1104

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CINCSOVffiSPAC Info COMINCH, CTF 77 1
COM7THFLT, ALL TFC'S 3RD FLT.
On 24th launched strong dawn search teams from 3 groups
across LUZON and VISAYAS. At 0745 search plane contacted
enemy 4 BE's 8 CA 2 CL 13 DD 15 miles south of MINDORO. 38.2
launched strike immediately and repeated during day. 38.3
and 38.4 struck same force after initial strikes on other
targets. 38.3 reported 1 CA 1 CL 1 DD at ~YrniLA BAY all
damaged (estimate some damaged by blue subs). After 1st
strike 38.3 under heavy air attack and shot down about 150
planes. PRINCETON heavi~y damaged and dead in water, BIRMINGHAM had personnel casualties resulting from explosion on
PRINCETON while along side her. 38.4 1st struck enemy force
southeast of NEGROS consisting of 2 FUSO class 1 CA 4 DD
making 2 bomb hits on each BB, rocket hits on CA and 2 DD,
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(continu ed}
straffed 2 remainin g DD OGQQWC of these seen to sink. Ma±n
body reversed course to 270 about 1400 when 30 miles east of
TABLAS ISLAND and while again being attacked . Main body box
score from incompl ete reports. 1 YAMATO class bombed torpedoed left afire and down at bow. KONGO class 2 bomb hits
left smoking and apparen tly badly damaged . Bomb hits on 1
or both remainin g BB. 2 torpedo hits on 1 of these bombed
BB. 1 CL torpedoe d and capsized . Torpedo hits on 2 CA and
bomb hit on another CA. At 1540 search plane from 38.3
sighted enemy force near 18-10 north 125-30 report evaluate d
as 2 ISE class 2 CA 1 CL 6 DD course 210 speed 15. At 1640
another group sighted 18-25 north 125-28 east 2 ZUIKAKU, 1
CVL 3 CL 3 DD course 270 speed 15. 2 DD 100 miles northea st
this group course 240 planes from this force may have been
attackin g 38.3 prior to contact. ComTaskGroup 38.3 has
scuttled PRINCETON and is closing 38.2 and 38.4 whichar e
now concent rated off entrance to SAN BERNADINO STRAIT. Night
air attack by enemy probable . More later.
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CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT info ALL TFC'S 3RDFLT, ALL TGC'S
7THFLT, CINCPAC, COMINCH, ALL TGC'S 3RDFLT.
Our surface forces now engaged enemy surface forces
SURIGAO STRAIT entrance to LEYTE GULF. Enemy force
sighted in STRAIT by PT Boats about 0200 1 (-9)
arrived entrance GULF about 0300 1 (-9) consists of
2 battleships 3 cruisers and destroyers. Question.
Is TF 34 guarding SAN BERNADINO STRAIT.

24 2207

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 34.
CTU 77.4.3 reports enemy battleships and cruiser 15
miles astern his unit and firing on him. Position
is 80 miles bearing 060 from HOMONHAM ISLAND~

24 2225

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT
About 0700 CTU 77.4.3 reported under fire from enemy
battleships aDd cruisers in position Lat 11-40 long
126-25. Evidently came through SAN BERNADINO during
the night. Request immediate air strike. Also request
support from heavy ships. My OBBs low in ammunition.

24 2235

CTU 77.4.} to COM7THFLT, COM3RDFLT, CTG 77.4, CINCPAC.
Under attack. 0722 (minus-9) in Lat 11 degrees 44
min. Long 126 degrees 29 min. Enemy composed of 4
battleships 8 cruisers many destroyers split in two
forces one bearing 286 degrees T 11 miles. Second
bearing A 307 T 15 miles.

24 2239

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT info CTF

3~.

Fast battleships are urgently needed immediately at
LEYTE GULF.
24 2305

COM3RDFLT to CTG 38.1 info ALL TFC'S AND TGC'S 3RDFLT.
Enemy force reported at Lat 18-37 north Long 126-45 ·
East course 180 speed 20 at 0730 1 (-9) but now seems
to be retiring to northward. 4 carriers in force.
Strike as practicable.

24 2329

CTF 77 to COM3rdFLT
Your 242205. My situation is critical. Fast battleships and support by air strike may be able prevent
enemy from destroying CVE'S and entering LEYTE.
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CTU 77.4.3 to COM7THFLT, COM3RDFLT, CTG 77.4, CINCPAC.
Still under attack at 0830 (minus 9) in Lat 11 degrees
35 min Long 136 degrees 29 min.

24 2348

TFC'S AND TGC'S

RD

Proceed at best possible speed to Southwest strike
earliest possible enemy force reported to be 4 BB'S
8 CA'S plus DD'S in vicinity 11-20 north 127-00 east
at 0800.

24 2355

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77 info CTG 38.1.
My 242348.

Task Group 38.1 estimated position at
0700 Lat 15-00 north Long 130 east. ComTaskGroup
38.1 advise OomTaskForoe 77 and me earliest time of
strike.
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25 1349
Refer my 250657. Night snooper reports enemy toroe
14 ships entering eastern entrance SAN BERNARDINO
STRAIT on westerly course at 2140 I(-9). From 06-00
rendezvous position launch search attack and continue
sustained strikes to destroy enemy force whose dawn
position is expected to be just east MINDORO. Cancel
searches specified 1n :reference. Make fighter sweep
v1sayas as practicable.

25 1358

OTF 77 to OTF

~8,

OTG )8.1, OTG )8.2, OTG 77•4 Info

1~~ t~~rrg!Fr~~u.~fFr~~t ~~~~~~~TProv1de

)6 vr

combat air patrol for objective area from 0545 until
1845 I(-9). Upon launching cap proceed to HOMONHON
ISLAND and report to PEPSIOOLA BASE on channel 2.
OTG 77.4 provide asp and air observers. Search seotors
from 340 to 140 degrees to a distance of 200 miles from
BOKONHON ISLAND for purpose detection enemy surface
ships. Maintain maximum number of airoratt in ~eadiness
for attaok missions.
·

....

25 1417

CTP' ~8 to OOMSUBPAC, OTG 30.8 a OOMORUDIV 13 info

g!No

Ab , oojJlRbrtT.

Carriers and few destroyers of task groups J8.J and
· 3.8 .4 in latitude 18-07 north longitude 126-19 east at
aaool (-9) 25 october on course 130 speed 2~ with the
z:';r;ioruisers and a dozen destroyers of our groups about
100 mile to the north rejoining at higher speed after
sinking 1 CLV and l large DD or CL of enemy cripples.
At 21001 enemy groups believed to consist or l or 2 BB,
2 cruisers and 3 or 4 DD at 21-15 north 126-20 east on
oourse north speed 20. Expect to join task group JO.S
at 09001 26 October in center DIESEL area.

25 1439

COM~RD FLT

to OINOPAfi CINCSOWESPAO info OOMINOB, CTf 77,

boM THFyr, oTt 38,

A_

Tto3D?LT.

Continuing my 241104. 10 planes shot down on 24th by
TG )8.2 CAP and search planes. 25th activities. J Groups
concentrated for early morning attack on enemy carrier
foroe near 18-25 north 125-30 east. Neglible air
opposition at target and no strikes on own foroe. 1st
Strike: 1 carrier type uncertain exploded and sank.
1 CV and 1 CVL hit with 1 torpedo and J bombs eaoh and
1 CL badly damaged. Upon reoovery of 2nd strike TF 34
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and rrG 38.2 departed for LE·y;-.rE in responce to TF
UbAORTJTiiYXlFlCRL situation. TG 38.3 and 38.4 contlnued afternoon air strikes and probable night surface
attack on cripples. CTF 38 hereby directed to make
sweep up of action against carrier force. TG 38.1 made
morning strike .. on enemy force east of SAMAR leaving
1 BB 1 CA and 1 DD dead in water. The CA apparently
in sinking condition. 3 other heavy ships damaged.
At 2140 search plane reported 14 ships SAN BERNADINO
entrance course 270. This remainder of the 27 ships
sighted east of MINDORO morning of 24th but conflicting reports prevent estimate of number which sortied
from SP~ BERNADINO.

25 1530

HALIBUT to COMSUBPAC info CINCPAC
1515 GOT 25th 2 large ships probably BE's 3 smaller
ships course 0 speed 20 am trailing. 0943 GOT 25th
1 BB 1 cruiser 1 destroyer course 020 spe~d 13.
5 timed mark 18 hits in battleship possibly sinking
2u-35 north 136-30 east. 18 fish left. My post 21•45
north 126-20 east. ~~ 02202 X 99786 X 32154.
CTF 17 to CINCPAC.
At 1403 GOT 25th JALLAO sank NATORI TYPE light cruiser .
with 3 perfect hits in lat 21-20 long 127-20. PINTADO
saw target sink. Cruiser had SJ radar. No other contacts. Crushers heading north to Lat 23 then reversing
toward safety land WX 02301 X 18981 X 11183

25 1732

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77 info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL TFCS
)RDFLT, ALL TASK GROUP COMS 3RDFLT, ALL CONCERNED
SOvVESPAC OPERATIONS.
Task Group 34.2. 0200 I{-9) 26 October position Lat
15-12 NORTH -5 GROUPS MISSING-. Have just finished
off 1 enemy estimated to be CA or CL straggler. Task
Group ts now proceeding southeast at 25 knots in search
any and all cripples. Please acknowledge.-

25 1950

COM 3RD FLT to CTF 77 info COM 7TH FLT, CTG 38.1,
CTG 38.2, CTF 38.
Distance from LEYTE of launching area for stikes on
retiring enemy force precludes possibility of maintaining
CAP requested by your 251356. Will conduct fighter
sweeps of VISAYAS.
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COM3RDFLT to CTF 77 Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL TFC'S AND
TGC'S 3RD FLT, COM7THFLT
Your 242227. Am now engaging enemy carrier force. TG 38.1
with 5 carriers and 4 CA's has been ordered to assist you
immediately. My position with other 3 carrier task groups
Lat 17-18 North Long 126-11 East. ·Halsey.

25 0044

CINCPAC to COM3RDFLT Info COMINCH, CTF 77
Where is Task Force 34

25 0217

COMJRDFLT to CTF 77 Info COM7THFLT
Your 242329 Item (-9) am proceeding toward LEYTE with Task
Group 38.2 and 6 fast BB.' s. My position course and speed
later but do not expect arrive before 0800 tomorrow.

25 0146

CTF

77 to COMJRDFLT,

CTG 38.1

Situation looks better. Enemy forces that were attacking
TG 77.4 are retiring to north eastward. They may return.
I can handle SURIGAO STRAIT. Still need assistance cover
S.~ BERNADINO fine opportunity air strike TG 38.1 wipe out
enemy surface ships and reduce threat to LEYTE.
25 0215

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC
Your 210044 Task Force 34 with me engaging enemy carrier
force. Am now proceeding with Task Group 38.2 and all fast
BB to reinforce Kinkaid. 1 enemy CV sunk. 2 CV's dead in
water. No damage own force. Enemys airgroup flying out
from LUZON arrived too late. See my 241122 and 241124.
Task Group 38.1 already ordered assist Kinkaid immediately.

25 0231

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT Info CTG 38.1, CTF 34
Enemy surface forces returning to attack CVE's.

25 0342

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77, CTG 38.1 Info CINCPAC, ALL TF COMS AriD
TASK GROUP COMS 3RD FLEET
ComTaskForce 77 250231. Keep me informed of enemy position.
If he retires to northward shadow if practicable.

25 0410

COM3RDFLT to CTF 38 Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL TGC'S 3RD
FLEET
.
Keeping in mind your fuel situation give consideration to a
night surface attack against cripples. Delay fueling rendezvous tomorrow. My 250302. As necessary keeping me and
CTG 30.8 advised.
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25 0115

CTG 77.2 to CTF 77 1 COM3RDFLT Info ALL TGC'S 7TH FLT,
COMINCH, .CINCPAC, CINCSOVIESPAC

Met enemy force last night according to plan. Enemy stood
UE SURIGAO STRAIT South in 2 groups. The 1st group consisted as reported by the MACGOWAN (DD678) of 2 battleships,
1 or 2 heavy cruisers, and 1 destroyer. The 2nd group
consisted of 2 large and about 5 smaller craft. All craft
were sunk or repelled. Number sunk not known but .believed
to be at least 8 of all sizes. Upon arrival this morning in
lower end SURIGAO STRAIT found 8 units burning, 7 of which
sank as we approached. Others had been sunk as we either
sank them ourselves or picked up survivors. No opportunity
yet for interrogating ships or Japanese survivors. Own
casualties not known. Damaged ship ALBERT W GRANT (DD 649).
25 0125

CTG 38.1 to CTF 38, CTF 77 Info COM3RDFLT, CTU 77.4.3
Strike one launched at 1030 I (-9) against enemy BB's off
S.AM..AR

25 0316

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT Info CTF 34, CTG 38.1
Since my 250146 situation LEYTE GULF has again become very
serious. Enemy fast battleships and heavy cruisers returned
to attack my CVE Groups off entrance and threatening convoys.
Expenditure of fuel and ammunition have reduced effectiveness
of my supporting forces. Attacks of CVE's has disrupted my
air support. Have sent task force of 3 OBB, 3 CA and DD's
to ass1St CVEs but your assistance badly needed. CVE Units
forced to retire to LEYTE GULF.

25 0423

CTF 38 to COMSUBSPAC Info CINCPAC 1 COM3RDFLT
At 1300 I (-9) Task Force 38 is at Latitude 18 N Longitude
126-40 E. Chasing 2 unnamed CV's, 1 BB, 3 DD's at 19-25 N
126-30 E course 340 speed 22 also 1 good BB, 3 damaged
cruisers and 1 badly damaged CV position 19-00 N 126-30 E
course northerly speed 5 to 10 knots. You can help a lot
but watch out for us too. We will knock off chase trip
afternoon •

. 25 0441

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT
Withdrawing CVE' s into LEYTE GULF. Requirements unknown
but estimate they will need considerable replenishment.
Avgas available. Request Fast Carriers take over covering
mission until evE's are again ready.
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25 0932Z MACARTHUR to COMGENPOA, COMGEN ARMY Am FORCES POA,
COMGENSOPACBACOM, COMSOPAC, AMMDEL, AMMISCA, AQUILA,
20 BOMBER COMMAND info CINCPOA.
CX-51009 PHILIPPINES: 1 enemy force indicated from
reconnaissance reports to consist of 3 battleships with
11 cruisers and destroyers approaching SURIGAO STRAIT
from west during October 24, engaged by LEYTE GULF surface
forces during night, retired before dawn; another force
estimated 2 battleships 3 cruisers plus destroyers rounded
southern MINDORO approached SAN BERNADIN~ STRAIT under
air attack evening October 24, some units apparently
passing through STRAIT to attack 7th Fleet surface vessels
northeast LEYTE GULF early morning October 25; 3rd Forces
sighted 0740 GCT/24 200 miles east northern LUZON comprising 3 carriers 6 light cruisers and destroyers heading west and another group including 2 converted carriers
"ISE and HYUGA" on course 210 degre·e s; off west coast
PALAWAN 3 medium transports 3 medium freighter transports
4 escorts reported heading southwest afternoon October
24; 2 destroyers 1 damaged heavy cruiser reported same
· area night October 23. Naval: 7th Fleet surface vessels
engaged enemy units SURIGAO STRAIT/LEYTE GULF night
October 24, no details available. Paren. Air. Enemy
action: 39 enemy bombers and 7 fighters shot down, 7 others
probably destroyed, by 7th Fleet planes during attacks
against allied beachheads and shipping in LEYTE GULF
October 24. Operations October 20: (1) refer paragraph
13 report operations October 21: patrol B24's destroyed
4 additional floatplanes on water MINDORO ISLAND, central
PHILIPPINES. Operations October 22: (2}4P38's believed
destroyed seatruck near COTOBATO, southwestern MINDANAO.
Operations report sowespae area period 1500 GCT/23 to
1500 GCT/24. Operations October 23: (3) 7 B24 hit
ammunition dumps lv.EWAK. (4) 45 RAAF P40's and beaufighters
attacked ~ivouacs, destroyed buildings and several small
craft western NEW GUINEA and CERAM. (5) 13 P47's struck
SAGAN AIRDROME, southern MACCLUER GULF. (6) 6 P38's
shot down 7 enemy fighters taking off BOELA airdrome.
(7) 2 B24's, 24 A20's, 12 P38's and 1 patrol B24 attacked
BOELA waterfront and fuel installations, started large
fires, destroyed grounded Betty on undetermined serviceability. (8) 12 A20's bombed runways and dispersals MAIRATOE;
16 P47's attacked HA OEKOE.· (9) 11 P38's damaged buildings
CAPE NOESANIVE, AMBON BAY entrance; 23 B25's caused fires
and explosions AMBON town. (D) 1 B24 bombed old N.AMLEA
airdrome. {11) 1 B24 met 4 intercepting fighters over
MAKASSAR; another B24 exploded and sank 1 small fteighter,
left Seatruck listing and strafed 2 other freighters same
area; single B24 patrolling MAKASSAR STRAIT sank 2 seatrucks,
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damaged small freighter and attacked 5 other seatrucks.
(12) patrol B24 left seatruck listing off southwestern
CELEBES; 7 P38's destroyed 1 grounded bomber, probably
destroyed another and killed many personnel LIMBOENG
airdrome MAKASSAR. Operations October 24: (13) 4 P40's
fired fuel dumps and damaged buildings cooperating with
PT Boats HALMAHERA. (14) 16 P40's bombed pillboxes and
warehouses, strafed AMOERANG and LEMBEH STRAIT, northeastern CELEBES. (15) 4 B24's 18 B25's attacked airfield, bivouacs and harbor installations SANDAKAN, 13
P38's and 10 P47's escort strafed and set afire 11
seatrucks and 4 luggers. (16) 12 B25's strafed 3
schooners SARANGANI BAY; strafed personnel and motor
trucks along inland roads; 18 B24's bombed BUAYAN airdrome bivouacs, southern MINDANAO. (17) 1 Darwin B24
attacked lugger in BANDA SEA; another left coastal vessel
burning south SALAJAR ISLAND and bombed LAHAAE VILLAGE,
TIMOR; 3rd B24 bombed gun positions LAUTEM. SOLOMONS
forces. Naval: PT boats strafed and mortared targets
northern CHOISEUL, NEW IRELAND and GAZELLE peninsula.
(18) 3 TDR drones hit shipping HUXKS, KAHILI; 26 New
Zealand Corsairs attacked bivouacs northern BOUGAINVILLE;
12 Corsairs, 4 B25's and 5 New Zealand Venturas bombed
KAVIENG and NEW IRELAND plantations; single B25 harassed
RABAUL; weather reduced activity. Land. LEYTE, October
22: small enemy counter attacks western edge PALO (5751)
and infiltration pawing area (5854) repulsed; minor
counter attack at night south of DAGIDTAN RIVER MOUTH
(6223) also repulsed. October 23: strong enemy defensive
positions catmon hills area being by passed and enveloped;
our advanced armored elements within 1 mile SAN PABLO
airfield. Enemy casualties to 1800 I(-9)/23 October:
northern sector: 1017 killed, 5 captured; southern sector
860 killed, 8 captured. October 24: northern sector:
squadron 1st Cavalry landed unopposed BABATOGON, north
coast L~YTE, patrols north from TACLOBAN reached points
5272 and 5067; 24th Division control hills 950515 and
571490, also reached SAN JOAQUIN. Southern sector,
96th Division holds line running southwest northeast
1000 yards south TABONTABON; 7th Division occupied
BURAUEN and hold SAN PABLO airdromes numbers 1 and 2.
MOROTAI: enemy attack on PILOWO outpost repulsed
October 23, 37 enemy killed.
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CTF 77 to CTG 34.5 Info CINCPAC, ALL TFC'S AND TGC'S 3RD

FLT, ALL TFC' S .AND TGC 'S 7TH FLT, COM3RDFLT

At 1734 I (-9) 25 enemy force reported consisting of 4 BB,
2 · CL, 7 DD in posit 12-35 North 125-32 East course 270 speed
10 apparently retiring towards SAN BERNARDINO STRAITS.
Additiona l units including some cripples may be trailing
behind above force.
25 0614

CTF 38 to COMSUBPAC Info CTG 30.8, CINCPAC, COM3RDFTir
Task Force 38 will be having surface action until about
252000 I (-9) as far north as 20-30 and between 126 and
127 east longitude . 6 or more pilots in water at 19-45
North 126-35 East and shadow possible escaping targets all
damaged 2 BB, 1 CA, 2 CL, 2 DD position 19-20 North Lat
126-25 East Long course 330 speed 22 knots we hope to get
them but if we don't we know you won't let them get back to
JAPAN. Our searches found 14 AP's, 5 DE 19-30 North 121-30
East course 180 speed 10 at 250850 I (-9). 2 TERUBSUKI DD
southwest CAMIGUIN.

25 0630

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77 Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL TFC'S AND
TGC '8 3RDFLT , ALL CONCERNED SOVVESPAC OPERATIONS.
Task Group 34.5 ComBatDiv 7 with BatDiv 7 VINCENNES MIAY~
BILOXI DesRon 52 proceeding from north to entrance SAN
BERNARDINO ST~~IT to arrive 0100 I (-9) 26 October. Plan
to sweep approache s to STRAIT thence area east of SM~ to
LEYTE GULF degtroying enemy encounter ed. Request all
interested be advised as necessary . Halsey in NEW JERSEY
with BatDiv 7.

25 0657
TG 38.2 and 38.1 rendezvou s at 0600 I (-9) 26 October at
12-00 North 126-00 East. TG 34.5 will join you vicinity
of rendezvou s specified above dependent upon interim
operation s. CTG 38.1 take charge groups in company and
direct VF sweep of VISAYAS Areas commencing at dawn.
Search MINDORO MINDANAO and SIBOYAN Sea Areas for enemy
forces.
25 0658

CINCPAC to CTF 38 Info COMSUBPAC, COM3RDFLT, COMINCH
2 submarine wolfpacks in 20-45 North at 126-00 East and
127-30 East available to attack crippled enemy carriers if
you are clear and if informed of estimated position. Advise.
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25 0734

CINCPOA to CTF 57 Info CTF 59

DCLASSIFIE

At daylight have maximum heavy bomber strength ready to
strike at long range in case enemy ships retire within
range of your bases.

25 1110

CTF 77 to SUPCOM SOWESPAC AREA Info COMINCH, CINCPAC,
COMJRDFLT, COM?THFLT, ALL TFC'S 3RD FLT, ALL TFC'S 7TH
FLT, ALL TGC 'S 3RD & 7TH FLTS
Strong enemy reaction to LEYTE Landing began on·Monday
afternoon with numerous but generally ineffective air raids
on our forces. Sighting by PT of 2 large unidentified enemy
ships and 3 destroyers at 2310 I {-9) 24th 10 miles off
southeast tip of QUHOL Island heading toward SURIGAO STRAIT
was OUXNIPW event of highly successful night engagement all
details of which are not yet available. Enemy advanced in
2 groups. 1st group ~eported as 2 battleships 1 or 2 heavy
cruisers 1 destroyer 2nd group 2 large and about 5 smaller
ships. Number sunk undetermined but believed to be at least
B of· all sizes. At dawn 8 units seen burning. All sunk
aided by gunfire and torpedoes. Such units as escaped
retreated westward and. have been under air attack. Our
damage. ALBERT W GRANT {DD 649) damaged but able to proceed.
Numerous PT's damaged. 1 sunk. Many air raids through out
the day in LEYTE Area. 4 ships in harbor damaged. Personnel
casualties undetermined . Through out the day covering CVEs
have been under heavy shore base air attack. Mid morning
enemy force watch apparently sortied through SAN BERNANDINO
STRAIT estimated as 4 BB, 7 CA, 2 CL 12 DD joined in attacking CVEs but was turned back by repeated strikes from CVEs
supported in afternoon by strikes from TG 38.1 which arrived
in time to prevent what might have been a serious situation
by late afternoon the enemy was in full retreat. Damage
inflicted on enemy presently estimated as: 1 CA sunk. 1
DD probably sunk. 3 BB, 3 CA, 1 DD damaged. Own damage
reports fragementary but considerable damage has been
suffered by 2 CVE group. Our carrier planes have been
landing servicing and taking off from DULAG and TACLOBAN
strips through out the day when their parent CVEs were under
attack. CVE planes also accounted for 46 enemy aircraft
over LEYTE beaches plus 7 probables.

25 1222

CTG 38.1 to CTF 38 Info COMJRDFLT, CTF 77
Strike 8 got at least 1 bomb hit on each of 2 BB, 2 CA, 1
CL or DD. 1 CA was straggler 20 miles south main force.
4 BE's, 5 CA's, 10-15 DD's in group now retiring toward
SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT. Posit at 1600 was 12-30 North
125-52 East course northwest. 1 CA seen to sink strike A
no others sunk. 24 planes missing. Some shot down some in
water returning. Believe a group of VP landed at TACLOBA}T.
Details later.
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COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info ALL TGC'S 3RD FLT, COM7THFLT,
C01ITNCH, CINCSO V~SPAC, CTF 77, ALL TFC'S ?RD & 7TH FLTS
It can be announced with assurance that the Japanese
Navy has been beaten routed and broken by the 3rd and
7th l',leets.

25 1230

COM3RDFLT to CTF 77, COM7THFLT Info CINCPAC
Your 250441 see my 250657. 2 groups will put dawn fighter
sweep over VISAYAS. Strikes on retreating enemy preclude
other commitments. For future planning it must be understood that fast carriers require rearming and air groups
are exhausted after 16 days unprecedented fighting.
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25 2350

CTG 38.1 to COM3RDFLT, CTF 38, CTF 77
At 0800/1 (-9) 4 BB 3 CA 3 CL 10 DD in TABLAS STRAIT
11-47 N Long 1~1-43 E course 180 speed 15. My first
strike attacking second strike underway.

25 2357

CTF 38 to CO:M3RDFLT, CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC info 'COMINCH
CTF 77, CO:M7THFLT, ALL TGS'S 3RDFLT.
Flash report. Believe enemy force east of Northern
LUZON originally consisted following 16 or 17 ships,
1 CV, 2 CVL, 1 CVL or CVE, 2 BB, 1 probable MOGM~I CA
and 1 probably AGANO CL, 3 3 stack CL and 5 or 6 DD'S.
Planes sank 1 CV, 2 CVL and 1 DD. Our cruisers and
·destroyers finished off CVL or CVE left dead in water
by planes. Planes at sunset directed surface boys to
damaged 3 stack CL and 2 DD'S at least 1 of them damaged.
Cruisers got radar contact on 3 ships. 2 fled north and
1 CL or large DD was sunk. Planes reported following
escaping ships 1 NATORI CL damaged by torpedo, heading
north alone at 5 knots. 1 BB heavy damaged by min~um
2 probably 4 torpedoes and many bombs with 2 heavily
strafed DD heading north speed about 8 knots. Another
BB with 1 bomb damaged CA or new CL,l 3 stack CL and ~
possibly 1 DD headed north speed 20 knots. Photos show
CV was SHOKAKU CLASS and 1 CVL either CHIYODA OR ZUIKO
CLASS and 1 BB FUSO CLASS. Pilots report other BB was
ISE CLASS with flight deck aft. Very few planes on
enemy carriers. 1st Strike shot down small number planes.
Our plane losses believed remarkably light. Force
torpedo and bomb and food expenditures have reached point
of almost complete exhaustion. Search on morning 26th
in sector 290 to 020 distance 250 miles results negative.

26 0035

MACARTHUR VIA COM7THFLT to COMINCH info CNO, CINCPAC,
COMSOPACl.
All times I (-9). Major air and surface engagement in
progre.s s LEYTE GULF area. Night 24-25 Jap force of
2 BB. 1 or 2 CA'S 8 or more other ships entering southern
LEYTE GULF through SURIGAO STRAIT. Our Covering Force
of OBB, CA'S, CL'S engaged this force. Enemy force
retiring at 0500 pursued by our light forces. Another
Jap force of at least 3 BB'S, 2 CA, 9 DD apparently
passed through SAN BERNARDINO STRAIT night of 24-25 after
attacks on 24th by Task Force 38 and at 0700 - 25
commenced attack on CVES off LEYTE. TF 38.1 launched
1 s t strike on this force at 1030 from southeast. Enemy
heading for entrance LEYTE GULF at 1140. OBB in LEYTE
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{continued)
GULF low on ammunition. 3 OBB, 3 CA'S and DD sent to
assist CVE'S. Fast BB due 0800 - 26. Preliminary
damage reports SOVOMA hit by bomb. 1 Liberty ship aamaged
and LCI 1065 destroyed LEYTE GULF. 3 CVE'S and 3 DE
hit. Preliminary reports of 24th score 46 enemy planes
shot down seven probably over beaches. COMFORT has not
been heard from. MOROTAIE had air raid night 24 -25
dock damaged. Land Forces advancing on LEYTE.

26 0250

SILVERSIDES 1ST to COMSUBPAC info COM3RDFLT.
Latest dope on 2 battleships. 0030 GCT. Latitude 24-07
Longitude 125-41. Course 040 speed 16. TRIGGER in sight
contact and making end around. SILVERSIDES and SALMON
30 and 60 miles astern TRIGER both chasing. Fuel 73.
24 Fish. 1 CHAMORRO. This only contact to date WX
09BTLABE01. 11888. 03251. New SKEDS fade at dawn. Much
jamming. Additional dope at 0145 GCT. TRIGGER lost
contact. BE'S changed course to 310 speed 20.

26

03~6

(NPM-

3287)

26 0357

CTF 77 to COMJRDFLT info CTF 38, CTG 38.1, 38.2, 77.4,
CTU 77.4.1, 77.4.2, CINCSO~~SPAC, CG 6TH.~.
.
Your situation contained 251950 fully appreciate~. My
situation for your information is now· as follows.
Practically all my CVES have been damaged some seriously
and are still undergoing heavy enemy air attacks. CVES
have been doing splendidly in keeping planes in air but
may shortly become inoperative. LEYTE GULF area without
CAP except few carrier planes operating with difficulty
from TACLOBAN and DULAG Fields. These fields not yet
activated and subject to frequent air attacks. Until
fields are activated 1 Fast Carrier Group intack urgently
required for support and protection LEYTE GULF area and
possibly CVES.
CTF 77 to COM3RDFLEET.
Both remaining CVE groups report that they are now under air
attack.

26 0341

CTF 77 to ALL CONCERNED

SO~~SPAC

OPERATIONS.

This is my 1st report this force. ISE CLASS battleship
converted to carrier bearing 300 degrees distance 80
miles from POINT MOI,LY course 180 true speed 15 knots
between NEGROS and CEBU (1 group garbled) 1140 ITTEM 26th
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TRIGGER to CONSUBPAO
TRIGGER 3. Trailed 2 heavy tops 2 light tops until
0100 GOT 26th at 24-03N 125-42E. Last estimated course
320 speed 19. Fire control radar equipped.

26 0408

CTF 77 to OTF 38, GOM.iJRDFLT, info OTG 38 .1 and 38.2,
ALL INTERESTED CURRENT OPERATIONS SOV.~SPAO.
Converted class ISE battleship, following position ciliose
by MEDELLIN ISLAND, which is west of northern tip of
OEBU. 1st course 280 then shifted to 240. Last course
southerly. Speed 12-15 knots. 1 damaged CA 1 DD 11-40
North 123-45 East MODLJNG. 2 DD 11-25 North 124-05 East
Course 270 speed 25. Time of contacts 1140 and 11301.

26 0515

CTU 77.4.2 to CTG 77.4 info COM7THFLEET, COMJRDFLT.
Summary operations DKABDE 25th all times I (-9). B27 IV.
C 39. D 19. E. 48 tons, 49 torpedoes. 104 rockets F9-FM,
7 Tm~ G 3 FM, 1 TBM, H 14 pilots 12 crewmen {Posits of
down personnel all previously reported possibility some

ll4Jo9SSJ
Jh~t~~~<tBJEf nc6ii t9.1!
~~~-~ltt~h~2o~J-i~4~~Ena>~l91i~s
same area \~ese sn1ps p1~4B4r
US l nE s rada!eu my sn1ps wrtn
1

salvos from 15 miles at 0850. L 1 BB FUlm1 LFTH torpedo
and 2 bomb hits 11-40 N 126-35E in morning:-r-BB and 1 CA
south of PANAON ISLAND at 0530 with bomb hits, 1 BB
torpedo hit 1 MOGAMI CA and several DD'S hit with rockets
50 calibre and GP bombs as enemy force retired, 4 BB, 2 CA,
3 CL 7 DD last seen limping TGU BERNARDINO with 2 BB
trailing oil and 3 ships lagging behind, in contact with
this force all day at one time too close for comfort.
M 1 JILL force 6 ZEKES 3 OSCARS 3 NUJOS 1 VAL 1 JAKE target.
0 4 single engine target, special additional at 1700
intercepted 20 tO 30 attacking planes shot down 16 same.
A big day for little fellows.
26 0710

CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT info CINOPAC
Losses yesterday including crash landings on LEYTE fields
amounted to about 130 planes total for carrier groups now
present. 8 carriers and all escorts need fuel gasoline
bombs and torpedoes. SIDVANNEE has severe structural
damage flight deck and bridge out of commission. SANTEE
severe structural damage including torpedo hit but is in
full operating condition. Other vessels have only minor
damage. SANTEE has buried 9 dead SANGM~ ON 2 ROWELL 1 and
SUVvANNEE 55 not including those lost in attack just received. Many critically injured. Following vessels of
Task Unit 77.4. 3 believed sunk. SAINT LO ( Ex-MIDV.'AY)
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(continued }.

BAY.HOEL JOHNSTON and ROBERTS. HEBRMAH and
enroute XOSSOL. :.r C BUTLER and RA'YMOND e.t
LEITE. Due ·low availabil ity aircraft and shortage fuel
and supplies recommend escort carriers be withdrawn to
MANUS today. Is approve request J a BUTLER RAlMOND
HEERMAM and DENNIS be· directed to rendezvou s with me.
GAl~BIER

DENNIS

.·''

26 08)8

Task _Group 38.2 after fueling on 27 Ootobe~ proceed to
arrive northwest corner area CONDOR Lat 13-55 North Long
127-45 :mast at 0600 I(-9) 28 October. Para• Task Gr1)up
·)8.3 proceed after dark 27 October to arrive same ·position
at same time. Para. OomBatPao in WASHINGTON with MASSACHUSETTS AND A~TA report to ComTaskGroup )8.) tor
duty. Para. When directed on 28 October Task Group )8.)
proceed ULITHI to arrive prior dark 30 October. Juel
rear.m provision . Grant availabil ity all units as required.
WIPLVMIOUK 38.) R!'§ lfXTN 4 November. Para. Orders for
movement Task Group ~ after rendezvou s later~ ·

26 1125

CINOSOWESPAO AREA vis OOM?THFLT to COMINCH info OHO,
OOMSOPAC.
.

OINCPAO,

Jap naval units now retiring under air attack~ or enemy
foroe·esti mated to comprise at least 2 BB J Cruisers 7 DD
which was engaged in SURIGAO STRAIT night 24/25 8 unite
reported sunk. Remaining units retiring westward reported
on 25th and 26th. PT'S and ALBERT W GRANT. DD 649. Damaged·
but proceedin g. Jap force of approxima tely 3 or 4 BE
9 Cruisers 12 DD which advanced through SAN BERNARDINO ·
STRAIT to attack aVES OFF LEYTE RETinED ON reverse route
having lost 1 cruise~ and probably 1 DD. Most remaining
ships this force damaged and under repeated air attacks
on 26th in SIBUYAN SEA and TABLAS STRAIT. Northern Jap
oarrier group disengage d. No complete report of damage
inflicted . LEYTE beaoh and OVES subjected to heavy land
based air attaoks. 4 ships in harbor damaged. D~aged
BLUE CVES proceeding MANUS. 6 BB 3 OA 2 OL 15 DD deployed
in LBYTE Gut». Close cover group of l QA 1 CL 6 DD in
area. Remaining OVES with escorts also in LEYTE .GULF.
TAOLOBAN and DULAG strips being used emergenoy operation s.
No further informatio n of damage to our for·o es,
.
.·
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CTF 77 to COM3RDFLT, CTG,38.2 1 CTG 38.4, CTF 38 info
CTG 77.4, CINCPAC, COMINCH.
For tomorrow request 12 VF aircraft for combat air paDrol
be maintained over objective area from 0545 I (-9) to
dusk to augment target combat air patrol provided by CVES.
Planes · report to FEPSICOLA BASE on VHF 142.02 primary and
142.74 secondary. Estimate minimum of 200 enemy aircraft
over objective area today not including large numbers
over CVES. Due to losses and damage, CVES unable to provide adequate air cover or fighter sweeps. In addition
request fighter sweeps on airfields in western VISAYAS
with primary objective destruction enemy aircraft and
aircraft facilities.

27 0033

COM3RDFLT to CTG 38.4 info COMINCH CINCRE.C ALL TFC'S &TGC'S
3RD FLEET, ALL CONCERNED SOWESPAC OPERATIONS.
On 28 and 29 carrier task group 38.4 continue to operate
east of SAN~R. MP VIIX support for LEYTE operations as
requested by ComTasFor 77 and strike shipping aircraft
and air installations targets of opportunity within range
XAIDE Operations • · Task Group 38.2 will be directed join
you about noon 28 October.
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COM3rdFLT to CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC info COMINCH, ALL TFC'S
JRDFLT, CTF 77, COM7THFLT.
I Cruiser or large DD sunk by Task Group 34.5 light
at 0145 1 (-9) 25th posit 13-02 north 124-54 east.
You have Task Force 38 report 252357. No word yet on today's
strikes by Task Groups 38.1 and 38.2 on force retiring
through Sibuyan Sea and towards Palawan. 2 POW survivo:ns
picked up off Samaw state HARUNA and KONGO included in force
which sortied San Bernadino. 1 states he is SUZUYA survivor
and that KUMANO also sunk off Samar. Both POWs unreliable
and tired.
SECRE~

~forces

26 1430

UNKNO~~

PLANE VIA RADIO HOLLANDIA to ANY OR ALL US SHIPS.

eeNFin!NTikb. At 11 degrees north 130 east 3 battleships 3
heavy cruisers 6 destroyers heading 160 degrees.

26 1443

-~-'

CTF 77 to CINCSOWESPAC INFO ALL TGC1S 3RDFLT, COM7THFLT,
COMJRDFLT, CINCPAC~ COMINCH, ALL TFC'S 3RDFLT, ALL TGC'C
7THFLT, ALL TFC'S THFLT.
SEC~~.
Further details are now available concerning the
battle fought yesterday between our CVE covering Group of
16 CVE's with accompanying escort of DD's and DE's to the
eastward of Leyte Gulf and a strong enemy surface force now
estimated as .4 BB's 8 CA's and CL's 7 or more DD's which
sortied through San Bernadino Strait. In this action our
CVE group turned back and defeated a heavy surface force
which was supported by strong shore based air. The attacking
enemy force was able to close our slower CVE force but was
turned back by air attacks from CVE's only to return again
and was driven off the 2nd time retreating through San Bernadino Straits. On the basis of incomplete reports the following damage was inflicted on the enemy. 4 torpedo hits in
a BB and 1 CA stopped and burning while the enemy was in the
Mindanao Sea. Off Samar at least 2 BB's were hit by torpedoes
and 1 CA stopped dead. No report on enemy planes destroyed.
This does not include damage inflicted on the enemy by many
planes which were forced to land on Leyte fields. Our losses
CVE SAINT LO (Former MIDWAY) sunk. CVE GAMBIER BAY, DD HALL
and DD JOHNSTON plus· DE ROBERTS missing since bombardment by
enemy surface forces and presumed sunk. Damaged. CVE'S
SA}TG~~ON, SUWANEE and SANTEE all hit by suicide crash planes.
SANTEE also hit by torpedo. FANSHAW and KIT~T BAY hit and
fires started. Personnel casualties on sunk and missing ships
undetermlned. Known dead on damaged ships 67. Many injured.
Our aircraft losses about 130 planes from all causes including
crash landings on Leyte fields. Cap over Leyte Gulf. During
morning swee·p a KUMA class cruiser was hit with bombs amidships and on the stern and left circling in posit 11-25 north
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(Continued)
124-05 east. Para. Some further information is also
available on the surface action between our surface forces
and those of the enemy iri Suragao Strait night of 24-25
October. Force of 30 PT's operating in lower Suragao Strait
report that visual and Radar contacts indicate the enemy
force consisted of about 18 ships including 1 BB and 2
cruisers. Of 9 torpedoes fired by these PT's 2 hits were
made. 1 on DD and 1 on DD dead in water alongside burning
hulk. PT 493 was sunk 2 others heavily damaged plus minor
damage to many others. PT personnel casualties 4 killed
20 wounded. On the basis of information now available believe
that former report of at least 8 ships of all types sunk was
conservative. para. Unloading of follow up echelon LST and
Liberty ships progressing satisfactorily ships in Leyte Gulf
have been under intermittent air attack throughout the day
with no damage reported. Estimate 200 enemy planes over
Leyte area today. This does not include plane attacking over
CVE's.

26 2355

CTU 77.4.3 to CTF 77, CTG 77.4 info COMINCH, CINCPAC, COMAIRPAC, CINCSOvVESPAC, COM7THFLT, COM3RDFLT.
Main enemy body sighted by a SS as per my contact
OEORE~.
report at 06531 (-9) October 25. For over 2 and 1/2 hours
this force was subjected to enemy BB CA and DD gun and
torpedo attack. We were hit numerous times. GAMBIER BAY
had 1 engine put out of commission dropped back and must
have been sunk by enemy gunfire plus HOEL JOHNSTON and
ROBERTS. Remaining 5 CVE emerged from this ordeal damaged
but able to maintain 16 knots. About 1 hour 20 minutes
later 6 e:t;1emy suicide dive bombers attacked. Attack had to
be seen to be believed. 3 planes hit by AA narrowly missed
ships. 1 hit port catwalk of KITKUN BAY. 1 skidded length
of KALININ BAY flight deck over bow. 1 went thru deck of
SAINT LO which shortly blew up. Preliminary reports from
such of our men or pilots as are in company show following
definite results by our planes. 1 CA seen to blow up and
sink. 1 CA hit by 2 torpedoes and 2 near misses later observed on its side. 3 more CA torpedoed. 1 BB damaged. The
rest gotaway from us. This unit together with planes of
Task Units 77.4.1 and 77.4.2 turned back enemy fleet before
any other of our forces could attack. The remaining ships
of my division require extensive navy yard repairs before
combat duty. Preliminary report of casualties of ships
now with me. 10 killed 59 wounded. I understand 800 SAINT
LO survivors have been picked up. Detailed report later.

27 0050

COM3RDFLT to CTG 38.2 Info COMINCH, CINCPAC, ALL TFC AND
illATDIV 9
TGC JRD FLT, ALL CONCE~mD SOWESPAC OPERATIONS, COW
After effecting rendezvous on 28 October.

My 260838.

And
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(Continued)
when directed Task Group 38.2 proceed to join Task Group
38.4 as soon as practicable on 28 October in position
east of SAMAR. After joining operate on 28 and 29 October
as directed by CTG 38.4. See my 270033. Para. After
joining direct ComBatDiv 9 in SOUTH DAKOTA report to CTG
38.4 for temporary duty.

27 0221

UNKNOWN to COM3RDFLT Info CINC SOWESPAC, CINCPAC, COMINCH,
COM ALLIED AIRFOR, COM 5TH AIRFOR, CTG 38.4, 38.1, 38.3,
38.2, CTF 38, CTG 77.4
Present situa·t ion LEYTE GULF Area. Danger from further
enemy surface attack considered remote unless enemy gains
control of the air. Our control of air not satisfactory.
Enemy air has been attacking in force for past 3 days
disrupting our unloading, fueling and rearming operations.
Activation flying fields delayed as result enemy airraids. Heavy combat air patrol required and strikes at
enemy air fields until enemy air strength is materially
reduced. Support of at least 1 and preferably 2 fast
carrier groups required until we have control of the air.
On 28 Oct remaining CVE's must refuel and can supply no
planes. Army air squadrons moving in to fields today
but doubtful when their operations can become sufficiently
effective due difficult field conditions. More later on
this subject.

27 0630

COM AIRFORCE 13 to COM FAR EAST AIR FORCE Info CINCSOWESPAC,
COMAIRFORCE $, CINCPOA, COM$THFLT, COMJRDFLT, ROYAL
AUSTRALIAN AIRFORCE NORTHW1;ST AREA, COM ALLIED NAVAL
FORCES COM AIRNORSOLS, COM7THFLT, BOMCOM 13, 1ST TAC
RA.AF, 1lO BOMBWING, FITCOM 13
Preliminary report 26 October all times Item. 47 Liberators of the 5th and 307 Groups attacked naval units in
PHILIPPINES from . 10000 fleet. Each aircraft dropped 3
half tonners or 2 half tonners and 1 quarter tonner. 14
planes bombed 1 BB identified from photos Yamato Class at
1056 scoring 2 direct hits, remainder of bombs bracketed
vessel. 13 planes scored 2 direct hits and many near
misses on BB Kongo Class. Ships in convoy with 5 CA's or
CL's and 5 DD's. 10-45 North 121-35 East heading 150
degrees speed 20 knots. AA intense heavy medium and very
accurate. 1 plane exploded over target and 1 Liberator
missing believed to be down over PHILIPPINES. 19 planes
attacked CL and DD at 09-00 North 122-35 East heading 30
degrees speed 15-20 knots. The CL Eama Class was crippled
and set on fire with 4 diredt hits, 1 fire and explosion
on bridge, 2 explosions amid-ships, 1 explosion and fire
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(Continued)
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at stern. 1 plane bombed 1 CA at 11-30 North 120-06 East
at 1120. No direct hits on vessel.
27 0650

COM3RDFLT to CTF 38 Info ALL TGC'S OF TF 38, CINCPOA,
.Q.INCSOWESPAC
Refer to CINCSOWESPAC CX 19459 (131320) and CINCPOA
152259. It is desired that the above and other uncompleted and required photography of LUZON be accomplished
as early as possible. Due to preparations for future operations it is expected that period 5-9 November is only time
feasible. Desire you submit as soon as practicalbe the
amount of photography LUZON now completed and that yet to
have completed latter to include requirements of above
reference. By this despatch Task Group Comdrs Task Force
38 directed to submit their reports of photo completion
LUZON to ComTaskForce 38 as soon as possible.

27 1200

TU 71.12.5 to COM3RDFLT, COMSUBPAC, ONE GARBLED ADEE
2 small groups ships moving east from CORON BAY this
morning suggest use that spot refuel and train suggest
reoconaissance plane GUITARRO

27 1625

CTG 38.4 to CTF 77 Info COMAAF FORWARD HDQTRS AT LEYTE,
CTF 38, CTG 38.2, CTG 77.4, COM3RDFLT, CINCSWPA
Will have 4 VF-N on station at 0530 (I) (-9). Will
have first TCAP of 20 VF on station at 0630 (I).
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MARSHALL to CINCPOA, COMGENPOA, ALL THEATER AND BASE
COMNlANDERS.
/

W-52150-25TH
Effective 24 09tober 1944 the CHINA BURWill
INDIA Theater has been divided into 2 theaters: A. The
CHINA Theater. B. The INDIA BURMA Theater. Para Major
General A. C. \VEDEMEYER is appointed Commanding General US
Forces CHINA Theater. The CHINA Theater includes CHINA
proper and INDO CHINA but excludes FORMOSA and HAINAN. Headquarters of the CHINA Theater is at CHUNGKING CHIAN. Para
Lieut General Daniel I Sultan is appointed Commanding General
US Forces INDIA BURMA Theater. The INDIA BURM;. Theater
includes INDIA, BUIDviA, THAILAND; the Vl.ALAY PENINSULA, and
SUMATRA. Headquarters of the INDIA BURMA Theater are at
NEW DELHI INDIA. Para Except tor the former CHINA BURMA
INDIA Theater (now the INDIA B~~ Theater and CHINA Theater)
no theater boundaries are affected by this change.
25 1935

CINCPAC to COMJRDFLT, CTF 38, CTG )8.1,38.2,38.3,38.4,CTF 34

CTG 34.5.

In submitting action reports for period commencing 22 October and ending on next return to port include copies of all
messages sent and received which pertains to combat
operations.

26 0750

CITE CX-51053 Reference ComAAFs number AX-0579, 26th and
GH~ radio CX-19624, time group 170827, authorizes Allied Air
Forces to attack hostile air and sh~pping in the VISAYAS
west of a specified line. This area is extended to include
all the SIBUYAN SEA west of 124-05 degrees east longitude.
Commander Allied Naval Forces anc Com Jrd Fleet are cautioned
·to notify Commander Allied ' Air Forces when friendly Naval
surface units proceed west of this line.
27 0652

MACARTHUR to C1IDR ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, CDR ALLIED AIR FORCES,
COM JRD FLT, CG 6TH US ARMY, CG 8TH US ARMY, JOO BOMBWING,
CTF 77 Info GH~ SV.~A.
CAX 11404 As provided in paragraph 3D(5) and paragraph
3E(l) (d), Operations Instructions Number 70, this headquarters, dated 21 September 1944, the Commander Allied Air
Forces will assume the mission of direct air support in the
LEYTE-SAMAR area at 1600 I(-9) 27 October. Operational
control of land based naval aircraft remaining in the LEYTE
area will pass to the Commander Allied Air Forces at 1600 I
(-9) 27 October, and will continue as long as land based
naval aircraft are present in the area.
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27 1329Z MACARTHUR to COM
COMDR ALLIED AIR
COMAAF 5, COMAAF
GROUPS OF TF 38,
ECHELON GHQ.

3RD FLEET, CO~IDR ALLIED NAVAL FORCES,
FOECES, CINCPOA, CG 6TH ARMY, CG 8TH ARMY,
13, COM 308 BOMBWING, TASK FORCES AND TASK
TF 77 AND .ALL TASK GROUPS THEREOF, ADV

CX 51126 Effective upon receipt of this radio, the attack
of all land targets in the PHILIPPINE archipelago is al~o
cated to the Allied Air Forces Southwest Pacific Area. Air
forces 3rd Fleet, including 7th Air Force, will not attack
land targets in the PHILIPPINE archipelago or in the Southwest Pacific Area except after specific coordination with
GHQ SWPA in each instance.
27 1045

CTF 77 to CTG ~8 .4 Info CTF 38, CTG 38 •.2, CTG 77 .4! COM3RD
FLT, CINCSOWES AC , COM ARMY AIR FOR FWD HDQ,TS LEYT •
For tomorrow request 16 VF aircraft for combat air patrol
be maintained over objective area from 0545 I (-9) to dusk.
Planes report t 'o PEPSRDOLA base on VHF 142.02 primary and
142.74 secondary. In addition request strikes as practicable on enemy air fields to reduce their air strength
Raids continued today but reduced in intensity believed due
to fast carrier stfikes.

27 1640

27 0649

COM 3RD FLT to CTF

CTG 38.

Refer Gen Hdqts SoWesPA 271329 (HF 5265).

Comply.

.4.

CTG

CINCPAC to COM 3RD FLEET Info COMINCH & CN0 1 CTF ~
~~f {~Q~fs~~Q§j.38.4, COMAIRPAC 1 COMFWDAREA 1 CO

fR

CTG
7TH

ComAirPac will sail COPAHEE from PEARL for GUAM departing
28 October with personnel CVG 81 embarked. This group will
be kept intact and is available for relief such CVG as Com
Jrd Fleet may direct retaining pilots of relieved group
with less than 3 months combat to augment other CVG's. Para.
Aircraft status of 30 October follows: In ENIWETOK-ViliJURO
pool none. In MANUS pool including loads enroute in CVE
98 and AKV 2 Hellcats 82, Avengers 94, Helldivers 56 and
Wildcats 200. In GUAM pool none. Enroute·GUAM in CVE 1,
12 and 23, Hellcats 60, Avengers 43, Helldivers 34 and Wildcats 22. Combat ready in CVE's 16, 20, 85, 86, 87 and 88,
Hellcats 285 including 23 VFN, Avengers 78, Helldivers 47.
Part 2 para. All available CarQual pilots have gone forward
to MANUS. Since 1 September following have been made available to MANUS pool and replacement CVE's Hellcat 166, Wildcats 114, Helldivers 109, Avengers 119, present locations
above not known due lack of information numbers on replacement CVE's and nllillbers already distributed to airgroups.
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CTF 77 to COM 3RD FLT Info CINC .SOWESPAC CINCPAC, COMINCH
COM ALLIED AIRFOR, COM 5TH AIRFOR, CTG 3a.4, 38.1, 3B.j, 3a.2,
CTF 38, CTG 77.4.
Present situation LEYTE GULF area. Danger from further enemy
surface attack considered remote unless enemy gains control
of the air. Our control of the air not satisfactory. Enemy
air has been attacking force for past 3 days disrupting our
unloading, fueling and rearming operations. Activiation
flying fields delayed as result enemy airraids. Heavy combat
air patrol required and strikes at enemy air fields until
enemy air strength is materially reduced. Support of at
least 1 and preferably 2 fast carrier groups required until
we have control of the air. On 28 Oct remaining CVE's must
refuel and can supply no planes. Ar.my air squadrons moving
in to fields today but doubtful when their operations can
become sufficiently effective due difficult field conditions.
More later on this subject.

27 0353

CINCPAC to COM3RDFLEET Info COMINCH, COMAIRPAC, COMSERVPAC,
COMSERON

lO,

ALL TFC

3RD

FLEET.

This summarizes status arrangements for replenishment at
ULITHI. Para. Approximately 180,000 barrels avgas in tankers GULFPORT and SAN LUIS OBISPO ETA 27 October. 650,000
barrels fuel oil in floating storage and 2 commercial tankers
with all fleet AO in port presumed full. 500,000 barrels
fuel in convoy 5 tankers ETA 27 October. 98,000 barrels
ETA 1 November 1 PAN AMOCO. 500,000 barrels in convoy departing ENIWETOK 28 October ETA ULITHI 2 November. Tanker
convoys approximately 500,000 barrels each arriving every 5
days thereafter. 290,000 barrels in tank farm KVfAJALEIN.
HESHANIC CACAPON and NIOBRARA available at MANUS presumably
with full standard loads plus 130,000 barrels in floating
storage. Approximately 1,000,000 barrels emergency reserve
TULAGI ESPIRITU SANTO available to your oilers. Para. Fresh
provisions: BOREAS now at ULITHI and TRADEWIND ETA 29 Oct
will provide estimated 21 days rations. Dry provisions:
Vessels now at ULITHI plus AZI1ffiCH ETA 1 Nov will provide
estimated 36 days rations. GSK, including IC engine spares
and class 16, regular clothing, ships store stock and medical stores in vessels now at ULITHI. Special winter clothing
and flight clothing available in AMERICAN BUILDER ETA ULITHI
8 Nov. Aviation supply: GRU)ITUM now at ULITHI completely
stocked with necessary aviation spares, FORTUNE ETD ROI 4
Nov for ULITHI similarly loaded. Para. Ammunition including
bombs for 4 groups available ships now at ULITHI and in MT
HOOD at MANUS and RANIER ETA 3 November. In addition you
may draw on shore stocks MARIANAS and ETHIOPIAN VICTORY which
is loaded for PALAU for 2000 GP 1000 AP and SAP and .50 cal.
144 aircraft torpedoes available ~ERROR and HAMLIN. About
200 other forward area tenders. 24 enroute in COPAHEE. 50
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boxed and deck loaded in each of TALUGA and AUCILLA from
PEARL and Coast. Other ammunition ships are enroute to
maintain reserves in forv1ard area~ Aircraft and pilot
situation in separate dispatch.
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CTF 77 to C01ITNCH info CINCSWPA, CINCPAC, COM3RDFLEET,
COM7THFLEET , ALL TFC AND TGC 3RD AND 7TH FLEETS.
On the 26th CVE covering group (TG 77.4) despite battle
losses suffered on the preceeding day continued to cover
our forces in the LEYTE GULF AREA and launched strikes
in the CAMOTES SEA. 1 enemy CL was hit with 4-500 pound
bombs and 1 torpedo and 1 DD confirmed sunk after straffing
attack believe it or not. Other attacks as yet unreported.
About 1100 our CVE'S were attacked by enemy planes. After
combat patrol had shot down 4 of group 8 or 10 planes nips
began a series of suicide dives. 3 shot down by ships
gunfire. 1 landed on flight deck SU1¥ANNEE among parked
planes. Severe damage to ship and planes. Many personnel
casualties number undetermined. DE ROWELL of CVE group
about 0900 sighted periscope and attacked. Fuel oil and
debris kept rising during the day. Claim WNP. Cruiser
and Destroyer group having replenished fuel and ammunition
after the SURIGAO STRAIT action is now with CVE covering
group. Fast Carriers of 3rd Fleet are now providing close
support of LEYTE area. Enemy air raids continued today
but with reduced intensity attributed to the effectiveness
3rd Fleet Fast Carrier strikes against the enemy air fields.
More accurate information is now available on the results
of the night battle of SURIGAO STRAIT starting early morning
of 25 October. As the .enemy force which attempted to force
entry into LEYTE GULF via the SURIGAO STRAIT 2 BB 2 CA
2 CL and 10 DD only 1 CA 1 CL and 4 DD got out the way they
came in. 2 BB identified as YAMASHIRO and FUSO 1 CA 1 CL
and 6 DD were definitely sunk by the combined torpedo attack
of our PT's and Destroyers and the gunfire of -our Battleships and Cruisers. The remaining CA CL and DD's were
placed under heavy air attack the following morning and
reported as being badly damaged and probably sunk. Cleared
with MACARTHUR.

27 1700

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC info COMINCH, ALL TFCS
3RDFLT, COM7THFLT 1 CTF 77•
Photos of force in SIBUYAN SEA at 241215 I (-9) show 2
YAlJIATO 2 KONGO 1 NAGATO. 2 MOG.AMI 2 ACAGO 1 NACHI 1
unident CA. 1 AGANO 1 UNIDENT cruiser. 13 DDs reestimate
2 or 3 CL and several Destroyers not in the main body
where operating in the SIBUYAN SEA from the 23rd. Para.
1st sighting morning of 26th enemy main body off east
~ITNDORO consisted 4 BB 3 CA 3 CL 10 DDs.
1 damaged CA and
1 DD near masbate. 2 DDs off north CEEU. 1 damaged cruiser
13 north 122 east. TaskGroup 38.1 and TaskGroup 38.2
strikes thereafter sunk 1 AGANO. Probably sunk 1 MOGAMI
off south MINDORO • Damaged 1 YAN.tATO 1 NAGATO 1 KONGO 1
NAcrii 2 CL and 5 DDs. Also sunk 1 large CVS east of PANAY,
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believed to be· ship reported as ISE class hBB. 15 aircraft shot down and 16 destroyed on ground. Also MAVIS
shot by 5 night VF. Own losses 10 planes combat 7 operational. Para. Task group 38.3 and Task Group 38.4 preliminary
report for 27th. 1 CA off south MINDORO attacked by
search planes while making 24 knots left dead in water
and could not be found shortly later by VFB. 2 DDs damaged
1 beached. Task Force 38 LEYTE CAP· shot down 1 of 7 ZEKES.
2 relay planes over MARI~~UQUE waded into and splashed 5 of
40 to 50 OSCARS and ZEKES. Large transport and many .AKS
seen in MANILA. 3 CL and 2 DD heading towards MANILA BAY
at 0830. Para. Following related by POW seaman 1st class
from suzuyA. Attack force under CinC 2nd Fleet composed
YAN.l.ATO MUSASHI NAGATO HARUNA and KONGO. 10 CA CruDi vs 4,
5 and 7. NOSHIRO and 13 DDs. Sortied LINGGA 22nd high
speed. Night of 23d ATAGO and MAYA sunk T.AKAO damaged
dropped out of formation possibly sunk. Cine 2nd shifted
flag ATAGO to YAW~TO. 5 BB 7 CA 1 CL and 13 DDs entered
SULU SEA. MUSASHI and 1 or 2 CA heavily damaged 24th and
not again seen or heard of by POW. 4 BB included in force
which sortied SAN BERNARDINO (photos of Task Group 38.1
confirm this). SUZITYA sank at 1330/I 25th. YAh~HIRO FUSO
and AOBA transporting troops sailed from LINGGA 20th or 21
st for unknown destination. MOGAMI has been converted to
EC. Same as ISE and may have been in striking force sortie.
CA IBUKI joined fleet last July but has not been south.
End of POW statements.
28 0001

CINCPAC

TH FLEETS,

This is part 1 of 3 parts. Part 2 is 280006. Part 3 is
280012. Report of CTU 77.4.3 for 25 October I (-9). At
0653 in position 50 mnes east of SAMAR main enemy body
sighted by ASP about 15 miles to westward. Almost immediately 1 salvo from enemy seen fired and fell short. Ordered
carriers to launch all remaining planes to attack at
retirement started east into wind at maximum speed. Local
CAP and ASP and 1st support group for LEYTE had been launched. My force 6 CVE's ComCartDiv 25 in FANSHAW BAY with
SAINT LO, KALININ BAY, VilliTE PLAINS, domCartDiv 26 in
KITKUN BAY with GAMBIER BAY, 3 DD's and 4 DE's as screen,
HOEL, JOHNSTON, HEERMANN, DENNIS, ROBERTS, RAYMOND , BUTLER.
Enemy force 4 BB's 8 CA 4 CL 8 DDs. Para. All ships
making smoke retiring and launching planes EKTEATS. Enemy
Cruisers in VAN closed order 25,000 and 3 gun salvos struck
among rear ships. 0740 ordered DD's and DE's attack with
torpedoes and own force remaining carriers commenced firing
5 inch when range permitted. Planes later reported 1 DE
sunk by enemy gunfire while making torpedo attack. Presum-
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ably ROBERTS. Not heard from since. Moderate individual
ship maneuvering toward and away from last salvoes apparently prevented early heavy damage although many close straddles.
Para. By 0730 with main enemy body advancing on northern
side our retirement course changed to south and at 0815 to
southwest. Enemy heavy ships directly astern at 22000 and
2 cruisers each working forward on port and starboard beams
closing gradually to under 15000. Cruiser fire heavy from
both 8 and 6 inch falling all around all ships with occasional
big gun salvoes. At 0820 GAMBIER BAY reported being heavily
hit and lost 1 engine. Ship drifted aft under concentrated
fire. Since she must have passed through entire Jap fleet
assume GAMBIER BAY did not survive but was not afire when
last seen. Plane later reported GAMBIER BAY being shelled
by enemy destroyed at point blank range. Various other ships
hit but remained in disposition. At 0900 DENNIS hit and badly
damaged but stayed with us. At 0919 unidentified escort hit
May have been JOHNSTON not heard from since. HOEL reported
flooded forward and stopped to plug hole 6 feet in diameter
below waterline. Much other damage. Not heard from since.
Presumed sunk.
28 0006

CTU 77.4.3 to CTF 77, CTG 77.4 info COMINCH, CINCPAC,
SUPREME COMMANDER SOWESPAC AREA, COM3RD AND 7TH FLEETS,

COMAIRPAC

This is part two of 3 parts. Part 1 is 280001. Part 3 is
280012. At 0924 Jap main body and cruisers now at 12000
suddenly turned east to opposite course. It was unbelievable .
Plane observer now reported many torpedoes approaching
formation but stopping short. Apparently full salvoes from
cruisers or DD's to port. Para. In addition to loss of
GAMBIER BAY, HOEL, JOHNSTON and ROBERTS to gunfire, SAINT LO,
KALININ BAY, and FANSHAW BAY all badly hit causing structural
damage and leaving KALININ BAY temporarily on 1 engine.
DENNIS flooded forward. HEERMANN flooded to frame 42. Damage
to BUTLER and RAYMOND unknown. Para. Enemy heavy cruisers
used colored splash with 8 inch AG FYE BB's with their infrequent salvoes. Both 8 and 6 inch salvoes laddered in a
straight line about 300 yards. Accurate in range but missing
in deflection possibly due to maneuvering previously mentioned
Para. Impossible to understand why heavy cruisers failed to
clos~ in promptly or encircle force ~nd polish off this entire
outflt. Only deterrents were 5-inch fire falling around
cruisers and dummy runs by torpedo planes and strafing by
fighters. In any case main enemy force had enough of us and
broke off action. Para. In position about 20 miles southeast
of SAMAR this force came under air attack by suicide dive
bombers beginning about 1045 and continuing until about 1130.
No CAP was airborne over
-continued-
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this force although help had been requested. · Own planes
long since departed due to absence gas and ammunition
and our inability to land them for reservicing. At 1052
s_~NT LO was heavily hit by suicide plane diving into deck
and immediate large fire in hanger. Fires rapidly out of
control followed by extremely heavy explosions probably
torpedoes on hanger deck and magazines, continuing for
several minutes and destroying RHB~. Fire covered both
stern and bow aft him drifted around in wide circle. When
last seen personnel abandoning starboard side abreast bridge.
All remaining escort vessels ordered to stand by SAINT LO
to rescue survivors. Another suicide plane with small bomb
dove through port catwalk forward on KITKUN BAY and third
with heavy bomb came in exactly at bow throwing tons of
water and considerable shrapnel on bridge and forward part
of ship. Fourth dove at FANSHAW BAY. Shot down. Missed
fantail by a few feet scattering shrapnel and debris over
after end of ship. Two more suicides dove on KALININ BAY.
One shot down and missed. Other skidded along flight deck
in flames and over bow into water. It is conclusive that
suicide dives were made in all these cases.

28 0012
This is part 3 of 3 parts. Part 1 is 280001. Part 2 is
280006. After predawn attack retirement made to southeast
while own planes conducted attacks on enemy fleet. Sustained
surface speed now reduced to 15 knots. At 1950 remaining
4 carriers with no escorts observed surface radar contact
closing from quarter at about 18 knots. Suspicioned submarine since no answer to challenge and requested Task Unit
20 miles ahead to close me. Contack closed steadily until
DD's making radar approach challanged and about to open
fire when contact dissapeared. DD's immediately closed and
made sonar contact and attack on obvious submarine. 1 DD
remained overnight holding down submarine. Para. From
about 2130 until 2400 this force, now joined with TU 77.4.1,
was under close reconnaissance by enemy planes but no attack
developed. 1 plane· shot down by DD working on a submarine.
Para. Reports from such of our pilots as are ABXA L show
following damage inflicted on enemy. By planes of this
force from ships as follows. KITKUN BAY. Sank 1 MOGAMI
class CA unassisted. Ship observed to blow up and sink
after bombing attack. Probably sank TONI class CA with 2
torpedo hits and 2 hits or near misses on STARBOARD bow
with 500's. Cruiser this class observed on its side 4 hours
later same posit. Damaged 1 NACHI class CA with 1 torpedo
hit. W
HITE PLAINS probably sank 1 KONGO class BB 10 miles
southeast of BOHOL ISL~~D. Ship left dead in water burning
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fiercely with erew abandonin g. Possibili ty this ship
damaged previous night by TU 77.2. These planes were
part of our 1st flight air support group. Damaged MOGAMI
or TOAE class Cruiser with torpedo hit 8 miles east of
SAMAR. Left ship dead in water. F.ANSHAW BAY. Probably
sank CA at 11-43 north 126-42 east. Damage inflicted by
other 3 ships unknown due to absence pilots.
28 0537

CTF 38 to CINCPAC, COM3RDFLEET.
Best estimate compositio n Japanese force attacked on 25
·October east longitude date east of northern LUZON follows.
17 ships 4 carriers, 2 BB/XCV, 1 CA, 4 CL'S, 6 DD. Task
Force 38 definitely sank all 4 carriers, 1 CL or DD, 1 DD.
Planes alone accounted for 3 carriers, 1 DD.- Cruisers
polished off other carrier and CL or DD. 1 CL last seen
in sinking condition , possibly sunk. Of remaining ships
1 NATORI CL damaged by torpedo last seen going north at 5
or 6 knots alone. Both BB7XCV damaged, 1 by at least 2
probably 4 torpedoes and many bombs. BB/XCV retired separately 1 escorted by a Cruiser and 1 DD the other by a
Cruiser and probably 2 DD's. CA and 1 of remaining CL's
each hit by several bombs. At least 2 of DD's had been
heavily strafed. 2 ships, 1 DD and 1 CL or DD got away
from our Cruisers at high speed after dark. No photos of
carrier sunk on 1st strike but believed a CVE. Photos
show large carrier, ZUIKAKU class, 1 CVL CHITOS class and
1 CVL probably ZUL~O although slight difference d from
previous informatio n. 1 BB/XCV definitely ISE class, 1
CL AGANO or OYODO CLASS and 1 CL NATORI class, some DD's
probably 3, were TERUTSUKI class. In addition to above
force 1 DD was damaged by search planes near PAMOCETAW
ISLAND. 17 ZEKES were shot down over enemy force and 4 other
planes around our force and by search planes. Our combat
losses attacking this enemy force 10 planes 8 pilots and
10 aircrewmen all to antiaircr aft fire.

I
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1. Amplifying reports on the Second Battle of the Philippine
Sea, although still subject to revision as more informatio n is
received, indicate an overwhelm ing victory for the Third and
Seventh United States Fleets. The Japanese Fleet has been
decisively defeated and routed. The Second Battle of the
Philippine Sea ranks as one of the major sea battles of World
Nar II in the Pacific - together with the Battle of the Coral
Sea, 4-8 May 1942; the Battle of Midway, 3-6 June, 1942; the
Battle of Guadalcan al, 12-15 November, 1942; and the First
Battle of the Philippine Sea, 19 June 1944.
I

2. Movements of major Japanese fleet units northward from
the Singapore area were detected on 21 and 22 October (west
longitude date). Submarine scouts sighted the enemy force,
sank two ATAGO class heavy cruisers and severely damaged a
third. Ships .of the Third Fleet were moved into position to
· the eastward of the Philippine s off Surigao Strait, San
Bernardin o Strait and the Polillo Islands. On 23 October
carrier searches discovered two strong enemy naval forces moving
eastward, one through the Sibuyan Sea and the other through
the Sulu Sea.

3. Photograp hs by carrier aircraft showed that the force
moving eastward through the Sibuyan Sea included five battleship s,
thought to be the YAMATO, MtJSASHI, NAGATO, KONGO and H.ARUNA;
eight cruisers, two MOGMl.I, two TONE, two NACHI, one ATAGO, one
NOSHIRO; and 13 destroyer s. The force moving eastward through
the Sulu Sea consisted of two battleship s of the YAMASHIRO class,
two heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, and seven or eight
destroyer s.

4. As soon as the presence of the two enemy fleet forces in
the Philippine Islands was discovered on 23 October, Hellcat
fighters, Avenger torpedo planes and Helldiver dive bombers from
the Third Fleet carriers were launched to attack both forces.
In the Sibuyan Sea, one battleship and one cruiser were severely
damaged and set afire and may have sunk. Three other battleship s
received bombs and torpedoes ; three other heavy cruisers received
bombs and torpedoes ; and one light cruiser was torpedoed , capsized
and sank. In the Sulu Sea bomb hits were made on both battleship s.
Cruisers and destroyer s were strafed with rockets and machine guns.
5. Meanwhile , to the eastward of the Philippin es, enemy shorebased aircraft were attacking our carriers. In the aerial battle
that ensued, more than 150 enemy aircraft were shot down. Our
losses, on which exact figures are not yet available , were light.
In this attack, the carrier PRI NCETON was hit by a bomb which
caused a bad fire. Later the PRINCETON's magazine blew up and
the ship was so badly damaged that she had to be sunk by our own
forces.
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6. Also on the afternoon of 23 October, a land-based Navy
search plane discovered the presence of an enemy carrier ~orce
approximately 200 miles off Cape Engano on northern Luzon,
heading south. This force consisted of 17 warships including
a large carrier, believed to be of the ZUIKAKU class; three
light carriers of the CHITOSE and ZUIHO classes; two battleships
of the ISE class with flight decks aft; a heavy cruiser of the
MOG1tMI class; a light cruiser of the NOSHIRO class; three
cruisers of the KISO class; and six destroyers.

7. To meet this serious threat the Commander, Third Fleet,
concentrated several of his carrier task groups and started
northward at high speed for a dawn attack.
8. These units of the Third Fleet steamed north at full
speed through the night and caught the enemy so completely by
surprise on the morning of 24 October that there was no effective
air opposition. Later in the forenoon enemy carrier aircraft
which had been refueled ashore in the Philippines flew out to
join their ships which had already met disaster. The enemy·
planes arrived too late to get into the fight and 21 were shot
down by our combat patrols.

In this action, the following destruction was inflicted
upon the enemy:
~

One carrier of the ZUIKAKU class, sunk by carrier aircraft.
One light carrier of the ZUIHO class, crippled by carrier
aircraft and later sunk by the gunfire of cruisers and destroyers.
Two light carriers of the CHITOSE class, sunk by carrier
aircraft.
One light cruiser or large destroyer sunk by gunfire.
One destroyer sunk by carrier aircraft.
One cruiser was severely damaged by carrier aircraft
and was sunk during the night by a submarine.
DAMAGED

One battleship hit by 2-4 torpedoes and many bombs.
One battleship hit by bombs.
Three cruisers damaged by bombs and gunfire.
Four destroyers bombed, strafed or hit by gunfire.

None of the ~hird Fleet ships engaged with the enemy
carrier force were damaged. The Third Fleet in this phase of
the action lost 10 planes, 8 pilots and 10 aircrewmen, all shot
down by anti-aircraft fire. Before all the damaged enemy ships
could be trac.ked down and destroyed the engagement was broken
off to proceed to the assistance of Seventh Fleet carrier escort
groups then under attack off Samar Island.
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9. The enemy force of battleships, cruisers and destroyers
which had been attacked in the Sibuyan Sea had sortied through
the San Bernardino Strait in spite of the damage inflicted by
our carrier aircraft, and had attacked units of the Seventh
Fleet off Samar Island during the morning of 24 October. In
the ensuing battle, most of the enemy's heavy ships were badly
damaged by Seventh Fleet units assisted by carrier aircraft from
the Third Fleet. One cruiser of the MOG.~fl class was seen to
sink and one destroyer was left dead in the water. The enemy
force ran northwest from the scene of the action and during the
early hours of darkness passed westward through the San Bernardino
Strait. About 2 a.m. a straggling cruiser was sunk by gunfire
of the Third Fleet.
10. Meanwhile the southern enemy force had crossed the Sulu
Sea, the Mindanao Sea, had attempted to pass through the Surigao
Strait, and met the Seventh Fleet in a night action 24-25 October.
As announced by the Commander in Chief, Southwest Pacific Area,
all units of this enemy force were sunk or decisively defeated.

11. On 25 October, carrier aircraft of the Third Fleet were
launched against the crippled and damaged enemy fleeing westward
through the Sibuyan Sea. Damage done to the enemy during the
retirement of the enemy forces from San Bernardino Strait by
the combined efforts of the Third and Seventh Fleets and shore
based aircraft of the Southwest Pacific Area included one MOGAMI
class cruiser sunk off Mindoro Island, one NOSHIRO class cruiser
sunk south of Mindoro Island, one battleship possibly sunk, and
three other battleships and three other cruisers further damaged.
12. The total damage inflicted on the Japanese Fleet during
the period 22-27 October, 1944 included:
~

Two battleships
Four carriers
Six heavy cruisers
Three light cruisers
Three small cruisers or large destroyers
Six destroyers
SEVERELY DJJ!.J\.GED AND MAY HAVE SUNK

One battleship
Three heavy cruisers
two light cruisers
Seven destroyers
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12. ( Cont')

ESCAPED IN A DANJ.AGED CONDITION
Six battleship s
Four heavy cruisers
One light cruiser
Ten destroyer s

13. During the same actions the losses sustained by United
States naval forces were one light carrier (PRINCETON), two
escort carriers, two destroyer s, one destroyer escort and a
few lesser craft.
14. The following battleship s seriously damaged at Pearl
Harbor took part in these actions: WEST VIRGINIA, N~YLAND,
TENNESSEE, CALIFORNIA, and PENNSYLVANIA. The new carriers
LEXINGTON, WASP and HORNET also participa ted.

15. In all these actions, United States submarine s played
a highly important part and are credited with sinking and
damaging several enemy warships - both before and after the
air and sea battles on 23, 24 and 25 October.
16. Much of the credit for the destructio n inflicted on the
Japanese Fleet goes to the naval airmen who gallantly and
relentless ly pressed their attacks home with telling effect.
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COM3HDFLT 2923
TO CINCPAC and CINCSOWESPAC Info COMINCH·
COM THFLT; CTF 77; ALL TFC's 3RDFLT:
This is part 1 of 3 parts my 292359. Part 2 which is 292356
follows. Action summary 24-26 October~ Enemy carrier Force
San Bernardino Force and Surigao Force hereafter called northern
center and southern forces. Southern and center forces sighted
by carrier search teams morning 24th. Morning 24th 38.4 attacked
1 group of southern force believed consisting of FUSO, Y~~1ASKIUO,
FSHIGAUN and 4 destroyers (prisoner of war states possibly
carrying troops}. 3 to 4 Bomb hits plus rockets both BB. 1 CA
bomb hit and 4 DD damaged by rockets and strafing. Para.
38.2, 38.3 (and in afternoon 38.4) Attacked center force believed
consisting NAGATO, YAI\[ATO, :MUSASHI, DONGO, HARUNA (5BB) CHAKAI,
HAGURO, MYOKO, TONE, CHIKUMA, KUMANO and SAZUYA ( 7 CA) NOSHIRO
and 13 DD. Reported damage. In addition to bomb hits there were
at least 5 torpedo hits divided between the 2 YM~ATOS 1 stopped
burning down by head. Bomb hits in 2 possibly 3 remaining BB and
torpedo hits on 1 or both KONGO. 1 KONGO slowed and appeared
badly damaged. At 1600 observer saw 2 damaged BB of 4 in force
northwest of Masabte. Many hits on CA's WTVLOORS Duplication 2
known badly damaged (1 of these probably sunk) at least 1 other
damaged. 1 AGANO torpedoed and rolled over. . 1 DD sunk. liDSASHI,
Kmv~O, HAGURO unable sortie from San Bernardino due damage
according prisoner of war and apparently correct. Floatplane snooped
at 2145 north of Masabte. Estimate confirmed by Photo 4 BB (2
seriously 2 slightly damaged) 5 CA (at least 1 damaged) 1 CL and
9 DD sortied from San Bernardino many ships trailing oil.
COM3RDFLT 292356 TO CINCPAC, CINCSINESPAC Info CON.tiNCH;
COM7THFLT; CTF 77, ALL TFC's 3RDFLT:
Part 2 my 292359. Part 1 252353. Afternoon 24th northern force
was sighted latitude 18-10 longitude 125-30. Based on estimate
center force too heavily damaged to be major threat 38.2, 38.3,
38.4 made fast night run and on morning 25th attacked northern
force consisting 4 carriers, 2 BB/ X CV, 1 CA, 4 CL and 6 DD.
Definitely sank all 4 carriers 1 CL and 1 DD. Possibly sunk 1 CL
last seen sinking condition. Damaged another CL by torpedo, 2
BB/X CV 1 of which hit by 2 to 4 torpedoes and JliDY bombs, 1 CA
and 1 CL each hit by several bombs, 2 DD heavily strafed. See
CTF 38 280537 for identification. Para. On urgent request from
CTF 77 for assistance put strike on center force from TG 38.1 which
was approaching battle area and proceeded south with TF 34 sending
TG 34.5 in advance at high speed. 38.1 strike reported bomb
.ANEIJ.\J"VCKPTLCLSSON NAGA"fO, 4 bomb hits on Y.AlvtATO, 4 on KONGO, at
least 3 CA hit w1th 1 or more bombs, 3 on the CL and 4 DD 1 hit
each. 7th Fleet forces had gallantly turned back enemy center
force which reentered San Bernardino straits before TG 34.5 could
intercept. TG 34.5 swept F!~ BB, CA and DD re~orted dead in water
east of Samar intercepting and sinking 1 ship { estimated cruiser
or DD) and recovering survivors from SUZUYA which sank when her
ovm torpedoes detonated as result of fires.
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COM3RDFLT 292359 TO CINCPAC and CINCSO \~SPAC Info CO]nNCH;
COM?THFLT; CTF 77; ALL TFC's 3RDFLT:
Morning 26th TG's 38.3 and 38.4 were fueled TG's 38.1 and 38.2
resumed strikes on retreating enemy center force further .
damaging ships as follows: Heavys hit reported as NAGATO but
estimated probable KU1Uill0 2 torpedoes many bomb hits observed
out of control and believe sunk. COM3RDFLT SENDS PART 3 FINAL
HIS 292359. SEE 292353 WHiilli IS Pft~T 1. PART 2 IS 292356.
1 KONGO 2 torpedoes. Same or other KONGO hit with rockeDs.
NAGATO 1 torpedo YM~ATO 1 bomb hit. CA estimate ~ITOKO 2
torpedoes also bomb hit seen dead in water with XCO ships
alongside, not there later although 2 DD's seen so-cA probably
sunk. 1 CL torpedoed and bombed possibly sunk. 3 DD's damaged
{1 bow blown off). 9000 ton CVS sunk. Para. MUSASHI not seen
since 24th and believed sunk. Estimate following ships of
center force reached China Sea. 4 BB's all damaged by torpedoes
and bombs. 5 CA's (some damaged) and about 10 DD's possibly
including 1 CL. CA situation not~ear but it appears that
TAL~O was torpedoed by Blue submarine north of Balabac Island
on 23 October effected emergency repairs and by 2 sightings
appeared to rejoin center force via east of Palawan 26th.
Also possible that KUMANO or HAGURO effected repairs and
escaped to China Sea HALSEY
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59:
Summary of operations 26 October through 31 October:
Bomb tonnage on enemy bases and ·shipping: YAP 69,
SONINS shipping 27, HAHA JIMA 16, BABELTHU.AP 12, IWO
JIMA 4~, FAG.~ 2. No interception X AA mostly meagre
except intense 1 strike each YAP and BABELTHAUP.
Photos taken on shipping strike to CHICHI JIMA 29th
show 2 LSM, 1 DE, 6 PC, 12 PT, 5 small coastal cargo,
36 small craft, amny type "A" Landing Craft. No direct
hits, damage unobserved. Our casualties: 1 F4U and pilot
lost on YAP strike 31st. 6 Planes damaged all causes.
Searches: Navy search Liberators sighted 3 medium AK,
1 DD, 1 LSM CHICHI JIMA HARBOR, 1 DE 170 miles :NNVv CHICHI
JIMA, 1 SC and armed escort 15 Miles north I1NO JIMA,
attacked and damaged 5 barges at KITO IWO JIMA on 26th.
Saw 2 DD 180 miles NN CHICHI JIMA, damaged KATE 60 miles
NW IWO JIMA, destroyed Radio-Weathe r Station MUKO JIMA,
Sighted 2 small ~~ 1 coastal vessel with 1 VF cover 15
miles SSW IWO JI1v1A, 1 large freighter anchored 4 miles
off SW coast IWO on 27th. Attacked 5 coastal cargo
vessels 10 miles NW KITO IWO JI~1A results unobserved
and Pill~ attacked IRVING 540 miles WN PALAU with negative
results on 28th. Attacked 4 small coasters and a small
AK anchored West Coast KITA IWO JIMA on 30th, sank 1,
badly damaged 1, left 1 afire. Sank 3 of 7 coasters
and smoked 1 of 5 nonaggressive Zekes off KITA IWO JIMA,
sighted 2 LSM 40 miles west IMA JIMA, destroyed Emily
850 miles NW SAIPAN on 31st. Results continued mopping
up: GUAM 25th thru 30th our casualties 1 KIA 12 WIA.
193 Japs killed total to date 17168. 23 POW total to
date 425. TINIAN 24th thru 30th no enemy contacts.
SAIP1~ 25th thru 29th our casualties none.
16 Japs killed
total to date 26063. 5 POW total to date 2052. PELELIU
and ~~GAUR 24th thru 29th our casualties 41 KIA 210 WIA
· 3 MIA. 370 Japs killed total to date 12523. 18 POW
total to date 375.

06 0216

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CINCSWPA Info COU7THFLT; CTF 77j
CO MINCH; .ALL TGC' S OF TF 3 8:
Preliminary incomplete report sweeps and strikes LUZON
5 Nov. · At 0430 submarine contact made at 15-36 N, 123-19
E. JA.SADA tactics promptly commenced. Apparently sub
had no chance to give alarm and surprise achieved over
~v\NILA by VF sweep.
80 airborne planes met over Clark
area 58 shot down. Airborne opposition over :r.-1PJ-JILA
slight all day and over Clark diminished during day.
Total shot down 83 over targets and 5 at force. Photos
of 1st strike show 143 single 45 twin engine at Clark
84 Single 7 twin MABALACAT. Pilots report 40 planes
Inostly bomber west LIPA 15 LEGASPI 20 to 30 NIELSON
10 to 20 NICHOLS 15 CONCEP'I'ION 2 LUCENA FNTF on field
at LUBANG I ,JL.J.~ . 4 Dummies GRACE PARK and many
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COM RDFLT to CINCPAC CINCSVVPA Info COM7THFLT;
CTF 77; COMINCH; ALL TGC '3 OF T:B, 3 : - Cent' d)
dummies BATANGAS. Over 100 destroyed on ground.
SGTTJ sighted 1 CA, 1 CL, 2 AP, 3 or 4 DD, 25 to 30
AK ~lliNILA BAY. 1 CA burning furiously in sinking
condition from several bomb and torpedo hits. 1 CL,
at least 3 DD's and several AK's damaged. 1 Sub
Chaser sunk off LUBANG. At Clark fuel dump hangar
and ships fired. Installations at BAT~~TGAS, LIPA,
LEGASPI and LUBANG damaged. At 1318 TG 38.3 attacked
by small group of Bogeys. Few got past CAP through
clouds. 2 Diving on LEXINGTON, ack ack got 1 and
other crashed on signal bridge causing minor damage.
A 3rd suicide missed TICONDEROGA. During night of
5/6 November ineffective air attacks against JASADA
group, otherwise all quiet. Night hecklers knocked
down 2 Topsy and 1 unidentified in MANILA-CL~ area.
Clark not blacked out at any time. No ack ack or
interception.

06 0040

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTG 57.14:
Progress ANGUAR and PELELIU, 27 October through
2 November. Enemy continues night attempts infiltrate
our lines without success. 5 Air strikes using N~~ALM
made during period. Patrols and demolition squadrons
continue sealing off caves in isolated pockets. Our
forces took high ground at TA 134 DE and made slight
progress compressing lines from north. On 30th Jap
plane dropped parachute. Basket containing grenades
recovered. At 1930 1(-9) 1st Float Plane from north
shot down by Night Fighter. Cargo chute with signal
supplies recovered. Also dropped phamplets transcribed exactly in enclosure (A). At 0830 1 29th
surfaced submarine possibly midget reported east of
ABAPPAOMOGAN ISLAND by mine sweep LCVP. ASP during
daylight and surface craft patrol maintained SCHONIAN
through 31st without further contact. Aircraft
destroyed 2 barges by strafing on 26th, damaged 2 on
30th. Also cooperating with MTB's sweeping inner
waters south of KOSSOL to 07-36 north destroyed 40
foot cutter and 2 barges on 26th and attacked 40mm
or 3 inch shore battery on 1st at NW tip of
BAEEL~iUAP.
No mines found this patrol area and
charts correct. Unloading hampered by heavy seas and
swells 28th through 31st with beaches PELELIU and
iillGUAR almost unusable. Daily averages unloading for
period covered PELELIU 2134 MT. ANGAUR 858 MT .
First Garrison Echelon 99.5% unloaded PELELIU. First
completed and 2nd 7~~ unloaded _l\NGAtJR. Construct ion
~~ LE LIU satisfactory with road system 30% complete
and 12 t a nks 1000 barrels capacity each south AVG /iS
farm completed on 28th. Cha nnel to OR. \.NGE mACH to be
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CTF 57 to CI NCPOA Info CTG 57.14: (Cont'd)
completed 3rd and available for use filling tanks.
roads 35% complete 2Sth, 2 warm up platforms
and taxiways completed, 69 hardstands rough graded
50 completed_. 6 AVGAS tanks tested and filled from
ship moored to bouys off Phosphate Plant. Casualties
POWS and JAPS killed as in my 5 day summary.
ill~GAUR

{ENCLOSURE (A))
'Poor reckless Yankee-Doodle. Do you know about the
naval battle wane by the American 58th Fleet at the
sea near T AI VifAN ( TOMOSA) and PHILIPPINE. Japanese
powerful air firce had sank their 19 aeroplene
carriers, 4 battleships, 10 several cruisers and ·
destroyers along with sending 1,261 ship aeroplanes
into the sea. Fran this result we think that you can
imagine what shall happen next around P.ALAU upon
you. The fraud Rousevelt, hanging the president
election under his nose and from his policy ambition,
worked not only poor Nimmit but also Macca's ir like
a robot. Like this, what is pity~ Must be sacrifice
you pay. Thanks for your advice notes of surrender.
But we haven't any reason to surrender to those who
are fated to be totally destroyed in a few days later.
Add to you, against the manner of your attack paying
no heed to humanity, your god shall make Japanese
force to add retaliative attack upon you. Saying
again, against the attack paying no heed to humanity
contrary to the mutual military spirits, you shall
get a very stern attack. We mean cruel attack.
Japan Military.
06 0810

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59:
Surr$ary of Operations 1 Nov through 5 Nov. Bomb
tonnage on shipping and enemy bases: Army B-24's
BONINS shipping 60, I 1NO JINu4.. 31, CHICHI JIMA 1~,
H.AHA JINf.A. 4, M_\RCUS 10.
P-47's PAGAN 16. F4U's
B.ABELTHAUP 22, YAP 6. AA meagre except moderate
to intense from shipping , BABE: LTHAUP and I WO JIMA.
Results shippine strike 2nd, 1 AK sunk, another left
burning, 2 AK probably damaged. Results other
shipping strikes negative or unobserved. Interception:
At I ·.VO JIMA by 6-8 unaggressive VF on 4th. 3
Damaged. Our casualties: 1 F4U shot down on
BAES LTIID..t\P strike 2nd, PBY 5.b.. cra shed and sank due
rough water during Dumbo services, all personnel
recovered no in j uries. 19 Pl anes dama ged all causes.
Sea rches: Navy PB4Y' s destroyed and Emily 750 miles
NW SAI PAN , a tt a cked 2 co a st ers east of KI TA · I~'\fQ JIMA
with ne ga tive results on 1st. Bombe d and strafed
co a ster same position with negat i ve results and
dama ge d 1 of 4 non-aggressive Zekes on 2nd . Atta~ '83
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59:

DECLASSIFIED

by 4 uneager Zekes 40 miles south I .VO JIN~ on 5th, 1
Zeke possibly damaged. On morning of 3 Nov P47's
on PAGAN strike shot down Frances approaching runway.
Photos that date show runway inoperational. Results
continued mopping up: SAIPAN 31st through 3rd own
casualties 7 KIA 3 WIA including 6 killed during air
raid on 2nd. 145 Japs killed total 26,208 to date.
1 POW total 2,052 to date. Includes 95 killed 1st and
2nd in well organized position at TA 249. All known
organized enemy groups now destroyed. Estimate 300
Jap military still at large. TINIAN 31st through 2nd
no casualties. 3 Japs killed total 6,870 to date.
GUAM 31st through 4th no casualties. After completing
sweep of northern half of island 3rd MARDIV released
by ISCOM GUJU,~1 Nov 1 to COMGE1"TMFPAC for training and
rehabilitation. 60 Japs killed total 17,174 to date.
36 POW's total 457 to date. PELELIU and ANGAUR own
casualties 16 KIA, 59 WIA. 176 Japs killed total
12,679 to date. 21 POW's total 390 to date.
13 2107

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info

CON~IRPAC,

CTF 38, COMINCH:

Ur 110251 and 110258 carriers and other ships as well
must be kept in state of material readiness not only
for current operations but to carry on throughout the
war. It is essential that there be periods for material
upkeep by ships force and by tenders and that Navy Yard
work be not unduly deferred. The capabilities of Yards
are limited and it is necessary not only to regulate
the work load there but to avoid a situation where too
many ships will be withdrawn from the operating forces
at a time. ·Para. Return BUNKER HILL accord mydis
080529 and ENTERPRISE to PEARL on completion LEXINGTON
repairs. Do not anticipate FRA1~LIN and BELLEAU WOOD
will be returned to service in forward areas before
February or that any new carriers will join before
them. Para. 1 replacement CVG expected arrive
ENIWETOK 7 Dec and additional 1 ~~S 20 Dec ENTERPRISE
and BATAAN will probably rejoin TF 38 by late Dec and
with INDEPENDENCE will then form night group in accordance previous plans.
14 1037

CINCPOA to CINCSWPAC Info COM7TIITLT,
FLEET:

CO~~ERVFOR

7TH

In order expedite exchange information and to facilitate
implementation agreements pertaining to .logistic support
of Pac Fleet units request your assent for ComServPac
to communicate directly with Com 7th Fleet and ComServFor 7th Fleet on logistic matters.

2284
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15 0703

COMGENPOA {RICHARDSON) to CINCPOA

DECl!SS\fl

R-39588-13th With reference to War ·Department Radio 232350
GCT August copy of which has been furnished you it is proposed to recommend to the War Department that the Category
of Defense for the HAWAIIAN Area as defined therein be
modified by deleting specification (3) and substituting
the following therefor "(3) Ground defense forces of
islands in the main HAWAIIAN Group to be not less than 1
division or the equivalent in combat units". Request your
concurrence. This change will permit maximum employment
of available infantry divisions in future operations.

16 0042

CINCPOA to COMGENPOA
Until such time as the critical shortage in service and
supporting troops in POA is alleviated it may be advisable
not to bring additional divisions to this Area and thereby
tax further the already overloaded service troops and
facilities now available. Therefore it appears advisable
to consider holding the 97th and 86th Infantry Divisions
on Mainland until called. For planning purposes it is
anticipated that these divisions would not be called prior
to March 1945. A Staff concerence will be held on this
subject and questions raised in your serial 00043 of 12
November in light of Filbas agreement of 4 November as
soon as Major General Leavey returns from SoPac.

16 0546/45

CINCPAC to ALPOA Info COMINCH, CINCLANT, CINCSWPA

Following changes effective 20 November 1944. Task force
numbers 57 and 59 assigned use by 5th Fleet. Tactical
organization numbers of 9th Fleet as follows. TF 90, 91,
92 assigned ComNorPac. TF 94 ComFwdAreaCentPac. TF 95
ComAirFwd. TF 96 ComMarGilsAr ea. TF 97 ComHawSeaFron.
TF 98 Hawaiian Defense Sector. Others reserved for CinCPac.

22 8S
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13 1955

COiv~INCH

CINCLAN'l

1

to GOM7THFLT Info CINCSWPA, CINCPOA, COMWESSEAFRON,
CHIEF OF STAFF ARMY, COMDT US COAST GUARD.
,

Philippine Sea Frontier hereby established under Commander
7th Fleet in Area north of Equator within limits Southwest
Pacific Area. Sea Frontier Forces as assigned by Commander
7th Fleet. By separate non classified correspondence other
interested agencies advised of establishment of Philippine
Sea Frontier Command.

15 0524

CINCPAC to COMINCH Info C01v1AIRPAC:
Cumulative effect of increased distances higher aircraft
attrition recent battle damage to CVE's and necessity for
moving Army Fighter Aircraft for future operations will
create critical shortage of CVE lift during 1st quarter
of 1945. Urge early action on my serial 003596 of
4 Nov regarding additional Transport CVE's for Pacific
Fleet.

15 0438

CINCPOA to COMGENPOA Info CG .AGF ULITHI, CG USAFFE:
Request you cancel your 120940Z (RJ-39259-12th) Secret.
Accordance paragraph seven of agreement reached at
HOLLANDIA conference on Logistic Support POA specified
exemption of Army units or individuals will be only
by mutual consent of CINCPOA and CINCSTNPA. Request
in ComGenPOA desp 100044Z to communicate direct with
CINCSWPA Disapproved for the present.

17 0140

CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59:
Summary of Operatio"ns 11 Nov thru 15 Nov:
Bomb tonnage on shipping and enemy bases: By Ar.my ~24's,
122 tons on IWO JIMA, 24 on WOLEAI, 17 on BONINS
shipping with 2 probable hits on medium AK HAHA JIMA on
14th, other results negative. B-24's and MAG 11 squadrons
put 53 tons on PALAU. Marine Fighters and TBF's dropped
34 on YAP. F4U's dropped 4 tons on ROTA. P-47's attacked
PAGAN with 44 rockets. A Marine B-25 ·attacked shipping
HAHA J~~ with 7 rockets probably sinking sub, and 2
possible hits on medium AK on 14 Nov. AA mostly meagre
occasionally moderate to intense at PALAU and IWO JIMA.
Results mining operations BONINS: 16 Mark 26-1 dropped
by 5 B-24's on 12th in OKIMURA KO HAHA IriMA. 4 Additional
within 300 yards in deeper water. 6 Mark 25 dropped by
6 B-24's in T.AKINOURA WAN ANI JIMA on 15th. 2 additional
300 yards off west coast MUKO JIN~ SN HAHA JI~AA ( 1 with
broken static cord) and 2 jettisoned 10 miles north
OTOTO JIMA in about 70 fathoms. Interception: At IWO JIMA
by 6 VF, 1 damaged on 11th. By 1 T/E, 2 VF on 12th.
Our casualties: 1 F4U lost on YAP strike due engine
trouble on 12th pilot missing. 1 PB4Y water landed 30
228~
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CTF 57 to CINCPOA Info CTF 59: (cont'd)
miles west of SAIP~J on 12th, 7 survivors picked up
on 13th, continuing search through 14th negative.
1 F4U and pilot lost on ROTA strike 13th. 21 Planes
damaged all causes. Searches: Navy PB4Y's saw 3
7000 ton 2 4000 ton AK at CHICHI JIY~ on 12th.
Attacked DD 10 miles east HAHA JIMA by radar, 2 near
misses observed. Attacked medium AK and DD by radar
15 miles northwest HAHA JIMA results unobserved on
14th. Results continued mopping up: GUAM lOth thru
14th our casualties 1 WIA. 45 Japs killed total to
date 17238. 3 POW total to date 463. TINIAN 9th
thru 13th our casualties 2 WIA. 11 Japs killed total
to date 6893. 1 POW total to date 316. SAIPAN 8th
thru 13th our casualties 2 viTA. 13 Japs killed total
to date 26277. 6 POW total to date 2068. PELELIU
and ANGAUR 9th thru 13th our casualties 14 KIA 54 WIA.
Japs killed 99 total to date 12980. 3 POW total to
date 420.

21 0920

COMFWDAREA to CINCPOA info CTG 94.14.
Progress ANGAUR and PELELIU 15 thru 19 November. Unloading PELELIU averaged 2086 MT daily with 2nd echelon
29% and 3rd 46% unloaded. .~GUAR averaged 1274 MT daily
with 2nd echelon 59% and 3rd 19% unloaded. Delayed at
PELELIU by slow progress boat channel and angaur by
interence of work on boat channel and harbor, and by
delay in repairs to small craft ~amaged by storm.
Late report states 3 LOT seriously damaged other small
craft minor damage in boat basin by waves breaking
over reef barrier during typhoon. Construction PELELIU
reported satisfactory, NE end of bomber strip 98%
complete. Angaur satisfactory except for boat channel
and harbor project. 82 hardstands completed. 1000
foot runway extension cleared. 300 feet 1m end to be
completed 5 December and 700 feet S'W end 10 December.
Japs continied ni ght efforts to infiltrate our lines
to escape pocket. Patrols with LVT flame t hrowers
and tanks operated in ma in cave area. Several more
sealed off or blown up. NGEREGONG reoccupied on 15th
with no resistance encountered. Ni ght 17-18 Japs
using 20 man rafts and individual floation bags attacked
LCI's in S CH O NI P~ harbor. All killed except one pow
who said pa rty which left KOROR for islands vicinity
of EIL MALK totaled 200. Ulithi arrangements to handle
Garrison and Ulility planes and up to 150 pool planes
believed satisfactory. Boat pool organization satisfactor y and will have 75 % of boats in commission before end of month.

2287
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C01~0RWARD1ffiEA

to CINCPOA Info CTG 95

Summary of operations 16 through 20 Nov inclusive:
Bomb Tonnage on shipping and enemy bases: By Army
B 24s, 77 tons on BONINS with direct hit on coaster
at CHICHI 16th, direct hits on 3 AKs HAHA JIMA 18th
w'ith 1 reported sunk, and possible direct hit on DD
at CHICHI JIMA 19th. 38 tons on LEGASPI. 1 1/4 tons
on IWO JIMA. By B 25s and MAG 11 Squadrons, 35 tons
on PALAU. By VMF, VMTB and Navy search venturas, 21
tons on Y_~. By VM}, and ~KrB, 5 tons on ROTA. Marine
B 25s with rockets got 3 hits on 2 AKs 20 miles east
of CHICHI JIMA 17th and fired 6 rockets on 3 ships at
CHICHI JIMA 20th undetermined results. Para. Results
mining operations BONINS: 4 MK 26 dropped by 4 B 24s
in Bay south of airfield CHICHI Jll~ on 18th, 12 others
within 600 yards to west of area. 8 MK 25 dropped by
5 B 24s in FUTAMI KO on 17th, 2 others 2 1/2 miles
from SW corner of CHICHI JIW~. Para. Interception:
At 1¥10 JIW~, all non-aggressive, by 4 VF against photo
mission on 18th discouraged by P-38 escort. By 4 VF
same day using phosphorous bombs against 2 search
Liberators. By 3 VF against photo mission 19th. By
1 reported Oscar using phosphorous bomb against lone
search Liberators 20th. Para. Our casualties: 1 B 25
water landed 90 miles WN SAIPAN 16th, 4 survivors
same day. 1 F4U lost at YAP 18th, pilot rescued by
Dumbo. 18 planes damaged all causes. Para. Searches:
Navy Liberators strafed and bombed 2 barges at KITA
IO JIMA 19th negative results. Para. Enemy submarines
active in Western CAROLINES. On 19th sub seen 3 times
near West entrance KOSSOL PASSAGE after which sound
contact made by 2 DEs with attack resulting in explosions,
oil slick and debris. Early morning 20th DD Case rammed
and sunk midget sub which surfaced as CruDiv 5 sortied
from ULITHI. 2 POW captured said 2 other midgets in
anchorage. About same timeao Mississinewa was torpedoed
and sunk in anchorage. No report yet on casualties.
2 other midgets possible sunk inside anchorage. Hunter
killer initiated same afternoon on contact 24 miles
East FALALOP. Para. Other enemy activity: Emily
sighted by Blue convoy 180 miles NNW TRUK dawn 20th.
Followed by 2 fighter bomber attacks during day on East
bound convoy. Damage if any not reported. Am hitting
TRUK opportunity with maximma available P-38s. Para.
Results continued mopping up: Nov 14-19 TINIAN 10 Japs
killed total 6903 to date. GUAM 45 Japs killed total
17,283 to date. 7 POWs total 470 to date. 7 POWs
total 470 to date no casualties own forces. SAIPAN
14-18 Nov 249 Japs killed total 26,526 to date. 47
POW total 2115 to date. ~vn casualties 9 KIA 41 WIA
includes results intensive sweep my 172353. No known
enemy concentrations remain on island. PELELIU and
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ANGUAR 15-19 Nov 136 Japs killed total 13,116 to
date 3 POW total 423 to date. Own casualties 12 KIA
54 WIA.
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CINCP~C

to CINC EAST FLEET Info CINCPAC ADMIN, COMINCH.

MOST ~EO~. NIMITZ TO FRASER. I will be delighted to
have you as my guest at Pearl Harbor in Mid December
or whenever you are able to come. Concerning operations
in the existing strategic situation I concur strongly
in your idea that destructive operations of your forces
against S~~TRA objectives this winter is more important
than your early arrival in Pacific. Am now in conference
with CominCh who fully supports above views ~nd wishes
to mention prospective operations to MALAY PENINSULA
as probably requiring carrier and gun fire support.
26 0700

COM3RDFLT to NIMITZ, CINCPOA; KING, MCMORRIS CINCPAC
ADMIN.
FOR NIMITZ INFO KING, MCMORRIS. Your
250015 acknowledged. Apparently some Com3rdFlt traffic
was missed as supporting force at sea was reduced to
2 groups on 23 November. Para. With existing Target
dates any ship participating both in U Plus 1 PHILIPPINE
strike and S Minus 5 FOR110SA strike can have a maximum
3 days at anchor ULITHI. That is physically all that
is possible. If 3 groups support L3 those 3 groups
can be given 3 days at anchor before departing for
INDUCTION and the 4th group can have a long uninterrupted
overhaul weather permitting. Para. During November
Groups will have had total (But not consecutive) time at
anchor as follows 38.1, 7 days;38.2, 8 days;38.3, 6 days;
38.4, lldays. Para. If task force 38 can be absolved
of any support commitments for sufficient time to permit
10 uninterrupted dyas at anchor the operational prospects
for INDUC'I'ION, DETACHMENT and ICEBERG will be vastly
improved. To do this will require at least 15 days
without commitment and 1 of the 4 Groups will have to
go elsewhere than ULITHI preferably MANUS. Para. I Fully
share your concern in this matter of upkeep. I do not
consider Task Force 38 has had adequate upkeep and furthe
it will be physically impossible to meet your maintenance
requirements and carry out my assigned combat tasks with
existing target dates. Battle damage sustained 25 Nov
has made this matter ever more critical. Your 241745 was
also considereQ in preparing this despatch. Halsey.
~0~ ~EeH~.

27 1312

GEN HDQTRS S'NPA (:MACARTHUR) to COM3RDFLT Info COM7THFLT,
CINCPOA
CX-54038. Following Plan for 3rd Fleet participation
in L3 Operations arranged, subject to your approval,
during conference with your representatives. 3rd Fleet
neutra lize hostile mAUGT Air Forces LUZON U minus 1 to
U plus 1; Be prepa red to strike LUZON targets in
emergency during period U plus 3 to U plus ~; on above
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to COM RDFLT Info COM THFLT,
dates be prepared to strike hostile Naval Forces in
VISAYAN waters and westward thereof in range which may
threaten our overwater movements . Southwest Pacific
Air Forces neutralize hostile air forces in VISAYAS,
MINDANAO, and SULU ARCHIPELAGO and VEQOT cover overwater movement and support landing. 7th Air Force,
main coordinati on with Southwest Pacific Air lforces,
neutralize air forces in the UVRKLL. First dividing
line between responsib ility 3rd Fleet and Southwest
Pacific Air Forces, including 7th Air Force, will be:
14-30 North, 125-00 East; 14-30 North, 121-50 East;
13-35 North, 121-50 East; Thence Due West. 3Rd Fleet
and the Allied Air Forces will exchange informatio n
when either force strikes in the area OCBTHEX other.
Notificati on should be given far in advance as
practicab le indicating the target to be attacked ~~
approxima te scale of effort, in the time of attack7
The 3rd Fleet May at discretion put fighter sweeps into
the BIGOL UPON notificati on. Request your immediate
concurrenc e or comments. Similar data for support of
Ml follows in separate radiogram .

28 1100

COM3RDFLT to CTF 38 Info COMINCH, .CINCPAC AND )RD FLEET.
Following temporary Task Organizat ion effective
1 December and until further notice. Para. Task Group
38.1 RAdm Montgomery in YORKTONN, WASP, COVf.PENS,
LANGLEY, BatDiv 8 less INDIANA, SAN FRANCISCO, BALTIMORE
SAN DIEGO, OAKLAND, DesRon 53, HOBBY, WELLS, BUCHANAN,
FRANKS, THATCHER, DYSON, SPENCE. Para. Task Group 38.2
RAdm BOGAN in LEXINGTON, HANCOCK, TIEONDEROGA,
INDEPENDENCE, BatDiv 7, VINCENNES, MI_~~I, PASADENA,
DesRon 52, CAPPS, DAVID W. TAYLOR, EVANS, JOHN D HENLEY,
BOYD, BROVffl, POV~LL. Para. Task Group 38.3 RAdm Sherman
in ESSEX, HORNET, SAN JACINTO, MONTEREY, BatDiv 6,
SA1~A FE, BILOXI, ASTORIA, DesRon 50, DesRon 55 less
IRNIN and MOSSIRON. Para. Following ships granted
availabil ity as necessary until 10 December CABOT,
NEW ORLE . L\NS,
.
DesRon 61, MCCORD, TRATHEN, HliZELWOOD,
HAGGARD now at ULITHI. MOBILE and HADLEY returning
ULITHI about 3 December. BOSTON at ].lr.ANUS as previously
directed. Para. CTF 38 shifts units present ULITHI
to conform this organizati on prior departure and complet
reorganiz ation upon rendezvou s with Task Group 38.3 on
2 December. Task Group 38.4 temporary dissolved .
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28 2036 ·ciNCPAC to COM3RDFLT Info COMINCH, COMAIRPAC, CTF 38.
The subject of your 280413 has been discussed with with
CominCh and it is expected that carrier complements
will soon be changed to 73 Fighters, 15· Scout Bombers
and 15 Torpedoe Planes. However no change has yet been
authorized and furthe~ increases in fighter strength must
be made slowly as additional sources of pilots become
effective. No radical change in numbers of aircraft and
pilots actually carried will be made without reference
to the type commander who is responsible for the flow
of replacements and maintenance of strength for later
operations. Since its directive is impracticable of
accomplishme nt without critical disruption of type
commanders planned flow of pilots please cancel your
280413. Para. The shortage of trained carrier pilots
makes 'it necessary that as a matter of policy they be
not used for combat operations from shore bases and
those who are forced to land on shore in advanced areas
should be recovered promptly.
28 2315

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info

CO~~IRPAC,

COMINCH, CTF 38

Your 282036 urgently request you reconsider. Time is
short and things are already moving. This is just as
much a matter of arming properly for a task as is the
use of HC instead of AP for shore bombardment. The
suicide attack is a grave menace to our carriers and to
your future operations if not countered. More fighters
are needed to counter it and they cannot be found except
by reducing number over target or adding to complement.
Effectivenes s over target and security of force makes
immediate increase mandatory. Please advise by urgent
despatch.
29 0316

CINCPAC to COM 3RD FLT Info COMINCH, COMAIRPAC, CTF 38
Your 282315. You are authorized to embark the approximately 100 fighter pilots now in the forward area and
in the replacement escort carriers and such fighter
aircraft as will not exceed the ratio of 4 fighters
for 5 pilots. However there will be only approximately
40 additional fighter pilots available to you prior to
Ml and it will not be possible to maintain the expanded
fighter strength which you reach for LJ. The conversion
of bomber pilots to fighter pilots will take place in
the Hawaiian area rather than the forward area. M:y
282036 modified accordingly.

22 0615

CTF 38 to CTG'S 38.1, 38.2, 38.3, 38.4 Info COM3RDFLT,
CINCPAC, C01tffii RPAC
Subject: Replenishmen t of complements of airgroups and
squadrons policy concerning. 1. Each task group commander

22 9?.
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(continued·)
shall exercise full responsibility and initiative when
dealing with sources in the forward area to replenish
the complements of his airgroups and squadrons. The
following instructions will elaborate on this function:
A. Ship aircraft complements are controlled by directives
from CNO ComAirPac or by special instructions from the
fleet or force commander. B. Squadron pilot and air crew
complements are controlled by the same directives as
modified by necess•ity as follows: 1. Standard pilot
and aircrew complement desired is 150% of standard plane
complement. 2. This complement will be allo~d to fall
to 125% before active replacement measures need be taken.
Priority of assignment of replacements should go to squadrons below this minimum figure. 3. Replacement pilots
and their aircrews will soon be supplied as "combat
replacement teams". These teams shall not be broken up
to fill complements to exact figures. Replacement shall
be made by whole team and by whole air crews pilot and
his aircrewmen and small variations over or under the
exact complement is allowed to accommodate this method
of replacement. 4. Leveling off complements by exchanging pilots between groups and squadrons is undesirable and
shall not be done except in cases of grave inequality
and then only when the military situation and the condition of the depleted squadron demands such measures. The
squadron complement must be considered in assigning tasks
so that pilots in depleted squadrons will not be exhausted
carrying an unadjusted load. 2. Task Groups Commanders
may deal directly with replacement sources afloat or
ashore in the forward area to replenish the air groups.
This function entails the preparati.on of a list of requirements. Finding out from the souJ.:ces j ust what is a vailable and handling the physical details of getting the
replacements on board. Com TF 38 desires a copy of the
task group requirements in advance of any replenishment
_period at which he will be present in order to prorate
the supply should the demands of 2 or n1ore task groups
exceed the supply. In the absence of Com TF . 38 the
senior task group commander is authorized to perform
the function. 3. This comrnand needs up to date information on the combat status of the airgroups and directs
that the task group command er forward by message drop
after each replenishment period a status report showing
bJ ships the pilot composition of each squadron listfurlg
separately the VF( N) &nc1 the VR(P). Also it is desired
that t h i s report show the numbers of planes by types on
board indicating those fitte d wit h special equipment
such as APS-6, AI A, APS-3, APS- 4, rocket, photogr aphic,
target towing , package guns and the lik e.

22 83
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CTF 95 to CINCPOA Info COMGENAAFPOA, CTF 94
Your 192321. ComFwdArea 250233 October stated that
"The principal worthwhile ground targets for your
planes at present are shipping". My 280020 October
outlined my most efficient plan to comply with this
directive which was a daily shipping strike in the
N.ANPO SHOTO by heavy bombers and stated that this
was not considered profitable and efficient employment
of heavy bombardment aviation but is the maximum
effort that can be made against shipping under his
directive. Dunkers Derby was changed to a blind
bombing area effective 10 November and promising
results were achieved with VMB 612 and B-24 snoopers
blind bombing at night. Further experience, elimination
of material bugs, and development of tactics would
undoubtedly greatly increase efficiency of these attacks.
Blind bombing restrictions were again placed in effect
in this area on 16 November. However V11B 612 has and
is being utilized at night against enemy shipping
in harbors. B-24 snoopers are at present enployed in
mining operations. Daily shipping strikes have been
conducted except when higher priority directives
have taken precedence such as a maximum effort on
10, 11 and 12 November against IWO JI1~ as directed
by Com3rdFleet to support the surface force bombardment on nite 11-12 November, furnishing escort for
photographic missions and mining operations. Shipping
attacked has been in well protected harbors which make
low level daylight attacks prohibitively dangerous
with slow unmaneuverab le liberators. The measures I
consider practicable to improve the efficiency of our
operations against shipping are {1) Remove blind
bombing restrictions in dunkers derby under previously
arranged conditions {2) Conduct nightly shipping
search and attack by PBJ's and snooper B-24's {3)
Continue experiment and Development of nite tactics
of PBJ's and B-24 snoopers {4) Bomb shipping by
daylight from high level only when targets are
particularly valuable or of large size.

26 1935

)

COMINCH and CNO to COM7THFLT, Info CINCP.OA, CINCSWPA,
COMSOPAC
Because of the necessity for establishing in the
PHILIPPINES at the earliest practicable date the
maximum proportion of the facilities needed to meet
the pressing Fleet requirements of the current war
it is desired that with the concurrence of CINC SV~A
you constiture a board to survey and recommend the
extent to which the LEYTE area can be developed as
as Naval Base to meet the overall re quirements set
forth in your 181047. CinCPOA will furnish consulting
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COMINCH and CNO to COM7THFLT, Info CINCPOA, CINCSWPA,
COMSOPAC (Continued)
representative. Para. It is contemplated that
installations and facilities comparable to ~~S will
be provided forlEYTE area using for this purpose to
the greatest practicable extent those whfuch can be
moved forward from ESPIRITU SANTO. Para. Survey
should indicate maximum development practicabLe without
regard to potential availability of MANILA. OLONGAPO.
SUBIC area which I contemplate will be needed only
to meet local Naval requirements.

01 1246

CTF 77 to ALL TFC'S AND TGC'S 7TH FLEET, COM 7TH FLEET
Info CINCSWPA, CINCPAC, COM 3RD FLEET, COMAAF/) COMAF 5,
COMGEN 6TH A~IT, C01IDESRONS 21 60 5 22 54 51
23, COMINCH
This is my TSS OpPlan 18-44. Task Organization. A ORMOC Attack Group BAdm Struble Forces Assigned
MINDORO Attack Group TG 78.3 plus 12 additional LSM
when .a vailable. Para 1
General Situation and Enemy
Forces as in current intelligence summaries to be obtained
from CTF 77 and ComGen 6th Army. Own forces and 6th
Army will conduct amphibious operations to seize a
beachhead in ORMOC BAY in enemy held territory. BUAN.0.
The 77th Division less 1 RCT to destroy Japanese forces
opposing our advance on-LEYTE. PT operations in LEYTE
area as contined in daily Pr intent dispatches. TAS]/Uu\TIA operations as directeu from time to time by CTF 77.
Allied Air Forces will furnish fighter cover and direct
support within limits of capabilities. · Special Black
Cat night search of approaches to objective area. Night
fighter cover at dusk and dawn weather permitting. Para
2 and 3 A This force will by, amphibious operations
trans 1Jort protect and land tjlenents of 6th Army in order
to assist in occupation ORMOC BAY AROQRQTYDWFA C'J:G 78.3
arrange with CAAF for aiT . protection to convoys and
direct air support of the landing. Sweep for mines
as necessary. Provide amphibious vessels for resupply.
Protect advanced echelons. Xray Commanders ordering
movements disseminate information to all concerned to
prevent accidental engagement own forces. This OpPlan
effective on receipt. CTG 78.3 report CG 6th Army
coordination planning. Target date for D day 7 Dec.
Para 4 Logistics at LEYTE. Para 5 Communication.
Command relative to relations. Time in accordance
Annex A my Op Plan 15-44. CANF Com7thFlt and Conm1ander
Central Phib Attack force in WASATrAO Pass to all
holders CANF OpPlan.
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C01illiRPAC to CINCPAC
Following overal plan proposed to implement employment
Marine VMF squadrons on CVs. (A) Train and qualify
Vl\JlFs-124, 213, 216, 217 at PEARL. (B) On West Coast
train and qualify V1ITs-123, 214, 221, 451, 452 plus 1
additional VMF nominated by ComMarCarAirGroups. (C)
Complement each squadron to be 18 F4U-1D and 150 percent
pilots. (D) Assign to each squadron p_: rsonnel for aircraft maintenance while embarked. (E) Embark 2 Marine
fitrons in each of 5 CVs with air group complement of
36 V1~; 31 VF; 4 VF(N); 2 VF(P); 15 VSB; 15 VTB. For
planning Marine V.MF embark VMF 124-213 to Ef~SEX; VMF
216-217 to WASP; VMF 123-214 to BEN"NINGTON; VMF 221-451
to BUJ\TKER HILL; VMF 452- (nomination) to FRJI.}TKI.JIN.
ComGenAirFMFPac concurs. Request approval.

02 1258

COlVIINCH and CNO to CINCSWPA Info CINCPAC; COM7THFLT,
CHIEF OF STAFF ARMY:

~~~CORPS;

Recent carrier aircraft losses and the urgent requirement for carrier fighter aircraft complements to be
increased has necessitated assigning Marine Fighter
Squadrons to these ships. Marine Fighter Squadrons
of MAW 1 temporarily assigned Com7thFlt by my 311330
May are needed for this purpose. Please recommend
dates their transfer can be effected.
05 1411

ARNOLD, COMGENAAFPOA to RICHARDSON for HARMON, CINCPOA,
Info COMGENBOMCOM 21, CINCSVJP A, KEI\11\lY, COMGENllTH AIR
FORCE.
NARX 72670. Rerad Army Air Forces Pacific Ocean Areas,
10026 dated 4 December 1944. Plans present call for
assignment of 655 Bombardment Squadron Heavy (Long
Range ·~veather Reconnaissance) B-24L weather modified
for defensive combat only to 20 Air Force with 1
flight under operational control of each of following:
Army Air Forces Pacific Ocean Areas, Far East Air
Force and 11 Air Force under this plan "A" flight
consisting of Ground Echelon 2 officers 49 enlisted
men, Air Echelon 1 officer and 21 enlisted men, Flight
Echelon 16 officers and 24 enlisted men and 4 aircraft and minimum mainenance equipment will be
ready to move to 1MRIANAS as follows: Ground Echelon
enroute port, Air Echelon 1 January 45, Flight Echelon
1 January 45. "B" Flight consisting of approxillB. tely
same should be ready for movement to Far East Air
Force 1 March 45 and "C" Flight consisting of
approximately same should be ready for movement to
11 Air Force 1 March 45. Consideration by this headquarters indicated there may be necessity for change 2 2 98
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ARNOLD, COTEGENAAFPOA to RICHARDSON for HARMON, CINCPOA,
Info COMGENBOMCOM 21, CINCS ~IVPA, KEl\IJ)JY, COMGENllTH AIR
FORCE. (Continued)
in this plan for following reasons: Para A careful
study of West Pacific 1Neat her conditions indicates
a minimum requirement for 2 flights to be flown daily
from bases as designated by letter from Deputy Commander
20 Air Force 6 September 44 to headquarters 20 Air
Force regarding aircraft for weather reconnaissanc e
in order to assure minimum weather coverage necessary
for tactical operations now being conducted Para B it
is assumed that additional special weather flights will
be necessary under varying meteorologic al conditions
and tactical requirements para C 1 flight of above
strength can provide only 1 Long Range weather mission
(1 Airfraft) perday except that breakdown of equipment
or sickness of personnel will make daily mission
impossible. Para D maximum radius of 120 statute miles
(deducting 150 miles for every APOB to MAX ceiling
25000). Therefore since 1 flight can not meet
requirements the following plan is pro~osed: Para A
Entire 655 Bombardment Squadron Heavy {12 aircraft
unit equipment) be placed under operational control
of COMGENAAFPOA and based in Mk~IANAS for purpose of
meeting requirements stated above. Para B Additional
weather reconnaissanc e units to be provided for
Southwest Pacific Areas and ALEUTIP~S for supporting
20 Air Force operations. Para C Weather reconnaissanc e
squadron to be assigned to 311 reconnaissanc e TNing
under Headquarters Army Air Forces for administratio n
and housekeeping . If you concur in proposed plan
effort will be made to prepare ttB" and "C" flights 655
Bombardment Squadron Heavy for movement to MARIANAS
1 March 45. This headquarters will propose appropriate
action to provide necessary weather reconnaissanc e
units for Southwest Pacific Area and ALEUTI .~rs. Request
Comment.

2297

DECEMBER ( GCT )
07 1038

CTF 77 to CINCS"WPA Info COM 7TH FLT; COMINCH; COM
3RD FLT; CINCPAC
Summary 7 December. Landing operations ORMOC BAY
carried out according plan with minor opposition
encountere d ashore. 4 LSM's and 1 LCI unable retract.
Will attempt .refloat at high water and retire to
BAY BAY. Attack force departed objective area about
1130 I(-9) for return LEYTE mJLF. Prelimina ry
report damages sustained during numerous air attacks
thru out the day. WARD APD 16 seriously hit during
dive bombing attack at 0950 I(-9) and abandoned .
1UffiAN DD 364 also badly damaged by air attack. Both
WARD and MAI-IAN ordered sunk by gunfire after removal
personnel . LIDDLE (APD 60) was suicide crash dive
on bridge structure . Estimate 8 officers and unknown number men killed or wounded. LIDDLE reported
able proceed under own power with emergency steering
aft. Tug standing by. Fires reported on v~~
(DD 723) and OBRIEN (DD 725). Extent damages unknown. Suicide dive and bombing attack at 1630 I
(-9) caused minor damage with hit forward on L3T 737.
Fire on L.Al'v1SON DD 367 due to hit on bridge from same
attack apparently under control. LAMSON under tow
for return LEYTE. HOPE AH 7 reported under air attack
about 1900 on 6 December position Lat 10-47 north
Long 125-30 east while departing LEYTE. Ship was
illuminate d and observing full hospital ship procedure .
2 bombs missed starboard quarter. No reported damage
to ship.
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09 0556

f

CX-54574
Follows missions and coordination of 3rd
Fleet carrie~ based and SWPA Air for 13 Operation.
3rd Fleet neutralizes hostile air and shipping in the
LUZON area U minus 1 through U plus 1 Day; is prepared
to strike hostile airfields and shipping in LUZON on
U plus 4 through U plus 6 Day to cover movement of
U plus 6 WABERVW echelon; on above days destroys
hostile shipping on the west coast of LUZON south of
LINGAYEN {Inclusive) to assist in preventing hostile
surface reaction against objective area; is prepared
to strike hostile naval forces in VISAYAN waters and
westward thereof within range which threaten our
overwater movements. Para. Allied Air Forces with
494 Bombardment Group . {7th Air Force) under operational
control will neutralize hostile air forces and shipping
in the BI COLS-VI SAYAS, MINDANAO , SULU ARCHIPELAGO and
northeastern BORNEO; Provide cover for overwater
movements as requested by Commander Allied Naval Forces:
Relieve Allied Naval Forces of an provide day cover
over objective area and for convoys, and protection
against hostile surface and underwater forces beginning
on U Day after the departure of escort carrier: Initiate
neutralizatio n hostile air and shipping in the LUZON
area with range of MI NDORO at earliest practicable
date. Para. Allied Naval Forces (escort carriers)
augmented as arranged with Conillllinder Allied Air Forces
will provide cover for the amphibious movement and
protection against hostile air, surface a~d underwater
forces to include U Day until relieved by Allied Air
Forces of this responsibilit y; will cover and support
landing-on U Day until relieved by Allied Air Forces.
Para. Dividing line between 3rd Fleet and Southwest
Pacific Air Forces (including 7th Air Force) will be:
14-30 North, 125-00 East; 14-30 North, 121-50 East;
13-35 North, 121-50 East; Thence due west. 3rd Fleet
and the Allied Air Forces will exchange information
when either force strikes in the area of the other.
Notification should be given as far in advance as
practicable indicating the target to be attacked,
approximate sc ale of effort, the time of attack.
In emergency notific ation only is required. The 3rd
Fleet may at discretion put fi ghter sweeps into the
BI COL Are a of LUZON wi t h out notification .
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13 0420

DECLASSIFIED

CTF 77 to C0]1~CRt.JDIV 4 Info .ALL TF & TG COnrrDRS 7TH FLEET;
CINCPAC; COI\:3RDFLT: COM ARMY AIRFORCE : COM5TIL4I rtFORCE i.
COl\·: 308 BOMHING: COM5TH FIGHTER - m:MMAND; CINCSWPA.
Form Task Group 77.14. Rear Adm Chandler in LOUI3VILLE
r~·~ INJ:.~APOLIS COMDESRON 2 3 in CHARLES AUSBURNE, COI\rvER3E,
FOOTE, STERETT, WILSON. Information accordance current
intelligence summaries. Task. Protect LEYTE mJLF and
close approaches thereto from enemy surface raiding
forces. Remain at anchor SM~ PEDRO on 1/2 hours
notice or underway in LEYTE GULF as circumstances
dictate. Be prepared to sortie on short notice.

2300

~
DECEMBER ( GCT )
16 0003

CINCPOA to COHGENPOA:

DECLASSIFIED

Your RJ-42999 (130900). In· view of the terms of the
Filbas Agreement concurred in by your 100044Z I
prefer not to ask for the release of individual
junior officers without including the reason for
requesting the particular individual. Othe~wise we
may give CINCS-k'lPA the impression that the agreement
is not to be meticulously observed as a matter of
routine procedure.
26 0612

CTF 93

POA, CTG 93. 3__,

COVD-5

18 FIGHTZR

GROUP,

My orders 2-44 and 4-44 modified during period 29
December to 10 January inclusive as follows:
CTG 93.2 with 2 squadrons heavy bombers strike I:VO JIMA
daily between 1530 and 1730 K(-10). Witn 1 Heavy
Bomber harass r-,Jo JIMA every three quarters of an hour
from dark until 0200 K. Use frage at night.
26 2050
CTF 38 250550. Vmile appreciating requirements for all
possi ble VF strenght in next operation and desirability
of CTF 38 proposal the current and prospective availability of VF types indicates that further increases in
fighter complements at this time may seriously jeopardize
support of carriers in future important operations. In
view of the above proposed increases in WASP and ESS~X
are not approved. __ Com3rdFl t 220419 not received by
CornP~irPac or CinCPac.
~

2301
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DECLASSifiE

DEC'3MBER ( GCT)
26 0036

CTF 38 for CO~!LAIRP~C to CINCPAC Info CTF 38, COM3RDFLT,
COTvL.;.I RPAC ( P....DMIN).
Due to non availability II~REPID, FRANKLIN and routine
overhaul BU111CI:R HILL for Musketeer Operations have
authorized temporary complement 91 Fighters, 15 Avengers
in ESJEX and J~3 P. This authorization cancelled upon
completion current operation.

27 2055

CO~,:INC~I &
CO T-SO P~

C.

CNO to C!NCPOA Info JOM7'11HFLT,

CINCJ~;VP.li:-r

Report of Board on LEYTE Base and CinCSWPA endorsement
received. In general approval appears indicated subject
to some reductions. The reQuired base components
additional to those from ESPIRITU are available in U.S.
except for con~truction and Medical. 18 CB Battalions
2 and 1/2 CB Specials and personnel for 6500 hospital
beds must come from your resources. 11ii th reference to
roll-up ESPIRITU
consider that repair situation
including that for merchant ships may require retention
~3PIRITU Ship Repair Facilities until new facilities
that can be provided from U. 3 .• at UYTE are operative
and therefore action on para 3A URSER 004488. of 20
December shou ld be withheld pending decision. Comment.
28 2358

CINCPAC to ALPAC Info

COT.~INJ:q,

CO?·.:?Till'LE~T,

COr·DjVESJEiiTRON

Effective 1 January 1945 (1) Escort Carrier Force Pacific
organized as follows: ~rDi v _2£. 0ANG./u~10N 2o Flag
3UJliNEE 27 Relief Flag CHENANGO 28 SANTEE 29 para.
Ci\RD IV f. _ KIT:KUN BAY 71 Flag HOGGATT BAY 75 Relief
Flag jf.tUCE I SLAND 65 NEHENTA BAY 74 8H ..~.ffi. OCK BAY 84
ANZIO 57 ( A3W ). Para..
CarDi v 24 K.!ffiCU3 ISL)J.~1) 77
Flag .JHIPL~~y BAY 85 Reliet' l!'lag 'Tr.A.VO I.3Lr\ND 78
0111\!W,f.:!.:Y BAY 79 3TEAMER B.:~ 87 COR.REGIDOR 58 ( A3Tri).
Para. Qiill.J?J~Y_25_§AGil\;A1N BAY 82 Flag NATOMA BAY 62
Relief I!, lag PETROF BAY 80 RUDYERD BAY 81 SARGENT BAY
83 TULI\.GI 72 ( AJ.jV) . Para. Q~J2;j.y:_,~Q., ]~IN ISL (D_\fD 93
Flag F ·\:NSHA\\T I3.:\Y 70 Relief Flag. IlfJ.l.lJILA HA.Y 61 LUNGA
POINT 94 BISivi!-JtK SEA 95 3AL.AJ\IAUA 96 ( AS\1 ). Para ..
Ca~27 BLOCK ISLAND 106 Flag GILB}};R'I, I SLANDS 107
KUL.A GUt'F"""l08 C_ffii: GLOUCESTER 109 VELLA GULF 111
3IBONEY 112. (2) Carrier Training Sq_uadron organized
as follows: CarD iv 11 3.ARATOGA (CV-3) Flag TRIPOLI
64 KA3.A.A.N BAY 69 1~AK}\3SAR 3TRAIT 91. Para. CarDi v 12
R.ANG~R ( CV -4) Flag T AKi\lTic3 B~'\.Y 89 MKr .t~.l~IKAU 101
CO~IJ\·~NG83J./3~l\T'J~ BAY 105. ( 3) Carrier Transport Squadron
reorgan ized as follows: LONG ISL . 4J\TD
.
1 COP.AH:EE 12
N.ASSAU 16 ALT.Al'JAHA 18 B_/L11NE3 20 BRETON 23 CA3A BLAJ'JCA
55 ~dHITE PLAINS 66 KALININ B:\Y 68 YADASHAN B!\.Y 76
SITKOH BAY 86 c ~~J.FC ESPERANC~ 88 THETIS B.A.Y 90 WI~IDHAl~
B.\Y 92 HOLLANDIA 97 KWAJALEIN 98 ADMIRALTY ISL _\N DS 99
BOUGAINVILLE 100 ATTU 102 ROI 103 11fJ:NlJA 104. Para. HM3
RA(TPJI H}f.3 TRACK:CR and ID~J AT!-I:~LING are assi gned to 23 Q;~
oPerational co~trol of ~omCarTransRonPac upon reportirg
to Glnc.l!ac.

DECEUBER ('GOT)

29 0158
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DECLASSifiED

, ...

CINCPAC f..DMIN to COH3RD"WL'T', CTF 38, COM.AIRPAC, info
COI.'fAIRPAC .i-\DEIN, CTG 38 .• 1, CTG 38.2.
Refer CinCPac 281005 which cancels my 262050.

30 0415

CINC EAST FLT to CINCPAC Info COUSOWESPAC COMCRUHON 4 COIV:::DESDIV 48 CAPTS DD IN COMPAl'{Y USS DALY.
Request I may send a party to fu~TS to investigate
the facilities that vve shall require to place there
( 2) the party would consist of R.t-'\.dm Brind (Commanding
Cruisers) in HlviS SvVIFTSURE, RAd.rn Fisher (Commanding
Fleet FORMI~IG) in HMS HOVTE accompanied by 3 destroyers (3) an oiler will also be sent (4) the party
would arrive at MANUS in mid January. {5) information
is also requested with regards the discharging at
the airfield provisions for the British Pacific
Fleet at MANUS.

31 2359

CINCPOA to COM 14, COMGENlOTHARMY, COMFVIDAREA CENTPAC,
COM:GENPOA, COM:SOPAC , cor,:J:\IARGILS AREA info CNO.
I hereby delegate to each action addee my full
authority and charge with responsiblity to take,
in the ports and areas under their respective
control, whatever action is needea to carry out
the full intent of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as
expressed in JCS 100345 and my 202346.: · This confirms and makes of record the assignment of responsibility and authority described in my personal
letters of 17 December to each aadee.

01 0949

.

01 0708

CTG 94.9 to CTF 94

Info

CTF 93; CINCPAC.

CINCPAC 010731. Am getting underway witn CruDiv 5
and 5 or 6 destroyers at 2100 K(-10) 1 January.
Vlill execute CTF 94 Operation Order 6-44 on January
4th instead of January 5th unless directed otherwise.
Para. Could arrive ~~ time 0700 K(-10)
January 3rd but no chance undetected approach
with resultant escape of enemy ships. Para. Request
early advise if not practicable CTF 93 to rearrange
to 4th Flt 4 January •
CINCPOA to CINCSWP.A info COM7THFLT.
In or6er avo~d confusion with the earlier battle of the
Philippines Sea a nd to clearly establish uniform
iQentity of the various main actions between Japanese
and U.S. Naval For-ces on 25 Oct ., the following names
are proposed: Battle of SURIGJ\0 STRArr , BatLle of SA.M.A.R,
Battle of CArE JsNGANO. Your concurrence requested .
230~
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06 1127 MACARTHUR Via C<Jl7thFLT To C<JJI3rdFLT . CINOPAC Info CCUINCH COS AH14Y.
Southwest Pacific forces will be in readiness to execute either ABSTRACT
(HA.NSA BAY) or MERCANTI.LE (IIANUS IS) operation by about mid March, moon
conditions dictating about 24 Karch reference Com 12's 060002 from Halse,y.
Availability of ~phibioue oratt will not permit simultaneoua execution
these two operations. 2 possible plans based on availabilit,y of a.phibious equipment are: Plan 1, MERCANTILE-FOREARM {KAVIENG) 24 March, ABSTRAC! 22 April; Plan 2a ABSTRACT 24 March, MERCAM'l'ILE-F()REA.ll4 22 Kay.
Plan 1 favored as getti.Dg in with overall serenoes tor the Pacific
theater and greater speed in the exe~ution o both operations. (C-172)
I desire to stabilize planning on Plan 1. Consequently CcmSoPac's early concurrence desired. MERCANTILE operation under either plan will
require coverage by ship based planes. Weather front conditions in
WHIVSICAL area during the Northwest Monsoon which extends into Kay
makes uncertain that land based aviation from BACKHANDER (CAPE GLOUCESTER) and KICHAEIJIAS ( SAIDOR) can as sure coverage ot carriers operating in WHDISICAL (BISilARCK SEA). !here must be sufficient carrier
based aviation to insure protection of the carriers as well as to cover
the landing at MERCANTILE in case land based av.iation is blocked off by
weather front. OinCPac commitment of carriers required.
07 0521
(Dec}

CINCPAC to CINC SOWESPAC Info COMINCH COMSOPAC COM7thFLEET.
HIOOM. Current plana contemplate strategic support of MERCAN!ILE
FOREARM operation by strongest practicable carrier attaCk on Japanese
fleet units at TRUK and operations by carriers taat battleships light
forces and submarines to destr.oy or contain the enemy fleet. Concurrently it is intended to assign tor direct support MERCANTILE FOREARM total of 8 escort carriers and not more than 1 fast carrier group.
Your 061127. Suggest desireability staggering assaults 2 or 3 clays
sufficiently to per.mit shifting air support from FOREARM to MERCANTILE
or vice versa and that weather conditions which interfere with land
based aviation will likewise affect carrier borne aviation. In order
that all operations concerned may be completely coordinated suggest
conference at PEARL attended b.Y your representative at t~e to be
set by Admiral Halsey incident to his return from Washington. CominCh
deliver to Halsey.

08 0113 CINOSOWESPAC to OINOPOA Into CCJAINOH. C(J[3rd.FLT OCU7thFLT.
(Jan)

H!COM.

{xc-140)

Concur tully in general program set forth in your 070621.

12 0107Z MARSHALL to Admiral Nimitz Into Richardson Harmon.
(Jan)

9410 12th. Richardson has submitted request tor increased personnel
tor his headquarters totaling an overall increase of 600 officers. 54
warrant officers and 1866 enlisted men. We are ready to approve ~
ediately an increase of 58 officers 4 warrant officers and 302 enlisted
men to meet part of his requirements. The remainder of the increase
' requested is under stu~.
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12 0107 Marshall to Nimitz

--continued --

Physical availabilit, y or personnel has become a critical
problem to the extent that most of our combat divisions are under
strength. It is neoessar.y to explore every source of' personnel in
order to provide those essential to the success of operations.
A superficial examination indicates that there are troops

in rear areas in the Pacific considerabl y in excess of' requirement s.
I would appreciate your views as to what .. reallocation of' personnel

and units, if any, can be effected to meet the requirement s indicated

by Richardson.

Aa Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean' Areas, it is the War
Departments desire to afford you the max~um latitude in reallocatio n
ot Arrr./ forces and personnel to insure maximum efficiency in the aaploy.ment of' each individual man. I would greatly appreciate your
frank comments and recommendations in this regard.

12 0351 CINCPOA to COMSOPAC.
This is HICOM. Request photographi c reconnaissa nce of' TRUK Atoll aDd
outlying positions as practicable be completed in time to make objective data available tor HAILSTONE operation in connect~on MERCANTILE-

FOREARM•

18 0206 CCJl7thFLEET to Cal INCH Into CINCPAC C<X3rdFLT.

This is HICOM. The Australian Commonwealth Naval Board has into~ed
me that advice has been received tram the Admiralty that the following
ships are to be rea~ to leave the Eastern Fleet about the .end ot March
1944 to tonn the British Pacific Force. RENOWN. ILLUSTRIOUS. VICTORIOUS. CAMBIA. CEYLON. PHOEBE. SPARTAN. 12 DD' s. 10 Frigates • .
Depot sh~ps WOOLWICH, UNICOIL~ and RESOURCE. Also that turther advice
will be forthcoming concerning escort carriers and as to reinforceme nts
to be sent at the end of' 1944.
Above constituted official notice as required by agreement
077212 of 17 December 1942 relative logistic support.
23 1510 JCS to CINC SOWESPAC Into COMSOPAC CINCPOA.

1.

Task.

2.

Command.
These operations will be under the command of the Commander

On completion ot CARTWHEEL~ operations will be undertaken
for seizure or control of' the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO with forces of' the
South and Southwest Pacific Areas. The advance along the north coast
of lEW GUINEA will be continued in accordance with Sextant decisions.
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23 1510 JCS to CINC SOWESPAC

'
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.DECLASSIFIED

--continued--

in Chief, Southwest Pacific Area. Soutp Pacific Forces, operating
for the seizure or control ot the XAVIENG area, will be •p1oyed under
the direct comman4 of ComSoPae.
Forces.

3.

Additional naTal support and assault shipping tor the
BISilARCK ARCHIPELAGO operation will be turnished -by CINCPOA u directed by Joint Chiefs

ot Starr.

4. -General cover for the BISMARCit ARCHIPELAGO operations will
be furnished by CINCPOA as directed in 231515.

6.

The target date for the BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO operation is

1 April 1944.
23 1515 JOS

to CINCPOA Into CINCSOWESPAC C(JD:SOPAC WAR DEPARTJIENT.

MOST SECRET. Kinkaid pass to MacArthur Nimitz pass to Richardson.
Halae.y give to Har.mon.
l•

·Operations tor seizure or control of BISlARCK AROHIPELAGO

and for the advanoe along NEW GUINEA wi 11 be ooaducted under 'the

command

or

the

C~der

Southwest ,Paeific Area, as direpted in 231510.

2.

You will provide cover for BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO operations
rhese covering oper•
ations will remain under your direct command.

by destro,ting or containing the Japanese Fleet.

3.
You ~ill furnish CinCSoWesPac additional assault shipping
and Naval support forces tor· operations against tne BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO as directed b,y the Joint Chiefs of Statt. Target date tor the
BISMARCK ARCHIPELAGO operations is 1 April 1944.
23 1520 JCS to CINCSOWESPAC CINCPOA Info CCIASOPAC.

SESRE:.

This refers to directive to CinCSoWesPae for action
It is desired
that y~ur or your designated representatives consider at the conference to be' held at PEARL 0 n 27 January the e.dditiona1 naval support
and assault shipping r~quired tor BIS!ARCK ARCHIPELAGO operations and
submit your recommendations to the Joint Chiefs of Staff without delay.

~OST

. and ·to

C!nCP'OA and ComSoPae for information 231510.

25 1303 C<HIItCH
nT.MOSt

& CNO

to CINCPOA CIBCSOWESPAC Into COMSOPAC WAR DEPT.

SEeRB!• British propose that they send into Pacific

April A Task Foree frottt Eastern Fleet consisting

or

about

1 CC 2 CV 4 CE

12 DD 10 Frigates 1 AD 1 AR and 1 AnV ~ Total aircraft complement
42 TBR 56 VIt. Anti'aircratt batteries in addition to 4.5' a ..include
PomPOrA barrels CC 12 CV 24 OL 8 to 12 also OELIKONS from 16 ~o 6.
British cannot provide shore based support to their aircraft. Your
comments and recommendations desired on suitability tor employment
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25 1303 COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA CINCSOWESPAC -- continued --

LASSiriE

-~ -

- --

--

in your areas. If not considered suitable what modifications in
armament do you recommend. If suitable recommended employment
and date desired ·in area with comments on logistic implications.
War Dept concurs in despatch this message.
·
26 2130 CINCPAC to COMINCH info CINCSOWESPAC COMSOPAC.

HiCom. Movements of carriers fast battleships and attached light
forces will be govern i ng factor. Your 242123. They should cover
newly seized positions in MARSHALLS Q~ til shore installations permit
effective operation of our aircraft then return to Central and South
Pacific Bases for voyage and battle repairs and rehabi l itation of air
groups and preparations to make the HAILSTONE operations as effective
as possible since it is the best opportunity. now in prospect to bring
enemy fleet to action. Movements of APA's and fire support ships can
' be adjusted as necessa~ to meet 20 March date. Consider estimate of
April 1st more in accordance with probable developments but concur in
earlier date for planning purpos~s in order to be ready to capitalize
on more favorable developments. Much depends on extant of damage inflicted on enemy in all areas in next 2 months.
27 0541 CTF 57 to CinCPOA.
HiCom for Admiral Nimitz. Hale returns with report on planned early
reorganization this force as follows. He is to command and operate
all shore based air and plan execute and report on all offense air
operations. I am to handle search, shore installations, etc. in fact
a divided command in which he is responsible to you for the fighting
and I do the housekeeping. He seems very sure of his statements. I
cannot believe plan for such a radical change with its many angles
both internal and for the war effort would be made without being referred here. Above same as proposal made by ComGenCentPa~ in your
secret security letter 002452 October ·26 ref. C Enclosure 2. Please
enlighten me. ·
29 1756 COMINCff

& CNO to CINCPAC.

HiCa.m. Your 222141 referred to War Department who.state instructions
claritying issue have been sent Generals Richardson Ryan and Hale.
Infor.m me if not satisfactory to you.
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12 0503 CINCP"OA to CTF 57 Info. COMGENCENTPAC COMCE.liPACFOR.
This is HiCom. My 150433 December. To ensure adequate effectiveness Army
heavy repeat heavy bombardment units later·, desire they be placed in rest
status until 20 January. Their routine strikes may be suspended except in
emergency or in case .vitally important targets are available.
13 0213 CTF 57 to CilJCPOA.
HiCom. Your 120503 affirmative. Will explain ·as a period· of consolidation ·
incident moving from ELLICE to GILBERT Bases. Flying in 3 medium and 4 heavy
squadrons on 15th. My 080135 things going nicely here under chief of staff
Colonel Carr.
14 0202 COMSOPAC to CINCPAC Info COMCENPAC COMAIRCENPAG COMAIRSOPAC.
This is HiCorn. Will be prepared. Your 130230. To strike NAURU as situation
dictates. Request advise dates when these strikes will be most effective
connection your operations.
14 1953

CINCPAC to COMSOPAC info COMIUCH.
HiCom. Your 140550. Your representations will of course receive full
consideration. However with total of only 4 to 5 carrier ,groups avai+able
assignment of ·more than 1 to- direct support is inconsistent with concept
of carrier attack on ANACONDA in m.a.ximum strength. Accordingly planning
will proceed on basis given you in my 070521 for the present. Success of
HAILSTONE operation and safety of forces engaged requires that enemy aircraft
be primary objective fir.st attack. P-roposal your 140028 therefore unacceptable. Desire reconnaissance be conducted accordance my 120351.

18 0330

CINCPAC to CTF 57 1 COMSOPAC Info OOMGb"'NTPACFOR.
HiCom. Commencing D mi.nus 10 FLINTLOCK ComSoPac ~eport daily with info to
other adees the presence or absence of enemy aircraft at NAURU. If planes
are operating therefrom ComSoi'ac strike NAURU fields on D minus 7 and D minus
5 days. Para. Provided there are positive indications that planes fro:rn
there are searching the area. towa r ds the GILT3BRTS .CTF 57 strike NAURU on
D minus 6 and D miroJs 4 days.

.23 08
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JCS. to .CINC SOWE'SPAC Info COMSOPAC CilTCPOA.

~at secrej;. Tas1-:~
On completion of OJ\..RTVJEEEI,, operations will bQ
undertaken for seizure or control of the B!Sl~K ARCHIPELAGO with
forces of the South and Southwest Pacific Areas. The advanc~ alone
the north coast of NEVi GUIUEA will. be continued in accordance with
Sextant decisions8 Command. These operations will be under the
command o_f the Cornman der in Chief, Southwest Pacific Area. South
Pacific Force·s, operating for the seizure of control o•~ the KAVIENG
Area, will be employed u..r1der . the direct eom::na.nd of ComSo"Pac.
Forces. Additional na.Yal support and assault shipping for the
.BISMARK ARCHIPELAGO ope:ration.will be flurnished by CinCPOA as directed
by Joint Chiefs of Staff. General cover for the BISttA.RK lffiCHIPELAGO
operations vv-i.ll be furnished, by CinCPOA as directed in 25·1615.. .~.he
target d·a te 00 for the BIS~l.AR'I\ ARCHIPJ:iJLAGO operation is l April 1944.

•

23 1515 JCS to CINCPOA :Info CINCS()lNESPAC COHSOB\ C WAR DEPARTMENT.

!vrtns b !SOle t, Kinkaid pass to Ivlnc Arthur nimitz pass to Richardson.
Halsey r:;ive to Harmon. Operations for seizure or control of BISMARK
ARCHIPELAGO and for the advance along UEYi GUINEA will be conducted
under the con:rrna.nd of the Commander So thwest Pa:cific Area,. as directed
in 231510. You ·will provide cover for D1St1ARK ARr.:;~riPEL!GO operations
by dest_roying or containing the Japanese li'leet. These covering. operations·
will re~ain under your direct command. You will furnish Ci.ilCSovresPac
additional assault shippin~ and naval support forces for oper ations
, a.ga.inst the BISUli.:-qK ARCHIP3jLAGO as directed by - the Joint Chiefs of
Staff . Target dato fo-r' the. BimlARK ARClliPEL.AGO operations is 1 :April ].944 .
23 1520 JCS to OilJCSOWESPAC CINCPOA Info COHSOPAC.

Utfflaet sce±ee-.

This refers to directive to , CinCSowesPac for actio:r1
o..nd to CinC'POA and ComSoPFEc for information 231510,. It is desired th11.t

you!\ or your desi;:!J.ated representa.ti ves consider at the conference to
be held at P:cAt'\.L on 27 JenuarJr the additional naval support and asse.ult
shippi.ng required for BISMARK lLcltCHIPELAGO operations and submit your
recommendations to the ~.Joint Chie :f s of Stnff without delay.
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February (GCT)
05 0623 COMAIRS0PAC to CINCPAC COMCENTP.I\C C'OMSOPAC.

This is Hicom. 2 Photo...;Libera.tors over TRUK saw probably 2 CV 3 BB
6 CA 20-25 CL and DD, ' anchorage southwest DUBLON Island. 19-22 AK
and AP East DUBLON Island. Airfields locate - Bomber North
MOEN, Fighter Southwest MOEN, Fighter North DUBLON. Fighte_r_an-·~d
Bomber ETEN~ Probable airfields Northeast FEFAN and Northwest UDOT •
.CL anohored Northeast MOEN 2. CA or CL at TOL Island fuel dock. Heavy
gun positions UDOT Island, Western sections TOL Island.- Hospital ship
North SMrD Island. Housing area Southeast DUBLON exoessive.ly large.
Warehouse area South. of Bornber strip MOEN large and complete. This
based on pilot interrogation photo interpretation later.
1~2

0505 CINCPAC to COMSOPAC COMAIRPAC CG, CENTPAC COMSERVPAC info COMINCH COM 7Tfl FU

HiCom. All. Off;icers who attended the recent conference at PEARL HARBOR
should be reminded that the discussions with representatives of the CinC
SWPA were infonnativa of views of individuals only, that no decisions were
reached and no comnitments made. Except as provided by subsequent directives the ~RAN!TE Campaign Plan will be used as a guide for long range
platming, as a basis for acquiring and preparing forces and for providing
means for their logistic support. Attention is particularly invited to
~
t. h. e extracts from CCS 417 slant 2 quoted on page 3 of the GRMJITE Plan.
L:J~~j!£'"CT}
.
" 02 294l JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to MACARTHUR e:.R!CilARDSON pass to NIMITZ.
729-2~ID In clarific~tion paragraph 5 CCS 417/2 the Joint Chiefs of Staff
have decided that our first major objective -in the war against JAPAN will
be the vital LUZON-FORMOSA-CHINA COAST Area. Strategy will be directed
to attain this objective by the most direct and expeditious course possible.
Direction of such· strategy, including allocation of means, continues to 'be
the function of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. As indicated ;in paragraph 7F
CCS 417/2 planning should be conducted on a basis which will permit flexibility in adjusting operations to the developing situation. To this end
plans should be prepared for all probable operations. Timely recommendations .regarding the adjustment of succeeding operations to the changing
situation will be required by Chiefs of Staff.

''

,,

'
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MARSHALL to MACARTHUR, RICHARDSON, HARMOll info N:g_id:ITZ, HALSEY e

The Combined Chi-e fs of S,taff have given consideration to a memorandum
~eceived by the ' British Chiefs of .Staff from J,[r .. Nash . on behalf of
the New Zealand Government asking opinion and advise on the best way
the British Commonwealth war effort can -be served by New Zealand.
In CCS 499 dated 2.6 ~ebruary 1944 the British Chiefs of Staff r-ecommended that the immediate heed for manpower in New Zealand should be ·
met by temporary wi thdraWa.l of the 2 New Zealand brigade groups e~aged
in the Solomon Islands and when developments in the European Theater
permits, part or all of the New Zealand division committed in Italy
should be withdrawn to constitute a complete division for further operations in the Pacific in 1945. British conclude that if New Zealand
output of meat and dairy product~, required to meet the urgent demands
of u.s. forces in South Pacific Area and of the Unite-d. Kingdom,· is to
be maintained, New Zealand farms will ~equire additional manpower by
next August.
The u.s. Chiefs of Staff in COS 499/1 dated -28 Februar,y 1944 concurred
in the above recommendation by the British Chiefs of Staff subject to
the following: (A) The New Zealand Government should be requested to
furnish definite figures to the Combined Chiefs of Staff on tha number .
of men required from th~ New Zealand armed forces for the purpose
indicated. (B) Withdrawals made from New Zealand Army forces in SouthSouthwest Pacific should be considered as a whole rather.,;than consideration being limited solely to the 3rd New Zealand division. The c'ommander, South Pacific Area and South Pacific Forces) should therefore
confer with the New Zealand Government and jointly determine the units
F~ which these withdraWals will be made. (C) Withdrawals should not
be made prior to completion of forearm and Mercantile and the consolidation of positions th~reatter.
On 6 March the British Chiefs of Staff approved the abo;re conditi ons
stipulated by the u.s. Chiefs of Staff and informed the New Zealand
Government.
Navy Department desired that Admirals Nimitz and Halsey be informed that
copies of pertinent papers on thiS 'subj HOt were dispatched by CG>Urier
6 March by Navy Department to ' CinCPOA and Co~SoPac with information that
-New Zealand Government would probably approach Admiral Halsey reference
arrang~ments New Zealand forces.
"'~'(

Additional copies of CCS 499 series are being~by War Department courier
to cite SoPac and ComGenSoPac for information dispatched.

2311
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v"l2 2319 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to MACARTHUR, RICHA.R.DSON pass to NIMITZ, NIMITZ to
989-12th HALSEY*
o1, 'l-~~\

1.

With reference to our dispatch of 2 March tt'( 4785 to CinOSWPae, 729 to
ComGenCenPao) the Joint Chiefs of Staff have further decided that the most
feasible approach to the FORl~OSA~LUZON~HINA area is by way of MARIANAS~
CAROLINES...PALAU-MINDANJ\.0 area, and that the control of the MARIANAS.-CA.ROLINE•
PALAU area is essential to the projection of our forces into the for.mer area,
and their subsequent effective employment therefrom. Examination leads us
to the decision that ef.fecti ve lodgment in the former area wi.ll be attained
by the following ~ain courses of action:
-.
KAvl EN"
·
a. Cancellation of FOREARM. Complete the isolation of the RABAULKAVIENG area with the minimum commitment of forces.
b.

Early completion of
base • .

ana fleet

1~8

occupation and development as an air

Occupation of HOLLANDIA by CinOSOWESPac, t .a rget date 15 April 1944.
is the establishm~nt of heavy bOinbardment aircraft for
preliminary air bombardment of the PALAUS and neutr~liza.tion of WESTERN
NE\V GUINEA!ii>HALMAHERA. area.

c.

The objective

d. Establish control of MARIANAS...CAROLINES ... PALA.U area by PETER OBOE
ABLE Forces.
(1) B.l neutralization of TRUK.
{2) By occupation of the SOUTHERN MARIANAS, target date 15 June.
The objective -is to secure control of sea communications
through the CENTRAL PACIFIC by isolating and neutralizing the
CAROLINES and by the establishment of sea and air bases for
operations against Japanese sea routes and long range air
attack~ against the Japanese HOMELAND.
(3) Occupation of the PA.LAUS by POA Forces, target date 15 September. The objective is to extend the control of the e,a stern
approaches to the PHILIPPINES and FORMOSA, and to ~stablish
a fleet and ,air base and forward stag;ing area for the t':lsp.pport
of ope:rations against MINDANAO, FO!llv!OSA and ·CHINA.
e. Occupation of MINDANAO by So'WESPAC Forces, supported by the Pacific
Fleet, target date 15 November;. The objective is establishment of air
forces to reduce and contain Japanese Forces in the PHILIPPINES prepara....
tory to a further advance to FORMOSA either directly or via LUZON, and
t0 .conduct air strikes against. enemy installations in the N. E •. I.

~

Continued "
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r.

- Continued -

Occ~ation of FORMOSA, target date 15 Februar,y 1945. or occupation

of-LUZON~~u&~ operations prove necessary prior to the move on FORMOSA,

target date 15 February 1945. Planning responsibilities as follows:
FORMOSA - CinCPOA; LUZON - CinCSOl{.ESP.A.C.
2.

Action addressees submit to Joint Chiefs of Staff and to each other at
earliest practicable date outline operation plans to support .the foregoing
concept.

3.

We direct that CinCSWPA:
/(A 1/f 4Wr,(A) Cancel FOREAJU! operation and complete the ' isolation 9f the RABAULKAVIENG area with the minimum commitment of forces.

(B) Expedite occupation and development of the ADMIRALTIES as a base for:

(1) SWPA air forces to complete the neutralization of RABAUL and KAVIENG
and assist in the neutralization of TRull and PALAU.
(2) POA air forces to assist in the neutralization o£ TRUK and PALAU.
(3) Units of the united States Fleet as required by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff~

(C) Should additional air base facili~ies be required, EMIRAU and MUSSAU
should be occupied and developed .for . this purpose.
(D) Occupy HOLLA.NDIA., target date 15 April. Forces available are those
assigned your ~rea plus Pacific Ocean Area Forces allocated for FOREARM, }!KRCANTILE. excluding those Marine Units assigned for these operations,
Fast carrier group~4~d o~d blt~f~jgips~All ~ific Fleet ·APA., AKA,
AGC, allocated forr~t(~t-MER~TILE-ABS~~T w~ll be returned to
GUADALCANAL or other designated. SOPAC ports and released to CinCPOA not
later than 5 May. Pacific Fleet combatant vessels including CarDi vs
20-2 and 20~4 with screens will be released by you and returned to
CinCPOA control not later th~ 5 May.
(E) Following HOLLANDIA, with available forces conduct operations along

GUINEA Coast and such other operations as may be feasible in preparation for supP.ort of the PALAU operation and the assault on MINDANAO •

1~r

.... Continued ...,
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DECLASSIF1ED

We direct that CinCPOA:

4.

(A) Institute and intensify to greatest practicable degree aerial bombardment of the CAR.OLINES from bases in MARSHALLS and ADMIRALTIES in order
to hasten the neutralization of TRUK and the other islands of this
group. Conduct carrier strikes against MARIANAS, PALAUS, CAROLINES,
and other profitable targets.
·
(B)

c.~

Provide~for

the occupation of HOLLANDIA and other operations in the

SOUTIDVEST PACIFIC area.

(C) Occupy the SOUTHERN MARIANAS target date 15 June .. and establish land
based aircraft, VLR bases and seconda~ naval facilities.
.

I

(D) Occupy the

W~IANAS-PALAU

Line.

5.
We -direct that CinCPOA and CinCffiVPA. or their representatives confer·
and prepare plans for the coordinated and mutual support of the operations
ord~red in paragraphs 3 ~d 4.
6.
a

With reference to the forces of the SOUTHWEST and PACIFIC OCEAN AREAS,
is now under way and completion will be expedited.

rede~loyment

2314
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/ 13 1107

CINCSVWA (VIA CCM7TJWLT) to C<lJl 3RD FLT info CTIICPOA~ COMINCH.
.
In accord with instructions from the Joint Chiefs of Staff carried in
radiogram 5171-12th operati9PJ. in~truetions number 44f3 for the seizure
and occupation of the FOREA~~~ are revokede {XC-2038) you will seize,
occupy and defend BEEFSTEAK~~~a~lish therein air a~d light naval forces
to assist in the ~r~and naval blockade ot¥cXR6fl6A~nd in the neutralization ?f ~ACONDA~;c9~t1nuing your pr~j~~~naval ~duair act~viti?s in
neutral~zat1on of FO~ and MEMSAHIB;~ The BE1~:ST~ operat1on ~11 be
conducted with minimum ground combat forces at the earliest practicable
date. Advise when the attack may be initiated and your Outline Plan.
MacArthur. Handle tAis as most segFe~a

1 13 2147

JCS to MACARTHUR, NIMITZ Info RICHARDSON, HALSEY.
1001-l3th. It is th~ desire of the Joint Chiefs of Sta~.~~t t~~t~)iwin~
Marine units in the South Pacific Area assigned for the~f~~~-1~CA~ILE
Operations be released to the control of CINCPOA immediately~ namely 3rd
Marine Division, 4th Marine Regiment, and 9th and 14th Marine Defense
Battalions. N~itz pass to Halsey.

v"

14 0144

CINCPOA to CINCSOWESPAC, Info COMINCH, COMSOPAC, C<117THFLT.

HiCom• JCS 122319. In support of HOLLANDIA and operations in BimUffiC~us
Are~.J>Aan to launobvll.l, out simul ~aneious 2 day attacks- on FULL CRY ,PAL ·
.vocAC!ST and DOWNPOUR ~ith all available fast carrier-battleship ~~~
abou~~~ril followed by similar attacks about 6 days later on AN!~OlmA
1
SATAWA V(#ol'ltJ~ and:~~cH;,Af.tJesire also to employ CarDiv 22 to augment carrier strength
against FULLC~ ·if such employment will not interfere with your plans.
If sati*faotory to you will release this division in BISMARCK Area about
5 April. Request reply as early as possible as to your concurrance this
plan and employment CarDiv 22. Para. Request your cooperation ay (A)
e~eftablishm~ 9f.~o~~Bge se~N&~to cover sea area insofar as pracinte. ns~· ing to max
---flcabi?RATTRAP-C1mfTm-FULLCRY-ANAc?6NI>f rectangle (B) ~~I
-'@111111f!~
~~Y'
-llORTH om
KATT
li~e
along
bases
air
enemy
mum degree ~aerial bombardment
(C)
Ai"ea
FlJLLcRY
from
and
to
fleet
of
COAST of CEllTft'AC d¥J;.i~&...passage
atANACONDA-IDffiiGH
during
bombardment
air
by
DOfiirPbtJR
of
neutralization
tacks. Will advise fir.m dates later.
"~ 14 0941

CINCSOWESPAC VIA CCJA7THFLT to CINCPAC Info C~INCH, Celf3RDFLT,C/S WAR DEPT.
.

f/ot..t...A(IIPIA

.

HiCam. UR 140144. Success of RECKLESS Operation is defini~~~~d2~~ndent
upon strike by carrier based planes on enemy air dromes at REC~ESs and to
westward which cannot be neutralized by shore based planes from present
available bases. Plan employ CarDiv 22 and CarDiv 24 cover convoys enroute
to and in ~~nd.~~ are~~~ul~eou~~~~~~~ui. after.daylight will be
made at l'E~iS"OOoN, L"E"'rT~RPifE~' andNOisECE:srsr~ 1fts\re strike by 2 fast
1. DOG
air dromes on Dog minus
carrier groups on RE~K..,'AHflldjTI~ATNOUGHT
~t_~<.'-4 +'9TA
;Jij 1
L s ouli be hit if practicable. HECKLESS wil
· AI
Day and DOG plus 1.
have been partially neutralized by land based air but nothing to westward
oan be reached. Request your proposed~Jt~Aor distant support be modified
accordingly. :&lnployment CarDiv 22 in tutrJj1fy operation as suggested is
satisfactory, replacement of planes and logistics to be arranged later~
2 31
(continued next page)
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CIUGSOWESPAC VIA COM7THF'LT 140941 - Continued

AP-'"1/~L..TY

J

.s

Referring your specific requests (A) airfield in BREWER will be rushed
to completion. Because of bombing missions by 5th air force it will be
neoessa~ employ search planes from SoPac to cover ocean areas.
(B)
Bombardment enemy air bases will be intensified as requested. (C) Will
compty provided air strips and planes are available in BREWER. New
subject. My present intention is to request delay target date to
22 April.
/ 15 0306

CINCPOA to CINCSOWESPAC info COM 7TH FLEET, COMSOPAC.
Your 140941. This is HiCom. Provision of adequate and through aircraft
search ahead of tho advance of fleet into th~Luartjcular area is considered most important to success of FULLCRYrope~at1on. Are there any
objections to moving ·forward to one of your adv~1ced bases experienced
search aircraft from SoPac for the duration of this operation. 2nd info
addressee advise of the feasibility of such a move. As alternative is
it feasible for patrol planes in SoPac to make the . requisite 'searches.

15 0525

CINCPOA to COOINCH into CCMGENCENTPAC, COM 12, COMGEN SANFRAN POE.
Movements of 5 Army Div~sions scheduled to and from Hawaiian Area during
March, April, May and June present increasing certainties of conflict
with and hazard to mounting dates of CentPac operations. It is imperative that following situation be known and action taken as indicated.
98th Divis~on must arrive at OAHU and 33rd Divis~on depart therefrom by
end of April in acceleratio n of existing firm agreements for movement
those Divisions. 8lst Division cannot be accepted for arrival late M~
as desired by War Department but must be scheduled to reach OAHU not
before 15 June with consequent delay in departure 38th Division for
SoWesPac. Foregoing stipulation s mandatory due to physical limitations
of ports and facilities Hawaiian Area. or correspondin g concern is
prospective freeze out of many other personnel units of all services
from troop lift during March, April and June as result of priorities
given to Anmy Divisions during those months. Assume that. factor has
been and will be given ever,y possible consideratio n in making up joint
priority lists. Desire Admiral Sherman and General Leavey acquainted
foregoing and request War Department similarly informed. ComGenCenPac
concurs.

15 0538

ComSoPac AdVon to ALL TFC•S SOPAC info CINCSOWESPAC, CilTCPAC, COMINCH, .
COM 7mr FLEET, COdGEN STH AIRFORCE.
K' l!l-HI~dlt ~

D-Day for seizure BEEFSTEAK March 20th East longitude.
tion pl an l ater. ~

Despatch opera-
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/ 16 0614

CINCSWPA (Via COM 7TH FL,T) to CINCPOA info CC!d:3RDFLT.
06595. "Believed excellent solution to utilize SoPac search planes on
Southwest Pacific airdr~~~njC2127) reference your 150306. These
planes will be based on ~ , '~4 operate from forward airdromes at
A~WO~,
REDHE~INO:.
and MI tUEU?.As. Searches will be• supplemented
'%. '!:.
~NVC #.
c....,~
1.1$
a 1ieces ary by p a~es from 5th Air Force and PBYs. Estmated MERCSVANTILE will be ready for heavy bombers about 7 ~pril. It is feasible for
PBYs to supplement searches during darkness PBYs not considered practicable as an alternate~~r d~ searches. 2 Catalina squadrons will be~
gi~ operations fran MER~~~ILE about 1 April to furnish night coverage
sea areas to the north with operations by a limited number of planes in
a few days from naw. I desire to render all practicable assistance to
the operations of the fleet. MacArthur."

v 16 1051

CCMAIRSOPAC to COMSOPAC ADVON info CINCSOWESPAC CINCPAC.
Answering your HiCom 150306 without know~g substance of CinCSoWesFac
140941. Assuming 7000 foot runway and essential fixed collateral facilities avail able in ADMIR».,,TIES it is feasible to operate a Mike sector
searoh for 1000 miles radius for limited period with 1 full squadron PB*Y•
This would cover sector between ULITlii and HELEN REEF on HO Chart 1500
bu~ would probably require detour fr.am close proximity enemy air baaevo
HOLLANDIA would furnish base for deeper penetration en~ waters if similar facilities were available. No other existing or anticipated bases
considered practicable. This plan would require support P'a tsu of approximate~ 400 men.
Remaining PB4Y squadron if brought to full strength and
, assi~~djby Patse~2~ 1di.f&intain adequate search of northern sectors covering Iit.f66NDA if FU'i.ECRY" is scheduled after completion BEEFSTEAK fields.
e~tlt'A

u :r::.

17 0809 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to MACARTHUR Info NI1ITTZ.
__.((;

t:

~ IV)\*0 tv":; ~~X{c....\\

1100-17th delay not beyond 22nd~pril acceptable to Joint Chiefs of Staff.
This is in reply to your C-2852~ 14 March. Desire every measure be
taken to anticipate this date and that such naval for ce s and assault
shipping as practicable be returned to CinCPOA control by 5 May and al l
prior to 12 May deadline. "This i s M9ST 8BORB'Pt
18 0836 COMSOPAC ADVON to CINCPAC COMSGNESPAC Info CG SOPAC, COMSOPAC ADMIN .
HiCom. In view prospective conference between action addees or their
representatives regard coordinated and mutual support of operations ~~R e~
forth in JCS 122319, suggest following for your consideration: mounf·Fu11CRY operation in South Pacific under ComSoPac utilizing 3rd Amphibious
Force, 3rd MarDiv, 25th and 43rd InfDiv, required defense battalions, naval
construction battalions, required service personnel (all available and now
in South Pacific) augmented by necessary fleet 1~~ ~~or supporting m~asur e s
Para. The above plan will permit occupation of FUL~GRY with target date of
15 July and in addition, will result in early reduction of ground combatant,
ground service and naval shorebased forces, now in SoPac. Para. After removal of these forces from SoPac addition~! drastic reduction can be ·effected at that time which is in line with CinCPac 232150 February.
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20 0331 CINCSOWESPAC VIA CaA 7TH FLT to C(l.[ _3RD FLEET ADVON Info CINCPAC,
COMGENSOPAC, COOl 3RD FLEET ADMili.

Quote. HICOM. Your 180836 would involve such changes in"the operational
program and in the projected employment of divisions under current Joint
Chiefs of Staff directives that I do not believe it feasible at this late
date. Unquote.
CinCPac to C~1INCH.
22 0356 11lliLIJ1. Alter considerable streamlining of plans and on assumption that FORAGER operation will not be unduly protracted propose set target date
of 8 Sept for STALB.iATE at which time moon and t:i.de will serve. However
this advance is not yet s~fficiently finn to warrant advancing subsequent
target dates at this time.
26· 2235 MARSHALL to MACARTHUR Info HARMON RICHARDSON CINCPAC.

TQP SEQgF~ Short resume follows of conclusions and recommendations contained in 713/5 now enroute by courier extracted for your information
reourad Wl4572 dated 26 March. Major ground forces now assigned to SoPac
to be redeployed following RECKLESS. Army troops: (a) 14th Corps Headquarters and corps troops, 6 United States Divisions and 2 Filipino Regiments (less 2 battalions) to CinC SWPA. (B) 3 separate infantry regiments~
plus 102nd Infantry Regiment less 2 battalions and Fijian troops to SoPao
for garrison purposes. (C) 3rd New Zealand division under ComSoPac pending
outcome of negotiations regarding future employment. (D) 4 amphibian truck
companies to CinC S.WPA. All othe,r combat and service troops to CinC S\VPA
when no longer required in SoPac PARA: Marine: All Marine forces to CinCPOA
PARA Navy: 7th Fleet constituted about 5 May following RECKLESS as follows:
3 CL, 27 DD (including: l squadron 2100 ton)., 30 SS, 18 DE (PF), 1 AGC, 1 APA,
1 AKA, 5 APD, 60 LCI., 40 LST plus ·miscellaneous auxiliaries in small craft
and latter scheduled additions from _U nited States. :All major units excess
of above to revert to CinCPOA. All PT boats, PT bases and PT tenders now
operating under ComBoPac to be transferred to 7th Fleet on completion of
ComSoPac's responsibility for operations in the SOLOMONS-BISMARCK Area and
when and as no longer needed in the SoPac Area. As early as consistent with
discharging responsibility of ComSoPac i:ri the operations in t~e SOLOMONSBISMARCK Area, all minor landing craft and coastal transports including
LCT, LCM(3), .LCV, LCVP, LCP(t), LCP(R) and A?C ,now assigned SoPac force
but in excess of those required in the. SoPac· Area, to be transferred to 7th
Fleet. All Argus equipment assigned to SoPac Area should be turned over
to the Army. CB units all elements not required in SoPac to be made available to VCNO for reassignment. : Acorns and other Navy service forces to be
made available to 6inCPOA for reassignment. 13th Air Force should be transferred to the SWPA as soon as practicable consistent with ComSoPac's responsibility for the neutralization of the KAVIENG-RABAUL area and oornbat
operations in the SOLOMONS~ Heavy bombers from SWPk to be used for support
against CentPac targets. CinC SvVPA and CinCPOA to make arrang~ments as to
availability for transfer of command and assistance in phys i cal movement of
forces.
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01 2144 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to MacARTHUR; NIMITZ thru RICHARDSON.
WARX-30441-lst TOFSB~ In order to proyide a basis for unifor.m understanding by all concerned of the command relationships involved in staging,
mounting, and operating forces in 1 theater from bases in an adjacent
theater, the following principles underlying these relationships will
govern: Para A. The situation and the scope of operations may require
forces of any category of 1 area, under their own commanders and retaining
their nor.mal command relationships to stage through, or mount from bases
in another area in order to take maximum advantage of all available facilities and to employ forces most effectively. Para B. Fleet units in the
Pacific, retaining 'their nor.mal command relationships, must be free to operate from available bases in both the Southwest Pacific and Pacific Ocean
Areas. Para c. Occasion may arise where it will be more expedient for a
commander ~gaged in an operation in 1 area to employ temporarily a part of
his own air force from bases•in an adjacent area. In such cases, the air
elements so operating should be given their missions by their own commander.
The local coordination of th~ir operations, including defense measures,
·
with operations o£ the forces assigned to the area must then be the responsibility of the commander of the area from which they operate. This area
commander is charged with the coordination of matters affecting the
administration, maintenance, servicing, and supply of these units during
the period of their operation. Except in a strategical or tactical
emergency demanding such action, such air forces will not be utilized for
purposes other than their assigned missions.
03 0237 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF to STILWELL Info MacARTHUR,CG CENTPAC, NIMITZ.
-rep:::::Geo£..... X All available means must be employed to neutralize enemy

air action against our advance to FORMOSA from the MARIANAS-PALAUline in February 1940-5. Our carrier based aircraft must be
augmented by land-based aircraft from CHINA. Para. You will ~e charged
with responsibility for air support from CHINA by air forces under your
command against such targets as FORMOSA, the RYUKnTS, the PHILIPPINES,
and the CHINA coast prior to and during the advance on FO~~OSA. Without
prej~dice to the FORMOSA support or to other operations of ,greater ~
mediate strategic importance, such as the operations to seize MYTKYINA
and operation MATTERHORN, you will also be charged with furnishing such
indirect support as is practicable for the attack on MINDANAO in November 40-4. Para. It is therefore desired that you submit an estimate
of the extent of the air effort that you will be able to furnish in
support of the above operations in the Pacifice The estimate should
consider that no reinforcements will be forthcoming for your command
other than those currently scheduled. Your plans should take into
consideration the coordinated employment of the 20th bomber command and
you should submit recommendations to the Joint Chiefs of Staff through
the Commanding General, 20th Air Force, for tactical support by VLR
bombers. Your plan should also provide for such temporary reinforcement
of the air forces in CHINA as you consider desireable from the lOth air
force. At the appropriate time after receipt of your estimate, you will
be di~ected to coordinate your plan with CinCPOA and Supreme Commander,
Southwest Pacific area. Para. It is recognized that major curtailment
of "hump" support to ground forces in CHINA and to such other activities
MINDAN~O

/
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03 0237 JOINT. CHIEFS OF ST~F to STILWELL (<eont t d)

as do not directly support $n air _effort wi}-1 be required. Para. Pending ~ubmission and -approval of your +plans:. 1;he Joint _ Ch~efs · of . Staff
consi'der it necessary to comme,nce im.niedia.teiy the progress~!e stockpiling
in CHINA of supplie'S for these supporting operations to be used.

Confirming v~rbal statement of CINCPOA representatives at .c onference with

representatives 20th AF, ComG9 nCentPac is designated as the theater agency
to fu_rni~h all necessary support t:or 20th- AF in Central Pacific Area except
for pl)ch item~ ·and olasaes or· supply ·aa are specifically assigned to other agencies. Request you take neoessacy . action to implement this support based
on one vtR wing on each of STEVEDORE, TAT-TERSALLS, and TERAWAY.
07 0365 CINCF;OA to em.~ 12 j.nfo COMGENCENTPAC P'ASSED TO COMINCH

!ep SeePe~ -For -Admiral Nimitz De~JY CINCPO~ sends. Conf~renees with
representatives 20th AF on VLR progrem C~ntPac Area completed. Requiremerits in Ar.my Service Troops to support VLR progr~ will require bulk of
available Army resources of the' area and leave _inadequate support- for
STALm-ATE unless additional service troops are made .available. ConGenCentPac
is presenting- this situation to th'e -War Department . in letter dated 3 May
fila .A.G 320.2-/356 requesting additional ser_v ice trQops amounting to slightly
over 8000 men. It is sugge~ted that CominCh be informed and requested to
take whatever action may be practioalle to insure adequate support for
STALEIJ!ATE as well as for the VL:R program.
..
·

25 1326

C~!INCH

& CNO to CINCPOA inf'o MARSHALL

-!~Seeo4l Your 222.226 "'shipping requirements indic. a.t~d- in your seeret serial
00043· of 12 April to ;mount and support STALEMATE bas<ed on target date of
8 Sep~em.ber will be met.
-

WARX-40903-2~th...- 'PBP .SB6NB'fl\

Subject is command situation of Army Forces
in the Pacific Ocean _Areas. Marshall to Richardson, pass to and discuss
with -cn!CPOA and s'ubmtt comments or ·reoommendationsJ information ta Harmon.
Para. It is- contemplated: that the command of all u.s. ·Army Forces . in
the Pacific Ocean Areas, except tho&e otherwise committed by JCS and those
in the prese:g.tly delineated Alaskan ~ D.epa. rtment~ will pass to you (Richardson)
as Gom.m.an9-ingGeneral
Anrty; Forces in the, Pacific Ocean Areas; tho.t
under you (Richardson) ·u.s. -Ann.y Forces in the South Pacif--ic A:rea as now
delineated will be commanded by a -General Officer as Camm~ding G~neral
Communications Zone, South ·P acific- Are~.; and that l cikewise tlle H&waiian area
will be Commanded by a · General Officer as Command:i.ng' Gene-ra.i Communications ·
"' Zone; Hawaiian Area, who in addition:, will .be appointed Military Governor
· of Hawaii. !!'he above to free yqu (Ri~hardeon) in order that- you may!f under
CINCPOA" exe r~is~ overall oo:ntrol o~ . all army forc~s in the . Ar~as ~.e~ ted above.

u.s.

,}
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to RICHARDSON info CINCPOA, HARMON. (Cont'd)

ECLASSiflED

The exercise of command under this arrangement would be in accordance
with principles now in affect in Central and South Pacific Ocean Areas.
Operational control of all Ar.my units assigned to Task Forces under this
arrangement would be direct from CINCPOA through the Task Force Commander
to the Commander of the Army Units concerned. Para. Also being considered
is an Ar.my Headquarters in the Pacific Ocean Areas for operational employment in Major operations in the Western Pacific (General Buckner has been
tentatively selected to Command this Army subject to CINCPOA'S concurrence).
Para. It is further contemplated placing General Millard Harmon in command
of all Army Air Forces now assigned to the Pacific Ocean Areas except thoee
assigned to the Alaskan Department. In this capacity H~on would service
under the overall command of Richardson for Logistics and Administration
but would be directly under operational command of CINCPOA. Para. In addition it is contemplated that Harmon would be assigned as Deputy to General
Arnold in the exercise of Command of the 20th Air Force as set forth in
JCS 74747/3. Serving in this capacity he would be in a position to inte~rate
the theater logistics and Administrative responsibilitie s with the operational
directives for this force. Para. Co.minCh is in general concurrence with
these proposals.
25 1156

COM INCH

&

CNO to ca.1SOWESPAC Info COM7THFLT, CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC

!SP SECRi~ Assume your plans contemplate deployment sufficient submarines
in TAWI TAWI Area to exploit any sorties at~cmpted by Japanese Fleets during

FORAGER.
25 1859

COMINCH to CDTCPAC
Part 1 of 2 Part ?51905. TOP" 5E6R~ Consideration of Urdis 230640 in
conjunction with .Com 5th Fleet DpPlan Cen lQ-44 and available intelligence
raises 3 major points with respect possible fleet engagements. lst.
J Cen 10-44 assigns both fast and slow BB's to 1 battleline. I appreciate
that such a major general action plan cannot co into aetails of tactical
employment of ~es but do consider that only exceptional circumstances
would justify limiting fast BB's to close battle formation with slow BB's
and assmne intent is to empl~ both types to l~it of respective tactical
~apabilities.
Comment. 2nd. I also consider that only exceptional
circumstances would justify depriving transports of the protection of slow
BB's and their support for pressing the assault despite all but ~ajor
interference

25 1905

COMINCH to CIMCPAC
Part 2 of 251905. Part 1 was 251859. T~ SBSHB~ 3rd. Worst conditions
under which fleet engagement could occur would be when only the fast
battleship screened carrier task groups could concentr te, most likely
to occur about D Plus 2 after cruiser screened carrier task groups have
moved into BOUINS., our own Northern and Southern Attack forces are fully
committed and Japanese Fleet alerted by our opening strikes on D Minus 3,
could have moved into position~ Under these circumstances estimate opposing
forces would be blue 4 CV 4 CVL 7 BB 3 CL 18 to 30 DD orange 4 CV 5 CVt
13 to 15 CA/Cl 26 to 30 DD with embarked aircraft about equal num~3c~lfy.

to

2322

COMINCH to CINCPAC (Cont•d)

OECLASSIF~EO

In such eventuality I would be concerned over desparity in cruiser strength particularly as regards our ability to stop a determined cruiser
borne torpedo attack outside effective range even with BatDiv 7
operating as fast wing in support of light forces. Do y~u think
suitable provisions against this possibllity have been made. CTF 58
OpOrd not received but assume command arrangements and tactical
concepts for major action s~ilar to those annex D Cen 5-44.
27 2136

CINCPAC to COMINCH info COM5THFLT
TeP ~ic~. Your 251905 concerns questions to which both Spruance
and I have continuously given extensive consideration. Destruction
of the enemy fleet is always the primary objective of our Naval
Forces. Attempts by enemy fleet units to interfere with amphibious
operations are both hoped for and provided against even though the
necessarily voluminous nature of plans and orders for amphibious
operations may give an impression of overemphasis theron as compared
with purely Naval action which is handled by brief orders despatches
and signals. Para. Following comment is submitted on specific points
raised by your 251905. lst. Fast and slow battleships will be used
to limit of their capabilities as required by tactical situation.
2nd. It is not intended to deprive amphibious forces of their suppprting cruisers and slow battleships unless this is best means of
protecting. amphibious forces. After TEARAWAY bombardment has been
completed supporting ships there will be available with l~ited AP
ammunition supply to assist in covering operations if needed. 3rd.
If information of movement of enemy fleet indicates necessity for
continued concentration of Task Force 58 to cover landing operations
·strike on JwclUtiodwill be deferred or cancelled. CTF 58 plan will
contain suitable provision for major action by that force acting as
covering force along the lines of annex D Cen 5-44. Spruance left
.Yesterday in indianapolis will see Mitscher and Lee in MAJURO and
will ensure the best tactical preparations including rehearsals to
destroy enemy fleet if it gives us t~is opportunity.

28 0121

CINCSWPA VIA COM 7TH FLEET to COMINCH info CINCPAC, CTF 71
!OF SB9RPP. Prior to and during FORAGER plan to maintain 3 submarines
close approaches to TAWl TAW! 2 off DAVAO Gulf l North west ~tAHERA
1 off KAU BAY and 3 in area between Longitudes 127-00 East and 129-00
East from Eauator to 07-30 Uorth. Your 251156. This disposition
should also ·afford CINCPAC Submarines from vicinity PALAU to further
exploit contacts by our Submarines

23 23
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21 0747

CINCSviPA to CINCI>OA, COMI I\CH,
Cor~

7rrH

FLEET

WAH DEPA.li.T£.:ENT
.
,

This ia '1 o:p Secr94;-. General h~acArthur and Admiral Halsey
recommend that the assumption of com~mand of forces west
of 159 ~ ast by CinCS v~A be effected at OOOlL(-11) 15 June.
Both are in full agreement as to principles and methods of
eff'ecting the cLn.nge for all arms and services. l~ecessary
oro.ers and cert ," in recormnendatio ns to hi,_· her authority will
be initiated separately.
J1JNE ( GCT)
1

/o6

2045Z

!~l.AHSHALL

to RICHARDSON HARIVlON info CINCPOA

46867 g?epSQ.Q.._. Command of U.s. Army J.i,orces in the
South and in the Central l 'ac ific Areas will pass to Commanding General U.S. An~ Forces Pacific Ocean Areas at
such time as mutually agreed by Earmon and Richardson.
Richarason will notify War Department ·wben this change is
to take place at v<hich time appropriate orders will be issued.
Richardson, in addition to Yis assignr:,ent as Coro..manding General of tl:\e ha,.raiian Department, will by direction of the
President, assruoe command of U.s. "'£l.. rmy Forces Pacific Ocean
Areas under CinCPOA. Para. Instructions covering relationship of u.s. Army Air Forces to ComGenPOA will be held in
abeyance pending final decision in this ~atter. It is
desired that Ea1~on proceed~ earliest convenience after 15th
June 1944 to Central 1acific for personal exploratory conference 'w\'i th Admir:l l ~,; imi tz and GenerA: l Richardson on this
matter. Cn completion of t h is conference Harmon will proceed to ~ ~shington to present propos ~ ls or agreed recoffimendations to the \ ~r DepartMent. General Arnold also desiref
to discuss air problems particularly to clarify e~tent of
authority to be exercised by Harmon as Deputy 20tll .:\.ir Irorce.
\UtRX

07 1240

COI~,=INCE &

CYO to CINCFOA, C0:1SOPAC

This is 'I!.?fl JeeFQ:t;.-. Chief of Staff U .3. Army and CominCh
approve CinCS\VP:B..C 2107 4 7. Iv1acArthur and Kinkaid informed.
/29 0127Z HARM.ON to RICHARDSON info 1'/f.ARSHAI.JL AND ARNOLD

-

I

rt'OP 3ElORE;;.H-128 -29tJ; May 44. Referring to my H 219 May 26
I invite your attentJ.on to my H 8288 M~y 27 to AGi~AR for
Marshall Info to Richardson. In view of requ~st for agreed
recommendati ons contained WARX 41510 you are.J.nformed a~
follows: The disposition of personnel.becom~n~ ex~ess J.n the
south Pacific cannot be determined ':1-ntJ.l decJ.slon -. J.S Fade
by the 'v./ar ·Department 9:s requested J.n my H 8288 ~o , ~G~.AR for
Marshall 27 May the command set up as proposed J.n ~1ARX. 40903
appears in general to be as good a solution as could be
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evolveCl ·under the cfrcumstano~s .~ With t .he foL-lowing
exceptions I am in ·a.-c cord with the provisions of V'IARX 4090) ~
ls~, with respect td jurisdiction -over logistics and .
administration of Air, .Forces, it impresses me as unsound
that Harmon while responsible to Nimitz· for operations and
to Arnolg_ :for overall n+~tters concerning the 20th Air :B,orce.
be at the same ttme responslble t'o Richardson, for Administ-r ation ~ ana J;ogis.ti. cs ~~ "~ I strongly recomrtiend that the terms ·of
_the final directive should be ·so _stated as to provide that
Richardson give Harmon necessar·y Logistic and a.d .ministrative
support for Army Air Fornes.- Such matters as ultimate courts Martial Jurisdicticon - to be c.o vered by specific directives
vesting appropriate - authority in Richardson. 2nd, if the
present SoPac Area Co:mmand · is to remain in effect there
should be ·no change in the General .Orga-n izat._i on of the Army
· Forces in the South Pacific other than consolidation of
USAFISPA and SOS Headquarters. In the interest of simplicfty
and to facilitate the ~pplication of the principles of
unity of oommand ·as en~unciated in JCS 263/2/D, I recommend
against designating this as a communication zone for Army

matters while continuing to
purpose of overall command.
"'.

·ll; _l935Z JOINT CHIE-F S OF STAFF WASH.

r~cognize

,

to

it as an area for

·

NIIYUTZ, HALSEY, :MACARTHUR

WARX 50615 X "rOt' ._SESRE'±'. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have
modifi"ed the first sentence of (lower ca-se underscored
letter~ for paragraphs) paragraph. 5D (page 40-3) of the
enclosure to J.c.s. 713/5 ' (WARX l c4572 is the reference)
and the first sentence of paragraph 6A of Appendix "D"
thereto; (page 6G-1} to read: "R6tal New Zealand Air Foro~

' air uni ~s in

exc.~ss ~ of the minimum number r.equired for
garrison and local defense qf t _he South Pacific - Area should
be tr~ns.ferred to the Collltlari.der in Chief, Southwest Pacific."

18 '0900

COMGENCENTPAC to CG 24TH CORPS. Info CINCPOA,. REAR

ECHELON 5TH

PHIBCOR~S,

CG 77TH DIVISION, A.P . ANP .SC.

't'O~ SECRE'fl-.· RJ~l954,9 Referenc.,e · c'inc,:p oa 18{)1-05 GCT June 44
not to_ all ade·e s. Par'a •. This confirms telephonic orders
issued ckief of Staff 77th Division by Deputy Chief of
Staff this headqua:rt,e rs about 17_2300 ~ J'une 44. PRPXS Prepare
1 regime.ntal comoat team 77th Division for immediat.~e movement to GATEWAY a-rea- for possible employment in FORAGER
operation and ha,ve ' the Commanding Officer of this ROT report
to the Rear E.chelon. 5thPhi bCorps for ·· planning- a.n d loading.~ ·
.Para. - Acltnowledge receipt of this dispatch .,.a.nd ·.indicate
RCT to be designated with . t.tle -name; of the oonnnande~ and
probabl,t;:, time of his reporting as per above instructions.
s
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13 1545Z JCS to CINCPOA, CINGS\YPA
WARX 50007 '!-QPSEe X THE Joint Chiefs of Staff' (reference our 989 to ComGenPac action CinCPOA and &171 to CinCSoWesPac) are considering the possibilities
or expediting the Pacific Campaign qy any or all of the following courses:

A:

By advancing the target dates for operations now scheduled through
operations against FORMOSA.

B:

By by-passing presently selected objectives prior to operations
against FORMOSA.

C:

By by-passing presently selected objectives and choosing new objectives. including JAPAN proper.

On basis of over-all situation which will obtain as result of FORAGER operation 6inCPOA and CinCSoWeaPao directed to present their views and recommendations.

18 0935

CINCS~VESTPAC

to CHIEF OF STAFF WAR DEPARTMENT Info ADMIRAL N]MITZ.

CX-13891 ~ SEeRE! X ADMIRAL NIMITZ ONLY X Reference is made to Joint
Chiefs of gtaff directive contained in WARX 50007 received here at 172135
GCT X Due to logistic considerations it is not deemed feasible to advance
target dates for scheduled operations. Our resources will be strained to
the utmost to meet dates now fixed. The FORMOSAN Campaign differs radically
from operations that have beon executed thus far in the Pacific. It is my
most earnest conviction that the proposal to bypass the PHILIPPINES and
launch an attack across the Pacific directly against FORMOSA is unsound.
That operation would ha.ve to be launched without appreciable support .from
land based aviation and BR based upon the HAWAIIAN ISLAND at a distance or
5000 miles. Assuming the success of the FORAGER there still will be no •
bases west of OAHU along this line of advance. Under these conditions and
with the enemy solidly established in strength on FORMOSA. susceptible of
rapid reenforcement from JAPAN or the Mainland and with his air bases in a
flanking position at effective range in LUZON. I do not believe the campaign
would succeed. The hazards of failure would be unju~fiable when a conservative and certain line or action the occupation of LlJZON is essential in order
to establish air forces and bases prior to the move in FORMOSA. Assault
forces could then be launched at short range with effective air support and
with ever,y assurance of success. The proposal to bypass all other objectives
and launch an attack directly on the mainland or JAPAN is in my opinion utterly unsound. There is available in the Pacific only enough shipping to
lift about 7 divisions. That fact alone would preclude such an enterprise
in the predictable future. EVen with unlimited shipping I do not believe a
direct assault without air support can possibly succeed. Since the initiation
of our advance the en~ has executed delaying actions within his outpost
positions. Our successes in these operations must not mislead us into a suicidal direct assault without all support and with inadequate shipping and
bases against heavily defended bastions of the en~'s main position. It ia
my opinion that purely military considerations demand the reoocupation of the
PHILIPPINES in order to out the enemy's communications to the south and to
secure a base for our further advanoee Even if this were not the case and
- Continued -
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18 0935 CINCSOWESTPAC TO CHIEF OF STAFF WAR DEPARTMENT INFO ADMIRAL NIMITZ ( Cont' d)
unless military factors demanded another line of action, it would in my
opinion be necessar,y to reoccupy the PHILIPPINES. The PHILIPPINES is
American territor.y where our unsupported forces were destroyed by the en~.
Practically all of the 17 million Filipinos remain loyal to the United States
and are undergoing the greatest privation and suffering because we have not
been able to support or succor them. We have a great national obligation
to discharge. Moreover in the event the United States should deliberately
bypass the PHILIPPINES, leaving our prisoners, Nationals and loyal Filipinos
in enemy hands without an effort to retrieve them at earliest moment we would
incur the gravest psychological reaction. We would admit the truth of Japanese propaganda to the effect that we had abandoned the Filipinos and would
not shed American blood to redeem th~; we would undoubtedly incur th~pen
hostility of that people; we would probably suffer such loss of prestige
among all the peoples of the Far East that it would adversely affect the
United States for many years. I feel also that a decision to eliminate the
campaign for the relief of the PHILIPPINES, even under appreciable military
considerations, would cause extremely adverse reactions among the citizens
of the United States. The American people I am sure would acknowledge
this obligation. In this dispatch I have expressed my firm convictions with
a bare outline of the military factors that enter into the problem. If Sir=
1ous consideration is being given to the plan of action indicated in paragraphs B and C of your radio• I request that I be accorded the opportunity ot .
personally proceeding to Washington to present fully my views. MacArthur.
23 2002

CWIBCH

& CNO

to CIBCPOA.. lr.f-::

!op Sect&!- Request your comment on following proposal as a possible means
of meeting requirements CinCSWPao as stated in his 160218Z without unduly
interfering with lift for STALmAATE. CinCPac nominate 4 APA of which one
will ba an AGC for temporary assignment 7th Fleet as early as GATEWAY (MARIANAS IS.) operations permit. Any deficiencies in STALEMATE lift incurred
thereb,y to be filled from additional AP made available from Pacific troop
lift. APA so designated will be considered as component part of assault shipping to be supplied by you for MUSKETEER.
25 2246

CINCPOA to COMINCH, CNO.
The increases in strength of the enemy garrisons at FULLCRY
(PALAU) indicate that resistance will be met on the order of that against
which we are now contending at SAIPAN. The degree to Which the FORAGER and
STAL~~TE shipping requirements will overlap, together with increased troop
lift needed not only to send reinforcements to GATEriAY (MARIANAS) but also
eventually to withdraw the additional units. and also the neoessit.y that for
STALF.ltATE a maximum force be afloat, make proposal your 282002 impracticable.
If such action is taken it will in my opinion seriously jeopardize the STALEMATE operation and will certainly introduce a definite cause for delay in addition to others which I am making every effort to overcome.

-=79P SBeR!!Y

·29 1746

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPOA.

2327

_...!OF BE6ft!'f. Refer to WARX 50007 of 12 June. While recognizing the impraoticto
ability of forecasting accurately at this time the over all situation 'Which
will obtain as a result of FORAGER, an interim reply to the reference would
be most helpful in current stratetical planning for the Faoific Campai~. END
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23 0832

CTF 53 to CTF 21
'fOP fSEORFJ'P". In order to make earliest W Day practicable
propose landing 3rd MarDiv on ASAN beaches as orginally
planned with 1st Provisional Brigade in reserve. But
making demonstration only on AGAT beaches to include
bombardment and demolitions . Believe these troops adequate
s eize hold and develop that 1 beachhead and to continue
operations for capture of OROTE PENINSULA and ·h arbor with
seizure of high ground around I\[OUNT ALIFAN to foll ow
immediately thereafter. Above would el iminate neces sity
for waiting release of 106th Regiment which however would
still be required when available. C G Southern Land ing
For ce agrees and requests you pass to CTF 56 his s trong
recommendation.

23 0950

RICHARDSON to WDCSA Info CINCPOA
is !OP SEC~~ RJ20048. Referring to your 46867
June 6th Harmon and I recommend that command of the United
States Army Forces in the South an·d in the Central Pacific
Areas pass to command of Commanding General, United States ·
Army Forces, Pacific Ocean Areas on 1 August 1944. Para.
Having discussed the command situation thoroughly with
General Har.mon I find nothing to warrant changing the views
expressed in my radiogram RJ17505 May 28. Para. On 22 June
General Harmon and I conferred with Admiral Nimitz. After
a free discussion ot the Army command Cincpoa stated that
he preferred to deal with only 1 Ar.my commander. This has
been the procedure in the Central Pacific Area and I concur
completely in his view. ~fter the conference Cincpoa sent
the following {paraphrased) to CominCh: ~uote The conference
which General Marshall desired has been held with General
· Harmon and General Richa rdson {W.~46867). r' adhere to my
concurrence in WARX40903-24 May as stated in General Richardson's RJ17505 of 28 May. It is my desire that Harmon
feel free to present to the War Department his own views
in the matter and I have so indicated to him. Unquote.
General Harmon is leaving here 22nd June and will present
his views as well as Cincpoa's and mine. Para. In your
40903 May 24 you state quote In this capacity Harmon would
serve under the overa ll corr~and of Richardson for logistics
and administration but would be directly under operational
command of Cinopoa. Unquote. The relation is not clear to
me as on~y Task Forces are under operational command of
Cincpoa and it is not believed that Harmon will command an
air task force as all land a ir units in the operations of
Forward Ar ea are under -i mmediat e comma nd of ComAirForward
(now General Hale) serving under ComForward Area. Pa ra. It
i s my understandi ng t hat t he terms operational commander,
or opera t i onal control, used by the Wa r Department means
command or control of tactical combat operatians, and not
~his
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administrative operations. Please confirm. Para. It is
recomn1ended that the command relationship between ComGenPOA
and the Commanding General Army Air Forces· Pacific Ocean
Areas be that which now exists between ComGenCentPac and
the Commanding General, 7th Air Force.
23 2020

CTF 51 to CINCPAC Info Com5thFlt
Your 231824 regret delay but nature of reply
depends on outcome of present major land attack. Have been
in. consultation with Spruance and Smith. Further conference
today may develope answer. Para. Attention invited to fact
that operations are progressing at least as favorably as my
oral forecast expressed to you on several occasions.

-~QP 8~9RE~.

24 0514

CINCPOA to C0~1CH & CNO Info COMGENCENTPAC, COMJRDFLT,
COMJRDPHIBFOR, COM12.
The commitment of the 77th Division to FORAGER
necessitates immediate preparation of another division for
STALEMATE in order prevent unnecessary delay in that operation. Request transfer of 96th Division to OAHU by 1st
shipping available after it completes amphibious training
29 June. For this purpose recommend 96th Divison be placed
at top of July priority list and· 5t.h MarDiv be deleted~
~ep SB9HE~

24 0929

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH, COMGENCENPAC
is '!'9P SEC:ftifh. Your cooperative offer of the 38th
Division in exchange for the 96th Division is very much
appreciated. However in view of the complications involved
due to the separation of the 38th Division from its equipment much of which is either on the water on enroute SoWesPao
and the sailing of certain elements in ships involved in
other movements it now seems preferable to bring the 96th to
.OAHO and mount it here f'or STALEMATE and I have requested
such action.

~ill:S

24 0622

COM 5TH FLT to CINCPAC info CTF 51, CTF 56, CTF 58, CTF 57.
Your 210440 to CTF 51. Following is result ot
conference with Turner and Holland Smith. First. Situation
ashore SAIPAN does not permit withdrawal any troops now committed nor can any .date for such withdrawal be set at present
time. Additional reserves from first Provisional Marine
Brigade reinforced may be required for SAIPAN and will be
kept at sea in area waiting development. All other ships of
task force 53 not required in current op~rations SAIPAN nor
neutralization GUAM will be sent to ENIWETOK to await definite

~.
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continued

determina tion W day; W day cannot be s·et ·a t present. Second.
Attack -on GUAM w~thout adf)quate rese-r ve troops might result in .
disaster and should not be made. Above is ~ based on experienc e

in SAIPAN and study .of .be.aoh defenses 'terrain and enemy
strength
GUAM. All concerned desire as early -setting ot
W .day: as pos~ible but expe~ience gained ~,iJL_ SAIP.All must be
given due considera tion • .Very h~rd ·f ighting has been contin\lous.ly in pregre.s&J with_ n_o -end in sight ' unt11 BAIPAN GUAM
and TINIAN are captured.

in

26 020-7.

'POP SEGRE'I-. Spent 1esterday 25th ashore with _ Holl~nd Smith.
:Visited General Schmidt Jarman Harper aad .. Watson at their
command posts. All oheertul and optimistic but unable to .
.
inaket any estimate as t .o·, date capture: island. wfll ·be completed .
Fighting g9ing muoh better now with ~Mount Tapotohau taken _
'9e1'ore noon. ·Remaining te;rrain very rugged.- AS LITO airfield
in ez:oellent condition ·damage to buildings minor requirin&
mostJ.y · re,ZQoting . 'l ng:tneers extending · runw~y to 4200 r ·eet
to eastward with Marston Mat. Full length -e.x tension appears
require out ana. fill . operation s. CHARAN· KANOA strip~ has
little cdevelopme n.t .a nd only minor possibili ties. Unloading
prooeeding well on beaches and over OHARAN KANOA 'pier and .
new pontoon dock east- to southward . About· 20 slightiy damaged
small type Jap aircraft" plus spare engines an'd oranance equipment will be ready for transfer to PEARL w.hen_road and beach
,~aeilitie,s . permit loading.,- Roads will -be major problem during
rainy season.- No hard surfaced roads exist and all a.r e badly .
out up and _deep in dust where ,our he·a vy traffic moves. Inspeote~d camps and_ ho~pital_ f'OT CHAMORR_
O KOREAN an:d Japanese.
oivJ.lians , · All allle bodied males ·are engaged in clean up work.
Possibiii ty ot ,ear11 se·t ting or W day, will depend upc;>n condi- ·
tions and availabil ity ·or·-troops now fighting · here who might ,
. be taken orr as rE;lserve fer GUAM. In meantime necessary prepara.t lQn of s-h ips will be proqeeding at. EN! WETOK. Major Gen,era[ Ralph Sn;i th. departed for ., PEARL .~ ~, ··B:ir yesterday mortling •
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Jtm,Y {GOT)

02 0504

CINCPOA to C(JdFIFTHFLT Info COMTHIRDFLT, CTF ~
At such time as a strike on FULLCRY (PALAU) and VOCAt.IST (YAP)
will not interfere with more urgent requirements (or when it will be of value
to your local tactical situation) desire it be made in order to obtain additional close photographic coverage accordance requirements my 242348.

~.

03 0601

COM5THFLT to CINCPAC, ALL TFC'S 5TH FLT, CTF 51, CTF 56.
-!ltle ie Tep Sao~. Conference held 3 July with Admirals Turner, Mitsoher,
Hill, Connolly SK Generals Holland Smith, Geiger and DelValle relating to
determination w-Day. Decision reached to employ 77th A~ Division as Corps
Reserve for GUAlf assault. Tentative date W Day 25 July. Decision reached
after full consideration time further capabilit,y of troops, oampaign in
SAIFAN and nature of defenses GUAM. Cam5thFleet will designate date about
25 July as W Day at appropriate time. TINIAN operation will prooeed with
troops now engaged in SAIPAN with date to be determined by completion fighting
here and necessar,y time for rehabilitating and reequipping.

03 2109

CINCPAC to CC!IFIFTHFLEET Info COMINCH.
!e.P SB9R~. Your 030601 delay in W Day unacceptable. Unless there are compelling reasons to oontrar,y of Which I am unaware it appears feasible to fix
W Day about time of arrival first combat team from 77 Div in operating area.
Remainder that Division should arrive about 24 July. Any delay slows up entire campaign not only for Pacific Ocean Area but for Southwest Pacific ae
well. Reexwaine the question with a view of finding ways and means of meeting
an earlier date and state controlling factors that necessitate delay.

04 0400

CINCPOA to COMINCH

Info CINCSWPA.

Your 291746. The extent to which progress in the MARIANAS has been ~peded
qy the extensive increases of enemy garrisons and the increase of the PALAU
garrison stnee mid-March from 9,000 to approximately 40,000 with weapons in
proportion make it unlikely that the timing directed by JCS 713/4 oan be
achieved. I mn giving consideration to an extensive modification of STALEMATE in which time and expenditure or forces would be saved by seizing XHGAUR
and PID.,ELIU arxhdth use of K.OSSOL ROADS neutralizing BABELTHUAP and the lt()ROR
HARBOR Area and seizing YAP and ULITHI in order to obtain air base and anchorage facilities which though not completely satisfactory may be obtained without excessive delay. Para. Representatives of CinCSWPA have infor-mally discussed with my staff operations which involve occupation of MOROTAI ISLAND
(BA1MAHERAS) in early September, a l~ited occupation of SARANGANI BAY AREA
primarily by short range aircraft in late October, a major occupation of
LEYTE about 15 November to be -followed by the occupation of LEGASPI and APARRI
in mid-Januar,y, a minor aev.nent into MINDORO in Februar.y and a major assault
on LUZON through LINGAYEN about April 1st. Preliminary consideration indicates that this timing is optimistic. Carrier support wo~ld be required tor
MOROTAI and SARANGANI. The LEYTE oper~tion would be of a critical and decisive character and if successful would give us air supremacy in the PHILIPP·INES. It would require the emploJ~ent of practically all available covering
and striking forces, fire support forces~ and all available assault shipping.
The operations proposed appear feasible. Para. Although use or short cuts
and prompt exploitation of favorable situations are prime considerations
our operations should be so conducted as to ensure control of the sea and
- Continued 23 31

JULY (GCT)

04 0400

CINCPOA to CCMINCH Info CINCSWPA.

- Continued -

DECLASSifiED

the air during major amphibious assaults. To the max~um extent practicable
our ~phibious operations should be conducted with the support of sho~e
based aircraft. Tactical situations in which the fast carrier- task forces are
more or less ~obilized in support of protracted fighting on shore should
be avoided. Para. In my opinion the basic concept of operations proposed
by CinCSWPA in which shore based air forces, ground troops and naval forces
are advanced together is sound. Moreover, unless the rate of attrition inflicted on the enemy naval and air forces is accelerated , or .we achieve a
decisive viotor,y at sea, movement into the FORMOSA STRAIT region will be dependent on neutralizat ion of ene~ air forces in LUZON by our own shore based
air forces particularl y if the current enemr campaign in CHINA limits the
ability of air forces in CHINA to strike FORMOSA and the nearby CHINA Coast.
Para. For the present no change in approved strategic concepts is recommended .
The partial occupation ot PALAU Plus YAP· and ULITHI is oonsid•red to satiety
the directive of JCS 713}4. The inclusi~ ot LEYTE with MINDANAO will expedite subsequent operations and is considered advisable. My preparation s for
the FORMOSA STRAIT operation should cont-inue. The eventual feasibility Idle
aild necessity of moving to the CHINA Coast without the use ot LUZON as a
naval and air base will depend on various development s including the extent
to which intertm attrition oan be inflicted on en~ naval and air forces
and the situatio;n in CHIWA.
05 1425

COO'IFTHFLEET to CINCPAO Into CTF 5'1 CTF 56 CTF 53.

TOP SEeftET.

Determinati on of earliest date for W Day started with arrival
Conolly, Geiger on June 30 and continued until final conference July 3.
Entire matter reconsidere d again today as result your 040739. Holland Smith
and Geiger afir.m their previous judgment that entire 77th Division is required
to conduct GUAM operation with assurance of success. If their views as to
militar.y forces needed are to be overruled and operation ordered to proceed
with only 1 RCT of 77th ~ediately available believe this decision should
be made by higher authority on basis of effect of delay on conduct of
future operations. Only other troops available in area are those who have
now been engaged in heavy fighting for 3 weeks on SAIPAN with end of fighting
not dete~inable at present. These troops should have 10 days for rehabilitation and be reequipped on completion SAIPAN. They or other troops will be
required for TINIAN. Personal letter to you in air mail this morning bears
on subject. Movement ot 77th Division to MARIANAS and delay in completion
of FORAGER will require changes in CINCPAC plans for movements of vessels
of amphibious forces transfer 6£ troops additional military supplies and reequipments all of which must be integrated with STALEMATE plans. Recommend
representat ion from your staff come to SAIPAN to make determine. tion of' these
ma.tters.

2 33~

JULY (GCT)

06 0236

CINCPOA to COM5THFLEET Info COI1IIIJCH .

lASSlf\EO,
OEC
-·- -

In view your 051425 together with latest. information as to strength of enemy garrison GU1~1 and my appr eciat i on
of extent to vvhich long period of embarkat io n ~ have aff ected
condition of troons delay of W Day until arr i val 77 t h Divi sion
is approved . Remainder 77th Division will leave here 9 July.
Assume all practicable steps being taken to rec ondition Ge i ger's
troops . Para. STALEiv14.TE plans being extensively revised to
meet delays and expected return of assault shi pping i n incr ements . Revised warning order will gi ve detc.::tils . No FORAGER
t roops will be required . For time being effect ive complet i on
of FORAGE.~:t is paramount to other task:s except the cont i nuing
·
one of destroy i ng enemy naval and air force s.

~

0 6 02 52

CINCPAC TO COl\.tiNCH .

Unless otherwise etirec t ed I intend on 7 Jul y is s ue
warning order for occupation f~RIJNAS-PALAU line in a ccordance
concept indicated in fi r st paragraph my 04040 0 .

-TOP 8~GR:6 ~2--f

06 1840

COMINCH AND CNO to CINCPAC.

This is TOP SECRET.
COIISOPAC

14 0227
~

~

Your 060252 Joint Chiefs of Staff approve.

CINCPOA Info COMAIRSOPAC 1 CINCSWPA• NEW ZEALAND CHIEF OF STAFF.

!QP SECRi~ After meeting SoPac garrison requirements and Bew Zealand training and forming requirements the RNZAF can make available for transfer SWPA
and maintain an operational level the following combat squadrons
(A) !!_!!

lVF

1 VF -

lVF
lVF

1 VB medium

(B) DATE AVAILABLE
27 July

17 Sept
1 Nov

15 Deo
1 Oct
17 Sept

(C) PRESENT LOCATION
BOUGAINVILLE
1IEW ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND
NEW ZEALA.ND
NOW BOUGAINVILLE
NEW ZEALAND

1 VB medium
Each New Zealand FightRon equipped with 18 Corsairs. Each Hew Zealand
medium BombRon equipped with 15 Venturas. Squadrons shown as being in NEW
Zealand are being rehabilitated or organized and will beoome available in
GUADALCANAL--SANTOS area on dates indicated.
17 0205
~

RICHARDSON to CINCPOA Info COM3rdFl t COM3rdPHIBFORCES CTF 36 CG FMFPAC

etc.

!6P SECIB~ (RJ 22461) Pursuant to CinCPOA top secret priorit.y disp 152201
GCT 24th Corps and attached units and 8lst Division and attached units pass
to operational control CTF 36. Field orders follow listing. By copy this
dispatch ~amGen 24th Corps and ComGen Slst Division are directed to report
for operational control as indicated.

2333
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19 0519 CINCPOA to COMSOPAC Info CINCSWPA, COMAIRPAC, N.Z. C of S,
COMAIRSOPAC.
Your 140227. Request you arrange direct with CinCSWPA
transfer of RNZAF aircraft units to SWPA.

~OF5E&.

02 1631 COMINCH to CINCPOA
'

f~

.

~

1:'0P SECR~. This is a planning message fron the Joint Staff
Planners to CinCPOA Planners. Reference CAUSEWAY Joint Staff
Study. Following information would be appreciated: Para. A• .-~
Plans you may. have for occupation and future U$e of DONATION~
Para. B. Plans for Post-CAUsmqAY operations to occupy northern
DIAPHRAGM. What is estimated target date and what forces will
you employ for these operations. Para. c. What employment other
than defense do you envisage for ~i~substantial air elements
you indicate will go to ABOLITIONr· Can these air forces be
established on the coastal islands or must we build fields on
the mainland. Para. D. How will the feasibility of CAUSEWAY
be affected if the 14th air force is unable to render direct
support to CAUSEVVAY. Para. E. ~~~ would be the effect on your
plans if enemy air on WHITEWAS~~~nnot be effectively reduced
and contained from SILVERSAND as envisaged in JCS number 989
of 12 March.
M\~O~WA~

24 0957 CINCPOA to COMINCH.
5ECnER. Your 021631. Answers .to quries follow; (A). It is
intended only to neutralize DONATION for the time being unless
future developments require substitution of DONATION for ABOLITION. (B) Choice between post CAUSEWAY operations primarily
to occupy northern DIAPHRAGM or to move rapidly into more ad- .
vanced positions will depend on strategic situation as it
develops. In any case perimeter will be expanded as practicable with means available. To complete occupation of DIAPHRAGM
it is estimated that about 208,000 additional personnel would
be required as follows in addition to those envisaged by GRANITE Second and Prelimihary Draft CAUSEWAY Joint Staff Study:
One armored division 11,000, two infantry divisions 30,000
supporting combat troops J0,500, QM units 26,200 Engineering
and construction 29,500, medical 8,000, signal 6,400, ordnance
5·,ooo, CWS 500, transportation corps 8,500, miscellaneous
naval units 10,000, aviation service units army 14,000. _Following additional aircraft would be employed: 3 day fighter
groups plus one nite fitron, 3 medium bomber groups 10 very
long range bomber groups. These troops would have to be lifted
in repeated movements of assault shipping. 'l 'heir maintenance
would require an increase of approximately 10 AP and 25 AK
sailings per month-from west coast. (C) The air elements now 1
listed for ABOLITION namely 2 f ight er groups 1 light bomber
groups and 1 medium bomber gr oup plus 1 patrol seaplane and 1
VH squa dron are consider ed none t oo great for d efensive purposes
but would be used a lso t o strike suitable tar*e~s and assist.
in i mproving military situa t ion in SUBLIME . rh~s las ~33~iv1.ty
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very important/result of the establish-

24 0957 CINCPOA to COMINCH (Cont'd).

~Q~A

(ot4 .

~LbY

is considered to be a
ment of our air forces in the DIAPHRAGM-ABOLI ION area. It is
believed that fields for 4 groups can be developed on the
coastal islands. (D) Inability of the 14th air force to support CAUSEWAY will increasek~£pssity to reduce or contain
enemy airfto~~~s ~ \VHITEWAsn~~Y establishment SoWesPac air
forces in ~~CELs!~ andfor previous attrition of enemy air. x~~·
strength by VLR and carrier operations against BUNKHOUSE~~d
~AfAN HYPOCRITE. However, completion of CAUSEWAY even on reduced
scale will immediately .~P.~~nce overall effectiveness of air
forces based in SUBL~'~1E) Inability effectively reduce or
contain enemy air forces on WHITEWASH would render success of
CAUSEWAY doubtful. For this reag~~~ SoWesPac air forces
should be established in SILVER~ aird accumulation as envisaged by Phase 2 of RENO 5. After successful completion Phase
2 CAUSEVfAY should be feasible. Para. The foregoing summarizes
my views which were expressed in greater detail during conference at PEARL just concluded.
27 0245

REAR ADMIRAL SHEID.iA.N (VIA COM7TBFLT) to CilTCPOA.
SEQR~.
Target dates for SARANGANI and LEYTE are now 15 November and 20
December respectively. Recommend CominCh be infor.med as target date for
CAUSmVAY somewhat affected. New dates remove certain weaknesses previously
pointed out by CinCPOA Planners and are in my opinion advisable.

!eP

27 0603

CINCEF ~~CPAC for CAPT TUFNELL)

rop Secze&. Following for Capt Tufnell from C~pt Hillgarth (1) Battleships,
oru1sers, destroyers of Eastern Fleet bcm1barded SARANG dawn 25th July
by
carrier borne aircraft (2) complete surprise achieved. Bombardment lasted 35
minutes most effective harbor installations almost all destroyed. Alternative
wharves "go down" left mass of flames and smoke. Half of barracks devastated
remaining buildings almost completely destroyed. W/T station destroyed or
severely danaged. Radar station heavily shelled and attacked by aircraft.
No damage~(}asualties to bombarding force. My 270617 part 1.
lop Becxet. My 270617 part 2 final. (3) under cover main bombardment 3 des~royers 1 oruiserentered harbor engagine target at very close range silencing
shore batters sunk medium ~ize merchant ship and wrecked 2 jetties with torpedoes suffering minor damage only and few casualties 2 fatal (4) ____
carrier borne aircraft attacked ·
airdrome damaging hangar, buildings
radar station and destroyed 4 aircraft on the ground. 2 aircraft sent to intercept fleet shot down. 1 aircraft lost crew saved (5) Formation enemy aircraft attempted attack fleet evening 25th July. 3 destroyed 2 damaged remainder driven off by fighter cover before close fire.

JULY (GCT_)
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27 1956Z JOINT STAFF PLANNERS WASHINGTON SIGNED ROBERTS to STAFF PLANNERS OF CINCPOA,

STAFF PLANNERS OF CINCSWP:A..

""'""'!op

Sect~

This is plqning Tevel message WRAX -71483..

tion !s that DIAPHRAGM

Planning assump-

(Fom~OSA) assault at earliest practicable date is

primary objective of oa.mpaign outlined in J.c.s. 713/4 and (i)QCUpation
WHITEWASH (EUZON) not to be accomplishe d prior to occupation of DIAPHRAGM

(FORMOSA). FTimary purpose ocoupmtion ACCUMUEATION (1EYTE IS.) - SlJ'_,VERSAND (MINDANAO) Araa is" to establish air forces to reduce enemy air in
WHITEWASH (LUZON) in support of CAUSEWAY Coperation a:gainst FORMOSA).
Thereafter SoWesPac forces to continue operations in EXCELSIOR (PHILIPPINES),
maintain pressure and continue attrition, and ~ ex:t;endimg holdings to the limit
of resources available after requirement s have been met for augmentatio n of
CAUSEWAY (Operation against FORMOSA) rorces with a view to eventual complete
reoocupatio n of EXCELSIOR (PHILIPPINES). These operations would be conducted
without the direct support o£ the P•eifio Fleet. The transfer of assault
- cra.t't sui table for shore-to-sh ore operation from CentFao ta SoWesP,ao is
oontempole.ted. Some SoWesP·a c air, ground, and service foraes 'Vtould be necessary in CAUSEWAY (Operation against FORMOSA) and POST•CAUSEWAY operations.
Believe early March latest pr81ctioable target date for DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA)
in order avoid unacceptabl e delay in subsequent operations, the primar,y
considerati on being the weather. Therefore believe 1 December latest
acceptable target date for ACCUMULATION (LEYTE IS.) if approx~ately 3
months required to occupy and then conduct effective air operations against
WHITEWASH (LUZON). You~ views on following would be appreciated : Para. A..
Beginning end of ~ORAGER (Capture of MA.RIA..'N'AS) what reasonable possibilitie s
exist to meet target date of 15 November for ACCUMULATION (LEITE IS.) by bypassing -objectives or by 0 ompressing intervals between presently contemplate d
operations. For Example: Para. (1) Can Phase 1 STALEMATE (Operations against
the PALAUS) be eliminatedJ and Phase 2 be executed 15 September, possibly
-adding DOWNPOUR (iVO:tEAI) as objective tp HORROR (ULITHI) and BEQUEST (YAP
ISWlDS). Para. {2) Can GOSSIPMOfiiGER (TAUUO) amd/or WINDBAG (SARANGANI) be
eliminated and JJorthern SitVERSAND (MINDANAO) - A.CCUMUJLA.TION (LEYTE IS.)
operations be designated as s~ultanenus or closely timed operations within
the capabilitie s of the fleet to support them until land-based air is
established . Para. B. In Phase 2 RENO 5 what optJrations are contemplate d
to seize, develop and use the -available airfield sites in the Central
SILVERSAND (MINDANAO) plateau area.

AUGUST (GCT)

02 0435

COMSOPAC to CINCPOA info COMINCH CINCSWPA RNZAF HEADQUARTERS )VELLINGTON

C'CiiAIRSOPAC OCIA"AIRPAC.

_

Your 230146- June.

~J:bis _ ia Tel!' Secl§'t).
As result conference with representa-·
tives RNZAF and CINCSWPA following recommenda tion submitted by ComSoPac.

RNZAF

~quadrons will become available to report to , 'CINCSOWESPA on following
dates, 2 VF and 1 VB medium now ready in BOUGA INVILLE, 1 VB medium on 17
September in NEV!J" ZF..ALAND, 2 VF on l October in NEVil ZEALAND. Availabilit y
for· em.ployme·nt in comba.t area for squadrons forming in NEW ZEALAND is dependent on shipping which will be provided by SOPAC to destination s in SOLOMOUS.-BISMARCK axis and by SWFA if destination is ,West of' EMIRAU. Logist.ie
support now provided by SOPAC to NEN ZEALAND air force will be continued for
aircraft operating in SOLOMONS BISMARCK axis including EMIRAU ~ If and 'When

23 3t3

~

AUGUST ( GCT)
02 0435

COMSO'PAC to CINCPOA info COMINCH CINCSVIPA RNZAF HEADQUARTERS WELLINGTON
COYJ..AIRSOPAC COMAIRPAC - continued they operate from points elsewhere than SOLWOUS BISMARCK axis the logistic
support to be provided by CINCSOW]SPA. Details of organization and administration to be arranged directly between CINCSOWESPA and Con~nder RNZAF. ·

05 0457Z RICHARDSON HDWAR to WDCSA info CIUCPOA lOTH ARMY.
RJ-24287 C~paign Plan GRANITE 2 contemplates partial occupation
of DIAPHRAGM. Operational planning indicates ultimate necessity for occupation of all of DIAPHRAGM. Whether final concept directs initial assault on
this basis or not, ult~ate requirement indicates need for 1 Army Corps headquarters in addition to the 24th Corps presently assigned. Para. To facilitate training and planning neoessar.y it is requested that early action be
taken by the War Department to send to this area the following units: Corps
Headquarters T/0 100-1, Headquarters company T/0 100-2, Headquarters and
Headquarters batter,y oorps artiller.y T/0 6-50-1, signal battalion T/011-15,
Field Artillery Observation Battalion T/0 6-75, Engineer Topographical Company, Corps T/0 5-167. Request radio advice of action taken.
Top-Seore~

05 0910

GHQ SWPA to AGWAR info CINCPOA, CG SOPAC ADCOM.
CX15765 I am opposed to the establishment of the arbitrary date of 1 Sept.
for the ter-mination of transfer of Ar.my troops from the South Pacific to the
Southwest Pacific area reference WARX 73119 July 30th and CINCPOA 1etter
serial 000558 July 20th. JC 7713/5 reads "All other combat and all service
and supporting troops when not required for the operation bases retained in
the South Pacific area should pass to the control of the Southwest Pacific''
This can be interpreted only to mean that it was the intent of the Jotnt
Chiefs of Staff to transfer eventually all Ar.my troops of the South Pacific
Area to the Southwest Pacific Area when their requirement to support the
South Paqific bases ceased. During the conferences leading up to the mutual
agreements for the transfer of Army troops from the South Pacific Area to the
Southwest Pacific Area, a full survey by the South Pacific Area of available
service force units was impracticable because at that time there was no reliaole indication as to what missions would be assigned to the South Pacific.
In my conferences with Admiral Halse,y leading up to the final interim solution I made it clear that the number of Army Service Force troops being received was not sufficient to support the Arey Air and Army Ground Force units
being transferred, and I infor.med that I would expect the transfer of additional Service Force units if and when the.y becrume surplus to the needs of
the Souti1 ~aci£ic. That this principle was understood and accented is indicated clearly by the statement of Commander South Pacific Area cited in
paragraph 2. CINCPOA' s letter serial 000558 July 20th ••No other Service troops
can be reported as available at this time but will be reported when and if
· they are no longer needed for the missions assi&ned this area after redeployment" Para. It is presumed that prior to the redeployment of units from the
South Pacific Area certain Service Force Units were dispatched there to serve
the air force and ground force units comprised the Anny Garrison. In other
words it was a balanced force. Vfuen these air and ground force units are
dispatched to another area th~ same general balance should obtain. Examination of this balance indicates that prior to transfer the Army Air and A~y

2337
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GHQ SWPA to AGVVAR info

05 0910

CINCPOA, CG SOPAC ADC<lJI - continued -

Ground Force units a.ggr·egated 152,000 troops and the Army Service Force a
total of 65,000 troops, A 70-30% ratio. Of the troops transferred the air
and ground force units total approximately 131,000 and the Army Service
Force units transferred 14,000R A 90-10% ratio. This unfavorable balance
of service f'oroe ·to air and ground force units aeriously aggravates the
present critical deficiency of se~ice troops already existing in the SouthWest Pacific Area, which has necessitated the employment of large nwnbers of
combat troops to fulfill the service force mission. My staff is at present
engaged in trying to solve the service problems of the wideawake campaign
by a series of expedients. Present indications point to serious defiencies
in the latter phases of this operAtion with no solution in sight. Para. I
desire to point out that if the eventual transfer of the A~y Service Units
of the South Pacific Area to the Southwest Pacific Area is denied, a
disproportionate impact of the deficiency must be absorbed by the Southwest
Pacific Area at a time when it is carrying the principal air and ground
offensive action of the Pacific theatre.

CINCFOA to COMGENPOA

06 1023

Thia js 'rop Secret.. Following are answers to questions urdis 050501Z. (A)
Forecast as to employment of A and B Divisions is impossible at this time
because decision of higher ~uthori~; has not been made as to what operations
are to follow CAUSEWAY. Possibilities are (1) Assault if Division has amphibious training. (2) Operations ashore following Assault. {3) Garrison.
(B) Present plans for employment of Divisions as garrison units are generally
as in Appendix F GRANITE II except substitute Slst for 77th as garrison
ARTERIAL. Dates and extenf of reduction of garrisonsdepend upon the future
situation and can not now be forecast. Policy is to keep maximmn number of
divisions available for offensive operations ~d to reduce defensive garrisons to minimum required by the situation.

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC CCMSOPAC info CINCSOWESPAC COMAIRPAC COMAIRSOPAC
HQ 'WELLINGTON.

06 1447

ID{Zl~F
p

07 0116

Top Seet e.,.

COMSOPAC 020435 approved.

CINCPOA to COMGENPOA info COMINCH~
('

to Richardson, info King. In compliance request of your
R4 96 eing~p&s,ed you separately for your eyes only. You will note that
it constitutes a summa~ of certain views previously given Admiral King in
conference and was furnished as a ·result of an inquiry originated by the Joint
Staff Planners. As directed by my serial 00071 of 3 June GRANITE TWO is to
be used as the basis for acquiring and preparing forces and for providing
means for their logistic support. It is requested that any divergent views
concerning its concept for operationsfor which I am responsible be submitted
to me. Your RJ 24287. As expressed in my 240957 it is my view that ·choice
between post CAUSEWAY operations primarily to occupy Northern DIAPHRAGM or
to move rapidly into more advanced positions will depend on strategic situation as it develops.

~i ~!!!'!~~·~t NJ:trn~t;
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HDWAR to VVDCSA info CINCPOA.

RJ 24343 This is in furtheran ce of our radio R22303-15 July
and in replY to your Top Secret radio War 62673-9 July para it is recommended that the catego~ of defense for HAWAII, ~pon successfu l completio n of
FORAGER, be set as category B in accordanc e with paragraph 31B, "Joint Action
of the Army and Navy," with the following additiona l specifica tions; {A)
That continuou s, constant air protectio n be provided and that it not be
l~i ted to periods "Vfuen enemy threat is imminent" (B) That long range air
reconnais sance be provided (C) That no submarine mine barrages be establish ed
(D) That a minimt~ of 1 (1) infantry division be present for the defense of
the islands of the main Hawaiian Group" Parae Cincpoa neither approves nor
disapprov es these recommen dations at present but has stated that he will
make recommen dations in near future to Joint ill1iefs of Staffs. Request
informati on of action taken upon these recomnen dations.

~

10 0125

CI]JCPOA to COE3rdFLEET COM5thFLEBT info COl;rii1JCH

COMFVIDAREA

--Tai& is 'fop Sectet. It is my intention to continue the responsib ility
of Conunander 5th Fleet for the Forward Area including the Marianas
until relieved thereof by Com 3rd Flt at a time to be determine d later
by Cincpoa now estimated as about 26 August. Covering and striking
forces and the forces of the Forward Area will remain under the
operation al control of Com 5th Flt until he is relieved of responsib ility
for the Forward Area.
10 0133

£

crrcPOA to COI.:I5thFLEET COMGENPOA COMPHIBSPAC cm ~GENFMFPAC COllGEN lOth
FIELD ARMY info COMIHCH COMAIRPAC COMS~~RVPAC COH3rdFLT COMGENAAFPOA
~UP 6E6RE!.
Following assigrunen ts are made for planning purposes in
connectio n with CAUSEVlAY operation a Admiral R. A· Spruance officer
cownanding the CAUSffiVAY operation , Vice A~uiral R. K. Turner Commander
Joint Expeditio nary Force, Lieutenan t General S. B. Buckner Commander
Expeditio nary Troops.

I

09 0400

CINCPOA to COM5THFLT, COMGENPOA, COMGE'N' AAFPOA, -COMSERVPAC, COMAIRPAC,
DEP COM XX AF, COMFWDAREA, Info to COMINCH & CliO, COM 14.

The MARIANAS ·are to be developed as a base for future operation s of the
forces of the Pacific Ocean Areas and also for the twentieth Air Force. It
has become apparent that to meet the requireme nts of CAUSEWAY and subsequen t
operation s there must be a maximum expansion of port facilitie s and that extensive naval base facilitie s must be provided. Para. It has been decided to
proceed with developme nt of SAIPAN and TINIAN under directive s heretofor e issued which give high priority to Twentieth Air Force facilitie s. At GUAM
priority will be given to improveme nt of harbor, naval base facilitie s, staging facilitie s for ground troops, facilitie s necessary for garrison air
forces, advanced headquart ers for CINCPOA together with necessary communications. Para. Construct ion for Twentieth Air Force on GUAM will be deferred
except for depot. Para. Revised directive s for base developme nt of GUAM
will be issued separatel y.

'POP
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DlCLASS!F/EfJ

11 2110Z MARSHALL to RICHARDSON Info HARMON (COMGENPOA passe4'fo CINCPOA)

(War-79225)

Sp P 1Pt<'J War Department consid~rs that assignment of Air Force Service
Units is entirely dependent on organizatio n for air service support established by Co~anding General Army Air Forces Pacific Ocean Area. It is not practicable from this distance to determine in each case relative merit of specific
assignment to either 20th Air ~orca~ 7th Air Force or Air Service Command
Pacific Ocean Area, if -latter is established . Accordingly , the War Department ·
will continue to assign all air service .units (except those which_are ai). integral part of 20th Air ForQe) includi~g those listed Urad RJ-24558 to the US
Army Forces Pacific Ocean Area. This will thus permit their futther assignmen1
as indicated above~

..!:'foQ
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CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT, COM3RDPHIBFOR, CTF 36, COMGEN3RDPHIBCORPS, Info to
COMAIRPAC, COMSOPAC, COMGENFMFP~C, COMINCH & CNO, CINCSWPA, MARCORPS,
COMGID'tADCOMFMFPAC, COMGENPOA, COM5THFLT, COM7THFLT .. COMPHIBSPAC, CTF 57,
COMGEN5THPHIBCORPS, COMARAIRWINGSPAC, COMGEN SUPSERVFMFPACe
~ MyDis 071245 J~ly modified as follows: Major General Julian C

Smith USMC will command all Expeditionary Troops with des~gnation CTF ' 368
Expeditionary ,Troops will consist of the following subordinate commands
(A) for Phase 1. MajeGen • . R. s. Geiger, USMC, in command of 3rd PhibCorps
consisting of corps troops, 1st MarDiv and 8lst· InfDiv (~) for Phase 2• Maj.
Gene_ Hodge, USA, in command of 24th Army Corps consisting of corps troops
7th, 81st, and 96th InfDivs, XRAY Provisional Amphibious Corps redesignated
.3rd PhibCorpse

15 2100

JOINT CHIEFS· OF STAFF to NIMITZ.
War 81033. !t4 Bee~ . Preparation of Joint Strategical Studies for
the war against Japan has been handicapped by lack of accurate and re~ent
intelligence, maps, and photographic coverage concerning Japanese inner
zone, especially BONIN and IZU ISLAND CHAINS, RYUKYUS, and JAPAN proper.
Para 2.
A Vertical reconnaissance photography of the following island
- in the VOLCANO, BONT~!, and IZU chains, scale not smaller
than 1 to 20,000, is desired as soon as possible consistent
with current operations, showing beaches in both black and
white and color, communications, airfields, and large mili·tary installations:

(1) IWO JIM.A

( 2)
(3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)
"(7)
(8)

HAHA JIMA

CHICHI JIMA
HACHIJO JTMA
MIYAKE SHIMA
KOZU SHIMA
!~II SHIMA

SRIKINE SHIMA

B In a.ddi tion complete vertical cover ·is desired of the
- above islands any scale~
Para 3. Also request that any other sources of files of intelligence ~oncerning topography and military installations or objectives in the areas referred to in the first paragraph "be reexamined
with view to procuring and transmitting to Washington such intelligence not previously transmitted.
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18 0437

CINCPOA to COMINCH
TOP SECR:E'l". Concept of Central Pacific campaign substantially as
contemplated in JCS 713/4 and in GRANITE 2 is still considered offer
best prospects early establishment our forces in Formosa Strait area.
However after the occupation of the Marianns-Palau line by POA
forces SWPA forces should be established in Central Philippines.
Following re~ent inter area conferences as directed in JCS 713/4 plans
have been prepared by CinCSWPA for occupation of (A) MOROTAI during 1st
phase of STALEMATE (B) Occupation of TALAUD in October (C) Of SARANGANI
in N0 vember and (D) LEYTE in December. STAL1~TE plans include cover
and support for (A) and (B) by POA forces and my INSURGENT plan outlines
Pacific Fleet cover and support for (C) and (D). INSt~GENT contemplates
full scale carrier attacks against enemy air force in LUZON and MINDANAO
to support SARANGlL~I operation and in FORMOSA LUZON and LEYTE to cover
and support LEYTE operation. Consider that the combined effect of these
carrj.er attacks and the sustained operations of both SWPA and POA shore
based air forces will reduce enemy air force in PHILIPPI~mg to an ineffective force. The coordinated advance of our shore based air forces
ground forces and naval forces is essential and can be effected under
present SWPA and POA concepts. Even though some enemy air strength
remains in LUZON it is my belief that it can be so continuously engaged
by SWPA air forces established in LEYTE area as to prevent its effective
interference with subsequent POA operations.
If we are to obtain advantages of establishment of our forces in
FORMOSA STRAIT region prior to end of typhoon season 1945 CAUSEWAY must
follow as closely after LEYTE as movement and preparation· of forces
will permit. My outline plan for CAUSEWAY which involves occupation
southern FORMOSA and AMOY was prepared to ensure seizure of vital positions
with minimum force. Lieutenant General Buckner who has been assigned to
command expeditionary troops has informed me that assuming air superiority
can be maintained (wLich assumption I believe can be met) the forces
sununarized in my preliminary staff study will be adequate to accomplish
the limited occupation. However he considers that i~ will eventually be
necessary to conquer the whole island. In my opinion choice between
occupation northern FOR1iOSA or rapid movement into more advanced positions will depend on .further developments. Independent estimates by
my joint staff and by ComGenPOA indicates Fequirements for 208.000 and
244.000 additional troops respectively. Of various estimates including
those of ComGen lOth Army I am inclined to accept ComGenPOA's estimate
of total of 261.000 army troops for the limited operation and 505.000
army troops for the expanded operation as being the best for planning
purposes. These figures are now being restudied to reconcile difference.
The Marine strength for limited operation will be 154,000 and the Naval
·
personnel on shore 61,000.
Expansion VLR program over that shown my GRANITE 2 will follow any
extension of territory adquired on .FORMOSA.
Since lack of time will prevent adequate development of positions
not now in our possession I have initiated action to develop port and
base facilities at GUAM and SAIPAN to the utmost. ComGenPOA has submitted a review of additional troop commitments needed to ensure his
readiness to support the operation which wi~l be forwarded separately.
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CINCPOA to COMINCH

- Continued -

In order that all preparations may proceed with a ·minimum of uncertainty .
a firm directive is necessary.
Paras Recent successes in destroying the enemy carrier based air force
at sea and his shore based air forces in the MARIANAS WESTERN NEW GUINEA
and the HALMAHERAS. and in destroying his strongly reinforced garrisons
in the MARIANAS show that we are now able to overcome his resistance in
any outlying position where we can concentrate and coordinate the power
of our fleet and smphibious forces and troops and the Shore based air
forces now available in SWPA and POA.
Para. It is my belief that under cover of POA forces established in the
FORMOSA STRAIT Area and with Japanese sea communications cut at that latitude the advance of SWPA forces into LUZON will involve no delay in the
overall progress of the war. will meet min~um resistance and can be accomplished concurrently with operations to isolate JAPAN by sea and air
action and to destroy vital objectives in JAPAN by bombing. Operations
will be mutually supporting and time available for strengthening of enemy
defenses will be reduced.
Para. I recommend that the Joint Chiefs of Staff issue a directive
now for the progressive advance of SWPA forces into the CENTRAL PHILIPPINES
to be followed by the establishment of POA forces in the FORMOSA STRAIT
REGIOU with a target date of 15 February.
18 0849Z MACARTHUR to COMDR ALLIED AIR FORCES, COMDR ALLIED

ALAMO FORCE, CG USASOS, Info CHIEF STAFF WAR

D~T,

FORCES, COMDR
CINCPOA, CTF ~

1~AVAL

!ep Seep·±. CX 16299. Warning order for GOSSIPMONGER (TALAUD IS.) FOLLOWS:
Minor hostile forces of undetermined strength occupy GOSSIPMONGER (TALAUD).
Southwest Pacific . Forces covered by the 3rd Fleet will seize INVENTION
(SALEBABOE IS. TALAUD) in GOSSIPMONGER to establish air and naval facilities
to support future operations in EXCELSIOR (P.I.). Target date for George-Day
15 October. Major troop units abablnseyispjln 32 Division less 1 Regimental
Combat Team, 8 Engineer Battali~. Objectives for air garrison in the
following priorit,y: By G plus 15, 2 fighter squadrons; G plus 30, additional
1 fighter group and 1 fighter squadron, 1 night fighter squadron, 1 medium
bomb group; by G plus 45, additional 1 heavy bomb group {with facilities
prepared for the use of 1 troop carrier group if substituted for heavy
bomb group); by G plus 60, additional 1 heavy bomb group. Para.
ALAMO force will prepare to seize by amphibious operation INVENTION
construct necessary airjcca port and minor naval facilities. Para.
Allied air forces will prepare to support the operation in conjm1ction
and in coordination with naval air; install the necessary ground echelons
for air garrisons and initiate preparations at GOSSIPMONGER for staging
and supporting airborne operations in EXCELSIOR of approximately 1 Regimental Combat Tewm 32 Division and 1· Battalion 503 Parachute Regiment. Para.
Allied naval forces will prepare to SLPP the operation by transporting
and landing elements of the assault and supporting forces and furnishing~ ~
naval protection therefor; provide motor torpedo boat operations in ~ ~
GOSSIPMONGER Area by G plus 2 days and establish annor naval forces as~~
required; details relative to carrier based aviat1on support and coordination
between land and carrier based aircraft participating in the operations will
be communicated to all concerned later. Para. Pattial troop movement direct-
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18 0849Z MACARTHUR TO COMDR ALLIED AIR FORC_~S, ETC., CONT'D.

DECLASS!FJ!

ive for concentratio n follows in separate radioCombat instruction s
to smplify the above will be issued latere Signed MACARTHUR •
17

0252

COM5THFLT

to CINCPAC Info CTF 57, CTF 59

Operations of B-24's without fighter protection against ~0 JIMA and CHICHI
UIMA have resulted in losses from enemy VF attacks. Situation resembles
that existing early January with our unsupported bomber attacks o£ MARSHALLS.
CTF 59 has proposed to CTF 57 use of CVE to give fighter sppport to his
attacks. Concur with CTF 57 that properly scheduled and timed fighter
sweeps from CVE would be valuable. Problem of keeping rwo JIMA and CHICHI
JIMA down can be largely reduced by preventing reenforceme nt through
destruction of shipping. However B24's and PB4Y's are not able to accomplish
this satisfactor ily. Request consideratio n be given to assigning to
ComForward Area CenPac CVE manned with long range fighters.
18 2112

19 0733

CINCPOA to COM5THFLEET info CTF 57, CTF 59, COM3RDFLEET
TQP S!:CIU1!'. Since the beginning of the Central Pacific Campaign heavy
bombers of the 5th, 7th and 13th Army Air Forces and reconnaissa nce aircraft of Fleet Air Wing 2 in their attacks on PALAU, YAP, WOLEAI, TRUK and
the MARSHALLS have demonstrate d that it is practicable to attack enemy island
positions effectively and successfull y without fighter cover. Accordingly
contention that heavy bombers of Task Force 59 cannot accomplish Tasks in
connection with BONINS does not appear well founded. Para. The Carriers
available for offensive operation in the near future are to be employed in
the STALEl~TE operation. Moreover if they were available to make scheduled
strikes against the BONINS and other enemy bases against which heavy bombers
of Task Force 59 are to operate the need for the heavy bomber attack& would
tend to disappear. Para. Believe~ 181945 will improve present situation.

1ffiCARTHUR CINCSWPA via COM7THFLT to CINCPOA info C01~, COMANE.
OeeFet. · CX 16358. Page 4, memorandum record conference s
with your staff repr~sentatives dated 2~ Ju~y is ~eference,
carrier air support GOSSIPMONGER operat1on 1s subJect. Para.
Request Fast Carrier Support by strikes on airdromes FLAREUPWINDBAG and fighter sweeps north central SILVERSAND D-1 through
Dfl; TQOVPD* strike Df3 and Df4 and final st~ike Df6. ACC~.ID
LATION AREA ALTERNATE TARGET 2nd and 3rd str1kes as deter~1ned
by -Commander Jrd Fleet. Southwest Pacific Area heavies w1ll
continue night harassing operation s. Southern SILVERSAND area
as weather permits throughou t this period. Para. Also request
6 CVE's attached 7th Fleet for INTERLUDE remain so attached
during GOSSIPMONGER to au~ent land-ADRF~*~ ?over for the
operation . Para. I~dicat1on your capab1~1t~es _ as to abo~e
would be appreciate d at this time to perm1t 1ssue appropr1a te
instructio ns.

~op

*As decoded, probably "Second"
"Based"

**As decoded, probably
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20 0533 OOM711flF'LEET to CINCPAO info OOM3RDFLT, OTF56, OINQSWPA,
OOMALLIED AIR FORCES ..
':E'a:p SeeP@t... Com3rd Fleet OPlan 14-44. KITCHEl\TIItAID is a
potential source of danger during INTERLUDE operation.
Consideratibn being given to desirability Carrier Strikes this
area D and D plus 1 days. If you consider feasible TaskGroup
38.-l may be requested to make these strlikes if circumstance s
require in lieu direct support INTERLUDE on these days.
Advise. Desirability consensus of conference ComCarpivs 22
and 25 Com7th PhibFor and representativ es ·comGen Alamo Com
Air 7th Fleet and 5th Airforce. McArther has seen this.
21 0237 CINCPOA to CINCSWPA info COM3RDFLT, COM7THFLT, COMAIRPAC,
COMCARDIV 22, COMCARDIV 25.
'
~13 ~eyre-&..

~f'AL.A-" 17

.

It is planned t leave the 6 CVE's with 7th
lee through GOSSIPMONGE
s requested by your ex 16358 not
to all adees. Will advise in near future concerning details
Fast Carrier strikes to cover operation.
'

21 0741 CINCPAC to COM7THFLT info CINCSVVPA, COM3RDFLT, CTF 58.
·

J'ofA~~DOf. C-n.£8-lf!J,.

gecPet. Although strikes on KITCHE~~ID may be necessary
I do not feel they should be made by carriers. I desire to
retain Fast Carriers for STALEMATE operations but am willing
to . provide 1 Fast Carrier ~roup for direct support of INTERM Af~LUDE should that be found absolutely necessary. If that
,.~~f.
necessity does not arise however, I am unwilling to divert
them from their primary task in STALEMATE to other supporting operations.
~Of

21 0816 CINCPAC to CINCSWPA info COM3RDFLEET.

'1ep.
e:. Your CX 16358. Further consideration of extent
o whlch 1ntervening operations and requirements for support
g7e~

of Kl and K2 operations will affect capabili·ties to make
strikes against SILVERSAND on 6 dates requested indicates that
details should be left for later decision and that strikes
should be made on fewer days. Agreement made in Brisbane to
strike SILVERSAND airfields during period D-1 to about Df6
confirmed. Assume your requests for strikes on specific dates
are predicated on certain movements and consider that information thereof should be given com3rdfleet and CTli"'' 38 to
guide their eventual decisions. Except where local coordination n'e oessitates consider it advisable avoid precise schedules in long range planning Fast Carrier operations.
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CINCPOA to COMGENPOA Info COM3RD FLT., COM3RDPHIBFOR: COM3RDPIIIBCORPS.,CTF36"
Se$Pet. Desire personnel replacement s for Army units to be employed
Phase 2 STALEMATE 2 be organized and prepared for transfer as follows: (A)
To arrive VOCALIST approx Wplus 9 approx 2400 officers and enlisted organized into 2 1.:mits of approx 1200 pach (B) To arrive VOCALIST approx
W plus 15 approx 1200 officers and enlisted" Please adv1se date and
place above u.ni ts will be available for lift4!1 In add:i tion to individual
weapons and equipment and s·uch other equipment and supplies as accompany
this personnel as, directed by 6omGenPOA it is desired that 1 unit of fire
for individual weapons days l .K rations and 2 days C rations for personnel
con.c erned also' accompany replacement personnele
!e~

29 0901Z

RICHARDSOU to CINCPOA.
R... 295'"!2-29th TOP SECRET X Replacement plans this headquarter s for STALEMATE were to · furnLs~ J:..eplaoements fo:r Divisions in rehabilitati on areas
at conpletion of operation in accordance with War Department policies.
Method as . implied your 210123 is contrary to normal Army policies on .
replacement s and considered by the War Dept as last resort to be used
only when additional units for reserves are unobtainabl e.' The Chief of
Sta.ff of Army has informed me in a personal letter that overstrength s
for ,replacement purposes are beyond our manpower capabilitie s, if such
numbers of additional personnel are deemed necessary for a reserve I
recommend that this object be accomplishe d by alerting and mm.mting
additional constituted units, Army or Marine, rather than by replacements as individuals .
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23 2108

CI!~CPOA

..,._._........,_ _

to COi~INCH

::J

The laolc of a. direcrti-...:e as to operations . sabsequent to
proving to -pe a serious hanaicap t9 sound decisions- 0n
current problems. Orders now b.e-i ng issued for .. disposition of units
as they are released frQm STALEt..~ATE anci current development of ·bases
in ·forwartd areas are predicated ~ on- assUmption tnat directives will
eventually be issued t _o implemen:t decisi9nS of fi r st. pa~agraph .of
JCS 713(4. Para:·! It is ·b ecoming increa~ingly :evident that without
a firm directive ' now for operations to lie cond1;1dted in tp.e first
qut;\.rter _of the calendar :¢ear 194B the forces required will not be
assembled· and pr_epared in~ time-. -In order that the pressure and
momentum of our ~operations in 'tl):e Paci~ic may be maintained I urge
that a di;rective be -issued now f.op the CAUSEIJVAY operation.
-

tp~' ~ECRI;"';.
~'TALEUATE - is

24 2034

CINCPAC to CTF- 67 info CW5THFI.,T_, CTF 59, CTG 10.15, CTG 59.6,
CCM3RDFLT, C<lv1 MARSHALLS
·Although all shore based air for~es assigned to the for.w ard are.a form one task force and ±\or offensive opere.t±'ons operate
1J.nder their task force commander it is ~ntended that tlie defensive
tasks of the aircraft in_ xhe AR11ERIAL SUB AREA will be- subject tq
"coordination by the sub area com.mandere:x:ercised throu--gh the senior
officer of TASK FORCE 59 in the s~b area! To fe.cilit~te such
coordination it is intended that the command posts of the sub area
. coiomander and the air task~ group commander vrili be in close pro_x imity to each otHer. The use o£ Joint .Command and Communication
Centers b~ island commanders and local air defense commanders is
required. Para. The delineation
command relationships and ·
r-esponsibilities in su[? areas atolls and islands does not contrave-ne
the inherent right of the seni()r naval or mil:i. tary official on the
spot to employ all f oroes in his _vicinity to me~t a serious

~

of

~mergency.-

24 1736

.COMiflCH to -

-&i:SR;s'\l?. Your 100217 • . THE ·JOIHT CHIEFS 01', STAFF approve -changing
_the· catego-ry -of defense for the 1IAWAIIAN AREA t¢ Category "B" plus
the following ·additiona.l specifications: ( 1) "Fighter air protection
to be maintained co·n tinuously. (2) Long range air reconnaissance
~to be provided. _ . (3) Grou.nd forc,es_ of. islands in main HAWAIIAN
group t .o ·be not 'less than 1· Divieion
..,·
....

2347 1
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CCl~INCH

!OP

AND CNO to CClJISOWSPACFOR Info COFS

A~Y,

CllJCSWPAC, CINCPAC

Establishment of PHILIPPINE Sea Frontier command approved.
earliest arrival in theatre of trained headquarters unit about
15 November. Urser 00064 of 31 Julyfl Submit by despatch recommendation
as to size and composition tl1is unit. Anticipate that boundaries will
require changes consequent on developments.
~ESRB~

Est~ate

CX-17013

02 0803

GHQ SWPA ~~CARTHUR to C01~JDER ALLIED AIR FORCES CI~CPOA Info
ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, COMMANDER 3RD FLT, CG ALAMO FORCE.

CO~JDER

One of the purposes of the Philippine Campaign is to liberate the Filipino&
These people will not be able to understand.libera.tion if it is accompanied by indiscriminate destruction of their homes, their possessions,
their civilization and their own lives. Humanity and our moral standing
throughout the Far East dictate that the destruction of lives and property
in the PHILIPPilffiS be held to the minimum compatible with the insurRnce of
success in our military campaigns. There is accumulating evidence that
in some localities the Japanese are evacuating cities, leaving Filipinos
in residence, either failing to warn them or compelling them to stay. By
far the greatest destructive effect comes from aerial bombing. Our objective in areas we are to occupy is to totally destroy hostile effort in
order to ensure our own success. In other areas we neutralize to weaken
any hostile effort which may tend to strengthen resistance of our occupation objedtives. In the latter areas our attack objectives are primarily
airfields and shipping, not metropolitan areas or villages or barrios. To
the extent possible we must preserve port facilities that we plan to use.
The CornLlander Allied Air Forces will, and CINCPOA is requested to issue
general instructions in compliance with the above with the objective of
minimizing destruction of life and property of Filipinos. Please Acknovtledge.
03 2208

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info CTF 38 •
..J!lup Beet 84. ·Refer to this as 310102. Referring CinCPAC 210741 seamail from
Mitscher states Com7thFlt representative informs that Kenney's fighters
cannot arrive over INTERLUDE (MOTIOTAI) prior 0900 D Day and direct support by 38.1 most desirable.. Mi tscher therefore recommends dawn D Day
fighter sweep on KITCHENMAID (l~NADO) from position between INTERLUDE
and GOSSIPMONGER (TALAUD) and I concur. Para. Unless otherwise directed
Hi tscher is in.s tructed by this dispatch to ·execut!3 hi~ KITCllENMAID sweep
plan at discretion and thereafter give direct support to INTERLUDE by 38.1
air operations in the INTERLUDE Area D and D plus 1 as may be requested by
ComTaskFor 77.

04 2339

CINCPOA to C6M3RDFLT!nfo CTF 38 COM7THFLT, COMDR ARMY AIR FORCES SWP, CINC
SWP, CTF 77, COMINCH, CTG 38.1.
2 34 8
In operating carrier it is generally inadvisable to employ
them in small numbers against shore objectives where the enemy has numerous
aircraft and many supporting. airfields. However, since the forces of Gen.
MacArthur have been very successful in beating down the enemy air strength
in the HALAMAHERA., CELEBES, MINDANAO Area it is considered that the opera- ·
tions outlined in your 310402 (032208) are suitable and your action is approved.
·
~ Seet~.

SEPTEMBER (GCT)
~

05 0314

CINCPOA to COMGENAAFPOA Info COMGENROAJ . GO iviTNCH.
""'!up Secx et..

Your 031959 re-quests that you be furnished by 050130 (A)
objectives and target dates for conceived operations following CAUSEWAY
and (B) acceptability by CINCPOA of a total of 25 afr combat groups by
December 1944 increasing to 7,6 such groups including supporting air force
grotmd units by September 1945. You indicated need for such information
in order to furnish ComGenPOA numbers and types or ·units to be shipped POA
sa that he might reply to War Department query an subject., JCS 521/6 arid
. JLPC 38/3 dated 12 August ~p'redict avai1abili ty. Paragraph. Limited time
and information permit at present only general statements as to operations
beyond CAUSEWAY. The redeployment of Ar.my Air Combat Groups and their
supporting groUnd units must be integrated with the overall operational
aspects& It can not profitably be considered separately from the redeployment and operation of other forces. Necessity is stressed for retaining available units in the Homeland 1mtil the theater is ready to
receive and use them. The foregoing comments show that comrodtments as to
redeployment of air groups are infeasible until JCS directives permit
firmer planning than is now the· case. Para. For planning purposes target
date for CAUSEWAY is 15 February but a firm directive has no~ been' received
and -that date is subject to radi.cal change. For planning purpose assume
as a concept of subsequent operations a similar operations against the
mouth of the YANGTZE R~IVER Area with concurrent operations against objectives in NANPO SHOTO and NANSEI SHOTO with target date~· 60 days after
completion CAUSEWAY. In addition for planning purposes assume a co.ncept.
of seizure of a position in the KURIL"Fl~S mounting from ALASKAU positions
with a target dat,e of 15 May. Para. Plans for future operations are . ·
under study and development and copies of tentative ones will be forwarded
to you as they are issued. Please furnish me with copy of your reply to
ComGenPOA on subject matter.
02 0200

CI1fCPOA to CO:MGENPOA Info COM3RDPHJBFOR, CT!t"' 36, COMGEN XXIV CORPS.
Tap · Sec~. , ComGenPOA 290901. Com3dPhibFor 301804 indicates that Co~3d
'PhibFor ~ CTF 36., and ComGen XXIV Corps believe. that in principle replacements are P!eferable to additional organized reserve battalions as mo~e
readily absorbed and utilized, that in Phase 2 STALEMATE replacements now
set up are contemplated for ~se as such ~d not as reserves and recommend
that replacements be sent as such if at all. However, in view of the fact
that UrDis 290901 states that the method. of providing replacements MyDis
-210123 is contrary to normal Arf!T.J policies on replacements and considered
by the Wa.r ·Dept as last resort to be used only when additional units for
reserves are 1.mobtainable and in view of the statement of Com3dPhibFor
that prospective situation Phase 2 warrants cancellation of any replace- ·
ments- or reserve battalions GinCPOA's directive for replacements for
Phase 2 will be cancelled.
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·/ ---

'

- WARX 27648 TOP SE.CRET -AtMIRAL lHMI-TZ ONLY- Pursuant to and in
f'urthera.nc.e of- th_e strategic ·,Poncept set forth -in~ JCS 719/4,
The Comrriander in Chief, SouthWest .P{lc_ific Area ( d-INC£WPA) ·a!J.d

Coinmancier in Chier, Pacific Ocean Areas (CINCPOA) ·will conduct
the operations and submit the -glans directed below. A firm
decision as t ·o· whether LUZON .w ill be occupied~ b _e foro·· FORMOSA
will oe made later.
Para 2.

CINC~TI.)A will~

After: conducting: such preliminary operations as may he
_necessary:
.
.
(l) Occupy the LEYTE":"~URIGA{i"" Are~, target date 20 December
-~

#

1944~

B

'·

·v

_

•

'

( 2)' S.eize and -d evelop ·bases ~nd install force-s _i~ the Centr~l
PHILIPJ)INES necessary to:
(a) Support a fur*ther ad-T.rance directly to FORMOSA by
Pacific Ocean Areas (POA) Forces, with _targe<
t date
1 ~:1arch 1945, or alternative ly,
- (b) Seize LU~ON, target date -20 Ee1>ruary 1945.
Submit, without delay, plans for:
( l) The effective reduct-ion of ene~y air oh IJUZOU in support
·of arf· attack on FORMOSA by POA Forces/# with tar·e ;et date
1 !>.~arch, _ prior to seizure of LUZQif, while cQntinu_ing
within the limit .of reso~rce-s remai:n:lng to him to extend
his control over the PHILIPPINES .
(2) ' The occupation of- the Nor-t hern PHILIP:PINl~S follovring tne
L1YTE-SURIGAG Operation, with t!\t{';et dnte for the main assatil t against LUZOlf 20 Februacy 1945. ·

Para 3. - CINCPOA will;.
. ~ Furni~~h necessary fle,e t support and n\~grnent assault" shipping
for the Southwest p·a cific Operations directed in "paragraph 2A.
"'B Submit pl-ans without delay for:
(l) The o'ccupation, deveiopment and defense -of FORMOSA) <
incl·u ding AMOY if neoess:ary, target date 1 M<trch 1945.
(2) ~hpport
the LUZON Operation, target date 20 February
1945~
.

of

, ·Para 4.- B-INCSlVPA ·and CINCP'OA will: "
A Arrange for coordinatio n and .m utual support- of the op.e rations
and plans direct-ed above e ~ ' '
'!:'
B C.oordi_n a te plans ~with the Commanding General, U.S. lt\orces, g,I;QJftt-:l)Y.~1~-I1~~1.4,in "~.n der to _obtain rilil,ximum · support from the CH~Av~Co.io¥-"a3.~~eawith the Commanding General, 20th Air Force, to .
arrange f or the conduct of supporting oparatibns by that·,) tir
force.

!9P S:S9RM--.
SEPTEMBER (GCT)

09 1630

COM3RDli'LT to CTF 38, Info COMINCH, CINCPOA, COM7THFLT, CINCS01VESPAC,
COMAAF
This is warning order for modification my Op Plan 14-44.
Pending information and results 1st SILVERSAND (MINDANAO) strikes be
prepared modify air plan as follows: D-3 to D-1 strike ACCUMULATION
(LEYTE) bX!GEN (CEBU) BANDAGE (NEGROS) area with TG 38.,2 and 38e3 1 strike
SILVERSAUD with TG 38.1. My modified plan will be transmitted while
fueling on D-4. Para. New Subject. Consideration is also being given
to strikes on \YHITEWASH (LUZON) with 3 carrier groups on D/6 followed
by additional strikes on ACCUMULATION OXYGEl~ and BANDAGE on D/7. Staff
representatives will ~isit you D-4 to discuss movement and iogistics
WHITEWASH pl~. _
~OF SEeft~

10 1955

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info COMINCH
Your 091830. Unless there have been developments of which I am unaware
it is preferable that strikes against ·the PHILIPPINES be made by at
l~ast 3 carrier task groups within tactical supporting distance in
accordance original concept your OpPlan 14-44.

06 2136

CINCPAC to COM3RDFLT Info CTF 57, COMCRUDIV 5
Plan leave CruDiv 5 in TF 57 at least until after
STALEMATE. Desire she not be moved to CAROLTIIES but employed in general
area of MARSHALLS and MARIANAS to saf~guard our communi-cation lines or
to operate against enemy held positions as may be found desirable ·in a
manner similar to the employment of .that division after GALVANIC and ·
FLINTLOCK.

~;;

"!HIS IS 'J:'SP SE9RE!.

10 0705

COM3RDFLT -to CTF 57 Info CINCPAC
8136~!-\
Gincpac 062136 Operate CruDi v 5 in MARSHALLS MARIANAS o.rea
in m~~er best suited to accomplish my task of covering principal sea
communications from West Coast and Hawaiian Islands through vicinity of
EUTI'IfETOK to MARIANAS. Employ CruDiv 5 against enemy held positions in
MARSHALLS and MARIA-WAS when such posi ttons threaten our sen communications
and when use of CruDiv 5 will eliminate or ttaterially reduce such threat.
Para. Other operations by CruDiv 5 a~ainst enemy held positions will be
as Cincpac may direct.

!Of

10 2333

CINCPOA to CINCSOWESPACAREA

feP SB9REW. Request your comment or concurrence in my Joint. Staff
of INSURG-ENT opera.t~on (my .s erial 00099 of 20 August) as basis for
detailed planning of Pacific Fleet cover and strategic support of• ~">uT
operations to occupy the WINDBAG (SARANGIUI BAY) and ACCUMULATIO~
(LEYTE) - LOGARITHM (SURIGAO STRAIT) areas in compliance 1~fARX 274-.-~~ ·~
9 September.. Para. Request as soon as practioable your detaile r.l
concept of 'Pacific Ocean Areas support of WHITEWASH (LUZON) oper · ,.1.07
for use in prepare. tion plt\nS required by same direction from Joi ...-.-.
Chiefs of Staff*
A'
··
/. ·~ : '

)

'

DECLASSIFIED
SEPTEMBER (GCT)_
11 1637

CINCSOViESTPAC VIA REAR ECHELOU, COM 7'l'll FLEET to CINCPOA Info
C~13RDFLT, COM ALLIED 1TAVAL FORC~S, COM ALLIED AIR FORCES
!151' SfJ9Rll;'J!.

Cite CX 17617. Your 210816 relative fast carrier strikes
in support of GOSSIPMONGER (TALAUD) operation. In order that arrangements can be made firm at an early date for the coordination of 3rd
Fleet fast m.trrier and Southwest Pacific land based strikes from G _
minus 1 to G plus 6, it is requested that direct contact with the
Commander 3rd Fleet be authorized. At ~EACUP Conference, Co1rumander
3rd Fleet considered strikes in southern SILVERSAND AREA (MI!JDANAO IS.),
from G minus 1 'to G plus 6 practicable with not more than 2 carrier
groups, subject to your decision, and dependent on the current situation
of STALEMATE II and the general strategic situation. MACARTIDJR
13 0131

CINCPOA to CINCSVJPA Inf.o CO}.IIUCH, COl,13RDFLT, COM 1ST CARRIER TASK FORCE,
C011 2ND CARRIER TASK FORCE
Your CX 17617. It is my desire to employ the covering and
striking forces of the Pacific Fleet in the nanner which will most
effectively provide strategic cover and support for your successive
operations and will also contribute .most effectively to the overall
progress of the war. Carrier operations now proposed in connection with,.
occupation of FULLCRY (PALAU) VOCALIST (YAP) GOSSIPMONGER (TALAUD)
WINDBAG (SARANGANI BAY) and ACCUMULATIOlT (LEYTE) will extend almost
- continuously over a four months period and must therefore be reviewed
carefully to ensure that consideration is given to requirements for
occasional rest for personnel, material upkeep for ships and other
logistic needs. Para. The success of our initial air attacks in the
Southern EXCELSIOR (PHILIPPINES) tends to confirm my belief that the
enemy air force in the EXCELSIOR (PHILIPPINES) will be effectively and
promptly reduced. The Fast Carrier Tusk Forces should be free to
strike the enemy fleet and air forces wherever they may be and exacting
schedules of strikes against particular objectives tend to limit unduly
their freedom of action. It now appears possible that by the latter
half of October and in November it may be ndvantar,eous to strike
·
objectives well to the northward of VlHITEVlASH (LUZON) possibly including
JAPAJT providing that such strikes continue to give strategic cover and
adequate support to your operations for vrhich CVE divisions and shore
based air can continue to giv~ direct support. Para. Admiral Halsey
is free to confer with you whenever his duties afloat permit and to
arrane;e detailed coordination but I must continue to ensure that the
emploJ~ent of the forces assigned to his command meet the requireoents
of the overall strategic situation, inflicts maximum damage on the
enemy and maintains his forces in readiness to meet future requirements. Para. In order to expedite our planning for the next six
months suggest a conference of planning staffs at !'earl Harbor in the
near future.
~OP SEQ RE~ .
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SEJ?TE.VIBER ( GCT)
13 0230 . COM3RDFLT to CIUCPOA,.

cn~CSOWESPAC,

.C&iiNCH Info CTF 38 1 CTF 31

--LJ:'OP SEQftJ39]... DO"~med carrier pilot rescued from I...EYTE informed by
natives no Ntps on LEYTE . BOHOL APIT . or small islands in vicinity.
Pla.n~s report no military installa.ti.on s except bare strips on 4.EYTE ~ .
and .no f'ield~ ~n SM~. natives . estimat? 15.,000 tiroops CEBU. 'New ~
subJect prelll!unary :tncomplete ~eports f1rst day Central PRILIPPIUEg t""'
strike 50 airborne planes shot down and over· 150 des~royed on ,ground 6 f
several AK's and many small vessels sunk; Enemy air NEGROS-CEBU
apparently reinforced overnight. Air slugging match now going on.
No ·attack on surface ships yet.

<

13 0300

COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA

SE~T-.

'POP
Refer my 130230 am firmly convinced FULLCRY (PALAU) ·t'
/'
not now needed to support occupation of "PHILIPPINE S. ARTERIAL
(WESTr~RN CAROLI!!ES) not essential to our operations (except ULITHI
which easily defended), can not be used by enemy, and does not offer
opportuniti es for de~truction of enemy forces commensurat e with delay
and effort involved in STALDJATE. -Para_. Believe that LEYTE fleet
base site can be seized immediately and cheaply without any intermediat e
operations if ini tiar landings vTere covere~ by Task Force 30 until land
based air can be installed. su:g gest that Task Force 31 could be made
available by CINCSOVJESPAC if STALEMATE II cancelled.
13 0747

CINCPAC to C(].13RDFLT Info CCl_liNCH,

cnrcSOVfli~SPACl

OE9HEW. Carry out first phase of s· TALE1~.1ATE as planned. Am
considering eliminating occupation. of YAP to make forces and resources
available for other employment. In any event will occupy and develop
ULITHI - as planned and would -p .eutralize YAP from PALAU and GUAM. Action
adee acknowledge .

~ep

My 130747. Loading of forces for Phase II of STALEMATE
:p,ractically :finished and ·they vnll be s,a iled as planned. If occupation
of' YAP is elininated 24t-h Corps including ?-th 77th and 96th Divisions
pil.us Corps 'froops - and Garrison Forces , for YAP (s-ee Annex A my OpPle.n
6-44) would be potentially available to oxploi t favorable developr~ents
in the PHILIPPINES. . Your views on >this · and Com3rdFleet ' s 130300
requested.

~.

'
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OPERATIONS DIV WDGS 1\M:ER THEATER to COII!l1\!IlNDING GEifERAL AlASKAN DEPT.
RTI~R ECHEL(m PT RIORARDSO:bT, -C1i1G1"1T ALASKAN DEPT AlW CP' :ADAK Info ,
0 INdPOA, . COM1TQRP AC, CGMA.LASSEA.FRON, CQ~1 ·17
~OP ,S~C2~.

WARX 28430 WDOPD

.

.

6623-J~n-30B310PD

320.2 TS (8544) SUBJ

reduction of troop basis Alaskan Dept. 9 ~ept 1944. Informing you now
of the mission of the Alaskan Depart:r::1~nt with respect to operations
fortH coml:ng in the· .Faeific is . as foliows., A. Authori-zed UJCS 474/4 ·
dated Spptember 31~ 1943 ~-the ~DAK Depot wi11 be · complete·d and mainta)..ned··
less stockage over and: .above that re.qui:N3d for the permanent garri-s on.
State of maintenance· MVill-' be such that it can be placed on an operating
bas is wi thcin a per-io<i of '~10 days •. _Pers.onnel will be provided f'rom other
sources outside of your theater when d:epot is made operative. B. Upon
15 days notice you .wil~ oe prepared to base not more than 3 VBH groups
in the . Aleutians with the understanding that temporary -horis ing and stee1.
ru;nway matting will be ad.eguate anci -that necessary air service and
antiaircraft units. w-ill accompany these groups. The VBH base on S'B]lt!YA
AMCHITKA.
by July
1945 and based on that date
. -and AEAK will be completed
.
.
you w:1ll ,r.estudy'Jo/our construet.l.on requlrements and report to the War
Department personnel and equipment including antiaircraf~ units which
can be -made available thereby for assignment to other theaters . Above
bases -will be completea to the extent on1y of providing hard standings
taxiways runwa.ys and min:irn.um construction necessary for operation of VBT.
No construction will be provided for housing personne-l. D. Adequate
base facilities will be ~ainte.ined in the Aleutians - to -receive and
~
operate ~ ta.·ctica.l air una ts in the number and rate of flow; indicated in
Appendix B of JCS 521/6. This will be ·done with the understanding that
supporting air service aud AAA units will be furnished from sources ·
outside the theater. E. 1\Iore.over you will he prepared to stage as many
as 8 infantry divisions and supporting troops with total strength of
352,000 which includes tlie Alaskan Depari;ment· garrison through the
Aleutian bases at the rat~ of 2 divisions per month eaeh ~remaining"in
the Alel.\:tians 2 m<?nths a:nd the ' first 2 - arriving by: March 31, 1945. It
will be necessary to (iccomplish this with facilities no'Vv existing or
presently 1.mder construction.. Supplies ,for the above will not be maintained at this time within your theater but will be issued at the
·
time of re.deployment. -Necessary bases -?.nd facil.i t:ies . to irriplement the _
·above .redeployment will be maintained 1:>Y you with the understanding that
tentage will be used _if\ necessary .to ~a·complish ·the housing required .. ·
This tentage will be requ:I.sitioned at PP.e time of redeployment. Desire
your recomEindations as to the inin±mutn ·g-ar•rison that -~ou willl :need ·a t.
this t~e to maintain installations req1.:iired for the above.

.._)

14 0316

...

,._..,.,~,...

GHQ SW'¥A" MA.CARTHUR to CINCPOA, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF . !hfo Ca13RDF'L!

OX 17697 ~p fSEORE'!P.- Com3rd.Fleet 1301300 and Cincpoa 130813 and Joint
Chiefs of Staff OCTAGOJJ .24 a .r e referer,J.ces. Reports f:r:.om air ~nd 'ground
sources of carrier a'i r attacks on PHIL!:PP'INES have been await·e d with, ,
a view to the creation oi· the opp-ortunity t ·o eliminate_ one or both op':" ..
ere.tions scheduled pripr to I\ 2 and its consequent acceleration. This
has been anticipa~ed as stated in REHO and J'~JSKErJ.1EER arid plans ·have b,een
a.ntitidpatea a:nd :nave been prepared acqordingly. No information yet ,
available beyond, 6om3rdFlt 130230.. Report by rescued ·carrier pilot

t

DitLASSIFIED

SEPT».il3ER ( GCT)
14 0316

Cont'd

incorrect according to mass - of current evidence from our local agents •.
Concur in eliminati on of YAP attack. ·Present limited intelligen ce indicate·s probab.ili ty of elimina,ti on prior steps and direct movement _against
bEYTE but ·oonsider further informati on or' current air action necessary
before final decision. First ~avalry and _24th Infa1,1try Divisions imme-.
dia.tely available 'l'tith ser:vice elements sufficien t to support entire
operation . Air elements available . · Logistic ' support practicab le. If
executed will stage personnel only of; 24th Corps - for rest during final
-preparati or1s.
14 0835

CINCPAC to .CctiiNCH
TOP StiC~Rti
If not inappropr iate req·uest copy OCTAGON" 24 mentioned
- MacArthu r's 140316.

14 1000

CINCP-'OA to CINCSvl!l>A Info

CCllfD~CH,

CCM3RDFBT

..lf6li ~EeRB;.. -

Request clarifiea tion and ampli£ica tion last sentence your V
'F'or your . infor-mati on force sailing from PEARL ·fo.r Forward Area
Centr-al };acific on 15th ia a completel y balanced one that is combat
loaded a:nd equipped _for assault <?ccupatcion and dev~lopment of YAP and
if deve-lopm ents should requir~ is c~pable of diversion to an alternate
objective such as IV ~~O JIMA or assist!lnc e at LEYTE. Paragraph . Asswne
MUSKETEER mentioned your dispatch is a -plan if .so requast · copy.
1403~6.
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13 2100

CINCPOA to CCl13RDFLT Info COhliNCH, CINCSO:VYESP4-C
.. TOP 8}38~. With further reference to your 130230 purposes of
occupation of FtJLLCRY (PALAU) a.nd HORROR (ULITHI) include not
only support of occupation of EXCELSIOR (PHILIPPI!Jr~S) but &lso
oomple_t i_on of neut1:-aliza...tion of 'hi!!lmay· and support of advances into
~~"~UM·~·41,1".tt cC41.•f1' AlfW~)-' ,
•
PATRirv10NY (FORMOSA-r-a:n:a opera:tJ.orts aga1nst object1ves to northward.
See ·page 2 my Joint Staff Study STALEr.JATE II.

14 0101

CIUCPOA to CCMINCH

-v-·

!'OF SI!:Olt~ Nimitz to King. My 130~~.7 130813 and 13.2100 . The
occupation of PALAU and ULITRI are of~ course essenti~l and it would ~
not be feasible to reorientate the plans for the employment of the
PALAU attack and occupation forces ~s r~pidly as Halsey's 130230
appears to visualize. However initial reports of our succeS$ in
promptly overconing enemy· air forces in the PHILIPPINES has been
even greater . than 1 had expected and creates a situation in which
the capture and occupation of YAP may be no longer· necess·a.ry. Para.
To exploit fully the i'a.vora.ble developments to date it now appe.a rs _
advisable to use the YAP force to assi.s t in an early movement into
LEYTE or if MacArthur should not desire to .move promptly , it may be
feasible to take JrNO JIMA in mid October using the YAP Force.. If
the situation in the P.HILIPPIUES .then pemits withdrawal of t~e
major portion of the Fast Carrier Ta~k F'orces it may be feasible
~o strike JAPAn to cover the IV\TO JIMA assault.
Am preparing plans
along these lines for use if required._ - Para.. The foregoing represents
concepts which may or may not eventuate but which are submitted now
to ke~p you fully informed of possibilities.

,
14 1325

Celv1INCH" to CIUCPOA, C<l·i3RDFLT

!5f' SEt!ffi9.L• . OCTAGON 24 of 13 September TopSec book message to
MacArtnur for action. To Nimit~ Halsey and AG'VlAR \Jashington for
information from Joint Chiefs of Staff. CINCPOA 130813 and Com3-rdFlt 130300 in regard to omission of operation ag,ainst YAP and
utilization of that foroe for occupation of LEYTE are the references.
Para. The Joint Chiefs of Staff are of opinion that this operation
is HlLSLY* to be desired and would ·a dvance the progress of the war
in your theater by many months as well as simplifying the arrangements for further operations. '! _probably "highly'•.
14 2359

MACARTHUR VIA

C~17THFLT

to Cl}iCPOA ln.fo COM3RDF'LT, NASHVILLE ( CL43)

~F SEeft~ · Quote hicom from MacArthur.

Joint Ch iefs of Staff have
In view Com3rd.Flt's latest report on carrier
operations in PHILIPPINES Area I am prepared to move immediately to
execution of K2 with target date October 20th Unquote·..

by another channel.
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15 0258

15 2044

t

/
JOINT Cl-fiEFS OF STAFF to NllviiTZ .. MACARTffiJR Info HALS1Y
()e.10GA Al 31 A
~~ a=aeftEq:.. II Joint Chiefs of Staff authorize MacArthur to execute
LEYTE Operation target date 20 October reference MacArthurs
017744 September 16. MacArthur and Nimitz arrange necessary coordination. Inform Joint Chiefs of Staff of your plans. Nimitz
acknowledge.
CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT, COMGENPOA, COM.A..ltMYAIRFORCE POA, COMAIRPAC,
COMSF.RVPAC, COMDESPAC, COMSUBPAC, COMGENFMFPAC, Info to COMINCH
COMSOPAC, COMNORPAC, CTF'S 57 59 31 33 38, ~OMMARSHALLSSUBAREA,CI~TCSWPA.

MU OpPlan 6-44 modified to delete VOCALIST from positions
to be captured. Orders governing employment of troops and garrison
forces heretofore intended for VOCALIST will follow.

~gp 889Pe~.

16 0125Z

CINCSOWESPAC to CINCPOA Info COM3RDFLT, COMA.LLIED AIRFOR, COMALLIEDNAVFOR

Reference your 102333 IN-sURGENT Plan. Phase I
'Pep Sec1et.. CX 17817
not now applicable. Phase 2 is generally concurred in except that
presenti plan..11ing indicates that the landings cannot be made until midmorning and it would be desirable t~ have an early morning strike of
the 3 carrier-groups against beach defenses on D Day. In this respect
plans contemplate mi:nesweeping operations toe;ether with landing operations on islands at entrance LUBRICATE ~hEYTE GULF) on '* n minus 2 and
D minus 1. The off-shore operations will be covered by 7th Fleet escort
carriers while fast <}arriers strike into the mainland areas. Para.•
It is probable that :rlexibili ty c~11 be attained only by late conference
between Southwest Pa1cific Area and Com3rd.Fleet. It is suggested that
you authorize this proced,.tre relative details subject to such limitations
you may impose. K2 Staff Study will be foMV'arded shortly. ·Para. Study
of the 1'7HITEWASH (LUZON IS) Plan is proceeding and you will be advised
earliest practicable date of support required for STICKFAST (Operations
against LUZON) Operations. Tentatively for the OBTRUSIVE (APARRI)
6peration, if held, a pre D Day strike of maximum strength should be
made against DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA) and selected areas on the SUBLI'UE (CHIN~
Coast, followed by a strike in northern W1IITEWASH abqut D minus 2 and
D minus 1 days with sttmdby for further strikes into the DIAPHRAGM area
after D day. If, as is probable, the OBTRUSIVE Operation cnn be omitted
approximately the same fast carrier support would be required for
~AR~Q%~ . CVE' s reinforced by fa~t carriers, if later information
(LINGAYAN
GUEF)--__..- requ1.res latter, would cover land1.ng(j

16 0346

CINCl;OA t o CINCSWPA Info CmAINCH, COM'7THFLT, CTF' S 31 32 33, CTG' S 32.2
3! .1 31.2, COMFVVDAREACE1TTFAC, C0MSOPAC ,GOMSERVPAC,COMPHIBSPAC ,ADCOMPHIBS PAC,COMAIRPAC, COMDES PAC, COM3RDFLT.

e+:. TF 33 Vice Admiral Wilkinson ETA ENITVETOK 27th 6omprises
3 AGC 21 APA 5 AP 1 APH 2 LSV 6 AKA 2 AK 5 LSD 8 APD 48 LST 18 LCI (G)
21 DD plus mi s cellaneous mine, escort and pa t r ol craft and with 7th and
96th Infantry Divisions. ~lus other units lis t e d i n separ ate <;ii,SJlat,ph
Lj 0 (
- cont 1nued ~e}!

,..geei

<rOP Sli:SRE'll.
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CIHCPOA to CI1JCSWRA Info (As listed) -- Contlnued8
emba.r1ced will he ready to proceed as directed by Com7thFleet when
r.elea.sed 'by Com3rdFleet on or about October 3.. TG 32~2 Rear Admiral
Blandy with 1 RAGC 8 APA 3 AP 2 AKA 3 AK 2 LSD 4 LST 8 DD with 77th
Inf Div embarked will be roady to proceed from GUAM as directed by
Com7thFleet vrhen released by Com3rdFleet on or about October 5, Following ships employed in 1st Phase STALEMA'l"'E under CTF 31 will be ready ·
to proceed froM PALAU as directed by Com7thFleet when released by
Com3rdFleet on or about s~ptenber 25 if required 8 APA 1 AK 2 LSD
2~ LST 5 DD~
Also LST 24-220-241-986 ordered from SoPac should report Com7thFleet by 1 October, TG 31.1 Rear Admiral Oldendorf comprising 6 OBB 4 CA 4 CL 14 DD should be ready to proceed from MANUS
as directed by Com7thFleet after replenishing amniunition and when released by Com3rdFleet on• or about gctober 5. TG 31 . 2 Rear Admiral
Stump ,comprising 12 CVE .l2 DD will be ready to proceed ,from WESTERN
CAROLINE Area as directed by Com7thFleo·t when and as released by
Com3rdFleet not later than October 6 will require bombs and aircraft
in 1. 1AN'US. Addi tiona.l comrni tments of assault shipping previously made
can not be met for target date October .20. This cancels my 232323.
070105 - 120310 - 102345 - 102355 - 100449 • 2 APA 2 APH 1 AP 3 AKA
and 4 DD now in TF 31 must ·be retained in PELELIU to evacuate 1st
MarDiv and casualties to RUSSELLS. In implementing these movements
suggest Com7thFleet deal directly with Com3rdFleet including CIUCPOA
and CTF 31 as information addressee s. Your comment requested. Logistics
will be covered in later dispatch.

16 0410

CDJCPO.A to CIUCSV'JPA Info COHIJJCH,

cm.~GBNPOA,

COHGENAAFPOA ..

ar forces available from
PACIFIC OCEAU AREAS to comply with directive of OCTAGON 31A. I assume that ships and troops employed will be returned to 6perational
control of CINCPOA as soon as situation permits.

TOf' b 8 9:P 9t.. Separate despatches inforo .you

16 0535

CINCPOA to COUPHIBSPAC, CTF 36, C0!.1GF~lTI>OA, cor\:GENAAFPOA Info CIJJCSVlPA,
CC!f3RDFLT, · CCMGEN VII AIRFORCE, C0113RDPIIIBFOR.
I V! 8ECIH3'IL Desire following Amy aviation units withdrawn from Task
Force 33'and Task Group 59.6: 854th AvEnr; Bn, 15th Fighter Group, 6th
Ni·te Fighter squadron, 386th air service group special, Det of 384th
Sig Co Avn, Det 38 70th AACS Gp, Det 57 7th W.eather Sq. Para .. Disembark
personnel a.nd material as practicable at PEARL or ENIWETOK.

16 1119Z

CINCSOV[}~SPAC

to CINCPOA Info COM3RDFLT, CTF 38, COMAIRPAC, COH 7THFLT.

:ror- 51!:CU13-'l!.. Concur in ordering of officer. your 12064.1 September to
assist material EXEELSIOR (PHILIPPINES) ..
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P~ClASSIFIED

CINCSWPAC to COMDR ALLIED FORCE, cmiDR ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, C(].IDR
ALLil!:D AIR FORCES, CG 8th US ARJV!Y, GmJERAL USASOS info CrWPOA
COM3rdFLT, CHIEF CF STAFF hAR DEPT, CG 14th CORPS, CG USAFFE.
CX-17760~.
Here follows modification of warning instructions nwnber 5, designated warning instruction number 5/1. Previous
operations instructions in conflict herewith are cancelled. Hostile
land based air forces and shipping in the 'MINDANAO and LISAYAN areas
and along the line MENADO:-HALMAHERA.-UTI300 have been destroyed. Our
landings in the PALAUS and in the MOLUKKAS are progressing satisfactorily. Southwest Pacific Area forces, covered and supported by the
3rd Fleet, will move directly on ACCTJMTJLATION (LEYTE) eliminating
TALAUD-SARAJJGANI and MISAMIS, target date 20 October. Troops 8th U.S.
Army, composed of 10 and 24 corps; 10 corps, 1st Cavalry and 24th
Divisions; 24 Corps, now departing HAWAII, composed of 7th and 96th
Divisions. Land based air forces, supporting and service troops as
later designated. General plan of operations and missions assigned
Commander 6th Army, Allied Naval and Air Forces, generally as set
forth for K2, warning instructions number 5, this headquarters, 31
August 1944. Coordination of planning, no change. Coordination
o~ carrier based and l~nd based aviation will be given later.
Logistic
and coil'lr.lunications instructions, generally no change. Alamo Force will
be discontinued as a task force, effective 0001 hours, zone iten time,
25 September. 8th A~1y will assume on that date such duties of the
Alama rorce as have not been passed to other commands. Concentrations
directed for GOSSil~ONGER (TALAUD), operations instructions number 63
dated 30 August, will proceed. Chanses in destinations will be announced later. Concentrations for WINDBAG (SARANGANI BAY), operations
instructions number 67 dated 9 September, are cancelled. Movement
of AUSTRALIAN troops to AITAPE and ViESTEHN NEVI BRITAIJJ, operations
instructions number 65 dated 30 August, are suspended. Movement
retaining elements 33rd Division to HOLLAlJDIA is cancellea. Staging
movements as a consequence.this directive will follow.

15 0707

c·INCS1WAC to CINCPOA info COH3rdFLT.
CX 17771 TOJ- 5E6ffi~.r;.. Reference your 141000. Based on previous
exchanges of radiograms, our plan for ACCTJMTTLATION (LEYTE) operation
will be to use the 24th Corps (less 77th division) and with service
elements as at present loaded. In addition thereto, a corps of 2 divs,
the 1st Cavalry Division and the 24th Division, will be loaded in the
Southwest Pacific. For this purpose a 2 division lift will be necessary
from sources outside the Southwest Pacific area. Assumption is being
made that 1 additional division lift discharging troops in Phase I STALEMATE, supplemented by the 1 division lift and 38 1ST'S and other equipment previously specified for WINDBAG (SARANGA:HI BAY), will be available
for this purpose. It was believed desirable that the troops only constituting the 24th Corps and other elements of the YAP Task Force be
discharged at some location in the Southwest Pacific for rest, all ships
remain combat loaded. For this purpose 1 divisioh can be accommodated
at MANUS, 1 division at ORO BAY and the slower ships containing service
troops elements at IIOLLANDIA if required. Your comments concerning
this r;enera.l plan requested. It is further requested that the commanders
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24th Corps, 7th and 96th Divisions with ·planning and
operations staffs be flown from 1st port of call to
HOLLANDIA for planning purposes. Copies of ~IDSKETEER plan
are being forwarded this date. This plan is the overall
PHILIPPI~""]: campaign and when drawn contemplated WINDBAG 15
November, ACCUMULATION 20 December, OBTRUSIVE (APARRI) 31
January and SARTORIAL (LINGAYEN GULF) 20 February. Recent
developments materially alter this plan. The intermediate
objectives before ACCUN[ITJATION will be eliminated and, from
present indications regarding hostile air, the OBTRUSIVE
operation can probably likewise be eliminated. Based on
target date for ACCUMULATION, 20 October it is probably
that the SARTORIAL operation can be executed in the latter
part of December.
CTF 31 to ~OM3RDFLT Info CINCPAC, CTF 31 (Admin), CTG 32.2,
CTF 33, CTF 32.
!OP SBO~. Your 150415. Am prepared, if and when tactical
situation PELELIU and ANGUAR permits diversion of RCT of
8lst Division from this area, to take ULITHI and meet 77th
Division date in Cincpoa 160346 provided (a) The ass~ult
troops can be left ULI'ffii for return to PELELIU less
estimated 1 battalion as garrison ULITHI by use of vessels
remaining for evacuation of 1st MarDiv. (b) 1 or .more
Serfor vessels present liLITHI for communications and other
needs of troops between departure transports and arrival
ULITHI sections of Task Force 33 convoy and 1st garrison
echelon.
As alternative or in case of delay in ULITHI attaQk
could make up shipping for 77th Division from remaining
lst MarDiv ships and return ULITHI attack shipping to
service of 1st MarDiv evacuation.

17 0135

COMJRDFLT to CTF 31 Info CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC, COM7THFLT
-g?Q'p SEGRB~. In connection with ohanges in campaign plans
desire you initiate arrangements for transfer and movements
of Task Force Jl units to Southwest Pacific keeping originator informed. Com3rdFlt approval may be assumed unless
you are specifically informed to contr.a ry. If Com)rdFlt
staff can be of assistance speak up. General Riley now at
HOLLANDIA and Colonels Brooks, USMC and Dayharsh, Army, can
be made available to you or CinCSWPac if desired. I intend
visit PALAU in ~unt with operatio~staff about Df8 or 9 if
strategic situation permits will then confer with MacArthur.

23 60
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ECrASSIFIED

CINCSWPA to CINCPOA Info COMINCH, CTF 31, C'rF 32, CTF 33
CTG 32.2, CTG 31.1, CTG 31.2, C01~WDAREA CENPAC, COMSOPAC,
COMSERVPAC, COM7THFLT, COMPHIBSPAC, ADCOivlPHIBSPAC, COMAIRPAC,
COMDESPAC, COM3RDFLT.
CX 17875. YOF SEC~ reference 160346. All plans based on
movement of 1st Cavalry Division and 24th Division from this
area into LEYTE in addition to the 7th and 96th Division as
loaded. This plan is preferable to use of the 77th Division
which has just completed a hard campaign. It is requested
that you send Admiral Blandys force which was to mount the
77th Division to this area for loading 1 of our divisions
which is ready fresh and has studied the target area. The
total equipment available from Blandys force and from PALAU
operations becoming available 25 September no less than
require d for mounting troops from the Southwest Pacific for
the LEYTE operation. Is it not practicable to leave the
1st Marine Division on PALAU lifting it to the rear after the
LEYTE operation on the equipment becoming available from
allocating to us for the LEYTE operation as much of the
equipment retained on PELELIU to evacuate the 1st Marine
Division as practicable query should this plan be possible
how much of the 2 APA 2 APH 1 AP and 3 AKA could be made
available for LEYTE operation query

17 0550

CINCSOVIESTPACAREA via COM7THFLT to CINCPOA
017882 UrDis 160410 and 170023. I of course assume that
employment of Centpac Forces in SWPA is of a temporary
nature. Glad to welcome Rear Admiral Sherman and staff
officers.

20 l302 Z

1>IACARTHUR to CHIJ1Y OF STAFF V'TAR Info COMGElJPOA, CIHCPOA, COMGEN 20th
AIR rORCE.
CX 18071 ~ef ~E C RB~ WARX 27648* (*090314 Admiral Nimitz only) dated
9 September is reference. Sur.rmary of' plan for effective reduction of
enemy air on H!1ITEVlASH (LUZOU) in support of an attack on DIAPHRAGM
(FOilllOSA) by Pacific Ocean Areas forces, if conducted prior to 6ccupation
of central v'ftiTEVlASH, is subject. Para. Plan contemplates support by
air notion of land-based elements from central }}XCELSIOR (PHILIPPINES)
substantially as follows:
(-A) AeCUMULATION (LEYTE) area, revised K2
operation, pffensi ve elements, 3 groups attack bor:1bardment with escorts,
effective approximately 5 December, and 2 t;roups heavy bombardment,
effective approximately 20 Decenber. (B) Southwestern UBIQUE (MINDORO)
established by airborne ~M seaborne operations about 20 December, offensive
element, 1 group attack bombnrdne:nt from ACCU'r<.PLATION with P-51 escort,
estimated effective approximately 15 January. (C) Subsequent augmentation air forces in ACCUMULATIO:tr area.. As time and engineering resources
pemit and add itional air units becor.1e available.. Para. Effective dates,
(A) and (B) above, are dependent upon l turn-around of 3rd Fleet assault
shipping a~ part of K2.. Para. Dcp loynent of air forces in ACCUJVFTLATION
ares. is covered in detail in 4th ecli tion, Staff Study K2, be inr; forwarded. Outline plan for operu:i:; ion into TJBIQUE is in procen s and will be
forwarded ut an early date.
~-
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SEPTB.iBER ( GCT)
19 1442Z CINCS.OWESFAC VIA CQ.,17thFLT to CINCPOA Info
CTF 33, COMSOPAC.

--------- -·-

.~~CflSSIFIED

C~13rdFLT,

CQM7thELT, CTF 31,

· CX 18028 TOP SECRET..

Req-uest approval of' fol'lowing; arrangenwnts: (A)
(B) All assault shipping from
PHASE l STALEMATE to report to 7th .Fleet except 2 APII and 2 AKA fqr use
in evacuation 1st MarDiv. This will make available from Task Force 32:
19 APA, 4 AP, 3 ,AKA, 2 AK, 4 LSD, 4 APp, 24 LST plus miscellaneous escort
and patrol craft. (C) SWPA to sena 5 civilian manned AP to FULLCRY
(PALA'U ISLANDS) to assist with lst MarDiv. (D) Remainder 1st MarDiv to
be ~vacuated by Pacific Ocea.ll!. Area garrison shipping and return trips
of KPH Para Com7thFleet and Rear Admiral Sherman c·oncu.r. MacArthur.

77th Divisio-n-v;ill not be employed in K2

20 1330

CINCSWPA VIA C£l..~7THFLT to CINCPOA Info
CTF 31, CTF 33.

C<l~3RDFLT~

COMSOPAC, COM7TRFLT,

CX-18072 'fOF gnsR:rJ~ After preliminary conference with Com7thFleet and
Rear Admiral Sherman who concur, request all forces listed as available
in your 160346 and 161119 with follovring exceptions: (A) 77 Division
to remain on GUiU.I as 6th Army Reserve and then if not used be moved to
SoPac in transports returning from K2 (B) Army avi~tion units to be
vdthdrawn as listed in your 160535 . (C) If necessary ground echelons for
naval heavy search squadrons in western CAROLINES can be otherwise pro- ·
vided, request 2 Pat~us -intended for YAP be sent to ACCUMULATION (LF.YT~~
with Acorn to facilitate forward movement 7th Fleet search squadrons (D)
Assault shipping to conform to my 191442 Para Propose 24 Corps troops
7th Division and 96 Di•Tision rehabilitate at objective and their rear
.e chelons follow them to ACCUMULATION in due course. Exchange of Army and
Marine artillery to be effected after K2 when shipping permits Para
As a general principle desire logistic support of all forces landed at
ACCTJMTJLA'I'IOU from PacOcean Areas sources to continue as planned f'or YAP.
GEPRULE date to be determined later after garrison echelons have been
completed S'VJPA will assume responsibility for further logis't ic support
Para Request Major General Woodruff and key staff personnel roceed from
b'NIWFJTOK to HOLLANDIA by air Para ·Arrangements concerning :naval forces
and movements of YAP task force will follow in later dispatch after
arrival of Vice Admiral Wilk:Lnson Para ComGen 24 Corps requests remainder his staff detachment including enlisted personnel now at PT'.ARL pe
sent to El'JIWETOK by air to ,_ioin command. Colonel FISH is in charge of
detachment. MacArthur.
21

1042'Z MacARTHUR to CHIEF

OF

STAFF WAR DEPT Info

COI.{GENPOA, CINCPOA

C 18103~TQP sgc~~. Recent successes of our land based and carrier based
air oper~ tioms in EXCEI.J3 IOR ( PHIDIPl:JTNES) and other intelligence giving
evidence _of reduced hostile ai.r capabilities for defense point clearly .
to the feasibility of proceeding directly from ACCUMULATION (LEYTE) to
the main assault against WR ITEV1ASH (LUZON), leaving the OBTRUSIVE (APA]IRI)
area to be secured at a later date, there being ample time to install
air facilities there before the next move.. l:tUSKETEER plan is therefore
being amended as follovvs: Major a.mphi bious assault from central bases
target date 20 December 1944 with 6th Army, lst Corps (6th and 43rd Infantr;y Divisions) 14th Corps ( 40t h and 25th Infantry Divisions) Army
troops (37th Infantry Division 11th Airborne Division an Australian
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21 l042Z MACARTHUR to CHIEF OF STAFF WAR DEPT - continued
armored brigade 4 United States tank battalions) O.,Peration essentially
in 3 phases as follows: (A) Supported by the Pacific Fleet seize a
beachhead in the SARTORIAL (LUJGAYBN GULF) area by amphibious assault
of 4 divisions with l reserve division and armored brigade afloat foLlowed
. by the establishment of close. supporting air elements and minimum logistic facilities (B) Overland campaign southward through the central plain
of vlHITElllASH to seize STEAMROLLER (11ANILA) and establish base facilities
required for support of further operations (C) Consolidation operations
to complete the occupation of vTIIITh1VASH Para Assault oom.mi tment 148,000
personnel and 207,000 dead weight tons Para Initial operations will
req-.1ire support by the full resources of the United States Pacific Fleet.
In addition to strategic naval and full carrier based air support Southwest Pacific resources need au~1entation by naval assault shipping to
lift 5 infantry divisions and 8000 supporting troops from the central
axis; 1 armored brigade from SPAVIN. It is estimated that amphibious
lift assigned 7th Fleet will be fully committed to provide for approximately 64,000 supporting troops from the central axis. Coordination with
Pacific Ocean Area is in progress Para For operations to precede entry
into central VffiiTEW"ASH contemplate seizure of airdrome area on southwest
coast of UBIQUE (MINDORO) to au~ment direct air support for central VffiiTEWASH operation and to open a line of seaborne communications through
the central PJCCELSIOR area Para St~ff study covering details of the central 1'~1{1i EViASTI operations will be forwarded at an ·early date Para Exploitation of possible weakness and the combining of resources available
in the Pacific makes possible the assault against ViHITEViASH within the
time schedule previously rrojected for the ACCUMUlATION (LBYTE) operation.
It is anticipated that the central WHITE'V'JASH (LUZON) plain can be cleared
and STEAMROLLER (:MANILA) occupied by February. This will permit of the
launching of contemplated operations to the northward on the sched·ule now
projected with the great advantage of fffiiTEWASH bases and land based air
support.. The DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA) operation will then be unnecessary and,
particularly ,vith a prior attack on SECLUSIO:N (BONIU IS. GROUP), a direct
move may be made on DIABOLIC (KYUSHU). Southwest Pacific forces meanwhile will complete the liberation o f BXCELSIOR (PHILIPPIUES), block
BTJTTERF'LY (S .. SHINA SEA) and proceed to the reconquest of BRIGANTPTE
(BORNEO) and CRINGLE (N. E.I.) by attack from EXCELSIOR and western
CENTRAL ( 1JE1N GUINEA). It is considered that this campaign can be executed
with great celerity and with minimurri. losses. Ari early divident v'rill be
the recovery of important oil resour·ces.
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DEClASSifiE
22 0220Z GHQ SOWESPAC AREA 0/fACARTHUR) to CHIEF OF STAFF WA~_Info COMGEHPOA 1 CIHCPOA.
CX 18149~ ·!up gea1e;,. Sub Para A, WARX 27648 dat ed 9 September is reference.
Surarnary of plan for K-2 Operation, occupation of LUBRICATE(LEYTE GULF)- .
LOGARITin f( SUR I GAO STRAIT) Area is subject. Para. Plan provides for major
amphibious assault from centr al (NmY GU INEA~) bases, supported by Srd Fleet
target date 20 October 1944, with lOth Corps (lst .Cavalry and 24th Inf.Divs.)
24th Corps \7th and 96th Inf.D i vs .. ) and the 98th Ranger Battalion. Operation
essentially in 4 phases as follows: (A) Preliminary, D minus 2 and D minus J,,~~
seize islands at -entrance to LUBRICATE to insure acc-ess for a..rnphibious shipping. (B) Major assault, D day, seiz e tne UNDER~AKER-KI1.KENNY (TACLOBANDULAG) Area of eastern AC CtJMtTI.JATION (1l1EYTEO and establish air elements for
maintenance of local air superiority; seize control of MATCHABLE (PAUAON
STRAIT) to per.mit access of light naval craft into OVERSTRESS (C~~OTE~· SEA)~.
establish control of LACUNA (SAN JUANICO STRAIT) to permit access of ligllt
naval ,forces into WITCHCRAE'r (SAMAR)SEA. (C) Consolidation, overland operations to establish control of the renainder of ACCUMULATION and Y1ffi western
portion of southern vHTCHCRAFT; coordinated land and naval operations to
open LOGARITHM for naval operations and ship movement into OVERSTRESS and
adjacent waters. (D) Exploitation, such overland and/or minor amphibious
operations as the sity.ation dictates to destroy or contain hostile f.prees .: inGt
WITCHCRAFT or the central INTEGER . ( VISAYAN GROUP) Area which may threaten
development of facilities in ACCUMUIA TI ON AREA. para. 3rd Fleet support, subject to developments in situation, contemplates carrier strikes on either
LEGl:J].IINOUS ( OKI}TAWA JIMA} and/or DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA), or on northern
vVHITb"'VFASH (LUZON) and DIAPIIRAGM, D minus 10 to D minus 7; on lUHITEVlASH. ROISTERER ARBA., the ACCUMULATION-OXYGEN-OYNDAGE- AREA and in support of
landings, D minus 4 to D day; thereafter in strategic support of operation,
effecting strikes as ~he situation at that time requires PDm~ 7th Air Force
from FULLCRY to nuetraliza hostile air in ROISTERER AREA.--m;'h and 13th
air forces to neutralize hostile air in SILVERSAND and island groups surrounding TRIBJ~SMAN. Air installation at ACCUMULATION includes: by A plus
5, 2 groups fighters and 1 squadron fighters (NINGHT); by A plus 15 addition"'!
a.l, 1 group medium bombers;, 1 squadron photo, T squadron tac'tical reconnaissance, 1 squadron medium bombers, 3 squadrons PBY (tender-based);
by A plus 30 additional, 2 groups light bombers, 1 group fighters 1 squadron
tactical reconnaissance and 1 squadron ASR; by A plus 45 additional, 1 gro~p
fighters, z ·groups heavy bombers, 1 squadron LAB and 1 squadron PB4Y; by
A plus 60 additional, 2 groups TC, 1 squadron photo, 1 squadron P'B4Y and
1 squadron combat map. Para:. Staff study covering details of the operation
being forwarded.
1
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2222JOZ, ZOil\!T CHIEFS OF _STAFF . to STIJ".JiNELL;NIIvTI'TZ,MAG.ARTiftJR Info.

BRITIBH CEIEFB OF S'fkFF & Hq COM1'I ·zo~TE ].lAIN,' _MpUNTBATTEN,
C.EN'TRAL DISTHICT UNITED KINCtDOM -BASE SECTION LONDON. ,- ·

W.lUtX-34928 T.lnr SECR~ Subject: Outline- Plans for the Pro:..
viE>-ion of _Land-base d Air Support from CHINA. Para. Revised
Pac-Ail,", Alternati v-e-Pac .. Air,- a:i1d Pre-Pac-A ir suomi tted by
" ComGen, USAF, CBI have been examined. ·Plans Pre--Pac-Air and
Alternativ :e-Pac-Air are approved subject to the following
· limitation s: Para .r. Execut:ton of thes_e -:·p lans will be carried
out with resources -~now available.· or corilmitted~ -Para 2.
Forces wiil not · be moved to C~IINA unless, · in the op-inion
Df ·the~ OG, USJ'JP, ·oBI,- they c~n at that _time oe profitably
em_ployed there. Para 3 •. Forqes will not be remov~d from INDIA- BUE1vi..ti, if- in the opini,on of the"-"' CG _, USAF, CBI, tnetr :nernoval
. will endanger BUHM£1. operation s. P~ra 4. The' 7th Bornb Group
will b'e re-turned . to corubat opera:tiori s as soon as, 14th Air
Force -supply requireme nts in- the forward area can ·be r1et by
other means. Para. k'lloeation _of hum.p tonnage will be done
in accordanc e with the priorities establishe d in \tfar 87089,
26 .August 1944-. Para., Operation s of the XX Bomb Command in
furtheranc e of these plans will be in additiop to tne optimum
225 sortnes per "month, until D-~5 ot the FORMOSA Operation .
Al-locatiop. of supplies will o.b: e adjusted accor;dingl ;,r. Para. ;
The :pr_e paratory. pha-ses of AJ.:i3ernati_ve-Fac ...,A id. will be pommenced now. The_ ba·s ie princ,i pleB outlines in the Pac-kirin - ~o far as th~y are applicible and feasible.
Para. Cinopoa
and CinCSoWes P.ao are being furnished by courier,> copies of
Pre~Pae-Aid and· Alternativ e-Pac-:Air as a basis to est-ablish
their requireme nts for air support from C1IINA bases during
PIIll.IPP!NE S and FORl~OS.A Operation s. Para. CG, JJS.A.F, CBI"~~Elnd
~cG- 1 . ·-2. C1~l:r:~i:r ~orce, are charged with the :responsib ility of
providing air support from CHINA bases for Pacific operations
in· accordatJ.c e \liTi th require:une nts to be establishe d by CinCPOA
.and CinCSoWes Pac. Direct communica tion between headquart ers
concerned is autho.rize'¢1. · . P8:r-a. - Tllis ans\veTS" CRA.X~l-2928
-fr.em CG, US i~F, CHINA :Ef,JRI\~A I1ID I-ll.
SRLD R-32644 .• )F<:P :Sesr~t. c·orrunents on CinCST~'IE~A . top secret ~
radio 201-330 1 ~as reques-t ed in your 2110/t-8 GCT are contained
in the followin e concur in rehabilita tion at_ objective of 24th
Corps !Troops·; 7th Division, ~6th Divis-ion, and - movement _of
'their .rear e·c hel.on_s ~,o ACCUI}tULAr,ION vv-hen ap:propr_iate. Concur
in su·bsti tuti:on, when shipping p.ermits, 6f elements of ·Army
artillery for J.l ariny artillery now attached to 24th -Corps.
·. ·.
· Concur in log istic :support of all forces land-e d at ACCUivillLATI&;11·
from Pacific Ocean Areas sout·ces. to conti.nue as }Jreviousl y ·
planned f~pr VOCA.LIS'l1 • -~ West coast port-s have: been' instructed
· to _co:q.tinue ma-intenan ce. shipnl.e nts. .S hipments cul;:rently
' seheduled to include 11*5 echelon witn ETD 30 October 1944;.
·Re\iues,t this <headquarte ;rs be advise.d early a·s PO'SS.i,b le of
,
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23 0030Z C0]\;:G...G1'1POA to CINCPOA ( CONT 'D)
terminal date of lo gistic support from Pacific Ocean Areas .
',vi th ·re g ard to request for !via jor General Woodruff and key
staff personnel, attention is invited to our dispatch 202339
GCT. Fore ~}oing co r;ments pertain to Paragraph D of 1st reference .

J

23 1022Z

RICHARDSON to CIITCPOA.
R-32734 'fop Se e r~. Subject is memorandum to CinCSWPA and Cincpoa dated
21 September 44 subject: ncoordination of Operations'' signed by Ad·miral
Sherman and Major General Chamberlain, copy of ·which was furnished this
headquarters for remarks and recownendations. I concur in 0eneral with
the recommendations contained therein but wish to include .the following
remarks: ( 1) I believe this headquarters, fron1 the 6th Replacement Depot
located at NEW CALEDONIA in the South Pacific, will be able to assist .the
Commanding General 6th Arrrr:J in furnishinr: replacements required by the 24th
Corps during the combat phase of K-2 operation to the extent of 3000l personnel can be made by Cincpoa and provided, further, that facilities are
available for stagine; these replacements at an intermediate base in the
South\'lest Pacific Area if necessary. This personnel is in addition to the
1,000 replacements to be staged at HAl'TIJS for the 8lst Division and filler
replacements required by the 24th Corps suhsequent to the combat phase.
(2) Arry extension of the air evacuation plan as now set up for the STALE11iTATE operation is subject to capability of the Air Transport ComPlRnd to
meet additional requirements. (3) the extent to which the 24th Corps and
accompanying units can be requipped for future operations is dependent on
the time allowed for such rehabilitation before the 24th Corps is subsequently employed. ( 4) Every effort will be made to meet the cor.ununication
requirements as outlined, but is subject to availability of equipment.
Studies are being conducted to determine this availability. You will be
kept informed. (5) The 230 Signal operations company was released as of
0 ctober l by ourad RJ-32391 D'l'G 210345Z to CinCSVIPA, info the Cincpoa and
others, and will be emba-rkBd in ~ra.nsportation provided by Southwest Pacific
Area as indicated· in ComGenSoP\9.cBaCom radio 2209182 September 44 "Tifhich
has been passed to you for infc.)rnation.
•
\l
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.DECLASSIFIED
23 0424 COM3RDFLT to CINCRAC Info CTF 38.
'.Phis ie 'l'ers Seere'ba, After servicing task force 38 at SAIPAN WESTERN
CAROLIUES and MANUS intend strike OKTIIAWAH A minus 10 with 4 groups. Fuel.,
Strike FORMOSA A minus 8 and A minus 7 vnth 4 groups* Fuel. Strike LUZON
A minus 4 and A minus 3 with 4 groups. Support LEYTE with 2 groups A minus 2 ·
through A day. Except for LEYTE support commitment will adjust schedule
to meet circumstances. and opportunities. Recommendation for Zoo by separate
dispatch. Desire strike Empire as soon after A day as favorable situation
can be created. All pl.ans contemplate (A) drawing out enemy fleet (B) air
and submarine _reconnaissance (C) ~ubmari~e ambush (D) denial to enemy fleet
of opportunities to benefit by support from shore-based air or to outrange
us by shuttling from carrier to target to shore (R) tactics which will
bring air surface and submarine weapons to bear· if enemy fleet can be
contacted. Coordination of 3rd Fleet Empire strike with strike by B-29's
will be raade subject of separate recommendation.
·

2367

SEPTEPBER (GCT)
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OECLASSIFfED

SULTAN to !JARSHALL, ARNOLD Info l ~ "ACA'"tTH1JR, COMGENPOA, CINCPOA, COl'GIDTPOA
PASS CINCPOA FOR NIMITZ, STRAT1£r!Il~YER, LEMAY.
CRAX-14 761-24th. 'fop ~eaz c,~.. Consul tat ion with Straterneyer and LeMay
confirms 350 sorties as maxir.lum f'or October, increasing by 25 sorties
penmonth to reach 425 in January 1945.. Reference WARX 32426 of 18th
September 1944 .. This assumes strencth of 160 B-29 '·s in October and November, 170 in December and 180 in January. Para. Approximately 1/3 of
these sorties will be performed f'ro!!l CH~NGTU bases without return of B29
aircraft to INDIA. Para. Until arrival of night fir;hters and anti aircraft units for VLR CHINA bases,,risk of loss from enemy air attacks must
be accept ed . for this operation .. Para. Acree that best target for VLR to
assist MacArthur would be major aircraft repair and modification centers
on DIAPHRAGM. Para. Locistically sorties by 20th Bomber Comnand can be
supported as follows: October 350, November 300, December 320, January 340,
and February 425.. It is assumed that Arnold will so direct operations as
to divide support between MacArthur, Nimitz and strategical sort·ies. Para.
A result of above will be curtailment of 14th Air Force operations as
follows: Normal operations limited by monthly tonnage of not more than
10,000; operations in sppport of Nimitz as shovm in ttAlternative Pac-Aid"
dated 21st July 1944 will be approximately 80 percent effective. Para.
Tonnages required to support operations listed abQve include capacities
of all aircraft presently allocated to Ai r Transport Command including
East BENGAL expansion and arn:1 based on arrival dates now set up by War
Department. This point cannot be overemphasized. Decisions rmst be prompt
if locistical arrangements in this theatre are to be completed in time to
make 20th Bomber Con.-rnand operations in October effective.

J ,24

15512 GHQ SVJP SIGHED I'·!ACARTHUR to ARliT AI11 FORCES WASTII.NGTON, CO!iH'fEN SOUTH EAST
ASIA COivUAUD, 20TH AIR FORCE, CINCPOA, COUAAFPOA.
CX 18297 ~ op Se e r ~ . A paraphrase of our too 2409192. Your 32426 believe
all attacks in direct support of WIDEAriAKE (I11DTDANAO, SO. PHILIPPDTES)
Operations should be directed toward preventing air reinforcement from
DIAP!IRAGM (FORMOSA). Available sorties for October should be scheduled
from 5th to 25th vvith greatest intensity 15th to 25th. Suge;est in order
of priority· airfields and facilities plan (A) TAKAO,. particularly OKYAPA
(B) l~tJI (C) S~UNCHUJU .. Sur;gest dates of attack be coordinated with
CTIJCPOA to avoid interference vd th land and carrier based aviation. Strategic attacks ar;ainst aircraft production facilities in any area v1ill be
helpful.. Para.. Avoid in DIAPHRAGM following locations believed to harbor
A.TTJ.erica.n and British prisoners including General,}Hainwright and 300 staff
officers& A camp of wooden barracks Hhich is on}l' the site of a former
Formosan cemetary and tangarine grove, 1 kilometer west of POKUSAKU
VILLAGE which is 5 miles south of TAIHOKU CITY*

25 0131

CHTCPAC to Cct.TTHIRDFLEET Info COMSUBSPAC, CTF 08.
is Top geere~. Your 230643. Appreciate your views but consider
that under current circumstances· it is advantageous to break up prE:~sent
zoo as indicated 1W 222026 for operations in more profitable arease
Ref: (230643) Top &ecret. Zoo remain in present position ....... request new
zoo be on station with bea.rpit .... request plans be made to continue
emplo~rrrJent of new zoo from 8 October. through all of Novenber.
Ref: 222026( 3) ..... ComSubsPac withdraw imnedia tely •• for covera.r;e LUZ0 .T STRAITS
..... withdraw remainder zoo at 000 GCT 25 September unless ot~rJ~~~SS~
directed~
••••
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.IJECLASSIFIED

CINCPOA to COM UARSHAL~S Info COM3RDFLT,C01.!SOPAC,COMINCH,C011F'NDAREACEUTPAC,
COMHA\rYSEAFRON 1 COMGENPOA, COMGEUAAFPOA.
~e~ ~&QP9te
Following taska assi£ned forces of MARSHALLS GILBERTS AREA
effec·ti ve 1 October.. (A) Hold the island positions in the MA._"R.SHALLS and
GILBER_IS necessary for the security of the sea and air communications in
the Central Pacific. (B) Support the opera t i or..s nf forces in the Southwest
and Central Pacific Areas. (C) . Protect sea and air comnunications. (D)
Inflict maximun attrition on enemy forces remaining in the area.

25 0919

CINCPOA to COMGENPOA Info CO:MSOPAC, COMGEHSO_PACBASECOM, CTF57 1 CINCSW_PE, CG24'ffi
COUPS • .
Following information furnished in reply to urdis 210756
not to all: (A) 24th Corps and attache.d units including elements of VOCALIST
garrison will rehabilitate LEYTE (B) Disposition of elements of 8lst Division
in Western CAROLINES is dependent on information to be provided by CTF 57
in accordance mydis 050634. P~ans concerning future operational employment
of 8lst Division and displacement for~ard not formulated to datee (C) Present
intention that 77th Division and attachments remain GUM~ as area reaerve'
for K-2 and then if not used be moved GUADAL for rehabilitation.

~p Socx~e

26 0523Z

MACARTHUR to US Affi.1Y AIR FORCES HASH, CINCPOA Info COU3RDFLT, CO:MGIDT US
FORCES CHINA BURHA _INDIA THEATER, ca,tGEN 20T1 I AIR FORCE.
TOP SEORE!. CX 18384 ConYflandinr; General U S Force China-Burma-Ind ia
Theater indicates following 14th Air Force capabilities to support ACCTJUULATION operation and prior operations of 3rd. Fleet: (A) 'h ithout the use
of K'VffiiLIN-LIUCIIOVi airfields, cap.a bilities limited to strikes on air installation within 1000 M radius KUU.lDJG airfield which includes HONG KONG,
!fA DIAN and GULF OF TONKIN areas!
( I3) With KVJEILIN-LIUCHOW bases ava.ilab le:
1 he~vy bomb croup can cond11ct intensified operations against shipping a1i.d
'a if install at ions in the DIAPHRAGM area (restricted by lack of fighter
cover); limited nie;ht attacks against shippinr; concentrations and Pott
installations in WHITE\ifASH; lone ranee offensive reconnaissance within
1000 miles K1YEILin. Para. Reference our CX 18297 (241551), too 2409H.:}Z,
relatinc; to our sue;r;ested strikes by 20th Air Force PLIUM view of above
capabilities of 14th Air Force, it is suggested that Commanding General
U S Forces ~.n C'IINA.:BURMA-INDIA be authorized hy Commanding General US
Army Air Forces to coordinate strikes by the 14th and 20th tdr Force in
support of 8WPA and 3rd Fleet operations in tho DIAPHRAGM areas. Coordination of land based and carrier based aviation to be arranged directly
between Cinc:roa. and CommandinG General U S Forces CRDJA-BURMA-INDIA. It
is sugr;ested that' strikes by the 14th and 20th Air l''orces be concentrated
a~ainst hostile air installations in the DIAPHRAG!\·1 area and on hostile
supportinG air installations or the SUBLTIJE (CHINA) coast within ranee of
DIAPHR~\GM-northern VffiiTEWASH areas.
Strikes on ·the DIAPHRAGM area to r precede and .,fol<low operation of the 3rd Fleet in the DIAPHRAGM area and during
3rd Fleet operations land based borabers switch to hontile airfields on
SUBLTI.1E coast ..

2359
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DECLASSIFIED

CINCPOA to COM3HDFLEET Info CTF 38, COJvi UTCH, COM7'r!:WLEET, CHTCSOWESPAC'"
C.TF 71, CTI''-72, COMSUBPAC"

Urdis . 230643 not to all. Carefully studied. Desire both
~~!'..:B~
to meet Jrour needs and to op erate subs in 'w aters where pro.fi table targets
are expected. Probable mined areas My dis 250625 must be avoidede For
submarine sup port of King 2 oper·a tions pnesent intention is not to organize offensive reconnaissance group si~ilar to Zoo. On a minus 10 day
submarines will be on stations a$ f'ollows. 3 packs of 3 subs each plus
SAILFISH in convoy COLLEGE. SAILFISH to be used as lifeguard off southern
tip FORMOSA.. 1 pack of 3 subs at each ,.o f followin?' places north·east
coast FORMOSA.. Btn~GO SUIDO. 2 sub~ ~ so"Uther.h a.!3ptoaches to TOKYO BAY.
6 submarines in MARU MORGUE 1 of which to be employed as lifeguard at
OKINAVfA JIMA and other 5 to be placed in intercepting positions to catch
ships attempting to escape during your strikes. 1 sub ~ff northwest
coast FORMOSA. One sub patrolling BONHIS. 2 subs patrolling KUR.ILES.
Above subject to minor adjustment due possibility subs having to leave,
station early. Dispositions can be adjusted to suit your needs. Please
advise soon as practicable and bive dates positions reference points
and calls for lifeguard subs. Ass1®e from Appendix A Annex 3 C(~) of
K2 plan that 7th Fleet will supply lifeguard m1d patrolsubs on east
coast of PHILIPPINES. Com7thFleet please advise whether or n ot this
assumption is correct.

"fftf-1
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CUJCPOA to COMGENAR,MY AIR FORCE POA 1 info COMGENPOA, COMFWDARF..A:,.ISCOM

TINIAN.. .

--·...-----

Reference your 2001550) Present VLR construction plans for
TINIAN envisage• (A) . Con~truction of 2 operational strips on each of 2
fields as rapidly as possible with existinr; harbor fa.'c ili ties and con.struction troops~ (B) Construction of 2 ~dditional strips as soon as
harbor c"a pacity and service troops are increased sufficient~y to st.1pport
efficiently the additional VLR units that will use the strips .. Para~
'E very reasonable effort will be made to support the VLR program. However
it must he understood that harbor development must progress ahead of
VLR construct on if early saturation is. to be avoided and efficient
supply of VLR units presently' comnitted is to be maintained. Para.
Concur in eventual plan for 7th strip arid space will be reserved accordingly. Construction of the strip.and supply of additional VLR
units must be contingent upon adequate harbor facilities and service
troops.

-!Op SeCttrlr ..

~

27· 1946

DEPCOM AIR FORCE to CINCPOA.
Tgp Swcret.
AAFPOA 1085. Look at your SAIPAN 261406 GCT from ComFwd.Area
.There must be some foundation for opinion expressed by Col Robinson in
his SAIPAN 181035 GOT since Island Engr informed Robinson that completion
dates set are 2 TI..R runvm.ys north field 27 Dec and 2 VLR runways west
field 25 Jan. If these 4 rtinways can be completed on these dates it
should be entirely feasible to build 2 rttnways as per our 202309 GCT.
Please review situation TINIAN and on basis concentrating on 2 strips
north field and expedite report as to earliest dates lst and 2nd strips
can be completed for minimum operation 4 groups. Due to :movement of
echelons ' 20 Air Force it is urgently necessary this info be available
earliest possible moment. Sugeest you utilize Col. Robinson services
for this revie'I.'.J'•
·

27 2150

COMTHIRDFLEET to CINCPOA.

'flris ie ':PeJ? gggret. Referring M.acArtl}ur 2G0523. Concur in recommended
support·by CHINA based air. Doubt if any closer coordination practicable
and specifically recommend that 20th and 14th Air Forces be kept advised
of our operations in order that' they may operate against appropriate
targets othor than those under attack by fast carrier forces ..
28 -0150

CUTCPOA to COMFfillAREACENTPAC Info DEPCOH 20TII AF, IS'COM TPTIAU.

Refers UR 261405 ~ DepCom 20th AAF des ires that 2 ·il"LR strips
each 8500 ft long and 150 ft wide vri th 90 hardstands ·and minirrmm taxiways
and other facilities to permit initial opetttl.tion four VLR groups be.completed on north field TINIAN earliest possible and that VLR work on west
field be ,deferred as necessary for .t his purpose. Reque.a_t operational completion date for one strip and fa.cilitie;s for first two groups and operationa~ compl etion date for second strip and facilities for an additional
tvm e;roups. As phalt paving desirable but not essential for initial op~
eration but should follow as soon as practicable .. VLR program and harbor
dev:elopment are high priority projects on T IUIAN~~ Request reply bo expedited,. My 271520 author i zes const:ruetion of total six \.lLR
':Pel~ ~ eePot...
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28 0238

GHQ S"WTA SGD MACJL-ctTIIDR to cor~'" IN CII!EF ASIA COMJ:~fAND info
CEIEF OF STI\.FF 1·~ 1\:R DEFT, ClNCPOA, cor.:._AJJI.IED AIR FO~iCES,
COM 3RD FIJT, CO]:: ALLIED NAVAL FORCES.

tel"

Seexe~. C:X-18ir90 x Reference my Cx-18489 x (A) LUBRICATE
GU~J!,) (B) SILVERH1UJD (L.INDANAO) (C) INTEGER ( VISAYiU-J
GROUP) (D) \NRITEWASH (LUZON) (E) DIAPFRAG:rt (FOffi~OSA) (F)

LE"Y""TE

(G) E.3 ARrrORIAI, (l,JNGAYAN GUIF) (H) HIDROSIS
(I) UBGAUE (rTINDORO) (J) LEGULINOUS (OKII\AWA)X

OBTRUSIVE (Al'ARRI)

(DINGALEN BAY)

Southwest Jacific Area Forces, covered and supported by the
3rd ~ leet, attack ob.jectives in the LUBRICATE area with 4,
Divisions, target date Able Day, 20 October 1944. This ,
attack is preceeded by 3rd Fleet carrier based action LEGUlVIINOUS and objectives on DIAPHRAGM, about Able minus 10 to
1\.ble minus 7; on lJVHITEWASH, the - •J1\TTEGER and in the objective
area, Able minus 4 to Able-Day. Land-based aviation Eastern
1J-:EW GUIN~A protects western flank of the advance and neutralizes SILVERS'LND by attacking hostile air, naval forces a d
shipping within rangee Land-based aviation KORCIN area
attacks objectives in the BANDA, FIORES and ARAFrRA Seas.
lhth and 20th Air Forces assist by attacks on DIAPHRAGM, coordinated with 3rd Fleet carrier action. Diversionary attack
by Eastern Fleet against the SUMATRA, SING.APORE and AND.tu\1AN
Islana Areas and II.BIBIK BGATION of land and air action in
the general BUillfu~ area just prior to Able Day would be
helpful.
· 2S 12'52

Ml\.RSFALL to 1./ACARTHUR info CINCPAC, COr: 7TH FLT.

tU\

CominCh reenciphers War Department desp I1Nar
37291 dated 23 Sept. 1944. Froviding . bases for eventual
British Fleet operations in Pacific was discussed in general
terms between Admiral Cunningham and Admiral King. Admiral
Cunningham indicated British desire for main rear base for
British Fleet in Eastern Australia. The British were informed by Admiral' King that the Unitea. States Naval Facilities were not extensive but it was anticipated that present
facilities would be ready for use by the Britj_s:Q_ Navy at the
appropriate time. As far as covered storage facilities were
concerned they were advised that the US Army and Army Air
Forces had established the bulk of such facilities in this
area. Admiral King has requested tb..9t facilities established
in Eastern Australia by US Army could be made available for
use of British Navy. Following information is being forwarded to Admiral King~ Paraphrase. All facilities in use by
US Army Forces cons-tructed in Australia have been obtained as
reciprocal aid on reverse lend lease and are to revert to
Australians upon release and further that several airdromes
and cam:p sites have already been reverted to the Australian
Commonwealth. That detailed estimate -- of facilities will be
Chief
submitted upon r e ceipt of information from Commander
Southwest Pacific Area. End of ' paraphrase. Request your
e s timate of date and type of f a cilities to be released in
Australia mainland a nd your - comments and recommenQ..a.tt" o.p.s · on
LJ fthis matter.
~ep

(3ec;po-t.

in
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DEClASSifiED
29 0357z W_A.R DEFARTN'El\TT to 1\lLACARTHUR, STTLL"VVELL, SULTAN, STRATEr.fEYER,
CINCPOA info LEMAY. ·

.AAFPOA 1139 llfop OyeFei>. This is confirmation paraphrase of
·wARX 36341 passed by Harmon to AmJiral McMorris for Nimitz
in original form by hand: A-Plan as first mission supporting
Pacific activities ;attack o~ rapair facilities and aircraft
factory t OKA.Y.AJI.:A a bout 14 October by 20th Bomber Command.
Details on timing of carrier strikes referred to in Cincpoas
212151 GOT are requested to effect greatest cooperation.
B-OKINAV1~A photo coverage lias been directed.
Accomplishment
prior to 10 Octo_ber is anticipated. Radio report of first
phase -will be forwarded from headquarters 20th Air Force to.
Cincpoa a11:d CinoSoWesPac. while photos will come most expeditious mearis. : C- Now being consJ.dered are objectives suggested by Cincpoa and CinCSolfvesPac and you will be advised of
'tentative schedules. D- Harmon will keep 20th Air For.ce
Headquarters advised of Cincpoa requests for attack on·specific objectives and of any changes-thereto~ This refers to
V~~RX 32426 (1$1912) and replies to 212151 from Cincpoa
number 1040 from ~~POA CR~ 14761 from Sultan and ex 18297
{2l~l225) from MacArthur.
29 2317Z ARNOLD to MAClLTfTIIDR, HARLON, NTI,IITZ, STILVlELl,, SUI.,TAN, L~!ili.Y,
STRATE:f,"EYER.

WARX-38830 qtop :iiliarei;. Reference - ~,lacArthur' s CX-18384
(260523) September 26 and Commander 3rd Flt 272150 paragraph
1. Operations of XX Bomber Command in support Pacific Operations will be direc teo_ b;y· Headquarters 20th .Air Force in same
manner as strategic operations are directed. Local coordina..;.
tion to prevent contlict between operations of 14th and 20th
Air Forces is responsibility or Commanding General that
theater and is satisfactoryti It consists largely in exchange
of r .outine flight information. It is our desire to coordinat
operations in the DIAPHRAGN! (FORI?:OSA) Area as closely as
possible with operations of Fast Carrier Forces t~rough Depu~
Commander 20th Ai:r Force in PO.A. Coordination with CinCS\AJPA
will be by direct exchange of in1'ormation from this headquarters. Arnold.

237 3'
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DECLASSIFI .

ADV GEN, HE.ADQ,UARTERS MACARTHUR t o COM3RDFLT, COMD ALLIED NAVAL FORCES,
COMD ALLIED AlR FORCES, Info CINCPOA, COMGEN 6TH US ARMY~
· C-18630. Confirming conference Southwest Pad.fic .Area and 3rd Fleet
29 September" Coordination of Air Operations for K2 as follows: 3rd '
Fleet Area. of responsibility through A Day includes PHILIPPINE ISLAUDS
AREA exclusive of MINDANAO and SULTT ARCHIPELAGO Operations as follows:
Neutralize hostile air~ naval forces and shipping LEGill4IHOUS(OKINA1JYA)DIAPHRAGM (FOill1:9SA)-NORTHERU WHITEVVASH (LUZON) rom A-10 through A-7;
· neutralize host'\le air, naval forces and shipping in the LUZON-KICOL
AREA ABLE-4 and A-3; neutralize hostile air" naval forces and shipping
in the VISAYAN AREA A-3 through A-1; support landing- operations
ACCTJl.JtTLATION (LEYTE ISLAND) AREA A Day in coordination with 7th Fleet.
Subsequent A Day, CinCSWPA or Commander 7th Fleet will request carrier
strikes if necessi-t ated by the existing situe.tion, and Commander 3rd
Flt 'till comply or immedi~tely report inability. Para.. 7th.Air Force
neutralize hostile air operations BICOL AREA as directed and coordinated
by Commander 3rd Fleet. OinCSWPA coordinate directly as required with
Commander Task Force 57 while 3rd Fleet at sea. Para. Allied Naval
F'orces fHrnish direct support of minesweeping and preliminary operations
against islands at entrance LUBRICATE (LEYTF.J GULF) A-3 through A-6; direct
support landing opera.tions ACCUMULATION A Day unti 1 relieved by land
based aviation Allied Air :B,orces. Continue missions assigned operations
instructions number 70. Paratt Allied Air Forces Area of responsibility
(exclusive of searches carried by separate raids) until .larid based bombers
are estatlished on INTERLUDE (MOROTAI TS. ). includes MilJDANAO-SULU ARCHIPEtAGO excluding tne f"ctllowing areas until further notice: (1) Water areas
east of MIND.AllAO north of CAPE SAINT AUGUSTINE AREA (2) KEMDND areas in
MilJDAUAO north of 08-45 north latitude (3) The MINDANAO SEA Area. Commencing A-10 maintain neutralization of hostile air forces and shipping
in the MINDANAO Area. When bombers are established in MOROTOBORI and
neutraliza,tion to include CELEBES SEA and the VISAYAN exclusive of
ACCUJ.tlUL.ATION and WITCHCRAFT (SAllAR) 1v-hile escort carriers are in area.
Initiative strikes in force against naval and e. ir forces in the BlfUNEI
Area, BORlJEO at the earliest pr,a.cticable date. Continue . missions assigned
in operations instructions number 70.
·

30 13152 GHQ SWPA to CINCPOA, DEPCOM20thAF, COUGEN CBI, COMDR 20TUAF, COM3RDFLT.

Sem:e-=e.
CX 18643. Reference my CX 19384 (260523) Sept 26$ 6om3rdFlt
272150 ~~d US AAF WARX 38830 (292317) Cownander 3rd ·Fleet indicated in
recent con.f!erenc~ that hi·s attacks would be directed at southern p~rt of
DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA). Land based planes could attack targets on northern
DIAPHRAGM without interference,. He requested that the land based air
attacks be later in the day than his attacks in order to" prevent hostile
air force from leaving southern DIAPHRAGM Area. CinCSWPA leaves further
coordinati-on to CinCPOA., Deputy Commander 20th Air Force and ComGen CBI
as suggested in WARX 38830 (292517)~
I;P6p
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OCTOBER (GCT)
COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA Info

021612

CDJCS_O~\fESPAC.

_

·Refer CinCSoWesPa.c 301315 of September. Further stud:;c and
conference with CTF 38 indicates practicability of striking all the
DIAPHRAGM (FORNIOSA) a;rea with carrier planes during attacks of 12 and -13
Octo,ber.. Consequently · des ire that 14th and 20th Air Forces concentrat·e
o' SUBLDB:E (CHINA) coast during those days and that attacks on OKAY_t.J~A
as outlined in Commander Army A;ir Forces 011915 be cmiducted either prior
to or after days of c~rrier attacks. Request I be kept.advised of their

~

intentions~

'

•
'·,,

012138Z

DEPUTY COMAF 20 to COliGEN 20 AF Info COMGENPOA, CHTCPOA.

AAFFOA 1207 Top beeleiti, My radio 1099 of 27 September is reference Followint; dates for completion now confirmed THTIAN. 1 strip .and minimum
operational facilities for 2 groups 1 January and 2nd similar facilities
for 2 groups January 16 confirmation of feasability of reschedulinr;
shipping to meet these dates on TDTIAU for the 313 win.g. is being rushed
and report of progress will be made in 48 ·hours. Rescheduling of shipping for 314 wing GUAM also beir1g examined but 2nd pr:i:ority and wil'l
follo·w on completion of examination TINIAN ' shippint;• The above comple~
tion dates in accordance with 6omForwardArea radio 010043 to Cincpoa.
020035

CHJCPOA to CnMGEN US FORCES CHINA-BURMA-INDIA Info CHTCS.WPA, CCM3TIDFLT,
COM1!AVGROUP CHINA, COMl~JCH, COMGEN ...U.F POA.
MacArthur 260523 Halsey 272150. Fast carrier scheduled to
strike in· October a.s follows: 10 LEGT.JMTITOUS (OKINAWA). 12-13 DIAP~IRAGM
(FOJThTOSA). 16 and 17 Wh~ITEV·TASU (LUZON). 18, 19 and 20 ACCUMULATION
(EEYTE) area. All dates east lonGitude. Request you coordinate by
strikes with 14th and 20th Air Forces on appropriate targets other than
those under attack by fast carrier forces~ Com3rdFleet advise ~ all
adee·s of any modification to above schedule of strikes. Cominch please
pass to ·~~ar Dept.

. 011017Z

SUI.~ TAN to CHENNAULT Info UJMITZ, sr.rRATEMEYER,
SOU, HARSHALL, -AR}TOLD, STILLWELL.

LEr~.iAY,

MACliH.THUR, RIC'J.ARD-

GRAX 15444 ~I' - SEORB'P. Land based support of MacArthur's operations hy
14th Air Force is subject. 'Desire support of MacArthur be given as outlined in preparatory phases of alternate Pac-aid and CRAX 14575 of September 23.. No additional tonnage allotted therefor. YiARX 3~9 28 o'f 22
September is authority for above. Paragraph.. Look at OX 18384 and
AR1TOLD t s iJilARX S 8830 on coordination.. :( ou will coordin~ te your operations
with those of MacArthur and f1imi tz.. For such purposes you are authorized
to conmunicate direct therewith. · You are further charged with responsibility· for necessary intra-the~t~r operational coordination with 20th
Bomber Com.-rnand.. DELHI Headquarters and USAF, IBS will be kept informed
as to the ceneral seope of you proposed operf~ tions and schedule of
, " prim.cipa.l missions.

2375
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03 22202 ARUOLD to HARMON UIMITZ COM3RDFLT Info MACAJ?.THml, CTF 38, T?.EPR
SOVifESPAC.

ECHErO~J

GIIQ

lop Sect&~;... WA1"1X 40740.,.
Purpose of the 20th Bomber Command missions
referred t o in Com3rd.Flt 021612, 2 October is to give maximum support
to Pacific operations. Since you consider that this can best be done
prior to or after days of carrier attacks we shall schedule our missions
on 11th of October and the 14th of October instead of on the 12th and
14th as previously indicated. This exeludes any other operations by
the 20th Bomber Command during this period.
04 0305

CI!JCPOA to DEPCOM: 20TH AIR 1i'CRCE Info COM3RDI"LT, CINCSWPA.

Ter Sec1st.

Request that you arran~e that 20th Air Force attacks in
support o"f MacArthur's operations be conducted on OKAYAMA e'ither prior
to or after the fast carrier attacks on the DIAPHRAGM area which will
be conducted on 12 and 13 October. Further request that any VLR attacks
scheduled for these~ days be directed against ~he SUBLI~ffi coast.
04 0309

Cil.TCPOA to COM:UAVGROt"'PCHINA FOR CHENNAULT Info COM3RDFLT, CI!TCSWPA.
;op 9 ~Hnee.. ,Request that no 14th Air Forc·e attacks in support of MacArthur's operations be conducted against DIAPHRAGM (FORMOSA) area on 12
and 13 October o~ wh~ch dates the fast carriers will be attacking this
area. Furi~er request that any attacks schedul~d for these days be
directed agB.inst the SUBLIME (CHINA) Coa.s t.

05 0543

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info CTF 38.
Change in objectives ~or future operations makes it
advisable inflict lasting damage on installations and port facilities
in FORMOSA.

~up Secteb~

05 0644

CI};CPOA to COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA, COM:SOPAC, COMBENFMFPAC,COMPHIBSPAC,
cm.rsERVPAC ~ coMAIRPAC, ccu3RDFLT, cou5THFLT, coMNORPAC, colll.F'VVDAREA.
Operation CAUSEflAY has been deferred. Forces of Pacific
Ocean Areas will conduct operation .DETACID~TT target date 20 January and
operation ICEBERG target date 1 March. Limit this information to those
-who need to know. Para.. My Joint Staff Study of DETACIThffiNT will be
distributed by 10 October.
Te~ Secte~.

06 0202

CINCP OA to CINCSWPA

info COlt 3RD FLEET, CO~~ 7TB FLE ~T •

...rtop 3eere-i5-.

J

I

During K2 and t he perio d i mrr ediately ~allowing
that opera tion inf ormation as t o the r1 ovements of l mportant
enemy f le et un i ts ·wi ll be of t he grea t est . i mportance. I\ Y
submar i ne d i spositions will be s uc h as to cover moveme nts of
t he enemy carr ie rs whi ch are be l ieved t o be i n the Emp ire.
Re ques t information as to the extent to whi ch your s u bmarines
a re so lo cated as to intercept enemy f le et rrovements f rom
Li ngga and Brunei Bay .
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07 0236

CINCPOA to

COMNOI~PAC.

!op Sect e;;.... Nimitz to Fletcher. W:i.th reference to the last sentence
of yoursBrial 00241 comrnerlting on Jo; nt Staff Study KEELBLOCKS (Operations
against KURILES) request by dispatch your recommendations as to the ·objectives to be seized under the ft,ssumption that KAMCHATKA fields are
available.
0 7 11 25

CINCPOA to COM3RDLFT Info COMINCH, COMSUBSPAC, CO?:iSERVPAC, COMAIRPAC,
CTF 38, CTF 57, CINCSWPA ~

Warning Order. On the as~umption +,hat the situation wil1
permit the withdrawal of Task Force 38 from the vicinity of the CEN TRAL
PHILIPPINES, be prepared to execute the following task, su'pplementa ry t o
my OpPlan 8-44, with target date about 10 November if so dir e cted by
later dispatch,. This operation is called HOTFOOT ( Car~ier raid on J.A.PKU) ..
After replenichment of carrier forces condul~t carr ier strikes ag ainst
the JAPANESE. HOJ'\lliLAND in order to ( 1) Des tr oy and conta i.n enemy forces 8
(2) Destroy aircraft facilities and manufacturing installations in the
TOKYO Area and (3) Determine the effectiveness of enemy air forces in
JAPAN- Para. Fleet replenis}unent of all ite~s will be available at
UTIITHI. Bulk fuel deliveries to that base co~ence 20 October via
EHTNETOK" · Fuel. reserve 600,000 barrels in floating storae;e ComServRon
10 at 1JLIT1;1I and ;)00,000 barrels in tank farm Kv7AJAJ.JEIN. Assie;nrnent
25 fleet oilers continues. 6 oilers of Task Force 57 available as
Para8 Joint Staf'f Study j s "being forwa r ded to you for your
reserve
assistance in planning this. operation.

~op Becie~

8

.0 8 0 645

C:INCPOA to COM5THFLT, CCllPHIBSPAC, COMGEN lOTri AmlY, Info COMHJCH, COMG:SNPOA ,
COM3RDFLT, COHGENAAFPOA, COllGE~JPMFPl\C, COJ"WRPAC, COHf:ERVPAC, COHFVIDAREA,
C011S OP.AC, Cm.::..L\. IRPA C.

Following assignments effective for plnnning operation ICEBERG .
Comdr Joint ExpediOfficer Conducting Operation Admiral H. A. Spruanoe
tionary Force Vice Admiral R. K. Turner; Comdr Expeditionary Tr oops Lieut
General S. B. Buckner •

!Ctl" BE8REq:.

.08 0719

CINCPOA to CIJTCSormSPAC ..

&For

For the support of: i 1 uture operations of POA forces (Army, Navy,
and f,larine Co:r'1?s} in the West Pacific 11se of facilities to be established
In order to assist
by CinCSoWesPac in WHITEWASH is highly desirable.
Cincpoa in planning for the future logistic suoport of POA forces it ' is
requested that information be furnished as to the logistic facilities which
·CinCSoVlesPac plans to establish in Vv1{11"E\iASH and which, augmented as necessary, could furnish ass ista.nce t,.o POA forces.. . Para. A conference at
your Headquarters at an early date between appropriate members of ou_r
staffs at whieh these r~qrdrerrwnt.s and thei.r implementation could be explored is believed highly desirable and is sur;gested. Request ~rour views
and indication of an a pproximate date convenient to you.
O:BeJt~

2377
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DECLASSiFIED.

OCTOBER ( GCT)
08 0642

CINCPOA to COM5THFLT, CO:MPH IBSPAC,

cm,rGJ~lWl\.TFPAC

Info

ca~I INCII,

COI\mENPOA,

COMGETJAAFPOA, COM3RDPLT, C01\1AIRPAC, c nr~r soPAC ~ COMNORPAC, COHSERVPAC.

!OF

Following assignoents effective for planninG operation DETACHOfficer Conduct i ng Operation Admiral H.. A~ Sprua.p.ce Comdr .Joint
Expeditionary Force Vice Admiral R. K~ Turner Comdr Expeditionary Troops
Lieut. General Holland Smith .
SBC~~~.

Jv~ ENT. ·

03 2255Z JOIUT CHIEFS OF STAFF to MACARTHUR, NIMITZ Info ARNOLD., STILWELL.
!op Sccic~. WAR.X 40782. Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved the f'o1lowine
directive: Para 1. CINCSWPA WILL: Para A. After conducting such preliminary oper!l.tions as may be necessary, seize and occupy LUZON, target
date 20 December 1944. ParR B. Establish bases in LUZON to support further
advances. Para c. Provide support for the occupation of the NAUSET SHOTO
by POA for.ces, target date 1 March 1945. Para 2" CINCPOA VITLL: Para. A.
Provide fleet cover and support for the occupation of LUZON by STIPA forces,
target date 20 Decenber 1944. Para B. Occupy 1 or more positions in the
1TANPO SHOTO, target date 20 January 1945. Para c. Occupy l or more position~
in the N.AliSEI SHOTO, target date 1 March 1945 •. Para 3. CINCSWPA AUD CINCPOA
WILL: Para. A. Arrane;e for coordination of mutual support and for the
interchange of forces and resources for the operations directed above.
Para B. Coordinate plans with the Commanding General, u.s. Army Forces,
CHINA-BUR.NtA-DTDIA, in order to obtain maximum support from the CBI Area
for their respective operations. Para c. Coordinate with the Commanding
General, 20th Air Force, to arrange for the conduct of supporting operatio~s by ·that Air Force for their respective operations.
Para D. Coordinate
with the Commanding General, 20th Air Force for the establishment and development of airfields and facilities for VIJR bomber ~roups in their respective areas. Para 4. C.inCSWPA and CIUCPOA will keep the air situation
affecting the movement of assault forces north about LUZON under continuous
joint review. If either considers the eneny a. i_r situation such as to make
this movement unduly hazardous, he ltdll report i:m.nediately to the Joint
Chiefs of Staff with appropriate recommendations. Para 5. Directions
will be issued later regarding plans for possible operations against
FORMOSA, the PESCADORES, AMOY and other points on the CHINA COAST.
07 2155

COMNORPAC to CiiJCPOA.
Reference your 070236. Recommend objectives include ETOROFU
and MATSUWA. Operation would be major one and require complete restudy.
Commanding General Alaskan Department has by hand and concurs.

- ~op Seeie~.
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09 2200

CINGPOA to . COMSEHVPAC, COl\1J.~IRPA.C, COM5TI-IFLT ,G()idiPHIBSP.AC, _
COM5TIIPIIIJ3I!,OR!.CO!bh]:_DRFAC, C01~1GEN5THPHIBCOHPS, COMGEN.AAFl=>O"\,
Info ·- COMGEJ:JPOA, COlifSOP.AC ~ CTF 96~ C011WN1JAREACENPAC, · CTF 59t
COM.:tNCH & CNO, COl:JNOTIPAO, CINGSV!PA, CGSOPSli.;RVJ!'NlFPAC,

!vL.tHCORPS, CON!-7THELT, . CD113RDFI.JT 2 · COMJJRFM.FPAC. ~·

Wa:rnin,g Order. In£tiate ,p reparations for
operation detachment vv:i th target date 20 January East '
Longitude in accord~nce. concept CINCPOA Joint Staff Study now
in preparation. OI?e:ration wilJ: -b e co:rnmanded by Adm R.A • .
Spruance with Vice Adm R. K. Turner Commanding ;foint Expeditionary · Foroe ~ and Lt. Gen. H. M. Smith USMC Commanding All
Expeditionary Troops. Troops to be mounted in Hawaiian Area:
V Phi b Corps consisping of 4th fu~d 5th Marine Di visions
( Reinfor:ced }· and Ool!Ps ·Troops ·.a s follows: , Corps Hq_trs, 1
Signal Bn, 1 MT Co, ~1 . Med Bn, 3 CB "Ens, 1 Corps Evac Hosp,
Det of Field Depot, 3 Amp Truck Cos CArmy), -2 ~ J,..~SCOs, 2 Jun::p
Trac Bns, dorps ·Arty consisting of' an Arty Grp Hqtrs and
2 - 1551.1M How Bns, Garrison Troops to include .3 A.A.A Bns
Reinforced (Army) and 2 - l55MM ·Gun CD Bns (Army) .. Shipp,ing
Available about D - 40. Troops to be mounted Mlilii~~1AS: "
1 AmTank Bn, 2 ArnTrac Bns, 2 Tank Cos. Shipping available
about :0 - 12 • 3rd :Mar.Div (Reinforced") will be held in area
reserv~ at GUAM.
1 ROT (Army) will ··be staged . BAIPAN about l
Jan and will proceed . on call to ·WORKMAN for garrison duty.
Para • . After operation Fourth ana 5th MarD~vs will ·r eturn to
NLARIANAS for reha bil:i tation. Para. Garrison 8.'ircraft for
WORKM.AN: 3 Groups VF (Army}, 2 Sqdns VF (N) (.Army), 1 Group
VBH (Army), 1 AWS Co (Army) (Plus I additional SCR 527),
1 Sqdn VIVITB. Para. Island Commander will be Army and
COMGENPOA will provide necessa-r y supplemental garrison forces
~OP ffi:0R~.

not spe·cifically indicated above. COMG1!.,1n?Oit, OOMQ-ENFMFPAC
and Na-v y Type Commanders concerned submit by .· 25 October to
fullest eoctent prac~icable specf ic designat~ons units to be
employeQ. DETACIDllENT including Ass~ult, Detense, Aviation,
Construction and Service Units_. U11it designations not available 25 October will be submi tte.d - earliest practicable. - CO![
GENPOA -is requested to nominate a general off'icer of the J.fJJ!my

Air Forces as Island Commander. All units will be furnished
-initial supplies by agencies in area from which mounted ..

09 2300

,
·
. COMGENPOA
CINCPOA to .COM5THFLT, COM5TI-IPHIBFOR, COMSER.VPAC ,/ COMAIRPAC t
COI\PH!'BSPAC, . COMGEN$THPHIBCOHPS, C011F]VIFPAG, CDMGlBNA.LillPOA,
·· Info cor.;TSOPAC, CTF 96 I COMFWD~rtEACENPAC, CTF 59 I COJ'v~INCH &
CNO, GO:M.NORPAC, CI1~CSV.:PA, 1iARCORPS, CGSUPSERVFMFPAC, ·
COM7THFLT, Cffill3RDFLT J COMAIRFMFPAP ~~

-'3?op Goer". Preliminary warning 'order. Ini t±ate :Preparations for operation ICEBERG with target da"fie 1- 1Jfarch East
Longitude in accordanqe concept CINCPOA Joint Staff Study
now in preparation. Operation will be commanded by Adm R.

A. Hpruance -with Vice Adm R.K. Turner Commanding Joint
Continued

2879

.

Expedi ~ionary Forces.4 and Lt Gen s. B. Buckner :Commanding
all EA:peditionarJr -Troops. Troops to mount out for operation
_in.clude ,_an Army Corps : of 2 Army Divisions and an Amphibious
Corps . of 3, Marine Divisions. 1-_ Army division and 1 MarDiv
will b~ -- held in area rese-rve"' Corps and Divs above will !rave
normal ~upporting ~roeps all to be designated later. Garrisqr
troops w'ill ·consist -..0f 2 ·' Army Divs - -(From AsSa1J.l t Forces) . q-A.AJ
Gun Bns ,(Army), _,J AAA ·AW Bns ,(.Army·) , 2 AAA S/L Bns (Army),
2 AA Bns (Mar) and 3 -- 15 5IvlM Seacoast Bns (:Army) • Garrison
aircratt will consist ·of~ 4 groups WIF, 2 Sqds VMF (N), 2 Sqds
~~TB, 2 Sqds VPH (HL), 1 Sqdr VD (Army), 1 ~qdr Photo Recon,
'

.

2 Grps VBM (Army) , "2 Grps ·vBH (Army) ,

2 Sqdrs VPB (MS) , 4

. Marine AW Sqdns. ··Island Comman.Jle.r will be Army and COMGENPOA
will . p:tovid.e necessa;py supplemental garrison forces not specifically _fndicated above. Additional details 'to complete
.
Warning Order will be i~sued by. later dispatch.

10 0330

CINCPOA to
~9f)

Seapo1;.

CmANOP~AC.

Please amplify your. 072!55 as soon a·s practicable

·by airmail letter.

10 1523Z ARNOLD _to NTh1ITZ Info M.ACARTH1JR. ·
W.ARX ~416~}. Top Secret. Operation of 20th Bomber Command
against DIAPHRAGM target on llth .October has been postponed
becau·se of weather. Now plan attacks on 14th and 16th
,
October · against sarne targets·.
11

195~

COMGENAAFl'OA to C!NCPOA Info COMCJENJ?OA.

'fOP SHeRE! AAFPOA 1447
Look at radio _2'21045 FwdArea to· Cincpoa, radiC?
040058 Cincpoa to ComFwdArea and Cincpoa 100513Z. The 20th Air Force has
accepted .the plan to dispose the 313 Wing on TINIAN and the 314 Wing on
GUAM in,,., conformity with th-ese dates: TINIAN 2 groups ]; Jan 2 groups 1-5 ~
Jan. GtJAM' "2 groups 1., Fe;b · 2 groups 1 Apt:"-il. It is · believed that in order
to avoi'd delay' and~ to 'insure -that the Forw'ard Area an:d Island Commanders~
concern~d have definitf) Instructions ' tq~" meet t,hese requirements - that
radio .d irectives are ne,c essary. : These radfo <lirecti ves. to be in the
nat.u re o~ " revisions to base plans requiring earlier completion dates.
Forinal c-o nfirmation by written revis·ion·~ o£ base plan_s s~ould follow and
this headql.larters will prepare the -nece.ssary detailed request for revision if deslJ;ed.
%

•

!,.'

-*;-
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DECLASSIFIED

C<Jl3RDFLT to CINCPOA Into CCJLAIRPAC, CTF 38, CTG 38.1

rgp BECR~. A target date of November 11 is contemplated tor HOTFOOT.
For such operation it is highly desireable that the maxtmum carrier
strength and offensive power be amassed to contend with the probable
enemy air concentrations defending the EMPIRE. Toward this end the
following specific recommendations are made for your consideration:
(1) That the BUNKER HILL be retained for the operati,on and that for
such her complement be changed to 100 VF. That by retention of present
fighters and exchange of other planes now on board with F6F•S and
pilots from replacements in MARSHALLS~RIANAS. Latter to be accomplished in SAIPAN not later than November 4th to any necessary movement
· of planes YES This must be as CVE'S not now assigned to 3rd Fleet.
( 2) That th'eYORKTOWN and TICONDEROOA be furnished complements of
100 fighters from assigned and replacement groups in lieu of their
regular groups .and that these spips J in TF 38 in ULITHI-SAIPAN Area
by 4 November. {3) That the SARATOGA, if training program per.mits,
be permitted to join TF 38 tor this operation and provided with 100
fighters from any available source using Corsairs if necessar,y or
practicable. Para. With such projected large carrier strength it is
possible that some CVL'S, the use of which is questionable in heavy
seas that may well be encountered in the vicinit,y of the target,
oould be released from the operation and their fighters used to assist
in making possible the desired complement for the 4 carriers . listed
above. However I would prefer this source of fighters not be used
except as a last resport. Para. I realize the above will entail m~
difficulties but the resultant ·strnegth of approximately 800 fighters
and 400 botnbers is considered a better apportioning of types for use
against land based air than is the current carrier complement which
is suited primarily for use against the enemy fleet. Future objec•
tives of carrier strikes may well justify per.manent retention of
2 to 1 ratio Which would still be very effective against the Jap
Fleet. If my recommendations receive favorable consideration request
you take appropriate action to make the above possible.
12 0632:

CINCSWPA via CW7THFLT to CINCPOA, C<ll3RDFLT, CHIEF OF STAFF WAR DEPl',
C!NCSEAC, COMGEN CHINA BURMA INDIA, COMGEN USAAF.
'lOP BBCRBI!. Cancel and file our message 'XHG. 128 TOO 061305Z as the
the following is a paraphase or same. Allied Air Forces will support
operations Southwest Pacific Area Task Forces, 3rd Fleet and Allied
Naval Forces in the above operations Para Allied Naval Forces will
conduct operations consequent to the above sei,ure of objectives. Para.
Allied Naval and Air Forces will as preliminar,i to above operations
open routes for shipJ?ing through SURIGAO STRAIT via MINDANAO SEA SUI,U SEA - MINDORO STRAITS and via CAMOTES SEA - VWY - YAN SEA SIBUYAN SEA - MINDORO STRAITS. Para M2 (Contingent Operation) 8th
Anny will seize paasses through the mountains in the vicinity of
TOGGF~ by combined overwater movement through HIDROSIS and a parachute
drop in the vinin~ty of TOGGLE. Pass one division to the control of
6th Army on debou~hment from the mountain passes. Target date of
H day, l-20 Januar.y 1945. Major units: 1 infantry division, 1
parachute regimental combat team, 1 cavalry regimental combat 2~·-

TOP SB9RE'!-

OCTOBER ( GCT)

ECLASS\flE

Para Ml (Main O'peration} 6th Army will establish ~ beachhead in the
SARTORIAL Area, destroy hostile forces and occupy the Central WHITEWASH-S~-ROLLER Area.
Establish bases as later directed by this
headquarters to support subsequent operations; complete occupation
of WHITEWASI!. Target date tor S Day, 20 December. Major unitsz
5 infantry division, 1 regimental conbat team, 2 fighters groups,
1 medium bomb group, 1 marine dive bomb group, 1 tactical reconnaissance
group. Para Operations: L3a (Preltminary operation) 6th A~ will
occupy southwestern UBRRUE, establish control of sea routes through
waters of INTEGER and establish Naval and air facilities for direct
support of operations in WHITEWASH. (This is first sentence of last
paragraph) • . warning instructions Nunber 6, this headquarters, being
issued this date for the seizure and occupation of WHITEWASH by
Southwest Pacific Forces, for the purpose of establishing naval an~
air facilities to support future operations. Target date for U D~,
6 December. Major Unitsz 1 parachute infantry combat team, 1 infantry
regimental combat team, 2 fighter groups, 1 medium bomb group. End
of paraphrase. Signed MACARTHUR.
13 0338

C~RDFLT to CTF 67, CTG . 30.8 CTG 38.1, CTF 59 Info COMINCH, CINCPAC,
CCX CRUD IV 5, CTF 38 •
SBS~.
Warning Order. Present intention 3rd Fleet conduct
sustained air strikes TOKYO Area Target nate 11 November. Will require employment TF 38 leittforced by TICONDEROGA YORKTCNm SARATOGA it
possible and Desron 47, Crudiv 5 and 6 DD now assigned CTF 57, 12 AO
4 CVE (Replacement) rcVE (Escort) and escorts from TG 30.8 plus 2
ATF assigned ComSeron 10. TF 38 proceed from area GAMBOL other units
from ~rwETOK on or about 6 November. Details of departure points
route and schedule in Op-Order to be issued later. Sustained land
based air strikes on BONINS and MARCUS ISUUJDS prior to target date
will ~leo be required.

.lfeP

13 0348

-/

CINCPAC to COM THIRD FLEET Into CTF 38, CTG 38.1 COM INCH CCJlAIRPAC
CTF 57.

tOP S!6~ Your 120127 not to all. Desirability of increasing your
fighter strength for HOTFOOT tully appreciated. The maxinn.un that can
be done without impairing the readiness or the fleet for subsequent
operations is embodied in the following which will be initiated now.
'ABLE will send by escort carriers Fiteron Four with fiftyfour aircraft
plus additional Hellcats to bring Fiteron Eight up to total of fifty.
Fiterons Four and Eight to operate from BUNKER HILL. Bambron and
Torpron Eight to be returned PEARL. After HOTFOOT Fiteron Four
should go to ESSEX in advance of remainder group Four. BAKER
TICONDEROGA and YORKTorm will be equipped with fiftyfour fighters
each prior to departure PEARL. CHARLIE You may au~ent the Fiterons
of other carriers to a strength not to exceed fiftyfour by withdrawals
from escort carriers and forward area pools after you have replaced
losses incurred during KING TWO recognizing that depletion or fighters
and pilots in pipeline and pools will disrupt replacements for about
six weeks and necessitate accelerated training of replacements here.

2382

DECLASSIFIED
OCTOBER ( GCT)
Para.

I do not approve ot ·detaching the light carriers. The
procedure in the fast carrier task groups using both
CV and cvt. is well established and highly sucoessi'ul and should
not be subjected to radical ohanges at this t~e. Para. The
foregoing barring intertm losses will give you eleven CV and
eight CVL with approximately 825 fighters 235 dive bombers and
250 torpedo planes.
ope~atinG

13 2035

ADCOMNORPAC to CINCPAC Info CTF 90, CTF 91, C<l-fii"AIRWING 4, COMNORPAC,
COMSUBPAC, CTF 94.

tOP

S!S~

-TF

94 will bombard MATSUNA 171240.

Request air-surface

zone be established between Longitude 153 East and eastern boundary sub-

marine patrol zone shown Addendum 5 Cinopoa SOP 1 from latitude 47 N to
58-30 N commencing 0 hours 15th and ending 12 hours October 20th. All
times GCT.
14 0445

CINCPOA to C<lJ3RDFLT Inf'o C<ldiNCH, COMAIRPAC, COMBATPAC, C<lv1CRUPAC, C().{DESPAC, CTF's 38, 57, CTG's, 30.8, 30.9.

TQIA BB9RB!. Refer warning order in mydis 071255. Following ships
assigned you for duty during HOTFOOT: CarDivs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 less BATAAN,
6 less BENNINGTON. BatDivs 6, 7, 8 less INDIANA, 9. CruDivs 4, less
INDIANAPOLIS, 6 less SAN FRAUCISCO plus BOSTON, 11 less SAN JUAN and
FLINT# 13~ 14 less VICKSBURG. DesRons 6 less CRAVEN, 46 . less BRADFORD,
47, 50, 52, 53, 55, 60 less LOWRY, 61. ANZIO (Ex CORAL SEA) ASW group.
Transport CVE, oilers~ Service Force units and their escorts as presently
assigned plus CarDiv 29 less 1~IN ISLAND escorted by DEWEY. (DD349)
ltOllADHAN (DD354) C F AUSBURNE (DD570) DYSOll (DD572} CONVERSE (DD509) and
SPENCE (DD512) all ETD PEARL 25 October. Para. TICONDEROGA escorted by
LAllSDOWNE ( DD486) LARDNER ( DD487) depart PEARL about 18th. YORKTOWN,
NORTH CAROLINA and DesRon 60 less LOVffiY (DD770) plus COLLETT (DD730) and
SAMUEL N MOORE (DD747) depart PEARL about 24th. Para. TF 57 will continue under your operational control during HOTFOOT. You may transfer
CruDiv 5 and escorts to TF 30 for this operation. Para. Urdis 130338.
Target date of 11 November approved for planning purposes.
14 2219

CINCPAC to ALL HOLDERS 35-S POA Info COM 7TH FLEET, CTF 57, CTF 59, COMSUBPAC.
SUPER. At 141808 CinC Combined issued nspecial DesopOrder 8. 1. Enemy
striking force has received our stinging attack and is retreating. 2.
Shore based air force (s) blank and Number 2 Diversion
Attack Force
carry out annihilation operations as directed". Comment by Cincpac.
Ter.m ·diversion attack force not confirmed but believed good. No good
information on strength or location but for reasons to follow estimated
to consist of carriers and surface vessels in EMPIRE area probably CarDiva 3 and 4 possibly including CarDivs 1 and 5. Believe no battleships
in EMPIRE• Believe maximum of cruiser destroyer strength in EMPIRE to
be 3 heavy 6 light and 20 destroyers. The Number 2 Dive~sion Attack
Force Comdr set Condition 2 same day Blue' striking force hit OKINAWA
hence believed EMPIHE area. Previously number 1 Diversion Attack Force
associated with SINGAPORE MANILA area. Possibility exists of recent
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14 2219

(continued)
reorganization Jap surface forces may make abo-vet deductions non applicable
and Japs may thro~ all available air and surface force at you. ~t 141613
Comdr T Force reported sinking between, blank and 8 blue carriers on 12th
and sinking between 3 and 5 blue carriers on 13th a·ugge's ting Jap high command may have ordered your annihilation based on exaggerated reports received. Good luck to you all.. Nimitz.
'

15 0149

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC, CO MINCH~ ALL TFC' s 3RD AND 'lTH FLEETS, COM7THFLT,
CINCSOWESPAC •"

Cincpac 142219 not to ~11 am disposing all forces for .fleet
action. Except for todays LUZON strike no fast carriers will be available
support KING 2 until further notice. CTG 38.4 report LUZmr enemy air situation· direct to CinCSWPA warliest possible info others.

-'OP SBSRiL

15 0252

COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC, COMINCH, ALL TASKFORCOMS 3RD AND 7TH FLEET, COM
TASKGROUP 30.3, COJvfTASKGROUP 3018, COIVITASKGROUP 30.5, COM 7TH FLT, CINCSO-

WESPAC.

!OF SRSRF~ Enemy believes we are greatly reduced beaten and retiring.
Annihilation attack on Blue MR expected. I intend to attack in strength.
Para General Plan. Expeditefuelin g all carrier groups. · As fueling completed force will be concentrated toward reference position Lat 22 North
Long 128 East. Task Group 3d.3 represent beaten remnant of 3rd Fleet con•
tinue retirement. Orders tor movements and -disposition by separate dispatches. HALSEY in NEW JERSEY with Task Group 38.2 is OTC.
15 0932

CINCPOA to COM 3RD FLEET In..fo ALL TAKS FORCE AND GROUP COMDRS 3RD FLT, COMINCH, COMSUBPAC, CTF 77.
I

TeP 8Ee.RB9. Submarine pispositions are being made as follows. BLACKFIN in
position approximately 20-45 North 130-00 East being ordered retire eastward
to 134-30 East to clear your concentration point. 10 submarines blocking
LUZON STRAIT between 119 and 121 East. 2 submarines in approximate position
20-45 North 125-00 East are retiring west to 122-30 East and will then move
~orth tawtrd ltt~orth }.23 E~~t. ~ t~~b~JXkAO.ff north west tip FORMOSA. ' 3 .
2 srr8:E~¥!nes 0 o~-JMRfl'rMoffGui~a~o,rr'IJ.g OO:rtA'W.A."''"'-s-ubmarine in each of ABAUDON
ABLAZE ABUSE AND 'ABDUCT. 3 submarines off southern approaches NAGASAKISASEBO. 3 guarding BUNGO S-UIDO and 2 guarding southwest al?proaches TOKYO

_-J.

BAY.

15 0301

CIN.CPAC to CINCSWPA InfQ COM ALLIED AIR FORCES SWPA, '_ COM3RDFLT, COM7THFLT.
Mydis 142219. Request maximum practicable air reconnaissance
covering .exits at SURIGAO \and SAN BERNADINO STRAITS beginning daylight 16
Octobe,r and continuing until situation clarifies.

~OP SE~.

15 1230

CINCPAC to COMNAVGROUP CHINA, · Info COM3RD FLEET, CINCSWPA, COMINCH, COMGEN

AAF :POA.
b

!OP SEleRE'-. Request you arrange daily reconnaissance of SOUTH CHINA SEA
north of CAMRANH BAY-LINGAcrEN line by CHINA based air .for purpose of detect i ng possible movement of ene.my fleet units toward a:rea in which .3rd Fleet
now operating. Please advise extent to which this can .be accomplished.
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C0~1NAVGROUP

I

CHINA to CINCPAC.

-roP

Your 151230. Cincpac infor.m those who need to know.
SE~
Force undertaking job with 4 Liberato~s daily.

15 0651

14th Air

CINCPOA to DEPCOM 20TH AIR FORCE Inf'o COMNAVGROUP CHmA, COMINCH~ COM3RDFLT,
COMSUBPAC, .CINCSWPA, COM 7THFLT.
\

142219 Com 3rd Fl t' s 150149 and 150252 ,not to•: all adees but held by
Cominch and passed to you by hand. Request·maxi:murn action against enemy air
force in FORMOSA until situation clarified.

My

15 0736Z DEPCOMAF 20 to COMAF 20 Info CINCPOA.

!9P SB9RB~ AAPPOA 1574 Cincpoa requests maximum possible action against
enemy air force FORMOSA \mtil situation clears. Recommend for this period
mimimum of 1 strike each day even at expense of size of' strike force rather
than infrequent strikes of' heavier forces. References are Cincpoa' s 142219,
Com3rdF1t' s 150149 and 150252 all of which Cominch has.
16 11261 CCU ALLIED AIR FORCE to COM 5TH AIRFORCE. CINC SOWESPAC, CINCPAC, C<JA 7TH
FL'l', CCI.~ 3RD Ft'l'.

AX 79225 !GP iiCal~ Special reconnaissance orders: (A) Continue special
reoormaTssa.noe of SURIGAO and SAN BERNADINO STRAITS until this area effectively covered by regular reconnaissance of search plan F revised (refer
AAF OI 69 dated 2 October)~ (B) Immediately and progressively. activate
MOROTAI sectors of search plan F revised. Mission to cover friendly naval
forces operating east of the Philline Day search sector and reporting enemy
fleet movements west of the east boundary of PHILIPPINES which effect our
forces. Report action taken and time searches effective.
16

09~3

COMNAVGROUP CHINA· to CINCPAC Info CINCSOWESPAC,
CORTDIV' 25.

COM3RDF~T,

C~iSUBPAC,

COMINCH

"'!9P f;iB9R:i'fr 14th Air Force changes plan. Refer ourdis 151920. Search of
SOUTH CHINA SEA not started as yet. Plan now is twice daily search commencing 1100 GCT October 16 and rep~ted every 12 hours until notified to stop.
2 Liberators will make complete coverage of area bounded by HAI:L.ING ISLAND
21-35 North 111-53 East- CANRANH•t.mGAYEN-I:IAIL.ING ISLAND. Planes will use .
aircraft code CSQ 1270 ( CQ) authenticator only. Plane.s will broadcast on
5440 kilocycles using MCW. Not 5640 kilocycles voice. Bo bombs carried.
ComNavGroup CHINA guarding new frequency both at CHUNGKING and KUNMING and
together with 14th Air Force will do all pessible to expediate contact reports to Cincpoa. Reason for delay and change unknown hare.
16 0342

OffiNOPOA to CINCSWPA Into ,OOM 7TH FLT, CGMINCH.
-'lOP SB9Rft.. Following replies te lettered queries your lOQ743 (A) 57 DD's
and 18 -DE's will be increased by the addition of 9 DD but early , return to
POA will be necessar.y as indicated in (C) below in order to implement DETACHMENT. (B) Allocation herein may be considered final except insofar as
battle damages unanticipated material breakdowns or _unforeseen military
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exigencies may introduce unavoidable changes. - CA's now reduced to 3 as
indicated my 101935 which also covers temporary release CA's to Com3rdFlt
tor HOTFOOT during interval between K-2 and M-1. CVE•s reduced to 18 as
indicated my 112018. AKA's reduced to 19 due to recent material deficiencies
ALCHIBA. APD increased to 17 by inclusion 5 APD Cominch 191317. AGC reduced to 4 due to urgent early. requirement for 1 in connection training large
number new ships and preparation and rehearsals for DETACHMENT. Additional
command facilities are available since 4 APA assigned you CAJ.mRIA FREMONT
CAVALIER and LEONARD WOOD are fully equipped RAGC of which only 2 were
previously so designated. In redeployment schedule which follows 2 RAGC
refer to CAMBRIA and FR!MONT. (C) Dates and localities of release or assault shipping to POA follows. GUAM 4 Januar.)r 13 APA or AP 1 LSV 1 RAGC 3
tsD 6 M..A or AK 6 APD. GUADALCANAL 20 January 10 APA or AP' 3 APH 1 tSV 1
RAGC 5 LSD 2 AGC 60 LST 15 LSM 5 APD. LEYTE 25 January 29 APA or AP 1 LSV
12 AKA or AK 2 AGC 60 LST 15 LSM 6 APD. PEARL, 20 February f'or overhaul 10
APA or AP 1 AKA or AK to be designated later. Dates and localities of release of fire support and escort ships to POA follows. ULITHI 30 Dec 7 OBB
3 CA 2 CL 18 DD 18 LCI(G) 9 CVE 9 DD 9 DE. GUAM 4 Jan 12 DD. GUAM 11 Jan
6 aiS. GUADALCAliAL 20 January 9 DD 6 PC 3 PCS 8 nts. LEYTE 25 Jan 9 DD 4
DMS plus all remaining small craft. ULITHI 1 Feb 9 CVE 9 DD 12 DE. This
redeployment should permit 1 turn around of at least 2 transgroups and half
of LST's. · PART 2. (D) Current temporary assignment of SARANAC ASHTABULA
SUAMICO WINOOSKI SEVERN and AOG KISHWAUKEE c<mtinued. Approximately 500,000
barrels fuel will be available tJLITHI for replenishment fleet oilers listed
above to meet requirements tire support group. Cincpoa will provide initial
and replacement ammunition for Pac Fleet fire support groups and 3rd Fleet
covering forces. Ammunition ships will be routed western CAROLINES and
MARIANAS. Disposition you desire for these ammunition ships should be
arranged direct with Com3rdFlt. (E) Auxiliar.r vessels for repair maintenance and supply of all POA forces, including 3rd Fleet and those temporarily
assigned 7th Fleet, are available under ComSeron 10 at ULITHI and MANUS.
~ special dispositions of auxiliar,y vessels desired should be arranged
direct with 6om3rd Fleet. (F) 22 LST transporting 2 side load pontoon
assemblies each making total of 44~ This replies Com 7th Fleet 080653. (G)
Negative except those already loaded in units engaged in K-2. Para. Anticipate no requirements for SWPacific forces in support DETAC~!ENT or ICEBERG
except strategical support fv.0mshore based aircraft which will be made the
subject of later communication and possible redeployment to LEGmfiNOUS of 1
Marin! medium bombardment group and 2 Army heavy bomb ·groups in the event
POA A my Air Forces have not been au~ented prior to target date.
17 0819

CQ.lNORPAC to CTF 94, CINCPAC Into CCI!SUBPAC.

faie is !OP iiC~ Refer originators 132035. Task Fo~ce 94 bombardment of
MATSUViA postponed 24 hours account unrestricted visibility.

17 1955 CINCPOA to

COMI~JCH

Info COMNORPAC 60MGENPOA

''fOF aECRE'fl. Recommends assignment
and Staff to conduct preliminary

of an Army Corps Command
plans and be available
to command army troops KEELBLOCKS or similar operations.
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.18 1851 CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info GOM5TffFLT, COMlSTCARTASKFOR. COM2NDCARTASKFOR.
~

Your 180756 best target data available for Japanese Empire,.
RYUKYUS, FORMasA, LUZON and CHINA COAST will be delivered carriers prior ·
operation INDUCTION in support of Ml., However my plans for INDUCTION do
not invoke entry of major forces into the EAST CHINA SEA.

-TOF'

SEC~

19 1836 COMNAVGR CHINA to COMSUBPAC info CINCPAC.
Seor&t. For DELAWARE strike scheduled over target OMURA AIRCRAFT FACTORY
00 GCT October 25. 20th Bomber Command requests lifeguard submarines in
following priority positions. A at 33-00 north 128•15 east. B at 32-30
north 126-00 east. C at 32-00 north 129-00 east. D at 33-00 north 128-30
east. Flight reference point DJUJJO GIDlTO posit 32-00 north 128-21 east.
Possibility that operations will extend until 29 October.

~~p

14 0348 CCH7THFLT to CO:MINCH, CNO Info COMSUBSPAC, CINCPOA, COMSUBS SWPA, CTF 72,

CINCSWPA.

!OP SEe~ Ver,y deeply regret report SEAWOLF on special mission eastern SAMAR
overdue at rendezvous since 6 October. Attendant circumstances are such that
she must be presumed lost. Departed BRISBANE 21 September via SEEADLER for
special mission XWST coast SAMAR. Last transmission from SEAWOLF reported her
position as Ol-3s-i0rth 133-57 East proceeding in established safety land SOA
13.5 knots at 010544 GOT. Eastbound NARl~ reported exchanging calls with
westbound SEAWOLF in safety land position 02-30 North 130-13 East~ This last
known position SEA WOLF. Repeated messages requiring reply HAVE NOT been
answered. Preliminary report of incidents probably connected wit~oss of
SEAWOCF. SHlrr~TON hit by submarine torpedo position 02-32 North 129-18 East
at 030815 -I- while in CVE screen. At 1255 -I- carrier plane on ASP sighted
sub with deck awash reported position 2-roNorth 129-17 East. Sub crash
dived. No recognition signal. Plane attacked. 2 bombs 120 feet ahead and
slightly to starboard. RICHARD ROWET~ from CVE screen proceeded to scene
established sound contact and made 5 hedge hog PMOS 1 depth charge attack
between 1315 and 1403 -I-. ROWELL reports 3 to51iedge hog explosions and
small amount debris plus large air bubble on 2nd attack. Between 1st and 2nd
attack submarine attempted jam DE sound contact RCW1ELL reports signals unrelated to effective identification signal. Circumstances indicate possibility
sub attacked was ene!lly sub which may have torpedoed SEAWOLF or attack was made
on SEAWOLF. Official investigation will be conducted.
19 2216 CINCPOA to CINCSOViESPAC Info .COMINCH, COMGENPOA, COMGENFMFPAC.
!QP' SB9RB!

A broad outline reference your 111356 and my 130958 of facilities
desira'6le in EXCELSIOR ·(PHILIPFINES) to support future operations of POA
forces follows. The des·irable timilig of availability of this support and
most advantageous divison of facilities between ACCUMULATION ·(LEYTE) and
WHITEWASH (LUZON) is still unde~ stuqy and will be presented for discussion
at pending conference. Para. .Summary of POA needs. Aa Supply and repair
facilities tnffioient to supn9~~ approximately 1/3 of the Pacific Fleet. B.
Staging areas with supply ana repair facilities sufficient to support and mount
out 1 corpQ of3Marine divisions {depot and shop troops and equipment to be
furnished by FMFPao). c. Staging areas and supply and repair facilities
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suffici ent to suppor t and mount out 2 A~ Corps of 3 divisio ns each. D.
Stockad e of suffici ent supplie s and equipment to mainta in abov_e Marine and
A~ units on a future major objecti ve until ·their
direct suppor t from the
United States oan be assured est~ated to require 60 days supply after mounting out. E. Hospit al suppor t for recepti on and temporar.y retenti on of casualties incurre d in operati ons involvi ng above forces. P'ara. The extent
of
assista nce, if any, which you will need from POA resourc es to etf'ect the augmentat ion of your facilit ies necessa r,y to provide the above suppor t should
also be explore d at the pending confere nce.
19 2226

CINCPOA to C<JAGENFMFPAC Info COMINCH, MARCORPS, CCJ!.PHIBSPAC, COMFWD
AREA, COMSOPAC, CINCSWPA, COMGENPOA.

Tentati ve schedu le employment and rehabi litatio n major
n4F units is as follows s On comple tion DETACHMENT V Amphiiious Corps including corps troops 3rd and 4th MarDivs will be returne d GUAM tor rehabi litatio
n
and 5th MarDiv to SAIPAN . On comple tion ICEBERG III Amphibious
Corps including corps troops 1st 2d and Sth MarDivs will be returne d GUADAL-RUSSELLS
area
tor rehabi litatio n unless staging areas have become availab le in the PHILIJl
P·INES. Para. Urdis 080013 not to all. Not anticip ated that major
FMF units
will be staged in Hawaiian area subsequ ent to mountin g for DETACHMENT.

""!lfiS IS !1'9P SiSR.ma

21 1130Z SULTAN to MACARTHUR AJlD RICHARDSON FOR NIMITZ Into MARSHALL AND ARNOLD
.
!OP 8B9RBI . CRAX-17462 In order best to assist both SwPA and POA with the
limited tonnage availab le to thfs theate r in CHINA, it is· believe d desirab
that confere nces be held betwee n represe ntative s of CBI and both SWPA and le
POA.
It is propose d therefo re, that a small group of about 6 office rs, represe nting
theate r headqu arters, Ar.my Air Forces India 'Burma Sector , 20th Bomber Comman
14th Air Force and India China Divisio n ATC leave this theater approx imately d,
November 1 and proceed to HOLLANDIA and/or HONOLULU for necessa ry staff
ference s. The exact purpose of the confere nces would be to determ ine theconassista nce whioh can be rendere d by us to each of the other theate rs. The
changin g tempo of operati ons in the Pacific as well as actual changes of targets and target dates make advisab le some revisio n of our presen t Pac-Aid
plans. P'a ra. Origin al directi ve WARX 23614 dated April 16, upon which PacAid was based, gave prior of assista nce to Nimitz 's FORMOSA operati on and
directe d such assista nce to MacArthur as would not interfe re with the suppor
t
possib le for Ntmitz . Our desire at this time is to revise our stockp ile
accumu lation schedu le and our operati onal schedu les to per.mit maxtmum assistance to both theate rs. An additio nal subjec t to be conside red is the development of transp ort route from PHIE.!PP'lNES to CHINA. Para. Can we have your
early reply as to: lst, desira bility of propose d confere nces; 2nd, locatio
n
desired by respec tive theater s; 3rd, indica tion as to whethe r genera l date
indicat ed above is satisfa ctory to you. Para. If possib le desire group not
leave here until approx imately 1 November in order to take advanta ge of informat ion to be gathere d at ~onthly hump tonnage allocat ion confere nce.
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CINCP.A,C .,.:to COM3RDFLT Info

C~INCH,

CINCSWPA.

Nimitz to Halsey Info King and MacArthur
Your 210454 and 210645 to CinCSWPA. General plan and tasks assigned by my
Op Plan 8-44 continue in effect and restrictions ~posed by necessity to
cover forces of the Southwest Pacific are accepted~ Para. Movement of
major units of the 3rd Fleet through SURIGAO or SAN BERllADINO STRAITS will
not be initiated without orders from me. Acknowledge.TOP SEC:ftirll..

21 0645

C(l{3RDFLT to CINC SOWESFAC Info CINCPAC, CTF 77, CWINCH, CTF 38, CTG 38.1
For MacArthur. My present operations in strategic position
to meet threat of enemy fleet forces are somewhat restricted by necessity
to cover your transports and other vulnerable overseas movements. Would
appreciate early advice regarding -withdrawal such units to safe positions.
This information will permit me execute orderly rearming progr~ for my
groups and at same t~e give me more freedom for further offensive action.
Halsey.

~gp SESRB~

22 0517

CC1(3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info CCJASERVPAC, CCliAIR 7THFLT (LOGISTICS), CTU 30.9 .1,
CCUNAVBASE lWnJS, CTF 57, CTF 38, CCM7THFLT, CTG 30.9 •
Cancel my 092243. Present intention send / 2 carrier groups to
ULITHI 25-29 October and 2 groups same place 29-3 November. Only BlmKER
HILL and 2 destroyers will be sent MANUS in ~ediate future.

!OP

BB9RB~

21 2240 MACARTHUR to CW3RD FLEET Info CCliiNCII, CHIEF OF STAFF, CINCPOA, CTF 77, CTF
38, CTG 38.1.
For Admiral Halsey replying his 210645. Basic plan for this
operation in which for the first t~e I have moved beyon my own land based
air cover was predicated upon full support by 3rd Fleet. As planned every
,ossible measure is being taken to expedite the installation in this area of
land based air forces but pending achievement our mass of shipping is subject
during this critical period to raiding enemy elements both air and surface.
2 cruisers already have been drumaged by air attack in th~TE GULF. I consider
that your m:Lssion to cover this operation is essential and paramount. The
method by which you fulfill that responsibilit.1~ rests of course in your judgement. You .will be kept fully infonned of ' progress. Withdrawal of our shipping is proceeding according to plan. This despatch was prepared 211200.
Transmission delayed due radio silence.
!9.P

21 1535

8BBRB~

COMINCH, CNO to CINCPAC Info COM3RDFLT.

!6F BESRHt. Desire early amplification of Com 3rd Fleet 210454 as to nature
of operations in mind.
22 0344

CW3RDFLT to CirrcPAC
Cominch 211535. My 210454 was exploratory having in mind (A)
reported widespread movements of Jap fleet units. (B) Paragraphs 3(A), 3(X)
(1) and 3(X)(2) of Cinopda OpPlan 8-44. (C) Undesirability routin! oilers
north of LUZO!l at present and (D) Looking ahead to the carrier operations
preceding and supporting SARTORIAL. Your 211852 is acknowledged.

~ SEC~
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ClNC EASTElllT FEEEi' to AIXIRALTY~ AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEA.LTH NAVAL· BOARD,
MELBOURNE; CINCPACJ CHiC SO ATLANTIC STATION, CAPETOJftJJ COM 7TH FtEET.

!6P SBe~ Eastern Fleet dispos ition signal number 122 (A) Battles hips HMS RENO'fm At TRDlC<BAY.EE (CEYLoN) HMS HOWE COLCMBO HilS QUEEN ELIZABE
TH'
DURBAN (B) Aircra ft carrier s HMS INDOMITABLE HMS UNICORN HMS
ATHELING
HMS BATTLER TRINC(.JlALEE HIMS VlCTOlliOUS HAllS Il.Ji..USTRIOUS at sea HMS
SHAH

EMS BEGUM BMS AMEER BMS ACTIVIT Y AT COLUMBO (C) - 8 inch cruiser
s HMS 'L'ON'fiON
HMS CUMBERLAND HMS SUFFOil. TRING()JW,EE {D) 6 inch cruiser s HMS
NIGERIA
HMS PHOEBE TRINC<J,UJ.EE HMS CEYl.ON DURBAN D S TR<JIIP SYDNEY HMS GAMBIA
HMS
KENYA EMS NEWCASTLE at sea HMS ACHDAES at BCiiBAY.

21 2240

CINCPOA to .CCU GEN ARMY FORCES CHINA-BURMA-INDIA Info CCHINCH, CINCSW
PA.
·!eP 8B9REI. ·conour in confere nce propose d by your . CRAX 17462 to arrange
tor suppor t from CHINA BURMA INDIA area for Pacific Ocean Areas
operati ons.

21 0454

COM 3RD FLEET to CINCSOWEBPAC Info CINCPAC, COMINCH, C'I'F 77, CTF
.1

3~~

38, CTG

18P SB9Ri3~ · What is earlie st estima te for safe , route to SOUTH
CHIN~

SEA via SURIGAO and MINDORO STRAITS for (A) well escorte d fleet oilers
and (B) major combat ant ships. CHINA SEA may sudden ly become a. critica l
area.
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23 2330

COM2ND CARTASKFORPAC to COMINCH, CINCPAC, COMTHIRDFLT, COMFIFTH FLT, COMlSTCARTASKFORCEPAC.
'!'his is TOF S!lGRM. Para 1 Para. After being subjected to
incessant attack on this Task Group from diverse bases for
more than 48 hours, during which it was ne9essary to handle
VF and VF - only at top speed, the following facts are again,
and yet again confirmed and reaffirmed. Para. 2 Para. In
this kind of war SB2C non-util, complicates plane handling,
and occupies vital space which should go to invaluable VF.
It is urgently recommended that by flat order SB2C on CV's
be immediately replaced by VF, Corsairs preferred to catch
Frans. Use SB2C pilots if necessary, 2 hours required.
Para. 3 Para. The originator knows: A, That the requisite
planes are available. B, That logistics of upxeep arex
flexible and readily adjustable. c, And that training alS·O
is underway, though training is no great problem; and fails
to appre~end theory in persistent opposition tp practicalx
experience. Para. 4 Para. Our preparations have had in
mind hitting the enemy at his source of power. The time is
not in the future. Para. 5 Para. Successful HOTFOOT , certain
if so.Para. 6 Para. See my act.ion report of 7 October serial

0015.

24 0850

C~NCPAC

to CTF 57 info CTF 59 •

.,eP

SEGR~~
14 V 223 240443 and similar reports indicate
opportunities. to sink shipping , and d~ny needed supplies to
enemy bases in Nanpo ·Shoto. Give hi:g h priority to such
opportunities in employment of long range aircraft of Task
Force 59.

Com3RDFLT to COMINCH, CINCPAC, CINCSOWESPAC, CTF 77, ALL TFC'S
AND TGC'S JRD FLEET, COM7THFLT.

24 1800

Night snooper contacted enemy carrier force
100 miles north in 2 groups Lat. 17-10 Long. 12530 and Lat. 16-40 LQng. 125-30 course 110 speed 15. Own
force of J groups concentrated. ~

-fOF
t

24 1836

8E6RE~

o2o5 I (-9)

CINCPOA to COM SECOND CARTASK FOR info COMINCE, COM3RDFLEET,
COM5THFLEET, COMFIRSTCARTASKFOR.
Canoel your 232330 which was improperly addressed
direct to higher authority. Resubmit your views to me by
letter via ComTHIRDFleet and ComAirPao. ·

~~op 8E9~!.
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daylight today but search will be continued assisted
by aircraft tomorrow. During retirement Coolbaugh got
what is believed to be a sure kill of sub while proceeding
south across ~)~:.:;~J~,.~L '...T~~R. She was ordered to sit on her
contact throue..nout the night. 'llhe Sproston also had good
contact and has similar orders. Sproston shot dov1n 1
night raider which was attempting to attack Task Unit
77. h. 3. No estimate of' total aircraft shot dovvn can be
made at this time but the number is considerable. Last
strikes of day · were w·i th enemy on westerly\ courses in
S_il' BEI<.Y~4.ET'J'1~ 0 S~RAIT". This action ::t.nd that of the
preceding night in which a strong enemy surface force
W'3.S overwhelmingly defeated in STJHIGA.O ~3':PRAIT3 by the
surface units of the 7'fH ~:S~ET under Rear !idmiral J ~ B.
Oldendorf are highlights on the road to TOKYO. Together
they constitute the battle of' LGYrrE G~TJ..F.
1

25 1317

COM3~DFJ..J2::.L~T

to' CINCPAC CI;JCSO'NESPAC

That there be no misunderstanding concerning recent
operations of the TITIRD FLEET I inform you as follows:
To obtain information of J.AP plans and movements became
vital on 23 October·so three carrier groups were moved
into PHILIPPINE COAST off POLII..~LO, SAN BERNADINO and
SURIGAO to search as far west as possible. On 24 October
the THIRD FLEl~T searches revealed J.AP forces moving east
through the SIBUY.AN and SULU SEAS and both of those forces
were brought under attack by THIRD FLEET air strikes . The
existence of a J~~ plan for coordinated attack was then
apparent but the objective was not sure and the expected
carrier force was missing from the picture. THIRD FLEET
carrier searches revealed the presence of the enemy carrier
force on the afternoon of 24 October completing the picture .
To statically guard SJ\.}! BSRNADI JO STRAITS until enemy
surface and carrier air attacks could be coordinated would
have been childish so three carrier groups were concentrated
during the night and started north for a surprise dawn
attack on the enemy carrier fleet. I considered that the
enemy force in SI;3UYAN SEA had been so badly damaged that
they constituted no serious threat to Kinkaid and that
e-stimate has been borne out by tbe events of the 25th off
SURIGAO. The enemy carrier force was caught off' guard
there being no air opposition over the target and no air
attack against our force. Their air groups were apparently
shore based and arrive too late to land on their carriers
or get into the fight. I had projected surface . striking
, units ahead of our carriers in order to coordlnate surface
and air attacks against the enemy. Com 7TH FLBET's urgent
appeals for help came at a time when the enemy force was
heavily damaged and my overwhelming surface striking force
was within 45 miles of the enemy's cripples. I had no
alternative but to break off from my golden opportunity and
head south to support Kinkaid a lthougfi I was convinced that
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his force was adequate to deal with an enemy force
that was badly weakened by our attacks of the 24th - a
conviction justified: by later events ort- LEYTE. I wish
to point out tha t MacArthur and Kinkaid were supported
by (A} De s truction of 1200 ·enemy planes between 1¢ and
2¢ October plus .m-uch shipping • . (B) .Air attacks against
J.AP forces in the -SOLU SEA . (C) Crippling of, e:nemy force
in SIBUYi1N SEA" (D) Destruction of over 150 planes on 24
October. (E ) Destruction of enemy carrier strength on
25 October. (F) Carrier attacks on threatening enemy
force off LEYTE 25 October. (G} Surface movements evening
25 October to cut off enemy retreat toward SP~ BERNADINO.
Para. The back of the JAPNavy has been broken in the
course of supporting our landings at LEYTE. Halsey.

23 93
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Oi.t\J\SS\f1EO

C'l'F 77 to COMINGJt info CIJ\TCS1r~fPA CINCPOA CO:MJRBFLT

COMDESPAC COM7THFL~ COMAIRPAC.
With deepest regret I report the loss of 2 CVE ' s
2 DD' -s and 1 DE plus damage to other ships ndus
battle fought to the eastward- of SAMAR on 2Ift'VSNKKGOEATftJ
between enemy air and surface forces and·a group of
16 CVE' s plus DD and DE escorts. · This group with suP,erb
determination and skill fought and defeated a strong
enemy surface force supported by repeated attacks by
shore based enemy aircraft . They struck repeatedly with
all means at their disposal until the enemy retired
defeated and continued to strike his retreating forces
until darkness. - "The report of the valliant Commander
of this gallant group Rear Admiral T. L. Sprague is
transmitted herewith. "CTG 77 .. 4 Despatch 252000 . As
a re~ult of todays surface·and air actions CTU 77 .4. 3
reports SAINT LO (Former MIDWAY) hit by dive bomber
FBWENTED by heavy explosions which destroyed ship .
Gambier Bay Johnson and Roberts missing since bombardment by strong enemy force believed to contain 4 BB
8 CA and CL 7 or more DD all very fast . All carrier
groups were under attack throughout the day. Santee
received torpedo hit and suicide crash on deck which
started large fire. suwanee received suicide crash
which started large fire and penetrated both flight
and hangar deck. Sangamon had a suicide crash alongside with bomb which punctured side in many places .
Fires and damage were brought under control and all
vessels· continued to launch SSX1Jt.Jr,1E against the enemy
force till sundown. Vessels of Task Unit 77.4 . 2 were
IN1IIDJ 1JP to late afternoon a;nd Task Group launched a
total of 6 Heavy strikes armed with torpedoes and heavy
bombs. Northern Group Task Unit 77.4 . 3 was 1mder more
or less continuous fire of enemy Battleships Cruisers
, and Aircraft throughout the day. All surviving carriers
were damaged. Vvhi te Plains ],an shaw Bay and Ki tkun Bay
got fires and other damage under control and co:ntinued
·to launch attacks until the end of the day . Last strikes
from all ships w-ere overtaken by darkness and many landed
on LEYTE. Damage to enemy cannot be assessed at present
but known damage includes 4 torpedoes in BB and. J'LiTORI
class Cruiser stopped and set afire in MIND.ANAO SE~~· Off
SA.Iv'Lill at least 2 BB were hit by torpedoes and 1 CA stopped
dead. DD and DE of screen Task' Unit 77.4 . 3 made a gallant
headon attack with guns and torpedoes when the carriers
were brought unde~ fire by the enemy BE's. Casualties
of' sunk and missing ships cannot be estimated. There v;.rere
4¢ dead and ~·critically wounded on Santee. l dead on
Sangamon.. 1 dead on Powell • . Heports f'rom other Task Units
are not yet availab~e. Richard S Bull and Eversole were
ordered to scene of sinkings to recover survivors reported
in the -water. Report of sinkings received too late to use
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rop ~ECRE~. The pursuit phase of the battle of the
western Pacific is now in progress. The SIBUYAN SEA
force is under unremitting carrier air attack. Task
Group 34.5 is patrolling eastern SAMAR for cripples.
FEAF reports intent to strike retreating Nips in SULU
SEA and western VISAYAS. And those that escape the
surface and air forces are submitted to the tender
mercies of the implacable submarines.
26 0814

•

COM3REFLT to CINCPOA
~OF SHOBE~.

In order to replenish carrier force at ULITHI

while at same time maintaining 2 groups at sea. and in

order to prepare for ·strenuous· induction operations recommend for HOTFOOT target date 17 November and not later
than 20 November. Please comment on my assumption that
such needed upkeep and rehabilitation schedules may be
planned without committments in connection with support
of 03 operation.
26 1235

COM3RDFLT to CINCSOWESPAC into CTF 77, CINCPAC, COMINCH,

CTF 38.

For MacArthur. 2 carrier groups will furnish
support at LEYTE 27th·. After 17 days of fighting the fast
carrier force is virtually out of bombs torpedoes and
provisions and pilots are exhausted. · I am unable to ~ provide
any extended direct air support. · When will your shore based
air take over air defense at the objective. Halsey
~QP SECRE~.

26 1812

CINCPAC to COM3RDFLT info COMINCH, COMSERVPAC.
Your 261235 reference to provisions not understood. Report approximate average number days supply of dry
provisions in each type of combatant ship in company with
you and list controlling items which are sufficiently short
to affect oombat ·o perations.

~OF 0~0~.

26 1809

CINCP~A

to COM3RDFLEET info

C!NCSV~A,

COMINCH, COM?THFLT.

My OpPlan 8-44 remains in effeot. Cover and
support forces of the southwest pacifio until otherwise
directed by me.

~P SBORE~.

26 2354

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT info COMINCH, - CINCSWPA.
Delay in HOTFOOT your 260814 not to all adees
is approved and will be announced. Have made no oommittments for your support of SWPA operations between INSURGENT
23 9 5
and INDUCTION ( K2 and Ml)

~P gEe~~.

QICLASSIFIED

OCTOBER {GCT }
21 1905

ARNOLD to DEPCOlv1AF 20, BOMCOM 21 Info CINCPAC.

!OF 8EO~~ Speaking about Harmons telecon 20-A
paragraph 1 The dates proposed for SAN ANTONIO -1 and SAN
ANTONIO -2 are accepted. Paragraph 2 I feel strongly that
significant results on this initial operation can be obtained
only by concentrating the entire weight of the joint bombing
effort against a single target area. I am equally convinced
that this concentration must be directed against targets in
the immediate 90.17 area. It is -desired therefore that the
primary target for the subject operations be 90.17.357.
Secondary target should be port facilities at 90.17 and the
last resort target, the urban area at 90.17. Paragraph 3.
To insure the maximum effect of the coordinated operation,
the 20th Bomber Command is being directed to attack 90.36~ .
• 1627 on D t 1 and Dt 3 under both the preferred and alternate plan. The alternate target for the 20th Bomber Command
will be 90~35.662. In case of weather interference, B-29's
from CHINA bases will attack these targets on the 1st succeeding day on which weather permits. Both of these attacks
will be maximum efforts. Paragraph 4. Detailed plan will
be submitted through, and will be coordinated by, DepComAF
20. It will be dispatched to arrive this headquarters not
later than 1 November current.
WAR 50166

I

23 0511

MACARTHUR to CTF 77 Into COM 3D FLT, CINCPOA, ADV ECH GHQ
ALLIED NAVAL FORCES.
Anticipate operation into UBIQUE
5 days
later reference Com Jd Fleet 210494. Please advise all
addressees estimated date SURIGAIO STRAITS and other passages
will be cleared for traffic.
CX 19909.

~0!

SGQPet.

1 to 5 December with land based pursuit installed

26 1235

COMJrdFLT to CINCSOWESPAC Info CTF 77; CINCPAC; COAITNCH;
CTF 38.
For MacArthur. 2 carrier groups will furnish
support at LEYTE 27th. After 17 days of fighting the fast
carrier force is virtually out of bombs torpedoes and provisions and pilots are exhausted. I am unable to provide any
extended direct air support. When will your shore based air
take over air defense at the objective. Halsey.

~OP OHO~.

26 0814

COMJRDFLT to CINCPOA : :· .
In order to replenish carrier force at ULITHI
Wh1le at same time maintaining 2 groups at sea, and in order
to prepare for strenuous IIDUCTION operations recommend for
HOTFOOT target date 17 November and not later than 20 November
Please comment on my assumption that such needed upkeep and
rehabilitation schedules may be planned without commitments
in connection with support of 03 operation.

~P gEQR~T.

.. 4:'eF £ECRE~

A
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OCTOBER (GCT)
28 2242

CINCPOA to CINCSOWESPAC Info COMINC:S:; COM3RDFLT;

COM?T.HFLT.

In view action your C~X 11404 which gives
your shore based air foro~s the mission of direct air
support in the LEYTE-S.lU\ffAR area, your ex 51126 which
assigns to it alao the attack or all land targets and
prevents 3.rd Fleet carrier attacks on land targets in
your area except after specific coordination with your
headquarters and also the lack of important accessible
naval targets in your area and absence strong naval
threat it is advisable now to return the Fast Carrier
Task Forces to their advanced base in order that they
may be prepared and conduct HOTFOOT operation which is
essential equally to your future operations and mine.
Gom.3rdFlt is hereby authorized to reduce covering force
to 1 Carrier Task Group. Your concurrence is requested
in the withdrawal of the other.

~OF SBORE~

29

0844

CINCSWPA to NIMITZ •
.. 'f6P GEQRE9? •

29

1828

CA 91428

Your 282242 Concur.

CINOPOA ·to COM3RDFLT Info COlO:NCH; CINCSWPA.

!011 a:f!:e:RE~. CinCBV'lPA CA 91428. Operation INSURGENT
completed. Retire Carrier Task Groups to advanced bases
at discretion. Para. My letter of instructions 00096
of 18 Augu-st continues in effect,. Consistent therewith
desire maximum upkeep rest and logistic replenishment in
preparation for HOTFOOT.
27 1806

CONITNCH info CINCPAC
WARX 51593 of 25 October 1944 originated
by the Jo~nt Chiefs of Staff and address~d to the
Commanding Generals 14th Air Force, Army Air Forces
INDIA-BURMA Sect·or, USAF CRINA-BtJRMA-INDIA Forward
Echelon and Theatre Headquarters and Southeast ASIA
Command -is passed for your Top-Secret Info. Be-g ins:
2 Theatres as described below are substituted for the
CHINA-BURMA-INDIA Theatre which is abolished. They
are the CHINA Theatre and the INDIA -BURMA -Theatre.
The Secretary of Wars order to General Stillwell dated .
February 2, 1942 together with his assignment and the
Chief of Staffs initial letter of instructions to him
of the same date and subsequent modifications or
supplements thereto which are in conflict herewith are
rescinded. In lieu thereof the following directive
effective this date is issued to the Commanding General
U.S. Forces CHINA Theatre 8 and to the Commanding General
U.S. Forces INDIA-BUR11A Theatre. Para A. Directive to

~~ S~SRE~.
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·the Commanding General U.S. Forces CHINA Theatre. 1.
Boundaries. The CHINA Theatres boundaries include INDO
CHINA and the mainland of CHINA and the immediately
adjacent islands such as HONGKONG but not FORA10SA or
HAINAN. 2. Command. Except as you may ~gree to under
Para 6 below or as stated in Para 2B below all U.S. Forces
within the geographic boundaries of the CHINA Theatre are
under your command. Separate agreements with the authorities concerned will define your control over Chinese
and other Allied forces. B. Navy Group CHINA Air Transport Command and 20th Afr Force are examples of certain
units in the CHINA Theatre which are not under your full
control. Directives to Commanding General U.S. Army
Forces CHINA-BURN~-INDIA show their status which will
remain unchanged insofar as the directives are applicable
to you as Commanding General U.S. Forces CHINA Theatre.
J. Mission. A. With respect to Chinese Forces your
primary mission is to advise and assist the Generalissimo
in the conduct of anti-Japanese military operations.
B. Carrying out air operations from CHINA is your primary
mission as to U.S. combat forces under your command. In
addition continue assistance to the Air and Group Forces
of CHINA in training, logistic support and operations.
C. Except for the protection of U.S. lives and property
U.S. resources will not be employed for the suppr~ssion
of civil strife. 4. Position under the Chinese Government. You may accept the position of Chief of Staff to
the Generalissimo.' 5. Relation to the INDIA-BURMA and
other theaters. To the extent necessary to carry out
your mission you will coordinate directly with the
Commanding General u.s. Forces I~IDIA-BURY~ Theater and
with other force and theater commanders. Submit your
requirements for units supplies equipment and personnel
through the Commanding General I~IDIA-BUR1fA Theatre to
the War Department. 6. Special instructions. Specific
agreements may be made with the Commanding General, U.S.
Forces I~IDIA-BURMA Theatre if desirable to facilitate
accomplishment of your mission wherein you will accept
responsibility for certain operations or installations
within his theatre or wherein he will accept responsibility
for certain installations or operations within your theatre.
Inform the War Department. 7. Allocation of U.S. supplies.
You will control allocation of supplies delivered into
CHINA by U.S. facilities within the priorities set up by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff and inform the Commander u.s.
Forces INDIA-BURlllA Theatre as to projected allocations.
Para B. Directive to the Gommanding General u.s. Forees
Il'IDIA-BURMA Theatre. 1. Boundaries of the I1"11IA-BUR1\i1A
Theatre are as follows: From the junction of the 60
Meridian with the Iranian Coast north to KEW:MAN exclusive
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thence to ASHKa~BAD inclusive thence southeast and south
along the northern and eastern border of IRAN to the INDIAN
border. From this point along the boundary between INDIA
and AFGHAJJISTAN to the boundary of CHINA thenc~ east and
south along the boundary of CHINA to INDO CHINA thence south
along the western INDO CHINA border to the gulf of S~! thence
west and south along the coast of THAILAND and the N~LAY
Peninsula to SINGAPORE. From SINGAPORE south to the north
coast of Sut~TRA thence round the east coast of SUMATRA
(leaving the SUNDA strait to the eastward of the line) to a
point on the coast of SUN~TRA at longitude 104-00 east thence
south to latitude 08-00 south thence southeasterly towards
ONSLOW AUSTRALIA and on reaching longitude 110-00 east due
south along that meridian. On the west the boundary ~xtends
from the point of origin southward along meridian 060-00 east
to ALBATROSS Island thence southeast to exclude RODRIQUEZ
Island and thence due southward. 2. A. Command. Except as
stated in para 2B below or as you may agree to under para 6
below all United States Army Forces within the geographic
boundaries of the INDIA BURMA theater are under your command.
Separate agreements with the authorities concerned will
define your control over over CHINESE or forces of other
nations. B. The status of certain units in the INDIA BURMA
theatre such as the 20th Air Force and the Air Transport
Command which are not under your full control is shown in
directives to the Commanding General US Army Forces CHINA
BURMA INDIA and will remain unchanged insofar as the directives are applicable to you as Commanding General US Forces
INDIA BU~~ theatre. 3. Mission. Support of the CHINA
theatre in carrying out its mission as specified in A above
is your primary mission. Security of the ai~ route to CHINA
and the establishment maintenance operation and security of
the land aove of C to CHINA are included therein. B. Support and participate in the operations of the southeast ASIA
command as directed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff. SACSEA
will have operational control of the forces involved under
your command for this purpose. c. You will be responsible
. for the logistic and administrative support of all US Army
Forces in the INDIA BURJV..A theatre in accordance "'Nith per•
tinent existing and future directives. D. Except insofar
as necessary to protect US property and lives do not employ
US resources for the suppression of civil strife. 4. Your
requirements will be submitted to the appropriate agency in
INDIA or WASHINGTON in accordance with present policies.
Submit to the War Department requirements of the CHINA
theatre which cannot be met from resources available to you.
These will be _separated from INDIA BURMA theater requirements
where practicable. 5. CHINA and other theatres. To the
extent necessary to carry out your mission you will coordinate directly with Cine INDIA Supreme Allied Commander
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(Continued)
southeast ASIA command and the Commanding General of the
CHINA theatre. The INDIA BOR1v!A ~ theatre must serve as the
communications zone for the CHINA theatre and requisitions
will be made accordingly by the Commanding General of the
CHINA Theatre. 6. Special instructions. You may make
specific agreements with the Commanding General U.S.
Forces CHINA if desirable to facilitate the accomplishment
of ~ your mission wherein you will accept responsibility for
certain operations or installations within the geographic
coundaries of his theatre or wherein he will accept respon·
sibility for certain i-nstallations. or operations within
your ·theatre. You will keep the War Department informed.

03 1241

_...._,)

. SHERMAN VIA COM?THFLT' t .o NIMIT~ ~0. . ~r{ek~ ~~

Personal Sherman to Nimitz. Top' Secret. After consultation with Admiral Kinkaid- General Sutherland Kenney and
Chamberlin find general agreement on following facts.
A. ~apanese fields captured on LEYTE are disappointing
except for TACLOBAN and airfield development and activation will be about ' 2 weeks slower than estimated before
landing. Continued adverse weather may increase delay.
B. There are now nearly 100 Army fighters at TACLOBAN
and will be 150 by 7 November which will saturate that
fiel·d . c. The ability of the ~Southwest Pacific Air
,
Forces to accomplish effectively the continuing neutralization of LUZON fields (which is essential to the security
of troops and shipping at LEYTE) will not change appreciably until the DULAG strip is activated between 15 and
20 November which will add a medium bomber group and a
2nd fighter group to the I.EYTE force. Para. In my
opinion we should be prepared to continue .strikes on enemy
air concentrations on LUZON at least until 15 to 20 November. Moreover the success of the ~ITNDORO operation
will again require carrier attacks on LUZON airfields
unless that operation is delayed· to obtain air support
fromLEYTE whi~h will in turn delay LINGAYEN. Complete
control of the air will be essential in MINDORO operation.
Para. The impression is general that delay in target date
for LINGAYEN is· inevitable. Para. Purpose of this message is to advise you of probable necessity considerable
delay in HOTFOOT and clear ingications that circumstances
will require more protracted support of PHILIPPINE campaign by · 3rd F·1 eet than heretofore conceded. 1 Para. General Kenney informed me that CinCSWPA ex 51126 ( 271329)
resulted from .GomJrdFlt's 261235. He admitted he was and
is unable to reach LUZON fields from which enemy .is now
attacking LEYTE.

2400

NOVEMBER (GOT )
06 2241

CINCPAC to COMINCH
NIMITZ to K!NG only. Top Secret. For your information
I am in receipt of tbllowing from Sherman quote 040900
at a meeting today between Kinkaid Sutherland '. vilkinson
and Chamberlain which I attended it was definitely agreed
that in Ml the Joint Expeditionary Force will approach
through the VISAYAS and MINDORO STRAIT. General MacArthur has already approved this. Unquote. . Paragraph.
New Subject. In present circumstances I withhold any
recommendation as to movement mentioned in paragraph 4
JCS 032255Z {WARX 40782).

04 1105

CO~ITNCH

info CINCPAC

Reencypherment .ALUSLO COL01.ffi0 021100. "For
Admiral King from Capt. 'v\Thee ler. Referring our conversation Admiral Mountbatten informed me at luncheon yesterday that present plans envisage occupation AKYAB or
.VICTCRIA POINT and HASTINGS BAY on dates given in
following dispatch."
'fop SeeP&.

021155

.ALUSLO COLUMBO to CO MINCH Info CINCP AC
For Admiral King from Captain VVheeler. 1st
operation mentioned my 1100 2nd scheduled for 15 January.
2nd oper?.tion 15 March. For latter preference is now
being given to 1st alternative in reference despatch.

~~ aoer~.

31 2149

COMINCH to CINCPOA Info C01INORPAC, COMFAIRWING 4, CG 11th

...tUR FORCE.

· '}lOP SEGRE'±Ll. The fo-llowing message is from the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. 2 communications have been received
from the Soviet government requesting that urgent measures
be taken to put an end to the violations by American planes
operating against KURILES of the Soviet state borders and
territorial waters, including attacks on Soviet shipping,
in the KAMCHATKA-KOM~iDORSKEE region. The substance of
the information contained in one of these requests made
through the US Military Mission, Moscow, has already been
communicated to Cincpoa and ComNorPac {Cominch 301150 not
to all re~ers). The other request, dated 29 September,
was received by the State Department through the Soviet
E ~bassy, ·washington.
In support of these requests the
Soviet government cites 105 violations between January
and August 1944, inclusive. 90 of these are stated to
have taken place in the regions of the F.AMCHATKA PENINSULA
and the KOMAliDORSKIE . ISL~\NDS • . In 1 week, 14-21 September,
13 American planes ·are ·said to have violated to Soviet
border. In addition to flights over Soviet territory,
ft is stated t hat there have b~en a number of incidents
where US planes have dropped bombs on Y~iCHATKA or in
Soviet territorial watxers. 1 incident is cited when an
.American plane machine-gunned a Soviet patrol vess'-~
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NOVEMBER (GOT )

the 1st KURILE STRAIT. Para. The difficu lt conditio ns
under which operatio ns against the KURILES are carried
out are fully apprecia ted. However , the Joint Chiefs
of Staff direct that the commanders concerne d take all
practica ble addition al measure s to avoid further violations of the kind referred to.
10 0835Z

ADVGHQ SVfPA MACARTIDJR to CINCPOA Info GHQ SWPA

HOLLA.~l!)IA

~OF SEORE~.
CAX 11594 In view of current developm ents
which have changed some aspects of the situatio n it is
reaueste d that if . possible the 77th division be diverted
to TACLOBA1T area where it will be availabl e to join · its
Corps if required and at any rate will be in advanced
staging area.

10 2013

Info GH

SvVPA . (HOLLAN~

Urdis 100835 affirma tive. Ships being
diverted to ~Ulli~S to await your orders. Troops are not
combat loaded and are accompa nied only by organiz ational
and persona l equipme nt plus 3 days emergenc y rations and
amnrunit ion ordinar ily carried on person. Operatio nal
control of 77th lnfDiv passes to CinCS~PA on arrival
ships MANUS.

~e~ Soepe~

31 0032

CINCPOA to COMGENAAFPOA Info COMGENPOA
Recomme ndations your Top Secret letter 24 Oct
concenni ng deploym ent 5 addition al Army fighter groups in
POA. A and B. Myser 000131 of 25 October and mydis 092300 will be revised to call for substitu tion .of 1 Army
fighter ·group for the 4th VMF groups required for aviation
garrison LEGUMINOUS during Phase I and for 2 ' addition al
Army fighter groups during Phase II to base on addition al
strip to be construc ted on LEGUMINOUS. 4th group depending on tactica l situatio n and other developm ents which
cannot now be foreseen may be deployed at WORK1viAN, ·. 1eld.
in immedia te reserve at SAIPAN or in area reserve on OM1U.
C D and E concur. F. Concur in propOsed disp~tch. A1rcraft types should be whichev er you consider most desirabl e
in view foregoin g. Para. Meeting foregoin g ~ETAmn~NT
and ICEBERG fighter group movement schedule s will require
lift of at least part of the fi r'hters by CVE. · The availability of this lift is not yet firm and cannot be assured
in full. Request -that you submit at ·earlies t date practicable firm dates on which fighters for 15th and 21st groups
will be availabl e on ';'Jest Coast in CVE lots.
~ :~oere~

,J

01 0833

COMGENPOA to Ivl.ARSHALL Info COMGEN AAFPOA CINCPOA COMGEN AAF
RJ 37824 Top Secret Cincpoa has approved a plan for the
employm ent of 3 P-51 ~ groups in DETACa\mNT; _ 3 P-47 N groups
in ICEBERG; 1 P-47 N group either at Noma~illN, or h2~ 0~

'fO~
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i~~ediate reserve at SAIPJU{, or in area reserve at
OAHU; depending ontactical situation and other unforeseen
developments; and 1 P-47 D group in OAHU to meet minimum
requirement for Hawaiian defense accordingly this radio
confirms the requirements for combat units described in
Top Secret AAFPOA 1864 and for revised dates of service
groups special described in Topsecret AAFPOA 1871. The
readiness dates however though indicating a probably time
of departure from the States, are not to be interpreted
as indicated a schedule of employment in the forward a rea.
Employment will be governed entirely by the progress of
operations and the theaters ability to develop suitable
base..s. Reference your radio WARX 54149, 1 P-4 7 D group
is required in current state of training without aircraft
with readiness date of 15 December. Assume you have
secured General Richardsons concurrence in accordance with
Sigsaly between OPD and General Ruffner 29 October 44
and 31 October 44. Unit will be accepted with whatever
equipment can be furnished as of the 15 December readiness date, the balance of equ~pment to follow as available
Initial shortages are available here and will be furnished
from theater stocks until balancecof equipment arrives.

11 0233

CINCPOA to CINCSV~A, ADV ECH, CTF 57, COMAAFPOA Info
CTF 59 CTG 57.14, CTG 59.6 COMINCH
CINCSWPA 051316. Concur. CTF 57 designate
appropriate commander FULLCRY to arrange details. Remaining 2 squadrons 454 bomb group will depart OAHU to
arnve·· FULLCRY November 20.
~OF OffiQHE~ ,

11 2103Z

COMGENPOA to CINCPOA
R-39147 Top secret. Reference Cincpoa dispatch 101944
concur in CinCSWFA 100835 -November this year.

13 0901

J

,.

C!HCPAC to COMINCH Info COM3RDFLT COM5THFLT CINCSvVPA
COM7THFLT

Y6F SECftE~. The enemy has chosen to make a strong fight
for the PHILIPPI~~s. He has already used all available
naval strength with results favorable to us. He is moving
additional troops into LEYTE which has given and will
continue to give us opportunities to strike his naval
and merchant shipping with results favorable to us. Additionally he is committing much of his total air strength
-vvhich gives us an apportuni ty to inflict severe attrition
on his air forces but not without some losses of our own
ships and aircraft and heavy demands on the endurance of
our personnel and material. Para. It is necessary that
the Pacific Fleet continue to attack the enemy air forces
in LUZON until MacArthurs air forces are established in
LEYTE in strength or the enemy slows down his present
rate of reinforcement. Meanwhile damaged ships must be
repaired and opportunity must be made for mainten an ce J

2-4 Ov
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logistic replenis hment and rest of personn el. Para.
Accordin gly I am proceedi ng ~N i th return of ships for repair and overhau l with a view of ensuring readines s for
I~~UCTION DETACH~~NT ICEBERG and other necessar y operations~
I have also deferred HOTFOOT until an opportu nity
arises to conduct that operatio n without undue delay' in
the overall cappaign and without undue exposure of other
forces already committe d to action in circumst ances which
require that they be covered and supporte d•
13 1550

COMINCH CNO to CINCPAC
'- 'fop ~ecr e"ti- Your 130901 approved .

13 0113

COM7THFLT to CINCSWPA Info COMINCH CINCPOA COM3RDFLEET
Referenc es containe d Cincpoa 120905 not held.
For informa tion RAAF intend aerial mining BRUNEI BAY with
target dates 9th 15th and 18th all Hovembe r. Have no
informa tion as to completi on operatfo ns on 9th. Wiml
advise you when known.

~op BeeP&~.

13 0248

CINCSVv'PA to CINCPOA Info COM3RDLFEET, COM7THFLEET , COMINCH,

GHW SWPA

CAX 1162'0 'l:'e) eeor~. Halsey's 110249 and 110409*( *pr-obably 110406* not received . This replies to your 120905.
As a general proposi tion I agree thorough ly with desirability of such strikes as BRUI\TEI'. However the completi on
of strategi c situatio n has changed. It is now evident
that the enemy has decided to make a decisive stand in
western ~YTE in order to delay our further advance in the
PHILIPPI1mS thereby gaining time fqr prepara tion for the
defense of LUZON. Army air s t rength in ·LEYTE is not now
wufficie nt to neu-t ralize enemy aii\ bases in PHILIPPINES
and until that air strength is suf.ficie nt to neutrali ze
those air bases I consider the support of fast carriers
essenti al. Prese~t estimate of date when fast carrier
support can be di~pensea with is depende nt upon indident s
of campaign . Fields on LEYTE are expected to be inl.full
operativ e conditio ns for ground air by fir$t week in December. However even then carrier air may be necessar y to
supplem ent it. Request 3rd Fleet continue for present to
strike LUZON and VISAYAN air and any shipping t~reatening
LEYTE operatio n. - Will keep -you advised.

130918

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA COM3RDFLT Info COMINCH COM7THFLT
In view MacArth urs CAX 11620 cancel 1st
paragrap h of my _l20905. See my 130901 also.

- ~ep S~eFo~.
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CINCPOA to COM FWD' AREA Info CTF 95 CTG 57.14 CTG 59.6
Tep S9QPet. In ·view ultra indication s intended Japanese
use of WOLEAI in near fu.ture for operation of undetermin ed
nature strike WOLEAI as soon as practicab le.

12 1904

FIRST SEA LORD (PERSONAL) to BRITISH ADMIRALTY Info
COMINCH CINCPAC
This is Admiralty 110146Z. You have no
doubt already been irformed by Admiral Somervill e of the
strength and composition of the British Fleet which will
arrive in the Pacific in January and build up during the
1st 6 months of 1945. Admiral Fraser 'the Commander in
Chief of the British Pacific Fleet will visit Australia
in near future to discuss administr ative arrangeme nts
with Australian authoritie s. To make the best arrangements regarding a forward base for his fleet and for operating in the best way in sUpport of the United States
Pacific Fleet I suggest that Admiral Fraser should visit
Admiral Nimitz about mid-Decem ber at Pearl Harbor and
discuss all relevant questions . If you agree it is requested that you will inform Admiral Nimitz of the strengtl
and build up of the British Pacific Fleet and ask him if
Admiral Fraser's visit will: be convenien t. I will then
instruct Admiral Fraser to make detailed arrangeme nts
direct with Admiral Nimitz.
~up Jeere~.

121915

ADMIRALTY to BAD, ACNB, NZNB, NSHQ, CINCEF, CINCl'IED Info
CINC HF CINCPAC
This is a reencipher ment of Amniralty 101700A. "Admiralty
message 012006. The following flag appointme nts have or
will be made: Admiral :f?raser to be Commander in. Chief
British Pacific Fleet. Vice Admiral Power to be Commander
in Chief, East Indies Station. Vice Admiral Rawlings to
be second in command British Pacific Fleet. Acting
Vice Admiral Daniel to be Vice Admiral (~ueen), British
Pacific Fleet with headquart ers at 1~LBOURNE. Rear
Admiral Vian to be flag officer carrier force, British
Pacific Fleet. Rear Admiral Fisher to be Rear Admiral
Fleet Train, British Pacific Fleet. Rear Admiral Portal
to be FONAS AUSTRALIA.

13 0148

COM 3RD FLT to CINCPAC Info CTF 57 CTG 57.14 ATCOM ULITHI
,
CTG 30.9
Insofar as 3rd Fleet is concerned do not now foresee any
immedi a te us e for NGVLU.

10 0215

COM3RDFLT to CI NCSOIVESPAC Info CINCPAC, COM7THFLT CTF 38
CTG 38.3 COM FAR Ei\.ST AIR FORCE
Suggest carrier groups be auth orized strike enemy
shipping in VISAYAS November 11th. Advise.
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AJJ·V GHQ SWPA 1ti\.CARTHUR to COM ~liD FLT Info CINCPAC, CTF . 38
C~G

J8.4, GHQ

S~~A,

COM 7TH FLT,

CO~~EAF

C.A.X 11596

'fU:P - See:re1;,
Concur your· 100215. Req\fest you
strike at discretion any target afloat in Visayan or
Luzon waters. See my 100824 not to all addressees.

11 0249

COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA
For Nimitz. Your 052230 recent Nip actiyities point strongly toward likelihood of (A) continued
reenforcement of, air strength in_ LUZON (B) Use of remmants of lst diversion attack force in some manner connection enemy amphibious movernents (C) continued sh.~pping
movements to and from MANILA (D) troop convoy . movements . in
Central Philippines. Al-l such operat-ions are best countered by fast carrier strikes and (A) cannot be neutralize~
by any other means at present. ·r. therefore recommend ( 1)
that HOTFOOT be postponed until after -INDUCTION and (2)
that 3rd Fleet continue operations in support of MacArthur.:-·;conducting useful and necessary strikes and taking
all possible advantage of opportunities to ' improve material readiness and prepare for a strenuous I~IDUCTION.
Halsey.

'~e~ geeP&~.

12 0905

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT CINCSWPAC Info COMINCH COM7THFLT

I am in general accord with views expressed
Halseys 110249. -Ref his 110406 concur after 15th if
CinCS1f.PAC feels that he then has sufficient air strengtH
in LEYTE to permit fast carriers withdrawal as far as
CELEBES SEA and if aerial reconnaissance indicates profitable naval targets then at BRUNEI. If General MacArthur agrees on desirability BRUNEI strike request he
inform Halsey and me and that Halsey arrange details
directly with CinCS V~ac keeping me advised. Paragraph
In supporting MacArthur Halsey is directed to give full
consideration to necessity for providing suitable rest
for _crews and for maintaining material readiness of aircraft and ships of all types not only for ·current operations but for the entire PHILIPPINES campaign as well as
other operations including DETACHME NT and ICEBERG •

~OP SEGHE~.

. 11 0406

COM 3RD FLT to CINCPOA
For M~mitz. , ~op Geers~. BRUNEI BAY can be reached from·
carriers in Western CELEBES 13EA. Potential j acl\:pot is
surprise ca n be achi eved- and I believe ·it can. Recommend o btaining MacArthur's concurrence with understanding
that .ope r ation would be undert aken with MacArthur's specific .approv al at same prop.m:bi mua stime with reference to
t he commitment of keeping LUZON a ir neutralized. Halsey.

240 6'
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CINCSWPA to COM3RDFLEET _Info CINCPOA, COM7THFLT

CAX 11608 Top Secret. In view of anticipa ted enemy
action on 15th, it would be most helpful if you could
strike airfield s in LUZON on 14th and 15th.
11 1329

COl.1 3RD FLT to
COMFEAF

CINCSO V~TEsr:PAC

Info CINCPAC, COM 7TH FLT,

~o~ ~eaPe~.
TF 38 retiring to fuel on 12th. Request
authorit y strike central and southern LUZON with 3 fast
carrier groups on 13 and 14 November.

12 0411

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info CO~\~INCH COIJSUBSPAC COMSERVPAC
CON.t.AIRPAC COM5THFLT COM7THFLT DEPCOM20thl.uf CINCS}JPA
CTF 57CTF 38
My 071125 and , 270514 Oct.
deferred indefin itely.

~e~ Seero~.

01 1248

Operatio n HOTFOOT

COM3rdFLT to CINCPAC COM7THFLT to CINCSOWESPAC, CTF 77,
COMIKCH, CTF 38
~e~ SeePet.
Anticip ating ComTaskFor 77 010703 Task
Group 34•5 will be in position ready to support surface
forces LEYTE if needed. If further carrier operatio ns
against LUZON EKQIEYS as necessar y not less than 3 groups
and preferab ly 4 should be used in order do thorough job
and minimize suicide ~ive los~es. Pending further orders
from you I will expedite readines s in all respects and
start earliest deploym ent toward PHILIPPINES. Estimate
earlie~t 3 groups can strike about 5 Novembe r.

02 1937

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info CINCSvVPAC, COM7THFLT
l

For present Com3rdF1t emp~oy his forces so
as to most effectiv ely support LEYTE operatio ns. Arrange
directly with CinCSWPAC for coopera tion in making strikes
or in direct support. CinCS~NPAC requeste d to releas.e
your forces as soon as situatio n . permits.
Te~ SeePs~.

01 1335

COM)RDFLT to CINCSOWESPAC MAC..!\.RTHUR
.
Info CINCPAC, COMTASK
FOR 77
I will beef up your surface forces at LEYTE
if needed but the fast carriers must not be risked in
close for defensiv e CAP job. I am presumin g from our
long associat ion that KENNEY is being called on for
heroic measure s. Halsey.

-~op ~eere~

11 0251

COM3RDFLT to CINCPOA Info COMAIRPAC CTF 38
Carrier operatio ns for INDUCTION promise to
be as concent rated and continue d as those in support of
K-2 have been. To meet this period of coming op2r aa~ons

~e~ Oecie~.

4
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the maximum of carrier strength will be required to permit a reasonable rotation of groups for rest and replenishment and tQ allow for bases of hattle damage. For
_planning -purposes the following formation is requested
as s0on as it can be furnished:
(1) Your intention
WOTLV1t/CNTRD to return _'ot ENTERPRISE to PEARL. ( 2) Expected date of return "49 service of FRl!..NKLIN and BE],LEAU
WOOD. ( 3) Vmen I may __expect riew carriers to join. Para.
In addition recommend that at least - 1 replacement carrier
air group be established in the forward area as soon as
practicable to be available for emergency embarkation.
This is necessary to take care of air group detei:ioration
under concentrate~ dpe~ations~
COM3RDFLT -to CINCPOA Info COMAIRPAC CTF 38

'fop 8eeP:et ... - With the loss of the PRINCETON, the return
of the BELLEAU WOOD and FRAN~LIN to PEARL for battle
damage repatr and the availability granted the LEXINGTON
by my 100545 my carrier force is temporarily reduced to
9 CV's and 6 CVL's. Request BUNKER HlLL yard overhaul
be deferred until necessary strength of Task Force 38
can be restored. Rear Admiral Smith Fleet Maintenance
Officer considers this practicable from material standpoint. _ This refers to your 080529.
010452

CINCPOA to CINCSOWESPAC Info CQM7THFLT
g?e' See:Pe'6. In 'triew strong indications of many damaged
enemy ships in BRUNEI BAY request that if feasible you
make , earliest practicable photo reconnaissance that bay
to determine what ships may be there.

31 2253

ARNOLD to

LEN~Y

Info

HAR~ON

for NIMITZ

WARX 55364 Damage inflicted to numerous
Japanese naval units in recent battles in PHILIPPINES
has made repair facilities of SINGAPORE naval base an
important target., It is desired therefore that y9u cancel VIRGINIA and in lietJ. thereo.f attacl-c the naval repair
facilities of SI NGAPORE naval ba"se. , The size of the
force should be as possible without being prejudicial
to operations scheduled from _forward area later in the
month. If possi bl~ at~tack should be scheduled to take
place approximately same date as planned for VIRGINIA.
Time of attack and method of attack are at your discretion.
Advise your detail~·d plan at earliest.
~o~ Oeete~~

31 0151 -

CINCPAC to COM3RDFLT Info CTF 38 COMFWDAREA DEPCOMDR
2pth AI R FORCE(;

· .. ':Fop Beer e-1;.. Reference your 300604, 300642, 300645,, and
300810 my 192105. Coordina tion all forces HOTFOOT 'Subject. A 20t h .Air , Force desires strike both T01:YO and

2408
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DECLASSIFIED

'
KYTJSRU making at each objective 2 daylight strikes 48
hours apart, coordination will be arranged ·by me with
Harmon. B Directives to TF 1.7 and TF 57 will be issued
on receipt your reply to my 2.91822. Captain Hedding my
staff and Lieut Comdr Pepper arrive ULITHI 3 November
for conference concerning details.

10 0718

CINCPOA to CINCSOvVESPAC Info -COMINCH COMGENPOA
See:re-t.-. Cincpoa appro·v es Sherman Chamberlain Leavey
conference agreements as to logistical support
in the PHILIPPil~S for POA forces dated 4 Nov.

~op

~nitlock

07 0610

CINCSWPA to CHIEF OF STAFF WASHINGTON Info CINCPOA
CX 51685~ Paragraph 1 Matters presented
in your WARX 57406 {041509) October 5 have·been the
' subject of discussion between J?M and SWPA representatives
during conference at HOLLANDIA 3 and 4 November· to arrange
for necessary logis.tic support . of PO:A forces in the
PHILIPPINES. Subject to approval by CINCPOA, agreements
have been reached as follows: {A) SWPA will provide .
certain services and facilities, including those required
to stage through and mount out for operations 6 POA Marine
divisions and 3 POA Army divisions, plus those for the sup~
port of approximately 1/3 of the Pacific Fleet. {B)
Since the establishment of facilities in the PHILIPPINE
ISLi~.NDS to support Army, Navy, and Marine Corps forces
of the POA will permit the abandonment of similar facilities in the SOPAC area, Cincpoa will make available to
CinCSWPA the Army service untts mowt dl.n the SOPAC area, and
such of the Marine Corps ground service units in the SoPac ·
area as are needed to support Marine Corps installations
in the PHILIPPI]lli ISLANDS. In addition, such naval service units, now in the SoPac area, as · can - be released from
the POA to the S\f\/PA will likewise be made available.
These units will be made available as soon as practicable
cons-istent with the requirements folD the establishment
o;t;·!,:; fuewt faeiljltSei'.etfunt bfie PHILIPPINES and the continuance
of essential activ;ities in SoPac .the exemption of specific Army units or _individuals from this general policy
covering Army service units will be made only by mutual
agreement between CINCSWPA and CINCPOA. {C) In the above .
statements of general policjes consideration has been
given to Vvar Department radiogram WX-54639, 30 October
which transfers certain SoPac ~- Army service units to the
SWPA upon their departure fro~ SoPac. Of the units
listed in the reference radiogram, CINCHWPA agrees to
release the follo·wing to Cinc:poa: 1 general b.ospi tal,
2 signal service companies, 3 signal service platoons,
1 engineer construction ~nttalion, 1 engineer combat
company, ~ enginee r dwnp truck companies. (D) Cincpoa
agrees to release to CINCSWPA the Army garrison force,
APO 248, diverted to the LEYTE area from STALEMATE 2

~ ~o~ aoepe~'
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Roman operation, CINCBV~A concurs in the use of essential
Army service troops from the SoPac area in the PALAUs
for the support of the 8lst Division while in that area.
Paragraph 2 report of conference follows by mail. You
will be further advised regarding disposition of SoPac
units upon receipt of Cincpoa comments of concurrence.
<'31 1945

COMINCH

&

CNO to CINCPOA _· ~ ;·· ·

Tef> 8eeFot~ King to Nimitz.· I am in agreement with the
portion of your 152058 relating to the temporary facilities for the immediate future at SAN PEDRO BAY and the
LUZON area. I am not prepared as yet to make decisions
on the long range program. In this connection I am repeating to you for information my 141302 addressed to
Com7thFlt. The long range base program for the entire
Pacific including the PHILIPPINES is under study and my
views will be communicated to you as soon as practicable.
At your discretion transmit such portion of this to ' 7th
Fleet for Sherman as you consider necessary.

12 1737

COMINCH & CNO to ADMIRALTY info OINCPAC
For First Sea Lord. ;op Seere~, I note your 110146A,
confirmed by your 101 OOA designates Admiral Fraser as the
"Commander in Chief of the British Pacific Fleet". This
action sets up two naval Commanders in Chief in the Pacific, which is an action not carried out in any other
naval area or theater . of action, notably in the Mediterranean and in British home waters. Para. 2. At Quebec
the agreement was "that the method of employment of the
British Fleet in these main operations in the Pacific
would be decided from time to time in accordance with
the prevailing circumstances". The method of employment
that appears to be contemplated by the command set up of
your despatch _is, in my opinion, not workable. Para. 3.
As indicated in memorandum to Admiral Somerville· of Nov.
11, I contemplate initial employment of British Fleet
Units under Vice Admiral Kinkaid, the Allied Commander
of Naval Forces in the Southwest Pacific Area. Subsequently employmentto be under Admiral Nimitz and or Vice
Admiral Kinkaid as operations may indicate. To accomplish
this employment I agree that a Commander (not a Commander
in Chief) of the British Fleet can be set up in Eastern
Australia from which British units can pass for operational control to Nimitz or- Kinkaid when and if the use
of forward bases can be made available. We have not as
yet arranged for the establishment of such forward bases.
The designation of Admiral Fraser for the duty as given
in this paragraph is wholly acceptable to me. I am taking
up with Admiral Nimitz the question as to the best time
for Admiral Frasers visit to Pearl Harbor.
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14 0309 Z 11AC ARTHUR to CINCPOA info CHIEF

£Sf

OF'

STAFF WAR DEPARTMENT

GK 52139¥ Reference report of conferees(Filbas)
at Hollandia by POA and SWPA representaNovember
·
signed 4
tives. CinOSvVPA approves.

15 0235

8~oPet

CINCSW~A (MACARTHUR) to COM3RDFLT Info CINCPOA; COM7THFLT;

ADV ECH GHO SVWA:

.

In view of report of heavy air
from F.ORMOSA to . CLARK FIELD now under wa:r
suggest this as well as FORMOSA fields as profitable .
targets for your future strikes.
CAX-11656

~OP O~GHE~.

reinforcem~nt

15 1020Z

)

i

CFBX 26359 ~P SEG]!.?j;T. Fivesome agreement dated 5 November
1944 signed at HOLLANDIA by representatives S ~~A, POA,

INDIA BU&~ and CHINA theaters approved with exceptions
as follows. A. Due to fall of LIUCHOW 14 Air Force will
have to operate from KUNMING; therefore search plan BAKER
for the 14th Air Force must be adopted Para. B•. Ground
situation in southeast CHINA is so critical arid dangerous
it .is imperative large numbers reinforcements be flown
from north CHINA to the threatened ~rea west of LIUCHOW
immediately. This operation and future air movemants
of equipment and troops will markedly reduce tonnage
that can be allocated to XX Bomber Command and 14 Air
Force. The 349 sorties recommended by the conferees for
XX Bomber Command for December cannot be met. It is
anticipated that the cost and adjustments of tonnage
for the air transportation of r~inforeements will be
determined by 20 November and new estimate of sorties
for XX Bomber Command determined para. c. The 14 Air
Force will be able to fully perform its search missions
in plan BAKER from KUm~ING base. Contemplated 14th Air
Force supplem~ntary operations from our most eastern
airfields if still in our possession during landing
operations in LUZON will suffer reduction due present
necessity of large scale air troop movements para. D.
Every effort will be made to limit these movements
and air support missions for Chinese current operations
to the minimum so as to provide as large a supply as r
possible for support of the LUZON operations. We will
do the best we can toward this be assured para. E.
The .missions specified in the, "Fi vesome" agreement
completely replace _plans PAC-AID and alternate PAC-AID.
Stock piling as contemplated i;n those plans has been
nullified by opera t i onal necessities arising out of
changed s ituation-_.
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16 0101 CINCSvVPA to CINCPOA info GEN HEADQUARTERS SOWESPAC, COM'S
3RD ~n 7TH FLTS.
CAX-11669 ~0~ &ffiOHE~. Your 140411 and 130901. The obvious
intention of the enemy to make a strong fight for the
PHILIPPINES can best be frustrated by immediate attack in
strength to prevent his preparations for the defense of
LUZON which he is puSing at top speed at the present ·time.
For that reason I intend to adhere to the present target
dates for the L-3 and M-1 operations. Heavy rain has retarde~ the completion of airfields on LEYTE but the strip
at DULAG will be activated after 3 more clear work days and
that at SAN JOSE by 30 November. Shore based air can furnish air cover for the L-3 attack force but will not have
been activated for a long enough period. to saturate enemy
airfields and beat down enemy air strength in LUZON and
the VISAYAN area. Therefore it is highly desirable that
fast carriers strike enemy air in these areas in conjunction
with the L-3 ·operations. Further the operations of fast
carriers should insure that ~!ANILA BAY is untenable for
enemy Cruisers capable of raiding MINDORO. For the M-1
operation it is probable that gunfire support ships can be
released about St6 day. It is probable that by that date
sue~ gunfire support as is still required by forces ashore
can be furnished by Cruisers 7th Flt plus destroyers. However there will then be no surface force under control of
the 7th Flt strong enough to turn back surface raids into
LINGAYEN GULF and against our long line of ~upplies in the
strength of which the enemy is capable. Such raids are
precluded as long as the 3rd Flt is operating in the CHINA
SEA in direct interposition between our amphibious operations and ·enemy forces. iNhen the 3rd Flt moves to eastward
of the PHILIPPINES the 7th Fleet should be temporarily
augmented by at least ·2 new batt1eships with screen in order
adequately t ·o cover the landing areas and the resupply
echelons. MacArthur.
16 0733 GH9. SWPA (~1ACARTIDJR) to JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF info CINCPOA,
COMGEN US FORCES CHINA THEATER, COMGEN 20TH AIR FORCE.
TOP gEOflE~ • CX-52283. Proposed cover plan for operation
M-1 follows: {A) Joint security control to indicate to
Japanese command through appropriate channels a prospective
major assault on CULTURE, target date S plus 3. Build-up
to take into account tactical operations scheduled for 20th
air force, 14th air force and Pacific Fleet under agreements
reached with those commands as contained in conference
notes 5 same dated 5 November 1944r copies forwarded to War
Department by special courier. {BJ Cincpoa in addition de·velop threat against northern MONKEY PUZZLE from the north
Pacific during the period 8 minus 30 through S Day. (C)
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Tactical diversion and deception opsrations by southwest pacific forces to ·simulate build-up and attempted
landing by major forces oin southern WHITEWASH beginning
S minu& 5. Para. Detailed plan by courier.
16 0017 HEADQUARTERS SWPA (MACARTHUR) to CHIEF OF STAFF WAR

DEP ..t\.RTli:IENT info CINCPOA, COMGENPOA.
I

CX-52257 '!'O:P SBGH!'¥8 Reference ourad CX-5168'5 5 November
(0706lOZ), CinCPOA by radio 100718_approved agreements

as indicated in subject radio an~~etailed in letter report
of conference dated 4 November enroute to you by airmail.
Para. Request your approval of this proposed solution and
in order to expedite putting this solution into effect it
is further requested that all the Army Forces SOUTH PACIFIC
designated as SOPACBACOM be transferred to SWPA at the
earliest possible dates. This action will serve to minimize
delays and facilitate movement of units as required by the
situation at any given time as well as eliminate the necessity for handling each: individual situation separately. If required further conferences with representatives of CinCPOA
and SOPACBACOM will be held to determine details involved in
proposed transfer •• Para. Needed from CinCPO.A. is complete up
to date list of all units thus transferred including those
previously assigned to SV~A by urad ~X-54639, 30 October, as
amended by EOA-SWPA agreement with specific unit designation,
location and date o~ availability. · MacArthur.

16 2121

COMGE~~OA

to

CINCPOA~

RJ 39766 TOP SECRE~. Concerning GH~ S~~A 130707 suggest
reply that although no replacements are currently available
within this theater study of the replacement 5ituation indicates that 2800 ground ·force replacements now requisitioned
to be shipped from AL\INL~~D to NOill~A in December ca~ be
f urnished ~or 24 CORPS at that point. These replacements
will be in normal perc·e ntage·s but- will not have received
t h e special training normal· in this theater and, i f furnished,
will constitute a c~edit to this theater against the replacements required ?tt a later date to rehabilitate the 24 CORPS.
If this assistance i d -desired would appreciate early advice
in order that the WAR DEPARTMENT can be advised and an early
shipping date scheduled.

I
I

"

'
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17 0200 CINCPOA to CINCSVfPA info COMINCH COM3RDFLT COM7THFLT.

J

While I concur in the desirability of adhering
to target dates and frustrating enemy plans for reinforcing
LUZON by attacking as soon as possible, I do not consider
it practicable to place on the carrier task forces of the
Pacific Fleet responsibility for neutralizing - the enemy air
forces for the long period and to the degree contemplated
by your CAX-11669. Para. It has been my concept that the
carrier task forces would cover and support the LEYTE operation by strikes commencing on D-10 and continuing until shore
based air forces were established in LEYTE in adequate
strength and that similarly they would cover and support
the LUZON Operation by strikes commencing prior to target
date and continuing until shore based air forces were established in LUZON in sufficient strength to ensure adequate
air defense for the other forces present. Para. I am also
willing to use the carrier force ·to assist in obtaining the
control of the air which is obviously essential for the
success of the MINDORO Operation. However such use must be
contingent on giving the carrier task force periods at·
anchor of at least 10 days and preferably 2 weeks between
the completion of operations to cover LEYTE and those to
support MINDORO and between those to support tqNDORO and
those to cover and support LUZON • . These periods are essential for up~ee~ of material, logistic replenishment, rest
of personnel and reorganization of carrier air groups which
will have been operating at sea for unprecedented periods .
During the periods when the ships are at anchor the shore
based air forces should be able to inflict lasting damage
on the enemy and create a situation more favorable to all
subsequent amphibious operations. Para. The operations of
the Pacific Fleet to cover and support the LUZON operation
must be shaped in the light of the situation which develops
at the time and it is somewhat premature to discuss specific
augmentations of 7th Fleet strength to protect LINGAYEN
GULF and your sea communications. However I do not now
envisage a situation which will require transferring fast
battleships to the 7th Fleet.
~op Oeer2~·

17 0240 CINCPOA to COYJ:NCH Info COM3RDFLT; COM5THFLT:
TOE

SEC~~

My 130901, 140411 and 170200.

CinCSV~A

CAX

11669. Due to delays in activation of the LEYTE airfields

.k

and to the strength of the enemy reaction it is obvious
that the target date for the LUZON operation can be met
only by continuing the operations of the fast carrier task
forces almost without interruption for an unduly long period.
If the target date is met it will be necessary subsequently
to allow a greatly extended period for upkeep and rest
before undertaking DETACillvlENT. Para. Although delays are
being incurred in specific operations I believe that the
damage being inflicted on the enemy will hasten the
attainment of' ultimate strategic objectives. Para.
DETACHMENT preparations, will in the next 2 weeks begin t4
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CINCPOA to COMINCH Info COM3RDFLT; GOM5THFLT: (Cont'd)
affect shipping. Specifically ce1·tain APA and AKA
must be sent here empty from the West Coast to meet
readiness dates and echeloning of supply will be
wasteful unless the DETACE1ffiNT date is adjusted
realistically in the immediate future. Efficient
utilization of time for overhauls is likewise
involved. Para. The weather for both DETAC~iENT and
ICEBERG will improve if target dates are delayed.
Para. I consider it necessary to announce now a
2 weeks delay in target date for both operations.
Reques~ concurrence.

.

v

17 0248

COMGENPOA to CINCPOA Info AFlli1Y AIR FORCES POA;
CG lOTH ARMY:
Answer cannot be provided to your Top
Secret dispatch 142251 November, until such time
as the mounting areas for divisions have been
determined by conferences as proposed in your
radio 160042 GCT November. The numbers and types
of service units to be made available will depend
upon the location and the mounting areas of the
Divisions to be employed. For tentative availability
of service troops see serial 00039 this headquarters
dated 10 November this year.

~.

17

0220

CINCPOA

to COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA,

CO~.IGEN

lOTH ARMY

A conference will be held by Cincpoa
at an early date to d~termine the availability of
Army service units for ICEBERG. - In this connection
see ro.ydis 142251· ~-· The analysis and report by ComGen
POA called for by referenced despatch is essential
as the basis of the conference and should be submitted prior thereto. Desire that eacn addee designate representative to attend and submit recommendation as to the earliest practicable date for the
conference.
~or SEC~-

17

0957

COMGENPOA to CINCPOA
After determination of the disposition of Army
.
divisions by the conference proposed in your 160042
GCT, recomm~ndations will be made immediately in
reply to your 170220 GCT. This is !O£ Becre~ In
this connection see our top secret operatio~al
priority dispatch 170248 GCT current month.
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CINCPOA to COMGENPOA.

Since the responsibility for the defense
Area and of other parts of the Pacific
Hawaiian
of the
as the conduct of offensive
well
as
Areas
Ocean
operations rests ·w ith me I will submit my recommendations
concerning the question raised in your R-39588-lJth to
the Joint ·chiefs of Staff through prescribed channels.
I have no objection to your advising the War Department
of the recommendations you make to me. I am inclined
to recommend an arrangement which would permit reducing
mobile ground defense force in the main Hawaiian Group
even more than you propose whenever necessary to make
possible effective offensive operations elsewhere. See
my 291945 July.
~OP SECRE~.

17 1835

COMINCH and CNO to CINCPOA.
Your 170240. The Joint Chiefs of Staff
concur in your proposal to announce no~ a 2 weeks delay
in target date for DETACH1~NT and ICEBERG.

~OP S~CRE~.

17 2312

ARNOLD to MAC .ARTHUR NIMITZ, WEDEMEYER
DEPCOM20THAF Info LEb1AY, BOMCOM 21:
I

I

SULTAN,

WARX 64579.~P 8EGHE~. This message is on the subject
of the FIVESOME agreements. Para 1. The 20th Air
Force accepts the FIVESO~m agreement with the following
reservations. Sub para A. It is requested that the
details of the scope and nature of offensive recon- '
naissance required for M-1 be forwarded to this headquarters in order that this task may be properly
arranged. In this connection it must be accepted in
this type of operation that any bombing incident thereto
will be merely -harassing in nature. Sup para B. The
schedule of operations of the XXI Bomber Command in
support of ICEBERG is accepted contingent upon the
establishment of suitable objectives for very heavy
bombardment. In this connection neither airfields
proper nor fixed defenses are normally considered
suitable objectives for this type of operation. This
subject will be given continous study and plan of
operations will be coordinated with interested agencies.
Para 2. It must be appreciated that the extent of the
participation of the XX Bomber Command in any of these
operations depends upon the tonnage allocated for this
purpose.

;

18 0105

COM3RDFLT to CINCSO vVESPAC Info CINCPAC, COM7THFLT,
COMFE.AF:
Unless otherwise directed 3 groups will
strike LUZON November 19th. Decision whether to strike
again on 20th reserved pending results for 1st day.

~ gEQRE~:
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18 0935 . CINGPOA to CGM5THFL'l'z COM5THPHIBFOR2 COMGENl.OTH ARMY,
C01v!FE11FMFPAC, COMGENPOA, COMGENAAFPOA, COY3ERVPAC,
CONJ.AIRPAC Info COMINCH, CONITYIARGILS, CINCSWPA, COMDESPAC,
COl\: 3RDFLT 2 COM7THFLT 2 C011<'lr-JORPAC, COMSOPAC, COMF'VVDAREA:

!OF O~CRB~~ My 092200 and 092300 October. - Target dates
for DETACE1mNT and ICEBERG delayed until 3 February
and 15 Marc~ r~spectively both east longitude dates.
18 0430

CINCPOA to COMFVIDAREAGENTPAC Info COMGENPOA, COM..A..IRPAC,
COMGENAAFPOA, CTF 59, ISCOM GUAM:
·

To meet urgent operating needs it is desired that
facilities be made available at AGANA by 1 January to
base 2 CV Air Groups in an operating status in reserve
for fast carriers. This is in addition to housekeeping
facilities presently provided for equivalent of 3 CVG
staging. Fu~thermore it .is desired to recondition
the field at MARPI POINT, SAIPAN for the operation of
2 CVG or such staging of fighter aircraft as may be
necessary to support operations after 1 March. Propose
that 11th AAF Heavy Bomber Group will be moved to
depot field and shift of MAG 21 to AGANA be deferred .
Navy VJ arid Marine Towing Deta.c hment will be based
GUAJJ and Army Tow Squadron on an Army Field SAIPAN or
TINIAN. Anticipate no additipnal construction troops
over. those currently planned. Desire you consult with
· ComGenAAFPOA and Adm Pennoyer of ComAirPac staff ·and
submit comment and . recommendations: {A) Readjustment
in basing Marine Squadrons with view to reduction in
Marine Fighter strength by 2 s~uadrons. {B) Necessity
or desirab~lity of withdrawing 2 Flight Echelons of
Army Heavy Bombers to OAHU for rehabilitation • . {C)
Acorn and CASU components required for AGANA and MARPI.
(D) Construction impli ~cations GUAM and SAIPAN.. Your
· AMGM 130930 refers.
20 0312 CINCPOA to COMFVIDAREA info ISCOM SAIPAN ISCOM TINIAN
COMGENPOA

Your 170217. ComGenPOA's 130256 is applicable only ,to
matters of internal Army administration over which he has jurisdiction. For purposes of operational control and
area administration under unity of command SAIPAN TINIAN
and GUAM are coequal island commands and all three island
commanders are responsible only to ComFwdArea.
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20 0043 · ciNCPOA to -COMTHIRD FLEET Info COMAIRPAC,
TASK FORCE

COMSECO~ID

CARRIER

'!'OF SECf?:E'±l- Your 170251 steps are being taken to accelerate
carrier _air group replacements and to provide more opportunitjl
for rest and recuperation. See my 170200 and 170251. Groups
'Will be relieved as early as possible but to avoid creation
of a source of disappointment to flight personnel and consequent lowering of morale all published schedules will continue on a 6 months basis~ ConfrJavAirBases GUMlli is responsible
for matters of type administration only to ComAirPac who in
turn is ·responsible only to me. I am unwilling to complicate
the administration of pools of replacement planes apd pilots
on shore by giving carriers task force commanders authority
over them-and furthermore do not believe that CTF 38 should
be burdened with any type administrative functions. I desire to have the type administration of AirPac conducted by
and through the, type commander to the maximum ·extent practicable and consider that carrier task force and carrier
division commanders should submit their requirements and
recommendations on aviation matters to the type coramander or
when appropriate to his forward area representative _.
20 0113

CINCPOA to COMINCH Info CINCSOVfE:SPAC, COMGENPOA, CHIEF OF
STAFF WAR DEPT, COMSOPAC

TQP

SECRET~
Gen Headquarters SWPA 160017 (CX- 52257) refers .
Transfer of SoPac BaCom in bulk to SvVPA as proposed by
CinCSoWesPac not considered necessary to implement recent
agreements between CinCPOA and ·c inCSoWesPac. Continued
pressure to roll up Army Forces and facilities in SoPac Area
is being exerted by CinCPOA and SoPac Units will be transferred to SWPA as fast as they can be released. However
CinCPOA as Area commander is responsible for the SoPac Area,
for maintaining and, operating facilities pe.nding· roll-up,
for dismantling and shipping them when no longer needed, and
tor moving out surplus supplies. It is considered that
transfer of SoPac BaCom en masse to SWPA while still performing essential services in SoPac is not consistent with
CinCPOA's Area Command responsibilities and is therefore
pot concurred in. Transfe s of units should. be made singly
or in groups as they become available. However I would be
willing to have a representative of CinCS~PA or ComGen
USAFFE established in Headquarters ComQen SoFacBasCom to
facilitate planning liaison connection roll up and transfer.

20 0720

HALSEY .to NTII!.IITZ
Nimitz only. Estimate of .situation. 13th AF
make BRUNEI untenable. TIZARD REEF serviceable Nip advanced
base. Majority remaining enemy naval strength concentrated
in CHINA SEA area based wholly or in part on TIZARD. Total

~
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strength · including ships damaged but retaining some measure
of speed and hitting power may add up to HAYAHKA, OYlTKO,
2-4 escort carriers, ISE HYUGA plus 2 battleships, 2-3 heavy
cruisers, 3-4 light cruiser, including ISUZU and KISO, some
destroyers. Para. At present can see no possible enemy
fleet objective except precarious participation in TA operations or unlikely raid on SWPA echelons via SOUTH MINDANAO.
Foregoing plus LUZON situation and behavior of Jap air leads
me to believe enemy is husbanding air and surface strength
to counter any further move by MacArthur. Para. If enemy
is determined to continue all out resistance to further ,
moves by MacArthur L3 may wel-l develop into another crucial
struggle with m.any advantages resting -vvi th the enemy if he
wisely times an assault by his full remaining surface
strength. Night express is most probably in order to avoid
blue air attack. Study reveals no way 3rd Fleet can hel~
from East of PHILIPPINES other than by keeping down enemy
air -which will not stop the Express. Para. Should
MINDORO provoke all out resistance the opportunities for
decisive actions willl come just that much sooner. Further
SHO operations can best be defeated by breaking it up be-·
fore it can get started and this only .appears possible by
striking from within the CHINA SEA about U or U plus 1. I
consider this feasible by some appropriate tactical variation of the following: Pass Vvest through ·LUZON STRAITS with
about 6 oilers, strike, refuel as necessary, combatant ships
retire East through LUZON STRAITS, oilers retire via SABUYAN
SEA with SWPA echelons; details of neutralizing :E,ORlVIOSA
LUZON are as situation c1ictates. Para. The operation will
simultaneously strike at J'apan's last sea lane, interfere
with reenforcement of LUZON, should yield rich haul in enemy
shipping, open up new and profitable targets for air attack
and put the finishing touches on l.UZON air and bombardment
targets. Para. This plan only anticipates by a few days
the moves apparently contemplated by INDUCTION Joint Staff
Study and allows enemy less chance to get set to resist. I
urge that it be approved in :principle so that quick move can
be made if risks and gains justify it. The risks are apparen1
but the profits from early control of this rich and vital
strategic area should be work a fair price arid boldness and
speed against existing enemy capabilities offer excellent
possibilities of great success. Para. There are logistic
problems but they can be worked out and earliest consideration should be· given to arranging for anchorages for combatant and train ships in CENTRAL PHILIPPI1TES to facilitate
continued and uninterrupted control of CHINA SEA. Para.
In making this estimate I have not been unmindful of your .
future operations which should benefit by any successes in
OH!NA SEA. Under any circumstances JAPAN can be in no
position to critically threaten DETACH1ffil'-TT and the carrier
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strength vital to. ICEBERG would not be jeopardized to
greater extent than accept~d to incident to INDUCTION which
in turn should be less hazardous with the -control of the
CHINA SEA in our hands. Halsey.
CINCPOA to CINCSY~A, COMGEN XX AIR FORCE, COM3RDFLT.
CinCSV~A CX 52470 and ComGen20th Air Force WX 64579 not to
all. After Com3rdFlt's detailed plan of strikes preparatory
to INDUCTION has been determined CinCPOA will inform ComGen
20th Air Force of the details of offensive reconnaissance
desired to be conducted by the 20th Bomber Command in accord·
ance sub paragraph 2E(l} of FIVESO~~ Agreement.
CINC EASTERN FlEET to CINCPAC (Nimitz only).
Part 1 of 190504. Hash most se ei eirv My present orders are
to move 4 carriers to the Pacific as early as possible. This
would mean leaving CEYLON about mid December {2) Owing to
the re-equipment of the carriers with Avengers they will
not be sufficiently trained by mid December to carry a
strike at PALEMBi\.NG. {3) The weather at P.AIXMB.ANG mid.
December is unfavorable but will have improved by mid
January. {4) Alternative proposals are carry {A} a strike
at BRANDAN Oil Refinery with first 2 carriers ready at end
of December (B) a repeat strike with other 2 carriers at
BRANDAN early January (C) A four carrier strike against
PALEMB"~G about 3rd week in January repeating on successive
days as necessary and thence proceeding to AUSTRALIA to
arrive mid February.

Part 2 final of 190504. Captain ~fu a!l er has details.
I am proposing to visit you about mid December but a
provisional decision is required now to enable planning to
proceed. {6) X I do not know your wishes or whether the
culminating arrival of carriers in Pacific is more important
than the operations proposed above but I would favor the
latter X (7) I have not yet spoken to Admiralty about such
change of plans but will represent anything you may desire.
{8) Perhaps ' you could give me a provisional reply now.
21 1352 rvlACARTHUR to CINCPOA info .4JJV ECH GHO SWPA.
ex 52652 Additional strength of Japanese forces M1ITEWA3H makes it
appear likely that immediate reinforcement of 5-division
assault effort may be required. Preliminary studies indicate
that a turn-around of a 4-division lift should be planned to
provide for eventualities. These preliminary studies indicate
that it will be impracticable to return all of the amphibious
equipment to h~~INYARD set forth in your 160342 October by
20 January. In view of your 180935 November postponing target
date for ICEBERG, request ~hat the delivery date of the
amphibious equipment at Ml\.INYltRD and MANHOLE be postponed in
same ratio. From present figures it does not appear that any
delay will be necessary in the delivery . of amphi bious
O
equipment at STEVEDORE.
24 2
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21 0935

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info COMINCH
Nimitz to Halsey info Kinge In connection with your 200720
see my 170200 to which no reply has been received. I intend to adhere to the stand taken therein in connection with the
MINDORO Operation and periods at anchor. Para. The stated
ptiTpose of the MINDORO Operation is to establish control of
sea routes through the VISAYAS. and establish shore based "air
forces for direct support of subsequent opQrations. If the
Fleet were available to operate for a long period in the
South CHINA SEA in position to cover MINDORO the necessity
and value of the MINDORO Operation would tend to disappear.
If the MINDORO Operation cannot be accomplished without
movement of the Fast Carrier Task Force west of the PHILIPPI1~S the plan of the campaign should be revised to cut down
the overall duration of Fast Carrier operations and in part
substitute progressive advance of shore based air forces,
Parae Under present arrangements as to target dates the
proposal of your 200720 would involve mnving the Fast
Carrier Task Force into the South CHINA SEA without an
adequate preparatory period at anchore With such movement
as an understood feature of the MINDORO Plan there is little
assurance that withdrawal could be arrange9, at any early
date. "The enemy threat you visualize could continue undiminished unless the SouthWest Pacific Air Forces are
strongly and effectively established in the VISAYAS. The
movement into the South CHINA SEA contemplated in INDUCTION
will be at a later date and obviously for a shorter period.
Shore based air forces in LEYTE can easily reach TIZARD REEF.
Para. Our sustained operations in the PHILIPPI~~S SEA have
been possible because a fleet train has been maintained at .
sea with some degree of security from attack and because
the facilities of ULITHI although limited were acessible
without passing through narrow waters exposed to attack.
Pfira. My intelligence indicates that most of the Japanese
heavy ships are in Empire waters. Para. I do not approve
of planning now a movement .of major units of the Pacific
Fleet into the South CHINA SEA during the MINDORO Operation.
In emergency action must of course be governed by existing
circumstances. The support proposed by CinCSVwA namely
strikes on enemy air in LUZON and the VISAY.Al'.f Area and denial
of MANILA BAY to enemy cruisers can be furnished effectively
from east of the PHILIPPINES . However I must repeat my
insistence on a preparatory period for upkeep replenishment
rest and reorganiza tion. See paragr a ph 35 your serial 0090
of 14 November. Par a . Des i r e t hat no comrrtitments be made
connection MINDORO without prior ·a pproval by met)
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23 0355Z RICHARDSON to VIDCSA Info CINCPOA

(RJ-40550)

Paragraph 1. CINCPOA serial 000998 dated
17 November 1944 which was forwarded to you air courier
21 November 1944 as inclosure to letter this headquarters
to OBD Subject "Shortages of Service Troops for IuEB:EHG"
file AG 093 .. 6/27A dated 21 November 1944, is quoted in
part below "The matter of provision of .ll...rmy Service troops
for prosective operations is of paramount importance. It
is evident that little assistance can be expected from
sources outside of the Central Pacific Area and that necessary troops must be obtained by freeing units now performing base services in rear areas for the prosecution of
the war in the forward areas. The use of provisional units
for regularly organized service troops is indicated. The
movement, location, and employment of infantry divisions
is listed below: A. 7th Division mount from LEl~E for
ICEBERG remain LEGillAINOUS. B. ~7th Divisruon. Area
reserve for ICEBERG. Remain present location until ICEBERG
and if not employed move. to PHILIPPINES aft~r ICEBERG.
c. 77th Division. Mount from LEYTE for ICEBERG. Remain
LEGtThCINOUS thereafter. D. 8lst Division. Assemble
GUADALCANAL as units progressively withdrawn from PALAU.
Withdrawal to corrm1ence about 5 December with 1 RCT. Last
RCT remaining PALAU to be relieved by non divisional
infantry regi~ment reinforced as soon as conditions permit.
E. 86th and 97th Divisions remain in the United States
until staging area is available in the PHILIPPINES, estimated as l May, then move direct to that area. F. The
96th ·Division mount from LEYTE for ICEBERG return to
PHILIPPINES upon release fran that operation. G. 98th
Division remain in HAV!AII as area reserve for ICEBERG;
move from HAWAII to PHILIPPI1TES about 1 May if not employed
in ICEBERG. If employed move to PHILIPPINES after release
from ICEBERG"
Paragraph 2. It is pointed out that the above CINCPOA
plan contemplates the retention of the 86th and 97th
Divisions in the United Stat~s until such time as staging
areas available in the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS in order that the
divisions may be moved directly to that destinati6n.
Paragraph 3. It has been my understanding that it is the
War Department policy to train Army divisions for employment in the Pacific Ocean areas at OAHU before committing
them to combat operations. The plan outlined above vitiates
this policy. Therefore, I conferred with Admiral Nimitz,
pointii?-g out this fact, and recommended that his serial
000998 referred to above be modified to make this change.
However, CINCPOA in his dispatch 220830 dated 22 November
1944 to me, with information copy to C01~ INCH, has reaffirmed the suspension of movement of the 97th and 86th Divisions
~or OEG~~T.
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23 OJ55Z (Continued)
from the United: States to OA:atJ for the present, again
referring us to his serial 000998, which cDntemplates
moving these divisions directly to the PHILIPPINES from
the mainlanq at an estimated date of 1 May 45.
· Paragraph 4. For reasons ~xplained in my letter to _CINCPOA,
copy furnished you as inclosure to letter referred to in
paragraph 1 abc;:>ve, I am firmly of the belief that divisions
being committed to combat ~n the Pacific, Ocean a;reas can
only attain the maximum degree of combat efficiency if
they are staged at OAHU prior· tq combat for a reasonable
period of time.
_
·
Paragraph 5. _This i,s_ also an answer to your radio 65716
dated 20 November this year. -_ Final answer will be made
after re:ceipt _here of information indicating action taken
by the War Department on CinCPOAs recommendation relative to
the above named divisions. Request radio reply of War
Department decision.-

24 0155
'

Present -plans -contemplate ABLE retaining
the 27th Div on ESPIRITU SANTO until employed in IC.EBERG
about l March or staged forward to PHIDIPPINES about 1 May
and moving 8lst Divas indicated my -221003 Nov. 8lst Div:
to remain GUADALCANAL until about 1 May and then move to
PHILIPPINES. B. No other Ar.my Divisions to be sent to
SOPAC. Para. Proposal has now been made to move_ both
27th and 8lst Divs tm NEVV CALEDONIA to take advantage of
conditions stated as more ~dYantageous including health,
availability o~ supplies for re-equipment, presence of re. placement dep-ot, more ·adequate mounting facilities, jungle
training school, and other ·training aids-; adequate impact
area. Clearance of all large Army troop units from all
other islands in the ~ south Pacific and consequent rol:l up
po~sibilities are cited in this proposal as added advantage.
Desire your comments~ as to comparative advantages of NEW
CALEDONIA, GUADALCANAL and ESPIRITU &~TO and your re-commendations taking into account e:x:ist_ing facilities, tlle
urgent necessity for earliestpracticabl e rel.eas~ maximum
number Army service troops from SoPac, and need for main- taining Marine units and aviation facilities on GUADALCANAL.
Desire early re-p ly. ·
IDOP

OF-30-:RE~ .
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24 0354 COM3RDF:bT to CTF 38, GTG30.5, CTG 30418, CTG 30.9 info
GOMINCH, CINCSOVVESPAC, CTF 77, CTF 71, COMFEAF, ALL TFC'S
.
AND TGC'S 3RD J:i~T, GTF 94, CTF 95, _CINCPAC, COMSUBPAC.
This is part one of 2 parts. My 240400. Call
this operation obl~teration and my Op Order 24-44 TQ 30.5
Commodore Ketcham TG JC>~8 Captain Kcuff TG 30.9 Commodore
Carter TF J$ less TG -38.3 Vice Adm. McCain. Forces as
currently assigned. Para. Enemy information accordance
current intelligenc~ and by mail and dispatch. Own air
search from MARIANAS_, ULITHI and PALAU as currently prescribed with sectors north and west of TINIAN extended to
1000 mile- radius. SowesPao air search plan G in effect
unless modified later by separate dispatch. Submarines of
TF 17 and 71 are supporting this ope·ra t ion by furnishing
early information enemy movements, attacks on enemy shipping
and lifeguard service (TF 71} in objective area. 14th and
20th Air Forces are striking FOill~OSA and ~~~IRE targets in
coordination. Forces of CinCSowesPac are seizing objectives
on MINDORO ISLAND by airborne and amphibious assault in an
operation termed L-3 commencing on unit day. Para. This
fleet will conduct air strikes on LUZON area in oraer to
support CinCSoWesPac L3 operation by neutralizing enemy air
in this area and denying the use of LUZON harbors to enemy
combatant and support shipping. Para. TG 30.5 continue
air searches from MARIANAS, .ULITHI and PALAU as now prescribed e-xtending searches north and west of TINIAN to 1000
mile radius commencing on unit minus two day and continuing
until otherwise directed.
~P 8E9RB~

24 0800 ADVGHQ, YlACARTHUR to COM3RDFLT info COM ALLIED AIR FORCES,
COMltE.AF, COM5'rH.AIR FORCE

TGF OECHE~ CAX 11829 reference my CAX 11804 photographic
planes of 5t~ air force which were to supplement you
photographic effort BP LINGAYAN were put ' out of action at
J.1ACLOB.lill this morning_. Thi~ leave-s me entirely dependent
upon such pictures as you can take.
1

24 1855 CINCPOA _to CTF 94 info CTF 95, COMINCH, DEPUTY CDR 20 AF.

In view possible reaction from TOKYO bombing_,
~EGRE'¥":.
the mediocre results against shipping by CTF 95 aircraft
and added danger of attacks by moonld..ght the airfields
and facilities of D!ilO JIM:A will be primary targets for
your aircraft for the present.
rrop

I·
I
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. 25 0502

CINCPOA to CINCROWESPAC Info ADV EGH GHQ. Er'!f:nA, CONJ:Il\TGH,
~

CO~"tttVESSEAFRON

--

Your c2l1352 Purpese delay in target date
DETACHMENT is to ,provide additional interva_l for ess.e n-

~or OECR~~

tial upkeep and recuperation o.f fleet units -after
protracted operations ciuring PHILIPPINES campaign. It
is necessary that there be DQ delay in . units including
escorts and smail craft needed for DETACHJ\1El'1T. It
is .tny desire to furnish all - p racticable assistance
but any concurrence in postponement of delivery date
of amphibious eq!ltpment must be subject to foregoing
remaTks. In order I may help to naximum extent please
advise details as to any amphibious equipment including
num-bers by types of ships tna't yoli desire to retain be ...
yofid 20 ~anuary and I Will gi~e all possible consideration ~o your desires!
2 5 0021

CINCPOA to COM:NAVGROUP CHINA Inl'o COM )RD FLEET, COMINCH

'FOP ffiSETR:S'¥-. Request 14th AirForce support LJ - operation'~
by ~ax1murn reconnaissance of the CHINA. SEAand t:he
northern and southern approa-a hes thereto commencing
TJ :minus 2 day. Date Unit Day by separate dispatch.
25 0015

CINCPOP.. to COM3RDFLT Info ADVANCED ECHELON, GHQ. ·s-wPAC;

COMINCH:

CIHCPAC~

CIHC?AC ADMIN

WOP 3EORB~. Your 230217 and 240400 Conditions of
my 170200 concerning period at anchor between operations

to cDver and su:ppo:ro,t K2 and suoport L3 are not being
met. ~~Y 241745. Para 2. Effective immediately reduce
caxrier groups operating against PHILIPT>INES to 2
and except in emergency keep 2 in rear for upkeep and
recuperation until necessary to execute your OpOrder
24~44. Para 3.
At earliest pra6ticable time after L3
operation you will again reduce groups to not more
than 2 for inte~im ' operations in order to have full
strength ready fer ~v'Il. para 4. Acknowledge.
26 0325

CINCPOA to CINCSVfPA Info OOMF~tiDAHtJ"! :\. 1 COiv1INCH, · OOJvJi!lESCARS'tJBAREA, COli )RD 11·T.EET
.
.
Your -CX 52650 tixn~d 211421 and OX 52657 timed 211521 ..
Conc.ur in generS\1 that airfields Al\I"GA.UR and PTtlLT-GLIU should

T"'

.......,;

be made available to your trauspo:rt and combat aircraft
to maxirnum ·ext;ent consl.stent v~ith ComWesCarSubAreas
tactical responsibilities and logistic capabilities
provided that in case of emergency your aircraft te1nporarily based in PAL1\US will at my request either be
withdrawn or placed under operation control of comShore
Based .Air Force YiesCarSubArea..
ComFwdArea 250551 indicates that in addition to staging 5.0 ODD tr~nsports ~4r S

2
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26 0325

25 1935

( co_n tinued)
day and 24 B-24's temporary basing 22nd Heavy Bomb
Group is feasible with limitation indicated. Concur
in arrangement details of operations by Brig Gen
Grabbe with ComWesCarSubArea and Com3hore Based Air
Force WesCarSubArea at PELELIU.
COMINCH to CINCPOA Info COM RD FLEET CINCSWPA COMINCH
ADM
CINCPAC .lillM .
I wholly concur in your 250015 to 1st Info addressee.

27 0123

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA InfoCTF 9
9
001/ll\.IRPAC CTGS
95. , 94.14, COMGENAIRFMFPAC, COMGENA.AFPOA, COMINCH
Your 260742 concur. Approve temporary
transfer ~~~(N) 541 from PALAU to LEYTE. This squadron
to be replaced by all or part of P-61 squadron from
LEYTE. Each squadron to furnish own controllers.
In view of other conunitments of Marine aviation, 541
will be subject to recall after reasonable period.
Details of exchange to be handled directly between
CINCS }/PA and 'CTG 94.14 and CTG 95.6.
~~ SECRE~.

27 0235

CTF 77 to

CO~l[

7TH FLT Info 7TH FLT,- CINCPAC,

OOMIN~.d,

COM 3RD FLT, CINCSO ~.~JESPAC, ALL TFC' S, & TGC' S 3RD AND
7TH FLTS, COM.ALLIED :\.IR SOWESPAC, COM 5TH AF, COM 13TH 1J'.
~CRE':t1. JCFDM for L-3 and M-1 are firm. Available
air strips 'LEYTE have not the capacity to provide adequate
night cover for L-3 convoy. Naval air will supplement
this cover. Present plan organize cqvering group of
6 CVE escorted by battleships cruisers and destroyers
to operate in SULU SEA until U day. CANY Op Plan 15-44
will be modified accordingly.

'fOP

27 0438

COMSOPAC

to CINGPOA

TOP SHGR:S'±l. Your 240155. Recommend a Locating 8lst
Division in NEVv CALEDONIA and B retaining 27th Division
Espiritu Santo. Para. With respect to A NEW CALEDONIA
offers better health conditions and more adequate mounting facilities, supplies for reequipment are adequate
and available, replacement depot available to receive
personnel, adequate impact areas are available. Jungle
training school not available NEW CALEDONIA is considered
a minor disadvantage in view of recent employment 8lst
Division. Turn around time for shipping will not be
increased and some time may be saved by reason of better
port facil~ties. Non presence of this or similar
large Army combat unit on GUADALCANAL will enable the
release of appreci a ble number Army service troop units
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which wlll be in exce-ss of those requi red for por.t
opera tion, se:cur ity,. and logis tic func·tions conne cted
.wit.{! Class 1 and J suppl iea. Para,. With respe ct
to
B Port· facil ities , are entir ely adequ ate to rnourtt this
divis ion·, suppl ies fojr re~quipment ha:ye been stock
and palle tizip. g opera tions · well tinder \yay, repla cemepiles
nts
oould be initi ally .scree ned and disem barke tl at SANTO
by estab lishm ent appropriat~ liafso n, _adeq uate impac
t
areas now .exiat at SANTO:, jungl e train ing areas also
e)Gist which can not be dapli cat·e d in <NID\T CALEDONIA.
While- healt h · and ., recre ation al ~acilities are bette ·r til
1TEW · CAEEDONIA tr~ining · are~s - SANTO are noh malar ious ··and
speci al recre ation al fac-ilitie s close r to bivou ac areas
do exist Trans porta tion of ,·o_ivi sion to NEW CALEDON1A .
would seri_o usly affec t "s hippi ng situa tion now criti cal
SoPac area. Most serio us l:lisad vanta ge invol ve.d in move
would- b~e loss of appro ximat ely 6 weeks of train ing.
Such move wo·uld resul t · in re leas.e- of. appro ximat ely 2000
servi ce troop s only :2· month s earli er than novJ conte
plate d in :prese nt plans . Par_a ·~ Approva~l of aboye ·l)recom mend ations in whole ar _ in part will not af;fec t ~
t -he requi reme nts now exJ.st ent ~ :for the maint~nance
of such Marin e --u.n±ts ·and~ a:viat ion facil ities as are
locat ed at GU_l\.DALCANAL. Para~
If re·c orh.m endati ons A
and B are appro ved a.nd pl.ans do not envis age sendi ng
more than 2 Army divis ions and 2 Marin e divis ons and
headq 11arte rs and corps troop s to So}>ac recora rnend that
autho rity be grant ed to disma ntle and a.~bandon ,- ex~ess
s-tagi ng areas and camp and t _ra.ini ng facil ities GUADAL:C.ANAL and _NEr,y CALEDONIJ\£ ~~ ·
2S 0102

l.:l.,

.

MARSHALL to -RICHARDSON -Info CG
--~

CENTPACBACOM, ·" CINCPOA

"-

,...

COMGE
N
s

WAR .68a85 TOP .SlEO:fHS'~ Reen:ciph~rment 6f WAR dtg 2715,4
8
· Re-lat ive - to diSJ.)Os~tion of' Army divis ons in . and proje
cted
for Pacif ic ocean Areas ·, refer ences are:" (.A:) . pacif ic
Ocean Areas TopSe c Radib RJ 40440 . November 23 ·t9 War
Depar tment · (B) Cincp oa seria l 22083 0 ~{ovember tb ComGe
War .· Depar tment · recog nj_ze s the value of train. ing given ~OA. ·
· Arn1y divis ions that have been stage d throu gh HA\IifA
II and
the oenef i ts 'that are deriv ed- from t 'h e progr am .Qresc1J.i:be
by yo~r headq uarte rs for divis ions prror _to their entry d
into com~bat. Howe ver in view of the addit ional shipp
that ·would be invo.l ved iri the initial ~ shipme:nt of, 97 aing
l1d
S6 di vis'io ns and to11ria ges requi red to m~intai,n pnesc r,ibed
theat e:r le.ve1 ·Of suppl y t.or these units· until they are
. req,_uit~ed in opera tions , the d~cision of C-incp oa to d.efer·
-.~
shipment~ 97 and S6 Divis ion$ to Paoif 'ic Ocean
Areas until ·-

2421
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(continued)

May 45 as indicated in reference (bt is co~curred in

by War .. Department· t?-nd shipment of these di vi sons will
be de"ferred. Co~inch concurs. It is desired ·that
you make necessary arrangements for deletion of these
units fr~rn JoiRt. :Shipping Priority· Lists. Para ';['he .. ., loss. ·_of: the traini,ng is regretted but f'o~tunately under
existing situation such traj_ning is no longer consider;ed
a mandatory pre~equisite.
·
·

;.
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28 0634

CTF 77 to ALL TFC AND .TGC 7TH FLEET, COM7THFLT Info
CINCPAC, .CINCSWPA, COM3RDFLT, COY.t.A.AF, COMGENlOTH .ARMY,
COMAF 5, CO~IDESRON 21, CO~IDESRON 8, COMDESRON 5,
COMDESRON 22, COMDESRON 54, COMDESRON 51, COMDESRON 6, ·,
C01IDESRON 33, -COMINCH:

OEGHET. Pass to all holders my OpPlan 15-44. OpPlan
15-44 as modified by my 191313 and 250147 further

b~OP

modified as follows. Task Organization correct Para
B to read TG 77.3 close c~vering Group RAdm Berkey
CruDiv 15, 3 CL, DesRon 21 less RADFORD, ROSS, JE}~INS,
TAYLOR plus MOALE, COOPER, ALLEN M SUMNER 8 DD. Add
new paragraph D., TG 77.12 heavy covering and carrier
group RAdm Ruddock Battleships Bat Div 4 less COLORADO
plus ~~w Th~XICO, 3 OBB. Cruisers Capt Bledsoa until
relieved CruDiv 12 3 CL. Carriers RAdm Stump carriers
as later designated 6 CVE. Destroyers H.llLLIGAN, HAR.ADAN,
TWIGGS, TALPH TALBOT, REMEY, J./IT!!RTZ, MCDERMITT, STEMBEL,
BRAINE , INGRiU-IAM, VLULER, SAUFLEY, RENSHAW, CONWAY,
CONY, EATON, SIGOURNEY, CONNOR 18 DD. Para 3A Add Info.
Commander Heavy Covering and Carrier Group and Commander
Escort Carriers when shore based air cover is established'
over the objective area on U Day. Add new para 3D heavy .
covering and carrier group support the L3 Operation by
providing fighter cover and aircraft anti submarine
patrol for MINDORO Attack Group on U minus 2 U minus
1 and U Day until relieved by shore based air. Coordinate
air operations with those of Allied Air Forces. Provide
maximum practicable anti aircraft protection for CVEs.
~lliile operating in MINDANAO and SULU SEAS interdict
or destroy as practicable enemy heavy surface forces
which may threaten the MINDORO attack group and
supporting forces. Coordinate operations with Commander
1ITNDORO Attack Group and Commander close covering force.
As promptly as practicable after completion mission
retire to LEYTE GULF where release escort carriers with
escort of 9 DD' s to. proceed KOSSOL ROADS for replenishment. JillD to para 4 special logistics arrangements for
heavy covering and carrier group by sererate despatches.
Add new para 3 x 9 Naval Air Support for this operation ·
is in addition to that required of Allied Air Forces by
CINCSWPA Op Instr 74 indicated in para 1 my OpPlan 15-44.

.

' 7

211312

GHQ SOWESPAC AREA to C01J13RDFLT Info CINCPOA
CX 54038. Following Plan for 3rd Fleet participation in
L 3 operations arranged, subject to your approval, during
"conference with your representatives. 3rd Fleet neutralize
hostile I RAT air forces LUZON U minus 1 to U plus 1;
be prepared to strike LUZON targets in emergency during
period U plus 3 to U plus 4; On above dates be prepared
to strike hostile naval forces in VISAYAN waters and
westward thereof in range which may threaten our overwater movements. Southwest Pacific Air Forces neutralize

'fOP

fSEC~
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GHQ SOVVESPAC AltEA to COM3RDFLT Info CINCJ?OA (Cont'd)
hostile air forces in V'J_SAYAS, MINDANAO, ·and SULU
ARcrfiPELAGO .and o~her overwater movement and support
landing. 7th Air Force, in coordination with Southwest
Pacific Air Forces, neutralize air forces in the BICOLS.
Dividing line between responsibil~ty 3RD Fleet and
Southwest Pacific Air Forces including SlXWAOBJIHE force
will be~ 14-30 North, 115-00 East·; 14-30 North,
121-50 East; 13-35 North, ·121-50 East; Thence due west <.
Jrd Fleet and the Allied .A ir Forces will exchange
-information wh~n eit4er force strikes in the area of
the other. Notification shoutd be given as 1'ar in
advance as practicable indicating the target to be
attacked. Appro_x imate scale of' effort, or the time
of attack. The 3rq Fleet may at discretion put fighter
· sweeps into the BICOL area and LUZON without notification
Request your immediate concurrence or comments. Similar
data for support of lVI 1 follows in separate radiogram.

28 1110

COM3RDFLT-CINCPAC Info CTF 94
~OF g~g~~. I consider ·that existing command
setup for local defense forces at ULIT.HI violates the
sound principle of unified command and does not provide
the most effective use of tho.s e forces in defense of
the Fleet. By ComFy;dl-1.rea Op Plan 7-44 the responsibility
for surface patrol and escort rests with CTU 94.6.2,
Air Defense ULITHI with CTU 95.6.3, and -Hunter-Killer
{JAS.ASA) with CTG 94.14. CTG 94.14 has delegated to
AtCom ULITHI authority to initiate Hunter-Killer
(JASASA) in his immediate area which is all very well
except that AtCom ULITHI does not have command of either
the air or surfaee forces which should logically
be used and once JAB.ASA has been "initiated" there is
no ·one in command of it. Para. In order to provide a
single clear cut authoritative command which can take
quick and positive local action instead of making
requests or waiting for approval by other remote
co:rn:mands I strongly recommend that local air groups and
surface defens-e forces be placed under the unequi voca1
command of AtCom~ ULITtii ?J.nd that he be charged iNi th base
defense responsible to his ISIC, CTG 94.14. In no
other way can maximum security be obtained. Halsey.

!his is

29 0324

CINCPAC to COM)RDFLT Info COMTNCH
l'OP ffi!:CRET NIMITZ TO FlALSEY, I:NFO KING. Your 260700
reached me on my return to PE.ARL. The difficulty in

meeting Fleet Maintenance requirements is due in part
to adherence to target dates which do not take Fleet
reauirements sutficiently into account. It was for that
reason that my 210935 desired that no commitment_ be
made in connection with the ~ITNDORO Operation. flowever
your 24040 (your Op Order 24-44) constituted ~ ~4~~te

L.
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CINCPAC to COM3RDFLT Info CO:MINCH {Cont' d)
commitment further sunstantiated by the Conferences
reported by liJiACARTHURS ex 54038 para 2. There appears
now to be no alternative except to carry on under the
terms of my 250015 and reexamine the overall situation
after L 3. _If the Fleet is not then able tp meet
the commitments ·which have been made . for the M-1
Operation {Pursuant to the directive from the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to provide cover and support for that
operation) it may become necessary to request a delay
in that operat-ion. However such a delay may meanwhile
become necessary for· other reasons which will ease the
situation for t~e Fleet.

29 0400

COM3RDFLT to-CINCPAC
~CP S£~~
MACARTHUR ex 45038 {271312) concur strikes
U minus 1 and U Day with strike U plus 1 if absolutely
necessary. If carriers must be ready to render additional support on U plus 3 and U plus 4 then I feel
strongly that INDUCTION must be sufficiently delayed
to permit TF 38 to return to ULITHI for service rearming
and some upkeep. If asked to make recommendation I
would suggest S Day be delayed at least 10 days. Para .
Concur in proposed air coordination measures except ·
that carrier air must be free to strike ·any threatening
field in emergency as measure of self preservation .
Halsey.

29 2349

CINCPOA to CINCSWPA Info COM3RDFLEET
Para. 1. See my 170200 which is as yet
unanswered and Halsey's 290400 passed to you separately.
Although my present headquarters are far removed from
the area of your operations they are studied closely
in connection with mine with which they are so closely
interrelated. I believe that you should at this time
have my estimate of the situation which confronts us.
Para. 2. ~rhe enemy naval forces are not capable of
' interfering effectively wi thc) our forces in the LEl"TE
area. The Jrd Fleet controls effectively the PHILIPPINE
SEA and the forces south of the F.1t.WIRE are now estimated
to consist only of ISE lnnJAGA 1 CVE 2 CA 2 CL and about
8 serviceable destroyers. Your information as to the
ground situation is better than mine. I assume the
enemy Army to be incapable of interfering effectively
with the MINDORO operation. In the air however the
enemy is still strong and capable of operating effectively from LUZON the VISAYAS and from MINDANAO. Ships
ff'OF SBGH~.
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'

(continued)
which operate 1n the narrow waters of the PHILIPPINES
within the next few days may expect severe attacks from
enemy aircraft which in _the case o:t escort carriers ·and
assault shi,p ping and embarked troops may be destructive.
'Para _). The initial landings in the PHILIPPINES and
to a considerable degree the subs-e quent land operations
hav~ been made possible by a long sustainea use of carrier
aircraft. Due to circumstances beyond our control which
have delay~d the full activation of shore based aircraft
in ·t he LEYTE ar-ea the operations of the carrier task
forces have been ~retracted to an unprecedented degree
with inad~quate opportunity f ·o r rest upkeep and logistic
replenishment. Their long sustained operations in the
same area have factlitated enemy counter measures particularly the suicide attack. Extensive damage has been
received and ~equirements for carrier pilot replacements
have beoome critical. ,Para 4. If given an adequate
preparatory period of recuperation the carrier task force
can to a degree neutralize the enemy air force in LUZON
for a considerable time. Without such preparation their
strikes must be limited as indicated by Halsey's 290400
and it will be unlikely that they will be able to give
you the subsequent support which you will probably need .
Without very strong prelin1inary operations by shore based
aircraft and their employment concurrently with carrier
aircrart" it is extremely doubtful if the degree of air
supremacy can be achieved which will ensure safe passage_

~~a~~~€!i6~~~gtj~~~~fkfl~·~r~fl~~i~~f'f!fi~§~o~~~~~~a;~~ -~

"

in every way possible in the operutions which you find
it necessary to conduct to recapture LUZON I believe
that eventual success will come sooner if the :MINDORO
operation is delayed unttl your shore .b ased air forces
have been established in strength in the LEYTE area and
have .ctad time to do their work and so recommend. If
you so agree plans can then be made to rest and prepare ,
the Jrd Fleet to support- your operations while maintaining
control Qf the PHILIPPINE SEA.
I

29

1~3-1

CTF 77 to _CINCSWPA Info COMAAF, COM 3RD FLEET, CT:Jr 95 z

CINCP.AC, COMINCH

.

-TOE SECRE~. Evidence of growing air strength of enemy
on MINDANAO ifldica.tes need. of strenuous efforts to neutralize MINDANAO fields in order protect our line of·
communication and keep LEYTE tenable to surface shipping.

24 32
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29 0419Z B01ICOM 21 (HANSELL) to DEPCOlvlAF 20 (HARMON for Ai~l'JOLD)
Info CINCPOA, COMGENPOA.
TOP SECRET. Subject: Decision on mission. Weather and
size of available force unfavorable for ~aylight strike
on 30 November. Am dispatching 30 ACFT on BROOKLYN 1
tonight partially clearing congestion on ISLEY 1. Preparing for maximum effort daylight strike against 1544
on 1 December. That will be mission MONTG01mRY 1.
26 0700

C01i3RDFLT to NIMITZ, CINCPOA; KING, MCMORRIS CINCP AC ADMIN.
TOr' oE ORB'±!. FOR NIMITZ Il\TFO KING, MCMORRIS. Your
250015 acknowledged. Apparently some Com3rdFlt traffic
was missed as supporting force at sea was reduced to
2 groups on 23 November. Para. With existing target dates
any ship participating both in U plus 1 PHILIPPINE
strike and S Minus 5 FORMOSA ' strike can have a maximum
3 days at anchor ULITHI. That is physically all that
is possible. If 3 groups support L3 those 3 groups
can be given 3 days at anchor before departing for
INDICTION and the 4th group can have a long uninterrupted
overhaul weather permitting. Para. During November
Groups will have had total (But not consecutive) time at
anchor as follows 38.1, 7 days; 38.2, 8 days; 38.3, 6 days;
38.4, 11 days. Para. If task force 38 can be absolved
of any support commitments for sufficient time to permit
10 uninterrupted days at anchor the operational prospects
for INDUCTION, DETACID.~1TT and ICEBERG will be vastly
improved. To do this will require at least 15 days
without commitment and 1 of the 4 Groups will have to
go elsewhere than ULITITI preferably 1~UIDS. Para. I fully
share your concern in this matter of upkeep. I do not
consider Task Force 38 has had adequate upkeep and further
it will be physically impossible to meet your maintenance
requirements and carry out my assigned combat tasks with
existing target dates. Battle damage sustained 25 Nov
has made this matter ever more critical. Your 241745 was
also considered in preparing this despatch. Halsey.

27 0831

AJJV GHQ S7TPA (MACARTIIDR) to COM7THFLT, COM3RDFLT, . CINCPOA.
CX 54.015 Following Plan for 3rdFlt cover Ml Operations
has been discussed with your representatives ~nd is
submitted for your approval or comments. 3RDFLT neutralize
hostile air forces .FORlv~OSA S minus 5 and S minus 4; sweep
northern LUZON fields north of the line Santa Cruz
(17-10 North 121-25 ~ast) BBNXR~G DADH CAPE ILDEFONSO ori
8 minus 3 or S minus 2 or both if practicable;. neutralize
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27 0831
AIRVJF YNP FORMOSA S minus 1 and S Day; stand by for
missions of opportunity S plus 2 until relieved;
continuing mission to destroy and neutralize Naval
Forces threateninG the operation. Southwest Pacific
Air Forces and 7th Air Force will neutralize air in
the PHILIPPI1TE, Southwestward thereof, except during
period of fighter sweep on S minus 3 or S minus A o.
· 14th and 20th Air Forces as later arranged. Normal
zone of responsibility between 3rd Fleet and southwest Pacific Air Forc~s, except for reconaissance,
east coast of PHILIPPINE ARCHIPEL~li. GO, North Coast
of LUZON extended westward to southernmost point
on HAINAN ISLAN~ except during fighter sweep when
3rd Fleet sweeps north LUZON. Southwest Pacific
Air Forces included from this area during day of
this sweep. 3rd Fleet and southwest Pacific Air Forces,
including 7th Air Force and escort carriers 7th Fleet,
will exchange information when either force strikes
in the area of the other. Notification should ge
given as far in advance as practicable indicating
the target to be attacked, approximate scale of effort,
and the time of attack.
29 0842

:MA.CAR.Tffiffi to SUBCOMSEAC Info CINCPOA , COM7THFLT,
COM3RDFLT, DETACH GHQ HOLLANDIA
For Admiral Lord Mountbatten. The enemy
is making a decisive stand in the PHILIPPINES. Operation
L-3 involves a penetration to unique on 5 December.
~Ye do not yet have complete control of the air and sea
in the PHILIPPINE ARCHIPELAGO. In view of this situation
my plans provide strong surface ship and carrier
protection to our assault echelon during its movement
through the MINDANAO and SULU SEAS. However I have
some concern for ,the safety of folaow up shipping
after the withdrawal from those waters of my
battleship, cruiser and escort carrier for9es a
withdrawal necesitated by their need for replenishment
prior to operation M-1 20 ·December. In order to
alleviate the threat of attack from the southwest
against my lightly protected loc from LEYTE to unique
I feel it would be most helpful if you could undertake
strong diversion within a day or 2 after my landing on
5 December and to repeat -shortly after landing on
December 20. I would appreciate your comments on the
probability of you maintaining for a limited time
enemy air and naval forces in the SING.APORE area were
you to strike the ~lALAY PENI NSULA or other strategic
objective within your re a che
~GP OBOHE~.
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COMI NCH AND CNU to CINCPOA

War Departmen t plans to assign Major General Charles

H. Corlett to c·onduct planning and be available to
command Army tro9ps in KEELBLOCKS. It ts desired

therefore that General Corlett attend the conference
called by your 282117. Advise as soon as possible
date you wish him to ~ arrive. It will be necessary
for him to return to . United States for a brief period
followins conferenc e.

'
30 1311

GHQ 80\JVESPAC O~~CMtTHUR) to CINCPOA , COJIIUSAAF '.VASH DC ,

etc .

CA 54167

~er ~EC~~.

U Day, Operation s instructio ns

74 this headquart ers, is 15 December 1944. S Day,

Operation s instructio ns 73 .this headquart ers, is 9
January -1945.
·

I
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CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT Info COMFvVDAREA, CTF 95,
CTG 30.5, C01v1AIRPAC, COHGEN.lLA.FPOA

TOP O~G.P~~. In order to obtain close - coordinati on of
bombing and photograp hic missions reauired for future
operation s desire that photo Group 2-be assigned
temporari ly to operation al control CTF 95. 3rd Fleet
requireme nts both for photograp hic missions and
processing will continue to have such priority as
you require. ComFwd.A rea 29lOOi not to all refers.
01 0309

CINCPO.A to COiviGEN 20TH AF THRU
COM3RDFLT, CINCSOVvESPAC

D1~PCOM

20TH AF Info

This answers para 1 your . WARX 68829 which
is 261723. Desire following use 15 sorties available .
10 Sorties desired to maintain surveillan ce of major
airfields and wastern sea approache s to KYUSHU S-15
to 3-5. Balance of sorties to be available on call.
This predicated on ability of CinCS v~A to provide
coverage of FORMOSA as indicated in search plan
Annex to FIVES01~. If circumstan ces prevent full
extension of search plan G surveillan ce of FORMOSA
will be desired instead of RJruSHU. Para. Daily photo
reconnaiss ance of OKINAWA airfields is desi'red S-15
to S-11 and on S-9. Dispatch reconnaiss ance reports
and interpreta tion · of photos to Com3rdFlt , CTF 38,
CTG's 38.1, 38.2, 38.3.
~&.P SB~T.

02 0313Z

CINCPOA to ALL TYPE COM1/.t.ANDERS PACFLT ~ ALL TFC PACFLT,

COMGENAAFPOA, COMGENPOA Info GOMINCH, CINCSWPA, COM 7TH

FLT, COMGENAAFSWP.A

"POP SEQ~~'I!.. Para 1. Effective 0000 (minus 10) 6
December the Shore Based Air Force Forward Area is
dissolved and the Strategic Air Force POA (TF 93)·
establishe d under corrn11and of Lieut Gen M F Harmon.
Provision s my serial 000144 of 17 November and enclosures apply. Para 2. 7th Bomber 6ommand plus ~illS
612 and long range fighters {P-38's) i.n MARIANAS
assigned TF 93 except that 494th Bomb Group remains
under operation al control FEAF until released. Para
3. Other elements now in TF 95 reassigned to TF 94
for service in air defense commands MARIANAS ULITHI
and PALAU or as desired by CTF 94. Assignmen t of
air defense PALAU and ULITHI to direct control of
atoll commander s authorized . Para 4. Major General
Hale and present ~ioint s~art· available to CTF 93 for
assignmen t. Para 5. Offensive tasks now assigned
TF 95 reassigned to TF 93 except neutraliza tion of
enemy held positions in ·Jk{ARIANAS which is reassigned
to TF 94.
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DEPCOMAF 20 to COllaGEN .t~F 20 Info CINCPOA, CINCSWPA,

COM 3RD FLT, COiv1BOMCOM 20, COMBOMCOM 21

AAFPOA 9985
Subject is 2o AF support
to Ml. Referenc.e Arnolds WARX 68829 not to all dated
261723 GCT. BomCom 20 requested to direct 15 sorties
available for reconnaissanc e as follows: 10 sorties
to maintain surveillance of major airfields and western
sea approaches to KYUSHU during period S-15 to S-5
inclusive. Balance of 5 sorties to be available on
·call beginning S-15 for special recco mi&sions. This
plan predicated on ability of SWPA to provide coverage
of Ii'ORMOSA as outlined in Search Plan G Annex to
Fivesome. If circumstances prevent full extension
of Search Plan G surveillance of FORMOSA instead of
KYUSHU will be desired.
Desired from BomCom 21: Daily
photo reconnaissanc e of major OKINAWA airfields from
S-15 to S-11 inclusive and on S-9. All reconnaissanc e
and photo interpretatio n reports to be furnished Com
3rd Fleet, ComTasFor 38, ComTasGroups 38.1, 2, and 3.
S day nQw set as 9 January. Rec.ornmend approval.

~p SEQI~~.

r-

J

02 0900

CINCSWPA sgd MACARTHUR to CG USAF CHINA J;nto CINCPOA,

COMDR ANF, COMDR AAF FOR

CX-54259~.
Ml and L3 are different operations.
Refer your CFB-27866, 1 December. Ml operation is
·
that referred to in Fivesome in paragraph 2A(4). S day
is as indicated in our C-54189. Details or the o~ra
tion continued in OI-73 are not essential for coordination of 14th Air Force activities in support of the
1\tll operation. 13 covered in OI-74 with objective in
the central PHILIPPINES is a preliminary operation to
Ml. The date is termed U day and is 15 December.
Due to your limited facilities request for special
missions other than reconnaissanc e missions to support
the LJ, operation will not be ra.ade in order to cons.erve
maximurn support for the Ml operation. Para It is
requested if praetica,b le that :K:UN1JI~tG searches be
flown from U minu·s 3 day and continue t hnough the
period indicated in ,paragraph 2D in Fi vesome •.
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02 2024

CINCPOA to CTF 93; CTF 94; Info COMINCH ; CINCSWPA;
COM3RDFLT; COM5THFLT; CTF 95; COMCRUDIV 5:

As soon as practicable strategic Air
lforce conduct all out air attack wit.h maximum strength
available against enemy aircraft and air installations
at ~NORK!:JL...\N. ComFwdArea conduct surface daylight
bombardment to destroy defense installations. ComFwdArea
and ComGen lt.AFPOA arrange coordination direct. Lieut
Gen HARMON will depart Hickam about 2000 3 December
VW to establish temporary Headquarters at SA.IP.AN.
See CinCPOA top secret serial 000155 of 24 Nov to
ComFwdP...rea copy being furnished ComGen .AE.FPOA by
Officer Messenger.

~.

03 0735

COMGEN 14TH VIA COMlJAV UNIT 14TH COMJ\TAVGRF CHINA to
COI\1NAVGROUI- CHINA; CINCPOA Info COMGENS~vJPAC ; CO.MGEN
AAF FE.AF, COMGEN USA FOR CHINA; MACJi.RTHUR, :KENNY,
1

WEDEMET.ti!R:

CPJ~-1776 ~eP SEGR~~ . CINCPOA 020310 received this
headquarters states that U Day has been postponed 10
days. The 14th Air Force will commence on the basis
of this message at U-2 to cond4ct 1 LAB reconnaiss~nce
daily ·from TO"URAINE to LINGAY~N GULF using the same
signal SOP as previously. 2 LAB strike missions per
night as are .. no·w being conducted in ,t he LAB area
assigned to the 14th Air Force will be continued. These
missions partially cover northern approaches of the
south CHINA ;SEA within 1100 mile radius of KUNMING.
Weather and logistics permitting, these latter LAB
strikes missions instead of being dispatched from
1.1mirMIRG will be despatched from SUICH1N.l!.N and will
provide reconnaissance ·from SHANGHAI through the
FORMOS.A STRAIT. Beginning at 3-15 the southern LAB
reconnaissance will be discontinued in favor from
FI\~S01m of B Appendix. Chennault.

03 0215

CINCPOA to COMINCH Info COM5THFLT; C01v:PHIBSPAC;
CO MGEN 1OTH JilliviT :
Sf'fCB~.q:lo. CinCSWPA .301311 necessitates establishment
new target dates for DETACI·llviEJ)j"T and ICEBERG which should
be announced without delay in order to avoid ty~ig up
shipping and other resources .unnecessarily. The minimum
interval between M-1 and DETACF.IT.~NT had originally .
been established as 31 days and was ·increased to 45
to allow for necessary upkeep of covering forces after
protracted operations. Para. It now appears necessary
to allow for somewhat extended covering operations after
M-1 and also for an upkeep and recuperation period
accordingly a minimum inter~al of 41 days seems wise
for planning purposes. Retaining a 40 day interval
between DETACI-DlEJ\iT arid ICEBERG will give desirable

'F€P
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03 0215

CINCPOA to COII/ITNCH Info COM THFLT • COMPliiBSP AC ·
COMGEN lOTH ARMY:

weather for latter. Para. Request concurrence in
announcing 19 February and 1 April as new target
dates for my next 2 Operations.
02 2158Z

ARNOLD to DEPCOivl.AF 20; CINCPOA Info COM3RDFLT;

CINCSW'NESPAC•

.

WAR-71838 r.fL9P ~GRET. Reply to CINCPO..:~ 010309.
20TH and 21ST Bomber Commands have been directed to
perform supporting operations as indicated in CinCPOA's
message and in message number 9985 AAFPOA.
03 0731

ADMIRAL FRASER to

ADMIR.i~.L

NIMITZ.

Admiral Nimitz onll• Your 251615 November. I ~ave
consulted context ·Admiralty who agree with my proposal
to carry out operation against Sumatran oil refineries
on passage to the PACIFIC. At the same time they are
most anxious that I should not delay arrival of the
British Pacific Fleet in the ;PP...CIFIC more than is absolutely necessary (3) I shall ·probably be able to
improve on dates given in paragraph 4 of my 190504 and
carrier force should be in AUSTRALIA by end of January
{4) I gladly accept your invitation and hope to arrive
PEARL HARBOR about 18th December.
04 1230

•

MPi.D.ARTHUR to COM3RDFLT Info CINCPOA, COM ALLIED NAVAL

FORCES, COM ALLIED AIR FORCES:

~OP OFJGRPJ'f"! CX 54370. Reference Gom3rdFlt's 290400.
Still desire cover by 3rdFlt on U-1, U Day, and U plus
1 as indicated in my ex 54038, too 271312. 1st
Follow up convoy due to arrive objective area U plus
6. In view of changed dates and greater interval
between operations, can 3rd Fleet be ·prepared to strike
LUZON airfields and shipping on U plus 4, U plus 5
and U plus 6. No desire restrict 3rd Fleet striking field
in o\vn defense. Coordination line delimits normal
activity . and provides for coordination through information when 1 air force enters the normal zone of the
other. Notification only is required. In view of the
extended time factors which will probably permit greater
strength on your attack, it would be he~pful for you
as 2nd priority to bomb shipping from West Coast LUZON
south of LINGAYE N /inclusive to assist in preventing
hostile surface reaction against objective area. Request
early reply,.

24 39
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01 0900

Com3rdFlt to CINCPAC:

DECLA~ iFIE
~

'iJOP SHORB'±', FOR NIMITZ. Noting CinCSvVP A 301311 and

referring to my 010146. For a starter I am keeping
a skeleton group at sea. The prospect of their being
needed appears very remote but the Nips are stubborn
and they are being badly goaded by the B-29 strikes.
If and as prospects of enemy surface-carrier retaliation
decreases I will reduce PHILIPPINE SEA patrol to small
surface unit working in conjunction with shore based
air. I am not passing the buck in saying that your
own estimate would be most welcome. Halsey.
05 1024Z

RICH!illDSON to 'NAR DEPT, CHIEF OF Srr'AFF, J\.RMY; CINCPOA,
.ARMY ATIR FORCES POA:
RJ-42017 AVailability of medium bomb group
plus air services group from MTO about January 10 is
noted. Based on change in D Day, now 15 March, and
Progress of the operation as visualized in theater it
is expected that this group will be in operation 10
May 1945. Reco:rnmend that units be on West Coast and
unit loaded not later than 20 March 1945. Following
specific information submitted as requested. A. Flight
echelon readiness date 20 April. B. Air echelons ·
of squadrons and groups by water shipment. c. Retention
of selected personnel from ground echelon moving by
water will not be required. D. Personnel under B and
C above will be by_water to final destination without
intermediate stops enroute. Assumption that United
States Army Forces Pacific Ocean Areas request for
service forces for ICEBERG includes services in support
of additional Air Combat Units is correct. Commander
in Chief Pacific Ocean Areas concurs in the foregoing.
Reference subptitution of VLR Group for heavy bombardment Group, study now underway to determine whether
or not 1 complete VLR Wing can be deployed in LEGUMINOUS.
If Commander in Chief Pacific Ocean t1.reas accepts
propose to recommend employment of only 2 Heavy Bombardment Groups in Phase 1, 2 VLR Groups to be deployed
in Phase 2 and remaining 2 VLR Groups of the r:Ving
to be deployed as soon thereafter as situation permits.
If possible 15 March should be readiness date at home
station for 2 aviation squadrons.
~OF O~ORE~

0500722

CTF 93 to CINCPO.A, 00MINCH, CINCSO ·dESPAC, COM3RDFLT,
CRUDIV 5, COM5THlt,LT, COlv:JI.F20, DEPCOMJtF 20, CTF 94,
Willi DEPT 7iASHDC •
Following Plan all-out attack I .lO Jiiv~A
scheduled for 7 Dec east longitude all times K(-10).
A. Just prior to noon VF by P- 38; B. 1200 to 1345 2 4 4 0
attack by estimated 75 B-29's dropping 750 tons, C.
1400 to 1530 attack by estimated 95 ' B-24's dropping 23
tons, D. Beginning 1600 bombardment by CruDiv 5.
Foregoi ng a rranged in conference CTF 94 and BomCom 21.
~.
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06 0049

CINCPOA to CORITNCH

-DECLASSIFIED

Your 021258 . In propo sing tempo rary
utiliz ation V1W squadr ons on fast carrie rs it was
not antici pated that uni:ts of 1st Marine Air· Vling
would be so employ ed.. Recommend ·that withdr awal of
such squadr ons from Southw est Pacif ic (which would
leave MarAirWing 1 badly unbala nced tactic ally) be
deferr ed since immed iate CVG requir ement s will be
met from Marine squadr ons prese ntly availa ble to
POA which are in excess of shore based needs throug h
initia l garris on period of ICEBERG opera tion. See
ComAirPac 020254 .

-~P SEC~.

05 2032

COMINCH, CNO to CINCPOA
Joint Chiefs of Staff concu r your 030215
and autho rize announ cemen t propos ed in last senten ce
thereo f.
·

~OP SECftffi~.

06 0159

~~

GH SOWESPAC si ned WillCARTHUR to COM R~ FLT Info
CTNCPOA, COM ALLIED NAVAL FORCES, COM ALLIED 'A
FORCES
'fOP t5E~ Refere nce my ex 54015 , TOO 270831 , relati ve
3rd Flt cover and suppo rt M-1, reexam inatio n of
requir ement s in light of change d dates indica tes
follow ing plan 3rd Flt cover and suppo rt desira ble
subje ct to future develo pment s of situat ion. 3rd Flt
neutr alize hostil e air forces Formo sa S-5 S-4; sweep
airfie lds of northe rn LUZON north of the line SANTA
CRUZ (17-lO N, 121-25 E) - BAGABAB - CAPE IDLEFONSO on
3-3 and S-2 to cover· minesw eeping opera tions in objective area starti ng S-3; neutr alize air FORMOSA S-1
and S day; standb y for missio ns of oppor tunity Sf2 until
reliev ed; contin uous missio n to destro y and neutr alize
naval forces threat ening the opera tion. Southw est
Pacif ic Air Forces and 7th Air Force will neutr alize
air in the PHILIPPINES and southw estwar d thereo f
excep t for northe .r n LUZON during period of 3rd Fl t
sweeps on S-3 and S-2. 14th Air Force to recon noiter
as indica ted in quote Fiveso mw unquo te, enclos ure ·B,
and to attack HONGKONG with maximum inten sity betwee n
S-10 and StlO. 20th Air Force perfor m missio ns as
specif ied in Cincp oa's 010309 and 272127 GOT. Normal
zone of respo nsibil ity and ~oordination of air as in
my OX 54015. For your information, starti ng S-3 until
furthe r notice from Commander LUZON Attack Force (TF
77) the area north of the line IIERMANA MAYOR ISLMlD C_AMILING and we s t of the line CAMI LI NG- BAGABAG- SANTA
CRUZ will const itute the area of atr opera tions for
the aircra ft of the LUZON Attac k Force (princ ipally#
escor t carrie r avi ation ). Avi ation of other cor®~ands
upon ent ering t he are a S- 3 t o S-1 days, repor t to
2~41
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06 0159

{continued)
advance commander support aircraft LUZON in ship
under command Fire and Support Group {CTG 77.2);
on S day and t h ereafter to CSA LUZON Attack Force
(voice call HALIFAX ). Limits of area will be changed
by dispatch as required.

06 0202

COM 3RD FLEET to CINCPOA
CinCSWPA ex 54370 ( 041230) recommend
employment of 3rd Fleet as requested with proviso
that 3rd Fleet will strike during period U plus 4
to U plus 6 JNRY if specifically reauested to do so.
Further suggest that CinCSV~A notify Com 3rd Fleet
pnomptly if general situation permits _cancellation
of Ut 1 strike. Wording of text assigning strike
is not clear but. intend that all strikes be launched
from east coa~of PHILIPPINES.

·.Jf'OI' J~SRE':P.

05 1521

WAR DEPT to CINCSWPA, COMGENPOA, CINCPOA
72694 !OF aggg~m. Concerning proposed FILBAS
Agreement (indicated also in CX 51685 dated 7 November
1944); CX 52257 dated 16 November 44; Cincpoa 200113
November 44; C54123 dated 29 November; and WARX 57406
dated 4 November. {1) Plan FILBAS is approved. {2)
Transfers for the support of FILBAS will be effected
at time agreed upon by theater commanders concerned.
These forces remain under control of Cincpoa until
transfer is effected. ComGenPOA will notify WD of
effective date of each transfer of Army units. (3)
Some or all of the following units: 1 ordnance company
HM~ ; 5 ~ truck Cos; 5 0J1 service Cos; 1 Q,M laundry
company; 1 QM bakery company; and 2 PORR Cos TC; may
be required in another theater in support of 8 VLR
groups, the deployment of which is now under consideration by JCS . Prior to a ctual physical transfer to SWPA
of these particular ·units, War Department confirmation
of movement will be secured. Navy concurs.
V~~X

05 0048

DEPCO].!IAF 20 t o COMGENBOMCOM 21 Info CI NCPOA, COMGENPOA.

TQ;p HEi GRIH'f. "Telecon mes s age No S-4-7. Subject t a rget
code names . The fol l owing code desi gnators of possible
fut ur e miss i ons of the 20th Bomber Command are furnished
fo r your info r mati on :
CODE NAlviE

v

N'~VADA

HYOMING

.

1

MA._-qYLAr-ID
J:JEBRASKA

FLORIDA

TARGET
01/ITJRA
SINGAPORE

NAGASAKI
SAIGON
ANSH ..!\N

CODE NJtME

GEORGI A

TENl\lESSEE

OREGON

:OHIO .~"·. ~

NEW YORK

I LLINOIS

TARGET 2
T AY..AO

44 2

MOULME I N
YA HATA .
KEELUNG
H.ANKOW
TACHI ARI

-'±'GP

OOCR~

r-
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05 0048

DEPCOlvtAF 20 to GOMGENBOMCOM 21 Info CINCPOA, COMGENPOA,
(Continued)
a repeat is run
designator should be
the number of attack
San Antonia 1, 2 and
~~en

07 0335

on the same target the code
followed by a number indicating
on that target for e~ample,

3.

COMGENA-i\.FPOA to CINCPOA.
AAFPOA 10146. ~p ~OR~. Attention invited to the
following references: (A) ComGenAAFPOA top secret 9839
to CinCPOA 28 November (B) ComGen4V~POA To~ secret
10026 to ConL~ 20 Info CinCPOA 3 December (C) ARNOLD
WARX 72670 to Richardson for Harmon 4 December passed
to CinCPOA for Info. By reference (C) the War Department
proposes to commit entire 655 Bombardment Squadron
Heavy to t h is theater for Long Range Weather
reconnaissance. Your concurrence has already been
obtained in sending flight A to the MARI.ANAS and Flight
C to ICEBERG. It is highly desirable that complete
squadron be brought to theater, as this represents
minimum number of personnel capable of providing adequate
weather information, as covered in detail in reference
{C). Request your concurrence in advising Nar Depaftment
that theater is prepared to accept remainder of this
unit. This would involve the additional movement of
38 officers and 168 enlisted personnel to GU1Ul
subsequent to 1 March 1945, of Which a minimum of 17
officers and 45 enlisted would travel by air.

07 0638

CINCPOA to COMTHIRDFLEET, CINCS~NPA Info COMINCH,
C01/!F NDAREA, COMSEVENTHFLEET.
is TOP S~GRE~. Pursuant to the directive of
subparagraph 3 (c} of my letter of instructions serial
00096 of 18 August 1944 Third fleet will provide cover
for the L-3 Operation. Proposals of CinCSV!PA CX 54038
{271312) and ex 54370 (041230) approved subject to
following . A. Other directives of letter of instructions
of 18 August continue in effect. B. Major units of the
3rd Fleet will not transit SURIGAO or SAN BERNADINO
or LUZON STRAIT unless specifically authorized by
CINCPO A. or unless in hot pursuit of enemy units so
valuable that the hazards of mines and air action
in narrow waters warrant the added risk to our major
units. C. CinC37VPA is re quested to notify Com3rdFlt
if general situation permits cancellation unit plus
1 strike. D. It is understood that specific request \rlll
be originated by C in CS v~A if strikes on unit plus 4
unit plus 5 or unit plus 6 a re required.
~ais
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07 0554

CINCPOA to COM3RDFLT, CINCSWPA Info COMINCH, COM7THFLT
Proposals of CinCSWPA CX 5443 5 ( 060159)
connection 3rdFleet operations approved except that
mission of Third Fleet will remain as prescribed in
broader terms by my OpPlan 9-44. Tentative provisions
of paragraph 1 Annex D of same OpPlan ·modified to
accord with CinCSv~A ex 54435 and may be further modified as contemplated by suparagraph G thereof.
'l'Ol? ,3iJGRE'i!-.

07 1156

CTF 77 to COI\1 ALLIED AIR FOR, COM5TH AIRFORCE Info
CINCSWPA, COM7THFLEET, CTU 77.12.7, CTF 73, COM3RD
FLEET, CINCPAC, COMINCH
As generally agreed conference between
ComAllied Air Forces and RAdm Stump commanding CVE's
in L3 operation following minimum requirements fighter
cover shore based air at the following times during
which CVE's will be unable to provide any fighter cover.
U minus 2 day dawn to 1900 16 fighters Mil\TD.ANAO 3EA.
U minus 1 1700 to 1900 8 fighters cover each over CVE's
and convoy west of 1l]!GROS and PANAY. U day 1800 to
1900 8 fighters over CVE's south of }~GROS and 8 fighters
over slow convoy all 9-a~. U plus 1 day 12 fighters
over CVE's east MI1IDA}IAO SEA or SURIGAO STRAIT daybreak
until formation clear LEYTE GULF and OVE's can conduct
flight operations. Request you confirm this arrangement and advise concerning meeting these requirements.
~OF SBG~.

07 2333

~4.B.NOLD 3TGr~D MAR.SH!\.LL COMGENiLAFPOA to RICHARDSON FOR
ILtill.MON Info CI1TCPOA:

Greatly concerned by Japanese air raids on
which have in three raids effected substantial
attrition to B-29 aircraft including 7 destroyed, 9
major damaged, 30 damaged. Our B-29 raids on Japanese
homeland will continue to provoke desperate and
fanatical counteraction. Consider that heavy bombing
of I \NO Jill.A ·is a constructive measure but do not believe
will p'revent future enemy air attacks on our B-29 bases.
Raids will still be possible by long range aircraft
from Jap homeland with possibility of employing 1 way
aircraft. · Japs have capability of bombarding B-29
bases by subs and light naval forces; Lan?.ing small
raiding forces from naval craft; causing damage to B-29
aircraft by local sabotage; ~rapping paratroops •. Example
of Jap paratroop action follows: On Dec 6 GIIQ reported
that paratroops were dropped at night by 14 enemy planes
on 2 airdromes in LEYTE. Vital that every effort be
made to insure the most effective defense of B-29 bases;
·proper and expeditious use of engineers in developing
the most effective radar sites; witn earliest insta1{~4
4
tion of New; and development of all possible passiv~
defense measures. This is sent to you as an insurance
that no enemy capabilities are being overlooked in the

-10F

~~c~.
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07 2333

· ARNOLD ;3IGNED MARSHALL C01JGENA.AFPOA to RICHARDSON FOR
H.ARJVION Info CINCPOA:
precautionary measures

08 2315

yo~

are taking.

FN-08-41 TOP uE~
BOliCOM 21 to cory:GENAF 20; CI~ICPOA; COMGENPOA; Info
DEPCOMAF 20:
The ~~1 BC must carry out a maximum effort attack against
targets in HONSIID on 13 Dec in support of L-3 Operations.
Further support will be continued thereafter as
·
practicable. Our maintenance situation is such that
any major effort against ~\P~UJ prior to that date will
detract materially from magnitude of effort on 13 Dec.
Hence no major operations will be scheduled prior to
13·Dec, On 13 Dec we plan to carry out the followingoperation, depending on weather: (A) J\1emphis 1, if
wind and cloud predictions will permit of precision
bombing in daylight, or (B) Los Jmgeles 1, if weather
not favorable for daylight precision· bombing. Target
for Los Angeles 1 has· been selected as permitting
radar bombing of a primary target, with secondary
effect on the city of 1JAGOYA, in which the primary
target is located. Los Angeles 1 will be conducted
as a night mission since that will permit carrying of
larger bomb load.

10 0918

COr/I.AJ:t, 20 to COUGENARidY .::,..IR FORCE Info CO:MGENAAFPOA,
COMGENPOA, CI1:CPOA:
FN-10-25 'flOP 8ECR::E~ Your 'd ARX-74052 December 7.
Have discussed these matters with ISCO~.: SAIPAN
GE~TER:\L J .AR1~~AN, with ADI:IRiJ.J HOOVER and members of
his staff. All here concerned with defense VLR bases
are alert to situation. Hoover maintaining 2 to 3
DD's 100 miles to northwest for early radar warning.
These have provided advance warning on at least 3
occasions. Coordinated employment night fighter,
fighter/searc hlight teams, land based and DD radars
being developed maximum. Local radar installations include 3 SCR 682 and 1 .~T/TPS-3. These give full low
angle coverage and giving good results. Installation
of new on TOPACHAU is on hignest priority. Present
estimates p;ive January 20 as operational date. I hope
for earlier operation. Doctor Bowles here now and
may be able assist in this and other respects. Daily
searches, off shore picket boats, visual OPTION P'S
and radars should provide against surprise by submarines
and surface craft. J\.djacent water areas well covered
by dual purpose 90VIB and shore batteries. ISLEY FDLDS
1 and 2 are protected by about 500 automatic weapons
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COMAF 20 to COMGENARMY AIR FORCE Info COI\CGENAAFPOA,
CONIGENPOA, CINCPOA: (continued)
supplemented by spread beam searchlights. General
Jarman alert to need for protection against paratroop
raids and sabotage. I do not consider present plan
satisfactory as not sufficiently well organized it
endeavors make maximum utilization Air Force and
Engineer Troops available. I am suggesting to Jarman
that he provide a unit trained and equipped for this
duty. Combination Air Force/Engineer Fire Fighting
Organization has functioned in sur~rior manner. My
plan for air operations provides for daily strikes of
1 to 2 B-24 squadrons against air fields at I'.\/0 Jil.~
with occasional fighter sweeps and for nightly harassment
those airdromes. Intensity of night operations dependent
on Jap reaction during certain moon phases. Possibility
of 1 way Jap raids is not discounted- Vlhile we may
slow up operations thru r ,vo complete neutralization
at range of over 600 nautical miles is not a probability.
~eather this time of year presents formidable obstacle
effective strikes against I ~.'J'O JIMA and emphasizes need
for maximum development radar and radio aides during
this and future campaigns this general area. You will
appreciate _I am sure that defense of all bases is a
responsibility of CINCPOA and that I can act·only inan advisory capacity in this regard.

09 1431

JOINT STAFF PLA1TNERS, './ASHINGTON (LINCOLN) to PLANNING
STAFF CINCPOA Info PLANNING STAFF CINCSO 'NESPAC.
I

NPuP..X-74788 ':POP JEGRBq!, Pursuant to the concept of
JCS 924/8 which is being furnished CINCPOA and
CINC.:30 d:··8SPAC, to advise you of what is being worked on
here, we are examining objectives on the CHINA COA3T
northeast SWATOW and objectives in the NA.NSEI SHOTO
additional to OKINAWA with a view to selecting the most
suitable objectives for the period between the RYUKYUS
and KYUSHtJ Operations. We do not now see how we can
do both and still adhere to the invasion time schedule
of JC3 924/6. Our examination so far indicates the
NINGPO- CHUSJiN ARCHIPELAGO area as best so far as the
CHINA COAST area is concerned with regard to the
expansion of holding s in the R~JS, which we feel
is essential to provide direct support for the invasion.
It would be helpful to know your plans including time
schedule and resources re quired. Our studies should be
available shortly, for wha tever help they may be. Para.
You have already been furnished outline plans for
OKI NA.VA- ~J\II'L\MI in JWPC 116/4 and for KYUaHU in J -.vpc 235/3
as revised by JWPC 2 35/4. Para. 1He are preparing outline plans for: Par a Able. NI NGPO- CHUS.A:K ARCHIPELAGO.
Ve have just seen Cil\1CPOJ.. ' S Pl a n for this. TJe will
send ours wh en i t i s f i nish ed . Para BAKER . Additional
objective s i n the Nr\NSEI SHOTO . ·:~e a ssume from the
·I CE BERG Plan t hat CI NCPOA' S Staff is al so workin~ 4'~ 6
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JOINT STAFF PLANNERS WASHI NGT-ON {LINCOLN to PL.l\.NNING
STAFF CI NCP OA Info PL.AlU\fi NG STAFF CINCSOWESPAC. Cont' d) ..

this. Para. miP~LIE . HONSriU. Para DOG. HOKKAIDO-KARAFUTO.
Para FOX. HAINAN . See paragraph 30, JCS 92.4/8.

09 1309
='f9P OBGRE·':P-. Admiralty has authorized -Admj:ral Fraser while
enroute AUSTR.i\LIA to comply as practicable ·with requests
for destruction of SUI~1~AN Oil Refineries and for
operational strikes against the Ml'i.LAY PENINSULA and
SINGAPORE as desired by CINCPA.C and OIUCSWPk . Final
attack on PALENillJiliG to be carried out in early JAllliilliY.
It is expected these operations will delay arrival in
AUSTRALIA of main body of the British ~acific Fleet _by
2 or 3 weeks. 1 Battleship, 2 Cruisers and a Flotilla
of Destroyers should arrive prior to end of the year.
Australian Governmen~ has been informed.

10 1436

MARSH_1\LL to SULTAN, WEDEMEYER Info MAC~THUR, NIMITZ,
RI CEARDSON: ~

WARX 75106. (V'IDCMC SVC 11175 ·) ~OPOEe. Directive of
-President that no political decisions may be made with
French Military Mission attached to southeast Asia
Command is subject reference W~\RX 66178 November 21
. From JCS. Secretary of State in a letter to the Secretary
of ~viar dated December 6 Has jus-t: indicated that a message
recently received from the U. S . Consulate in COLOMBO
reported that in the early part of October Lord Louis
Moun"4batten is understood to have advised the Staff of
the southeast Asia Command that the ,French Mission
,
under_General Blaixot had been reco gn1zed officially on
the bas i s of a verbal. agreement between the Prime
r,iinister and the President. Upon this being communicated
to the President the Secretary of State further indicates
the Presi dent repiied that the British should be advised
that he and the Prime Minister did not recognize the
French Military Mission ~t Southeast- Asia Command officiallY.
The State Department plans to advise the British Embassy
of the Presidents reply verbal ly. The above is being
sent to you f or your information and it is also desired
th at General Sultan at the first opport unity give this
information to General ~m eeler privately.

2447
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Tl1I3 IJ '±'OF GEG:rtE'±!-. Para 1. The President, in a
memorandum to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 20 November,
noted the congestion of shipping ih ~ the several theaters,
and in view of the critical overall shortage of shipping, stated that "Nith due allowance for the delays
inevitable in war time it nevertheless seems to me that
the most urgent representatio n should be L.lade by the
Chiefs of Staff to the theater Conwanders to improve
this situation." Para 2. The Present critical shortage
of sh~ps is due primarily to the retention of large
numbers of vessels in the 4 maj-or theaters of war and
to the inability of the theaters to discnarge and
release ships promptly. This immobilizatio n is largely
the result of overestimatio n of discharge capacity,
partial rather than complete discharge of vessels once
berthed, and the use of ocean ships as warehouses on a
large scale. Para 3. ~Nhile there is presently congestion
in all theaters, it will be considerably alleviated
through implementatio n of these policies. This relief
will result in a demand for more shipping by the
theaters who have relieved their congestion. Such
additional shipping will be diverted from those theaters
where congestion still exists. Para 4. Therefore, in
order that there may be a uniform approach to the
solution of this pressing problem, it is directed that
the following policies be followed by all United States
Commanders of Areas under Executive Directions.~of the
United States Chiefs of Staff and shall be a guide to
U.S. Corr~anders in other Areas: Para A. The use of
Ocean-Going ships for storage purposes, whether loadea
in the U.S. or in the Theater, is prohibited. Para B.
In arriving at shipping requirements , a realistic
appreciation of port and discharge capacity is imperative .
],actors of safety applied to supply requirements which
result in wasteful banks of idle ships awaiting call
to an · operational area will be reviewed and scaled
downward to provide safety with economy. Theater .
shipping schedules for, and employment of., both locally
loaded vessels and those arriving from the U.S. will
conform to port and discharge capacities. Schedules will
be altered, promptly by· responsible Commanders . as
experience modifies estimates of discharge capacities.
Theater and Area calls for supplies will be adjusted to
conform to revised shipping schedules. Para C. Selective
discharge of' ships, resulting in a partial unloading ·
of a number of vessels, save on the early stages of
amphibious operations, or urgent operations, will be
discontinued . Para D. The misuse of large Ocean-Going
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OIP 3TA.FF to EISEtl}IOUR, etc: ( Cont 'd)

vessels by diversion or delay to discharge or load
small tonnages; by partial or selective unloading
of cargo; or by the inefficient use of ocean tonnage
for local small deliveries will be discontinued except
in case of emergency which the theater Commander cannot
meet by other means. Para E~ The detailed ship position
and employment reports to -~\JN3IIINGTON shipping authorities
as prescribed by the dar and Navy Departments will be
submitted expeditiously by responsible Commanders. Para
F. It is considered that the most effective way to
implement the above policies is through the designation
by the· theater or area commander· of a single theater
agency for the control of shipping. Para 5. The
War Department is charged ·with supervising the utilization
of U.3. Shipping by Co~nanding General, European Theater
of Operations; Commanding General, Mediterrean Theater
of Operations; and Commander in Chief, Southwest Pacific
Area, and the Navy Department ( CNO) is charged 'tNi th
supervising the utilization of U.S. Shipping by Commander
in Chief, Pacific Ocean .:'1.reas in accordance with the
above policies. Allocations of shipping shall be made
,with due regard to capacity of port~ in the terminal
area, to the end that vessels in excess of the number
that can be unloaded (with allowance for reasonable
detentions) shall not be despatch~d.
09 0557Z

CIITCS\IVPA to
cor~~DH

ANF,

(FWD ECH)

CINCPOA~ : DEB COKD 20TH AIR FORCE Info
WASATCH, ·CTF 73, cor,r<DR ARMY AIR FORCES

.

CX 54575 Refer Cincpoas 010309 GOT and our CX 54260
to KHXL 020859 GCT X SV'TPA lortg range searcli planes
will-provide coverage of the JTOPJ\ OSA area by S minus
15 as indicated in FIVESOI.~.
10 2325

CINCPOA to COJVISERVRON 10, COlfSERVPAC Info CTF 94, 96,
COM3RDFLT, cor,~5TEFLT:
·Responsibilities Commander Service Squadron 10 are
redefined as follows. Previous directives were conflicting are superseded:
(1) Render Fleet units all services required of a
mobile advanced base at a ~ - et anchorage. The~e
include Logistic Support, Battle damage and
emergency repairs, and upkeep.
(2) Until local shore based facilities are adequate for
the purpose, supply similar services to vessels
operating under area co~nanders.
(3) In case u of emerr enc y , render support to advanced
bases. Para. Responsibilities under (2) and (J)
'
shall continue during such periods as ComSeron 10
may be assi gned by CinC:Pac-CinCPOA directives ~oA
operational control of Task Fleet Commanders. t.. tot 4 9

DECErviBER
12 0815

t GCT)
CO~ii?THFLT

to THIRD

ECLAS \F\E

FLE~T;

7TH FLT; Info CINCPOA:

Estimate Japanese Fleet currently located as follows •
. Er·l!PIRE FORMOSA Area 4 BB, 3 CV, 1 CVL, 1 CVE, 4/5 CA,
3 CL .about 18 DD. In HiiLIPPI~~S BRUNEI BAY 2 CL and
10 DD. SING_\PORE ~~I south INDO CHINA Area 2 BE-XCV,
1 CVE, 3 CA, 2 CL, 8 DD. Believe maximum major
Orange surface units operational to be 2 BB, 2BB-XCV,
2 CV, 1 CVL, 2 CVE, 4. CA, 3 CL. Anticipate Japanese may
use operational Fleet Units in transportation runs to ..
strengthen PHILIPPilillS positions and possibly in hit
run attacks coordinated with air strikes in opposition
to current Blue operations. Ground estimate follows:
MINDORO 1000 with largest concentration in S "VIGLIAC
VOASOAW area (Probably 200-300). NE MINDORO concentrations consist of widely dispersed groups with greatest
concentrations in vicinity of C.A.LAP:'\.N and SUBlL:I\.J.1G BAY
areas in immediate vicinity remain basically unchanged
from figures in OpPlan except for increase BAT~U~GAS
area to 29,000. Nil additional inforruation available
in respect to ground installations MINDORO. Nil further
regard to mine DAUA AA maximum of 40 PT and 15 HDYABUSA
ariti PT Boats .estimated in PHILIPPI1TES at present.
Submarines located approximately 40 in home waters.
12 in MALAY E !\lEI theater plus PHILIPPINES ·estimate
a minimum of 10 standard type Orange submarines plus
up to 100 midgets. 4 large and about 10 midgets be- .
lieved at present in VISAYAS area with re~t divided
between DAVAO GULF and I.f..ANILA. Estimated enemy air
· strength 12 December. LUZON 146 fighters 192 bombers
60 others. VI3AYiW 118 fighters 44 bombers 24 others.
MINDiU·JAO 34 fighters 48 bombers 18 othe·rs. Believe
heavy raids by both suicide planes and other bombers
will be directed against Blue shipping
particularly
transports and carriers. Attacks will continue as long
as ships do not have continuous heavy fighter cover.
Japs have large plane reserves in FORM03A to replace
losses incurred in the PHILIPL)II\TES. Raids possible
all the way from LEYT2 to beachead and return as
enemy has numerous fields for staging. Dawn and dusk
raids may supersede heavy dayli ght one if losses for
Nips become too high.
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CINCPAC to COM3RDFIJT Info KI N(}:
,OF SEQ&E'P-. NI MI 'I'Z TO FI.A.LSEY , I ))JFO KI NG. My est ire te

of the present situation is based on very incomplete
information as to the extent to which shore based air
forces a re now effectively -eBta blished in LEY1J.lE .
However it does not appe ar that they are yet in
suff icient s trengt h or have in!lic~ed sufficient damage
on the enemy air force to achieve the degree oi' air
supr.emacy re quisite to ensure safe passage of the
Expeditionary F o~ce fro m LEYTE to NITJ\lDORO. See my
292349. Since 1 November enemy aircraft have infl~cted
t he "follov.ring damage on combatant ships supporting the
PHILIPl 'I NES Campaigp sunk 3 destroyers, 1 destroyertransport and 2 motQr torpedo boats damaged 2 battleships,
5 large carriers 3 light carriers, 3 light cruisers,
14 destroyers, 1 destroyer transport aria 1 'motor
torpedo boat~Para. The enemy appears still to be
capable of in· icting attacks ·-which may be destructive
in the case
the escort carriers assault shipping and
embarked tropps except as your own attacks may succeed
in destroying his air forces now in LUZON and his
replacements as they may be bnought forward. Para.
It seems probable that the carrier force may be called
on for another protracted . period of operatiqns and it
will be advisable to operate on that premise. Also
I may find it necessary to modify your current directives
aa the situation develops. Para. In order that I may
be fully advised of your situation and prepared to meet
my responsibilities at all times during ~he MINDORO
operation submit to me at least daily a report of your
operat-:ions and keep me advised of the position of your
major units except when radio -silence prevents.
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COM THIRD FLEET to CINCPOA info COMINCR.

DECLASSifiED

To!

OeeP8~ for Nimitz info King.
My estimate entirely in
agreement witb your 130650 effective BLUE air strength in
MINDORO should prove vital factor in campaign but putting it
there may be tough and costly. Part Task Force 38 reached
launching point east of LUZON dawn 14th undetected :primary
· strike objective enemy air. Plan contemplates new technique
c.ontinuous day and n~gh.t CAP over enemy fields. Will keep
you fully informed. - Halsey

13 1253

COMINCH & CNO to CINCPAC ' info CINCSOVVESPAC COM 7TH FLEET.
See:Pet. Personal King to Nirni tz. Say to Admiral Fraser
that after he has reported to me in accordance with my agreement with the First Sea -Lord pursuant _to OCTAGON decisions
I will direct him to report with British Pacific Fleet to
you for duty and that subsequent allocations of his forces
including any that may be assigned to Kinkaid to support
MacArthur's operations will result from directives issued by
me and implemented by you in the same . manner as United States
Fleet matters are handled.

4:'o~

13 1654

COM,:INCH AND. CNO to CINCPOA
PERSONAL ~.,OR NllJITZ FRO}/£ KING.

Foll9wing for your informa:...
t1on in connect1on d1scuss1ons -with Admiral Fraser. At
OCTAGON we received the assurance of the British Chiefs of
Staff that the British Fleet in the Pacific would be !'balanced
and self supporting". At OCTAGON and in subsequent discussion I have pressed the Rritish as to the necessity of their
providing the supporti-n g elements required for their combatant
forces both shore based and afloat. Para. The- suggestion
has · now been made by the British that we "pool resources" in
the Pacific. I do not agree with the use of this term in
describing the manner in which the British and U~ S. forces
will be supported. I desire it to be understood that the
British Fleet shall be supported by British resources and
that t~ey should put into the Pacific such supporting elements
as a.re required for the combatant forces sent into the
theater. This does ~ot imply that U. s. supporting elements
cannot be used for the British nor that British supporting
elements cannot be used for u. -s. This will be done wholly
at the , discretion of the Area Commander.. Para~ The point
I wish clearly made is that the term "balanced and self
supporting" shall be realistic and not repeat not mere words.
A good example lies in the preparations for the 0\Jll~RLORD
operation in which we provided the complete support afloat
and ashore for u. S. forces including repair, supply, manning,
and equipping of bases etc. The British likewise made provisions for their forces. r.rhese provisions having been made 1
allocation of facilities from 1 service to the other, as
from time to time became necessary and feasible, followed.~
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THISIS TOP SECRET: COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info COMAF
5 - FAR E:!STERN AlliFORCE LEYTE; COM7TH FLEET; CINCScrWESPAC; CTF 77 - ADV1U'ICE HE.A.D:~)JiillTERS SGTWESPAC - CTF 38:
No B_ogies 1ast night. Bat Hecklers worked on all enemy
fields and some shipping till night. Analysis will not
be completed until after withdrawing on 16th but about
200 planes destroyed yesterday on ground. Continuous
CAP over enemy fields worked perfectly yesterday and
being repeated today. Shipping worked over in spare
time with good results to be reported separately.
Expect repeat tomorrow unless . MacArthur signified our
assistance not needed.

13 2226

ARl~OLD

to M.l\.CAR.TIIUR; Hi\.RMON Info LEMAY, CINCPOA:

S1JGRET. -WJUL.-v:. 76699. Unfavorable weather forecast
over ' southern Japan until 19 December precludes
performance by 20th Bomber Command of operations
schedules in support of L-3. At earliest date weather
permits scheduled operations will be performed . Recon
sorties requested will be performed on schedule.

~SF
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VvEDEl\ifEYER to NIACARTRUR ; NI MITZ Info CiiE11}JAULT:

·POP

S~GRE~.
Begun on. 13 December was Fourteenth ~ir
Force sea reconnaiss ances asked fpr by URAD CX 53259
December 2. See Chennaul ts c~\1:X 228 6 December 12 for
details area covered. Request verificati on 6f designation of S Day so that we may be sure of initiation of
support to be given as outlined in nFivesomen Agreement .
Sea reconnaiss ances nov? under way will be changed to
area shown in inclosure B of Fi vesome Agre z. ment and will
start on 3 - 15. Strike Mission Planned in support of
Fivesome area. A. 1 N i~~t mission HONGKONG area against
air fields. B. In HONGKONG-C .\N'TON area 2 dayli ght
strikes with fi ghter support aga inst airfields . c. 2
dayli ght strikes. 1 Each against TAIKOO Dry Dock
installati on and the Royal Navy Yard using t•ighter
support. D. If photo recon indicates profitable target.
1 Daylight strike against airfields in HONGKONG vicinity
otherwise aga inst Royil Navy Yard or TAIKOO Docks A
repeat mission. E. Against, shipping nightly LAB strikes
along south Jhina Coast. F. In HONGKONG Harbor 3 mining
missions we will do. G. 30 B-25 sorties along China
Coast against shipping in FORMOSA STRAITS north to
ViEN ~JHO N . H. ~i1inor Stll):POrtin g missions of photograph s
and strafing by supporting aircraft are other activities
included. Para. It is presumed in accordance with 2 F
(!!)Paragra ph of Fivesome Agreement strikes aimed at
shipping in FORMOSA STRAITS and attack on Naval installations in HC NGKOl~ G area will be phased as coordinate d
between CINCPOA and :!hina Theater Comman der. Against
airfields installati ons our strikes will have to be
timed more or less to support our attacks on Naval
installati ons. Pa ra. This part for Nimitz. At this time
Query can any datum relative to 3 Day be desi gnated
for our HONGEONG strikes or will our 01Nn phasing be
satisfacto ry end i~uery. In either event weather in a
large me a sure will control.

15 0009

MiutSF_ALL to El\.CJB'TTIUR In:Eo NI MITZ:

H..U'JDLS ·.:0J3 NI NII TZ ONLY • TEI S I S r:e oP .SECRET .. _

The broad outline of initial reporting and Command
setup i s contained in CNO Radio DTG 13125~ December
1944, Info co py having been furni shed you and Cornmander
Seventh Fleet. ( Refe~ e nce your r ad io 054700 da ted 11
December 1944). Amplifyin~ instructio ns and further
detail s will be transmitt ed s hortly. Operation al schedule
and date s of arrival in your are a will be communica ted ,
to you when determined ., Such coordinati on a s is necessary
for operat ions enr oute by Brit ish Fl,eet unit s will be
effecte d wi th you. Briti sh Fle et Units t hat may be
alloc at e d to t he Comruand of Admira l Ki nka i d wi l l be under
your command and direc ti on i n th e s ame manne r as United
St at e s Fleet uni t s are now handled.
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BOMCOM 21; COIVIGENAAFPOA to DEPCOM AF 20 Info COiv1AF 20 j
CINCPOA; COMGENPOA: (Continued)
90.13 - 1545

FURIOUS

- Takasaki Area, Nakajima
Aircraft Co. ,Koizurnu
Plant.

90.20 -

194

HESITATION

- Nagoya Area, Mitsubishi
Aircraft Works.

90.20 - 1729

KIDNEYBE ..4N

- Nagoya "LU-ea, Aichi

90.17 - 1682

LADYBIRD

- Tokyo Area, Tama Plant,
location unknown See 130230 Dec.Top-Sec .

B.

SECONDARY I\.ND

TOKYO

NAGOYA
OS.AKA

Aircraft Works, Eitoku
Plant.

LAST RESORT TARGETS:
MEETINGHOUSE

:MICROSCOPE

YOKOHAIVIA

PEACHBLOVv
RAILING
REED BIRD

KURE

HICKEY

YOKOSUICA
NIIGAOUH
MOBEOKA

KEYWAY

KAWASAKI

KOBE

HIROSHIMP..

S.AP3UCKER

ILLOGICAL

LAMBSKIN

RA.FFLING

Note:

The letters npn and "U" will be used as
suffixes to codewords on ~econdary and last
resort targets to designate ttPort" and/or
"Urban" area.

3.

The code words set forth in this message will
henceforth be used instead of those set forth
in our Telecon FN-09-23.
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COMGEN 20; DEPCOM.AF 20
CINCPO .A ; COMGENPOA:

to

CO MGEN BO~,~ CO M

21 Info

OESRET~ Following a·r e the code words of the 20th
Bomber Cbmmand Opera t ions:

..w;pop

Tl\RGETS .

CODES

CAPACIOUS
ALBUIVIOSE

BiL"l\JGKOK
lVLlliKO W

HONGKOUG

CHI:MlVIEY SWEEP
J?ILIC.AN

SINGAPORE

PURIFICATOR
R2PE:\.TEDLY
BUNCHBEHRY

SAIGON

SINGAPORE(Mining)
ON!URA
T.ACHIJUli

OPENHOUSE

NAGASAKI
TJU{AO

OUTRANGE
PROPULSION
SEVERITY
RITUALIST

MOULMEIN
Nlll\1KING-PUKO W

SUCROSE

'KEELUNG
. 4. .l\fSH1J\f
Yit\,vAT.A

13 0520

BOMC0~11 21; :JOM
GEN.Li.AFPOA to
CINCPOA; COMGENPOA:

ADME1~.51JRE

li.NGELIC

DEPCOM AF 20

Info

COriiAF 20;

'!'OF ~ECltE'r. Subject assignment of Mission Code Words
References: (A) Teleoon Mesg Fn-09-23 (Top Secret)
(B) Telcon Mesg S-11-6
(Secret)
1.
Pursuant to instructions contained in T~lecon
Reference (Bl above, Mission Code Words have been
assigned as follows:
A.

PRIMJffiY

T ARGETS:

90.1? - 357

ENKINDLE

- Tokyo Area, Nakajima
,Aircraft, I11I usq.shino
Plant.

90.20-

193

ERPJJ I C.ATE

- Nagoya Area,Mitsubishi Aircraft engine
works ..

-1547

FOREDOOM

- Osaka Area, Kawasaki
Aircraft Company.

90.13 -1544

FRACTION

- Takasaki, Nakajima
Aircraft Co.New Ota
plant.

90.20 - 240

FRUI TC.AKE

90.25

24.58

Nagoya Area, Kawasaki
Aircraf t works,
Kagami gahara Plant.

DECEMBER ( GCT)
ll+ 0923

DEC SSIF!ED ·
Info COMGENPOA; CTG 94.14;

For the purpose of clarifying future discussions the
relief of the 8lst InfDiv from PALAU will be considered
in 3 phases: Phase 1. Transf'er of 322nd RCT to NEW
C~ I J~D ONIA. Now being aacomplished . Para. Phase 2.
Transfer of remainder Sst InfDi v less 3 21st Inf Regt.
Reinf). Accomplish phase 2 as directed my dis 221003
arad 280403 except that .ll38th Engr Combat Group,
including 52nd, 154th and 155th Engr Bns will be
transferred with 8st Di v and shipped NE-i'l 0.:'\LEDONIA
instead of LEYTE (This answers ComGenPOA Dis -080153
not to all or needed). Para. Phase 3. Relief of 32lst
Inf Regt {ReinF). In this connection ComGen.POA dis
110627 not tm ~11 br neBded proposes to utilize
lllth Inf Regt reinforced with 1 Tank Destroyer Bn,
1 Amphibious Tractor Bn. This will provide 1 AmTrac
Bn in lieu of 1 P~Trac Co and 1 ~~Tank Co pDoposed
by you and also contemplates Engineer Co and Medical
Go be wi thdravm. AmTank Medical and Engineer Cos
urgently required for subsequent operation. Your
cernment on this proposed gaJrison Force requested.

2457
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MARSHALL, COMGENPO A to RICR,ARDSON Info CINCPOA:

THIS 1.3 !'OF SECRE~ VlAR-77866-15th. Paragraph 1 •••
Based on assumed German defeat and subsequent redeployment
effective as of Jl March 45, and further based on
operations approved for planning purposes is JCS 924/8,
copy of which was fo"rwarded to you by courier #4490,
Under cover of Memo, Subject: "Operations for the
defeat of Japan", - dated 1 December 44, the following
major units, with corresponding strengths for air,
ground, and service, are being considered for POA:
As of 31 March 45, 21 Air Groups and 6 Divisions:
As of 30 June 45, 1 Armored Division, 8 other divisions,
and 41 Air Groups; as of JO September 45, 1 Armored
Division, 21 other divisions and 62 Air Groups; As of
31 December 45, 5 Armored Divisions, 27 other divisions
and 80 Air Groups; As of 31 March 46 and 30 June 46,
Same divisions and 98 Air Groups/ As of 30 SEPTEM:BER
46, Same divisi6ns and 109 Air Groups. Paragraph 2 ••
Corresponding ceiling strengths as of 30 September ,
46 are 593300 for Army Air Force Type Units, 921900
for Army Ground Force Type Units and 475600 For Army
Service Force Type Units. Paragraph 3 •• Desire that
you prepare troop basis listing type units desired to
Im9et the 30 September 46, ceiling stren@ths. Your
reply should be placed in similar format to the .
troop basms schedule worksheet's which you filled in and
forwarded · to operations division in letter, your file
AG320.2/91, Subject: "Ground and Service Troop schedule
in , consonance with JCS 521/6, assumption "B". Desire
that you furnish, on worksheets prepared in your Hdqts,
an initial troop basis listing the type unit, T/0 number,
unit aggregate strength, rtumber of units, and total
strength for each type unit~ Desire that initial
report be dispatched to OPD from your headquarters
later than 23 December 44. Paragraph 4 •.• Desire that
a subsequent report be prepared programming your unit
and strength increases by months from -Jl March 44
to 30 September 46. Subsequent report should also
be keyed as of 30 September 46 to ceiling strengths
indicated in paragraph 2 above and should be dispatched
to Operations Division from your headquarters not later
than 30 December 44. Program schedule desired will
be of great importa nce in planning f'or unit withdrawal
from Mediterranean and European Theaters after defeat
of Germany and shipment to your area.

'

17 0135

CQ].hGENAAFPO A to CINCPOA Info COMGENPOA,
I S COMS GUiU\;I , TINI :1.N and SAIPAN.

COJViF ~ ffi&"t:tE.ACJl::N""TPAC,

oECR~.
Ori g i nal plan f or 6peration 4 VLR Groups
from each occupied i s land. in the :f/UlHI ANAS will be
adhered to unless h ostile air operations necessitate
the temporary dis pers ion of a portion of the ?Jrd

'--"fOP
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DECLASSIFIED

JONiGENA.AJ:rPOA to· CIN8POA Info CO~·!TG~lJijOA, C0h'Or;."TDA.REACE11:TPAC:
ISCOMS GUJi.Th~ , 'I'lNIAN and SAIPAN . (Continued)

Boiabardment ding . Present indications are that additional
VLR Groups will be committed to the Pacific Ocean
Areas, and it is strongly recommended that no Change be
made in present plans to provide facilities for a
mim.imum of 4 VLR Groups on 'riNIAN and 4 VLR Groups
on GUP.J\1 . Strips number 5 and 6 on TINI~ltN will permit
the staging of GUA11l based groups as required, and
allow temporary dispersion when necessitated by enemy
action. Thes~ strips will also provide bases for
augmentation vmen approved.

2459

...lf'e P ;3i; GFHB~
DEC~MBER

13 0510
.

'
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PECLASSIFIED

(GCT)

COM3RDFLT to CINCPAC Info COMAIRP t\C, GTF 38:

SiC*Ji!;QJ. The very remarkable success of 14-16
December operations in completely smothering all enemy
air in LUZON and at same time inflicting good damage
on shipping indicates desirability of earliest possible
establishment of 2-type CV complement (A) Fighters
{B) planes capable of carrying torpedoes or bombs.For operations in prospect. Recognizing inability
obtain any substantial increase in fighters prior to
departure for next operation recommend CV and CVL
fighter pilot complements be bolstered up by making
every possible qualified fighter pilot (up to 150%)
available to CTF 38 prior to 30 December SC that
greater number of sorties per fighter may be flown
during protracted operations in support of M-1.·

~OP

CNO (DNI) to

COr.~INCH

Info CINCPAC, CONINORPAC.

SECPr:E~ Following is extracted from A."MCON VLAD
122320 to .ALUSNA 1!-0SCOW giving report of conference
with Vice Adm Frolov Chief of Staff Red Navy Pac
Fleet. QUOTE Soviet fighter planes and antiaircraft
batteries are now ready to repel surprise Jap .air
attack. Adm concerned lest some outlying crew may
mistake US plane for Jap. Pending further official
info on fields and approach instructions he suggested
all planes whi-ch must land on soviet soil should
approach any known field directly at less than 1000
meters or well below cloud ceiling over Soviet
Territory. Planes should follow escort fighters
which m~y come aloft to guide and prevent mistakes
by Soviet Gunners. Plane should circle field in wide
~ircles about 4 times before landing.

!fOE'

17 1101

Cil~CJ':JPA.

FORCES

j

(LEYTE •

M.AC L'l.RTITIJR to c ·. 1r.:3RDFLT Info C011.LI\.LLIED NA.V AL
AIR FORC3:S; CINCPOA; COMFE.AF

COIVU\.LLT~~D

-'ffiiJ IJ TOP BBGPJOB'r-.Reference my OX 54370 . time group

041230 and my ex 54908 time group 151516, request 3rd
Fleet strike LUZON Airfields and shipping on U(f 4),
U(f5), and U(f6) to cover reenforcement echelon
scheduled to arrive UBI '~UE early morning U( t7).
Further request Jrd Fleet be prepared to strike
Japanese N~val Forces, Jee CTF 77's 170108, with in
range, if subsequent reconnaissance indicates
practicability.

17 2318

COM RDFLT to CINCS NPA Info CI NCPAC COIV.Ji'E.AF
CTF 77 , CTF 3 •

Have been unable to dodge storm which 90
far has prevented refueling. Your OX 55010 (171101).
Unable to strike U f4. Will advise l a ter as to
~OF asc~~.

·

24 6C
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DECLASSIFIED

COM RDt'LT to CINC3 .,lPA Info CINCP AG COI.lFZi\.F
CTF 77, CTF 3 • Continued)

COMAF

capabilities for U f 5. As final count for 3 days
ending 16th was 270 planes destroyed 192 definitely
damaged and m.any others strafed enemy air effort
should be badly crippilied • Force will have to head
for base evening of U f 6 in order prepare for M-1.
17 2333

COM3RPFLT to CINCPAC Info CTF 38.
YOP SEORE~. See my 172318 to MacArthur. ~affling
storm pursues us. Estimated noon 1 (-9) position
18tl.. latitude 14-13 N, longitude 127-40 E. Not
yet refuelled. Proceedin6 south looking for better
weather.

17.2352

CINCPOA to COMINCH:
iRIS !,:) 'fOP SBG±Hs'!L. Para, 1. r~Iy views concerning
wuestions raised in ~'J.fu"C{X-7 4 788 ( 091431) are briefly
as follovvs. I consider that the i Evasi on time schedule
of JCS 924/8 is now impracticable ·unless an immediate
collapse of Germany is followed by a relaxation of the
Japanese will to resist which is most unlikely . Para . 2 .
My plans for expansion of holdings in·the RYUKYUS which
are now being developed are necessarily dependent on the
timing and rapidity of transfer of troops from the
European Theater. Phase 2 of IG~BSRG involves completion
of control of OKINA~'JA and occupation of IE SHIIf.lt.
Phase 3 involves occupation of MIYAKO JI~A, KUlvlli,
KIKAI and also for Loran purposes a site in OKINO
DAITO JI:r~IA. Para 3. My serial 00 015 3 of 21 Nov
submitted outline of LONGTOM Plan and my concept of
operations after ICEffi~RG to create conditions prerequisite for invas_:_on of JAPAN. Para.4. My serial
000162 of 10 Dec submitted revised plan (lffiELBLOCK0 2)
for North Pacific Operations. Para 5. Do not favor
operations a gainst HAINAN or HOrJKAIDO.

18 1220
Reference Con~ander Jrd Fleet's 172318Z.
3rd Fleet unable to attack LUZON targets U f4. LUZON
area open to Allied Air Forces for bombing on that dew.

~OP SSGRE~.

·_;

2 4 6~

DE CE1·11BER ( GCT )
19 0100

DECLASSIFIED

COM3RDFLT to CINCS\.IVPA Info CINCPAC, CTF 77, COMFEAF,
COM.AF 5.

TOP ~ECR~~. Intend ·strike LUZON
Vfuich is earliest passable.
19 0111

preda~~

COM3RD1~'LT to CINCSOVBSPAC Info JOMFE.AF,
TASFOR 38, CINCPAC.
.
.

U Plus 6
COMP~

5, COM-

·-....rmp SEG;J;UST. Advise earliest EYKJ\T and if MTNDORO

Fields can be used for staging 3rd Fleet Carrier Planes
in event enemy surface forces approach PHILIPPI~'JES.
Such staging would greatly extend range of our VT.
C01I3R.:JFLT to CINCPAC Info GINCSO'.VESPAC
CTF 3 •

19 0222

-

19 0605

CTW 77

~eP SEOR~. Typhoon Center passed 30 miles north of
Fleet Guide midday 18th. Tracked by S~ Radar. Rusts
to 93 knots Fleet took b~ating. TABBERER (DE 418) ~eports
HULL (DD350) capsized with little warning at 1030 I
{-9) only 10 enlisted survivors at tirre of ~eport.
Several other stragglers still unreported. ~tLI\.TACO
towing disabled JIC.ARILLA to ULIT'fii. MONTEREY, co:r.l?ENS,
SAN JACINTO being sent in to ULrrHI for survey of
damage and repairs. Estimate now. MONTEREY will be
sent PEili~L result of serious hanger deck fire which
broke ou't during heavy rolling. DY30N, LA7v3, BENHJJJ.t,
HICKOX:, AYLVJIN , TABBERER with assorted derangements
will escort cripples. Para. Fueling now proceeding in
clear weather latitude 12 longitude 129. Strike
intentions and movements of cripples in separate
deepatches.

COJ£

3RD FLT to

~CINCPAC

Info _QOMt!..IRPAC,

C01D.ITIJ.,AS1.~0RCE

38

Planned operations in support of Ml will ,
reauire Taslc Force 38 sortie ULITHI afternoon December
30~~ .t\nticipate night operations will play an important
role in t h is operations both in offense and in an
offensive defense of own forces. Refer Com~irPac
170124. Urgently request t hat departure E1ITE:2PRISE
and BAT~'LlliJ be expeo.i ted to permit joining at ULITFII
by 30 -necember -. ~ or at sea on the ULIT!-II FORHOSA line by
dawn 2 January both east longitude dates.

- TOP 8¥.iQRET

19 0933

COI/I3RDFI.JT to CINCFOA Info , CTF 38
This is -Q;:.C1F' frwr~'RE !J;. See my 19 0930 to Mac_\.rthur for
proposed .strike pl an to cover Ml. Referring to Joint
Staff Study INDUCTION now consider· entry into CHINA ;JEA
' will depend ·on development of a favorable re as onable and
profitable situation . Contemplate photo strike·on
OKINA~ frl during 1~1 only if' general situation warrants it,

2462

I

I.

D~E CEMBER

DEClASSifiE .

( G.CT )

19 0933 ~

(continued)
otherwise do it after release · fron Ml and before returning to base. New subject Please advise 20th and 14th
Air Forces of 3rd Fleet strikes as appropriate .

19 1006

CINCPAC to COr,[ 7TH F LSE T Info
CINC3HPA CIFCBPJ'

C O~:I FCJ1

D O~tSUBPAC

£EC~<.:E~ . Your comment is requested as to the
feasibility of basing in the Southwest Pacific the 10
British submarines wi t ll, depot ship .Pilll'J.\i1.iU1T now at
CEYI,O:N . This flotilla could be available in January
for allocation to your operational control . Tne
submarines consist of 6 T Class 3 3 C1ass and 1 minelayer .

Tor·

19 0930

GOH 3RJ ll'LT to CINCSOVvSSPAC Info ADV ECH GHQ S vJPA ,
Cil{C. F'OA, COM ,llLLIED NAVAl I~'ORCE;S 1 COM j\._LLTED AIR FORCES ,
1\ HI
TPI.."TPET'
CTTP 7 7 C' o l~,h·r ?TIT
':) 0(j. '
0v 'I11f
l.' .u .'-1.-L •
.... . ~ W'i:jl
vr""~ (';1\~
'
1-t
' ./
~
j_

'

-4-

'3?8P S~01TE1 ~. ~~!ill comply general procedure but exa ct
adherence schedule requested in your CX- 544-35 ( 060159Z)
not practicable owing ·'refueling requirements . In order
best interdict enemy air effort at most critical M- 1 ,
propose encore FOR!\[OSA s - 6 , S- 5 , refuel S- 4 , strike
J.JUZON 8- 3, strike LUZON or FOR1EOSA S- 2 , Refuel S- 1 ,
strike FOfliOSA S day. Para . Strikes after S Day to be
as necessary to prevent enemy air interference with M- 1
from N.ANSEI SIIOTO-lPOHl'.10S}.. - NORT~ISRN LUZON- CHINA coast
area subject to tactical limitations of fuel endurance ,
our strength, and physical endurance of pilots . After
S Day Com 3rd Fleet will initiate operations that
appear necessary to prevent enemy interferetice and will
assume that CINCSWPA will make recommendations and re quests in the premi /se as the situation develops.
Compliance by Com 3rd Fleet 1.vi th requests for use of
fast carrier planes in direct support of landings or
as CAP for ships at objective vvill undoubtedly be
impracticable. Para. 3rd Fleet will strike by air or
otherwise engag e a ny threateni-ng ene.rny surface force
within reach. Para. As necessary self protection measure
desire freedom to attack any LUZON GIDODS on LU ZON ··
strike days making earliest notification but wi til out
waiting for prior coordinating arrang ements and will
a s sur1e your a pproval unless otherwise advis e d. Para.
'dill reque s t CI NCPOA advise 20th and 14th Air Forces
of proposed 3rd Fle et strike schedule if you concur.
Pl e a s e advi s e e arliest if forgoing plan s atisfactory

19 1245
.... _ ;

CTF 94 to CII<rCPOA Inf o CTF 93, C011CGEN.A.4..FPOA , COM ) RD FLT,
C01,1CEUDIV

5.

TOP S~JRB'l?. Am plann ing bomba r dment of I"WO JIMA by
CruDiv 5 on De cember 24 and 27 c oordi na ted with augmented
bombing of I ~~ lO and CHI CHI by Stra t egic .ltir Forc e .
2 4 S3
· Cr y: isers to use ~ allovJance e a ch mission.

1'0P-S.6CftEJ±l.
DECEMBER (GCT)

19 2036

COMINCH CNO to CINCPOA.

DECLASSIFIED

!f't5J? uECH~. Your 172316 is reference. As indicated in
my 101303 of June. on 6 March 1944 the Joint Chiefs of
utaff approved the recomm.enda tions contained in par·agraphs 5 and 6 of JCS 741. This paper approved the~
interchange of information on the planning level between
the Joint Staff Planners in Washington and the Joint
Planning Staff of Area and 'J.lheater Commanders. It also
provideu that the contents be the reports. Studies.
Plans and messages exchanged between planning staffs
under this authority should not be considered as having
approved status nor as binding on any command or agency .
It further specified that the messages be properiy
identified in order to be distinguishable as planning
1nessages. Experience has indicated the necessity and the
workability of this arrangement. It is recognized that
the Joint Sta!'f Planners in Vlashington being responsible
to the Joint Chiefs of' Staff' are in a somevvhat different
status than the Joint Plannihg Staff of an·area or theater
commander who are responsible only to SL.lCh commander.
It is essential to their work in lo~ range planning
that they have the benefit of the views of the theater
and area planners. 'I hese contacts with SWPA and CINCPOA
are particularly necessary to facilitate the joint
exploration of availability of and planning for resources
as a basis for recommendations to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. It is not intended that the planning staff of ~n
area or theater corr.mander should be in any way res~onsible
to the planning staff of a higher echelon of co.rnmand the
sole purpose of the arrangement being to further the
interchange of tnought and of information which is
necessary for advance planning. This in effect is a
substitute for staff conferences which are not practicable
because of the distances separating the various headquarters. Your personal approval or clearance of planning messages from your area is-a matter for your
d.iscretion however it is necessary that such messages
be identified as messages pertaining to this system of
exchange of information and should contain the expression
"this is a planners n1essage for the Joint Staff Planners
in Washington".
1

19

J

~~240

Aiti\fOl.D to I.,EUEAY HA.NSELL Info HARMON

\TEDE1IEYI~R •

l·.Ilj~CARTHTJR

NIMITZ

--'fOP_SECRErr. WA~_7<:??36. Operations following will be
conaucteu '1Jy 2utn A1r Force in support of ~J-1. This is
confirmation and represents no cnange in agreed operations
except for dates whicn have been ad,justed to present
8-Day a 20th Bomber Command will conduct lU reconnaissance sorties of' major airf'ield.s on KYUSifCJ and vJestern
sea approaches to Kl1JSTTIJ from December 25til to January

2464

-TOP OEORE!T
DECEMBER ·· ( GCT)

19 22h9

20 0257Z

(continued )

DECLASSIF!ED

4th B 20th Bonfber Command will maintain

5 reconnaiss ance
sorties on call December 25th to January 4th. · Sorties
w'ill be directed from Headquart ers 20th Air Force C 2(Jth
Bomber CoL!llnand will continue attacks on major air
installati ons on KYUSHU to the limit of' logistica l
capabiliti es D 20th Bomber Co:rr.unand will attack Ti1CHIAHAI
Air Del)Ot January 6th E 20th Bomber Con.un.and will at tack
KEELtTNG BJ.l.. RBOR January 8th F 21st BoiL.ber Command will
continue c.aily photo ,r econnaissa nce of major AKINAV·iA
airfields December 25th to December 29th inclusive and
on December 31st and will .rnaintain sustained attack on
major aircraft engine plants on HONSHU. Para. The
follow~ng operation s will be .conducted by 20tn Air Force
in support o:t"' DETACIDliELT\fT A 20th Bomber Command will
sustain the attack on major air installati ons on KYUSHU
to the limit of logistica l capabiliti es B 21st Bomber
Co.rmnand ·will intensify attacl:: on rnaj r aircraft engine
factories on HONSHU. Para 20th and 21st Bomber Co.rrll.nands
will be prepared to conduct additiona l reconnaiss ance
which r,his heaaquart ers may direct.
COMGENA..!'i..F'POA to CTF 93 Info CINCPOA CTF 94 C01li JRD
CHUDIV 5 BOMC01C 21.

FLI~E':£1

AAFPOA 10616 CfOF= S~~OTHBg?... In coordinati on with CruDi v 5
bombardme nt as outlined CTF 9L" message 1912l~-5 GCT
execute maximum ef'fort B 24 strikes against IWO JillA
and CHICHI J"ILiJI.. on 24 and 27 Dec. P 38 sweep may be
includeti at your discretion but only if botL route and
target weather goo · ~
Coordinate with CTF 94 and conform
to his desires with respect to timing. ComBom 21

participa tion if any not yet determined .

245 5

':POP SEGR.ET
DECEMBER ( GCT,)

19 2205

COlliiiNCH Al\ID CNO to CINCPOA.

--n-11dlli 'l'Hlb '!'OF SECRB'i1-.

DECLASSIFIED

First paragraph of your

190752 c9n-Qurre¢1 in •. . A~ to ~econd paragraph if
tile p;rOVJ.SlOll t.nat Brl. tJ.sh S.tlall rurnisll at 1.1..AN"US
adequate facilitie-S to support their own fleet and
aircraft is included i-n the agreement I concur that
you tell ildrniral Fraser tllat when they are ready to
move · up from AUS'rRALIA you will arrange f"or him to
use r~LOOJS as an anchorage a,1.1.d for his carrier
replacement groups on a "not to interfere basis".
This is therefore contingent upon the prospective
provision of most if not all require~ fleet facilities
in LEYTE. I suggest that agreement be in writing
as a matter of rec-ord for possible future reference.

~

19 0752

CINCPOA to COMINCH ..
NIMITZ TO KING

01\ll~Y.

'fOP SBORB'il..

In my conference

of yesterday and today with Admiral Fr·a.ser it develops
that the Admiralty has made no provision for shore
establishments /other than Mobile Naval Air Base
Oi.lOl\TAB).
He proposes to use a headquarters ship
possibly LOTHIAN@ Sucl1 an arrangeme-n t would llave
many advantages and would relieve the predicament
in which he is placed by my informing him that we
would not provide him with a shore ·establishm.ent .
including communications housing boats and motor
cars. New Subject. Be is pressing for the use
of Mfu~JS as an anchorage and as a location for his
carrier replacement aircraft _and personnel.
Stating that FiSPIRITU SANTO is much too far from the
combat area. I concur to the extent that if his
fleet is to enter ·the Pacific it will be of most
use if', it augments tb.e carrier forces available to
me and has its train and replacements reasonably
accessible to ~he area of operations north of the
line MARIA.l\JJ>.S-PALAU-LEYTE. For this reason request
concurrence in telling him that I will ar.range _fo.r
his use of M.Al\fUS as an anchorage and for his carrier.
replacement groups in the same manner as for mine
and on a "not to interfere" basis. Para~ It seems
clear that the earliest appearance of 4 carriers
2 battleships and screen will be in mid March by
which time my need.s at M.A.l\TUS _w ill be decreased by
the availability of LETfTI: GULF and presumably
_
Kincaids neeus will b& similarly daoreased. Request
early reply.

246 6.

DECLASSIFIED _

'!'0I'=SECE.~

DECEMBER (GCT)
20 0049

CINCPOA to CONI5THFLT CINC BPF Info COMTNCH.
TOP SECRET. In view possibility of employment of a
British Carrier Task Force in ICEBERG request
expl,oratory discussions be conduc.ted prior to
departure GINO BPF from PEARL.

21 0430

......

r

This is my OpOrder 3-44. 2 Coordinated surface and air
attacks ar to be made on INO JIMA. 1st Attack on 24 •
December called ROCKCRUSHER 1. 2nd Attack on 27 December
called ROCKCRUJHER 2 similar to 1st unless otherwise
advised. TG 94.9 with 3 cruisers and 6 destroyers
shells 1300 to 1350. 21 BomCom may attack after 1415 if
sufficient aircraft become available. TF 93 attacks
in coordination with other forces. CTU 93.1.1 with
maximum number ·P-.38 aircraft attack IWO JililA at 1015
destroying enemy aircraft in air and on ground making
main effort against airfield number 2. Make arrangements with 21st BomCom who will furnish 3 navigational
escorts. CTG 93.2 with minimum of 4 heavy bomber
squadrons ~ttack and d~stroy airfields and air installations r.vo JI~J~t\ from 1100 to 1300. With 2 squadrons
attack and destroy airfield and air installations at
CHICHI JIWlA at llti>B. Provide spotting aircraft for
CTG 94.9 as required. CTG 9.3.3 take vertical photos
r.vo at 10000 feet or above for damage assesment after
1500 both days. If clouds prevent photos a~ 10000
feet photo coverage may be omitted. Escorts vdll not
be available. All units this force effect necessary
coordination with other units direct. Jubmit Dumbo
requirements to OTF 93. CTG 94.9 available rescue
service along their tracks and will listen on CTG 9}.2
strike frequency plus standard air sea rescue frequencies.
My Op 2-44 remains in effect except that on 22_, 2.3, 25,
26, 28 and 29 December strike required by paragraph
1 B 3 may be made with 1 s quadron only. Communications
accordance CentCom 2 and Pac 70 A. All times this
order K (-11). CTF 93 at SAIPAN.

•
246 7,

.TOP v.l eR:sc£. / \
DE CEiviBER ( GC'l-- )

21 024S

CINCP.AC to

CO~.iliNC:I

and CNO .

DEClASSiFIED.

t:<EeR~:G~.
r1Iy understanding . v~l i th CI NCRPF
relative to fuel is that he will take up with the
British Admiralty the question of the source of
fuel for the British Pacific Fleet and the method
of its deli very to the British IPleet Tankers at
advanced anchorages. In this connection attention
is invited to CNO serial 0210312 of 12 June 1944
with which CinCBPF is apparently not familiar.
Recommend early actio.q. to- terminate agreements
which b_Y paragraph 6 continue to be eff'e.c ti ve.

This is 'f.OP

21 1748

COMNAVGROUP C'-IINA to CINCPAC Info COHSUBPAC .:

aEGRE¥. 20th BomCom has notified OoF~avGroup China
as follows: Se,a rch operations begin 25 December until 4
January with 2 >sorties per day. Sec~or A Western Sea
approaches and Major Airfields within latitudes 33-55
North. Sector B 33-05 North and 32-15 North. Sector
0 32-15 North and 31-10. Sector C will be covered
daily others every other day alternating. If weather
prevents photography on return route plane will let
down when 50 miles off ~mpire Mainland to permit
visual search~ Planes will broadcast sightings in
effeqtive CSP 1270 using 8280 KCS and call sign coo.
Distress will be in the clear. BomCom requests
CinCPAB send all pertinent data on enemy wan and
merchant shipping dispositions in KYUSHU area together
with possible friendly forces nearby and any other
useful inforu..ation. Flight reference point for entire
operation DANJ~ GUNTO 32 North ·l28-20 east. Code
word LEGLESS LADY • . Will submarines ~n area maintain
intercept watch.

~OF

'.

24 68 -

-rror

BECRE'!'~

\

December (GOT)
22

0406

I

DEClASSIFlED

CTF 71. to CINCPAO info OINOSWP& COMINOH 1 CINC l3RITISH
PACIFIC FLEET, COMSUBPAC, COMS SOWESPAC, COM7THFLT.

TOP SECHH~. Dutch British and u.s. submarines now at
XAEOVONTRE utilize full facilities of that port. Additional submarines cannot be based there. Darwin is
only reasonably satisfactory and is not recommended ~
as base for British submarines and tender your 191006.
Brisbane is too far ~emoved from submarine operating
areas. Recommend transfer of ADAMANT and accompanying
submarines be deferred until additional submarine base
facilit:ies available in western Philippines.

21 0833 CINCSWPA to COM3RDFLT ·info COl~R ALLIED NAVAL FORCEs, ·
COMDR ALLIED AIR FORCES,. CTF JS., GOMDR 7TH FLT, GINCPOA,
COMDR JRD FL'l'.

EVId<?nT

.

·

'f'tn~ SECffi:B'l!...
. an your 190930 GCT for Jrd Fleet cover
and support r M 1 concurred in. Jrd Fleet is free to
strike ao ss the dividing line when worthwhile. Targets
are divided merely by :notification and without waiting
for coordination. This rule is general and applies
equally to the allied air forces. Maximum warning will
be given by each air force to the other whenever practicable. .
·

21 2105 CINCPOA to DEPCOM 20TH AIR FORCE info COM3RDFLT, CINCS'"vVPA
!

-TOJ? ~:iCRfi. Subject is photo reconnaissance OKINAWA by
21st Bomber Command. Request daily photo reconnaissance
s minus 10 to S Day inclusive. Reconnaissance dispatch
report,s and interpretations to Com)rdFLT, CTF 38, CTG' s
38.1, 38.2 and 38.). ,

\...
"y ·.
~ .

2468

'f 0 P 3:±: GRJ¥.B..

DECLASSIFIED

~

DE CEMBER ( GCT )
22 0104

ARNOLD to

LE~1A.Y, HANSELL Info HfuttMON, rv:.AC.:\.RTHUR, NI11ITZ 2
1/EDEMETIR , CHEVEJ :

At the request of CINCPOA, the
directive to the, 21st Bomber Command as stated in para
F of Nl\RX 79536 is changed to read as follows:
21st
Bomber Command will continue daily photo reconnaissanc·e
of major OKINA-NA Airfields from 25th December to 9th
January inclusive and will maintain sustained attack on
major aircraft engine plants on HONSHU.
~~~X 80998 -~0F 3~GBE~.

22 1214

'

,

CINC EAST Il\1D to ADN:IRALTY, N.AC3PA, CINCBPF.., CSWP Rl\'LU
DELlii, AGNB SZEIF K.ANDY, Info VA BPF, VA 3 RAA BPF,
FO ACR EI:
Part 2 final my 221214 GOT. Part 1 is
221139 (5) surprise achieved. No fighters encountered
(6) PM 20th Fighters attacked airfields in SAB.A...NG A.rea
and small craft off ULEELHOE (7) own surface forces not ·
located by enemy (8) about 6 twin engine bombers seen ~ .
1/rED.AJ'J Airfields. None seen north Sill1IATRA Airfields ( 9)
weather for this operation less favourable than expected
and with no promise of early imporvement force withdrew
to rendevous wave King 21st and return TRLnVCBOASOE 22st
December (10) No casualties sustained (11) Press
communique is not being issued yet as enemy's knowledge
of our strength and dispositions is probably very incomplete (12) Flak Late. One Sally was intercepted and
shot do~n over target area.

-~or SEORB~.

y-

22 1139Z

CINC EI to ADN:IRALTY, NACSFA, CIN8 BPF, C3WP RNLU DEL::II,
SZ~~IF K_'ili'DY, VA BPF, VA 3· RAA BPF, FOl4..GR EI: Also

AGNB

Info CINCPAC ..

~

'!'OF ,..)~~cit~ . Part 1 my 221214Z. Opertation ROBVON. Force
67 consisting of 7 Destroyers of 27th destroyer flotilla
and HFA wave king left trincomalee 17th December under
command of RAA BPF. Object air strike on BJUTGK.ALAN
BIANDJ\N .011 Refinery ( 2) ·After detaching Wave King 18th
December force proce~ded to arrive flying off position
nort11ward of DIAMOND PCINT davm 20th. ( 3) Strike of
28 Avengers 16 Hellcats and 16 Corsairs found BANGKi~AN
BIAliD P~ totally obscured in cloud and therefore attacked
harbour warehouses railway yards and oil installations at
BEL A~\J.A.l\JODELI (4) Observation of bombing results difficult
in low cloud and rain but 1 oil tank and petrol tank set
on fire by fighters. Indomitable Illustrious, Newcastle,
Ar gonaut, Black Prince.

2470

'fOF 3~0Hl? \

DECEMBER ( GCT y-

23 0115

DECLASSIFIED

DECOI.tt\F 20 to GINCPOA Info CO}UF 20 2 BOMC011 ;21, COMINPAC:

'3?0r SECRJ¥Il. BomCom 21 has been directed -initiate plans
mining operations in general conformance your serial
000966 with exception such operations will, for planning
purposes, be scheduled commence about 1 April 45 and
provide for about 150 to 200 sorties per month. Reur
serial 000966 consideration will be given to conducting
mining operations during weather periods which preclude
normal. visual bombing operations to insure minimum
interference primary mission@ Plans prepared by 21
BomCom will be coordinated with you by this headquarters
prior to submission to Co~~ 20 for approval. Supply
of munitions and technical advisory personnel has been
covered in previous correspondence.
221837

.ARNOLD signed MlillSHALL to RICHiillDSON 2 H. t..RMON
.
NINITTZ.

·

Discussion concerning deployment of 8
additional VLR groups to the Marianas and the speeding
up of construction of B-29 bases in the Central Pacific
to accoiT~odate these units on schedule, General Arnold
and Admiral Towers concluded that 2 additional aviation
engineer battalions shou~hd be sent to Central Pacific
-without their heavy equipment by 15 January. Admiral
Towers stated that sufficient heavy equipment could be
furnished by Navy from theater stocks and that he would
like Navy there to determine availability of shipment
for the 2 units. General Arno_ld is most anxious to do
everything possible to speed up construction of B-29
bases and facilities in the Central Pacific to the end
that we can place maximum weight against JAPAT.'1 at earliest possible date~ Present plan for shipment of aviation
engineer battalions to Central Pacific is as follows:
{A) 5 battalions are scheduled to move from ports of
embarkation in January. Of these 5 the theater has
requested that 2 scheduled for HODE be available early
· January, that 2 scheduled for BIVE be available for
loading 20 January. Priority established for the unit
for IRON indicates it will move in late January. (B)
Movement orders on the above 5 battalions on theater
request provide that all units be moved with complete
organization equipment and further provide that the
units scheduled for BIVE and RODE be combat loaded with
certain extra ·maintenance supplies, etc. (C) 1 battalion
is available 15 I11Iarch, another available 1 April, both
minus unit and c.o mbined training. {D) 3 battalions
(colored) have readiness dates of 1 June and should be
fully trained.· Considering the above wou~d like· your
answers to the following questions: A. Do you reco:r:unend
any changes in the movement orders of the 5 battalions
scheduled for movement in January. B. Should the battalion
scheduled for movement in Earch and the battalion scheduled for movement i;n April move without heavy equipment
~er J~GH~.

~-'(.

~
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OECLASSfF.IED
(Cont'd)

UfCl.ASSIFI!D

ARNOLD signed 1\li.ARSHALL to RICHJu:tDSON, HARMON, NIMITZ
( Cont' d)
· '

'

under the assumption that the same will be furnished
by ' the Navy in the theater. c. We can endeavor to make
the J colored battalions now scheduled for moveme·nt
in June available by 1 March if so desired. If they
move in March they will not have had unit and combined
training and would have to work alongside an experienced
battalion.· r::tuestion can heavy equipment be furnished
for them in the theater and if. so do you recommend
this be done.
ConiNaJiGroup CFIINA pass to ComGen 14th AAF. Forces
under ComThirdFlee t will support M-1 operation by
striking FOIDlOSA S-6, S- 5. LUZON S-3. LUZON or
FORMOSA S-2. FORMOSA on 8 Day. Para. Strikes after
3 Day as necessary to prevent enemy interference from
NANSEI SHOTO-FORMOSA-Northern LUZON-CHINA ·Coast area.
This information should pe safeguarded 'Ni th the
greatest care. It is for benefit of the High Command
and should not be disseminated to lower echelons exc·ept
when absolutely essential for specific operations and ·
then to the minumuni possible extent and at the latest
possible time.

23 1844

ARNOLD to LEM.A.Y AND HANSELL Info HARMON M.A.C.fu.liTHUR

. NIIviiT Z

~\IEDEWrEYER

-'fOP SBOITE.P3?·-WARX 81461 DTG 2317 51Z: Gaze at paragraph
F VvARX 79536 and WARX 80998 changed to read as
follows: 21st Bomber Command will continue daily
photo reconnaissanc e of :Major OKINAVvA airfields 31
Decemb·er to January 9 inclusive and will maintain
sustained attack on . major aircraft engine plants on
HONSTID

24 72

.-rr9P BEGRE'tl

DECLASSifiED

DECE~,ffiER

( GCT)

23 2318

C·O:M 3RD FLT to C'I'F 38 Info COMINCH CINCPAC CINCSOWESPAC

CTF 77 C'J.lF 71 COMFEAF CTF 93 CTF 94 COMSUBPA C ALI. TF
COHS AND TASK GROUP COLIS J:~HD FLEET CN.AB GUAM.

This is annex C my Op Plan 25-44. Tfl!S IS ':flo:f ~)E~.
Task Force 38 sortie ULITBI prior noon S-10 proceed to
arrive fueling rendezvous center area VAill~ISH at 0600
S-7 conducting training exercises enroute. On S-7
f'uel all units. Upon completion f'ueling commence high
·spE?ed run toward FORIVIOSA. At dawn S-6 in vicinity
latitude 22-30 long 122-30 commence sustained strikes
against FORMOSA, strikes to be continued through S-5.
Upon -completion strikes retire to fueling rendezvous
latitude 20-00 long 126-00 to arrive 0700 S-4 where
fuel all ships. After f'ueling proceed toward LUZON
where in vicinity latitude 17-JO long 123-30 at dawn
S-3 corr~ence 1 day sustained strikes on.LUZON area.
Upon completion strikes commence high speed run to
northward. At dawn S-2 in vicinity latitude 22-00
long 122-30 coiJlillence 1 day of sustained strikes on
FOilllOSA after which retire toward fueling rendezvous
northwest corner area VAJ::a\fiSH to arrive 0800 S-1 where
fuel all ships. Upon completion f'ueling commence high
speed run to northwest and at dawn S Day in vicinity
latitude 23-00 long 122-it-5 corr..ill1ence sustained strikes
against FOID!IOSA. Further schedule of operations
predicated upon contingencies and existing situation.
All times I (-9) all positions north and east. Para.
Where dawn strikes are indicated predawn take off of
limited numbers of strike aircraft encouraged at discretion ComTaskForce 38. Where sustained strikes on
area directed employment of continuous target CAP is
cesirable in interest offensive effort and resultant
defense own forces. In continuation of target CAP '
during darkness maximum practicable use night hecklers
and intruders will be employed. During strikes on
FOPJ\~OSA svveeps of OK!NAVlA JI11A within capabili t,ies of
force are authorized. Strikes on LUZON area· 3rd ],leet
responsiblity north of line SANTA CRUZ (17-10 121-25)
B.AGABAG-C.APE ILDEFONSO . With notification CINCSWPA and
witnou further coordination Task Force JB free to
strike across dividing line if wor thwhile tarbets
evident or as necessary protection own forces. Such
notification CINCSOV/EE.lPAC by COM 3RD JPLEE11 • Lifeguard
submarines will be arrang~d by separate despatch. Para.
Through out this ope ration need for flexibility of sched.
ule to meet changing situation emphasized and contingency requiring movement into NORTH CHINA SJ£A must be
kept in mind
'.
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CINCPOk to COMGEN.liiRFMFPAO, COTvfGEl"JJJOA, COMGENA.AFFOA
COMJ\.IRPAC, COlviGENFIViFPcAC, CQ},J1GENlOTHfiRL/Y , CONiPHIBSFAC,
COMS1~RVPAC Info C~".f.lG 99.3 COMGEN3RD11HIBCORPS 2 C~F 94
2

COMGE!\T2Lr'l1HCORPS MAROORPS COMINCH co:M5THFLT

crra

99.2

COM5Tffi)HIBF'OR CJ!'F 93 CTU 99.3.1, 99.3.2, 99.3.3, 99.3.4,

99. 3" 5

2

99 . 3. 6 z 99. 3. 7.

_,013 3ECR::6'3:1,

s -

1v1y 2202J.O Nov. Cornmodore Fred D. Kirtland

designated as Commandant NOB. Col. Charles M Baer, USA,
designated as OinC Joint Comn; unicat;ion Activities.
Above commanders will be ordered repor·t to IsCom LEGUI\11INOUS for uuty on 1_ ·J an 45 or as soon thereafter as practicable. Para. MyDis 210735 Nov. Brig.Gen. W.J. VTallace
USM:C de signa ted as Air Defense Comrnander LEGUMINOUS.
Brig.Gen Wallace should be ordered to . report to Corru:nander
Tactical Air Force for auty at the earliest practicable.
Para. lviy Qis 300632. IviySer 000131 Oct 25. ComGenPOA
designat~ officers for duty as Commanders of Army Air
Fielas and Com.AirPac designate officers f'or auty as
Commanders of Navy and 'Marine Air Fields and the seaplane base. Above Air Fielu Comnanders should be
~r4e~e6 to report for duty at earliest to the IsCom
J..JEGilliiNOU3 for further assignment to the respective Cornman
ders of .Army and. Navy Air Bases. Para. My 220210 Nov
and 300632 Commanders of all g&rrison units incl'uding_
aviation defense construction and service units· should
be ordered to report to IsCom LI~GlJl:INOUS at the 'earliest
practicable. Above units on reporting will be assifned
to alJ1H'opriate Task Unite Commanders. Units not in
the i.rwnediate vicinity ot• I sCom L1TIGT.m~:INOUS should
report by c.ispatcL. Pa.:ba. M:y 21073). HAdm Calvin II.
Cobb de signa ted as Corrm:~.anC!er ·Naval Forces ( CfJ:'G 9.9 .1).
RAcm. Cobb will be ordered to report to ComGen lOth
A~my for above duty on arrival this theater.

24 2205 - DEPCOMAF 20 VI.A ARMY' AIH FORPACOC-EANARFA toCOMAIRFORCE
20 21st BOMCOM Info CINCPOA.

The following has been o.is patched ".n:a ter
oi poss16Ie danger to the sacurity of any joint or
simultaneous opers_tion by VLR and CINCPOA Forces
resulting from present 20 Air Force policy of ~arly
communique relea~es dn B 29 striltes has been discussed
with CINCPOA who concurs in continuation of" present
announced policy as best ~ security measure with no reference being made to indicate that B 29 strike is other
ti1an an independent operation by 'Lhe 21 Bo.rnber Command.
Release . of the nature of the opeTation and its joint or
combined aspects will be made by CINCPOi at such times
as he considers ~ p propriate" .

~p SBCRl~'il-.
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25 oo06

COMGENAAF1?0A To CINCP OA In:fo COMGENPOA COT,1GENAAF

In' ,determining jointly the
answ ers to War 8097 9DTG221 837 a conference was held
by representatives ·ciNCPOA , C01:GENFOA and AAFPOA. It
is believed that the following r eco.r:.unended repl;>r
expresses t he understanding reached: Look at War
80979. Answers to que s tions follow: Qu e stion A.
Change mov ement or ders of the 2 battalions scheduled
for MODE to BIVE and delay movenent date of all 4
for BIVE to conform to chang ed targ et date and type
ship ping. QuestionB. Yes. Question C. Iviove.men t in
March instead of June although units lack training
is desired. No ·equipment either Army or Navy can
be furnished in theatre. By this .message COMG}',;;NrOA
R4446B-24 December is answered.
:A.AFPOA-10 6 05. ~CH!l OEOREr:F.

25 0550

CTF
CTG

38 to COMAIRPAC Info COMJHDFLrr CINCPAC CTG 38.1

38.2

USS ESSEX

Com3rdFlt 220419. Reernbarkation VMF 124
and 213 a total of 36 Corsairs in ESSEX. In view of
critical operation in near future, the nature of which
will require all possible VF strength in the Task
Force for wide spread offensive .missions, recommend
15 Helldivers be removed from both ESSEX and WASP
to make room for the 36 Hellcats displaced by 36
Corsairs in ESSEX: 18 VF can easily operate in same
deck space as 15 Hellcats. Resulting complement of
ESSEX 36 Corsai~s 55 Hellcats and 15 Avengers.
Wasp 91 Hellcats and 15 Aveng ~rs. The 2 displaced
VB sQuadrons would release pilots for conversion
to VF or they could be retained in forward area in
event this inc r ease in VF or they could be retained
in f orward are~ in event this increase in VF can not
b e supported by r epla cement aircraft flow beyond
nex t opera tion. All experi ence pa st 6 months shows
VF with rockets a nd bombs mos t e ff e ctive a gainst all
types l an d s hi p t ar get s ex cept ships requiring a
torpedo to sink .

~.

25 2321

CINCPAC to CINC BPF Info COlLLINCH CINCSWPA COLTSUBPAC
COI":SUBSOWESPAC COivi? THFLT C01:3RDFI.;T ..

9?0P S lLCUi~.. My ·l91006 CTF 77 220406 cons i der lt
adv i sabl e tha t ADA.MANT a n d submar ine s con tinue
operat ing fr om CEl~ON f or pre s·ent. De t e r mination
as to t ime f or mov i ng into Pa ci f ic to be de pendent
upon late r avai l abil ity of sui tabl e place f rom which
t o o p era t e .
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Cil~CPOA to
COL:G~~EPOA,

CONITNCH Info cor.,.TGENAAF, COMGENAA.FPOA,
CONO, BUDOCKS ..

'fOF BEeR~JtL. Reference .ARNOLD and M!L."CtSH.l\LL to
RICHARDSON, HAREON, NII.:ITZ. TOP SEC DESPATCH Wf~
80979 DIG 221837 GCT December. A Conference was
held CIUCPOA Headquarters with representative of
ComGenPOA and ComGenAAFPOA. Answers as follows to
questiofls in reference were determined question A.
Negative except change movement orders of 2 battalions
scheduled for EODE to EIVE keeping in mind revised
target date: Equipment for 2 Battalions is available
in theater as stated by TO .TSRS but recent developments
render it preferable to equip Army Battalions at
HUEN~],·JE C_'\.LIF rather than O.AHU .
Q,uestion B Negative
but equipment can be made available HUEl\TEI'lE if required . ·
Question C move colored Battalion in March without
unit and combined training as they can be trained in
theater, equipment can be furnished in theater but
desire they be equipped before moving from coast Navy
can furnish equipment at HUENE}/~E if Army furnished
equipment would delay their departure. Personnel
transport is not critical between ~est Coast and
o_~ during period under consideration but shipping
space for equipment from Coast and all shipping west .
of Oahu is critical.
25 0625

CO:M3RDFLT to CTG 30 . 5, CINCSO';/ESP.A.C , Info COI\IINCH,
CINCPAC , CTF 94, CTF 93, CTF.77 , CTF 38 , iGL CTG ' S
OF TF 38, CTF 73, CO~.".FE.AF.
SE~IJ:~.
Interdiction Plan ~~iy OpPlan 25-44. CTG
30.5 on s minus 9 s minus e and s minus 7 extend
sectors 4, 10; 17 and 5 V 223 to maximum practicable
distance. On S minus 7, employing PB4Y detachment
on PALAU, patrol to the nortn and west of TF 38
during fueling and initial advance toward FORMOSA to
interdict enemy search planes and thus prevent discovery
this force. Para. CinCSo~~Jes,..,Pac req_uested to establish
interdiction as follows: . On S minus 7 sector 10 from
LEYTE to be on station at limit of search as early as
possible preferably at dawn to interdict search planes
departing FOR1COSA early morning. Para. CTG 30.5 and
CinCSo'lesPac req_uested furnish Com3rdFlt and CTF 38
intents in connection interdiction Plan.

'1?0¥

.

f-..

26 1950

lffiNOLD to

RICIL\RDSOl'~ ,

~1:4..:.-rt::OIJ,

NI1\IITZ •

'J"P'CRQ;r:M.. Joint Chiefs of Staff have approved
deployment of 315th and 316tll VLR i\Tings to the J'vl"JliAJ'.~AS
subiect to the understanding that necessary adjustment wi th regard to sh ip ping can be made without a
detriment to approved operations in the Central Pa~ific.
The composi ti on of these -·;ings and service Forces
concerned and availability dates will be subject of
separate conrrnunications.
2 4 76
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23 2254

Com 3rc1 Fleet Op Plan 25-44. TG 30.5
Commodore Ketcham TG 30.7 Captain Montgomery TG 30.8
Captain Acuff TG 30~9 Comraodore Carter TF 38 ViceAdm
McCain. Forces as currently ·assigned or as indicated in
a·n nex A. Para. Enemy information accordance current intelligence and by mail and despatch. This Op Plan derived
from CINCPOA Op Plan 9-44. Own air search from MARIANAS
ULITHI and PALAU as currently prescribed with sectors
north and west of TINIAN extendeu to 1000 mile radius.
SoWesPac air search Plan G revised in effect unless later
modified by dispatch. Submarines of T:b,'s 17 and 71 are
supporting this operation: TF 17 by 1 provi~ing
accurate intelligence of movements enemy naval units
approaching PHILIPPINES and SOUTH CHINA SEAS from
northward 2 intensive reconnaissance off enemy
bases and along approach routes 3 interdiction of
flow of reinforcements to PHILIPPINES from northward
4 providing lifeguard service and are prepared to
concentrate for stratigica1 or tactical support of
3rd Fleet when 6irected by CINCPAC; TF 71 by stationing strong offensive and reconnaissance patrols and
lifeguard services accordance instructions from
Comdr 7th Fleet. 14th and 20th Air.Forces are supporting this operation by reconnaissance EAST and
SOUTH CHINA SEAS.and by aerial bombardment enemy
positions CHINA coast FORliOSA and in El\iPIRE. SoWesPac forces are seizing objectives · in the LINGAYN~
area of LUZON by amphibious assault in an operation
termed M 1. Para. This fleet will prevent enemy
naval and air forces from interfering with LUZON
assault by 1 destroying hostile naval and air forces
. and .shipi)ing in Rl.TfJKYU FORMOSA CHINA COAST LUZON
area prior S Day, 2 neutralize hostile air and
naval forces in FOPJdOS.A. CHINA COAST LUZON area
immediately preceding S Day and 3 swfring hostile
objectives as required by the existin~ situation subsequent to S Day in order to support M 1 operation. This fleet will also protect air and sea
communications along CENT.HAL PACIFIC axis. Para.
TG 30.5 continue air searches from t'IJ\HIANAS ULITHI
and PALAU as now prescribed. extending searches north
and west of ·TINIAN to 1000 mile radius comrnencing
on S Minus 8 Day and continui.tl:g until otherwise
airected. TG 30.7 conouct anti submarine sweeps
in TF 3b and TG 30.8 operating areas and execute ·
JASASA operations when dire6ted, moving in accordance instructions in Annex B. TG 30.8 provide
1·uel, aircraft replucement and standby tug service
..lj?QJ? 8l~GR!:Hq;..
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ln accordance Annex D. TG 30.9 furnish logistic,
salvage and repair services as required. TF J8 ~y
proceed from ULITHI and conduct strikes in accordance with schedule in Annex C. Sub Para. S Day is
9 January 1945 unless otherwise modified by dispatch and is date of landing in IINGAYEN area.
Annexes A B C and D in separate dispatch to those
who need to know. Para. Fuel aircraft replacements
and towing service at sea with Task Group 30.8.
Supplies and Bff.Jnuni tion at SAIIJAN GUAM and ULITHI.
Para. Use IT~i time (-9). Communications accordance
CentCom 2 revised. Necessary coordination for
entrace 3rd Fleet units into waters under control
CINCSOVl:W:SlJAC will be arran{~ed by Com Jrd Fleet. ,
Phib Op Plan effective 0 hours I (-9) JO December.
Com Jrd Fleet in N~n JERSEY with Task Group 38.2.
27 1230

to SACSEA Info

CO!VrPIT~BSOPAC,

~OF SECRET.
Intend that units countersigned to British
Pacific Fleet should carry air strikes farther than
tarGets in 3outh Sffi~~TRA about 21st January and possibly
again about 28th January. Request concurrence of
Com3o''IesPac be sought irm1ediately in operations of these
<lefinite units in waters of ComSodesPac Command outside
~1IAL~\Y B.:l.RHIEH and west of 106 East for 3 days commencing
at each of dates in paragraph 1
*In arrangement
being made direct with CTF 71 for operations of
submarines in connection with the above.
*1 garbled word.
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CINCPAC to CINC BPF-

DECLASSIFIED

dBGn=:r;p_,. Reference paragraph 2B your 210351 to
Admiralty regarding conference with . dmiral Nimitz.
~o avoid possibility of ~LY minunderstand~ng or misinterpretation it should be stated that above mentioned
subparagraph is interpreted to mean that your forces
will have use of anchorage and air strip but they will
be supported by British resources just as U.S. Pacific
Fleet forces are supported by :-~erican resources-

-~OJ.:'

28 1408
..Tf'h i s ts 'f'OP O:CG~'I!-.para 1.

~m enemy force including
Battleships and 1 or more carriers is expected to
continue operations in the South China Sea during the
M-1 Operation. The destruction of this Force
particularily the Battleships and carriers thereof
will most effectively accomplish the covering and
supporting Task assigned the 3rd Fleet by my OpPlan
9-44. Para 2. At an advantageous time after the
enemy force is located attack and destroy its heavy
units . Then retire our fast ·carrier Task Force east
os the Philippines as expeditiously as the situation
permits. Para 3. !1.void minable waters. Para 4.
Attacks on other objectives which do not threaten
interference with our forces will be un~ertaken only
if they do not delay the retirement of the Carrier
Force from the South China Sea.

28 1712

9 , 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 97, Info COMINCH,
C01C7TH ~LEET, CTF 7_1, DJ:PCO n 20TH AAF.
'f'OP .:3E CEET • CinCPOA Zone notice 72. Action Adees
inform onlY' ships and shore-based air commands under
their operational control w.no need to know. CINC3\VPA
has directed that effective 0900 GCT 2 January all
the waters of the Central Philippines are an air surface
zone wi tll North, .lest and South boundaries as follows:
From C!J!.~ BOdEADOR 18-31 North 120-35 ~ast to 20-00
North 119-00 East to 20-00 North 118-00 East to 19-00
North 117-00 ~ast to 12-20 Korth 117-00 East to LIBRO
POinT 11-25 North 119-29 ~~ast then South along the
East Coast of P.ALA'J AN to FLECHAS POINT 10-22 North
19-33 East thence to Jouth islet 08-43 North 119-48
East to DULINGUIN POil\1'r 07-45 North 122-06 East.

29 0331

CINCPAC to COI'AINCH fu"''D CNO Info COr·iiAIR:PAC
'fOP .JEGRE~.. Your 272145 Negative. 3tffiATOGA. assi gned
as ni ght carrier ~s temporary expedient for DETACH~~nr~
Recent operations IND1jPE NDE1·~ CE indicates 0VLs have ' -.,)
definite limit a tions as Ni ght Carriers. CVLs being used
for train ing during absence .3 ..DJtt\.TOGA. These temporary

rraF

oooa~
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CINCPAC

CNO Info COMAIRPAC (Continued)

arrengements in response to strong recommendatio ns
by Halsey and I\CcCain. Some recommendatio ns as to
organization CarDiv 7 may be made after further
experience is gained. ·
29 0345

CTG 30.5 to CTU 30.5. 3 Info CO:r~3RDFLT, COM711ITLT,
COHAIR 7THFLT, CTF 39, ATGCS JRD FLT, CTG 93, CTF 94,
CTG 94.5
"fOP JECRE'Il. See Com3rd and FIFTH Fleets interdiction
Plan and OpPlan 25-44. Using all gas no bombs
Liberators orfanize 2 plane anti snooper barrier to be
maintained betv/een TF 38 and oilers at center of area
V.c'Ll:n:I3H and :~lifPIRE Positions to North and -rest
during daylight hours on S minus 7 Day. Prevent
disco~ery of surface units. 3tage Through TACLOBON.
RON Pl'JGU.11.R. Guard VHF Channel C• .)..dvise FA·.v-10.

29 0513

CINCPAC to CNO Info OOHINCH

-'fOP 3EORtt:'l?. Your 212105. CNO Serial 036512 made certain
provisions for supplying fuel and gasoline to Allied
Forces. 3ubsequently arrangements were made for
movement of large British Naval Forces to the Pacific.
l.'J:':l understanding that British Pacific Fleet would be
self supporting as agreed upon at OCTAGON and further
confirmed by Admiral King. Jelf supporting is interpret~
to include petroleum feuls ru1d gasolines since
agreement at OCTAGON did not exclude those products.
If we must supply them reouest early advice in order
that estinates may be sharply revised upward and
arrangements initiated to obtain tankers etc.
29 0014

COT: CRUD IV

Info

TOP 3~CRB'±l-. In future major attacks against IJO JIMi\.
desire inclusion of Cruiser bombardment of BONINS.

-

)
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COMJRDFLT to CTF 38 2 CTG · 30.7, CTG 30.8 Info
COMI NCH , CINCPAC, CI N C S O '~J iJE S I> AC, CTF 77, CTF 71,
COMFE.l\F, C'I'F 93, OTF 94, COlJlSUBPAC, ALL TFC' s MID
TGC' s 3RDFLT, C0M5THFLT.
.

'fOI' SEORTilr:B. THIS 13 Pi~HT l OF 3 P A.RTS MY 2821 0
Part 2 is 2 2137. Part 3 is 2 2150. Appendix 1
My OpPlan 25-44. Operation described herein termed·
GRATITUDE and will be e·xecuted only if specifically
directed by COM3RDFLT. See my 232254 and 232318. G Day
for this opera~ion will be designated at time
execution is directed. For planning purposes G pay
most probably will be 8-1 but tactical situation
may require another date to be selected. Para. On
G Day Task F·o rce 38 fuel commencing 0800 ·at Northwest
Corner Area V.ARNI:3H unless otherwise directed. Upon
completion fueling G Day proceed vicinity latitude
z,~1'-2 Long 122 where strike FORI\~OSA on G Plus 1. Provide
'cover for fast oilers moving as specified below. At
dusk proceed via BASEI c:r-r..0J\lrZEL Latitude 19-20 Long
119 where rendezvous ·v;i th Fast Oiler Group at 0800
G plus 2. Be prepared for fighter sweeps on Northern
-LUZON on G plus 2 if situation indicates this necessaryo
From 0800 positioh G plus 2 proceed with fast oiler
Group in company to latitude 15-20 Long 116 to arrive
0700 G plus 3.
28 2137

COM3RDFLT to CT:B, 38, CTG 30.7, CTG 30.8 Info CO:MINCH,
etc.
THIS IS P:llRT 2 OF 'fOP SSCit~~ 282150. Top off destroyers
as practicable enroute. Part company with fast oiler
group at 0700 G plus 3 and proceed to latitude 11-30
Long 112-00 from vicinity which Point strike enemy.
naval forces and shipping in KA1\/iRANH B:\Y and or TIZARD
REEF during dayliffit G plus 4. Dusk GEORBE plus 4
retlre to latitude 15-00 Long 115-00 where rendezvous
with fast oilers 0600 G plus 5 and fuel all ships as
practicable during daylight that day. Dusk G plus
5 proceed to vicinity Latitude 18-40 Long 113-00 where
strike enemy naval forces and shipping HAINAN rud or
HONGKONG on G plus 6. Dusk G plus 6 retire toward
BASHI CH .:~.:NNl"i.: L at high speed. During daylight G plus
7 while making best practicable advance to eastward
toWa:rd BASHI CHiUThTEL conduct fighter wweeps on FORMOSA.
Continue- easterly retirem~nt to Latitude 20-00 Long
126-00 where rendezvous with service group 0700 or
as soon thereafter as pra cticable on G plus 8 and fuel
all ships. · Further orders by dispatch. Para. Upon
completion fuelin g G day eomTaskGroup 30.8 with 6
Fast Oile rs 6 Destroyers and 2 Escort CVE with escorts
proceed at SOA 15 knots vi a route A 20-10 122-10
B 20-10 121-30
to 0800 rendezvous G plus 2 Day lat 19-20, Long 119-00.

24 81'
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28 2150

COM3RDFLT to

OTF 38, CTG

Jd.Y.,~

CTG

OOMINOH,

Part 1
is - 282114. Part 2 is 2821)7. Remain in company with
TF 38 untib 0700 G plus 3 after which time proceed
v~cinity Latitude· 15-20 North Long 1J.6 until time
repdezvous with TF J$ 06GO G plus ·4 at Latitude 15 _
Lang 115 • . Completion fueling G plu.s ' 5 proceed to
vicinit y Latitude 14 Long 116 -where remain until< dusk
G plus 6. Ir not otherwise. directed proceed·at dusk
G plus 6 to POINT J Latitude 13-4.0 Long 118-50
tlience via: SOWESP.AC route CARIBOU through SURIGAO
STRAIT. ·After transit of STRAITS send fast oi1ers, 4 ·
DD's and 1 CVE with escorts to ULITHI via direct route.
VNAGKADEI WELLES with 1 escort CVE, escorts and 1
additional DD to Join service group in area DIEJEL
or at rendezvous specified. later. Direct remaining
vessels of service group not proceeding to CHINA SEA
on G Day retire to area DIE3EL where remain until
time proceed to Latitude 20 Long 126 where rendesvous
with TF· J8 0700 G plus 8. Reinforce this _group with
6 additional oilers plus escorts prior G plus 8
rendezvous. GTG JO_. 7 Remain in company with service
group which retires to area DIESEL. TU 30.?.1 will
be directed rejoin TG 30.7 on G Day. Para. All positions
North and East all times item {minus 9).
'l'Ol? _ S~eft"E-fll... PART ~ 3 A..ND FJNAL PA..HT OF 282150.

29 0045

COM3RDFLT to CTF 38, CTG 30.7, CTG 30.8 Info COMINCB:,
CIIJ'CSUfNESPAC, CTF 77, CTF 71 t C01Vl1'E.l\F, CTF 93, 94,
ALL TGC' s 3RD FLT, CII-:CPAC, OOMSUBP ..\.C.
Appendix 2 My OpPlan 25-44. This operation
named AGITATOR and will be exrcuted dnly if specifically
directed by Com3rdFleet. See my 232254 and 232318.
A Day for this operation will be designated at time
executi on is directed. For Planning purposes A Day
will most probably be S-1 or later. Operation AGITATOR
is. al teFnate for ope ration GRATITUDE." See My 282150.
And will not be employed if latter is used. Para.
On A Day Task Force 38 fuel commencing 0800 at Northwest
corner area VARNISH unless otherwise directed. Upon
completion fueling A Day praceed vicinity Lat 22 Long
122 where stri·ke FORMO~A on A plus 1. At Dusk commence
high speed run via BASRI CH"'UJNEL to vicinity Lat 19-30 ,
Long 115-15 arriving about 1000 A plus 2. At daylight
A plus 2 launch search of the southwest semicircle
with limi ts the bearings of LINGAYEN and HONGKONG
to maximum range of a ircraft . Strike any ~ ~ne~yLNagal s
Force or shipping within range. Be prepa:ned strike
shipping targets HAINAN and or HONGKONG . At dusk
A plus 2 commence· high speed retirement toward BASHI
CHA~rnEL . During daylight A plus 3 while making best
practicable advance ·t o east.ward through ?ASHI GHP~'NEL ,
conduct fighter sweeps on FORI1.ifOSA . ContlnUe easterly
~r

oECR;m.g;l..
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29 0045

CTG 30.7

CTG 30.8 Info COMINCH

retirement to Lat 20 Long 126 where rendezvous with
service group 0700 or as soon thereafter as practicable
on A plus 4 and fuel all ships XJ IP].OJiEX orders by
dispatch. Para. Upon completion fueling A Day
ComTaskGroup 30.8 proceed with all service units in
company to area OCT . L\1\TE
.
where remain until time
rendezvous on ,A plus 4 as specified above. Be prepared
to proceed to an advanced fueling rendezvous with 6
fast oilers 6 destroyers and 2 escort CVE with escorts
if specifically directed by later despatch. Para.
CTG 30.7 remain in company with service group. TU 30.7 . 1
will be directed rejoin TG 30.7 on A Day. Para. All
positions North arid East all times Item.
26 1950

CINCPOA to COM5THFLT, COM5THPHIBFOR, COl\,:GENlO'I'H J\RI-.-lY,
COI"IGENJ\.f,."B,POA, CG 3RDPHIB00RPS, JQ},IIG-ENFJ!JFPAC, CG 24'IH
CORP3,

Info

COJ./~AIRPAC, COlVldERVPAC,
COMGEl~AIHFNfFPAC Etc.

COI~.~GENPOA,

COMI)HIBSPAC

-TOP S6CH3'fl -. 27th Inf Div (Reinf) is designated floating
reserve IC:EffERG under CG Expeditionary Troops rather
than area reserve. · MyDis 300632 November modified
accordingly. Mounting this Division is contingent on
early release transportation designated for this purpose
from assault shipping engaged DETAC~II/ffi:NT.

24 1216

<~INC

Bl-:-.LO,

BPF to _,'\.DE.:IF f\.LTY, B..\D
S !'J~ER.

~ vl-WH,

FLJ'iG OFFICER SUBM.AHII'JES,

~

'fer DEOR:s¥:P- Part 1

~~ ly 241222. During discussions with
CinCPac I found us authorities most anxious that the
3 Officer observers with us Pacific Fleet should now
become my Liaison .Officers 2 the personal contacts
and good-will ·which tl1ese Officers have most successfully
secured will be a very valuable asset 3 The following
arranP;ernents are therefore intended (A_) Commander II.
(R) H. Hopkins t6 be British Pacific ?leet Liaison
Officer.

27 0440

CINCPO A to

CQ I~,.:G;~~!-~P OA

Fi,lbas agreement is binding in letter and spirit. Paragraph 78 outlines the policy as to availability se-rvice
units in S oPac for movement to S)JPA . The last sentence
thereof has a saving clause for obtaining exemption
of units or individuals by agreement between the tvvo
theatre conunanders. 'That proviso was inserted to take
care of unusual and unanticipated circumstances. - A
considerable number of individuals have been requested
as they became available. Continuation of that practice
on the scale of recent weeks mi ght be construed as a~ B
endeavor to avoid fully carry ing out terms of the
L. 4
· 3
signed a gre ement. To avoid any such misunderstanding

'fOP

ffiXGffiBSP~

DE CE1'1BER ( GCT )

27 0440

CI NCPOA to COl"rGEI\POA (Continued)

DECLASSIFIED

please g ive closest scrutiny to any further
requests for ,exemption to t h e FILBAS Agreement. In
connection iNi t h tnis dispatch and my 160003 no
lUrther action is being taken on your 270440.
22 0608

CTF 94
It is imperative that Fleet Units obtain earliest
and best weatl1er information. In the area of
.
-few land masses in the nestern Pacific best sources
such inforn~tion is search planes. Desire 1 All
.pilots your Task Group be briefed by aerologist as
to weather indications they may encounter. 2 That
pilots make definite reports weather data to
aerology upon return from flight remembering that
insignifican t cloud change wind shift or sea change
may be indications of approachine storm. 3 That
daily summary plane. weather reports (not in weather
code) and predictions be sent direct Com3rdFlt Task
Force commanders Jrd Fleet and CTF 94 by operational
priority dispatch· as soon after search return as
practicable. 4 That special flights be set up with
competent Aerographers aboard to investigate areas
of unusual weat.her acti'vi ty. Para. This plan to be
followed pending establishmen t establishmen t weather
central :r.:!illTANAS and even then inforrrstion will
continue to be invaluable.

30 1634

l~!IA.RSKALL

to RICH ..L\RDSON, CINCPOA Info J1ACJffiTHUR.

!OF ggGRET. WP~X-84316. Supporting the 315 and 316
VLR Wings deployed to Marianas by Eleoision of Joint
Chiefs of Staff contained in ;:71\RX-82189 December 26,
and in accordance -with JCS 11902, December 26 (Copy
being Forwarded) the following units are excepted from
FILBAS A@ree:ment and are released from SoPac when
declared surplus: 1 Ordnance HJU\II company, 5 Q,l\~ Truck .
Companies, 5 Q}.1 Service Companies, 1 Q;l\l Laundry
Company, 1 Q).~ Bake ry Company 2 Port Corupanies {TC).
Notify War Department of desi gna tion of units when
determined.

' 2484

DE C:i3:MBER ( GCT )

31 1735

~-}~
I

.ARNOLD 2 SI GNED M..ffiSH;;.LL to

HARMON.
)

R ICH PJ.~D S O N

for MI!liTZ Info

84945. In effort to save shipping

~OP 8EGRE~. Wfl~X
th~ plan as outlined

in V':Tar 80979 dated 22 December
1944, as su ra.ed / that Navy e quipment could be made
available for 2 Engineer Aviation B~ttalions in
0_,:\ HU. In messag e fr om CI NCPOA to C01\IT NCH -on 27
December 1944 and a gain in message from R ICF~~P~SON
RJ45001 dated 29 D~cember 1944, inference is made
t h at such e quipment is ava-ilable on OAFTJ but CINCPOA
· prefers t hat issue be made l in the United States, also,
that providing 2 Battal~ons were equipped ,with Navy
Equipment on OAHU, ' replacements would have to be made
later, therefore, no s~ipping would be saved. Para.
The following action being taken reference movement
and equipment of Engineer Units mentioned in 'Var 80979.
(A) The 807 now sehedu1ed for I RON with readine s s dat(?'of 15 Janu ary 1945 at home station. (B) The 1902
and i903 or;tgi,nally scheduled for HODE now changed
to BIVE with readiness da te at home station -of 15
',J"anuary 1945. (C) The 802 a__nd 1901 now scheduled
for BIVE with readiness date of 15 J a nuary 1945 at
home station ·. (D) Unit scheduled for Nlarch is ,
1924 and Unit scheduled for April is 813, Both will
be sent withou-t unit training . (E ) 3 Neg-r o Battalions
1882, 1908 , and 1909 wfu[l be ready 1 Iviarch at home ,
station without unit training. Para. Since no
shipping can be saved, all of the above listed
'Enginee·r Battalions wlll be equipped with Army
e quipment in the United States. Para. The 802 and
1901 will be u nits in LST combat loaded. All dates •
subject to your sh ipping plan.
1
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